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SPECIAL NOTICE 
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering 
can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of 
the page numbers given at each entry. e.g.. p0409 N 74-27642. To assist the user 
in binding Supplements SP-7037 (41 )through SP-7037 (52). a title page is included 
in the back of this Cumulative Index.
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INTRODUCTION 
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS 
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037 (41) 
through NASA SP-7037 (52) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Special Bibliograph. 
NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts 
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows: 
I. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N74-I0000 series). 
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A74-l0000 series). 
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED 
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate 
source index, a contract number index, and a report accession number index. 
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX 
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index: 
I. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a 
valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example: 
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES 
U PROTUBERANCES 
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the. user to more specific headings in the 
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. 
For example: 
FLOW RESISTANCE 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT FRICTION DRAG 
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to 
narrow further his quest for particular items.This is because subject terms can readily 
include more than one class of document. For example: 
AIRLINE OPERATIONS 
All-weather operations, including 
pilot role, instrument landing 
systems and guidance aids. 
Airport congestion as constraint on 
air travel, considering runway 
capacity and adjusted demand. 
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same sub-
ject term. 
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX	 - 
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements 
appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching 
of the index for variants of an author's name. For example: 
EMELIANOV, M.D. 
and 
YEMELYANOV, M.D.
It
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used 
in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source 
supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example: 
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS 
DIV.	
0	
(Corporate source at citation) 
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 	 (Corporate source index entry) 
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual 
Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract 
numbers are presented may requiremultiple searching for variants. For example: 
AF 33(615)-71-C-l758 
F336I5-7l-C-1758 
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX 
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency 
or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in 
different report number series. For example: 
TP-924 
ONE RA-TP-924 
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT 
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the 
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each 
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page 
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the 
deired Supplement number will be found in the first column For example: 
Page 405 will be found in Supplement 49. 
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS 
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aervi,auiical 
Eiigineeri,ig supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly 
supplement.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
EXTENSION 
cAsIIGJ	 r-1 SUBJECT HEA0I 
Beat transfer of a disk rotating in a casing 
cooling fluid flow in gas turbine engines 
The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. 
When the title is insufficiently descriptive of the document Content, a title 
extension is added, separated from the title by three hyphens. The NASA or 
AIAA accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating 
the abstract in the abstract section of an individual issue of Aeronautica/ 
Engineering. If applicable, a report number is also included as an aid in identify-
ing the document. The page and accession numbers are located beneath end 
to the right of the title. Under any one subject heading the accession numbers 
are arranged in sequence with the /AA accession numbers appearing first. 
A 
A-4 AIRCRAFT Fabrication of advanced fibrous composite structures 
(SNE PIPES E873-716] 	 p0075 174-13953 
Developsent of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
flight controlsurface for A-If aircraft 
[AD-782646]	 p0491 874-33473 
1-6 AIRCRAFT 
F-14, 1-6 assembly woes seen easing p0348 174-34929 
1-7 IISCRIPT Afterbody drag flight test of the 1-78 airplane 
(lIlA PIPES 73-1306]	 'p0032 1711-12948 
Inflight thrust and base pressure survey on the 
1-7 airplane p0345 1711-34840 
The effect of non-symmetric flight on aircraft 
high angle of attack handling qualities and 
departure characteristics 
(1111 PIPES 74-792]	 p01100 1711-37812 
A digital multinode flight control system for 
tactical fighters p0423 174-38551 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 1 --- for 1-7 aircraft application 
(10-766361]	 p005? 874-10929 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, voluse 2 --- development and evaluation 
for application to 1-7 aircraft 
(AD-7664001	 p0057 1174-10931 
A modified design concept, utilizing deck motion 
prediction, for the A-7E automatic carrier 
landing system (AD-767691]	 p01411 574-13739 Comparison of the flying qualities of the A-7D 
aircraft with the requirements of BIL-F-8785B ASG 
(AD-768390]	 p0161 1174-14768 
Application of the aerospace multiprocessor to the 
A-7D flight control system --- development of 
digital fly-by-wire system 
(10-768382]	 p0162 1174-14769 
Cockpit switching study: Test and validation of a 
design procedure for multif unction switching 
controls (10-7839561	 p0499 1174-34554 
1-10 AIRCRAFT The influence of design to cost and prototyping on 
the 8-10 aircraft (SAE PAPER 730890]	 p0019 174-11598 
The Fairchild Industries 1-10 - Designed for close 
air support p0184 1711-21726
JANUARY 1975 
Design-to-cost for the 1-10 close air support, 
aircraft 
[AIAA PIPER 714-963]	 PO427 1714-38728
A-37 AIRCRAFT 
Graphite co.posite landing gear components - side 
brace assembly and torque link for 137-B aircraft 
(AD-769041]	 p0163 1174-14779 
1-300 AIRCRAFT 
A 300 B static and fatigue tests p0117 174-16755 
New orientations in the study of transport 
aircraft safety p0208 174-22633 
Airbus 1-300 B --- design and cost effectiveness 
p0438 174-40329 
Determination of ice shapes and their effect on 
the aerodynamic characteristics for the 
unprotected tail of the A 300 
(ICAS PAPER 74-42]	 p0450 174-41343
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of 
the A 300 B aircraft structure
p0166 1174-15614 
ABLATION Ablation -- heat and mass transfer in hypersonic 
flight p0119 174-17103 
The ablation performance of foams in a low heat flux 
plasma arc tests on polyurethane-based foams 
p0045 874-10263 
ABORT APPARATUS 
The new Douglas 'Binipac' ejection seat 
p0321 174-31795 
ABSORBENTS Aviation fuel spill containment using absorbent 
materials (AD-7767621	 p0361 1174-26242
ABSORBERS (BATERIALS) 
The design of sound absorptive materials to meet 
special requirements p0315 A74-30091 
Finite-amplitude waves in cylindrical lined ducts 
(1111 PAPER 74-553] 	 p0339 174-33145
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 
Dosage of minority stratospheric constituents, of 
the order of 1 ppb, by absorption spectrosetry 
p0340 174-33313 
AC GENERATORS Gas-lubricated foil bearings for high speed 
turboalternatOr - Construction and performance 
(ASSE PAPER 73-LUB-5]	 p0027 174-12332 
YFW 614 electrical system p0375 174-35363 
Investigation of rotor dynamic and high speed 
bearing technology for a 3 KW turbo-alternator 
[10-765501]	 p0047 N14-101486 
Test characteristics of a welded rotor in a 
36,000-rpm Lundell alternator 
[NASA-TE-I-2944]	 p0064 1174-11304
Bajor Item Special Study (SISS), ClI-47& 
alternating generator --- product quality 
control and cost savings 
(AD-773720]	 p0286 1174-19712 
Comparison of electrical generating systems based 
on IDG and VSCF techniques in two types of 
aircraft p0473 874-32482 
Aircraft auxiliary power systems study. A main 
generation channel for a V/STOL strike aircraft p0474 874-321483 
vscv generators --- variable speed constant 
frequency generators, design, construction and 
perfor.ance p0414 1174-32485 
Control aspects of aircraft type cycloconvertOrS 
p0 1 ?4 1174-32486 
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ACCELEIATI0I (PEYSICS)	 SUBJECT INDEX 
AcC!LUATIOJ (P0YSIS) 
Computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter 
rotorbiades in forward flight, using the method 
of the acceleration potential 
(ICAS PAPER 74-54]	 p0451 174-41353 
Gust loads on Comet aircraft -- noting gust 
frequencies and cloud collision radar effect [ARC-CP-1247]	 p0250 034-18689 
6-load measuring and indicator apparatus --- for 
aircraft (NASI-CASE-ARC-10806) 	 p0409 074-27872 
ACC!LE1ATI0N PROTECTION 
Anticipatory anti-blackout system --- oxygen 
operated anti-G valves for aircrew protection 
p02l2 174-23551 
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
Definition of study objectives for integrated crew 
module development	 - (AD769065]	 p0162 074-14773 
ACCELEROMETERS 
Aircraft on-board equipment for dynamic 
measurements with piezoelectric sensors 
p0270 A74-27293 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to July 1973 (AD-767648]	 p0106 074-12736 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft (AD-778645]	 p0416 074-28531 
ACCESS TIRE 
The remote airport - A study of access feasibility 
p0216 A74-23353 
ACCIDENT IJYESTIGATIOI 
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
ACCIDENT PREYEETIOI 
Application of military human factors techniques 
to general aviation accident prevention 
p0004 A74-10880 
Bird control at the airport
p0080 A74-14523 
Accident prevention by incident analysis 
p0208 A74-22634 
Violations of system safety principles in the 
cockpit
p0208 A74-22635 
Use of ARTS-Ill in aircraft accident investigation 
Automated Radar Terminal System
p0208 A74-22637 
Nonflammable fibrous materials for aeronautical 
systems
p0379 A7'i-35807 
Protection of civil aviation aircraft against fire 
p0421 A74-38149 
Problems of aircraft takeoff from

precipitation-covered runways
p0484 A74-46689 
Some user benefits achievable from an advanced air 
traffic •anagement syste. (R-1320-DOTJ-	 p0065 074-11435 
Air traffic control/collision avoidance syste• 
interface si.ulation, phase 2 ---. based on high 
density ter.inal area with simultaneous 
approaches to parallel runways (FAA-NA-73-le0	 p0100 074-12361 
Windshield bird strike structure design criteria [AD-779729]	 p0442 074-29393 
ACCIDEITS 
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 
ACCRETION 
U DEPOSITION 
ACOUSTIC ATTEIUATION 
NT SHOCE NAVE ATTENUATION 
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by 
comparison of single- and multitube suppressor 
nozzle data (AIAA PAPER 73-1001]
	 P0006 A74-11050 
- The acoustics of aircraft engine-duct systems 
- (AIAA PAPER 13-1153] 	 p0025 A74-12215 
Transmission of sound through a two-di.ensional 
shielding jet (AIAA PAPER 73-1002]
	 pO026 174-12221 
Experimental study of the internal noise in 
injector driven wind tunnels (ONEHA, TP NO. 1315]
	 p0128 174-18288 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance with 
a J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source [AIAA PAPER 74-91]
	 p0133 A74-18768
Noise suppressing devices --- Russian book 
p0180 A74-20904 Nozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on

noise for CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
p0314 A74-30076 
The design of sound absorptive •aterials to meet 
special reguire.ents
p0315 174-30091 
Investigation of acoustic effects of leading-edge 
serrations on airfoils
p0317 174-30392 
Finite-amplitude waves in cylindrical lined ducts (AIAA PAPER 74-553]	 p0339 A74-33145 
Attenuation of instabilities in propulsion system 
- combustors
p0478 A74-44422 ACOUSTIC COMBUSTION 
U COMBUSTION STABILITY 
ACOUSTIC DUCTS 
Turbine noise generation and suppression 
predict ion method linking acoustic modes with 
aerodynamics 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-7]
	 p0071 174-13298 
Application of finite difference techniques to 
noise propagation in jet engine ducts (ASRE PAPER 73-WA/GT-10] 	 p0072 174-13301 Nonlinear acoustic phenomena in the presence of 
absorptive liners in circular ducts
pO15 A74-30090 High intensity sound in a lined duct
p0336 174-32593 
Finite-amplitude waves in cylindrical lined ducts (AIAA PAPER 74-553]
	 p0339 A74-33145 
Noise suppressor --- for turbofan engine by 
incorporating annular acoustically porous 
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts (NASA-CASE-LAR-11141-1] 	 p0470 074-32418 ACOUSTIC FATIGUE 
Sonic fatigue failure mechanisms in potential 
Space Shuttle Orbiter panel designs (AIAA PAPER 14-348]	 pO2lO 174-27267 
Oil canning of metallic panels in thermal-acoustic 
environments 
(AIAA PAPER 74-982]
	 p0428 174-38740 
Acoustic fatigue design data, part 3 --- design 
criteria for aircraft structural elements to 
reduce effects of acoustic stress (AGARDOGRAPH-162-PT-3] 	 pO257 074-19550 
ACOUSTIC GENERATORS 
U SOUND GENERATORS 
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE 
Quiet engine program: Turbine noise suppression. 
Volume 2: Treatment selection, installation, 
and test results 
[NASA-CR-134586]	 p0256 074-19401 
ACOUSTIC REASUERREITS 
NT NOISE MEASUREMENT 
An experimental study of subsonic jet noise and 
comparison with theory
p0002 174-10271 
Transportation noise - It's measurement and 
evaluation
p0008 174-11198 
Aspects of large-scale, subsonic, wind-tunnel 
design for propulsion noise research 
EAIAA PAPER 73-1279]
	 p0011 174-11291 
The effect of noise constraints on engine cycle 
optimization for long-haul transports (AIAA PAPER 73-1292]
	 p0011 A74-11298 
Measured jet noise compared to California noise 
codes and health criteria
p0014 A74-11424 
Investigation of the characteristics of tubular 
microphone vindscreens for in-duct fan sound 
power measurements
pOO23 A74-12126 
Location of aircraft by an acoustic method 
p0069 A74-13028 
Non-engine aerodynamic noise - The limit to 
aircraft noise reduction
pOO7II 174-13796 
Electroacoustical performance requirements for

aircraft noise certification measurements 
p0074 174-13799 
Flight noise reduction in propeller-driven aircraft 
p0089 A74-15962 
Recent developments in sonic-boom simulation using 
shock tubes
p011S A74-16384 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Preliminary vjnd tunnel noise measurements of a 
semi-span wing with an upper-surface blown-flap 
(hAl PAPER 74-191)	 p0134 174-18832 
Computer prediction of aircraft noise
p0137 A74-19051 
Effect of configuration variation on externally 
blown flap noise 
(lIlA PAPER 74-190]	 p0180 174-20775 
Parameterization of helicopter rotor broadband 
noise from experimental data
p0206 A74-22469 
Rotating-blade vortex noise
p0203 A74-22470 
Experi.ental studies of rotational noise in 
forward flight p0206 A1422l471 
SoRe noise requirements for large-subsonic 
wind-tunnels
p0216 A74-22479 
Exhaust noise field generated in the .JT8D core 
engine - noise floor presented by the internal 
noise sources	 -
p0221 A74-23105 
Aircraft acoustics --- Russian book on noise 
sources and abatement methods.	 - 
p0225 A74-24998 
A solid-state converter for measurement of 
aircraft noise and sonic boom
p0261 A74-26345 
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft noise measurement 
problems 
(SAE AIR 1286]	 p0269 A74-27259 
Noise limit values in the case of aircraft 
under Ger.an law 
(DGLR PAPER 74-015]	 P°27° 174-27363 
Syste.atic investigations in the field of noise 
shielding 
(DGLR PAPER 74-021)	 p0271 A74-27365 
Comments concerning noise indices /results of the 
study of aircraft noise in Munich-conducted by 
the German Research Community are taken into 
account/ 
(DGLR PAPER 74-014]	 p0271 A74-27367 
variability in aircraft noise measurements --
from short and long period jet flight tests 
pO3•14 A74-30079 
Nonlinear acoustic phenomena in the presence of 
absorptive liners in circular ducts
p0315 A74-30090 
A new anechoic facility for supersonic hot jet 
noise research at Lockheed-Georgia
p0315 174-30092 
Microphone requirements for airport noise monitoring 
p0315 174-30096 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
p0315 174-30098 
A method for studying near- and far-field noise 
characteristics of impinging jets 
[AIAA PAPER 74-569)	 p0339 A74-33153 
Acoustic emissions used to nondestructively 
determine crack locations in aircraft structural 
fatigue specimen
p0343 174-34290 
Preliminary seasurements of aircraft aerodynamic 
noise 
[AIAA PAPER 74-572)	 p0344 174-34332 
The prediction of rotor rotational noise using 
measured fluctuating blade loads 
(ASS PREPRINT 801]	 p0387 A74-36615 
Validity of aircraft noise data
p0397 A74-37547 
Spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0430 A74-38854 
Jet engine noise testing 
-	
p0434 A74-39739 
Static noise measure.ent of full scale jet engines 
p0434 A74-39740 
The use of a rotating arm facility to study flight 
effects on jet noise	 - 
p0436 174-39970 
Helicopter noise - Can it be adequately rated 
inadequacy of existing measurement techniques 
-	 p0438 174-40092 
Unsteady lift and radited sound from a wake 
cutting airfoil
p0477 A74-44405
ACOUSTIC !EASURENBNTS.CONTD 
Acoustic-emission detection system
p0478 A74-44928 
Noise and vake structure measure.ents in a 
subsonic tip speed fan 
(NASA-CR-2323]	 p0036 N74-10020 
NASA/GE quiet engine A acoustic test results 
(NASA-CR-121175)	 p0050 N74-10732 
Truck noise via diesel exhaust and air intake noise 
acoustic measurements for evaluation of 
various exhaust and intake syste.s 
(P5-222624/9)	 p0052 N74-10742 
Aerodynamic sound generation due to 
vortex-aerofoil interaction
p0093 N74-11804 
Results of the flight noise •easurement program 
using a standard and modified SB-3A helicopter 
[NASA-TN-D-7330]	 p0096 1174-11836 
Helicopter noise --- in relation to increased 
horsepower 
(POA-3-C-3685-E4]	 pOlO5 1174-12722 
Aerodynamic and noise measurements on a, quasi-two 
dimensional augmentor wing model with lobe-type 
nozzles 
(NASA-TM-X-62237)	 p0140 1174-13719 
Takeoff and landing performance and noise 
measurements of a deflected slipstream STOL 
airplane with interconnected propellers and 
rotating cylinder flaps 
[NASA-TM-X-62320]	 pOl4l 1174-13720 
Noise generation by cylindrical spoilers i.mersed 
in an air duct --- analysis of acoustic power 
output and directivity patterns of noise field 
(10-767336]	 p0142 1174-13730 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance with 
a- J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(NASA-TM-X-71488]	 p0152 1174-14384 
A study of the effect of flight density and 
background noise on V/STOL acceptability 
effective perceived noise level as measure of 
annoyance 
(NASA-CR-2197]	 p0161 1174-14765 
A study to determine the applicability of noise 
abatement approach procedures to McDonnell 
Douglas Aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114677)	 p0188 1174-15714 
Noise measurements obtained during engineering 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114691]	 p0189 1174-15716 
Impact characterization of noise including - 
implications of identifying and achieving levels 
of cumulative noise exposure 
[PB-224408/5GA)	 p0238 1174-11769 
Noise measureRents at Stockton Airport obtained 
during engineering evaluation of tvo-sg.ent 
approaches in a 727-222 aircraft 
(NASA-CE-114689]	 p0249 1174-18685 
Noise measurements taken at LAX during operational 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 
(NASA-CE-114690)	 - -	 p0249 1174-18686 
Preliminary measurement of the airframe noise from 
an F-106B delta wing aircraft at low flyover 
speeds -- establishment of lover limit for 
noise level of supersonic transport aircraft 
[NASA-Tfl--X-71527)	 p0284 1174-19668 
The noise environment of a school classroo, due to 
the operation of utility helicopters 
acoustic measurements of helicopter noise during 
flight over building 
(NASA-T11-71957]	 p0296 1174-20659 
Effect of advanced aircraft noise reduction 
technology on the 1990 projected noise 
environment around Patrick Henry Airport 
development of noise exposure forecast contours 
for projected traffic volume and aircraft types 
(NASA-TM-X-71953]	 -	 p0296 N')4-20660 
Component noise variables of a light observation 
helicopter 
[NASA-CR-114761)	 p0297 1174-20662 
The effect of engine component noise on V/STOL 
aircraft noise contours 
(RASA-CR-114687]	 p0297 1174-20667 
Comparison of acoustic performance of five muffler 
configurations on a small, helicopter' 
acoustic properties of •odified helicopter 
exhaust system 
(NASA-TN-D-7495]	 p0325 1174-21652 
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ACOUSTIC NOZZLES 
Co..unity acceptance of helicopter noise: 
Criteria and application 
(NASA-CR-1324301	 pO355 1174-25567 
Aircraft noise in urban areas. Neasnre.ent and 
evaluation 
[DGLE-PAPEB-74-013)	 p0368 1174-26481 
Noise li.it values of aircraft 
(DGLE-PAPEE-74-015]	 p0368 1174-26482 
Systematic sound insulation investigations 
NBB-UH-06-74-O)	 p0368 1174-26483 
Noise levels in the CE-113A and CUB-IN helicopter 
(DCIEN-73-E-993]	 p0407 1174-27504 
Investigation of the large scale coherent 
structure in a jet and its relevance to jet noise 
[NASA-CE-138908]	 p0407 1174-27505 
Plight velocity effscts on the jet noise of 
several variations of a 104-tube suppressor nozzle 
INASA-Tfl-I-3049) 	 p0410 N74-28240 
Use of conventional eguipnent to measure the 
effective perceived noise level of aircraft 
p0411 1174-28399 
Acoustic tests on a fan-in-ving model: Effects of 
an extended inlet 
(NEC-13898]	 p0442 1174-29376 
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements 
during flyover of a •odified P1068 aircraft with 
underwing nacelles 
(NASA-TN-I-71578]	 p01142 1174-29379 
Investigation of the possibility of use of 
vibroacoustical signals for purposes of 
diagnostics in aeronautical engineering 
p0444 1174-29875 
Static noise tests on augmentor wing jet STOL 
research aircraft (C8A Buffalo) 
(NASA-CB-137520]	 p0489 1174-33455 
Test of acoustic tone source and propulsion 
performance of C8A Buffalo suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-cR-137521)	 p0489 1174-33456 
Non-engine aerodyna.ic noise investigation of a 
large aircraft 
[NASA-CR-2378]	 p0495 1174-34482 
ACOUSTIC NOZZLES 
Forward velocity effects on jet noise with 
dominant internal noise source
p0314 A74-30077 
Investigation of noise from fuil-scale high bypass 
engine and blown flap syste. 
(SAS PAPER 740467]
	 p0352 A74-35012 
Jet propulsion for guiet aircraft --- nozzle 
configurations
p0396 A74-37536 
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION 
The acoustic far-field of rigid bodies in 
arbitrary motion
p0224 A74-24375 
Finite-amplitude waves, in cylindrical lined ducts 
(AIAA PAPER 74-553)
	 p0339 A74-33145 
Analysis of acoustic radiation in a jet flow 
environment 
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES	 .	 .	 - -
NT ACOUSTIC INPEDANCE 
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING 
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
NT SOUND INTENSITY 
Noise characteristics of a turbulent crosswind jet 
p0177 A71&-20281 
A method for studying near- and far-field noise 
characteristics of impinging jets 
(AIAA PAPER 74-569)
	 ..	 p0339 A74-33153 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale 
augmentor wing model at forward speed 
(NASA-TN-x-2940]	 p0041 N74-10052 
Aircraft noise reduction technology --- to show 
impact on individuals and conaunities, component 
noise sources, and operational procedures to 
reduce impact 
(NASA-Tm-x-68241)	 p0055 1174-10917 
Aerodynamic sound generation due to 
vortex-aerofoil interaction
p0093 1174-11804 
The effect of helicopter noise on communication 
and hearing 
(AD-761222]	 p0112 1174-13450 
Noise generation by cylindrical spoilers immersed 
in an air duct -- analysis of acoustic power 
output and directivity patterns of noise field 
(AD-767336)	 p0142 1174-13730
SUBJECT INDEX 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and perfor.ance with 
a J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
[NASA-T11-x-71488)	 p0152 N74-14384 
A study of the effect of flight density and

background noise on V/STOL acceptability 
effective perceived noise level as measure of 
annoyance	 -	 - 
[NASA-CR-2197]	 p0161 1174-14765 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale wind 
tunnel model of an upper-surface blown flap 
transport having two engines
	 - 
[NASA-TR-x-62319]
	
. p0189 N74-157.19 
Noise. characteristics of jet flap type exhaust flows 
effects of Nach number, slot nozzle aspect 
ratio, and flap length on radiated sound power 
(NAsA-CE-2342)	 p0236.74-1775 
Acoustical properties of a model rotorin 'nhnaxial' 
flight -- wind tunnel model noise measurements 
[NASA-CB-114749)	 p9248 1174-18678. 
Preliminary measurement of the airframe noise fro. 
an F-106B delta wing aircraft at low flyover 
speeds --- establishment of lower limit for 
noise level of supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-TN-X-71527] . 	 .	 p0284 N74-19668 
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion 
system designs --- analysis of acoustic 
properties of .short takeoff aircraft 
p029 1 N74-20422 
Noise levels of operational helicopters of the 
011-6 type designed to fleet the LOB •ission'---
acoustic properties for various helicopter 
configurations 
[NASA-CR-114760]	 p0297 1174-20663 
Geonetry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
(NASA-T11-I-71562J	 p0355 1174-25568 
Investigation of the large scale coherent 
structure in a jet and its relevance to jet noise 
[NASA-cR-138908J	 p0407 N74-27505 
Plight velocity effects on the jet noise of 
several variations of a 104-tube suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-TE-I-3049]	 p0410 N74-28240 
Low noise propeller technology demonstration --
application to quiet aircraft development 
(AD-779773]	 .	 p0443 .1174-29395 
Investigation of the possibility of. use of 
vibroacoustical signals for purposes of 
diagnostics,
 in aeronautical engineering 
p0444' 1174-29875 
Noise generated by quiet engine fans.. 2: Pan A. 
measurement of power spectra and sideline 
perceived noise levels 
(NASA-TN-X-3066]	 p0444 1174-302110 
Static performance and noise tests on a thrust 
reverser for an augnentor wing aircraft 
(NASA-CR-137561]	 . . . . p0472 1174-32438 
Further analysis of broadband noise measurements 
for a rotating blade operating with and without 
its shed wake blown downstream 
(NASA-TN-D-7623)	 p0488N74-33434 
ACOUSTIC RADIATION 
U SOUND NAVES
	 . . , . 
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING 
Diffraction of evanescent waves, with applications 
to aerodynamically scattered sound and radiati9n 
from unbaff led plates
	 -
p0204 A74-23104 
A linear model of a finite amplitude Helmholtz' 
instability.
p0335 A74-32057 
Acoustic backscatter radar syste. for tracking 
aircraft trailing vortices
p0477 A74-44420 
Acoustic scattering from an aircraft trailing vortex 
-	
. p0193 N74-16377 
ACOUSTIC SIRULATION 
The experimental response of simple structures to 
simulated sonic booms
p0021 A74-11814 
Acoustical modeling of the heavy , lift helicopter 
p0206 A74-22466 
Nodal study of.
 the propagation. of sound from 
V/STOL aircraft into urban environs
p03l5 A74-30093 
Flyover noise prediction from static data 
extrapolation from engine ground tests A74-30100 
Acoustical model investigations of tvo versions of 
an airport noise suppressor 
A-SI
SUBJECT IRDEI
p0340 A74-33274 
Sonic boos research at OTIAS
p04$3 A74-46239 
Acoustic fatigue design data, part 3 -- design 
criteria for aircraft structural elesents to 
reduce effects of acoustic stress 
(AGAEDOGRAPR-162-PT-3) 	 p0257 174-19550 
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
The jet density exponent issue for the noise of 
heated subsonic jets
p0422 174-38393 
Tables for flight tests --- giving reference 
ateospheres. calibration velocity, each nueber, 
and sound velocity
p0190 174-15722 
ACOUSTIC VIRUTIOIS 
U SOUID IAVES 
ACOUSTICS 
NT PSYCEOACOUSTICS 
Rotor aerodynicics and acoustics - The next phase 
helicopter noise at supersonic blade tip 
speeds
p0203 A74-22'465 
Radially leaned outlet guide vanes for fan source 
noise reduction 
(IASA-CR-134486]	 p0065 174-11597 
Design and fabrication of an augeentor sing .odel 
- for acoustic tests 
(JASA-CR-134518]	 p0241 174-17960 
ACQUISITIOI 
IT DATA ACQUISITIOR 
NT TARGET ACQOISITIOR 
ACRYLIC RESINS 
Application of acrylic based roo. teiperature 
curing adhesives to structural helicopter 
boudsents
p0380 A74-35994 
ACTIIORETHIS 
IT INFRARED DETECTORS 
IT INFRARED SCANNERS 
ACTUATORS 
US Arey helicopter hydraulic servocylinder 
reliability and waintainability investigation 
(AD-767243]	 p0142 174-13731 
Practical experience with a digital 
electrohydraulic actuator 
(IASA-TT-F-15292)	 p0191 174-15735 
The dyna.ic behavior of a digital electrohydraulic 
actuator 
(IASA-TT-Y-152951	 p0191 174-15736 
Redundant actuator developeent Btudy --- flight 
control syste.s for supersonic transport aircraft 
(EASA-CR-114730]	 p0325 174-21655 
Coeparison with regard to the econosy of a digital 
and an analog electro-hydranlic actuator 
noting application to aircraft control 
(DLE-PB-73-105)	 p0489 174-33457 
Contribution to the dynalic behavior of a digital 
electro-hydraulic actuator --- for fly by sire 
control 
(DLR-PB-73-1O6)	 p0490 174-33458 
The 2-89 hydraulic actuator coibinatorial geo.etry 
- --	 representation 
[AD-781996)	 p0498 174-34547 
ADAPTERS 
08-1 ground handling wheel adapter bars for OR-Se 
helicopters- Prototype design, fabrication, and 
user test 
(AD-778 199)	 p0443 174-29616 
ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
Conference on Decision and Control, 4th and 
Sysposiul -on-AdaptivePrOCeSses, 12th, San 
Diego, Calif., -Deceiber 5-1,-1973, Proceedings 
p0175 A74-20076 
Adaptive systeas research in the NASA 
•	
p011S A74-20095
Digital adaptive flight controller developuent 
p0176 A74-20120 
Reliability of adaptive systels --- Russian book 
on flight control
p0181 A74-20919 
Digital adaptive sodel following control -- for 
lateral aircraft dynasics
pole3 A74-21338 
Technical optisixation --- Ger.an book on chesical 
process, spacecraft and aircraft optiial control 
p0227 Al4-25038 
Oscillations Lii an adaptive aircraft control systea 
p0262 A74-26440
ADHESIVES 
Adaptive arrays -- radar receiving antennas for 
sidelobe reduction and adaptive filtering 
p0316 A74-30319 
Digital syste. identification and its application 
to digital flight control
pO342 A74-33768 
Nonlinear and adaptive control techniques; 
Proceedings of the First Annual Advanced Control 
Conference, Purdue University, Lafayette, md., 
April 29-Nay 1, 1974
p0373 A74-35204 
Adaptive and nonlinear control system in 
aerospace applications
p0373 A74-35206 
A coaparative study of two .odel reference. 
adaptive aircraft control systeas } 
p0374 A74-35237 
Digital adaptive •odel following flight control
using fighter aircraft aathe.atical 
• •odel-following algorith. 
(AIAA PAPER 74-886]	 p0402 A74-37868 
A practical sche.e for adaptive aircraft flight 
control systems
p0357 174-25588 
Adaptive control techniques without perturbation 
for syste.s with inacc4ssible state variables 
with application to a supersonic aircraft air 
inlet control syste.
p0499 174-34668 
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEES 
U ADAPTIVE COITROL 
ADDITION RESINS 
N? ACRYLIC RESINS 
ADDITIVES 
NT AITIFREEZES 
NT AITIOZIDANTS 
NT OIL ADDITIVES 
A Dli ERORETE ES 
U ADHESION TESTS 
ADIIESIOI TESTS 
Develop.ent and probless of testing prepregs for 
the Czechoslovakian aircraft industry 
p0280 A74-28528 
ADHESIVE BONDING 
Co.posite to .etal. bonding using structural 
thersosetting adhesives
pOO8S A74-14786 
Technology of production of sandwich panels with 
aluaiuum honeycomb cores
p0118 A74-20523 
Application of advanced structures and saterials 
to transport aircraft fuselages 
[AIAA PAPER 74-340] 	 p0263 A74-26655 
Adhesive bonding increases fatigue life of wing 
joint 
(AIAA PAPER 74-382]	 p0265 174-26687 
Adhesively bonded la.unated .etal structure 
(SIB PAPER 740259]	 pO274 A74-27510 
An approach to the development of .eanungf ol 
design rules for fatigue-loaded CFRP co.ponents 
carbon fiber reinforced plastics 
p0313 A74-29783 
Applied research and development of adhesives for 
bonding filled carboxyl ter.inated 
polybutadienes to various substrates 
p0316 174-30313 
ElectrolagnetiC proof stressing of bonded airplane 
structure
p0343 A74-34294 
Application of acrylic based room teeperature 
curing adhesives to structural helicopter 
bondsen ts
p0380 A74-35994 
Adhesive bonding in the aviation industry and in 
other industrial sectors
p0479 A714-'44991 
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes used 
in helicopter sanufacture. Part 4: 
Nondestructive inspection of adhesive bonds 
using holographic techniques 
(AD-765455]	 p0047 174-10480 
son-classical adhesive-bonded joints in practical 
aerospace construction 
(NASA-CR-112238]	 p0101 174-12555 
ADHESIVES 
Effect of adhesive on the ispact resistance of 
la.inated plastics for windshield applications 
(AD-769735]	 p0193 174-16259 
A-S
ADIABATIC CONDITIONS 
ADIABATIC COIDITIOIS 
The •ean skin friction coefficient for a tough 
flat plate with a turbulent tvo-di.enisonal 
boundary layer in compressible adiabatic flow, 
with application to wedges, cylinders and cones 
[ESD073016]	 p0035 N74-10008 
ADSORPTION 
Adsorption resins in jet fuels
p0221 174-23517 
AERATION 
Foam and aeration characteristics of commercial 
aircraft lubricants 
[ASLE PREPRINT 74AM-1A-1] 	 p0307 174-28676 
AERIAL IMAGERY 
U AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
AERIAL PEOTOGRAPNY 
Evaluation of the helicopter as a calera platform 
p0078 174-14480 
Distortions in aerial photographs due to internal 
refraction --- from sealed compartment 
temperature and pressure effects
p0218 174-23450 
Protection of an optical sensor against vibration 
of the flight vehicle
p0276 174-27899 
A low power night photo system for high speed 
nn.anned aircraft
p0423 A74-38535 
AERIAL RECONIAISSAJCE 
Problems and organization in the case of 
aerial-survey flights at intermediate and high 
altitudes
p0086 174-15082 
A truly airworthy video disc recorder/reproducer 
results in unique capabilities --- for aerial 
reconnaissance and surveillance
p0218 174-22553 
Reduction of environmental testing and analysis 
costs through simulation
p0380 174-36037 
Functional command/control considerations for

ship-deployable tactical remotely-piloted 
vehicle /RPV/
pO433 174-39664 
A preli.inary design of a remotely-controlled 
glider for a long-line operation 
(AD-767879]	 p0144 874-13744 
AERIAL RUDDERS 
Multi-hinge rudder unit design with allowance for 
rudder deflection
p0398 174-37663 
Stability of the tail surfaces --- relationship to 
rudder bending
pO4S3 174-41770 
Aerodynamic comparison of.two double-slotted rudders 
[AD-774432]	 p0294 874-20644 
AERODYNAMIC AXIS 
U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE 
AERODYNAMIC BALANCE 
Magnetic balance and suspension systems for use 
with wind tunnels
p0025 1714- 12204 
Automatic balancing of an aircraft
p0124 174-17804 
Aerodynamic centre in two dimensional flow 
[ESDU-AIRCRAFT-08.01.05-AMEND-A]	 p0035 874-10010 
AERODYNANIC BRAKES 
NT BALLUTES 
NT DRAG CHUTES 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT SPLIT FLAPS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT WING FLAPS 
A variable drag drogue chute for use as the

aerodynamic decelerator in sailplanes 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1046]
	 p0456 174-42058 
Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute 
fabric --- for aerodynamic decelerators 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-10776- 1]
	 p0038 N74- 10034 
AERODYNAMIC BUZZ 
U FLUTTER	 - 
AERODYNAMIC CENTER 
U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE 
AERODYNAMIC CEARACTERISTICS 
NT AENODYNAMIC BALANCE 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILIT! 
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG 
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
SUBJECT IUDEX 
NT JET LIFT 
NT LIFT 
NT ROTOR LIFT 
NT STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The technical evolution of aircraft
p0006 174-11092 
V/STOL deflector aerodyna.ic design criteria --
geometric variations effects 
[1111 PAPER 73-1181]
	 p0008 A74-11226 
Sole design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1269]
	 p0030 A74-12496 
Experi.ental study on the characteristics of an 
isolated swept-back aerof oil with two parallel 
side-valis
p0069 A74-12971 
Aerodynamic aspects of gas turbine blade corrosion 
p0081 174-14567 
P28 - Development of the Mk 5000/6000. II - 
Development of the family
p0086 A74-15152 
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
bodies with relatively large trailing sections 
p0087 A74-15575 
The aerodynamic characteristics of sole variable 
geometry wing forms, derived from delta wings, 
gothic and mild-ogee wings
p0088 A74-15810 
Supersonic compressor test facility
p0129 174-18603 
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
a wing system loving at subsonic speed near land 
or smooth water surface
p0131 A74-18681 
Investigations into the possibilities of applying 
the Aerodynamic Paradoxon' principle in fluidic 
devices
p0174 174-19859 
Subsonic potential aerodynamics for complex 
configurations - A general theory
p0 177 174-20280 
Aerodynamic problems of turbojet propulsion 
systems, repercussions on gas turbine development 
p0177 A74-20313 
The influence of non-linear longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics on the power 
spectral response of aircraft to atmospheric 
turbulence
p0182 A74-21105 
STOL aircraft with blown wings
p0209 174-22785 
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of bodies of complex shape in a free-molecular 
flow with allowance for shading
p0204 174-23233 
Some aerodynamic problems raised by the airship 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1312 .]	 p0222 174-24314 
Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of cascades 
of arbitrary profiles vibrating in the potential 
flow of an incompressible fluid
p0222 A74-24378 
Estimation of aircraft parameters in nonlinear 
aerodynamic models
p0225 A74-24843 
Aerodynamic problems of the short takeoff and 
landing aircraft 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1247]
	 pO226 174-25062 
The aerodynamics of a turbine cascade with 
supersonic discharge and trailing edge blowing 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-120]
	 p0271 174-27419 
Some results from tests on a high work axial gas 
generator turbine 
[ASME PAPER 74-GT-81]
	 p0273 174-27467 
T-tail aerodynamics of the Super King Air 
(SAE PAPER 740370]
	 p0309 A74-28741 
Investigation of new wing shapes for hypersonic 
flight
p0311 174-29035 
Random movement of a wing of finite span in an 
incompressible liquid
p0312 A74-29'497 
Slender delta wing with conical camber 
p03 17 174-30398 
Flight mechanical aüalysis of various flight 
attitudes of conventional aircraft. I - Basic 
aerodynamic principles /Aerodynamics of the 
airfoil - Geometry of the airfoil/
p0338 A74-33097 
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SUBJECT IIDIX 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
13. 1-percent-thick, high-lift airfoil 
(SAN PAPER 740366]	 P°345 174-34800 
Calculation of the static stability of aircraft at 
large angles of attack
pO383 174-36454 
The heat flux to a waverider of si.ple 
configuration and its L/D ratio
p0384 174-36571 
Rotor mo.ent control with flap-moment feedback 
(ABS PREPRINT 842]	 p0385 174-36593 
Dyna.ic •odel of a parachute and determination of 
its characteristics
p0389 174-36635 
Consideration of the effect of the fuselage of a 
two-rotor helicopter of the transverse or 
longitudinal type when deter.ining the optimal 
rotor blade configuration for hovering 
p0390 174-36799 
Numerical method of calculating the, aerodynamic 
characteristics of ca.bered and uncambered wings 
• in supersonic flow
p0391 174-36827 
Opti.al configuration of the rotor bladesof a 
single-rotor helicopter during horizontal flight 
p0391 174-36864 
Reciprocal-action computational systems for 
complex calculations in aeromechanics 
p0393 A74-37394 
lanual of the aviation engineer --- Russian book 
p0403 A74-37999 
Guidelines for selecting the parameters of a slab 
tailpiane
p0422 174-38150 
A review of some Air Force STOL aircraft 
aerodynamic prediction methods 
(AIAA PAPER 74-992]	 p0429 174-38748 
Comparison of.Fokker P28 'Fellowship' wind tunnel 
and flight data - A su.mary -
p0430 174-38796 
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections 
p0430 174-38848 
Some aerodynamic design considerations for high 
bypass ratio fans
p0437 174-39989 
Review of NASA supercritical airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 74-10]	 p0448 174-41312 
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics and the near vortex wake 
(ICAS PAPER 74-27] 	 PO449 174-41329 
Determination of ice shapes and their effect on 
the aerodynamic characteristics for the 
unprotected tail of the A 300 
(ICAS PAPER 74-42]	 p0450 174-41343 
Airframe noise - The next aircraft noise barrier 
(AIAA PAPER 74-9493	 p0452 174-41654 
An experi.ental investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of stepped-wedge airfoils at low 
speeds 
(AXAA PAPER 74-1015]	 p0115'4 1741-42037 
An improved-perfor.ance control system for 
low-speed flight 
(AXAA PAPER 74-1039] 	 p0455 174-42052 
A quasi-vortex-lattice •ethod in thin wing theory 
p04171 174-44417 
Transient aerodynamic characteristics of thin 
curvilinear airfoils in cascade
p04182 174-45928 
Deter.ination of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a complexly shaped body in a free molecular 
flow with consideration of shadowing effects 
p0483 174-46181 
Presentation and aerodynamic characteristics of 
aircraft models derived froc an optimal 
disposition of rectangular biplane wings 
according to studies of Toussaint, NenadoviC, 
and Denis	 -
p0484 174-416675 
Study of the polar curve of the G-2 aircraft, and 
sum•ary of model tests carried out in the T-32 
wind tunnel
p0485 174-46704 
Subsonic perfor.ance data for NACA type submerged 
air intakes 
(ESDU-66029]	 p0036 174-10012 
Aeronautics: space in the seventies 
(IASA-EP-85]	 p0036 174-10017 
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics associated 
with variations in the geo.etry of the forward
AERODYNARIC CHARACTERISTICS COITD 
portion of irregular planfor. wings 
(NASA-CR-1287811	 p0038 174-10028 
Computation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
a rectangular wing with plates •oving at low 
subsonic speed near a screen 
(.IPRS-60353]	 p0039 174-10036 
Study of heaving motion in air cushion vehicles 
(NASA-TT-F-15106]	 p0039 174-10038 
Stability and dyna.ic behavior of two tethered 
balloon systems	 - 
(10-766439]	 p0043 174-10070 
Analysis and testing of aeroelastic model 
stability augmentation systems -- for 
supersonic transport aircraft wing and 8-52 
aircraft control system 
(EASA-CR-132345]	 p0093 174-11807 
Analysis and testing of stability ang.entation 
systems --- for supersonic transport aircraft 
wing and 8-52 aircraft control syste. 
(NASA-CR-132349]	 p0093 174-11809 
Geo.etry program for aerodynamic lifting surface 
theory 
(NASA-Tl-I-62309]	 p0093 174-11810 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 17 
percent thick airfoil section designed for 
general aviation applications 
(NASA-TN-D-7428]	 p0094 174-11821 
Effect of sweep angle on the pressure 
distributions and effectiveness of the ogee tip 
in diffusing a line vortex 
(NASA-CR-132355]	 p0094 174-11822 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
perfornance of a fan-in-wing VTOL configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7498]	 p0094 174-11823 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale •odel 
with a swept wing and a jet flap having an 
expandable duct 
(NASA-TN-X-62281]	 p0095 174-11826 
On the reliability of results from the tower test 
for free flight tests --- to determine pitching 
and rolling moments 
[NASA-TT-F-15174]	 p0095 174-11827 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of an 
all-body research aircraft configuration 
(NASA-TE-D-7358]	 p0096 174-11831 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a family 
of power-law, wing body configurations 
(NASA-TN-D-74273	 p0102 174-12705 
Non dimensional methods for the measurement of 
hover performance of turbine engined helicopters 
(ESDD-73027)	 p0103 174-12711 
Introduction to nondimensional methods for the 
•easurement of performance of turbine-engined 
helicopters 
(BSDU-73026]	 p0103 174-12712 
General description of the rotorcraft flight 
simulation computer program (G-61) 
(10-767239]	 p0105 174-12728 
Investigation of the maneuverability of the S-67 
winged helicopter 
[AD-767559]	 p0106 174-12735 
A mathematical model of unsteady aerodynamics and 
radial flow for application to helicopter rotors 
(AD-767240]	 p0106 174-12738 
performance characteristics of short haul 
transport aircraft intended to operate from 
reduced length runways 
(CRANFIELD-AERO-18]	 p0140 174-13116 
Windtunnel investigation of a large-scale 25 dag 
swept-wing jet transport model with an external 
blowing triple-slotted flap 
(NASA-TN'I-62197]	 p0141 174-13721 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study. Volume 10: 
Performance and stability test of A 1-14.622 - 
Froude scaled Boeing Vertol Rodel 222 tilt rotor 
aircraft (Phase 1) 
(NASA-CR-114603] 	 p0142 174-13727 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigation 
of the sh.ockless lifting airfoil no. 1 
(NRC-13673]	 p0155 174-14708 
Drag of snpercritical airfoils in transonic flow 
comparison with conventional airfoil drag 
coefficients
p0156 174-14719 
Development of techniques to measure in-flight 
drag of a US Navy fighter airplane and 
correlation of flight measured drag with wind 
tunnel data
p0158 174-14734 
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A quick look at the state-of-the-art in flight 
testing of certain aerodynamic parameters 
related to wind tunnel testing 
(FPA-AU-966]	 pOl58 874-14740 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations, 
Phase 2 
(NASA-CR-114708]	 p0160 874-114156 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(the effects of some rotor feedback systems on 
rotor-body dynamics), Phase 7-A 
(HASACR-114709J	 p0160 874-14757 
Comparison of the flying qualities of the A-3D 
aircraft with the requirements of RIL-F-87853 ASG 
(AD-768390]	 p0161 874-14768 
An experi.ental investigation of a high lift 
device on the owl wing 
(AD-7694921	 p0188 874-15707 
Numerical calculations of velocity and pressure 
distribution around oscillating airfoils 
(NASA-CR-2368]	 p0194 874-16104 
Collection of experimental data for aircraft 
afterbody drag in the transonic and supersonic 
range and comparison with theoretical 
calculation methods 
(BRVG-PBwT-73-27]	 p0195 874-16705 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of STOL aircraft with 
externally-blown jet-augmented flaps 
(NASA-CR-2358]	 p0196 874-16719 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 0012 
aerofoil section. Including the effects of 
upper-surface roughness simulating hoar frost 
(ARC-R/8-3726]	 p0231 874-17709 
Rational calculation of design gust loads in 
relation to present and proposed airworthiness 
requirements --- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence on aerodynamic configuration of short 
haul aircraft
p0234 874-17740 
Improvement of maneuverability at high subsonic 
speeds --- application of slotted and unslotted 
leading edge and trailing edge flaps 
(NASA-TT-P-15406]	 p0236 874-17757 
A technique for measuring oscillatory aerodynamic 
control surface hinge moments from forced 
response characteristics 
[ARC-CP-1253)	 p0247 8714-18663 
NPL 9615 and NACA 0012: A comparison of 
aerodynamic data --- from two airfoils 
(ARC-CP-1261]	 p0247 874-18665 
Aerodynamic characteristics of NPL 9626 and NPL 
9627, further aerofoils designed for helicopter 
rotor use 
(ARC-CP-1262J	 p0247 874-18666 
Preliminary performance estimates of a highly 
saneuverable remotely piloted vehicle 
computerized synthesis program to assess effects 
of vehicle and mission parameters 
(NASA-TN-D-7551]	 p0248 874-18677 
A lifting line analysis of nonplanar wings 
numerical relationship of spanwise circulation 
distribution to induced velocity at specific 
spanwise station
p0281 874-19639 
Aircraft of the future --- evaluation of 
aerodynamic characteristics and configurations 
of proposed aircraft designs 
[NASA-TT-P-15424)	 p0284 874-19669 
A theoretical and experimental investigation of 
the external-flow, jet-augmented flap 
development of semi-empirical method for 
predicting performance characteristics 
p0290 874-20407 
Characteristics of cascades of slotted sections of 
adjustable guide vanes of axial-flow turbines 
(AD-773900]	 p0293 874-20452 
A computer program for the prediction of 
aerodyna.ic characteristics of wing-body-tail 
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds, 
part2 
(FPA-AU-635-Pr-2]	 p0294 874-20636 
Aerodynamic comparison of two double-slotted rudders 
(AD-7714432J
	 p0294 8714-20644 
Application of the lateral and longitudinal 
(coupled) equations of motion to an 
inertially-slender aircraft in unsymmetric, 
rectilinear flight
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(AD-774435]	 p0295 874-20645 
Aerodynamics of channel and ring wings 
develop.ent of deflected strea.tube theory and 
lifting arc theory for channel wings 
pO295 874-20648 
External store effects on the stability of fighter 
and interceptor airplanes --- application to 
•ilitary aircraft mission requirements 
[NASA-TE-X-11935]	 p0296 874-20658 
Operational practicality of fly away ejection Seats 
configurations and characteristics of 
several flyable ejection seat concepts 
p0301 8714-20763 
Dynamics report for 1-288 sisplified flight 
simulator 
(AD-774479)	 p0302 874-20905 
An analytical investigation of wing-jet interaction 
(NASA-CR-138140]	 p0323 874-21633 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 6716 
and NACA 4416 airfoils with 35 percent-chord 
single-slotted flaps --- low turbulence pressure 
tunnel tests to determine two dimensional lift 
and pitching moment characteristics 
[NASA-Tn-x-2623]	 p0323 874-21634 
A flight investigation of the STOL characteristics 
of an augmented jet flap STOL research aircraft 
(NASA-TN-X-62334)	 p0329 874-22637 
Prediction methods for aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics --- proceedings of conference on 
methods for predicting aircraft performance 
(AGARD-LS-67]	 p0364 874-261445 
Aerodynamic prediction methods for aircraft at low 
speeds with mechanical high lift devices 
p0364 874-26447 
Prediction of supersonic aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0365 874-26450 
Engine installation aerodynamics - design and 
optimization of aircraft engine installations 
for subsonic and supersonic aircraft 
p0365 874-26453 
Low speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/9-scale model 
of a variable-sweep advanced supersonic transport 
[NASA-TI1-X-71960]	 p0365 874-26457 
Notion of vehicle with lifting airfoils over 
rippled water surface 
(JPBS-62337J	 p0405 874-27478 
Rind tunnel investigations aimed at devising tests 
of aircraft spin 
(NASA-TT-P-15126]	 p0405 874-27479 
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
devices for increasing wing lift. 3: Influence 
of ground proximity on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the flaps 
(NASA-TT-P-15762]	 pOI4OS 874-27483 
Small scale wind tunnel model investigation of 
hybrid high lift systems combining upper surface 
blowing with the internally blown flap 
(NaSA-CR-114758)	 p04l2 874-28479 
Three computer programmes to calculate the steady 
or unsteady subsonic characteristics of lifting 
surfaces in ground effect 
(ATN-7401J	 p0441 874-29368 
Designing for maneuverability: Requirements and 
limitations
p047l N7432424 
Improvements to the kernel function method of 
steady, subsonic lifting surface theory 
(NASA-TN-X-62327]	 p0487 874-33429 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil 
sections with rounded trailing edges in forward 
and reverse flow 
[NASA-TN-X-3060]	 p0487 874-33430 
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of the high 
lift capability of a circulation control wing on 
a i/S-scale T-2C aircraft model 
( 1D 7818561	 p0491 874-33466 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an 
externally blown flap powered lift model with 
several propulsive system simulators 
(NASA-TN-D-7670]
	
p0493 874-34461 
Rind-tunnel investigation of an externally blown 
flap STOL transport model including and 
investigation of wall effects 
(NASA-TN-X-30091
	
p0493 N7434462 
survey of aircraft subcritical flight flutter 
testing methods 
(NASA-CE-i32479]
	
pO494 N7434468
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ABRODTIABIC COEPPICIERTS 
A problem of designing the opti.al external 
contours of an aircraft
p0087 174-15709 
Aerodynamics of rotating disks --- drag and lift 
in annular water tank
p0091 174-16039 
A two-component statistical •odel for processing 
data fro, a rarefied-gas experiment
pO2O4 174-23572 
Construction of a displacement body in a rarefied 
gas on the basis of a statistical processing of 
experimental data
p0204 174-23573 
Progress in the techniques of free flight studies 
of catapulted models - Application to aircraft 
response to vertical gusts
p0223 174-25311 
Designing aerodynamic ducts according to given 
conditions
p0260 174-25998 
Comment on • A finite-element method for 
calculating aerodynamic coefficients of a 
subsonic airplanes
p0343 174-33815 
Calculation of the loads and strains on a swept 
wing with mechanical analog devices
p0390 174-36804 
Recent contributions to the solution of nonlinear 
aerodynamic interference problems 
(ICAS PAPER 74-26)
	 p0449 174-41328 
Laminar stall prediction and estimation of the 
maximum lift coefficient
p0477 174-44418 
Conversion factor for profile drag increment for 
part-span flaps 
(ESDU-PLAPS-02.01.07-AMEND-A) 	 p0035 1174-10002 
Lift coefficent increment due to full-span split 
flap: Flap chord 0.15c 
(ESDU-PLAPS-01.01 .05-AMEND-A] 	 p0035 1174-10003 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
wings 02.04 
[ESDU-WINGS-02.04.00-AMEND-A] 	 pO035 1174-10004 
Effects of isolated body and wing-body 
interference on rolling moment due to sideslip 
(ESDU-73006)	 p0035 N74-10007 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
bodies 02.04 
(ESDO-RODIES-02.04.00-AMEND-A] 	 p0035 1174-10011 
Drag of streamline solids of revolution 
(transition at nose) 
[ESDU-BODIES-0 2.04.0 1-AMEND-A] 	 pOO4S 1174-10311 
Stability derivative. Contribution of full-span 
dihedral to rolling moment due to sideslip 
(ESDU-AIRCBAFT-06.01.03-AEEND-A-) p0093 1174-11805 
Aerofoils having a specified form of upper-surface 
pressure distributions: Details and comments on 
design 
(ESDU-71020]	 p0102 1174-12703 
The influence of a deflected central spike on the 
aerodynamic coefficients of a rotationally 
symmetric hypersonic body 
(DLR-YB-69-37)	 p0103 11714-12706 
Reynolds number effects at low speeds on the 
maximum lift of two-dimensional aerofoil 
sections equipped with mechanical high lift 
devices
p0113 1174-13674 
Profile drag at the drag-rise condition of 
aerofoils having a specified form of 
upper-surface pressure distribution at this 
condition 
(ESDU-67011]	 p0154 1174-14701 
Appendix: A data item service for aircraft drag 
estimation --- collection, dissemination, and 
development of aerodynamic drag prediction data 
p0156 1174-14717 
Transonic drag due to lift cf planar jet-flapped 
airfoils
p0156 1174-14720 
Normal loads program for aerodynamic lifting 
surface theory -- evaluation of spanwise and 
chordwise loading distributions 
(NASA-TM-X-62326]	 p0231 1174-17702 
A program for computing the pressure distribution 
and aerodynamic coefficients for cambered thin 
supersonic wings of arbitrary planforn with
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subsonic leading edges	 - 
(AD-772952]	 p0251 1174-18701 
A lifting line analysis of nonpianar wings 
numerical relationship of spanwise circulation 
distribution to induced velocity at specific 
spanwise station
p0281 1174-19639 
Determination of the allowable tolerances for the 
asym.etries of a free rolling vehicle 
CTAE185)	 p0323 1174-21637 
Extraction from flight data of longitudinal 
aerodynamic coefficients for F-8 aircraft with 
supercritical wing 
(NASA-TE-D-7470]	 p0325 1174-21653 
Esti.ation of longitudinal aerodynamic 
coefficients and comparison with wind-tunnel 
values.
p0356 1174-25577 
The passage of an infinite swept airfoil)through 
an oblique gust -- approximate solution for 
aerodynamic response 
(NASA-CR-2395]	 p0363 1174-26425 
Method for predicting the pressure distribution on 
swept vings with subsonic attached flow 
(ESDU-73012]	 p0492 R74-344446 
Adaptation of drag-rise charts in T. D. memor. 
71019 to the mid-semi-span portion of swept and 
tapered planforms 
[ESDU-72027]	 p0492 1174-344447 
Parameter esti.ation of powered-lift STOL aircraft 
characteristics including turbulence and ground 
effects 
(EASA-TR-I-62382]	 p0493 1174-34466 
Feasibility study of the transonic biplane concept 
for transport aircraft application 
(NASACR-132462]	 p0495 1174-34477 
AERODYNAMIC COEFIGURATIORS 
Investigation of heat transfer at the surface of a 
two-step wedge in supersonic flow
p0070 1744-13188 
YF-16 stresses advanced technology --- design of 
lightweight fighter
p0118 A74-16793 
Improvement of the downflow conditions behind an 
integrated shrouded propeller
p0124 174-17801 
An approximate method for the calculation of the 
pressure distribution on a wing-cone configuration 
p0 175 174-20046 
Effect of configuration variation on externally 
blown flap noise 
(1111 PAPER 74-190]
	 p0180 174-20775 
A review of aerodynamic and dynamic VSTOL model 
testing
p0205 174-22458 
Aerodynamic/structural interactions in the design 
of the Concorde nacelle
pO226 174-25364 
The problem of supersonic flow past intersecting 
wings
p0307 174-28644 
A variation of the aerodynamic shape of a body 
which leads to a decrease in its drag 
pO383 174-36499 
The heat flux to a waverider of simple 
configuration and its L/D ratio
pO3RU 174-36571 
Numerical method of calculating the aerodynamic 
characteristics of cambered and uncambered wings 
in supersonic flow
p0391 174-36827 
YC-14 engine installation features 
(AIAA PAPER 74-972]
	 p0428 174-38737 
Aerodynamic de.ign evolution of the TF-16 
[AIAA PAPER 74-935]	 p0479 174-45100 
Conversion factor for profile drag increment for 
part-span flaps 
(ESDU-PLAPS-02.01.07-AmEND-A] 	 p0035 1174-10002 
Lift coefficent increment due to full-span split 
flap: Flap chord 0.15c 
[ESDU-PLAPS-01.0.O5-AMEND-A] 	 p0035 1174-10003 
Effects of isolated body and wing-body 
interference on rolling moment due to sideslip 
(ESDO-73006]	 p0035 1174-10007 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
bodies 02.04 
(ESDD-BODIES-02. 04.00-AMEND-A]
	 p0035 1174-10011 
Subsonic performance data for NACA type submerged 
air intakes 
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(BSDU-66029]	 p0036 074-10012 
Computation of vortex models for wings at high 
angle of attack in incompressible flow 
(FFAAU6531	 p0036 074-10013 
So.e design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
(NASA-TM-I-71460]	 p003? 074-10021 
Comparison of predicted and measured low-speed 
performance of two 51 centimeter-diameter inlets 
at incidence angle 
(NASA-TM-X-2937) 	 p0037 074-10026 
A study of methods which predict supersonic flow 
fields from body geometry, distance, and Each 
number 
[NASA-TN-D-7387)	 p0038 074-10030 
Study of heaving motion in air cushion vehicles 
(NASATT-F15106]	 p0039 074-10038 
Refan program. Phase 1: Summary report 
(NASA-TM-171456]	 p0040 N714-10043 
Effect of geoMetry variations on lee-surface 
vortex-induced hesting for flat-bottom 
three-di.ensional bodies at Each 6 
[NASA-TN-D-7447]	 p0045 074-10318 
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Specialists Meeting on Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-AR-58)	 p0054 074-10905 
Multistage aerospace craft --- perspective 
drawings of conceptual design, 
[NASA-CASE-XMF-022631	 p0054 074-10907 
Rotary wing design methodology --- based on 
nonlinear aeroelastic blade loads analysis 
p0054 074-10909 
Helicopter rotor loads predictions --- assumptions 
and techniques for numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic loads
p0055 074-10912 
Rotor system design and evaluation using a general 
purpose helicopter flight simulation program 
p0055 014-10913 
The prediction of loading actions on high speed 
semi-rigid helicopters
p0055 074-10914 
Loads prediction methods for hisgeless rotor 
helicopters
p0055 074-10915 
Aerodynamic problems of STOL aircraft 
[NASA-TT-F-15182]	 p0056 074-10918 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition (medium STOL transport 
with vectored thr ust/sechanical flaps) 
(AD-766637]	 p0056 N74-10925 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 1: Aerodynamic technology (design 
compendium, vectored thrust/mechanical flaps) 
(ID-766639]	 p0057 074-10926 
Geometry program for aerodynamic lifting surface 
theory 
(NASA-TR-X-62309)	 p0093 074-11810 
Calculation of flows around zero thickness wings 
with evolutive vortex sheets 
(NASA-TT-P-15183J	 pOO94 074-11815 
Effect of sweep angle ce the pressure 
distributions and effectiveness of the ogee tip 
in diffusing a line vortex 
(NASA-CR-132355]	 '	 p0094 N74-11822 
rind tunnel investigation of an upper surface 
blown jet-flap powered-lift configuration 
[NASA-TN-D-7399) 	 p0096 E74-11832 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 1: 
Design study summary --- aerodynamic concept of 
minimum size tilt proprotor research aircraft 
(NASA-CB-114682] 	 p0096 N74-11833 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 2: 
rind-tunnel test results 
[NASA-CR-114363]	 p0096 074-11834 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for short 
haul transportation 
[NASA-CR-2355]	 p0096 074-11835 
'Aerofoils having a specified form of upper-surface 
pressure distributions: Details and comments on 
design 
[ESDU-71020]	 '	 p0102 074-12703 
Introduction to nondimensional methods for the 
measurement of performance of turbine-engined 
helicopters 
(ESDU-73026)	 p0103 074-12712 
Design and fabrication of an aeroelastic flap 
element for a Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) 
aircraft model
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(OASA-CR-132339)	 p0104 074-12717 
March 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand DR 2011 
jet flap rotor, volume I 
(NASA-CB-114693)	 p0141 M74-13722 
March 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand Dli 2011 
jet flap motor, volu.e 2 
(NASA-CE-11469141	 p0141 074-13723 
Developmental design, fabrication, and test of 
acoustic suppressors for fans of high bypass 
turbofan engines 
(NASA-CR-2338]	 p0141 074-13724 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2: 
Design compendium 
(AD-767561)	 p0143 014-13733 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 4: 
rind tunnel data analysis 
[AD-767363]	 p0143 074-13734 
Prof ile drag at the drag-rise condition of 
aerofoils having a specified form of 
upper-surface pressure distribution at this 
condition 
(ESDU-67011]	 p0154 074-14701 
Technical Evaluation report --- application of 
aerodynamic drag research to design of aircraft 
p0155 074-14710 
Measurements of the drag of some characteristic 
aircraft excrescences immersed in turbulent 
boundary layers
p0156 074-14714 
Remarks on methods for predicting viscous drag 
aerodynamic drag prediction for high angles of 
attack and multielement airfoils
p0156 074-14118 
Mew investigations for reducing the base drag of 
wings with a blunt trailing edge --- effects of 
splitter plates and splitter wedges on 
aerodynamic drag coefficients
p0157 074-14723 
Drag of lifting bodies for pilots at high altitude 
p0157 074-14731 
Development of techniques to measure in-flight 
drag of a US Navy fighter airplane and 
correlation of flight measured drag with wind 
tunnel data
p0158 074-14734 
Aerodynamic aspects of the problems of air-intakes 
and exhaust for a supersonic transport aircraft 
design of air intake and after body of jet 
engine for Concorde aircraft 
[NAL-Ts-194j	 p0159 074-14748 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations, 
Phase 1 
(NASkCR-114707] '	 , p0160 074-14755 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(identification of lifting rotor system 
parameters from transient response data), Phase 
7-B 
(NASA-CR-114710]	 pO16O 074-14758 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(further experiments with progressing/regressing 
rotor flapping modes), Phase 7-C 
(NASA-CR-114711]	 p0160 074-14759 
An experimental investigation of a high lift 
device on the owl wing 
[AD-769 1492]	 p0188 074-15707 
Design of a powered elevator control system 
powered elevator system for modified C-8A 
aircraft for STOL operation 
(NASA-CB-114721]	 pO188 074-15712 
A study to determine the feasibility of a low 
sonic boom supersonic transport 
(NASA-CR-2332]	 p0188 074-15713 
C-5A/orbiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: 
Piggyback ferry 
[NASA-CR-134184]	 p0189 N74-15717 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale wind 
tunnel model of an upper-surface blown flap 
transport having two engines 
(NASA-TM-x-62319]	 p0189 074-15719 
The results of a high-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727 airplane 
[NASA-CR-134545]	 p0196 N74-16726 
Cold-air study of the effect on turbine stator 
blade aerodynamic performance of coolant 
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ejection from various trailing-edge slot 
geometries. 1: Experimental results 
(HASA-TE-x-3000]	 p0231 874-17699 
Experimental study of a wing profile with Fowler 
flaps and slats --- development of theory for 
flow conditions during takeoff and landing 
(NASA-TT-F-15370)	 p0235 8744-17747 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7A: Augmentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: System 
design and test integration 
[BASA-CR-114621]	 p0235 874-17751 
Iarovement of maneuverability at high subsonic 
speeds --- application of slotte& and unslotted 
leading edge and trailing edge flaps 
(N&SA-TT-F-15406]	 p0236 874-17757 
Experimental investigation of model 
variable-geometry and ogee tip rOtors 
aerodynamic characteristics of variable geometry 
rotary wings 
(NASA-CR-2275)	 p0245 874-18645 
An experimental study of the validity of the 
heat-field concept for sonic-boon alleviation 
[NASA-CR-2381)	 p0245 874-18648 
A methodology for boost-glide transport technology 
planning 
(NASA-CB-2346)	 p0249 874-18681 
Separate surface stability augmentation design and 
development
p0249 874-18687 
Flight investigation of effects of a fan-in-fin 
yaw control concept on helicopter flying-quality 
characteristics 
(NASA-TN-D-7452)	 p0249 874-18688 
SIOL tactical aircraft investigation: Externally 
blown flap. Volume 1: Configuration definition 
[AD-772738]	 p0251 874-18697 
Input description for Jamesons three-dimensional 
transonic airfoil analysis program 
[NASA-TN-X-71919]	 pO281 874-19640 
Direct calculation of airfoils from pressure 
distribution 
[BASA-TT-F-154173	 p0281 874-19641 
An experimental investigation of leading-edge 
vortex augmentation by blowing 
(NASACR-132415]	 p0281 N74-19643 
A theoretical method for calculating the 
aerodynamic characteristics of arbitary 
jet-flapped wings. Volume 1: The elementary 
vortex distribution jet-ving lifting surface 
theory 
[AD-773939]	 p0281 874-19646 
Wind tunnel tests of a full-scale model of a light 
twin-engine airplane with fixed auxiliary 
airfoil or leading-edge slot 
[NASA-TN-D-7474]	 p0283 874-19665 
A5rcraft of the future --- evaluation of 
aerodynamic characteristics and configurations 
of proposed aircraft designs 
(NASA-TT-F-15424]	 p0284 874-19669 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 1 -- conference to review 
development of government and industry for 
aircraft equipment design 
(AD-773813]	 p0285 874-19679 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 3 
(AD-773815)	 p0285 874-19680 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 4 
(AD-773816)	 p0285 874-19681 
The power profile - a mew type of airfoil 
airfoil with blunt l.ding edge and two wall 
jets near the truiling edge 
[AD-773655]	 p0286 874-19690 
Wind tunnel testing with engine simulation for 
V/STOL airplanes -- characteristics of wind 
tunnel apparatus and wind tunnel models for 
tests of V/STOL aircraft configurations 
p0290 874-20409 
Some engine and aircraft design considerations 
affecting noise --- application to conventional 
short range aircraft for operation from short 
and medium leigth runways
p0291 874-20421 
Preliminary results of flight tests of vortex 
attenuating splines --- evaluation of 
effectiveness of wingtip vortex attenuating device 
[IASI-TW-X-71928]	 p0294 874-20637
Free-flight wind tunnel investigation of a 
four-engine sveptwing upper-surface blown 
transport configuration 
(RASA-TM-X-71932]	 p0296 874-20656 
Exploratory tests of a simple aero-mechanjcal ride 
comfort system for lightly loaded aircraft 
evaluation of gust alleviating aircraft control 
surfaces 
(NASA-TN-x-71921)	 p0296 874-20657 
External store effects on the stability of fighter 
and interceptor airplanes --- application to 
military aircraft mission requirements 
(BASA-TN-X-71935]	 p0296 874-20658 
Operational practicality of fly away ejection seats 
configurations and characteristics of 
several flyable ejection seat concepts 
p0301 N74-20763 
Process and device for adaptation of sharp leading 
edge airfoils to any speed, subsonic or supersonic 
(NASA-TT-F-15569]	 p0323 874-21631 
On the use of thick-airfoil theory to design 
airfoil families in which thickness and lift are 
varied independently 
(NASA-TN-D-7579J	 p0323 874-21635 
Flight Reynolds number effects on a contoured 
boattail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-Tn-x-3053)	 p0323 874-21639 
Analytical studies of two-element airfoil systems 
[AD-775538)	 p0324 874-21645 
Oblique wing remotely piloted research aircraft. 
Volume 1: Development 
[NASA-CR-114723)	 p0326 874-21659 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 1: Aerodynamic design and installation 
(AD-774831)	 p0327 874-21667 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 2: Structural analysis and blade design 
[AD-774836J	 p0327 874-21668 
Helicopter/technology program: Fiscal 1973 
development of design methodology for helicopter 
fuselages 
[AD-776580]	 p0359 874-25611 
Prediction methods for aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics --- proceedings of conference on 
methods for predicting aircraft performance 
(AGARD-LS-67]	 p0364 874-26445 
External store aerodynamics for aircraft 
performance prediction
p0365 874-26454 
Supplementary contribution on aircraft performance 
considerations for noise reduction
p0365 874-26455 
Study of the single body yawed-wing aircraft concept 
[NASA-CR-137483J	 p0405 874-27485 
The effect of WIPICS on the F4-B to N conversion 
program 
AD-777256]	 p0408 874-27509 
Effect of ground proximity on the longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect-ratio-i 
wing with and without wing-tip blowing 
(NASA-T8-X-3048J	 p0412 874-28475 
Preliminary performance estimates of an oblique, 
all-wing, remotely piloted vehicle for 
air-to-air combat 
(NASA-TN-D-7731)	 p0413 874-28507 
Three computer programmes to calculate the steady 
or unsteady subsonic characteristics of lifting 
surfaces in ground effect 
(ATN-7401]	 p0441 874-29368 
Low noise propeller technology demonstration 
application to quiet aircraft development 
(AD-779773]	 p0443 874-29395 
Additional studies, variable camber wing, phase 1 
(AD-779041)	 p0443 874-29396 
Perturbation solutions for the influence of 
forward flight on helicopter rotor flapping 
stability 
(NASA-TN-X-62361J	 p0467 874-31501 
A modified Theodorsen epsilon-function airfoil 
design procedure 
[NASA-TN-D-7741]	 pO487 874-33428 
Development of a computer program to obtain 
ordinates for NACA-6 and 6A-series airfoils 
[NASA-TN-X-3069]	 p0487 874-33431 
AERODYNANIC DRAG 
External burning assisted projectile - Theory and 
experiment 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1193)
	 p0009 A74-11234 
A—li
/LERODYNABIC DRAG CONTD 
Ninimum induced drag of a hemi-circular ground 
effect wing
p0090 A74-15966 
Aerodynamics of rotating disks --- drag and lift 
in annular water tank 	 - 
p0091 A74-16039 
Minillul induced drag of wings with given lift and 
root-bending moment
p0259 A74-25747 
On calculation of induced drag and conditions 
downstream of a lifting wing 
'	 p0275 A74-27846 
Ninimum induced drag of non-planar ground effect 
wings with small tip clearance
p0279 A7L4-28421 
Niniwum induced drag of semi-elliptic ground 
effect wing
p0335 A74-32297 
Investigation into and application of the high 
velocity circulation control wall jet for high 
lift and drag generation on STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-502)	 p0338 A74-33102 
Selected results from the TF-16 wind tunnel test 
program 
[AIAA PAPER 74-619) 	 p0380 A74-36046 
Effect of the body of a helicopter of single-prop 
or coaxial design on the optimal configuration 
of the main-rotor blades for hover-flight 
con diticns
p0389 A74-36631 
Investigations concerning the interference between 
annular wing and hub body in the case of annular 
wing/hub body configurations
p0452 A74-41444 
An evaluation of sailplane drag coefficient 
parameters from flight test results 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1020] 	 p0454 A74-42041 
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles f row wind tunnel and flight tests 
p0481 574-45379 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
bodies 02.04 
[ESDU-BODIES-02.04.00-AREND-A] 	 p0035 R74-10011 
Exploratory investigation at Bach numbers from 
0.40 to 0.95 of the effects of jets blown over a 
wing 
[NASA-TN-D-7367]	 p0036 N74-10014 
Drag of streamline solids of revolution 
(transition at nose) 
IESDU-BODIES-02.04.01- AEEND-A )	 p0045 N7'4-10311 
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Specialists Reeting on Aerodynamic Drag 
[AGABD-AR-58)	 p0054 N74-10905 
Profile drag at the drag-rise condition of 
aerofoils having a specified form of 
upper-surface pressure distribution at this 
condition 
(ESDU-67011]	 p0154 N74-14701 
Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-CP-124)	 p0155 N74-14709 
Technical Evaluation report --- application of 
aerodynamic drag research to design of aircraft 
p0155 N74-14710 
A survey of drag prediction techniques applicable 
to subsonic and transonic aircraft design 
p0155 N74-14711 
On some basic and new aspects about the drag 
problem of wings and bodies in supersonic flows 
p0155 N74-14713 
Beasurements of the drag of some characteristic 
aircraft excrescences immersed in turbulent 
boundary layers
p0156 N74-14714 
Problems of estimating the drag of a helicopter 
correlation of flight test data and scale 
model test data
p0156 N74-14715 
Aircraft drag prediction for project appraisal and 
performance estimation
p0156 N74-14716 
Appendix: A data item service for aircraft drag 
estimation -- collection, dissemination, and 
development of aerodynamic drag prediction data 
p0156 N74-14717 
Remarks on methods for predicting viscous drag 
aerodynamic drag prediction for high angles of 
attack and multielement airfoils
p0156 N74-14718
SUBJECT INDEX 
Drag of supercritical airfoils in transonic flow 
comparison with conventional airfoil drag 
coefficients
p0156 N74-14719 
Transonic drag due to lift of planar jet-flapped 
airfoils
p0156 N74-14720 
Comparison of various methods for calculating 
profile drag from pressure measurements in the 
near wake at subcritical speeds
p0156 074-14721 
Drag and separation --- effects of separated flow 
on aerodynamic drag
p0157 074-14722 
New investigations for reducing the base drag of 
wings with a blunt trailing' edge --- effects of 
splitter plates and splitter wedges on 
aerodynamic drag coefficients
p0157 074-14723 
Assessment of the influence of inlet and 
aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft drag 
p0157 074-14726 
The problem of installing a modern high bypass 
engine on a twin jet transport aircraft 
p0157 074-14727 
The drag of externally carried stores: Its 
prediction and alleviation --- drag reduction by 
redesign or development of new aircraft 
installations
p0157 074-14729 
Drag in hypersonic rarefied flow --- effects of 
cold pressure drag and friction drag 
p0157 074-14730 
Drag of lifting bodies for pilots at high altitude 
p0157 074-14731 
Development of techniques to measure in-flight 
drag of a US Navy fighter airplane and 
correlation of flight measured drag with wind 
tunnel data
p0158 074-14134 
Review of drag measurements from flight tests of 
manned aircraft with comparisons to wind-tunnel 
predictions
p0158 N74-14735 
performance of a ballute decelerator towed behind 
a jet airplane 
(NASA-TN--X-56019)	 p0160 074-14760 
The minimum induced drag of the heal-elliptic 
ground effect wing --- numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic drag characteristics
p0231 074-17700 
Flight-test investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics and.flow interference effects 
about the aft fuselage of the F-lilA airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7563]	 p0246 074-18657 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigation 
of the shockless lifting airfoil no. 1 
aerodynamic characteristics of off-design 
configurations at several Bach numbers 
(AD772727)	 p0247 074-18668 
cruise drag results from high speed wind tunnel 
tests of NASA Refan JT8D engine nacelles on the 
Boeing 727-200 
[NASA-CR-134546)	 p0247 n74-18673 
Correaltion of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight measurements on the C-141A aircraft. 
Phase 2: Rind tunnel test, analysis, and 
prediction techniques. Volume 1: Drag 
predictions, wind tunnel data analysis and 
correlation 
(NA5ACR2333]	 p0248 074-18679 
Correlation of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight measurements on th C-141A aircraft 
Phase 2: Rind tunnel tests analysis, and 
prediction techniques. Volume 2: Rind tunnel 
test and basic data 
[NASA-CR-2334]	 p0248 074-18680 
A method for avoiding insect roughness on aircraft 
installation of highly elastic rubber 
coverings on leading edges 
(NASA-TT-F-15454)	 p0324 074-21646 
Aircraft lift and drag prediction and •easurelant 
p0364 074-26449 
Aerodynamics of airfoils 
(JPES-62363)	 p0405 m74-27471 
An experimental and analytical investigation of 
the potential flow field, boundary layers, and 
drag of various helicopter fuselage configuratiOms 
(AD-777798)	 p04O8 074-27514 
A- 12
SUN.JNCT INDEX 
Adaptation of drag-rise charts in T 0. memor. 
71019 to the mid-semi-span portion of swept and 
tapered planforms 
(EsDO-72027]	 p0492 N74-34447 
AEXOD!NAIXC FORCES 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT AENODYNANIC INTERFERENCE 
NT AERODYNAMIC LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT 
NT .JET LIFT 
NT LIFT 
NT ROTOR LIFT 
NT WING LOADING 
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight 
Conditions of conventional aircraft. VIII/2 - 
Mechanical foundations: Dynamic equations of 
lotion of the control systems
p0021 A74-11744 
Dynamical pressure distribution in aerodynamic 
bearing
p0023 174-11899 
Magnetic balance and suspension syste.s for use 
with wind tunnels
p0025 174-12204 
Influence of the atmosphere in the fall of bodies 
into water
p0070 174-13176 
Dynamic stability of straight airplane wings 
regarded as thin-walled bars
p0072 174-13362 
Concerning wave processes in a shell-gas system 
p0087 A74-15573 
Dyna.ic creep of titanium alloy with 1.5 wt % Mn 
and 3% Al in high-velocity air streams 
p0117 174-16579 
Lifting-surface theory for an oscillating T-tail 
p0119 174-17012 
Aerodyna.ic forces and moments on a slender body 
with a jet plume for angles of attack up to 180 
degrees 
(AIAA PAPER 74-110]
	 p0133 A14-18776 
Aerodynanc analysis of various flight conditions 
of conventional aircraft. IX - Aerodynamic 
foundations /General Survey/
p0186 174-22273 
Note on the aerodynamic theory of oscillating 
T-tails. II
p0204 A74-24058 
A •ethod for the dynamic study of helicopter 
fuselages in the design phase
p026 1 114-26025 
Lift and moment prediction for an oscillating 
airfoil with i moving separation point 
EASER PAPER 74-GT-28]
	 p0272 A74-27426 
Ground testing and simulation. II - Aerodynamic 
testing and simulation: Saving lives, time, and 
money
p0336 A74-32322 
Effect of the differentiability of random 
stationary processes on the magnitude of the 
mean square approximation error --- in recording 
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotors 
p0383 174-36463 
Estimation of the effect of unsteadiness in 
calculating flutter in aircraft with small 
aspect ratio wings in an incompressible flow 
p0389 A74-36646 
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes 
of conventional aircraft. XI - Aerodyna.ic 
principles /Aerodynamics of the wing: yorces and 
•omeats of force of the air in the case of 
rectilinear flight at low Mach numbers/ 
p0423 174-38498 
Opportunities i flight/propulsion control 
coupling /PPCC/ 
(SAN PAPER 740482] 	 p0433 174-39649 
Application to the Viggen aircraft configuration 
of the polar coordinate method for unsteady 
subsonic flow	 - 
(ICAS PAPER -14-03]	 p0447 174-41305 
Experimental investigation of wing-tip vortex 
abatement 
(ICAS PAPER 74-35]	
-------p0450 A74-41336 
Status and future of determination of aerodynamic 
derivatives from flight data 
(ICAS PAPER 14-48]	 p0451 A74-41348 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kine.atic constraint between the bending strains
AERODYNAMIC BEATING 
in the wing and the aileron deflection 
p0481 174-45472 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kinematic constraint between the total strain 
and aileron deflection
p0482 174-45473 
Influence of unsteady-state conditions on the 
•agnitude of aerodynamic forces in a cascade 
p0482 A14-45927 
Free vibrations of dyna.ically inho.ogeneous 
airfoil cascades in potential flow
p0482 A74-45936 
Determination of the critical speed for the 
flexural-torsional flutter of an airplane wing 
by a numerical method
p0483 174-46591 
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by thel 
aeroelastic vibrations of a jet engine in a pod 
(ONEEA, TP NO. 1424]
	 p0483 A74-46596 
Calculation of instationary pressure distributions 
and generalized aerodynamic forces with the 
doublet-lattice •ethod --- on thin wings 
oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow 
(NLE-TE-72037-U]	 p0054 N74-10906 
A study of the nonlinear aerodynamics of bodies in 
nonplanar motion --- numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic force and moment systems during 
large amplitude, arbitrary motions 
(NASA-TR-R-421]	 p0158 174-14741 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor randoa loads and vibrations, 
Phase 2 
(NASA-CR-114708]	 p0160 174-14756 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(the effects of some rotor feedback systems on 
rotor-body dynamics), Phase 7-A 
(NASA-CR-114709j	 pOl6O 174-14757 
Measurement of pressure on an oscillating aileron 
in transonic flow --- under plane-parallel flow 
conditions 
(10-769982]	 pO197 174-16739 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on a 
slendei oive-cyliador body single end in 
combination with cruciform wings and tails of 
different sizes 
(FFA-AU-172]	 p0231 174-17704 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on 
slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
combination with cruciform wings and tails of 
different sizes 
[PFA-AU-772-SUPPL]	 p023 1 174-17705 
Interfering lifting surfaces in unsteady subsonic 
flow: Comparison between theory and experiment 
(AGIRD-R-614]	 p0246 114-18654 
FORTRAN programs for the determination of 
generalised air forces on interfering lifting 
surfaces oscillating in subsonic flow 
(ARL/SM-REPT-345]	 p0246 N74-18655 
Blade-rate force fluctuations of a propeller in 
non-uniform flow --- using FORTRAN program 
(ARL/M/P-33A]	 p0247 174-18667 
Determination of propulsion-system-induced forces 
and moments of a Mach 3 cruise aircraft 
p0357 174-25591 
Investigations on roiling damping of slender wings 
(NASA-TT-F-15729]	 p0362 174-26423 
Updated gust design values for use with AFFDL-70-106 
(AD-778821]	 p0412 N74-28493 
Application of sampled-data control techniques in 
the design of an aircraft flutter mode controller 
(AD-779078J	 p0442 174-29389 
Comparison of the influence of horizontal and 
vertical gust interferences on aircraft 
longitudinal motion
	 - 
(NASA-TT-F-15801]	
-	 p0445 174-30425 
Perturbation Solutions for the influence of 
forward flight on helicopter rotor flapping.. 
stability 
(NASA-TM-x-62361]	 p0467 174-31501 
AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER 
	
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
	 - 
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
Application of fusible temperature indicators for 
measuring heat flows to models in wind tunnels 
p0383 174-36458 
AERODYNAMIC HEATING 
NT SHOCK HEATING 
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A simplified method for studying the aerodynamic 
heating of axisyametric bodies at an angle of 
attack
p0029 A74-12441 
vortex-induced heating to cone flaps at Mach 6 
p0223 A74-24958 
Effect of geometry variations on lee-surface 
vortex-induced heating for flat-bottom 
three-dimensional bodies at Macb 6 
(NASA-TN-D-7447]	 p0045 874-10318 
Off-center-line shock interference heating 
patterns on basic shapes in hypersonic flows 
(NASA-TM-I-2866]	 p0098 N74-12091 
The strength and rigidity of structures at high 
aircraft velocities 
(AD-776743)	 p0359 874-25610 
AEBODINAMIC INTEBPEREJC8 
a criterion for assessing wind-tunnel wall 
interference at Each I
p0090 A74-15972 
Nonlinear airfoil theory with allowance for ground 
effects --- for aerodynamic interference 
problems solution
p0121 174-17270 
Lift-induced wing-tip vortex attenuation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-38)	 p0135 A74-18852 
Investigations concerning wing-fuselage 
interference in the case of subsonic velocity 
p0136 174-18897 
Trailing vortex effects on following aircraft 
p0174 A74-19778 
Vortexes in aircraft wakes --- light aircraft 
hazards
p0185 174-22206 
Comments on significant development areas for 
future V/STOL wind tunnel testing
p0207 A74-22476 
Some comments on V/STOL wind tunnel testing in the 
transition flight region
p0215 A74-22477 
Some special Navy V/STOL testing problems /as 
related to full scale simulation/
p0207 A14-22478 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
[AIAA PAPER 74-404)	 p0266 A74-26703 
Some tunnel-wall effects on transonic flutter 
from Boeing SST model tests 
(AIAA PAPER 74-406)	 p0266 A1l4-26105 
Interference between a delta wing and a 
cylindrical body with a blunted nose portion at 
supersonic velocities
p0312 A714-29493 
Some experimental results of the effect of a 
streaawise vortex on a two-dimensional wing 
p0321 A74-31247 
Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment 
(AIAA pAPER 74-506)	 p0339 A74-33105 
Interference of a sveptback wing and the fuselage 
at transonic speeds
p0391 A7LI-36839 
Aerodynamic interference in a system of two 
harmonically oscillating airfoils in an 
incompressible flow
p0447 174-41041 
Recent contributions to the solution of nonlinear 
aerodynamic interference problems 
(IAS PAPER 74-26)	 p0449 A74-41328 
Investigations concerning the interference between 
annular wing and hub body in the case of annular 
wing/hub body configurations
p0452 A74-414414 
High lift characteristics of an airfoil placed in 
a narrow channel
p0457 A74-43143 
The nodel nounting arrangements in the high speed 
wind-tunnel testing
p0478 174-44635 
Rffects of isolated body and wing-body 
interference on rolling moment due to sideslip 
(ESDU-73006)	 p0035 874-10007 
Integrated rotor/body loads prediction 
p0055 874-10916 
Canard-wing lift interference related to 
maneuvering aircraft at subsonic speeds 
(NASATM-X-2897]	 p0094 874-11819 
Wind tunnel blockage and support interference 
effects on winged-body models at Mach numbers
SOBJACT INDEX 
from 0.6 to 1.0 
(NASA-TM-X-3011)	 p0246 874-18656 
Aerodynamic interference between fuselage and 
lifting jets emerging from its lower part 
effect of two high velocity lifting jets on 
induced lift and pitching •oaents
p0290 874-20413 
A numerical method for the deter.ination of the 
vortex sheet location behind a wing in 
incompressible flow 
(NLB-TR-72091-U)	 p0294 874-20642 
Results and information obtained regarding 
aerodynamic jet interference associated with the 
Do 31 V/STOL jet transport aircraft and their 
application to future V/STOL development 
lift loss in hovering flight phase 
(NASA-TT-F-15533)	 p0298 874-20669 
Plight Reynolds number effects on a contoured 
boattail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TM-X-3053)	 p0323 874-21639 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
p0411 874-28473 
An analysis of fixed wing-proprotor interference 
for folding proprotor aircraft 
(AD-778823)	 p0441 874-29371 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
(AD-779770]	 p0441 874-29372 
AERODYNAMIC LIFT 
U LIFT 
AERODYNAMIC LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
Longitudinal response of an aircraft due to a 
trailing vortex pair
p0013 174-11343 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for the solution 
of the panel flutter proble. of nosecones and 
conical shell structures
p0031 A74-1280'4 
Sea level side loads in high-area-ratio rocket 
engines 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1284]	 pO032 A74-12940 
Effect of unsteady loading on rotor noise 
p0013 114-13792 
Designing a dynamically stable body with lifting 
surfaces for a follower load
p0087 A74-15710 
A 300 B static and fatigue tests
p0117 A74-16755 
Studies of an elastic wing -- aerodynamic load 
tests
p0184 A74-21781 
Dynamic stability of sweptback aircraft wings 
under the action of variable aerodynamic forces 
p0185 174-22225 
Structural aspects of current RPV5 --- Remotely 
Piloted Vehicles 
[AIAA PAPER 74-346]	 p0263 A74-26660 
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating 
circular-arc airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-360)	 pO264 174-26670 
Application of unsteady lifting surface theory to 
propellers in forward flight 
(AIAA PAPER 74-419]	 p0276 A74-28169 
Nonlinear prediction of the aerodynasic loads on 
lifting surfaces 
[AIAA PAPER 74-503)	 p0338 A74-33103 
The scissors rotor --- for helicopters 
(ABS PREPRINT 812]	 p0388 A74-36621 
Reproduction of interactions between aerodynamic 
loads and deformation in the strength analysis 
of structures
p0390 114-36649 
Method of calculating the nonstationary 
aerodynamic loads on a thin wing of finite 
aspect ratio undergoing elastic harmonic 
vibrations in subsonic flow
p039O 174-36815 
Turbulence studies on a high-altitude sounding 
aircraft
p0392 A74-37234 
control load envelope shaping by live twist --- in 
helicopter rotors
p0394 114-37493 
Application to rotary wings of a simplified 
aerodynanic lifting surface theory for unsteady 
compressible flow
p0394 A74-37494 
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High-lift aerodynamics /37th Wright Brothers

Lecture/ --- lift limits and economics 
(lIlA PAPER 74-939]
	 p0426 174-38714 
Preliminary weight estimation of canard configured 
aircraft 
(SAVE PAPER 1015)
	 p0435 174-39885 
Computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter 
rotorblades in forward flight, using the •ethod 
of the acceleration potential 
(ICAS PAPER 74-54] 	 p0451 A74-41353 
Static aeroelastjc effects on the aerodynamics of 
the Saab 37 Viggen aircraft, a comparison 
between calculations, wind tunnel tests and 
flight tests 
(ICAS PAPER 74-55]
	 p0451 174-41354 
Determination of stability derivatives of isolated 
rigid tail assemblies in sideslip and steady roll 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1038]
	 pO455 174-42051 
Specialists Neeting on Helicopter Rotor Prediction 
Nethods 
(AGARD-CP-122]	 pOO54 N74-10908 
Rotary wing design methodology --- based on 
nonlinear aeroelastic blade loads analysis 
p0054 074-10909 
Prediction of helicopter rotor loads --- based on 
alternating aerodynamic loads imposed on rotary 
wing and rotor hub
p0055 074-10911 
Helicopter rotor loads predictions --- assumptions 
and techniques for numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic loads
p0055 1174-10912 
The prediction of loading actions on high speed 
semi-rigid - helicopters
p0055 1174-10914 
Loads prediction methods for hingeless rotor 
helicopters
p0055 1174-10915 
Integrated rotor/body loads prediction 
p0055 1174-10916 
Wake induced loads on-helicopter rotor blades 
-	 p0103 074-12708 
Unsteady gas dynamics problems and aeroelastic 
applications related to flight vehicles 
(AD-767605]	 p0106 1174-12734 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Wavy and Barine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to July 1973 
[10-767648]	 p0106 1174-12736 
Helicopter blade-tip Stability in forward flight 
pO195 1174-16711 
Normal loads program for aerodynamic lifting 
surface theory -- evaluation of spanvise and 
chordwise loading distributions 
[NASA-TN-X-62326)	 p0231 11714-17702 
Swept wing-body combination at subsonic speeds 
fuselage loads and pressure distributions for a 
swept wing-body combination at sursonic speeds 
(ARA-34]	 p0245 1174-18649 
On the prediction of aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings in transonic flow 
(AGARD-R-612]	 p0246 1174-18653 
CH-47A design and operational flight loads study 
development of structural design criteria 
for cargo and transport type helicopters 
(AD-772949J	 p0251 1174-18700 
Dovnwash-velocity potential method for oscillating 
surfaces using aerodynamic elements in subsonic 
and supersonic flows
p0281 1174-19638 
CR 541 design and operational flight loads study 
comparison of design mission profile with 
operational mission profiles 
(AD-773551]	 p0286 1174-19686 
08-61 design and operational flight loads study 
(AD-775832]	 p0331 1174-22690 
111-10 design and operational flight loads study 
(AD-775838J	 p0331 074-22700 
Spectrum of loading of aircraft --- diagrams of 
typical flight-load profiles for tactical and 
transport aircraft 
-	 p0332 074-23414 
Investigation of the effect of torsional natural 
frequency on stall-induced dynamic loading 
(AD776415]	 p0353 074-25544 
The 727/JI8D refan side nacelle airloads 
(NASA-CE-134547]	 p0363 074-26436 
Analytical study of stresses recorded in the DR 
2011 rotor blades
(NASA-CR-137527]	 p0407 074-27501 
T-38 structural flight loads data for June 1970 
through December 1971 
(AD-758891]	 p0408 074-27507 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Narine fleet aircraft 
(AD778645]	 p0416 074-28531 
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex 
interaction problem 
[NASA-cR-2421]	 pO488 074-33433 
AEROD!NAIIC ROREITS 
U STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
AERODYNAWIC NOISE 
An experimental study of subsonic jet noise and 
comparison with theory
p0002 174-10271 
Effect of anisotropic turbulence on aerodynamic 
noise --- Lighthill theory mathematical nodal 
for axisymnetric turbulence
p0004 174-10798 
Investigation of the characteristics of tubular 
microphone windscreens for in-duct fan sound 
power measure.ents
p0023 174-12126 
plow noise spectra from cylinders and aerofoils 
p0023 174-12127 
Progress in aerospace sciences. Volume 14 --- Book 
-	
p0025 174-12203 
Introduction to aerodynamic noise theory 
p0O25 174-12207 
Noise generation by ducted combustion systems 
resonant oscillations 
[hAl PAPER 73-1024)
	 p0026 174-12223 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap syste. with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine 
(1111 PAPER 73-1217]
	 p0030 174-12495 
Acoustic characteristics of a gas turbine exhaust 
model 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-5]
	 p0071 174-13296 
Turbine noise generation and suppression 
prediction method linking acoustic modes with 
- aerodynamics 
(ASRE PAPER 73-WA/GT-7]
	 pOOh 174-13298 
Application of finite difference techniques to 
noise propagation in jet engine ducts 
[ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-10] 	 p0072 A7413301 
Tip load modulation as a source of discrete tone 
fan noise
pOO73 174-13791 
Aerodynamic noise from porous propeller fans 
p0073 A74-13793 
Non-engine aerodynamic noise - The limit to 
aircraft noise reduction
p0074 174-13796 
Jet noise modeling - Experimental study and models 
for the noise and turbulence fields 
(lIlA PAPER 74-3]	 pOl3l 174-18723 
Preliminary wind tunnel noise measurements of a 
semi-span wing with an upper-surface blown-flap 
(AIAA PAPER 74-191]
	
p0134 174-18832 
Analysis of axisymmetric turbulence relevant to 
jet noise
p0172 174-19631 
An investigation of impulsive rotor noise using a 
model rotor
p0206 174-22467 
A comparison of the noise characteristics of full 
scale and model helicopter rotors
p0206 174-22468 
Rotating-blade vortex noise
p0203 174-22470 
Experimental studies of rotational noise in 
forward flight
p0206 A74-22471 
Diffraction of evanescent waves, with applications 
to aerodynamically scattered sound and radiation 
from unbaffled plates
p0204 174-23 104 
Fluctuating forces appropriate for the calculation 
of discrete frequency noise generation in 	 - 
subsonic turbomachines
p0204 174-23108 
The acoustic far-field of rigid bodies in 
arbitrary motion
p0224 174-24375 
Aircraft acoustics --- Russian book on noise 
sources and abatement methods
\ 
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p0225 A74-24998 
Experimental study of the aerodynamic noise of 
airfoils
p0224 A74-25327 
Noise phenomena in the case of helicopter rotors 
and possibilities for noise reduction 
[OGLE PAPER 74-024]	 p0270 A74-27364 
Evaluation of aircraft internal noise --- from 
aerodynamic sources, jet exhaust and internal 
equipment 
(SAE PAPER 740360]	 p0309 A74-28737 
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimu. 
noise radiation 
[AIAA PAPER 74-571]	 p0340 A74-33155 
Preliminary measurements of aircraft aerodynamic 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-572)	 p0344 A74-34332 
Jet propulsion for quiet aircraft --- nozzle 
configurations
p0396 A74-37536 
The calculation of aerodyna.ic noise generated by 
large aircraft at landing approach
p0397 A74-37540 
Noise due to jet motion caused by internal 
unsteadiness --- subsonic nozzle flow 
p0398 A74-37550 
Aircraft/engine jet noise control - A survey 
(AIAA PAPER 74-947)	 p0426 A74-38718 
Spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0430 A74-38854 
Contribution to the study of noise fro, jet 
aircraft during flight
p0437 A74-39983 
Recent developments at the ultimate noise barrier 
aerodynamic noise 
(ICAS PAPER 74-59)	 p0451 A74-41358 
Unified approach to aerodynamic sound generation 
in the presence of solid boundaries
p0452 A74-4 1411 
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of ejectors 
for engine-under-the-wing concepts 
(AIAA PAPER 74-950)	 p0432 A74-41655 
Effect of ejector spacing on ejector-jet noise 
characteristics
p0479 A74-45032 
Control of supersonic wind-tunnel noise by 
laninarization of nozzle-wall boundary layer 
(NASA-TN-X-2879)	 p0062 1174-11119 
Aerodynamic sound generation due to 
vortex-aerofoil interaction
p0093 1174-11804 
Aerodynamic and noise measurements on a quasi-two 
di.ensional augnentor wing model with lobe-type 
nozzles 
[NASA-TN-X-62237]	 p0140 1174-13719 
A prediction model for wake related sound 
generation by single airfoils and subsonic rotors 
pOle1 1174-15700 
A study to determine the feasibility of a low 
sonic boom supersonic transport 
(NASA-CR-2332]	 p0188 1174-15713 
Noise characteristics of jet flap type exhaust flows 
effects of Bach number, slot nozzle aspect 
ratio, and flap length on radiated sound power 
(NASA-CR-2342)	 p0236 1174-17756 
Preliminary measurement of the airframe noise from 
an P-106B delta wing aircraft at low flyover 
speeds --- establishment of lower limit for 
noise level of supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-T11-X-71527] 	 p0284 1174-19668 
Research on helicopter noise 
(AD-713385)	 p0285 1174-19677 
Noise levels of operational helicopters of the 
011-6 type designed to meet the LOB mission 
acoustic properties for various helicopter 
configurations 
(NASA-CR-114760]	 p0297 1174-20663 
Externally blown flap noise research 
[NASA-T11-I-71541] 	 p0329 N74-22631 
Impulsive sources of aerodynamic sound: Oral 
script of the introductory review lecture 
aircraft noise at supersonic speeds
p0329 1174-22643 
Civil helicopter noise assessment study 
Boeing-Vertol model 347 -- recommendations for 
reduction of helicopter noise levels 
(NASA-CR- 132420)	 p0354 1174-25563
SUBJECT INDEI 
Community acceptance of helicopter noise: 
Criteria and application 
[NASA-CR-132430)	 p0355 1174-25567 
Helicopter rotor noise and possibilities for its 
reduction 
(NBB-OD-118-74-0]	 p0368 N74-26485 
Investigation of the large scale coherent 
structure in a jet and its relevance to jet noise 
(NASA-CR-138908)	 p0407 N74-21505 
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements 
during flyover of a modified p 106B aircraft with 
underwing nacelles 
(NASA-TN-I-71578]	 p0442 1174-29379 
The 727 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 3: 
Upper goal flight testing and program su.mary 
(AD-768850)	 p0471 1174-32429 
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility 
progra.. Volume I-i: Lower goal design, 
fabrication and ground testing 
(AD-775453)	 p0471 1174-32430 
Further analysis of broadband noise measurements 
for a rotating blade operating with and without 
its shed wake blown downstream 
(NASA-TN-D-7623]	 p0488 1174-33434 
Static noise tests on augmentor wing jet STOL 
research aircraft (C8A Buffalo) 
[NASA-CR-137520) 	 p0489 1174-33455 
Test of acoustic tone source and propulsion 
performance of C8A Buffalo suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-CR-137521)	 p0489 1174-33456 
Non-engine aerodynamic noise investigation of a 
large aircraft 
(NASA-CR-2378)	 p0495 1174-34482 
AERODINANIC STABILITY 
The effects of second order blade bending on the 
angle of attack of hingeless rotor blades 
p0022 A74-11846 
Jet engine exhaust noise due to rough combustion 
and nonsteady aerodynamic sources
pOOlS A74-13958 
The equation of flight vehicle roll motion 
p0088 A74-15728 
Effect of steady state coning angle and da.ping on 
whirl flutter stability
p0090 A74-15967 
Example of aerodynamic instability under 
supercritical conditions about profiles 
p0223 A74-25319 
The effect of velocity-dependent pitching moments 
on longitudinal stability --- of STOL and VIOL 
aircraft
p0261 A74-26047 
The dynamic stability of wing-mounted engine 
installations for turboprop-powered aircraft 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-52] 	 p0272 A74-27445 
A unique approach to the development of a light 
helicopter automatic flight control system 
(SAE PAPER 140348] 	 p0308 A74-28728 
Effects of yaw on a Gothic wing at supersonic speeds 
pO342 A74-33733 
A generalized comparison sensitivity concept for 
sensitivity reduction in control system design 
p0374 A74-35249 
Aeroelastic-stability characteristics of a V/STOL 
tilt-rotor aircraft with hingeless blades - 
Correlation of analysis and test 
(ABS PREPRINT 835] 	 p0385 A74-36590 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
p0393 A74-37486 
Stability characteristics of skewed wing aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-772)
	
p0399 A714-37797 
High attitude delta wing unsteady aerodynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-817]
	
p0400 A74-37821$ 
Finite element technique in lifting surface proble.s 
p0432 A74-39344 
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a 
helicopter from flight measurements 
(ICAS PAPER 74-49) 	 p0451 A74-41349 
stability and dynamic behavior of two tethered 
balloon systems 
(AD-766439]	 p0043 1174-10070 
Results of a feasibility study using the 
Newton-Raphson digital computer program to 
identify lifting body derivatives from flight data 
(NASA-T11-I-56017)	 p0094 1174-11814 
The determination of non-symmetric vehicle 
stability parameters from response data 
p0139 1174-13702 
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Analytical investigation of the aerodynamic 
Stability of helical vortices shed from a 
hovering rotor 
(AD773026]	 p0252 N74-18705 
Aerodyna.ics of airfoils 
(JPRS-62363)	 p0405 N7'4-27471 
An analysis of fixed wing-proprotor interference 
for folding proprotor aircraft 
(10-778823)	 p0441 B74-29371 
Perfor.ance estimates for powered parafoil systems 
(AD-779926)	 p0468 074-31514 
Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability 
(NASA-cASE-ARC- 10807-i)	 p0494 N74-34475 
Rotor aezoejastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body motion
p0496 074-34503 
ABBODYIAIIC STALLING 
Reynolds number effects at low speeds on the 
maximum lift of two-dimensional aerofoil 
sections equipped with mechanical high lift 
devices
p0075 174-13842 
Wind tunnel dynamic analysis of an oscillating 
airfoil 
[AIAA PAPER 74-259]
	
p0130 A74-18666 
Nonlinear aerodynamics of aircraft in 
high-angle-of-attack maneuvers 
(AIAA PAPER 74-85]
	
p0133 A74-18765 
Aerodynamic problems in the calculation of 
helicopter airloads
p0203 174-22456 
The effects of Reynolds number on rotor stall 
p0203 A74-22457 
Bodeling dynamic stall on an oscillating airfoil 
pO224 174-25329 
Supersonic unstalled flutter in fan rotors - 
Analytical and experimental results 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-40] 	 p0272 A74-27433 
Some aspects of airfoil stall in low-speed flow 
p0275 174-27844 
Stall/spin research status report --- of general 
aviation aircraft 
(SAN PAPER 740354]	 p0308 174-28734 
Aerodynamic design approach to the stall/spin 
problem - The variviggen 
(SAN PAPER 740391]	 p0310 174-28755 
Stall/spin seventy years later --- aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
P0344 174-34699 
Stall flutter of a thin aerofoil with leading edge 
separation
p0374 A74-35269 
Effect of blade design parameters on helicopter 
stall boundaries 
(ABS PREPRINT 833]	 p0384 174-36588 
A systematic study of helicopter rotor stall using 
model rotors 
(ABS PREPRINT 804) 	 p0388 174-36618 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0393 A74-37483 
Belicopter gust response characteristics including 
unsteady aerodynamic stall effects
p0394 A74-37490 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CB-548 helicopter
p0395 A74-37503 
A anthod for preventing airplane stall/spin 
aerodynamic spoiler system design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-863]	 p0401 A74-37851 
Flight test investigation of the sailplane as a 
post-stall research vehicle 
(AZAA PAPER 74-951) 	 p0427 A74-38720 
Laminar stall prediction and estimation of the 
maximum lift coefficient
p0411 174-44418 
Experimental evaluation of a TF3O-P-3 turbofan 
engine in an altitude facility: Effect of 
steady-state temperature distortion 
(NASA-T0-X-2921)	 p0049 N74-10722 
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter radar 
blade 
(NASA-CR-2322)	 p0139 N74-13708 
Dynamic stall 
(NASA-CR-136473]	 p0139 N74-13709 
The design, fabrication and evaluation of the 
aural angle of attack/stall warning system 
(AD-767663J	 p0145 N74-13748
A' nonlinear relay model for post stall oscillations 
(AD769405)	 p0187 074-15706 
Investigation of nonlinear inviscid and viscous 
flow effects in the analysis of dyna.ic stall 
air flow and chordwise pressure distribution 
on airfoil below stall condition 
(NASA-CR-2335)'	 p0245 N74-18646 
Initial results from flight testing a large, 
remotely piloted airplane model - flight tests 
of remotely controlled scale model of F-iS 
aircraft 
(NASA-Tn-x-56024)	 p0247 N74-18671 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0495 074-34491 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CB-54B helicopter
p0497 N74-34511 
AERODYIABIC VEHICLES 
0 AIRCRAFT 
AEROD!NANICS 
NT AEROTBERMODINANICS 
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
Solution of the plane problem of the aerodynamics 
of a rarefied gas on the basis of Boltzmann's 
kinetic equation
p0005 A74-10976 
Progress in aerospace sciences. Volume 14 --- Book 
p0025 A74-12203 
Recent advances in aerodyna.ics for transport 
aircraft. I
p0080 174-14521 
Aerodynamic calculation of blades in axial-flow 
turhomachines 
(10-765932]	 p0051 N74-10739 
The institute for Flight Mechanics, Braunschweig 
(081) and Stuttgart (027) 
(NASA-TT-F-15197J	 p0139 N74-13706 
Work unit 08 (V/STOL aerodynamics) --- low speed 
aerodynamics and fan-in-wing 
(AD-771811]	 ,	 p0232 074-17718 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: An 
experimental study of an airfoil type flow 
p0281 N74-19637 
A survey of APFDL parameter estimation efforts and 
future plans
p0355 074-25571 
AEBOELASTICIT! 
NT AEBOTBEBMOELASTICITY 
The lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings 
and propellers 
(ONEBA, YP NO. 1298) 	 p0005 174-10999 
Exploitation of spectral density curves in the 
case of wind tunnel flutter measurement 
p0005 174-11000 
Some conclusions regarding the aeroelastic 
stability of hingeless helicopter blades in 
hover and in forward flight
p0022 174-11844 
The effects of second order blade bending on the 
angle of attack of hingeless rotor blades 
p0022 174-11846 
Dynanic stability of straight airplane wings 
regarded as thin-walled bars
p0072 174-13362 
The behavior of a wing panel in a stream of gas 
under transient conditions
p0088 174-15757 
Bole of aerodynamic damping in problems of the 
flutter of sandwich panels and circular 
cylindrical shells
p0088 A74-15784 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0128 174-18271 
Bingeless rotor vibration and loads at high 
advance ratio
p0206 A74-22463 
Aeroelastic stability of periodic systems with 
application to rotor blade flutter 
(1111 PAPER 74-417]	 p0267 174-26713 
Optimal aeroelastic design of an oblique wing 
structure 
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(AIAA PAPER 74-3149)	 p0277 A714-28173 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0314 A74-30073 
Influence of static aeroelasticity on oblique 
winged aircraft
p0317 A74-30399 
Optimization of complex structures to satisfy 
static, dynamic and aeroelastic requirements 
p0318 A74-30453 
The Alpha Jet wind tunnel •odel for aeroelastic 
investigations
p0318 A74-30599 
Observable changes of load sample function due to 
structural elasticity
p0321 A74-31745 
Application of nonlinear estimation theory to 
parameter identification of rigid and elastic 
aircraft
p0342 A74-33778 
Test results from the Langley high Reynolds number 
cryogenic transonic tunnel 
(AIAA PAPER 74-631] .	 p0376 A74-35395 
Pyrotechnic pulse generators for in-flight 
structural tests
p0382 A74-36353 
The problem of optimum design of a wing under 
strength and aeroelastic constraints 
p0383 A74-36509 
Determination of the efficiency of the 
longitudinal control systems of an elastic 
flight vehicle
p0384 A74-36576 
Effect of blade design parameters on helicopter 
stall boundaries 
(ASS PREPRINT 833]	 p0384 174-36588 
Aeroelastic-stability characteristics of a V/STOL 
tilt-rotor aircraft with hingeless blades - 
Correlation of analysis and test 
(ABS PREPRINT 835] 	 p0385 A714-36590 
Some problems of the multi-point excitation 
technique in the experimental study of the 
vibrations of elastic structures
p0390 174-36803 
Determining the scale of rigidity and estimating 
the degree of nonsimilarity of elastic models of 
wings with a low aspect ratio
p0390 174-36805 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body notion
pO39l4 174-37495 
Experimental and analytical studies in tilt-rotor 
aeroelasticity
p0395 A74-37498 
Consideration of control elasticity in calculating 
the deformation of gyroplane rotor blades 
p0398 A74-37662 
Effect of the structural elasticity of an aircraft 
on safety and comfort during flights in a 
turbulent atmosphere
p0398 A74-37673 
Static aeroelastic effects on the aerodynamics of 
the Saab 37 iggen aircraft, a, comparison 
between calculations, wind tunnel tests and 
flight tests 
(ICAS PAPER 74-55] 	 p0451 174-41354 
Pyrotechnic bonkers for structural tests in flight 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1389 E]	 pOl478 A74-44953 
Idealization and determination of the inertial 
characteristics of the structure of a flight 
vehicle
p0484 174-46696 
Unsteady gas dynamics problems and aeroelastic 
applications related to flight vehicles 
(AD-767605]	 p0106 N74-12734 
Transonic single-mode flutter and buffet of a low 
aspect ratio wing having a subsonic airfoil shape 
(NASA-TN-D-73 446]	 p0153 N74-14631 
Similarity requirements for aeroelastic models of 
• helicopter rotors 
- [ARCCP1245]	 p0161 N74-14767 
Aeroelastic analysis of a telescoping rotor blade 
computer programs 
(AD-771963]	 pO239 N74-17774 
Structural representation in aeroelastic 
calculations --- noting residual flexibility 
matrices and use of normal modes 
(ARc-R/m-3729]	 p0257 N74-19563 
Status of two studies on active control of 
aeroelastic response at NASA Langley Research
SUbJECT INDEX 
Center
p0354 N74-25553 
Estimation of elastic aircraft parameters using 
the maximum likelihood method
p0357 N74-25589 
Analytical study of stresses recorded in the DR 
2011 rotor blades 
[NASA-CR-137527)	 p0407 N74-27501 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body motion
p0496 N74-34503 
AEROBAGNETO FLUTTER 
U FLUTTER 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Contribution of computer simulation to the 
development of aeronautical equipment or systems 
p0213 A74-22662 
Does research in the field of aeronautics have a 
future	 emphasis on aircraft design 
refinements and cost reduction
p0259 A74-25723 
NASA general aviation research overview 
(SA! PAPER 740352]	 p0308 174-28732 
Ranual of the aviation engineer -- Russian book 
p0403 A74-37999 
Netherlands Association of Aeronautical Engineers, 
Yearbook 1973 --- Book
p0430 A74-38792 
Some opportunities for progress in ultra-light 
aeronautics --- for aircraft with low wing loading 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1034]	 p0455 A744-42048 
Information on the use of data ite.S in the series 
wings 02.04 
(ESDU-WINGS-02.04.00-AREND-A] 	 p0035 N74-10004 
Information on the use of data items on rolling 
moment derivatives of an aeroplane 
(ESDU-AIRCRAFT-06.01.00] 	 p0035 N74-10005 
Aeronautics: Space in the seventies 
[NASA-EP-85)	 p0036 N74-100I7 
The institute for Flight Rechanics, Braunschweig 
(081) and Stuttgart (027) 
[NASA-TT-F-15197]	 p0139 N74-13706 
Role of computerized simulation in the perfecting 
aeronautical equipments or systems --- applied 
to hydraulic pump and air intake design 
p0199 N74-16811 
Annual report, 1972 -- aerospace research 
projects in Germany
p0244 N74-18611 
Kron's method: An algorithm for the eigenvalue 
analysis of large-scale structural systems 
aeronautical engineering 
[ARC-R/N-3733]	 p0257 N74-19564 
AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
AEROSAT overview --- aeronautical satellites for 
oceanic ATC
p0024 174-12189 
AEROSAT performance specifications 
aeronautical satellite for oceanic aircraft 
communication
p0024 A74-12190 
AEROSAT ground environment and test plan 
aeronautical satellites for ATC
p0024 A74-12191 
A first generation of L-Band avionics for AEROSAT 
experimentation and evaluation phase of 
aeronuatical satellites
p0024 A74-12192 
Description and cost of a satellite-based oceanic 
ATC system --- voice and data communication 
channel capacity requirements
p0025 A74-12193 
The aeronautical satellites: Deluxe gadgets or
system of the future --- economic factors 
p0029 A74-12448 
Future air traffic control - Ground, cockpit, or 
space --- system functions transfer to aircraft 
or satellites 
(AIAA PAPER 74-262)	 p0131 A74-18669 
Some transmission characteristics of AEROSAT-type 
air traffic control systems
p0114 174-19957 
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Access control techniques for satellite mobile 
communications systems 
[AIAA PAPER 74-441)
	 p0275 A74-27811 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 1: General 
presentation of the Aeronautical Satellite 
Communications Center and its software 
[EI-5102/27-73/309]	 pOlO7 1174-12864 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 1: 
Definition specifications. part 2: Description 
of operational and simulation functions 
[EX-5102/27-73/305]	 p0107 11714-12865 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 1: Software 
organization and general description 
[EX-5102/27-73/296]	 p0108 1174-12866 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 2: 
Description of operational functions 
[EX-5102/27-73/308)	 p0108 1174-12867 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 3: Description 
of simulation function 
[111-5102/27-73/299]	 pOlO8 1174-12868 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 3: 
Definition of the means --- noting computer 
memory requirements and program execution tine 
[EX-5102/27-73/311]	 p0108 1174-12869 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 4: 
Planning -- for Aerosta program 
[111-5102/27-73,315]	 p0108 N74-12870 
AERONAUTICS 
Fifth session of Commission for Aeronautical
Meteorology --- conference proposals for 
personnel training, terminal forecasting, SST 
operations, and application of satellite data 
[11110-322)	 pO100 1174-12330 
AEROSOLS 
The light-scattering matrix and types of optical 
veather --- atmospheric aerosols, haze, fog, 
drizzle
p0004 A74-10783 
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
NT AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Prospects for aerospace research
p0007 A74-11098 
Advanced composites --- in aerospace structural 
design 
[AIAA PAPER 74-242)	 p0180 A74-20834 
Flight safety work and the DFVLR --- German 
aerospace research center programs
p0208 A74-22632 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luft- und Rauofahrt, 
Yearbook 1972 --- German book
p0225 A74-24892 
New materials in the aerospace industries 
emphasizing heat resistant and light alloys 
p0342 A74-33682 
Aerospace sandwich materials. I --- technology, 
design and performance review
p0479 A74-44989 
Aerospace activities
p0053 1174-10897 
Highlights, spring 1973 --- of progress of AGAND 
panels
p0332 1174-23500 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
interdisciplinary studies in space technology at 
the University of Kansas 
(NASA-CR-140623]	 p0501 1174-35250 
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY 
U.S. aerospace industry at the crossroads 
response to European competition
pOO2O A74-11610 
Non-classical adhesive-bonded joints in practical 
aerospace construction 
[NASA-CR-112238)	 p0101 1174-12555 
Visit report on the flying and space Equipment 
Exhibition in Paris 1971 
(FOA-2-C-2494-N6)	 p0113 1174-13690
AEROSPACE VEHICLES 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
Annotated bibliograpy of reports --- concerning 
aviation medicine 
[AD-766458)	 p0102 1174-12701 
AEROSPACE SCIENCES 
Progress in aerospace sciences. Volume 14 --- Book 
p0025 A74-12203 
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer 
Luft- und Raumfahrt, Annual Report 1972 
German book
p0126 A74-17969 
Aerotechnology in aviation problems
p0154 N74-14675 
Annual report, 1972 --- aerospace research 
projects in Germany
p0244 1174-18611 
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS 
Cost - The emerging aerospace technology

applications to gas turbine engines 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1327)
	 p0013 A74-11318 
Aerospace fluidics applications and circuit 
manufacture 
[SAE PAPER 730880)
	 p0019 A74-11604 
EASCON 73; Electronics and Aerospace Systems 
Convention, Washington, D.C., September 17-19, 
1973,. Record
p0023 A74-12176 
Ground testing and simulation. I - Key to 
efficient development of aerospace systems 
p0335 A74-32321 
MBCA systems and related equipment - RB 199 
powerplant
p0336 A74-32631 
Adaptive and nonlinear control systems in 
aerospace applications
p0373 A74-35206 
Civil aviation research and development 
p0378 A74-35718 
Stichting National Aerospace Laboratory, review 
for the year 1972
p0053 1174-10891 
Visit report on the flying and space Equipment 
Exhibition in Paris 1971 
[FOA-2-C-2494-M6]	 p0113 1174-13690 
AEROSPACE VEHICLES 
• SWEEP - An interdisciplinary approach to a 
structure weight estimating program 
[SANE PAPER 1016]	 p0435 A74-39886 
Unsteady gas dynamics problems and aeroelastic 
applications related to flight vehicles 
[AD-767605]	 pOlO6 1174-127311 
Visit report on the flying and space Equipment 
Exhibition in Paris 1971 
(F0A-2-C-2494-M6)	 p0113 1174-13690 
Section 3: Stability, construction materials, 
construction methods
p0154 1174-14670 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1. 
Summary 
[NASA-CR-1324401] 	 p0413 N74-28508 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aersopace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
2: Characterization of the IPAD system (Phase 
1, Task 1) 
[NASA-CN-132402)	 p0414 11744-28509 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
3: Engineering creative/evaluation processes 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
[NASA-CR-132403]	 p0414 1174-28510 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
4: Design of th'e IPAD system. Part 1: IPAD 
system design requirements (Phase 1, Task 2) 
[NASA-CR-132404]	 p0414 N74-28511 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
5: Design of the IPAD system. Part 2: System 
design. Part 3: General purpose utilities 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
[NASA-CB-132405)	 p0414 1174-28512 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
6: Implementation schedule, development costs, 
operational costs, benefit assessment, impact on 
company organization, spin-off assessment (Phase 
2, Tasks 3 to 8) 
[NASA-CR-132406]	 p0414 1174-28513 
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A3ROSPACEPLAIES 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Voluwe IA: 
Suanary 
(NASA-CR--132390J	 pO4IS 1174-28514 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volu.e 1B: 
Concise review 
(NASA-CR-132391]	 pO4I5 1174-28515 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD) . Volu.e 2: 
The design process 
(NASA-CR-132392)	 p04l5 1174-28516 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Voluae 3: 
Support of the design process 
(NASA-CR-132393)	 p0415 1174-28517 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Prograw for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volu.e 4: 
IPAD syste. design 
(NASA-CR-132394J	 p0415 H74-28518 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volu.e 5: 
Catalog of IPAD technical progra. ele.ents 
(NASA-CR-132395]	 p0415 1174-28519 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volu.e 6: 
IPAD syste. develop.ent and operation 
[NASA-CR-132396)	 p0415 N74-28520 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progran for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volune 1: IPAD 
benefits and i'.pact 
(NASA-CB-132397]	 p0416 N74-28521 
A EROS PACE PLAN ES 
Nultistage aerospace craft --- perspective 
drawings of conceptual design 
[NASA-CASE-XHF-02263)	 p0054 1174-10907 
A .ethodology for boost-glide transport technology 
planning 
[NASA-CR-2346]	 pO249 1174-18681 
AEEOTRERIODTIIRICS 
Developing a technology base in planetary entry 
aerother.odyna.ics
p0030 A74-12799 
0ff-center-line shock interference heating 
patterns on basic shapes in hypersonic flows 
(NASA-TN-X-2866]	 p0098 1114-12091 
AEIOTHERSOELASTICIT! 
Opti.al para.eters of three-layer plates and 
shells with a boneyco.b filler under coibined 
heating and co.pression
p0482 A74-45615 
AICS (COITBOL SYSTEN) 
U AUTONATIC FLIGHT CONTROL 
APTERBODIES 
Aerodyna.ic aspects of the probleas of air-intakes 
and exhaust for a supersonic transport aircraft 
design of air intake and after body of jet 
engine for Concorde aircraft 
(NAL-TR-194)	 p0159 1174-14748 
Collection of experi.ental data for aircraft 
afterbody drag in the transonic and supersonic 
range and coiparison with theoretical 
calculation .ethods 
(BRVG-FRNT-73-27]	 p0195 1174-16705 
Engine installation aerodyna.ics --- design and 
opti.ization of aircraft engine installations 
for subsonic and supersonic aircraft 
p0365 1174-26453 
APTERBURIERS 
U AITERBURNING 
£PTERBUHIIG 
Ewission of gaseous pollutants by turbojet engines 
- The Olyapus case
p0122 A74-17305 
Pyrogenic ignition syste. for afterburners 
p0431 A71$-40001 
Spontaneous ignition in afterburner seg.ent tests 
at an inlet te.perature of 1240 K and a pressure 
of 1 at.osphere with ASTN jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TH-I-2952]	 p0101 1174-12571 
Calculating procedure of sea-level static 
perfor.ance of two-spool afterburning bypass Jet 
engine 
(*0-716547]	 p0362 1174-26258 
AG! HARDENING 
U PRECIPITATION HARDENING 
AILIIOIS 
Plight test results of a separate surface 
wing-leveling syste.
SUBJECT INDEX 
[SAE PAPER 740369]	 p0309 A74-28740 
Optiwally fast-acting control of aircraft roll in 
the presence of constraints on the angle of 
aileron deflection and the deflection rate 
p0389 A74-36634 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kinematic constraint between the bending strains 
in the wing and the aileron deflection 
p0481 A74-45472 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kine.atic constraint between the total strain 
and aileron deflection
pO482 A74-45473 
Heasurenent of pressure on an oscillating aileron 
in transonic flow --- under plane-parallel flow - 
conditions 
[AD-769982]	 p0197 1174-16739 
AIR 
NT CORPRESSED AIR 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR 
Ther.odynaaic and transport properties of air and 
its products of co.bustion with ASTMA-A-1 fuel 
and natural gas at 20, 30, and 40 at.ospheres 
(NASA-TN-D-7488]	 p0101 1174-12575 
AIR BEARINGS 
U GAS BEARINGS 
AIR BREATHING ENGINES 
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELE! BS 53 ENGINE 
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT .3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT 3-93 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT PULSEJET ENGINES 
NT RANJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RANJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
Dyna.ic si.ulation of CONFLOV - A facility to 
provide hot-gas ground testing of air-breathing 
aissiles under si.ulated flight conditions 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1281]	 pOOl1 A74-11292 
Supersonic aixing and co.bustion studies of ducted 
hydrogen-air flows at an inlet air Nach nu.ber 
of 2.6 
(AIAA PAPER 73-13201
	
p0012 A74-11313 
,Low cost supersonic expendable turbine engines 
tactical .issile applications 
(SAE PAPER 7309103	 p0017 A74-11583 
NEPCOMP - The Navy Engine Perfor.ance Progra. 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-83]	 pO2l3 A7427469 
Instruaentation for airbreathing propulsion; 
Proceedings of the Sy.posiu., U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., Septe.ber 
19-21, 1972
p0277 A74-28283 
Current state-of-the-art for airbreathing 
coabustor •easureannts
p0217 *74-28298 
AIR CARGO 
A new outbreak of Zeppelin fever --- freight and 
passenger dirigible revival
p0031 A74-12911 
Deaands for air transport - 1980-1990
p0078 *74-14502 
Refrigerated containerized transport for JuibO' 
jets
p0119 A74-1700? 
Air transportation of hazardous iaterials 
p0209 A74-22640 
Use of containers and pellets in air cargo transport 
p027O A74-27295 
New heavy-haul freight aviation
p0439 A74-40647 
High level container --- for aerial resupply of 
.ilitary units 
(AD-766306]	 p0054 N74-10899 
Restraint procedures for cargo loaded in vehicles 
to be air transported 
(AD-768172]	 p0146 N74-13954 
AIR CONDITIONING 
MRCA systeas and related eguip.ent - Air 
conditioning
p0336 A7432634 
Aircraft cabin pressure and te.perature control 
through reliable fluidic circuits
p0318 A74-35720 
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AIR COIDITIONIIG EQUIPREIT 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Air conditioning and 
pressurisation systems
p0268 A74-270i6 
Cockpit air filtration requirements of the B-i in 
a nuclear dust environment 
[AD-766711]	 90042 N74-10065 
AIR COOLING 
The aerodynamics of a turbine cascade with 
supersonic discharge and trailing edge blowing 
(ASME PAPEB 74GT120] 	 p0271 174-27419 
High temperature cooled gas turbines (analysis and 
design) 
(AD-766031]	 p0051 N7'l-10740 
AIR CURRENTS 
NT NERIDIONAL FLOW 
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
AIR CUSHION VEHICLES 
U GROUND EFFECT NACHINES 
AIR DEPENSE 
A primary radar automatic track extractor --- for 
air defense systems
p0028 A74-12402 
Flexibility in computer-assisted radar - 
Controlled interceptions --- software in air 
defense
p0028 174-12406 
LIP DUCTS 
Three-dimensional wave interactions in supersonic 
intakes
p01436 A74-39980 
Nixed compression air intakes for operation at 
Each 2.2
p0837 A74-39981 
The influence of eagine-ducted by-pass air on a 
burner-can burn-through flame --- with j-57 
(FAA-NA-73-87]	 p0101 N74-12574 
AIR PLOW 
NT NERIDIONAL FLOW 
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
Unsteady flow of power-law fluids
p0004 A74-10573 
Dynamic creep of titaniu. alloy with 1.5 wt % En 
and 3% Al in high-velocity air streams 
p0117 A74-16579 
High lift testing in closed wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-641]
	 p0376 A74-35405 
Hingeless circulation control rotor blade design 
(ABS PREPRINT 813]
	 p0388 174-36622 
The •ean skin friction coefficient for a rough 
flat plate with a turbulent two-di.enjsona]. 
boundary layer in conpressible adiabatic flow, 
with application to wedges, cyflnders and cones 
(ESDU-73016]	 p0035 N74-10008 
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
trassonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7331]	 p0036 N74-10015 
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing 
flow unsteadiness about airfoils, an 
experimental and analytical investigation 
(NASA-CR-2344]	 p0036 N74-10019 
Performance of tran sonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 208 kilograms per 
second per square meter (42.6 (lb/sec)/sg ft) 
(NASA-TM-I-2903]	 p0037 N74-10022 
FORTRAN program for predicting off-design 
performance of centrifugal compressors 
(NASA-TE-D-7487)	 p0037 N74-10024 
Performance of transonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 198 kilograms per 
second per square seter (40.6(lb/sec)/sq ft) 
(NASA-TM-x-2905]	 p0037 N74-10027 
Aerodynamic sound generation due to 
vortex-aerofoil interaction
pOO93 N74-11804 
Analysis of the low-speed flow over a slender 
sharp edged delta wing at angles of attack 
p0098 N74-12034 
Perfor.ance of conical diffusers in incompressible 
flow 
[ESDU-73024]	 p0109 N74-12986 
Exact solutions for conical mixed flow rotors. 
Part 2: Cambered blades of finite thickness 
(NEL-524.-PT-2]	 p0109 N74-12989 
Neasurements in a three dimensional incompressible 
turbulent boundary layer in an adverse pressure 
gradient under infinite swept wing conditions 
[NLE-TR-72092-U] 	 p0109 N74-12995
AIR NAVIGATION 
Artificial development of an at.ospheric boundary 
layer flow model in awind tunnel --- using wind 
flow •odulating devices at wind tunnel entrance 
p0139 N74-13701 
The determination of non-symmetric vehicle 
stability para.eters from response data 
p0139 N74-13702 
A proposed method for calculating film-cooled wall 
te.peratures in gas turbine combustion chambers 
(CRANFIELD-SNE-4]	 p0152 R74-14440 
The effects of hypersonic viscous interaction on 
static stability of slender bodies in simulated 
non-equilibrium flows
p0154 N74-14704 
Study of reverse-flow characteristics of a tip fan 
and an ejector --- for application to air 
cushion landing system 
(AD-770080]	 p0198 N74-16744 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 6: Air cushion landing 
system trade study 
(AD-770448]	 p0199 N74-16753 
A lifting line analysis of nonplanar wings 
numerical relationship of spanvise circulation 
distribution to induced velocity at specific 
spanwise station
p0281 N74-19639 
Input description for Jamesons three-dimensional 
transonic airfoil analysis program 
(NASA-TM-X-71919]	 p0281 N74-19640 
Preliminary results of flight tests of vortex 
attenuating splines -- evaluation of 
effectiveness of wingtip vortex attenuating device 
[NASA-TE-x--71928) 	 p0294 N74-20637 
Turbulent lift. Comments on some preli.inary wind 
tunnel tests --- characteristics of vortex on 
wing surface from tangential blowing on upper 
surface 
(NASA-TT-F-15743]	 p0405 N74-27484 
AIR FREIGHT 
U AIR CARGO 
AIR INLETS 
U AIR INTAKES 
AIR INTAKES 
NT ENGINE INLETS 
NT SUPERSONIC INLETS 
Air and fuel monitoring for gas turbines 
90081 A74-14565 
The effect of inlet distortion on the performance 
and stability of the low-speed spool of a 
turbofan engine 
(AXIA PAPER 74-234]
	 p0135 A74-18855 
A new pneumatic hybrid control system --- for 
reduction of supply air consusption
p0174 A74-19884 
Contribution of cosputer simulation to the 
development of aeronautical equipment or systems 
p0213 A74-22662 
A study of the Concorde air intake in yaw 
(ICAS PAPER 74-50]
	 p0451 A7'4-41350 
Subsonic performance data for MACA type submerged 
air intakes 
(ESDU-66029]	 p0036 1174-10012 
Role of computerized si.ulation in the perfecting 
aeronautical equipments or systems --- applied 
to hydraulic pump and air intake design 
p0199 N74-16811 
Engine installation aerodynamics --- design and 
Optimization of aircraft engine installations 
for subsonic and supersonic aircraft 
p0365 1174-26453 
AIR .JETS 
An experisental study of subsonic jet noise and 
comparison with theory
p0002 A74-10271 
Mixing of multiple dilution jets with a hot 
prinary airstream for gas turbine cosbustors 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1249]
	 p0009 A74-11270 
Interaction between an overexpanded gas jet and a 
flat obstacle
p0391 174-37138 
AIR LAND INTERACTIONS 	 - 
Results of neasurements of the slight atmospheric 
pressure increase on the earth surface under an 
overflying aircraft
p03 12 A74-29484 
AIR NAVIGATION 
NT ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION 
NT AREA NAVIGATION 
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AIR PIRACY 
The application of the vertical gyroscope for the 
artificial horizon --- low visibility air 
navigation
p0004 A74-10825 
Civil air navigation equipment, on the ground and 
in the air
p0007 A74-11094 
Properties of air-derived and ground-derived 
aircraft landing guidance concepts
p0007 A74-11102 
Range-rate from DEE-air data measurements --- for 
aircraft radial velocity estimation
p0024 174-12182 
AEROSAT overview -- aeronautical satellites for 
oceanic ATC
p00214 A74-12189 
AEROSAT performance specifications 
aeronautical satellite for oceanic aircraft 
communication
p00214 A74-12190 
Application to zone navigation /B/Nav/ of hybrid 
navigation systems
p0029 A74-124l46 
Integrated navigation in the air and on the sea 
automatic systems
p0029 A74-124149 
Air traffic control --- long ter. planning in 
Germany
p0128 A74-18182 
Collection of problems on airplane piloting /14th 
revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book 
p0170 A74-19372 
Analysis of aided inertial navigation systems 
performance on international routes
p0175 A74-20096 
Simplified navigation for unmanned aircraft 
p0175 1714-20098 
Recent development in aircraft safety air traffic 
control and navigation
p0208 174-22628 
Upgrading the ATC system; Proceedings of the 
Annual meeting, Washington, D.C., November 28, 
29, 1973
p0219 174-22677 
Navigation improvements - To what end --- ATC 
system design with emphasis on VORTAC 
p0219 A714-22679 
Navigation in the upgraded third generation system 
NLS, ILS. VORTAC, area navigation, etc 
p0220 174-22680 
International airline views on the United States 
plans for the upgraded third generation system 
ATC technology assessment
p0220 174-22685 
International user charges and their effect on the 
implementation of ATC, navigation, and 
communication systems
p0222 A74-22687 
The role of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization /ICAO/ in obtaining international 
adoption and implementation of air traffic 
control, navigation and communications systems 
p0222 A74-22688 
Some air traffic control problems and trends in 
their resolution
p0228 A74-25356 
The loran C procedure
p0268 A74-27095 
The aeronautical aspects of an employment of loran 
C and Omega --- in conjunction with inertial 
navigation
p0268 174-27097 
Aeronautical aspects of the employment of Omega 
and loran C in general aviation
p0268 174-27098 
Instrumentation and cockpit controls for 
electronic navigation and communication aids 
(SAE AEP 571 5]	 p0269 A714-27261 
CONUS aeronautical radionavigation by satellite 
(AIAA PAPER 74-439]	 p0275 174-27809 
Automated piloting of heavy aircraft --- Russian 
book
p0276 174-28075 
Fully automatic LORAN C for commercial airlines 
p0316 A74-30356 
Analysis of route widths in the domestic airspace 
navigation system errors effect On route 
confinement
p0317 174-30360
SUBJECT INDEX 
The use of a navigation platform for performance 
flight testing
p0345 A74-34841 
Digital computing and the display requirements in 
modern aircraft. II - Nodern display techniques 
p0403 A74-37923 
Optimization of air routes with a view to 
minimizing the risk of collision
p0421 174-38098 
The Soviet radio navigation procedure RSBN --- for 
aircraft landing control
p0461 A74-44071 
Impact of new separation standards --- for 
aircraft approach spacings
p0482 1714-45547 
En route position and time control of aircraft 
using Kalman filtering of radio aid data 
[NASA-TN-D-7509]	 p0100 N74-12360 
SRDS technical program document, fiscal year 1974. 
Engineering and development programs 
p0113 N74-13682 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 1: Summary --- systems 
analysis of automated air traffic control for 
general aviation aircraft 
[PB-225052/OGA]	 p0242 N74-18315 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 2: Cost analysis of the 
present flight service station system --- system 
analysis of automated air traffic control for 
general aviation aircraft 
(PB-225053/8GA)	 p0242 N74-18316 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 3: Functional analysis of the 
PSS system --- functions of automated air 
traffic control for general aviation aircraft 
(PB-225054/6GA]	 p0242 N74-18317 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 4: Proposed automated FSS 
system concept --- requirements for system 
sizing and configuration of auto.ated air 
traffic control for general aviation aircraft 
(PB-225055/3GA]	 p0243 fl74-18318 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 5: Implementation concept for 
the proposed system --- and schedule for 
automated air traffic control of general 
aviation aircraft 
(PB-225056/1GA)	 pO243 N74-18319 
Navigation and guidance requirements for 
commercial VTOL operations 
(NASA-CR-132423]	 p0444 R74-30093 
A STOL terminal area navigation system 
(NASA-Tfl-I-623481	 p0444 N74-30095 
AIR PIRACY 
Air and space hi-jacking --- criminal aspects 
p0031 174-12878 
Skyjacking and airport security
p0127 174-18100 
The aftermath of a hijacking - Passenger claims 
and insurance
p0127 174-18101 
Air traffic confronted with dangers inherent in 
the trends of evolution
p0228 A714-24896 
AIR POLLUTION 
Impact of emission regulations on gas turbine 
combustor design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1155] 	 p0003 174-10508 
Neasurement of gas turbine exhaust pollutants by 
Raman spectroscopy 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1276] 	 p0010 174-11288 
Impact of emission regulations on future gas 
turbine engine combustors 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1277)	 p0010 A74-11289 
Conversion of fuel nitrogen to NOx in a compact 
combustor 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-2] 	 p0071 174-13293 
Status of state air emission regulations affecting 
gas turbines 
[ASEE PAPER 73-NA/GT-8] 	 p0072 A74-13299 
Sampling a turbine engine exhaust for average 
emissions 
[ASNE PAPER 73-VA/GT-9] 	 p0O72 174-13300 
Jet engine emissions --- commercial aviation air 
pollution near airports
p0073 A74-13730 
Emission of gaseous pollutants by turbojet engines 
- The Olympus case 
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p0122 A74-17305 
Stratosphere conta.ination by aircraft and 
mathe.atjcaj models
p0122 A74-.17312 
Aviation fuels and lubricants
p0128 174-18180 
The jet engine design that can drastically reduce 
oxides of nitrogen 
(lIlA PAPER 74-160)
	 p0133 174-18797 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
pO23S 174-27773 
Stratospheric survey aircraft developed --- canard 
EPY for pollution monitoring in TF-12 wakes 
p0276 174-27849 
Jet engine soot emission measured at altitude 
p0317 174-30397 
Development of pollution controls for Boils-Royce 
ER 211 and Olympus 593 engines 
(SAE PAPER 740483]
	 p0351 A74-34996 
Pollution euission analysis of selected Air Force 
aircraft 
[ASME PAPER 74-ENAS-30].	 p0431 A74-39130 
Pollution in the ground support' environment --- at 
Naval air facilities 
(AD-764854]	 p0048 N74-10602 
Low NOr emission coabustor for automobile 
evaluation of various fuel injction methods 
(PB222075/4]	 p0052 E74-107115 
Low BOx emission combustor for automobile gas 
turbine engines --- design and tests of two 
research combustors 
[PB-222340/2)	 p0052 1474-10746 
A unique method for monitoring cabin air pollution 
from engine oil in the EB-57 D aircraft 
(AD-766701]	 pOO57 N74-10932 
Interest and feasibility study of atmospheric 
turbulence and ther.al gradients simulation 
application to air pollution and meteorology 
p0064 4474-11380 
Air pollution from airports 
(TR-595-73]	 pO111 4474-13318 
Turbojet aircraft engine test cell pollution 
abatement study 
(AD-768287)	 p0146 N74-13957 
Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft Engines 
(AGARD-CP-125)	 p0148 N714-14271 
Reduction of NO formations by premixing 
p0148 4474-14272 
United States Department of Transportation 
research program for high altitude pollution 
p0148 N74-14273 
Photo-oxidation of aircraft engine emissions at 
low and high altitudes
p0148 4474-14277 
Effect of supersonic transport upon the ozone 
layer, studied in a two-dijedsional 
photochemical model with transport
p0148 N74-14278 
Problems of chemical pollution by aircraft. The 
airport and its immediate environment 
p0148 N74-14281 
Relative air pollution emjssions from an airport 
in the UK and neighbouring urban areas 
p0148 N74-14282 
Poflution levels at London (Heathrow) Airport and 
methods for reducing the.
p0149 N74-14284 
Pollution control of airport engine test facilities 
p0149 N74-14285 
Factors controlling, pollutant e.issions fro. gas 
turbine engines
p0149 R74-14292 
A systematic approach to the study of the 
connection between emission and ambient air 
concentrations
p0149 574-14293 
A preliminary study on the influence of fuel 
staging on nitric oxide emissions from gas 
turbine coabbstors
p0150 574-14301 
The effect of water injection .
 on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
ASTM Jet-A fuel 
(BASA-TM-I-2958] 	 p0153 N74-14650 
Effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
e.issions of a gas turbine combustor 'burning 
natural gas fuel 
(NASA-TM-I-2959]	 p0154 m74-14651
Technical evaluation report on AGARD Technical 
Nesting on Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft 
Engines --- requirement to analyze contribution 
to air pollution near airports from various 
sources 
(AGARD-AR-63]	 p0164 574-15349 
The divided combustion chamber concept and design 
for control of SI engine exhaust air pollutant 
emissions
p0165 574-15454 
Reduction of pollutants from aircraft turbine by 
fuel selection and prevaporization 
(AD-769099]	 p0166 574-151468 
Effect of increased fuel, temperature on emissions 
of oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine 
combustor burning ASTM jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TM-I-29311	 p0166 574-15659 
United States Air Force aircraft pollution emissions 
(AD-769482)	 p0201 574-17374 
Atmospheric pollution by aircraft engines 
(AD-769655]	 p0201 574-17376 
Environmental pollution: Air pollution (exhaust 
gases) -- bibliography 
(AD-771710]	 p0242 1474-18312 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust e.issions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
(NASA-TM-I-71509)	 p0243 574-18400 
Jet engine exhaust emissions of high altitude 
commercial aircraft projected to 1990 
(NASA-TE-x-3007]	 p0294 574-20591 
The fluid dynamics aspects of air pollution 
related to aircraft operations 
[AGARD-AB55]	 p0361 574-26104 
AIR PURIFICATION 
Confined space atmosphere purification unit 
aircrev module to supercede protective clothing 
p02 12 174-23550 
AIR SAMPLING 
Sampling a turbine engine exhaust for average 
e.issions 
(ASRE PAPER 73-VA/GT-9]
	 p0072 A74-13300 
Development of a LASL whole-air sampler for WE-Sip 
aircraft 
(LA-5491-MS)	 p0474 574-32903 
AIR TO AIR MISSILES 
Comparative study of various flight vehicle 
propulsion systems, using an air-to-air missile 
as an example 
(DOLE PAPER 73-068)	 p0120 174-17177 
Two numerical methods to solve realistic 
air-to-air combat differential games 
(AIAA PAPER 74-22]
	 p0132 1714-18736 
Toward the definition of escape and capture 
regions for a two aircraft pursuit-evasion game 
considering air to air infrared iissile 
weapons 
(AD-770281]	 p0201 574-17689 
Stability and control characteristics at Mach 
numbers from 0.20 to 4.63 of a cruciform 
air-to-air •issile with triangular canard 
controls and a trapezoidal wing 
(NASA-TM-I-3070]	 p0487 574-33432 
AIR TO AIR REFUELING 
Experimental reel response system for high 
performance simplified aerial refueling store 
operational test of hose reel assembly and 
control syste. 
(AD-771389]	 p0240 574-17799 
AIR TO AIR ROCKETS 
U AIR TO AIR MISSILES 
AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES 
Lasers - Ranger and marked target seeker 
p0118 A74-16756 
AIR TRAFFIC 
Airports from 1963 to 1983 - Evolution or revolution 
p0007 174-11095 
The air transport of to•orrow - Economic obstacles 
to surmount
p0007 A74-11096 
What's wrong with airli,ne earnings . --- operating 
costs vs consu.er spending habits
p0075 1711-13973 
Demands for air transport - 1980-1990
p0078 174-14502 
Short take-off and landing -- cost penalties and 
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Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, New 
york, 23 June 1973 
[NTSB-AAR-73-20]	 p0249 m74-18683 
Aircraft accident report: Skyways International, 
Incorporated, Douglas DC-7C, N296 near the Niami 
International Airport, Dade County, Florida, 21 
June 1913 
(NTSE-AAR-74-2]	 p02149 N14-18684 
Application of Ronte Carlo methods to estimation 
of collision risks associated with ATC 
separation standards 
[RAE-TR-73104J	 p0256 N74-19283 
Aircraft accident report: Brief format, US civil 
aviation, issue no. 3 of 1973 accidents 
compilation of selected aircraft accident reports 
(NTSB-EA-14-1)	 p0297 N74-20664 
Aircraft accident report: Delta Air Lines, 
Incorporated, Douglas DC-9-31, N975-NE, Boston, 
Nassachusetts, 31 July 1973 
[NTSB-AAR-74-3)	 p0297 N74-20665 
Ar.y autorotational accidents --- analysis of 
factors contributing to helicopter accidents 
p0301 N74-20771 
Special study: US general aviation accidents 
involving fuel starvation, 1970 - 1972 
(NTSB-AAS-74-1]	 p0325 N74-21657 
Aircraft accident report: World Airways. 
Incorporated, DC-8-63F, N802WA, King Cove, 
Alaska, 8 September 1973 
[NTSB-AAR-74-6)	 p0364 N711-26438 
Aircraft accident report: Piedmont Airlines, 
Boeing 137, N15IN, Greensboro, North Carolina, 
28 October 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-714-7) 	 p0364 N74-26439 
Aircraft accident report: Ozark Airlines, 
Incorporated, Fairchild Biller FH-227B, N4215 
near the La.bert-Saint Louis International 
Airport, Saint Louis, missouri, 23 July 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-74-5)	 p0413 N74-28503 
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 707-131B, N157TN, Los 
Angeles, California, 16 January 1974 
(NTSB-AAR-74-10)	 p0489 E74-33447 
AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS 
Effect of differences between the antennas of a
Doppler velocity meter on its operational accuracy 
p0023 A14-11994 
Roll-plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas 
p0169 A74-19228 
Electromagnetic effects of aircraft wake-active 
feuillet interaction
p0174 A74-19915 
Correlational ground speed meters and drift 
indicators of flight vehicles -- Russian book 
p0180 A74-20900 
General theory of stratified media - Application 
to research concerning the correction of 
aircraft radome aberration
p0377 A74-35494 
A simple antenna system approach for mobile SATCON 
terminals
p04 24 A74-38557 
Radomes of microwave antennas - Radio engineering - 
design and calculation --- Russian book 
p0426 A74-38692 
Satellite communications systems --- multiplexing 
for communication lines, equipment of earth 
stations, and onboard receiver transmitter - and 
antennas 
(JPRS-54505]	 p0044 N74-10153 
Improvement of performance characteristics of a 
class of broadband circularly polarized antennas 
for use with tactical airborne jamming 
equipment 
(AD-766473]	 p0059 N74-11065 
Engineering aspects with satellite communication 
terminals in aircraft 
[REPT-1-72]	 p0192 N74-15842 
Roll plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas 
[NASL-CR-136815]	 p0200 N74-16953 
Antenna modeling of the KC-135 
(AD-769913)	 p0200 N74-16960 
Computer analysis of aircraft and shuttle antennas 
(NASA-CB-138605]	 p0369 N74-26666 
Numerical solutions to some on-aircraft antenna 
pattern proble•s --- analysis of direction 
finding antenna on F-4 aircraft 
[AD-777977]	 pOI$Q9 N74-27639 
Analysis of on-aircraft antenna patterns 
(AD-7779751	 p0409 N74-27641 
Diffraction by a perfectly conducting rectangular 
cylinder which is illuminated by an array of 
line sources 
(NASA-CR-2405)	 p0417 N711-28706 
Flush-.ounted antennas radiating on aircraft type 
surfaces 
(NASA-CR-2403)	 p0417 N74-28707 
The dyadic diffraction coefficient for a curved edge 
ENASA-CR-24011
	
p0417 N74-28710 
A videband shallow cavitybacked sleeve dipole 
aircraft antenna 
(AD-78930]	 p04 18 N74-28719 
Antennas for avionics --- conference on 
application of avionic antennas in Aerosat systems 
(AGARD-CP-139]	 pO46$ N74-31667 
Airborne low-VHF antennas
p0468 N74-31680 
A com.utation on antenna systems covering standard 
aircraft and balloons
p0469 N74-3 1685 
A linear array of blade antennas as an aircraft 
antenna for satellite communication
p0469 N74-31686 
- A comparison of two L-band aircraft antennas for 
aeronautical satellite applications 
circularly polarized slot configurations 
p0469 N7431688 
Dynamic •easurement of avionic antennas --- by 
ground radar tracks evaluations
p0469 N74-31702 
Determination of the movement of the apparent 
phase centers of aircraft antennas for 
calibrating the ZDBS interferometer --- coherent 
wave front simulations for slot antennas and 
spiral antennas
p0469 N74-31704 
AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING 
Aircraft 4-D Constant velocity control syste• 
p0342 A1433812 
AIRCRAFT BASES 
U NILITAHY AIR FACILITIES 
AIRCRAFT BRAKES 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT SPLIT FLAPS 
A-28
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AIRCRAFT CONPARTEENTS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT RING FLAPS 
A theraaj , thermoelastic, and wear si.ulation of a 
high-energy sliding contact problem 
(ASBE PAPER 73LU86]	 p0021 A74-12333 
Recent studies of tire braking performance --- for 
aircraft
p0125 A74-17898 
Fluid power for aircraft: Bodern hydraulic 
technology /2nd editiOn/
p0214 A79-23376 
Response speed of a correlator in an extrewal 
system for aircraft wheel braking
p0213 A74-24022 
A device for measuring thepover of an aircraft 
wheel brake
p0213 A74-24027 
The effect of runway traction on commercial. 
airplane stopping systems 
(SAE PAPER 740500] 	 p0349 A74-34976 
Improvements in airplane stopping performance on 
adverse runways 
(AIAA PAPER 74-965]	 p0421 A74-38730 
Suction braking - in air cushion landing system 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-968]	 p0428 A74-38733 
Effect of frictional heating on brake materials 
p0461 A74-44161 
An automatic brake control system for aircraft 
p0484 A74-46685 
Brake control system modification, augmentor wing 
Jet STOL Research Airplane (AWJSRA) 
(NASA-CR-137530]	 p0441 N74-29374 
AIRCRAFT CABINS 
U AIRCRAFT COEPARTEENTS 
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
Deck heating effects due to VTOL jet exhaust 
impingement 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1182] 	 p0008 A74-11227 
Vectored thrust V/STOL shipboard testing 
p0172 A74-19498 
Conceptual options for future aircraft-ship 
operations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-300]	 p0182 A74-21290 
Wind modification over the flight decks of 
high-speed ships 
(AIAA PAPER 74-301]	 P0182 A74-21291 
A new aircraft/ship mating system 
(AIAA PAPER 74-303]	 p0l83 A7'4-21292 
The design application of aircraft securing and 
traversing systems to the surface effect ship 
(AIAA PAPER 14-304]	 p0183 A74-21293 
Some special Navy V/STOL testing problems /as 
related to full scale simulation/
p0207 A714-22478 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Structure with carrier 
suitability characteristics
p0213 A74-23838 
Shipboard operations of Barrier
p0320 A74-30823 
AN/SPN-42 automatic carrier landing system 
pa374 A74-35209 
LSO/pilot interaction si.ulator --- for analysis 
'of flight hazards during approach to landing on 
aircraft carrier 
(AD-765686]	 p0041 N74-10055 
Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the mode]. E-2 A/B airplane 
(AD-765708]	 p0042 N74-10059 
A modified design concept, utilizing deck Notion 
prediction, for the A-7E automatic carrier 
landing syste. 
(AD-767691]	 p0144 N714-13739 
The simulation and analysis of carrier landings 
using a nonlinear pilot model 
[AD-767679]	 pOl45 N74-13747 
Investigation , of the fatigue behavior of large 
propellers --- for aircraft carriers 
(AD-769466]	 p0194 1174-16603 
Program plan for investigation of model E-11C-1 
airplane catapult and hold-back operations 
capacity 
[AD-777 4135]	 p0369 N74-26495 
Product support program (ground power systems) 
[AD-777704J	 p0370 N74-27304 
AIRCRAFT C0IRUNICATIOI 
A cylindrical phased-array antenna for ATC 
interrogation
p0001 A74-10018
AEROSAT overview --- aeronautical satellites for 
oceanic ATC
p0024 A74-12189 
AEROSAT perforcance specifications 
aeronautical satellite for oceanic aircraft 
communication
p0024 A74-12190 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - yactical voice and data 
com.unication
p0173 A74-19753 
The discrete address beacon syste. - Development, 
transition, and introduction
p0220 A74-22683 
Air-ground communications in the upgraded third 
generation ATC system
p0215 A74-22684 
International user charges and their effect on the 
implementation of ATC, navigation, and 
com.unication systems
p0222 A14-22687 
The advanced OPLE for search and rescue -- OMEGA 
Position Location Experiment for global 
applications
p0221 A74-23787 
Vanguard/PLACE experiment system design and test 
plan
p02 16 A74-23788 
Universal air-ground data link system --- for 
auto.ated ATC communications
pO2 15 A74-23830 
Problems associated with the implementation of an 
air-ground data link
p0226 A74-25360 
Instrumentation abS cockpit controls for 
electronic navigation and communication aids 
(SAE ARP 571 B]	 p0269 A14-27261 
Acquisition signal design for satellite-aircraft 
communications 
(AIAA PAPER 74-437]	 p0275 A74-27807 
Access control techniques for sateflite mobile 
- communications systems 
(AIAA PAPER 74-441)	 p0275 A74-27811 
U.S. Navy Fleet Satellite Communications 
(AIAA PAPER 14-1458]	 pO307 A74-28606 
Application of dispersive networks in 
data-transmission receivers
p0311 A74-29353 
ERCA systems and related equipment - NRCA avionics 
p0337 A74-32636 
Multiple channel same frequency repeater flight test 
for intra-aircraft voice communications 
p042l1 A74-38556 
Implementation considerations with PSE modulation 
variable rate and secure voice modems 
p0424 A74-38558 
Bandwidth filtering effects on PSK modulation 
p0424 A74-38559 
Airborne Ka band satellite communications terminal 
development
p04214 674-38560 
Development of a discrete address beacon system 
(FAA-BD-13-165]	 p0100 1174-12362 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 2: Cost analysis of the 
present flight service station system --- system 
analysis of automated air traffic control for 
general aviation aircraft 
(PB-225053/8GA)	 p0242 1174-18316 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 3: Functional analysis of the 
FSS system --- functions of automated air 
traffic control for general aviation aircraft 
(PB-225054/6GA]	 p0242 1174-18317 
- A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 4: Proposed automated FSS 
system concept --- requirements for system 
sizing and configuration of automated air 
traffic control for general aviation aircraft 
(PB-225055/3GA]	 p0243 1174-18318 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 5: Implementation concept for 
the proposed system --- and' schedule for 
automated air traffic control of general 
aviation aircraft 
[PB-225056/1GA]	 pO2l43 N74-18319 
AIRCRAFT COEPARTEENTS 
Differential method for testing the optical 
standards of cockpit windshields
p0005 674-10937 
A-29
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SUBJECT INDRI 
Problems and organization in the case of 
aerial-survey flights at intermediate and high 
altitudes
p0086 A74-15082 
Design of crashworthy aircraft cabins based on 
dyna.ic buckling
p0090 A74-15971 
Distortions in aerial photographs due to internal 
refraction --- from sealed compart.ent 
temperature and pressure effects
p0218 A74-23450 
Evaluation of aircraft internal noise --- from 
aerodynalic sources, jet exhaust and internal 
eguiEment 
(SAN PAPER 740360]	 p0309 A74-28737 
Cabin pressure control - An exercise in nonlinear 
design
p0373 A74-35208 
Aircraft cabin pressure and temperature control 
through reliable fluidic circuits
p0378 A14-35120 
Reply to criticisms by V. N. Callaray of papers 
MM and 8811 at the 86th Meeting of the ASA 
aircraft cabin noise level
p0391 A74-37061 
A unique method for monitoring cabin air pollution 
from engine oil in the E8-57 D aircraft 
(AD-766701]	 p0057 874-10932 
Conference on Transparent Aircraft Enclosures 
development and-design concepts for vision areas 
of crew enclosures 
[AD-769344]	 p0190 874-15727 
Full-scale aircraft cabin flammability tests of 
improved fire-resistant materials 
(NASA-TM-I-58141]	 p0411 874-28423 
AIRCRAFT COUFIGUNATIONS 
Integrated airframe-nozzle performance for 
designing twin-engine fighters 	 - 
(ATAA PAPER 73-1303]	 pOOh A74-11302 
An integrated approach to structural weight 
estimation 
(SAM PAPER 730936]	 p0016 A74-11564 
A new outbreak of Zeppelin fever --- freight and 
passenger dirigible revival
p0031 A74-12911 
Propulsion requirements for powered-lift aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1214]	 p0031 A14-12928 
Recent advances in aerodynamics for transport 
aircraft. I	 -	 - - 
p0080 A74-14521 
P28 - Development of the 8k 5000/6000. II - 
Development of the family
p0086 A74-15152 
Test and evaluation of a quiet helicopter 
configuration 118-438
-	
p0087 A74-15644 
A problem of designing the optimal external 
contours of an aircraft
p0087 A74-15709 
Fixed wing aircraft
p0127 A74-18176 
Application of an improved unified 
subsonic-supersonic potential flow method for 
the aerodynamic analysis of aircraft 
configurations	 -	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 74-186]	 p0135 174-18841 
An interdisciplinary approach to integrated 
rotor/body mathematical modeling 
-	 p0205 A74-22453 
A status summary of the ERCA project 
Multi-Role Conbat Aircraft 
-	 p0212 A74-23596 
Nozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on 
noise for CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
p0314 A74-30076 
Hawker's new Hark --- light training aircraft 
p0335 A74-31878 
Dolphin-airship with undulatory-flow propulsion - 
•	 Dynamic lift 
•
	
	 p0338 A74-33096 
A perspective on short-haul STOL 
(SAE PAPER 740503] 	 p0349 A74-34975 
Propulsion integration for a hybrid	 - 
propulsive-lift system 
(SAN PAPER 740471] 	 p0351 A74-35002 
Nozzle development for the upper surface - Blown 
jet flap on the TC-14 airplane 
(SAN PAPER 7404691
	 p0351 A74-35003
Wind tunnel and flight development of the F-14 
subsonic/transonic maneuvering configuration 
(AIAA PAPER 74-6181	 p0376 A74-35386 
Measurement of dynamic cross-derivatives due to 
pitching and yawing 
(AIAA PAPER 74-611]
	 p0380 A74-36044 
Experimental investigation of optimal fuselage 
nose parts for supersonic passenger aircraft 
p0382 A74-36451 
Hybrid aircraft for heavy lift --- combined 
helicopter and lighter-than-air elements 
(ABS PREPRINT 814]
	 p0389 A74-36623 
The Ka-26 helicopter -- Russian book
p0421 A74-'38042 
Hybrid heavy-lift vehicle under study 
airship-lifting body-conventional wing combination 
p0421 A74-38140 
The Dolphin airship with an undulating propulsion 
system and its many uses as crane and 
operational aircraft
p0423 174-38497 
Powered lift for longer field lengths and longer 
missions --- for aircraft 
[SAN PAPER 740502] 	 p0433 A74-39650 
Preliminary weight estimation of canard configured 
aircraft 
[SANE PAPER 1015]	 p0435 A74-39885 
Application to the Viggen aircraft configuration 
of the polar coordinate method for unsteady 
subsonic flow 
[ICAS PAPER 74-03]
	 p0447 174-41305 
Effects of Reynolds number on swept-wing-body 
configurations with high lift devices at 
transonic speeds 
(ICAS PAPER 74-05]	 p0447 A718-41307 
Noise shielding aircraft configurations - A 
comparison between predicted and experimental 
results 
(ICAS PAPER 74-58]
	 p0451 A74-41357 
TF-17 design concepts 
[AIAA PAPER 14-936]	 p0452 A74-41651 
Gemini - A variable geometry sailplane
	 - 
(AIAA PAPER -74-1035]	 p0455 A74-42049 
The 11S146 - A new dimension in short-haul 	 - 
profitability	 - 
p0456 A74-42725 
Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion - 
Action of the elastic drive blades
p0461 A74-44073 
Prediction and measurement of propulsion system 
performance 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/AERO-5]	 p0481 A74-45366 
Aircraft design for flight below the sonic boo. 
speed limit
p0483 A74-462'40 
Assessment of the influence of inlet and 
aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft drag 
p0157 874-14726 
The problem of installing a aoderi high bypass 
engine on a twin jet transport aircraft 
p0157 N74-1'4727 
The drag of externally carried stores: Its-
prediction and alleviation --- drag reduction by 
redesign or development of new aircraft 
installations
p0157 N74-14729 
Review of drag measurements fro. flight tests of 
manned aircraft with comparisons to wind-tunnel 
predictions
-	 pOlS8 874-14735 
Exhaust system interaction program --- evaluation 
of exhaust system installation losses and effect 
on aircraft performance
	 - 
[AD-769086]	 p0159 N7'4-14747 
Flight test data for a Cessna Cardinal --- steady 
state performance and fixed stick dynaaic 
stability characteristics	 - 
[NASA-CR-2337]	 p0159 N74-14752 
An investigation of cost factors relating to class 
4 aircraft modifications 
(AD769195J	 p0191 874-15730 
Preliminary performance estimates of a highly 
maneuverable remotely piloted vehicle 
computerized synthesis program to assess effects 
of vehicle and mission parameters 
[NASA-TN-D-7551] 	 p0248 874-18677 
Use of the method of variation of similarity 
constantsin designing aircraft over the long term 
(.3285-61923]	 p0298 874-20670 
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AIRCRAFT CONTROL 
Analysis and moving base simulation of transitign 
configuration •anage.ent aspects of a powered 
lift aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114698)	 p0330 N74-22671 
Gecmetry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CIOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
(NASA-TE-I-71562]	 p0355 074-25568 
Aircraft Design Integration and optimization, 
Volume 1 --- conference on optimal design of 
aircraft and related systems 
(AGARD-CP-147-VOL-1) 	 p0465 074-31458 
Preliminary design aspects of design-to-cost for 
the YF-16 prototype fighter
p0465 074-31460 
Design evolution of the Boeing 2707-300 supersonic 
transport. Part 2: Design impact of handling 
qualities criteria, flight control system 
concepts, and aeroelastic effects on stability 
and control
p0465 074-31468 
TheF-15 design considerations
p0465 074-31470 
Design optimization of the YAK 1918 and its 
evaluation based on results from the hardware 
realisation and test data
p0466 074-31479 
Concept CCV and specifications
p0466 074-31480 
Introduction of CCV technology into airplane design 
p0466 074-31481 
Advancements in future fighter aircraft 
p0466 074-31483 
Analytical model for tilting proprotor aircraft 
dynamics, including blade torsion and coupled 
bending modes, and conversion mode operation 
(NASA-TN-I-62369]	 p0467 074-31498 
Progress in aircraft design since 1903 
[EASA-TN-X-70319]	 p0467 074-31499 
Flutter analysis of swept-wing subsonic aircraft 
with parameter studies of composite wings 
(NASA-TN-D-7539]	 p0469 074-32356 
The effect of canard and vertical tails on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a iodel with a 59 
deg sweptback wing at a Each number of 0.30 
(NASI-TE-F-3088]	 p0469 074-32412 
preliminary aircraft design --- procedures for 
determining aircraft configurations for 
accomplishing specific military requirements 
(AGARD-LS-65J	 PO470 074-32420 
Introduction to preliminary aircraft design 
p0470 074-32421 
Designing. for maneuverability: Requirements and 
limitations
p0471 074-32424 
flodern engineering methods in aircraft preliminary 
design
p0471 074-32425 
The 727 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 3: 
Upper goal flight testing and program su.mary 
(AD-768850]	 p0471 074-32429 
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility 
program. Volule I-i: Lower goal design, 
fabrication and ground testing 
(AD-775453]	 p0411 074-32430 
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 1: Lover 
goal noise, performance and cost evaluation 
(AD-776127]	 p0472 074-32437 
Static performance and noise tests on a thrust 
reverser for an auglentor wing aircraft 
(RASA-CR-137561]	 p0472 074-32438 
Effect of artificial stability on aircraft 
performance 
(EASA-TT-P-159533	 p0472 074-32442 
A new aviation for heavy transport 
(NASA-TT-F- 159351
	
p0489 074-33446 
Lost range, fuel and ti.e due to climb and 
descent: aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan 
engines 
(ESDU-74018]	 p0493 074-34464 
Survey of aircraft subcritical flight flutter 
testing methods 
(NASA-CR-132479)	 p0494 074-34468 
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION 
U AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
AIRCRAPT CONTROL 
NT RELICOPTER CONTROL 
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight 
conditions of conventional aircraft. VIII/2 - 
Nechanical foundations: Dynamic equations of
motion of the control systems
p0021 A74-11744 
Flexibility in computer-assisted radar - 
controlled interceptions -- software in air 
defense
p0028 A74-12406 
So.e stability and control aspects of 
airframe/propulsion syste. interactions on the 
YF-12 airplane 
(ASEE PAPER 73-wA/ABRO-4)	 p0071 A74-13246 
Noise - The technical aspects --- aircraft 
operations near airports
p0079 A74-14513 
Control authority with a flight performance 
controller
pOO8l A74-14596 
Feedback control of an airplane with time varying 
gain
p0086 A74-15447 
The equation of flight vehicle roll motion 
p0088 A74-15728 
Automatic control aspects of a control-Configured 
aircraft with allowance for maneuver lcad control 
[OGLE PAPER 73-121)	 p0121 A74-17216 
Decoupling of a class of nonlinear systems and its 
application to an aircraft control problem 
p0127 A74-18139 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0128 A74-18271 
Collection of problems on airplane piloting /4th 
revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book 
pOliO A74-19372 
Flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0170 A74-19374 
F-15 progress report. II --- with emphasis on 
flight test status and control characteristics 
p0171 A74-19489 
Adaptive systems research in the NASA
p0175 A74-20095 
Digital adaptive flight controller development 
p0176 A74-20120 
Art of the Stretch 8. I ---DC 8-63 flight 
instruments, takeoff performance, minimum 
control speed
p0177 A74-20274 
A. direct procedure for partitioning scanning 
workload with a flight director
p0183 A74-21336 
Digital adaptive model following control --- for 
lateral aircraft dyna.ics
p0183 A74-21338 
Violations of system safety principles in the 
cockpit
p0208 A74-22635 
Investigation of the motion of a controlled body 
in a resisting medini nuder transient conditions 
p0220 A74-23076 
Aircraft symmetric flight optimization 
gradient techniques for supersonic aircraft 
control
p0209 A74-23091 
Problems of quality of flight of future transport 
aircraft in course of development
p0210 A74-23396 
B-i Crew Escape Syste.
p0211 A74-23533 
Piloting techniques and flying qualities of the 
next generation of aircraft
p0212 A74-23595 
The atmosphere and flight vehicle motion control 
Russian book
p0212 A74-23693 
The use of computer technology in civil aviation 
Russian book
p0215 A74-23698 
Automatic flight control systems and their 
analytic design --- Russian book
p0228 A74-24325 
On some problems related to the identification of 
aircraft parameters
p0227 A74-24842 
Estimation of aircraft para.eters in nonlinear 
aerodynamic models
p0225 A74-24843 
Aircraft performance measurements in nonsteady 
flights
p0225 A74-24856 
Automatic control systems for flight-vehicle engines 
Russian book 
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p0229 A74-24995 
Technical opti.ization --- German book on chemical 
process, spacecraft and aircraft optimal control 
p0227 A74-25038 
Considerations regarding the regulation of 
aircraft noise
p0226 A74-25358 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using hierarchical state estimation 
p0260 A74-25759 
RPEVs - The first and future flights --- Remotely 
PilotEd Research Vehicle
p0261 A74-26410 
Oscillations in an adaptive aircraft control system 
p0262 A74-26440 
Plight control system advances for near-future 
military aircraft 
(SAB PAPER 730987) 	 p0269 A74-27252 
Automated piloting of heavy aircraft --- Russian 
book
p0276 A74-28075 
Applications of fluidics to light aircraft 
instrumentation and control 
[SAE PAPER 740351]	 p0308 A74-28731 
Control, of an elastic aircraft
p0314 A74-30073 
Study of mind effects on electrostatic autopilots 
p0317 A74-30395 
Aircraft dynamics and automatic control --- Book 
p0320 A74-3 1219 
ERCA systems and related equipment - Hydraulic 
system and flying controls
p0336 A74-32633 
Nonstationary atmospheric boundary layer 
turbulence simulation 
[AIAA PAPER 74-587]	 p0340 A74-33166 
Digital system identification and its application 
to digital flight control
p0342 A74-33768 
Application of nonlinear estimation theory to 
parameter identification of rigid and elastic 
aircraft
p0342 A74-33778 
Air-to-air tracking techniques to evaluate 
aircraft handling qualities
p0345 A74-34838 
Survivable flight control system Ply-by-Wire 
flight testing
p0346 A74-34842 
The effect of runway traction on commercial 
airplane stopping systems 
(SAE PAPER 740500)	 p0349 A74-314976 
Plight/propulsion control integration aspects of 
energy management 
(SAE PAPER 740480) 	 p0349 A74-34978 
Integrated flight/propulsion control design 
techniques starting with the engine 
(SAE PAPER 740481) 	 p0351 A74-314997 
Advanced controls for commercial transport aircraft 
-- USAP Control Configured Vehicles and NASA 
Active Control Technology programs 
(SAN PAPER 740453)	 p0352 A74-35008 
Optimal trajectories of high thrust aircraft 
p0374 A74-35234 
A comparative study of two model reference, 
adaptive aircraft control systems
p0374 474-35237 
A generalized comparison sensitivity concept for 
sensitivity reduction in control system design 
p0374 A74-35249 
Input design for parameter identification. I - A 
new formulation and a practical solution 
p0374 A74-35252 
VPW 614 surface control system
p0375 A74-35362 
Digital fly-by-wire - Computers lead the way 
p0377 A74-35629 
Steady state decoupling and design of linear 
multivariable systems
pO38O A74-36115 
A gtadient method of control correction for the 
solution of a boundary value problem -- for 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0383 A74-36505 
Determination of the efficiency of the 
longitudinal control systems of an elastiè 
flight vehicle
p0384 A74-36576
An experimental investigation of STOL 
lateral-directional flying qualities and roll 
control power reqnire.ents using the variable 
stability X-22A aircraft 
(ABS PREPRINT 841)	 p0385 A74-36592 
Optimally fast-acting control of aircraft roll in 
the presence of constraints on the angle of 
aileron deflection and the deflection rate 
p0389 A74-36634 
Synthesis of an optimal system for stabilizing 
aircraft center of gravity paths
-pO392 A74-37383 
Estimation of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives of 
a variable geometry fighter aircraft from flight 
data 
(AIAA PAPER 74-790)	 p0399 A74-37810 
The effect of non-Symmetric flight on aircraft 
high angle of attack handling qualities and 
departure characteristics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-792)	 pOl400 A74-37812 
Design for departure prevention in the YP-16 
control stability assurance 
(AIAA PAPER 74-794)	 p0400 A74-37814 
Configuration management during transition for a 
powered lift STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-836)	 p0401 A74-37834 
Design philosophy of a three axis separate surface 
stability augmentation system for a small 
turboprop airliner 
(AIAA PAPER 74-860)	 p0401 A74-37849 
Spoilers for roll control of light airplanes 
(AIAA PAPER 74-861]
	 p0401 A74-37850 
Sample rate selection for aircraft digital control 
[IIAA PAPER 74-885)	 pO4O1 174-37867 
Digital adaptive model following flight control 
using fighter aircraft nathematical 
•odel-following algorithm 
(AIAA PAPER 74-886]
	 p0402 A74-37868 
Digital explicit model following with unstable 
model dynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-888]	 p0402 A74-37869 
The quantitative description of a traffic control 
process --- for aircraft
p0403 A74-37921 
Optimization of air routes with a view to 
minimizing the risk of collision
p0421 A74-38098 
S. S.T. flight-profile optimisation
p0422 A714-38158 
Hanagement of analytical redundancy in digital 
flight control systems for aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-887)	 p0422 A74-38249 
Considerations in the design of a digital flight 
control function for a high performance aircraft 
p0423 A74-38533 
A digital multimode flight control system for 
tactical fighters
p0423 A74-38551 
8-1 central air data computer --- for weapons 
delivery and aircraft control
p0425 A74-38580 
Perfor.ance bound of an aircraft lateral control 
system using the microwave scanning beam landing 
system
p0433 A74-39485 
Application of modern control theory to the design 
of optimu. aircraft controllers
p0433 A74-39496 
Anto.atisms in supersonic transport
p0433 A74-39520 
Opportunities in flight/propulsion control 
coupling IPPCC/ 
[SAE PAPER 740482) 	 p0433 A74-39649 
A head-up display for all-weather approach and 
landing of tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-9523	 p0452 A74-41656 
Direct force control for light airplanes 
(AIAA PAPER 74-862]	 p0453 A74-41809 
An improved-performance control system for 
low-speed flight 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1039]	 p0455 A74-42052 
Impact of new separation standards --- for 
aircraft approach spacings
p0482 A74-45547 
Short-time parameter optimization with flight 
control application
p0482 A74-45720 
An automatic brake control syste. for aircraft 
p0484 A74-46685 
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Fluidics and its application in aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0484 *74-46688 
Bxtre.al centering and loading of horizontal tail 
surfaces --- aircraft center of gravity position 
relationship to lift
p0484 *74-46695 
Determinant parameters defining the principal 
layout and design solution of a system for 
automatic control of the transfer ratio in a 
longitudinal flight control system
p0485 *74-46708 
The effect of a program for automatic gear ratio 
change system operation and stabilizer 
deflection' on the main aerodynamic parameters 
of the longitudinalcontrollabilitY of an aircraft 
p0485 *74-46709 
Fluidic emergency roll control syste. --- for 
emergency aircraft control following failure of 
primary roll control system 
(NASA-CR-114588)	 p0040 874-10048 
Investigation and application of two methods of 
determining co-efficients of transfer functions 
of longitudinal motion of aircraft from measured 
input and output data --- equations of motion 
and response curve fitting 
(ESRO-TT-2)	 p0041 874-10053 
A roll-pitch interaction simulator ad a control 
position command encoder for remote piloting of 
spin-entry research models 
(NASA-TN-D-7361)	 p0059 874-11059 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan 3TBD 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR-134503)	 p0093 874-11808 
The design of an optimal adaptive 
lateral-directional flight control system for a 
high-performance aircraft
p0095 874-11824 
Analysis of aeroelastic model stability 
augmentation systems --- for application to 
supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CE-132354]	 p0095 874-11829 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
(AD-767763]	 p0144 874-13741 
A computer program for aircraft optimal control 
problems 
(*0-767919]	 p0145 874-13750 
A real-time digital prcgram for estimating 
aircraft stability and control parameters from 
flight test data by using the maximum likelihood 
method 
(NASA-T!-X-2788) 	 p0146 874-13882 
Application of the aerospace multiprocessor to the 
A-iD flight control system --- development of 
digital fly-by-wire system 
(*0-768382)	 p0162 N74-14769 
Analysis of control surface augmentation in 
high-performance aircraft by thrust vectoring 
(*0-769495]	 p0190 874-15726 
Determination of critical nondimensioflal 
parameters in aircraft dynamic response to 
random input 
(NASA-CR-2361)	 p0193 874-16322 
An optimal control approach to airplane stability 
augmentation systems design
p0195 874-16712 
Application of energy management concepts to 
flight-path control in turbulence --- strategy 
for control of airspeed and flight path with 
emphasis on landing approach
p0235 874-17744 
Control theory analysis of a three-axis VTOL 
flight director 
(NASA-TNX-6996O]	 p0248 874-18676 
Separate surface stability augmentation design and 
development
p0249 874-18687 
A limited analysis of an F-4C aircraft with a 
high-gain control augmentation system and 
comparison with flight test data 
(*0-7726733	 p0251 874-18698 
Visual elements in flight simulation --- analysis 
of visibility characteristics during flight and 
impact on aircraft control 
(AD-7725863	 p0253 874-18714 
An investigation of separate surface stability 
augmentation systems for general aviation aircraft
AIRCRAFT CONTROL COITD 
(NASA-CR-138120]	 p0324 874-21647 
Opti.al controller design for high performance 
aircraft undergoing large disturbance angles 
(NASA-CR-138130]	 p0324 874-2 1648 
Free-flight investigation of the stability and 
control characteristics of a STOL model with an 
externally blown jet flap 
(NASA-TN-D-7411)	 p0324 874-21649 
Redundant actuator development study --- flight 
control systems for supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-C8-114730]	 p0325 874-21655 
Automatic flight control (1966-1973) 
(NAL-BIBL-SER-513	 p0353 874-25545 
Active control systems for load alleviation, 
flutter suppression and ride control 
conference	 ) 
(AGABDOGRAPE175)	 p0353 874-25550 
The effect of active control systems on structural 
design criteria
p0354 874-25552 
Status of two studies on active control of 
aeroelastic response at NASA Langley Research 
Center
p0354 874-25553 
Active flutter suppression on wings with external 
stores
p0354 874-25555 
Parameter estimation techniques and application in 
aircraft flight testing 
(NASA-TN-D7647]	 p0355 874-25569 
A survey of AFFDL parameter estimation efforts and 
future plans
p0355 874-25571 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives in the presence of turbulence 
p0356 874-25515 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using multilevel, hierarchical 
estimation
p0356 N74-25581 
Engineering flight test: AH-1G helicopter with 
model 212 tail rotor. Part 2: performance and 
handling qualities 
(AD-776360]	 p0359 874-25613 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 3: Hub, actuator, and control designs 
propellers for conventional and vertical 
takeoff aircraft 
(*0-716998)	 p0360 874-25614 
Design study of an electronic landing display for 
STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TT-F-15618)	 p0361 874-26151 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls 
(NASA-CR-138658] 	 p0363 874-26424 
Automatic transitions of a tilt-rotor aircraft, 
part 1. Automatic control of a helicopter with 
a hanging load, part 2
p0363 874-26432 
Wind tunnel investigations aimed at devising tests 
of aircraft spin 
(NASA-TT-F-15726]	 p0405 N74-27479 
The flight control system for the Concorde 
supersonic civil transport aircraft 
(EAE-LIB-TRANS1615I	 p0413 874-28502 
On the design and evaluation of flight control 
systems
p0463 874-31442 
Realization and flight tests of an integrated 
digital flight control system
p0464 874-31447 
8-52 control configured vehicles program 
pOl464 874-31452 
V/STOL aircraft control/display concept for 
maximum operational effectiveness
p0464 N74-31455 
Introduction of CCV technology into airplane design 
p0466 1174-31481 
The effect of canard and vertical tails on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a model with a 59 
deg sweptback wing at a !ach number of 0.30 
(NASA-TM-X-3088] 	 p0469 874-32412 - 
Turbulence flight director analysis and 
preliminary simulation 
(NASA-CB-140487]	 p0488 874-33445 
Comparison with regard to the economy of a digital 
and an analog electro-hydrauliC actuator 
noting application to aircraft control 
(DLR-PB-73-105)	 p0489 874-33457 
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The results of a low-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the Refan .JT8D engine 
target thrust reverser on the stability and 
control characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
airplane 
(NAsl-cR-134699]	 p0494 N74-34467 
Bodification of prototype fly-by-wire system to 
investigate fiber-optic multiplexed signal 
trans.ission techniques 
(AD-783269]	 p0498 N74-34550 
AINCRAPT DESIGN 
NT HELICOPTER DESIGN 
The techuclogy and economics of commercial 
airplane design. I
p0001 174-10144 
The technology and econo.ics of commercial 
sirplsne design. II
p0001 174-10145 
Designing for noise and emission control in 
general aviation 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1158]
	 p0003 A74-10509 
F-14 inlet maneuvering capability 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1273]
	 p0010 a74-11286 
The influence of operational experience on 
aircraft escape system development 
[kIll PAPER 73-1340]
	 p0013 A74-11387 
Effect of exhaust deflectors on the design of lift 
plus lift/cruise V/STOL aircraft 
tSAR PAPER 730959]
	 p0015 A74-11554 
Evaluation of V,'STOL research aircraft design 
landing approaches, propulsion/control, piloted 
moving base simulator 
(SAE PAPER 730947]
	 p0016 A74-11557 
Evaluation of advanced air vehicle designs in the 
USAF 
(SIR PAPER 730945]
	 p0016 A74-11558 
Advanced flutter design techniques --- subsonic 
and SST aircraft 
[SIR PAPER 730935]
	 p0016 174-11565 
Computer-aided design and drafting /CADD/ - An 
advanced designer • s tool 
(SAE PAPER 730934]
	 p0016 A74-11566 
Use of simulators in the design and development of 
flight control systems 
[SAE PAPER 730933]
	 p0016 174-11567 
External blowing flap technology on the 
USAF/NcDonnell Douglas IC-is /ABST/ program 
[SIB PAPER 730915]
	 p0017 A74-11579 
Air Force STOL tactical aircraft investigation - 
Evaluation of externally blown flaps 
(SIR PAPER 730914]
	 p0017 174-11580 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation 
transports configuration sizing and design 
(SIR PAPER 730913]
	 p0017 174-11581 
Propulsion technology advances needed for a quiet 
supersonic transport
	 - 
[SAE PAPER 730898]
	 p0018 A74-11591 
The influence of design to cost and prototyping on 
the 1-10 aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730890]
	 p0019 174-11598 
Influence of prototype concept and cost ceilings 
on airfrane design and manufacture of the YF-16 
lightweight fighter 
(SIR PAPER 730888]
	 p0019 A74-11600 
Raterial selection procedures for advanced 
transport aircraft 
(SIR PAPER 730884]
	 p0019 174-11602 
Baintainability concepts used in the design and

operation of Douglas commercial jet aircraft 
[SIB PAPER 730881]
	 p0019 174-11603 
New airfoil sections for general aviation aircraft 
cruising and flap development tests 
[SIR PAPER 730876]
	 p0019 174-11606 
ABST - The approach to the STOL transport of the US 
p0021 174-11776 
Ten years transonic wind tunnel of the AVA 
Goettingen --- design and measurement objectives 
p0021 A74-11808 
Noise design goals for the next generation of 
aircraft --- community of STOL aircraft 
p0022 174-11816 
The next step is straight up --- V/STOL 
fighter-attack aircraft for minicarriers 
pO023 A74-12129 
A positive approach to the problems of aircraft 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1157)
	 p0026 A74-12227 
One-dimensional analysis of compressible ejector 
flows applicable to V/STOL aircraft design
SUBJECT INDEX 
[hAl PAPER 73-1184)	 p0031 A74-12921 
The cost of a quality product --- jet aircraft 
hardware and syste.s
p0016 174-13975 
Ran-powered flight - The oscillating wing •achine 
pO077 174-14262 QTOL-Europlane	 Quiet Takeoff and Landing for 
short distances
p0077 174-14361 
Fracture mechanics aircraft structural design 
application and related research
p0078 174-14461 
Vertical/short take-off and landing --- future 
possibilities
p0079 174-14506 
Baplin - The operational factors and their 
influence on the design of the airport 
p0079 174-14511 
Advanced composite F-S fuselage component 
design, tooling, fabrication and asse.bl.y 
flexibiljtjes
p0084 174-14763 
Fracture toughness and ndt requirements for 
aircraft design
p0085 A74-15033 
MRCA progress report --- multirole coabat aircraft 
turbofan engine design
p0086 A74-15151 
F28 - Development of the Bk 5000/6000. II - 
Developuent of the family
p0086 174-15152 
Computerized design of transport airplane 
p0086 114-15445 
A problem of designing the opti.al external 
contours of an aircraft
p0087 174-15709 
The equation of flight vehicle roll motion 
p0088 174-15728 
An approEch to opti.al design of passenger aircraft 
p0088 174-15731 
QTOL and tomorrow's airport environ.ent -- Quiet 
Takeoff and Landing airliner design and terminal 
operations
p0089 114-15862 
The light-weight high-performance YP-17 
p0089 174-15953 
Design of crashworthy aircraft cabins based on 
dynamic buckling
p0090 A74-15971 
Nanufacturing exercise involved in the redesign of

the Hawker Siddeley Trident /tri-jet/ fuselage 
p0115 A74-16445 
B-i cost/weight trade methodology
p0115 114-16447 
YF-16 stresses advanced technology --- design of 
lightweight fighter
p0118 A74-16793 
Transonjc transport wings - Oblique or swept 
p0119 A74-17048 
Design and hover-flight testing of a deflection 
control system for the Aerodyne wingless, 
remote-controlled experimental flight vehicle 
(DGLR PAPER 73-070]
	 p0120 174-17179 
Automatic control aspects of a control-configured 
aircraft with allowance for maneuver load control 
[DOLE PAPER 13-121]
	 p0121 174-17216 
Baterials for the new generation of aircraft 
p0122 174-17314 
L-1011 upkeep 
(SAE PAPER 730883]
	 p0123 A74-17532 
Development of requirements for, and evaluation 
of, manufacturer advanced design aircraft 
(ShE PAPER 730948]
	 p0124 174-17541 
Utility analysis in weight control
p0124 A74-17740 
Vehicle crashworthiness --- rotary wing, fixed 
wing light and transport aircraft
p0124 A74-17776 
New jumbo jets must speak in whispers - Certifying 
the Lockheed 1011
p0125 A74-17856 
Aircraft components from remelted steels - Design 
and development
p0125 A74-17887 
Auto.atic flight controls in fixed wing aircraft - 
The first 100 years
p0129 A74-18296 
Application of damage tolerance technology to

advanced metallic fighter wing structure 
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(AIAA PAPER 74-29]	 p0132 A74-18738 
Rethods for the design and analysis of jet-flapped 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-188]	 p0134 A74-18833 
Thin-airfcil theory of an ejector-flapped wing 
section 
(AIAA PAPER 74-187]	 p0134 A74-18834 
The Alpha Jet programme
p0136 A74-18902 
Future advanced-technology aircraft in the context 
of an integrated transport system
p0171 A74-19487 
The development and evaluation of 
weight-estimation formulas for aircraft design 
with the aid of methods of mathematical 
statistics and probability calculus --- German 
book
p0175 A74-20049 
Plan for developing structural criteria for 
composite airframes
p0181 A74-20945 
General Dyna.ics lightweight fighter --- F-16 
aircraft development and production
p0183 A74-21320 
The Fairchild Industries A-lU - Designed for close 
air support
p0 184 A74-21726 
Flight test of the ski equipped Nohawk 
p0184 A74-21820 
A review of some damage tolerance design 
approaches for aircraft structures
p0222 A74-22503 
Cockpit design for crew coordination
p0208 A74-22631 
Airline airplanes for the eighties - A response 
emphasizing system efficiency and fuel savings 
p0222 A7'4-23464 
Survival and Flight Equipment Association. Annual 
Symposium, 11th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 7-11, 
1973, Proceedings
p0210 A74-23526 
An approach to the design of integrated life 
support systems for two new USA? aircraft 
p0211 A74-23532 
Advanced aircraft oxygen systems --- design 
flexibility cost effectiveness and appl.icatiOns 
p0212 A74-235'44 
Confined space atmosphere purification unit 
aircrew module to supercede protective clothing 
p0212 A74-23550 
anticipatory anti-blackout system --- oxygen 
operated anti-G valves for aircrew protection 
p0212 A74-23551 
Boeing freezes AEST prototype design --- Advanced 
Rediu. Stol Transport
p0224 A714-24132 
Technical aspects , of the VFW 614 --- short range 
short takeoff aircraft design and performance 
pO225 A74-24895 
The CCV codcept and specifications --- Control 
Configured Vehicles 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1282)	 P0225 A74-25061 
Aerodynamic problems of the short takeoff and 
landing aircraft 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1247)	 P0226 A74-25062 
The new constraints on military aircraft --- cost 
and maintainability
p0226 A74-25357 
Structural research with the ai, of adapting the 
design to the materials
p0229 A74-25359 
Systems integration - Avionics of tomorrow 
inclusion in aircraft design concepts 
p0221 A74-25361 
Aerodynamic/structural interactions in the design 
of the Concorde nacelle
p0226 A74-25364 
Why military airplanes cost so much and what can 
be done about it
p0259 A71&-25671 
Does research in the field of aeronautics have a 
future --- emphasis on aircraft design 
refinements and cost reduction
p0259 A74-25723 
The technical aspects of supersonic civil 
transport aircraft
p0260 A74-25800 
Thick ion-vapor-deposited aluminum coatings for 
irregularly shaped aircraft and spacecraft parts
AIRCRAFT DESIGN CORED 
p0260 A74-25813 
Determination of the shear stresses in spar walls 
in the design of a wing on the basis of a plate 
analogy
p0260 A74-25984 
F-15 performance. III - New fighter to have ground 
attack role
p0261 A74-26399 
Advanced Retallic Air Vehicle Structure Program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-336)	 p0262 A74-26651 
Air Superiority Fighter wing structure design for 
improved cost, weight and integrity 
(AIAA PAPER 74-337]	 P0262 A74-26652 
Air Superiority Fighter wing design for cost and 
weight reduction 
[AIAA PAPER 74-338)	 p0263 A74-26653 
Advanced structural concepts for transport 
aircraft wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-339] 	 p0263 A74-26654 
Application of advanced structures and materials 
to transport aircraft fuselages 
(AIAA PAPER 74-340)	 p0263 A74-26655 
Structural aspects of current RPV's --- Remotely 
Piloted Vehicles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-346)	 p0263 A74-26660 
A comparison of two types of structural 
optimization procedures for satisfying flutter 
requirements 
[AIAA PAPER 74-405)	 p0266 A74-26704 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Designing the auxiliary 
power unit to occupy cam air turbine generator 
space
p0268 A74-27014 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Air conditioning and 
pressurisation systems
p0268 A74-27016 
The influence of engine technology advancements on 
aircraft economics 
(SAE PAPER 730960)	 p0269 A74-27256 
Potentials for advanced civil transport aircraft 
/Third William Littlewood Wemorial Lecture/ 
(SAE-SP-385)	 p0270 A74-27266 
Systematic investigations in the field of noise 
shielding 
(DGLR PAPER 74-021)	 p0271 A74-27365 
Integrated propulsion systems for V/STOL transports 
(ASRE PAPER 714-GT-118)	 p0213 A74-27486 
Anglo-French collaboration - Concorde and 
supersonic transport /26th Louis Bleriot Lecture/ 
p0274 A74-27591 
HS.146 progress report
p0274 A71&-27631& 
TF-17 evolved fromprevious data base --- Northrop 
trainer/fighter prototype
p0276 A74-27848 
Stratospheric survey aircraft developed --- canard 
RPV for pollution monitoring in TF-12 wakes 
p0276 A74-27849 
Optimal aeroelastic design of an oblique wing 
structure	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-349)	 p0277 A74-28173 
•Light aircraft crash safety program 
(SAN PAPER 740353)	 p0308 A74-28733 
T-tail aerodynamics of the Super Ring Air 
(SAN PAPER 740370]	 p0309 A74-28741 
The design of crashworthy general aviation aircraft 
(SAN PAPER 740376]	 P0309 A74-28744 
Aerodynamic design approach to the stall/spin 
problem - The VariViggen 
(SAT PAPER 740391) 	 p0310 A74-28755 
A.phibian aircraft design 
(SAN PAPER 740395] 	 p0310 A74-28756 
Carrier designs for space shuttle orbiter being 
refined --- piggyback modetransportatiofl 
competition between C-5 and Boeing 747 
p0311 Al 4-2 8791 
Critical analyses and laboratory research work at 
the stage of aircraft preliminary design 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1291)	 p0312 A74-29467 
Wing design in the case of the VFW 614 transport 
aircraft
p0313 A74-29806 
Dornier/DassaultBreguet Alpha Jet 
multipurpose combat aircraft
p0313 A74-29829 
New German-Swiss aircraft project - Raster-Poster 
PD-01
p0.314 A74-29830 
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.Tilt-rotor aircraft nears final design 
p0319 174-30748 
Escape system concepts need reexamining --- cost 
factors in aircraft design
p0320 174-30824 
Looking ahead with hindsight /The Sixty-Second 
Wilbur and Orville Wright Wemorial Lecture,' 
p0321 174-31245 
Nodern landing gear for aircraft --- including 
co.bat, STOL, executive and transport aircraft 
p0335 174-3 1892 
Progress in the development of a versatile 
airborne simulator for V/STOL aircraft 
p0335 174-31895 
Aircraft characteristics and air traffic systems 
p0335 174-31975 
ERCA systems and related equipment - Landing gear 
p0337 174-32635 
Enhancement of durability of aircraft design 
eleients /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ 
Russian book
p0337 174-32775 
Plight mechanical analysis of various flight 
attitudes of conventional aircraft. x - Basic 
aerodynamic principles /Aerodyna.ics of the 
airfoil - Geometry of the airfoil,'
p0338 174-33097 
Computer-aided design in aircraft industry 
p0341 174-33450 
Plight test results for an advanced technology 
light airplane wing 
(SIR PAPER 740368)
	 p0345 174-34801 
Development and flight test of a radio controlled 
ornithopter prototype
p0347 174-34850 
Jet noise suppression --- for quiet aircraft design 
(SIR PAPER 7404921
	 p0350 174-34991 
Cooperative airframe/propulsion control for 
supersonic cruise aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740478)
	 p0351 174-34998 
L-1011 secondary power systems - Design and function 
(SIR PAPER 740466]
	 p0351 174-35004 
Secondary power systems --- for DC-b 
(SAE PAPER 740465)	 p0351 174-35005 
VFW 614 airframe
p0375 A74-35357 
Ply-by-wire controls are on the way
p0378 A74-35143 
The problem of optimum design of a wing under 
strength and aeroelastic constraints 
p0383 174-36509 
Statistical estimate of the characteristics of a 
proposed aircraft by Ronte Carlo •ethod 
p0393 174-37393 
Reciprocal-action computational systems for 
coiplex calculations in aerowechanics 
p0393 174-313914 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for the 
707 airplane
p0396 174-37533 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
objectives and scope
p0396 174-37535 
The spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0397 A74-37537 
Noise reduction programs for DC-8 and DC-9 airplanes 
p0391 174-37548 
Nulti-hinge rudder unit design with allowance for 
rudder deflection
p0398 A74-37663 
A passive gust alleviation system for light aircraft 
(1111 PAPER 74-773] 	 p0399 174-37798 
Status of design criteria for predicting departure 
characteristics and spin susceptibility --- of 
aircraft 
(hAl PAPER 74-791]
	 p0399 A74-37811 
Design for departure prevention in the TP-16 
control stability assurance 
(lIlA PAPER 74-794)
	 poIioo A74-37814 
A method for preventing airplane stall/spin 
aerodyna.ic spoiler system design 
[lIlA PIPER 74-863]
	 p0401 174-37851 
Impact of new RIL-F-9490D requirements on future 
flight control developments 
(LIlA hAPER 74-914]
	 p0402 174-37894 
The low technology airship --- design for 
•edinm-range heavy payload transport 
p0423 A74-38499
SUBJECT IIDEX 
VPW 614, quiet short haul airliner 
(AIAA PAPER 74-937]
	 p0426 174-38713 
Plight testing the Pokker P28 with advanced wing 
(AIAA PAPER 74-944]
	 p0426 174-38717 
Design-to-cost for the A-b close air support 
aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 74-963]
	 p0427 174-38728 
Conceptual design of a lift fan plus lift/cruise 
fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-969]
	 p0428 A74-38734 
An analysis of the effects of internally blown jet 
flaps on an advanced fighter aircraft design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-970)
	 p0428 174-38735 
Practical, design of minimum weight aircraft 
structures for strength and flutter requirements 
[AIAA PAPER 74-986]
	 p0429 174-38743 
Advanced supersonic transport design developments 
(lILA PAPER 74-987]
	 p0429 A74-38744 
Plight performance of a circulation controlled STOL 
(AIAA PAPER 74-994]
	 p0429 A74-38749 
International airworthiness requirements 'for 
sailplanes
p0430 174-38794 
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections
	 , 
p0430 A74-38848 
Safety objectives of onboard computers on civil 
aircraft
pOl431 174-39010 
Inside the 747 --- aircraft design and operational 
criteria
p0432 174-39381 
Application of •odern control theory to the design 
of optimum aircraft controllers
p0433 174-39496 
Weight estimates for Quiet/STOL aircraft
	
V 
(SIRE PAPER 1001)
	 p0434 A74-39876 
Rethodologies for predicting avionic syste. 
capability and weight in CTOL and VTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft 1975 to 1995. 
(SANE PAPER 1002]
	 '	 p0435 114-39877 
Weight control and how we look at it --- in 
aircraft design and production 
(SANE PAPER 1004]
	 p0435 174-39878 
The C-S weight control program and its influence, 
on'structural efficiency 
(SIRE PAPER 1008]
	 ,	 p0435 174-39880 
A method for weight/cost trade-off s in preliminary 
air vehicle design
	 V 	 V 
(SANE PAPER'101i)	 ' p0435 A74-39887 
Ply-by-wire - What does it weigh --- fighter 
aircraft flight control weight reduction 
(SAWE PAPER 1018]
	 pO43S'174-39888 
Fuselage basic' shell veight prediction 
(SANE PAPER 1019]
	 p01435 174-39889 
Airbus 1-300 8 ---design and cost effectiveness 
p0438 A74-40329 
VPR 614 - An appraisal of Germanys new short haul 
jet
PO438 A14-40511 
New heavy-haul freight aviation
p0439 A74-40647 
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet 
structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-08]
	
p0448 174-41310 
Research on the transonic aerofoil sections at the 
National Aerospace Laboratory, Japan 
(ICAS PAPER 74-12]
	
p0448 174-41314 
Advanced material applications to subsonic 
transport aviation 
(ICAS PAPER 74-22]
	
p0449 A74-41324 
Problems of flight in turbulence 
[ICAS PAPER 74-32]
	
p0449 A74-4 1333 
if-li design concepts 
(AIAA PIPER 74-936]
	
p0452 A74-41651 
Development and flight test progress of the if-li 
(AIAA PAPER 74-941]
	
p0452 A74-41652 
V/STOL demonstrator vehicle for ejector thrust 
augmentation technology 
(kIll PAPER 14-995]
	
p0453 A74-141663 
An analytic survey of low-speed flying devices - 
Natural and man-made 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1019]
	
p0454 A1442040 
The technological prospects for oscillating'wing 
propulsion of ultralight gliders 
(AXIA PAPER 74-1028]
	
p0455 A74-142044 
Rev trends and developments in hang gliders 
(AflA PAPER 74-1031]
	
p0455 174-420146 
Determination of stability derivatives of isolated 
rigid tail assemblies in sideslip and steady roll 
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[1.111 PAPER 74-1038]	 p0455 174-42051 
knal.ysis, design and test of thrust reverser and 
thrust vectoring systews for STOL transport 
aircraft 
(lIlA PIPER 73-1218]	 p0456 174-42849 
Alcor - I high altitude pressurized sailplane /1/ 
p0459 174-43470 
Al-cot - A high altitude pressurized sailplane /2/ 
p0459 174-43471 
The F-15 a.ir superiority fighter electro.agnetic 
compatibility program
p0460 174-43913 
A quasi-vortex-lattice •ethod in thin wing theory 
p0477 174-44417 
Laminar stafl prediction and estimation of the 
.axi.u. lift coefficient
p0811 174-44418 
Aerodynamic design evolution of the TP-16 
(1111 PAPER 74-935]	 pO479 174-45100 
Uniersity of Toronto Institute for Aerospace 
Studies, Quarter Century Symposium, Toronto. 
Canada, April 1, 2, 1974, Proceedings 
-	
p0483 174-46236 
Ejector-powered lift systems for V/STOL aircraft 
p0483 174-46237 
Aircraft design for flight below the sonic boo. 
speed li.it
p0483 174-46240 
Application of boundary layer control by 
tangential blowing of a jet over trailing edge 
flaps
p0484 174-46691 
Aeronautics: Space in the seventies 
[NASA-EP-85]	 p0036 874-10017 
Small V/STOL aircraft analysis. Volume 2: 
Appendices --- to deter.ine current and future 
general aviation missions and perfor.ance 
requirements 
(NASA-CR-114629]	 p0040 874-10045 
Remote lift fan study program, volune 4 
(NASA-CR-121277)	 p0080 874-10049 
Rotorless flight research, 1972 --- glider design, 
airfra.es, and soaring flight developments 
(NASA-CR-2315)	 p0041 874-10051 
Rultistage aerospace craft --- perspective 
drawings of conceptual design 
(NASA-CASE-IRP-02263]	 p0054 874-10907 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 1: 
Design study summary --- aerodynamic concept of 
.ini.u. size tilt proprotor research aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114682] 	 p0096 814-11833 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 2: 
Wind-tunnel test results 
[NASA-CR-114363]	 p0096 874-11834 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for short 
haul transportation 
(NASA-CR-2355]	 p0096 874-11835 
The future of short-haul air transport within 
Western Europe 
(EEPT-SP-73-001] 	 pOO9l 874-11842 
Survey on effect of surface winds on aircraft 
design and operation and recom.endations for 
needed wind research 
(NASA-C4-2360]	 p0099 874-12317 
Where are we headed in air transport? --- trends 
for future aircraft design
p0102 874-12669 
On the nature of large clear air gusts near storm 
tops 
(ARC-CP-1248]	 p0111 874-13402 
A preli.inary design of a re]otely-controlled 
glider for a long-line operation 
(AD-767879]	 p0144 874-13744 
Technical Evaluation report --- application of 
aerodynamic drag research to design of aircraft 
-	 p0155 874-14710 
A survey of drag prediction techniques applicable 
to subsonic and transonic aircraft design 
p0155 874-14711 
Aircraft drag prediction for project appraisal and 
perfor.ance estimation
p0156 874-14716 
The proble. of installing a modern high bypass 
engine on a twin jet transport aircraft 
p0157 874-14727 
Computer program to' perform cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 1: 
Summary 
(NASA-CR-132361]	 p0161 874-14762
AIRCRAJT DESIGI COITO 
Co•puter progra. to perform cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 2: 
Technical volume 
(RASACR-132362]	 p0161 874-14763 
An optimal control approach to airplane stability 
augmentation systems design
p0195 074-16712 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for 
short-haul transportation. volume 1: summary 
(NASA-CE-2353]	 p0196 074-16718 
Advanced subsonic long-haul transport terminal 
area compatibility study. Volu.e 1: 
Compatibility assessment 
[OASA-CR-132367]	 p0196 074-16729 
Advanced subsonic long-haul transport ter.inal 
area compatibility study. Volu.e 2: Research 
and technology recommendations	 -) 
(RASA-CR-132368]	 p0196 074-16730 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. vol-use 2: Design compendium 
(AD-770110]	 p0199 074-16751 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 5: Plight control 
technology. Part 2: Simulation studies/flight 
control system validation 
(AD-770449]	 p0199 074-16752 
Flight in turbulence --- proceedings of conference 
on at.ospheric turbulence and effects on 
aircraft operation 
(AGARD-CP-140]	 p0232 874-17720 
On turhulence environment and design criteria 
application of power spectral techniques for 
analyzing gust loads at low altitudes 
p0233 874-17734 
Design problems of military aircraft as affected 
by turbulence --- analytical prediction of pilot 
task proficiency under vibration environ.ent 
p0234 874-17735 
Data requirements on turbulence in the earths 
atmospheric shear layer for STOL design criteria 
development of low altitude gust nodal for 
determining importance of gust parameters on 
STOL aircraft performance
p0234 874-17737 
Structural loads and gust criteria --- comparison 
of gust load analysis .ethods for application to 
aircraft design
p0234 074-17739 
Rational- calculation of design gust loads in 
relation to present and proposed airworthiness 
requirements --- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence on aerodynamic configuration of short 
haul aircraft
p0234 874-17740 
High transonic speed transport aircraft study 
aerodynamic characteristics of single-fuselage, 
yawed-wing configuration 
(NASA-CB-114658]	 p0235 874-17750 
A methodology for boost-glide transport technology 
planning 
(NASA-CR-2346]	 p0249 874-18681 
So.e considerations of the influence of fatigue in 
the design of strike aircraft
p0282 874-19653 
Fatigue design practice
p0282 874-19654 
Fatigue and fracture considerations for tactical 
aircraft
p0282 074-19656 
Designers need for general information from 
analysis of fatigue test results and service 
behavior
p0283 074-19660 
Aircraft of the future --- evaluation of 
aerodynamic characteristics and configurations 
of proposed aircraft designs 
(NASA-TT-F-15424]	 p0284 874-19669 
1/STOL propulsion systems --- conference on 
propulsion systea design, configuration, and 
performance for vertical and short takeoff 
aircraft 
(AGARD'-CP-135]	 p0289 874-20401 
The influence of noise requirements on STOL 
aircraft engine design --- analysis of 
acceptable noise levels for short takeoff 
aircraft operating in congested areas 
p0291 874-20423 
Propulsion system of the V.1 101 C VT0L aircraft: 
Philosophy and practical experience 
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optimization of vertical takeoff aircraft 
airframe and engine
p0292 N74-20428 
The development and flight testing of the 
propulsion system of the YAK 191 B V/STOL strike 
and reconnaissance aircraft
p0292 N74-20432 
Technical evaluation report on 42nd Propulsion and 
Energetics Panel Meeting on V/STOL Propulsion 
Systems --- proposals for future develop.ents in 
V/STOL aircraft and engines
p0292 N74-20433 
Aeronautical fuel conservation possibilities for 
advanced subsonic transports --- application of 
aeronautical technology for drag and weight 
reduction 
(NASA-TM-I-71927]	 p0295 N74-20654 
Use of the method of variation of similarity 
Constants in designing aircraft over the long term 
(3PBS-61923]	 p0298 M74-20670 
Validation of new gust design procedures for 
military transports 
(AD-775385J	 p0324 N74-21641 
Sensitivity of transport aircraft performance and 
economics to advanced technology and cruise Mach 
number 
[NASA-Ta-x-62336]	 p0325 N74-21654 
Oblique wing remotely piloted research aircraft. 
Volume 1: Development 
[NASA-CB-114723)	 p0326 N74-21659 
The weight, economic and noise penalties of short 
haul transport aircraft resulting from the 
reduction of balanced field length 
[CRANFIELD-AARO-24]	 p0330 1174-22672 
Dynamic responses of the structural model with 
built-up wings and a fuselage (1) 
[NAL-TB-350]	 p0330 1174-22673 
The creative life of S. V. Il'yushin 
[NASA-TT-F-15622J	 p0332 1174-23509 
A structural design for an Externally Blown Flap 
(EBF) medium STOL research aircraft 
develoçment of computer program for structural 
analysis 
(NASA-CR-112249] 	 p0353 1174-25548 
Effect of yaw damper on lateral gust loads in 
design of the i-loll transport
p0353 1174-25551 
The effect of active control systems on structural 
design criteria
p0354 1174-25552 
General principles of designing control systems 
analysis of systems for aircraft, sissiles, 
and spacecraft configurations 
[NASA-TT-F-782]	 p0357 1174-25594 
Application of practical optimal control theory to 
the C-5A load improvement control system (LICS) 
[AD-776297]	 p0358 1174-25602 
General technical information --- survey of 
technical data on aircraft performance prediction 
p0364 874-26446 
Prediction of supersonic aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0365 874-26450 
Low speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/9-scale model 
of a variable-sweep advanced supersonic transport 
(NASA-TM-x-71960) 	 p0365 1174-26457 
Investigation of the fail-safe properties of civil 
aircraft
p0366 874-26463 
A unified technology plan for fatigue and fracture 
design
p0366 874-26465 
Antonovs transport plane 
[AD-777661)	 p0369 1174-26494 
Study of the single body yawed-wing aircraft concept 
(NASA-CB-137483]	 p0405 874-27485 
Dynamics of tilting proprotor aircraft in cruise 
flight 
[NASA-TN-D-7677)	 p0407 874-27500 
Preliminary performance estimates of an oblique, 
all-wing, remotely piloted vehicle for 
air-to-air combat 
(NASA-TN-D-7731]	 p0413 1174-28507 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1. 
Sum nary 
(NASA-CR-132401) 	 p0413 874-28508 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aersopace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume
2: Characterization of the IPAD system (Phase 
1, Task 1) 
(NASA-CR-132402]	 p0414 1174-28509 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volu.e 
3: Engineering creative/evaluation processes 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
(NASA-cE-1321403]	 p0414 1174-28510 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra, for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
4: Design of the IPAD system. Part 1: IPAD 
system design requirements ( phase 1, Task 2) 
(NASA-CB-132404)	 p0414 1174-28511 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
5: Design of the IPAD system. Part 2: System 
design. Part 3: General purpose utilities 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
(NASA-CR-132405]	 p0414 1174-28512 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
6: Implementation schedule, development costs, 
operational costs, benefit assessment, impact on 
company organization, spin-off assessment (Phase 
2, Tasks 3 to 8) 
(NASA-CB-132406) 	 p0414 1174-28513 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1A: 
Summary 
[NASA-CB-132390)	 p0415 1114-28514 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1B: 
concise review 
(BASA-CE-132391]	 p0415 874-28515 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 3: 
Support of the design process 
(NASA-CR-132393)	 p0415 1174-28517 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 4: 
IPAD system design 
[NASA-CR-132394)	 p0415 874-28518 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 5: 
catalog of IPAP technical program elements 
(NASA-CR-132395) 	 p0415 1174-28519 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 6: 
IPAD system development and operation 
(NAsA-Cs-132396]	 p0415 1174-28520 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 7: IPAD 
benefits and impact 
(NASA-CR-132391]	 p0416 874-28521 
Assessment of the application of advanced 
technologies to subsonic CTOL transport aircraft 
LNASA-CB-132461]	 p0441 874-29375 
Aircraft Design Integration and Optimization, 
Volume 1 -- conference on optimal design of 
aircraft and related systems 
[AGABD-CP-147-VOL-1 1	 p0465 874-314S8 
The role of preliminary design in reducing 
development, production and operational costs of 
aircraft systems
p0465 874-31459 
Preliminary design aspects of design-to-cost for 
the YF-16 prototype fighter
p0465 1174-31460 
Design evolution of the Boeing 2707-300 supersonic 
transport. Part 2: Design impact of handling 
qualities criteria, flight control system 
concepts, and aeroelastic effects on stability 
and control
p0465 874-31468 
The F-iS design considerations
p0465 874-31470 
Initial-design optinisation on civil and military 
aircraft
p0465 874-31477 
Design optimization of the YAK 1918 and its 
evaluation based on results from the hardware 
realisation and test data
p0466 1174-31479 
Advancements in future fighter aircraft 
p0466 1174-31483 
Aircraft design studies: E67 tilt-wing executive 
aircraft --- with vertical takeoff and landing 
capability 
[CRANFIELD-AERO-23)	 p0467 1174-31490 
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Progress in aircraft design since 1903 
(NASA-TM-X-70319)	 p0467 P74-31499 
Pre]i.inary aircraft design - procedures for 
determining aircraft configurations for 
accomplishing specific military requirements 
[AGARD-LS-65)	 p0070 174-32420 
Introduction to preliminary aircraft design 
p0470 P74-32421 
Preliminary design of civil and •ilitary aircraft 
at Avions Parcel Dassault-Dreguet Aviation 
p0071 874-32422 
Propulsion/aircraft design matching experience 
p0471 874-32423 
Designing for maneuverability: Requirements and 
limitations
p0471 874-32424 
Modern engineering methods in aircraft preliminary 
design
p0071 874-32425 
The tea, leader's role in design to cost 
preliminary design
p0471 174-32426 
A new type of sail plane 
(NASA-TT-P-15920]	 p0412 874-32440 
Advanced •etallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved coat weight and 
integrity. Volume 2: Criteria sensitivity study 
(AD-781811]	 p0473 874-32451 
A new aviation for heavy transport 
[NASA-TT-P-15935]	 p0089 P74-33446 
Vehicle design considerations for active control 
application to subsonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CB-2408]	 p0094 874-34476 
Feasibility study of the transonic biplane concept 
for transport aircraft application 
(NASA-CR-132462)	 p0495 874-34477 
Fighter technology de.onstrator precursor analysis 
and test. Volume 1: Baseline development and 
technology identification 
(AD-783636]	 p0097 874-34517 
AIRCRAFT DETECTIOI 
Advanced enroute air traffic control radar system 
/ABSR-3/ --- small aircraft detection 
p0025 174-12198 
A primary radar automatic track extractor --- for 
air defense systems
p0028 A74-12402 
Reachable sets for tracking --- all possible 
aircraft positions
p0321 A74-31643 
AIRCRAFT REGIMES 
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES 
NT TF-30 FNGINE 
NT TF-34 ENGINE 
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion 
system designs
p0001 174-10148 
Designing small gas turbine engines for low noise 
and clean exhaust 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1154]	 p0003 174-10507 
A simplified fuel control approach for low-cost 
aircraft gas turbines 
(EAR PAPER 730388]	 p0004 174-10802 
Aircraft engines - Progress made in France over 
ten years, and possibilities for the ten years 
to come
p0006 A74-11093 
A modular t1rbof an design for high availability 
and low life cycle cost 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1189]	 p0009 174-11231 
Wind tunnel tests of a 20 inch diameter 1.15 
pressure ratio fan engine model 
[AXlE PAPER 73-1216]	 p0009 174-11245 
Predict ion of aircraft gas turbine NO/x/ emission 
dependence on engine operating parameters and 
ambient conditions 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1275]	 p0010 174-11287 
I•pact of emission regulations on future gas 
turbine engine co.bustors 
(AIBA PAPER 73-1217]	 p0010 A74-11289 
Qualitative effects of cycle variables on turbine 
engine performance and stability 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1315]	 p0012 A74-11310 
1ST - A fifth engine for environmental consideration 
(SAE PAPER 730899]	 p0018 174-11590 
Spray cooled generators and design-to-cost at 
Westinghouse 
(SAN PAPER 730878]	 p0019 A14-11605
AZBCBAPT UGIJES 
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion 
system - On-test-stand comparison With a 
helicopter --- payload capacity and engine 
performance
p0021 A74-11743 
RB 211 - The first eighteen months operating 
experience /Sholto Douglas Memorial Lecture/ 
p0027 A74-12300 
An analytical study of icing simulation for 
turbine engines in altitude test cells 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1280]	 p0032 174-12938 
Preliminary results of flight tests of the 
propulsion system of the TF-12 airplane at Each 
ou.bers to 3.0 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1314]	 p0033 A74-12951 
Modular construction - Fully opti.ised 
aircraft engines
p0076 A74-13978 
Wear determination in Hoeing 747 engines 
pOOl7 174-14363 
Application of powder metallurgy in gas turbine 
aircraft engines
p0084 A74-14765 
Prepared for overhauling the RB2I1 --- aircraft 
engine maintenance
pOO86 A74-15 150 
The light-Weight high-performance IF-li 
p0089 A74-15953 
Noise and e.ission outlook for military engines 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1156]	 p0120 174-17175 
An approach toward optimizing •aterial cost and 
part function in advanced poverplants 
(SAN PAPER 730909]	 pO123 A74-17535 
Heat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 651 A alloy
pOl25 A74-17891 
Propulsion system installations --- for aircraft 
p0127 174-18179 
Importance of the means of engine condition 
surveillance
p0129 174-18598 
Some specific characteristics of small gas 
turbines and the modeling problems of their wind 
tunnel testing
p0131 174-18682 
The case for engine flying test beds --- for 
aircraft
p0172 A74-19499 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0176 A74-20210 
Engine condition monitoring - The Alitalia approach 
p0180 174-20825 
The environment and the gas turbine
p0185 A74-21874 
On the effect of quieter aircraft engines on noise 
and number index /881/ values
p0185 174-22244 
Quieting the JT3D powered 707
pO221 174-22788 
Additives for lubrication oils used with foreign 
gas-turbine aviation engines - Survey of patents 
p02l9 174-23518 
Heat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 0T651A alloy
p0219 A74-23963 
Astafan - A new concept from Turboeca 
constant speed ducted turbofan engine 
p0229 174-24697 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of
HT-S/PMR-PI composites for application to 
advanced aircraft engines 
High-Tip-Speed/Polymerization of Monomeric 
Reactant
pO228 174-24868 
Influence of measurement errors on the regression 
relationships of engine characteristics 
p0260 174-25979 
Integral methods for the investigation of 
temperature fields in complex-configuration 
structure components of aircraft and their engines 
p0260 174-25995 
The influence of engine technology advancements on 
aircraft econosics 
(SAN PAPER 730960] 	 p0269 174-27256 
Aircraft engine and accessory drives and flange 
standards 
(SAN AIR 1160 A]	 p0269 174-27257 
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Calculation procedures for potential and viscous 
flov solutions for engine inlets 
(ASBE PAPER 74-GT-3]
	 pO271 174-27411 
A model of convex programming for turbojet main 
parameter selection optimization 
(ASBE PAPER 74-GT-79)
	 p0272 174-27466 
Some results from tests on a high work axial gas 
generator turbine 
(ASBE PAPER 74-GT-81]
	 p0273 1714-27467 
An automated interactive design system for 
advanced gas turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-82] 	 p0273 174-27468 
Objectives for a course in aircraft gas turbines 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-98] 	 p0273 174-27480 
The use of desk top computers in the teaching of 
aircraft gas turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-115]
	 p0273 174-27484 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0278 174-28309 
Engine sensory requirements for energy management 
p0278 174-28311 
Automatic detection and suppression of inlet buzz 
p0278 A74-28313 
Engine condition monitoring as a part of the 
propulsion management concept
p0278 174-28314 
Inflight engine condition monitoring system 
p0278 174-28315 
A systems engineering approach to effective engine 
condition monitoring
p0278 174-28316 
Engine aids and the metrologist syndrome 
overinstrumentation in aircraft engine 
monitoring systems
p0279 174-28318 
Two surprises for the Hanover exposition: Thrust

gondola SO 85, Fanliner - Porsche of the air 
p0279 174-28351 
Current state of development of lubricating oils 
for aircraft turbine engines
p0280 174-28434 
Foam and aeration characteristics of commercial 
aircraft lubricants 
(ASLE PREPRINT 74AN-1A-1]
	 p0307 174-28676 
Fuel system reguire.ents for light aircraft 
turbocharged reciprocating engines 
(SAE PAPER 740382] 	 p0309 174-28747 
Eathematical simulation of a vibrating light 
aircraft piston engine and correlation with 
engine flight test data 
[SIR PAPER 740383]
	 p0310 A74-28748 
New jet engines --- presented at Paris air show 
p0316 174-30346 
Reliability and maintainability of jet engines 
p0316 A74-30347 
25 years after, why the Astafan --- double flov 
turbofan aircraft engine design
p0319 174-30690 
GE ships final engine for flight-test 8-1 
p0321 174-31275 
Thermal loads on the turbine disk after turning 
off a turbojet engine
p0335 174-31893 
NECk systems and related equipment - RB 199 
powerplant
p0336 174-32631 
How Eastern Airlines uses nondestructive 
evaluation to assure quality of specific jet 
engine hardware
p0343 174-34287 
CC-115 Buffalo aircraft engine and engine inlet 
duct anti-icing sy5tem evaluation trials 
p0.346 174-34849 
Impact of increasing secondary power requirements 
on engine and accessory system design 
(SAE PAPER 740495]
	 p0349 A74-34977 
Performance versus cost tradeoffs - Initial look 
at alternatives --- for aircraft engine fuel 
cost minimization 
(SIB PAPER 740494]
	 p0350 174-34989 
An approach to aeroengine tradeoff factors 
(SAE PAPER 740493] 	 pO30 174-34990 
Development of a reduced smoke combustor for the 
.IT3D engine 
(SAN PAPER 740484]
	 p0350 A74-34995 
Develoaent of pollution controls for Rolls-Royce 
RB 211 and Olympus 593 engines 
(SIE PAPER 740483]	 p0351 174-34996
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Effects of STOL thrust reversers and powered lift 
on inlet flow quality 
(SIR PAPER 740457]
	 p0351 A74-35007 
VPW 614 poverplant
p0375 174-35365 
Noise attenuation in the case of the licroturbine 
engine TRS 18
p0379 174-35981 
Index of the relative technical perfection level 
of long-range aircraft jet engines
p0390 174-36791 
Sources of unsteady flow in subsonic aircraft inlets 
p0398 174-37549 
Effect of erosive year on the fatigue life of 
cantilever blades of axial-flow compressors of 
aircraft turbojet engines
p0399 174-37681 
Quiet engine from NASA
p0422 174-38295 
The energy crisis of fuel and the procedures of 
cruising flight
p0422 A74-38315 
Advanced supersonic transport design developments 
(AIAA PAPER 74-987]
	 p0429 174-38744 
The case for a high-speed research airplane - 
Results from an in-house study 
(AIAA PAPER 74-988]
	 p0429 A74-38745 
Turbomachine numerical control using the ASNODEE 
01 prototype --- airborne computer
p0431 A74-39007 
The Viper turbojet engines. I
p0432 A74-39418 
Test techniques and equipment for the development 
of aircraft engine components resistant to bird 
ingestion
pO434 A74-39742 
Evaluating and controlling erosion in aircraft 
turbine engines
p0434 A74-39749 
The CP6-6 engine - The first million hours 
pO436 174-39965 
Performance problems related to installation of 
future engines in both subsonic and supersonic 
transport aircraft
p0436 174-39967 
Feederliner engine installation - Trends and 
problems
p0436 174-39968 
Life enhance.ent of turbine blades
p0436 174-39971 
Sole aerodynamic design considerations for high 
bypass ratio fans
p0437 A74-39989 
The design and development of an advanced annular 
combustor for civil application
p0437 A74-40000 
Pyrogenic ignition system for afterburners 
p0437 A74-40001 
Turbofan of the future
p0439 174-40953 
Batched propulsion for advanced vehicles 
application to aircraft turbofan engines 
[ICAS PAPER 74-36]
	 p0450 174-41337 
A device for generating an artificial boundary 
layer in a short axial distance in a supersonic 
flow
p0452 A74-41398 
IC-IS powerplant system design and development 
[AIAA PAPEB 74-973]
	
p0453 A74-41658 
The feasibility of an aircraft propelled by solar 
energy 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1042]
	
p0456 A74-42055 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine pollutant emissions 
(ICAS PAPER 74-31]
	
p0457 A74-43125 
Symposium on the Application of Electrical control 
to Aircraft Propulsion Systems, London, England, 
February 20, 21, 1974, Proceedings
pOCS7 174-4320 1 
Power plant controls - 'The system' --- digital 
techniques for aircraft engines
p0457 174-43202 
The development of electrical systems for 
powerplant control
p0457 174-43203 
Overall safety objectives for integrated 
propulsion system
p045? A74-43204 
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Aircraft approach - A degree of bias --
supersonic transports engine control problems 
p0458 A74-43205 
Power co.plex - A suitable case for treat.ent 
aircraft engine electronic control system choice 
p0458 A74-43206 
The architecture of a turbine engine control 
hydromechanical and electronic control in 
multiengine aircraft
p0458 A74-43209 
An electronic full-authority engine fuel control 
syste.
p0458 A74-43211 
The case for digital techniques applied to 
powerplant controls --- for aircraft 
p0458 A74-43212 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0458 A74-43214 
Adaptation of measuring and inspection instruments 
to the measurement of standard blades of 
aircraft-engine turbines and compressors 
p0460 A74-43767 
New structural materials for jet engine components 
p0460 A74-43768 
Performance of an inlet for an integrated scra.jet 
concept
p0478 A74-44424 
Influence of flaps and engines on aircraft wake 
vortices
pO4l8 A74-44425 
The aircraft engine !-14V26 --- Russian book 
p0480 A74-45269 
Aviation turbine oils - Research objectives and 
results 
(DPYLB-SONDDE-344]	 p0481 A74-45427 
Refan program. phase 1: Summary report 
(NASA-Tfl-X-71456)	 p0040 874-10043 
Study of small turbofan engines applicable to 
general-aviation aircraft 
(NAsA-CR-11 11630]	 p0049 874-10725 
Impact resistance of fiber composite blades used 
in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASACR-134502)	 p0049 874-10726 
Aviation gas turbine engines (selected portions) 
(AD-756810]	 p0052 874-10751 
The identification of aircraft powerplant dynamic 
response from flight tests using power spectral 
- techniques 
(RAE-TR-73049]	 p0105 874-12725 
Air pollution from airports 
[TB-595-73]	 p0111 874-13318 
Photo-oxidation of aircraft engine emissions at 
low and high altitudes
p0148 874-14277 
Effect of supersonic transport upon the ozone 
layer, studied in a two-dimensional 
photocbemical model with transport
p0148 874-14278 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine exhaust emissions
p0149 .874-14300 
Design and evaluation of combustors for reducing 
aircraft engine pollution
p0150 874-14302 
Aircraft gas turbine pollutant limitations 
oriented toward minimum effect on engine 
performance
p0150 N714-14304 
Technical evaluation report on AGARD Technical 
fleeting on Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft 
Engines --- requirement to analyze contribution 
to air pollution near airports from various 
sources 
(AGARD-AR-63]	 p0164 874-15349 
The divided combustion chamber concept and design 
for ccntrol of SI engine exhaust air pollutant 
emissions
p0165 874-15454 
United States Air Force aircraft pollution emissions 
[AD-769482]	 p0201 814-17374 
Atmospheric pollution by aircraft engines 
(AD-769655)	 pO2O1 874-17376 
Technological change through product improvement 
in aircraft turbine engines 
[AD-769911)	 p0201 874-17519 
Experimental and data analysis techniques for 
deducing collision-induced forces from 
photographic histories of engine rotor fragment
impact/interaction with a containment ring 
(NASA-CR-134548]	 p0243 874-18399 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
[NASA-TR-I-7 1509]	 p0243 874-18400 
Aircraft air intake regulator --- device for

automatic control of air intake flow for 
aircraft engines 
(AD-772021]	 p0243 874-18416 
V/STOL propulsion systems --- proceedings of 
conference on propulsion system design and 
operation 
(AGARD-AR-64]	 p0256 874-19404 
By-pass engines -- characteristics of USSR 
aircraft engines for jet aircraft 
(AD-772723]	 p0257 8714-19413 
Lubricating systems of gas turbine engines 
design of lubricating systems for aircraft gas 
turbine engines 
(AD-773493]	 p0288 874-20161 
Y/STOL propulsion systems --- conference on 
propulsion system design, configuration, and 
performance for vertical and short takeoff 
aircraft 
(AGARD-CP135]	 p0289 874-20401 
Co.parative appraisal of propulsion systems for 
VTOL-aircraft --- functional description and 
classification of aircraft jet propulsion systems 
p0289 874-204102 
Optimum engines for military V/STOL aircraft 
effect of military operational reguire.en4- on 
propulsion system configurations
p0289 8714-20403 
Engine cycle selection for commercial STOL aircraft 
effect of aircraft requirements and 
operational characteristics on engine parameters 
p0290 874-20408 
The influence of the control concept for V/STOL 
engines on their static and dynamic performance 
characteristics
p0290 874-20415 
Integrated propulsion/energy transfer control 
systems for lift-fan V/STOL aircraft 
reduction of total propulsion system and control 
system installation requirements
p0291 8744-201416 
Compact thrust augnentors for V/STOL aircraft 
propulsion system configuration for V/STOL and 
cruise flight using one engine
p0291 874-20419 
Some engine' and aircraft design considerations 
affecting noise --- application to conventional 
short range aircraft for operation from short 
and medium length runways
p0291 874-20421 
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion 
system designs --- analysis of acoustic 
properties of short takeoff aircraft 
p0291 874-20422 
Cost of ownership for propulsion system of powered 
lift aircraft --- effects of development, 
acquisition, operation, and maintenance on 
aircraft engine cost factors
p0292 874-20427 
Technical evaluation report on 42nd Propulsion and 
Energetics Panel fleeting on V/STOL Propulsion 
Systems --- proposals for future developments in 
V/STOL aircraft and engines
p0292 8714-20433 
Problem of the application of turbofan engines in 
air transport. fletbods of increase in 
efficiency of turbofan engine with high bypass 
ratios 
(AD-773292]	 p0293 874-20453 
Rotor burst protection program: Statistics on 
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that 
occurred in US commercial aviation during 1972 
[NASA-cR-136900]	 p0304 874-21396 
Heat and mass transfer in aircraft propulsion 
[HTS/73/553	 p0305 874-21591 
Problems in managing the development of aircraft 
engines, Department of Defense 
[8-179166)	 p0329 874-22632 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
[NASA-TR-X-71562]	 p0355 874-25568 
Organization and planning of production at 
aircr.ft engine-building plants 
(AD-775780]	 p0362 874-26421 
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Engine installation aerodyna.ics --- design and 
opti.ization of aircraft engine installations 
for subsonic and supersonic aircraft 
p0365 874-26453 
major Item special Study (mISS), AR-1G gas turbine 
engine (T53-L-13B) --- cost savings through 
quality and design i.provements 
(AD-776939]	 pOflO 874-27300 
Graphite-polyimide co.posite for application to 
aircraft engines 
(NASA-TN-D-7698] 	 p0370 074-27412 
Development of helicopter engine seals 
(NASA-CR-1346147]	 p0410 874-28229 
The power plants of vertical, takeoff and landing 
aircraft 
(AD-778791]	 p0419 N74-29225 
Investigation of the possibility of use of 
vibroacoustical signals for purposes of 
diagnostics in aeronautical engineering 
p0444 074-29875 
Effects of forward velocity and acoustic treatment 
on inlet fan noise 
(NASA-T8-X-71591]	 p0445 874-30249 
Noise suppressor --- for turbofan engine by 
incorporating annular acoustically porous 
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts 
(NASA-CASELAR-il 141-1] 	 p0470 874-32418 
Quiet engine program flight engine design study 
[NASA-CR-134660]	 p0475 074-33226 
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASA-TN-Z-71606] 	 p0475 074-33228 
Advanced ceramic seal program, phase 1 
[AD-781004)	 p0492 074-34076 
AIRCEAFT EQUIPRERT 
NT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SISTERS 
NT AIRCRAFT TINES 
NT BORBING EQUIPEENT 
NT EJECTION SEATS 
Civil air navigation equipment, on the ground and 
in the air
p0007 A74-11094 
Electronic display mechanization for monitoring 
aircraft parameters 
(SAY PAPER 730956]	 pOOlS A74-11555 
Theory and practice of avionics reliability 
pO129 A74-18597 
flilitary airborne video recording: Requirements, 
utilization and techniques; Proceedings of the 
Seminar, Dayton, Ohio, April 3-5, 1973 
p0216 A74-22526 
Compact video tape recorders of exceptional 
performance and reliability
p0217 A74-22534 
A small high-performance videotape recorder f or 
military airborne applications
p0217 A74-22535 
An approach to the design of integrated life 
support systems for two new USAF aircraft 
p0211 A74-23532 
Survival radio performance tests
pO2lS A74-23538 
Advanced aircraft oxygen systems --- design 
flexibility cost effectiveness and applications 
p0212 A74-23544 
A compact derotaor design --- for aircraft 
periscope image rotation prevention
p0218 A74-23718 
Interconnections in grounding and shielding 
devices for electronic equipment --- Russian book 
p0227 A74-25027 
NaXimum space utilization of a C47 aircraft for 
remote sensing
p0226 A74-25399 
Flight-control systems for automatic landings - 
Safety by means of redundancy
p0313 A74-29828 
NBCA systems and related equipment - Air 
conditioning
p0336 A74-32634 
RRCA systems and related equipment - Landing gear 
p0337 A74-32635 
Nickel cadmium aircraft battery run-a-way 
p0337 A74-32671 
Impact of increasing secondary power requirements 
on engine and accessory system design 
(SAE PAPER 740495]
	 p0349 A74-34977 
VFW 614 dc-icing
p0375 A74-35360
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VFV 614 oxygen syste.
p0375 A74-35361 
VFW 614 electrical syste.
pO37S A74-35363 
The Ka-26 helicopter --- Russian book
p0421 A74-38042 
Advanced environmental control syste. --- for 
aircraft subsystems
p04 24 A74-38552 
Electromagnetic compatibility considerations in 
system integration --- for aircraft installation 
p0424 A74-38554 
Solid-state power controllers for 8-1 flight test 
p0425 A74-38575 
Fiber optics as applied to Advanced Aircraft 
Electrical Systems
p0425 A74-38576 
Aircraft fuel tank entry wall-projectile 
interaction studies 
(AD-765667]	 p0043 874-10066 
A synchronized discrete-address beacon syste. 
for air traffic control improvement 
(FAA-ER-75-3]	 p0049 074-10622 
Estimation of an aeronautical equipment •ission 
reliability 
(AD-766886]	 p0058 874-10935 
The electromagnetic compatibility of aeronautical 
communication and navigation systems with radio 
frequency dielectric heaters and 
superregenerative receivers 
(ECAC-PR-72-045]	 p0098 874-11973 
Lightning effects on general aviation aircraft 
[FAA-RD-73-991
	
pOO99 874-12167 
Narkings for propeller conspicuity 
(AGARD-AR-56]	 p0103 874-12713 
Trends in transport aircraft avionics 
(NASA-TR-I-62322]	 p0104 874-12715 
Evaluation of the structural integrity of an 
aircraft loading walkway under severe fuel-spill 
fire conditions 
(FAA-RD-73-144]	 p0104 874-12716 
Survey of solid state reflective/transmissive 
display media 
[AD-7676414]	 p0109 874-12938 
Flight study of a vehicle operational status and 
monitoring system --- applied to systems on 
YF-12 aircraft 
(RASA-TN-D-7546]	 p0141 874-13725 
Failure analysis of helicopter external 
cargo-handling systems 
(AD-767254j	 p0142 874-13729 
The ac power controllers for solid state 
distribution system. Volume 1: Design, 
development, fabrication, and test of hybrid 
devices 
(AD-768199]	 p0146 874-13903 
Aircraft inertial system testing and evaluation in 
the United Kingdom
p0151 874-14352 
Analysis and calculation of lightning-induced 
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits 
[NASA-CR-2349]	 p0160 874-14754 
Preliminary tests of vulnerability of typical 
aircraft electronics to lightning-induced voltages 
(NASA-CR-2350]	 p0189 074-15720 
An investigation of cost factors relating to class 
4 aircraft modifications 
(AD769195]	 pOl9l 074-15730 
A test technique for measuring lightning-induced 
voltages on aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASACR-2348]	 p0195 074-16716 
Effect of modified seat angle on air to air weapon 
system performance under high acceleration 
[AD-770271]	 p0198 874-16747 
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 1: 
Document deficiency analysis --- deficiencies in 
military specifications and standards for 
helicopter hydraulic systems 
(AD-773022)	 p0252 N74-18709 
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 2: 
Supplemental design guide --- design 
requirements related to environmental 
conditions, reliability, and maintainability 
programs 
(AD773023]	 p0252 074-18710
Control-by-wire actuator model development for AFCAS
characteristics of hydraulic control valves 
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to control tandem and parallel control systems 
[AD-772588)	 p0253 874-18715 
Hydraulic ram shock wave and cavitation effects on 
aircraft fuel cell survivability --- dynamic 
loading of fuel tanks impacted by bullets and 
projectiles 
[AD-772744]	 pO254 1174-18719 
A device for spreading small grain bait lore 
airborne spraying device for rodent control 
(AD-772053]	 p0255 874-19144 
Determination of the forces in the kinematic pairs 
of a landing gear mechanism 
(AD-713877]	 p0285 N74-19678 
Development and testing of a cadmium telluride 
high temperature (750 F) infrared fire detector 
for detecting aircraft engine fires 
(AD773324]	 p0287 1174-19714 
Temporal observations of the Lambda 5303 emission 
line profile during the 74 minute totality from 
the Concorde SST at the 30 June 19'73 total solar 
eclipse: Preliminary intensity variations above 
an active region 
[LA-UE-73-1304)	 p0293 874-20527 
Preliminary results of flight tests ofvortex 
attenuating splines --- evaluation of 
effectiveness of wingtip vortex attenuating device 
(NASA-TN-X-71928)	 p0294 874-20637 
Advanced concepts for rotary wing and V/STOL 
aircraft escape systems
p0301 874-20766 
Construction of differentiating devices for an 
airborne magnetometer
p0302 N74-21027 
Determining the accuracy in registry by highly 
sensitive airborne magnetometers
p0302 874-21028 
Development of design criteria for sensor displays 
controls and man machine interfaces for 
fixed and rotary wing aircraft 
(AD-774725]	 p0303 874-21049 
Technical and operational aspects of 
externally-mounted aircraft equipment 
p0305 874-21614 
Process and device for adatatiou of sharp leading 
edge airfoils to any speed, subsonic or supersonic 
(NASA-TT-P-15569)	 p0323 874-21631 
Helicopter tow tests of the US Coast Guards air 
delivery container for oil spill containment 
barrier 
(AD-774898]	 p0327 874-21669 
Air-to-air fire control exposition, phase 3 (Expo 3) 
(AD-775360]	 p0327 874-21673 
Problems in avionics life-cycle analysis 
(P-5136)	 p0328 874-22597 
Effects of new approach procedures on cockpit 
design and chances for realization 
(NASA-TT- y-15613]	 p0355 874-25565 
Qualification test methods for helicopter cargo 
handling systems 
[AD-776991]	 p0358 874-25599 
Disk geometry 8110 generator for high voltage high 
power aircraft requirements 
AD-775749)	 p0362 874-26255 
Wingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft 
(NASA-cASE-LAE-11645-1) 	 p0365 N7L$-26456 
DeveloF.eut of cargo slings with nondestructive 
checkout systems 
[AD-777497]	 p0369 874-26492 
A method of automatically stabilizing helicopter 
sling loads 
(NASA-TW-D-7593)	 p0413 N74-28506 
Wonscratchimg windshield wiper blade 	 --
[AD-778759]	 p0416 874-28532 
Contactors for impr .ed aircraft electrical power 
distribution syzcs 
(RAE-TR-73157]	 p0417 874-28549 
Hydraulic-to-pne umatic power supply for aircraft 
fluidic systems 
(AD-778764)	 p0417 874-28550 
Windshield bird strike structure design criteria 
(AD-779729)	 p0442 874-29393 
Interrupt times on constant frequency ac systems 
for aircraft power supplies
p0473 874-32481 
Comparison of electrical generating systems based 
on IDG and VScF techniques in two types of 
aircraft
pO473 874-32482
VSCF generators --- variable speed constant 
frequency generators, design, construction and 
performance
p0474 874-32485 
Reference manual on aviation materials 
(AD-783739]	 p0498 874-3453's 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
evaluation of control system as a one and two 
axis error display device during manual tracking 
experiments 
(AD-783690)	 p0498 874-34538 
Nodification of prototype fly-by-wire system to 
investigate fiber-optic multiplexed signal 
transmission techniques 
[AD-7832691	 p0498 874-34550 
AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEWS 
Models in the design of fuel systems
p0118 A74-16758 
Automatic balancing of an aircraft
pO124 A74-17804 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Fuel system excludes 
management and control manipulation
p0213 A74-238110 
A control concept combining the best of the 
current hydromechanical and electronic 
technologies 
(SAE PAPER 740380)	 p0309 A74-28745 
Investigation of the economic efficiency of 
surplus tanking of aircraft fuel
p0338 A74-33092 
Application of hydrogen to commercial transports 
(SAE PAPER 740451)	 p0349 A74-34985 
VFW 614 poverplant
p0375 A74-35365 
Protection of civil aviation aircraft against fire 
p0421 A74-38149 
Aircraft fuel system tests with gelled 
fuel-flovmeter calibration, fuel boost pump and 
jettison tests 
[FAA-NA-73-43]	 p0095 874-11828 
An experimental study of attenuation of shock 
waves in aircraft fuel tanks 
(AD-769930]	 p0198 874-16750 
Evaluation of various sizes and configurations of 
fuel tanks 
(AD-777801]	 p0408 1174-27516 
AIRCRAFT FUELS 
Aviation turbine fuel and its lubricating qualities 
p0020 A74-11739 
Operational problems with the aircraft type Tu-134 
in the case of a use of the aircraft turbine 
fuel TS-1
p0020 A74-11740 
The quality of the fuel --- aviation fuel purity 
maintenance during transport and storage 
p0021 A74-11741 
The hydrogen fuel economy and aircraft propulsion 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1319)	 p0125 A74-17905 
Aviation fuels and lubricants
p0128 A74-18180 
Hydrogen - Make-sense fuel for an American 
supersonic transport 
(AIAA PAPER 74-163)	 p0169 A74-19353 
Energy Problems fl air transportation --- options 
for demand reduction, efficiency increase and 
fuel alternatives
p0171 A74-19479 
The implications for air transportation of energy 
shortage
p0171 A74-19486 
Requirements- on the purity of aircraft fuels 
-	 pO1l8 A74-20524 
The case for hydrogen-fueled transport aircraft 
p0312 A74-29452 
Fuel state - Expensive
p0377 A74-35496 
The development of aircraft as influenced by the 
shortage of materials and fuel 
-	 pO381 A74-36319
Sensitivity of suboptimal fixed-range flight paths - 
aircraft fuel consumption dependence on 
atmospheric parameters 
(AIAA PAPER 74-813]	 pOLSOO A74-37822 
Filtration of aviation fuels --- Russian book 
p0421 A74-38046 
Aircraft nel conservation: An AIAA view; 
Proceedings of a Workshop Conference, Reston, 
Va., March 13-15, 1974
p0430 A74-38898 
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A study of high temperature fuels and lubricants 
on supersonic aircraft/engine system performance 
(SAN PAPER 740473]	 pO433 A74-39648 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1972
p0065 074-11592 
An initial step: A de.onstration project 
promoting subsonic, hydrogen-fueled aircraft 
p0068 074-11747 
Aircraft fuel system tests with gelled 
fuel-flowmeter calibration, fuel boost pump and 
jettison tests 
(FAA-NA-73-43]	 p0095 074-11828 
Prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled commercial 
aircraft 
(P8-37]	 p0295 074-20647 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and safety. 
Volume 1: Hazards. Part 1: Key numbers 1 to 817 
[NASA-TM-x-7 1553-VOL-i-PT-i] 	 p0406 074-27491 
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE 
Properties of air-derived and ground-derived 
aircraft landing guidance concepts
p0007 174-11102 
Notion relationships in aircraft attitude and 
guidance displays - A flight experiment 
p0081 174-14597 
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit 
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays 
pOO82 A74-14598 
Flight control --- computerized aircraft guidance 
p0128 A74-18181 
Electronic displays and digital automatic control 
in advanced terminal area operations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-27]	 p0136 A74-18881 
The national Microwave Landing System
p0169 A74-19317 
Parameters of HP flight navigation aids and their 
measurement --- Russian book
p0169 17(4-19371 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Three system digital 
flight guidance
pO1i3 A74-19751 
The automatic aircraft guidance law for mid-air 
collisicn avoidance
pO183 174-21340 
Application of modern control theory to the 
analysis of aircraft autoland performance using 
a scanning bea. guidance system
p0371( A74-35236 
VFW 614 avionics --- guidance, communications and 
radar systems
p0375 A74-35364 
The Hazeltine Doppler microwave landing system - 
Specialized techniques and features 
(AIAA PAPER 74-905]	 p0402 174-37886 
System design and flight test results of the 
Bendix/Bell ELS category Il/Ill elevation 
approach guidance function 
(AIAA PAPER 74-909]	 p0402 A74-37889 
System for guiding fixed- or rotary-wing aircraft 
in approach and landing zones 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1342]	 p0422 A74-38310 
An operational look at the two-segment approach 
for aircraft noise reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 74-979]	 p0428 174-38738 
Terminal guidance system --- for guiding aircraft 
into preselected altitude and/or heading at 
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Navigation and guidance requirements for 
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Trends in hydraulic systems of commercial 
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Fluid pover for aircraft: Modern hydraulic 
technology /2nd edition/
p0214 174-23376 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Combined flight 
control/utility system
p0268 174-27015 
Fluid power and control requirements for the U.S. 
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(SAE PAPER 730988] 	 p0269 A74-27253 
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A simulator of wind gust disturbances
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operations 
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landing
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Simulation study on flare control system by 
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LSO/pilot interaction simulator --- for analysis 
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Response predictions of helicopter landing 
platform for the USS BELKOAP (DLG-26) and USS 
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landing system 
[AD-767691]	 p0144 N74-13739 
The simulation and analysis qf carrier landings 
using a nonlinear pilot model (AD-767679]	 p0145 N74-13747 
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constant disturbances and non-zero set points 
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Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
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Executive summary 
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1.1.1 performance validation (FAA-RD-72-150-VOI-3]	 p0165 N74-15382 
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Wake Vortex Avoidance System program (WVAS) 
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Noise measurements at Stockton Airport obtained 
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approaches in a 727-222 aircraft (NASA-CB-114689]	 p0249 674-18685 
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landing data for a simulator study of an 
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[NASA-IN-D-7645]	 p0284 N74-19672 
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Aircraft accident report: Delta Air Lines, 
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[NASA-TT-F-15532] 	 p0297 674-20668 
Flight investigation of lateral-directional flying 
qualities and control power requirements for 
STOI landing approach using the X-22A aircraft. 
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Flight investigation of lateral-directional flying 
qualities and control power requirements for 
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Ground loads on the nose undercarriage of the 
F-104G aircraft 
[RAE-LXB-TRANS-1744]	 p0406 N74-27494 
Mini.a for landing aircraft 
(JPRS-62252]	 p0407 N74-27502 
Plight investigation of manual and automatic VTOL 
decelerating instrument approaches and landings 
(NASA-TN-D-75214]	 p0410 N74-28102 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
p0412 N74-28497 
Aircraft accident report: Ozark Airlines, 
Incorporated, Fairchild Biller P8-2278, N4215 
near the Lambert-Saint Louis International 
Airport, Saint Louis, Missouri, 23 July 1973 
(NTSE-AAR-74-S]	 p0413 574-28503 
Landing transition paths which optimize fuel, ti.e 
or distance for jet-lift VTOL transport aircraft 
in steep approaches 
(ARC-R/M-3732]	 p0416 N74-28527 
A •onitor display for automatically regulated 
steep approaches 
(NASA-TT-P-15615]	 p0419 N74-29118 
Preliminary study of a possible automatic landing 
system 
(NASA-TN-D-7611]	 p0419 N74-29119
Development of an independent altitude monitor 
concept 
(AD-775454]	 p0474 N74-33116 
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 707-131B, N757T5, Los 
Angeles, California, 16 January 1974 
(NTSB-AAR-74-10]	 p0489 N74-33447 
A flight investigation with a STOL airplane flying 
curved, descending instrument approach paths 
[NASA-TN-D-7669]	 pO489 N74-33452 
Takeoff and landing analysis co.puter program 
(TOLA). Part 3: Users •anual 
(AD-781756]	 pO49O N74-33461 
Plight operations and guide beam systems 
(NASA-TT-F-159623	 p0492 N74-34154 
Plight-path and airspeed control during landing 
approach f or powered-lift aircraft 
[NASA-TN-D-7791]	 p0495 N74-34481 
AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES 
Investigation of a stored energy launch syste. for 
gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1047]	 p0456 A74-42059 
Catapult fatigue test of the •odel C-2A airplane 
(AD-775615]	 p0358 574-25597 
Program plan for investigation of model E-1IC-1 
airplane catapult and hold-back operations 
capacity 
[AD-777435]	 p0369 574-26495 
AIRCRAFT NAIITEJAICE 
Advantages of aircraft system maturity 
profitability 
(ShE PAPER 730907)	 p0018 A74-11585 
The main rotor bifilar absorber and its effect on 
helicopter reliability/maintainability 
(SAE PAPER 730894] 	 p0019 A74-11595 
Maintainability concepts used in the design and
operation of Douglas commercial jet aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730881] 	 p0019 A74-11603 
World-wide Navy program controls aircraft 
contamination --- hydraulic fluids
p0069 A74-13017 
Cost effective built-ia test for advanced aircraft 
electrical systems
pOOlS A74-13808 
User report on automatic test equipment -- AJ37 
Viggen aircraft avionics maintenance testing - 
p0075 A74-13813 
What keeps wide body jets down on the ground 
•echanical/operational breakdown proble.s 
pOOlS A714-13974 
Make no mistake about it - Air transport 
productivity demands a total and dedicated 'tea. 
effort' --- Boeing 747 modification program 
p0016 A74-13977 
Modular construction - Fully optimised 
aircraft engines
p0076 A74-13978 
Coaputer aided test design today --- for avionics 
maintenance onboard aircraft carriers 
p0076 A74-14127 
Wear determination in Boeing 747 engines 
pool1 A74-14363 
Prepared for overhauling the RB211 --- aircraft 
engine maintenance
p0086 A74-15150 
Aircraft recovery - There is a solution 
disabled aircraft removal from airport 
operational areas
p0089 A74-15865 
Avionics design for maintainability - Are we 
gaining or losing 
(SAX PAPER 730882]	 p0123 A74-17531 
L-1011 upkeep 
(ShE PAPER 730883]	 p0123 A7417532 
Aircraft and systems reliability --- relation to 
overhaul and maintenance
p0129 A74-18599 
T700 aims at low combat maintenance 	 tIEbOShait 
engine for military transports and helicopters 
p0136 174-18998 
Equipment for aircraft and helicopter technical 
servicing --- Russian book
P0169 174-19370 
Engine condition •oaitoring - The Alitalia approach 
p018O A74-20825 
Hazard function monitoring of airline components 
p0181 A74-20967 
The Fairchild Industries 1-10 - Designed for close 
air support 
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p0184 174-21726 
Fluid power for aircraft: Modern hydraulic 
technology /2nd edition/
p0214 174-23376 
Se.i-Markovian models in proble.s of designing 
flight-vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0228 174-24324 
F-15 performance. II - Simplicity is stressed in 
P-15 operations, maintenance
p0259 174-25675 
The growing procedural problems of washing mammoth 
aircraft 
(1111 PIPER 74-376]	 p0265 174-26683 
Advance airborne system for •aintenance monitoring 
[SIB PAPER 730955)	 p0269 174-27255 
Reliability and •aintainability of jet engines 
p0316 174-30347 
Airfra.e maintenance and corrosion protection 
p0337 174-32672 
Aircraft servicing and the network technique. II 
graphically represented sequential ground 
support routines
p0338 174-33094 
Manual of the aviation engineer --- Russian book 
p0403 174-37999 
Improving Mean-Time-Between-Maintenance-Actions - 
A recom.ended system approach --- for avionics 
pO424 174-38555 
Reliability and maintainability of aircraft jet 
engines. I
p043 1 174-38908 
Surveillance in flight of aircraft systems 
p043 1 174-39004 
An analysis of vibration diagnostics for 
helicopter power trains
p0432 174-39198 
Vibration effects on helicopter reliability and 
maintainability 
(AD-766307)	 p0042 874-10064 
Mod-metric tested for bias 
(10-760081]	 p0054 874-10904 
The economic efficiency of raising the flying life 
and reliability of gas-turbine engines 
(10-767027]	 p0065 874-11601 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AR-lu 90 degree 
gearbox --- analysis of helicopter gear box 
•aintenance and reliability 
(10-767540]	 p0106 874-12731 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-54A main rotor 
primary servo 
(AD-767539]	 p0106 874-12732 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AB-1G driveshaft 
assembly, •ain transmission to engine 
(10-768763)	 p0163 874-14780 
Helicopter inspection design requirements 
(10-769061]	 p0163 874-14781 
Major Item Special Study (MISS) • AH-1G last assembly 
failure analysis of helicopter antenna last 
assembly 
(10-768764]	 p0163 874-14782 
The impact of conversion to the metric measurement 
systel cm aircraft maintenance at base level 
(10-769186]	 p0191 874-15733 
An analysis of the phased inspection system for 
B-52H aircraft --- analysis of cost reduction by 
increasing flying hours between inspections 
(AD-769154)	 p0194 N74-16695 
Maintainability analysis of major helicopter 
components --- analysis of man-hour costs for 
maintaining military helicopters 
(10-769941)	 p0197 874-16740 
Research and design of a seventy-six (76) foot 
span aircraft maintenance hanger with quarter 
shell endvalls 
(10-770299)	 p0200 874-17001 
Integrated maintenance and readiness data 
processing for the CASEE simulation model 
[10-771416]	 p0238 874-17766 
Air •obile technical maintenance unit 
(AD-771786]	 p0239 074-17778 
Major Ite. Special Study (MISS), AH-1G lain 
transmission assy, universal 
(10-772983]	 p0250 874-18695 
Analysis of criteria for on-condition maintenance 
for helicopter trans.issions --- numerical 
analysis of relationship between component 
operating time and component hazard rate 
(10-773024]	 p0252 874-18707
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and •aintainability investigation. Volume 1: 
Document deficiency analysis --- deficiencies in 
military specifications and standards for 
helicopter hydraulic systems 
(10-773022)	 pO252 074-18709 
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and •aintainability investigation. Volume 2: 
Supplemental design guide -- design 
requirements related to environmental 
conditions, reliability, and •aintainability 
programs 
(10-773023]	 p0252 874-18710 
Investigation and analysis of reliability and 
•aintainability problems associated with Ar.y 
aircraft engines 
(10-772950)	 p0256 074-19411 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-47A rotary 
wing head POD 
(10-773718)	 p0286 874-19691 
Nondestructive holographic techniques for 
structures inspection --- in large aircraft 
(10-774758]	 p0303 074-21105 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), cH-47A hydraulic 
servocylinder --- reliability analysis of 
military helicopter hydraulic system 
(10-775449]	 p0327 874-2 1672 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CR-47A rotary 
wing blade 
(AD-776419)	 pO3S9 074-25605 
Interrelated aspects of service safety arising 
from consideration of safe life, fail-safe, 
manufacturing quality and •aintenence procedures 
p0366 074-26461 
A computer model for economic analysis of army 
aircraft RAM improvement proposals 
(10-778751]	 p0442 874-29390 
New technologies and maintenance of helicopters 
p0466 074-31478 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), 08-61 main rotor 
hub 
(AD-78 1507)	 p0473 874-32457 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OH-6A tail rotor 
transmission assembly 
[AD-782926)	 p0498 874-34526 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-47A auxiliary 
power unit (T62-T-2A) 
[10-782927)	 p0499 074-34552 
AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS 
Rolling motion of variable sweep aircrafts. II 
p0086 174-15446 
Automatic control aspects of a control-configured 
aircraft with allowance for maneuver load control 
(DGLR PAPER 73-121)	 p0121 174-17216 
Differential-turning optimality criteria --- for 
aircraft pursuit/evasion situations 
[1111 PAPER 74-23)
	 p0132 174-18737 
Nonlinear aerodynamics of aircraft in 
high-angle-of-attack maneuvers 
[1111 PAPER 74-85)
	 p0133 174-18765 
Experience gained from a comparison of spins on 
wind-tunnel models and on aircraft
pO226 174-25328 
A detailed investigation of flight buffeting 
response at subsonic and transonic speeds 
(1111 PAPER 74-358]	 p0264 174-26668 
Inflight thrust and base pressure survey on the 
1-7 airplane
p0345 174-34840 
Wind tunnel and flight development of the F-14 
subsonic/transonic maneuvering configuration 
[AIAA PAPER 74-618)	 p0376 174-35386 
Controls and displays for helicopter IFS operation 
- Pilot factor considerations 
(ABS PREPRINT 825) 	 p0384 174-36584 
Differential-turning tactics --- air-to-air combat 
[1111 PAPER 74-815]	 p0400 174-37823 
Closed loop analysis of manual flare and landing 
aircraft maneuvers simulation 
(1111 PAPER 74-834]	 p0401 174-37833 -. - 
An analysis of the effects of internally blown jet

flaps on an advanced fighter aircraft design 
(1111 PAPER 74-970]	 p042& 674-38735 
Supercirculation effects induced by vectoring a 
partial-span rectangular jet --- for fighter 
aircraft maneuverability 
[AIAA PAPER 74-971)
	 p0428 174-38736 
3-0 energy management for supersonic aircraft 
p0432 174-39472 
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£ display of energymaneuverability performance 
information for fighter aircraft 
(flAk PAPER 74-814)	 p0453 174-41797 
In-flight symmetrical maneuvers of a flight vehicle 
p0484 174-46697 
Remote control of aircraft and weapon system using 
a new method --- guidance, navigation, and 
targeting 
(FOA-2-A-2553-E4)	 p0105 114-12723 
Differential ga.e barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat 
(AD-766890)	 p0113 174-13696 
Sole observations on •anoenvre stability and 
longitudinal control 
(ARC-R/E-3730]	 p0250 174-18690 
A numerical study of the effects of aircraft 
manoeuvers on the focusing of sonic booas 
(10-775095)	 p0326 174-21664 
Study of stability of large maneuvers of airplanes 
(NASA-CR-2447]	 p0442 174-29382 
Background infor.ation and user guide for 
11LS83691 
(AD-780523]	 p0490 N74-33459 
AIRCRAFT RODELS 
VTOL recirculation and impingement model testing 
flow fields in ground effect test 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1183]	 p0008 174-11223 
Photographic pyrometry in an aeroballistic range 
aerodynamic model surface temperature 
measurement
p0030 174-12752 
Decoupling of a class of nonlinear systems and its 
application to an aircraft control proble. 
p0127 174-18139 
Helicopter modelling /18th Benson and Stringfellow 
Lecture/ --- exploratory, development and 
research models
p0129 174-18299 
Status of testing and modeling techniques for 
V/STOL aircraft; Proceedings of the Rideast 
Region Symposium, Essington, pa., October 26-28, 
1972
p0205 A74-22451 
Factors in the design and fabrication of powered 
dynamically similar v/STOL wind tunnel models 
p0205 A74-22459 
Effect of transient phenomena on the responses of 
aircraft to gusts and comparison between 
calculations and experiments
p0223 A74-25308 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonic 
range
p0223 A74-25310 
Progress in the techniques of free flight studies 
of catapulted .odels - Application to aircraft 
response to vertical gusts
p0223 174-25311 
Review of developments in test techniques using 
free-floating models --- of aircraft 
p0223 A74-25317 
A wind-tunnel investigation of a B-52 model 
flutter suppression system 
(AIAA PAPER 74-401]	 p0265 A74-26700 
Interference between a delta wing and a 
cylindrical body with a blunted nose portion at 
supersonic velocities
p0312 A74-29493 
continuing the Aerodyne experimental study 
p0318 A74-30597 
The Alpha Jet wind tunnel model for aeroelastic 
investigations
p0318 A74-30599 
Light hoverable co.bat aircraft - Wind tunnel tests 
p0319 A74-30600 
Application of nonlinear estimation theory to 
parameter identification of rigid and elastic 
aircraft
p0342 A74-33778 
Application of fusible temperature indicators for 
measuring heat flows to models in wind tunnels 
p0383 A74-36458 
Tail-rotor thrust on a 5.5-foot helicopter •odel 
in ground effect 
(ABS PREPRIET 802] 	 p0388 A74-36616 
Comparison of Fokker 728 'l'ellovship' wind tunnel 
and flight data - A summary
p0430 A74-38796 
Experimental investigation of wing-tip vortex 
abatement
SUBJECT INDEX 
(ICAS PAPER 74-35] 	 p0450 A74-41336 
The model mounting arrangements in the high speed 
wind-tunnel testing
p0478 A74-44635 
Presentation and aerodynamic characteristics of 
aircraft models derived from an optimal 
disposition of rectangular biplane wings 
according to studies of Toussaint, Benadovic, 
and Denis
p0484 A74-46675 
Study of loire measuring techniques for wind 
tunnel, model deformation 
(AD-766892]	 p0063 174-11298 
Navy participation in the development of airframe 
paraleter identification techniques
p0356 174-25572 
Evaluation of a wind tunnel technique to determine 
aircraft departure öharacteristics 
(AD-776317)	 p0360 174-25791 
Small scale wind tunnel, model investigation of 
hybrid high lift systems combining upper surface 
blowing with the internally blown flap 
(NASA-CR-114758]	 p0412 174-28479 
AIRCRAFT NOISE 
IT JET AIRCRAFT BOISE 
NT SONIC BOONS 
Air transportation noise technology overview 
(AIAA PAPER 13-1152)	 p0003 174-10506 
Designing for noise and emission control in 
general aviation 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1158]	 p0003 A74-10509 
It's quiet in front --- community reaction to 
aircraft noise 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1159)	 p0003 A74-10510 
Noise, an urgent proble. with a slow solution 
aircraft noise reduction in airport vicinity 
p000S A74-11001 
Flap noise prediction method for a powered lift 
system 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1028] 	 p0006 A74-11051 
Aircraft noise reduction - Alternatives versus cost 
p0008 A74-11199 
Noise design goals for the next generation of
aircraft --- community of STOL aircraft 
p0022 A74-11816 
The acoustics of aircraft engine-duct systems 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1153] 	 p0025 174-12215 
Aircraft noise relief potential at major hub 
airports 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1164)	 p0026 A74-12217 
The effect of inlet-noise suppression on 
propulsion system design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1294]	 p0032 A74-12942 
Location of aircraft by an acoustic method 
p0069 A74-13028 
Aircraft noise induced vibration in fifteen 
residences near Seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport
p0073 A74-13770 
INTER-NOISE 73; Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Boise Control Engineering, 
Copenhagen, Denmark, August 22-24, 1973 
p0073 174-13789 
Can helicopters be good neighbors --- noise 
generation and effects
p0073 174-13795 
Non-engine aerodynamic noise - The limit to 
aircraft noise reduction
p0074 A74-13796 
The role of certification in freeing the 
environment from aircraft noise nuisance 
p0074 A74-13797 
Electroacoustical performance requirements for
aircraft noise certification measurements 
p0074 174-13799 
Airport noise monitoring systems --- automatic 
computerized system
p0014 174-13800 
QTOL-Europlane --- Quiet Takeoff and Landing for 
short distances
p0077 174-14361 
Noise - The technical aspects -- aircraft 
operations near airports
p0079 174-14513 
Noise - The social impact -- airport operations 
p0080 A74-14514 
QTOL and to.orrow's airport environment -- Quiet 
Takeoff and Landing airliner design and terminal 
operations 
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AIRCRAFT NOISE CONTD 
p0089 174-15862 
Flight noise reduction in propeller-driven aircraft 
p0089 174-15962 
Noise burden factor - New way of rating airport 
noise
p0118 A74-16898 
Putting all our noise technology to work --- NASA 
Quiet Engine Program
p0119 174-17049 
Vertical take-off and landing aircraft 
p0127 A74-18178 
The German law for protection against the noise of 
aircraft
pO128 174-18265 
Isolated airfoil - TIP vortex interaction noise 
(lIla PAPER 78-198]	 p0134 174-18831 
Computer prediction o aircraft noise
p0137 174-19051 
Noise problems in airport design and in civil 
aircraft operation
p0171 174-19476 
Statistical analysis of aircraft noise levels 
p0173 174-19638 
Noise characteristics of a turbulent crosswind jet 
p0 177 174-20281 
Reduction of noise from small turbopropulsion 
engines 
(1111 PAPER 74-59] 	 p0179 174-20760 
Noise suppressing devices --- Russian book 
p0180 174-20904 
On the effect of quieter aircraft engines on noise 
and number index /NNI/ values
p0185 174-22244 
Rotor aerodynamics and acoustics - The next phase 
helicopter noise at supersonic blade tip 
speeds
p0203 174-22465 
Parameterization of helicopter rotor broadband 
noise from experimental data
p0206 174-22469 
Some noise requirements for large subsonic 
wind-tunnels
p0216 174-22479 
Aircraft noise and sound suppression --- for 
propeller driven aircraft
p0224 174-24671 
Aircraft acoustics --- Russian book on noise 
sources and abatement methods
p0225 174-24998 
Aerodynamic problems of the short takeoff and 
landing aircraft 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1247]	 p0226 174-25062 
Considerations regarding the regulation of 
aircraft noise
p0226 174-25358 
Helicopter and VI'STOL aircraft noise measurement 
problems 
(SAE AIR 1286]	 p0269 174-27259 
Noise measurements of the jet and piston engines 
on the Lala-1 experimental airplane
p0270 A74-27296 
Noise limit values in the case of aircraft 
under German law 
(DGLR PAPER 74-015]	 p0270 174-27363 
Noise phenocena in the case of helicopter rotors 
and possibilities for noise reduction 
(OGLE PAPER 74-024]	 pO27O 174-27364 
Quieter propellers for general aviation - Present 
situation, future outlook 
(DGLR PAPER 74-023]	 p0271 174-27366 
Comments concerning noise indices /results of the 
study of aircraft noise in Eunich conducted by 
the German Research Community are taken into 
account/ 
(DGLR PAPER 74-014]	 pO2ll A74-27367 
A quiet propeller for commuter and general 
aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740359]
	
p0308 174-28736 
The background to propeller airplane noise 
regulations 
(SAN PAPER ?40361]	 pO3O9 174-28738 
Nozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on 
noise for CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
p0314 A74-30076 
Effects of discontinuation of nocturnal aircraft 
noise
pO315 A74-30084 
Nonlinear acoustic phenomena in the presence of 
absorptive liners in circular ducts
p03 15 174-30090 
Nodel study of the propagation of sound from 
V/STOL aircraft into urban environs
p0315 174-30093 
Bicrophone requirements for airport noise monitoring 
pO3 15 174-30096 
The effects of aircraft noise in schools around 
London Airport
p0336 174-32591 
Computation of minimum-noise takeoff flight paths 
by varying the thrust and the inclination angle 
of the flight path
p0337 174-32902 
Preliminary measurements of aircraft aerodynamic 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-572]	 p0344 174-34332 
Sonic inlet technology development and application 
to STOL propulsion 
(SAE PAPER 7404581
	
p0349 174-34981 
Propulsion system sizing for powered lift and 
mechanical flap quiet aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740455]	 p0349 174-34983 
Noise - Future targets --- subsonic aircraft noise 
reduction
p0381 174-36318 
The prediction of rotor rotational noise using 
measured fluctuating blade loads 
(ABS PREPRINT 801]
	 p0387 A74-36615 
Can helicopter rotors be designed for low noise 
and high performance 
(ABS PREPRINT 803]
	 p0388 174-36617 
Discrete tones of isolated airfoils
p0391 A74-37053 
Ninimum noise climbout trajectories of a VTOL 
aircraft
pO392 A74-37284 
The calculation of aerodynamic noise generated by 
large aircraft at landing approach
p0397 A74-37540 
The noise environment of a school classroom due to 
the operation of utility helicopters 
p0397 A74-375141 
Aircraft community noise research and development 
- A historical overview
p0397 A74-37545 
Validity of aircraft noise data
p0397 174-37547 
An operational look at the two-segment approach 
-- for aircraft noise reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 74-979]	 pO42S 174-38738 
Powered lift for longer field lengths and longer 
missions -- for aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740502] 	 p0433 174-39650 
A review of air transport noise
p0438 174-40087 
Noise sources and their control in V/STOL aircraft 
p0438 174-40089 
Noise of advanced subsonic air transport systems 
p0438 A74-40090 
Helicopter noise - Can it be adequately rated 
inadequacy of existing measure.ent techniques 
p0438 174-40092 
Recent developments at the ultimate noise barrier 
aerodynamic noise 
(ICAS PAPER 74-59]	 pO4S1 174-41358 
Airframe noise - The next aircraft noise barrier 
(AIAA PAPER 74-949]	 p0452 174-41654 
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of ejectors 
for engine-under-the-wing concepts 
(AThA PAPER 74-950]	 p0452 A74-41655 
Ejector-powered lift systems for V/STOL aircraft 
p0483 174-46237 
Refan program, Phase 1: Summary report 
(NASA-TE-X-71456]	 p0040 N74-10043 
Speech intelligibility testing with the modified 
rhyme test in aviation type noise 
[AD-765470]	 p0044 N74-10159 
A feasibility study and preliminary evaluation of 
the use of a biased glide slope technique for 
noise abatement approach 
(FAA-RD-73-153]	 p0048 N74-10618 
Aircraft noise reduction technology --- to show 
impact on individuals and couunities, component 
noise sources, and operational procedures to 
reduce impact 
(NASA-Tm-I-68241]	 p0055 N74-10917 
Aerodynamic problems of STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TT-F-15182]	 p0056 N74-10918 
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V/STOL noise prediction and reduction 
(LG73EE0062]	 p0056 574-10921 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan .JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 127-200 
(NASA-CR-134503]	 p0093 N74-11808 
Results of the flight noise measurement program 
using a standard and •odified S5-3A helicopter 
(NASA-TN-D-7330J	 p0096 574-11836 
Flight experience with the decelerating noise 
abate.ent approach 
(NASA-TE-X-56020]	 pOlO4 574-12720 
The effect of helicopter noise on communication 
and hearing 
[AD-767222]	 p0112 574-13450 
Aerodyna.ic and noise measurements on a quasi-two 
dimensional augmentor wing model with lobe-type 
nozzles 
(NASA-Tl-X-622371	 p0140 N74-13719 
Takeoff and landing performance and noise 
measurements of a deflected slipstream STOL 
airplane with interconnected propellers and 
rotating cylinder flaps 
(NASA-Tl-X-62320]	 p0141 574-13720 
Developmental design, fabrication, and test of 
acoustic suppressors for fans of high bypass 
turbofan engines 
(NASA-CR-2338]	 p0141 N74-13724 
lilitary aircraft and airport noise and 
opportunities f or reduction without inhibition 
of •ilitary missions 
(P8-223637/OGA)	 p0145 N74-13752 
A study of the effect of flight density and 
background noise on V/STOL acceptability 
effective perceived noise level as measure of 
annoyance 
(NASA-CR-2197)	 p0161 N74-14765 
A study to determine the applicability of noise 
abatement approach procedures to EcDonnell 
Douglas Aircraft 
[NASA-CR-114677)	 p0188 574-15714 
Noise measurements obtained during engineering 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114691]	 p0189 N74-15716 
Reduction of aircraft noise in the vicinity of 
airports 
(NASA-TT-F-15237]	 p0189 N74-15718 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7A: Augmentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: System 
design and test integration 
(NASACR114621]	 pO23S N74-17751 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7C: Augmentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: Static 
testing of augmentor noise and performance 
(NASA-CR114622]	 p0236 N74-17752 
Impact characterization of noise including 
implications of identifying and achieving levels 
of cumulative noise eiposure 
(PB-224408/5GA)	 p0238 574-17769 
Review and analysis of present and planned FAA 
noise regulatory actions and their consequences 
regarding aircraft and airport operations 
(PB-224405/1GA)	 p0238 574-17770 
Noise source abatement technology and cost 
analysis including retrofitting --- noise 
control for commercial and general aviation 
aircraft 
(PB-224422/6GA)	 p0238 574-17771 
Concerning the performance data of a reverberation 
cha.ber --- test facility for determining 
physiological effects of aircraft noise 
[NASA-TT-Z-15371]	 p0240 N74-17958 
Noise measurements at Stockton Airport obtained 
during engineering evaluation of two-segment 
approaches in a 727-222 aircraft 
[NASA-CR-114689J 	 p0249 574-18685 
Noise measurements taken at LAX during operational 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114690]	 p0249 N74-18686 
Legal and institutional analysis of aircraft and 
airport noise and apportionment of authority 
between Federal, State, and local governments 
(PB-225149/4GA]	 p0287 574-19898
SUBJECT IIDEX 
So.e engine and aircraft design considerations 
affecting noise --- application to conventional 
short range aircraft for operation from short 
and medium length runways
p0291 574-20421 
The influence of noise requirements on STOL 
aircraft engine design --- analysis of 
acceptable noise levels for short takeoff 
aircraft operating in congested areas 
p0291 574-20423 
Q-f an propulsion for short haul transports --
application of variable thrust fans for aircraft 
and engine noise reduction
p0291 N74-20429 
The noise environment of a school classroom due to 
the operation of utility helicopters --
acoustic •easure.ents of helicopter noise during 
flight over building 
(NASA-TN-X-71957)	 p0296 574-20659 
Effect of advanced aircraft noise reduction 
technology on the 1990 projected noise 
environment around Patrick senry Airport 
development of noise exposure forecast contours 
for projected traffic volume and aircraft types 
(NASA-TE-X-719531	 p0296 574-20660 
Component noise variables of a light observation 
helicopter 
[NASA-CR-114761]	 p0297 574-20662 
The effect of engine component noise on V/STOL 
aircraft noise contours 
[NASA-CR-114687J	 p0297 574-20667 
Effects of a traffic noise background on 
judgements of aircraft noise 
(NASA-Tl-X-71938]	 p0304 1174-21308 
Supplementary contribution on aircraft performance 
considerations for noise reduction
p0365 N74-26455 
Aircraft noise in urban areas. leasurement and 
evaluation 
(DGLR-PAPER-74-013]	 p0368 574-26481 
Noise limit values of aircraft 
(DGLR-PAPER-74-015)	 p0368 574-26482 
Noise levels in the Cli-113A and CUB-IN helicopter 
(DCIEI-73-R-993]	 p0407 574-27504 
Use of conventional equipment to measure the 
effective perceived noise level of aircraft 
p0411 574-28399 
Noise reducing methods for STOL aircraft approach 
and takeoff 
(NASA-TT-F-15612)	 p0413 N74-28500 
Laboratory for automatic processing of analog 
signals
p0419 574-29361 
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements 
during flyover of a modified P1068 aircraft with 
underwing nacelles 
(NASA-TN-X-715781	 p0442 574-29379 
Effects of forward velocity and acoustic treatment 
on inlet fan noise 
(NASA-TE-X-71591]	 p0445 574-30249 
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility, volume 1: Lower 
goal noise, performance and cost evaluation 
(AD-776127]	 p0112 574-32437 
Static performance and noise tests on a thrust 
reverser for an aug.entor wing aircraft 
(NASA-CR-137561]	 p0112 117432438 
AIRCRAFT PARTS 
Further development of the .JTISD turbofan 
Remotely Piloted Vehicle applications 
(SAE PAPER 7309191
	
pOOh A74-11516 
A life study of AISI 1-50 and Super Nitralloy spur 
gears with and without tip relief 
EASER PAPER 73-LUs-38]	 p0021 174-12352 
The use of ultra high strength titanium alloys in 
a V/STOL military aircraft application - The 8. 
S. A. Barrier
p011S A74-16446 
Development of cold headable titanium alloys for 
the 'Concorde' supersonic jet
p0117 174-16554 
Fretting resistant coatings for titanium alloys 
p0117 A74-16592 
Aircraft components from remelted steels - Design 
and development
p0125 A74-17887 
Nomenclature and abbreviations, flight deck area 
(SIR AS 425 B]	 p0269 174-27263 
lodern landing gear for aircraft --- including 
combat, STOL, executive and transport aircraft 
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p0335 174-31892 
Eddy current inspection - Testing of aircraft-parts 
p0301 174-33471 
0-0-1% - Q. A. by objectives --- helicopter 
pri.ary part Quality Assurance by audit scheme 
(ABS PEEPRINT 851)	 p0386 174-36597 
Evaluation of the friction power in nonisothermal 
flows of lubricants in clearings of aircraft 
ball bearings and of their ther.al behavior 
p0481 174-45467 
Nanufacture andproperties of titanium and 
titanium alloys-e.phasizing their use in 
aeronautics. Part 1: Eanufacture and processing 
-- conference
p0064 874-11336 
Eanufacture of titanium and titanium alloy 
semifinished products --- with application to 
production of drop-forged aircraft parts 
p0060 874-11338 
status and development tendencies of titanium 
processing --- metallurgical techniques for 
manufacture of aircraft parts
p0O64 870-11339 
Improved circumferential shaft seal for aircraft 
gear transmissions 
(NAS&-TN-D-7130]	 p0147 874-14138 
Changes in flutter results by stiffening some 
degrees of freedom -- flutter analysis of 
elastically connected aircraft structures with 
low •asses 
(TR-195]	 p0188 874-15709 
The effects of sand particles on small, intricate 
mechanical components --- analysis of binding 
failures caused by sand particles in helicopter 
circuit breakers 
[AD-772977]	 p0253 874-18718 
Examples of aircraft failure --- photographic 
examples of typical aircraft component cracking 
through in service failure
p0332 874-234 15 
AIRCRAFT PEEFOREARCE 
VT HELICOPTER PERFOBEANCE 
Evolution philosophy --- Fokker P28 aircraft 
p0005 174-10936 
The technical evolution of aircraft
p0006 174-11092 
The effect of noise constraints on engine cycle 
optimization for long-haul transports 
(AIAA PIPER 73-1292]
	 p0011 174-11298 
Integrated airframe-nozzle performance for 
designing twin-engine fighters 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1303]
	 p0011 174-11302 
The case for hydrogen fueled transport aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1323]
	 p0012 A74-11315 
Tupolev 144 and Concorde - The official 
performances are compared for the first time 
p0013 174-11348 
New concepts of visualization for aircraft

instrument panel display integration 
p0029 174-12447 
Performance and noise aspects of supersonic 
transport
p0070 A74-13798 
YF-16 stresses advanced technology --- design of 
lightweight fighter
p0118 A74-16793 
Some results of an experimental study of the 
Aerodyne concept by Dornier System GmbH 
(DOLE PAPER 73-069)	 p0120 174-17178 
Influence of boundary layer blowing on the 
low-speed aerodynamic perforiance of a 45 degree 
swept-wing airplane 
(AIAA PAPER 74-269]
	 p0131 174-18674 
Trimmed drag and maximum flight efficiency of aft 
tail and canard configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-69]	 p0134 174-18813 
F-is progress report. II --- with emphasis on 
flight test status and control characteristics 
p0171 174-19489 
Longitudinal stability for supersonic transport 
aircraft
p0112 174-19490 
S-3A initial operational test and evaluation 
p0172 A74-19496 
Vectored thrust V/STOL shipboard-testing 
p0172 A74-19498 
88-5 flight test program report
p0172 174-19500
AIRCRAFT PUPORIAICE 
Art of the Stretch 8. I --- DC 8-63 flight 
instruments, takeoff performance, minimum 
control speed
p0177 A74-20274 
Explanations and remarks on standards for flight 
mechanics
p0178 A74-20522 
Wind modification over the flight decks of 
high-speed ships 
(lILA PAPER 74-301)	 p0182 174-21291 
Aircraft performance measurements in nonsteady 
flights
p0225 A74-24856 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luf t- und Raumfahrt, 
Yearbook 1972 --- German book	 -
pO225 174-24892 
Technical aspectsof the VFW 614 --- short range 
short takeoff aircraft design and performance 
pO225 A74-24895 
Why military-airplanes cost so much and what can 
be done about it
p0259 A74-25671 
F-iS perfor.ance. II - Simplicity is stressed in 
F-15 operations, maintenance
p0259 A74-25675 
F-iS performance. III - New fighter to have ground 
attack role
p0261 174-26399 
Royal Air Force experience of the Harrier /Second 
Sir Sydney Cam. Lecture/
p0262 174-26564 
Alpha Jet - A German-French joint venture 
p0274 174-27520 
Instrumentation for in-flight determination of 
steady-state and dynamic inlet performance in 
supersonic aircraft
p0277 174-28286 
Engine sensory requirements for energy management 
p0278 A74-28311 
Results of measurements of the slight atmospheric 
pressure increase on the earth surface under an 
overflyiug aircraft
p03 12 A74-29484 
Low speed handling with prototype-Concorde 
-	 pO320 174-30819 
XFV-121 V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft 
p0320 A74-30822 
Aircraft characteristics and air traffic systems 
p0335 174-31975 
Ground testing and simulation. I - Key to 
efficient development of aerospace systems 
p0335 174-32321 
Ninimum time and minimum fuel flight path 
sensitivity
p0342 174-33811 
Stall/spin seventy years later --- aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0344 174-34699 
The use of a navigation platform for performance 
flight testing	 - 
p0345 A74-34841 
Perforsance considerations for terrain following 
flight
p0346 170-34843 
Energy management display
p0346 A74-34844 
Implementation of the uniform flight test analysis 
system --- aircraft performance computer programs 
p0347 A74-34855 
Tracking systems for flight development of today's 
commercial aircraft
p0348 A74-34858 
Advanced controls for commercial transport aircraft 
USAP Control Configured Vehicles and NASA 
Active Control Technology prograsa 
(SIB PAPER 740453]
	 p0352 A74-35008 
Transonic Aircraft Technology /TACT/ program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-620)
	 p0376 174-35387 
Index of the relative technical perfection level 
of long-range aircraft jet engines
p0390 174-36791 
An index of the relative level of technical 
perfection of an airframe
pO39O 174-36814 
Sonic boom from an aircraft flying in a guiet 
atmosphere
p0392 174-37376 
VFW 614, quiet short haul airliner 
(AIAA PAPER 74-937]	 p0426 A74-38713 
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AIRCAAPT PUFORNAIC! COITD 
A broad view of Navy S-3A testing 
(AIAA PAPER 74-943) 	 p0426 A74-38716 
Design-to-cost for the A-10 close air support 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-963)	 p0427 A74-38728 
Flight perfor.ance of a circulation controlled STOL 
(AlAN PAPER 74-994) 	 p0429 A74-38749 
Fighter requirements and developments
p0430 A74-38793 
Pollution emission analysis of selected Air Force 
aircraft 
(ASNE PAPER 74-ENAS-30) 	 p0431 A74-39130 
Performance bound of an aircraft lateral control 
system using the microwave scanning beam landing 
system
p0433 A74-39485 
A study of high temperature fuels and lubricants 
on supersonic aircraft/engine system performance 
[SAE PAPER 740473)	 p0433 A74-39648 
The C-5 weight control program and its influence 
on structural efficiency 
(SANE PAPER 1008]	 p0435 A74-39880 
A study of the Concorde air intake in yaw 
(1CN$ PAPER 74-50)	 p0451 A74-41350 
A display of energy-maneuverability performance 
information for fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-814)	 p0453 A74-41797 
Advancements in flight test engineering; 
Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Symposium, 
Anaheim, Calif., August 7-9, 1974
p0459 A74-43601 
Ejector-powered lift systems for V/STOL aircraft 
p0483 A714-46237 
Information on the use of data items on rolling 
moment derivatives of an aeroplane 
(ESDU-AIRCRAFTO6.01.00) 	 p0035 1474-10005 
Small V/STOL aircraft analysis. Volume 2: 
Appendices --- to determine current and future 
general aviation missions and performance 
requirements 
(NASA-CR-114629)	 pOOLlO 1474-10045 
Remote lift fan study program, volume 4 
(NASA-CB-121277)	 p0040 1474-10049 
Rotorless flight research, 1972 --- glider design, 
airframes, and soaring flight developments 
(NASA-CR-2315)	 pOOI4l 1474-10051 
Simulating the system of automatic correction of 
aircraft coordinates on an analog computer 
[AD-765991]	 pOOL42 1474-10058 
Research on aircraft dynamics for subsonic flight 
(AD-765657)	 p0042 1474-10061 
Study of small turbofan engines applicable to 
general-aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CR-11 14630]	 p0049 1474-10725 
Aerodynamic problems of STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TT-F--15182)	 p0056 1474-10918 
Views regarding the validity of results from 
simulation testing in comparison with the 
results from actual flight test 
(NASA-TT-F-15172 	 p0056 1474-10922 
Comparison of simulation and flight testing at 
automatic STOL landing 
(NASA-TT-F-15171)	 p0056 1474-10923 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition (medium STOL transport 
with vectored thrust/mechanical flaps) 
(AD-766637]	 p0056 1474-10925 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 1: Aerodynamic technology (design 
compendium, vectored thrust/mechanical flaps) 
[AD-766639)	 p0057 1474-10926 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition 
(AD-766941]	 p0057 1474-10927 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Performance ground rules and methods. Book 1: 
Takeoff and landing ground rules 
(AD-766942)	 p0057 N7'4-10928 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Performance ground rules and methods. Book 2: 
Takeoff and landing digital computer program 
(AD-7669143)	 p0058 1474-10936 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Takeoff and landing performance ground rules for 
powered lift STOL transport aircraft 
(AD-766640]	 p0058 N74-10938 
Notion software for a synergistic 
six-degree-of-freedom motion base	 - 
(NASA-TN-D-7350] 	 p0060 1474-11096
SOa.3ECT INDEX 
On the reliability of results from the tower test 
for free flight tests --- to determine pitching 
and rolling •oments 
(NASA-TT-F-1517 14]	 P0095 1474-11827 
Approximate methods for estimation of cruise range 
and endurance: Aircraft with turbo-let and 
turbo-fan engines 
[ESDU-73019)	 p0103 1474-12709 
Introduction to esti.ation of range and endurance: 
Aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73018)	 p0103 1474-12710 
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of the 
lateral-directional cbaracterisitcs of a 
large-scale variable wing-sweep fighter model in 
the high-lift configuration 
(NASA-TN-I-62306]	 p0103 174-12714 
The effects of an autopilot on airplane responses 
to turbulence with emphasis on tail loads 
(NASA-TN-D-72313	 p0104 1474-12719 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Narine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to July 1973 
(AD-767648)	 p0106 1474-12736 
Performance characteristics of short haul 
transport aircraft intended to operate from 	 - 
reduced length runways 
(cRANPIELD-AERO-18)	 p0140 1474-13716 
The influence of wing loading on turbofan powered 
STOL transports with and without externally 
blown flaps 
(NASA-CR-2320]	 p0140 14714-13718 
The design and flight evaluation of a perfor.ance 
control system --- general aviation aircraft 
under VFR conditions 
(AD-767786]	 p0144 1474-13746 
Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-CP-124)	 p0155 1474-14709 
Exhaust system interaction program --- evaluation 
of exhaust system installation losses and effect 
on aircraft performance 
(AD-769086]	 p0159 1474-14747 
Calculation and analysis of aircraft motion 
various guidance methods and numerical solution 
of optimal control theory problems 
[NASA-TT-F-757]	 p0159 14714-14751 
Flight test data for a Cessna cardinal -- steady 
state performance and fixed stick dynamic 
stability characteristics 
(NASA-CR-2337)	 p0159 N74-14752 
Comparison of the flying qualities of the A-iD 
aircraft with the requirements of EIL-F-8785B ASG 
(AD-768390]	 p0161 14744-14768 
Description of six degree of freedom rigid 
aircraft mathematical models --- numerical 
analysis of flight dynamics of high speed aircraft 
(WRE-TN-901 (WR/D) )
	
p0187 14744-15702 
A nonlinear relay model for post stall oscillations 
[AD-769 1405]	 p0187 1474-15706 
Design of a powered elevator control system 
powered elevator system for modified C-8A 
aircraft for STOL operation 
(NASA-CR-11 14727]	 p0188 1474-15712 
A simplified flight-test method for determining 
aircraft takeoff performance that includes 
effects of pilot technique 
(NASA-Tk4-D-7603]	 p0195 14744-16717 
Computer programs for estimating aircraft takeoff 
and landing perfcrmance --- applied to 
conventional, vectored lift, and powered-lift 
concept aircraft 
(NASA-T14-X-62333] 	 p0196 1474-16720 
Flight in turbulence --- proceedings of conference 
on atmospheric turbulence and effects on 
aircraft operation 
[AGARD-CP-1 440]	 p0232 1474-17720 
Progress in the mathematical modelling of flight 
in turbulence --- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence during approach and landing of aircraft 
p0232 1474-17725 
Influence of pilot and aircraft characteristics on 
structural loads in operational flight 
recommendations for improvements in flight 
instruments to reduce control problems 
[AGARD-R-608)	 p0233 1474-17728 
Data requirements on turbulence in the earth's 
atmospheric shear layer for STOL design criteria 
development of low altitude gust model. for 
determining importance of gust parameters on 
STOL aircraft performance 
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p0234 874-17737 
Experience with a low altitude turbulence •odel 
for autoland certification --- correlation of 
gust •odel data with statistical analysis of 
flight test results
p0234 874-17738 
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible 
aircraft using an open loop device 
application to control syste. of SE-210 aircraft 
p0235 874-17745 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 71: Augentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: Systea 
design and test integration 
(NASA-CR-114621)	 p0235 874-17751 
Improvement of maneuverability at high subsonic 
speeds --- application of slotted and unslotted 
leading edge and trailing edge flaps 
(NASA-TT-P-15406]	 p0236 874-17757 
Climbing performance --- optimum attitude for 
commercial aircraft 
[AD-7'12052)	 p0239 874-17782 
Implicit model decoupling approach to VTOL flight 
control design -- stability during specific 
types of maneuvers at critically low speeds. 
(RE-469)	 p0245 874-18644 
Initial results from flight testing a large, 
remotely piloted airplane model --- flight tests 
of remotely controlled scale model of P-iS 
aircraft 
(NASA-TN-X-56024]	 p0247 874-18671 
Preliminary performance estimates of a highly 
maneuverable remotely piloted vehicle 
computerized synthesis program to assess effects 
of vehicle and mission parameters 
(NASA-TN-D-1551]	 p0248 874-18677 
A limited analysis of an P-4C aircraft with a 
high-gain control augmeutation system and 
comparison with flight test data 
110-772673]	 p0251 874-18698 
Aircraft of the future --- evaluation of 
aerodynamic characteristics and configurations 
of proposed aircraft designs 
(NASA-TT-P-15424]	 p0284 874-19669 
A compilation and analysis of typical approach and 
landing data for a simulator study of an 
externally blown flap STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TN-D-7497]	 p0284 874-19671 
Studies of the Army aviation (V,'STOL) environment. 
Report no. 9: Classification and world 
distribution of vegetation relative to V/STOL 
aircraft operations --- effects of environment 
on V/STOL aircraft operation 
(AD-7737343	 pO284 874-19676 
Design and development of the gust wind tunnel at 
the National Aerospace Laboratory 
[NAL-TE-335]	 p0287 814-19891 
Formulating military requirements --- effect of 
military requirements on technical and design 
considerations
p0289 874-20404 
The motorization of short take-off and landing 
aircraft
p0289 874-20405 
Engine cycle selection for commercial STOL aircraft 
effect of aircraft requirements and 
operational characteristics on engine parameters 
p0290 874-20408 
Short haul aircraft adaptation to the use of short 
landing fields
p0290 874-20411 
Some engine and aircraft design considerations 
affecting noise --- application toconventional 
short range aircraft for operation from short 
and medium length runways
p0291 874-20421 
Problems of V,'S.TOL aircraft connected with the 
propulsion system as experienced on the Do 31 
experimental transport aircraft
p0292 874-20430 
The development and flight testing of the 
propulsion system of the VAR 391 B V/STOL strike 
and reconnaissance aircraft
p0292 874-20432 
Technical evaluation report on AGAD Flight 
Nechanics Panel Symposium on Plight in Turbulence 
[AGABD-il-67]	 p0294 874-20639 
Aeronautical fuel conservation possibilities for 
advanced subsonic transports --- application of -
aeronautical technology for drag and weight 
reduction 
(NASA-TN-I-i 1927]	 p0295 874-20654 
The Do 31 landing loads during vertical, landing 
and their consequences for future V/STOL 
developments 
(NASA-TT-P-15532]	 p0297 874-20668 
Determination of the allowable tolerances for the 
asymmetries of a free rolling vehicle 
(TAE-185]	 p0323 874-21637 
Validation of new gust design procedures for 
military transports 
(AD-7753851	 p0324 874-21641 
An investigation of separate surface stability 
augmentation systems for general aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CR-138120]	 p0324 814-21647 
Optimal controller design for high performance 
aircraft undergoing large disturbance angles 
(NASA-CR-138130)	 pO324 874-21648 
Sensitivity of transport aircraft performance and 
economics to advanced technology and cruise Nach 
number 
(NASA-TN-X-62336]	 p0325 874-21654 
Simulation of decelerating landing approaches on 
an externally blown flap STOL transport airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7463]	 p0326 874-21658 
Study of dynamics of I-lIE VTOL aircraft 
(NASA-CR-138185)	 pO326 874-21661 
A numerical study of the effects of aircraft 
manoeuvers on the focusing of sonic booms 
(AD-775095]	 p0326 874-21664 
F-14 optimu. flight modes, volume 1 
(10-715246]	 p0326 874-21665 
Longitudinal motion of an airliner during steep 
approach 
(NASA-TT-P-15616]	 p0355 874-25564 
Extraction of derivatives from flight data for 
several aircraft, using the LRC interactive 
computer system
p0356 N74-25S74 
A unified approach to aircraft parameter 
identification --- considering algorithm, 
control input, and instrumentation system 
p0357 874-25584 
A practical scheme for adaptive aircraft flight 
control systems
p0357 874-25588 
Application of practical optimal control theory to 
the C-5A load improvement control system (LICS) 
(AD-776297]	 p0358 874-25602 
AGARD flight test instrumentation services. 
Volume 1: Basic principles of flight test 
instrumentation engineering --- application to 
large automated systems for initial flight tests 
of military and civilian aircraft 
(AGARDOGRAPB-160-VOL-1]	 p0360 814-25933 
The users' requirements
p0360 814-25934 
Preliminary perfor.ance appraisal of Navy V/STOL 
transport and search-type airplanes using 
hydrogen fuel 
(NASA-TE-I-71550]	 p0363 874-26435 
Prediction methods for aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics --- proceedings of conference on 
•ethods for predicting aircraft performance 
(AGARD-LS-61]	 p0364 874-26445 
General technical information --- survey of 
technical data on aircraft performance prediction 
p0364 874-26446 
Aerodynamic prediction •ethods for aircraft at low 
speeds with mechanical high lift devices 
p0364 874-26441 
A review of the low speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of aircraft with powered lift 
systems
p0364 874-26448 
Aircraft lift and drag prediction and measure.ent 
p0364 874-26449 
Prediction of supersonic aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics	 - 
p0365 874-26450 
Appraisal of wing aerodynamic-design •ethods for 
subsonic flight speed
p0365 874-26451 
External store aerodynamics for aircraft 
performance prediction
p0365 874-26454 
Supplementary contribution on-aircraft performance 
considerations for- noise reduction 
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p0365 074-26455 
Plight control problems for steep approaches 
(NASA-TT-F-15617]	 p0406 074-27493 
Plight evaluation of advanced control systems and 
displays on a general aviation airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7703]	 p0407 074-27499 
Determination of the derivatives of longitudinal 
motion of an aircraft from flight data by a 
- model with automatic parameter adjustment 
[RAE-LIR-TRANS-1740]	 p0407 074-27506 
T-38 structural flight loads data for June 1970 
through December 1971 
(AD-758891]	 p0408 174-21507 
Effect of canard location and size on canard-wing 
interference and aerodynamic center shift 
related to maneuvering aircraft at transonic 
speeds 
[BASA-TN-D-7505]	 p0411 074-28474 
The flight control system for the Concorde 
supersonic civil transport aircraft 
(RAE-LIE-TBANS-1615]	 p0413 174-28502 
Small V/STOL aircraft analysis, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-2425]	 p0413 174-28504 
Assessment of the application of advanced 
technologies to subsonic cTOL transport aircraft 
(0ASACR132461]	 p0441 174-29375 
Study of stability of large maneuvers of airplanes 
(NASA-CR-2447]	 p0442 174-29382 
B-52 control configured vehicles program 
p0464 174-31452 
Autostabilization in VTOL aircraft: Results of 
flight trials with SC 1
p0465 074-31456 
Concept CCV and specifications
p0466 074-31480 
Progress in aircraft design since 1903 
(NASA-TM-X-70319J	 p0467 074-31499 
The effect of canard and vertical tails on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a model with a 59 
deg sweptback wing at a mach number of 0.30 
[NASA-TM--I-3088]	 p0469 074-32412 
Preliminary aircraft design --- procedures for 
determining aircraft configurations for 
accomplishing specific military requirements 
[AGARD-LS65]	 p0470 174-32420 
Introduction to preliminary aircraft design 
p0470 174-32421 
Propulsion/aircraft design matching experience 
p0471 174-32423 
Designing for maneuverability: Requirements and 
limitations
p0471 174-32424 
Modern engineering methods in aircraft preliminary 
design
p0471 174-32425 
Effects of aircraft design on STOL ride quality: 
A simulator study 
(NASA-cR-140059]	 p0473 174-32443 
Development of computer programs to determine the 
aerodynamic characteristics of complete light 
aircraft 
[NASA-CR-139690]	 p048? 074-33426 
Optimal and subopti.al control technique for 
aircraft spin recovery 
(NASA-TN-D-7714]	 p0489 074-33453 
Background information and user guide for 
IIL-S-83691 
(AD-780523]	 p0490 014-33459 
Takeoff and landing analysis computer program 
(T0LA). Part 3: Users manual 
[AD-781758]	 p0490 174-33461 
A study of techniques for real-time, on-line 
optimum flight path control. Three dimensional 
minimum-time flight paths with two state variables 
(AD-782490]	 p0491 174-33470 
Lost range, fuel and time due to cli.b and 
descent: aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan 
engines 
(ESDU-74018)	 pOLI93 074-34464 
Aircraft range optimization using singular 
perturbations 
(NASA-CR-140519]	 p0493 074-34465 
AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
The development of third level air services in 
Prance
p0382 A74-36328 
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AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION 
Simplified assembly of F-15 stressed 
production tile and labor cost reduction 
p0003 A74-10546 
The cost of a quality product --- jet aircraft 
hardware and systems
p0076 A74-13975 
I.proving aircraft productivity - we all have a 
part of the action --- wide body jet production 
management
p0016 A74-13976 
Make no •istake about it - Air transport 
productivity demands a total and dedicated 'team 
effort' --- Boeing 747 modificatiOn program 
p0076 A74-13977 
Design and development support for critical 
helicopter applications in Ti-6Al-4V alloy 
p0115 A74-16448 
General Dynamics lightweight fighter --- F-16 
aircraft development and production 	 - 
p0183 A74-21320 
The ES. 146 - A four-jet feeder-liner
p0184 A74-21727 
The development and prospects of helicopters 
p0213 A14-23831 
Utilization of titaninu and its alloys in the 
manufacture of helicopters and airplane frames 
p0218 A74-23967 
ERCA prepares for fligbt test --- Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft
p0261 A74-26416 
The development of the WG-13 --- helicopter 
program management, manufacture and flight testing 
p0262 A74-26567 
Alpha Jet - A Ger.an-French joint venture 
p0274 A74-27520 
Anglo-French collaboration - Concorde and 
supersonic transport /26th Louis Bleriot Lecture/ 
p0274 A74-27591 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0316 A74-30323 
Prelude to airworthiness - An outline of quality 
assurance in aircraft construction
p0318 A74-30593 
Computer-aided design in aircraft industry 	 - 
p034l A74-33450 
F-14, A-6 assembly woes seen easing
p0348 A74-34929 
weight control and how we look at it - in 
aircraft design and production 
(SANE PAPER 1004]	 p0435 A74-39878 
MSU Monoplane - A testbed for ultralight vehicle 
development 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1033]	 p0455 A1442047 
Use of simulation for the development of Concorde 
p0197 074-16733 
Engineering feasibility study of ultrasonic 
applications for aircraft manufacture 
(AD-774305]	 p0303 N74-21084 
Nondestructive holographic techniques for 
structures inspection --- in large aircraft 
(AD-774758]	 p0303 074-21105 
Techniques oriented towards Cost reduction	 in 
aircraft production
p0305 014-21613 
Research work and costs, the role of data processing 
in aircraft production
p0305 074-21617 
Impact of technology on cost reduction	 in 
aircraft production
p0305 074-21618 
Diffusion welding in aviation technology 
(NASA-TT-F-15568]	 p0328 074-22138 
Preliminary design of civil and military aircraft 
at Avions Marcel Dassault-Rregflet Aviation 
p0471 N74-32422 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage p0496 074-34496 
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY 
The main rotor bifilar absorber and its effect on 
helicopter reliability/laintaiflability 
(SIB PAPER 730894]	 pOOl9 A74-11595 
Reliability in avionics pOOl? 174-14142 
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Fracture mechanics applications in materials 
selection, fabrication sequencing and inspection 
(lIlA PAPER 72-383)	 p0090 174-15968 
Aircraft and systems reliability -- relation to 
Overhaul and maintenance
p0129 174-18599 
Reliability and choosing number of prototypes 
in helicopter development program
p0181 174-20938 
Risk analysis - A program manage.ent tool --- for 
environmental proble.s and aircraft metal fatigue 
p0182 174-20987 
Biodegradation of materials used in the
	 - 
construction of utilitarian aircraft 
p0219174-22522 
What do aircraft reliability statistics prove 
p0275 174-27674 
Engine condition •onitor system to detect foreign 
object damage, and crack develop.ent
p0219 174-28320 
A simplified criterion to certify light aircraft 
for flight in icing conditions 
(SIR PAPER 740349)
	 p0308 174-28129 
A digital sianlation technique for crashworthy 
analysis of aircraft seats 
(SAR PAPER 740371)
	 p0309174-28742 
The design of crash worthy general aviation aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 7110376)	 p0309 174-28744 
Reliability and maintainability of jet engines 
p0316 174-30347 
Prelude to airworthiness - An outline of quality 
assurance in aircraft construction
	 - 
p0318 174-30593 
L-1011 Iron Bird uncovers potential hydraulic

troubles --- aircraft reliability tests 
p0319 174-30625 
Oil filtration in modern aircraft syste.s 
p0335 17/1-31894 
Survivable flight control system Fly-by-Wire 
flight testing	 - 
p0346 174-34842 
Processing of operational data recorded on flight 
report cards
p0377 174-35664 
Helicopter reliability testing 
(INS PREPRINT 860]	 p0386 174-36600 
Composite material geodesic structures - A - 
structural-concept for increased helicopter 
rotor blade survivability 
(ABS PHEPRINT 884)
	 p0387 174-36613 
Ranual of the aviation engineer -- Russian book 
p0403 174-37999 
Netherlands Association of Aeronautical Engineers, 
yearbook 1973 --- Rook
p01130 174-38792 
International airworthiness require.ents for 
sailpianes
pO430 174-38794 
Reliability and •aintainability of aircraft jet 
engines. I
p0431 174-38908 
Aircraft avionics environmental control analysis 
procedures for optimized life cycle cost 
p0434 174-39741 
Evaluating and controlling erosion in aircraft 
turbine engines
p0434 174-39749 
Testing of cosmercial airplane environmental 
control systems 
(SAE ARP 217 8]	 p0434 174-39768 
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet 
structures 
[ICAS PAPER 74-08)
	 p0448 174-41310 
Determination of ice shapes and their effect on 
the aerodynamic characteristics for the 
unprotected tail of the A 300 
(ICAS PAPER 74-42) 	 p0450 174-41343 
Corrosion on aircraft - Evaluation, examination, 
and elimination. II
p0460 174-44069 
Reliability efforts in large European programs for

military and commercial aircraft development 
p0483 174-46292 
Airworthiness Committee tenth meeting 
(DOC-9065)	 p0039 074-10035 
Estimation of an aeronautical equipment mission 
reliability 
[10-766886]	 p0058 074-10935
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Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 1 
conference 
(RAE-TR-73183-VOL-1]	 p0366 074-26458 
Airworthiness philosophy developed from full-scale 
testing --- of DC 10 aircraft
p0366 074-26464 
Pail-safe aircraft structures, volume 2 
conference 
(RAE-TR-73183-VOL-2) 	 p0367 074-26468 
Aircraft fatigue and structural integrity in the 
Royal Air Force from a maintenance engineering 
viewpoint
p0367 074-26474 
The impact of long service on the fatigue of 
transport aircraft: Airworthiness aspects 
p0367 074-26475 
Fatigue in carbon fibre reinforced plastic 
structures: A review of the problems 
p0368 074-26478 
AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
Design and evaluation of aircraft pavements - 1971 
p0022 A74).11874 
Dynamic test of air data computers with simulated 
flight profiles
p0124 A74-17736 
Vehicle crashworthiness --- rotary wing, fixed 
wing light and transport aircraft
pO124 A74-17776 
The Role balloons and air safety
p0129 174-18596 
Theory and practice of avionics reliability 
p0129 A74-18597 
Problems in civil air traffic control which SAW 
technology may impact -- Surface Acoustic Nave 
devices
p0170 A74-19390 
Realization of a horizontal collision avoidance 
system
pO175 A74-20099 
Zeppelins - Not again --- airship operational 
hazards
p0176 114-20167 
Safety during autoaatic landing with poor visibility 
p0 178 A74-20422 
The design application of aircraft securing and 
traversing systems to the surface effect ship 
(AIAA PAPER 74-304]
	 p0183 174-21293 
Calculation and observance of landing parameters 
for the aircraft 11-62 and their effect on the 
safety factor
p0185 174-22270 
Economics of air safety and long-range safety 
research and development; Proceedings of the 
Twenty-sixth Annual International Air Safety 
Seminar, Lisbon, Portugal, November 4-7, 1973 
p0207 174-22626 
Aircraft wake turbulence --- safety development 
for vortex hazards and airport capacity increase 
pO2O7 A74-22627 
Recent development in aircraft safety air traffic 
control and navigation
p0208 A74-22628 
New orientations in the study of transport 
aircraft safety
p0208 A74-22633 
Accident prevention by incident analysis 
pO208 174-22634 
Violations of system safety principles in the 
cockpit 
•	 p0208 A74-22635 
Problems with the aircraft/runway interface 
p0208 174-22636 
Impact of microwave lauding system on safety 
p02 19 A14-22639 
Plans for intermittent positive control improved 
beacon and other features of the upgraded third 
generation system
p0219 A74-22678 
Criticism of FAA handling of collision avoidance 
systems
p0220 174-22681 
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual 
Symposium, 11th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 7-11, 
1973, Proceedings
p02 10 174-23526 
Crashworthy Army helicopter crew and troop seating 
systems
p0211 174-23534 
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Underwater escape fro• helicopters --- water 
actuated lap belts for crew safety
p0211 174-23535 
Helicopter safety --- design for catastrophic 
failure prevention and safe emergency landing 
p0211 174-23541 
Peripheral vision - £ factor for i.proved 
instrument design
p02l8 174-23542 
Summary of fire and explosion manual for aircraft 
accident investigation
p02'1 174-23543 
Integrated logistics support and acquisition 
management /ILS-AR/ panel for aviation-crew 
systems equipment changes
p0222 174-23549 
A new approach to the design of quick release 
boxes for single point parachute harnesses 
p0212 174-23552 
Emergency Evacuation and Survival Equipment 
Deployment for transport aircraft /EESED/ 
p0214 114-23554 
Recovery system for an advanced performance 
ejection seat	 -
p0214 174-23555 
Air traffic confronted with dangers inherent in 
the trends of evolution
p0228 174-24896 
Wind-tunnel investigations aimed at devising tests 
of aircraft spin
p0223 114-25316 
Light aircraft crash safety progras 
(SIB PAPER 740353] 	 p0308 174-28733 
Escape system concepts need reexasining --- cost-
factors in aircraft design 
-	 p0320 174-30824 
The new Douglas 'Rinipac' ejection seat 
p0321 174-31795 
Safe separation in controlled flight
p0337 174-33065 
Certification of helicopters for flight in 
instrument meteorological conditions 
p0348 174-34877 
Nonflam.ab]e fibrous materials for aeronautical 
syste.s
p0379 174-35807 
Influence of runway traction on operation of jet 
transport aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-958]	 p0427 174-38724 
aeliability and maintainability of aircraft jet 
engines. I
p0431 174-38908 
Concorde and safety - Design, testing and 
certification
p0431 174-39050 
Overall safety objectives for integrated 
propulsion system
p0457 174-43204 
problems of aircraft takeoff fro. 
precipitation-covered runways
pOl484 174-46689 
Airworthiness Committee tenth meeting 
(DOC-9065]	 p0039 874-10035 
High sensitivity 1000F gas multiplication DV fla.e 
detector for aircraft 
(AD-76696or	 -	 p0063 874-11296 
An investigation of pattern recognition of 
aircraft attitudes indicator displays 
(AD-768345.]	 p0147 874-14126 
Application of the collision-imparted velocity 
method for analyzing the responses of 
containment and deflector structures to engine 
rotor fragment impact 
(NAS1CR134494]	 p0194 N74-16592 
Aircraft vortex wake descent and decay under real 
atmospheric effects 
(AD-771311	 p0238 814-17767 
Ezperilentaland data analysis techniques for 
deducing collision-induced forces from 
photographic histories of engine rotor fragment 
impact/interaction with a containment ring 
(NASA-CR-134548] 	 p0243 N7'4-18399 
Bibliography on safety in aircraft operations 
-. (1970-1972) 
(NAL-BIBL-SER-45]	 p0353 874-25547 
Interrelated aspects of service safety arising 
from consideration of safe life, fail-safe, 
manufacturing quality and .aintenence procedures 
p0366 874-2646 1
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Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and safety. 
Volume 2: Safety. Part 1: Key numbers 1 to 524 
(NASA-TB-I-7 1553-VOL-2-PT-1]	 pO406 N74-27492 
Sole results from applying a cost-effectiveness 
•odel for evaluating aviation weather 
dissemination techniques 
[AD-177441]	 p0410 N74-28082 
Safety during automatic landing with poor visibility 
(NASA-TT-P-15716]	 p0410 874-28101 
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an 
e.ergency spin recovery device in aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-LAE-10753-1]	 p0445 874-30421 
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIOIS 
Evolution philosophy --- Fokker P28 aircraft 
p0005 A74-10936 
The new constraints on military aircraft --- cost 
and maintainability
p0226 A14-25357 
Flight test applications and analysis of parameter 
identification techniques
p0347 174-34856 
Impact of new NIL-F-9490D requirements on future 
flight control developments 
(AIAA PAPER 74-914]	 p0402 A74-37894 
Study of the polar curve of the 0-2 aircraft, and 
summary of model tests carried out in the T-32 
wind tunnel
p0485 A74-46704 
Catapult performance and interface requirements 
for launch of BQN-34 vehicles 
(AD-783935]	 p0499 874-34686 
AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT. HOVERING STABILITY 
Longitudinal response of an aircraft due to a 
trailing vortex pair
p0013 A74-11343 
Some conclusions regarding the aeroelastic 
stability of hingeless helicopter blades in 
hover and in forward flight
p0022 A74-11844 
Some stability and control aspects of 
airframe/propulsion system interactions on the 
YP-12 airplane 
(ASEE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-4]	 p0071 A713-13246 
Feedback control of an airplane with time varying 
gain
p0086 A74-15447 
Automatic balancing of an aircraft
p0 124 A74-17804 
Flight control --- computerized aircraft guidance 
p0128 174-18181 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. I
p0172 174-19491 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. II
p0172 A74-19'492 
Trailing vortex effects on following aircraft 
p0174 A1(4-19778 
The influence of non-linear longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics on the power 
spectral response of aircraft to atmospheric 
turbulence
p0182 174-21105 
Dynamic stability of sweptback aircraft wings 
under the action of variable aerodynamic forces 
p0185 A74-22225 
Aerodynamic analysis of various flight cànditions 
of conventional aircraft. IX - Aerodynamic 
foundations /General Survey/
p0186 174-22273 
Prediction of stability and control 
characteristics o rotorcraft
p0205 A74-22452 
Naximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
stability and control derivatives
p0209 A74-23321 
Problems of quality of flight of future transport 
aircraft in course of development
p0210 174-23396 
Case studies in Aircraft Parameter Identification 
p0225 A74-24840 
Problems concerning the flying qualities of future 
transport aircraft
p0225 174-214894 
The CCV concept and specifications --- Control 
Configured Vehicles 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1282]	 p0225 174-25061 
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	 AIRCRAFT STABILITY CONTD 
Experience gained from a comparison of spins on 
wind-tunnel models and on aircraft
p0226 A74-25328 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using hierarchical state estimation 
pO26O A74-25759 
Influence of the intrinsic lotion of the 
conveyance on the frequency selection system 
p026 1 A74-26326 
Practical aspects of electrostatic stabilization 
of aircraft
pO26l A74-26411 
Dynamic stability testing of aircraft - Needs 
versus capabilities
p0262 A74-26477 
Aeroelastic stability of periodic systems with 
application to rotor blade flutter 
(AIAA PAPER 74-g il]	 p0267 A74-26713 
Stall/spin research status report -- of general 
aviation aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 740354]	 p0308 A74-28734 
Balancing of vibration measurements of a 
continuous mechanical system - Application to 
the direct measurement of generalized 
coordinates of an airplane in'flight 
[ONEHA. TP NO. 1378)	 p0314 A74-29860 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0314 A7L1-30073 
Stability and control of hingeless rotor 
helicopter ground resonance
p0343 A74-33813 
Inflight thrust and base pressure survey on the 
A-7 airplane
p0345 A74-34840 
Calculation of the static stability of aircraft at 
large angles of attack
p0383 A74-36454 
Helicopter vibration reduction with pendulum 
absorbers 
(ABS PEEPRINT 830] 	 p0384 A74-36585 
Aeroelastic-stability characteristics of a V/STOL 
tilt-rotor aircraft with hiogeless blades - 
Correlation of analysis and test 
(ABS PEEPRINT 835]	 p0385 A74-36590 
Digital computer techniques for engine/airframe 
simulation -- for helicopters 
(ABS PREPHINT 874]	 p0387 A74-36609 
Estimation of the effect of unsteadiness in 
calculating flutter in aircraft with small 
aspect ratio wings in an incompressible flow 
p0389 A?4-36646 
Synthesis of an optimal system for stabilizing 
aircraft center of gravity paths
p0392 A74-37383 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
p0393 A74-37486 
Helicopter gust response characteristics including 
unsteady aerodynamic stall effects
p0394 A74-37490 
Application of antiresonance theory to helicopters 
p0394 A74-37491 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body motion'
p0394 A74-37495 
An application of Floguet theory to prediction of 
mechanical instability --- for helicopter with 
inoperative blade damper
p0395 A74-37496 
Comparison of flight data and analysis for 
hingeless rotor regressive inplane mode stability 
p0395 A74-37499 
Open and closed loop stability of hingeless rotor 
helicopter air and ground resonance
p0395 A74-37501 
Transient processes in an aircraft stabilization 
system with jet-driven flywheels
p0398 A74-37656 
The dynamic behavior of an aircraft encountering 
aircraft vake • turbulence 
(AIAA PAPER 74-774]
	 '	 p0399 A74-37799 
Status of design criteria for predicting departure 
characteristics and spin susceptibility --- of 
aircraft 
(AXAA PAPER 74-791]	 p0399 A74-3781i 
Design philosophy of a three axis separate surface 
stability augmentation system for a small 
turboprop airliner 
[AIAA PAPER 14-860)	 p0401 A74-37849
A method for preventing airplane stall/spin 
aerodynamic spoiler system design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-863]	 p0401 A74-37851 
Flight evaluation of a Bach 3 cruise longitudinal 
autopilot 
(AIAA PAPER 74-910]	 p0402 A74-37890 
Guidelines for selecting the parameters of a slab 
tailplane
p0422 A74-38150 
Flight test investigation of the sailplane as a 
post-stall research vehicle 
(AIAA PAPER 14-951]	 PO427 A74-38720 
On-line two-level gust alleviation control system 
for aircraft in an unknown environment 
p0433 A74-39495 
Vibrations and stability of a helicopter with a 
two-blade main rotor
p0438 A74-40406 
Influence of sloshing in wing tip tanks on the 
vibration natural modes of an aircraft 
(ICAS PAPER 74-15]	 p0448 A74-41311 
Static aeroelastic effects on the aerodynamics of 
the Saab 37 Viggen aircraft, a comparison 
between calculations, wind tunnel tests and 
flight tests 
(ICAS PAPER 74-55]	 p0451 A74-41354 
Stability of the tail surfaces --- relationship to 
rudder bending
p0453 A74-4 1170 
An investigation of overall systems criteria for 
the longitudinal flying qualities of highly 
augmented fighter aircraft 
(Alal PAPER 74-833]
	
p0453 A74-41803 
Effect of upper-surface blowing on static 
longitudinal stability of a swept wing 
p0477 A74-44419 
Extremal centering and loading of horizontal tail 
surfaces --- aircraft center of gravity position 
relationship to lift
p0484 A74-46695 
Information on the use of data items on rolling 
moment derivatives of an aeroplane 
[ESDU-AIRCRAPT-06.01.00] 	 p0035 N74-10005 
Simulating the system of automatic correction of 
aircraft coordinates on an analog computer 
(AD-765991]	 p0042 N74-10058 
Analysis and testing of aeroelastic model 
stability augmentation systems --- for 
supersonic transEort aircraft wing and B-52 
aircraft control system 
[NASA-CR-132345)	 p0093 R74-11807 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR-134503]	 p0093 N74-11808 
Analysis and testing of stability augmentation 
systems --- for supersonic transport aircraft 
wing and B-52 aircraft control system 
(NASA-CR-132349)	 p0093 N74-11809 
Study of a control system to alleviate aircraft 
response to horizontal and vertical gusts 
for short takeoff aircraft with vane-controlled 
gust-alleviation system 
(RASA-TN-D-7278] 	 p0095 N14-11825 
On the reliability of results from the tower test 
for free flight tests --- to determine pitching 
and rolling moments 
[NASA-TT-P-15i74]	 p0095 N14-11827 
Analysis of aeroei.astic model stability 
augmentation systems --- for application to 
supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-132354)	 p0095 N71&-11829 
Survey on effect of surface winds on aircraft 
design and operation and recoi.endations for 
needed wind research 
(NASA-CR-2360]	 p0099 R74-12317 
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of the 
lateral-directional characterisitcs of a 
large-scale variable wing-sweep fighter model in 
the high-lift configuration 
(RASA-TN-X-62306)	 p0103 N74-12714 
Control Configured Vehicle Ride Control (CCV RCS) - 
B-52 control system analysis, synthesis, and 
design 
(AD-767590]	 p0142 N74-13728 
A pylon to decrease the effectè of external stores 
on the stability of aircraft 
(AD-767913]	 p0145 R74-13749 
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STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap, Volume 5, part 3: Stability and 
control derivative accuracy requirements and 
effects of augmentation syste. design 
(AD-767182]	 p0146 N74-13757 
A real.-t'i.e digital program for esti.ating 
aircraft stability and control parameters fro. 
flight test data by using the maximum likelihood 
method 
(NASA-Tm-I-2788]	 p0146 074-13882 
The problem of installing a modern high bypass 
engine on a twin jet transport aircraft 
p0157 074-14727 
Calculation and analysis of aircraft motion 
various guidance methods and numerical solution 
of optimal control theory problems 
(NASA-TT-F-757]	 p0159 074-14751 
Flight test data for a Cessna Cardinal --- steady 
state performance and fixed stick dynamic 
stability characteristics 
(NASA-CE-2337]	 p0159 074-14752 
A method for measuring the dynamic stability Cyr 
in a subsonic wind tunnel 
(REPT-1427]	 pOlO7 074-15701 
An optimal control approach to airplane stability 
augmentation systems design
p0195 074-16712 
The results of a high-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan .]T8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727 airplane 
(NASA-CE-134545)	 p0196 074-16726 
Experience with a low altitude turbulence model 
for autoland certification --- correlation of 
gust model data with statistical analysis of 
flight test results
p0234 174-17738 
C.S.A.S. design for good handling in turbulence 
development of design criteria for stability 
augmentation systems for alleviation of gust 
effects
p0234 174-17741 
Theoretical horizontal tail loads and associated 
aircraft responses of an autopilot-controlled 
jet transport flying in turbulence --- analysis 
of problem areas associated with rigid aircraft 
controlled by simple autopilot
p0234 174-17742 
The design of automatic flight control systems to 
reduce the effects of at.ospheric disturbances 
flight tests of experimental automatic 
pilots on SAC-ill aircraft
p0234 174-17743 
Implicit model decoupling approach to VTOL flight 
control design -- stability during specific 
types of maneuvers at critically low speeds 
(RE-469]	 p0245 174-18644 
Some observations on manoeuvre stability and 
longitudinal control 
(ARC-B,l0-3730]	 p0250 174-18690 
Development and flight tests of a gyro-less wing 
leveler and directional autopilot 
(NASA-TN-D-7460J	 p0256 174-19282 
External store effects on the stability of fighter 
and interceptor airplanes --- application to 
military aircraft 'mission requirements 
(NASA-Tl-X-71935]	 p0296 174-20658 
Determisation of the derivatives of longitudinal' 
lotion of an aircraft from flight data by a 
model with' automatic parameter adjustment 
[ESEO-TT-8)	 pO2YO 174-20675 
Validation of new gust design procedures for 
military transports 
(AD-775385]	 p0324 174-21641 
Free-flight investigation of the stability and 
control characteristics of a STOL model with an 
externally blown jet flap 
(NASA-T0-D74113	 p0324 174-21649 
Longitudinal lotion of an airliner during steep 
approach 
(NASA-TT-F-15616J	 p0355 174-25564 
A survey of AFFDL parameter estimation efforts and 
future plans
p0355 174-25571 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives in the presence of turbulence 
p0356 174-25575 
Application of a Ealman filter identification 
technique to flight data from the 1-221 variable
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stability V/STOL aircraft
p0356 174-25578 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using multilevel, hierarchical 
estimation
p0356 174-25581 
Parameter estimation using an a posteriori criterion 
p0357 074-25582 
Effects of flight instrumentation errors on the 
estimation of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives -- including lonte Carlo analysis 
p0357 174-25585 
Application of practical optimal control theory to 
the C-5A load improvement control system (LICS) 
(AD-776297)	 p0358 174-25602 
Determination of the derivatives of longitudinal 
lotion of an aircraft fro. flight data by a 
model with automatic parameter adjustment 
(RAE-LIB-TEANS-1740] 	 pO4O? 174-27506 
Effect of canard location and size on canard-wing 
interference and aerodynamic center shift 
related to maneuvering aircraft at transonic 
speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-75051	 pO4ll 074-28474 
Study of stability of large maneuvers of airplanes 
(NASA-CR-2447]	 p0442 174-29382 
Design of a control system to stabilize the aft 
fuselage.of a 0-52 bo.ber in the presence of a 
random wind gust 
(AD-7790811	 p0442 074-29392 
Lateral-directional stability characteristics of a 
wing-fuselage configuration at angles of attack 
up to 44 deg 
(NASA-Tfl-I-3087]	 p0463 074-31421 
A fly-by-wire flight costrol system for decoupled 
•anual control
p0464 '074-31443 
Autostabilization in YTOL aircraft: Results of 
flight trials with SC 1
p0465 074-31456 
Concept CCV and specifications
p0466 074-31480 
Introduction of CCV technology into airplane design 
p0466 074-31481 
On the application of theory of Barkov processes 
to the evaluation of state of dynamic systems 
and to control of aircraft oscillations 
(NASA-TT-F-15817)	 p0472 074-32441 
Turbulence flight director analysis and 
preliminary simulation 
(OASA-CR-140487)	 p0488 074-33445 
Optimal and suboptimal. control technique for 
aircraft spin recovery 
(OASI-TN-D-77141	 p0489 0714-33453 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of. 
helicopter rotors
p0496 074-34494 
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
NT AFTEEBODIES 
NT AIEFRANES 
NT FUSELAGES 
NT PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
The next step is straight up --- V/STOL 
fighter-attack aircraft for minicarriers 
p0023 A714-12129 
The state of application of composite materials in 
aeronautics
p0072 174-13364 
Recant research activities at the Aeronautics 
Institute of the University of Pisa in the field 
of aircraft structure fatigue
p0072 174-13365 
Problems of stress corrosion in the cane of 
aluminum alloys employed in aerospace technology 
p0076 A74-14018 
Fracture mechanics aircraft structural design 
application and related research
p0078 A74-14461 
Narmco 5208/T300 - A graphite-epoxy system 
engineered for high-performance aircraft 
structures
p0082 *74-14732 
Sliding-seal electron-beam welding of titanium 
p0083 174-14752 
Laminated metallic structure - An approach to 
fracture control
p0083 A74-14754 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft 
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p0083 *74-14756 
Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components
p0084 *74-14774 
The light-weight high-performance yp-17 
p0089 *74-15953 
Applications of the high strength alloy 
Ti-4Al- qNo-2Sn-0.5Si in European aircraft projects 
p0116 *74-16450 
Titanium - The bridge to composites --- for light 
weight/high performance aircraft
p0116 *74-16451 
A 300 B static and fatigue tests
p0117 *74-16755 
An analytic approxi.ate calculation of the 
nonlinear landing impact motions and loads on 
aircraft with both rigid and elastic wing 
structure	 - 
(DGLRPAPBR 73-078]	 p0120 *74-17185 
laterials for the new generation of aircraft 
p0122 *74-17374 
Application of advances in structures and 
materials to the design of the if-li airplane 
(SAE PAPER 730891]
	 p0123 *74-17534 
The use of fully stressed iteration and structural 
index in auto.ated structural optimization 
p0124 *74-17739 
An aircraft exterior coating system and surface 
pretreatment
p0125 *74-17862 
Structural •aterials of aeronautics and astronautics 
p0128 A74-18190 
Analytical design of optimal monolithic panels 
p0130 *74-18642 
On repetitive flutter calculations is structural 
design 
(AZAA PAPER 74-141]	 p0133 *74-18789 
Airplane nacelle composite structure technology 
p0185 *74-22102 
A review of some damage tolerance design 
approaches for aircraft structures
p0222 *74-22503 
Biodegradation of materials used in the 
construction of utilitarian aircraft 
p0219 *74-22522 
Endurance tests on glasses of transport aircraft 
p0209 *74-22659 
Advances in aerospace materials-processing 
technology
p0218 *74-23255 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Structure with carrier 
suitability characteristics
p0213 A74-23838 
Study of the speed of fatigue crack propagation in 
the case of light alloys and titanium alloys 
p0228 A74-24297 
Diffusion welding of structural co.ponents for 
aeronautics and astronautics
p0221 A74-25024 
The use of chromium anodic protection /the SF 4 
process/ for the detection of metallurgical 
anomalies in light alloys
p0227 A74-25351 
The application of electron bees welding for major 
titanium structures
p0227 *74-25363 
Aerodynamic/structural interactions in the design 
of the Concorde nacelle
p0226 *74-25364 
Thick ion-vapor-deposited alu.inum coatings for 
irregularly shaped aircraft and spacecraft parts 
p0260 *74-25813 
Integral methods for the investigation of 
temperature fields in co.plex-configuration 
• structure-components of aircraft and their engines 
p0260 *74-25995 
• A detailed investigation of flight buffeting 
response at-subsonic and transonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 74-358)	 p0264 *74-26668 
Developing the 'backbone' of the P-14 --- Ti 
structures for variable sweep wing center section 
[AIAA PAPER 74-371]	 pO2d5 A74-26678 
Rev alloys for advanced metallic fighter-wing 
structures 
(AI*A PAPER 74-372] 	 p0265 *74-26679 
Baterial selection and evaluation for advanced 
metallic aircraft structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-373]	 p0265 A74-26680
A unified engineering approach to the prediction 
of multiaxial fatigue fracture of aircraft 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-415]	 p0266 *74-26711
Aircraft on-board equipment for dynamic 
measurements with piezoelectric sensors 
p0270 *74-27293 
Influence of the method of hole machining on the 
fatigue strength of aircraft structural materials 
pO270 A74-27343 
Adhesively bonded laminated metal structure 
(SAE PAPER 740259) 	 p0274 A74-27510
Black-box philosophy in reliability of aircraft 
structures --- stochastic hypothesis on fatigue 
damage under random loads
p0279 A74-28432 
The stress-endurance fatigue severity index 
concept - A nethod of SN data development for 
aluminum aircraft structures 	 - 
(SAE PAPER 740386] 	 p0310 *74-28750
A new method f bulkhead analysis in aircraft 
structures 
(SAE PAPER 740388] 	 p0310 A-74-28752
Finite element airplane cost analysis 
(SAE PAPER 7180390]	 pO3lO *74-28754
Potential use of work hardening aluminum alloy 
15090 sheet in civil aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740398] 	 p0310 114-28757 
Optimization of complex structures to satisfy 
static, dynamic and aeroelastic requirements 
p03 18 A74-30453 
Prelude to airworthiness - An outline of quality 
assurance in aircraft construction
p0318 *74-30593 
Random vibration of aircraft undercarriages with 
nonlinear characteristics
p0321 *74-31705 
Airframe maintenance and corrosion protection 
p0337 *74-32672 
Bolographic time-average vibration study of a 
structure dynamic model of an airplane fin 
p0340 *74-33179 
Alloys for helicopter rotor-blade spars 
p0343 *74-34 145 
Nondestructive testing of aircraft wheels at 
Eastern Airlines
p031&3 A7'4-34288 
Acoustic emissions used to nondestructively 
determine crack locations in aircraft structural 
fatigue specimen
p0343 A74-34290 
Electromagnetic proof stressing of bonded airplane 
Structure
p0343 *74-342914 
Glass windshields for wide bodied aircraft 
p0348 *74-34884 
Aircraft floor panel developments at British 
Airways /1967-1973/ 
-	 p0352 A7'4-35021 
VFW 614 airframe 	 - 
-	 p0375 *74-35357 
Experience gained from statistical testing of 
fatigue lives of model samples
p0377 *74-35666 
An experimental study of box beam wing structures 
subjected to torsion
pO3?8 *74-35719 
Structural fabrication of metal-matrix composites 
p0379 A74-35824 
An automated tape layup system /ATLAS/ --- for 
composite aircraft structures fabrication 
p0379 *74-35838 
Pyrotechnic pulse generators for in-flight 
structural tests
pO382 A74-36353 
Application of the method of extreme values to the 
determination of maximum operating loads
	 - 
pO3$3 *74-36455 
Fabrication of boron-hybrid svashplates 
(ABS PEEPRINT 850]	 p0386 *74-36596 
Reproduction of interactions between aerodynamic 
loads and deformation in the strength analysis 
of structures
p0390 A74-36649 
Some problems of the multi-point excitation 
technique in the experimental study of the 
vibrations of elastic structures 
•	 pOl9O *74-36803 
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Resolution of a conflict between weight and 
component resistance in an aircraft
p0398 114-37652 
Effect of the structural elasticity of an aircraft 
on safety and comfort during flights in a 
turbulent atmosphere
pO398 A74-37673 
Aircraft structures designed to cost 
(AIIA PAPER 74-962]	 p0427 A74-38727 
Oil canning of ietallic panels in ther.al-aconstic 
environments 
(AIAA PAPER 74-982]	 p0428 A714-38740 
Practical design of •iniaum weight aircraft 
structures for strength and flutter requirements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-986)	 p0429 A74-38743 
Concorde and safety - Design, testing and 
certification
p0431 114-39050 
'SWEEP' - An interdisciplinary approach to a 
structure weight estimating progra. 
[SANE PAPER 1016]	 p0435 A74-39886 
Carbon fibres can be cost-competitive - An example 
p0436 A74-39902 
Application of carbon fibers to helicopters 
p0436 A74-39910 
Composite structures --- special-purpose computer 
programs
p0441 A74-4 1262 
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet 
structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-08]	 p0448 A74-41310 
New materials and structures --- for aircraft 
[ICAS PAPER 74-21] 	 p0449 A74-41323 
Advanced material applications to subsonic 
transport aviation 
[ICAS PAPER 74-22]	 p0449 A74-41324 
Differentiation of corrosion damage by the 
severity of its effects upon the resistance to 
fatigue and corrosion-fatigue disintegration of 
aircraft skin elements
p0456 A74-42792 
Niniwizing hydrogen pick-up during electroplating 
of high-strength steels
p0478 A14-44530 
Acoustic-emission detection system
p0478 114-44928 
Pyrotechnic bonkers for structural tests in flight 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1389 N]	 p0478 A74-44953 
Idealization and determination of the inertial 
characteristics of the structure of a flight 
vehicle
p048L4 A74-46696 
Review of investigations on aeronautical fatigue 
in the Federal Republic of Germany, Nay 1969 - 
.3une 1973 
(LBF-S-108]	 p0097 874-11843 
Three-axis adjustable loading structure 
[NAsA-CAsE-FRC-10051-1] 	 p0110 874-13129 
An improved exceedance theory for combined random 
stresses with application to aircraft gust 
response
p0152 874-14569 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
aircraft metal structures reinforced with 
filamentary composites. Phase 3: Najor 
component development 
(NASA-CR-2122]	 p0153 874-14625 
Optiwisation of aircraft structures with multiple 
stiffness requirements
p0166 N74-15612 
An investigation of cost factors relating to class 
4 aircraft modifications 
(AD-769195)	 p0191 874-15730 
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures 
(NASA-CASE-ANC-10813-1] 	 p0193 874-16249 
Fatigue of spacecraft structures 
(ESEO-CN(P)7322]	 p0194 874-16597 
In Situ non-destructive testing of aircraft 
structures by holographic interferometry 
(RAE-TR-72218]	 p0197 874-16734 
Design and fabrication of a boron/aluminum 
composite wing box test specimen 
(AD-770203]	 p0197 874-16741 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate 
for aircraft applications 
(AD-770350]	 pO2Ol 874-17278 
Structural representation in aeroelastic 
calculations --- noting residual flexibility
SUBJECT IIDII 
matrices and use of normal modes (ARC-R/8-3729)	 p0257 874-19563 
Structural fatigue analysis and testing for 
fighter aircraft
p0282 874-19655 
Fatigue behaviour of hat section stringer 
stiffened panels compressed in the post-buckling 
range 
(AD-773672]	 p0293 874-20579 
Nondestructive holographic techniques for 
structures inspection --- in large aircraft 
(AD-774758]	 p0303 874-21105 
Typical plane strain fracture toughness of 
aircraft materials
pO332 874-23443 
Research reports from the Institute for Service 
Reliability, issue 6
p0332 874-23491 
Apparatus for the qualification of very low 
frequency vibration exciters --- replacing 
aircraft structure excited by turbulence 
p0332 874-23520 
Navy participation in the development of airframe 
parameter identification techniques
p0356 874-25572 
Estimation of elastic aircraft parameters using 
the •aximnm likelihood method
p0357 874-25589 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 1 
conference 
(RAE-TR-73183-VOL-1]	 p0366 874-26458 
A unified technology plan for fatigue and fracture 
design
p0366 874-26465 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 2 
conference 
(RAE-TR-73183-VOL-2] 	 p0367 874-26468 
Fatigue and fracture considerations in critical 
titanium components --- for aircraft structures 
p0367 874-26470 
Effect of proof load application on fatigue test 
results
p0367 874-26471 
The 747 fail-safe structural verification program 
p0367 8714-26473 
Aircraft fatigue and structural integrity in the 
Royal Air Force from a maintenance engineering 
viewpoint
p0367 874-26474 
The impact of long service on the fatigue of 
transport aircraft: Airworthiness aspects 
p0367 874-26475 
A standardized flight-by-flight test program for 
the fatigue life evaluation of wing components 
of transport aircraft
p0367 874-26476 
Exploratory investigation of rapid crack 
propagation and crack arrest --- in aircraft 
structural alloys 
(AD-778822]	 p0418 874-29012 
Aircraft Design Integration and Optimization, 
Volume 1 --- conference on optimal design of 
aircraft and related systeus 
[AGARD-CP-147-VOL-1]	 -	 p0465 874-31458 
The role of preliminary design in reducing 
development, production and operational costs of 
aircraft systems
p01465 874-31459 
ENP-enduced skin currents on aircraft 
[UCRL-75426]	 p04 92 874-33750 
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft 
airframes and basic structures. Volume 1: Cost 
methods research and development 
(AD-783639) .	 p0501 874-35362 
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY 
Application of damage tolerance technology to
advanced metallic fighter wing structure 
(AIAA PAPER 74-29] 	 p0132 A74-18738 
The Fairchild Industries A-10 - Designed for close 
air support
p0184 A74-21726 
Evaluation of damage tolerance in aircraft 
structures 
[AIAA PAPER 74-347]	 p0263 114-26661 
Survivable flight control system Fly-by-Wire 
flight testing
p0346 A74-34842 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of damage-tolerant co.ponents for the 
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UTTAS helicopter --- Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft System 
(ABS PREPRINT 8821
	
p0387 A74-36611 
AIRCRAFT TIRES 
Recent studies of tire braking performance --- for 
aircraft
p0125 A74-17898 
Improvements in airplane stopping performance on 
adverse runways 
(AIAA PAPER 74-965]	 p0427 A74-38730 
Aircraft accident report: Overseas National 
Airways, Inc., !cDonnell Douglas, DC-8-63, 
8863?, Bangor, lame, 20 .3une 1973	 takeoff 
accident caused by failure of right main landing 
gear tire 
(NTSB-AAR-74-1)	 p0235 874-17748 
Predicticn of aircraft ground performance by 
evaluation of ground vehic).e rut depths 
(AD-775144]	 p0330 874-22689 
AIRCRAFT WAKES 
NT BELICOPTER WAKES 
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREARS 
Longitudinal response of an aircraft due to a 
trailing vortex pair	 -
p0013 A74-11343 
Wake turbulence - The invisible killer 
p0078 A74-14498 
Observations of atmospheric effects on vortex wake 
behavior
p0090A74-15963 
On the jnvjscjd rolled-up structure of 
lift-generated vortices
pO090 A74-15964 
Vortex cases - At a turbulent crossroads 
aircraft wakes and legal liability for accidents 
p0126 A74-18097 
Inviscid wake-airfoil interaction on aultielemeat 
high lift systems
p0127 A74-18143 
A method of calculating aircraft wake velocity 
profiles and comparison with full-scale 
experimental measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-39] 	 p0132 A74-18747 
Ingestion aDd dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
(AXAA PAPER 74-42]	 p0134 A74-18815 
Trailing vortex effects on following aircraft 
p0174 A74-19778 
Electromagnetic effects of aircraft wake-active 
fenillet interaction
p0174 A74-19915 
Vortexes in aircraft wakes -- light aircraft 
hazards
p0185 A74-22206 
Aircraft wake turbulence --- safety development 
for vortex hazards and airport capacity increase 
p0207 174-22627 
The stability of a trailing line vortex. I - 
Inviscid theory
p0337 A74-33049 
Nonlinear prediction of the aerodynamic loads on 
lifting surfaces 
(AIAA PAPER 74-503]	 p0338 A74-33103 
Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment 
(AIRA PAPER 74-506]
	
p0339 174-33105 
Experimental studies of turbulent aircraft wake 
p0392 A74-37257 
Calculation of initial vortex roll-up in aircraft 
wakes
pO392 A74-37283 
Hingeless rotor frequency response with unsteady 
inflow
p0393 A74-37482 
The dynamic behavior of an aircraft encountering 
aircraft wake turbulence 
(AIAA PAPER 74-774]	 p0399 A74-37799 
NASA flight •research on aircraft wake vortices and 
minimization concepts 
(AIAA PAPER 74-953]	 p0427 A74-38721 
Numerical computations of wake vortices behind 
lifting surfaces 
[ICAS PAPER 74-28] 	 p0449 174-41330 
Aircraft trailing vortex instabilities 
(ICAS PAPER 74-34]	 p0450 A74-41335 
Turbulent trailing vortex with central jet or wake 
(ICAS PAPER 74-40)	 p0450 A74-41341
Rot-wire anemoaetry for in-flight measurement of 
aircraft wake vortices
p0460 A74-43621 
Influence of flaps and engines on aircraft wake 
vortices
p0478 A74-44425 
The measurement of the Dc-i trailing vortex system 
using the tower fly-by technique 
(FAA-RD-73-141]	 p0104 174-12718 
Comparison of various methods for calculating 
profile drag from pressure measurements in the 
near wake at subcritical speeds
pOlS6 874-14721 
Acoustic scattering from an aircraft trailing vortex 
p0193 874-16377 
The detection of aircraft wake vortices 
development of acoustic and wind pressure 
sensors for vortex detection
p0233 874-17731 
Wake Vortex Avoidance System program (WVAS) 
design and implementation of ground based 
monitoring and predictive system for safety from 
wake vortices
p0233 874-17732 
Vortex wake research --- inflight investigation of 
turbulent wake generated by C-S aircraft 
p0233 874-17133 
Aircraft vortex wake descent and decay under real 
atmospheric effects 
(AD-771311]	 p0238 174-17767 
Use of a pitot-static probe for determining wing 
section drag in flight at Each numbers from 0.5 
to approximately 1.0 
[NASA-Tl-X-56025]	 p0441 174-29370 
Si.ulation of wake vortices descending in a stably 
stratified atmosphere 
(AD783750]	 p0499 874-34715 
Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment. 
Volume 1: Wake vortex predictive system study 
[AD-783649]	 p0499 874-34716 
AIRCREVS 
U PLIGHT CREWS 
AIRFIELD SURFACE NOVENENTS 
AIRTRANS operational readiness test --- airport 
interterminal transportation evaluation 
pOO74 A74-13807 
Airport terminal planning
p0079 A74-14508 
Eaplin - The operational factors and their 
influence on the design of the airport 
p0079 A74-14511 
Aircraft recovery - There is a solution 
disabled aircraft re.oval from airport 
operational areas
p0089 A74-15865 
AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS 
U AIRFOILS 
AIRFOIL PROFILES 
NT WING PROFILES 
NT WING SPAN 
Inverting the mapping function --- coefficients 
for circle-airfoil transformation function 
expansion
p0001 174-10070 
On the flow around the leading edge of a lifting 
airfoil 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1294]	 p0005 A74-10996 
lethods of visualization of the leading edge 
separation bubble and analysis of results 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1295]	 p0005 A74-10997 
Prevention of transition over a backward step by

suction --- laminar boundary layer control 
p0013 A74-11339 
Prediction of airfoil shock location in transonic 
flow
p0013 A74-11342 
Finite element solution of the incompressible flow 
over an airfoil in a nonunifor• stream 
p0014- A74-11426 
Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the 
wake of an airfoil in detached flow
p0069 A74-13041 
Nanufacture of hollow airfoils for elastic fluid 
turbines - Rokor 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-12]	 p0072 A74-13303 
Reynolds number effects at low speeds on the 
maximum lift of two-dimensional aerofoil 
sections equipped with mechanical high lift 
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devices
pOOlS A74-13842 
The assess•ent of hot corrosion resistance by rig 
testing - Philosophy and experience
p0081 A74-14580 
Transonic flow past lifting airfoils
p0085 A14-14989 
Comparison of surface-vorticity method with 
surface-source •ethod and with an exact solution 
for two-dimensional potential flow around two 
adjacent lifting airfoils
p0086 A74-15047 
Investigation of the effect of induction damping 
of vortices in their interaction with a wing 
p0087 A74-15708 
Exact method of designing airfoils with given 
velocity distribution in incompressible flow 
p0090 A74-15965 
A direct •etbod for computing the steady flow at 
Each number one past a given wing airfoil. 
p0118 A74-16963 
Calculation of separated flows at subsonic and 
transonic speeds
p0118 A74-16965 
A method of designing supercritical lift profiles 
[DOLE PAPER 73-081]	 p0120 A74-17187 
Characteristics of the wake behind a cascade of 
airfoils
p0123 A74-17495 
Wind tunnel. dynamic analysis of an oscillating 
air foil 
[AIAA PAPER 74-259]	 pOI3O A74-18666 
Unsteady lift forces on highly cambered airfoils 
moving through a gust 
[AIAA PAPER 74-88]	 p0133 A74-18807 
Nethods for the design and analysis of jet-flapped 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-188]	 pO134 A74-18833 
Unsteady viscous flow on oscillating airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-182]	 p0179 A74-20774 
Transonic flow around symmetric aerofoils at zero 
incidence
pO204 A74-23331 
A method of obtaining transonic shock-free flow 
around lifting aerof oils 
•	 p0205 A74-24061 
Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of cascades 
of arbitrary profiles vibrating in the potential 
flow of an incompressible fluid
pO222 A74-24378 
Experimental study of the aerodynamic noise of 
airfoils
p0224 A74-25327 
Nodeling dynamic stall on an oscillating airfoil 
p0224 A74-25329 
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating 
circular-arc airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-360]	 p0264 A74-26670 
A model of two-dimensional, incompressible flow 
through a cascade of airfoils with allowance for 
the viscous displacement effect	 - 
[ASRE PAPER 74-01-126]	 p0271 A74-27422 
Lift and moment prediction for an oscillating 
airfoil with a .oviug separation point 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-28)	 p0272 A74-27426 
Theoretical solution of high subsonic flow past 
two-dimensional cascades of airfoils 
(ASRE PAPER 74-01-91]	 p0273 A74-27474 
Some aspects of airfoil stall in low-speed flow 
p0275 A74-27844 
Inverse transonic flow calculations using
experimental pressure distributions
p0276 A74-28050 
A Powler flap syste. for a high-performance	 - 
general aviation airfoil 
(SAE PAPER 740365]	 p0309 174-28739 
Investigation of acoustic effects of leading-edge 
serrations on airfoils
pO3ll A74-30392 
Flight mechanical analysis of various flight 
attitudes of conventional aircraft. I - Basic 
aerodynamic principles /Aerodyna.ics of the 
airfoil - Geometry of the airfoil/
p0338 174-33097 
A rapid computer aided transonic airfoil design 
method 
(AIAA PAPER 74-501]	 p0338 174-33101 
Transonic shock-free aerofoil design by an 
analytic hodograph method
(AIAA PAPER 74-539]	 p0339 A74-33136 
An inviscid analysis of transonic, slatted airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 74-541]	 p0339 174-33137 
Transonic laminar vjscous-jnyjscjd interaction 
over airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-600)	 p0340 174-33177 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
13. 1-percent-thick, high-lift airfoil 
(SIB PAPER 740366)	 p0345 A74-34800 
A ti.e-saving method for calculating subsonic 
flows at airfoils
p0384 A74-36559 
Investigation of the influence of vortex 
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation 
p0389 A74-36632 
Laminar viscous-inviscid interactions at transonic 
speeds
p0425 174-38622 
Bigh-lift aerodynamics /37th Wright Brothers 
Lecture/ --- lift limits and econo.ics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-939]	 p0426 A74-38714 
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections 
p0430 A74-38848 
Automatic numerical generation of body-fitted 
curvilinear coordinate system for field 
containing any number of arbitrary 
two-dimensional bodies
p0432 A74-39286 
Study of unsteady flows around a pointed airfoil 
by conformal transformation
pO432 174-39300 
Sole aerodyna.ic design considerations for high 
bypassratio fans
p0437 A74-39989 
The effect of the Each nu.ber on wave-drag 
optimized fuselages and profiles in the case of 
supersonic flow
p0447 174-41032 
Review of NASA supercritical airfoils 
[ICAS PAPER 74-10] 	 p0448 a74-41312 
Research on the transonic aerofoil sections at the 
National Aerospace Laboratory, Japan 
(ICAS PAPER 74-12)	 p0448 174-41314 
On the design of airfoils for low Reynolds numbers 
(hAl PAPER 74-1017) 	 pO4S4 A74-42038 
The quest for high-lift --- airfoil design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1018]	 p0454 A74-42039 
A two-dimensional aerofoil with a control surface 
oscillating at low frequency in high subsonic flow 
p0456 A74-42694 
High lift characteristics of an airfoil placed in 
a narrow channel
p0457 A74-43143 
Influence of unsteady-state conditions on the 
magnitude of aerodynamic forces in a cascade 
p0482 A74-45927 
Transient aerodynamic characteristics of thin 
curvilinear airfoils in cascade
p0482 17445928 
Free vibrations of dynamically inhonogeneOus 
airfoil cascades in potential flow
p0482 A74-45936 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 0012 
aerof oil section. Including the effects of 
upper-surface roughness simulating hoar frost 
(ARC-R/E-3726]	 p0231 N74-17709 
A suggestion for improving flap effectiveness by 
heat addition --- with pressure gradient 
modification near trailing-edge flaps 
[ARC-CP-1252)	 p0246 N74-18662 
Results of the combined application of boundary 
layer and profile theory 
(NASA-TT-F-15416]	 p0254 N74-1891l 
Input description for Jamesons three-dimensional 
transonic airfoil analysis program 
(NASA-TEX-71919]	 p0281 1174-19640 
Direct calculation of airfoils from pressure 
distribution 
(NASA-TT-F-15417]	 p0281 1174-19641 
The power profile - a new type of airfoil 
airfoil with blunt leading edge and two wall 
jets near the trailing edge 
[AD-773655]	 p0286 Rig-19690 
Development of a computer program to obtain 
ordinates for NACA-6 and 6 A-series airfoils 
(NASA-TE-X-3069]	 PO487 1174-33431 
AIRFOIL SECTIONS 
U AIRFOIL PROFILES 
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AIRFOILS 
AIRFOIL TRICKIESS 
U AIRFOIL PROFILES 
AIRFOILS 
NT AERIAL RUDDERS 
NT AILERONS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT CANBERED WINGS 
IT CARET WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
NT FIXED' WINGS 
IT FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS 
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
NT JET FLAPS 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT LIFTING ROTORS 
IT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS 
NT OBLIQUE RINGS 
NT PARAWINGS 
NT PROPELLER BLADES 
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS 
NT RIGID ROTORS 
NT RING WINGS 
NT ROTARY WINGS 
NT SLENDER RINGS 
NT SPLIT FLAPS 
NT SPOILERS 
NT SUPERCRITICAL WINGS 
NT SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS 
NT SWEPT WINGS 
NT SWEPTBACE WINGS 
NT THIN AIRFOILS 
NT THIN WINGS 
NT TILTING ROTORS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
IT TWISTED RINGS 
NT UNCANBERED WINGS 
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
NT WING FLAPS 
NT WINGS 
Airfoil design for high tip speed compressors 
fan technology 
(AIAA PAPER 73-12118)	 p0009 A74-11269 
Suitability of the finite element method for 
analysis of unsteady flow around oscillating 
airfoils
p0014 A74-11439 
New airfoil sections for general aviation aircraft 
cruising and flap develop.ent tests 
[SAE PAPER 730876]	 pOOl9 A74-11606 
Scattering by a conducting aerof oil 
electromagnetic radiation
p0023 174-11908 
Flow noise spectra from cylinders and aerofoils 
p0023 A74-12127 
Experimental study on the characteristics of an 
isolated swept-back aerofoil with two parallel 
side-walls
p0069 A74-12971 
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
bodies with relatively large trailing sections 
p0087 A74-15575 
Nonlinear airfoil theory with allowance for ground 
effects --- for aerodynamic interference 
probless solution
p0121 174-17270 
Integral equation method for calculation of 
subsonic flow past airfoils in a ventilated wind 
tunnel - Comparison with RAE high Reynolds 
number measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-83)	 p0133 174-18764 
Isolated airfoil - TIP vortex interaction noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-194)	 p0134 A74-18831 
Analysis of flow-reversal delay for a pitching 
airfoil 
[AIAA PAPER 74-183]	 p0134 174-18835 
The high subsonic flow around a two-dimensional 
aerofoil with a trailing edge control surface 
p0182 174-21104 
The calculation of subsonic and transonic 
turbulent boundary layers on an infinite yawed 
airfoil 
(AIAA PAPER 74-5573	 p0344 174-34320 
Discrete tones of isolated airfoils
p0391 A74-37053
Dyna.ic stall modeling and correlation with 
experi.ental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0393 A74-37483 
Analysis of moving body proble.s in aerodyna.ics 
p0432 174-39346 
Viscous effects in transonic flow past airfoils 
[ICAS PAPER 74-19)	 p0448 A74-41321 
Experimental study of viscous flow on multiple 
element airfoils 
[ICAS PAPER 74-46]	 p0451 A74-41346 
The use of gliders for airfoil section research 
and development 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1008]	 p01154 A74-42034 
Iterative solution of transonic flows over 
airfoils and wings, including flows at Rach 1 
p0459 174-43451 
unsteady lift and radiated sound from a wake 
cutting airfoil
p0477 A74-44405 
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing 
flow unsteadiness about airfoils, an 	 ) 
experimental and analytical investigation 
(NASA-CB-2344]	 p0036 N74-10019 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel test on a 
variable-camber airfoil with distributed suction 
boundary-layer control 
(AD-766304]	 p0038 1174-10033 
Aerodynamic sound generation due to 
vortex-aerofoil. interaction
p0093 1174-11804 
Calculation of flovs around zero thickness wings 
with evolutive vortex sheets 
(NASA-TT-F-15183]	 p0094 N74-11815 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 17 
percent thick airfoil section designed for 
general aviation applications 
(NASA-TN-D-7428]	 p0094 1174-11821 
Aerofoils having a specified form of upper-surface 
pressure distributions: Details and comments on 
design 
[ESDU-71020]	 p0102 N74-12703 
Reynolds number effects at low speeds on the 
maximum lift of two-dimensional aerofoil 
sections equipped with mechanical high lift 
devices
p0113 N711-13674 
Transonic single-mode flutter and buffet of a low 
aspect ratio wing having a subsonic airfoil shape 
[NASATND7346]	 p0153 1174-14631 
Profile drag at the drag-rise condition of 
aerofoils having a specified form of 
upper-surface pressure distribution at this 
condition 
(ESDU67O11]	 p0154 N74-14701 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigation 
of the shockless lifting airfoil no. 1 
[NRC-13673]	 p0155 1174-14708 
Remarks on methods for predicting viscous dray 
aerodynamic drag prediction for high angles of 
attack and multielement airfoils
p0156 N74-111718 
Transonic drag due to lift of planar jet-flapped 
airfoils
p0156 1174-14720 
A prediction model for wake related sound 
generation by single airfoils and subsonic rotors 
p0187 1174-15700 
Numerical calculations of velocity and pressure 
distribution around oscillating airfoils 
(NASA-CR-2368]	 p0194 11711-16704 
Calculation of the displaceaent effect in 
two-dimensional subsonic attached flow around 
aerofoils. Examples of calculations using 
measured displacement thicknesses 
(NLR-TR-72116-U]	 p0195 1174-16707 
Investigation of nonlinear inviscid and viscous 
flow effects in the analysis of dynamic stall 
air flow and chordvise pressure distribution 
on airfoil below stall condition 
(NASA-CR-2335]	 p0245 1174-18646 
NPL 9615 and NACA 0012: A comparison of 
aerodynamic data --- from two airfoils 
[ARC-CP-12613	 p0247 N111-18665 
Aerodynamic characteristics of NPL 9626 and NPL 
9627, further aerof oils designed for helicopter 
rotor use 
(ARC-CP-1262)	 p0247 N74-18666 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigation 
of the shockless lifting airfoil no. 1 
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aerodynamic characteristics of off-design 
configurations at several Each nu.bers 
[AD-772727J	 p0247 N74-18668 
Finite element analysis of the flow through a 
cascade of aerofoils 
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-;5]	 p0255 N74-18920 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: an 
experimental study of an airfoil type 
(AD-771170/8GA)	 p0255 N74-18939 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: An 
experimental study of an airfoil type flow 
p0281 N74-19637 
An experimental study of the effect of a low speed 
external flow on a coanda effect flap 
[AD-774393]	 pO300 fl74-20684 
Low speed aerodyna.ic characteristics of NACA 6716 
and NACA 4416 airfoils with 35 percent-chord 
single-slotted flaps --- low turbulence pressure 
tunnel tests to determijie two di.ensional lift 
and pitching moment characteristics 
[NASA-Tfl-I-2623]	 p0323 N74-21634 
On the use of thick-airfoil. theory to design 
airfoil families in which thickness and lift are 
varied independently 
[NASA-TN-D-7579]	 p0323 N74-21635 
Analytical studies of two-element airfoil systems 
(AD-775538]	 p0324 N74-21645 
Aerodynalics of airfoils 
(JPRS-62363]	 p0405 N74-27471 
Notion of an airfoil with variable distance fro. a 
barrier
p0405 N74-27472 
Longitudinal static stability of vehicles with two 
lifting wings
p0405 N74-27473 
Sotion of vehicle with lifting airfoils over 
rippled water surface 
[JPRS-62337]	 p0405 N74-27478 
Single wing supersonic aircraft --- with pivotal 
attachment of airfoil 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10470-3)	 p0445 N74-30414 
A streamline curvature method for design of 
supercritical and subcritical airfoils 
[NASA-TN-D-7770]	 p0470 N74-32416 
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for 
oscillating wings with thickness (computer 
program)	 - 
[NASA-CR-132477]	 p0487 N74-33427 
A modified Theodorsen epsilon-function airfoil-
design procedure - 
[NASA-TN-D--7741]	 pO487 N74-33428 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of.- airfoil 
sections with rounded trailing edges in forward 
and reverse flow 
[NASA-TM-x-3060]	 pO487 N74-33430 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0495 N74-34491 
An approximate solution of unsteady transonic flow 
problems -- unsteady pressures on thin 
two-dimensional airfoil pitching and plunging 
(AD-783621]	 p0500 N74-34718 
AIRRABE TEEIALS 
Commercial aircraft --- weight reduction by 
composite •aterials
p0002 A74-10495 
A corrosion inhibiting coating for structural 
airframe fasteners 
[SAE PAPER 730902] -
	 p0018 A74-11588 
Influence of prototype concept and cost ceilings 
on airframe design and manufacture of the TF-16 
lightweight fighter 
(SAE PAPER 730888]
	 p0019 A74-11600 
The use of ultra high strength titaniu. alloys in 
a V/STOL •ilitary aircraft application - The H. 
S. A. Harrier
p011S A74-16446 
Effects of Ti-6Al-4V alloy metallurgical 
structures on ultrasonic response characteristics 
-	 p0116 A74-16477 
Ultrasonic inspection of titanium airframe 
co.ponents
p0116 A74-16479 
High cycle fatigue properties of titanium in 
aircraft application
p0116 A74-16513 
Deep hardenable titanium alloys for large airframe 
elements
-	 p0117 A74-16559
SUBJECT XIDEI 
Application of advances in structures and 
materials to the design of the TP-17 airplane (SAE PAPER 730891]
	 p0123 A74-17534 
Structural materials of aeronautics and astronautics 
p0128 A74-18190 
Experimental study of metal-plastic couplings in 
tension
p0130 A74-18648 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0176 A74-20210 
Advanced composites --- in aerospace structural 
design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-242]
	 p0180 A74-20834 
Utilization of titanium and its alloys in the 
manufacture of helicopters and airplane frames 
p0218 A74-23967 
Application of advanced structures and materials 
to transport aircraft fuselages
	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 74-340]
	 pO263 A74-26655 
Aircraft applications for electroless nickel plate 
(SAE PAPER 740399]
	 p0310 A74-28758 
Structural fabrication of metal-matrix composites 
p0379 A74-35824 
Application of advanced composites to helicopter 
airframe structures --- CH-53 D materials 
(ABS PEEPRINT 880]
	 p0387 A74-36610 
Costs and benefits of composite material 
applications to a civil STOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-964]
	 p0427 A74-38729 
New materials and structures --- for aircraft 
[ICAS PAPER 74-21]
	 p0449 &74-41323 
Advanced material applications to subsonic 
transport aviation 
(ICAS PAPER 74-22]
	 p0449 A74-41324 
Titanium structural brazing
p0480 A74-45260 
Baterials for aerospace current research and 
development 
[D-NAT-194]	 p0303 N74-21139 
Examples of aircraft failure --- photographic 
examples of typical aircraft co.ponent cracking 
through in service failure
pO332 N74-23415 
AIRPEANES	 - 
Some stability and control aspects of 
airframe/propulsion system interactions on the 
YP-12 airplane 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-4]	 p0071 A74-13246 
Flat rolled beta titanium alloys for airframe 
application
p0116 A74-16449 
Titanium flamecutting reduces airframe costs 
p0118 A74-16760 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0128 A74-18271 
An algorithm for rational, selection of the 
parameters of nonlinearly deforming thin-walled 
framework elements
p0130 A74-18645 
Plan for developing structural criteria for 
composite airframes
p0181 A74-20945 
Restoration in the laboratory of the effects of 
kinetic heating on the structure of the Concorde 
aircraft	 - 
p0216 A74-22670 
Some aerodynamic problems raised by the airship 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1312]
	 p0222 A74-214314 
Confidence assessment of military airframe cost 
predictions --- for cost overrun eli.ination 
p0267 A714-26874 
Airframe maintenance and corrosioD protection 
p0337 A74-32672 
Flight test applications and analysis of parameter 
identification techniques
p0347 A74-34856 
Cooperative airframe/propulsion control for 
supersonic cruise aircraft 
[SAN PAPER 740478]
	 p0351 A74-34998 
Digital computer techniques for engine/airframe 
simulation --- for helicopters 
(ABS PREPRINT 874]
	 p0387 A74-36609 
An index of the relative level of technical 
perfection of an airframe
p0390 A74-36814 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods

	
-	 p0394 A74-37489 
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AIRFRAMES COflD 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
for helicopters
p0396 174-37506 
Airframe noise - The next aircraft noise barrier 
(AIAA PAPER 74-949] 	 p0452 174-41654 
Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the •odel E-2 A/B airplane 
(AD-765708)	 p0042 574-10059 
Symmetrical eigen forms of the vibrations of a 
supporting surface and of an elastic fuselage 
(AD-756285]	 p0043 574-10067 
Nonlinear crack analysis with finite elements 
for application to airframes 
(AD-766558]	 pOO67 574-11722 
Fatigue-test acceleration with flight-by-flight 
loading and beating to simulate 
supersonic-transport operation 
(NAsA-TN-D--7380]	 p0099 574-12261 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airframes. Volume 3i Bibliography --- with 
emphasis on characteristics of filamentary 
composites 
(AD-767569]	 p0105 574-12726 
Development and evaluation of methods of plane 
Stress fracture analysis.. Part 1: Review and 
evaluation of structural residual strength 
prediction techniques 
(AD-767614]	 p0110 574-13262 
Evaluation of AFC 77 nartensitic stainless steel 
for airframe structural applications 
(10-767597]	 p0110 574-13263 
Development of self-contained portable unit for 
nondestr uctive compositional analysis of 
aircraft and space systems alloys --- I ray 
fluorescence analysis 
(AD-767226]	 p0110 574-13265 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airframes, Volume 1: EvaluatiOn 
(AD-767706]	 p0147 574-14238 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airfra.es. Volume 2: Current/criteria/selected 
rationale review and evaluation 
(AD-767707]	 p0147 N74-14239 
Structural analysis of- light aircraft using NASTRAN 
p0153 574-14594 
Static and dynamic helicopter airframe analysis 
with NASTBAN
p0153 574-14616 
NASTRAN data generation of helicopter fuselages 
using interactive graphics --- preprocessor 
system for finite element analysis using IBM 
co.puter
-	
p0153 574-14621 
Similarity parameters and their sensitivity for 
transonic airframe exhaust nozzle interactions 
(AD-768988]	 p0159 574-14746 
Helicopter inspection design requirements 
(AD-769061]	 p0163 574-14781 
Changes in flutter results by stiffening some 
degrees of freedom --- flutter analysis of 
elastically connected aircraft structures with 
low masses 
(TR-195]	 p0188 574-15709 
Design guide for the use of structural shapes in 
aircraft applications. Part 1: Selection 
criteria for structural shapes and tubing. Part 
2: Manufacturing •ethods for structural shapes 
and tubing 
(AD-769042]	 p0190 574-15723 
Design parameters for torsion of sandwich strips 
having trapezoidal,- rectangular, and triangular 
cross sections 
(AD-771824]	 p0244 574-18549 
Study of advanced structural concepts for fuselage 
fiber reinforced composite materials for 
helicopter tail section 
(AD-772708]	 p0250 R74-18696 
CB-53 A flexible frame vibration analysis/test 
correlation 
(AD-772569]	 p0252 574-18711 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of alu.inua sheet and plate 
for airframe applications 
(AD-772736]	 p0255 574-19184 
Acoustic fatigue design data, part 3 --- design 
criteria for aircraft structural elements to 
reduce effects of acoustic stress 
(AGARDOGEAPB-162-PT-3] 	 p0257 574-19550
Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components 
(NASA-TM-X-71944)	 p0284 574-19667 
Investigation of advanced structural concepts for 
fuselage -- application of fiber reinforced 
composite materials to fuselage structures 
[AD-773597)	 p0285 574-19684 
Addition of an arbitrary body analysis capability 
to the Boeing TEA 236 finite element computer 
program 
(AD-774430)	 p0301 574-20694 
Engineering feasibility study of ultrasonic 
applications for aircraft manufacture 
(AD-774305]	 p0303 574-21084 
Development of engineering data on thick-section 
electron beam welded titanium 
[AD-774051]	 p0303 574-21151 
Cumulative fatigue damage theory and models 
(AD-774529]	 p0304 574-21569 
The reduction of airframe costs with particular 
reference to combat aircraft
p0305 574-21615 
The flow over a porous body: A singular 
perturbation problem with two parameters 
development of method for predicting skin 
friction and heat transfer characteristics of 
aircraft surfaces 
(AD-775072]	 p0324 574-21644 
Book bounce test of the C-2A airplane arresting 
gear A frame 
(10-774085]	 p0328 574-21902 
Book bounce test of the E-2A airplane arresting 
gear A frame 
(AD-774086]	 p0328 N74-21903 
Diffusion whiding in aviation technology 
(NASA-TT-F-15568]	 p0328 574-22138 
Fracture mechanics of aircraft structures 
proceedings of conference on structural 
characteristics of aircraft components 
(AGARD-AG-176]	 p0331 574-23413 
Spectrum of loading of aircraft --- diagrams of 
typical flight-load profiles for tactical and 
transport aircraft
p0332 N74-23414 
Examples of aircraft failure --- photographic 
examples of typical aircraft component cracking 
through in service failure
p0332 574-23415 
The strength and rigidity of structures at high 
aircraft velocities 
(AD-776743]	 p0359 574-25610 
The Lockheed L-1011 Tristar fatigue and fail-safe 
development program
p0366 574-26462 
Limit criteria for low cost airframe concepts 
(AD-777572]	 p0369 574-26489 
On the use of branch modes for the calculation of 
helicopter structural dynamic characteristics 
(NASA-TTF-15713]	 pO407 574-27503 
A new type of sail plane 
[NASA-TT-?-15920]	 p0472 574-32440 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost weight and 
integrity. Volume 2: Criteria sensitivity study 
(AD-781811]	 p0473 574-32451 
Advanced metallic structure: Cargo fuselage 
design for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
(AD-781814]	 p0473 574-32456 
Advanced metallic structure: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
• and integrity. Volume 3: Materials test program 
(AD-781812]	 p0490 574-33460 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume S 2: Design data 
(AD-781807]	 p0490 574-33462 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved Cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: Stress, fatigue and 
fracture, cost and m&terial data 
(AD-781808]	 p0490 574-33463 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 4: Baseline damage 
tolerance evaluation 
(AD-781809]	 p0490 574-33464 
Structural dynamic response of AB-1G wing with 
1835 weapon 
(AD-781973]	 p0491 574-33468 
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Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
p0497 N74-34514 
Weapon system costing Lethodology for aircraft 
airframes and basic structures. Volume 1: Cost 
methods research and development 
(AD-783639]	 p0501 N74-35362 
AINLINE OPERATIORS 
The technology and economics of commercial 
airçlane design. I
p0001 174-10144 
Advantages of aircraft syste. maturity 
profitability 
(SIB PAPER 730907) 	 pOOlS 174-11585 
maintainability concepts used in the design and 
operation of Douglas commercial jet aircraft 
[SAW PAPER 730881] 	 pOOl9 174-11603 
Jet engine emissions --- commercial aviation air 
pollution near airports
p0073 174-13730 
What's wrong with airline earnings --- operating 
costs vs consumer spending habits
p0075 174-13973 
What keeps wide body jets down on the ground

mechanical/operational breakdown problems 
pOOlS 174-13974 
flake no mistake about it - Air transport 
productivity demands a total and dedicated teaa 
effort' --- Boeing 7447 modification program 
p0076 174-13977 
Conventional take-off and landing --- TriStar 
aircraft operations and traffic trends 
p0078 174-14503 
Changes in the European air transport pattern 
p0079 a74-14507 
Dynamic Eanchester air transport region 
passenger and cargo handling facilities, runway 
modifications
p0089 174-15863 
1-1011 upkeep 
(SAE PAPER 730883] 	 p0123 174-17532 
Development of requirements for, and evaluation 
of, manufacturer advanced design aircraft 
[SIR PAPER 7309148]	 p0124 174-17541 
Skyjacking and airport security
p0127 174-18100 
The fuel crisis and the controfler - turbojet 
aircraft descent trajectories for fuel 
consumption reduction
p0173 174-19726 
A look at the British ATC scene. II --- primary 
and secondary radar systems development 
p0173 174-19727 
The airship can meet the energy challenge 
p0176 174-20166 
Engine condition monitoring - The Alitalia approach 
p0180 1714-20825 
Aircraft life cycle profitability - The operator's 
challenge 
(1111 PAPER 74-281]	 p0180 1714-20837 
Simulation of dispatch reliability for a fleet of 
large ccmmercial aircraft
p0181 174-20952 
Hazard function monitoring of airline components 
p0181 174-20967 
International airline views on the United States' 
plans for the upgraded third generation system 
ATC technology assessment
p0220 1714-22685 
- International. user charges and their effect on the 
implementation of ATC, navigation, and 
communication systems
p0222 1714-22687 
Airline airplanes for the eighties - A response 
-- emphasizing system efficiency and fuel savings 
p0222 174-23464 
Obsolescence of commercial aircraft - When, where, 
how
p0222 174-23878 
Technology of passenger clearance in air 
transportation using various clearance •ethods 
p0269 1744-27211 
Advance airborne system for maintenance monitoring 
(SAW PAPER 730955]
	 p0269 174-27255 
Use of containers and pallets in air cargo transport 
p0270 A74-27295 
What do aircraft reliability statistics prove 
p0275 A74-27674 
Fully automatic LORAN C for commercial airlines 
p0316 A74-30356
Computation of minimum-noise takeoff flight paths 
by varying the thrust and the inclination angle 
of the flight path
p0337 174-32902 
Aircraft servicing and the network technique. II 
graphically represented sequential ground 
support routines
p0338 A74-33094 
A proposed pricing procedure for domestic airlines 
p0340 174-33298 
New design and operating techniques for improved 
terminal area compatibility 
(SAW PAPER 7404514]
	 p0349 174-34982 
Concorde - Testing the market -- passenger
	 - 
utilization prognosis
p0377 A74-35632 
Those Concorde economics again
p0378 174-35668 
Precious resources and air transport - An airline 
view --- fuel price increase effects 
p0382 A74-36322 
Symposium on Air Transport in Europe, London, 
England, January 16, 1974, Proceedings 
pO382 174-36326 
Air transport in Europa - Commercial trends and 
prospects
p0382 174-36327 
The development of third level air services in 
Prance
p0382 *74-36328 
Air transport. Volume 3 --- Russian book on 
passenger airline operations 	 - 
p0421 A74-38049 
Influence of runway traction on operation of jet 
transport aircraft 
[11*1 PAPER 74-958]	 p0427 174-38724 
Automation and flight management in commercial 
aviation
p0433 *74-39499 
Feederliner engine installation - Trends and 
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NT EXTREBUN VALUES 
IT FINITE DIFFERENCE TBEORY 
NT FINITE ELEMENT NETBOD 
NT GAUSS EQUATION. 
NT HARmONIC ANALYSIS 
IT BELNBOLTZVOBTICITT EQUATION 
NT INTEGRAL' EQUATIONS 
NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS 
NT LEAST SQUARES NETBOD 
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT mONTE CARLO mETHOD 
NT IENTON-BAPHSON BETBOD 
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
IT NUmERICAL ANALYSIS 
IT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT RAYLEIGH-RITZ mETHOD 
NT RELAXATION mETHOD (BATHENATICS) 
NT RUNGE-KUTTA mETHOD 
IT SERIES (MATHEMATICS) 
NT SINGULARITY . (MATHENATICS) 
ANALYZERS	 -. 
NT EEGINE ANALYZERS 
ANZCBOIC CEANBEIB 
A new anechoic facility for supersonic hot jet 
noise research at Lockheed-Georgia
p0315 A74-30092 
LNUOIETUS 
NT HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS 
Wind-tunnel investigations ai.ed at -devising tents 
of aircraft spin
p0223 A74-25316 
ANEMOmETER. 
U VELOCITY BEASUREMENT 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, 
NT ZERO ANGLE OP ATTACK 
On the flow around the leading edge. of -a lifting 
airfoil 
(ONERA, 'TP NO. 1294]	 p0005 A74-10996 
The effects of second order blade bending on the 
angle of attack of hingeless rotor blades 
p0022 -A74-1 1846 
A simplified .ethod for studying the aerodyna.ic 
heating of axisy..etric bodies at an angle, of 
attack	 -	 .	 :	 -
p0029 A74-12441 
Investigation of the characteristics , of flows past 
plates at large angles of attack
- p0070 A74-13183 
Supersonic flow past sharp- and blunt-nosed 
conical bodies at angles. , of attack .fro. 0 to 45 
dog 
rOGLE PAPER 73-080]
	
pOl2O A74-17186 
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The jet-flapped wing in ground proximity with 
special allowance for large angle of attack and 
large jet flap angle
p0121 174-17221 
Vortex age as a wake turbulence scaling parameter 
(lIlA PAPER 74-36] 	 p0132 174-18745 
Nonlinear aerodynamics of aircraft in 
high-angle-of-attack maneuvers 
(AIAI PAPER 74-85)	 p0133 174-18765 
Aerodynamic forces and moments on a slender body 
with a jet plume for angles of attack up to 180 
degrees 
(1111 PAPER 74-110]	 p0133 174-18776 
Transonjc flow about lifting wing-body combinations 
(1111 PIPER 74-185]	 p0133 174-18812 
Evaluation of aircraft departure -divergence 
criteria with a six-degree-of-freedom digital 
simulation program
	 -	 - 
(lIlA PAPER 74-68]	 p0136 174-18882 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Three system digital 
flight guidance
p0173 174- 19751 
Investigation of the effect of supports on the 
bottom pressure and pitching moment of bodies of 
revolution at an angle of attack
p0312 174-29496 
Stall/spin seventy years later --- aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0344 174-34699 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a I-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
- p0347 114-34852 
Calculation of the static stability of aircraft'at 
large angles of attack
p0383 174-36454 
Flow patterns of fuselage-wing models at 
supercritical angles of attack
pO391 174-37143 
The effect of non-symmetric flight on aircraft 
high angle of attack handling qualities and 
departure characteristics 	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-792]	 p0400 174-37812 
Plight evaluation of a Mach 3 cruise longitudinal 
autopilct 
(1111 PAPER 74-910]	 p0402 174-37890 
Flight testing a highly instrumented sailplane 
(1111 PAPER 74-1023]	 p01454 174-42042 
The design, fabrication and evaluation of the 
aural angle of attack/stall warning system 
(AD-767663]	 p0145 N74-13748 
A study of the nonlinear aerodynamics of bodies in 
nonplanar •otion --- nü.erical. analysis-of 
aerodynamic force and Moment- systems during 
large amplitude, arbitrary motions 
(NASA-TR-R-421J	 p0158 N74-14741 
Angle of attack computation spate. --- based on 
air data, aircraft acceleration, surface 
positions, and stored aerodynamic data. 
(AD-771183/1GA]	 p0255 N74-19107 
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)	 - 
NT ANGLE OP ATTACK 
NT DIHEDRAL ANGLE 
NT ELEVATION ANGLE 
NT SWEEP ANGLE	 - 
NT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK 
ANGULAR NOTION 
U ANGULAR VELOCITY 
ANGULAR RESOLUTION 
The effects of relative source strength and 
signal-to-noise ratio on angular resolution of 
antennas
p0373 174-35 132 
ANGULAR VELOCITY 
A new concept for angular rate flight control 
sensors 
(lIlA PAPER 74-868]	 p0401 174-37855 
ANIMALS 
NT BIRDS 
NT INSECTS 
NT RODENTS 
AIISOTEOP! 
NT PLASTIC ANISOTROPY 
Effect of anisotropic turbulence on aerodynamic 
noise --- Lighthill theory mathematical •odel 
for axisymmetric turbulence
p0004 174-10798 
ANNULAR PLOW 
Annular slot and frontal slot flow --- turbulent
ANTENNA RADIATION PATT3Da 
flow resistance coefficients
p0001 174-10033 
Subsonic annular wing theory with application to 
flow about nacelles 
(NASA-TN-D-7630]	 p0470 N74-32414 
ANODIC COATINGS 
The use of chromium ánodic protection /the 8? 4 
process/ for the detection of metallurgical 
anomalies in' light alloys
p0227 174-25351 
Eaterial thickness control through process 
ref inement 
(AIAA PAPER 74-375]	 p0265 174-26682 
ANODIEIIG 
The use of chromium anodic protection /the HP 4 
process/ for the detection of metallurgical 
anomalies in light alloys 
-	
.	 p0227 174-2535 1 
ANTENNA ARRAYS 
NT LINEAR ARRA! 
New concepts in ANTI radar - Nulling effects of 
Doppler filter/multi-element horn array 
p0121 A74-11252 
The technology and -application of free-space power 
transaission by microwave beam
p0170 174-19464 
Adaptive arrays --- radar receiving antennas for 
sidelobe reduction and adaptive filtering 
-	 p0316 A74-30319 
ANTENNA CONPOIENTS 
NT ANTENNA COUPLERS 
Najor Item Special Study (HISS), AR-Is mast assembly 
failure analysis of helicopter antenna Mast 
assembly 
(AD-768764]	 p0163 N74-14782 
High frequency radio emission and reception by 
forest trees and by helicopter using hybrid 
electromagnetic antenna couplers 
(AD-773909]	 p0287 874-19822 
ANTENNA COUPLERS 
NT COUPLING CIRCUITS 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Tactical voice and data 
communication
p0173 A74-19753 
ANTENNA DESIGN 
Adaptive arrays ---' radar receiving antennas for 
sidelobe reduction and adaptive filtering 
p0316 A74-30319 
Evaluation of lateral displacement of SLS antennas 
SideLobe Suppression -
p0382 174-36427 
A simple antenna system approach for •obile SITCOM 
terminals
p0424 174-38557 
Engineering aspects with satellite conmunication 
terminals in aircraft 
(REPT-7-72]	 pO192 N74-15842 
Antennas for avionics --- conference on 
application of avionic antennas in Aerosat systems 
(AGARD-CP-139]	 p0468 N74-31667 
Airborne low-VHF antennas
pO468 N71&-31680 
A commutation on antenna systems covering standard 
aircraft and balloons 
-	 pO469 174-31685 
ANTENNA FIELDS 
U ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS 
ANTEJIA RADIATION PATTERNS 
A cylindrical phased-array antenna for AIC 
interrogation
p0001 A74-10018 
Effect of differences between the antennas of a 
Doppler velocity meter on its operational accuracy 
p0023 174-11994 
Roll-plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas 
pO169 A74-19228 
Electronagnetic effects of aircraft wake-active 
feuillet interaction
p0174 A74-19915 
Evaluation of lateral displacement of SLS antennas 
-- SideLobe Suppression
	 -
p0382 174-36427 
User's manual for ILSLOC: Simulation for 
derogation effects on the localizer portion of 
the instrument landing system 
(AD-768O49]	 p0151 N74-14361 
Roll plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas 
(NASA-CR-136815]	 p0200 N74-16953 
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A study of EC-135 aircraft antenna patterns 
(NASA-CR-1385853	 pO369 N74-26663 
Co.put.r analysis of aircraft and shuttle antennas 
(1AS-Ck-138605]
	
p0369 N74-26666 
luserical solutions to sole on-aircraft antenna 
pattern problesa --- analysis of direction 
finding antenna on 1-4 airCraft 
(AD-777977]	 p0409 N74-27639 
A technique to coibine the geo.etrical theory of 
diffraction and the losent sethod 
(AD777976)	 p0409 N74-27640 
Analysis of on-aircraft antenna patterns 
(AD-777975]	 p0409 N74-27641 
Antenna gain pattern seasuresents on a BQN-34P 
target drone, voluse S 
(AD-778075)	 p0409 N74-27642 
Diffraction by a perfectly conducting rectangular 
cylinder which is illusinated by an array of 
line sources 
(NASA-CR-24051	 p0417 N74-28706 
Flush-.ounted antennas radiating on aircraft type 
surfaces 
(NASA-CN-2403]	 pO4l? N74-28707 
Antennas for avionics --- conference on 
application of avionic antennas in Aerosat systess 
(AGARD-CP-139]	 p0468 N74-31667 
Deter.ination of the sovesent of the apparent 
phase centers of aircraft antennas for 
calibrating the lOBS interferoseter --- coherent 
wave front si•u].ations for slot antennas and 
spiral antennas
p0469 N74-31704 
ANTENNAS 
NT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS 
NT CYLINDRICAL ANTENNAS 
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS 
NT DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
NT BORN ANTENNAS 
NT RICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
NT NONOPOLE ANTENNAS 
NT RADAR ANTENNAS 
NT SATELLITE ANTENNAS 
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS 
The radiation fros slots in truncated 
dielectric-covered surfaces 
[NASA-CR-2397]	 p0417 N74-28709 
AITIPEBEZES 
VFW 614 de-icing
p0375 A74-35360 
ANTIRICTION BEARINGS 
NT BALL BEARINGS 
NT ROLLER BEARINGS 
Investigation of rotor dyna.ic and high speed 
bearing technology for- a 3 11 turbo-alternator 
[AD-765501]	 p0047 N7'-10486 
Cold-weather flight tests of an 08-58 helicopter 
equipped with an elastoweric-bearing •ain rotor 
[AD-772935]	 p0253 N74-18716 
AITIOXIDANTS 
Additives for lubrication oils used with foreign 
gas-turbine aviation engines - Survey of patents 
p0219 A74-23518 
AITISIID DEVICES 
Recent studies of tire braking perforsance --- for 
aircraft
pO125 A74-17898 
Aircraft antiskid analysis verification and 
ref inewent	 - 
(AD-770300]	 p0198 N74-16749 
ANTISOBBABINE WARPABE 
Belicopter applications at sea 
-	 p0173 A74-19690 
RPV potential for naval applications
p0481 A74-45309 
AITISUBEARINE WARFARE AIRCRAPT 
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
NT 5-3 AIRCRAFT 
NT SB-3 HELICOPTER 
The S-3A - A new disension in airborne sea control 
(AIAA PAPER 74-239]	 p0137 A74-19205 
A0-1 AINCRIPT 
0- OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
APPROACH	 - 
NT INSTRUHENT APPROACH 
Reasure.ent of turbulence inputs for V/STOL 
approach paths in a sisulated planetary boundary 
laye 
(UTIAS-189]	 p0066 N74-11661
SUBJEcT 11011 
The effect of gusts and wind shear for autosatic 
STOL approach and landing. -- si.ulation and 
flight test. of flight control systes for short 
takeoff aircraft
p0233 N74-17730 
APPROACH COITROL 
NT RADAR APPBOACR COMTROL 
The national Nicrowave Landing Syste.
pO169 A74-19317 
Probleas of quality of flight of future transport 
aircraft in course of developsent.
p0210 A74-23396 
The antosatic approach of helicopters and STOL 
airplanes
p02 10 A74-23398 
Air-traffic-control sisulator for the training of 
ATC personnel
p0216 A74-24052 
Autoaatic approach of helicopters and STOL aircraft 
p0229 A14-25362 
Piloted power approach siwulation 
-	 p0347 A74-34853 
Steady state decoupling and design of linear 
•ultivariable systess
p0380 A74-36115 
An experisental investigation of STOL 
lateral-directional flying. qualities and roll 
control power requiresents using the variable 
stability I-22A aircraft 
(ABS PRNPRXNT 841]	 p0385 A74-36592 
Systel design and flight test results of the 
Bendix/Bell Els Category 11/111 elevation 
approach guidance function 
(AIAA PAPER 74-909]
	 p0402 A74-37889 I 
Systel for guiding fixed- or rotary-wing aircraft - 
in approach and landing zones 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1342]	 p0422 A74-38310 
An operational look at the two-sequent approach 
for aircraft noise reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 74-979]	 p0428 A74-38738 
Considerations for STOL landing ground rules 
[AIAA PAPER 74-996]
	 p0429 A74-38750 
A head-up display for all-weather approach and 
landing of tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-952]	 p0452 A74-41656 
Direct force control for light airplanes 
(AIAA PAPER 74-862]	 p0453 A74-41809 
The Soviet radio navigation procedure RSRN --- for 
aircraft landing control
p0461 A74-44071 
A feasibility study and pralisinary evaluation of 
the use of a biased glide slope technique for - 
noise abate.ent approach 
(FAA-RD-73-153]	 p0048 N74-10618 
Flight experience with the decelerating noise 
ahate.ent approach 
(NASA-TR-X-56020]	 p0104 N74-12720 
Proposal for a visual systes- of sisulating a landing 
pilot training with televised display of 
sisulated landing environ.ent 
(FOA-2-C-2509-E4]	 p0111 N74-13423 
Ricrowave Landing Syste. (ELS) develop.ent plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
ELS developuent progra.. Part 1.0, Voluse 1.1: 
Technique analysis progras 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.1] 	 p0150 N74-14340 
Siaplified Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI)-
operation test and evaluation 
(AD-767901]	 pOlSl N74-14362 
Failure .odes, effects and criticality analysis 
(FRECA) of category III instru.ent landing 
systea with traveling: Nave localizer antenna 
(01-840912-100]	 p0164 N14-15380 
flicrowave Landing Systes (MLS) develop.ent plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national RLS developsent progra.. Volu.e 1: 
Executive su..ary 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-1 1	 p0165 N74-15381 
Nicrowave Landing Systea (ELS) develop.ent plan as 
proposed by Raytheon daring the technique 
analysis and contact definition phase of the 
national ELS developuent progras. Voluse 3: 
1.1.1 perforsance validation 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-3] 	 p0165 N74-15382 
Ricrowave Landing Syste. (HLS) develop.ent plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technical-
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
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national ELS develop.ent progra., Volu.e 3A pOO89 A74-15864 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-3A)	 p0165 N74-15383 ARCTIC REGIONS 
Ricrovave Landing Syste. (ELS) developwent plan as The single-engine turboprop in the northern frontier 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique p0185 A74-21821 
analysis and contract definition phase of the AREA NAVIGATION 
national ELS develop.ent progral. 	 Voluwe 4: Application to zone navigation /E/Nav/ of hybrid 
Syste. considerations 1.1.2 through 1.1.5 navigation systews 
(PAA-RD-72-150-VOL-4]	 p0165 N74-15384 p0029 A74-12446 
Bicrovave Landing Systew (ELS) develop.ent plan as Si.nlator tests of pilotage error in area 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique navigation with vertical guidance - Effects of 
analysis and contract definition phase of the descent angle and display scale factor 
national ELS development progra..	 Volu.e 5: p0081 A74-14595 
Post TA/CD plans, wanagewent perfor.ance Pilotage error and residual attention - The 
(FAA-RD-72-150-YOL-5]	 p0165 N74-15385 evaluation of a perfor.ance control syste. in 
Ricrovave Landing System (RLS) development plan as airborne area navigation 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique p0087 A74-15630 
analysis and contract definition phase of the Eurocontrol evaluation of the Standard Elektrik 
national ELS develop.ent progra.. 	 Volu.e 6: Lorenz /SEL,.'Doppler FOR-DEE and Decca 0.nitrac 
Supporting studies, appendices D through N co.puting, navigation and display syste. for 
(FAA-RD-150-V0L-6]	 p0165 N74-15386 area navigation. Phase III - Plight trials 
esigs of a flight director/configuration 1971-1972 
•anage.ent syste. for piloted STOL approaches pOO9l A74-16075 
[NASA-Cn-114688]	 p0189 N74-15715 The i.pact of area navigation on flight control 
Applicability of NASA (ARC) two-segment approach syste.s and displays 
procedures to Boeing Aircraft p0122 A74-17277 
(NASA-cR-114678]	 p0235 E74-17749 Navigation in the upgraded third generation systew 
Analytical design and siwnlation evaluation of an
--- BLS.	 LS, VORTAC, area navigation, etc 
approach flight director systea for a jet STOL p0220 174-22680 
aircraft fl-NAy systews developwent for a STOL application 
(NASA-CR-114697]	 p0330 N74-22676
--- area navigation for high density interurban 
Display reguire.ents for the final approach and operations 
landing phase of as RPV •ission p0259 A74-25741 
(NASA-TE-I-62346]	 p0354 N74-25561 ARGON LASERS 
Longitudinal lotion of an airliner during steep Two-color dual-bea. backscatter laser Doppler 
approach velociweter 
(NASA-TT-F-15616]	 p0355 N74-25564 p0076 A74-14093 
Plight-nechanics proble.s during landing approach ARGONEITS (EATEBBATICS)	 - 
with direct lift control, ezeaplified by HFB 320 U INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Banns ARIZOIA 
(NASA-TT-P-15614]	 p0355 H74-25566 Adaptation of colputer progra.wing to output for. 
Opti.al control aircraft landing analysis of altiaeter data --- Sierra Nevada and Grand 
(AD-776316]	 p0358 N74-25601 Canyon regions 
Flight control prob].e.s for steep approaches [E74-10087]	 p0062 174-11198 
(NASA-TT-P-15617]	 p0406 N74-27493 ARRBD FORCES 
Bini•a for landing aircraft NT ARNED FORCES (UNITED STATES) 
(JPRS-62252]	 p0407 N74-27502 NT NAVY 
Noise reducing aetIods for STOL aircraft approach AREED FORCES (UNITED STATES) 
and takeoff Airborne warning and control systea /ANACS/ 
(EASA-TT-F-15612]	 p0413 N74-28500 for air operations •anage.ent during ailitary 
A flight investigation with a STOL airplane flying crises 
curved, descending instruwent approach paths (AIAA PAPER 74-241]
	 p0130 174-18655 
[NASA-TN-D-7669]	 p0489 1174-33452 ARRAYS 
Flight operations and guide beaw systeas NT ANTENNA ARRAYS 
(EASA-TT-P-15962)	 p0492 174-34154 NT LINEAR ARRAYS 
Flight-path and airspeed control during landing , NT PHASED ARRAYS 
approach for powered-lift aircraft ARRESTING GEAR 
(NASA-TE-D-7791]	 p0495 N74-34481 Test plan for the hook bounce condition of the 
APPROACH INDICATORS E-2A airplane arresting gear A fra.e 
Reco..ended design procedure for VASX-2 syste.a (AD-774084]	 p0300 N74-20692. 
Visual Approach Slope Indicator as landing aid Test plan for the hook bounce condition of the 
p0392 A74-37341 C-2A airplane arresting gear A fraae 
Color perception in the transitional zones o (AD-774083]	 p0301 N74-20693 
tricolor Glide-Slope Indicators (GSI's) Hook bounce test of the C-2A airplane arresting 
(AD-771422]	 p0237 N74-17762 gear A frawe 
Nuclear instruient landing systea (AD-774085)	 p0328 N14-21902 
[SAN-828-2]	 p0288 N74-20232 Hook bounce test of the E-2A airplane arresting 
Design study of an electronic landing display for gear A fra.e 
STOL aircraft (AD-774086]	 p0328 N74-21903 
(N&SA-TT-F- 15618)	 p036 1 N74-26 15.1 ARBOR WINGS 
A .ouitor display for autowatically regulated
- 
Separation of a shock wave f row the edge of a 
steep approaches V-shaped backswept wing 
(NASA-TTP-15615]	 p0419 N7429118 p0384 A74-36513 
APPROIINATIOI Quasi ho.ogeneous approzinations for the 
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE "iEORT calculation of wings with curved subsonic 
NT FINITE ELERENT N?THC.D leading edges flying at supersonic speeds 
NT LEAST SQUARES NETHOD (VTH-173]	 p0195 E74-16708 
NT NBNTON-RAPBSON NETHOD Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on the 
NT RAYLEIGE-RITZ NETHOD lateral and longitudinal-stability 
NT RELAXATION METHOD . (MATHEMATICS) characteristics of a supersonic transport •odel 
An analytic approzi.ate calculation of the having a highly-swept arrow wing 
nonlinear landing i.pact lotions and loads on (NASA-Ta-I-71936]	 p0295 N74-20652 
aircraft with botif rigid and elastic wing ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES 
structure NT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
(DGLR PAPER 73-078)
	 p0120 A74-17185 NT ATS 3 
APflOXXRATIOI EETR0DS NT ATS 5 
U APPROXINATIOI NT CONNUNICATION SATELLITES 
ARCHITICTOES NT EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
Forgotten airport aesthetics --- architectural NT EOLE SATELLITES 
critique of teraina3. facilities NT MARITIME SATELLITES
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NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
NT SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 
Continental Land Mass Air Traffic Control (COLM ATC) 
using three artificial satellite 
configurations 
(NASA-CR-132831] 	 p0048 874-10619 
Control of air traffic by aid of satellites 
p0100 874-12354 
ASCENT	 - 
NT CLIMBING FLIGHT 
ASPECT RATIO 
NT HIGH ASPECT RATIO 
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO 
Transonic single-.ode flutter and buffet of a low 
aspect ratio wing having a subsonic airfoil shape 
(NASA-TN-D-7346]	 p0153 874-14631 
ASPHALT 
Test of LOX co.patibility for asphalt and concrete 
runway •aterials 
(NASA-TM-X-64086]	 p0059 874-11091
ASSMSSMEITS 
NT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
ASTRIONICS 
EASCON • 73; Electronics and Aerospace Systeas 
Convention, Washington, D.C., Septeiber 17-19, 
1973, Record
p0023 A74-12176 
Deutsche yorschungs- und Versuchsanstalt f net 
Luf t- und Rauifahrt, Annual Report 1972 --
Genes book
p0126 A74-17969 
ASYMMETRY 
Stability characteristics of skewed wing aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-772)
	 p0399 674-37797
ASYMPTOTIC METHODS 
Asyaptotic behavior of the solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations near fins
p0088 A74-15779 
Unifor. asyaptotic solutions for the 
two-diwensional potential field about a slender 
body 
•	 p0392 A74-37268
3-D energy- wanagesent for supersonic aircraft 
p0432 A74-39472 
The nuierical solution of the asy.ptotic equations 
of trailing edge flow
p0456 674-42797 
ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
On the flow field of a rapidly oscillating airfoil 
in a supersonic flow
p0267 674-26960 
ATHODYDS 
U RANJET ENGINES	 - 
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER	 - 
Statistical properties of vertical shear of 
lateral velocity
p0274 A74-27529 
Nonstationary at.osphenic boundary layer 
turbulence si.ulation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-587]	 p0340 A74-33166
ATMOSPHERIC CBEMISTBY 
Gas-phase nitrogen and •ethane chewistry in the 
atwosphere
-	 p0015 A74-11513
Possible effects of a -fleet on supersonic 
transports on the stratospheric ozone shield
	 - 
-	 p0176 A74-20125 
Possibility of investigating the spatial 
distribution of at.ospheric ozone with the aid 
of an. ozono.eter installed in the cockpit of an 
aircraft
p0311 A74-28847 
First results of environweutal tests on board 
Concorde 001 
-	 p0340 A74-33312
An instrunent for nitric oxide •easure.ents in the - 
stratos phere
p034 1 A74-33428 
At.ospheric Pollution by Aircraft Engines 
(AGARD-CP-125]	 p0148 874-14271
Reduction of NO foriations by pre.ixing 
p0148 874-14272 
United States Departlent of Transportation 
research progral for high altitude pollution 
p0148 874-14273 
Photo-oxidation of aircraft engine esissions at 
low and high altitudes
p0148 N74-14277
Relative air pollution ewissions fro. an airport 
in the UK and neighbouring urban areas 
-	
p0148 874-14282 
Gas-phase nitrogen and •ethane cbo.istry in the 
at.osphere 
(AP-lO)	 p0255 874-19053 
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
Dosage of •inonity stratOspheric constituents, of 
the order of 1 ppb, by absorption spectrowetry 
p0340 674-33313 
NO and 03 leasurewents in the lower stratosphere 
fro. a 0-2 aircraft
p0373 A74-35121 
Relative air pollution e.issions frow an airport 
in the UK and neighbouring urban areas 
p0148 874-14282 
Pollution levels at London (Heathrow) Airport and 
aethods for reducing the.
p0149 M74-14284 
Pollution control of airport engine test facilities 
p0149 874-14285 
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS 
0 METEOROLOGY 
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 
Influence of the ataosphere in the fall of bodies 
into water	 -. 
pOO7O 674-13176 
A systewatic approach to the study of the 
connection between eaission and asbient air 
concentrations
pOl49 N74-14293 
ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION 
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at 
high-altitude flight conditions 
(AIAA PAPER 74-41]
	
p0132 A74-18749 
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY 
Practical aspects of electrostatic stabilization 
of aircraft 
-	
p0261 A74-26411 
Lightning effects on general aviation aircraft. 
(P66-86-73-32 (2) ]
	
.p0O39 174-10040 
ATMOSPHERIC -ENTRY 
NT SPACECRAFT REENTRY
	 .	 - 
Theory of hypersonic flow about a wing 	 - 
p0025 A74-12205 
Developing a technology base in planetary entry 
aerother.odyna.ics
p0030 A74-12799 
An e.pirical equation for prediction of transition 
location on cones in super-or hypersonic flight 
(AD-765692]	 P0038 174-10032 
ATMOSPHERIC - IMPURITIES 
U AIR POLLUTION 
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS 
NT DYNAMIC MODELS 
NT REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES 
At.ospheric ozone. - Possible i.pact on 
stratospheric aviation
pO175 674-20039 
The at.osphere and flight vehicle aotion control. 
Russian. book
p0212 A74-23693 
The effects. of ionospheric scintillation on 
satellite coawunications 
•	 p0259 674-25670 
Nonstationary at.ospheric boundary layer 
turbulence siwulation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-587) 	 p0340 A7433166 
Artificial developient of an at.ospheric boundary 
layer flow aodel in a wind tunnel. --- using wind 
flow aodulating devices at wind tunnel entrance 
p0139 874-13701 
A systewatic approach to the tdy of the, 
connection between e.ission an asbient air 
concentrations
p0149 874-14293 
ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
Probleas of stress corrosion in the case of 
aluvinu. alloys eaployed in aerospace technology 
p0076 674-14018 
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS 
The light-scattering watrix and types. of optical 
weather --- at.ospheric aerosols, haze, fog, 
drizzle
-	 p0004 674-10783 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
Results of •easureaeuts. of the slight atsospheric 
pressure increase, on the earth surface under an 
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overflying aircraft
p0312 174-29484 
ATEOSPREBIC EEFRACTIOI 
Electromagnetic effects of aircraft wake-active 
fenillet interaction 
•	
p0174 174-19915 
ATNOSPREXIC SEELLS 
o ATROSPHERIC STRATIFICaTION 
ATNOSPHUIC STRATIFICATIOI 
Simulation of vake vortices descending in a stably 
stratified atmosphere 
[10-783150)	 p0499 P74-34715 
ATHOSPHERIC TEHPERATUR3 
Temperature, winds, and turbulence at SST flight 
levels
p0122 174-17311 
Atmospheric ozone - Possible impact on 
stratospheric aviation
p0175 174-20039 
ATEOSPHENIC TURBULENCE 
NT CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE 
NT GUSTS 
NT LOP LEVEL TURBULENCE 
Observations of atmospheric effects on vortex wake 
behavior
p0090 174-15963 
Temperature, winds, and turbulence at SST flight 
levels
p0122 174-17311 
The influence of non-linear longitudinal 
aerodyna.ic characteristics on the power 
spectral response of aircraft to atmospheric 
turbulence
p0182 174-21105 
A study of lifting rotor flapping response peak 
distribution in atmospheric turbulence 
p0210 174-23329 
The atmosphere and flight vehicle motion control 
Russian book
p0212 174-23693 
Statistical properties of vertical shear of 
lateral velocity
p0274 174-27529 
Ponstationary atmospheric boundary layer 
turbulence simulation 
(1111 PAPER 74-587)
	 p0340 174-33166 
Tnrbulence studies on a high-altitude sounding 
aircraft
p0392 174-37234 
Effect of the structural elasticity of an aircraft 
on safety and comfort during flights in a 
turbulent atmosphere
p0398 174-37673 
Spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0430 174-38854 
Problems of flight in turbulence 
(ICAS PAPER 74-32)
	 p0449 174-41333 
Interest and feasibility study of atmospheric 
turbulence and thermal gradients simulation 
application to air pollution and meteorology 
p0064 P74-11380 
Neasurement of turbulence inputs for V/STOL 
approach paths in a simulated planetary boundary 
layer 
(UTIAS-189]	 p0066 P74-11661 
The effects of an autopilot on airplane responses 
to turbulence with emphasis on tail loads 
(PASA-TN-D-7231)	 p0104 N74-12719 
Control Configured Vehicle Ride Control (CCV RCS). 
5-52 control system analysis, synthesis, and 
design 
[AD-767590]	 p0142 P74-13728 
The spectrum of turbomachine rotor noise caused by 
inlet guide vane wakes and atmospheric turbulence 
pOl5l P74-14379 
Plight in turbulence --- proceedings of conference 
on atmospheric turbulence and effects on 
aircraft operation 
(AGARC-CP-140)	 p0232 P74-17720 
Progress in the mathematical modelling of flight 
in turbulence --- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence during approach and landing of aircraft 
p0232 P74-17725 
An airline's experience on turbulence 
- avoidance of atmospheric turbulence through air 
traffic control, meteorological reports, and 
pilot experience
p0233 P74-17727
ATEOSPBBRC TURBOL!ICE 
Aircraft response to turbulence-cre, comfort 
assessments using power spectral density methods 
factors affecting operational efficiency of 
crew in low level gust environment
p0233 P74-17729 
On turbulence environment and design criteria 
application of power spectral techniques for 
analyxing gust loads at low altitudes 
p0233 P74-17734 
Design problems of military aircraft as affected 
by turbulence --- analytical prediction of pilot 
task proficiency under vibration environment 
p0234 P74-17735 
Influence of turbulence on helicopter design and 
operation --- analysis of structural loads, 
pilot workload, and passenger comfort affected 
by atmospheric turbulence
p0234 P74-17736 
Data requirements on turbulence in the earth's 
• atmospheric shear layer for STOL desigi criteria 
development of low altitude gust model for 
determining importance of gust parameters on 
STOL aircraft performance
p0234 P74-17737 
Experience with a low altitude turbulence model 
for autoland certification --- correlation of 
gust model data with statistical analysis of 
flight test results
p0234 E14-17738 
Structural loads and gust criteria --- comparison 
of gust load analysis methods for application to 
aircraft design
p0234 P74-17739 
Rational calculation of design gust loads in 
relation to present and proposed airworthiness 
requirements --- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence on aerodynamic configuration of short 
haul aircraft
p0234 P74-17740 
C.S.A.S. design for good handling in turbulence 
development of design criteria for stability 
augmentation systems for alleviation of gust 
effects
p0234 P74-17741 
Theoretical horizontal tail loads and associated 
aircraft responses of an autopilot-controlled 
jet transport flying in turbulence --- analysis 
of problem areas associated with rigid aircraft 
controlled by simple autopilot
p0234 P74-17742 
The design of automatic flight control systems to

reduce the effects of atbospheric disturbances 
flight tests of experimental automatic 
pilots on BAC-ill aircraft
pO234 P74-17743 
Application of energy management concepts to flight-path control in turbulence --- strategy 
for control of airspeed and flight path with 
emphasis on landing approach
p0235 P74-17744 
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible 
aircraft using an open loop device 
application to control system of SE-210 aircraft 
p0235 P14-17745 
Computed lateral power spectral density response 
of conventional and STOL airplanes to random 
atmospheric turbulence 
(PASA-TP-D-7444]	 p0237 P74-17759 
Technical evaluation report on AGARD Plight 
mechanics Panel Symposium on Plight in Turbulence 
(AGARD-As-67]	 p0294 N74-20639 
Apparatus for the qualification of very low 
frequency vibration exciters --- replacing 
aircraft structure excited by turbulence 
p0332 P74-23520 
Updated gust design values for use with AFFDL-70-106 
[10-778821)	 p04 12 P74-28493 
A digital calculation of the response of a piloted 
subsonic jet-transport airplane to severe 
vertical gusts
p04 12 N7'4-28498 
Aircraft accident report: Ozark Airlines, 
Incorporated, Fairchild Biller PH-227s, P4215 
near the Lambert-Sajut Louis International 
Airport, Saint Louis, RissOuri, 23 July 1973 
[PTSB-AAR-74-5)	 p0413 P74-28503 
Comparison of the influence of horizontal and

vertical gust interferences on aircraft 
longitudinal notion 
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ITS
(EASA-II-F-158Ol)	 p0445 N74-30425 
Turbulence flight director analysis and 
• preliminary simulatiOn 
[NASA-CR-140487]	 p0488 874-33445 
ITS 
NT ITS 3 
NT ITS 5 
ITS 3 
Vanguard/PLACE experiment system design and test 
plan
p0216 A74-23788 
ITS 5 
Vanguard/PLACE experiment system design and test 
plan
pO2ld 174-23788 
ATTACK AIRCRAFT 
NT A-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-6 AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-7 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-10 AIRCRAFT 
NT A-37 AIRCRAFT 
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT 
NT B1 AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-57 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEBER AIRCRAFT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-iS AIRCRAFT 
NT F-li AIRCRAFT 
NT F-89 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
NT FV-12A AIRCRAFT 
NT 2-1127 AIRCRAFT 
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT VJ-10l AIRCRAFT 
NT YF-12 AIRCRAFT 
NT YF-16 AIRCRAFT 
Lasers - Ranger and marked target seeker 
p0118 A74-16756 
The Alpha Jet programme
p0136 1714-18902 
SAAR digital flight control --- for Viggen aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-26]	 p0179 A74-20754 
A status summary of the ERCA project 
Multi-Role COmbat Aircraft
p0212 174-23596 
Royal Air Force experience of the Harrier /Second 
Sir Sydney Camm Lecture/
p0262 A74-26564 
Experimental system for future remotely piloted 
vehicles
p0318 A74-30598 
Airborne testing of advanced multisensor aircraft 
p0460 174-43612 
Formulating military requirements --- effect of 
military requirements on technical and design 
considerations
p0289 N74-20404 
Evaluation of a wind tunnel technique to determine 
aircraft departure characteristics 
(AD-776317]	 p0360 874-25791 
ATTENUATION 
NT ACOUSTIC TTENUATION 
NT SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION 
NT SIDELORE REDUCTION 
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) 
NT PITCH (INCLINATION) 
NT ROLL 
NT YAW 
An analysis of the impact of cabin floor angle 
restrictions on LID for a typical supersonic 
trans port 
(NASACR132508)	 p0494 874-34469 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 
NT DIRECTIONAL CONTROL 
NT LATERAL CONTROL 
NT LONGITUDINAL CONTROL 
!T THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
-. The problem of increasing the operational 
precision of electrolytic sensors
p0276 A74-27898
SUBJECT INDEX 
Flight test results of a separate. surface 
wing-leveling system 
(SAE PAPER 7 4 0369]	 p0309 174-28740 
Design philosophy of a three a.xis separate surface 
stability augmentation system for a small 
turboprop airliner 
(AIAA PAPER 74-860)
	
PO401 174-37849 
ATTITUDE GYROS 
NT GYRO HORIZONS 
ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
NT GYRO HORIZONS 
Aircraft simulator .Otion and the order of •erjt 
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays 
p0082 174-14598 
A new system for recording aircraft attitude 
airborne gyrostabilized opto-electronic sensing 
p0091 A74-16246 
Flight test evaluation of a low cost electrostatic 
autopilot
p0346 174-34846 
Au investigation of pattern recognition of - 
aircraft attitudes indicator displays 
(An-768345]	 p0147 874-14126 
Ia-flight performance of civilian pilots using 
moving-aircraft and moving-horizon attitude 
indicators 
(AD-773450]	 p0287 874-20054 
Comparison of conventional and electronic 
indicator instruments in a flight simulator and 
in a test aircraft 
[ESRO-TT-13]	 p0302 874-21042 
ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
Dynamics of slung bodies utilizing a rotating 
wheel for stability
p0127 174-18141 
AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
NT MICROPHONES 
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT 
U TRAINING DEVICES 
U VISUAL AIDS 
AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
Jet engine noise testing
p0434 A74-39739 
AUGMENTATION 
ET THRUST AUGMENTATION 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
NT ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL 
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
NT CASCADE CONTROL 
NT DYNAMIC CONTROL 
NT FEEDBACK CONTROL 
NT NUMERICAL CONTROL 
NT OPTIMAL CONTROL 
NT TINE OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Integrated navigation in the air and on the sea 
automatic systems
p0029 A74-124'49 
Maplin - Management aspects --- automation and 
passenger service
p0079 174-14512 
Automatic control aspects of a control-configured 
aircraft with allowance for maneuver load control 
[DGLR PAPER 73-121]	 p0121 A74-17216 
The automatic aircraft guidance law for mid-air 
collision avoidance
p0183 174-21340 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - The advanced stabilised 
ejection seat has three sub-systems
p0213 A74-23841 
Automatic control systems for flight-vehicle engines 
Russian book
p0229 174-24995 
Fully automatic LORAN C for commercial airlines 
p0316 174-30356 
Controllability and stability of systems with 
restricted resources --- Russian book 
p0380 A74-36154 
An automatic brake control system for aircraft 
p048k A74-46685 
Fluidics and its application in aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0k84 174-46688 
Determinant parameters defining the principal 
layout and design solution of a system for 
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automatic control of the transfer ratio in a 
longitudinal flight control system
p0485 A74-46708 
The effect of a program for automatic gear ratio 
change system operation and stabilizer 
'deflection' on the •ain aerodynamic parameters 
of the longitudinal controllability of an aircraft 
pO485 174-46709 
Control failure simulations of the PUN hydrofoil 
craft using a 1/20-scale dynamic model with 
automatic control 
(AD-766098]	 p0046 N74-10338 
Flight control of airplanes and helicopters 
characteristics of automatic flight control to 
include •ethods of display and human factors 
engineering 
[AD-777297)	 p0368 N74-26488 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES 
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS 
.AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA PROCESSING 
AUTOMATIC PLIGHT CONTROL 
NT AUTOHATIC LANDING CONTROL 
Control authority with a flight performance 
contrcller
p0081 174-14596 
Automatic balancing of an aircraft
p0124 A74-17804 
Flight control --- computerized aircraft guidance 
p0128 A74-18181 
Automatic flight controls in fixed wing aircraft - 
The first 100 years
p0129 A74-18296 
A self-reorganizing digital flight control system 
for aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-21]
	 p0133 174-18808 
Automatic Flight Control System development for 
U.S. Army heavy lift helicopter 
(AIAA PAPER 74-25]
	 p0135 A74-18865 
Electronic displays and digital automatic control 
in advanced terminal area operations 
(1111 PAPER 74-27]
	 p0136 174-18881 
Flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0170 174-19374 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Three system digital 
flight guidance
p0173 A74-19751 
SAAB digital flight control --- for Viggen aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-261	 p0179 A74-20754 
Reliability of adaptive systems --- Russian book 
on flight control
p0181 A74-20919 
The evolution of electronic displays for civil and 
military aircraft
pO184 174-21729 
Semi-Harkovian models in problems of designing 
• flight-vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
pO228 A74-24324 
Automatic flight control systems and their 
analytic design --- Russian book
p0228 A74-24325 
Oscillations in an adaptive aircraft control system 
p0262 174-26440 
Flight control syste. advances for near-future 
military aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 730987] 	 p0269 174-27252 
Automated piloting of heavy aircraft --- Russian 
book
p0276 174-28075 
A unique approach to the development of a light 
helicopter automatic flight control system 
(SIR PAPER 740348)
	 p0308 174-28728 
Plight test results of a separate surface 
wing-leveling system 
(SAB PAPER 740369)
	 p0309 174-28740 
Aircraft dynamics and automatic control --- Book 
p0320 A74-31219 
MACA systems and related equipment - HRCA avionics 
p0337 174-32636 
System integration in business aircraft avionics 
for automatic flight control 
(SIB PAPER 7403461
	 p0345 A74-34799 
Integrated flight/propulsion control design 
techniques starting with the engine 
(SAE PAPER 740481)
	 p0351 174-34997 
Analysis, simulation, and piloted performance of 
advanced tandem-rotor helicopters in hover 
(AUS PREPRINT 843]	 p0385 A74-36594
AUTOEATIC LANDING CONTROL 
Design philosophy of a three axis separate surface 
stability augmentation system for a small 
turboprop airliner 
(AIAA PAPER 74-860]
	 pO4Ol A74-37849 
Considerations in the design of a digital flight 
control function for a high performance aircraft 
pO423 A74-38533 
Performance bound of an aircraft lateral control 
system using the microwave scanning beam landing 
system
p0433 174-39485 
Use of ARTS III in aircraft accident investigation 
Automated Radar Ter.inal System
p0482 174-45544 
Development and flight tests of a gyro-less wing 
leveler and directional autopilot 
(NASA-TN-D-7460)	 p0256 N74-19282
Problems of pilot-automatic control interactions 
in flight control -- applied to blind CTOL 
landing and VTOL stabilization 
(118-4-1973)	 p0326 N74-21663 
Automatic flight control (1966-1973) 
(NAL-BIBL-SER-51]	 p0353 N74-25545 
Flight control systems research --- optimization 
of -8 aircraft control system 
(NASA-CR-139595]
	 p0463 N74-31427
A fly-by-wire flight control system for decoupled 
manual control
pO464 N74-31443 
Turbulence flight director analysis and 
preliminary simulation 
(NASA-CR-140487]	 p0488 N74-33445
AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
Blind landing -- automatic systems
p0015 174-11552 
Safety during automatic landing with poor visibility 
p0178 174-20422 
Impact of microwave landing system on safety 
p02 19 A74-22639 
Use of methods based on compound control theory in 
landing-phase control of an aircraft 
pO221 174-24017 
A simulator of wind gust disturbances
p0213 A74-24024 
The national microva pe landing system /NLS/ 
(SAR PAPER 740345]
	 pO3Ol A74-28726
Flight-control systems for automatic landings - 
Safety by means of redundancy
p03 13 A74-29828 
AN/SPN-42 automatic carrier landing system 
p0374 A74-35209 
Application of modern control theory to the 
analysis of aircraft autoland performance using 
a scanning beam guidance system
p0374 A74-35236 
U.S. Navy VTOL automatic landing system 
development program 
(ABS PREPRINT 823]
	 p0389 A74-36627
The Hazeltine Doppler microwave landing system - 
Specialized techniques and features 
[AIAA PAPER 74-905)
	 p0402 A74-37886
Simulation study on flare control system by 
optimization theory 
(RAL-TR-312)	 p0040 N74-10046
Comparison of simulation and flight testing at 
automatic STOL landing 
(NASA-TT-F-15171)	 p0056 N74-10923 
Haiti-input, multi-output regulator design for 
constant disturbances and non-zero set points 
with application to automatic landing in a 
crosswind 
(NASA-CR-136618)	 p0164 N74-15378 
Design of a flight director/configuration 
management system for piloted STOL approaches 
(NASA-CR-114688]	 p0189 N74-15715 
Experience with a low altitude turbulence model 
for autoland certification --- correlation of 
gust model data with statistical analysis of 
flight test results
p0234 N74-17738 
Automation of the landing control of aircraft 
radio equipment for establishing landing approach 
[AD-777174]	
-	 p0369 N74-26491 
Safety during automatic landing with poor visibility 
(NASA-TT-F-15716]	 p0410 N74-28101 
Preliminary study of a possible automatic landing 
system 
(RASA-TR-D-7611)	 pO419 N74-29119 
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AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION 
0 PATTERN RECOGNITION 
AUTOMATIC PILOTS 
Blind landing --- auto.atic systems
pOOlS A74-11552 
Safety during automatic landing with poor visibility 
p0178 A74-20422 
The automatic approach of helicopters and STOL 
airplanes
p0210 A74-23398 
An application of some aspects of optimal control 
for missile autopilot design
p0215 A74-23598 
Use of methods based on compound control theory in 
landing-phase control of an aircraft 
p0221 A74-24017 
Automatic approach of helicopters and STOL aircraft 
p0229 A74-25362 
RPRV5 - The first and future flights --- Remotely 
Piloted Research Vehicle
p0261 A74-26410 
Practical aspects of electrostatic stabilization 
of aircraft
p0261 A74-26411 
Automated piloting of heavy aircraft --- Russian 
book
p0276 A74-28075 
Applications of fluidics to light aircraft 
instrunentation and control 
(SAE PAPER 740351]	 p0308 A74-28731 
Study of wind effects on electrostatic autopilots 
p0317 A74-30395 
Potential uses for the Kiebitz tethered rotor 
platf or.
pO318 A74-30596 
continuing the Aerodyne experimental study 
p0318 A74-30597 
Experimental system for future remotely piloted 
vehicles
p0318 A74-30598 
Aircraft 4-D constant velocity control system 
p0342 A74-33812 
plight test evaluation of a low cost electrostatic 
autopilot
pO346 A74-34846 
Sa.ple rate selection for aircraft digital control 
(AIAA PAPER 74-885)	 ;	 p0401 A74-37867 
Flight evaluation of a Each 3 cruise longitudinal 
autopilot 
(AIAA PAPER 74-910]	 p0402 A74-37890 
Instruments of flight: A guide to the pilots 
flight panel of a modern airliner --- Book 
p0426 A74-38694 
Autonatis.s in supersonic transport
p0433 A74-39520 
Fly-by-wire - What does it weigh --- fighter
aircraft flight control weight reduction 
(SANE PAPER 1018]	 p0435 A74-39888 
Simulating the system of automatic correction of 
aircraft coordinates on an analog computer 
(AD-765991]	 p0042 074-10058 
The effects of an autopilot on airplane responses 
to turbulence with emphasis on tail loads 
(NASA-TN-D-7231] 	 p0104 N74-12719 
Automatic control of a helicopter with a hanging 
load --- development and evaluation of automatic 
pilot for use with S-61 helicopter 
(RASA-cR-136504]	 p0140 074-13715 
Theoretical horizontal tail loads and associated 
aircraft responses of an autopilot-controlled 
jet transport flying in turbulence --- analysis 
of problem areas associated with rigid aircraft 
contrclled by simple autopilot
p0234 074-17742 
The design of automatic flight control systems to 
reduce the effects of atmospheric disturbances 
flight tests of experimental automatic 
pilots on BAC-Ill aircraft
p0234 N74-17743 
Development and flight tests of a gyroyless wing 
leveler and directional autopilot 
(NASA-TN-D-7460]	 p0256 074-19282 
Automatic transitions of a tilt-rotor aircraft. 
part 1. AutomatiC control of a helicopter with 
a hanging load, part 2
p0363 074-26432 
AUTOMATIC ROCEET IMPACT PREDICTORS 
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
S0B.IBCT INDEX 
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT 
Automatic support systems for advanced 
•aintainability; International Symposium, 
Arliugton, Tex., November 5-7, 1973, Record 
pOOl4 A74-13802 
A compiler-compiler system for avionic test 
languages --- syntax and semantics inputs for 
target language production
p0074 A74-13804 
AIRTRANS operational readiness test	 airport 
juterterminaj. transportation evaluation 
p0074 A74-13807 
Cost effective built-in test for advanced aircraft 
electrical systems
p0075 A74-13808 
User report on automatic test equipment --- AJ37 
Viggen aircraft avionics maintenance testing 
pOOlS A74-13813 
CTL - A programing language for automatic testing 
COMPASS Test Language
p0075 A74-13815 
Computer aided test design today --- for avionics 
maintenance onboard aircraft carriers 
p0076 A74-14127 
Putting the computer in its place -- Automated
Telemetry System for aircraft flight tests 
p0172 A74-19497 
Modularized instru.ent system for turbojet engine 
test facilities
p0277 A74-28296 
AUTOMATION 
Automation Radar Terminal Syste. - ARTS III 
p021 11 A74-22638 
Plans for intermittent positive control improved 
beacon and other features of the upgraded third 
generation system
p0219 A74-22678 
Automation and flight management in commercial 
aviation
p0433 A74-39499 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINES 
Low NOx emission combustor for automobile 
evaluation of various fuel injection methods 
(P8-222075/4]	 p0052 074-10745 
Low ROx ewission colibustor for automobile gas 
turbine engines --- design and tests of two 
research combustors 
(PB-222340/2]	 p0052 074-107116 
AUTOPILOTS 
U AUTOMATIC PILOTS 
AUTOROTATION 
Parachute escape from helicopters -- vertical and 
horizontal separation of parachutist from 
autorotating helicopter 
[AD-772970]	 p0281 074-18702 
Army autorotational accidents --- analysis of 
factors contributing to helicopter accidents 
p0301 074-20771 
AUULIAEI POWER SOURCES 
Gas generator design for a wide variety of AP0 
applications 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1169]	 p0031 A74-12916 
Some specific characteristics of small gas 
turbines and the modeling problems of their wind 
tunnel testing
p0111 A74-18682 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Designing the auxiliary 
power unit to occupy ram air turbine generator 
space
p0268 A74-27014 
Impact of increasing secondary power requirements 
on engine and accessory system design 
[SAN PAPER 740495]	 P0349 A714349l7 
Secondary power systems --- for DC-1O 
[SAE PAPER 740465]	 p0351 A743500S 
VPN 614 electrical system
p0375 A7435363 
Air mobility fuel cell study --- desulfurization 
of JP-4 fuel 
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power unit (T62-T-2A) 
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and digital systems
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aircraft avionics
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Imple.entation considerations with PSK modulation 
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Theoretical analysis of the noise characteristics 
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Axial flow measurements in trailing vortices 
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Sole aspects of inlet/engine flow co.patibility 
p0020 174-11618 
Tip load modulation as a source of discrete tone 
fan noise
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Selection of the economically optimal blade 
profile for axial fluid flow engines 
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Sole results frog tests on a high work axial gas 
generator turbine 
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Study of flow in axial compressors
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ThroughflOw theory for turbo.achines 
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A numerical solution for the heat transfer between 
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applied to pèrfor.anCe of gas turbine engines 
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Elastic, plastic behavior of a rotor. I - Analysis 
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A unified engineering approach to the prediction 
of aultiaxial fatigue fracture of aircraft 
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A 3implified method for studying the aerodynamic 
heating of azisymmetric bodies at an angle of 
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p0029 A74-12441 
Nonunigueness of the solution to the problem of 
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hypersonic boundary layer equations
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A simple integral method for the calculation of 
thick axisyanetric turbulent boundary layers 
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The effect of the Each number on wave-drag 
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Calculation of potential flow about axially 
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Calculation of the boundary-layer flow in the 
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B-i cost/weight trade methodology
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design 
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devices proposed for installation on-or near 
aircraft runways 
[NASA-CB-132.365]	 p0241 074-17959 
Evaluation of the automatic JBD (Jet Blast 
Deflector) system 
(AD-775665]	 p0358 074-25595 
BLIND LARDING 
Blind landing --- automatic systess
pOOl5 A74-11552 
Problems of pilot-auto.atic control interactions 
in flight control --- applied to blind CTOL 
landing and VTOL stabilization 
(ILE-'4-1973]	 p0326 070-21663 
BLOWING 
Influence of boundary layer blowing on the 
low-speed aerodyna.ic performance of a 45 degree 
swept-wing airplane 
(AIAL PAPER 74-269]
	 p0131 *74-18674 
Effect of upper-surface blowing on static 
longitudinal stability of a swept wing 
p0477 A74-4I44&19 
BLUNT BODIES 
Supersonic flow past sharp- and blunt-nosed 
conical bodies at angles of attack from 0 to '45 
deg 
(DGLR PAPER 73-080]
	 p0120 A74-17186 
Flow of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures around blunted 
bodies Roving at high velocity
p0186 *74-22304 
Construction of a displacement body in a rarefied 
gas on the basis of a statistical processing of 
experimental data
p0204 *74-23573 
Interference between a delta wing and a 
cylindrical body with a blunted nose portion at 
supersonic velocities
p0312 *74-29093 
Flow past a triangular wing with blunted edges in 
the case of strong compression in the shock layer 
p0384 *74-36560 
Reaction modes occurring at detonation of 
explosive gas mixture due to detached shock 
front from a blunt mockup at supersonic speeds 
(ISL-28,72]	 p0067 074-11700 
Calculation of the boundary-layer flow in the 
windward symmetry plane of a spherically blunted 
axisyenetric body at angle of attack, including 
Stream line-swallowing effects 
(AD-768340]	 p0147 074-13992 
Drag in hypersonic rarefied flow --- effects of 
cold pressure drag and friction drag 
pOl5l 074-14730 
BOATS 
Control failure simulations of the PUN hydrofoil
BODY-WING CONPIGURATIOIS 
Craft using a 1/20-scale dynamic model with 
automatic control 
(AD-766098]	 p0046 N74-10338
EOATTAILS 
Reynolds nu•ber effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests 
p0481 A74-45379 
Plight Reynolds number effects on a Contoured 
boattail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
[EASA-TN-X-3053) 	 p0323 074-21639
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests 
(NASA-TN-x-71548]	 p0360 074-25812
BODIES OP REVOLUTION 
NT CONICAL BODIES 
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS 
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
transonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7331]	 p0036 074-10015
A study of methods which predict supersonic flow 
fields from body geometry, distance, an9 Bach 
number 
(NASA-TN-D-7387)	 p0038 074-10030
Drag of streamline solids of revolution 
(transition at nose) 
(ESDU-BODIES-02.04.01-ANEND-A]	 p0045 074-10311
Transonjc flow around slender bodies --- transonic 
flow around slender and fin stabilized bodies of 
tevolution
p0046 074-104440 
Calculation of potential flow about axially 
syssetric fuselages, annular profiles and engine 
inlets 
(NASA-TT-F-15213]	 p0139 074-13707
Nagnus characteristics of arbitrary rotating bodies 
(AGARD-AG-171]	 p0139 074-13710 
BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES 
Flat rolled beta titanium alloys for airframe 
application
p0116 *70-16449 
BODY BINENATICS 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body sotion
p0394 *74-37495 
BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS 
wing fuselage structural/concept study for a 
subsonic transport aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730886)	 p0123 *74-17533
Preliminary weight estimation of canard configured 
aircraft 
(SANE PAPER 1015)
	 p0435 A74-39885 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on a 
slender ogive-cy].inder body single and in 
combination with cruciform wings and tails of 
different sizes 
(FFA-AU-7721	 p0231 N74-17704 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on 
slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
combination with cruciform wings and tails of 
different sizes 
(FFA-AU-772-SUPPL)	 pO231 074-17705
A computer program for the prediction of 
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body-tail 
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds, 
part 2 
(FFA-AU-635-PT-2)	 pO294 074-20636
Dynamic responses of the structural model with 
built-up wings and a fuselage (1) 
[NAL-TR-350)	 p0330 074-22673
BODY-WING CONFIGURATIONS 
Supersonic flow about slab delta wings and 
wing-body configurations
p0070 *74-13152 
Transonic flow about lifting wing-body combinations 
[AIAA PAPER 74-185]
	 p0133 *74-18812 
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of bodies of complex shape in a free-molecular 
flow with allowance for shading
pO204 *74-23233 
Interference between a delta wing and a 
cylindrical body with a blunted nose portion at
	 -.
supersonic velocities
p0312 A74-29493 
Computation of transonic flow about lifting 
wing-cylinder coabinations
p03 18 *74-30403 
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BONING AIRCRAFT 
contribution to the nonlinear lift and pitching 
•oment properties of slender viny-body 
combinations
p0373 A74-35098 
Effect of the body of a helicopter of single-prop 
or coaxial design on the optimal configuration 
of the lain-rotor blades for hover-flight 
conditions
p0389 A74-36631 
Consideration of the effect of the fuselage of a 
two-rotor helicopter of the transverse or 
longitudinal type when determining the optimal 
rotor blade configuration for hovering 
p0390 A74-36799 
Flow patterns of fuselage-wing models at 
supercritical angles of attack
p0391 A74-37143 
Hybrid heavy-lift vehicle under study 
airship-lifting body-conventional wing combination 
p0421 A74-38140 
Effects of Reynolds number on swept-wing-body 
configurations with high lift devices at 
transonic speeds 
(ICAS PIPER 74-05]	 p0447 174-41307 
Investigations concerning the interference between 
annular viny and hub body in the case of annular 
wing/hub body configurations
p0452 A74-4 1444 
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a complexly shaped body in a free molecular 
flow with consideration of shadowing effects 
p0483 174-46181 
Effects of isolated body and wing-body 
interference on rolling moment due to sideslip 
(ESDU-73006)	 p0035 1174-10007 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a family 
of power-law, wing body configurations 
(NASA-TN-D-74271 	 p0102 1174-12705 
Reciprocal influence of a body of finite length 
and a wing at nid-wing position at subsonic speed 
(BEVG-IBWT-73-33]	 p0231 1174-17707 
Swept wing-body combination at subsonic speeds 
fuselage loads and pressure distributions for a 
swept wing-body combination at sursonic speeds 
(ARA-34]	 p0245 1174-18649 
Wind tunnel blockage and support interference 
effects on winged-body models at lach numbers 
from 0.6 to 1.0 
(NASA-TN-X-3011) 	 p0246 1174-18656 
Addition of an arbitrary body analysis capability 
to the Boeing TEA 236 finite element computer 
program 
(AD-774 1130]	 p0301 N74-20694 
Study of the single body yawed-wing aircraft concept 
(NASA-CR-137483] 	 p0405 1174-27485 
Investigation of the static lift capability of a 
low-aspect-ratio wing operating in a powered 
ground-effect node 
(NASA-TN-X-3031] 	 p0412 1174-28483 
Lateral-directional stability characteristics of a 
wing-fuselage configuration at angles of attack 
up to 44 deg 
[NASA-TE-X-3087] 	 p0463 1174-31421 
BOEING AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT 
NT HOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
Potentials for advanced civil transport aircraft 
/Third William Littlewood Remorial Lecture/ 
[SAE-SP-385]	 pO2lO 174-27266 
Design to cost at work for helicopter systems 
Boeing Vertol programs 
(ABS PREPRINT 810]	 p0388 174-36619 
Aircraft community noise research and development 
- A historical overview
p0397 174-37545 
Applicability of NASA (ARC) two-segment approach 
procedures to Boeing AirCraft 
[NASA-CR-114678) 	 p0235 1174-17749 
BOEIEIi NILITART AIRCRAFT 
U NILITARY AIRCRAFT 
BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
Quieting the JT3D powered 707
SUBJECT INDEX
p0221 A74-22788 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for the 
707 airplane
p0396 A74-37533 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
objectives and scope
p0396 A74-37535 
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility 
program. Volu.e I-i: Lover goal design, 
fabrication and ground testing 
(AD-775453]	 p0471 1174-32430 
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 707-131B, N7S7TW, Los 
Angeles, California, 16 .January 1974 
(NTSB-AAR-74-10)	 p0489 1174-33447 
BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT 
Gust velocities encountered by a 720-B type 
airplane and derived by means of a •odel for 
continuous turbulence 
(LBF-FB-105/73]	 p0097 1174-11840 
BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
VITAL II -- Virtual I.age Takeoff and Landing 
system in Boeing 727 flight simulator 
p0177 A74-20275 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for 727 
and 737 airplanes
p0397 A74-37546 
Aircraft incident report: Eastern Air Lines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 727-225, R8843E, Toledo, 
Ohio, 10 April 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-73-17] 	 p0040 N74-10050 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
[NASA-CR-134503]	 pOO93 1174-11808 
Noise measurements obtained during engineering 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114691]	 p0189 1174-15716 
The results of a high-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 77 airplane 
(NASA-CR-134545]	 pO196 1174-16726 
A 727 airplane center duct inlet low speed 
perfornance confirmation model test for ref anned 
JT8D engines, phase 2 
[NASA-CR-134534]	 p0236 N74-17755 
Noise measurements taken at LAX during operational 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114690]	 p0249 N74-18686 
The 727 airplane side inlet low-speed performance 
confir.ation model test for refanned 3T8D engines 
[NASA-CR-134609]	 p0296 1174-20661 
Low speed wind tunnel flow field results for JT8D 
refan engines on the Boeing 727-200 
[NASA-CR-134630]	 p0353 N74-25537 
The 727/JT8D ref an side nacelle airloads 
[NASA-CR-134547]	 p0363 1174-26436 
The 727 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 3: 
Upper goal flight testing and program summary 
(10-768850)	 p0471 1174-32429 
The results of a low-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the Ref an JT8D engine 
target thrust reverser on the stability and 
control characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
airplane 
(NASA-CR-134699J	 p0494 N74-34467 
BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for 727 
and 737 airplanes
p0397 174-37546 
Aircraft accident report: Piedmont Airlines, 
BoeIng 737, N75111, Greensboro, North Carolina, 
28 October 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-74-7]	 p0364 1174-26439 
BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
Rake no mistake about it - Air transport 
productivity demands a total and dedicated team 
effort --- Roeing 7147 modification program 
p0076 A74-13977 
Wear determination in Boeing 747 engines 
p0077 A74-14363 
The new Advanced Airborne Command Post 
[AIAA PAPER 74-240]	 p0130 A74-18654 
Carrier designs for space shuttle orbiter being 
refined --- piggyback mode transportation 
A- 86
SUB)ECT INDEX 
competition between C-S and Boeing 747 
p0311 674-28791 
Inside the 747 --- aircraft design and operational 
criteria
p0432 674-39381 
Evaluation of effectiveness of various devices for 
attenuation of trailing vortices based on model 
tests in a large towing basin 
(NASI-CR-2202]	 p0188 N74-15710 
The 747 fail-safe structural verification progra. 
p0367 N74-26473 
BOEING 2707 -AIRCRAFT 
The civil supersonic aircraft --- design, econo.ic 
and political factors
p0310 674-28786 
Design evolution of the Boeing 2707-300 supersonic 
transport. Part 2: Design -impact of handling 
qualities criteria, flight control system 
concepts, and aeroelastic effects on stability 
and control
p0465 N74-31468 
BOLTZNANI TRANSPORT EQUATION 
Solution of the plane problem of the aerodynamics 
of a rarefied gas on the basis of BOltzaann's 
kinetic equation
p0005 674-10976 
BOBBER AXBCBAFT 
NT A-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT 6-6 AIRCRAFT 
NT B-i AIRCRAFT 
NT B-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT B-57 AIRCRAFT 
Advanced Netallic Air Vehicle Structure Program 
[AIAA PAPER 74-336)
	 p0262 A74-26651 
Baterial selection and evaluation for advanced 
metallic aircraft structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-373)	 p0265 A74-26680 
GE ships final engine for flight-test B-i 
p0321 674-31275 
Exhaust syste. interaction program --- evaluation 
of exhaust syste, installation losses and effect 
on aircraft performance 
(AD-769086]	 p0159 N74-14747 
BOBBING EQUIPNENT 
A pylon to decrease the effects of external stores 
on the Stability of aircraft 
[AD-767913)	 p0145 N74-13749 
BONDING 
NT ADHESIVE BONDING 
NT mETAL BONDING 
NT NETAL-NETH. BONDING 
NT RESIN BONDING 
Beat transfer modeling for curing process of 
composite rotor blade 
(ABS PREPRINT 852] 	 p0386 674-36598 
BOOBS (EQUIPEENT) 
Development of a graphite-epoxy tailboom for a 
high-performance armed helicopter
p0083 674-14748 
BOOST 
U ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) 
BOOSTGLIDB VEHICLES 
A methodology for boost-glide transport technology 
planning 
(NASA-CR-2346]	 pO249 N74-18681 
BORON 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0083 674-14739 
Effects of fabrication defects on boron/epoxy 
.COlposites 
(AIAA PAPER 74-352)
	 p0264 A74-26664 
The real and imaginary parts of the Complex 
viscoelastic •odujus for boron fiber reinforced 
plastics /BFRP/
p0315 A74-30095 
Improved •anufacturing of the F-i4A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0316 A74-30323 
Impact resistance Of composite fan blades --
fiber reinforced graphite and boron epoxy blades 
for STOL operating èonditions 
(NASA-CR-134515)	 p0099 N74-12285 
BORON ALLOYS 
Research toward development feasibility of an 
advanced technology PISTOL propeller system 
development and evaluation of boron-aluminum 
compound for propeller blades
p0290 N74-204i4
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS 
BOUNDARIES 
NT GAS-SOLID INTE5FACES 
NT GRAIN BOUNDARIES 
BOUNDARY LAYER COBBUSTION 
Swirling flow combustion - Fundamentals and 
application --- hydrocarbon-air fla.e velocity, 
turbojet afterburner application 
(3IAA PAPER 73-1250]
	 p0009 674-11271 
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL 
Prevention of transition over a backward step by 
suction --- la.inar boundary layer control 
p0013 674-11339 
Upper Surface Blowing technology as applied to the 
YC-14 airplane 
(SAE PAPER 730916]
	 p0017 A74-11578 
Ninimizing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
compression inlet 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1270]
	 p003O A74-12497 
Control of laminar flow past a wing in free flight 
p0086 674-15567 
Influence of boundary layer blowing on the 
low-speed aerodyna.ic performance of a 45 degree 
swept-wing airplane 
(AIAA PAPER 74-269]
	 p0131 674-18674 
Investigation-into and application of the high 
velocity circulation control wall jet for high 
lift and drag generation on STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-502)
	 p0338 A74-33102 
Investigation of the influence of vortex 
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation 
p0389 674-36632 
Theoretical and experimental study of boundary 
layer blowing at the hinge of a lift-augmenting 
flap 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1367)
	 p0422 674-38311 
A device for generating an artificial boundary 
layer in a short axial distance in a supersonic 
flow
p0452 674-41398 
Application of boundary layer control by 
tangential blowing of a jet over trailing edge 
flaps
p0484 674-46691 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel test on a 
variable-camber airfoil with distributed suction 
boundary-layer control 
(60-766304]	 p0038 N74-10033 
Investigation of the suction system and 
boundary-layer characteristics on a high-lift, 
BLC L-19 test aircraft 
(AD-766305]	 p0042 N74-10063 
Biai.izing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
compression inlet -- sized for TF3O-P-3 
turbofan engine at Bach 2.0 and 2.5 
(NASA-TB-X-71461]	 p0045 N74-10321 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
Air Cushion landing syste. study 
(60-766644]	 p0058 N74-10940 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 2: Design compendium 
[60-770110]	 p0199 N74-16751 
Low speed wind tunnel measurements on a
	 - 
two-dimensional flapped wing model using tunnel 
wall boundary layer control at the wing-wall 
junctions 
[RLR-TR-70050-0]	 p0488 N74-33440 
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of the high 
lift capability of a circulation control wing on 
a 1/5-scale T-2C aircraft model 
(AD-78i856]	 pO491. N74-331366 
Extension of leading-edge-suction analogy to wings 
with separated flow around the side edges at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TR-R-428]	
.	 p0493 N74-34459 
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS 
Nonunigueness of the solution to the problem of - 
viscous interaction on an axisyametric body 
hypersonic boundary layer equations
pOO7O 674-13179 
A simple integral •ethod for the calculation of 
thick axisy.aetric turbulent boundary layers 
p0279 674-28423 
The three-dimensional boundary layer in the 
vicinity of the stagnation line of a swept wing 
in the case of nonuniform suction
p0382 A74-36452 
The numerical solution of the asymptotic equations 
of trailing edge flow
pO456 674-42797 
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BOUNDARY LATER PLOW 
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
NT REAT2ACBED PLOW 
NT SEPARATED PLOW 
Supersonic flow about slab delta wings and 
wing-body configurations
p0070 A74-13152 
Aerodynamic aspects of gas turbine blade corrosion 
p0081 174- 14567 
Comparison of surface-vorticity method with 
surface-source method and with an exact solution 
for two-dimensional potential flow around two 
adjacent lifting airfoils
p0086 174-15041 
Ablation --- heat and mass transfer in hypersonic 
flight
p0119 174-17103 
Attachment-line flow on an infinite swept wing 
p0177 A74-20293 
A study of compressible potential and asymptotic 
viscous flows f or corner region
p0204 174-23205 
Constructou of a displacement body in a rarefied 
gas on the basis of a statistical processing of 
experimental data
p0204 1714-23573 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
transonic flow past a half-wing
p0224 A74-25321 
Evaluation of aircraft internal noise --- from 
aerodynamic sources, jet exhaust and internal 
equipment 
(SAR PAPER 740360]	 P0309 A74-28737 
Transonic laminar viscous-inviscid interaction 
over airfoils 
[lIlA PAPER 74-600]	 P0340 174-33177 
Theoretical and experimental study of boundary 
layer blowing at the hinge of a lift-augmenting 
flap 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1367)	 p0422 174-38311 
Laminar viscous-inviscid interactions at transonic 
speeds
p0425 174-38622 
Application of boundary layer control by 
tangential blowing of a jet over trailing edge 
flaps
p0484 174-46691 
Artificial development of an atmospheric boundary 
layer flow model in a wind tunnel --- using wind 
flow modulating devices at wind tunnel entrance 
p0139 N1k-13701 
calculation of the boundary-layer flow in the 
windward symmetry plane of a spherically blunted 
axisymRetric body at angle of attack, including 
stream line-swallowing effects 
(AD-768340]	 p0147 N74-13992 
Flutter computer program and lifting surface 
theory with boundary layer 
(NASA-CB-136559)	 p0155 N74-14707 
Aerodynamics of airfoils 
(JPRS-62363)	 pOL&05 N74-27471 
Three-dimensional measurements of the velocity in 
the near flow field of a full-scale hovering rotor 
[AD-781547]	 p0470 N74-32411 
BOUNDARY LAYER NOISE 
U AERODYNARIC NOISE 
Ii BOUNDARY LAYERS 
BOUNDARY LATER SEPARATIOI. 
Prediction of airfoil shock location in transonic 
flow
p0013 174-11342 
Realization of the power amplification effect in a 
ramjet unit by applying the principle of 
boundary layer separation
p0175 1744-20069 
Unsteady viscous flow on oscillating airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 74-182]	 p0179 174-20774 
Example of aerodyna.ic instability under 
supercritical conditions about profiles 
p0223 174-25319 
Nodeling dynamic stall on an oscillating airfoil 
p0224 A74-25329 
A systematic study of helicopter rotor stall using 
model rotors 
EARS PREPRINT 804]	 p0388 174-36618 
Investigation of the influence of vortex 
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation 
p0389 174-36632
SUBJECT INDEX 
Similarity parameters and theisensitivity for 
transonic airframe exhaust nozzle interactions 
[AD-768988]	 p0159 N74-14746 
A nonlinear relay •odel for post stall oscillations 
[AD-7694O5]	 p0187 N74-15706 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: An 
experimental study of an airfoil type flow 
p0281 N74-19637 
Extension of leading-edge-suction analogy to wings 
with separated flow around the side edges at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TR-R-428]	 p0493 N74-34459 
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
Nonlinear stability theory of the boundary layer 
p0007 174-11155 
High-lift aerodynamics /37th Wright Brothers 
Lecture/ -- lift limits and economics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-939]	 p0426 A74-387144 
BOUNDARY LATER TRANSITION 
Experimental study of shock-wave reflection upon 
boundary layer transition 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1284]	 p0006 A74-11072 
Nonlinear stability theory of the boundary layer 
p0007 A74-11155 
Prevention of transition over a backward step by 
suction --- laminar boundary layer control 
p0013 174-11339 
On the design of airfoils for low Reynolds numbers 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1017]	 p0454 A74-l2038 
Drag of streamline solids of revolution 
(transition at nose) 
(ESDU-BODIES-02.04.01-ANEND-A] 	 p0045 N74-10311 
Results of the combined application of boundary 
layer and profile theory 
(NASA-TT-F-15416]	 p0254 N74-18917 
BOUNDARY LAYERS 
NT ATROSPHERIC BOUNDARY LATER 
NT HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT INCONPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT LANINAR BOUNDARY LATER 
NT SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS 
NT THREE DINENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT TWO DIRENSIONAL BOUNDARY LATER 
Flight experience with a pivoting traversing 
boundary-layer probe 
(NASA-TR-X-56022]	 p0192 4174-16102 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLERS 
Unsteady flow of power-law fluids
p0004 A74-10573 
Boundary value problems of two-dimensional 
isentropic gas flow
pOOl4 174-11430 
A direct method for linear dynamical problems in 
continuum mechanics with random loads 
pOO7O 174-13164 
Evaluation of the influence of errors in 
specifying boundary conditions on the accuracy 
of the determination of temperature fields in 
infinite cylinders
p0130 A74-18635 
Note on the aerodynamic theory of oscillating 
T-tails. II
p0204 A74-24058 
A gradient method of control correction for the 
solution of a boundary value problem --- for 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0383 A7436505 
Automatic numerical generation of body-fitted 
curvilinear coordinate system for field 
containing any number of arbitrary 
two-dimensional bodies
p0432 174-39286 
Analysis of moving body problems in aerodynamics 
p0432 A7439346 
Aerodynamic interference in a system of two 
harmonically oscillating airfoils in an 
inco.pressible flow
p0447 A74-41041 
Experimentaistudy of viscous flow on multiple 
element airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 74-46]	 p0451 174-41346 
Structure of solutions to basic bending and 
vibration problems for plates of complex shape 
p0482 A7445592 
BOW SHOCK WAVES 
U BOW WAVES 
U SHOCK WAVES 
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SUBJECT 11011 
BOB NAVES 
A relaxation •ethod for calculating transonic 
flows with detached bow shocks
p0119 *74-16970 
BOX BEARS. 
Torsion of prismatic shell by finite difference 
approach	 - 
p0314 *74-29906 
An experimental study of box beam wing structures 
subjected to torsion
p0378 *78-35719 
Effect of polymer coatings on fatigue strength of 
aluminum alloy 2024 box beams 
[NASA-CR-114699)	 p0193 N?4-16250 
BRAKES (FOR ABBESTIEG MOTION) 
NT AERODYNAMIC BRAKES 
NT AIRCRAFT BRAKES 
NT SaLUTES 
NT DRAG CHUTES 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT SPLIT FLAPS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT WHEEL BRAKES 
NT WING FLAPS 
BRAKING 
Recent studies of tire braking performance --- for 
aircraft
p0125 A74-17898 
Measurements of runway adherence and problems of 
braking in the regulation of landing distances 
p0226 A74-25353 
BRANCRING (EATHEBATIcS) 
Calculation of the dynamic characteristics of a 
helicopter structure by the method of, branch modes 
p0129 *74-18291 
Branch-and-bound and heuristic approaches to a 
sequencing problem with team-size requirements 
(P-5152]	 p0288 N74-20176 
BRAZING 
Titanium structural brazing 	 S 
p0480 A74-45260 
Brazed titanium fail-safe structures-
p0480 *74-45261 
BREAKAWAY 
U BOUNDARY LATER SEPARATION 
BREAKERS (ELECTRIC) 
U CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
BREATHING APPARATUS 
VFW 614 oxygen system
p0375 A74-35361 
BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE 
Pegasus engine Operating experience in the Harrier 
Aircraft --- analysis of requirements for 
aircraft engine for V/STOL close combat 
application
p0292 174-20431 
BR 0* 1 B AN 0 
A videband shallow cavity-backed sleeve dipole 
aircraft antenna 
(AD-778930)	 p0418 174-28719 
BUBBLES 
Methods of visualization of the leading edge 
separation bubble and analysis of results 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1295]	 p0005 *74-10997 
BUCKEYE AIRCBAyT 
U 1-2 AIRCRAFT 
BUCKLING 
NT CREEP BUCKLING 
NT BLASTIC BUCKLING 
Buckling of orthotropic. curved, sandwich panels 
in shear and axial co.presaion
pOOl3 A74-11340 
Buckling of orthotropic circular plates 
pOO8S *74- 14972 
Design cf crashworthy aircraft cabins based on 
dynamic buckling
p0090 A74-15971 
Buckling loads and minimum weight of compressed - 
ctirved ribbed alu.inum alloy panels
p0118 A74-16822 
Buckling and failure of flat stiffened panels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-409]	 p0266 A74-26708 
Shell instability analysis applied to a radone 
p0311 *74-28963 
Installation for the investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of thin-walled, structural 
components
p0311 *74-29105
C-S AIBCBAFT 
Oil canning of metallic panels in thermal-acoustic 
environments 
[AIAA PAPER 74-982)
	 p0428 *74-38740 
The interaction of local and overall buckling of 
thin-walled Structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-07]
	 p0448 A74-41309 
BUFFALO AIRCRAFT 
U DBC S AIRCRAFT 
BUFFETING 
The calculation of the buffeting limits of swept 
wings --- transonic flow regime
p0005 A74-10985 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonjc 
range
p0223 *74-25310 
A detailed investigation of flight buffeting 
response at subsonic and transonic speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 74-358]
	 p0264 A74-26668 
Wind tunnel instrumentation considerations for 
buffet predictions 
(AIAA PAPER 74-629]	 p0376 A74-35393 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigaion 
of the shockless lifting airfoil no. 1 
(NEC-13673]	 p0155 N74-14708 
Buffeting tests with .a swept wing in the transonic 
range 
(NASA-TT-P-15803]	 p0416 N74-28522 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
U CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
BUILDING STRUCTURES 
U BUILDINGS 
BUILDINGS 
Aircraft noise induced vibration in fifteen 
residences near Seattle-Tacona International 
Airport
pO073 *74-13770 
Wind tunnel and field investigations of shapes for 
balloon shelters 
(NCAR-TN/EDD-82]	 pO036 N74-10016 
The apron-terminal complex: Analysis of concepts 
for evaluation of ter.inal buildings 
(FAA-RD-73-82)	 pO098 N74-12019 
B ULK BEAD S 
A new method of bulkhead analysis in aircraft 
structures 
(SAE PAPER 740388]	 pO3lO A74-28752 
BURNERS 
The '
 influence of engiue-ducted by-pass air on a 
burner-can burn-through flame --- with j-57 
[PAANA7387]	 pO101 N74-12574 
BURNING 
U COBBUSTION 
BURNING PROCESS 
O COMBUSTION 
BURNTBROUGB (FAILURE) 
Ultraviolet and near-infrared spectral analysis of 
a burner-can burn-through f lane 
[FAA-NA-73-86]	 p0053 1174-10866 
The influence of engine-ducted by-pass air on a 
burner-can burn-through f lane --- with j-57 
(FAA-NA-73-87]	 p0101 1174-12574 
The feasibility of detecting a burner-can 
burn-through by neans of CO, CO2, pressure, and 
air tenperature levels in a jet engine nacelle 
(*0-775304]	 p0475 1174-33225 
BYPASSES 
The influence of engine-ducted by-pass air on a 
burner-can burn-through f lane --- with j-57 
[FAANA73-87)	 pO101 1174-12574 
C 
CIA AIRCRAFT 
Program plan for investigation of model E-11C-1 
airplane catapult and hold-back operations 
capacity 
(AD-777435)	 p0369 1174-26495 
0-2 AIRCRAFT 
Test plan for the hook bounce condition of the 
C-2A airplane arresting gear A frame 
[*0-774083]	 pO3Ol N7'4-20693 
Hook bounce test of the C-2A airplane arresting 
gear A frame 
[*0-774085]	 p0328 117a-21902 
Catapult fatigue test of the model C-2A airplane 
(AD-775615]	 p0358 1174-25597 - 
C-S AIRCRAFT 
The growing procedural problems of washing mammoth 
aircraft 
A-89
C-i12 AIRCRAFT 
(*11* PAPER 74-376]	 pO26S A74-26683 
Carrier designs for space Shuttle orbiter being 
refined --- piggyback mode transportation 
competition between C-5 and Boeing 747 
p0311 A74-28791 
The calculation of aerodyna.ic noise generated by 
large aircraft at lauding approach
p0397 *74-37540 
The C-5 weight control program and its influence 
on structural efficiency 
(SANE PAPER 1008]	 p0435 *74-39880 
Keyed joint perfor.ance under heavy load aircraft 
(*0-766706]	 p006i 874-11101 
Model study of C-5A landings on *82 landing mat 
(AD-767231]	 p0109 874-12970 
C-5A/orbiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: 
Piggyback ferry 
(NASA-CB-134184]	 p0189 874-15717 
Vortex wake research --- inflight investigation of 
turbulent wake generated by C-S aircraft 
p0233 874-17733 
Airfield erosion control for C-SA aircraft 
operations 
(*0-714484]	 p0301 874-20904 
Application of practical opti.al control theory to 
the C-5A load i.prove.ent cbntrol s7stem (LICS) 
[*0-176297]	 p0358 874-25602 
C-142 AIRCRAFT 
0 IC-142 AIRCRAFT 
C-47 AIRCRAFT 
Mazilu. space utilization of a C47 aircraft for 
remote sensing
p0226 *74-25399 
C-130 AIRCRAFT 
C-130 landing on 18-188 landing mat, Oak Grove 
Auxiliary Air yield, North Carolina 
(AD-775365]	 p0328 874-21910 
A fly-by-wire flight control system for decoupled 
manual control
pO464 874-31443 
C-131 AIRCRAFT 
In-flight testing of a flight control multiplex 
syste. in the NC-131 B total in-flight si.ulator 
(*0-774049]	 p0302 874-20907 
C-135 AIRCRAFT 
Antenna modeling of the KC-135 
[AD-769913]	 p0200 874-16960 
A study of KC-135 aircraft antenna patterns 
(NASA-CR-138585] 	 p0369 874-26663 
C-ni AIRCRAFT 
Effects of coipressive overloads on fatigue crack 
growth 
(AIAA PAPER 14-365]	 p0264 *74-26674 
Calculation of initial vortex roll-up in aircraft 
wakes 
•	 p0392 *14-37283 
Correaltion of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight measurements on the C-141A aircraft. 
Phase 2: Wind tunnel test, analysis, and 
prediction techniques. Volume 1: Drag 
predictions, wind tunnel data analysis and 
correlation 
[NASA-CB-2333]	 p0248 874-18679 
Correlation of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight measurements on the C-101A aircraft 
Phase 2: Wind tunnel tests, analysis, and 
prediction technigies. Volume 2: Wind tunnel 
test and basic data 
[NASA-CR-2334)	 p0208 814-18680 
Advanced metallic structures: Cargo wing design 
for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
[*0-782258]	 pO49l 874-34523 
CABIN ATMOSPHERES 
Cockpit air filtration requirements of the B-i in 
a nuclear dust environ.ent 
(AD-766711]	 p0042 874-10065 
CABLES (ROPES) 
Helicopter windlass rescue with the Alouette III 
p0184 174-21705 
VFW 614 surface control system
p0375 *74-35362 
Development of cargo slings with nondestructive 
checkout systems 
(*0-171497]	 p0369 874-26492 
CADNIUM COJOUIDS 
NT CADMIUM TELLURIDES 
CAJIMIUM NICKEL BATTERIES 
o NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
SUBJECT INDEX 
CADMIUM TELLURIDES 
Development and testing of a cad.iu. telluride 
high temperature (750 F) infrared fire detector 
for detecting aircraft engine fires 
[AD-773324]	 p0287 874-19714 
CALCULATORS 
Design considerations for the calculator, altitude 
81-646 (XE-i/UN) 
(*0-766699]	 p0063 874-11295 
CALCULUS 
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
NT SERIES (MATHEMATICS) 
CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
Buckling of rods under creep conditions 
pO391 *74-36834 
CALIBRATING 
An oscillatory •ethod for the flight calibration 
of sideslip and incidence sensors
p0077 *74-14263 
Determination of the movement of the apparent 
phase centers of aircraft antennas for 
calibrating the ZDBS interfero.eter --- coherent 
wave front simulations for slot antennas and 
spiral antennas
p0469 874-31704 
CALIFORNIA 
Thermal war, fog dissipation: Heat requirements 
and projected utilization of a system for Travis 
APB, California 
(AD-766247)	 p0048 874-10605 
CALORIMETRY 
U BEAT MEASUREMENT 
CAMBER 
NT CONICAL CAMBER 
NT WING CAMBER 
CAMBERED WINGS 
Unsteady lift forces on highly cambered airfoils 
moving through a gust 
(AIAA PAPER 74-88]	 p0133 A74-18807 
The problem of supersonic flow past intersecting 
wings
p0307 *74-28644 
Slender delta wing with conical camber 
p0317 *74-30398 
Nu.erical method of calculating the aerodynamic 
characteristics of cambered and uncambered wings 
in supersonic flow
p0391 A74-36821 
Additional studies, variable camber wing, phase 1 
(*0-119041]	 p0443 N74-29396 
CA ME RA S 
NT FRAMING CAMERAS 
NT HIGH SPEED CAMERAS 
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS 
CAMOUFLAGE 
The response of aircraft camouflage lacquers to 
thermal radiation. Part 2; 6000 degrees K 
radiator and 800 ft/sec air flow 
(AD-776884]	 p0361 874-26078 
CANADAIR AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
CAVADAIR CF-104 AIRCRAFT 
U F-104 AIRCRAFT 
CANADAIR CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
U CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
CANARD CONFIGURATIONS 
Trimmed drag and maximum flight efficiency of aft 
tail and canard configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-69] 	 p0134 A74-18813 
Stratospheric survey aircraft developed -- canard 
RPV for pollution monitoring in TF-12 wakes 
p0276 A74-27849 
Aerodynamic design approach to the stall/spin 
problem - The VariViggen 
[SAE PAPER 740391]	 p0310 A74-28155 
Preli.inary weight estimation of canard configured 
aircraft 
(SAWE PAPER 1015)	 p0435 A74-39885 
Static aeroelastic effects on the aerodyna.ics of 
the Saab 37 Viggen aircraft, a co.parison 
between calculations, wind tunnel tests and 
flight tests 
(IcAS PAPER 74-55)	 p0451 A74-41354 
Canard-wing lift interference related to 
maneuvering aircraft at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TM-X-2897]	 p0094 8718-11819 
Control Configured Vehicle Ride Control (CCV ECS). 
B-52 control syste. analysis, synthesis, and 
design 
A-90
SUBJECT INDEX
	 CASCADE CONTROL 
[AD-767590]	 pal42 1174-13728 
Effect of canard location and size on canard-wing 
interference and aerodynamic center shift 
related to maneuvering aircraft at transonic 
speeds 
[NASA-TN-D-7505] 	 p0411 11714-28474 
The effect of canard and vertical tails on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a model with a 59 
deg sweptback wing at a Mach number of 0.30 
[NASA-TM-X-3088]	 p0469 1174-32412 
Stability and control characteristics at Mach
numbers from 0.20 to 4.63 of a cruciform 
air-to-air missile with triangular canard 
controls and a trapezoidal wing 
(NASA-TM-X-3070] 	 p0487 1174-33432 
CAIBEBBA AIRCRAFT 
On the nature of large clear air gusts near storm 
tops - 
(ARC-CP-1248]	 p0111 1114-13402 
CANBERRA BOMBER 
U 11-57 AIRCRAFT 
CAN NO U S 
U GUNS (ORDNANCE)	 - 
CANOPIES 
Explosive canopy severance --- feadibilities of 
ejection through different canopy materials 
p0214 A74-23531 
Paratroop harness TOTAL, PARAQUICE canopy release 
and EFA-36 chronobarometric parachute opener 
p0212 A74-23553 
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10813-1] 	 p0193 1174-16249 
Cobra window design analysis and no glare canopy 
design 
[AD-778 165]	 p0408 1174-27508 
Windshield bird strike structure design criteria 
(AD-779729]	 p0442 1174-29393 
CANTILEVER WINGS 
U WINGS 
CAPTIVE TESTS 
NT STATIC TESTS 
CARAVELLE AIRCRAFT 
U SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
CARBIDES 
NT SILICON CARBIDES 
NT TANTALUM CARBIDES 
CARBON 
A shock tube study of the formation of carbon 
par icles during the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons 
p0229 A74-25213 
CARBON COMPOUNDS 
NT SILICON CARRIDES 
NT TANTALUM CARBIDES 
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
Study of condensation phenomena in the ISL laser 
wind tunnel using light diffusion 
[ISL-RT-19/72]	 p0060 1174-11099 
CARBON FIRER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
Deflection of carbon fibre/acrylic foam sandwich 
beams
p0002 A79-10322 
Naruco 5208/1300 - A graphite-epoxy system 
engineered for high-performance aircraft 
structures
p0082 A74-14732 
Advanced composite materials - Solution to 
problems of structure weight reduction 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1313]	 p0228 A74-24315 
An approach to the development of meaningful 
design rules for fatigue-loaded CFRP components 
-- carbon fiber reinforced plastics 
p0313 A74-29783 
Transverse compressive behaviour of unidirectional 
carbon fibre-reinforced plastics
p0313 A74-29785 
Solid particle erosion of graphite-epoxy composites 
for aircraft structures
	
	 - 
p0402 A74-37920 
Costs and benefits of composite material 
applications to a. civil STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-964]	 pO427 A74-38729 
Carbon fibres can be cost-competitive - An example 
p0436 A74-39902 
Application of carbon fibers to helicopters 
p0436 A14-39910 
Applications of advanced co.posites in aircraft 
structures
p0479 A74-45045
Materials for aerospace current research and 
development 
(D-MAT-194]	 p0303 N74-21139 
Fatigue in carbon fibre reinforced plastic 
structures: A review of the problems 
p0368 1174-26478 
Fatigue of composite structures: Experience 
gained in the design of CFRP structures for 
helicopters
p0368 1174-26479 
CARBON FIBERS 
The future of carbon fibres
p03 17 A74-30380 
Graphite composite landing gear components - side 
brace assembly and torque link for A37-R aircraft 
(AD-769041]	 p0163 N74-14779 
S-3A graphite/epoxy spoiler development progra. 
(AD-779069]	 p0444 N74-30013 
CARBON MONOXIDE 
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows 
- Application to a CO containing turbojet plume 
(ONERA, TP 110. 1229] 	 p0006 A74-11069 
CARROR STEELS 
Characterization of carburized Vasco 1-2 steel 
(AD-782362]	 p0500 1174-34952 
CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES 
The future of carbon fibres
p0317 A74-30380 
CARBOXIL GROUP 
Applied research and development of adhesives for 
bonding filled carboxyl terminated 
polybutadienes to various substrates 
p0316 A74-30313 
CARET WINGS 
Theory of hypersonic flow about a wing 
p0025 A74-12205 
Investigations concerning yawed caret wings in the 
hypersonic domain 
•	 p0072 A74-13548 
Investigation of new wing shapes for hypersonic 
flight
pO3ll A74-29035 
Force measurements on caret and delta wings over 
• the incidence range 27 deg less than or equal to 
alpha less than or equal to 55 deg at M 12.2 
(IC-AEEO-71-22]	 p0154 1174-14705 
CARGO 
NT AIR CARGO 
In place of congestion: SoRe observations on the 
transport of freight 
(TT-7308J	 p0053 1174-10890 
CARGO AIRCRAFT 
NT C-lA AIRCRAFT 
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-47 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 7 AIRCRAFT 
External blowing flap technology on the 
USAF/McDonnell Douglas IC-iS /AMST/ progra. 
(SAN PAPER 730915]	 p0017 A74-11579 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation 
transports configuration sizing and design 
(SAE PAPER 730913]	 p0017 A74-11581 
The airship can meet the energy challenge 
p0176 A74-20166 
IC-iS powerplant system design and development 
(AIAA PAPER 74-973]	 p0453 A74-41658 
Take-off velocities --- of cargo aircraft 
(AD-7716321	 p0239 N74-17776 
Design, fabrication, and flight test of the active 
ar. external load stabilization syste. for cargo 
handling helicopters 
(AD-7730251	 p0252 1174-18708 
Updated gust design values for use with AFFDL-70-106 
(AD-778821]	 p0412 1174-28493 
Advanced metallic structure: Cargo fuselage 	 --
design for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
(AD-781814)	 p0473 N74-32456 
A new aviation for heavy transport 
(NASA-TT-F-15935]	 p0489 1174-33446 
CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES 
U ACTUATORS 
U EXPLOSIVE DEVICES	 - 
CASCADE CONTROL 
A unique supersonic inlet unsteady aerodynamic 
A-9 1
CASCADE FLOW
	 SUB1BCT INDEX 
cascade experi.ent 
(A.IAA PAPER 74-622]	 p0376 A74-35389 
CASCADE PLOW 
The behavior of axial co.pressor cascades in the 
case of deviations frow purely cylindrical flow 
p000 1 A74-10030 
Characteristics of the wake behind a cascade of 
airfoils
p0123 A74-17495 
Theoretical investigation of supersonic flow past 
oscillating cascades with subsonic leading-edge 
locus 
(AIAA PAPER 14-14] 	 p0135 A74-18843 
The state of develop.ent of axial puaps with 
supercavitating cascades
p0178 A74-20325 
Experi.ental study of the aerodyna.ic noise of 
airfoils
p0224 A74-25327 
The aerodyna.ics of a turbine cascade with 
supersonic discharge and trailing edge blowing 
[ASEE PAPER 74-GT-120]	 p0271 A74-27419 
A wodel of two-dimensional, incoapressible flow 
through a cascade of airfoils with allowance for 
the viscous displaceaent effect 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-126J	 p0271 A74-27422 
Theoretical solution of high subsonic flow past 
two-diwensional cascades of airfoils 
[ASEE PAPER 74-GT-91 ]
	
p0273 A74-27474 
Experiwental investigations of strongly swept 
turbine cascades with low speed flow 
p0280 A74-28457 
The torsional flutter characteristics of a 
cantilevered airfoil cascade in a supersonic 
inlet flow field with a subsonic axial co.ponent 
(AIAA PAPER 74-530]	 p0339 A74-33127 
A unique supersonic inlet unsteady aerodynanic 
cascade experi.ent 
(AIAA PAPER 74-622]	 p0376 A74-3589 
A concept for designing transonic blade cascades 
p0431 A74-38930 
Plow through a cascade of aerofoils
p0432 A74-39355 
Designing transonic turbine blades by the 
hodograph wethod
p01137 A74-40002 
Transient aerodyna.ic characteristics of thin 
curvilinear airfoils in cascade
p0482 A74-45928 
Free vibrations of dynawically inhomogeneous 
airfoil cascades in potential flow
p0482 A74-45936 
Experilental investigation of two-diwensional 
cascade perfor.ance with blunt trailing edge 
blade sections at transonic inlet Each number 
range 
(NAL-TR-313]	 pOO4S 1174-10322 
A study of supersonic flow past vibrating shells 
and cascades --- using linearized characteristic 
methods 
(AD-765735]	 p0046 1174-10335 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 1 
(AD-756870]	 p0052 1174-10749 
Test of a supersonic coapressor cascade, voluae 2 
effects of vortex generators mounted on blades 
[AD-756871J	 p0052 1174-10150 
Finite element analysis of the flow through a 
cascade of aerofoils 
(CUED/A-TURBO/TR-45] 	 p0255 1174-18920 
characteristics of cascades of slotted sections of 
adjustable guide vanes of axial-flow turbines 
(AD-773900]	 p0293 1174-20452 
Performance of a model cascade thrust reverser for 
short-haul applications 
(NASA-T111-71614]	 pO500 1174-35202 
CASCADES (FLUID DYJAHICS) 
U FLUID DYNARICS 
CASE BONDED PROPELLANTS 
Applied research and development of adhesives for 
bonding filled carboxyl terminated 
polybutadienes to various substrates 
p0316 A74-30313 
CASIUG 
Study of casing treat.ent effects in axial flow 
compressors 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-89]	 p0273 A74-27472 
Heat transfer of a disk rotating in a casing 
cooling fluid flow in gas turbine engines 
(NASA-TT-P-15199]	 p0101 1174-12572
CASTING 
Evolution of applications of precision casting in 
turbo jets
p0125 A74-17892 
Ice and landing surface dewoulding: Replica 
fabrication 
(PPA-EEEO-90]	 pOO4l N14-10541 
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY 
The refining of turbine fuels by modern 
hydrotreating 
(AIAA PAPER 74-162]
	 pOl33 A74-18798 
CATAPULTS 
NT ROCEET CATAPULTS 
Progress in the techniques of free flight studies 
of catapulted models - Application to aircraft 
response to vertical gusts
p0223 A74-25311 
Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the model E-2 A/B airplane 
(AD-765108]	 pO042 074-10059 
Catapult fatigue test of the model C-2A airplane 
(AD-775615]	 p0358 1174-25597 
Program plan for investigation of •odel E-11c-1 
airplane catapult and hold-back operations 
capacity 
(AD-777 I435]	 p0369 1174-26495 
Catapult perfor.ance and interface requirements 
for launch of BQE-34 vehicles 
(AD-783935J	 p0499 074-34686 
CATHODE RAY TUBES 
Electronic display mechanization for monitoring 
aircraft parameters 
(SAE PAPER 730956] 	 pOOl5 A74-11555 
Present and future radar display techniques --
CRT, LED and liquid crystals for ATC applications 
p0028 A74-12382 
Development of teledyne video recording syste.s - 
Progression of state of the art in fU. recording 
p0217 A74-22540 
CATIOWS 
NT HETAL IONS 
CAVITATION 
U CAVITATION FLOW 
CAVITATION PLOW 
Hydraulic ram shock wave and cavitation effects on 
aircraft fuel cell survivability --- dynamic 
loading of fuel tanks impacted by bullets and 
projectiles 
(AD-772744]	 p0254 1174-18719 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 
Synthesis of an optimal system for stabilizing 
aircraft center of gravity paths 	 - 
p0392 A74-37383 
Extremal centering and loading of horizontal tail 
surfaces --- aircraft center of gravity position 
relationship to lift
p0484 A74-116695 
Helicopter gross weight and center of gravity 
•easureaent system -- applicable to CH-47 and 
DR-i helicopters 
(AD-711955]	 p0239 1174-17775 
CENTRIFUGAL CONPRESSORS 
Nethod for calculating the impellers of 
centrifugal superchargers with allowance: for the 
deformation of the cover plate
p0089 A74-15933 
Theoretical and experi.ental studies of a high 
pressure ratio centrifugal compressor at reduced 
rotating speed 
(ICAS PAPER 74-37] 	 p0450 A74-41338 
FORTRAN progra. for predicting off-desigs 
performance of centrifugal co.pressors 
[NASA-TN-D-7487]	 p0037 074-10024 
Exact solutions for conical •ized flow rotors. 
Part 2: Ca.bered blades of finite thickness 
(NEL-524-PT-2]	 p0109 1174-12989 
Hodeling a high pressure ratio centrifugal 
compressor using a low speed of sound gas 
(AD-767241]	 p0152 1174-14444 
Basic research requirements for V/STOL propulsion 
and drive-train components --- analysis of jet 
engine operating parameters for axial and radial 
turbines
p029O N74-20412 
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 
Swirling flow combustion - Fundamentals and 
application --- hydrocarbon-air fla.e velocity 
turbojet afterburner application 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1250]	 p0009 A7411271 
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CEITNIPUGAL PUIPS 
Advanced engine control program --- using 
computerized electronic equipment 
•	 (AD-7736603	 pO293 1174-20451 
CENTRIPOGIIG 
• Hodified centrifuge technique for hydrolytic 
stability of neopentyl polyol aster lubricants 
p0259 A74-25717 
CERAHAL PIOTECTIVE cOATIUGS 
U PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
CERAIICS 
Hot corrosion of metals, alloys and ceramics 
[AD-769340]	 p0191 1174-15829 
Advanced cera.ic seal progra., phase 1 
(A0781004J	 p0492 174-34076 
CERTIPICATIOU 
The role of certification in freeing the 
environ.ent fro, aircraft noise nuisance 
p0074 A74-13797 
Electroacoustical performance requirements for 
•	 aircraft noise certification measurements 
p0074 A74-13799 
New jumbo jets must speak in whispers - Certifying 
the Lockheed 1011 
•
	
	
p0125 A74-17856 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. I 
5	 p0172 A74-19'491 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. II
p0172 A74-19492 
A si.plified criterion to certify light aircraft 
for flight in icing conditions 
(SAE PAPER 740349] 	 p0308 A74-28729 
The background to propeller airplane noise 
regulations 
(SAEPAPER 740361]	 p0309 A74-28738 
certification of helicopters for flight in 
instrument meteorological conditions 
p0348 A74-34877 
Requirements for the helicopter instrument rating 
p0348 A74-34880 
CESSNA AIRCRAFT 
NTA-37 AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
Flight test results for an advanced technology 
light airplane wing 
(SAl PAPER 740368] 	 p0345 A74-34801 
Evaluation of spoilers for light aircraft flight 
path control
p0434 A74-39867 
Plight test data for a Cessna Cardinal --- steady 
state performance and fixed stick dynamic 
stability characteristics 
(NASA-CR-2337]	 p0159 874-14752 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 1: Cessna 150 L at L-, S-, and c-bands 
(AD-781825j'	 p0491 1174-33648 
CESSNA HILITARTAIRCRAPT 
U HILITART AIRCRAFT 
CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT	 S 
Flight test results of a separate surface 
wing-leveling system 
(SAE PAPER 740369]	 p0309 A74-28740 
CP-104 AIRCRAFT 
U F-104 AIRCRAPT 
CFRP 
U CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
CE-53 HELICOPTER 
U 11-53 HELICOPTER	 S 
CH-3 HELICOPTER	 S	 - 
Vibration effects on helicopter reliability and 
maintainability 
(AD-766307]	 p0042 1174-10064 
CH-47 HELICOPTER	 S 
The effect of helicopter noise on communication 
and hearing 
(AD-767222]	 p0112 1174-13450 
Recommended design modifications to the CU-Il? 
forward rotor drive gearbox 
(AD-769062]	 p0162 1174-14775 
Engineering appraisal of Southwest Research 
Institute •agnetic crack definer applied to dH47 
rotor blades 
(AD-769068]	 p0163 1174-14778 
Helicopter gross weight and center of gravity 
aeasnre.ent system -- applicable to CH-47 and 
011-1 helicopters 
(AD-771955]	 p0239 1174-17775
CH-47A design and operational flight loads study 
development of structural design criteria 
for cargo and transport type helicopters 
(An-772949)	 p0251 1174-18700 
Hajor item special study (HISS), CB-47A engine 
cost reduction by eliminating high failure rate 
equipment on dH-47 helicopter 
(AD-772978]	 p0253 N74-18717 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), CH-47A rotary 
wing head PHD 
(10-773718)	 p0286 N74-19691 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), CH-47A hydraulic 
servocylinder --- reliability analysis of 
military helicopter hydraulic system 
(AD-775 l449]	 p0327 1174-21672 
Helicopter icing spray system qualification 
(AD-775803]	 p0330 874-22688 
Development of manufacturing methods for 
ballistically tolerant fiberglass tubular 
bellcranks --- for the CH-47 helicopter 
[AD-775818]	 p0331 1174-22701 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS). CH-47A rotary 
wing blade 
(AD-776419]	 p0359 N74-25605 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS). cH-47A 
Synchronizer shaft assembly --- failure analysis 
to eliminate failure modes and reduce logistics 
costs 
[AD-776418]	 p0359 874-25606 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), CH-47A auxiliary 
power unit (T62-T-2A) 
(AD-782927]	 p0499 1174-34552 
CH-54 HELICOPTER 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CB-54B helicopter
p0395 A74-37503 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS). CH-54A T/R blade 
(AD-766227]	 p0041 1174-10056 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS). CH-54A clutch 
assembly (APP) 
(AD-766226]	 pOO'll 1174-10057 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS). CH-54A turbine 
engine 
[AD-766228]	 p0051 N74-10738 
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), CH-54A main rotor 
primary servo 
(AD-767539]	 p0106 1174-12732 
The evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
cH-548 helicopter 
(AD-711962]	 p0238 1174-17773 
CH-54 B main gearbox thermal mapping program 
(AD772664)	 p0253 874-18712 
CU 54A design and operational flight loads study 
comparison of design mission profile with 
operational mission profiles 
(AD-7735511	 p0286 874-19686 
A design analysis of CH-54B main rotor hub 
fabricated from composite materials 
(AD-774270]	 p0300 874-20689 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CB-548 helicopter 
CHAIRS 
U SEATS 
CHALCOGENIDES 
IT CADHIUH TELLURIDES 
NT CARBON HONOXIDE 
NT NITRIC OXIDE	 - 
NT NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
NT NITROGEN OXIDES 
NT POLTSULFIDES 
CHANCE-VOOGHT HILITART AIRCRAFT 
U HILITARY AIRCBAFT 
CHANNEL CAPACITY 
Description and cost of a satellite-based oceanic 
ATC system --- voice and data communication 
channel capacity requirements
p0025 A74-12193 
Access control techniques for satellite mobile 
communications systems 
(AIAA PAPER 74-441] p0275 A74-27811 
CHANNEL FLOW 
High lift characteristics of - an airfoil placed in 
a narrow channel
pO4Sl A74-43143
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CHANNELS (DATA TRLISNISSIOP)
CHANNELS (DATL TBAISIISSIOI) 
Sole trans.ission characteristics of AEROSAT-type 
air traffic control systems
p0174 174-19957 
Application of dispersive networks in 
data-trans.ission receivers
p0311 174-29353 
Bandwidth filtering effects on PSK modulation 
p0424 174-38559 
CHAPLYGIN EQUATION 
A time-saving method for calculating subsonic 
flows at airfoils
p0384 174-36559 
CHAPNA*JOUGET PLANE 
U CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM 
U FLAME PROPAGATION 
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
U EIGENVALUES 
U EIGENVECTORS 
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
U EIGENVALUES 
o EIGENVECTORS 
CHARACTENISTICS 
Drag and separation --- effects of separated flow 
on aerodynamic drag
p0157 N74-14722 
CHARGED PARTICLES 
NT METAL IONS 
CHARTS 
NI GRAPHS (CHARTS) 
CHASSIS 
Restraint procedures for cargo loaded in vehicles 
to be air transported 
(AD-768172] p0146 N74-13954 
CR EC K OUT 
Aircraft servicing and the network technique. II 
graphically represented sequential ground 
support routines
p0338 A74-33094 
CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT 
U TEST EQUIPMENT 
CBEEICAL ANALYSIS 
NT GAS ANALYSIS 
NT OZONONETRY 
NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS 
Jet engine emissions --- commercial aviation air 
pollution near airports
p0073 174-13730 
So.e analyses of the chemistry and diffusion of 
SST exhaust materials during phase 3 of the wake 
period --- in lower stratosphere - 
(NASA-CR-132323] p0053 N74-10863 
Aviation turbine fuels,	 1972
p0065 N714-11592 
The chemistry of fuel deposits and their precursors 
(AD-773630J p0289 N74-20399 
CEENICAL ATTACK 
NT INTEBGRANULAR CORROSION 
Effects of corrodents on the fatigue life of an 
ultra-high strength steel
p0478 A74-44538 
CHEMICAL CONPOSITIOP 
Composition and chemical stability of motor fuels 
(10-770538] p0199 N74-16870 
CHEMICAL ELENENTS 
NT ALUMINUM 
NT BERYLLIUM 
NT BORON 
NT CARBON - 
NT CHROMIUM 
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN 
NT NITROGEN 
NT OXYGEN 18 
NT POWDERED ALUMINUM 
NT SODIUM 
NT TITANIUM 
CRENICAL EQUILIBRIUM 
Modified centrifuge technique for hydrolytic 
stability of neopentyl polyol ester lubricants 
p0259 174-25717 
CHEMICAL FURLS 
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS 
NT DIESEL FUELS. 
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS 
NT HYDROGEN FUELS 
NT .JET ENGINE FUELS 
NT JP-4 JET FUEL 
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
SUBJECT INDEX 
CHEHICAL KINETICS 
U REACTION KINETICS 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
NT THERNOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
CBENICAL PROPULSION 
NT HYBRID PROPULSION 
CHEHICIL REACTIONS 
NT DESULFURIZING 
NT HYDROGENATION 
NT HYDROLYSIS 
NT OXIDATION 
NT PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
NT PHOTOOXIDATION 
NT PYROLYSIS 
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows 
- Application to a CO containing turbojet plume 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1229] 	 p0006 174-11069 
Possible effects of a fleet of supersonic 
transports on the stratospheric ozone shield 
p0176 174-20125 
Some analyses of the chemistry. and diffusion of 
SST exhaust materials during phase 3 of the wake 
period -- in lower stratosphere 
(NASA-CB-132323]	 p0053 N74-10863 
Composition and chemical stability of •otor fuels 
[AD-770538]	 pO199 N74-16870 
CHEMICAL SHIFT 
U CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM 
C8ENICAL TESTS 
NT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
NT GAS ANALYSIS 
NT OZONOMETHY 
NT SALT SPRAY TESTS 
NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS 
CHINOOK HELICOPTER 
U CH-47 HELICOPTER 
CHIRP 
NT CHIRP SIGNALS 
CHIRP SIGNALS 
Application of dispersive networks in 
data-transmission receivers
p03 ii A7'4-29353 
CHOKES (RESTRICTIONS) 
A study of the characteristics of measuring 
elements of pneumatic systems
poll4 A74-19852 
CHROMATOGRAPHY 
Odor intensity and characterization studies of 
exhaust from a turbojet engine combustor 
(1111 PAPER 73-1278] 	 p0011 174-11290 
CHROME 
U CUROMIUM 
CHROMIUM 
The use of chromium anodic protection /the B? 4 
process/ for the detection of metallurgical 
anomalies in light alloys
p0227 A74-25351 
CHROMO SPHERE 
Eclipse flight of Concorde 001 --- 30 June 1973 
p0030 A74-12515 
CHRONOGRAPHS 
U CHRONOMETERS 
CHRONOMETERS 
Paratroop harness TOTAL, PARAQUICK Canopy release 
and EFA-36 chronobarometriC parachute opener 
P0212 A74-23553 
C MR 0 NOT RON S 
U TIME LAG 
CHUGGING 
U COMBUSTION STABILITY 
CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
The effects of sand particles on small, intricate 
mechanical components --- analysis of binding 
failures caused by sand particles in helicopter 
circuit breakers 
(10-772977]	 p0253 N74-18718 
CIRCUIT PROTECTION 
Interconnections in grounding and shielding 
devices for electronic equipment --- Russian book 
p0227 A74-25027 
CIRCUIT RELIABILITY 
Application and design of relays for commercial 
aircraft --- from DC-3 to DC-10
p0344 A74-34775 
CIRCUITS 
NT COUPLING CIRCUITS 
NT ECHO SUPPRESSORS 
NT FLUIDIC CIRCUITS 
NT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
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	 CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE 
NT LOGIC CIRCUITS 
NT EICBOWAVE CIRCUITS 
NT PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS 
NT POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 
NT TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS 
Analysis and calculation of lightning-induced 
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-cR-2349]	 p0160 N74-14754 
A test technique for measuring lightning-induced 
voltages on aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2348]	 p0195 N74-16716 
CIRCULAR CONES 
Shock wave shape associated with a nonsyanetric 
hypersonic flow around a circular cone 
p0222 A74-24393 
Vortex-induced heating to cone flaps at Each 6 
p0223 A74-24958 
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 
The effects of wake splitter plales on the flow 
past a circular cylinder in the range of R from 
10,000 to 50000
p0006 A74-11041 
Flow noise spectra from cylinders and aerof oils 
p0023 A74-12127 
Computation of transonic flow about lifting 
wing-cylinder combinations
p0318 A74-30403 
CIRCULAR PLATES 
Buckling of orthotropic circular plates 
p0085 A74-14972 
Strong and weak shock waves. Experiments and 
calculations 
(ISL-NE-1/73]	 p0067 N74-11718 
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
A comparison of two L-band aircraft antennas for 
aeronautical satellite applications 
circularly polarized slot configurations 
pO469 N74-31688 
CIRCULAR TUBES 
Solution of the non-linear differential equations 
for finite bending of a thin-walled tube by 
parameter differentiation
p0279 A74-28420 
Processing of titaniu. tubes - An approach to 
helicopter blade spar •anufacturing 
(ABS PREPRINT 853]	 p0386 A714-36599 
CITIES 
Aircraft noise in urban areas. fleasure.ent and 
evaluation 
[DGLR-PAPER-74-013]	 p0368 N74-26481 
CIVIL AVIATION 
Changes in the European air transport pattern 
p0079 A74-14507 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0083 A74-14756 
Parameters of SF flight navigation aids and their 
measurement --- Russian book
p0169 A74-19371 
Problems in civil air traffic control which SAN 
technology •ay impact.--- Surface Acoustic Nave 
devices
p0170 A74-19390 
Noise proble.s in airport design and in civil 
aircraft operation
p0171 A74-19476 
Airports evolution and qualification
p0171 A74-19481 
Helicopter applications at sea
p0173 A14-19690 
A look at the British ATC scene. II --- primary 
and secondary radar systems. development 
p0173 A74-19727 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0116 A74-20210 
The role of the. International Civil Aviation 
Organization /ICAO/ in obtaining international 
adoption and i.pJ.ementation of air traffic 
control, navigation and communications syste.s 
p0222 A74-22688 
The use of co.puter technology in civil aviation 
Russian book
p0215 &74-23698 
New frontiers of civil aeronautics
p0229 A74-25352 
The technical aspects of supersonic civil 
transport aircraft
p0260 A74-25800
Noise li.it values in the case of aircraft 
under German law 
(DGLR PAPER 74-015]	 p0270 A74-27363 
State versus federal regulation of coi.ercial 
aeronautics
p0307 A74-28572 
The national microwave landing syste. /ELS/ 
(SAE PAPER 740345]	 p0307 A74-28726 
The civil supersonic aircraft --- design, economic 
and political factors
pO3lO A74-28786 
ICAO and the future landing syste. 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
p0311 A74-29252 
Fully automatic LORAN C for com.ercial airlines 
p03 16 A74-30356 
Looking ahead with hindsight /The Sixty-Second 
Wilbur and Orville Wright Nemorial Lecture/ 
p0321 A74-31245 
Civil aviation research and development 
p0378 A74-35718 
The economic utilisation of resources through 
aviation --- •anhours, land and fuel 
p0381 A74-36321 
Technical regulation and direction --- European 
Civil Aviation Conference regulations for member 
states
p0382 A74-36329 
Protection of civil aviation aircraft against fire 
p0421 A74-38149 
Reliability and maintainability of aircraft jet 
engines. I
p0431 A74-38908 
The design and development of an advanced annular 
combustor for civil application
p0437 A74-40000 
Use of ARTS III in aircraft accident investigation 
Automated Radar Terminal System
pO482 A74-45544 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil 
Aviation. Issue no. 1: 1973 accidents 
(NTSB-sA-73-8]	 p0056 N14-10919 
Fifth session of Commission for Aeronautical
Neteorology --- conference proposals for 
personnel training, terminal forecasting, SST 
operations, and application of satellite data 
(WNO-322]	 p0100 N74-12330 
New technologies and profitability of helicopters 
application of belicopters to commercial 
operations 
(NA5ATTF15195]	 p01110 N74-13717 
Aviation needs and public concerns --- civil 
aviation growth in Europe and environiental 
control
p0159 N74-14749 
Forty years of civil aviation, 1931 - 1971 --- for 
Italy
p0159 N74-14750 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, 
supplemental issue, 1972 accidents 
(NTSB-BA-73-10]	 p0196 N74-16722 
Civil aviation in the USSR (the fiftieth 
anniversary of its for.ation) 
(NASATT-F-806 1	 p0283 N74-19666 
In-flight performance of civilian pilots using 
•oving-aircraft and moving-horizon attitude 
indicators 
(AD-773850]	 p0287 N74-20054 
Aircraft accident report: Brief format, US civil 
aviation, issue no. 3 of 1973 accidents 
co.pilation of selected aircraft accident reports 
(RTSB-BA-74-1]	 p0297 N74-20664 
Initial-design optimisation on civil and military 
aircraft
p0465 R74-31477 
CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
A head-up display for all-weather approach and 
landing of tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-952]	 p0452 A74-41656 
CLARK Y AIRFOIL 
U AIRFOIL PROFILES 
CLASSIC AIRCRAFT 
U IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
NT HIERARCHIES 
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE 
Automatisms in supersonic transport
p0433 A74-39520 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Turbulence near the tropopause in the presence of 
mountain waves 
[10-766577]	 p0063 N74-11274 
On the nature of large clear air gusts near storm 
tops 
(ARC-CP-12L18]	 p0111 N74-13402 
ROAC experience with turbulence --- performance 
requirements for clear air turbulence detecting 
sensor
p0233 N74-17726 
CLIHBING PLIGHT 
QTOL-Europlane --- Quiet Takeoff and Landing for 
short distances
p0077 174-14361 
Eini.um noise climbout trajectories of a VTOL 
aircraft
p0392 174-37284 
Lateral control and sailplane design 
considerations to optimize altitude gain while 
therialling 
[1111 PAPER 74-100(4]	 p01454 174-42032 
cli.bing performance --- optimu, attitude for 
commercial aircraft 
(10-772052]	 p0239 N74-17782 
CLOCKS 
NT CHRONOHETERS 
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEES 
U FEEDBACK CONTROL 
CLOTH 
U FABRICS 
CLOTHING 
NT HELMETS 
NT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 
CLOUD SEEDING 
Project Foggy Cloud 4, phase 1. Evaluation of 
warm fog dissipation techniques -- and stratus 
cloud modification 
(10-766086]	 p0047 N74-10597 
CLOUDS 
NT CONVECTION CLOUDS 
NT STRATUS CLOUDS 
CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY) 
NT CONVECTION CLOUDS 
NT STRATUS CLOUDS 
CLUTCHES 
Major Ite. Special Study (HISS). CH-54A clutch 
assembly (APP) 
(AD-766226]	 p0041 N74-10057 
Spring overriding aircraft clutch --- for 
•ultiengine helicopters 
(AD-766309]	 p004(1 N74-10073 
CLUTTER 
The improvement in performance of an S-band 
surveillance radar operating in conditions of 
rain clutter
p0028 174-12396 
COANDA EFFECT 
Upper Surface Blowing technology as applied to the 
YC-14 airplane 
(SIR PAPER 730916) 	 p0017 174-11578 
A new pneumatic hybrid control system --- for 
reduction of supply air consuiption
p0174 174-19884 
An experimental study of the effect of a low speed 
external flow on a coanda effect flap 
(AD-774393]	 p0300 N74-20684 
COATIIU 
NT ANODIZING 
NT ELECTROPLATING 
COATINGS 
NT ALUMINUM COATINGS 
NT ANODIC COATINGS 
NT ELECTROPLATING 
NT LACQUERS 
NT METAL COATINGS 
NT PAINTS 
NT PLASTIC COATINGS 
NT PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
NT SPRAYED COATINGS 
NT THERHAL CONTROL COATINGS 
CORALT ALLOYS 
Evolution of applications of precision casting in 
turbo jets
p0125 174-17892 
Strengths and failure mechanisms of a 
Co-l5Cr-13TaC directionally solidified eutectic 
alloy
p0337 174-32812
COCKPITS 
Differential method for testing the optical 
standards of cockpit windshields
p0005 174-10937 
Future air traffic control - Ground, cockpit, or 
space --- system functions transfer to aircraft 
or satellites 
[AIAA PAPER 74-2623
	
p0131 174-18669 
cockpit design for crew coordination
p0208 A74-22631 
InstrumentatioD and cockpit controls for 
electronic navigation and communication aids 
(SAN ARP 571 B]
	 p0269 174-27261 
Nomenclature and abbreviations, flight deck area 
[SIR AS 425 B]
	 p0269 174-27263 
ERCA systems and related equip.ent - The HRcA 
cockpit
p0336 A74-32632 
VFW 614 cockpit
p0375 114-35358 
Advanced integrated modular instrumentation system 
naval aircraft cockpit display
p0377 174-35560 
Endurance tests on transport aircraft cockpit 
window glasses --- noting European Airbus 
p0197 N74-16732 
High acceleration cockpit: The maneuvering 
countermeasure --- cockpit design for improved 
pilot perforuance 
(10-770287)	 p0198 N74-16743 
Report on the Conference on Transparent Aircraft 
Enclosures 
(AD-769372]	 p0199 N74-16755 
Holographic multicolor moving map display (system 
definition) --- of performance characteristics 
in cockpits 
(10-772155]	 p0241 N74-18083 
Effects of new approach procedures on cockpit 
design and chances for realization 
(NASA-TT-F-15613]	 p0355 N74-25565 
COD AIRCRAFT 
U C-2 AIRCRAFT 
CODING 
NT SIGNAL ENCODING 
Human factors experiments for data link --- coding 
of air traffic control messages 
(AD-760401)	 p0049 N74-10625 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
A device for measuring the power of an aircraft 
wheel brake
p0213 174-24027 
Evaluation of the friction power in nonisotherial 
flows of lubricants in clearings of aircraft 
ball bearings and of their thermal behavior 
p0481 174-45467 
COEFFICIENTS 
NT AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
NT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
NT DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 
NT HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
NT NOZZLE THRUST COEFFICIENTS 
COIN AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
COLD PLOW TESTS 
Flap noise prediction method for a powered lift 
system 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1028]	 p0006 174-11051 
V/STOL deflector aerodynamic design criteria --
geometric variations effects 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1181] 	 p0008 174-11226 
Effect of configuration variation on externally 
blown flap noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-190]	 p0180 A74-20775 
Externally blown flap noise research 
(SAE PAPER 740468] 	 p0352 174-35011 
COLD FORMING 
U COLD WORKING 
COLD WEATHER TESTS 
Cold-weather flight tests of an OH-58 helicopter 
equipped with an elastomeric-bearing main rotor 
(AD-772935]	 p0253 N74-18716 
COLD WORKING 
Development of cold headable titanium alloys for 
the 'Concorde supersonic jet
p0117 174-16554 
COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
Collision avoidance and the future of air traffic 
control 
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	 CONB0STIOI CHANBERS 
0007 274-11101 
Realization of a horizontal collision avoidance 
syste.
p011s A7420099 
The automatic aircraft guidance law for •id-air 
collision avoidance
pO183 274-21340 
Upgrading the ATC system; Proceedings of the 
Annual Weeting, Washington, D.C., November 28, 
29. 1973
p0219 A74-22677 
Plans for inter.ittent positive control i.proved 
beacon and other features of the upgraded third 
generation system
p0219 A74-22678 
Criticism of FAA handling of collision avoidance 
systems
p0220 274-22681 
Collision avoidance system --- proximity warning 
indicator for ATC
pO22O A74-22682 
Requirements and trends of collision avoidance 
systems 
(ONEBA, VP NO. 1337)	 p0220 A74-23393 
A discrete address beacon syste. -- digital 
surveillance radar for ATC
p0221 A74-23785 
A synchronized Discrete Address Beacon System 
for ATC surveillance
p0221 A14-23786 
Requirements and trends in collision avoidance 
p0228 A74-25355 
Safe separation in controlled flight
p0337 A714-33065 
Integrated, universal pilot warning/collision 
avoidance display
p0377 A74-35567 
Optimization of air routes with a view to 
mini.izing the risk of collision
p042l 274-38098 
AutO.atisms in supersonic transport
p0433 274-39520 
Some user benefits achievable fro, an advanced air 
traffic management system 
(8-1320-DOT]	 p0065 874-11435 
Cost comparisons of advanced air traffic 
management systems 
(2-1319-DOT]	 p0065 874-11436 
Control of air traffic by aid of satellites 
p0 100 874-12354 
Air traffic control/collision avoidance system 
interface simulation, phase 2 --- based on high 
density terminal area with simultaneous 
approaches to parallel runways 
(PAA-NA-73-40)	 p0100 874-12361 
Potential conflict prediction and associated 
functions for oceanic air traffic control 
automation 
(AD-767453)	 p0112 874-13427 
Application of Nonte Carlo methods to esti.ation 
of collision risks associated with ATC 
separation standards 
(RAE-TR73104]	 p0256 874-19283 
Landing rates for mixed STOL and CTOL traffic 
(NASA-TN-D-7666] 	 p0304 874-21290 
COLLISION RARNING DEVICES 
U COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
U WARNING SYSTEBS 
COLLISIONS 
NT NIDAIR COLLISIONS 
COLLOIDS 
NT AEROSOLS 
NT FOG 
COLON PERCEPTION 
U COLOR VISION 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
A color schlieren system
p0124 A74-17806 
Holographic multicolor moving map display 
p0377 A74-35563 
COLOR VISION 
Color perception in the transitional zones of 
tricolor Glide-Slope Indicators (GSIs) 
(20-771422)	 p0237 874-17762 
COLURNS (SUPPORTS) 
Column failure of thin-walled compression members 
in aircraft wings as affected by vail 
imperfection and crushing 
(VTB-115]	 p0197 814-16737
COIBAT 
A si.ulation study of the force mix problem in 
close air support operations 
(AD-766879]	 p0102 874-12699 
CONBINED STRESS 
An algorithm for rational selection of the 
parameters of nonlinearly deforming thin-mailed 
framework elements
p0130 A74-18645 
CORBUSTIBLE PLOW 
Flow of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures around blunted 
bodies ioving at high velocity
p0186 A74-22304 
CONBUSTION 
NT AFTERBURNING 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER CORBUSTION 
NT FUEL CONBUSTION 
NT HYDROCARBON CONBUSTIOB 
NT RETAL CONBUSTION 
NT SPONTANEOUS COEBUSTION 
NT SUPERSONIC CORBUSTION 
Low NOx emission coabustor for automobile 
evaluation of various fuel injection methods 
(P8-222075/4]	 p0052 874-10745 
CONBUSTION CHANBERS 
Aircraft engines - Progress made in France over 
ten years. and possibilities for the tea years 
to come
p0006 274-11093 
Ruing of multiple dilution jets vith a hot 
pri.ary airstream for gas turbine combustors 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1249) 	 p0009 A74-11270 
Impact of emission regulations on future gas 
turbine engine combustors 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1277] 	 p0010 A74-11289 
Odor intensity and characterization studies of 
exhaust from a turbojet engine combustor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1278] 	 p0011 A74-11290 
Au experimental investigation of techniques for 
reducing objectionable exhaust emissions 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1324) 	 p0012 A714-11316 
Rodeling of gas turbine combustors
p0014 274-11434 
Simplified physical model of spray combustion in a 
gas turbine engine
p0015 214-11451 
An empirical model for calculating the critical 
conditions of flame stabilization
p0022 A14-11824 
Advanced technology for reducing aircraft engine 
pollution 
(ASRE PAPER 13-WA/AEBO-2] 	 p0071 A74-13244 
Current state-of-the-art for airbreathing 
combustor measurements
p0277 A74-28298 
Development of a reduced smoke coabustor for the 
JT3D engine 
(SAE PAPER 740484]	 p0350 A74-34995 
The design and development of an advanced annular 
combustor for civil application
p0437 A14-40000 
Attenuation of instabilities in propulsion system 
combustors
p0478 274-44422 
Calculating pressure in combustion chamber of 
pulsejet engine during filling process 
(20-166045)	 pOOSl 874-10737 
Low NOx emission combustor for automobile gas 
turbine engines --- design and tests of two 
research combustors 
(PB-222340/2]	 p0052 N74-10146 
Use of an air-assisted fuel nozzle to reduce idle 
emissions of a jtad engine coibustor 
(NASA-TN-X-2946]	 p0067 874-11738 
Estimation and optimization of the film cooling 
requirements in a gas turbine combustion chamber 
(CRANPIELD-SRE-5]	 p0152 N74-14439 
A proposed method for calculating film-cooled wall 
temperatures in gas turbine combustion chambers 
(CRANFIELD-SNE-4]	 p0152 N74-14440 
The divided combustion chamber concept and design 
for control of SI engine exhaust air pollutant 
emissions
p0165 874-15454 
Reasurements of liner cooling effectiveness within 
a full scale double-annular ram-induction 
combustor 
(NASA-TN-D-7689] 	 p0362 874-26389 
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COMBUSTION EffICIENCY 
COMBUSTION EffICIENCY 
An. experi.ental investigation of techniques for 
reducing objectionable exhaust emissions 
[AIAA PIPER 73-1324]	 p0012 174-11316 
The reduction of gas turbine idle emissions by 
fuel zoning for compressor bleed 
[ASME PAPER 73-wA/ABED-fl 	 p0070 174-13243 
The hydrogen fuel economy and aircraft propulsion 
[1111 PAPER 73-1319]	 p0125 174-17905 
Current state-of-the-art for airbreathing 
co.bustor measurements
pO277 174-28298 
Aeronautical fuel conservation possibilities for 
advanced subsonic transports --- application of 
aeronautical technology for drag and weight 
reduction 
(NASA-TM-z-71927]	 p0295 E74-20654 
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY 
U COMBUSTION STABILITY 
COMBUSTION PEYSICS 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luft- und Rau.fabrt, 
Yearbook 1972 --- German book
p0225 A74-24892 
Mixing and combustion processes in jet engines 
physics of interaction of droplets or solid 
particles with gas strea. 
[AD-766030)	 p0051 N74-10741 
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions fro. 
gas turbine co.bustors
p0149 N74-14291 
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 
Prediction of aircraft gas turbine N0/x/ emission 
dependence on engine operating parameters and 
ambient conditions 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1275]
	 p0010 174-11287 
Measurement of gas turbine exhaust pollutants by 
Raman spectroscopy 
(lIlA PAPER 73-1276]
	 p0010 A74-11288 
Modeling of gas turbine coabustors
pOO14 174-11434 
Th4 effects of water, pressure, and equivalence 
ratio on nitric oxide production in gas turbines 
[ASRE PAPER 73-wA/GT-1] 	 p0071 174-13292 
Conversion of fuel nitrogen to BOx in a compact 
combustor 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/GT-2]
	 p0071 A74-13293 
Ingestion and dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
(AIAA PAPER -74-42)
	 p0134 174-18815 
A shock tube study of the formation of carbon 
particles during the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons 
p0229 174-25213 
Jet engine soot emission measured at altitude 
p0317 174-30397 
Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft Engines 
(AGARD-Cp-125]	 p0148 N74-14271 
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions from 
gas turbine combustors
p0149 1174-14291 
Technical evaluation report on AGARD Technical 
Meeting on Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft 
Engines --- requirement to analyze contribution 
to air pollution near airports from various 
sources 
[AGARD-AR-63]	 p0164 N74-15349 
Forecast o jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
(NASA-TM-I-71509]	 p0243 N74-18400 
COMBUSTION STABILITY 
NT FLAME STABILITY 
Jet engine exhaust noise due to rough combustion 
and nonsteady aerodynamic sources
p0075 174-13958 
Attenuation of instabilities in propulsion system 
combustors
p0478 A74-44422 
Combustion generated noise in turbopropulsion 
systems - 
(AD-768615]	 pO166 N74-15666 
COMBUSTION VIBRATION 
Boise generation by ducted combustion systems 
resonant oscillations 
•	 (1111 PAPER 73-1024]	 p0026 174-12223 
.COMBUSTIOI NAVES 
.0 FLARE PROPAGATION 
COIBUSTORS 
o COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
SUBJECT INDEX 
COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
Gust loads on Comet aircraft --- noting gust 
frequencies and cloud collision radar effect 
(ARC-CP-1247]	 p0250 N74-18689 
COMMAND AID CONTROL 
The new AdvanCed Airborne Command Post 
(AIAA PAPER 74-240]
	 p0130 174-18654 
Airborne warning and control system /AVACS/ 
for air operations management during military 
crises 
(AIAA PAPER 74-241]
	 p0130 A74-18655 
Aircraft 4-D constant velocity control syste• 
p0342 A74-33812 
Helicopter command instrument systems 
(ABS PREPRINT 822]
	 p0389 174-36626 
Functional co..and/control considerations f or 
shi p-deployable tactical re.otely- piloted 
vehicle /RPV/
p0433 A74-39664 
RPV potential for naval applications
pO481 174-45309 
COMEAID-CONTROL 
U COMMAND AND CONTROL 
COMMERCIAl. AIRCIAPT 
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT ROBING 747 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 7 AIRCRAFT 
MT DC 8 AIRCRAFT	 - 
NT DC 9 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT 
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT 
NT TU-134 AIRCRAFT 
NT 10-144 AIRCRAFT 
The technology and economics of commercial 
airplane design. I
p0001 A74-10144 
The technology and economics of commercial 
airplane design. II
p0001 A74-10145 
Commercial aircraft --- weight reduction by 
composite materials
p0002 A74-10495 
Noise, an urgent problem with a slow solution 
aircraft noise reduction in airport vicinity 
p0005 174-11001 
Maintainability concepts used in the design and 
operation of Douglas commercial jet aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730881]
	 p0019 174-11603 
Transport vehicles - weights and loads 
commercial aircraft
p0029 A74-12442 
Propulsion requirements f or powered-lift aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1214]
	 p0031 A74-12928 
QTOL-Europlane --- Quiet Takeoff and Landing for 
short distances
p0077 A74-14361 
Transport aerospace industry contributions to 
modern problem solutions /W. Rupert Turnbull 
Lecture for 1973/
p0085 A74-15045 
The aftermath of a hijacking - Passenger claims 
and insurance
pO127 174-18101 
Trends in hydraulic systems of commercial 
transport aircraft
p0171 A74-19471 
Noise problems in airport design and in civil 
aircraft operation
p0171 A74-19476 
Airports evolution and qualification
p0171 174-19481 
Simulation of dispatch reliability for a fleet of 
large commercial aircraft
p0181 A74-20952 
The cost of noise reduction in intercity 
commercial helicopters
pO2lO A74-23328 
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Obsolescence of commercial aircraft - Rhen, where, 
how
p0222 A74-23878 
Structural research with the aim of adapting the 
design to the materials
p0229 A74-25359 
Potentials for advanced civil transport aircraft 
/Third Willia. LittlevOOd Memorial Lecture/ 
(SAE-SP-385]	 p0270 A74-27266 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for
future high altitude.commerCial aircraft 
p0275 A74-27773 
Are existing navaids adequate for commercial STOL 
operations in coming STOL environments --
suggested i.provements for existing systems 
p0346 A74-34847 
Tracking systems for flight development of today's 
commercial aircraft
p0348 A74-34858 
The effect of runway tractiop on commercial 
airplane stopping systems 	 - 
(SAE PAPER 740500]	 p0349 A74-34976 
ACLS for a commercial transport -- Air Cushion 
Landing System	 - 
(SAE PAPER 740452]	 p0349 A74-34984 
Application of hydrogen to commercial transports 
[SAE PAPER 740451)	 p0349 A74-34985 
Advanced controls for commercial transport aircraft 
USA? Control Configured Vehicles and NASA 
Active Control Technology programs 
[SAE PAPER 740453]	 p0352 A74-35008 
Cabin pressure control - An exercise in nonlinear 
design
p0373 A7435208 
The development of third level air services in 
France
p0382 A74-36328 
Reply to criticisms by V. E. callaway of papers 
MEl and ME11 at the 86th Meeting of the ASA 
aircraft cabin noise level
p0391 A74-37061 
Safety objectives of onboard computers on civil 
aircraft
p0431 A74-39010 
Automation ana flight management in commercial 
aviation
p0433 A74-39499 
Testing of com.ercial airplane environmental 
control systems 
(SAE AEP 217 B)	 p0434 A74-39768 
Reliability efforts in large European programs for 
military and commercial aircraft development 
p0483 A74-46292 
New technologies and profitability of helicopters 
-- application of helicopter3 to commercial 
operations 
(NASA-TT-F-15195]	 p0140 N74-13717 
Noise source abatement technology and cost 
analysis including retrofitting --- noise 
control for commercial and general aviation 
aircraft 
(PB-224422/6GA)	 p0238 N74-17771 
Climbing performance --- optimum attitude for 
commercial, aircraft 
[AD-772052]	 p0239 N74-11782 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
computer. Volume 1: ArchiteCture 
(NASA-CR-132252)	 p0240 N74-17909 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
(NAS*-TM-I-71509]	 p0243 N74-18400 
Aircraft accident report:. Loftleidir Icelandic 
Airlines, Incorporated. Douglas DC-8-61, John F. 
Kennedy International Airport. Jamaica, New 
York, 23 June 1973 
(NTSR-AIR-13-20] 	 p0249 N74-18683 
Design of a ault tolerant airborne digital 
computer. Volume 2: Computational requirements 
and technology 
(NASA-CR-132253]	 p0254 N74-18842 
Engine cycle selection for- com.ercial STOL aircraft 
- effect of aircraft requirements and 
operational characteristics on engine parameters 
p0240 N74-20408 
Jet engine exhaust e.issions of high altitude 
commercial aircraft projected to 1990 
(NASA-TR-X-3007)	 p0294 N74-20591 
Prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled commercial 
aircraft
COMPLEX VARIABLES 
[PR-37)	 p0295 N74'20647 
Landing rates for mixed STOL and CYOL traffic 
NASA-TN-D-7666]	 p0304 N74-21290 
Longitudinal motion of an airliner during steep 
approach 
(NASA-TTF15616]	 p0355 N74-25564 
Investigation of the fail-safe properties of civil 
aircraft
pO366 N74-26463 
Local service air carriers' unit Costs. Volume 2: 
Unit costs, computations and historical data, 
year ended 30 September 1973
p0311 N74-27436 
Economic effects of propulsion syste. technology 
on existing and future transport aircraft 
(NASA-Cs-134645)	 p0410 N74-28230 
Navigation and guidance requirements for 
commercial VTOL operations 
(NASA-CR-132423)	 p0444 N74-30093 
COMMERCIAL AVIATION 
U CIVIL AVIATION 
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT 
COMMUNICATING 
NT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION 
NT GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNICATION CABLES 
NT NAVEGUIDES 
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
NT RADIO RECEIVERS 
NT TRANSMITTER. RECEIVERS 
Instrumentation and cockpit controls for 
electronic navigation and communication aids 
(SAg AEP 571 B)	 p0269 A74-27261 
V?W 614 avionics --- guidance, communications and 
radar systems
p0375 A74-35364 
Transportability --- of military equipment 
(AD-765456]	 p0044 N74-10229 
Interrogation scheduling algorithms for a discrete 
address beacon system --- for air traffic 
control applications 
(ATC-19]	 p0065 N74-11432 
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 
NT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
The effects of ionospheric scintillation on 
satellite communications
p0259 A74-25670 
Access control techniques for satellite mobile 
communications systems 
[AIAA PAPER 74-441]	 pO2lS A74-27811 
Application of dispersive networks in 
data-transmission receivers
p0311 A74-29353 
A si.ple antenna system approach for mobile SATCOM 
terminals
p0424 A74-38557 
Satellite communications systems --- multiplexing 
-for communication lines, equipment of earth 
stations, and onboard receiver transmitter and 
antennas 
(JPRS-54505]	 p0044 E74-10153 
Continental Land Mass Air Traffic Control (COLM ATC) 
using three artificial satellite 
configurations 
(NASA-CR-132831)	 p0048 N74-10619 
Aerosat and Marsat: Satellites for mobile services 
pOOS9 N74-11018 
Conference on Satellite Syste.s for Mobile 
Communications and Surveillance 
(AD-767369] -
	
p0109 N74-12884 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
U TELECOMMUNICATION 
COMPARTMENTS 
NT AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS 
NT ANECHOIC CHAMBERS 
NT PRESSURIZED CABINS 
COMPASSES 
NT GIROCOMPASSES 
COMPILATION (COMPUTERS) 
U COMPILERS 
COMPILER PROGRAMS 
U COMPILERS 
COMPILERS 
A compiler-compiler system for avionic test 
languages --- syntax and semantics inputs for 
target language production
p0074 A74-13804 
COMPLEX VARIABLES 
NT CONFORMAL MAPPING 
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NT SINGULARITY (RATHENATICS) 
Analytical studies of two-element airfoil systems 
[A0775538)	 p0324 N74-21645 
CORPLBIIT! 
NT TASK CCNPLEXITY 
COKPONRNT RELIABILITY 
Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components
p0084 A74-14774 
Fracture mechanics applications in materials 
selection, fabrication sequencing and inspection 
(AIAA PAPER 72-383)
	 p0090 174-15968 
Hazard function monitoring of airline co.ponents 
p0181 174-20967 
DC-b avionics parts reliability in review 
p0182 A74-20969 
Compact video tape recorders of exceptional 
performance and reliability
p0217 174-22534 
Flight-control systems for automatic landings - 
Safety by •eans of redundancy
p0313 174-29828 
Small. Turbine Advanced Gas Generators for future 
engine requirements 
[ABS PREPRINT 872)	 p0387 174-36607 
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. I 
p0398 174-37634 
US Army helicopter hydraulic syste, reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 2: 
Supplemental design guide --- design 
requirements related to environmental 
conditions, reliability, and maintainability 
programs 
(AD-773023J	 p0252 N74-18710 
CORPOSITE RATENIALS 
NT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT CARBON-CARBON CORPOSITES 
NT GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT LANINATES 
NT RETAL NATRIX CORPOSITES 
NT REINFORCED PLASTICS 
Applications of composite materials -- Book 
p0002 A74-10494 
Commercial aircraft --- weight reduction by 
composite materials
p0002 A74-10495 
Rilitary aircraft --- structural design with fiber 
reinforced composite materials
p0002 A74-10496 
YTOL aircraft --- fibrous composites for 
structural weight reduction
p0002 A74-10497 
Advanced structural materials application for 
high-subsonic-speed transports 
(SAE PAPER 730887)
	 p0019 174-11601 
Narmco 5208/T300 - A graphite-epoxy system 
engineered for high-performance aircraft 
structures
p0082 174-14732 
Polyimides or advanced rado.es --- heat resistant 
reinforced composite materials
p0082 A74-14738 
Advanced composite F-5 fuselage component 
design, tooling, fabrication and assembly 
flexibilitjes
p0084 174-14763 
Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components
p0084 174-14774 
Titanium - The bridge to composites --- for light 
weight/high performance aircraft
p0116 A74-16451 
Application of advances in structures and 
materials to the design of the YF-17 airplane 
(SIR PAPER 730891]
	 p0123 A74-17534 
Advanced composites --- in aerospace structural 
design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-242)
	 p0180 174-20834 
Plan for developing structural criteria for 
composite airframes
p0181 A74-20945 
Advances in aerospace materials-processing 
technology
p0218 174-23255 
Advanced composite materials - Solution to 
problems of structure weight reduction 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1313]
	 p0228 174-24315 
Structural research with the aim of adapting the 
design to the materials
SUBJECT INDEX 
-
p0229 174-25359 
The future of Carbon fibres
p03 17 A74-30380 
Low-weight, impact-resistant helicopter drive shafts 
p0348 174-34919 
Inspection of advance composite structures by 
nondestructive testing
p0380 174-36000 
Application of advanced composites to helicopter 
airframe structures - CH-53 0 •aterjals 
(ABS PREPRINT 880]
	 p0387 174-36610 
Composite material geodesic structures - A 
structural-concept for increased helicopter 
rotor blade survivabiuty 
[ABS PREPRINT 884]
	 p0387 A74-36613 
Costs and benefits of composite •aterial 
applications to a civil STOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPRR 74-964]
	 p0427 174-38729 
New materials and structures --- for aircraft 
[ICAS PAPER 74-21)
	 p0449 A74-41323 
Composite •aterials inspection --- ultrasonic 
vibration holographic NDT
p0457 A74-43164 
Composites - Standards, testing and design; 
Proceedings of the Conference, Teddington, 
Riddx., England, April 8, 9, 1974
	 - 
pO479 74-45039 
Impact resistance of fiber coRposite blades used 
in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASA-cR-134502]	 p0049 074-10726 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 1 --- for A-7 aircraft application 
(AD-766361J	 p0057 074-10929 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 2 --- develop.ent and evaluation 
for application to A-i aircraft 
(AD-766400]	 p0057 N74-10931 
Impact resistance of composite fan blades 
fiber reinforced graphite and boron epoxy blades 
for STOL operating conditions 
[NASA-CR-134515] 	 p0099 N74-12285 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airframes. Volume 3: Bibliography --- with 
emphasis on characteristics of filamentary 
composites 
(AD-767569)	 p0105 074-12726 
Design, test, and acceptance criteria for Army 
helicopter transparent enclosures 
[AD-767242]	 p0107 N74-12739 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airframes, Volume 1: Evaluation 
[AD-767706)	 p0147 N74-14238 
Study of structural Criteria for composite 
airframes. Volume 2: Current/criteria/selected 
rationale review and evaluation 
[AD-767707]	 p0147 N74-14239 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
aircraft metal structures reinforcad with 
filamentary composites. Phase 3: Najor 
component develop.ent 
[NASA-CR-2122)	 p0153 N74-14625 
Graphite composite landing gear components - side 
brace assembly and torque link for A37-B aircraft 
(AD-769041]	 pO163 N74-14779 
Nigh-performance composite •aterials for vehicle 
construction: An elastoplastic analysis of 
crack propagation in a unidirectional composite 
[AD-769867]	 p0201 N74-17626 
Composite-material helicopter rotor hubs 
[AD-771973J	 p0238 N74-17772 
Impact resistance of current design composite fan 
blades tested under short-haul operating 
conditions 
[NASICR-134533)	 p0241 N74-18672 
Study of advanced structural concepts for fuselage 
-- fiber reinforced composite materials for 
helicopter tail section 
[10-772708]	 p0250 N74-18696 
OH-iD filament-wound tubular-reinforced rotor blade 
development of procedures for calculating 
structural characteristics 
[AD-772947]	 p0253 074-18713 
Galvanic corrosion effects associated with 
graphite composites/metal joints 
(LR-26088]	 p0254 074-18813 
Serviceevaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components 
[NASA-T0-171944)	 p0284 074-19667 
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Investigation of advanced structural concepts for 
fuselage - application of fiber reinforced 
composite •aterials to fuselage structures 
(AD-773597]	 p0285 N74-19684 
Manufacturing ethods for self-sealing fuel lines 
development of braiding process for 
production of fuel lines for military aircraft 
(AD-778083]	 p0411 N74-28243 
S-3A graphite/epoxy spoiler development program 
[AD-779069)	 p0444 N74-30013 
Continuous sea, diffusion bond titanium spar 
evaluation 
(AD-780029)	 p0468 M74-31515 
COMPOSITE STIOCTURES 
NT LARIMATEZ 
Fabrication of advanced fibrous composite structures 
(SME PAPER BM73-716)	 p0075 A74-13953 
Design and fabrication of a mixed composite wing box 
p0083 A74-14749 
Cost effective composite structures --- fiber 
reinforced helicopter rotor blade design and 
fabrication
p0084 A74- 14778 
A sailplane wing constructed of foa, core-and 
polyester fiberglass skin 
(AIEA PAPER 74-258]	 p0130 A74-18665 
Plan for developing structural criteria for 
composite airframes
p0181 A74-20945 
Airplane nacelle composite structure technology 
p0185 A74-22102 
Advanced composite lattice structure for improved 
structural integrity 
(AXEA PAPER 74-357]	 p0264 A74-26667 
Adhesively bonded laminated metal structure 
(SAR PAPER 740259]	 p0274 A74-27510 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0316 A74-30323 
Aircraft floor panel developaents at British 
Airlays /1967-1973/
p0352 A74-35027 
An automated tape layup system /ATLAS/ --- for 
composite aircraft structures fabrication 
p0379 A74-35838 
Inspection of advance co.posite structures by 
nondestructive testing
p0380 A74-36000 
Beat transfer modeling for curing process of 
composite rotor blade 
(ABS PREPRINT 852J	 pO386 A74-36598 
Impact testing on composite fan blades 
-	 p0438 A74-40502 
Composite structures --- speciali-purpose co.puter 
progra.s
p0447 A74-4 1262 
Brazed titanium fail-safe structures
p0480 A74-45261 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
structural analysis of static ultimate load 
and simulated fatigue spectru. loading 
(AD-768869)	 p0164 N74-14783 
A design analysis of CH-54B main rotor hub 
fabricated from composite materials 
[AD-774270j	 p0300 N74-20689 
COMPOSITE WRAPPING 
An automated tape layup system /ATLAS/ -- for 
composite aircraft structures fabrication 
p0379 A74-35838 
COMPOSITES 
U COMPOSITE EATEEXALS 
COEPOSITIOW (PROPERT!) 
NT ATMOSPBEBIC COMPOSITION 
NT ATEOSPBEBIC. MOISTURE 
NT CBEMICAL COMPOSITION 
COAPOUND hELICOPTERS 
NT S-67 BELICOPTER 
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary wing on a 
helicopter. II
p0090 A74-16038 
Panel discussion on wind tunnel testing --- for 
helicopter rotor evaluation
p0207 A7'4-22474 
On the use of first order rotor dyna.ics in 
aultiblade coordinates --- for compound helicopter 
(ABS PREPRINT 831)	 p0384 A74-36586 
AB-56A /ANCS/ co.pound helicopter vibration 
reduction --- Advanced Mechanical Control System 
(ABS PREPRINT 834]	 p0385 A74-36589
COMPRESSIOI LOADS 
COMPEESSED AIR 
Investigation of a stored energy launch system for 
gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1047)	 p0456 A74-42059 
COEPRESSIBXLIT! EFFECTS 
Co.pressibility effects in unsteady thin-airfoil 
theory
p0177 A74-20298 
Effect of compressibility on three-dimensional 
helicopter rotor blade flutter
p0140 N74-13714 
COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
NT TRANSONIC FLOW 
Dynamic relaxation solution of three dimensional 
subsonic compressible oscillatory flow 
pOOl4 A74-11428 
One-dimensional analysis of compressible ejector
flows applicable to V/STOL aircraft design 
(AXAA PAPER 73-1184]	 p0031 A74-12921 
Unsteady pressure distribution measurements 
involving a harmonically vibrating wing model in 
three-dimensional compressible flow 
(DFVLR-SONDDR-335] 	 p0073 A74-13549 
Development of a method of 
discretized-distribution singularities for the 
study of compressible and incompressible flows 
p0119 A74-16968 
A color schlieren system
p0124 A74-17806 
Flexible lifting surfaces --- in steady inviscid 
compressible flow
p0173 A74-19684 
A study of compressible potential and asymptotic 
viscous flows for corner region
p0204 A74-23205 
Calculation, design, and testing of a model of 
transonic flutter	 -
p0224 A74-25326 
Theoretical solution of high subsonic flow past 
two-dimensional cascades of airfoils 
[ASNE PAPER 74-GT-91] 	 p0273 A74-27474 
The calculation of subsonic and transonic 
turbulent boundary layers on an infinite yawed 
airfoil 
(AIAA PAPER 74-557) 	 p0344 A74-34320 
Application to rotary wings of a simplified 
aerodynamic lifting surface theory for unsteady 
compressible flow
p0394 A74-37494 
Mixed compression air intakes for operation at 
Mach 2.2
p0437 A74-39981 
Analysis of viscous flow over swept wings 
(ICAS PAPER 714-20]	 p04149 A74-41322 
Study of flow in axial compressors
p0457 A74-43132 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for oblique 
blade-gust interaction in compressible flow 
p0477 A71&-44406 
A mathematical model of unsteady aerodynamics and 
radial flow for application to helicopter rotors 
(AD-767240]	 p0106 N74-12738 
Three-dimensional compressible boundary layer flow 
over a yawed cone with mass injection 
p0146 N74-13960 
Research on aircraft dynamics for subsonic flight 
(AD-7705401	 p0197 N74-16738 
COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS 
The aero/acoustic response of finite chord blade 
rows to circumferential inlet flow distortion in 
an unsteady, compressible fluid
p0254 N74-18904 
COMPRESSION LOADS 
NT AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS 
NT IRPACT LOADS 
Buckling loads and minimum weight of compressed 
curved ribbed aluminum alloy panels
p0118 A74-16822 
Analytical design of optimal monolithic panels 
p0130 A74-18642 
Effects of compressive overloads on fatigue crack 
growth 
(AIAA PAPER 74-365]	 p0264 A74-26674 
Flow past a triangular wing with blunted edges in 
the case of strong compression in the shock layer 
p0384 A74-36560 
The interaction of local and overall buckling of 
thin-walled structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-07) 	 p0448 A7'4-41309 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Column failure of thin-walled compression •e.bers 
in aircraft wings as affected by wall 
i.perfection and crushing 
(VTH-175)	 p0197 1174-16737 
COMP11ESSIOI TESTERS 
0 COMPRESSION TESTS 
COMPRESSION TESTS 
Transverse co.pressive behaviour of unidirectional 
carbon fibre reinforced plastics
p0313 A74-29785 
Buckling of rods under creep conditions 
p039 1 A74-36834 
COMPEESSIOI NAVES 
External burning assisted projectile - Theory and 
experiment 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1193)
	 p0009 A74-11234 
COMPRESSIVE STREIGTP 
Buckling and failure of flat stiffened panels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-409]
	 p0266 A74-26708 
COMPRESSOR BLADES 
Selection of cutting conditions in the machining 
axial-flow compressor blades on an assembled rotor 
p0029 A74-12424 
Theoretical investigation of supersonic flow past 
oscillating cascades with subsonic leading-edge 
locus 
(AIAA PAPER 74-14)	 p0135 A74-18843 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of 
HT-S/EMB-PI Composites for application to 
advanced aircraft engines 
High-Tip-Speed/Poly.erization of Monomeric 
Reactant
p0228 A74-24868 
Study of casing treatment effects in axial flow 
compressors 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-89]	 p0273 A74-27472 
Effect of erosive wear on the fatigue life of 
cantilever blades of azial-flowcompressors of 
aircraft turbojet engines
p0399 A74-37681 
Flow through a cascade of aerofoils
pO432 A74-39355 
Composite materials inspection --- ultrasonic 
vibration holographic EDT
p0457 A74-43164 
Adaptation of measuring and inspection instruments 
to the measurement of standard blades of 
aircraft-engine turbines and compressors 
p0460 174-43767 
Effect of geometric profile and cascade para.eters 
on the critical flutter speed of a compressor 
blade packet
p0482 174-45934 
Aerodynamic calculation of blades in axial-flow 
turbomachines 
(AD-765532]	 p0051 1174-10739 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 2 
effects of vortex generators mounted on blades 
[AD-756871]	 p0052 1174-10750 
Experimental investigation of the effects of tip 
clearance and end losses on axial compressor 
performance 
(AD-767656)	 p0112 1174-13511 
The aero/acoustic response of finite chord blade 
rows to circumferential inlet flow distortion in 
an unsteady, compressible fluid
p0254 N74-18904 
Graphite-polyimide composite for application to 
aircraft engines 
(NASA-TN-D-7698) 	 p0370 N7'4-27412 
Calculating method for multi-stage axial 
compressors with impluse bladings and constant 
tip diameter --- computerized simulation of 
compressor performance 
(AD-778808)	 p0419 N74-29228 
COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 
An analytical and experimental study of inlet 
ground vortices 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1313)	 p0011 A74-11309 
The effect of inlet temperature and pressure 
distortion on turbojet performance 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1316)
	 p0012 A74-11311 
Small gas turbines f or helicopters /Halford 
Memorial Lecture/
p0451 A74-41397 
CORPRESSOR ROTORS 
Accelerating test stand for rotating elements of 
turbomachines 
-.	 p0089 A74-15930
Theoretical and experimental studies of a high 
pressure ratio centrifugal compressor at reduced 
rotating speed 
[ICAS PAPER 7437)
	 p0450 A74-41338 
Exact solutions for conical mixed flow rotors. 
Part 2: Ca.bered blades of finite thickness 
(EEL-524-PT-2]	 p0109 N74-12989 
CONPRE S SOB S 
NT CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOES 
NT SUPERCNARGERS 
NT SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS 
NT TEANSONIC CONPRESSOES 
NT TURBOCONPRESSORS 
Airfoil design for high tip speed compressors 
fan technology 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1248)
	 p0009 A74-11269 
Flight-measured inlet pressure transients 
accompanying engine compressor surges on the 
F-lilA airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7696]	 p0362 1174-26251 
COMPUTER DESIGN 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Transmitting data by. 
multiprocessor computer
p0173 A74-19754 
A helicopter flight performance system using an 
LSI microprocessor --- for calculating gross 
weight 
[AD-765680]	 p0041 1174-10054 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
computer. Volume 1: Architecture 
(NASA-CR-132252] 	 p0240 1174-17909 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
computer. Volume 2: Computational requirements 
and technology 
(NASA-CE-132253) 	 p0254 N74-18842 
COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
CON puter-aided design and drafting /CADD/ - An 
advanced designer's tool 
(SAE PAPER 730934)
	 p0016 174-11566 
Use of synthetic radar information - Operational 
and technical aspects
p0028 A74-12403 
An automated interactive design syste. for 
advanced gas turbines 
[ASNE PAPER 74-GT-82)	 p0273 A74-27468 
Structural finite elesent analysis aided by 
computer graphics 
[SAE PAPER 740389]
	 p0310 A74-28753 
Computer-aided design in aircraft industry 
p034 1 A74-33450 
Interactive computer graphics application of the 
hi-cubic parametric surface to engineering 
design problems
p0344 A74-34761 
Analysis of moving body problems in aerodynamics 
p0432 A74-39346 
Plotting program for aerodynamic lifting surface 
theory -- user manual for FORTRAN computer 
program 
[NASA-TN-X-62321)	 p0158 1174-14739 
Application of interactive graphics to the 
avionics evaluation program 
[AD-775372]	 p0328 1174-21847 
COEPOTER METHODS 
U COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
NT ON-LINE PROGRAMMING 
CTL - A programming language for automatic testing 
COMPASS Test Language 
-	 p0075 A74-13815 
Evaluation of the operations contained in 
algorithms carried out by digital controller 
computers
p0130 A74-18638 
Adaptation of computer programming to output form 
of altimeter data --- Sierra Nevada and Grand 
Canyon regions 
[E74-10087)	 p0062 N74-11198 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 1: General 
presentation of the Aeronautical Satellite 
Comnunications Center and its software 
[EI-5102/27-73/309)	 p0107 1174-12864 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 2: 
Description of operational functions 
(EX-5102/27-73/308)	 p0108 1174-12867 
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A computer program for aircraft opti.al control 
problems 
(AD-767919)	 p0145 N7'4-13750 
Flutter computer program and lifting surface 
theory with boundary layer 
(NASA-CR-136559)	 p0155 N74-14707 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
computer. Volume 1: Architecture 
(NASA-CR-132252]	 p0240 N74-17909 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
co.puter. Volume 2: computational requirements 
and technology 
[NASA-CR-132253]	 p0254 N74-18842 
A progra. to compute the behavior of a three 
dimensional turbulent vortex 
(AD-778433)	 p0418 N74-28782 
COMPUTER PEOGBIES 
NT COMPILERS 
NT CONPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 
NT INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES 
An integrated approach to structural weight 
estimation 
(SAE PAPER 730936) 	 p0016 A7'&-11564 
Development of parasetricized computations for AST 
study engines 
(SAE PAPER 730895] 	 p0018 A74-1159'4 
Application to zone navigation /R/Nav/ of hybrid 
navigation systems
p0029 A74-124146 
Computerized design of transport airplane 
p0086 A74-154'45 
Structural analysis of light aircraft using BASTRAN 
(AIAA PAPER 74-257]	 p0130 A74-18664 
Application of an i.proved unified 
subsonic-supersonic potential flow method for 
the aercdynamic analysis of aircraft 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-186]	 p0135 A74-18841 
Winter Simulation Conference, Washington, D.C.,
January 14-16, 1974, Proceedings. Voluae 2 
p0119 A74-20662 
NEPCOIP - The Navy Engine Performance Program 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-83] 	 p0273 A74-27469 
UTTAS flight test - Real-time data analysis 
helicopters in Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft System 
(ASS PREPRINT 864]	 p0386 A74-36604 
Composite structures --- special-purpose computer 
programs
p0447 A74-41262 
Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques 
for the digital computer
p0481 A74-45378 
An investigation of a nonplanar vortex lattice 
method for wing calculations 
[CRANFIELD-AERO-17]	 p0037 574-10023 
FORTRAN program for predicting off-design 
performance of centrifugal compressors 
(NASA-TN-D-7487]	 p0037 N74-1002'4 
A helicopter flight performance system using an 
LSI microprocessor --- for calculating gross 
weight 
(AD-765680)	 pOO4l 574-10054 
current loads technology for helicopter rotors 
based on rotor loads computer program for 
deter•ining fatigue design loads
pa054 N74-10910 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Performance ground rules and methods. Book 2: 
Takeoff and landing digital computer program 
(AD-766943)	 p0058 N74-10936 
Notion software for a synergistic 
six-degree-of-freedom motion base 
(NASA-TN-D-7350]	 p0060 574-11096 
Geometry program for aerodynamic lifting surface 
theory 
(NASA-TN162309]	 -	 p0093 N74-11810 
En route position and time control of aircraft 
-	 using Kalman filtering of radio aid data 
(NASA-TN-D-7509]	 p0100 N74-12360 
General description of the rotorcraft flight 
simulation computer program (G-81) 
(AD-767239)	 p0105 N74-12728 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communic&tions Center. Volume 1: 
DafinitiCn specifications.  Part 2: Description 
of operational and si.ulation functions 
(EX-5102/27-73/305) 	 p0107 N74-12865
COMPUTER SYSTEWS DESIGN 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 1: Software 
organization and general description 
(E15102/2773/296]	 p0108 N74-12866 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volu.e 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 3: Description 
of simulation function 
(El-S 102/27-73/299)	 p0108 N74-12868 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 4: 
Planning --- for Aerosta program 
(EI-5102/27-73/315]	 p0108 574-12870 
Off-design behavior for axial flow compressor 
stages with invariable and variable geometry 
blades 
(AD-767265]	 p0112 N74-13513 
A real-time digital program for estimating 
aircraft stability and control parameters from 
flight test data by using the maximum likelihood 
method 
(NASA-TM-Z-2788]	 p0146 N74-13882 
Structural analysis of light aircraft using NASTRAN 
p0153 N74-14594 
Blade dynamics analysis using NASTRAN --- effects 
of blade geometry, temperature gradients, and 
rotational speed
p0153 574-14599 
Static and dynamic helicopter airframe analysis 
with NASTRAN
p0153 574-14616 
NASTRAN data generation of helicopter fuselages 
using interactive graphics --- preprocessor 
syste. for finite element analysis using IBM 
computer
p0153 574-14621 
Plotting program for aerodynamic lifting surface 
theory --- user manual for FORTRAN computer 
progra. 
(NASA-TM-X-62321]	 p0158 N74-14739 
computer prograns for estimating aircraft takeoff 
and landing performance -- applied to 
conventional, vectored lift, and powered-lift 
concept aircraft 
(NASA-TN-X-62333]	 p0196 N74-16720 
Integrated maintenance and readiness data 
processing for the CASEE simulation model 
(AD-771416]	 p0238 N74-17766 
AerOelastic analysis of a telescoping rotor blade 
computer programs 
(AD-771963)	 p0239 N74-17774 
Blade-rate force fluctuations of a propeller in 
non-uniform flow --- using FORTRAN program 
(ARL/M/P-33A]	 p0247 N74-18667 
F-14 optimum flight modes, volume 1 
(AD-775246]	 p0326 N74-21665 
Predicting lateraal hover, flying qualities with 
paper pilot --- simulation of pilot performance 
in VTOL aircraft 
(AD-7757041	 p0353 574-25543 
Three computer programmes to calculate the steady 
or unsteady subsonic characteristics of lifting 
surfaces in ground effect 
(ATN-7401]	 p0441 B74-29368 
A viscous potential flow interaction analysis 
method for nulti-element infinite swept wings, 
volume 2 
(NASA-CR-1375501	 p0470 N74-32413 
DevelOpnent of computer programs to determine the 
aerodynamic characteristics of complete light 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-139690) .
	
p0487 N74-33426 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: . Stress, fatigue and 
fracture, cost and material data	 . - 
(AD-781808]	 p0490 574-33463 
COMPUTER SIEULATIOI 
U COMPUThRIZED SIMULATION 
COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES 
NT EAGNETIC DISKS 
NT. MAGNETIC TAPES 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Transmitting data by 
multiprocessor computer
p0173 A714-19754 
COMPUTER SYSTEUS DESIGN 
Interactive computer graphics application of the 
bi-cubic parametric surface to engineering 
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CONPOTER SYSTEES PROGRAIS 
design problems
p0344 174-34761 
Reciprocal-action computational systems for 
complex calculations in aeromechanics 
p0393 174-37394 
COEPUTEB SYSTENS PEOGRARS 
NT INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES 
Implementation of the uniform flight test analysis 
system --- aircraft perfor.ance computer programs 
p0347 174-34855 
Reciprocal-action computational systems for 
complex calculations in aeromechanics 
p0393 A74-373914 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 3: 
Definition of the means --- noting computer 
memory require.ents and program execution time 
(EI-5102/27-73/311]	 p0108 N74-12869 
CORPOTEE TECONIQUES 
Introduction to advanced systems monitor --- for 
flight crew and maintenance data 
(SAE PAPER 730953]	 p0016 174-11556 
Flexibility in computer-assisted radar - 
Controlled interceptions --- software in air 
defense
p0028 A74-.12406 
Airport noise monitoring systems --- automatic 
computerized system
p0074 A74-13800 
A compiler-compiler system for avionic test 
languages -- syntax and semantics inputs for 
target language production
p0074 A714-13804 
AIRTRANS operational readiness test --- airport 
interterminal transportation evaluation 
p0074 174-13807 
Cost effective built-in test for advanced aircraft 
electrical systems
p0015 174-13808 
Computer prediction of aircraft noise
pOi37 A74-19051 
Putting the computer in its place --- Automated

Telemetry System for aircraft flight tests 
p0172 A74-19497 
Realization of a horizontal collision avoidance 
system
p0175 A74-20099 
The use of computer technology in civil aviation 
Russian book
p0215 A74-23698 
Air-traffic-control simulator for the training of 
ATC personnel
p0216 174-24052 
Adaptive and nonlinear control systems in 
aerospace applications
p0373 A74-35206 
A digital Nark XII 1FF reply evaluator for the F-is 
p0425 A14-38565 
Automatic numerical generation of body-fitted 
curvilinear coordinate system for field 
containing any number of arbitrary 
two-dimensional bodies
p0432 174-39286 
Fuselage basic shell weight prediction 
(SANE PAPER 1019]
	 p0435 A74-39889 
Research work and costs, the role of data processing 
in aircraft production
p0305 N74-21617 
Extraction of derivatives from flight data for 
several aircraft, using the LRC interactive 
computer system
p0356 N74-25574 
Computer analysis of aircraft and shuttle antennas 
[NASA-CR-138605]	 p0369 N74-26666 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1. 
Summary 
(NASA-CR-132401]	 p0413 N7'4-28508 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aersopace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
2: Characterization of the IPAD system (Phase 
1, Task 1) 
(NASA-CE-132402]	 p0414 N74-28509 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vebicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
3: Engineering creative/evaluation processes 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
(NASA-CB-132403]	 p0414 N7'4-28510
SUBJECT INDEX 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) syste.. Volu.e 
4: Design of the IPAD system. Part 1 	 IPAD 
system design requirements (Phase 1, Task 2) 
(NISA-CR-1324041	 p0414 N74-28511 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volu.e 
5: Design of the IPAD system. Part 2: System 
design. Part 3: General purpose utilities 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
(MASA-CB-132405]
	 p04114 N74-28512 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
6: Implementation schedule, development costs, 
operational costs, benefit assessment, impact on 
company organization, spin-off assessment (Phase 
2, Tasks 3 to 8) 
(NASA-CR-132406)	 p04 14 N74-28513 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). VOlu.e 1A: 
Summary 
(NASA-Ca-132390]	 p0415 N74-28514 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 15: 
Concise review 
[RASA-CR-132391]	 p0415 E7-28515 
Feasibility study 'of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD) . Volume 2: 
The design process 
(NASA-CR132392]	 p04 iS N74-28516 
Feasibllity study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 3: 
Support of the design process 
-(NASA-CR-132393]	 p0415 N74-28517 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 4: 
IPAD system design 
(NASA-CR-i32394]	 p0415 N74-28518 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 5: 
Catalog of IPAD technical program elements 
[NAsA-Ca-132395]	 p0415 N74-28519 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD), Volume 6: 	 --
IPAD system development and operation 
[EASA-CR-i32396)	 pOl415 N74-28520 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 7: IPAD 
benefits and, impact 
(NASA-Cli-132397)	 p0416 N74-28521 
Realization and flight tests of an integrated 
digital flight control system
pO464 N74-31447 
COIPUTERIZED CONTROL 
U NUNERICAL CONTROL 
CONPUTENIZED DESIGN 
A semi-empirical method for predicting subsonic 
diffuser performance 
(AIkA PAPEE.73-1272]	 p0010 A74-1i285 
Evaluation of advanced air vehicle designs in the 
USAF 
(SAN PAPER 730945]	 p0016 A74-11558 
Computer-aided design and drafting /CADD/ - An 
advanced designer's tool 
(SiR PAPER 730934]
	
p0016 A74-11566 
Digital computer simulation of the dynamic 
response of a twin-spool turbofan with mixed 
exhausts
p0020 A74-11617 
Computer aided test design today --- for avionics 
maintenance onboard aircraft carriers 
p0076 A74-14127 
Computerized design of transport airplane 
p0086 A74-15445 
The use of fully stressed iteration and structural 
index in automated structural optimization 
p0124 A7417739 
Analytical design of optimal monolithic panels 
p0130 A74-18642 
Determination of the basic parameters of light 
helicopters on the basis of the treatment and 
analysib of statistical data
p0131 174-18694 
Design of optimum structures to i.pulse type loading 
(LILA PAPER 74-345]	 p0263 A74-26659 
A cOmparison of two types of structural 
optimization .procedures for satisfying flutter 
requirements 
(LILA PAPER 74-405]	 p0266 174-26704 
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	 COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
Real-time simulation of jet engines with digital Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
computer	 S Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-19] 	 p0271 A74-27418 6:	 Implementation schedule, development costs, 
An automated interactive design system for operational costs, benefit assessment, impact on 
advanced gas turbines company organization, spin-off assessment (Phase 
(ASEE PAPER 74GT82] 	 p0273 A74-27468 2, Tasks 3 to 8) 
The use of desk top computers in the teaching of (NAsA-CR-1321106] p0414 N74-28513 
aircraft gas turbines Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-115] 	 p0273 A74-27484 Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1A: 
A rapid computer aided transonic airfoil design Summary	 - 
method (NASA-CR-132390] p0415 1174-28514 
(AIAA PAPER 74-501]	 p0338 A74-33101 Feasibility study of an Integrated Progran for 
Transonic shock-free aerof oil design by an Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1R: 
analytic hodograph method Concise review 
(AIAA PAPER 74-539]	 p0339 A74-33136 (NASA-CR-132391] p0415 1174-28515 
Computer-aided design; Proceedings of the Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Conference, Eindboven, Netherlands, October Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD) . Volume 2: 
16-18,	 1972 The design process 
-	 p0341 A74-33446 (NASA-CR-132392] pO415 1174-28516 
Computer-aided design in aircraft industry Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
p034 1 A7 14-33450 Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 3: 
Interactive computer graphics application of the Support of the design process 
bi-cubic parametric surface toengineering. (NASA-CR-132393] p0415 1174-28517 
design problems Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for - 
p0344 A74-34761 Aerospace Vehicle Design	 (IPAD). Volume 4: 
AN/SPN-42 automatic carrier landing system IPAD system design 
pO37.4 A74-35209 (NASA-CR-132394) p0415 1174-28518 
Improved cost effectiveness of helicopters through Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
a two-point design criterion Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 5: 
(ANS PREPRINT 811]	 p0388 A74-36620 Catalog of IPAD technical program elements 
Reciprocal-action computational systems for (NASA-CR-132395] p0415 1174-28519 
complex calculations in aeromechanics Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
p0393 A74-37394 Aerospace Vehicle Design	 (IPAD). Volume 6: 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods IPAD system development and operation 
p0394 A74-37 q89 (NASA-CE--132396] p04 15 N74-28520 
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
p0430 A74-38848 Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 7:	 IPAD 
'SWEEP	 - An interdisciplinary approach to a benefits and impact 
structure weight estimating program (NASA-CB-132397] p0416 1174-28521 
(SANE PAPER 1016]	 p0435 A74-39886 Initial-design optimisation on civil and military 
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks aircraft 
p0480 A7445226 p0465 1174-31477 
Computer program to performcost and weight Concept CCV and specifications 
analysis of transport aircraft. 	 Volume 1: S p0466 1174-31480 
Summary Propulsion/aircraft' design matching experience 
(NASA-CR-132361]	 p0161 1174-14762 p0471 N74-32423 
Computer program to perform cost and weight Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for 
analysis of transport aircraft. 	 Volume 2: oscillating wings with thickness (computer 
Technical volume program) 
(NASA-CR-132362] 	 p0161 1174-14763 (NASACR-132477] p0487 1174-33427 
Application of the aerospace multiprocessor to the Development of a computer program to obtain 
A-7D flight control system --- development of ordinates for NACA-6 and 6A-series airfoils 
digital fly-by-wire system (NASA-TE-X-3069] PO487 1174-33431 
(AD-768382]	 ',	 p0162 1174-14769 COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
Simplified aircraft performance methods:	 Power NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
required for single and tandem rotor helicopters NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
in hover and forward flight Structural analysis of light aircraft using NASTRAN 
(AD-768769]	 p0163 N7'&-14777 (AIAA PAPER 74-257] p0130 A74-18664 
Calculation of certain geometric parameters of Evaluation of aircraft departure divergence 
complex surfaces on Ural-4 computer -- computer criteria with a six-degree-of-freedom digital 
design and reproduction of external shapes of simulation program 
aircraft (AIAA PAPER 74-68] p0136 A74-18882 
(AD-772040]	 p0240 1174-17926 VITAL II -- Virtual Image Takeoff and Landing 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for system in Boeing 727 flight simulator 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). 	 Volume 1. p0177 A74-20275 
Summary Winter Simulation Conference, Washington, D.C., 
(NASA-CR-132401]	 p0413 1174-28508 January 14-16,	 1974, Proceedings. Volume 2 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for p0119 A74-20662 
Aersopace-vehicle Design	 (IPAD) system.	 Volume Air traffic control scheme through simulation 
2:	 Characterization of the IPAD system (Phase p0179 A74-20663 
1,	 Task	 1) Simulation of dispatch reliability for a fleet of 
(NASA-CR-132402]	 p0414 1174-28509 large commercial aircraft 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for p0181 A74-20952 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. 	 Volume Ground based helicopter simulation 
3:	 Engineering creative/evaluation processes p02 15 A74-224514 
(Phase 1, Task 2) Contribution of computer simulation to the 
(NASA-CR-132403]	 p0414 1174-28510 development of aeronautical equipment or systems 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for p0213 A74-22662 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. 	 Volume NEPCOMP - The Navy Engine Performance Program 
4:	 Design of the IPAD system.	 Part 1:	 IPAD (ASME PAPER 74-GT-83) p0273 A74-27469 
system design requirements (Phase 1, Task 2) Ground testing and simulation. II - Aerodynamic 
(NASA-CR-132404]	 p0414 1174-28511 testing and simulation: Saving lives, time, aud 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for money 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) 'system. 	 Volume pO336 A74-32322 
5:	 Design of the IPAD system.	 Part 2:	 System Identification of structural parameters from 
design.	 Part 3:	 General purpose utilities helicopter dynamic test data 
(Phase 1, Task 2) p0396 A74-37505 
(NASA-CR-132405]	 p0414 1174-28512 Transient processes in an aircraft stabilization 
- system with jet-driven flywheels
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cOIPOTEIS
	
SUBJECT INDEX 
p0398 A74-37656 
Theoretical store separation analyses of a 
prototype store and comparison with a flight 
drop test 
(AIAA PAPER 78-776] 	 p0399 A74-37801 
LSO/pilot interaction simulator --- for analysis 
of flight hazards during approach to landing on 
aircraft carrier 
(AD-765686J	 p0041 874-10055 
Some performance characteristics of the Bell 100 
ton surface effect ship --- based on 
computerized simulation 
(AD-765689]	 p0042 874-10062 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 1 
[AD-756870]	 pOOS2 874-10749 
Selected problems regarding the formation of a 
simulation model --- dynamic structural analysis 
of V/STOL flight control system 
(NASR-TT-F-15173)	 p0060 874-11095 
A simulation study of the force aix problem in 
close air support operations 
(AD-766879]	 p0102 878-12699 
Role of co.pnterized simulation in the perfecting 
aeronautical equipments or systems --- applied 
to hydraulic pump and air intake design 
p0199 874-16811 
Helicopter weight, size, and performance program 
computer aided analysis 
[AD-771140]	 p0240 874-17783 
Analog computer implementation of four 
instantaneous distortion indices 
[NASA-T8-X-2993]	 p0243 874-18397 
Redundant actuator development study --- flight 
control systems for supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114730] 	 p0325 874-21655 
Effectiveness evaluation of STOL transport 
operations (phase 2) -- computer simulation 
program of commercial short haul aircraft 
operations 
(NASA-CR-137481]	 p0326 874-21660 
Application of interactive graphics to the 
avionics evaluation program 
(AD-775372]	 p0328 874-21847 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
90412 874-28497 
Calculating method for multi-stage axial 
compresnors with impluse bladings and constant 
tip diameter --- computerized simulation of 
compressor performance 
[AD-778808]	 p0419 874-29228 
Takeoff and landing analysis computer program 
(lOLA). Part 3: Users manual 
(AD-781758J	 p0490 874-33461 
CO EPUT BBS 
NT ATRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COEPUTERS 
NT ANALOG CONPOTEBS 
NT DIGITAL CONPUIERS 
NT BINICONPOTERS 
Ames research facilities summary 1974 --- wind 
tunnels, shock tubes, ballistic ranges, flight 
simulators, research aircraft, and computers 
[NASA1E-X-69411]	 p0192 874-15939 
COUCEITNATION (CONPOSITION) 
NT ATNOSPRERIC NOISTUBE 
CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
Tupolev 144 and Concorde - The official 
performance are compared for the first time 
p0013 A74-11348 
Eclipse flight of Concorde 001 --- 30 June 1973 
p0030 A74-12515 
Concorde in the airport environment
p0078 A74-14504 
Development of cold headable titanium alloys for 
the 'Concorde' supersonic :JPt
p0117 A78-16554 
Stratosphere contamination by aircraft and 
mathematical models
p0122 A74-17312 
Longitudinal stability for supersonic transport 
aircraft
p0172 A74-19490 
Various •echanisms applied to the Concorde main 
landing gear
p0178 A74-20548 
New Orientations in the study of transport 
aircraft safety
p0208 A74-22633 
Restoration in the laboratory of the effects of 
kinetic heating on the structure of the Concorde
aircraft
p0216 A74-22670 
Neasurelents of gusts on Concorde --- in wind 
tunnels and inflight
p0226 A74-25320 
Aerodynamic/struct,aj interactions in the design 
of the Concorde nacelle
p0226 A74-25364 
Anglo-French collaboration - Concorde and-
supersonic transport /26th Louis Bleriot Lecture/ 
p0274 A74-27591 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0278 A74-28309 
The civil supersonic aircraft --- design, economic 
and political factors
pO3lO A74-2 8786 
Anti-icing tests on Concorde
p0319 A74-30818 
Low speed handling with prototype-Concorde 
p0320 A74-30819 
First results of environmental tests on board 
Concorde 001
p0340 A74-33312 
Concorde - Testing the market --- passenger 
utilization prognosis
p0377 A74-35632 
Those Concorde economics again
p0378 A78-35668 
5.5. T. flight-profile optimisation
p0422 A74-38 158 
Concorde and safety - Design, testing and 
certification
p0431 A74-39050 
A study of the Concorde air intake in yaw 
[ICAS PAPEB 74-50]
	 p0451 A71$-41350 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
pO458 A74-83214 
Aerodynamic aspects of the problems of air-intakes 
and exhaust for a supersonic transport aircraft 
design of air intake and after body of jet 
engine for Concorde aircraft 
(NAL-TR-194j	 p0159 874-14748 
Use of simulation for the development of Concorde 
p0197 878-16733 
Laboratory simulation of kinetic heating effects 
on the structure of Concorde aircraft --- using 
infrared radiation facility
p0237 874-17760 
Vibration amplitudes produced in St. David's 
Cathedral by Concorde sonic bangs 
[ARC-R/N-3736]	 p0257 N74-19565 
Tupolev 144 and Concorde: The official 
performances are compared for the first time 
[NASA-TT-F-15446]	 p0283 874-19661 
Temporal observations of the Lambda 5303 emission 
line profile during the 74 minute totality from 
the Concorde SST at the 30 June 1973 total solar 
eclipse: Preliminary intensity variations above 
an active region 
[LA-UR-73-1304]	 p0293 N74-20527 
The flight control system for the Concorde 
supersonic civil transport aircraft 
(RAE-LIB-TBANS-1615]	 p0413 874-28502 
Gust measurements on Concorde 
[NASA-TT-F-15837]	 p0467 N74-31494 
CONCRETES 
Concrete or black top --- airport runway pavement 
requirements
p0089 A74-15866 
Fatigue concepts for concrete airport pavement 
design
p0392 A74-37382 
Test of LOX Compatibility for asphalt and concrete 
runway materials 
(NASA-TN-x-64086]	 p0059 N74-11091 
Strong and weak shock waves. Experiments and 
calculations	 - 
[ISL-NB-1/73]	 p0067 874-11718 
CONDENSATES 
Study of condensation phenomena in the ISL laser 
wind tunnel using light diffusion 
(ISL-RT-19/72]	 p0060 N74-11099 
CONDITIONS 
NT ADIABATIC CONDITIONS 
NT FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
NT RUNWAY CONDITIONS 
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	 CONFERENCES 
CONDUCTORS 
NT ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS 
COINS 
NT CIRCULAR CONES 
NT CONICAL BODIES 
NT NOSE CONES 
An approximate method for the calculation of the 
pressure distribution on a wing-cone configuration 
p0175 A74-20046 
COIPENEICES 
EASCON '73; Electronics and Aerospace Systems 
Convention, Washington, D.C., September 17-19, 
1973, Record
p0023 A74-12176 
Radar - Present and future; Proceedings of the 
International Conference, London, England, 
October 23-25, 1973
pOO2l A74-12355 
INTER-NOISE 73; proceedings of the International 
Conference on Noise Control Engineering, 
Copenhagen, Den.ark, august 22-24, 1973 
p0073 A74-13789 
Automatic support systems f or advanced 
maintainability; International Symposium, 
Arlington, Tel., November 5-, 1973, Record 
p0074 A74-13802 
Western Electronic Show and Convention, San 
Francisco, Calif., September 11-14. 1973, 
Proceedings
p0076 a74-14126 
Deposition and corrosion in gas turbines; 
Proceedings of the Conference, London, England, 
December 6, 7, 1972
pOO8O a7l&-14563 
Component performance and systems applications of 
surface acoustic wave devices; Proceedings of 
the International Specialist Seminar, aviemore, 
Scotland, Septesber 25-28, 1973
p0170 a74-19376 
Conference on Decision and Control, 4th and 
Symposiu. on Adaptive Processes, 12th, San 
Diego, Calif., December 5-7, 1973, Proceedings 
p0115 A74-20076 
Winter Simulation Conference, Washington, D.C., 
January 14-16, 1974, Proceedings. Volume 2 
p0179 A74-20662 
International Conference on Cybernetics and 
Society, Boston, Mass., November 5-7, 1973, 
Proceedings
p0 183 A74-21335 
Status of testing and modeling techniques for 
V/STOL aircraft; Proceedings of the Mideast 
Region Symposium, Essington, Pa., October 26-28, 
1972
p0205 A74-22451 
Mil.itary airborne video recording: Requirements, 
utilization and techniques; Ptoceedings of the 
Seminar, Dayton, Ohio, April 3-5, 1973 
p0216 A74-22526 
Economics of air safety and long-range safety 
research and development; Proceedings of the 
Twenty-sixth Annual International Air Safety 
Seminar, Lisbon, Portugal, November 4-7, 1973 
p0207 A74-22626 
Upgrading the ATC system; Proceedings of the 
annual Meeting, Washington, D.C., November 28, 
29, 1973
p0219 A74-22677 
Survival and Flight Equipment association, Annual 
Symposium, 11th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 7-11, 
1973, Proceedings
p0210 A74-23526 
International Telenete: f.ng Conference, Washington, 
D.C., October 9-11, 1973, Proceedings 
p0215 A74-23784 
Instrumentation for airbreathing propulsion; 
Proceedings of the Sy.posin., U.S. Naval 
postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., September 
19-21, 1972
pO27l a74-28283. 
Computer-aided design; Proceedings of the 
Conference, Eindhoven, Netherlands, October 
16-18, 1972
p034 1 a74-33446 
Flight testing today -.1973; Proceedings of the 
Fourth National Symposium, Las Vegas, Ne,., 
August 21-23, 1973
p0345 A74-34837
Nonlinear and adaptive control techniques; 
Proceedings of the First Annual Advanced Control 
Conference, Purdue University, Lafayette, md., 
april 29-May 1, 1974
pO373 a74-35204 
Society for Information Display, International 
Symposiu. and Exhibition, San Diego. Calif., May 
21-23, 1974, Digest of Technical Papers 
p0377 A74-35559 
a review of precious resources and their effect on 
air transport; Proceedings of the Spring 
Convention, London, England, May 15, 16, 1974 
pO381 A74-36316 
Symposium on Air Transport in Europe, London, 
England, January 16. 1974, Proceedings 
p0382 A74-36326 
Specialists Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, 
Moffett Field, Calif., February 13-15. 1974, 
Proceedings
p0393 a74-37481 
aircraft fuel conservation: An AIAA view; 
Proceedings of a Workshop Conference, Reston, 
Va., March 13-15, 1974
p0430 A74-38898 
Sysposium on the Application of Electrical Control 
to Aircraft Propulsion Systems, London, England, 
February 20, 21, 1974, Proceedings
p0457 A74-43201 
Advancements in flight test engineering; 
Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Symposium, 
Anaheim, Calif., august 7-9, 1974
p0459 A74-43601 
Composites - Standards, testing and design; 
Proceedings of the Conference, Teddington, 
Niddx., England, April 8, 9, 1974
p0479 a74-45039 
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace 
Studies, Quarter Century Symposium, Toronto, 
Canada, April 1, 2, 1974, Proceedings 
p0483 A74-46236 
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynaai.cs 
Panel Specialists' Meeting on Aerodynamic Drag 
[AGARD-AR-58]	 p0054 N74-10905 
Specialists Meeting on Helicopter Rotor Prediction 
Methods 
(AGARD-CP-122]	 p0054 N74-10908 
Manufacture and properties of titanium and 
titanium alloys emphasizing their use in 
aeronautics.. Part 1: Manufacture and processing 
conference
p0064 N74-11336 
Fifth session of Commission for Aeronautical 
Meteorology --- conference proposals for 
personnel training, terminal forecasting, SST 
operations, and application of satellite data 
(WMO-322)	 p0100 N74-12330 
Conference on Satellite Systems for Mobile 
Communications and Surveillance 
[AD-767369)	 p0109 N74-12884 
Atmospheric pollution by Aircraft Engines 
(aGARD-CP--125]	 p0148 N74-14271 
Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-CP-124)	 p0155 N74-14709 
Conference on Transparent Aircraft Enclosures 
development and design concepts for vision areas 
of crew enclosures 
(AD-769344]	 p0190 N74-15727 
Flight in turbulence --- proceedings of conference 
on atmospheric turbulence and effects on 
aircraft operation 
(AGARD-CP-140)	 p0232 N74-17720 
Papers presented at the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Conference (1972). Structure of 
lightning noise - especially above HP. 
Triggered lightning and its application to• 
rockets and aircraft 
[AD-771464]	
.	
p0255 N74-19271 
V/STOL propulsion systems --- proceedings of 
conference on propulsion system design and 
operation 
(ACARD-AR-64]	 p0256 N74-19404 
Design against fatigue --- conference on the 
fatigue life assessment of tactical aircraft 
[aGARD-CP-141]	 p0282 N74-19652 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 1 --- conference to review 
development of government and industry for 
aircraft equipment design 
(AD-773813]	 p0285 N74-19679 
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CONFIDENCE LIEITS 
V/STOL propulsion systems --- conference on 
propulsion system design, configuration, and 
perfor.ance for vertical and short takeoff 
aircraft 
(AGARD-CP-135]	 pO289 874-20401 
Technical evaluation report on AGARD Plight 
Mechanics Panel Symposium on Plight in Turbulence 
(AGARD-AE-67]	 p0294 974-20639 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
proceedings, volume 2 
[AD-713814]	 p0298 974-20676 
Noise mechanisms -- AGARD conference on 
propagation and reduction of jet noise 
(AGAED-CP-131]	 p0329 914-22640 
Fracture mechanics of aircraft structures --
proceedings of conference on structural 
characteristics of aircraft components 
(AGARD-AG-176)	 p0331 974-23413 
Active control systems for load alleviation, 
flutter suppression and ride control 
conference 
(AGARDOGRAPH-175]	 pO353 974-25550 
Parameter esti.ation techniques and application in 
aircraft flight testing 
(NASA-TN-D-7647)	 p0355 N74-25569 
The fluid dynamics aspects of air pollution 
related to aircraft operations 
[AGARD-AE-55]	 p0361 874-26104 
Prediction methods for aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics --- proceedings of conference on 
methods for predicting aircraft perfor.ance 
(AGARD-LS-67]	 p0364 874-26445 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 1 
conference 
(RAE-TR-73183-TOL-1] 	 p0366 874-26458 
Fail-safe philosophy: An introduction to the 
symposium --- design against fatigue 
p0366 074-26460 
Pail-safe aircraft structures, voluue 2 
conference 
[RAE-TR-73183-V0L-2]	 p0367 874-26468 
Aircraft Design Integration and Opti.ization, 
Volu.e 1 --- conference on optiaal design of 
aircraft and related systems 
(AGARD-CP-147-VOL-1]	 p0465 874-31458 
Antennas for avionics --- conference on 
application of avionic antennas in Aerosat syste.s 
[AGARD-CP-139]	 p0468 874-31667 
Rotorcraft dynamics 
(NASA-SP-352]	 p0495 874-34489 
CONFIDENCE LIEITS 
Confidence assessment of military airframe cost 
predictions -- for cost overrun elinination 
pO267 A74-26874 
COIFIGURATION NANAGENEET 
Configuration management during transition for a 
powered lift STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-836)	 p0401 A7'4-37834 
The role of preliminary design in reducing 
development, production and operational Costs of 
aircraft systems
pO465 874-31459 
Design evolution of the Boeing 2707-300 supersonic 
transport. Part 2: Design impact of handling 
qualities criteria, flight control system 
concepts, and aeroelastic effects on stability 
and control
p0465 874-31468 
The 'F-iS design considerations
p0465 874-31470 
Initial-design optimisation on civil and military 
aircraft
p0465 874-31477 
Introduction of CCV technology into airplane design 
p0466 N74-31481 
Advancements in future fighter aircraft 
-	 p0466 074-31483 
CONPOBEAL NAPPING 
Exact method of designing airfoils with given 
velocity distribution in incompressible flow 
p0090 A74-15965 
Study of unsteady flows around a pointed airfoil 
by conformal transformation
p0432 A74-39300 
CONFORMAL TRANSPOR!ATIONS 
U CONFORMAL NAPPING 
COIGRESSIONAL REPORTS 
The Federal Government and energy: B and D 
historical background
SUBJECT 11091
p0102 074-12687 
Advanced supersonic technology 
(GPO-39-784)	 p0494 074-34473 
CONICAL BODIES 
Au empirical equation for prediction of transition 
location on cones in super-or hypersonic flight 
[AD-765692]	 p0038 874-10032 
Laminar heat transfer on sharp and blunt 
ten-degree cones in conical and parallel 
low-density flow --- measurements in hypersonic 
wind tunnels 
(AD-765546]	 p0053 874-10869 
CONICAL CAMBER 
Slender delta wing with conical camber 	 - 
pO3ll A74-30398 
CONICAL FLARE 
U COORS 
CONICAL PLOW 
Calculation method for the supersonic spanvise 
twisted rectangular wings
p0088 A74-15820 
Calculation of supersonic flow past conical bodies 
p0174 A74-19935 
Construction of a displace.ent body in a rarefied 
gas on the basis of a statistical processing of 
experimental data
p0204 A74-23573 
Shock wave shape associated with a nonsymRetric 
hypersonic flow around a circular cone 
p0222 A74-24393 
CONICAL SEELLS 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for the Solution' 
of the panel flutter proble. of nosecones and 
conical shell structures
p0031 A74-12804 
Torsion of con$cal thin-walled aircraft components 
p0088 A74-15817 
CONNECTIONS 
U JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) 
CONOIDS 
U CONICAL BODIES 
CONSERVATION 
NT ENERGY CONSERVATION 
CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLERS 
U VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS 
CONSTRAINTS 
NT METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
CONSTRUCTION 
Inproved •ethods f or construction and maintenance 
of runway pavement surfaces 
(SAE PAPER 740498]
	 p0350 A74-34986 
CONSTRUCTION NATERIALS 
Advanced structural materials application for 
high-subsonic-speed transports 
(SAE PAPER 730887]
	 ' p0019 A74-11601 
Fracture mechanics applications in materials 
selection, fabrication sequencing and inspection 
(AIAA PAPER 72-383]	 p0090 A74-15968 
Materials for the new generation of aircraft 
p0122 A74-17374 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0176 A74-20210 
New materials in the aerospace industries 
emphasizing heat resistant and light alloys 
p0342 A74-33682 
Metallic and other material resources --- for 
aircraft construction
p0381 A74-36317 
The development of aircraft as influenced by the 
shortage of materials and fuel
p0381 A74-36319 
Advanced •aterial applicatins to subsonic 
transport aviation 
[ICAS PAPER 74-22]
	
p0449 A74-41324 
Nev/structural materials for jet engine components 
p0460 A14-43768 
Aerospace sandwich materials. I --- technology, 
design and performance review
p0479 A74-4'&989 
Section 3: Stability, construction materials, 
construction methods
p0154 N74-1670 
CONSUMABLES (SPACECREN SUPPLIES) 
NT SOAPS 
CONSUMPTION 
NT ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
NT FUEL CONSUMPTION 
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COITACTORS 
Contactors for improved aircraft electrical power 
distribution syste.s 
(RAE-TR-731571	 p0417 N74-28549 
CONTACTS (ELECTRIC)	 - 
U ELECTRIC CONTACTS 
CONTAINERS 
Refrigerated containerized transport for jumbo' 
jets
p0119 A74-17001 
Use of containers and pallets in air cargo transport 
p0210 A74-27295 
Evaluation and redesign of FAA altimeter pack 
(AD-769540)	 p0192 N74-16164 
COITAINMEMT 
Application of the collision-imparted velocity 
Rethod for analyzing the responses of 
containment and deflector structures to engine 
rotor fragment impact 
(NASA-CR-i34494]	 p0194 N74-16592 
CONTAMINANTS 
NT TRACE CONTARINANTS 
COITANINATION 
NT FUEL. CONTAMINATION 
World-wide Navy program controls aircraft 
contamination --- hydraulic fluids
p0069 A74-13017 
CONTINENTS 
NT EUROPE 
CONTINUOUS SPECTRA 
A theoretical study of inaccuracies arising from 
the representation of a continuous gust spectrum 
by a programme of discrete loads in fatigue tests 
(BR.37134]	 p0257 N74-19567 
COITIIOUN MECHANICS 
A direct method for linear dynamical problems in 
continuum mechanics with random loads 
pOO7O A74-13164 
Balancing of vibration measurements of a 
continuous mechanical system - Application to 
the direct measurement of generalized 
coordinates of an airplane in flight 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1378] 	 pO3i4 A74-29860 
CONTOURS 
A problem of designing the opti.al external 
contours of an aircraft
p0087 A14-15709 
The dyadic diffraction coefficient for a curved edge 
(NASA-CR-2401]	 p0417 N74-28710 
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
Equipment procured reliability and real-life 
survival --- avionics producer-military user 
communications i.provement
p0181 A74-20954 
CONTROL HOARDS 
Cockpit design for crew coordination
p0208 A74-22631 
VFN 614 cockpit
p0375 A74-35358 
CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES 
Prospects for aerospace research
p0007 A74-11098 
Automatic control aspects of a control-configured 
aircraft with aUowance for maneuver load control 
(DGLR PAPER 73-121] 	 p0121 A74-17216 
Multi-surface system for the CCV B-52 --- Control 
Configured Vehicles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-126)
	
p0135 A74-18851 
The CCV concept and specifications --- Control 
Configured - Vehicles 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1282]	 p0225 A14-25061 
New design and operating techniques for improved 
terminal area compatibility 
(SAK PAPER 740454]
	
p0349 A74-34982 
Advanced controls for commercial transport aircraft 
USAF Control Configured Vehicles and NASA 
Active Control Technology programs 
(SAE PAPER 740453]	 p0352 A74-35008 
Fly-by-wire controls are on the way
p0378 A74-35743 
Contrcl Configured Vehicle Ride Control (CCV RCS). 
8-52 control system analysis, synthesis, and 
design 
[AD-767590)	 p0142 N74-13728 
B-52 control configured vehicles progra. 
p0464 N7'4-31452 
Concept CCV and specifications
pO'166 N74-31480
CONTROL SURFACES 
Effect of artificial stability on aircraft 
performance 
(NASA-TTF-15953)	 p0472 N74-32442 
CONTROL DEVICES 
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
NT CONTROL STICKS 
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS 
NT SPEED REGULATORS 
Simulation and flight test evaluation --- of 
helicopter control system
p0347 A74-34851 
F-is Eagle flight control system
p0347 A74-34854 
An automatic brake control system for aircraft 
p0484 A74-46685 
Control failure simulations of the PEN hydrofoil 
craft using a 1/20-scale dynamic model with 
automatic control 
(AD-766098)	 p0046 N74-1O338 
Turbojet aircraft engine -test cell. -pollution 
abatement study 
(AD-768287)	 p0146 p74-13957 
Aircraft air intake regulator --- device for 
auto.atic control of air intake flow for 
aircraft engines 
[AD-772021J	 p0243 N74-18416 
CONTROL PANELS 
U CONTROL BOARDS 
CONTROL SIMULATION 
Evaluation of V/STOL research aircraft design 
landing approaches, propulsion/control, piloted 
moving base simulator 
(SAE PAPER 730947)	 p0016 A74-i1557 
Pilotage error and residual attention - The 
evaluation of a performance control system in 
airborne area navigation
pOO87 A74-15630 
On the dynamics of human pilots in marginally 
controllable systems
p0209 A14-23203 
Air-traffic-control simulator for the training of 
ATC personnel.	 -
p0216 A74-24052 
Real-time simulation of jet engines with digital 
computer 
•	 (ASME PAPER 74-GT-19]	 p0271 A74-27418 
CONTROL STABILITY 
Oscillations in an adaptive aircraft control system 
p0262 A74-26440 
Steady state decoupling and design of linear 
multivariable systems
	 - 
p0380 A74-36115 
Controllability and stability of systems with 
restricted resources --- Russian book 
p0380 A74-36154 
Design for departure prevention in the YF-16 
control stability assurance 
(AIAA PAPER 74-794)	 p0400 A74-37814 
Short-time parameter optimization with flight 
control application
p0482 A74-45720 
The design of an optimal adaptive 
lateral-directional flight control syste. for a 
high-performance aircraft
p0095 N74-11824 
An optimal control approach to airplane stabjlity 
augmentation systems design
p0195 N74-16712 
VSTOL aircraft stability and control experience 
from methods and results of Do 31 flight tests 
(NASA-TT-F-15531] 	 p032S N74-21651 
Vehicle design considerations for active control 
application to subsonic transport aircraft 
[NASA-CR-2408]	 p0494 N74-34476 
CONTROL STICKS 
A design study to standardize collective-stick
controls in US Army helicopters: A Human 
Factors Engineering (HFE) evaluation 
[AD-7736881	 p0286 1174-19689 
CONTROL SURFACES 
NT AERIAL RUDDERS 
NT AILERONS 
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
NT FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
NT GUIDE VANES 
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
NT JET FLAPS 
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CONTROL THEORY 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NI SPLIT FLAPS 
NT SPOILERS 
NT TRAILINGEDGE FLAPS 
NT WING FLAPS 
Flight-.echanics analysis of various flight 
conditions of conventional aircraft. VIII/2 - 
Wechanical foundations: Dynamic equations of 
lotion of the control systems
p0021 A74-11744 
Eulti-surface system for the CCV 8-52 --- Control 
Configured Vehicles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-126] 	 p0135 A74-18851 
The high subsonic flow around a two-dimensional 
aerofoil with a trailing edge control surface 
p0182 A74-21104 
A wind-tunnel investigation of a 8-52 model 
flutter suppression system 
(AIAA PAPER 74-401) 	 p0265 A74-26700 
A transonic study of active flutter suppression 
based on an aerodymamic energy concept 
[AIAA PAPER 74-403) 	 p0266 A74-26702 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
(AIAA PAPER 74-404)	 p0266 A74-26703 
HRCA systems and related equipment - Hydraulic 
system and flying controls
pO336 A74-32633 
Investigation into and application of the high 
velocity circulaticn control wall jet for high 
lift and drag generation on STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-502] 	 p0338 A74-33102 
VFN 614 surface control system
p0375 A74-35362 
Design philosophy of a three axis separate surface 
stability augmentation system for a small 
turboprop airliner 
(AIAA PAPER 74-860) 	 p0401 A74-37849 
An improved-performance control system for 
low-speed flight 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1039)	 p0455 A74-42052 
A two-dimensional aerofoil with a control surface 
oscillating at low frequency in high subsonic flow 
p0456 A74-42694 
Canard-wing lift interference related to 
maneuvering aircraft at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-X-2897)	 p0094 874-11819 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale model 
with a swept wing and a jet flap having an 
expandable duct 
(NASA-TE-X-62281]	 p0095 N74-11826 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2: 
Design compendium 
[AD-767561]	 p0143 874-13733 
Changes in flutter results by stiffening some 
degrees of freedom --- flutter analysis of 
elastically connected aircraft structures with 
low masses 
(TR-195)	 p0188 874-15709 
A technique for measuring oscillatory aerodynamic 
control surface hinge moments from forced 
response characteristics 
(ARC-CP-1253)	 p0247 874-18663 
Separate surface stability augmentation design and 
development
p0249 874-18687 
A theoretical method for calculating the 
aerodynamic characteristics of arbitary 
jet-flapped wings. Volume 1: The elementary 
vortex distribution jet-wi4g lifting surface 
theory 
[AD-773939)	 pO281 874-19646 
Exploratory tests of a simple aero-mechanical ride 
comfort system for lightly loaded aircraft 
evaluation of gust alleviating aircraft control 
surfaces 
[NASA-TE-X-7 1921]	 p0296 874-20657 
General principles of designing control systems 
analysis of systems for aircraft, missiles, 
and spacecraft configurations 
(NASA-TT-P-782)	 p0357 N74-25594 
An experimental study of a vane controlled jet 
flap gust alleviation system --- reduction in 
wing rotation angle in turbulent gust conditions 
(AD-777987]	 p0405 874-27488 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
flight control surface for A-4 aircraft 
[AD-782646)	 p049 1 874-33473
SUBJECT INDEX 
Simulation of wake vortices descending in a stably 
stratified at.osphere 
(AD-783750]	 p0499 N74-34715 
CONTROL THEORY 
Conference on Decision and Control, 4th and 
Symposium on Adaptive Processes, 12th, San 
Diego, Calif., December 5-7, 1973, Proceedings 
p0175 A74-20076 
Digital adaptive model following control --- for 
lateral aircraft dynamics
p0183 A74-21338 
Investigation of the motion of a controlled body 
in a resisting medium under transient conditions 
p0220 A74-23076 
Use of methods based on compound control theory in 
landing-phase control of an aircraft 
p0221 A74-24017 
Technical Optimization --- German book on chemical 
process, spacecraft and aircraft optimal control 
p0227 A74-25038 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using hierarchical state esti.ation 
p0260 A74-25759 
Application of modern control theory to the 
analysis of aircraft autoland performance using 
a scanning beam guidance system
p0374 A74-35236 
A generalized comparison sensitivity concept for 
sensitivity reduction in control system design 
p0374 A74-35249 
Input design for parameter identification. I - A 
new formulation and a practical solution 
p0374 A74-35252 
A gradient method of control correction for the 
solution of a boundary value problem --- for 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0383 A74-36505 
Application of modern control theory to the design 
of optimum aircraft controllers
p0433 A74-39496 
Optimal incomplete feedback control of linear 
stochastic systems 
[AD-766878)	 p0064 874-11378 
General principles of designing control systems 
analysis of systems for aircraft, missiles, 
and spacecraft configurations 
[NASA-TT-F-782)	 p0357 N74-25594 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
[AD-779770]	 p0441 N74-29372 
Application of sampled-data control techniques in 
the design of an aircraft flutter mode controller 
(AL-779078]	 p0442 874-29389 
CONTROL VALVES 
Airflow control system for supersonic inlets 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11188-1]	 '	 p0295 '874-20646 
COITROLLABILITY 
Low speed handling with prototype-Concorde 
p0320 A74-30819 
Controllability and stability of systems with 
restricted resources --- Russian book 
p0380 A74-36154 
Helicopter icing handling qualities 
[ABS PREPEINT 844)	 p0385 A74-36595 
The effect of a program for automatic gear ratio 
change system operation and stabilizer 
'deflection' on the main aerodynamic parameters 
of the longitudinal controllability of an aircraft 
p0485 A74-46709 
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES 
NT CABIN ATMOSPHERES 
CONTROLLERS 
NT SERVOMECHANISMS 
Digital explicit model following with unstable 
model dynamics 
[AIAA PAPER 74-888)	 p0402 A714-37869 
On-line two-level gust alleviation control system 
for aircraft in an unknown environment 
p0433 A74-39495 
Solid state controller three axes controller 
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12394-1)	 p0059 874-10942 
CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U GENERAL DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
CONVECTION CLOUDS 
NT STRATUS CLOUDS 
Modification of convective clouds by jets 
(AD-776730]	 p0361 N74-26130 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 COST ANALYSIS 
CONVECTIVE PLOW 
Lateral control and sailplane design 
considerations to optimize altitude gain while 
thermalling 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1004]	 p0454 A74-42032 
CONVERGEIT-DIVEEGENT NOZZLES 
Subsonic blocking in double-flow nozzles 
p0311 .A74-29310 
CON VEBTAPLANES 
U V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
COOLING 
NT AIR COOLING 
NT FILE COOLING 
NT LIQUID COOLING 
NT SURFACE COOLING 
COOLING SISTERS 
Spray cooled generators and design-to-cost at 
Westinghouse 
(SA! PAPER 730878)
	 p0019 A74-116O5 
A numerical solution for tke heat transfer between 
an au-symmetric air jet and a heated plate 
applied to performance of gas turbine engines 
(AD-767266]	 p0112 N74-13510 
COORDINATE TRANSPOENATIOIS 
Automatic numerical generation of body-fitted 
curvilinear coordinate syste. for field 
containing any number Of artitrary 
two-dimensional bodies
p0432 A74-39286 
COORDINATES 
NT POLAR COORDINATES 
COPILOTS 
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
CORE PLOW 
Structure of Retz Vortex cores
p0090 A74-15970 
CO NE S 
NT 8ONEYCORB CORES 
CONNER FLOW 
A study of compressible potential and asymptotic 
viscous flows for corner region
p0204 A74-23205 
Three-dimensional wave interactions in supersonic 
intakes
p0436 A74-39980 
CO RON AS 
NT SOLAR CORONA 
CORRELATION 
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
NT CROSS CORRELATION 
NT DATA CORRELATION 
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION 
Correlational ground speed meters and drift 
indicators of flight vehicles --- Russian book 
pO18O A74-20900 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
The reduction of garbling in secondary 
surveillance radar
pOliO A74-19391 
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 
U CORRELATION 
COB RELATOR S 
Response speed of a correlator in an extremal 
system for aircraft wheel braking
p0213 A74-214022 
CORROSION 
NT ELECTROCUENICAL CORROSION 
NT FRETTING CORROSION 
NT FUEL CORROSION 
NT INTERGRANULAR CORROSION 
NT STRESS CORROSION 
Hot corrosion of •etals, alloys and ceramics 
(AD-769340]	 p0191 N74-15829 
CORROSION PREVENTION 
Evaluation of methods for reducing fretting 
fatigue damage in 202'4-T3 aluminum lap joints 
p011? A74-16696 
Airframe maintenance and corrosion protection 
p0337 A74-32672 
Recent Air Force electronic systems corrosion 
problems 
(RACE PAPER 24]
	 pO3i5 A74-35279 
Corrosion on aircraft - Evaluation, examination, 
and elimination. II
p0460 A74-44069 
CORROSION RESISTANCE 
NT OXIDATION RESISTANCE
A corrosion inhibiting coating for structural 
airframe fasteners 
[SAE PAPER 730902]
	 p0018 A74-11588 
Deposition and corrosion in gas turbines; 
Proceedings of the Conference, London, England, 
December 6, 7, 1972
p0080 A74-14563 
The assessment of hot corrosion resistance by rig 
testing - Philosophy and experience
pOO8l A74-14580 
Turbine corrosion - Rig evaluation and engine 
experience
p0081 A74-14583 
Feasibility study of use of polysulfide sealants 
for corrosion protection of spot welded aluminum 
alloys
p0084 A74-14771 
Fatigue strength of an aluminum alloy in petroleum 
jet feels at Various temperatures
p0268 A74-27078 
Alloys for helicopter rotor-blade spars 
p0343 A74-34 145 
Differentiation of corrosion damage by the 
severity of its effects upon the resistance to 
fatigue and corrosion-fatigue disintegration of 
aircraft skin elements
p0456 A74-42792 
CORROSION TESTS 
NT SALT SPRAY TESTS 
Deposition and corrosion in gas turbines; 
Proceedings of the Conference, London, England, 
December 6, 7, 1972
p0080 A74-14563 
Problems of future high-temperature corrosion 
research and testing
p0080 A74-14564 
Air and fuel monitoring for gas turbines 
p0081 A74-14565 
Aerodynamic aspects of gas turbine blade corrosion 
p0081 A74-14567 
The assessment of hot corrosion resistance by rig 
testing - Philosophy and experience
p0081 A74-14580 
Turbine corrosion - Rig evaluation and engine 
experience
p0081 A74-14583 
Corrosion on aircraft - Evaluation, examination, 
and elimination. II
p0460 A74-44069 
CORSAIR AIRCRAFT 
0 A-i AIRCRAFT 
COST ANALYSIS 
Aircraft noise reduction - Alternatives versus cost 
p0008 A714-11199 
AEROSAT overview --- aeronautical satellites for 
oceanic ATC
p0024 A74-12189 
The aeronautical satellites: Deluxe gadgets or

system of the future --- economic factors 
p0029 A74-12448 
A new outbreak of Zeppelin fever --- freight and 
passenger dirigible revival
p0031 A74-12911 
Cost impact of mission requirements on future 
engine design selection 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1186)	 p0031 A74-12922 
A performance and cost analysis of aircraft and 
satellites for operational earth resources systems 
p0085 A74-14873 
Transport aerospace industry contributions to 
modern problem solutions IN. Rupert Turnbull 
Lecture for 1973/
p0085 A74-15045 
Comparative study of various flight vehicle 
propulsion systeLs, using an air-to-air missile 
as an example-
(DGLR PAPER 73-0681
	 p0120 A74-17177 
An approach toward optimizing material cost and 
part function in advanced poverplants 
[SAE PAPER 730909]	 p0123 A74-17535 
Importance of the means of engine condition 
surveillance
p0129 A79-18598 
Selection of the economically optimal blade 
profile for axial fluid flow engines 
p0177 A74-20311 
Aircraft life cycle profitability - The 
manufacturer s challenge 
(AIAA PAPER 74-280)	 p0180 A74-20836 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Aircraft life cycle profitability - The operator's 
challenge 
[AIAA PAPER 74-281] 	 p0180 A74-20837 
Some experiences from the use of an LCC approach 
Life Cycle Cost for weapon systems acquisition 
p0181 A74-20944 
The single-engine turboprop in the northern frontier 
p0185 A74-21821 
Panel prepared comments for the ABS mid-east 
region symposium -- on low speed wind tunnel 
costs and V/STOL models
p0204 A74-22473 
International user charges and their impact on 
world-wide implementation of ATC systems 
p0222 A74-22686 
The cost of noise reduction in intercity 
commercial helicopters
p0210 A74-23328 
Why military airplanes cost so much and what can 
be done about it
p0259 A74-25671 
Engine aids and the metrologist syndrome 
overinstrumentation in aircraft engine 
monitoring systems
p0279 A74-28318 
Finite element airplane cost analysis 
(SAE PAPER 740390]	 p0310 A74-28754 
An approach to aeroengine tradeoff factors 
(SAE PAPER 740493]	 p0350 A74-34990 
Metallic and other material resources --- for 
aircraft construction
pO3el A74-36317 
The development of aircraft as influenced by the 
shortage of materials and fuel
p0381 A74-36319 
Precious resources and air transport - An airline 
view -- fuel price increase effects 
p0382 A74-36322 
Costs and benefits of composite •aterial 
applications to a civil STOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-964]	 p0427 A74-38729 
A parametric analysis of transport aircraft system 
weights and costs 
[SAME PAPER 1024]	 p0436 A74-39891 
Carbon fibres can be cost-competitive - An example 
p0436 A74-9902 
Cost comparisons of advanced air traffic 
management systems 
(R-1319-D0T]	 p0065 1174-11436 
Project/cost/benefit 
(P8-222339/4]	 p0068 1174-11801 
Energy in transportation --- energy costs of 
passenger and cargo transportation
p0113 1174-13675 
Economics of air transport --- direct and indirect 
costs 
(NASA-TT-F-15249]	 p0154 1174-14682 
Computer program to perform cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 1: 
Summary 
[NASA-CR-132361]	 p0161 1174-14762 
An investigation of cost factors relating to class 
4 aircraft modifications 
(AD-769195]	 p0191 1174-15730 
A comparative economic analysis of a 
lighter-than-air logistics system 
[AD-769205]	 p0194 1174-16694 
Maintainability analysis of major helicopter 
components --- analysis of man-hour Costs for 
maintaining military helicopters 
(AD-7699411	 p0197 1174-16740 
Methods and costs associated with outfitting light 
aircraft for remote sensing applications 
(NASA-TM-X-69938]	 p0236 1174-17754 
General aviation cost impact study. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
(AD-771603]	 p0239Nl4-17l79 
General aviation cost impact study. Volume 2: 
Research methodology 
(AD-771606]	 p0239 1174-17780 
General aviation cost impact study. Volume 3: 
Planning guide 
(AD-771759]	 p0239 1174-17781 
Analysis of criteria for on-condition maintenance 
for helicopter transmissions --- numerical 
analysis of relationship between component 
operating time and component hazard rate 
(AD-773024]	 p0252 1174-18707
A simplified life-cycle co comparison of various 
engines for small helicopter use 
(NASA-TM-X-71517]	 p0256 1174-19405 
Cost of ownership for propulsion system of powered 
lift aircraft --- effects of development, 
acquisition, operation, and maintenance on 
aircraft engine cost factors
p0292 1174-20427 
Effectiveness evaluation of ST0L transport 
operations (phase 2) --- computer simulation 
program of commercial short haul aircraft 
operations 
(NASA-CR-137481]	 p0326 1174-21660 
Problems in avionics life-cycle analysis 
(P-5136]	 p0328 1174-22597 
Limit criteria f or low cost airframe concepts 
(AD-777572]	 p0369 1174-26489 
The effect of 11111105 on the P4-B to N conversion 
program 
[AD-777256)	 p0408 1174-27509 
A computer model for economic analysis of army 
aircraft RAM improvement proposals 
(AD-778751)	 p0442 1174-29390 
The role of preli.inary design in reducing 
development, production and operational costs of 
aircraft systems
p0465 1174-31459 
Recent experience from BAC aircraft for NATO 
p0465 1174-31469 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 2: Design data 
(AD-781807]	 p0490 1174-33462 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: Stress, fatigue and 
fracture, cost and material data 
(AD-781808]	 p0490 1174-33463 
COST EFFECTIVENESS 
The technology and economics of commercial 
airplane design. II
p0001 A74-10145 
A modular turbofan design for high availability 
and low life cycle cost 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1189]	 p0009 A74-11231 
Lycomings LTS 101 - Low cost turbine power in the 
600 hp class 
[SAE PAPER 730911]	 p0017 A74-11582 
Description and cost of a satellite-based oceanic 
ATC system --- voice and data communication 
channel capacity requirements
p0025 A74-12193 
A cost-effective approach for flight experiments - 
Application of Airborne Science aircraft 
experience to the Shuttle Sortie Lab 
p0031 A74-12829 
Cost effective built-in test for advanced aircraft 
electrical systems
p0O7S A74-13808 
What's wrong with airline earnings --- operating 
costs vs consumer spending habits
p0075 A74-13973 
The cost of a quality product --- jet aircraft 
hardware and systems
pOO76 A74-13975 
Make no mistake about it - Air transport 
productivity demands a total and dedicated 'team 
effort' --- Boeing 747 modification program 
pOOl6 A74-13977 
Advanced composite F-S fuselage component 
design, tooling, fabrication and assembly 
flexibilities
p0084 A7414763 
Cost effective composite structures -- fiber 
reinforced helicopter rotor blade design and 
fabrication
p0084 A74-14778 
B-i cost/weight trade methodology
poll5 A74-16447 
Military and aerospace --- cost effective 
technology utilization for ATC, NASA programs 
and defense projects
p0126 A74-18050 
Advanced aircraft oxygen systems -- design 
flexibility cost effectiveness and applications 
p0212 A74-23544 
Integrated logistics support and acquisition 
management /ILS-AM/ panel for aviationcrev 
systems equipment changes 	 - 
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p0222 A74-23549 
Air Superiority Fighter wing structure design for 
improved cost, weight and integrity (AIAA PAPER 74-337] 	 p0262 174-26652 
Investigation of the economic efficiency of 
surplus tanking of aircraft fuel
p0338 A74-33092 
Forgings for jet engines - More quality at less cost 
pO348 174-34874 
Performance versus cost tradeoffs - Initial look 
at alternatives --- for aircraft engine fuel 
cost mini•ization [SAE PAPER 740494]
	 p0350 174-34989 
Design to cost at work for helicopter systems 
Boeing Vertol programs (ABS PREPRINT 810] 	 p0388 174-36619 
Improved cost effectiveness of helicopters through 
a two-point design criterion (ABS PREPRINT 811]
	 p0388 174-36620 
The low technology airship --- design for 
medium-range heavy payload transport 
p0423 174-38499 
Air transportation - Energy cost-effective or not (AIAA PAPER 74-959]
	 p0427 A7'4-38725 
Aircraft structures designed to cost (AIAA PAPER 74-962]
	 pO427 A74-38727 
Design-to-cost for the A-10' close air support 
aircraft [AIAA PAPER 74-963]
	 p0427 A74-38728 
A method for weight/cost trade-offs in preliminary 
air vehicle design (SANE PAPER 1017] 	 p0435 A74-39887 
Airbus 1-300 B --- design and cost effectiveness 
pO438 A74-40329 
Design to cost during the requirements. 
development and test phases of systems acquisition 
for weapon systems
p0479 A74-45003 
Air Force concepts for RPV application 
pO48O 174-45308 
New technologies and profitability of helicopters 
application of helicopters to commercial 
operations (NASA-TT-F-15195]	 p0140 N74-13717 
An analysis of the acquisition of the F-lilA 
simulators (AD-769202]	 p0194 N74-16693 
An analysis of the phased inspection system for 
8-528 aircraft --- analysis of cost reduction by 
increasing flying hours between inspections (10-769154]	 p0194 B74-16695 
Fiber and integrated optic communication technology (10-771402]	 p0240 N74-17902 
Investigation of advanced structural concepts for 
fuselage --- application of fiber reinforced 
composite materials to fuselage structures (AD-773597]	 p0285 N14-19684 
Major Item Special Study (MISS) , CB-47A 
alternating generator --- product quality 
contrcl and cost savings (AD-773720]	 p0286 N74-19712 
Some results from applying a cost-effectiveness 
model for evaluating aviation weather 
dissemination techniques (AD-777441]	 p0410 N74-28082 
A computer model for economic analysis of army 
aircraft RAM improvement proposals (AD-778751]	 p0442 N74-29390 
New technologies and maintenance of helicopters 
pO466 N74-31478 
COST ESTIMATES 	 - 
A simplified approach for estimating manufacturing 
cost at the part level (SAE PAPER 730908]	 pOOl7 A74-11584 
International user charges and their effect on the 
implementation of ATC, navigation, and 
communication systems
p0222 A74-22687 
Confidence assessment of military airframe cost 
predictions --- for cost overrun elimination 
p0267 A74-26874 
Fuel state - Expensive
p0377 A74-35496 
Minimum life cycle costing for a V/STCL transport (AD-768133]	 p0144 N74-13740 
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft 
airframes and basic structures. Volume 1: Cost 
methods research and developnent (AD-783639]
	
p0501 N74-35362
COUITERS 
COST REDUCTIOI 
Simplified assembly of F-is stressed 
production time and labor cost reduction 
p0003 A74-10546 A simplified fuel control approach for low-cost 
aircraft gas turbines (SAE PAPER 730388]	 p0004 A74-10802 
Design competence - The mainspring to cost reduction [AIAA PAPER 73-11871
	
p0008 A74-11230 Cost - The emerging aerospace technology

applications to gas turbine engines (lIlA PAPER 73-1327]
	 p0013 A74-11318 
The influence of design to cost and prototyping on 
the 1-10 aircraft (SAE PAPER 730890]	 p0019 174-11598 
Influence of prototype concept and cost ceilings 
on airframe design and manufacture of the YF-16 
lightweight fighter (SAE PAPER 730888]
	 pOO19 A714-11600 
Advanced structural materials application for 
high-subsonic-speed transports (SAB PAPER 730887] 	 pOO19 A74-11601 
Spray cooled generators and design-to-cost at 
Westinghouse [SAE PAPER 730878]
	 p0019' A74-11605 
Aodnlar construction - Fully optimised 
aircraft ,
 engines
p0076 A74-13978 
Titanium flamecutting reduces airframe costs 
p0118 A74-16760 
Airline airplanes for the eighties - A response 
emphasizing system efficiency and fuel savings 
p0222 A74-231464 
Does research in the field of aeronautics have a 
future -- emphasis on aircraft design 
refinements and cost reduction
p0259 174-25723 
Air Superiority Fighter wing design for cost and 
weight reduction [AIAA PAPER 74-338]
	 p0263 A74-26653 
A low cost p-i-n diode phase shifter for airborne 
phased-array antennas
pO321 A714-31611 
Forgings for jet engines - Bore quality at less cost 
pO348 A74-34874 New application potential for lower cost, heavy 
denier Kevlar-49 yarns
p0379 A74-35837 
Reduction of environmental testing and analysis 
costs through simulation
p0380 174-36037 
Aircraft avionics environmental control analysis 
procedures for optimized life cycle cost 
p0434 A74-39741 
Major item special study (MISS), CR-L$7A engine 
cost reduction by eliminating high failure rate 
equipment on CH-47 helicopter (AD-772978]	 p0253 N74-18717 
Techniques oriented towards cost reduction --- in 
aircraft production
p0305 N74-21613 
The reduction of airframe costs with particular 
reference to combat aircraft
p0305 N74-21615 
The hingeless rotor: A concept to increase 
mission effectiveness at reduced costs 
p0305 N74-21616 
Research work and costs, the role of data processing 
in aircraft production
p0305 N74-21617 
Impact of technology on cost reduction --- in 
aircraft production
p0305 N74-21618 
Active control systems for load alleviation, 
flutter suppression and ride control 
conference (AGAEDOGRAPB-175]	 p0353 874-25550 
Major Iten Special Study (MISS), AH-1G gas turbine 
engine (T53-L-13B) --- cost savings through 
quality and design improvements (AD-776939]	 pO37O N74-27300 
COSTS 
NT AIRPLANE PRODUCTION COSTS 
NT LOW COST 
CO UI TB N B E A S U RE S 
NT ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES 
COUNTERS 
NT GEIGER COUNTERS 
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COUPLERS 
NT ANTENNA COUPLERS	 I 
NT COUPLING CIRCUITS 
COUPLING 
NT CROSS COUPLING 
COUPLING CIRCUITS 
High frequency radio emission and reception by 
forest trees and by helicopter using hybrid 
electro.agnetic antenna couplers 
(AD-773909]	 p0287 N74-19822 
COUPLINGS 
Experi.ental study of metal-plastic couplings in 
tension
pO13O 178-18648 
CRICK FORNITION 
U CRACK INITIATION 
CRACK INITIATION 
Consolidated presentation of fatigue data for 
design applications 
(SIR PAPER 780277]	 p0278 174-27511 
Geometrical study of the conditions of initiatiot 
of sudden cracks of quasi-brittle type 
p0280 174-28526 
Acoustic emissions used to nondestructively 
determine crack locations in aircraft structuial 
fatigue speci.en
p0343 174-34290 
Pail-safe philosophy: An introduction to the 
symposium --- design against fatigue 
p0366 N74-26460 
CRACK PROPAGATION 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of the barrel, and driver tube of a 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0002 174-10484 
Recent research activities at the Aeronautics 
Institute of the University of Pisa in the field 
of aircraft structure fatigue
p0012 114- 13365 
Problems of stress corrosion in the case of 
aluminum alloys employed in aerospace technology 
p0076 174-14018 
Laminated metallic structure - An approach to 
fracture control
p0083 174-14754 
Fracture mechanics /Dryden Lecture/ --- aerospace 
structural design applications 
(AIAA PAPER 14-230]	 p0135 174-18858 
Photoelastic analysis of the stress field 
surrounding a fatigue crack
p0169 174-19259 
Crack growth retardation under aircraft spectrum 
loads
p0218 114-22501 
A review of sole damage tolerance design 
approaches for aircraft structures
p0222 174-22503 
Study of the speed of fatigue crack propagation in 
the case of light alloys and titaniurn alloys 
p0228 114-24297 
Influence of heat on crack gropagation and 
residual strength and its relation to the 
supersonic aircraft fatigue problem
p0229 178-24423 
Evaluation of damage tolerance in aircraft 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-347]	 p0263 174-26661 
Effects of compressive overloads on fatigue crack 
growth 
(AIAA PAPER 74-365]	 p0264 114-26674 
Methods for analyzing fatigue crack growth rate 
behavior associated with flight-by-flight loading 
(AIAA PAPER 78-367]	 p0264 174-26675 
Analysis of crack propagation under variable 
amplitude loading using the Villenborg 
retardation model 
(AIAA PAPER 74-369)	 p0265 178-26677 
New alloys for advanced metallic fighter-wing 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-372)	 p0265 114-26679 
Consolidated presentation of fatigue data for 
design applications 
(SIB PAPER 740277)	 p0278 174-27511 
Engine condition monitor system to detect foreign 
object damage and crack development
p0279 178-28320 
Measurement of hot fatigue crack growth rate of 
AU2GN aluminium alloy 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1373)
	
p0318 174-30513
SUBJECT INDEX 
Design of unifor.ly long-lived structures of 
•inimum weight
p0381 174-36304 
Nonlinear effects of spectrum loading on fatigue 
crack growth in transport wings 
[AIAA PAPER 14-988]
	
p0428 114-38742 
New materials and structures -- for aircraft 
[ICAS PAPER 74-21]
	
p0449 174-41323 
Effects of corrodents on the fatigue life of an 
ultra-high strength steel
p0478 174-44538 
Brazed titanium fail-safe structures
p0480 174-45261 
Damage threshold determination of light walls 
submitted to single or repeated bangs, part 1 
(ISL-35/72-PT-1)	 p0053 N74-10886 
Flight monitor for jet engine disk cracks and the 
use of critical length criterion of fracture 
mechanics 
[NASA-TN-D-7483]	 pOO99 N74-12181 
Fatigue crack growth and residual strength of 
aluminiu, alloy sheet at temperatures down to -15C 
in aircraft structures at temperatures down 
to -75C 
(NLR-TR-12096-U]	 p0099 M74-12248 
Engineering appraisal of Southwest Research 
Institute magnetic crack definer applied to CR47 
rotor blades 
(AD-769068]	 p0163 N74-14778 
High-performance composite materials for vehicle 
construction: An elastoplastic analysis of 
crack propagation in a unidirectional co.posite 
(AD-169867]	 p0201 N74-11626 
The prediction of fatigue crack propagation under 
service load-time histories 
(NLR-NP-73016-O]	 p0366 N74-26467 
Influence of the degree of fail-safe achieved, 
using the internal pressure indicator (BIN), on 
the flight safety during a specified service 
life of main rotor blades of SI 321 and SI 330 
helicopters
p0367 N74-26469 
Effect of proof load application on fatigue test 
results
p0367 N74-26471 
Exploratory investigation of rapid crack 
propagation and crack arrest --- in aircraft 
structural alloys 
(AD-778822]	 p0418 N74-29012 
CRACKING (FRACTURING) 
NT STRESS CORROSION CRACKING 
Fracture mechanics applications in materials 
selection, fabrication sequencing and inspection 
(1111 PAPER 72-383) 	 p0090 174-15968 
Failure experience with and failure anticipation 
in titanium components
p0116 174-16876 
Nonlinear crack analysis with finite elements 
for application to airframes 
[AD-766558]	 p0067 N74-11722 
CRACKS 
NT SURFACE CRACKS 
CRANES 
Qualification test methods for helicopter cargo 
handling systems 
(AD-776991]	 p0358 N74-25599 
CRASH INJURIES 
A digital simulation technique for crashworthy 
analysis of aircraft seats 
(SAE PAPER 7403711
	
p0309 178-28782 
CRASH LANDING 
Design of crashworthy aircraft cabins based on 
dynamic buckling
p0090 174-15971 
Vehicle crashworthiness --- rotary wing, fixed 
wing light and transport aircraft
p0124 A74-17716 
Review of developments in test techniques using 
free-floating models --- of aircraft 
p0223 A74-25317 
Light aircraft crash safety program 
(SAE PAPER 140353]	 p0308 A74-28733 
Crash-resistant fuel tanks for helicopters and 
general aviation aircraft 
(SIE PAPER 740358)	 p0308 A74-28135 
NASA, Langley Impact Dynamics Facility 
(SIB PAPER 740314]	 p0309 A74-28183 
The NUDAS-F crash recorder for the Alpha Jet 
p0319 174-30601 
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	 CRUISING FLIGHT 
Crashworthy landing gear study --- to establish 
energy-absorbing design Criteria applicable to 
rotary wing aircraft 
[AD-165489]	 p0042 R74-10060 
CR AS N ES 
NT CRASH LANDING 
The design of crash worthy general aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740376]	 p0309 A74-28744 
Aircraft accident report: World Airways, 
Incorporated, DC-8-63F, N8O2WA, King Cove, 
Alaska, 8 September 1973 
[NTSE-A1R-74-6]	 p0364 N74-26438 
CRAZING 
U SURFACE CRACKS 
CREEP BOCALING 
Buckling of rods under creep conditions• 
p039 1 A74-36834 
CREEP PROPERTIES 
Creep fracture mechanisms in aluminum alloys 
pOO2O 174-11736 
Effect of prior creep on durability of AK4-1-T1 
alloy
p0383 174-36510 
CREEP RESISTANCE 
U CREEP STRENGTH 
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH 
Strengths and failure mechanisms of a 
Co-l5Cr-13TaC directionally solidified eutectic 
alloy
p0337 174-32812 
CREEP STRENGTH 
Dynamic creep of titanium alloy with 1.5 Vt % Rn 
and 3% Al in high-velocity air streams 
poll1 A74-16579 
CREWS 
NT FLIGHT CREWS 
CRITERIA 
NT STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
Criteria for the siting of major airports 
p0080 A74-14516 
CRITICAL FLOW 
An empirical model for calculating the critical 
conditions of flame stabilization
p0022 174-11824 
Velocity characteristics of a turbine with 
adjustable nozzle diaphragms
p0087 A74-15719 
CRITICAL LOADING 
Effects of compressive overloads on fatigue crack 
growth 
(lIlA PAPER 74-365]	 p0264 174-26674 
Application of the method of extreme values to the 
determination of mazimu. operating loads 
p0383 174-36455 
Optimal parameters of three-layer plates and 
shells with a honeycomb filler under combined 
heating and compression
p0482 174-45615 
CRITICAL EACH rUNNER 
U CRITICAL VELOCITY 
U MACH NUMBER 
CEITICAL REYNOLDS NURBER 
U CRITICAL VELOCITY. 
U REYNOLDS NUMBER 
CRITICAL SPEED 
0 CRITICAL VELOCITY 
CrITICAL STRESS 
U CRITICAL LOADING 
CRITICAL VELOCITY 
The effect of gyroscopic moment and distributed 
mass on the vibraticn of a rotating shaft with a 
rotor
p0082 A74-14621 
Concerning wave processes in a shell-gas system 
p0087 174-15573 
Role of aerodynamic damping in problems of the 
flutter of sandwich panels and circular 
cylindrical shells 
-	
p0088 A74-15784 
An analytical •ethod valid up to the critical 
speed for .predicting store separation 
characteristics from modern aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-775]	 p0399 174-37800 
Effect of geometric profile and cascade parameters 
on the critical flutter speed of a compressor 
blade packet	 -
p0(482 174-45934 
Determination of the critical speed for the 
flexnral-toraional flutter of an airplane wing
by a numerical method
p0483 A74-46591 
CROSS CORRELATION 
Use of cross-correlation measurements to 
investigate noise generating regions of a real 
jet engine and a model jet
pO329 N74-22650 
CROSS COUPLING 
Measurement of dynamic cross-derivatives due to 
pitching and yawing 
[AIAA PAPER 74-611] 	 p0380 174-36044 
CROSS FLOW 
Near-field trajectory of turbulent jets discharged 
at various inclinations into a uniform crossflow 
p0003 A74-10568 
Mixing of multiple dilution jets with a hot 
primary airstream for gas turbine combustors 
(1111 PAPER 73-12 (49]	 p0009 A74-11270 
Some results of an optical study of supersonic 
spatial flows
p0223 A74-2(4396 
crossilow-induced flow distortion and its 
influence on the performance of a vertical axis 
lifting fan 
(ME-73-4]	 p0438 174-40303 
Analysis of stratified and closely spaced jets 
exhausting into a crossflow --- aerodynamic 
characteristics of lift-jet, vectored thrust, 
and lift fan V/STOL aircraft 
(NASA-cR-132297]	 pOO6l N74-11118 
Thrust performance of podded lift-fans in crossf low 
effect of increasing cross flow velocity on 
thrust deterioration
p0291 N74-20420 
CRUDE OIL 
Supersonic fuels from medium oils produced by the 
thermal cracking of crude oil residues 
(DFVLR-SONDDR-301]	 p0136 A74-18925 
CRUISING FLIGHT 
Possibilities for improved supersonic inlet 
performance 
[lIlA PAPER 73-1271] 	 p0010 174-11284 
New airfoil sections for general aviation aircraft 
cruising and flap development tests 
[SAE PAPER 730876] 	 p0019 174-11606 
Some design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
(AIAA PIPER 73-1269]	 p0030 174-12496 
On the fuel optimality of cruise --- for aircraft 
p0127 A74-18142 
The influence of non-linear longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics on the power 
spectral response of aircraft to atmospheric 
turbulence
p0182 174-21105 
Index of the relative technical perfection level 
of long-range aircraft jet engines
p0390 174-3679 1 
An index of the relative level of technical 
perfection of an airfra.e
p0390 174-36814 
Flight evaluation of a Mach 3 cruise longitudinal 
autopilot 
[1111 PAPER 74-910]	 p0402 A74-37890 
The energy crisis of fuel and the procedures of 
cruising flight
pO422 174-38315 
Supercirculation effects induced by vectoring a 
partial-span rectangular jet --- for fighter 
aircraft maneuverability 
(AIAA PAPER 74-971] 	 p0428 174-38736 
Gemini - A variable geometry sailplane 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1035] 	 p0(455 174-42049 
Cruise drag results from high speed wind tunnel 
tests of NASA Refan JT8D engine nacelles on the 
Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR-134546]	 p0247 N7(4-18673 
Correlation of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight •easureuents on the C-141A aircraft 
Phase 2: Wind tunnel tests, analysis, and 
prediction techniques. Volume 2: Wind tunnel 
test and basic data 
(NASA-CR2334]	 .	 p0248 N74-18680 
Dynamics of tilting proprotor aircraft in cruise 
flight 
(NASA-TN-D-7677]	 p0407 N74-27500 
An analysis of the impact of cabin floor angle 
restrictions on L/D for a typical supersonic 
transport	 - 
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CRUSADER AIRCRAFT 
(NASA-CR-132508]	 p0494 N74-34469 
CRUSADER AIRCRAFT 
0 F-8 AIRCRAFT 
CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT 
Functional tests of a cryo-cooled mass 
spectro.eter ion source in a supersonic wind 
tunnel
p0080 A74-14548 
Test results from the Langley high Reynolds nu.ber 
cryogenic transonic tunnel 
(AXAA PAPER 74-631]	 p0376 A74-35395 
CRYOGENIC FI.UIDS 
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN 
MT LIQUID OXYGEN 
CRYSTAL DEFECTS 
NT CRYSTAL DISLOCATIONS 
CRYSTAL DISLOCATIONS 
Solving an aluminu. bracket failure --- in fire 
damaged aircraft engine
p0313 174-29609 
CRYSTAL LATTICES 
NT BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES 
CRYSTALS 
NT LIQUID CRYSTALS 
CONIC LATTICES 
NT BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES 
CUMULATIVE DAMAGE 
Black-box philosophy in reliability of aircraft 
structures --- stochastic hypothesis on fatigue 
damage under random loads
pO279 A74-28432 
Vibration amplitudes produced in St. David's 
Cathedral by Concorde sonic bangs 
[ARC-R/M-3736]	 p0257 N74-19565 
CURING 
Effective methods for fabrication of large 
polyi.ide-.atrix aircraft components 
p0084 A74-14780 
Application of acrylic based room temperature 
curing adhesives to structural helicopter 
bond.ents
p0380 A74-35994 
Heat transfer modeling for curing process of 
co.posite rotor blade 
(1115 PREPRINT 8521
	
pO386 A74-36598 
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION 
Scattering by a conducting aerofoil 
electromagnetic radiation
p0023 A74-11908 
CURTISS-NEIGET MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
CURVE PITTING 
An evaluation of sailplane drag coefficient 
parameters fro. flight test results 
(AIAA PAPER 14-1020] 	 p0454 A74-42041 
CURVED PANELS 
Buckling of orthotropic, curved, sandwich panels 
in shear and axial co.pression
p0013 A74-11340 
Buckling loads and •inimum weight of compressed 
curved ribbed aluminum alloy panels
p0118 A74-16822 
Sonic fatigue failure mechanisms in potential 
Space Shuttle Orbiter paneldesigns 
(AIAA PAPER 14-348]	 p0270 A74-27267 
CURVED SURFACES 
O CONTOURS 
U SURFACES 
CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION 
U TOUCH 
CUTTING 
NT METAL CUTTING 
NT HILLING (MACHINING) 
CV-7 AIRCRAFT 
0 DEC 5 AIRCRAFT 
CYNEINETICS 
International Conference on Cybernetics and 
Society, Boston, Mass., November 5-7, 1973, 
Proceedings
p0183 A74-21335 
CYCLES 
NT STRESS CYCLES 
NT THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES 
CYCLIC LOADS 
Effect of several metallurgical variables on the 
thermal fatigue behavior of superalloys 
p0004 A74-10622 
Multi-axial low cycle fatigue test rig --- for 
aircraft compressors and turbine disks
SUBJECT INDEX
pooh A74-14158 
High cycle fatigue properties of titanium in 
aircraft application
p0116 A74-16513 
Methods for analyzing fatigue crack growth rate 
behavior associated with flight-by-flight loading 
[AIAA PAPER 74-367]
	
p0264 A74-26675 
Analysis of crack propagation under variable 
amplitude loading using the villenbory 
retardation model 
(AIAA PAPER 74-369)
	
p0265 A74-26677 
Consolidated presentation of fatigue data for 
design applications 
(SAE PAPER 740277]
	
p0274 A74-21511 
An approach to the development of meaningful 
design rules for fatigue-loaded CFRP components 
carbon fiber reinforced plastics 
p0313 A74-29783 
Determination of the fatigue life of structural 
elements for a biharmonic loading process 
p0393 174-37385 
Flight-by-flight tests with notched specimens 
using a wing upper surface load spectru. 
(LBF-FB-1O4./72)	 p0097 N74-11839 
Cyclic-stress analysis of notches for.supersonic 
transport conditions -- using finite ele.ent 
method 
(NASA-CR-132387]	 p0257 N74-19544 
CYLINDRICAL AFTERBODIES 
U AFTERBODIES 
U CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
CYLINDRICAL ANTENNAS 
A cylindrical phased-array antenna for ATC 
interrogation
p0001 A74-10018 
Diffraction by a perfectly conducting rectangular 
cylinder which is illuminated by an array of 
line sources 
(NASA-CR-2405]	 p0417 N74-28706 
CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS 
Influence of the atmosphere in the fall of bodies 
into water
pOO7O A74-13176 
A method of calculating the flow around a wing of 
arbitrary planfor., positioned on a cylindrical 
body
p0129 A74-18632 
Evaluation of the influence of errors in 
specifying boundary conditions on the accuracy 
of the determination of temperature fields in 
infinite cylinders
p0130 A74-18635 
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics. 
of bodies of complex shape in afree-molecular 
flow with allowance for shading
p0204 174-23233 
Dynamic behaviour of cylinder with spring and 
concentrated mass collided with rigid body 
shock a1orbing landing gear model
p0391 A74-37049 
Uniform asymptotic solutions for the 
two-dimensional potential field about a slender 
body
p0392 A7437268 
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a complexly shaped body in a free molecular 
flow with consideration of shadowing effects 
p0483 17446181 
Hydrodynamic forces on oscillating and 
nonoscillating smooth circular cylinders in 
crossflov --- for towed bodies 
(AD-767022]	 p0062 N74-11125 
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
The influence of a high velocity fluid environment 
on the static and dynamic stability of thin 
cylindrical shell structures
pOOl2 A74-13321 
Concerning wave processes in a shell-gas system 
p0087 A74-15573 
Role of aerodynamic damping in problems of the 
flutter of sandwich panels and circular 
cylindrical shells 	 -
p0088 A74-15784 
A study of supersonic flow past vibrating shells 
and cascades --- using linearized characteristic 
•ethods 
(AD-765735]	 p0046 N74-10335 
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DANNO (DATA ANALYSIS) 
U DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA REDUCTION 
U DATA TRANSMISSION 
DAKOTA AIRCRAFT 
U C-47 AIRCRAFT 
DAMAGE 
NT CUMULATIVE DAMAGE 
NT PINE DAMAGE 
NT IMPACT DAMAGE 
NT RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE 
DAMPING 
NT ELASTIC DAMPING 
NT VIBRATION DAMPING 
Investigation of the effect of induction da.ping 
of vortices in their interaction with a wing 
p0087 A74-15708 
Effect of steady state coning angle and damping on 
whirl flutter stability
p0090 A74-15967 
The evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
puehrod in the rotating control system of a 
CM-545 helicopter 
(AD-771962)	 p0238 N74-17773 
Study and stabilization of lateral •otion of 
modern transport aircraft --- by damping in yaw 
control
p0330 N74-22684 
Identification of structural parameters from 
helicopter dyna.ic test data
p0497 N14-34513 
DAMPING FACTOR 
U DAMPING 
DAMPING II PITCH 
U DAMPING 
U PITCH (INCLINATION) 
DAMPING IN NULL 
U DAMPING 
U ROLL 
DAMPING IN YAW 
U DAMPING 
U TAN 
DAMPING TESTS 
In-flight stabilization of externally slung 
helicopter loads --- design, development, and 
evaluation of candidatestabilizing systems 
(AD-769063]	 p0162 N74-14774 
DART TURBOPROP ENGINES 
U TURBOPROP ENGINES 
DASSAULT AIRCRAFT 
A Dassault Dossier: Aircraft acguisition in France 
(AD-714598]	 pO299 N74-20681 
DATA ACQUISITION 
Remote sensing of the earth's resources - 
Applications, benefits, methods
p0008 A74-11204 
Data acguisition, processing, and control for 
advanced aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730957)	 p0124 A74-17542 
Dynamic test of air data computers with si.ulated 
flight profiles
p01214 A74-17136 
Research instrumentation requirements for 
flight/wind-tunnel tests of the YP-12 propulsion 
system and related flight experience 
p0277 A74- 28285 
System for evaluation of F-is inlet dynamic 
distortion
p0277 A74-28287 
Views regarding the validity of results from

simulation testing in comparison with the 
results fro, actual flight test 
(NASA-TT-F-15172]	 p0056 N74-10922 
Appendix: A data item service for aircraft drag 
estimation --- collection, disseuination, and 
development of aerodynamic drag prediction data 
pO1S6 R74-14117 
A quick look at the state-of-the-art in flight. 
testing of certain aerodynamic parameters 
related to wind tunnel testing 
(PFA-AU-966]	 p0158 N74-14740 
AGARD flight test instrumentation series. Volume 
5: Magnetic recording of flight test data 
design and performance of airborne tape transports
DATA NANAGEMNIT 
[AGAEDOGRAPH-160-VOL-5]	 p0254 N74-18833 
AGABD flight test instrumentation services. 
Volume 1: Basic principles of flight test 
instrumentation engineering --- application to 
large automated syste.s for initial flight tests 
of military and civilian aircraft 
(AGARDOGRAPB-160-VOL-1)	 p0360 N74-25933 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft 
(AD778645)	 p0416 N74-28531 
Background information and user guide for 
MIL-S-8369 1 
[AD-780523]	 pO49O N74-33459 
DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATOR/MONITOR 
U DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA REDUCTION 
U DATA TRANSMISSION 
DATA ANALYSIS 
U DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA REDUCTION 
DATA BUSSES 
U CHANNELS (DATA TRAMSMISSION) 
DATA CORRELATION 
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
Aircraft and systems reliability --- relation to 
overhaul and maintenance
p0129 A74-18599 
Three dimensional supersonic flow field analysis 
of the B-i airplane by a finite difference 
technique and comparison with experimental data 
[AIAA PAPER 74-189]
	 pO136 A74-18877 
Statistical analysis of aircraft noise levels 
p0113 A74-19638 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0394 A74-37488 
A quick look at the state-of-the-art in flight

testing of certain aerodynamic parameters 
related to wind tunnel testing 
[FFA-AU-966]	 p0158 1174-14740 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0495 1174-34491 
DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS 
U DATA SYSTEMS 
DATA LINKS 
High integrity ATC data links
p0170 A74-19392 
Air-ground communications in the upgraded third 
generation ATC system
pO2 15 A74-22684 
A synchronized Discrete Address Beacon System 
for ATC surveillance -
pO221 A74-23786 
Universal air-ground data link system --- for 
automated ATC communications
pO2 15 A74-23830 
Problems associated with the implementation of an 
air-ground data link
pO226 A74-25360 
Functional comsand/control considerations for

ship-deployable tactical remotely-piloted 
vehicle /RPV/
p0433 A74-39664 
Human factors experiments for data link -- coding 
of air traffic control messages 
(AD-760401]	
.	 p0049 1174-10625 
DATA MANAGEMENT 
Cost effective built-in test for advanced aircraft 
electrical systems
p0075 A74-13808 
Problems in data management for earth monitoring 
missions 
(DGLR PAPER 73-109)	 p0121 A74-17205 
Data management during the Navy performance test 
and evaluation of the F-lilA airplane 
p0347 A74-34857 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
wings 02.04 
(ESDU-WINGS-02.Ole. 00-AMEND-A]
	 p0035 N74-10004 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1. 
Summary 
[NASA-CR-132401]	 p0413 N74-28508 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aersopace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
2: Characterization of the IPAD system (Phase 
A- 117
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1, Task 1) 
(NASA-CR-132402]	 p0414 N74-28509 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra, for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
3: Engineering creative/evaluation processes 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
(NASA-CD-1324031	 pO414 1174-28510 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
4: Design of the IPAD system. part 1: IPAD 
syste. design requirements (Phase 1, Task 2) 
[NASA-CR-132404]	 p04,14 1174-28511 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. Volume 
5: Design of the IPAD system. Part 2: System 
design. Part 3: General purpose utilities 
(Phase 1, Task 2) 
(NASA-CE-132 1 05]	 p0414 1174-28512 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) syste.. Volume 
6: Implementation schedule, development costs, 
operational costs, benefit assessment, impact on 
co.pany organization, spin-off assessment (Phase 
2, Tasks 3 to 8) 
[NASA-CR-132406]	 p0414 1174-28513 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 18: 
Concise review 
(NASA-CR-13239l]	 p0415 1174-28515 
DATA PROCESSING 
NT DATA CORRELATION 
NT VITA REDUCTION 
NT DATA RETNIEVAL 
NT DATA SMOOTHING 
NT SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
NT SIGNAL PROCESSING 
Data acquisition, processing, and control for 
advanced aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 730957]	 p0124 174-17542 
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
stability and control derivatives
p0209 174-23327 
Piecewise smooth approximation method for sensor 
data --- from strain gages
p0391 A74-371'49 
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS 
NT ANALOG COMPUTERS 
NT COMPUTERS 
NT DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
NT MINICOMPUTERS 
DATA READOUT SYSTEMS 
U DATA SYSTEMS 
U DISPLAY DEVICES 
DATA RECORDERS 
Automation of measurements and of data processing 
for experiments in an IL-18 aircraft laboratory 
p0276 174-27884 
An induction into the design of flight test 
instrumentation systems --- factors affecting 
the development and design of flight test 
instrumentation systems
p0360 1174-25935 
DATA RECORDING 
Inflight engine condition monitoring system 
p0278 174-28315 
Processing of operational data recorded on flight 
report cards
pO371 A74-35664 
Aircraft accident data recording systems: System 
evaluation and data recovery --- Book 
pO39O 174-36657 
DATA REDUCTION 
NT DATA SMOOTHING 
A data reduction method for landing performance 
tests
pO32O A74-30821 
The use of a navigation platform for performance 
flight testing
p0345 174-34841 
OTTAS flight test - Real-tine data analysis 
helicopters in Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft System 
[ABS PEEPRINT 864]	 p0386 A74-36604 
Extraction of derivatives from flight data for 
several aircraft, using the LRC interactive 
computer system
p0356 1174-25574
SUBJECT INDEI 
Laboratory for automatic processing of analog 
signals	 - 
p0419 N74-29361 
DATA RETRIEVAL 
Aircraft accident data recording systems: System 
evaluation and data recovery --- Book 
p0390 174-36657 
DATA SAMPLING 
A two-component laser Doppler velocimeter for 
periodic flow fields
p0267 174-26916 
Sample rate selection for aircraft digital control 
[AIAA PAPER 74-885]	 p0401 A74-37867 
DATA SMOOTHIIG 
Experimental and data analysis techniques for 
deducing collision-induced forces from 
photographic histories of engine rotor fragment 
i.pact/interaction with a containment ring 
[NASA-CB-134548]	 p0243 1174-18399 
DATA SYSTEMS 
Introduction to advanced systems monitor --- for 
flight crew and maintenance data 
[SIB PAPER 730953] 	 p0016 174-11556 
Engine condition •onitoring - The Alitalia approach 
p0180 174-20825 
Advance airborne system for maintenance monitoring 
[SAE PAPER 730955]	 p0269 A74-27255 
Implementation of the uniform flight test analysis 
system -- aircraft performance computer programs 
p0347 A74-34855 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
wings 02.04 
[ESDU-WINGS-02. 04.00-AMEND-A]	 p0035 1174-10004 
DATA TRANSMISSION 
Description and cost of a satellite-based oceanic 
ATC system --- voice and data communication 
channel capacity requirements 
-	 p0025 174-12193 
High integrity ATC data links
pOliO 174-19392 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Tactical voice and data 
communication	 -
p0173 174-19753 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Transmitting data by 
multiprocessor computer
poll3 A14-19754 
International Telemetering Conference, Washington, 
D.C., October 9-11, 1973, Proceedings 
p0215 174-23784 
Microwave dielectric waveguide data bus system for 
aircraft interior data transfer
p0424 A74-38564 
Fiber optics as applied to Advanced Aircraft 
Electrical Systems
p0425 174-38576 
DATING 
U TIME MEASUREMENT 
DC 7 AIRCRAFT 
The measurement of the DC-7 trailing vortex system 
using the tower fly-by technique 
(FAA-RD-73-141)	 p0104 N74-12718 
Aircraft accident report: Skyways International, 
Incorporated, Douglas DC-7C, N296 near the Miami 
International Airport, Dade County, Florida, 21 
June 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-74-2]	 p0249 1174-18684 
DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
Art of the Stretch 8. I --- DC 8-63 flight 
instruments, takeoff performance, minimum 
control speed
p0177 174-20274 
Noise reduction programs for DC-8 and DC-9 airplanes 
p0397 A74-37548 
Quiet engine from NASA
pO422 A74-38295 
Aircraft accident report: Overseas National 
Airways, Inc., McDonnell Douglas, DC-8-63, 
N863F, Bangor, Maine, 20 June 1973 --- takeoff 
accident caused by failure of right main landing 
gear tire 
(NTSB-AAR-74-1]	 p0235 N74-17748 
Aircraft accident report: Loftleidir Icelandic 
Airlines, Incorporated, Douglas DC-8-61, John F. 
Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, New 
York, 23 June 1973 
[NTSB-AAR-73-20]	 p0249 N74-18683 
Aircraft accident report: World Airways, 
Incorporated, DC-8-63F, N8O2WA, King Cove, 
Alaska, 8 September 1973 
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[NTSB-AAR-746)	 p0364 N74-26438 
DC 9 AIRCRAFT 
Calculation of initial vortex roll-up in aircraft 
wakes
p0392 A74-37283 
Noise reduction programs for DC-8 and DC-9 airplanes 
pO39l A74-37548 
DC-9/JT8D ref an, Phase 1 --- technical and 
economic feasibility of retrofitting DC-9 
tircraft with refan engine to achieve desired 
acoustic levels 
(NASA-CR-121252]	 pOO5O N74-10729 
Aircraft accident report: Delta Air Lines, 
Incorporated, Douglas DC-9-31, N975-NR, Boston, 
Massachusetts, 31 July 1973 (NTSB-AAR-74-3]	 p0297 N74-20665 
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 1: Lower 
goal noise, performance and cost evaluation 
[AD-776127]	 p0472 N74-32437 
DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
DC-b avionics parts reliabiUty in review 
p0 182 A74-20969 
Secondary power systems --- for DC-b 
[SAE PAPER 740465]	 p0351 A74-35005 
The application of fracture mechanics in the 
development of the DC--10 fuselage --- analysis 
of the degree of damage tolerance of fuselage 
pressure shell
p0332 N74-23428 
Airworthiness philosophy developed from full-scale 
testing --- of DC 10 aircraft
p0366 N74-26464 
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT DEC 5 AIRCRAFT 
DR HAVILLAND DR 106 AIRCRAFT 
O COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
DE HAVILLAND DEC 5 AIRCRAFT 
U DEC 5 AIRCRAFT 
DR LAVAL NOZZLES 
U CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES 
DEAD NEIGUT 
U STATIC LOADS 
DEBUGGING 
o CHECKOUT 
DECAY 
NT I RAY FLUORESCENCE 
DECAY RATES 
The structure and decay of trailing vortices 
p0447 A14-41044 
DECISION HAZING 
Conference on Decision and Control, 4th and 
Symposin. on Adaptive Processes, 12th, San 
Diego, Calif., December 5-7, 1973, Proceedings 
p0175 A74-20076 
DECKS (FLOORS) 
U FLOORS 
DECOUPLING 
Decoupling of a class of nonlinear systems and its 
application to an aircraft control problem 
p0127A74-18139 
Implicit model decoupling approach to VTOL flight 
control design -- stability during specific 
types of •aneuvers at critically low speeds (RE-469]	 p0245 N74-18644 
Steady-state decoupling and design of linear 
•ultivariable systems (NASA-CR-138815] 	 p0409 N74-27715 
DEFECTS 
NT CRYSTAL DISLOCATIONS 
Development of NDT/I for integral wing fuel tank 
structures using infrared thermography (AD-773466)	 pO288 N74-20060 
DEFENSE CONMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM 
Navy's Fleet Satellite and GAPFILLER Satellite 
Communications programs
pO268 A74-27137 
DEFENSE INDUSTRY 
Design to cpst during the requirements, 
development and test phases of systems acquisition 
for weapon systems
pO4l9 A74-45003 
DEFENSE PROGRAM 
Military and aerospace -- cost effective 
technology utilization for ATC, NASA programs 
and defense projects
p0126 A7'4-18050 
Airborne warning and control system /AWACS/ 
for air operations management during •ilitary
crises 
[AIAA PAPER 74-241)
	 p0130 A74-18655 
Navy's Fleet Satellite and GAPFILLBE Satellite 
Communications programs
p0268 A74-27137 
DEFLATING 
U INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
DEFLECTION 
Optimally fast-acting control of aircraft roll in 
the presence of constraints on the angle of 
aileron deflection and the deflection rate 
p0389 A74-36634 
Multi-hinge rudder unit design with allowance for 
rudder deflection
p0398 A74-37663 
DEFLECTOBS 
NT BLAST DEPLECTORS 
V/STOL deflector aerodynamic design criteria 
geometric variations effects 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1181]
	 p0008 A74-11226 
Effect of exhaust deflectors on the design of lift 
plus lift/cruise V/STOL aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730959)	 p0015 A74-11554 
DEFORMATION 
NT AXIAL STRAIN 
NT ELASTIC BENDING 
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING 
NT ELASTIC DEFORMATION 
NT PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
Study of Moire measuring techniques for wind 
tunnel model deformation 
(AD-766892)	 p0063 1174-11298 
DEGRADATION 
NT THERMAL DEGRADATION 
DEGREES OP FREEDOM 
Evaluation of aircraft departure divergence 
criteria with a six-degree-of-freedom digital 
simulation program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-68]
	 p0136 A74-18882 
Motion software for a synergistic 
six-degree-of-freedom motion base (NASA-TN-D-7350]	 p0060 N74-11096 
Description of six degree of freedom rigid 
aircraft mathematical models --- numerical 
analysis of flight dynamics of high speed aircraft 
(WRE-TN-901 ( WElD))	 p0187 N74-15102 
Analytical study to define a helicopter stability 
derivative extraction aethod, volume 1 (NASA-CR-132371] 	 pO248 N74-18674 
Analytical study to define a helicoper stability 
derivative extraction method, volume 2 [NASA-CR-132372] 	 p0248 N74-18675 
Investigation of application of 
two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal 
gyroscopes to strapdown navigation systems 
for use in VTOL aircraft (NASA-CR-132419] 	 p0304 N74-21289 
Dynamics of tilting proprotor aircraft in cruise 
flight 
(NASA-TN-D-7677]	 p0407 1174-27500 
Analytical model for tilting proprotor aircraft 
dynamics, including blade torsion and coupled 
bending modes, and conversion mode operation [NASA-TM-X-62369) 	 p0467 N74-31498 
Takeoff and landing analysis computer program 
(TOLA). Part 3: Users manual [AD-781758]	 p0490 N74-33461 
Dynamic analysis of multi-degree-of-freedom 
systems using phasing matrices
p0496 N74-34493 
DEICERS 
U.S. Army helicopter icing qualification program (AIAA PAPER 74-942]
	 p0426 A74-38715 
DEICING 
VFW 614 de-icing
p0375 A74-35360 
Ice protection investigation for advanced 
rotary-wing aircraft 
(AD-771182/3GA)	 p0250 N74-18693 
DEICING SYSTEMS 
U DEICRRS 
DELTA DART AIRCRAFT 
U F-106 AIRCRAFT 
DELTA WINGS 
Theory of hypersonic flow about a wing 
p0025 A74-12205 
Supersonic flow about slab delta wings and 
wing-body configurations
p0070 A74-13152 
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The aerodynamic characteristics of some variable 
geometry wing forms, derived from delta wings, 
gothic and mild-ogee wings
p0088 A74-15810 
Calculation method for the supersonic spanvise 
twisted rectangular wings
pOO88 A74-15820 
A vortex entrainment model applied to slender 
delta wings
p0119 114-17029 
Numerical investigation of vortex sheets issuing 
from a separation line near the leading edge 
p0128 A74-18289 
Subsonic potential aerodynamics for complex 
configurations - A general theory
p0177 A74-20280 
Numerical solution of the probem of supersonic 
gas flow over the upper surface of a delta wing 
in the expansion region
p0186 A74-22283 
Extension of a vortex-lattice method to include 
the effects of leading-edge separation 
p0204 A74-23332 
A transonic study of active flutter suppression 
based on an aerodyoamic energy concept 
[AIAA PAPER 74-403) 	 p0266 A74-26702 
Interference between a delta wing and a 
cylindrical body with a blunted nose portion at 
superscnic velocities
p0312 114-29493 
Slender delta wing with conical camber 
pO3ll A74-30398 
Optimization of complex structures to satisfy 
static, dynamic and aeroelastic requirements 
-	 p0318 A74-30453 
Heat transfer effects on a delta wing in, subsonic 
flow
p0381 A74-36240 
Flow past a triangular wing with blunted edges in 
the case of strong compression in the shock layer 
p0384 A74-36560 
Estimation of the effect of unsteadiness in 
calculating flutter in aircraft with s.all 
aspect ratio wings in an incompressible flow 
p0389 A74-36646 
Calculation of the surface of a minimum-drag wing 
with a shock-free leading edge
p0390 A74-36818 
High attitude delta wing unsteady aerodynamics 
[AIAA PAPER 74-817)	 p0400 A74-37824 
The determination of ice deposition on slender 
wings An experimental technique and simplified 
theory 
[ICAS PAPER 74-41) 	 p0450 A74-41342 
Effect of upper-surface blowing on static 
longitudinal stability of a swept wing 
p0471 A14-414419 
Analysis of the low-speed flow over a slender 
sharp edged delta wing at, angles of attack 
p0098 1174-12034 
Force measurements on caret and delta wings over 
the incidence range 27 deg less than or equal to' 
alpha less than or equal to 55 deg at 8 12.2 
[IC-AERO-71-22)	 p0154 1174-14705 
Drag of lifting bodies for pilots at high altitude 
p0157 1174-14731 
Analysis of the flow about delta wings with 
leading edge separation at supersonic speeds 
[NASA-CR-132358)	 p0158 1174-14745 
Investigations on rolling damping of slender wings 
[NASA-TT-F-15729]	 p0362 1174-26423 
Numerical studies of hypersonic delta wings with 
detached shock waves	 - 
[ARC-CP-1277]	 p0412 1174-28487 
Effect 'of spanwise blowing on leading-edge vortex 
bursting of a highly swept aspect ratio 1.18 
delta wing 
[NASA-TH-I-71987)	 p0441 1174-29367 
Theoretical and experimental longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect ratio 
0.25 sharp-edge delta wing at subsonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7651)	 p0463 1174-31414 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70 
deg swept delta wing 
(NASA-TM-X-71974]	 p0466 1174-31485 
DEMAND (ECONOWICS) 
Energy problems in air transportation --- options
for demand reduction, efficiency increase and 
fuel alternatives
p0171 A74-19479 
DEMODULATORS 
NT MODEMS 
DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME) 
NT ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 
NT GAS DENSITY 
DENSITY (NUMBEE/VOLU8E) 
NT PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION) 
DEPENDENCE 
NT TINE DEPENDENCE 
DEPLOYMENT 
Emergency' Evacuation and Survival Equipment 
Deployment for transport aircraft /EESED/ 
p0214 A74-23554 
DEPOSITION 
NT ANODIZING 
NT ELECTROPLATING 
NT VAPOR DEPOSITION 
Deposition and corrosion in gas turbines; 
Proceedings of the Conference, London, England, 
December 6, 7, 1972
p0080 114-14563 
DESCENT 
NT PARACHUTE DESCENT 
DESCENT TRAJECTORIES 
NT REENTRY TRAJECTORIES 
Simulator tests of pilotage error in area 
navigation with vertical guidance - Effects of 
descent angle and display scale factor 
p0081 A74-14595 
The fuel crisis and the controller --- turbojet 
aircraft descent trajectories for fuel 
consumption reduction
p0173 A74-19726 
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 
U EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
DESULPURIZING 
Air mobility fuel cell study --- desulfurization 
of JP-4 fuel 
(AD-766757)	 pOlO? 1174-12742 
DETECTION 
NT AIRCRAFT DETECTION 
NT RADAR DETECTION 
NT TARGET RECOGNITION 
DETECTORS 
The feasibility of detecting a burner-can 
burn-through by means of CO, Co2, pressure, and 
air temperature levels in a jet engine nacelle 
(AD-775304)	 p0475 N74-33225 
DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES 
Flow of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures around blunted 
bodies •oving at high velocity
p0186 A74-22304 
Reaction modes occurring at detonation of 
explosive gas mixture due to detached shock 
front from a blunt mockup at supersonic speeds 
[ISL-28/72]	 p0067 1174-11740 
DETONATION NAVES 
Flow of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures around blunted 
bodies •oving at high velocity
p0186 A74-22304 
DEVAR SYSTEMS 
U CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT 
DE 106 AIRCRaFT 
U COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
DEC 5 AIRCRAFT 
The augmentor- wing - Powered-lift STOL a proven 
concept
p0184 A74-21728 
Summary of the air cushion landing system on the 
de Havilland Buffalo aircraft
p03l6 A74-30 142 
CC-uS Buffalo aircraft engine and engine inlet 
duct anti-icing system evaluation trials 
p0346 A74-34849 
DIABATIC PROCESSES 
U HEAT TRANSFER 
DIAGRAMS 
NT BENDING DIAGRAMS 
NT S-N DIAGRAMS 
NT STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS 
DIAEOID RINGS 
U LOW ASPECT RATIO RINGS 
U SWEPT WINGS 
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS) 
An investigation of corrugated metallic diaphragm 
capsules as used in aircraft instrument pressure 
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DIGITAL SIMULATION 
elements	 - 
p0*23 174-38403 
DIELECTRIC MATERIALS 
U DIELECTRICS 
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES 
Polyimides for advanced radomes - heat resistant 
reinforced composite •aterials 	 - 
pOO82 174-14738 
DIELECTRICS 
NT RADOME MATERIALS 
General theory of stratified media - Application 
to research concerning the correction of 
aircraft radome aberration
pO37? 174-35494 
Recent advances in the processing of polyimide 
resins for high temperature rado.e applications 
p0379 174-35841 
The radiation f roe slots in truncated 
dielectric-covered surfaces 
(NASA-CR-2397]	 p0417 174-28709 
DIES 
Development of a low-cost composite die using 
Nigh-Energy-Rate Forcing (HER?) --- titanium 
alloy helicopter parts 
(AD-ill 957]	 p0242 174-18145 
RINSE!. ENGINES 
Truck noise via diesel exhaust and air intake noise 
acoustic measurements for evaluation of 
various exhaust and intake systems 	 - 
(PB-222624/9]	 p0052 N14-10742 
DIESEL FUELS 
Substitution of JP-5 aviation fuel for OF-P diesel 
under field conditions 
(AD777047]	 p0362 174-26243 
DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA 
U MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) 
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZERS 
U ANALOG COMPUTERS 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS	 - 
FT BIHARMONIC EQUATIONS 
NT ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT GAUSS EQUATION 
NT HELMHOLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION	 - 
NT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT VORTICITT EQUATIONS 
Solution of the non-linear differential equations 
for finite bending of a thin-walled tube by 
parameter differentiation
p0279 174-28420 
Differential gane barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat
p0304 174-21187 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
DIFFRACTION 
NT NAVE DIFFRACTION 
DIFFRACTION PATTERNS 
A technique to combine the geometrical theory-of 
diffraction and the moment •ethod 	 - 
(AD-777576]	 p0409 N74-27640 
DIFFUSERS 
A semi-empirical method f or predicting subsonic 
diffuser performance 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1272]	 p0010 174-11285 
DIFFUSION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION 
NT PARTICLE DIFFUSION 
NT TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
DIFFUSION BONDING	 - 
U DIFFUSION WELDING 
DIFFUSION FLAMES 
High sensitivity 1000F gas •ultiplication gvflame 
detector for aircraft 
(10-166960]	 p0063 N74-11296 
DIFFUSION WELDING	 -	 - 
Fabrication and repair of titaniu. engine 
components by welding
pOO8* A74-14768 
Diffusion welding of structural components for - 
aeronautics and astronautics
p0227. 174-2502* 
Diffusion welding in aviation technology 
[NASA-TT-F-15568]	 p0328 N74-22138 
DIGITAL COMMUNICATION	 - 
U PULSE COMMUNICATION 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
NT MINICOMPUTERS 
Evaluation of the operations contained in 
algorithms carried out by digital controller
computers
pO13O A74-18638 
Electronic displays and digital auto.atic control 
in advanced terminal area operations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-27]	 p0136 A74-18881 
Evaluation of aircraft departure divergence 
criteria with a six-degree-of-freedom digital 
simulation progra. 
[AIAA PAPER 74-68]	 p0136 A74-18882 
The use of computer technology in civil aviation 
Russian book
p0215 174-23698 
The use of desk top computers in the teaching of 
aircraft gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-115]	 p0273 A74-27484 
Digital fly-by-wire - Computers lead the way 
p0377 A14-35629 
Digital computing and the display requirements in 
modern aircraft. II - Modern display techniques 
p0403 A74-37923 
Design of a -fault tolerant airborne digital 
computer. Volume 1: Architecture 
(NASA-CR-132252]	 p0240) N74-17909 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
computer. Volume 2: Computational requirements 
and technology 
(NASA-CR-132253]	 p0254 174-18842 
DIGITAL DATA 
Nigh integrity ATC data links
p0170 174-19392 
Problems associated with the inpiesentation of an 
air-ground data link
p0226 A74-25360 
Microwave dielectric waveguide data bus system for 
aircraft interior data transfer
p011 24 114-38564 
DIGITAL NAVIGATION 
A digital fly-by-wire technology develop.ent 
program using an F-8C test aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-28]	 p0179 174-20755 
Digital fly-by-wire - Conputers lead the way 
p0377 174-35629 
DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS 
Recent advances in air traffic control radars 
pO1d9 174-19315 
A discrete address beacon system --- digital 
surveillance radar for ATC
p022l 174-23785 
GCA radars - Their history and state of developnent 
pO3l3 A74-35121 
DIGITAL SIMULATION 
Digital computer simulation of the dynanic 
response of a twin-spool turbofan with sired 
exhausts
p0020 114-11617 
Simulation of the landing and take-off of a vTOL 
aircraft on a ship in a random sea 
(AIAA PAPER 74-302] 	 p0209 174-22803 
Air-traffic-control simulator for the training of 
ATC personnel
p0216 A74-24052 
Real-time simulation of jet engines with digital 
computer 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-19)	 p0271 114-27418 
A digital sinulation technique for crashworthy 
analysis of aircraft seats 
(SAM PAPER 740371]	 p0309 174-28742 
Perforliance considerations for terrain following 
flight
p0346 114-34843 
Handling qualities evaluation of the XV-15 tilt 
rotor aircraft 
(ABS PEEPRINT 840] 	 pO38S 174-36591 
Digital computer techniques for engine/airfra.e 
simulation --- for helicopters 
(AHS PEEPRINT 874]	 pO387 174-36609 
The dynamic behavior of an aircraft encountering 
aircraft wake turbulence 
(AIAA PAPER 74-714]	 p0399 174-37799 
The effect of non-symmetric flight on aircraft 
high angle of attack handling qualities and 
departure characteristics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-792]	 p0400 A74-37812 
- DFN AIRTRANS transit systen sinulation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-878]	 p0401 174-37863 
Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques 
for the digital computer
p0481 A74-45378 
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Si.ulation study on flare control syste. by 
optimization theory 
(t&L-TR-312)	 p0040 M74-10046 
General description of the rotorcraft flight 
simulation computer program (G-81) 
(AD-167239]	 p0105 N74-12728 
£ fixed-base ground simulator study of control and 
display requirements for VIOL instrument 
landings vith a decelerating approach to a hover 
[AD-774750]	 pO299 N74-20680 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS 
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION 
NT DIGITAL RADAR SISTERS 
Use of synthetic radar information - Operational 
and technical aspects 
-	 p0028 174-12403 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Three system digital 
flight guidance 
1	 p0173 174-19751 
A new pneumatic hybrid control system -- for 
reduction of supply air consumption
p0174 174-19884 
Digital adaptive flight controller develop.ent 
p0176 174-20120 
SAAB digital flight control --- for viggen aircraft 
(hAl PAPER 74-26)	 p0179 A74-20754 
Digital adaptive model following control --- for 
lateral aircraft dynamics
p0183 174-21338 
Air-ground co..unications in the upgraded third 
generation ATC system
p0215 A74-22684 
A synchronized Discrete Address Beacon System 
for ATC surveillance	 - 
pO22l A74-23786 
Digital syste. identification and its application 
to digital flight control
p0342 A74-33768 
AN/SPN-42 automatic carrier landing system 
pO3l4 174-35209 
The future of avionics --- large scale integration 
and digital systems
p0399 A74-37786 
Sample rate selection for aircraft digital control 
(lIlA PAPER 74-885]	 p0401 174-37867 
Digital adaptive model following flight control 
using fighter aircraft mathematical 
model-following algorithm 
(lIlA PAPER 74-886]	 p0402 A74-37868 
Management of analytical redundancy in digital 
flight control systems for aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 74-887] 	 p0422 A74-38249 
Air Force findings and recosmendations on digital 
aircraft avionics
p0423-A74-38523 
Power plant controls - 'The system' --- digital 
techniques for aircraft engines
p0457 174-43202 
Practical experience with a digital 
electrohydraulic actuator 
(NASA-TT-F-15292]	 p0191 N74-15735 
The dynamic behavior of a digital electrohydraulic 
actuator 
(NASA-TT-P-15295)	 p0191 N74-15736 
Microelectronic phase shifters in I and Q bands 
(BLL-EO-2988-(9022.81) ]
	
p0192 N74-15906 
A conceptual definition study for a digital 
avionics information system: Approach 1, volu.e I 
applied to military aircraft systems 
(AD-771736]	 p0250 N74-18691 
A conceptual definition study for a digital 
avionics information system: Approach 1, volume 2 
applied to military aircraft systems 
(10-771755]	 p0250 N74-18692 
Plight control system research --- optimization 
of F-8 aircraft control system 
(NASA-CR-139595]	 p0463 N74-31427 
Realization and flight tests of ab integrated 
digital flight control system
p0464 N74-31447 
Design and flight experience with a digital 
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8 airplane 
p0464 N74-31450 
A flight investigation of a terminal area 
• navigation and guidance concept for STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TM-I-62375]	 p0474 N74-33114 
Digital flight control- research 
(NASACR2433]	 p0489 1174-33448
DIGITAL TRCBIIQUES 
Electronic display mechanization for monitoring 
aircraft parameters 
(SAE PAPER 730956]
	 P°°15 A74-11555 
A self-reorganizing digital flight control system 
for aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 74-21]
	 p0133 174-18808 
So.e transmission characteristics of AEROSAT-type 
air traffic control systems
p0174 174-19957 
Systems integration - Avionics of tomorrow 
inclusion in aircraft design concepts 
p0227 A74-25361 
Plight control system advances for near-future 
military aircraft 
[ShE PAPER 730987]
	 p0269 174-27252 
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distortion 
[ASNE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-3]	 p0071 A74-13245 
Calculation of the dynamic characteristics of a 
helicopter structure by the method of branch modes 
pO129 A74-18291 
Flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
pOliO A74-19374 
Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques 
for the digital computer
p0481 A74-45378 
The dynamic behavior of a digital electrohydranlic 
actuator 
[NASA-TT-P-15295]	 p0191 1174-15736 
Dynamic measurement of avionic antennas --- by 
ground radar tracks evaluations
p0469 11714-3 1702 
Dynamic analysis of multi-degree-of-freedom 
systems using phasing matrices
p0496 N74-34493 
DYNANIC CONTROL 
Decoupling of a class of nonlinear systems and its 
application to an aircraft control problem 
p0127 A74-18139 
Investigation of the motion of a controlled body 
in a resisting medium under transient conditions 
pO22O A74-23076 
Aircraft dynamics and automatic control --- Book 
p0320 A74-31219 
A generalized conparison sensitivity concept for 
sensitivity reduction in control system design 
p0374 A74-35249 
Digital adaptive model following flight control 
using fighter aircraft mathematical 
model-following algorithm 
(AIAA PAPER 74-886)
	 p0402 A74-37868 
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	 DYNAMIC STABILITY 
Short-ti.e parameter opti.ization with flight 
control application
p0482 A74-45720 
On the application of theory of Markov processes 
to the evaluation of state of dynamic systems 
and to control of aircraft oscillations 
(NASA-TY-F-15817]	 O4l2 N74-32441 
DTIANIC LOADS 
N AERODYNAMIC LOADS 
NT CYCLIC LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
NT IMPACT LOADS 
NT LANDING LOADS 
NT TRANSIENT LOADS 
NT VIBRATORY LOADS 
NT RING LOADING 
Ball type slave bearings for rotor support in 
dynamic balancing •achines 
(SAE REP 1202)
	
p0269 A74-27262 
The effect of cyclic feathering •otions on dynamic 
rotor loads
pO394 A74-37492 
Static and dynamic helicopter airframe analysis 
with NASTRAN
pO1S3 N74-11a616 
DYNAMIC MODELS 
The experi.ental response of simple structures to 
simulated sonic booms
p0021 A74-11814 
A direct method for linear dynamical problean in 
continue. mechanics with random loads 
p0070 A74-13164 
On the fuel optiwality of cruise -- for aircraft 
p0127 A74-18142 
Helicopter modelling /18th Benson and Stringfellow 
Lecture/ --- exploratory, development and 
research •odels
p0129 A74-18299 
Digital adaptive model following control --- for 
lateral aircraft dynamics
p0183 A74-21338 
Si.ulation studies of an airport noise silencer 
p0184 A74-21641 
Factors in the design and fabrication of powered 
dynamically similar V/STOL wind tunnel nodels 
-	 pO205 A74-22459 
Panel discussion on wind tunnel testing --- for 
helicopter rotor evaluation
p0207 A74-22474 
Estimation of aircraft parameters in nonlinear 
aerodynamic models
p0225 A74-24843 
Modeling dynamic stall on an oscillating airfoil 
p0224 A74-25329 
Bolographic time-average vibration study of a 
structure dynamic model of an airplane fin 
p0340 A74-33179 
Dynamic model of a parachute and deter.inatiou of 
its characteristics
p0389 A74-36635 
Model studies of crosswind landing-gear 
configurations for STOL aircraft
p0066 N74-11680 
Dynamic model wind tunnel tests of a 
variable-diameter, telescoping-blade rotor 
system (TRAC rotor) 
(AD-771037]	 p0237 N79-1T164 
DYNAMIC PEOGEABMING 
Technical optimization --- German book on chemical. 
process, spacecraft and aircraft optimal control 
p0227 A74-25038 
DYNAMIC PkOPERTIES 
U DYNAMIC C8ARACTERISTICS 
DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
Digital computer simulation of the dynamic 
response of a twin-spool turbofan with mixed 
exhausts
p0020 A74-11617 
The behavior of a wing panel in a stream of gas 
under transient conditions
•	 p0088 A711-15757 
Design of crashworthy aircraft cabins based on 
dynamic buckling
p0090 A7'4-15971 
Dynamic creep of titanium alloy with 1.5 Vt % En 
and 3% Al in high-velocity air streams 
poll7 A74-16579
Reduction of vibration and noise generated by 
planetary ring gears in helicopter aircraft 
transmissions 
(ASME PAPER 73-PTG-11) 	 p0119 A74-16979 
A study of lifting rotor flapping response peak 
distribution in atmospheric turbulence 
p0210 A74-23329 
Design of optimum structures to impulse type loading 
[AIAA PAPER 74345)	 p0263 A74-26659 
A detailed investigation of flight buffeting 
response at subsonic and transonic speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 74-358]	 p0264 A74-26668 
An oscillatory kernel function method for lifting 
surfaces in mixed transonic flow 
(AIAA PAPER 74-359] 	 p0264 A74-26669 
Simulation study of transient performance matching 
of turbofan engine using an analogue computer to 
evaluate its usefulness as design tool 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-50]	 p0272 A74-27442 
Electromechanical simulation of helicopter blade 
responses to random excitation during forward 
flight 
(ASME PAPER 73-DET-28]	 p0341 A74-33401 
Dynamic behaviour of cylinder with spring and 
concentrated mass collided with rigid body 
shock absorbing landing gear model
p0391 A74-37049 
The identification of aircraft powerplant dynamic 
response from flight tests using power spectral 
techniques 
(RAE-TR-73049]	 p0105 N74-12725 
Determination of critical nondimensional 
parameters in aircraft dynamic response to 
random input 
(NASA-CR-2361]	 p0193 N74-16322 
The aero/acoustic response of finite chord blade 
rows to circumferential inlet flow distortion in 
an unsteady, compressible fluid
p0254 N74-18904 
Dynamic response of the landing mat to aircraft 
landing
p0369 N7'4-26768 
Contribution to the dynamic behavior of a digital 
electro-hydraulic actuator --- for fly by wire 
control 
(DLR-FB-73-1063	 p0490 N74-33458 
DYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY 
NT CONTROL STABILITY 
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT FLAME STABILITY 
NT FLOW STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT HOVERING STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY 
NT NAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT MOTION STABILITY 
NT ROTARY STABILITY	 - 
Dynamic stability of straight airplane wings 
regarded as thin-walled bars
p0012 A74-13362 
Designing a dynamically stable body with lifting 
surfaces for a follower load
p0081 A74-15710 
Dynamic stability of sweptback aircraft wings 
under the action of variable aerodynamic forces 
p0185 A74-22225 
On the dynamics of human pilots in marginally 
controllable systems
p0209 A74-23203 
Dynamic stability testing of aircraft - Needs 
versus capabilities
p0262-Al 4-26477 
Torsional stability analysis of a gas-turbine 
powered helicopter drive system 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-54]	 p0272 A74-27441 
Derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a 
general matrix
p0311 174-28967 
Digital explicit sodel following with unstable 
model dynamics - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-888]	 p0402 A74-37869 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Design, fabrication, and flight test of the active 
arm external load stabilization system for cargo 
handling helicopters 
[10-773025)	 p0252 874-18708 
DYIANIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
Finite element analysis of supersonic panel flutter 
pO069 A74-13001 
Dynamic analysis of a system of hinge-connected 
rigid bodies with nonrigid appendages 
p0085 A74-15003 
calculation of the dynamic characteristics of a 
helicopter structure by the method of branch •odes 
pO129 A74-18291 
Observable changes of load sample function due to 
structural elasticity
p0321 A74-31745 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0394 A74-37488 
Sym.etrical eigen forms of the vibrations of a 
supporting surface and of an elastic fuselage 
(AD-756285)	 p0043 874-10067 
Structural representalion in aeroelastic 
calculations --- noting residual flexibility 
matrices and use of nor.al modes 
(ARC-R/M-3729]	 p0257 874-19563 
On the use of branch modes for the calculation of 
heliccpter structural dyna.ic characteristics 
(NASA-TT-F-15713]	 p0407 874-27503 
The prediction of the variation of modes following 
•odification to a structure
p0419 874-29358 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0496 874-34496 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods 
p0496 N74-34497 
Identification of structural parameters from 
helicopter dynamic test data
p0497 874-34513 
DYNAMIC TESTS 
Dynamic test of air data computers with simulated 
flight profiles
p0124 A74-17736 
A review of aerodynamic and dynamic VSTOL model 
testing
p0205 A74-22458 
Reduction of environmental testing and analysis 
costs through simulation
p0380 A74-36037 
Identification of structural parameters from 
helicopter dynamic test data
pO396 A74-37505 
E 
E-2 AIRCRAFT 
Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the •odel E-2 A/S airplane 
(AD-765708)	 pOO42 874-10059 
Test plan for the hook bounce condition of the 
E-2A airplane arresting gear A frame. 
(AD-774084]	 p0300 N74-20692 
Book bounce test of the E-2A airplane arresting 
gear A frame 
(AD-774086]	 pO328 874-21903 
EARTH ATMOSPHERE 
NT LOWER ATMOSPHERE 
NT TROPOPAUSE 
NT TROPOSPHERE 
EARTH FIGURE 
U GEODESY 
EARTH RESOURCES 
NT CRUDE OIL 
A review of precious resources and their effect on 
air transport; Proceedings of the Spring 
Convention, London, England, May 15, 16, 1974 
p0381 A74-36316 
Metallic and other material resources --- for 
aircraft construction
p0381 A74-36317 
Precious resources and air transport - An airline 
view --- fuel price increase effects 
pO382 A74-36322
The Federal Government and energy: B and D 
historical background
pO1O2 874-12687 
BARTH RESOURCES INPOREATION SYSTEM 
A performance and cost analysis of aircraft and 
satellites for operational earth resources systems 
p0085 A74-14873 
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT 
An earth resources aircraft facility
	 remote 
sensing flying platform
p0069 A74-12974 
A performance and cost analysis of aircraft and 
satellites for operational earth resources systems 
p0085 A74-14873 
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PRC-GRAM 
Remote sensing of the earth's resources - 
Applications, benefits, methods
p0008 A74-11204 
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
A performance and cost analysis of aircraft and 
satellites for operational earth resources systems 
p0085 A74-14873 
BARTH SATELLITES 
NT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
NT ATS 3 
NT ATS 5 
NT COEMUNICATION SATELLITES 
NT EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
NT EOLE SATELLITES 
NT MARITIME SATELLITES 
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
NT SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 
EARTH SHAPE 
U GEODESY 
ED? 
U EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
ECHO SUPPRESSORS 
Equipment for suppressing reflected secondary 
radar signals --- ATC surveillance radar system 
design
p0026 A74-12359 
ECHOES 
NT CLUTTER 
NT RADAR ECHOES 
NT SIGNAL REFLECTION 
ECLIPSES 
NT SOLAR ECLIPSES 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
Access to airports --- surface links to urban 
centers
p0079 A7L4-14509 
Economic consequences of airport development 
p0080 A74-14515 
Those Concorde economics again
p0378 A74-35668 
Local service air carriers' unit costs. Volume 2: 
Unit costs, computations and historical data, 
year ended 30 September 1973
p0371 •N74-27436 
An economic assessment of STOL aircraft potential 
including terminal area environmental 
considerations, volume 1 
[NASA-CR-2424)	 PO406 874-27497 
Comparison with regard to the economy of a digital 
and an analog electro-hydraulic actuator 
noting application to aircraft control 
[DLR-FB-73-105]	 p0489 874-33457 
ECONOMIC FACTORS 
The technology and economics of commercial 
airplane design. I
p000l A74-10144 
The technology and economics of commercial 
airplane design. II
p0001 A74-10145 
Airports from 1963 to 1983 - Evolution or revolution 
p0007 A74-11095 
The air transport of tomorrow - Economic obstacles 
to surmount
p0007 A74-1 1096 
The case for hydrogen fueled transport aircraft 
(AmA PAPER 73-1323)
	
pOOl2 A74-11315 
Advantages of aircraft syste. maturity 
profitability 
(SAN PAPER 730907)	 p0018 A74-11585 
U.S aerospace industry at the crossroads 
response to European competition
p002O A74-11610 
Research and development for future air transports 
p0020 A74-11615 
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A simulatiOn approach for studying the 
interaction s of noise, patronage, and economic 
viability for air transportation systems 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1161)	 p0025 A74-12216
The aeronautical, satellites: Deluxe gadgets or 
syste. of the future --- economic factors 
p0029 A74-12448 
Airports for the 80s; Proceedings of the Fourth 
World Airports Conference, London, England, 
April 3-5, 1973
p0078 A74-14501 
Demands for air transport - 1980-1990
p0078 A74-14502 
Short take-off and landing --- cost penalties and 
operational advantages
pO078 A74-14505 
Changes in the European air transport pattern 
p0079 A74-14507 
Econo.ic consequences of airport development 
p0080 A74-14515 
The role of local planning authorities in relation 
to the siting and development of airports 
p0080 A74-14517 
Transport aerospace industry contributions to 
modern problem solutions /8. Rupert Turnbull 
Lecture for 1973/
p0085 A74-15045 
Some current problems and prospects for 
development of rotary-wing aircraft
p0130 A74-18641 
The implications for air transportation of energy 
shortage
poll1 A74-19486 
Future advanced-technology aircraft in the context 
of an integrated transport system
p0171 A74-19487 
Economics of air safety and long-range safety 
research and development; Proceedings of the 
Twenty-sixth Annual International Air Safety 
Seminar, Lisbon, Portugal, November 4-7, 1973 
p0207 A74-22626 
International user charges and their impact on 
world-wide implementation of ATC systems 
p0222 A714-22686 
Obsolescence of commercial aircraft - When, where, 
how
p0222 A74-23878 
New frontiers of civil aeronautics
p0229 A74-25352 
The new constraints on military aircraft -- cost 
and maintainability
p0226 A714-25357 
The influence of engine technology advancements on 
aircraft economics 
(SAE PAPER 730960]	 p0269 A74-27256 
Transfer of commercial technology
p0316 174-30119 
Air transport in Europe - Commercial trends and 
prospects
p0382 A74-36327 
The good and bad usages of air transport 
p0391 A74-36941 
Air transport. Volume 3 --- Russian book on 
passenger airline operations
p0421 A74-38049 
The 115146 - A new dimension in short-haul 
profitability
p0456 174-42725 
The economic efficiency of raising the flying life 
and reliability of gas-turbine engines 
(AD-767027]	 p0065 874-11601
The energy dilemma and its impact on air 
transportation 
(NASA-CR-135993)	 p0067 N74-11143 
Energy conservation and air transportation 
p0068 874-11746 
Conclusions and recommendations --- for problems 
in energy situation, air transportation, and 
hydrogen fuel
p0068 874-11748 
A methodology for boost-glide transport technology 
planning 
(NASA-CR-2346]	 pO249 874-18681 
Aircraft requirements for low/medium density markets 
(NASA-CE-137373]	 p0282 874-19651
Sensitivity of transport aircraft performance and 
econo•ics to advanced technology and cruise Mach 
number 
(NASA-TM-X-62336)	 p0325 874-21654
EIG!ITECTORS 
Conceptual design studies of a V/STOL civil lift 
fan transport including effect of size and fan 
pressure ratio 
(NASA-CE-2426]	 p0406 N74-27498 
Economic effects of propulsion myste. technology 
on existing and future transport aircraft 
(NASA-CN-134645)	 p0410 N74-28230 
Recent experience from BAC aircraft for NATO 
p0465 874-31469 
ECONOMICS 
NT DEMAND (ECONOMICS) 
EDDIES 
U VORTICES 
EDDY CURRENTS 
Eddy current inspection - Testing of aircraft-parts 
p034 1 174-33471 
Flight monitor for jet engine disk cracks and the 
use of critical length criterion of fracture 
mechanics 
[NASA-TN-D-7483)	 p0099 874-12187 
EDDY DIFFUSION 
U TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
EDDY VISCOSITY 
Attachment-line flow on an infinite swept wing 
p0177 A74-20293 
EDGES 
NT LEADING EDGES 
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES 
NT TRAILING EDGES 
EDUCATION 
NT GUNNER! TRAINING 
NT PILOT TRAINING 
Objectives for a course in aircraft gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 714-GT-98)	 p0273 A74-27480 
The use of desk top computers in the teaching of 
aircraft gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-115]	 p0273 A74-27484 
EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS 
It's quiet in front --- community reaction to 
aircraft noise 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1159]	 p0003 A74-10510 
Flyover noise prediction from static data 
extrapolation from engine ground tests 
p0316 A74-30100 
Minimum noise climbout trajectories of a VTOL 
aircraft
p0392 174-37284 
Validity of aircraft noise data
p0397 A74-37547 
Radially leaned outlet guide vanes for fan source 
noise reduction 
(NASA-CR-134486]	 p0065 874-11597 
Use of conventional equipment to measure the 
effective perceived noise level of aircraft 
p0411 N74-28399 
EFFECTIVENESS 
NT COST EFFECTIVENESS 
NT SISTER EFFECTIVENESS 
EFFECTORS 
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
EFFICIENCY 
NT COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY 
NT COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 
NT ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY 
NT PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY 
NT TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 
EIGENFUNCTIONS 
U EIGENVECTORS 
EIGENSTATES 
U RIGENVECTORS 
EIGEN VALUES 
Derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a 
general matrix
p03 11 A74-28967 
Application of antiresonanCe theory to helicopters 
p0394 A74-37491 
Kron's method: An algorithm for the eigenvalue 
analysis of large-scale structural systems 
aeronautical engineering 
[ARC-R/M-3733]	 pO2Sl N74-19564 
EIGEN VECTORS 
Derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a 
general matrix	 -
p0311 A74-28967 
Users manual for STICM (the STodola in-core 
matrix): An in-Core matrix operations computer 
program 
(AD-770999)	 p0240 N74-17921 
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UNCTION INJURIES 
The decline in USAF ejection survival rates 
p0214 A74-23556 
EJECTION SEATS 
The influence of operational experience on 
aircraft escape syste. development 
(LIlA PAPER 73-1340]	 p0013 174-11387 
Hel.ets and bead protection in USAF ejections 
1968-1972
p0210 174-23528 
Explosive canopy severance --- feasibilities of 
ejection through different canopy materials 
p0214 174-23531 
8-1 Crew Escape Syste.
pO2ll 174-23533 
A new approach to the design of quick release 
boxes for single point parachute harnesses 
p0212 174-23552 
Recovery syste. for an advanced pert or.ance 
ejection seat
pO2l4 A74-23555 
T-38/P-5 i•proved escape syste. development and 
qualification testing --- ejection seat with 
rocket catapult and drogue chute
p0214 174-23557 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - The advanced stabilised 
ejection seat has three sub-systems
pO213 174-23841 
The new Douglas 'Ninipac' ejection seat 
pO321 114-31795 
Operational practicality of fly away ejection seats

configurations and characteristics of 
several flyable ejection seat concepts 
p0301 874-20763 
Advanced concepts for rotary wing and V/STOL 
aircraft escape systems
p030 1 874-20766 
Escape measures for combat helicopter crews 
p030 1 874-20170 
Aircrew automated escape system si.nlation model 
(AD-783517]	 p0499 874-34555 
EJECTORS 
Full-scale tests of an aug.entor YTOL concept 
ejector-in-wing configuration 
(1111 PAPER 73-1185]
	 p0008 174-11229 
One-dimensional analysis of compressible ejector 
flows applicable to V/STOL aircraft design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1184]
	 p0031 174-12921 
Theoretical analysis of the noise characteristics 
of an ejector jet
pOOl0 174-13048 
Thin-airfoil theory of an elector-flapped wing 
section 
(1111 PAPER 74-1871	 p0134 174-18834 
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of ejectors 
for engine-under-the-wing concepts 
(lIlA PAPER 74-950]
	 p0452 174-41655 
V/STOL demonstrator vehicle for ejector thrust 
aug.entation technology 
(1111 PAPER 74-995) 	 p0453 174-41663 
Effect of ejector spacing on ejector-jet noise 
characteristics
p0479 A74-45032 
Ejector-powered lift systems for V/STOL aircraft 
pO483 A74-46237 
RKNAN LATER 
U BOUNDARY LATER TRANSITION 
RLASTIC EARS 
Dynamic stability of straight airplane wings

regarded as thin-walled, bars
	 - 
p0072 174-13362 
ELASTIC BENDING 
The effects of second order blade bending on the 
angle of attack of hingeless rotor blades 
p0022 174-11846 
Hingeless rotor frequency response with unsteady 
inflow
p0393 A74-37482 
The effect of cyclic feathering motions on dynamic 
rotor loads
p0394 A74-37492 
ELASTIC BODIES 
An analytic approximate calculation of the 
nonlinear landing impact motions and loads on 
aircraft with both rigid and elastic wing 
structure 
[DGLR PIPED 73-078]
	 p0120 114-17185 
Determination of the efficiency of the 
longitudinal control systems of an elastic
SUBJECT INDEX 
flight vehicle
p0384 A74-36576 
Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion - 
Action of the elastic drive blades
p0461 174-44073 ELASTIC BUCKLING 
Numerical analysis of Stiffened shear webs in the 
postbuckling range
p0075 174-13886 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS 
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
ELASTIC DINPING 
The whirl instability of a rigid rotor in a 
flexibly supported gas lubricated journal bearing 
p0014 174-11441 
ELASTIC DEFORNATION 
NT ELASTIC BENDING 
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING 
Studies of an elastic wing --- aerodynamic load 
tests
p0184 A74-21781 
Reproduction of interactions between aerodynamic 
loads and deformation in the strength analysis 
of structures
p0390 A74-36649 
Calculation of the loads and strains on a swept 
wing with mechanical analog devices
p0390 A74-36804 
Consideration of control elasticity in calculating 
the defor.ation of gyroplane rotor blades 
p0398 A74-37662 
Study of elastoplastic deformation with friction 
in hydrocarbon media --- with application to jet 
engine fuels 
(AD-765997]	 p0049 814-10717 
ELASTIC NEDIA 
Exploitation of spectral density curves in the 
case of wind tunnel flutter •easure.ent 
p0005 A74-11000 
ELASTIC PLATES 
The behavior of a wing panel in a stream of gas 
under transient conditions
p0088 174-15757 
ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
NT AEROELASTICITY 
NT AEROTHERNOELASTZCLITT 
NT ELASTOPLASTICIT 
NT THERNOELASTICIT! 
NT VISCOELASTICITY 
Structural analysis of flexible airfield pavements 
pO392 A74-37343 
ELASTIC SHEETS 
A method for avoiding insect roughness on aircraft 
installation of highly elastic rubber 
coverings on leading edges 
(NASA-TT-F-15454] 	 p0324 874-21646 
ELASTIC SHELLS 
Concerning wave processes in a shell-gas system 
p0087 174-15573 
ELASTIC STABILITY 
U DANPING 
ELASTIC SYSTENS 
Random vibration with non-linear damping 
p0129 A74-18297 
ELASTIC NAVES 
NT AERODYNAHIC NOISE 
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT CONPRESSION NAVES 
NT DETONATION NAVES 
NT ENGINE NOISE 
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT NOISE (SOUND) 
NT NOBEAL SHOCK WAVES 
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES 
NT S WAVES 
NT SHOCK WAVES 
NT SONIC BOONS 
NT SOUND WAVES 
NT STRESS WAVES 
Naves in an elastic medium generated by a point 
source moving in an overlying fluid medium 
p0085 A74-14928 
ELASTICITY 
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
ELASTODYNANICS 
NT ELASTIC DANPING 
ELASTOPLASTICIT! 
Elastic, plastic behavior of a rotor. I - Analysis 
of an axisynmetric rotor whose radius varies in 
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axial direction
ooa2 174-14620 
Composite structures - special-purpose computer 
programs p0447 174-41262 
High-performance composite materials for vehicle 
coflstruCtion An elastoplastic analysis of 
crack propagation in a unidirectional composite 
(AD769867)	 p0201 N74-17626 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 
U ELEcTRIC EQUIPMENT 
ELECTRIC ARCS 
A test technique for measuring lightning-induced 
voltages on aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2348] 	 p0195 N74-16716 
ELECTRIC BATTERIES 
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
ELECTRIC CHARGE 
NT ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE 
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 
U CIRCUITS 
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS 
Scattering by a conductiig aerofoil 
electromagnetic radiation p0023 174-11408 
ELECTRIC CONTACTS 
Interconnections in grounding and shielding 
devices for electronic equipment -- Russian book 
p0227 A74-25027 
ELECTRIC CONTROL 
Hydraulic muscle with electrical controls --- for 
Fly by Wire aircraft hydraulic systems p0321 174-31474 
Solid-state power controllers for B-i flight test 
p0425 A74-38575 
Symposium on the Application of Electrical Control 
to Aircraft Propulsion Systems. London, England, 
February 20, 21, 1914, Proceedings p0457 174-43201 
The development of electrical system's for 
powerplant control p0457 A74-43203 
Practical experience with a digital 
electrobydraulic actuator 
(NASA-TT-P-15292]	 -	 p0191 N74-15735 
The dynamic behavior of a digital electrohydraulic 
actuator	 - 
(NASA-TT-F-15295] 	 p0191 N74-15736 
ELECTRIC CURRENT 
NT EDDY CURRENTS 
NT ELECTRIC ARCS 
NT LIGHTNING 
ELECTRIC DISCHARGES 
NT ELECTRIC ARCS 
NT LIGHTNING 
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 
Requirements for explosion-proof electrical 
equipment in Air Force hangers 
(AD-767600]	 p0109 N74-12969 
Analysis and calculation of lightning-induced 
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2349]	 p0160 N74-114754 
ELECTRIC RQUIPEEIT TESTS 
Cost effective built-in test for advanced aircraft 
electrical systems pOOlS A74-13808 
ELECTRIC FIELDS 
Practical aspects of electrostatic stabilization 
of aircraft p0261 174-26411 
Flight test evaluation of a low cost electrostatic 
autopilot p0346 A74-34846 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
(AD-766815]	 -	 p0059 N74-10941 
Study o he electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust p0245 N74-18643 
ELECTRIC PIiTEBS 
NT RADAR FILTERS 
ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
NT AC GENERATORS 
NT FUEL CELLS 
NT MAGNETOBIDEODYNAMIC GENERATORS 
NT SOLAR CELLS 
NT TUEBOGENERATORS	 - 
Spray cooled generators and design-to-cost at 
Westinghouse
ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GYROSCOPES 
[SIB PAPER 730818]	 p0019 A74-11605 
Equipment for aircraft and helicopter technical 
servicing --- Russian book
p0169 A74-19310 
The technology and application of free-space power 
transmission by •icrowave beam
p0110 174-19464 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Electrical system with 
integrated drive generator
p0267 A74-27012 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - The integrated drive 
generator p0268 114-21013 
L-1011 secondary power systems - Design and function 
(SAE PAPER 740466] 	 p0351 174-35004 
Secondary power systems --- for DC-b 
(SIR PAPER 740465]	 p0351 A74-35005 
Product support program (ground power systems) 
(AD-777704]	 p0370 N74-27304 
ELECTRIC MOTORS 
NT TORQUE MOTORS 
ELECTRIC PO'TENTI AL 
Preliminary tests of vulnerability of typical 
aircraft electronics to lightning-induced voltages 
(NASA-CR-2350]	 p0189 N14-15720 
A test technique for measuring lightning-induced 
voltages on aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2348]	 p0195 N74-16716 
ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION 
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS 
Method of calculation of annual overall efficiency 
of modern wind-power plants 
(NASA-TT-F-15310]	 p0191 N74-15748 
ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES 
NT SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES 
Power conditioning system for FAA Air Route 
Traffic Control centers
pool7 A74-14133 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Electrical syste. with 
integrated drive generator
p0261 174-27012 
Lockheed S-31 Viking - The integrated drive 
generator p0268 174-27013 
VFW 614 electrical system
p0375 174-35363 
Disk geometry MUD generatpr for high voltage high 
power aircraft requirements 
[10-775749]	 -	 p0362 N74-26255 
Interrupt times on constant frequency ac systems 
for aircraft power supplies
p0473 N74-32481 
VSCF generators --- variable speed constant 
frequency generators, design, construction and 
performance p0474 N74-32485 
Control aspects of-aircraft type cycloconvertors 
p0474 N74-32486 
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION 
The technology and application of free-space power 
transmission by microwave beam
p0170 174-19464 
Contactors for improved aircraft electrical power 
distribution systems (RAE-TM-73157]	 p041? N74-28549 
ELECTRIC RELAYS 
Application and design of relays for commercial 
aircraft -- from DC-3 to DC-10
p0344 174-34775 
ELECTRIC SWITCHES 
Cockpit switching study: Test and validation of a 
design procedure for multifunction switching 
controls (10-783956] -	 p0499 N74-34554 
ELECTRIC WELDING 
NT ELECTRON BEAM WELDING 	 - 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Fiber optics as applied to Advanced Aircraft
Electrical Systems	 --p0425 174-38576 
ELECTRICAL LEADS 
U ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
NT DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES 
Aircraft applications for electroless nickel plate 
(SAN PAPER 740399]	 -	 p0310 174-28758 
ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GTE(ISCOPES 
U ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES 
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ELECTRICITY 
NT ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY 
NT STATIC ELECTRICITY 
ELECTRO-OPTICS 
Display systems - An airborne look ahead 
p0 178 A74-20595 
Airborne testing of advanced multisensor aircraft 
p0460 A74-43612 
BLECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT MICROPHONES 
Electroacoustical performance regnire.ents for

aircraft noise certification •easurelents 
pOO74 A74-13799 
A solid-state converter for measurement of 
aircraft noise and sonic boom
p0261 A74-26345 
ELECTROCBEMICAL CELLS 
NT FUEL CELLS 
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
ELECTROCBEMICAL CORROSION 
Galvanic corrosion effects associated with 
graphite Composites/metal joints 
[LR-26088)	 p0254 N74-18813 
ELECTRODEPOSITION 
NT ELECTROPLATING 
ELECTRODES 
A film thermocouple with a platinum electrode for 
ther.cmetry of gas turbine engine blades 
p0131 A74-18686 
EL ECT NO C B N BR ATOR S 
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
ELECTRORYDRAULIC CONTROL 
U ELECTRIC COJJTROL 
U HYDRAULIC CONTROL 
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
A rational basis for determining the EMC 
capability of a system
p0312 A14-29371 
Electromagnetic compatibility considerations in 
system integration --- for aircraft installation 
pO424 A74-38554 
The F-iS air superiority fighter electromagnetic 
compatibility program
p0460 A74-43913 
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL 
U REMOTE CONTROL 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
NT FAR FIELDS 
Instability of rotors in MUD journal bearings 
p0014 A74-11445 
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS 
Electromagnetic effects of aircraft wake-active 
feuillet interaction
pO174 A74-19915 
Electromagnetic proof stressing of bonded airplane 
structure
p0343 Almm-34294 
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 
NT CHIRP SIGNALS 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE 
NT RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
NT WHITE NOISE 
The effects of interference on monopulse performance 
characteristics of air traffic control radar 
beacons 
[AD-769336)	 p0192 N74-15876 
ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE 
NT WHITE NOISE 
Papers presented at the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Conference (1972). Structure of 
lightning noise - especially above HF. 
Triggered lightning and its application to 
rockets and aircraft 
(AD-771464)	 pO255 N74-19271 
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION 
U ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION 
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
NT DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES 
NT ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
NT OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES 
EMP-enduced skin currents on aircraft 
[UCRL-75426]	 p0492 N74-33750 
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES 
NT GAMMA BAYS 
NT INFRARED RADIATION 
NT MILLIMETER WAVES 
NT NEAR INFRARED RADIATION
SUBJECT INDEX 
The electromagnetic co.patibility of aeronautical 
communication and navigation systems with radio 
frequency dielectric heaters and 
superregeneratjve
.
 receivers 
(EcAC-PR-72-045]
	 p0098 N74-11973 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING 
NT LIGHT SCATTERING 
NT MICROWAVE SCATTERING 
NT RAMAN SPECTRA 
Scattering by a conducting aerof oil 
electromagnetic radiation
p0023 A74-11908 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA 
NT INFRARED SPECTRA
	 - 
NT RABAN SPECTRA 
NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FILTERS 
NT BANOPASS FILTERS 
NT RADAR FILTERS 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION 
NT LIGHT SCATTERING 
NT LIGHT TRANSMISSION 
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION 
NT TELEVISION TRANSMISSION 
Radomes of microwave antennas - Radio engineering 
design and calculation --- Russian book 
p0426 A74-38692 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES 
Pave Spike Video Film Recorder
p02 18 A74-22543 
Solid state vertical scale instruments --- for 
aircraft light emitting diode displays 
p0267 A74-26965 
Electrom4chanjcal si.ulation of helicopter blade 
responses to random excitation during forward 
flight 
(ASME PAPER 73-DET-28]
	 pO341 A74-33401 
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
	 - 
Sliding-seal electron-beam welding of titanium 
pO083 A74-14752 
Design and development support for critical 
helicopter applications in Ti-6A1-4V alloy 
p0115 A7416448 
The application of electron beam welding for major 
titanium structures
p0227 A74-25363 
Developing the 'backbone' of the F-14 - Ti 
structures for variable sweep wing center section 
(AIAA PAPER 74-371]
	 p0265 A74-26678
Development of engineering data on thick-section 
electron beam welded titanium 
(AD774051J	 p0303 N74-21151
ELECTRON TUBES 
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES 
ELECTRONIC CONTROL 
A control concept combining the best of the 
- current hydromechanical and electronic 
technologies 
(SAE PAPER 740380]	 p0309 A74-28745
Symposium on the Application of Electrical Control 
to Aircraft Propulsion Systems, London, England, 
February 20, 21, 1974, Proceedings
p0451 A74-43201 
- Power complex - A suitable case for treat•ent 
aircraft engine electronic control, system choice 
p0458 A74-43206 
The architecture of a turbine engine control 
hydromechanical and electronic control in 
multiengine aircraft
p0458 A74-43209 
Control system considerations for helicopter gas 
turbines
p0458 A74-43210 
An electronic full-authority engine fuel control 
system
p0458 A74-43211 
The ac power controllers for solid state 
distribution syste.. Volume 1: Design, 
development, fabrication, and test of hybrid 
devices 
(AD-768199]	 p0146 N74-13903
Advanced engine control program --- using 
computerized electronic equipment 
(AD-773660]	 p0293 N7420451
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES 
Air Force concepts for RPV -application 
-	 p0480 A74-45308 
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	 ENERGY cOISUIPTIOI 
I.prove.ent of performance characteristics of a 
class of broadband circularly polarized antennas 
for use with tactical airborne ja.ming 
equipment 
[10-766473]
	
p0059 1174-11065 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPREIT 
NT ELECTRONIC NODULES 
NT ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT JUNCTION DIODES 
NT BINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
NT PBOTOTEANSISTORS 
NT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 
NT SOLID STATE DEVICES 
New concepts of visualization for aircraft 
instrument panel display integration 
p0029 A74-12447 
Western Electronic Show and Convention, San 
Francisco, Calif., September 11-14, 1973, 
Proceedings
p0076 1714-14126 
Electronic displays and digital automatic control 
in advanced terminal area operations 
(lIlA PAPER 74-27]	 p0136 174-18881 
Interconnections in grounding and shielding 
devices for electronic equipment -- Russian book 
p0227 174-25027 
Transportability --- of military equipment 
(AD-765456)	 p0044 1174-10229 
The electromagnetic compatibility of aeronautical 
co..unication and navigation systems with radio 
frequency dielectric heaters and 
superregenerative receivers 
(RCAC-PR-72-0145]	 p0O98 1174-11973 
Preliminary tests of vulnerability of typical 
aircraft electronics to lightning-induced voltages 
(NASA-CR-2350]	 p0189 1174-15720 
A test technique for measuring lightning-induced 
voltages on aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-23483	 p0195 N74-16716 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS 
A compiler-coupiler system for avionic test 
languages --- syntax and semantics inputs for 
target language production 
-	 p0074 174-13804 
User report on automatic test equipment --- 1.331 
viggen aircraft avionics maintenance testing 
pOol5 174-13813 
Computer aided test design today --- for avionics 
maintenance onboard aircraft carriers 
p0076 174-14127 
Para.eters of HF flight navigation- aids and their 
measurement --- Russian book
p0169 174-19371 
Reliability demonstration testing using 
failure-free trials
p0181 174-20950 
Improving Mean-Time-Between-RaintenanCe-Actio ns - 
A recommended system approach --- for avionics 
p0424 174-38555 
ELECTRONIC NODULES 
Modularized instru.ent syste. for turbojet engine 
test facjilities
p0277 174-28296 
Advanced integrated modular instrumentation syste. 
naval aircraft cockpit display
p0377 114-35560 
ELECTRONIC SIGNAL NEASUBENENT 
O SIGNAL MEASOREHENT 
ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS 
A solid-state converter for measurement of 
aircraft noise and sonic boom
p0261 174-26345 
Nigh temperature solid state pressure transducers 
for military jet engine euvironnents 
[AD-774753]	 p0303 N74-21047 
ELECTEOPB!SICS 
NT ELECTRO-OPTICS 
ELECTROPLATING 
Thick ion-vapor-deposited alu.inua coatings for 
irregularly shaped aircraft and spacecraft parts 
p0260 174-25813 
Minimizing hydrogen pick-up during electroplating 
of high-strength steels
pOtll8 174-44530 
ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE 
Study of wind effects on electrostatic autopilots 
p0317 174-30395 
ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 
U ELECTRIC FIELDS
ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES 
Study of unconventional gyroscopic apparatus. I 
p0O29 174-12444 
ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 
Sensing jet engine performance and incipient 
failure with electrostatic probes 
(10-766653]	 p0066 R74-11606 
ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING 
Interconnections in grounding and shielding 
devices for electronic equipment --- Russian book 
p0227 174-25027 
ELECTROSTATICS 
Practical aspects of electrostatic stabilization 
of aircraft
p0261 174-26411 
ELEVATION ANGLE 
Location of aircraft by an acoustic method 
p0069 174-13028 
The effect of interfering signals on the 
performance of angle of arrival estimates 
p0174 174-19908 
Syste. design and flight test results of the 
Bendix/Bell MLS category Il/Ill elevation 
approach guidance function 
(1111 PAPER 74-909]	 p01102 174-37889 
ELEVATORS (COITROL SURFACES) 
In-flight symmetrical maneuvers of a flight vehicle 
p01184 174-46697 
Design of a powered elevator control syste. 
powered elevator system for modified C-8A 
aircraft for STOL operation 
(NASA-CR-114727]	 pOl88 N7l1-15712 
ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Automatic numerical generation of body-fitted 
curvilinear coordinate system for field 
containing any number of arbitrary 
two-dimensional bodies
p0432 174-39286 
ENERGENCIRS 
Simulated aircraft accident exercises
p0439 174-40622 
Evaluation of the structural integrity of an 
aircraft loading walkway under severe fuel-spill 
fire conditions 
(PAA-RD-73-144] 	 p0104 1174-12716 
EBERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS 
Lockheed S-3A Viking The advanced stabilised 
ejection seat has three sub-systens
p0213 174-23841 
Portable chemical oxygen 
ISlE AS 1303]	 p0269 174-27264 
In-flight escape system for heavy helicopters 
pO3Ol 1174-20772 
EBISSION 
NT I RAT FLUORESCENCE 
EMISSION SPECTRA 
Temporal observations of the Lambda 5303 emission 
line profile during the 714 minute totality from 
the Concorde SST at the 30 June 1973 total solar 
eclipse: Preliminary intensity variations above 
an active region 
[LA-UR-73-130'l] 	 p0293 1174-20527 
EEISSOGRAPHS 
U RECORDING INSTEUHENTS 
ENERGY BUDGETS 
Flight/propulsion control integration aspects of 
energy management 
(SIR PAPER 740480) 	 p0349 174-34978 
The energy dilemma and its impact on air 
transportation 
(NASA-CR-135993]	 p0067 1174-11743 
The air transportation/energy system
pOO68 1174-11745 
Energy conservation and air transportation 
p0068 1174-11746 
Conclusions and recommendations --- for proble.s 
in energy situation, air transportation, and 
hydrogen fuel
p0068 N74-11748 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 
F-ill optimum flight modes, volume 1 
[AD-775246]	 p0326 N74-21665 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Energy management display
p0346 174-34844 
Air transportation - Energy cost-effective or not 
[lIlA PAPER 74-959]	 p0427 174-38725 
Transportation energy use in the United States: A 
statistical history, 1955 - 1971 
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ENERGY CONVINSIOI 
(B-1391-NSF]	 p0244 N74-18607
ENERGY COIVIESIOP 
Investigation in energy transfer and energy 
conversion for advanced power and propulsion 
syste.s 
(AD-771581]	 pO243 874-18417
ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 
Nethod of calculation of annual overall efficiency 
of •odern wind-power plants 
(NASA-TT-F-15310]	 p0191 874-15748
ENERGY DISSIPATION 
Attenuation of instabilities in propulsion system 
combustors
p0478 A74-44422 
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
NT SPEcTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the 
wake of an airfoil in detached flow
p0069 A74-13041 
ENERGY EXCHANGE 
U ENERGY TRANSFER 
ENERGY LOSSES 
o ENERGY DISSIPATION 
ENERGY NETNODS 
A transonic study of active flutter suppression 
based on an aerodymamic energy concept 
(AIAA PAPER 74-403) 	 p0266 A74-26702
ENERGY POLICY 
Energy problems in air transportation --- options 
for demand reduction, efficiency increase and 
fuel alternatives
p0171 A74-19479 
The implications for air transportation of energy 
shortage
p0171 A74-19486 
The fuel crisis and the controller --- turbojet 
aircraft descent trajectories for fuel 
consumption reduction
	 -
p0173 A74-19726 
The airship can meet the energy challenge 
pO176 A74-20166 
Performance versus cost tradeoffs - Initial look 
at alternatives --- for aircraft engine fuel 
cost minimization 
[SAE PAPER 140494]	 p0350 A74-34989
Fuel state - Expensive
p0377 A74-35496 
A review of precious resources and their effect on 
air transport; Proceedings of the Spring 
Convention, London, England, Nay 15, 16, 1974 
pO381 A74-36316 
The development of aircraft as influenced by the 
shortage of materials and fuel
p0381 A74-36319 
Precious resources and air transport - An airline 
view --- fuel price increase effects 
p0382 A74-3632.2 
The good and bad usages of air transport 
p0391 A74-36941 
The energy crisis of fuel and the procedures of 
cruising flight
p0422 A74-38315 
Air transportation - Energy cost-effective or not 
(AIAA PAPER 74-959]
	 p0427 A74-38725
Investigation in energy transfer and energy 
conversion for advanced power and propulsion 
systems 
[AD-771581]	 p0243 874-18417
The potential for energy conservation in 
commercial air transport 
(R-1360-NSFJ	 p0244 874-18606
ENERGY REQUIRENENTS 
Engine sensory reguire.ents for energy management 
p0278 A74-28311 
3-U energy nanagement for supersonic aircraft 
p0432 A74-39472 
A display of energy-maneuverability performance 
information for fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-814]
	 p0453 A74-41797 
Investigation of a stored energy launch system for 
gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1047]
	 p0456 A74-42059 
Energy trends and their future effects upon 
transportation --- applied to rail, truck, and 
air cargo operations and private energy uses 
- (P-5046]	 p0068 N74-11791 
The potential for energy conservation in 
commercial air transport 
(R-1360-NSP]	 pO244 874-18606
SUBJECT INDEX 
ENERGY SOURCES 
Energy trends and their future effects upon 
transportation --- applied to rail, truck, and 
air cargo operations and private energy uses 
(P-5046]	 p0068 N74-11791 
The Federal Government and energy: B and U 
historical background
p0102 N74-12687 
ENERGY SPECTRA 
NT NEUTRON SPECTRA 
ENERGY STORAGE 
Investigation of a stored energy launch system for 
gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1047)
	 p0456 A74-42059 
ENERGY STORAGE DEVICES 
U ENERGY STORAGE 
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY 
The case for hydrogen-fueled transport aircraft 
p03 12 A74-29452 
Prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled commercial 
aircraft 
(PR-37]	 p0295 1174-20647 
ENERGY TRANSFER 
Investigation in energy transfer and energy 
- conversion for advanced power and propulsion 
systems 
(AD-771581]	 p0243 N74-18417 
ENGINE ANALYZERS 
Parameter selection for multiple fault diagnostics 
of gas turbine engines 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-62]
	 p0272 A74-27452 
ENGINE CONTROL 
NT TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL 
A simplified fuel control approach for low-cost 
aircraft gas turbines 
(SAE PAPER 730388]
	 p0004 A74-10802 
Problem of adapting an intake to a turbojet engine 
for extremely high flight Nach numbers 
p0122 A74-17272 
Automatic control systems for flight-vehicle engines 
Russian book
p0229 A74-24995 
Fuel system requirements for small gas turbine 
engines 
[SAE PAPER 740381]
	 p0309 A74-28746 
Plight/propulsion control integration aspects of 
energy management 
[SAE PAPER 740480]
	 p0349 A74-34978 
Integrated flight/propulsion control design 
techniques starting with the engine 
(SAY PAPER 740481]
	 p0351 A74-34997 
Heavy-lift helicopter engine control system 
(ABS PREPRINT 870]
	 p0386 A74-36605 
Turbonachine numerical control using the ASNODEE 
01 prototype --- airborne computer
p0431 A74-39007 
Symposium on the Application of Electrical Control 
to Aircraft Propulsion Systems, London, England, 
February 20, 21, 1914, Proceedings
p0457 A74-43201 
Power plant controls - The system s 	 digital 
techniques for aircraft engines
	 •
p0457 A74-43202 
The development of electrical systems for 
powerplant control
p0457 A74-43203 
Aircraft approach - A degree of bias 
supersonic transports engine control problems 
p0458 A74-43205 
Power complex - A suitable case for treatment 
aircraft engine electronic control system choice 
pO4S8 A74-43206 
The architecture of a turbine engine control 
hydromechanical and electronic control in 
multiengine aircraft
p0458 A74-43209 
Control system considerations for helicopter gas 
turbines
p0458 A74-43210 
An electronic full-authority engine fuel control 
system
p0458 A74-43211 
The case for digital techniques applied to 
powerplant controls --- for aircraft 
pO458 A74-43212 
Turbine blade pyrometer systen in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0458 A74-43214 
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Development of opti.al control •odes for advanced 
technology propulsion systems --- V/STOL hover 
application 
(AD-767425)	 p0112 N74-13514 
ENGINE DESIGN 
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion 
syste. designs
p0001 174-10148 
Designing small gas turbine engines for low noise 
and clean exhaust 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1154] 	 p0003 174-10507 
Impact of emission regulations on gas turbine 
coabustor design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1155]	 p0003 174-10508 
Noise generation and the design of bypass lift jet 
engines
p0005 A74-10984 
Aircraft enines - Progress made in France over 
ten years, and possibilities for the.ten years 
to come
p0006 174-11093 
Design competence - The mainspring to cost reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1187]	 p0008 174-11230 
A modular turbofan design for sigh availability 
and low life cycle cost 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1189]	 p0009 A74-11231 
Airfoil design for high tip speed co.pressors 
fan technology 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1248]	 p0009 174-11269 
E.ergency air start system for the P-14B flight 
test aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1252]	 p0010 174-11273 
y-14 inlet maneuvering capability 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1273]	 p0010 174-11286 
The effect of noise constraints on engine cycle 
optimization for long-haul transports 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1292)	 p0011 174-11298 
Qualitative effects of cycle variables on turbine 
engine performance and stability 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1315)	 p0012 A74-11310 
An experimental investigation of techniques for 
reducing objectionable exhaust emissions 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1324)	 p0012 A74-11316 
Cost - The emerging aerospace technology 
applications to gas turbine engines 
(hAl PAPER 73-1327]	 p0013 174-11318 
Further development of the JT15D turbofan 
Remotely Piloted Vehicle applications 
(SAN PAPER 730919]	 p0017 174-11576 
The Garrett-AisesearCh variable-cycle TFE731 
turbofan engine 
[ShE PAPER 730918]	 p0017 174-11577 
Lyco.ings LTS 101 - Low cost turbine power in the 
600 hp class 
(SAN PAPER 730911]	 p0017 174-11582 
Low cost supersonic expendable turbine engines 
tactical missile applications 
[SIB PAPER 130910]	 p0017 174-11583 
AST - A fifth engine for environmental consideration 
(SAE PAPER 730899)	 p0018 174-11590 
Benefits of advanced propulsion technology for the 
advanced supersonic transport 
(SIB PAPER 730896]	 p0018 174-11593 
Development of para.etriciZed computations for AST 
study engines 
(SAE PAPER 730895]
	
p0018 174-11594 
Digital computer simulation of the dynamic 
response of a twin-spool turbofan with mixed 
exhausts
p0020 A74-11617 
Highly noise suppressed bypass 6 engine for STOL 
application 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1031]	 p0021 A74-11799 
Some design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed ccnpression inlets 
(hAL PAPER 73-1269]	 p0030 A74-12496 
Cost impact of mission requirements on future 
engine design selection 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1186]	 p0031 174-12922' 
The Q-Fan Demonstrator Engine --- variable pitch 
fan engine design and teats 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1215] 	 p0031 174-12929 
The effect of inlet-noise suppression on 
propulsion system design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1294]	 p0032 174-12942 
Influence of noise constraints on supersonic 
transport engine design 
(1111 PAPER 73-1295] 	 p0032 A74-12943
BEGuN DESIGN 
Nodular construction - Fully optimised 
aircraft engines
p0076 A74-13978 
Aerodynamic aspects of gas turbine blade corrosion 
p0081 174-14567 
ERCA progress report -- •ultirole combat aircraft 
turbofan engine design
p0086 174-15 151 
Computerized design of transport airplane 
p0086 A74-15445 
Noise and enission outlook for military engines 
(AXAA PAPER 73-1156]	 p0120 174-17175 
An approach toward optimizing material cost and 
part function in advanced powerplants 
[SAR PAPER 730909]	 p0123 A74-17535 
The T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine program 
(SAN PAPER 730917] 	 p0123 A74-17536 
Heavy Lift Helicopter •ain engines 
(SAE PAPER 730920]	 p0123 A74-17537 
The problem of optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
p0126 A74-18083 
The jet engine design that can drastically reduce 
oxides of nitrogen 
(lILA PAPER 74-160]	 p0133 174-18797 
T700 aims at low combat maintenance --- turboshaft 
engine for military transports and helicopters 
p0136 A74-18998 
Aerodynamic problems of turbojet propulsion 
systems, repercussions on gas turbine development 
poll7 174-20313 
The single-engine turboprop in the northern frontier 
p0185 A74-21821 
Astafan - A new concept fro• Turbomeca 
constant speed ducted turbofan engine 
p0229 A74-24697 
GE continues CF6 fa.ily growth --- high bypass 
ratio turbofan engine development
p0261 A74-26398 
The influence of engine technology advancements on 
aircraft economics 
(SAE PAPER 730960]	 p0269 174-27256 
Aircraft engine and accessory drives and flange 
standards 
(SAE AIR 1160 1]	 p0269 174-27257 
Recent status on development of the turbofan 
engine in Japan 
(ASHE PIPER 74-GT-39]	 p0272 174-27432 
Simulation study of transient performance matching 
of turbofan engine using an analogue computer to 
evaluate its usefulness as design tool 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-50]	 p0272 174-27442 
A model of convex programming for turbojet main 
parameter selection optimization 
LASER PAPER 74-GT-79)	 pO2l2 174-27466 
An automated interactive design system for 
advanced gas turbines 
EASER PAPER 74-GT-82]	 p0273 174-27468 
NEPCOEP - The Navy Engine Performance Program 
EASER PAPER 74-GT-83]	 p0273 174-27469 
The use of desk top computers in the teaching of 
aircraft gas turbines 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-115]	 p0273 174-27484 
New jet engines --- presented at Paris air show 
p0316 A74-30346 
Reliability and maintainability of jet engines 
p0316 174-30347 
25 years after, why the Astafan --- double flow 
turbofan aircraft engine design
p0319 174-30690 
ERCA systems and related equipment - RB 199 
powerplant
p0336 174-32631 
Impact of increasing secondary power requirements 
on engine and accessory system design 
(SAE PAPER 740495] 	 p0349 A74-34977 
An approach to aeroengine tradeoff factors 
(SAE PAPER 740493]	 p0350 174-34990 
Jet noise suppression --- for quiet aircraft design 
(SAE PAPER 140492] 	 p0350 A74-34991 
Heavy-lift helicopter power systems 
(SAN PAPER 740464]	 p0351 174-35006 
Reduction of .JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
ref anning 
(SAN PAPER 740490]	 P0352 174-35009 
VFW 614 poverplant 
-	
p0375 174-35365 
The impact of advanced turboshaft tngine 
technology on T700-povered helicopter syste.s 
(ABS PREPRINT 871)	 p0386 174-36606 
1-135
REGIME FAILURE 
Quiet engine from NASA
p0422 A14-38295 
YC-14 engine installation features 
(AIAA PAPER 74-972]
	 p0428 A74-38737
Advanced supersonic transport design developments 
(AIAA PAPER 74-987]
	 pO429 A74-38744
Supersonic combustion ramjets
p0432 A74-39372 
The Viper turbojet engines. I
p0432 A74-39418 
Static noise measurenent of full scale jet engines 
p0434 A74-39740 
The CF6-6 engine - The first million hours 
p0436 A14-39965 
Some aerodynamic design considerations for high 
bypass ratio fans
p0437 A74-39989 
The design and development of an advanced annular 
conbustor for civil application
p0437 A74-40000 
The design and development of the Gem engine 
p0437 A74-40008 
Turbofan of the future
p0439 A74-40953 
Matched propulsion for advanced vehicles --
application to aircraft turbofan engines 
(ICAS PAPER 74-36]
	 p0450 A74-413.37
Small gas turbines for helicopters /Balford 
Memorial Lecture/
p0451 A7'4-41397 
'TC-15 powerplaut system design and development 
[AIAA PAPER 74-973)	 p0453 A74-41658 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine pollutant emissions 
(ICAS PAPER 74-31]
	 p0457 A74-43125
Performance of an inlet for an integrated scra.jet 
concept
p0478 A74-44424 
The aircraft engine M-14V26 --- Russian book 
p0480 A74-45269 
Problem of the optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
p0481 A74-45408 
V/STOL propulsion systems --- proceedings of 
conference on propulsion system design and 
operation 
[AGABD-AR-64]	 p0256 1174-19404
By-pass engines --- characteristics of USSR 
aircraft engines for jet aircraft 
(AD-772723]	 p0257 1174-19413 
Lubricating systems of gas turbine engines 
design of lubricating systens for aircraft gas 
turbine engines 
(AD-773493)	 p0288 1174-20161
V/STOL propulsion systems --- conference on 
propulsion system design, configuration, and 
performance for vertical and short takeoff 
aircraft 
(AGARD-CP-135)	 p0289 1174-20401
Engine cycle selection for commercial STOL aircraft 
effect of aircraft requirements and 
operational characteristics on engine parameters 
p0290 1174-20408 
Recent technology advances in thrust vectoring 
systems --- analysis of thrust vector control 
for vertical takeoff aircraft with and without 
afterburning in lift
p0290 1174-20410 
Basic research requirements for V/STOL propulsion 
and drive-train components --- analysis of jet 
engine operating paraneters for axial and radial 
turbines
p0290 1174-201412 
The influence of the control concept for V/STOL 
engines on their static and dyna.ic performance 
characteristics
p0290 1174-20415 
Compact thrust augnentors for V/STOL aircraft --
propulsion system configuration for V/STOL and 
cruise flight using one engine
p0291 1174-20419 
The influence of noise requirements on STOL 
aircraft engine design --- analysis of 
acceptable noise levels for short takeoff 
aircraft operating in congested areas
	 - 
p0291 1174-20423 
The development of an integrated propulsion syste. 
for jet STOL flight research --- performance 
tests of augmentor-wing powered lift concept 
p0292 1174-20429
- - -:	 SUBJECT 111DM! 
Technical, evaluation report on 42nd Propulsion and 
Rnergetics Panel Meeting on V/STOL Propulsion 
Syste.s--- proposals for future developments in 
v/STOL aircraft and engines 
-	 p0292 1174-20433 
Problem of the application of turbofan engines in 
air transport. Methods of increase in 
efficiency of turbofan engine with high bypass 
ratios 
(AD-773292]	 p0293 1174-20453 
Reduction of JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
réfanning 
(NASA-TM-I-71536)
	 p0331 1174-23342 
Development of 
-helicopter engine seals 
(NASA-C3-134647)	 p0410 1174-28229 
Quiet engine program flight engine design study 
(NASA-CR-134660]
	 p0475 1174-33226 
EIGIJE FAILURE 
Importance of the means of engine condition 
surveillance 
- - -
	 p0129 A74-18598 
Failure of helicopter turbines due to the 
e.ploy.ent of a steel in a corrodible condition 
in combination with a design unsuited for the 
material -
p0178 A74-20498 
Aerodynamic problems of the short takeoff and 
landing aircraft 
(ONERA, TP 110. 1247]
	 p0226 A74-25062 
Engine condition monitor system to detect foreign 
object damage and crack development
p0279 A74-28320 
A study of. the Concorde air intake in yaw 
(ICAS PAPER 74-SO]
	
-	 p0451 A74-41350 
Sensing jet engine performance and incipient 
failure with electrostatic probes 
(AD-766653]	
-	 pO066 1174-11606 
BEGIRE IMLETS 
Development of a turbine inlet gas temperature 
measurement and control system using a fluidic 
temperature sensor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1251]
	 p0010 A74-11272 
F-ill inlet •aneuvering capability 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1213]	 p0010 A74-11286 
The effect of inlet temperature and pressure 
distortion on turbojet performance 
(AIAL PAPER 73-1316]
	 p0012 A74-11311 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance with 
a.J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(AIAA PAPER 74-91]
	 p0133 A74-18768 
Calculation procedures for potential and viscous 
flow-solutions for engine inlets 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-3)
	 p0271 A74-27411 
System for evaluation of F-iS inlet dynamic 
distortion 
-	 -	
-	
p0277 A74-28287 
Automatic detection-and suppression of inlet buzz 
-	 - -	
-	
p0278 A74-28313 
Subsonic flow into a downstream facing inlet 
-	
p0317 A74-30401 
CC-115 Buffalo aircraft engine and engine inlet 
-duct abti-icing- system evaluation trials 
-- -	 - - -.	 p0346 A74-34849 
11ind . tuniel an&flight performance of the YP-12 
inlet - system 
(AIAAPAPER 74-621]
	 p0376 A74-35388 
Sources of unsteady flow in subsonic aircraft inlets 
• --	 - -	 p0398 A74-37549 
Performance of an inlet for an integrated scranjet 
concept
-	
-	 p0478 A74-44424 
Comparison of predicted and measured low-speed 
performance of two 51 centimeter-diameter inlets 
-. at incidence angle 
(NASA-TM-X-2937]	 p0037 1174-10026 
Effectof subsonic inlet lip geometry on predicted 
surface and flow Mach number distributions 
-(NASA-TN-D-7446]	
-	
p0093 1174-11812 
Developmental design, fabrication, and test of 
acoustic suppressors for fans of high bypass 
turbofan engines 
[NASA-CR-2338]	 p0141 1174-13724 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance with - 
a .2-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(NASA-TM-I-71488]	 p0152 1174-14384 
Assessment- of the influence of inlet and 
- aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft drag 
- - -.	 - -
	
p0157 1174-14726
/ 
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Aerodynamic aspects of the problems of air-intakes 
and exhaust for a supersonic transport aircraft 
design of air intake and after body of jet 
engine for Concorde aircraft 
(NAL-TE-194]	 p0159 574-14748 
A 727 airplane center duct inlet low speed 
performance confirmation model test forrefanned 
JT8D engines, phase 2 
(NASA-CB-134534]	 pO236 574-17755 
Analog computer implementation of four 
instantaneous distortion indices 
(NASA-TN-Z-2993]	 p0243 574-18397 
Aircraft air intake regulator --- device for 
automatic control of air intake: flow for 
aircraft engines
	 -	 - 
[AD-772021]	 p0243 574-18416 
The 727 airplane side inlet low-speed performance 
confirmation model test for refanned JT8D engines 
(NASA-Cs-134609]	 p0296 574-20661 
Effects of forward velocity and acoustic treat.ent 
on inlet fan noise 
(NAsA-Tn-x-71591]	 p0445 574-30249 
Adaptive control techniques without perturbation 
for systems with inaccessible state variables 
with application to a supersonic aircraft air 
inlet control system 	 -.
p0499 574-34668 
On the inlet vortex system --- preventing jet 
engine damage caused by debris pick-up 
[NASA-CR-140182]	 p0500 574-35194 
ENGINE SONITORING IBSTEUSENTS 
Engine condition monitoring - The Alitalia approach 
p0180 A74-20825 
Influence of measurement errors on the regression 
relationships of engine characteristics 
p0260 A714-25979 
Parameter selection for multiple fault diagnostics 
of gas turbine engines 
[ASME PAPER 74-G-T-62] 	 p0272 A744-27452 
Use of laser-powered optical proximity probe in 
advanced turbofan engine development 
p0278 A74-28303 
Engine sensory requirements for eaergy management 
p0278 174-28311 
Engine condition monitoring as a part of the 
propulsion sanagement concept
p0278 1714-28314 
A systems engineering approach to effective engine 
condition monitoring
p0278 A74-28316 
Engine aids and the metrologist syndrome ---
overinstrumentation in aircraft engine 
monitoring systems
p0279 174-28318 
New developments in aircraft instrumentation --
onboard instruments for flight and engine 
monitoring	 -
p0280 A74-28435 
A control concept combining the best of the 
current hydromechanical and electronic 
technologies 
[SAE PAPER 740380]	 p0309 A74-28745 
Adaptation of measuring and inspection instruments 
to the measurement of standard blades of 
aircraft-engine turbines and compressors 
p01460 A74-43767 
ENGINE NOISE 
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion 
system designs
p0001 A74-10148 
Noise generation and the design of bypass lift jet 
engines
p0005 A74-10984 
Flap noise prediction method for a powered lift 
system 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1028] 	 p0006 174-11051 
Aspects of large-scale, subsonic, vind-tunnel 
design for propulsion noise research 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1279]
	
p0011 A74-11291 
Comparison of ground and flight test Eesults using 
a modified P106B aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1305]	 p0.011 174-1130e 
Jet noise suppression systems for high-speed 
aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 730897] 	 p0018 A714-11592 
Highly noise suppressed bypass 6 engine for STOL 
application 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1031]	 p0021 174-11799
The acoustics of aircraft engine-duct systems 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1153]	 p0025 A74-12215 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic perfor.ance of an 
externally blown flap system with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1217] 	 p0030 A74-12495 
Acoustic characteristics of a gas turbine exhaust 
model 
[ASNE PAPER 73-WA/CT-5] 	 p0071 A74-13296 
Jet engine exhaust noise due to rough combustion 
and nonsteady aerodynamic sources
p0075 A74-13958 
Test and evaluation of a quiet helicopter 
configuration HS-43B
p0087 A74-15644 
Putting all our noise technology to work --- NASA 
Quiet Engine Program
p0119 A74-17049 
Noise and emission outlook for military engines 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1156]
	 p0120 A74-17175 
Some problems associated with noise attenuation at 
jet engine test facilities
p0172 A74-19629 
Reduction of noise from small turbopropulsion 
engines 
(AIAA PAPER 74-59]	 p0179 174-20760 
Noise suppressing devices --- Russian book 
p0180 A74-20904 
Simulation studies of an airport noise silencer 
pOl84 A74-21641 
On the effect of quieter aircraft engines on noise 
and number index /NNI/ values
p0185 A74-222444 
Quieting the JT3D powered 707
p0221 A74-22788 
Exhaust noise field generated in the JT8D core 
engine - noise floor presented by the internal 
noise sources
p0221 174-23105 
Noise silencers at military test stands --- for 
jet engines
p0227 A74-25322 
Noise measurements of the jet and piston engines 
on the Lala-1 experimental airplane
pO27O 574-27296 
Residual stresses in gas turbine engine components 
from Barkhausen noise analysis 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-51)
	 pO272 A74-271444 
Jet aircraft ground run-up noise suppressors 
p0313 574-29775 
Forward velocity effects on jet noise with 
dominant internal noise source
p0314 574-30077 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
pO3lS 574-30098 
Sonic inlet technology development and application 
to STOL propulsion 
(SAE PAPER 740458] 	 pO349 A74-34981 
Propulsion system sizing for powered lift and 
mechanical flap quiet aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 71401455] 	 p0349 574-34983 
Reduction of JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
ref anning 
(SIR PAPER 7440490]	 p0352 174-35009 
Noise attenuation in the case of the sicroturbine 
engine TRS 18
p0379 574-35981 
Noise - Future targets --- subsonic aircraft noise 
reduction
p0381 574-36318 
Aircraft community noise research and development 
- A historical overview
p0391 574-37545 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for 727 
and 737 airplanes
pO39l 574-37546 
Aircraft/engine jet noise control - A survey 
[AIAA PAPER 74-947]	 p0426 574-38718 
Progress in core engine and turbine noise technology 
(AIlS PAPER 74-948]	
.	
p0426 574 -38719 
Jet engine noise testing
p043' 574-39739 
Static noise measurement of full scale Jet engines 
p0434 5744-39740 
The use of a rotating arm facility to study flight 
effects on jet noise
p0436 574-39970 
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EUGIPE PARTS
	
SUBJECT IWDEI 
Airfra.e noise - The next aircratt noise barrier 
(AIAA PAPER 74-949)	 p0452 A74-41654 
Effect of ejector spacing on ejector-jet noise 
characteristics
p0479 A74-45032 
Boise and wake structure measurements in a 
subsonic tip speed fan 
(BASA-CB-2323J	 p0036 B74-10020 
Refan program. phase 1: Sum.ary report 
(BASA-TE-X-711456] 	 p00140 R74-100l43 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale 
augmentor wing model at forward speed 
[BASA-TB-X-2940]	 p0041 1474-10052 
Truck noise via diesel exhaust and air intake noise 
acoustic measure•ents for evaluation of 
various exhaust and intake systems 
(P5-222624/9]	 p0052 1474-10742 
V/STOL noise prediction and reduction 
(LG73E80062]	 pOOS6 1474-10921 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
[NASA-CB-134503]	 p0093 4174-11808 
Develomental design, fabrication, and test of 
acoustic suppressors for fans of high bypass 
turbofan engines 
(NASA-CR-2338]	 p0141 1474-13724 
Noise generation by cylindrical spoilers immersed 
in an air duct --- analysis of acoustic power 
output and directivity patterns of noise field 
(AD-767336]	 p0142 4174-13730 
Military aircraft and airport noise and 
opportunities for reduction without inhibition 
of military missions 
(PB-223637/OGA)	 p0145 N7LI-13752 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance with 
a J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(BASA-TM-X-71488]	 pOlS2 N74-14384 
Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel 
combustion systems 
(AD-767337]	 p0152 B74-144'45 
Combustion generated noise in turbopropulsion 
systems 
(AD-768615)	 p0166 1474-15666 
Quiet engine program: Turbine noise suppression. 
Volume 2: Treatment selection, installation, 
and test results 
(NASA-CR-134586]	 p0256 4174-19401 
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion 
system designs --- analysis of acoustic 
properties of short takeoff aircraft 
p029 1 4174-20422 
The influence of noise requirements on STOL 
aircraft engine design --- analysis of 
acceptable noise levels for short takeoff 
aircraft operating in congested areas 
p0291 4174-20423 
Q-fan propulsion for short haul transports --
application of variable thrust fans for aircraft 
and engine noise reduction
p0291 4174-20424 
3et noise reduction technique for military 
reconnaissance/surveillance aircraft. Phase 1: 
Bench/wine tunnel tests 
[AD-7747 448]	 p0300 1474-20691 
Comparison of acoustic performance of five muffler 
configurations on a small helicopter 
acoustic properties of aodified helicopter 
exhaust system 
(NASA-TN-D-7495]	 p0325 1474-21652 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
[NASA-TM-X-71562]	 p0355 1474-25568 
Helicopter rotor noise and possibilities for its 
reduction 
(N88-UD-118-74-0]	 p0368 41714-26485 
Boise generated by quiet engine fans. 2: pan A 
measurement of power spectra and sideline 
perceived noise levels 
(NASA-TM-X-3066]	 p0444 1474-30240 
EUGINE PARTS 
A simplified approach for estimating manufacturing 
cost at the part level 
(SAE PAPER 730908)	 p0017 A74-11584 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0083 A74-14756
Non-destructive inspection of titanium jet engine 
disks
p0116 A74-16480 
Beat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 651 A alloy
p0125 A74-17891 
Ball type slave bearings for rotor support in 
dynamic balancing machines 
[SAE ARP 1202]
	 p0269 A74-27262 
Residual stresses in gas turbine engine components 
from Barkhausen noise analysis 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-51]
	 p0272 A74-27444 
Solving an aluminum bracket failure --- in fire 
damaged aircraft engine
p0313 A74-29609 
How Eastern Airlines uses nondestructive 
evaluation to assure quality of specific jet 
engine hardware
p0343 A74-314287 
Small Turbine Advanced Gas Generators for future 
engine requirements 
(ABS PREPRINT 872]	 p0387 A74-36607 
Test techniques and eguip.ent for the development 
of aircraft engine components resistant to bird 
ingestion
p0434 A74-39742 
New structural materials for jet engine components 
p0460 A74-43768 
Current and future materials usage in aircraft gas 
turbine engines 
(AD-766334]	 p0066 4174-11604 
EEGIIB STABTEES 
Emergency air start system for the F-1 14B flight 
test aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1252] 	 p0010 A74-11273 
ENGIRE TESTS 
NT COLD PLOW TESTS 
Wind tunnel tests of a 20 inch diameter 1.15 
pressure ratio fan engine model 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1216]	 p0009 A74-11245 
The planar pressure pulse generator - A new 
dynamic distortion generator 
(AIA& PAPER 73-1317]
	 pOOl2 A74-11312 
Further development of the JT15D turbofan 
Remotely Piloted Vehicle applications 
(SAN PAPER 730919]	 p0017 A74-11516 
The Garrett-AiResearch variable-cycle TFE731 
turbofan engine 
(SAE PAPER 730918]	 p0017 A74-11577 
Some aspects of inlet/engine flow compatibility 
pOO2O A7e-11618 
Recovery characteristics of a single-shielded

self-aspirating thermocouple probe at low 
pressure levels and subsonic speeds
p0027 A74-12280 
The 0-Fan Demonstrator Engine --- variable pitch 
fan engine design and tests 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1215]	 p0031 A74-12929 
An analytical study of icing simulation for 
turbine engines in altitude test cells 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1280]	 p0032 A74-12938 
A new test capability for propulsion system testing 
Aero-Propulsion Systems Test Facility design 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1283]	 p0032 A74-12939 
Sea level side loads in high-area-ratio rocket 
engines 
(AIAA PAPER 73-128 14]	 p0032 A74-12940 
Turbine corrosion - Big evaluation and engine 
experience
pOO81 A74-14583 
Importance of the means of engine condition 
surveillance
p0129 A741-18598 
The case for engine flying test beds --- for 
aircraft 
•	 p0172 A74-19499 
Engine condition monitoring - The Alitalia approach 
p0180 A74-20825 
The dynamic stability of wing-mounted engine 
installations for turboprop-powered aircraft 
(ASME PAPER 7 14-GT-52]	 p0272 A74-27445 
Some results from tests on a high work axial gas 
generator turbine 
(ASEE PAPER 74-GT-81)	 p0273 A74-27467 
Instrumentation for airbreathing propulsion; 
Proceedings of the Symposium, U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., September 
19-21, 1972
p0277 A74-28283 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION 
Modularized instrument system for turbojet engine 
test facilities
p0277 A74-28296 
Current state-of-the--art for airbreathing 
coabustor measurements
pO27l A74-28298 
Inflight engine condition monitoring system 
p0278 A74-28315 
A systems engineering approach to effective engine 
condition monitoring
p0278 A74-28316 
Engine condition monitor system to detect foreign 
object damage and crack development
p0279 A74-28320 
Mathematical simulation of a vibrating light 
aircraft piston engine and correlation with 
engine flight test data 
[SAB PAPER 740383]
	 p0310 A74-28748 
Flyover noise prediction from Static data 
extrapolation from engine ground tests 
p0316 A74-30100 
How Eastern Airlines uses nondestructive 
evaluation to assure quality of specific jet 
engine hardware
p0343 A74-34287 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
for helicopters
p0396 A74-37506 
Aircraft/engine jet noise control - A survey 
[AIAA PAPER 74-947]
	 pO426 A74-38718 
Hypersonic research airplane propulsion for boost 
and test 
(AIAA PAPER 74-990] 	 pO429 A74-38747 
Jet engine noise testing
p0434 A74-39739 
Test techniques and equipment for the development 
of aircraft engine components resistant to bird 
ingestion
p0434 A74-39742 
A device for generating an artificial boundary 
layer in a short axial distance in a supersonic 
flow
p0452 A74-41398 
The motorization of short take-off and landing 
aircraft
-	 p0289 N74-20405 
Short haul aircraft adaptation to the use of short 
landing fields
p0290 N74-20411 
Free jet engine testing: Wind tunnel starting 
[AD-776318]	 p0360 N74-25790 
HNGIIEERING DEVELOPMENT 
U PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
ENGINES 
NT AIR BREATHING ENGINES 
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELET BS 53 ENGINs 
NT DIESEL ENGINES 
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES 
NT HYDRAZINE ENGINES 
NT INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
NT 3-2 ENGINE 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT 3-93 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT PISTON ENGINES 
NT PULSEJET ENGINES 
NT BANJET ENGINES 
NT ROCKET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION PMJET BNGINES 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TF-34 ENGINE 
NT TURBINE ENGINES 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
Materials for aerospace current research and 
development 
[D-MAT-194]	 p0303 N74-21139 
ENGLISH ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT 
NT CANBERRA AIRCRAFT 
ENGLISH ELECTRIC CANBERRA AIRCRAFT 
U CANBERRA AIRCRAFT 
ENTIAIINENT 
A vortex entrainment model applied to slender 
delta wings
p0119 A74-17029
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS 
Shuttle sonic boom - Technology and predictions 
environmental impact 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1039] 	 p0026 A74-12225 
Erosion prediction in turbomachinery due to 
environmental solid particles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-16]
	 p0132 A74-18732 
Atmospheric ozone - Possible impact on 
stratospheric aviation
p0175 A74-20039 
Possible effects of a fleet of supersonic 
transports on the stratospheric ozone shield 
p0176 A74-20125 
Urban air traffic and city planning: Case study of 
Los Angeles county --- Hook
p0179 A74-20624 
Air traffic confronted with dangers inherent in 
the trends of evolution
p0228 A74-24896 
The technical aspects of supersonic civil 
transport aircraft
pO26O A74-25800 
The effects of aircraft noise in schools around 
London Airport
pO336 A74-32591 
U.S. Army helicopter icing qualification program 
[AIAA PAPER 74-942]
	 p0426 A74-38715 
A simple, near-optimal takeoff control policy for 
a heavily loaded helicopter operating from a 
restricted area 
[AIAA PAPER 74-812]
	 pO4S3 A74-41796 
ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION 
NT AIR POLLUTION 
NT WATER POLLUTION 
The environment and the gas turbine
p0185 A74-2 1874 
Problems of chemical pollution by aircraft. The 
airport and its immediate environment 
pO148 N74-14281 
Ground contamination by fuel jettisoned from 
aircraft
p0149 N74-14283 
Pollution levels at London (Heathrow) Airport and 
•ethods for reducing them
p0149 N74-14284 
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTIOR 
Impact of emission regulations on gas turbine 
combustor design 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1155]
	 p0003 A74-10508 
Measured jet noise compared to California noise 
codes and health criteria
p0014 A74-11424 
AST - A fifth engine for environmental consideration 
(SAB PAPER 730899] 	 p0018 A74-11590 
Research and development for fnture air transports 
p0020 A74-11615 
Advanced technology for reducing aircraft engine 
pollution 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/AERO-2]	 p0071 A74-13244 
The role of certification in freeing the 
environment from aircraft noise nuisance 
p0074 A74-13797 
Comments concerning noise indices /results of the 
study of aircraft noise in Munich conducted by 
the German Research Community are taken into 
account/ 
[DGLR PAPER 74-014]
	 p0271 A74-27367 
Reply to criticisms by V. N. Callaway of papers 
MEl and MM11 at ihe 86th Meeting of the ASA 
aircraft cabin noise level
p0391 A74-37061 
A review of air transport-noise
p0438 A?4-40087 
Review and analysis of present and planned FAA 
noise regulatory actions and their consequences 
regarding aircraft and airport operations 
(PB-2244O5/1GA]	 p0238 N74-17770 
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION 
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION 
NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION
	 - 
NT SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION - 
NT THERMAL SIMULATION 
A simulation approach for studying the 
interactions of noise, patronage, and economic 
viability for air transportation systems 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1161]
	 pOO25 -A74-12216 
Laboratory simulation of kinetic heating effects 
on the structure of Concorde aircraft --- using 
infrared radiation facility 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
p0237 N74-17760 
Acclimatized wind track for measurement of oxygen 
isotope fractionation in isolated leaves and in 
leaf models 
[JUL-949-PC]	 p0241 N74-17961 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
Aircraft noise relief potential at major hub 
airports 
(AIAA PAPE 73-1164]	 p0026 A74-12217 
Noise burden factor - New way of rating airport 
noise
p0118 A74-16898 
Wind modification over the flight decks of 
high-speed ships 
(AIAA PAPER 74-301) 	 p0182 A74-21291 
Confined space atmosphere purification unit 
aircrew nodule to supercede protective clothing 
p0212 A74-23550 
Anticipatory anti-blackout system --- oxygen 
operated anti-G valves for aircrev protection 
p0212 A74-23551 
NECk systems and related equipment - Air 
conditioning
p0336 A74-32634 
Advanced environmental control system --- for 
aircraft subsystems
p0424 A74-38552 
Aircraft avionics environmental control analysis 
procedures for optimized life cycle cost 
p0434 A74-39741 
Evaluating and controlling erosion in aircraft 
turbine engines
p0434 A74-39749 
Testing of commercial airplane environmental 
control systems 
[SAE ARP 217 B)	 p0434 A74-39768 
Cockpit air filtration requirements of the B-i in 
a nuclear dust environment 
(AD-766711)	 p0042 1174-10065 
Aviation needs and public concerns --- civil 
aviation growth in Europe and environmental 
contrcl
p0159 1174-14749 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
The role of local planning authorities in relation 
to the siting and development of airports 
pOO8O A74-14517 
Risk analysis - A program management tool -r-- for 
environmental problems and aircraft metal fatigue 
p0182 A74-20987 
New frontiers of civil aeronautics
p0229 A74-25352 
Review and analysis of present and planned FAA 
noise regulatory actions and their consequences 
regarding aircraft and airport operations 
(P5--224405/1GA]	 p0238 N14-17770 
ENYXEONREITAL NONITORING 
Measured jet noise compared to California noise 
codes and health criteria
p0014 A74-11424 
Stratospheric survey aircraft developed --- canard 
RPV for pollution monitoring in YP-12 wakes 
p0276 A74-27849 
EIVIRONEENTAL TESTS 
NT COLD WEATHER TESTS 
NT CORROSION TESTS 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS 
NT SALT SPRAY TESTS 
First results of environmental tests on hoard 
Concorde 001
p0340 A74-33312 
Reduction of environmental testing and analysis 
costs through simulation
p0380 A74-36037 
The noise environment of a school classroom due to 
the operation of utility helicopters 
p0397 A74-37541 
Operational evaluation of the SK-5 air cushion 
vehicle in Alaska 
(AD-768781]	 p0162 N74-14772 
Instrumentation specification for climatic 
laboratory tests --- test facilities for 
envircnmental tests of military helicopters and 
components 
(AD-771053]	 p0237 N74-17763 
Effects of helicopter external loads on sling 
properties - analysis of environmental factors 
contributing to failure of webbing on slings 
[AD-774267]	 p0300 N74-20690
ENVIRONMENTS 
NT CHROMOSPH2RE 
NT HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS 
NT LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS 
NT MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 
NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
NT THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS 
ROLE SATELLITES 
The Eole balloons and air safety
pOi29 A74-18596 
EPEL 
U EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS 
EPOCHS 
U TIME MEASUREMENT 
EPDXY RESINS 
Fabrication of advanced fibrous composite structures 
(SEE PAPER EN73-716]
	
p0075 A74-13953 
Narmco 5208/T300 - A graphite-epoxy system 
engineered for high-performance aircraft 
structures
p0082 A7'l-14732 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0083 A74-14739 
Development of a graphite-epoxy tailboom for a 
high-performance armed helicopter
p0083 A74-14748 
Composite to metal bonding using structural 
thermosetting adhesives
p0085 A74-i4786 
Experimental investigation of glass-plastic and 
metal-plastic joints under shear
p0131 174-18697 
Effects of fabrication defects on boron/epoxy 
composites 
[AIAA PAPER 74-352]	 p0264 A74-26664 
Advanced composite lattice structure for improved 
structural integrity 
(AIAA PAPER 74-357]	 p0264 A74-26667 
Development and problems of testing prepregs for 
the Czechoslovakian aircraft industry 
p0280 A74-28528 
Inspection of advance composite structures by 
nondestructive testing
p0380 A74-36000 
Carbon fibres can be cost-competitive - An example 
p0436 A74-39902 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 1 --- for A-i aircraft application 
[AD-766361]	 p0057 N74-i0929 
Impact resistance of composite fan blades 
fiber reinforced graphite and boron epoxy blades 
for STOL operating conditions 
(NASA-CR-134515]	 p0099 N74-12285 
Graphite composite landing gear components - side 
brace assembly and torque link for A37-B aircraft 
[AD-769041]	 p0163 E74-14779 
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures 
(NASA-CASE-AEC-10813-i] 	 p0193 N7416249 
A design analysis of CH-54R main rotor hub 
fabricated from composite materials 
[AD-774270j	 p0300 N7'4-20689 
Propellers and helicopter blades of 
fiber-reinforced synthetic resin materials 
(NASA-TT-P-15859)	 p0467 N74-31'193 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
flight control surface for A-4 aircraft 
(AD-782646]	 p0491 1174-33473 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
NT EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
NT HELMHOLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION 
NT KINETIC EQUATIONS 
NT NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION 
Solution of the equations of motion of a 
gyrohorizon compass at finite deviation angles 
from the meridian
p0020 A74-11685 
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight 
conditions of conventional aircraft VIII/2 - 
Mechanical foundations: Dynamic equations of 
aotion of the control systems
p0021 A74i1744 
Rolling motion of variable sweep aircrafts. II 
p0086 A74-15446 
The equation of flight vehicle roll jiotion 
p0O88 174-15728 
Dynamics of slung bodies utilizing a rotating 
wheel for stability - 
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SUBJECT INDEX
p0121 A74-18141 
Investigation of the motion of a controlled body 
in a resisting ediu. under transient conditions 
pO22O A74-23076 
High intensity sound in a lined duct
pO336 A74-32593 
Dyna.ic •odel of a parachute and determination of 
its characteristics
p0389 A74-36635 
Transient processes in an aircraft stabilization 
system with jet-driven flywheels
p0398 A74-37656 
User's guide for a computer program to analyze the 
LRC 16 ft transonic dynamics tunnel cable mount 
system 
[NASA-CR-132313]	 p0045 N74-10297 
Nonlinear bending and torsion of rotating beams 
with apFlication to linear stability of 
hingeless helicopter rotors
pO101 N74-12545 
Application of the lateral and longitudinal 
(coupled) equations of motion to an 
inertially-slender aircraft in unsymmetric, 
rectilinear flight 
(AD-774435]	 pO295 N74-20645 
Study of stability of large maneuvers of airplanes 
[NASA-cR-2447)	 p0442 N74-29382 
Maneuver criteria evaluation program --- computer

program for solving flight path equation of 
motion for helicopter without auxiliary propulsion 
[AD-782209]	 p0491 N74-33472 
EQUIPMENT SPECIPICATIONS 
AEROSAT performance specifications 
aeronautical satellite for oceanic aircraft 
communication
p0024 A14-12190 
An approach to the design of integrated life 
• support systems for tro new USAP aircraft 
p0211 A74-23532 
Testing of commercial airplane environmental 
control- systems 
[SAE ARP 211 B]	 p0434 A74-39768 
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 1: 
Docunent deficiency analysis --- deficiencies in 
military specifications and standards for 
helicopter hydraulic systems 
[AD-773022]	 p0252 574-18109 
Analysis of maneuverability effects on rotor/wing 
design characteristics 
(AD-776981]	 p0359 N74-25609 
ERECTION 
U CONSTRUCTION 
ERGONOMICS 
U HUMAN PACTORS ENGINEERING 
EROSION 
NT WATER EROSION 
Erosicn prediction in turbomachinery due to 
environmental solid particles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-16]	 p0132 A74-18132 
Solid particle erosion of graphite-epoxy composites 
for aircraft structures
p0402 A74-37920 
Evaluating and controlling erosion in aircraft 
turbine engines
p0434 A74-39149 
Airfield erosion control for C-SI aircraft 
opereticns 
(AD-774484)	 p0301 N74-20904 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
Uncertainty in gas turbine measurements --- bias 
and precision error model 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1230)
	 p0009 A74-11255 
Investigation of nachining errors caused by 
geometrical inaccuracies of the bench in rotary 
milling of turbine blade profiles
p0091 A74-16306 
Evaluation of the influence of errors in 
specifying boundary conditions on the accuracy 
of the determination of temperature fields in 
infinite cylinders
p0130 A74-18635 
Analysis of aided inertial navigation systems 
performance on international routes
p0175 A74-20096 
On some problems related to the identification of 
aircraft paraneters
p0221 A74-24842
EULER EQUATIONS OP BOTIGI 
Asplysis of route widths in the domestic airspace 
navigation syste. errors effect on route 
confinement
p03 17 174-30360 
Validity of aircraft noise data
p0397 174-37547 
Meteorological characteristics of a measuring 
channel --- fundamental characteristics of 
flight test instrumentation system
p0360 N74-25936 
ERROR CORRECTING DEVICES 
The problem of increasing the operational 
precision of electrolytic sensors
pO276 A74-27898 
ERRORS 
NT INSTRUMENT ERRORS 
NT PILOT ERROR 
NT POSITION ERRORS 
MT ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ERRORS 
NT TRUNCATION ERRORS 
EaTS 
U ELETH RESOURCES TECHNOLOG y
 SATELLITES 
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT) 
The new Douglas Minipac' ejection seat 
-	 p0321 A74-31795 
Evaluation of the structural integrity of an 
aircraft loading walkway under severe fuel-spill 
fire conditions - 
(YAA-RD-73-144]	 p0104 574-12716 
ESCAPE CAPSULES 
In-flight escape system for heavy helicopters 
p0301 N74-20772 
ESCAPE SYSTEMS 
The-influence of operational experience on 
aircraft escape system development 
[AIAA PAPER 13-1340]
	 p0013 A74-11387 
B-i Crew Escape System
p0211 A74-23533 
Underwater escape from helicopters --- water 
actuated lap belts for crew safety
pO2ll A74-23535 
Recovery system for an advanced performance 
ejection seat
p02 14 A74-23555 
The decline in USAF ejection survival rates 
p02 14 A14-23556 
T-38/P-5 improved escape system development and 
qualification testing --- ejection seat with 
rocket catapult and drogue chute
p0214 174-23557 
Escape system concepts need reexamining --- cost 
factors in aircraft design
p0320 114-30824 
MRCA systems and related equipment - The MRCA 
cockpit
p0336 A74-32632 
Definition of study objectives for integrated crew 
sodule development 
[AD-769065)	 p0162 N74-14773 
Operational practicality of fly away ejection seats 
configurations and characteristics of 
several flyable ejection seat concepts 
-	 pO3O 1 N74-20763 
Advanced concepts for rotary wing and V/STOL 
aircraft escape systems
p030 1 N74-20166 
Escape measures for combat helicopter crews 
pO3Ol N74-20770 
In-flight escape system for heavy helicopters 
p0301 N74-20772 
Aircrew automated escape system simulation model 
(AD-783517)	 p0499 N74-34555 
ESG (GYROSCOPES) 
U ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES 
ESTERS	 - 
Modified centrifuge technique for hydrolytic 
stability of neopentyl polyol ester lubricants 
p0259 174-25711 
ESTIMATES 
NT COST ESTIMATES 
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
	 - 
NT ANGLE OF ATTACK 
NT DIBRDRAL ANGLE 
NT ELEVATION ANGLE
	 • - 
NT SWEEP ANGLE 
NT ZERO ANGLE OP ATTACK
	 - 
EULER EQUATIONS OP MOTION 
Description of six degree of freedom rigid -• 
aircraft mathematical models --- numerical	 - 
A-i 41
EU NOPE 
analysis of flight dyna.iCs of high speed aircraft 
(VBE-TN-901(VR/D) ]
	
p0187 E74-15702 
ED NOPE 
Aviation needs and public concerns --- civil 
aviation growth in Europe and environmental 
control
p0159 8714-14749 
EUROPEAN AIBEUS 
Airbus A-300 B --- design and cost effectiveness 
p0438 174-40329 
Determination of ice shapes and their effect on 
the aerodynamic characteristics for the 
unprotected tail of the A 300 
(ICAS PAPER 74-42]	 p0450 A74-41343 
Endurance tests on transport aircraft cockpit 
window glasses -- noting European Airbus 
p0197 874-16732 
Comparison of electrical generating systems based 
on 100 and VSCF techniques in two types of 
aircraft
p0473 874-32482 
BUTECTIC ALLOYS 
Strengths and failure mechanisms of a 
Co-l5Cr-13TaC directionally solidified eutectic 
alloy
p0337 174-32812 
EUTECTICS 
NT EUTECTIC ALLOYS 
EVAEESCENCE 
Diffraction of evarescent vaves, with applications 
to aerodynamically scattered sound and radiation 
from unbaffled plates
p0204 174-23104 
EVAPORATIVE COOLING 
NT PUN COOLING 
EVASIVE ACTIONS 
Differential-turning optimaLity criteria --- for 
aircraft pursuit/evasion situations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-23] 	 p0132 A74-18737 
Toward the definition of escape and capture 
regions for a two aircraft pursuit-evasion game 
considering air to air infrared missile 
weapons 
(AD-770281]	 p0201 874-17689 
RUB AIRCRAFT 
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT 
EXCITATION 
NT HARMONIC EXCITATION 
Optimization of a vibration generator in 
conditions of external excitation
p0332 874-23519 
EXCITED STATES 
U EXCITATION 
EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT 
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT 
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
EXHAUST PLOW SINULATION 
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION 
Effect of exhaust deflectors on the design- of lift 
plus lift/cruise V/STOL aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730959] 	 p0015 A74-11554 
Wind tunnel investigation of simulated helicopter 
engine exhaust interacting with windstream 
[NASA-TM-X-3016]	 p0237 874-17758 
EXHAUST GASES 
Impact of emission regulations on gas turbine 
combustor design 
[AIAA PAPE8 73-1155)	 -	 p0003 174-10508 
Designing for noise and emission control in 
general aviation 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1158]	 p0003 A74-10509 
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows 
- Appliation to a CO containing turbojet plume 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1229]	 p0006 A-74-11069 
Prediction of aircraft gas turbine NO/x/ emission 
dependence on engine operating parameters and 
ambient conditions 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1275)	 p0010 A74-11287 
Measurement of •gas turbine exhaust pollutants by 
Raman spectroscopy 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1276)	 p0010 A74-11288 
Impact of emission regulations on future gas 
turbine engine combustors 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1277)	 p0010 174-11289 
Odor intensity and characterization studies of 
exhaust from a turbojet engine comhustor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1278]	 -	 pOOl1 174-11290 
An experimental investigation of techniques for 
reducing objectionable exhaust emissions
SOB3ECT INDEX 
(hAL PAPER 73-1324]
	
p0012 174-11316
Simplified physical model of spray combustion in a 
gas turbine engine
pOOlS A74-11451 
The reduction of gas turbine idle emissions by 
fuel zoning for compressor bleed 
(ASHE PAPER 73-WA/AER0-1] 	 p0070 174-13243
Advanced technology for reducing aircraft engine 
pollution 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/AERO-2] 	 p0071 A741-13244
Sampling a turbine engine exhaust for average 
emissions 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/GT-9]
	
p0072 A74-13300 
Noise and emission outlook for military engines 
(lILA PIPER 73-1156]
	
p0120 174-17175 
Emission of gaseous pollutants by turbojet engines 
- The Olympus case
p0122 174-17305 
Particle sampling and size analysis in the 
ejection zone of the Olympus jet engine at 
ground level
p0122 174-17306 
Ingestion and dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
[lILA PAPER 74-42] 	 p0134 A74-18815
Atmospheric ozone - Possible impact on 
stratospheric aviation
p0175 174-20039 
Possible effects of a fleet of supersonic 
transports on the stratospheric ozone shield 
pO176 174-20125 
The environment and the gas turbine
pO185 A74-21874 
Jet engine soot emission measured at altitude 
p03 17 A74-30397 
Pollution emission analysis of selected Air Force 
aircraft 
[ASME PAPER 74-ENAS-30] 	 p0431 A74-39130 
Some analyses of the chemistry and diffusion of 
SST exhaust materials during phase 3 of the wake 
period --- in lover stratosphere 
[NASA-CR-132323]	 p0053 874-10863 
Emission measurements of a 393 turbojet engine 
[AD-766648]	 p0066 E74-11605 
Use of an air-assisted fuel nozzle to reduce idle 
emissions of a jt8d engine combustor 
[NASA-TM-X-29 146]	 p0067 874-11738 
Emission calculations for a scramjet povered 
hypersonic transport 
[NASA-TM-X-71464]	 p0100 874-12445 
A preliminary sensitivity analysis of the coupled 
diffusion and chemistry model --- effect of SST 
operations on ambient ozone in lover stratosphere 
[NASA-CR-132369]	 p0107 874-12821 
Air pollution from airports 
[TR-595-73]	 p0111 N74-13318
Turbojet aircraft engine test cell pollution 
abatement study 
[10-768287]	 p0146 874-13957 
Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft Engines 
[AGARD-CP125]	 p0148 874-14271 
Reduction of NO formations by premixing 
p0148 874-14272 
United States Department of Transportation 
research program for high altitude pollution 
p0148 874-14273 
Photo-oxidation of aircraft engine emissions at 
low and high altitudes
p0148 1174-14277 
Effect of supersonic transport upon the ozone 
layer, studied in a two-dimensional 	 - -
photochemical model with transport
p0148 874-14278 
Problems of chemical pollution by aircraft. The 
airport and its immediate environment 
p0148 R74-14281 
Pollution control of airport engine test facilities 
p0149 874-14285 
Factors controlling pollutant emissions from gas 
turbine engines
p0149 1174-14292 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine exhaust emissions
p0149 874-14300 
A preliminary study on the influence of fuel 
staging on nitric oxide emissions from gas 
turbine combustors
p0150 874-14301 
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Design and evaluation of combustors for reducing 
aircraft engine pollution
p0150 N74-14302 
Aircraft gas turbine pollutant limitations 
oriented toward minimum effect on engine 
performance
p0150 N74-14304 
A proposed method for calculating film-cooled vail 
temperatures in gas turbine combustion chambers 
(CRANtEL1-s3E-4)	 p0152 874-14440 
The effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
e.issions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
ASTE Jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TM-x-2958)	 p0153 1174-14650 
Effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
e•issions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
natural gas fuel 
(NASA-TN-x-2959)	 p0154 874-14651 
Similarity parameters and their sensitivity for 
transonic airframe exhaust nozzie interactions 
(AD-168588]	 p0159 N74-14746 
Technical evaluation repor€oa AGARD Technical 
Neeting on Atmospheric Pollution b Aircraft 
Engines --- requirement to analyze contribution 
to air pollution near aiçports from various 
sources 
(AGARD-AR-63)	 p0164 1174-15349 
The divided combustion chasber concept and design 
for control of SI engine exhaust air pollutant 
emissions
pO165 1174-15454 
Reduction of pollutants from aircraft turbine by 
fuel selection and prevaporization 
(AD-769099]	 p0166 1174-15468 
Effect of increased fuel temperature on emissions 
of oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine 
combustor burning ASTN jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TE-X-2931)	 p0166 1174-15659 
United States Air Force aircraft pollution emissions 
(AD-769482]	 p0201 N74-17374 
Environmental pollution: Air pollution (exhaust 
gases) --- bibliography 
[AD-771710)	 p0242 1174-18312 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
[NASA-TN-I-71509]	 p0243 1174-18400 
Recent technology advances in thrust vectoring 
systems --- analysis of thrust vector control 
for vertical takeoff aircraft with and without 
afterburning in lift
p0290 874-20410 
V/STOI. deflector duct profile study --- analysis 
of back pressure gradient in ducted flow of 
exhaust gases against lift fan
p0291 874-20417 
Airfield erosion control for c-5A aircraft 
operations 
[AD-774484]	 p0301 1174-20904 
Co.parison of acoustic performance of five muffler 
configurations on a small helicopter 
acoustic properties of modified helicopter 
exhaust system 
(NASA-TN-D-74951	 p0325 814-21652 
The fluid dynamics aspects of air pollution 
related to aircraft nperations 
[AGARD-AR-55]	 p0361 1174-26104 
Abating exhaust noises in jet engines 
[NASA-CASE-A8c-10712-1)	 p0474 1174-33218 
3XBAUST JETS 
U EXHAUST GASES 
HEAUST NOZZLES 
NT CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES 
NT PLUG NOZZLES 
NT TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES 
Assessment of jets as adoustic shields by 
comparison of single- and multitube suppressor 
nozzle data 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1001)
	 p0006 A14-11050 
Advanced tedhnology thrust vectoring exhaust systems 
(AIAA PAPER 13-1304)	 p0011 A74-11303 
Comparison of ground and flight test results using 
a •odjfjed P1068 aircraft 
[AflA PAPER 73-1305]	 p0011 A74-11304 
Effect of exhaust deflectors on the design of lift 
plus lift/cruise V/STOL aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 130959)	 pOOlS A74-11554 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap system with a quiet 6:1
EXTERNAL STORES 
bypass ratio engine 
[AILA PAPER 73-1217)
	 p0030 A74-12495
Jet engine exhaust noise due to rough combustion 
and nonsteady aerodynamic sources
p0075 A74-13958 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
(AIAA PAPER 74-568)
	 p0344 A74-34798 
Supercirculation effects induced by vectoring a 
partial-span rectangular jet --- for fighter 
aircraft maneuverability 
[AIAA PAPER 74-971]
	 p0428 A74-38736
Reynolds nu.ber effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests 
p0481 A74-45379 
ReynoldE number effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests 
[NASA-TN-X-71548)	 pO3dO N74-25812
Exhaust flow deflector 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11570-1)	 p0410 1174-28233
Flight velocity effects on the jet noise of 
several variations of a 104-tube suppressor nozzle 
[NASA-T!-X-3049)	 p0410 1174-28240
EXHAUST S!STENS 
Designing small gas turbine engines for low noise 
and clean exhaust 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1154)
	 p0003 A74-10507 
Exhaust noise field generated in the JT8D core 
engine - noise floor presented by the internal 
noise sources
p0221 A74-23105 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine pollutant esissions 
[ICAS PAPER 74-31)
	 p0457 A74-43125 
Exhaust system interaction program --- evaluation 
of exhaust system installation losses and effect 
on aircraft performance 
(AD-769086)	 p0159 874-14747
EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES 
NT BALLOONS 
NT BALLUTES 
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS 
NT INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
NT BETEOROLOGICAL BALLOONS 
NT TETHERED BALLOONS 
EXPANSION 
NT GAS EXPANSION 
EXPANSION NAVES 
U ELASTIC NAVES 
EXPERIBENTAL DESIGN 
A new jet engine-thrust measuring system - An 
advancement in flight test engineering 
p0460 A74-43613 
EXPLODING CONDUCTOR CIRCUITS 
U CIRCUITS 
EXPLOSIONS 
Summary of fire and explosion manual for aircraft 
accident investigation
p0211 A74-235L43 
Fire and explosion manual for aircraft accident 
investigators 
[AD-771191/4GA]	 p0250 1114-18694
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 
Explosive canopy severance --- feasibilities of 
ejection through different canopy materials 
p0214 A74-23531 
EXPONENTS 
Quality exponent method for planning and 
interpretation of results of full-scale, 
low-cycle fatigue tests 
[SAN PAPE5 740218)
	 p0274 A74-27501
EXPORTS 
U INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
EXTERNAL STORES 
NT PODS (EXTERNAL STORES) 
Theoretical store separation analyses of a 
prototype store and comparison with a flight 
drop test 
[AIAA PAPER 74-116)
	 p0399 A74-37801
Techniques for reducing the vibration of rocket 
launchers mounted on helicopters 
(AD-767237)	
-	 p0105N74-12729
Production data package 267 gallon external fuel 
tank --- P-ill aircraft 
(AD-767937]	 p011l4 1174-13745
A pylon to decrease the effects of external stores 
on the stability of aircraft - 
(AD-767913]	 p0145 874-13749 
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The drag of externally carried stores: Its 
prediction and alleviation --- drag reduction by 
redesign or development of new aircraft 
installations
p0157 874-14729 
Nethods for reducing vibrations of equipment 
mounted on helicopter external stores stations 
-- damping of vertical vibrations of 
wing-mounted Stores on AH-1G helicopter 
(AD-76877l4]	 p0162 874-14771 
In-flight stabilization of externally slung 
helicopter leads --- design, development, and 
evaluation of candidate stabilizing systems 
(AD-769063]	 pO162 874-14774 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Sy.posium 
Proceedings, Volume 1 --- conference to review 
development of government and industry for 
aircraft equipment design 
(AD-773813]	 p0285 874-19679 
Aircraft/Stores Con patibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 3 
(AD-773815]	 p0285 874-19680 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 4 
(AD-773816]	 p0285 874-19681 
External store effects on the stability of fighter 
and interceptor airplanes --- application to 
military aircraft mission requirements 
[NASA-TM-X-71935]	 p0296 874-20658 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
proceedings, volume 2 
(AD-773814]	 p0298 874-20676 
Effects of helicopter external loads on sling 
properties --- analysis of environmental factors 
contributing to failure of webbing on slings 
(AD-774267]	 p0300 874-20690 
Vibration absorbers for rocket launchers mounted 
on helicopters: Analytical analysis and 
implementation techniques 
[AD-774845]	 p0328 874-22558 
Active flutter suppression on wings with external 
stores
p0354 874-25555 
Automatic transitions of a tilt-rotor aircraft, 
part 1. Automatic ccntrol of a helicopter with 
a hanging load, part 2
p0363 874-26432 
External store aerodynamics for aircraft 
- performance prediction
p0365 874-26454 
A method of automatically stabilizing helicopter 
sling loads 
[NASA-TN-D-7593]	 p0413 874-28506 
EXTERNALLY BLOUN FLAPS 
Flap noise prediction method for a powered lift 
system 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1028]	 P0006 A74-11051 
External blowing flap technology on the 
USAF/EcDonnell Douglas YC-15 /ANST/ program 
[SAE PAPER 730915)	 p0017 A714-11579 
Air Force STOL tactical aircraft investigation - 
Evaluation of externally blown flaps 
[SAE PAPER 730914]	 p0017 A74-11580 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap system with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1217)	 p0030 A74-12495 
Preliminary wind tunnel noise measurements of a 
semi-span wing with an upper-surface blown-flap 
[AIAA PAPER 74-191)	 p0134 A74-18832 
Effect of configuration variation on externally 
blown flap noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-190] 	 p0180 A74-20775 
Nozzle development for the upper surface - Blown 
jet flap on the !C-14 airplane 
(5kB PAPER 740469]	 p0351 A74-35003 
Effects of STOL thrust reversers and powered lift 
on inlet flow quality 
(SAE PAPER 740457]	 p0351 A74-35007 
Externally blown flap noise research 
(SAE PAPER 740468] 	 p0352 A74-35011 
Investigation of noise fro. full-scale high bypass 
engine and blown flap system 
(SAE PAPER 740467)	 p0352 A74-35012 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap system with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine
SUBJECT IRDEX 
[NASA-TN-X-71466]	
-	
p0039 074-10042 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Performance ground rules and methods. Book 1: 
Takeoff and landing ground rules 
(AD-766942]	 p0057 874-10928 
Noise tests on an externally blown flap with the 
engine in front of the wing 
[NASA-T8-X-2942)	 p0094 874-11813 
Wind tunnel investigation of an upper surface 
blown jet-flap powered-lift configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7399)	 p0096 874-11832 
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 25 deg 
swept-wing jet transport model with an external 
blowing triple-slotted flap 
[NASA-TM-x-62197]	 p0141 874-13721 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 1: Configuration 
definition. Supplement 1: AerodynamiC trades of 
flap and roll control system 
(AD-767179]	 p0145 874-13754 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 5, part 1: Control system 
mechanization trade studies 
(AD-767181]	 p0146 874-13756 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap, Volume 5, part 3: Stability and 
control derivative accuracy requirements and 
effects of augmentation system design 
(AD-767182)	 p0146 874-13757 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale wind 
tunnel model of an upper-surface blown flap 
transport having two engines 
(NASA-TN-X-62319] 	 p0189 874-15719 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of STOL aircraft with 
externally-blown jet-augmented flaps 
(NASA-CR-2358]	 p0196 874-16719 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 2: Design coapendiu. 
[AD-770110]	 p0199 874-16751 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 5: Flight control 
technology. Part 2: Simulation studies/flight 
control system validation 
(AD-770449]	 p0199 874-16752 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7A: Augmentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: System 
design and test integration 
[NASA-CR-114621)	 p0235 874-17751 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7C: Augaentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: Static 
testing of augmentor noise and performance 
[NASA-CR-114622]	 p0236 874-17752 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7C: Augmeutor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 2: 
Small-scale development testing of augientor 
wing critical ducting components 
[NASA-CR-114623]	 p0236 874-17753 
Noise characteristics of jet flap type exhaust flows 
effects of Mach number, slot nozzle aspect 
ratio, and flap length on radiated sound power 
(NASA-CR-2342]	 p0236 874-17756 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation: Externally 
blown flap. Volume 1: Configuration definition 
(AD-7727381	 p0251 874-18697 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 4: Analysis of wind tunnel 
data 
[AD-772774]	 p0251 874-18704 
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 
semispan model with an unswept wing and an 
upper-surface blown jet flat 
(NASA-TN-D-7526]	 p0283 874-19663 
A compilation and analysis of typical approach and 
landing data for a simulator study of an 
externally blown flap STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TN-D-7497]	 p0284 874-19671 
Investigation of the relative merits of different 
power plants for STOL-airCraft with blown flap 
application --- analysis of design requirements 
for self-sustained gas supply systems 
p0289 N7420406 
A theoretical and experimental investigation of 
the externalflow, jet-augmented flap 
development of semi-empirical method for 
predicting performance characteristics 
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p0290 N74-20407 
Preliminary static tests of a simulated 
upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration 
utilizing a full-size turbofan. engine 
(NASA M-X-71931]	 p0294 N74-20638 
Acoustic loads on an externally blown flap system 
due to impingement of a TP-34 jet engine exhaust 
[NASA-Tfi-X-71950] 	 p0295 N74-20651 
Pressure distribution of a twin-engine 
upper-surface blown jet-flap model --- wind 
tunnel tests to determine chordwise and spanwise 
pressure distributions 
(NASA-TH-x-71937]	 p0296 N74-20655 
Free-flight wind tunnel investigation of a 
four-engine sweptving upper-surface blown 
transport configuration 
(NASA-TM-x-71932]	 pO296 N74-20656 
Free-flight investigation of the stability and 
control characteristics of a STOL model with an 
externally blown jet flap 
(NASA-TN-D-7411)	 pO32I4 N74-216149 
Simulation of decelerating landing approaches on 
an externally blown flap STOL transport airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7463]	 p0326 N74-21658 
Externally blown flap noise research 
(NASA-TH-I-71541]	 pO329 N74-22631 
A structural design for an Externally Blown Flap 
(EBF) medium STOL research aircraft 
deve1oment of co.puter program for structural 
analysis 
[NASA-CR-112249]	 p0353 N7l4-25548 
A review cf the low speed aerodyna.ic 
characteristics of aircraft with powered lift 
systems
p0364 N74-26448 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an 
externally blown flap powered lift model with 
several propulsive system simulators 
(NASA-TN-D-76703	 p0493 N74-34461 
Wind-tunnel investigation of an externally blown 
flap STOL transport model including and 
investigation of wall effects 
[NASA-TN-X-3009]	 pO493 N74-34462 
EXTRIGALACTIC LIGHT 
U EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIROBRENTS 
NT CHRONOSPHERE 
NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION 
Measured and calculated neutron spectra and dose 
equivalent rates at high altitudes; relevance to 
SST operations and space research 
[NASA-TN-D-7715]	 p0500 N711-35219 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ROVING VEHICLES 
0 ROVING VEHICLES 
!XTRUUH ILLOES 
A study of lifting rotor flapping response peak 
distribution in atmospheric turbulence 
pO2lO A74-23329 
Application of the method of extreme values to the 
determination of maximum operating loads 
p0383 A74-36455 
EXTRUDING 
Properties of beryllium reinforced titanium matrix 
composites
p0379 A74-35826 
F 
1-4 AIRCRAFT 
Theoretical store separation analyses of a 
prototype store and comparison with a flight 
drop test 
(AIAA PAPER 7 14-776)	 pO399 A74-37801 
Sensitivity of suboptimal fixed-range flight paths 
aircraft fuel consumption dependence on 
atmospheric parameters 
(AIAA PAPER 74-813]	 p0400 A74-37822 
A limited analysis of an P-4C aircraft with a 
high-gain control augmentation system and 
comparison with flight test data 
[AD-772673]	 p0251 N74-18698 
Angle of attack computation system --- based on 
air data, aircraft acceleration, surface 
positions, and stored aerodynamic data 
(AD-771183/1GA) 	 p0255 N74-19107 
The effect of WIPICS on the 14-B to N conversion 
program 
[AD-771256]	 pO4O8 N74-27509
1-15 AIRCRAFT 
Numerical solutions to sole on-aircraft antenna 
pattern problems --- analysis of direction 
finding antenna on 1-4 aircraft 
(AD-777977)	 p0409 N74-27639 
1-5 AIRCRAPT 
Advanced composite F-S fuselage component 
design, tooling, fabrication and assembly 
flexibilitjes
p0084 A74-14763 
Air Superiority Fighter wing structure design for 
improved cost, weight and integrity 
• (AIAA PAPER 74-337]
	 p0262 A74-26652 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost weight and 
integrity. Volume 2: Criteria sensitivity study 
(AD-781811)	 p0473 N74-32451 
Advanced metallic structure: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: Materials test program 
[AD-781812]	 p0490 N74-33460 
F-8 AIRCRAFT 
A digital fly-by-wire technology development 
program using an F-SC test aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-28)
	 p0179 A74-20755 
Additional three-dimensional boundary-layer 
computations for a finite swept wing 
(NASA-CR-132335]	 p0038 N74-10029 
Optimal controller design for high performance 
aircraft undergoing large disturbance angles 
(NASA-CR-138130]	 p0324 N74-21648 
Extraction from flight data of longitudinal 
aerodynamic coefficients for 1-8 aircraft with 
supercritical wing 
(NASA-TN-D-7470]	 p0325 N74-21653 
Design and flight experience with a digital 
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8 airplane 
p0464 N74-31450 
1-110 AIRCRAFT 
U F-4 AIRCRAFT 
1-14 AIRCRAFT 
Emergency air start system for the 1-148 flight 
test aircraft 
(AIBA PAPER 73-1252]
	 p0010 A74-11273 
1-14 inlet maneuvering capability 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1273]	 p0010 A74-11286 
Improved manufacturing of the P-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0O83 A74-14739 
Putting the computer in its place --- Autonated 
Telemetry System for aircraft flight tests 
p0172 A74-19497 
The status of the F-14A airborne mission recorder 
requirements and utilization
p0216 A74-22529 
Developing the backbone' of the 1-14 --- Ti 
structures for variable sweep wing center section 
[AIAA PAPER 74-371)
	 pO265 A74-26678 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
pO316 A74-30323 
Data management during the Navy performance test 
and evaluation of the F-14A airplane 
p0347 A74-34857 
1-14, A-6 assembly woes seen easing
p0348 A74-34929 
Wind tunnel and flight development of the 1-14 
subsonic/transonic maneuvering configuration 
(AILA PAPER 74-618) 	 p0376 A74-35386 
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of the 
lateral-directional characterj sjtcs of a 
large-scale variable wing-sweep fighter model in 
the high-lift configuration 
[NASA-TM-X-62306]	 p0103 1474-12714 
Production data package 267 gallon external fuel 
tank --- 1-14 aircraft 
(AD-767937)	 p0144 N74-13745 
1-14 optimun flight modes, volune 1 
(AD-775246]	 p0326 N74-21665 
1-15 AIRCRAFT 
Simplified assenbly of 1-15 stressed 
production time and labor cost reduction 
p0003 A7'4-10546 
1-15 progress report. II --- with emphasis on 
flight test status and control characteristics 
p0171 A74-19489 
1-15 test progress. I - 1-15 offers superior 
maneuverability
p0224 A74-24668 
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F-15 perfOr.anCe. II - Simplicity is stressed in 
P-15 operations, maintenance
p0259 A74-25675 
F-IS performance. 111 - Rev fighter to have ground 
attack role
pO2d 1 A70-26399 
System for evaluation of P-15 inlet dynamic 
distortion
p0211 A74-28287 
F-15 Eagle flight control system
p0347 A74-34854 
A digital Nark III IF? reply evaluator for the P-15 
p0025 A74-38565 
NASA Plight Research Center scale P-15 remotely 
piloted research vehicle progra.
p0459 A74-43603 
The F-15 air superiority fighter electromagnetic 
compatibility program
p0460 A74-43913 
Initial results fro, flight testing a large. 
remotely piloted airplane •odel --- flight tests 
of re.otely controlled scale model of P-iS 
aircraft 
(NASA-TN-X-56024]	 p0241 N74-18671 
The F-is design considerations
p0465 N70-3i470 
P-il AIRCRAFT 
The light-weight high-performance VP-il 
p0089 A74-15953 
Application of advances in structures and 
materials to the design of the VP-il airplane 
(SAE PAPER 730891]	 p0123 A74-17534 
VP-il evolved fro, previous data base --- Northrop 
trainer/fighter prototype
p0276 A14-27848 
TF-i7 design concepts 
(AlAS PAPER 70-936]	 p0452 A14-4i651 
Development and flight test progress of the !P-17 
(AIAA PAPER 74-941]	 p0452 A74-41652 
F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
Evolution philosophy --- Pokker P28 aircraft 
p0005 A74-10936 
P28 - Development of the NA 5000/6000. II - 
Development of the family
p0086 A14-15152 
Plight testing the Pokker P28 with advanced wing 
(AlAS PAPER 74-944)	 p0426 574-38717 
Netherlands Association of Aeronautical Engineers. 
yearbook 1973 --- Rook
p0430 574-38192 
Comparison of Pokker P28 'Pellowship' wind tunnel 
and flight data - A summary
p0430 A74-38796 
Comparison of Pokker P-28 wind tunnel and flight 
data, A summary 
[NLR-TR-73001-D]	 p0368 N74-26486 
F-89 AIRCRAFT 
Analysis and calculation of lightning-induced 
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2349)	 p0160 N14-i4754 
The P-89 hydraulic actuator combinatorial geometry 
representation 
[AD-781996]	 p0498 N74-34547 
F-104 AIRCRAFT 
The Aeritalia-Lockheed agreement - The package 
also includes the Lancer --- G-222 and P-104 
military aircrft marketing
p0213 A74-23877 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a T-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0341 A74-34852 
Service loads on nose landing gears of the P-104 
airplane --- by statistical analysis 
(LBP-TE-103/1972)	 p0056 N74-10924 
Performance of a ballute decelerator towed behind 
a jet airplane 
(NASA-TN-I-560i9)	 p0160 N74-14760 
Plight experience with a pivoting traversing 
boundary-layer probe 
[NASA-TN-X-56022)	 p0192 N74-16102 
Ground loads on the nose undercarriage of the 
F-104G aircraft 
(RAE-LIR-TRANS-1744]	 p0406 N74-27494 
F-106 AIRCRAFT 
Preliminary measurement of the airframe noise from 
an F-106R delta wing aircraft at low flyover 
speeds --- establishment of lower limit for 
noise level of supersonic transport aircraft
SUBJECT IIDRI 
(NASA-TN-I-71527]	 p0284 N14-i9668 
Plight Reynolds number effects on a contoured 
boattail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TE-X-3053]	 p0323 N74-21639 
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements 
during flyover of a modified P106B aircraft with 
underwing nacelles 
(NASA-TN-X-71578]	 p0442 N14-29379 
P-ill AIRCRAFT 
Performance considerations for terrain following 
flight
p0346 A74-34843 
Transonic Aircraft Technology /TACT/ program 
(AlAS PAPER 74-620]	 p0376 A74-35387 
Nod-metric tested for bias 
(AD-160081]	 p0054 N74-10904 
Optical factors in aircraft windshield design as 
related to pilot visual performance --- effect 
on pilot vision in forward direction 
(AD-767203]	 p0106 N14-i2733 
4nalysis of control surface augmentation in 
high-performance aircraft by thrust vectoring 
(AD-169495]	 p0190 N74-15726 
An analysis of the acquisition of the F-lilA 
simulators 
(AD-769202]	 p0194 1174-16693 
Aircraft antiskid analysis verification and 
refinement 
(50-770300)	 p0198 N74-16749 
Plight-test investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics and flow interference effects 
about the aft fuselage of the P-lilA airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7563)	 p0246 1174-18657 
Plight-measured inlet pressure transients 
accompanying engine compressor surges on the 
P-iliA airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7696]	 p0362 1114-26251 
A wideband shallow cavity-backed sleeve dipole 
aircraft antenna 
[AD-7789301	 p0418 1114-28719 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 2: Design data 
(AD-78i807]	 p0490 N74-33462 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: Stress, fatigue and 
fracture, cost and material data 
[AD-781808]	 p0490 1174-33463 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volu•e 4: Baseline damage 
tolerance evaluation 
(AD-781809]	 p0490 1174-33460 
FAR (PEOGRAINING LANGUAGE) 
U FORTRAN 
FABRICATION 
Nitinol as a fastener material
p0116 A74-20208 
Structural fabrication of metal-matrix composites 
p0319 A74-35824 
Processing of titanium tubes - An approach to 
helicopter blade spar manufacturing 
(ABS PREPRINT 853]	 p0386 A74-36599 
FABRICS 
NT PANACRUTE FABRICS 
Kevlar' 49 woven and nonvoven fabric composites 
performance and applications
p0438 A74-40505 
FABRY-PEROT LASERS 
U LASERS 
FADING 
NT SIGNAL FADING 
PAIL-SAFE S!STERS 
Recent research activities at the Aeronautics 
Institute of the University of Pisa in the field 
of aircraft structure fatigue
p0072 514-13365 
Power conditioning system for FAA Air Route 
Traffic Control Centers
pool7 A74-14133 
Violations of system safety principles in the 
cockpit
p0208 174-22635 
Pail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet 
structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-08]	 p0448 A74-413i0 
Pail-safe aircraft structures, volume 1 
- conference 
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(RAE-TR-73183-VOL-1) 	 p0366 874-26458 
Fail-safe philosophy: An introduction to the 
symposium --- design against fatigue 
p0366 874-26460 
Interrelated aspects of service safety arising 
from consideration of safe life, fail-safe, 
manufacturing quality and naintenence procedures 
p0366 874-26461 
The Lockheed L-1011 Tristar fatigue and fail-safe 
development program 
-	 p0366 874-26462 
Investigation of the fail-safe properties of civil 
aircraft
p0366 874-26463 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 2 
conference	 - 
(RAE-TR-73183-voL-2]	 p0367 874-26468 
Influence of the degree of fail-safe achieved, 
using the internal pressure indicator (81!), on 
t)e flight safety during a specified service 
life of main rotor blades of SA 31 and SA 330 
helicopters
p0367 874-26469 
The 747 fail-safe structural verification program 
p0367 874-26473 
The impact of long service on the fatigue of 
transport aircraft: Airworthiness aspects 
p0367 874-26475 
Digital fly-by-wire control system with 
selfdiagnosing failure detection
p0464 874-31451 
FAILURE 
NT BURNTHBOUGH (FAILURE) 
NT ENGINE FAILURE 
NT STRUCTURAL FAILURE 
NT SYSTE! FAILURES 
FAILURE ANALYSIS 
Theory and practice of avionics reliability 
p0129 A74-185Y7 
A self-reorganizing digital flight control system 
for aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-21]	 p0133 A74-18808 
Equipment procured reliability and real-life 
survival --- avionics producer-military user 
communications improvement
p0181 A74-20954 
Bazard function monitoring of airline components 
p0181 A74-20967 
DC-b avionics parts reliability in review 
p0 182 A74-20969 
Risk analysis - A program management tool --- for 
environmental problems and aircraft metal fatigue 
p0182 A74-20987 
The decline in USAF ejection survival rates 
p0214 A74-23556 
Buckling and failure of flat stiffened panels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-409)	 p0266 A74-26708 
L-1011 Iron Bird uncovers potential hydraulic 
troubles --- aircraft reliability tests 
p0319 A74-30625 
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. I 
p0398 A74-37634 
Damage threshold determination of light walls 
-submitted to single or repeated bangs, part 1 
(ISL-35/72-PT-1]	 p0053 N74-10846 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil 
Aviation. Issue no. 1: 1973 accidents 
[NTSE-BA-73-8J	 p0056 874-10919 
Failure analysis of helicopter external 
cargo-handling systems 
(AD-767254)	 pO142 874-13729 
Engineering appraisal of Southwest Research 
Institute magnetic crack definer applied to CR47 
rotor blades 
(AD-769068]	 p0163 N74-14778 
Najor Item Special Study (!ISS), AR-lU driveshaft 
assembly, main transmission to engine 
[AD-768763]	 p0163 N74-14780 
Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis 
(F!ECA) of category III instrument landing 
syste. with traveling: Wave localizer antenna 
(U1-840912-100]	 p0164 874-15380 
US Army helicopter rod end hearing reliability and 
maintainability investigation 
(AD-768843]	 p0190 874-15124 
Nechamical co.ponent failure prognosis study 
helicopter gearboxes and transmissions 
(AD-771033)	 p0238 874-17765
The effects of sand particles on small, intricate 
mechanical components --- analysis of binding 
failures caused by sand particles in helicopter 
circuit breakers 
(AD-772977)	 p0253 N74-18718 
Rotor burst protection program: Statistics on 
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that 
occurred in US commercial aviation during 1972 
(NASA-CR-136900]	 pO304 874-21396 
Examples of aircraft failure --- photographic 
examples of typical aircraft component cracking 
through in service failure
p0332 874-234 15 
Rajor Item Special Study (NISS). cB-47A 
Synchronizer shaft assembly --- failure analysis 
to eliminate failure modes and reduce logistics 
costs 
(AD-776418]	 p0359 874-25606 
Najor Item Special Study (NISS), CH-47A auxiliary 
power unit (T62-T-2A) 
[AD-782927]	 p0499 874-34552 
FAILURE NODES 
Failure experience with and failure anticipation 
in titanium components
p0116 A74-16476 
A fatigue failure criterion for fiber reinforced 
materials
pO178 A74-20478 
An overview of US Army helicopter structures 
reliability and maintainability 
(AGARD-R-613]	 p0249 N74-18682 
Najor Item Special Study (NISS), CH-47A hydraulic 
servocylinder --- reliability analysis of 
military helicopter hydraulic system 
(AD-775449)	 p0327 874-21672 
FAIECRILD NILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U FAIRCHILD-BILLER AIRCRAFT 
U NILITARY AIRCRAFT 
FAIRCHILD-BILLER AIRCRAFT 
NT XC-142 AIRCRAFT 
Aircraft accident report: Ozark Airlines, 
Incorporated, Fairchild Biller FH-227B, N4215 
near the Lambert-Saint Louis International 
Airport, Saint Louis, Nissouri, 23 July 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-714-5]	 p0413 874-28503 
PAN IN WING AIRCRAFT 
Crossflow-jnduced flow distortion and its 
influence on the performance of a vertical axis 
lifting fan 
(HE-73-4]	 p0438 A74-40303 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
performance of a fan-in-wing YTOL configuration 
[NASA-TN-D-7498]	 p0094 874-11823 
Work unit 08 (V/STOL aerodynamics) --- low speed 
aerodynamics and fan-in-wing 
[AD-771811]	 p0232 874-17718 
The effect of wind tunnel wall interference on the 
performance of a fan-in-wing VTOL model 
(NASA-TN-D-7518]	 p0254 N74-1R895 
Acoustic tests on a fan-in-wing model: Effects of 
an extended inlet 
[NRC-13898]	 p0442 N74-29376 
FANLIFT DEVICES 
U LIFT FANS 
FANS 
Investigation of the characteristics of tubular 
microphone wimdscreens for in-duct fan sound 
power measurements
p0023 A74-12126 
FAN FIELDS 
On the theory of jet noise and its applications 
Lighthill theory 
(AIAA PAPER 73-987]	 p0026 A74-12218 
The acoustic far-field of rigid bodies in 
arbitrary motion
p0224 174-24375 
Far-field wake-vortex characteristics of wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-505)	 p0339 A74-33104 
The prediction of rotor rotational noise using 
measured fluctuating blade loads 
(ABS PREPRINT 801]
	 p0387 A74-36615 
Near field and far field sound radiation from Do 
31 V/STOL jet transport and possibilities for 
noise abatement in future V/STOL development 
(NASA-TT-F-15534]	 p0324 814-21650 
FARE CROPS 
NT GRAINS (FOOD) 
FASTENERS 
A corrosion inhibiting coating for scructural 
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airfra.e fasteners 
(SIR PAPER 730902]	 p0018 A74-11588 
Improved fastener systems for fatigue and sealing 
redundancy of low shear transfer joints 
(SAB PAPER 730901]	 p0018 A74-11589 
Nitinol as a fastener material
p0116 174-20208 
The 747 fail-safe structural verification program 
p0367 1174-26473 
PATIGUE (NATNEZALS) 
NT NETAL FATIGUE 
NT STRUCTURAL STRAIN 
NT THERRAL FATIGUE 
Fatigue concepts for concrete airport pavement 
design
pO392 174-37342 
Fatigue of spacecraft structures 
(ESRO-CR(P)-322]	 p0194 1174-16597 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate 
for aircraft applications 
(AD-770350]	 p0201 1174-17278 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate 
for airfra•e applications 
(AD-772736]	 p0255 1174-19184 
Some considerations of the influence of fatigue in 
the design of strike aircraft
p0282 1174-19653 
Fatigue design practice
p0282 1174-19654 
Fatigue and fracture considerations for tactical 
aircraft
p0282 1174-19656 
Cumulative fatigue damage theory and models 
(AD-774529]	 p0304 1114-21569 
Spectrum of loading of aircraft --- diagrams of 
typical flight-load profiles for tactical and 
transport aircraft
p0332 8714-23414 
Fail-safe philosophy: An introduction to the 
symposium --- design against fatigue 
p0366 1174-26460 
A unified technology plan for fatigue and fracture 
design
p0366 1174-26465 
Fatigue and fracture considerations in critical 
titanium components --- for aircraft structures 
p0367 1174-26470 
Aircraft fatigue and structural integrity in the 
Royal Air Force from a maintenance engineering 
viewpoint
p0367 N74-26474 
Fatigue in carbon fibre reinforced plastic 
structures: A review of the problems 
p0368 1174-26478 
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASA-TE-X-71606]	 p0475 1174-33228 
Advanced metallic structures: Cargo wing design 
for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
(AD-782258]	 p0497 1174-34523 
PATIGUE DIAGEANS 
U S-N DIAGEANS 
PATIGU! LIFE 
Improved fastener systems for fatigue and sealing 
redundancy of low shear transfer joints 
(SIR PAPER 730901]	 p0018 A74-11589 
A life study of AISI N-50 and Super Nitralloy spur 
gears with and without tip relief 
(ASNEPAPER 73-LUB-38) 	 pOO27 174-12352 
Fracture toughness and ndt requirements for 
aircraft design
p0085 A74-15033 
Nigh cycle fatigue properties of titanium in 
aircraft application
p0116 A74-16513 
Fretting resistant coatings for titanium alloys 
p0117 174-16592 
Evaluation of methods for reducing fretting 
fatigue damage in 2024-T3 alu.inuu lap joints 
p0117 A74-16696 
A study of the damageability of turbine blades of 
aircraft gas-turbine engines after operational 
running in
p0126 A74-18085 
Fracture mechanics /Dryden Lecture/ --- aerospace 
structural design applications 
(AIAA PAPER 74-230]	 p0135 A74-18858
SUBJECT INDEX 
Influence of heat on crack propagation and 
residual strength and its relation to the 
supersonic aircraft fatigue problem
pO229 174-24423 
Advanced structural concepts for transport 
aircraft wings 
(LIlA PAPER 74-339]
	 p0263 174-26654 
Adhesive bonding increases fatigue life of wing joint 
(LIlA PAPER 74-382]
	
p0265 174-26687 
Fatigue strength of an aluminum alloy in petrolena jet fuels at various temperatures
p0268 A74-27078 
Sonic fatigue failure mechanisms in potential 
Space Shuttle Orbiter panel designs 
(AILA PAPER 74-348]
	
pO270 174-27267 
Influence of the method of hole machining on the 
fatigue strength of aircraft structural materials 
pO2lO A74-27343 
Quality exponent method for planning and 
interpretation of results of full-scale, 
low-cycle fatigue tests 
tSAR PAPER 740218]
	
p0274 A74-27501 
Consolidated presentation of fatigue data for 
design applications (SAE PAPER 740277]	 pO274 A74-27511 
Black-box philosophy in reliability of aircraft 
structures --- stochastic hypothesis on fatigue 
damage under random loads
p0279 A74-28432 
Experience gained from statistical testing of 
fatigue lives of model samples
p0371 A74-35666 
Design of uniformly long-lived structures of 
minimum weight
p0381 174-36304 
Effect of prior creep on durability of AK4-1-T1 
alloy
p0383 174-36510 
Determination of the fatigue life of structural 
elements for a biharmonic loading process 
p0393 A74-37385 
Effect of erosive wear on the fatigue life of 
cantilever blades of axial-flow compressors of 
aircraft turbojet engines 
•	 p0399 A74-37681 
Nonlinear effects of spectrum loading on fatigue 
crack growth in transport wings 
[lILA PAPER 74-984]	 p0428 1714-38742 
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet 
structures	 - 
(ICAS PAPER 74-08]	 p0448 A74-41310 
Differentiation of corrosion damage by the 
severity of its effects upon the resistance to 
fatigue and corrosion-fatigue disintegration of 
aircraft skin elements
p0456 174-42792 
Effects of corrodents on the fatigue life of an 
ultra-high strength steel
p0478 174-44538 
An investigation of the degree of damage to gas 
turbine engine turbine blades after service life 
p0481 174-45410 
Current loads technology for helicopter rotors 
based on rotor loads computer program for 
determining fatigue design loads
p0054 1174-10910 
Life of fatigue cracks on rotor blades of turbines 
in gas turbine engines 
(AD-767947]	 p0152 1174-14447 
Investigation of the fatigue behavior of large 
propellers -- for aircraft carriers 
(10-769466)	 p0194 1174-16603 
Design against fatigue --- conference on the 
fatigue life assessment of tactical , aircraft 
[AGARD-CP-141] 	 p0282 1174-19652 
Full scale fatigue requirements for rational 
fatigue life prediction
p0282 1174-19657 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 1 
conference (RAE-TR-73183-VOL-1]	 p0366 4474-26458 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 2 --
conference (RAE-TR-73183-VOL-2]	 p0367 4474-26468 
The impact of long service on the fatigue of 
transport aircraft: Airworthiness aspects p0367 1174-26475 
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A standardized flight-br-flight test progra. for 
the fatigue life evaluation of wing co.ponents 
of transport aircraft
pO367 874-26476 
Pull-scale fatigue testing, A comparison with 
service experience and interpretation of test 
results
p0367 874-26477 
Endurance test on flexible steel wire rope for

aircraft controls at various pulley rope 
dia.eter ratios 
[AQD/D-14]	 p0416 874-28528 
Technical evaluation report on the AGARD 
Specialists fleeting on Design Against Fatigue 
in fighter aircraft 
[AGARD-AR-71]	 p0495 874-34488 
PATIGOR TESTS 
Fatigue of supersonic transport materials using 
simulated flight-by-flight loading
p0004 174-10616 
Recent research activities at the Aeronautics 
Institute of the University of Pisa in the field 
of aircraft structure fatigue
p0072 174-13365 
flulti-azial low cycle fatigue test rig -- for 
aircraft co.pressors and turbine disks 
p0077 A74-14158 
Laminated metallic structure - An approach to 
fracture control
pO083 A74-14754 
A 300 B static and fatigue tests
p0117 174-16755 
A study of the damageability of turbine blades of 
aircraft gas-turbine engines after operational 
running in
p0126 174-18085 
Photoelastic analysis of the stress field 
surrounding a fatigue crack
p0169 174-19259 
A fatigue failure criterion for fiber reinforced 
•aterials
p0178 A74-20478 
Crack growth retardation under aircraft spectrum 
loads
p0218 A74-22501 
Endurance tests on glasses of transport aircraft 
p0209 174-22659 
Restoration in the laboratory of the effects of 
kinetic heating on the structure of the Concorde 
aircraft
p0216 A74-22670 
Effects of compressive overloads on fatigue crack 
growth 
(ArIA PAPER 74-365]
	 p0264 A74-26674 
A unified engineering approach to the prediction 
of aultiaxial fatigue fracture of aircraft 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-415]	 p0266 A74-26711 
The stress-endurance fatigue severity index 
concept - A method of SN data development for 
alu.inum aircraft structures 
(SAN PAPER 740386]	 p0310 A74-28750 
An approach to the development of meaningful 
design rules for fatigue-loaded CFBP components 
carbon fiber reinforced plastics 
p0313 A74-29783 
Alloys for helicopter rotor-blade spars 
p0343 A74-34145 
Acoustic emissions used to nondestructively 
determine crack locations in aircraft structural 
fatigue specimen
p0343 A74-34290 
Oil, canning of metallic panels in thermal-acoustic 
environments 
[AIAA PAPER 74-982]
	 p0428 174-38740 
Concorde and safety - Design, testing and 
certification
pO43l 174-39050 
An investigation of the degree of damage to gas 
turbine engine turbine blades after service life 
p0481 A74-45410 
Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the •odel E-2 A/B airplane 
[AD-765708]	 p0042 874-10059 
Dynamic test of gears •anufactured by advanced 
forging techniques 
[AD-765491]	 p0047 874-10484 
A standardized load sequence for flight simulation 
tests on transport aircraft wing structures
PEASIBILITY ANALYSIS. 
(LBF-FB-106f73]	 p0097 874-11841 
Review of investigations on aeronautical fatigue 
in the Federal Republic of Germany, flay 1969 - 
June 1973 
(LBP-S-108]	 p0097 874-11843 
Fatigue-test acceleration with flight-by-flight 
loading and heating to simulate 
supersonic-transport operation 
(EASA-TN-D7380]	 p0099 874-12261 
Effect of polymer coatings on fatigue strength of 
aluminum alloy 2024 box beams 
[NASA-CR-114699]	 p0193 874-16250 
Endurance tests on transport aircraft cockpit 
window glasses --- noting European Airbus 
p0197 874-16732 
A theoretical study of inaccuracies arising fro. 
the representation of a continuous gust spectrum 
by a programme of discrete loads in fatigue tests 
(BR37134.]	 p0257 874-19567 
Structural fatigue analysis and testing for 
fighter aircraft	 I 
•	 pO282 874-19655 
The role of the major fatigue test in the 
acceptance, certification and safe utilisation 
of strike aircraft
p0283 874-19658 
Re-assessment of fatigue performance of fighter 
aircraft
p0283 874-19659 
Designers need for general information from 
analysis of fatigue test results and service 
behavior
p0283 874-19660 
Fatigue behaviour of hat section stringer 
stiffened panels compressed in the post-buckling 
range 
[AD-773672]	 p0293 874-20579 
Research reports from the Institute for Service 
Reliability, issue 6
p0332 874-23491 
Catapult fatigue test of the model C-2A airplane 
(AD-775615]	 p0358 874-25597 
The Lockheed L-1011 Tristar fatigue and fail-safe 
development program
p0366 874-26462 
Airworthiness philosophy developed from full-scale 
testing --- of DC 10 aircraft
p0366 874-26464 
Effect of proof load application on fatigue test 
results
p0367 874-26471 
The 747 fail-safe structural verification program 
pO36l 874-26473 
Full-scale fatigue testing. A comparison with 
•	 service experience and interpretation of test 
results
pO367 874-26477 
Fatigue of composite structures: Experience 
gained in the design of CFRP structures for 
helicopters
pO368 874-26479 
FAULT MECHANICS 
U FRACTURE MECHANICS 
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 
Feasibility study of use of polysulfide sealants 
for corrosion protection of spot welded aluminum 
alloys
p0084 174-14771 
The remote airport - A study of access feasibility 
p02 16 174-23353 
Explosive canopy severance --- feasibilities of 
ejection through different canopy materials 
p0214. A74-2353 1 
Application of hydrogen to commercial transports 
[SAN PAPER 740451]
	 p0349 174-34985 
FAA aircraft retrofit feasibility program --- for 
jet noise reduction 
(SAE PAPER 740489)
	 p0350 174-34992 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
results and applications
p0396 A74-37534 
The spectrum of rotor noise Caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0391 174-37537 
The case for a high-speed research airplane - 
Results from an in-house study 
[lIlA PAPER 74-988]
	 p0429 114-38745-
Incremental growth vehicle /IGV/ --- hypersonic 
research aircraft development technique 
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(AIAA PAPER 74-989) 	 p0429 A74-38746 
The feasibility of an aircraft propelled by solar 
energy 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1042)	 p0456 A714-42055 
PHTEERIIG 
The effect of cyclic feathering motions on dynamic 
rotor loads
p0394 A74-37492 
FEDERAL BEPOBLIC OF GERMANY 
U GERMAN! 
FEEDBACK 
NT POSITIVE FEEDBACK 
FEEDBACK CGNTEOL 
NT CASCADE CONTROL 
Feedback control of an airplane with time varying 
gain
p0086 A74-15447 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
(AIAA PAPER 74-404)	 p0266 A74-26703 
Aircraft dynamics and automatic control --- Book 
p0320 A74-31219 
Cabin pressure control - An exercise in nonlinear 
design
p0373 A74-35208 
Steady state decoupling and design of linear 
multivariable systems
p0380 A74-36115 
Rotor moment control with flap-moment feedback 
(ABS PREPRINT 842)	 p0385 A74-36593 
Open and closed loop stability of hingeless rotor 
helicopter air and ground resonance
p0395 A74-37501 
Closed loop analysis of manual flare and landing 
aircraft maneuvers simulation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-834] 	 p0401 A74-37833 
Sample rate selection for aircraft digital control 
(AIAA PAPER 74-885) 	 p0401 A74-37867 
A classical approach to the design of 
model-f cliowing control systems --- for fighter 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-913) 	 p0402 A74-37893 
Application of modern control theory to the design 
of optimum aircraft controllers
p0433 A74-39496 
Optimal incosplete feedback control of linear 
stochastic systems 
(AD-766878J	 p0064 874-11378 
Analysis and testing of aeroelastic model 
stability augmentation systems --- for 
supersonic transport aircraft wing and 8-52 
aircraft control system 
[NASA-CR-132345)	 p0093 874-11807 
Analysis and testing of stability augmentation 
systems --- for supersonic transport aircraft 
wing and B-52 aircraft control system 
(NASA-CR-132349]	 p0093 874-11809 
Analysis of aeroelastic model stability 
augmentation systems --- for application to 
supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-132354)	 p0095 8714-11829 
An optimal control approach to airplane stability 
augmentation systems design
p0195 874-16712 
C.S.A.S. design for good handling in turbulence 
development of design criteria for stability 
augmentation systems for alleviation of gust 
effects
p0234 874-17741 
FELLOWSHIP AIRCRAFT 
U F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
FIAT AIRCRAFT 
NT G-222 AIRCRAFT 
FIAT 0-222 AIRCRAFT 
U 0-222 AIRCRAFT 
FIBER OPTICS 
Fiber optics as applied to Advanced Aircraft 
Electrical Systems
p0425 A74-38576 
Fiber and integrated optic comsunication technology 
(AD-771402)	 p02140 874-17902 
Modification of prototype fly-by-wire system to 
investigate fiber-optic multiplexed signal 
transmission techniques 
[AD-783269)	 p0498 N74-34550 
FIBER ORIENTATION 
Transverse compressive behaviour of unidirectional 
carbon fibre reinforced plastics
p0313 A714-29785
SUBJECT INDEX 
FIBER STRENGTH	 S 
New application potential for lover cost, heavy 
denier Kevlar-49 yarns
p0379 A74-35837 
Kevlar' 49 woven and nonvoven fabric composites 
performance and applications
p0438 A74-40505 
FIBERGLASS 
U GLASS FIBERS 
FIBERS 
NT CARBON FIBERS 
NT GLASS FIBERS 
NT METAL FIBERS 
NT REINFORCING FIBERS 
Nonflammable fibrous materials for aeronautical 
systems
p0379 A74-35807 
FIBROUS MATERIALS 
• 0 FIBERS 
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
NT ALPHA JET AIRCR8FT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-S AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-15 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-li AIRCRAFT 
NT F-89 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT FV-12A AIRCRAFT 
NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT 
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT 
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT 
NT !F-12 AIRCRAFT 
NT YF-16 AIRCRAFT 
Integrated airframe-nozzle performance for 
designing twin-engine fighters 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1303)	 p0011 A711-11302 
Computer-aided design and drafting /CADD/ - An 
advanced designers tool 
[SAE PAPER 730934)	 p0016 A74-1l566 
The next step is straight up --- V/STOL 
fighter-attack aircraft for minicarriers 
p0023 A74-12l29 
Preliminary results of flight tests of the 
propulsion system of the !F-12 airplane at Mach 
numbers to 3.0 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1314) 	 p0033 A74-l295l 
Some stability and control aspects of 
airframe/propulsion system interactions on the 
yp-12 airplane 
[ASRI PAPER 73-WA/AERO- 14)	 p0Oil A74-13246 
HRCA progress report --- multirole combat aircraft 
turbofan engine design
p0086 A74-1515l 
Application of advances in structures and 
materials to the design of the TF-17 airplane 
[SAE PAPER 730891]	 p0123 A74-l753L4 
Two numerical methods to solve realistic 
air-to-air combat differential games 
[AIAA PAPER 74-22]	 p0132 A74-l8736 
Application of damage tolerance technology to 
advanced metallic fighter wing structure 
[AIAA PAPER 74-29)	 p0132 A74-18738 
Evaluation of aircraft departure divergence 
criteria with a six-degree-of-freedom digital 
simulation program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-68)	 p0136 A74-18882 
Digital adaptive flight controller development 
p0176 A74-20120 
Some experiences from the use of an LCC approach 
Life Cycle Cost for weapon systems acquisition 
p0181 A74-20944 
Conceptual options for future aircraft-ship 
operations 
[AIAA PAPER 74-300) 	 p0182 A74-21290 
A new aircraft/ship Bating syste. 
(AIAA PAPER 744-303)	 p0183 A714-2l292 
U.S. Navy development of a mission specific 
fighter helmet
p0211 A74-23529 
Why military airplanes cost so much and what can 
be done about it
p0259 A744-25671 
MRCA prepares for flight test --- Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft 
A-150
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p0261 A74-26416 
HRCA na y-attack system --- flulti-Role Combat 
Aircraft
p0262 A74-26417 
Royal Air Force experience of the Harrier /Second 
Sir Sydney Ca.m Lecture/
p0262 A74-26564 
Air-Superiority Fighter wing structure design for 
improved cost, weight and integrity 
(AIAA PAPER 74-337]	 p0262 A74-26652 
Air Superiority Fighter wing design for cost and 
weight reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 74-338]
	 p0263 A74-26653 
New alloys for advanced metallic fighter-wing 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-372]	 -	 pO265 A74-26679 
Material selection and evaluation for advanced 
metallic aircraft structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-373)
	
-	 p0265 A74-26680 
YF-17 evolved from previous data base --- Northrop 
trainer/fighter prototype
p0276 A74-27848 
Light hoverable combat aircraft - Wind tunnel tests 
p0319 A74-30600 
Air-to-air tracking techniques to evaluate 
aircraft handling qualities
p0345 A74-34838 
Mind tunnel and flight performance of the YF-12 
inlet system 
[AIAA PAPER 74-621]
	 p0376 A74-35388 
Estimation of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives of 
a variable geometry fighter aircraft from flight 
data 
(AIAA PIPER 74-790)
	 p0399 174-37810 
Differential-turning tactics --- air-to-air combat 
(AIAA PAPER 74-815]
	 p0400 A74-37823 
A classical approach to the design of 
model-f cllowing control systems --- for fighter 
aircraft 
(hAl PAPER 74-913]
	 p0402 174-37893 
Conceptual design of a lift fan plus lift/cruise 
fighter aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 74-969]
	 p0428 A74-38734 
An analysis of the effects of internally blown jet

flaps on an advanced fighter aircraft design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-970]
	 p0428 A74-38735 
Supercirculation effects induced by vectoring a 
partial-span rectangular jet --- for fighter 
aircraft maneuverability 
(AIAA PAPER 74-971]
	 p0428 174-38736 
Netherlands Association of Aeronautical Engineers, 
Yearbook 1973 --- Book
p0430 A74-38792 
Fighter requirements and developments
p0430 A74-38793 
Fly-by-wire - What does it weigh --- fighter 
aircraft flight control weight reduction 
(SANE PAPER 1018]
	 p0435 174-39888 
A display of energy-maneuverability performance 
information for fighter aircraft 
(hAl PAPER 74-814]
	 p0453 A74-41797 
An investigation of overall systems criteria for 
the longitudinal flying qualities of highly 
augmented fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 714-833]	 p0453 A74-41803 
Aerodynamic design evolution of the IF-16 
(AIAA PAPER 74-935]
	 p0479 A74-45100 
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat 
(AD-766890]	 p0113 4474-13696 
A pylon to decrease the effects of external stores 
on the stability of aircraft 
(AD-767913)	 p0145 874-13749 
Development of techniques to measure in-flight 
drag of a US Navy fighter airplane and 
correlation of flight measured drag with wind 
tunnel data
p0158 874-14734 
Definition of tudy objectives for integrated crew 
module development 
(AD-769065)	
- p0162 4474-14773 
High acceleration cockpit: The maneuvering 
countermeasure -- cockpit design for improved 
pilot performance 
(AD-770287]	 p0198 N74-16743 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of - 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
1: Experimental research --- wind tunnel tests 
of jet fighter aircraft scale model
(AD771290]	 p0232 4474-17710 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
2: Three-dimensional theory for vortex-lift 
augmentation --- wind tunnel tests of jet 
fighter scale model 
[AD-771304]	 p0232 4474-17711 
Improvement of maneuverability at high subsonic 
speeds --- application of slotted and unslotted 
leading edge and trailing edge flaps 
(NASA-TT-F-15406]	 p0236 4474-17757 
Design against fatigue --- conference on the 
fatigue life assessment of tactical aircraft 
(AGARD-CP-141]	 p0282 4474-19632 
Some considerations of the influence of fatigue in 
the design of strike aircraft
pO282 874-19653 
Fatigue design practice
p0282 N74-19654 
Structural fatigue analysis and testing for 
fighter aircraft
p0282 874-19655 
Fatigue and fracture considerations for tactical 
aircraft
pO282 N74-19656 
Full scale fatigue requirements for rational 
fatigue life prediction 
-	 p0282 4474-19657 
The role of the major fatigue test in the - 
acceptance, certification and safe utilisation 
of strike aircraft
pO283 4474-19658 
Re-assessment of fatigue performance of fighter 
aircraft
p0283 4474-19659 
Formulating •ilitary requirements --- effect of 
military requirements on technical and design 
- considerations
p0289 N74-20404 
Application of the lateral and longitudinal 
(coupled) equations of motion to an 
inertially-slender aircraft in unsymmetric, 
rectilinear flight 
(AD-774435]	 p0295 874-20645 
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat
-	 pO304 N74-21187 
Air-to-air fire control exposition, phase 3 (Expo 3) 
(AD-775360]	 p0327 N74-21673 
Exhaust-nozzle characterisitcs for a twin-jet 
variable-wing-sweep fighter airplane model at 
Bach numbers to 2.2
	 - 
(NASA-TB-X-2947]	 p0416 874-28524 
Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and 
control characteristics of an aft tail fighter 
configuration with cambered and uncambered wings 
and uncambered fuselage 
(NASA-TE-X-3078]	 p0463 874-31419 
On the design and evaluation of flight control 
systems
pO463 874-314442 
Design optimization of the VIE 1918 and its 
evaluation based on results from the hardware 
realisatjon and test data
p0466 4474-31479 
Advancements in future fighter aircraft 
-	 p0466 N74-31483 
Designing for maneuverability: Requirements and 
limitations
-	 p0471 N74-32424 
The team leader's role in design to cost 
preliminary design
p0471 R74-32426 
Comparison of electrical generating systems based 
on IDG and V$CF techniques in two types of 
aircraft
p0473 4474-32482 
A study of techniques for real-time, on-line 
optimum flight path control. Three dimensional 
minimum-time flight paths with two state variables 
[AD-782490)	 pOl491 874-334470 
Technical evaluation report on the AGARD 
Specialists fleeting on Design Against Fatigue 
- --- in fighter aircraft 
(AGARD-AR-71]	 p0495 R74-34488 
Fighter technology demonstrator precursor analysis 
and test. Volume 1: Baseline development and 
technology identification 
(AD-783636)	 p0497 4414-34517 
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FILAMENT WINDING 
FILAMENT WINDING 
UB-lO filament-wound tubular-reinfOrced rotor blade 
development of procedures for calculating 
structural characteristics 
(AD-772947)	 p0253 N74-18713 
FILAMENT WOUND CONSTRUCTION 
U FILAMENT WINDING 
FILM COOLING 
Estimation and optimization of the film cooling 
requirements in a gas turbine co.bustion chamber 
(CRANFIELD-SNE-5	 p0152 1174-14439 
A proposed method for calculating film-cooled vail 
temperatures in gas turbine combustion chambers 
[CEANFIELD-SME-4]	 p0152 N74-14440 
NeasureDents of liner cooling effectiveness within 
a full scale double-annular ram-induction 
coabustcr 
[NASA-TN-D-7689]	 p0362 N74-26389 
FILTERING 
U FILTRATION 
FILTRATION 
Filtration of aviation fuels --- Russian book 
p0421 474-38046 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
Aircraft life cycle profitability - The 
manufacturer's challenge 
(AIAA PAPER 74-280]	 p0180 474-20836 
Aircraft life cycle profitability - The operator's 
challenge 
[AIAA PAPER 74-281]	 pOlO0 A74-20837 
A proposed pricing procedure for domestic airlines 
p0340 474-33298 
Automation and flight management in commercial 
aviation
p0433 A14-39499 
FINISHES 
NT LACQUERS 
FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY 
calculation of separated flows at subsonic and 
transonic speeds
p0118 A74-16965 
Three dimensional supersonic flow field analysis 
of the E-1 airplane by a finite difference 
technique and comparison with experimental data 
(AIAA PAPER 74-189]	 p0136 474-18877 
Calculation of supersonic flow past conical bodies 
p0174 474-19935 
Torsion of prismatic shell by finite difference 
approach
p0314 474-29906 
An inviscid analysis of transonic, slatted airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 74-541]	 p0339 474-33137 
A finite difference aethod for the solution of the 
transonic flow around harmonically oscillating 
wings 
[AIAA PAPER 74-543] 	 p0339 474-33138 
Calculation of transonic gas flows past 
axisymmetric bodies and lifting wing profiles 
p0390 474-36826 
The numerical solution of the asymptotic equations 
of trailing edge flow
p0456 A74-42797 
Iterative solution of transonic flows over 
airfoils and wings, including flows at Mach 1 
p0459 A7443451 
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks 
p0480 A74-45226 
FINITE ELERENT METHOD 
Finite element solution of the incompressible flow 
over an airfoil in a nonuniform stream 
pOOl4 474-11426 
Suitability of the finite element method for 
analysis of unsteady flow around oscillating 
airfoils
pool4 A74-11439 
A thermal, thermoelastic, and wear simulation of a 
high-energy sliding contact problem 
[ASNE PAPER 73-LUB-6]	 p002? A74-12333 
Finite element analysis of supersonic panel flutter 
p0069 A74-13001 
Lifting surface problems analysis --- by finite 
element method
p0223 A14-24473 
Evaluation of damage tolerance in aircraft 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 14-347]	 p0263 A74-26661 
A new method of bulkhead analysis in aircraft 
structures 
[SAB PAPER 740388]	 p0310 A74-28752
SUBJECT INDEX 
Structural finite element analysis aided by 
computer graphics 
(SAE PAPER 740389]	 p0310 A74-28753 
Finite element airplane cost analysis 
(SAE PAPER 740390]	 p0310 474-28754 
Shell instability analysis applied to a radoRe 
p0311 A74-28963 
Optimization of complex structures to satisfy 
static, dynamic and aeroelastic requirements 
pO3l8 414-30453 
Comment on 'A finite-element method for 
calculating aerodynamic coefficients of a 
subsonic airplane'
pO343 474-33815 
The stress concentration in a stretched plate 
reinforced by a central belt and having an 
aperture
p0390 474-36816 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0394 A74-37488 
Practical design of minimum weight aircraft 
structures for strength and flutter requirements 
[AIAA PAPER 74-986]	 p0429 A74-38743 
Finite element technique in lifting surface problems 
p0432 474-39344 
Analysis of moving body problems in aerodynamics 
p0432 A74-39346 
Flow through a cascade of aerofoils
p0432 474-39355 
Nonlinear crack analysis with finite eleaents 
f or application to. airframes 
(AD-766558]	 p0067 1174-11722 
NASTRAN data generation of helicopter fuselages 
using interactive graphics --- preprocessor 
system for finite element analysis using IBH 
computer
p0153 1174-14621 
Finite element analysis of the flow through a 
cascade of aerofoils 
rçuED/A-TURBO/TR-45]	 p0255 1174-18920 
Cyclic-stress analysis of notches for supersonic 
transport conditions --- using finite elesent 
method 
(NASA-CE-132387]	 p0257 N74-19544 
PINNED BODIES 
Designing a dynamically stable body with lifting 
surfaces for a follower load
p0087 474-15710 
Holographic time-average vibration study of a 
structure dynamic model of an airplane fin 
p0340 A74-33179 
PINS 
Asymptotic behavior of the solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations near fins
p0088 474-15779 
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an 
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-10753-1)	 p0845 1174-30421 
FIE CONTROL 
Air-to-air fire control exposition, phase 3 (Expo 3) 
(A1,-775360]	 p0327 N74-21673 
Structural dynamic response of Ali-1G wing with 
XM35 weapon 
(AD-?81973]	 pOkRl 1174-33468 
FIRE DAMAGE 
Summary of fire and explosion manual for aircraft 
accident investigation
p0211 474-23543 
PIER PREVENTION 
Technology forecasting - Aircraft hazard detection 
pOOlS A74-11499 
Summary of fire and explosion manual for aircraft 
accident investigation
p0211 A74-23543 
Nonflammable fibrous materials for aerouauticsi 
systems
p0379 A74-358O7 
Protection of civil aviation aircraft against fire Oq2l 474-38149 
Fire and explosion •anual for aircraft accident 
investigators 
(AD-771191/4G4]	 pO2SO N74-18694 
Aerospace vehicle hazards protection program: 
Detectors materials fuel vulnerability 
(40-776301)	 p0359 N74-25603 
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FLAT PLATES 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and safety.. 
Volume 2: Safety. Part 1: Key numbers I to 524 
(NASA-TIX-7 1553V0L-2PT-1]	 pO406 w74-27492 
FIRES 
An evaluation of the relative fire hazards of jet 
A and jet B for commercial flight 
(NASATRX71437]	 p0049 174-10709 
Evaluation of the structural integrity of an 
aircraft loading walkway under ae,ere fuel-spill 
fire conditions 
[FAA-ED-73-144]	 p0104 074-12716 
Develop.ent and testing of a cadmium telluride 
high te•perature (750 F) infrared fire detector 
for detecting aircraft engine fires 
(10-773324]	 .	 p0287N74-197l4 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and safety. 
Volume 1: Hazards. Part 1: Key numbers 1 to 817. 
(NASA-TN-I-i 1553-VOL-I-PT-i]	 pO4Od N74-271191 
FIRE WORKS 
0 PYROTECHNICS 
PIlED WINGS 
Fixed wing aircraft
pOl2l 174-18176 
Automatic flight controls in fixed wing aircraft - 
The first 100 years
p0129 174- 18296 
Aircraft accident report: Air Iowa, Incorporated, 
Beech E18S, N31OWA, Davenport IoWa.: 19 Apr. 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-73-18)	 p0039 174-10041 
FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT 
0 AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS 
U FIXED WINGS 
PLANE FRONTS	 - 
o FLARE PROPAGATION 
PLANE INTERACTION 
U CREHICAL REACTIONS 
U PLANE PROPAGATION 
PLANE PROPAGATION 
Swirling flow combustion - Fundamentals and 
application --- hydrocarbon-air flame velocity, 
turbojet afterburner application 
(1111 PAPER 73-1250]	 p0009 174-11211 
Noise generation by ducted combustion systems. 
resonant oscillations 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1024]	 pOO26A74-12223 
Full-scale aircraft cabin flammability tests of 
improved fire-resistant materials 
(NASA-TH-I-58141]	 p0411 074-28423 
PLANE RETAEDANTS 
Gross voided flame arresters for fuel tank 
explosicn protection 
(10-777898]	 p04O9 174-27540 
FLARE SPECTROSCOPY 
Trace spectroinetric flame analysis and gas 
chronatographic detectors related to. jet engine 
oil analysis and gas detection 
(10-769298]	 p0192 N74-15830 
FLARE STABILITY 
An empirical model for calculating the critical 
conditions of flame stabilization
p0022 A74-11824 
PLANES 
NT DIFFUSION PLANES 
Titanium flamecutting reduces airfra.è costs 
p0118 A74-16760 
Ultraviolet and near-infrared spectral analysis of 
a burner-can burn-through flame 
(FAA-NA-73-86]	 p0053 N74-10866 
FLANGES 
Aircraft engine and accessory drives and flange 
standards 
(SAN AIR 1160 A]	 p0269 174-27257 
FLAP CONTROL 
U AIRCRAFT CONTROL 
U FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
FLAPPING 
A study of lifting rotor flapping response peak 
distribution in atmospheric turbulence 
p0210 174-23329 
Effect of spanvise load-correlation on rotor blade 
flapping 
[AIAA PAPER 74-418] 	 p0267 174-26714 
Development and flight test of a radio controlled 
ornitbopter prototype
p0347 174-34850 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
p0393 174-37486 -
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations, 
Phase 2 
(NASA-CR-114708]	 p0160 074-14756 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
p0496 074-34494 
FLAPPING HINGES 
Effect of steady state coning angle and damping on 
whirl flutter stability
p0090 174-15967 
Computer experiments on periodic systems 
identification using rotor blade transient 
flapping-torsion responses at high advance ratio 
p0496 N74-34492 
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
NT -EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
NT JET FLAPS	 - 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT SPLIT FLAPS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT WING FLAPS 
New airfoil sections for general aviation aircraft 
---cruising and flap development tests 
(SAE PAPER 730876]	 p0019 174-11606 
Fabrication of advanced fibrous composite structures 
(SHE PAPER E073-116]	 p0075 174-13953 
Inviscid wake-airfoil interaction on multielenent 
high lift systems
p0127 174-18143 
Vortex-induced heating to cone flaps at Each 6 
p0223 174-24958 
A Fouler flap system for a high-performance 
general aviation airfoil 
(SAE PAPER 740365]	 p0309 A74-28739 
Propulsion system sizing for powered lift and 
mechanical flap guiet aircraft 
(SAN PAPER 740455]	 p0349 A74-34983 
Theoretical and experimental study of boundary 
layer blowing at the hinge of a lift-augmenting 
flap 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1367]	 p0422 174-38311 
Design and fabrication of an aeroelastic flap 
element for a Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) 
aircraft model 
(NASA-CR-132339]	 p0104 N74-12717 
Experimental study of a wing profile with Fowler 
flaps and slats --- development of theory for 
flow conditions during takeoff and lauding 
(NASA-TT-F-15370]	 p0235 N74-17747 
A suggestion for improving flap effectiveness by 
heat addition --- with pressure gradient 
modification near trailing-edge flaps 
(ARC-CP-1252]	 p0246 N74-18662 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of RICA 6716 
and NACA 4416 airfoils with 35 percent-chord 
single-slotted flaps --- low turbulence pressure 
tunnel tests to determine two dimensional lift 
and pitching moment characteristics 
(NASA-TN-X-2623]	 p0323 N74-21634 
Ejector blown lift/cruise flap wind tunnel 
investigation 
[AD-717181]	 p0363 074-26430 
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
devices for increasing wing lift. 3: Influence 
of ground proximity on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the flaps 
(NASA-TT-F-15762]	 p0405 074-27483 
FLAT PLATES 
Solution of the plane problem of the aerodynamics 
of a rarefied gas on the basis of Boltzmann's 
kinetic equation
p0005 174-10976 
Finite element anilysis of supersonic panel flutter 
p0069 174-13001 
Heat transfer investigation in a high-temperature 
gas flow spreading over a plane surface 
p0131 A74-18684 
Theoretical investigation of supersonic flow past 
oscillating cascades with subsonic leading-edge 
locus 
(AIAA PAPER 74-14]	 p0135 A74-18843 
Unsteady viscous flow on oscillating airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-182]	 poll9 174-20774 
Lifting surface problems analysis --- by finite 
element method
p0223 174-24473 
Interaction between an overexpanded gas jet and a 
flat obstacle
4 
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PLAN DETECTION
p0391 A74-37138 
The mean skin friction coefficient for a rough 
flat plate with a turbulent two-di.enisonal 
boundary layer in co.pressible adiabatic flow, 
with application to wedges, cylinders and cones 
(ESDU-73016]	 p0035 1174-10008 
FORTRAN progra.s for the deter.inatjon of 
generalised air forces on interfering lifting 
surfaces oscillating in subsonic flow 
(ARL/SB-BEPT-345]	 p0246 N74-18655 
PLAN DETECTION 
O NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS 
PLANS 
o DEFECTS 
PLEIIBILITT 
Plexual rigidity of a thin walled build-up rotor 
for jet engine. fleasure.ent by static load test 
and vibration test and calculation by finite 
element method 
(NAL-TR-329]	 p0293 1174-20572 
FLEXIBLE BODIES 
Balancing of a flexible rotor. III - Universal 
state of balance of a flexible rotor 
irrespective of its bearing stiffness 
p0082 174-114622 
Observable changes of load sample function due to 
structural elasticity
pO321 174-31745 
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an 
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-10753-1 1	 p0445 1174-30421 
FLEXIBLE WINGS 
NT PARAWINGS 
Flexible lifting surfaces --- in steady inviscid 
co.pressible flow 
•
	
	 pOl73 174-19684 
Studies of an elastic wing --- aerodynamic load 
tests
p0184 174-21781 
Effect of spanwise load-correlation on rotor blade 
flapping 
(kIll PAPER 74-418) 	 p0267 A744-26714 
FLIGBT ALTITUDE 
Sonic boo, analysis for high altitude flight at 
high Bach number 
(1111 PAPER 73-1034)
	 p0026 174-12224 
Terminal guidance syste. --- for guiding aircraft 
into preselected altitude and/or heading at 
terminal point 
(NASA-cASE-PRC-10049-1] 	 p0111 1174-13420 
P11GB! CRIBICTERISTICS 
Propulsion requirements for powered-lift aircraft 
[hAl PAPER 73-1214]
	 p003l 174-12928 
Trimmed drag and maximu, flight efficiency of aft 
tail and canard configurations 
(1111 PAPER 74-69)
	 p0134 174-18813 
Rotor wakes - Key to performance prediction 
p0203 174-22455 
STOL aircraft with blown wings
p0209 174-22785 
Problems of quality of flight of future transport 
aircraft in course of development
p0210 174-23396 
Piloting techniques and flying qualities of the 
next generation of aircraft
p0212 174-23595 
Problems concerning the flying qualities of future 
transport aircraft
p0225 174-24894 
Aerodynamic design approach to the stall/spin 
problem - The VariViggen 
(ShE PAPER 740391]
	 p0310 174-28755 
Low speed handling with prototype-Concorde 
p0320 174-30819 
V/STOL flying qualities research using the 1-221 
pO320 174-30825 
Flight testing today - 1973; Proceedings of the 
Fourth National Symposium, Las Vegas, Rev., 
August 21-23, 1973
p0345 174-34837 
An experimental investigation of STOL 
lateral-directional flying qualities and roll 
control power requirements using the variable 
stability X-221 aircraft 
[ABS PREPRINT 841]
	 p0385 A74-36592 
Statistical estimate of the characteristics of a 
proposed aircraft by Monte Carlo method 
p0393 174-37393
SUB1ECp INDEX 
Consideration of control elasticity in calculating 
the deformation of gyroplane rotor blades 
p0398 174-37662 
VFW 614 - An appraisal of Germanys new short haul 
jet
p0438 174-40511 
Status and future of determination of aerodynamic 
derivatives fro, flight data 
[ICAS PAPER 74-48]
	 p0451 174-41348 
Computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter 
rotorblades in forward flight, using the method 
of the acceleration potential 
(ICAS PAPER 74-54)
	 p0451 174-41353 
Analysis and experimental studies of the control 
of hang gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1030]
	 p0455 174-42045 
Investigation of a stored energy launch syste, for 
gliders 
(lIlA PAPER 74-1047]
	 p0456 174-42059 
Approximate methods for estimation of cruise range 
and endurance: Aircraft with turbo-jet and 
turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73019)	 p0103 1174-12709 
Introduction to estimation of range and endurance: 
Aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines 
[ESDU-73018)	 p0103 1174-12710 
Control Configured Vehicle Ride Control (CCV RCS). 
B-52 control system analysis, synthesis, and 
design 
[AD-767590)	 pO142 1174-13728 
Review of drag measurements fro. flight tests of 
manned aircraft with comparisons to wind-tunnel 
predictions
p0158 1174-14735 
A linearized theory for the unsteady motions of a 
wing in curved flight 
[AD-769671)	 p0187 1174-15705 
C-SI/orbiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: 
Piggyback ferry 
(NASA-CR-134184]	 p0189 1174-15717 
High transonic speed transport aircraft study 
aerodynamic characteristics of single-fuselage, 
yawed-wing configuration 
[NASA-CR-114658]	 p0235 N74-17750 
Technical evaluation report on AGARD Plight 
Mechanics Panel Symposium on Plight in Turbulence 
[AGARD-AR-67)	 p0294 N7'4-20639 
Exploratory tests of a simple aero-mechanical ride 
comfort system for lightly loaded aircraft 
evaluation of gust alleviating aircraft control 
surfaces 
(NASA-TM-x-71921]	 p0296 1174-20657 
Determination of the allowable tolerances for the 
asymmetries of a free rolling vehicle 
[TAE-185]	 p0323 1174-21637 
P-14 optimum flight •odes, volume 1 
(AD-7752446]	 p0326 1174-21665 
A survey of AFPDL para.eter estimation efforts and 
future plans
p0355 1174-25571 
General technical information --- survey of 
technical data on aircraft performance prediction 
p0364 1174-26446 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
p04 11 1174-28473 
Study of stability of large maneuvers of airplanes 
[IIASA-CR-2447] 	 p0442 N7'4-29382 
Analysis of maneuverability effects on rotor/wing 
design characteristics 
(AD-779448]	 p0443 1174-29401 
Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and 
control characteristics of an aft tail fighter 
configuration with cambered and uncambered wings 
and uncambered fuselage 
(NASA-TM-I-3078J	 p0463 1174-31419 
Performance estimates for powered parafoil systems 
[AD-779926]	 p0468 N74-31514 
Effect of artificial stability on aircraft 
performance 
(NASA-TT-F-15953]	 pOI472 1174-32442 
Turbulence flight director analysis and 
preliminary simulation 
[NASA-CR-140487]	 p0488 1174-33445 
Optimal and suboptiuzal control technique for 
aircraft spin recovery 
(NASA-TN-D-7714)	 p0489 1174-33453 
Helicopter procedural innovations (unusual 
attitudes) --- revision of aircraft attitude 
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	 PLIGHT CONTROL 
recovery techniques for application to VPW 614 avionics --- guidance, communications and 
helicopter operations 
(AD-782204]	 p0491 N74-33471
radar systems
pO3l5 A74-35364 
An analysis of the impact of cabin floor angle A gradient method of control correction for the 
restrictiJns on L/D for a typical supersonic solution of a boundary value problem --- for 
transport aircraft trajectory optimization 
[NASA-CR-132508]	 p0494 N74-34469 p0383 &74-36505 
Methods studies toward simplified rotor-body Determination of the efficiency of the 
dynamics, part 1 longitudinal control systems of an elastic 
[NASA-CB-137570]	 p0495 N74-34483 flight vehicle 
PLIGBT CONDITIONS p0384 A74-36576 
Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial Approximate optimal control of the banking angle 
flights having characteristics similar to STOL in the problem of hypersonic vehicle return 
p0085 A74-15046 p0389 A74-36645 
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at A new concept for angular rate flight control 
high-altitude flight conditions 
[AIAA PAPER 74-41]	 p0132 A74-18749
sensors. 
(AIAA PAPER 74-868] 	 p0401 A74-37855 
Collection of ptoble.s on airplane piloting /4th Impact of new MIL-P-9490D requirements on future 
revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book flight control developments 
pOliO A74-19372 [AIAA PAPER 74-914] 	 p0402 A74-378914 
Measurements of gusts on Concorde	 -- in wind Management of analytical redundancy in digital 
tunnels and inf light flight control systems for aircraft 
p0226 A74-25320 [AIAA PAPER 74-887] 	 p0422 A74-38249 
Sonic bocm from an aircraft flying in a quiet A digital multimode flight control system for 
atmosphere tactical fighters 
p0392 A74-37376 pO423 A74-38551 
PLIGBT CONTROL Opportunities in flight/propulsion control 
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL coupling /PPCC/ 
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL - [SAE PAPER 7404821	 p0433 A74-3964&9 
NT FL! B! WIRE CONTROL -	 Ply-by-wire - What does it weigh --- fighter 
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL aircraft flight control weight reduction 
Use of simulators in the design and development of [SANE PAPER 1018]	 p0435 A74-39888 
flight control systems Problems of flight in turbulence 
[SAE PAPER 730933] 	 p0016 A74-11567 (ICAS PAPER 74-32]	 p0449 A74-41333 
Motion relationships in aircraft attitude and An investigation of overall systems criteria for 
guidance displays - A flight experiment the longitudinal flying qualities of highly 
p0081 A74-14597 augmented fighter aircraft 
pilotage error and residual attention - The [AIAA PAPER 74-833] 	 p0453 A74-41803 
evaluation of a performance control system in Short-time parameter optimization with flight 
airborne area navigation control application 
p0087 A74-15630 p0482 A74-L&5720 
Design and hover-flight testing of a deflection Determinant parameters defining the principal 
control system for the Aerodyne wingless, layout and design solution of a system for 
remote-controlled experimental flight vehicle automatic control of the transfer ratio in a 
[DOLE PAPER 73-070]	 p0120 A74-17179 longitudinal flight control system 
The impact of area . navigation on flight control p0485 A74-46708 
systems and displays Simulating the system of automatic correction of 
p0122 A74-17277 aircraft coordinates on an analog computer 
Adaptive systems research in the NASA [AD-765991]	 -	 p0042 874-10058 
p011S A74-20095 STOL tactical aircraft investigation.	 Volume 1: 
On the dynamics of human pilots in marginally Configuration definition 	 = 
contrcllable systems (AD-766941]	 pQOS7 874-10927 
p0209 A74-23203 STOL tactical aircraft investigation.	 Volume 3: 
The atmosphere and flight vehicle motion control Performance ground rules and methods. 	 Book 1: 
-- Russian book Takeoff and landing ground rules 
p0212 A74-23693 (AD-766942]	 p0057 N74-10928 
The CCV concept and specifications --- Control Manufacturing Methods Technology (NM/T) for 
Configured Vehicles ballistic-tolerant flight control components 
(ONEDA, TP NO.	 1282)	 p0225 A74-25061 (AD-766744]	 p0058 147'4-10933 
NECA nay-attack system --- Multi-Role Combat STOL tactical aircraft investigation.	 Volume 2, 
Aircraft part 2:	 A lifting line analysis method for 
p0262 A74-26417 jet-flapped wings 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Combined flight [AD-766877]	 p0058 N74-10931 
control/utility system Solid state controller three axes controller 
p0268 A74-27015 (NASA-CASE-MSC-12394-l] 	 p0059 874-10942 
MECA systems and related equipment - Hydraulic Selected problems regarding the formation of a 
syste. and flying controls simulation model --- dynamic structural analysis 
p0336 A74-32633 of V/STOL flight control system 
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advanced tandem-rotor helicopters in hover 
(ABS PREPRINT 843]	 p0385 *74-36594 
The effect of non-symmetric flight on aircraft 
high angle of attack handling qualities and 
departure characteristics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-792] 	 p0(400 A74-37812 
Configuration management during transition for a 
powered lift STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-836]	
-	
PO401 *74-37834 
Evaluation of spoilers for light aircraft flight 
path control
p0434 174-39867 
Contribution to the study of noise from jet 
aircraft during flight
p0437 A74-39983 
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Rotor system design and evaluation using a general 
purpose helicopter flight simulation program 
p0055 1174-10913 
Views regarding the validity of results from 
simulation testing in comparison with the 
results from actual flight test 
(NASA-TT-F-15172]	 p0056 1114-10922 
Eodel support roll balance and roll coupling 
design of wind tunnel model support mechanism 
pOO66 1174-11681 
Fatigue-test acceleration with flight-by-flight 
loading and heating to simulate 
supersonic-transport operation 
(NASA-TN-D-7380]	 pOO99 1174-12261 
Air traffic control/collision avoidance system 
interface simulation, phase 2 --- based on high 
density terminal area with simultaneous 
approaches to parallel runways 
[FAA-NA-73-40)	 p0100 1174-12361 
General description of the rotorcraft flight 
simulation computer program (G-81) 
(AD-167239]	 pOlO5 1114-12728 
Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled controls 
during approach and landing of a STOL transport 
airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7363]	 p0187 1174-15703 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap Volume 5: Flight control 
technology. Part 2: Simulation studies/flight 
control system validation 
(AD-170449]	 p0199 1174-16752 
Progress in the mathematical modelling of flight 
in turbulence -- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence during approach and landing of aircraft 
p0232 1174-17725 
Visual elements in flight simulation --- analysis 
of visibility characteristics during flight and 
impact on aircraft control 
(AD-772586]	 p0253 1174-18714 
A conpilation and analysis of typical approach and 
landing data for a simulator study of an 
externally blown flap STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TN-D--7497]	 p0284 1174-19671 
Preflight test simulation of superimposed 
integrated trajectory error displays 
[AD-773823]	 p0286 1174-19687 
A review of the X-22A variable stability aircraft 
and research facility 
[AD-774142]	 p0300 1174-20688 
Analysis and moving base simulation of transition 
configuration management aspects of a powered 
lift aircraft 
[NASA-CB-114698]	 p0330 1174-22671 
A flight investigation of a terminal area 
navigation and guidance concept for STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TN-X-62375] 	 pO4l4 1174-33114 
PLIGHT SIHULATOBS 
Evaluation of V/STOL research aircraft design 
landing approaches, propulsion/control, piloted 
moving base simulator 
(SAE PIPER 730947]	 pOO16 174-11557 
Use of simulators in the design and development of 
flight control systems 
[SAE PAPER 730933]
	 p0016 174-11567 
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit 
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays 
p0082 174-114598 
Uses of a visual landing system in primary flight 
training
pOO82 174-14599 
VITAL II --- Virtual Image Takeoff and Landing 
system in Boeing 727 flight simulator 
p0177 174-20275 
Nodern tendencies for training in piloting without 
visibility and in radionavigation
pO219 1711-22651 
Incremental transfer effectiveness of a 
ground-based general aviation trainer 
p0260 174-25969 
A study of vertical motion requirements for 
landing simulation
p0260 174-25971 
L-1011 Iron Bird uncovers potential hydraulic 
troubles --- aircraft reliability tests 
pO319 174-30625 
Progress in the development of a versatile 
airborne simulator for 9/STOL aircraft 
p0335 174-31895
comparison of simulation and flight testing at 
automatic STOL landing 
(NASA-TT-F-15171]	 p0056 1174-10923 
Rotion software for a synergistic 
six-degree-of-freedom Sotion base 
[NASA-TN-D-7350]	 p0060 1174-11096 
On the effect of reliability of simulation results 
on the methodology of flight testing and 
simulation 
(NASA-TT-P-15175]	 p0098 1174-12015 
Ames research facilities summary 1974	 wind 
tunnels, Shock tubes, ballistic ranges, flight 
simulators, research aircraft, and computers 
(NASA-TH-x-69411]	 pO192 1174-15939 
An analysis of the acquisition of the F-111A 
simulators 
(AD-769202]	 p0194 1174-16693 
Use of siwulation for the development of Concorde 
pOl9l 1174-16733 
Effect of modified seat angle on air to air weapon 
system performance under high acceleration 
[AD-770271)	 p0198 1174-167147 
X-22A fixed-base ground simulator facility 
[ID-769942J	 p0200 1174-16997 
Flight investigation of lateral-directional flying 
qualities and control power requirements for 
STOL landing approach using the X-221 aircraft. 
Volume 1: Technical results 
[AD-7747283	 p0299 1174-20678 
Flight investigation of lateral-directional flying 
qualities and control power requirements for 
STOL landing approach using the 1-221 aircraft. 
Volume 2: background information 
(AD-774729]	 p0299 1174-20679 
A fixed-base ground simulator study of control and 
display requirements for VTOL instrument 
landings with a decelerating approach to a hover 
(AD-774750]	 p0299 1174-20680 
Dynamics report for T-28B simplified flight 
sinulator 
(AD-774479]	 p0302 1174-20905 
In-flight testing of a flight control multiplex 
system in the Nc-131 B total in-flight simulator 
[AD-774049]	 p0302 1174-20907 
Air-to-air fire control exposition, phase 3 (Expn_-3) 
(10-775360]	 p0327 1174-21673 
Determination of the derivatives of longitudinal 
motion of an aircraft from flight data by a 
model with automatic parameter adjustment 
(EAE-LIB-TRANS-1740]	 p0407 1174-27506 
The use of an aircraft test stand for YTOL 
handling qualities studies --- pilot evaluation 
of flight controllability 
(NASA-TN-X-62218]	 p0418 1174-28737 
PLIGHT STABILITY TESTS 
On the use of first order rotor dynamics in 
multiblade coordinates --- for compound helicopter 
[ABS PREPRINT 83-1]	 p0384 174-36586 
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a 
helicopter from flight, measurements 
[ICAS PAPER 714_49]	 p0451 174-41349 
Tables for flight tests --- giving reference 
atmospheres, calibration velocity, mach number, 
and sound velocity
p0190 1174-15722 
VSTOL aircraft stability and control experience 
from methods and results of Do 31 flight tests 
[NASA-TT-F-15531]	 p0325 1174-21651 
AGARD flight test instrumentation services. 
Volume 1: Basic principles of flight test 
instrumentation engineering --- application to 
large automated systems for initial flight tests 
of military and civilian aircraft 
[AGARDOGEAPH-160-VOL-1]	 p0360 1174-25933 
The users' requirements
p0360 1174-25934 
FLIGHT TEST INSTRUBENTS 
Tracking systems for flight development of today's 
commercial aircraft
p0348 174-34858 
The use of a rotating arm facility to study flight 
effects on jet noise
p0436 174-39970 
A new jet engine thrust measuring system - An 
advancement in flight test engineering 
p046O 174-43613 
AGABD flight test instrumentation services. 
Volume 1: Basic principles of flight test 
instrumentation engineering --- application to 
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large automated systems for initial flight tests 
of .ilitary and civilian aircraft 
(AGARDOGRAPU-160VOLl]	 p0360 074-25933 
The users requirements
p0360 074-25934 
An induction into the design of flight test 
instrumentation systems -- factors affecting 
the development and design of flight test 
instrumentation systems
p0360 014-25935 
Seteorological characteristics of a measuring 
channel --- fundamental characteristics of 
flight test instrumentation syste.
p0360 074-25936 
FLIGBT TEST VEBICLES 
Active flutter suppression - A flight test 
demonstration 
(AIAA PAPER 74-402)	 p0266 A74-26701 
Progress in the development of a versatile 
airborne simulator for V/STOL aircraft 
p0335 174-31895 
FLIGBT TESTS 
NT PLIGHT STABILITY TESTS 
comparison of ground and flight test results using 
a •odified F1O6B aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1305)	 pOOh A74-11304 
Shuttle sonic boom - Technology and predictions 
environmental impact 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1039]	 p0026 A74-12225 
AfterbOdy drag flight test of the A-7E airplane 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1306]	 p0032 174-12948 
Preliminary results of flight tests of the 
propulsion system of the YP-12 airplane at Each 
numbers to 3.0 
(AIRA PAPER 73-1314)	 p0033 174-12951 
Eurocontrol evaluation of the Standard Elektrik 
Lorenz /SEL/ Doppler vOR-DEE and Decca Omnitrac 
computing, navigation and display system for 
area navigation. Phase III - Plight trials 
197 1-1972
p0091 174-16075 
Design and hover-flight testing of a deflection 
control system for the Aerodyne wingless, 
remote-controlled experimental flight vehicle 
(DGLR PAPER 73-070]	 p0120 A74-17179 
Vertical take-off and landing aircraft 
p0127 A74-18178 
A •ethod of calculating aircraft wake velocity 
profiles and comparison with full-scale 
experimental measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-39]	 p0132 A74-18747 
F-15 progress report. II --- with emphasis on 
flight test status and control characteristics 
p0171 A74-19489 
Longitudinal stability for supersonic transport 
aircraft
p0172 A74-19490 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. I
p0172 A74-19491 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. II
p0172 A74-19492 
S-3A initial operational test and evaluation 
p0172 A14-19496 
Putting the computer in its place --- Automated 
Telemetry System for aircraft flight tests 
p0172 A74-19497 
Vectored thrust V/STOL shipboard testing 
p0112 A74-19498 
The case for engine flying test beds --- for 
aircraft	 - 
00-5 flight test program report
p0172 174-19500 
A digital fly-by-wire technology development 
program using an F-BC test aircraft 
(kIll PAPER 74-28] 	 p0179 A74-20755 
Plight test safety analysis of the all weather 
landing system /AWLS/ program
p0182 A74-20974 
Flight test of the ski equipped Nohawk 
p0184 A74-21820 
Flight tests of gated, low-light-level television 
for search and rescue
p0217 A74-22532 
Eaximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
stability and control derivatives
p0209 174-23327
PLIUT TESTS 
Some aerodynamic problems raised by the airship 
-(ONERA, VP NO. 1312]	 pO222 174-24314 
F-15 test progress. I - F-Is offers superior 
maneuverability
p0224 A74-24668 
Case studies in Aircraft Parameter Identification 
p0225 A74-24840 
Aircraft performance emureIent 1.n nonsteady 
flights
p0225 A74-24856 
Wind-tunnel in;tigations aimed at devising tests 
of aircraft spin
p0223 A14-25316 
RPBV5 - The first and future flights --- Remotely 
Piloted Research Vehicle
p0261 174-26410 
ERCA prepares for flight test --- Eulti-Role 
Combat Aircraft
p0261 174-26416 
The development of the WG-13 --- helicopter 
program management, manufacture and flight testing 
p0262 174-26567 
Research instrumentation requirements for 
flight/wind-tunnel tests of the !F-12 propulsion 
syste, and related flight experience 
p02-77 A74-28285 
Instrumentation for in-flight determination of 
steady-state and dynamic inlet performance in 
supersonic aircraft
p0277 A74-28286 
A simplified criterion to certify light aircraft 
for flight in icing conditions 
tSAR PAPER 740349)	 p0308 174-28729 
Plight test results of a separate surface 
wing-leveling system 
[SAN PAPER 740369]	 p0309 174-28740 
Eathenatical simulation of a vibrating light 
aircraft piston engine and correlation with 
engine flight test data 
(SIB PAPER 140383)	 pO31O A74-28748 
Variability in aircraft noise measurements 
from short and long period jet flight tests 
p0314 174-30079 
Anti-icing tests on Concorde
p0319 174-30818 
A data reduction method for lauding performance 
tests
p0320 114-30821 
Preliminary measurements of aircraft aerodynamic 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-572]	 p0344 174-34332 
Flight test results for an advanced technology 
light airplane wing 
(SIR PAPER 740368]	 p0345 174-34801 
Flight testing today - 1973; Proceedings of the 
Fourth Rational Symposium, Las Vegas, Rev., 
August 21-23, 1973
p0345 174-34837 
Air-to-air tracking techniques to evaluate 
aircraft handling qualities
p0345 174-34838 
Flight evaluation of four low airspeed indicating 
systems
p0345 174-34839 
Inflight thrust and base pressure survey on the 
A-7 airplane
p0345 A14-34840 
The use of a navigation platform for performance 
flight testing
p0345 A74-34841 
Survivable flight control system Fly-by-Wire 
flight testing
p0346 174-34842 
Perfor.ance considerations for terrain following 
flight
p0346 A714-348113 
Energy management display
p0346 A74-34844 
Flight test evaluation of a low cost electrostatic 
autopilot
p0346 A74-34846 
Are existing navaids adequate for commercial STOL 
operations in coming STOL environments 
suggested inprovements for existing systems 
p0346 174-34847 
Determining helicopter instrument flight capability 
p0346 174-34848 
CC-115 Buffalo aircraft engine and engine inlet 
duct anti-icing syste. evaluation trials 
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p0346 674-34849 
Devaloplent and flight test of a radio controlled 
ornithopter prototype
p0347 174-34850 
Simulation and flight test evaluation --- of 
helicopter control syste.
p0347 174-34851 
Implementation of the unif or. flight test analysis 
syste• -- aircraft performance computer programs 
p0347 174-34855 
Plight test applications and analysis of parameter 
identification techniques
p0347 174-34856 
Data •anageaent during the Navy performance test 
and evaluation of the P-141 airplane 
p0347 174-34857 
Rind tunnel and flight develop•ent of the P-14 
subsonic/transonic maneuvering configuration 
(AIRA PAPER 74-618)	 p0376 174-35386 
Transonic Aircraft Technology /TACT/ progra. 
[1111 PAPER 74-620) 	 p0376 174-35387 
Rind tunnel and flight perfor.ance of the YF-12 
inlet system 
(hAl PAPER 74-621)
	 p0376 A74-35388 
Recent developments in shipboard V/STOL testing 
p038 1 A74-36227 
Pyrotechnic pulse generators for in-flight 
structural tests
p0382 174-36353 
AE-56A /ANCS/ compound helicopter vibration 
reduction --- Advanced Nechanical Control Syste. 
(ASS PREPRINT 834]
	 p0385 174-36589 
Helicopter icing handling qualities 
[ABS PEEPRINT 844]
	 p0385 174-36595 
UTTAS flight test - Real-time data analysis 
helicopters in Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft System 
[ABS PREPRINT 864)
	 p0386 A74-36604 
The scissors rotor --- for helicopters 
(ASS PEEPRINT 812]	 p0388 A74-36621 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CB-54B helicopter
p0395 A74-37503 
Theoretical store separation analyses of a 
prototype store and con parison with a flight 
drop test 
(AIAA PAPER 74-776]
	 p0399 A74-37801 
Estimation of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives of 
a variable geometry fighter aircraft from flight 
data 
(ArIA PAPER 74-790]
	 p0399 A74-37810 
System design and flight test results of the 
Bendix/Bell ELS category 11/111 elevation 
approach guidance function 
[AIAA PAPER 74-909]
	 p0402 174-37889 
Plight evaluation of a Each 3 cruise longitudinal 
autopilot 
(6166 PAPER 74-910]
	 p0402 A74-37890 
Solid-state power controllers for B-i flight test 
pO425 A74-38575 
A broad view of Navy S-3A testing 
(AIAA PAPER 74-943]
	 p0426 174-38716 
Plight testing the Pokker P28 with advanced wing 
(AIAA PAPER 74-944] 	 pO426 A74-38717 
Plight test investigation of the sailplane as a 
post-stall research vehicle 
(AIAA PAPER 74-951]
	 p0427 174-38720 
NASA flight research on aircraft wake vortices and 
minimization concepts
	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 14-953]
	 p0427 A74-38721 
Plight performance of a circulation controlled STOL 
(1111 PAPER 74-994]	 p0429 674-38749 
Comparison of Fokker P28 Feilovship l
 wind tunnel 
and flight data - A summary
p0430 174-38796 
Development and flight test progress of the YF-17 
(AIAA PAPER 74-941]
	 p0452 A74-41652 
Direct force control for light airplanes 
(ArIA PAPER 74-862)
	 pO4S3 674-41809 
The use of gliders for airfoil section research 
and development 
[ALAA PAPER 74-1008]
	 p0454 A74-42034 
An evaluation of sailplane drag coefficient 
parameters from flight test results 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1020]
	 p0454 174-42041 
Plight testing a highly instrumented sailplane 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1023)
	 p0454 A74-42042
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Gemini - A variable geometry sailplane 
(1111 PAPER 74-1035]
	 p0455 A74-42049 
Advancements in flight test engineering; 
Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Symposium, 
Anaheim, Calif., August 7-9, 1974
p0459 A74-43601 
Developing STOL operational criteria
p0459 174-43602 
Airborne testing of advanced •ultisensor aircraft 
p0460 A74-436i2 
US Army helicopter icing tests
p0460 A74-43623 
Pyrotechnic bonkers for structural tests in flight 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1389 E]
	 p0478 674-44953 
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests 
p0481 A74-45379 
Views regarding the validity of results from 
simulation testing in co.parisonvith the 
results from actual flight test 
(NASA-TT-F-15172]	 p0056 N74-10922 
Comparison of simulation and flight testing at 
automatic STOL landing 
(NASA-TT-F-1517i) 	 p0056 N74-10923 
Helicopter visual aid system
p0067 B74-11691 
AEDC Fiscal Year 1974 Air Force technical 
objective document --- facility improvements, 
test techniques, instrumentation, gas 
properties, and wind tunnel and flight test data 
comparisons 
(AD-766719]	 p0068 N74-11803 
On the effect of reliability of simulation results 
on the methodology of flight testing and 
simulation 
(NASA-TT-F-15175)	 p0098 N74-12015 
Identiflcation tests with optical sights and 
reconnaissance aids in helicopters 
(FOA-2-C-2533-D8/Ei/N6] 	 p0104 N74-12721 
The identification of aircraft powerplant dynamic 
response from flight tests using power spectral 
techniques 
(RAE-TR-73049]	 p0105 N74-12725 
Investigation of the maneuverability of the S-67 
winged helicopter 
[AD-767559]	 p0106 N74-12735 
Aerotechnology in aviation problems
p0154 N74-14675 
Problems of estimating the drag of a helicopter 
correlation of flight test data and scale 
model test data
p0156 N74-14715 
Review of drag measurements from flight tests of 
manned aircraft with comparisons to wind-tunnel 
predict ions
p0158 N74-14735 
A quick look at the state-of-the-art in flight

testing of certain aerodynamic parameters 
related to wind tunnel testing 
(PFA-Au-966]	 p0158 N74-14740 
HFL-10 liftiug body flight control system 
characteristics and operational experience 
(NASA-Tfl-X-2956]	 p0159 N74-14753 
Ground operation tests of flying test bed for VTOL 
aircraft at National Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL-TR-319]	 pOl6l N74-14764 
Comparison of theflying qualities of the A-7D 
aircraft with the requirements of EIL-P-8785B ASG 
(AD-768390]	 p0161 N14-14768 
LDP powered balloon program --- feasibility 
demonstration of free balloon station keeping 
capability 
(AD-768673J	 p0162 N74-14770 
Evaluation of the •odified Bendix AAU 196/A AIMS 
altimeter 
(AD-768722)	 p0164 N74-15115 
A simplified flight-test method for determining 
aircraft takeoff performance that includes 
effects of pilot technique 
[NASA-TN-D-7603]	 pO195 N74-16717 
Plight evaluation of two segment approaches for 
jet transport noise abatement 
(NASA-CR-114735J	 p0200 N74-16995 
Initial results from flight testing a large, 
remotely piloted airplane model --- flight tests 
of remotely controlled scale model of F-is 
aircraft 
(NASA-TE-X-56024)	 p0247 N74-18671 
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AGARD flight test instrumentation series. Volume 
5: Magnetic recording of flight test data 
design and performance of airborne tape transports 
(AGARDOGRAPB-160Y0L5] 	 pO2S4 1174-18833 
Development and flight tests of a gyro-less wing 
leveler and directional autopilot 
[NASA-TN-D-1460)	 p0256 1174-19282 
A review of the 1-221 variable stability aircraft 
and research facility 
(AD-774142]	 p0300 1174-20688 
In-flight testing of a flight control multiplex 
system in the NC-131 H total in-flight simulator 
(AD-774049J	 p0302 1174-20907 
A flight investigation of the STOL characteristics 
of an augmented jet flap STOL research aircraft 
(NASA-TM-X-62334)	 p0329 1174-22637 
Parameter estimation techniques and application in 
aircraft flight testing 
(NASA-TN-D-7647]	 p0355 1174-25569 
Navy participation in the development of airframe 
parameter identification techniques
p0356 N74-25572 
Helicopter derivative identification from analytic 
models and flight test data
p0356 1174-25579 
Nonlinear parameter identification: Ballistic 
range experience applicable to flight testing 
using Gauss-Newton methcd
p0356 1174-25580 
Engineering flight test: AH-1G helicopter with 
model 212 tail rotor. Part 2: Performance and 
handling qualities 
[AD-776360]	 p0359 1174-25613 
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests 
[NASA-TWX-71548]	 p0360 1174-25812 
A standardized flight-by-flight test program for 
the fatigue life evaluation of wing components 
of transport aircraft
p0367 1174-26476 
Comparison of Fokker F-28 wind tunnel and flight 
data, A summary 
(NLR-TR-73001-U]	 p0368 11714-26486 
A correlation study of in-flight vibration 
measurements for patrol-type aircraft 
[AD-777668]	 p0369 1174-26490 
Flight evaluation of advanced control systems and 
displays on a general aviation airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7703]	 pOQOl 1174-27499 
Use of a pitot-static probe for determining wing 
section drag in flight at Mach numbers from 0.5 
to approximately 1.0 
[NASA-TM-X-56025]	 p0441 1174-29370 
Background information and user guide for 
MIL-S-83691 
(AD-780523]	 p0490 1174-33459 
Parameter estimation of powered-lift STOL aircraft 
characteristics including turbulence and ground 
effects 
(NASA-TM-I-62382)	 p0493 1174-34466 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of-a 
CH-54B helicopter
p0497 1174-34511 
Fighter technology demonstrator precursor analysis 
and test. Volume 1: Baseline development and 
technology identification 
[10-783636]	 p0491 1174-34517 
PLIGET TilE 
Minimum time and minimum fuel flight path 
sensitivity
p0342 174-33811 
PLIGHT VEHICLES	 -. 
The equation of flight vehicle roll motion 
p0088 174-15728 
An analytic survey of low-speed flying devices - 
Natural and man-made	 - 
(lIlA PAPER 14-1019]	 p0454 114-42040 
IdealizatIon and determination of the inertial 
characteristics of the structure of a flight 
vehicle
p0484 174-46696 
In-flight symmetrical maneuvers of a flight vehicle 
p0484 174-46697 
The determination of non-symmetric vehicle 
stability parameters from response data 
p0139 1114-13102 
ILCOBS 
Aircraft floor panel developments at British
Airways /1967-1973/
p0352 174-35027 
PLOQUET THEOREM 
An application of Floquet theory to prediction of 
mechanical instability --- for helicopter with 
inoperative blade damper
p0395 174-37496 
PLOW 
Drag and separation --- effects of separated flow 
on aerodynamic drag
p0157 N14-14122 
PLOW CBARACTERISTICS 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT FLAME STABILITY 
NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION 
NT FLOW STABILITY 
NT FLOW VELOCITY	 - 
NT MAGNETOHTDRODYNAMIC STABILITY 
Investigation of flow parameters in a turbine 
stage with a nonuniform inlet 
-	 p0002 174-10255 
Investigation of the characteristics of flows past 
plates at large angles of attack
pOol0 174-13183 
Characteristics of the wake behind a cascade of 
airfoils
p0123 A14-11495 
Improvement of the downflow conditions behind an 
integrated shrouded propeller
p0124 A14-17801 
A method of calculating the flow around a wing of 
arbitrary planform, positioned on a cylindrical 
body	 -
p0129 A74-18632 
A study of the characteristics of measuring 
elements of pneumatic systeos
p0174 174-19852 
Noise characteristics of a turbulent crosswind jet 
p0117 174-20281 
Inverse transonic flow calculations using 
experimental pressure distributions
p0216 174-28050 
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing 
flow unsteadiness about airfoils, an 
experimental and analytical investigation 
(NASA-CR-2344]	 p0036 1114-10019 
Some design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
(NASA-TM-X-71460]	 p0037 1174-10021 
Performance of tansonic fanstage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 208 kilograms per 
second per square meter (42.6 (lb/sec) /sq ft) 
[NASATMX-2903]	 p0031 1174-10022 
FORTRAN program for predicting off-design 
performance of centrifugal compressors 
[NASA-TN-D-7481]	 p0037 1174-100214 
Comparison of predicted and measured low-speed 
performance of two 51 centimeter-diameter inlets 
- at incidence angle 
(NASA-TM-X-2937]	 p0037 1174-10026 
Performance of transonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of- 198 kilograms per 
second per square meter (40.6(lb/sec) /sq ft) 
[NASA-TM-X-2905)	 p0031 N74-10027 
TWO-dimensional wind tunnel test on a 
variable-camber airfoil with distributed suction 
boundary-layer control 
[AD-766304]	 p0038 11114-10033 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various v-gutter target thrust reversers 
(NASA-TM-X-71470]	 p0039 1174-10037 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. -Volume 3: A design 
technique for multiple nozzle configurations 
(NASA-CR-132352)	 p0061 1114-11115 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 4: Similarity laws 
for nozzle flows 
(NASA-CR-132353]	 p0061 1174-11116 
Effect of subsonic inlet lip geometry on predicted 
surface and flow Mach number distributions 
[NASA-TN-D-7446)	
-	
p0093 1174-11812 
Study of the temperature influence on induced flow 
effects. Part 2: Influence of ground effects 
on hot-air jet mixing in steady atmospheric air 
(IPD-9/71-PT-23	 p0097 1114-11845 
Analysis of the low-speed flow over a slender 
sharp edged delta wing at angles of attack 
-	
p0098 N74-12034 
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Performance of conical diffusers in incompressible 
flow 
(ESDU-73024]	 p0109 974-12986 
Exact solutions for conical •ixed flow rotors. 
Part 2: Cambered blades of finite thickness 
(NEL-524-PT-2)	 p0109 974-12989 
Dynamic stall 
(EASA-CE-136473]	 p0139 974-13709 
Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-CP-124)	 p0155 914-14709 
Collection of experimental data for aircraft 
afterbody drag in the transonic and supersonic 
range and comparison with theoretical 
calculation methods 
(BBVG-FEWT-73-27]	 p0195 974-16705 
Study of reverse-flow characteristics of a tip fan 
and an ejector --- for application to air 
cushion landing system 
(AD-770080]	 p0198 974-16744 
Investigation of nonlinear inviscid and viscous 
flow effects in the analysis of dyna.ic stall 
air flow and chordwise pressure distribution 
on airfoil below stall condition 
[NASA-CR-2335]	 p0245 974-18646 
Plight-test investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics and flow interference effects 
about the aft fuselage of the F-lilA airplane 
[NISA-TN-D-7563)	 p0246 974-18657 
An experimental investigation of leading-edge 
vortex augmentation by blowing 
[NASA-CR-132415]	 pO281 874-19643 
Preliminary results of flight tests of vortex 
attenuating splines -- evaluation of 
effectiveness of wingtip vortex attenuating device 
(NASA-TN-x-71928)	 p0294 874-20637 
Turbulent lift. Comments on some preli.inary wind 
tunnel tests --- characteristics of vortex on 
wing surface from tangential blowing on upper 
surface 
[NASA-TT-F-15743]	 p0405 974-27484 
PLOW COEFFICIENTS 
NT DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 
PLOW DEFLECTION 
Near-field trajectory of turbulent jets discharged 
at various inclinations into a uniform crossflow 
p0003 A74-10568 
Interaction between an overexpanded gas jet and a 
flat obstacle
p0391 A74-37138 
V/STOL deflector duct profile study --- analysis 
of back pressure gradient in ducted flow of 
exhaust gases against lift fan
p029 1 974-204 17 
Exhaust flow deflector 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11570-1)	 p0410 874-28233 
PLOW DISTORTION 
An analytical and experimental study of inlet 
ground vortices 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1313]
	 p0011 A74-11309 
Some aspects of inlet/engine flow compatibility 
p0020 A74-11618 
A similarity parameter for scaling dynamic inlet 
distortion 
(ASBE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-3)	 p0071 A74-13245 
Some comments on V/STOL wind tuünel testing in the 
transition flight region
pO2lS A74-22477 
System for evaluation of P-iS inlet dynamic 
distortion
p0277 A74-28287 
Experimental investigations of strongly swept 
turbine cascades with low speed flow 
pO280 A74-28457 
Some comparisons of the flow characteristics of a 
turbofan compressor system with and without 
inlet pressure distortion
p0380 A74-36188 
Dynamic flow distortion in subsonic air inlets 
p0437 A74-39987 
Crossflow-jnduced flow distortion and its 
influence on the performance of a vertical axis 
lifting fan 
(BE-73-4]	 p0438 A74-40303 
The deformation of a vortex sheet behind a swept 
back wing - Comparison of measurements and 
calculations 
(ICAS PAPER 74-33] 	 p0449 A74-41334 
Analog computer implementation of four 
instantaneous distortion indices
SUBJECT INDEX 
(NASA-Tfi-I-29931
	 pO243 874-18397 
Flight-test investigation of--the aerodynamic 
characteristics and flow interference effects 
about the aft fuselage of the F-lilA airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7563)	 p0246 874-18657 
PLOW DISTRIBUTION 
On the flow around the leading edge of a lifting 
airfoil 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1294)
	 p000S A74-10996 
Bethods of visualization of the leading edge 
separation bubble and analysis of results 
(ORERA, TP NO. 1295]
	 p0005 A74-10997 
Neasuring the radiation of a vertical gas jet 
p0015 A74-11500 
Experimental investigation of sonic boom 
propagation through variable flow fields 
pOil5 A74-16385 
Three dimensional supersonic flow field analysis 
of the B-i airplane by a finite difference 
technique and comparison with experimental data 
• (AIAA PAPER 74-189)
	 p0136 A74-18877 
Flowfield analysis for successive oblique shock 
wave-turbulent boundary-layer interactions 
p0173 A74-19777 
Vortex-induced beating to cone flaps at Bach 6 
p0223 A74-24958 
A two-component laser Doppler 'elocimeter for - 
periodic flow fields
p0267 A7Le-26916 
On the flow field of a rapidly oscillating airfoil 
in a supersonic flow
p0267 A74-26960 
Some extensions of thin-shock-layer theory 
p0279 A74-28419 
Anaysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment 
[AIAA PAPER 74-506)
	 .	 p0339 A74-33105 
Wind tunnel and flight performance of the YF-12 
inlet system 
(AmA PAPER 74-621)
	 pO376 A74-35388 
An analytical method valid up to the critical 
speed for predicting store separation 
characteristics from modern aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-775]
	 p0399 A74-37800 
Study of unsteady flows around a pointed airfoil 
by conformal transformation
p0432 A74-39300 
Study of flow in axial compressors
	 .	 . -. 
p0457 A74-43 132 
Analysis of acoustic radiation in a jet flow 
environment
p0461 A74-44314 
A study of methods which predict supersonic flow 
fields from body geometry, distance, and Bach 
number 
(NASA-TN-D-7387)	 p0038 874-10030 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
(AD-766815]	 p0059 874-10941 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 1: Nozzle-exhaust 
flow field analysis by a reference plane 
characteristics technique 
(NASA-CR-132350)	 p0061 874-11113
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 2: Nn.erical-
program for analysis of nozzle-exhaust flow fields 
(NASA-CR-132351)	 p0061 -874-1 1114
Analysis of stratified and closely spaced jets 
exhausting into a crossflow --- aerodyna.ic 
characteristics of lift-jet, vectored thrust, 
and lift fan V/STOL aircraft 
(NASA-CR-i32297)	 p0061 874-11118
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
performance of a fan-in-wing YTOL configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7498]	 p0094 874-11823
The flow field and pressure distribution of an 
isolated road wheel 
(IC-AER0-72-14]	 p0155 874-14706 
A study of the nonlinear aerodynamics of bodies in 
nonplanar motion --- numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic force and moment systems during 
large amplitude, arbitrary motions 
(NASA-TR-R-421]	 - p0158 974-14741
Analysis of the flow about delta wings with 
leading edge separation at supersonic speeds 
(NASA-CR-132358)	 p0158 874-14745 
Similarity parameters and their sensitivity for 
transonic airframe exhaust nozzle interactions 
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PLOW VISOLLIZATIOI 
(AD-768988]	 pOlS9 W74-14746 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
1: Experimental research 	 wind tunnel tests
of jet fighter aircraft scale model 
(AD771290]	 p0232 0711-17710 
An investigation of the trailing vorticity behind 
a STOL aircraft 
(AD .77 11571J	 p0299 074-20677 
An analytical investigation of wing-jet interaction 
(NASA-CN-138140]	 p0323 074-21633 
Tail rotor design guide --- aerodynamic 
configurations of helicopter components for low 
speed and hover flight 
(AD-775391)	 p032? 074-21671 
Low speed wind tunnel flow field results for .JT8D 
refan engines on the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CB-134630]	 p0353 074-25537 
An experimental and analytical investigation of 
the potential flow field, boundary layers, and 
drag of various helicopter fuselage configurations 
(AD-777798]	 p0408 074-27514 
Helicopter domnvash data 
[AD-780754]	 p0468 m74-31518 
Three-di•ensional measure.ents of the velocity in 
the -near flow field of a full-scale hovering rotor 
(AD-781547]	 p0470 074-32417 
PLOW EQUATIOUS 
NT BEL000LTZ YORTICITY EQUATION 
NT VORTICITY EQOATIONS 
The numerical solution of the asymptotic equations 
of trailing edge flow
p0456 674-112797 
Exact solutions for conical mixed flow rotors. 
Part 2: Cambered blades of finite thickness 
(NEL-524-PT-2)	 p0109 074-12989 
The determination of non-symmetric vehicle 
stability para.eters from response data 
-	 p0139 074-13702 
FLOW FIELDS 
U PLOW DISTEIBUTION 
FLOW GEOHETET-. 
A direct method for computing the steady flow at 
Nach number one past a given wing airfoil 
p0118 A74-16963 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 1: Nozzle-exhaust 
flow field analysis by a reference plane 
characteristics technique 
(NASA-CR-132350)	 p0061 074-11113 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 2: Numerical 
program for analysis of nozzle-exhaust flow fields 
(NASA-CR-132351]	 p0061 074-11114 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 4: Similarity laws 
for nozzle flows 
(NASA-CR-132353]	 p0061 074-11116 
Thrust performance of podded lift-fans in crossflow 
-- effect of increasing cross flov velocity on 
thrust deterioration
p0291 074-20420 
PLOW NEASONEIEIT 
A relaxation method for calculating transonic 
flows with detached how shocks
p0119 A714-16970 
A two-component laser Doppler velocimeter for 
periodic flow fields
p0267 674-26916 
Research instrumentation requirements for 
flight/wind-tunnel tests of the YP-12 propulsion 
system and related flight experience 
p0277 A74-28285 
Axial flow measurements in trailing vortices 
p0 1125 674-38626 
- An experimental investigation of an acoustic 
method for measuring gas mass flow 
(AD-766419)	 p0046 074-10340 
Artificial development of an atmospheric boundary 
layer flow model in a wind tunnel --- using wind 
flow modulating devices at wind tunnel entrance 
-	 p0139 074-13701 
PLOW PATTERNS 
U PLOW DISTRIBUTION 
FLOW RATE 
U PLOW VELOCITY 
PLOW RESISTANCE	 -	 -
NT AEROD!NANIC DRAG
Annular slot and frontal slot flow --- turbulent 
flow resistance coefficients
p0001 674-10033 
The Dolphin airship. with undulating propulsion 
system - A new form of the evaluation factor 
pO185 A74-22272 
PLOW SEPARATION 
U BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
U SEPARATED PLOW 
FLOW STABILITY 
IT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT FLARE STABILITY 
WY RAGNETOHYDRODYNARIC STABILITY 
Experimental study of the internal noise in 
injector driven wind tunnels 
(ONERA, TP WO. 1315) 	 p0128 A74-18288
Study of casing treatment effects i axial flow 
compressors 
(ASBE PAPER 711-GT-89]	 p0273 A74-27472 
Automatic detection and suppression of inlet buzz 
-	 p0278 A7,4-28313 
A linear model of a finite amplitude Helmholtz 
•	 instability
p0335 A714-32057 
The stability of a trailing line vortex. I - 
Inviscid theory
p0337 A74-33049 
Aircraft trailing vortex instabilities 
(ICAS PAPER 74-34] 	 p0450 674-41335 
Stability and decay of free vortices behind a wing 
(NASA-TT-F-15445)	 p0287 074-19904 
FLOW THEORY 
Progress in aerospace scienceS. Volume 14 --- Book 
p0025 674-12203 
Theory of hypersonic flow about a wing 
-	
p0025 674-12205 
Developing large-scale wavelike eddies and the 	 -
near jet noise field
p0267 A74-26948 
Throughflov theory for turbomachines 
(AD-766537]	 p0065 R74-11602 
Experimental study of a wing profile with Fowlet 
flaps and slats --- development of theory for 
flow conditions during takeoff and landing 
(NASA-TT-F-15370)	 p0235 074-17747 
PLOW VELOCITY 
Forward velocity effects on jet noise with 
dominant internal noise source
p0314 674-30077 
Investigation into and application of the high 
velocity circulation control wall jet for high 
lift and drag generation on STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-502]	 p0338 674-33102
Laser velocineter measurements of the helicopter 
rotor-induced flow field 
(Ails PEEPRINT 800]	 p0387 674-36614
Instantaneous velocity measureRents in the near 
wake of a helicopter rotor
p0l125 6714-38633 
Flow through a cascade of aerofoils
pO432 674-39355 
PLOW VISUALIZATION 
Bethods of visualization of the leading edge
separation bubble and analysis of results 
(OWEBA, TP NO. 1295) 	 p0005 A714-10997
Hologram study of gas flow in a ballistic wind 
tunnel
p0013 674-111114 
Stability and decay of free vottices behind a wing 
p0021 674-11805 
Experimental study on the characteristics of an 
isolated swept-back aerofoil with two parallel 
side-walls
-	
p0069 674-12971
A color schlieren system
-	 p01214 674-17806 
Wind tunnel dynamic analysis of an oscillating 
airfoil 
(6166 PAPER 7 4 -259]	 pO13O 674-18666
Some results of an optical study of supersonic 
spatial flows 
-	 p0223 67'I-24396 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
transonic flow past a half-wing
p0224 674-25321 
Sone experimental results of the effect of a 	 - 
streanwise vortex on a two-dimensional wing 
p0321 674-312117 
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Tail-rotor thrust on a 5.5-foot helicopter •odel 
in ground effect 
(ABS PREPRINT 802)	 p0388 A74-36616 
Flow patterns of fuselage-wing models at 
supercritical angles of attack
p0391 A74-37 143 
The measurement of the Dc-i trailing vortex system 
using the tower fly-by technique 
(FAA-RD-73-141]	 p0104 874-12718 
Vortex shedding fro. the ran wing vehicle 
based on flow visualization of raw wing surface 
effect vehicle wake 
(AD-767234)	 p0105 874-12727 
Magnus characteristics of arbitrary rotating bodies 
[AGARD-AG-171J	 p0139 874-13710 
The stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor
p0140 874-13713 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
1: Experimental research --- wind tunnel tests. 
of jet fighter aircraft scale model 
[AD-771290]	 p0232 874-17710 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
2: Three-dimensional theory f or vortex-lift 
augmentation --- wind tunnel tests of jet 
fighter scale model 
[AD-771304]	 p0232 874-17711 
Stability and decay of free vortices behind a wing 
(NASA-TT-F-154451	 p0287 874-19904 
A preliminary towing tank study of the trailing 
vortex generated by a rectangular wing, 
including the effects of several tip modifications 
[ARL/A-NOTE-342] 	 p0323 874-21636 
PLO N METE ES 
Investigations into the possibilities of applying 
the 'Aerodynamic Paradoxon •
 principle in fluidic 
devices
p0 174 A74-19859 
Turbulence measurements with a laser Doppler 
velocimeter 
(AD-766781]	 p0062 874-11129 
Aircraft fuel system tests with galled 
fuel-flowneter calibration, fuel boost pump and 
jettison tests 
(FAA-NA-73-43]	 p0095 874-11828 
The feasibility of a fluidic respiratory flow meter 
[NASA-CB-132296]	 p0241 874-18096 
PLDENIcS 
Aerospace fluidics applications and circuit 
man ufacture 
(SAE PAPER 730880]
	 p0019 174-11604 
FLUID AMPLIFIERS 
NT JET AMPLIFIERS 
FLUID BOUNDARIES 
NT GAS-SOLID INTERFACES 
FLUID DYNAMICS 
NT AERODYNAMICS 
NT ARROTBEBMODYNAMICS 
NT GAS DYNAMICS 
NT BYDRODYNAMICS 
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS 
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
Deutsche Forschungs- and Versuchsanstalt fuer

Luft- und Raunfahrt, Annual Report 1972 
German book
p0126 A74-17969 
An experimentally based prediction of the static 
performance in the vertical direction of an air 
cushion landing system 
(AD-774387]	 p0300 874-20685 
The fluid dynamics aspects of air pollution 
related to aircraft operations 
[AGABD-AR-55)	 p0361 874-26104 
FLUID FILMS 
Dynamical pressure distribution in aerodynamic 
bearing
p0023 A74-11899 
VPW 614 de-icing
p0375 A74-35360 
FLUID FILTERS 
Oil filtration in modern aircraft systems 
p0335 174-31894 
A test method for nondestructive testing of fuel 
filtration equipment using thermography 
p0341 A74-33521 
The filtration of oil in modern aircraft 
installations. II
SUBJECT IIDH 
p0343 A74-33820 
Filtration of aviation fuels --- Russian book 
p0421 A74-38046 
FLUID PLOW 
NT AIR FLOW 
NT AIR JETS 
NT ANNULAR FLOW 
NT AXIAL FLOW 
NT AXISYMMETRIC FLOW 
NT BASE FLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LATER SEPARATION 
NT CASCADE FLOW 
NT CAVITATION FLOW 
NT CHANNEL FLOW 
NT COMBUSTIBLE FLOW 
NT COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
NT CONICAL FLOW 
NT CONVECTIVE FLOW 
NT CORE FLOW 
NT CORNER FLOW 
-NT CRITICAL FLOW 
NT CROSS FLOW 
NT DUCTED FLOW 
NT FREE FLOW 
NT FREE MOLECULAR FLOW 
NT GAS FLOW 
NT HYPERSONIC FLOW 
NT INCOMPRESSIBLE PLOW 
NT INLET FLOW 
NT INVISCID PLOW 
NT JET FLOW 
NT JET MIXING FLOW 
NT LAMINAR PLOW 
NT MASS PLOW 
NT MERIDIONAL PLOW 
NT NONEQUILIBRIcJM PLOW 
NT NONUNIFORM FLOW 
NT NOZZLE PLOW 
NT OSCILLATING PLOW 
NT PIPE FLOW 
NT PLASTIC FLOW 
NT POTENTIAL FLOW 
NT RADIAL PLOW 
NT REATTACNED PLOW 
NT RECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW 
NT REVERSED PLOW 
NT SEPARATED PLOW 
NT SHEAR PLOW 
NT SMALL PERTURBATION PLOW 
NT SOLIDS FLOW 
NT STEADY PLOW 
NT STRATIFIED FLOW 
NT SUBCRITICAL FLOW 
NT SUBSONIC FLOW 
NT SUPERCAVITATING PLOW 
NT SUPEBCRITICAL FLOW 
NT SUPERSONIC PLOW 
NT SUPERSONIC JET PLOW 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
NT TRANSITION FLOW 
NT TRANSONIC PLOW 
NT TURBULENT FLOW 
NT TWO DINENSIONAL FLOW 
NT TWO PHASE FLOW 
NT UNSTEADY FLOW 
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
NT VISCOUS FLOW 
NT WALL FLOW 
NT WEDGE PLOW 
Unsteady flow of power-law fluids
p0004 A74-10573 
Hydrodynamic forces on oscillating and 
nonoscillating smooth circular cylinders in 
crossflow --- for towed bodies 
(AD-767022] p0062 874-11125 
Heat transfer of a disk rotating in a casing 
cooling fluid flow in gas turbine engines 
(NASA-TT-F-15199] p0101	 874-12572 
FLUID INJECTION 
NT WATER INJECTION 
Experimental study of the internal noise in 
injector driven wind tunnels 
[ONERA, TP NO.
	 1315] p0128 174-18288 
FLUID JET AMPLIFIERS 
U JET AMPLIFIERS 
FLUID JETS 
NT AIR JTS 
NT FREE JETS
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	 FLUTTER ANALYSIS 
NT GAS JETS 
NT HYDRAULIC JETS 
FLUID NECHANICS 
NT AERODYNAHICS	 - 
NT AEROTRBRNODTRANICS 
NT FLUID DYNAMICS 
NT GAS DYNARICS 
NT HYDRODYNAMICS 
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNARICS 
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luf t- und Rau.fahrt, 
Yearbook 1972 -- German book
p0225 A74-24892 
Static two dimensional performance of a cushion 
fed air cushion landing system 
(AD-774394]	 -	 p0300 N74-20686 
FLUID PONU 
Realization of the power amplification effect in a 
ramjet unit by applying the principle of 
boundary layer separation
p0175 174-20069 
Fluid power for aircraft: Nouern hydraulic 
technology /2nd edition/
p0214 A74-23376 
Fluid power and control requirements for the U.S. 
Army heavy lift helicopter 
(SAN PAPER 730988] 	 p0269 174-27253 
FLUID ROTOR GYROSCOPES 
Study of unconventional gyroscopic apparatus. I 
p0029 A74-12444 
PLUIDIC CIRCUITS 
Development of a turbine inlet gas temperature 
measurement and control system using a fluidic 
temperature sensor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1251] 	 p0010 A74-11272 
Aerospace fluidics applications and circuit 
manufacture 
(SAY PAPER 730880] 	 p0019 174-11604 
A study of the characteristics of measuring 
elements of pneumatic systems
p0174 A74-19852 
Aircraft cabin pressure and te.perature control 
through reliable fluidic circuits
pO3l8 A74-35720 
Pluidics and its application in aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0484 a74-46688 
Fluidic emergency roll control system --- for 
emergency aircraft control following failure of 
primary roll control system 
(NASA-CE-114588]	 p0040 N74-10048 
The feasibility of a fluidic respiratory flow •eter 
(NASA-CN-132296)	 p0241 N74-18096 
Hydraulic-to-pneumatic power supply for aircraft 
fluidic systems 
(AD-778764]	 p0417 N74-28550 
FLUIDICS 
NT FLUERICS 
Investigations into the possibilities of applying 
the 'Aerodynamic Paradoxon' principle in fluidic 
devices
p0174 A74-19859 
Applications of fluidics to light aircraft 
instrumentation and control 
(SAE PAPER 740351)	 p0308 A74-28731 
Hydrofluidic servoactuator development 
(AD-766308]	 p0047 N74-10491 
Hydrofluidic yaw SAS analysis design and development 
(10-717804]	 p0408 1174-27510 
FLUORESCENCE 
NT I RAY fLUORESCENCE 
FLUORINE CORPOUNDS 
NT FLUORO CONPOUNDS 
FLUONO CONFOUNDS 
Development of thermally stable poly 
(fluoroalkoxyphosphazene) transmission seals for 
the UN-i helicopter 
[AD-773652)	 p0288 N74-20080 
PLUTT!I 
NT PANEL FLUTTER 
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTER 
Analysis and testing of stability augmentation 
systems --- for supersonic transport aircraft 
wing and B-52 aircraft control system 
(NASA-CR-132349]	 p0093 N74-11809 
Active control syste.s for load alleviation, 
flutter suppression and ride control
conference 
(AGARDOGRAPH-175]	 p0353 N74-25550 
tatus of two studies on active control of 
aeroelastic response at NASA Langley Research 
Center
p0354 N74-25553 
Active flutter suppression on wings with external 
stores
p0354 N74-25555 
Flutter suppression and gust afleviation using 
active controls 
[NASA-CR-138658)	 p0363 N74-26424 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CH-54B helicopter
p0497 1174-34511 
FLUTTER ANALYSIS 
Exploitation of spectral density curves in the 
case of wind tunnel flutter measurement 
p0005 174-11000 
Advanced flutter design techniques --- subsonic 
and SST aircraft 
(SAY PAPER 730935]	 p0016 174-11565 
Note on the aerodynamic theory of oscillating 
T-tails. I - Theory of wings oscillating in yav 
and sideslip
p0088 A74-15147 
Effect of steady.state coning angle and damping on 
whirl flutter stability
p0090 A7'4-15967 
Lifting-surface theory for an oscillating T-tail 
p0119 A74-17012 
A direct method for calculating flutter speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 74-270] 	 p0131 A74-18675 
On repetitive flutter calculations in structural 
design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-141] 	 p0133 A74-18789 
Theoretical investigation of supersonic flow pest 
oscillating cascades with subsonic leading-edge 
locus 
(AIAA PAPER 14-14]	 p0135 174-18843 
Model tests and analysis of prop-rotor dyna.ics 
for tilt-rotor aircraft
p0205 A74-22461 
An oscillatory kernel function method for lifting 
surfaces in mixed transonic flow 
(AIAA PAPER 714-359]	 p0264 A74-26669 
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating 
circular-arc airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 74-360] 	 p0264 174-26670 
A wind-tunnel investigation of a B-52 model 
flutter suppression system 
(AIAA PAPER 74-401]	 p0265 A74-26700 
Active flutter suppression - A flight test 
demonstration 
[AIAA PAPER 74-402]	 p0266 A74-26701 
A transonic study of active flutter suppression 
based on an aerodynamic energy concept 
(AIAA PAPER 74-403]	 p0266 174-26702 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
[AIAA PAPER 74-404]	 p0266 A74-26703 
A comparison of two types of structural 
optimization procedures for satisfying flutter 
requirements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-405] 	 pO266 A74-26704 
Some tunnel-wall effects on transonic flutter 
from Roeing SST model tests 
(AIAA PAPER 74-406]	 p0266 174-26705 
Aeroelastic stability of periodic systems with 
application to rotor blade flutter 
(AIAA PAPER 74-417]	 p0267 A74-26713 
Lift and moment prediction for an oscillating 
airfoil with a moving separation point 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-28]	 p0272 174-27426 
Supersonic unstalled flutter in f an rotors - 
Analytical and experimental results 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-40]	 p0272 174-27433 
Derivatives of eigenvalues and elgenvectors for a 
general matrix	 -
p0311 174-28967 
The Alpha Jet wind tunnel model for aeroelastic 
investigations
p0318 A74-30599 
The torsional flutter characteristics of a 	 - 
cantilevered airfoil cascade in a supersonic 
inlet flow field with a subsonic axial co.ponent 
(AIAA PAPER 74-530] 	 p0339 174-33127 
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separation
p0374 A74-35269 
A unique supersonic inlet unsteady aerodyna.ic 
cascade experiment 
(AIAA PAPER 74-622]
	 p0376 A74-35389 
Estimation of the effect of unsteadiness in 
calculating flutter in aircraft with small 
aspect ratio wings in an incompressible flow 
p0389 A74-36646 
Bethod of calculating the nonstationary 
aerodynamic loads on a thin wing of finite 
aspect ratio undergoing elastic harmonic 
vibrations in subsonic flow
pO390 A74-36815 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CH-545 helicopter
p0395 A74-37503 
Rending-torsional flutter of a cantilevered wing 
containing a tip mass and subjected to a 
transverse follower force
p0398 A74-37648 
Practical design of nininum weight aircraft 
structures for strength and flutter requirements 
(AIAA PAPER 714-986]	 p0429 A74-38743 
'SWEEP - An interdisciplinary approach to a 
structure weight estimating program 
(SAVE PAPER 1016]	 p0435 A74-39886 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kinematic constraint between the bending strains 
in the wing and the aileron deflection 
p0481 A74-45472 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kinematic constraint between the total strain 
and aileron deflection
pO482 A74-45473 
Effect of geometric profile and cascade parameters 
on the critical flutter speed of a compressor 
blade packet
p0482 A74-45934 
Determination of the critical speed for the 
flexural-torsional flutter of an airplane wing 
by a numerical method
p0483 A74-46591 
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by the 
aeroelastic vibrations of a jet engine in a pod 
(ONERA. TP NO. 14211]	 p0483 A74-46596 
Some effects of center of gravity locations of 
added mass on transonic flutter characteristics 
of low aspect ratio and sweptback thin 
cantilever wing 
(NAL-Ts-314]	 p0040 1174-10047 
Unsteady gas dynamics problems and aeroelastic 
applications related to flight vehicles 
(AD-767605]	 pOlO6 1174-12734 
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter radar 
blade 
[NASA-CR-2322]	 pOl.39 1174-13708 
Effect of compressibility on three-dimensional 
helicopter rotor blade flutter
pOillO 1174-13714 
Transonic single-mode flutter and buffet of a low 
aspect ratio wing having a subsonic airfoil shape 
(NASA-TN-D-7346)	 p0153 1174-14631 
Flutter computer program and lifting surface 
theory with boundary layer 
(NASA-CE-136559)	 p0155 1174-14707 
Changes in flutter results by stiffening so.e 
degrees of freedom --- flutter analysis of 
elastically connected aircraft structures with 
low masses 
(TR-195]	 p0188 1174-15709 
Helicopter blade-tip stability in forward flight 
p0195 1174-16711 
Studies in tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft aeroelasticity 
blade flapping and pitch change freedoms of 
proprotor configurations
p0282 1174-19649 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
p01111 1174-28473 
Application of sampled-data control techniques in 
the design of an aircraft flutter mode controller 
[AD-779078]	 p0442 1174-29389 
Flutter analysis of swept-wing subsonic aircraft 
with parameter studies of composite wings 
(NASA-TN-D-7539]	 p0469 1174-32356
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Survey of aircraft subcritical flight flutter 
testing methods 
(NASA-CR-132479]	 p0494 1174-34468 
An expez mental investigation on the transonic 
flutter characteristics of the cantilever 
swept-back wing with airfoil section and 
comparison with the thin cantilever swept-back 
wing 
(NAL-TR-361]	 p0495 1174-34480 
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FLY BY WIRE CONTROL 
Digital adaptive flight controller development 
pOl76 A74-20120 
A digital fly-by-wire technology development 
program using an F-8C test aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-28]
	 p0179 A74-20755 
Flight control syste• advances for near-future 
military aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730987]
	 p0269 A74-27252 
Fluid power and control requirements for the U.S. 
Army heavy lift helicopter 
(SAE PAPER 730988)
	 p0269 A74-27253 
Hydraulic muscle with electrical controls --- for 
Fly by Wire aircraft hydraulic systems 
p0321 A74-31474 
Survivable flight control system Ply-by-Wire 
flight testing
p0346 A74-34842 
Digital fly-by-wire - Computers lead the way 
pO371 A74-35629 
Ply-by-wire controls are on the way
p0378 A74-35743 
A new concept for angular rate flight control 
sensors 
(AIAA PAPER 74-868]
	 p0401 A74-37855 
Digital adaptive model following flight control 
using fighter aircraft mathematical 
model-following algorithm 
(AIAA PAPER 74-886]
	 p0402 A74-37868 
A classical approach to the design of 
model-following control systems --- for fighter 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-913]
	 p0402 A74-37893 
Considerations in the design of a digital flight 
control function for a high performance aircraft 
p0423 A74-38533 
Fly-by-wire - What does it weigh --- fighter 
aircraft flight control weight reduction 
[SAVE PAPER 1018] 	 p0435 A74-398R8 
Turbofan of the future
p0439 A74-40953 
Application of the aerospace multiprocessor to the 
A-7D flight control system --- development of 
• digital fly-by-wire system 
(AD-768382)	 p0162 1174-14769 
Control-by-wire actuator model development for AFCAS 
--- charabteriatics of hydraulic control valves 
• to control tandem and parallel control syste.s 
(AD-772588]	 p0253 1174-18715 
In-flight testing of a flight control multiplex 
system in the NC-131 H total in-flight simulator 
(AD-7741049]	 p0302 1174-20907 
A fly-by-wire flight control system for decoupled 
manual control
p0464 1174-31443 
Design and flight experience with a digital 
fly-by-wire control syste. in an P-8 airplane 
p0464 1174-31450 
Digital fly-by-wire control system with 
selfdiagnosing failure detection
p0464 N74-314S1 
Nodificatiol of prototype fly-by-wire system to 
investigate fiber-optic multiplexed signal 
transmission techniques 
(AD-783269]	 p0498 1174-34550 
PLYING BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT 
U FLYING PLATPOR!S 
FLYING PUSODEL 
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
NT PLIGHT CREWS 
Pilotingtechniques' and flying qualities of the 
next generation of aircraft
p0212 A74-23595 
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PLYING PLATFORMS 
An earth resources aircraft facility --- re.ote 
sensing flying platf ora
p0069 A74-12974 
Evaluation of the helicopter as a ca.era platf or. 
p0078 A74-14480 
Pegase project - Advantages of a lens-shaped hull 
for stratospheric dirigibles (ONERA, TP NO. 1310]	 p0224 A74-24312 
Potential uses for the Kiebitz tethered rotor 
platform
p0318 A714-30596 
FLYING QUALITIES 
U PLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
FLYING SPOT SCANNERS Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical 
Engineering and the National Aeronautical 
Establishment, 1 January.- 31 March 1974 
(DME/NAB-1974(1)] 	 p0332 N74-23483 
PLYW HEELS 
Transient processan in an aircraft stabilization 
system with jet-driven ,flywheels 
-	 p0398A74-37656 
FOAMING 
Foam and aeration characteristics of commercial 
aircraft lubricants	 - (ASLE PREPRINT 74AM-1A-1]	 p0307 A74-28676 
FOG
The light-scattering matrix and types of optical 
weather --- atmospheric aerosols, haze, fog. 
drizzle
p0004 A74-10783 
Project Foggy Cloud 4, phase 1. Evaluation of 
warm fog dissipation techniques --- and stratus 
cloud modification 
(AD-766086]	 p0047 N74-10597 
Thermal warn fog dissipation: Heat. reguirelents 
and projected utilization of a slstem for Travis 
AFB, California	 - 
[AD-766247)	 . p0048 N74-10605 
Thermal and chemical fog dissipation: Results Of 
field experiments at Vandenberg AFB, California 
during July 1972 
[AD-768671J	 pO161l N74-15367 
Fog clearing using helicopter dovndrafts: A 
numerical model 
(AD-771038]	 .	 pO242 E74-18280 
FOIL BEARINGS 
Gas-lubricated foil bearings for high speed 
turboalternator - Construction and performance 
(ASME PAPER 73-LUB-5]	 p0027 A74-12332 
POUER AIECRAIT	 .	 - 
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
VPW 6114 - An appraisal of Germany's new short haul 
jet
p0438 A74-40511 
FOAKEN BOND TESTERS 
U ADHESION TESTS 
FaRBER F 28 AIRCRAFT 
O P-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
Specialists Meeting on Helicopter Rotor Prediction 
Methods [AGARD-CP-122]	 p0054 N7l4-10908 
Rotary wing design methodology --- based on 
nonlinear aeroelastic blade loads analysis 
p0054 N74-10909 
The prediction of loading actions on high speed 
semi-rigid helicopters
p0055 N74-10914 
Integrated rotor/body loads prediction 
p0055 N74-10916 
FORCED OSCILLATION 
U FORCED VIBRATION 
FORCED VIBRATION 
A method for the dynamic study of helicopter 
fuselages in the design phase
p0261 A74-26025 
Some problems of the multi-point excitation 
technique in the experimental study Of the 
vibraticus of elastic structures
p0390 A74-36803 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods 
pO39I A74-37489 
Application of antiresonanCe theory to helicopters 
p0394 A74-37491
Multicyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
9039& A74-37504 
FORCED VIBRATOR! NOTION EQUATIONS 
U FORCED VIBRATION 
FOREBODINS 
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NT NOSES (FOREBODIES) 
FORECASTING 
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
NT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING 
NT WEATHER FORECASTING 
FOREIGN BODIES 
Impact resistance of composite fan blades 
fiber reinforced graphite and boron epoxy blades 
for STOL operating conditions (NASA-CR-13 14515]	 p0099 N744-12285 
FOREIGN POLICY 
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
FORENSIC SCIENCES 
U LAN (JURISPRUDENCE) 
FORGING 
Status of the latest turbine disk alloys in the U.S. 
pOl2S A74-17890 
Forgings for jet engines - More quality at less cost 
p03148 A711-34874 
Dyna.ic test of gears manufactured by advanced 
forging techniques (AD-765 l491)	 p0047 N74-10484 
FORMING TECHNIQUES 
NT CASTING 
NT COLD WORKING 
NT EXTRUDING 
NT FORGING 
NT ROLL FORMING 
Manufacture and properties of titanium and 
titanium alloys emphasizing their use in 
aeronautics. Part 1: Manufacture and processing 
conference
p0064 N74-11336 
Manufacture of titanium and titanium alloy 
semifinished products --- with application to 
production of drop-forged aircraft parts 
p0064 N74-11338 
status and development tendencies of titanium 
processing --- metallurgical techniques for 
manufacture of aircraft parts
p00614 N74-11339 
Development of a low-cost composite die using 
High-Energy-Rate Forming (HER?) --- titanium 
alloy helicopter parts 
(AD-771957]	 p0242 N74-18145 
FORTRAN 
Application to the Vigge1 aircraft configuration 
of the polar coordinate method for unsteady 
subsonic flow 
[ICAS PAPER 714-03] 	 p0447 A714-41305 
FORTRAN program for predicting off-design 
performance of centrifugal compressors (NASA-TN-D-7 1487]	 p0037 4474-10024 
FOSSIL FUELS 
NT CRUDE OIL 
NT NATURAL GAS 
FRACTOG BA P H Quantitative evaluation of the effect of 
mechanical processing on the effectiveness of 
penetrant inspection
p0378 A714-35669 
Signal-to-noise ratio in the inspection penetrant 
process
p0459 A74-43457 
FRACTURE MECHANICS 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of the barrel and driver tube of a 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0002 A74-101184 
Material selection procedures for advanced 
transport aircraft 
tSAR PAPER 7300814)	 p0019 A74-11602 
Fracture mechanics aircraft structural design 
application and related research
p0078 A74-14461 
Fracture mechanics applications in materials 
selection, fabrication sequencing and inspection 
(AIAA PAPER 72-383]	 p0090 A74-15968 
Fracture mechanics /Dryden Lecture/ --- aerospace 
structural design applications 
(AIAA PAPER 714-230]	 p0135 A74-18858 
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Naterial selection and evaluation for advanced 
metallic aircraft structures 
[AlmA PAPER 74-373)	 pO265 A74-26680 
Geometrical study of the conditions of initiation 
of sudden cracks of quasi-brittle type 
p0280 A74-28526 
Solving an aluminum bracket failure --- in fire 
damaged aircraft engine
p0313 A74-29609 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of damage-tolerant components for the 
OTTAS helicopter --- Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft Syste. 
(ABS PREPRINT 882]	 pO38l A74-36611 
Plight monitor for jet engine disk cracks and the 
use of critical length criterion of fracture 
mechanics 
(NASA-TN-D-7483]	 p0099 874-12187 
Development and evaluation of methods of plane 
stress fracture analysis. Part 1: Review and 
evaluation of structural residual strength 
prediction techniques 
(AD-767614]	 p0110 874-13262 
Fracture mechanics of aircraft structures 
proceedings of conference on structural 
characteristics of aircraft components 
[AGAND-AG-176]	 p0331 8714-23413 
Examples of aircraft failure --- photographic 
examples of typical aircraft component cracking 
through in service failure
p0332 8714-234415 
The application of fracture mechanics in the 
development of the DC-10 fuselage --- analysis 
of the degree of damage tolerance- of fuselage 
pressure shell
p0332 874-23428 
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FRACTURE STRENGTH 
Creep fracture mechanisms in aluminum alloys 
pOO2O A74-11736 
Sliding-seal electron-beam welding of titanium 
p0083 A74-14752 
Fracture toughness and ndt requirements for 
aircraft design
I	 p0085 A74-15033 
Evolution of applications of recision casting in 
turbo jets
p0125 A74-17892 
A unified engineering approach to the prediction 
of multiaxial fatigue fracture of aircraft 
structures 
[AIAA PAPER 74- 4415]	 p0266 A74-26711 
Mini4izing hydrogen pick-up during electroplating 
of high-strength steels
p0478 A74-44530 
Brazed titanium fail-safe structures
p0480 A74-45261 
Fatigue crack growth and residual strength of 
aluminium alloy sheet at temperatures down to -75C 
in aircraft structures at temperatures down 
to -75c 
[NLR-TR-72096-U]	 p0099 874-12248 
Development and evaluation of methods of plane 
stress fracture analysis. Part 1: Review and 
evaluation of structural residual strength 
prediction techniques 
(AD-767614)	 p0110 874-13262 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate 
for aircraft applications 
(AD-770350]	 p0201 874-17278 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate 
for airframe applications 
[AD-772736J	 p0255 874-19184 
Typical plane strain fracture toughness of 
aircraft materials
p0332 874-23443 
Fatigue and fracture considerations in critical 
titaniu, components --- for aircraft structures 
p0367 874-26470 
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 
U FRACTURE STRENGTH 
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A unified technology plan for fatigue and fracture 
design
p0366 874-26465
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Aerospace activities
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FREE FLIGHT 
Control of laminar flow past a wing in free flight 
p0086 A74-15567 
Progress in the techniques of free flight studies 
of catapulted models - Application to aircraft 
response to vertical gusts
p0223 A74-25311 
• Gust measurements on Concorde 
[NASA-TT-F-15837]	 p0467 874-31494 
YRSE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS 
Review of developments in test techniques using 
free-floating models --- of aircraft 
p0223 A74-25317 
FREE FLOW 
A criterion for assessing wind-tunnel wall 
interference at Each I
p0090 A74-15972 
The shock adjustment concept - A new method for 
improved supersonic air 4ata sensing 
p0346 A74-34845 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on a 
conventional wing section over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers and up to high subsonic 
free-strea, speeds 
(ICAS PAPER 74-04]	 p0447 A74-41306 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil 
sections with rounded trailing edges in forward 
and reverse flow 
(NASA-TN-X-3060]	 pO487 874-33430 
FREE JETS 
Free jet engine testing: Wind tunnel starting 
[AD-776318]	 p0360 874-25790 
FREE BOLECULAR FLOW 
Determination of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of bodies of complex shape in a free-molecular 
flow with allowance for shading
p0204 A74-23233 
Determination of the aerdynamic characteristics 
of a complexly shaped body in a free molecular 
flow with consideration of shadowing effects 
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U FREE FLOW 
FREE STREANS 
U FREE FLOW 
FREE VIBRATION 
A method for the dynamic study of helicopter 
fuselages in the design phase
p0261 A74-26025 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0394 A74-37488 
Influence of sloshing in Wing tip tanks on the 
vibration natural modes of an aircraft 
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- Free vibrations of dynamically inhomogeneous 
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Supersonic compressor test facilit2
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The role of the International. Civil Aviation 
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The planar pressure pulse generator - A new 
dynamic distortion generator 
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Influence of the intrinsic motion of the 
conveyance on the frequency selection system 
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Interrupt times on constant treguency ac systems 
for aircraft power supplies
p0473 N74-32481 
Comparison of electrical generating systems based 
on lOG and VSCP techniques in two types of 
aircraft
p0473 N74-32482 
VSCF generators -- variable speed constant 
frequency generators, design, construction and 
performance
pO4l4 N74-32485 
Control aspects of aircraft type cycloconvertors 
p0474 N74-32486 
FREQUENCY DIVISION RULTIPLEXIIG 
Nicrowave Landing System (ELS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysi and contact definition phase of the 
national NLS development program. Volume 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-3] 	 p0165 N74-15382 
FREQUENCY NODULATION 
A low cost telemetry system --- for use in small 
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(PB-222403/8]	 p0044 N74-10165 
FREQUENCY NULTIPLIBRS 
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p0213 A74-24027 
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power measurements
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Hingeless rotor frequency response with unsteady 
inflow
p0393 174-37482 
Hingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
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Fretting in aircr?ft turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-X-71606J	 p0475 N74-33228 
Sealing technoiggy for aircraft gas turbine engines 
(NASA-TN-I-71607]	 p0475 N74-33229 
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Failure experience with and failure anticipation 
in titanium components
p0116 A74-16476 
Fretting resistant coatings for titanju. alloys 
p0117 174-16592 
Evaluation of iethods for reducing fretting 
fatigue da.age in 2024-T3 aluminum lap joints 
p0117 174-16696 
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASA-TE-X-71606)	 p0475 N74-33228
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Effect of frictional heating on brake materials 
p0461 A74-44161 
Study of elastoplastic deformation with friction 
in hydrocarbon media --- with application to jet 
engine fuels 
(AD-765997]	 p0049 N74-10717 
FRICTION COEFFICIENT 
U COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
FRICTION DRAG 
NT AEHODYNARIC DRAG 
FRICTION FACTOR 
Enhancement of durability of aircraft design 
elements /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ 
Russian book
p0337 174-32775 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
bodies 02.04 
[ESDU-BODIES-02.04.00-ANEND-A] 	 p0035 N74-10011 
FRICTION LOSS COEFFICIENT 
U FRICTION FACTOR 
FRICTION REASUREERET 
A device for measuring the power of an aircraft 
wheel brake
p0213 A74-24027 
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U SKIN FRICTION 
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FROST 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 0012 
aerofoil section. Including the effects of 
upper-surface roughness simulating hoar frost 
[ARC-R/N-3726)	 p0231 N74-17709 
FUEL CELLS 
Air mobility fuel cell study --- desulfurization 
of JP-4 fuel 
(AD-766757]	 p0107 m74-12742 
The 1.5-kW fuel cell powerplant 
[AD-767302]	 p0107 N74-12744 
FUEL CONBUSTION 
An experimental investigation of techniques for 
reducing objectionable exhaust emissions 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1324]	 p0012 174-11316 
Conversion of fuel nitrogen to ROE in a compact 
conbustor 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-2] 	 p0071 A74-13293 
The jet engine design that can drastically reduce 
oxides of nitrogen 
(AIAA PAPER 74-160] 	 p0133 A74-18797 
FUEL CONSUEPTION 
On the fuel optimality of cruise --- for aircraft 
pO127 174-18142 
The implications for, air transportation of energy 
shortage
p0171 A74-19486 
The fuel crisis and the controller --- turbojet 
aircraft descent trajectories for fuel 
consumption reduction
p0173 A74-19726 
Airline airplanes for the eighties - A response 
emphasizing system efficiency and fuel savings 
p0222 174-23464 
Lockheed 5-31 Viking - With low fuel consumption 
over a wide power range the TF34-GE2 has high 
thrust to weight
pO222 174-23839 
Ninimum time and minimum fuel flight path 
sensitivity
pO342 A74-33811 
Application of hydrogen to com.ercial transports 
[SEE PAPER 740451]	 p0349 174-34985 
Performance versus cost tradeoffs - Initial look 
at alternatives --- for aircraft engine fuel 
cost minimization 
[SAE PAPER 740494]
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Fuel state - Expensive
p0377 1714-35496 
The economic utilisation of resources through 
aviation --- manhours, land and fuel 
p0381 174-36321 
Precious resources and air transport - An airline 
view --- fuel price increase effects 
p0382 174-36322 
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Jet transport energy management for minimu, fuel 
consn.ption and noise i.pact in the terminal area 
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Sensitivity of suboptimal filed-range flight paths 
aircraft fuel consumption dependence on 
atmospheric parameters (lIlA PAPER 74-813) 	 p0400 A74-37822 
The energy crisis of fuel and the procedures of 
cruising flight
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Aircraft fuel conservation: An AIAA view; 
Proceedings of a Workshop Conference, Reston, 
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Energy trends and their future effects upon 
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air cargo operations and private energy uses (P-5046)	 p0068 974-11791 
Energy in transportation --- energy costs of 
passenger and cargo transportation
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Aeronautical'fnel conservation possibilities for 
advanced subsonic transports --- application of 
aeronautical technology for drag and weight 
reduction 
(NASA-T8-X-71927]	 pO295 074-20654 
Special study: US general aviation accidents 
involving fuel starvation, 1970 - 1972 
(NTSB-AAS-74-1]	 p0325 074-21657 
Lost range, fuel and tine due to climb and 
descent: aircraft with turbo-Jet and turbo-fan 
engines 
(ESDU-74018]	 p0493 074-34464 
FUEL C0RTAI0ATI0N 
Clean, bright, and dry -- jet engine fuel 
contamination control
p0176 *74-20213 
Survey of trace metals in distillate fuels 
p0177 A74-20217 
Requirements on the purity of aircraft fuels 
p0178 A74-20524 
Adsorption resins in jet fuels
p0221 A74-23517 
Filtration of aviation fuels--- Russian book 
p0421 A74-380I'( 
FUEL CONTROL 
A simplified fuel control approach for low-cost ---S 
aircraft gas turbines (SAE PAPER 730388] 	 p0004 A74-10802 
Aerospace fluidics applications and circuit 
manufacture 
(SAE PAPER 7308801	 p0019 174-11604 
Air and fuel monitoring for gas turbines 
p0081 174-114565 
Hodels in the design of fuel systems
p0118 A74-16758 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Fuel system excludes 
management and control manipulation
p0213 *74-23840 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Ccncorde engine
p0278 *74-28309 
A control concept combining the best of the 
current hydromechanical and electronic 
technologies (SIR PAPER 1140380]	 p03O9 174-28745 
Fuel system requirements for small gas turbine 
engines (SIE PAPER 740381)	 pO3O9 174-287146 
A test method for nondestructive testing of fuel 
filtration equipment using thermography 
p0341 A74-33521 
An electronic full-authority engine fuel control 
system
p0458 *74-43211 
Hydrogen-methane fuel control syste.s for turbojet 
engines 
[NASA-CR-121247)	 p0193 074-16493 
Experimental reel response system for high 
performance simplified aerial refueling store 
operational test of hose reel asse.bly and 
contrcl system 
(10-771389]	 p0240 074-17799 
Turbine engine fuel control reliability and 
maintainability analysis 
(AD-771030]	 p0243 074-18405 
FUEL CORROSION 
Problems of future high-temperature corrosion 
research and testing
p0080 174-14564 
The assessment of hot corrosion resistance by rig. 
testing - Philosophy and experience
pOO81 A74-14580 
FUEL GAGES 
Advanced engine control program
	
Using 
computerized electronic equipment [10-773660]	 p0293 074-20451 
FUEL INJECTION 
Supersonic co.bustjon of hydrogen injected 
perpendicular to a ducted vitiated airstrea. (AIAA PAPER 73-1322)
	 p0012 174-11314 
Simplified physical model of spray combustion in a 
gas turbine engine
p0015 *74-11451 
Low NOx emission coabustor for automobile 
evaluation of various fuel injection methods (P8-222075/4]	 p0052 074-10745 
FUEL OILS 
Fuel state - Expensive
pO377 174-35496 
Investigation of sliding-surface bearings of screw 
pumps utilized on the navy distillate fuel oil 
conversion program 
(*0-771453]	 ,	 p0242 074-18146 
Aviation fuel spill containment using absorbent 
materials 
[*0-776762]	 pO361 074-26242 
FUEL PUOPS 
Aviation turbine fuel and its lubricating qualities 
p0020 *74-11739 
Investigation of sliding-surface bearings of screw 
pumps utilized on the navy distillate fuel oil 
conversion program 
[*0-771453]	 p0242 074-18146 
FUEL SPRAYS 
An empirical model for calculating the critical 
conditions of flame stabilization
p0022 174-11824 
FUEL SISTERS 
NT AIRCRAFT FUEL STSTEBS 
Fuel system requirements for small gas turbine 
engines 
(SAE PAPER 740381]	 p0309 *74-28746 
Fuel system requirements for light aircraft 
turbocharged reciprocating engines (SAE_PAPER-740382] 	 p0309 A74-28747 
Hydrogen-methane fuel control systems for, turbojet 
engines 
(NASA-CR-121247]	 p0l93 074-16493 
Experimental reel response system for high 
performance simplified aerial refuling store 
operational test of hose reel assembly and 
control system 
(AD-771389]	 p0240 074-17799 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards amdsafety. 
Volume 2: Safety.. Part 1: Key numbers 1 to 524 
[NASA-TH-I-71553-VOL-2-PT-1] 	 p01406 074-271192 
Hanufacturing methods for self-sealing fuel lines 
development of braiding process ford 
production of fuel lines for military aircraft (*0-778083)	 p0411 074-28243 
FUEL TANKS 
NT WING TANKS 
Hodels in the design of fuel systems
p0118 *711-16758 
Crash-resistant fuel tanks for helicopters and 
general aviation aircraft 
[SIB PAPER 740358]	 p0308 A74-28735 
Application of hydrogen to commercial transports 
[SAE PAPER 740451]	 p0349 *74-34985 
Aircraft fuel tank entry wall-projectile 
interaction studies 
(AD-765667]	 p0043 N74-10066 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 1 --- for A-7 aircraft application 
[*0-766361)	 p0057 074-10929 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 2 --- development and evaluation 
for application to A-i aircraft (*0-766400]	 p0057 074-10931 
Production data package 267 gallon external fuel 
tank --- F-14 aircraft 
[*0-767937]	 p0144 074-13745 
An experimental study of attenuation of , shock 
waves in aircraft fuel tanks 
[*0-769930)	 p0198 074-16750 
Hydraulic ram shock wave and cavitation effects on 
aircraft fuel cell survivability --- dynamic 
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loading of fuel tanks impacted by bullets and 
projectiles 
(1D712744]	 p0254 N74-18719 
Evaluation of various sizes and configurations of 
fuel tanks 
(AD-777801]
	
p0408 N74-21516 
Gross voided f lane arresters for fuel tank 
explosion protection 
- (AD-777898]	 pO409 N74-27540 
PURE TESTS 
Antiwear properties of jet fuels obtained by 
blending nonalkalized hydrorefined with 
straight-run components
p0479 174-45000 
JP-4 tber•al stability survey --- analysis of 
physical properties of 19 JP-4 fuels 
(AD-767591]	 p0112 N74-13501 
The chemistry of fuel deposits and their precursors 
(AD-773f30]	 p0289 N74-20399 
1031.-AIR RATIO 
The reduct jàn of gas turbine idle emissions by 
fuel zoning for compressor bleed 
(ASNE PAPER 73-wA,'AERO-l] 	 p0010 174-13243 
The effects of water, pressure, and equivalence 
ratio on nitric oxide production in gas turbines 
(ASEE PAPER 73-NA/GT-1]	 pOO71 174-13292 
FUEI.IlG 
0 REFUELING 
PUBES 
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS 
NT DIESEL FUELS 
NT PURL OILS 
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS 
NT BYDBOGEN FUELS 
NT JET ENGINE FUELS 
NT .IP-4 JET FUEL 
NT JP-5 JET FUEL 
NI KEROSENE 
FULL SCALE TESTS 
Current developments in main rotors at Bell 
Helicopter Company --- aultihiaded concepts, 
frequency placement 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1160]	 p0003 174-10511 
Full-scale tests of an augaentor YTOL concept 
ejector-in-wing configuration 
(AIAAPAPEE 73-1185]	 p0008 174-11229 
A method of calculating aircraft wake velocity 
profiles and comparison with full-scale 
experimental measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 714-39]	 p0132 174-18747 
A comparison of the noise characteristics of full 
scale and model helicopter rotors
p0206 A7l&-22468 
Comments for panel discussion on full scale vs 
reduced-scale wind tunnel testing of Y/STOL 
aircraft
p0207 174-22475 
Comments on a theme - Full-scale versus 
small-scale wind tunnel testing of V/STOL 
p0207 174-22480 
Experience gained from a comparison of spins on 
wind-tunnel models and on aircraft
p0226 174-25328 
Quality exponent method for planning and 
interpretation of results of full-scale, 
low-cycle fatigue tests 
(SIR PAPER 740218)	 p0274 174-27501 
Theory and comparison with tests of two full-scale 
proprotors
p0395 174-37497 
Hypersonic research airplane propulsion for boost 
and test 
[lIlA PAPER 74-990] 	 p0429 174-38747 
Flight performance of a circulation controlled 5101 
(hAl PAPER 74- . 991&]	 p0429 174-38749 
Static noise measurement of full scale jet engines 
p0434 174-39740 
Airworthiness philosophy developed from full-scale 
testing --- of DC 10 aircraft
p0288 N74-26464 
Full-scale fatigue testing. A comparison with 
service experience and interpretation of test 
results
p036? N74-26477 
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
NT HARRONIC ANALYSIS 
NT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
FUNCTIONS (BATHENATICS) 
NT CONFORRAL NAPPING
NT COORDINATE TEANSFORNATIONS 
NT DISCRETE FUNCTIONS 
NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS 
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
NT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
NT NEIBULL DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
Inverting the mapping function --- coefficients 
for circle-airfoil transformation function 
expansion
p0001 174-10070 
Piecewise smooth approximation method for sensor 
data --- frol strain gages
p0391 A74-31149 
FUNGI 
Fungus resistance of polyvinyl acetate latex dust 
control material --- helicopter landing pads 
(AD-767256]	 p0111 N74-13286 
FUSELAGE ROUNTING 
U AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION 
FUSELAGES 
Advanced composite F-5 fuselage component 
design, tooling, fabrication and assembly 
flexibilities
p0084 174-14163 
Torsion of conical thin-walled aircraft components 
pO088 1714-15817 
Ranufacturing exercise involved in the redesign of 
the Hawker Siddeley Trident /tri-jet/ fuselage 
p0115 174-16445 
Experimental study of metal-plastic couplings in 
tension
p0130 174-18648 
Investigations concerning wing-fuselage 
interference in the case of subsonic velocity 
p0136 174-18897 
A method for the dynamic study of helicopter 
fuselages in the design phase
p0261 174-26025 
Application of advanced structures and materials-
to transport aircraft fuselages 
[1111 PAPER 14-340]	 p0263 A74-26655 
Experimental investigation of optimal fuselage 
nose parts for supersonic passenger aircraft 
p0382 174-36451 
Application of advanced composites to helicopter 
airframe structures --- CH-53 D materials 
(ABS PREPRINT 880]
	 p0387 A714-36610 
Consideration of the effect of the fuselage of a 
two-rotor helicopter of the transverse or 
longitudinal type when determining the optimal 
rotor blade configuration for hovering 
p0390 174-36799 
Interference of a sweptback wing and the fuselage 
at transonic speeds 	 - 
p0391 A74-36839 
Flow patterns of fuselage-wing models at 
supercritical angles of attack
pO391 A14-37143 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with neasured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0394 174-37488 
Nulticyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0396 A7.4-37504 
Fuselage basic shell weight prediction 
(SANE PAPER . 1019]	 p0435 A74-39889 
The effect of the Nach nu.ber on wave-drag 
optimized fuselages and profiles in the case of 
supersonic flow 
-	 p0447 A74-41032 
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of 
the A 300 B aircraft structure
p0166 N74-15614 
Swept wing-body combination at subsonic speeds 
fuselage loads and pressure distributions for a 
swept wing-body combination at sursonic speeds 
[ARA-34]	 p0245 N74-18649 
Study of advanced structural concepts for fuselage 
fiber reinforced composite materials for 
helicopter tail section 
(AD-772708]	 p0250 N74-18696 
The application of fracture mechanics in the 
development of the DC-10 fuselage --- analysis ..... 
of the degree of damage tolerance of fuselage 
pressure shell
p0332 N74-23428 
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Helicopter/technology progra.: Fiscal 1973 
development of design methodology for helicopter 
fuselages 
[AD-776580]	 p0359 R74-25611 
An elperimental and analytical investigation of 
the potential flow field, boundary layers, and 
drag of various helicopter fuselage configurations 
(AD-777798)	 p0408 N74-27514 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p01496 N74-34496 
Nulticyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
pO497 N74-34512. 
PUSIPORE SHAPES 
O CONES 
FUSION (NELTIIG) 
Application of fusible temperature indicators for 
•easuring heat flows to •odels in wind tunnels 
p0383 A74-36458 
FUSION WELDIUG 
NT BRAZING 
NT ELECTRON BEAN WELDING 
Fabrication and repair of titanium engine 
components by welding
p0084 A74-14768 
FV-12A AIRCRAFT 
XFV-12A V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft 
p0320 A74-30822 
p48 AIRCRAFT 
O F-4 AIRCRAFT 
P80 AIRCRAFT 
U P-8 AIRCRAFT
C 
8 FORCE 
U ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) 
8-222 AIRCRAFT 
The Aeritalia-Lockheed agreement - The package 
also includes the Lancer --- 0-222 and F-104 
military aircraft marketing
p0213 A74-23877 
GAGES 
O MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
GALA!! AIRCRAFT 
O C-5 AIRCRAFT 
GANE THEORY 
Two numerical methods to solve realistic 
air-to-air combat differential games 
[AIAA PAPES 74-22]	 p0132 A74-18736 
Differential-turning tactics --- air-to--air combat 
(AIAA PAPER 74-815] 	 p0400 A74-37823 
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat 
[AD-766890]	 p0113 N74-13696 
GAMMA RADIATION 
0 GAMMA RAYS 
GAMMA EATS 
Nuclear instrument landing system 
[SAN-828-2]	 p0288 N74-20232 
CARP 
U GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM 
GAS ANALYSIS 
NT OZONOMETRY 
Trace spectrometric flame analysis and gas 
chromatographic detectors related to jet engine 
oil analysis and gas detection 
(AD-769298]	 p0192 N74-15830 
GAS BEARINGS 
The whirl instability of a rigid rotor in a 
flexibly supported gas lubricated journal bearing 
p0014 A74-11441 
Dynamical pressure distribution in aerodynamic 
bearing
p0023 A74-11899 
The stability of flexibly supported, externally 
pressurized gas journal bearings - Case of a 
rigid rotor
p0082 A74-14623 
GAS CHRONATOGRAPU! 
Trace spectrometric flame analysis and gas 
cbromatographic detectors related to jet engine 
oil analysis and gas detection 
(AD-769298]	 p0192 N74-15830 
G1S DENSITY 
The jet density exponent issue for the noise of
heated subsonic jets
p04 22 A74-38393 
GAS DETECTORS 
An instrument for nitric oxide measurements in the 
stratosphere
p034 1 A74-33428 
Trace spectroaetric flame analysis and gas 
chro.atographic detectors related to jet engine 
oil analysis and gas detection 
[AD-769298]	 p0192 N74-15830 
GAS DYNAMICS 
NT AERODYNAMICS 
NT AEROTHERRODYNAMICS 
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS 
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
Simulation studies of an airport noise silencer 
p0184 A74-21641 
GAS EIPAISIOW 
Numerical solution of the problem of supersonic 
gas flow over the upper surface of a delta wing 
in the expansion region
p0186 A74-22283 
Interaction between an overexpanded gas jet and a 
flat obstacle
p0391 A74-37138 
GAS FLOW 
NT AIR PLOW 
NT FREE MOLECULAR FLOW 
NT MERIDIONAL FLOW 
NT NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW 
NT TRANSITION FLOW 
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
Hologram study of gas flow in a ballistic wind 
tunnel
p0013 A74-11414 
Boundary value problems of two-di.ensional 
isentropic gas flow
p0014 A74-11430 
Concerning wave processes in a shell-gas system 
p0087 A14-15573 
Determination of the gas temperature in front of 
the turbine of a bypass turbofan engine 
p0087 A74-15721 
Heat transfer investigation in a high-temperature 
gas flow spreading over a plane surface 
p0131 A74-1B684 
Numerical solution of the problem of supersonic 
gas flow over the upper surface of a delta wing 
in the expansion region
pO186 A74-22283 
Flow of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures around blunted 
bodies moving at high velocity
p0186 A74-22304 
A time-saving method for calculating subsonic 
flows at airfoils
p0384 A74-36559 
Flow past a triangular wing with blunted edges in 
the case of strong compression in the shock layer 
p0384 A74-36560 
Calculation of transonic gas flows past 
axisymmetric bodies and lifting wing profiles 
p0390 A74-36826 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
(NASA-TR-X-71470]	 p0039 N74-10037 
An experimental investigation of an acoustic 
method for measuring gas sass flow 
[AD-766419]	 p0046 N74-103140 
AEDC Fiscal Year 1974 Air Force technical 
objective document --- facility improvements, 
test techniques, instrumentation, gas 
properties, and wind tunnel and flight test data 
comparisons 
[AD-766719]	 p0068 N74-11803 
Exhaust flow deflector 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11570-1]	 p04 10 N74-28233 
Sealing technology for aircraft gas turbine engines 
NASA-TM-X-11607] 	 p0475 N74-33229 
GAS GENERATOR ENGINES 
U ENGINES 
U GAS GENERATORS 
GAS GENERATORS 
Gas generator design for a wide variety of APU 
applications 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1169]	 p0031 A74-12916 
Some results from tests on a high work axial gas 
generator turbine 
(ASME PAPER 714-GT-81] 	 p0273 A74-27467 
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Suall Turbine Advanced Gas Generators for future 
engine requirements 
(ASS PREPRINT 872) 	 p0387 174-36607 
Fluidic emergency roll control syste. --- for 
emergency aircraft control following failure of 
primary roll control system 
[NASA-CE-114588]	 p0040 N74-10048 
Investigation of the relative •erits of different 
power plants for STOL-aircraft with blown flap 
application -- analysis of design requirements 
for self-sustained gas supply systems 
pO289 N74-20406 
Plight Reynolds number effects on a contoured 
boáttail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-x-3053]	 p0323 N74-21639 
GAS JETS 
Measuring the radiation of a vertical gas jet 
pOO15 A74-11500 
GAS LASERS 
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
GAS LUBRICANTS 
Gas-lubricated foil bearings for high, speed 
turboalternator - Constructjon and performance 
(ASEE PAPER 73-108-51	 p0027 174-12332 
GAS LUBRICATED BEARINGS 
U GAS BEARINGS 
GAS MIXTURES 
NT AIR 
NT COMPRESSED AIR 
NT DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES 
GAS SPECTEOSCOP! 
NT FLIER SPECTEOSCOP! 
GAS STREAMS 
Mixing and coabustion processes in jet engines 
physics of interaction of droplets or solid 
particles with gas stream 
[AD-766030]	 p0051 N74-10741 
GAS TEMPERATURE 
Determination of the gas temperature in front of 
the turbine of a bypass turbofan engine 
pOO87 174-15721 
Turbine inlet gas temperature sensor for engine 
control --- nuclear radiation system 
[10-765193)	 p0046 N74-10461 
GAS TUEBIIE ENGINES 
NT REISTOL-SIDDELE! BS 53 ENGINE 
NT J-57 ENGINE 
NT J-79 ENGINE 
NT J-85 ENGINE 
NT J-93 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT PULSEJET ENGINES 
NT EAMJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC CONBUSTION RAM.JET ENGINES 
NT TP-30 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TU5BOPEOP ENGINES 
Designing small gas turbine engines for low noise 
and clean exhaust 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1154)	 p0003 174-10507 
Impact of emission regulations on gas turbine 
co.bustor design 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1155]
	 p0003 A74-10508 
Uncertainty in gas turbine measurements --- bias 
and precision error model 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1230)	 p0009 174-11255 
Mixing of multiple dilution jets with a hot 
primary airstream for gas turbine combustors 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1249)
	 p0009 174-11270 
Develop.ent of a turbine inlet gas temperature 
measurement and control system using a fluidic 
temperature sensor 
[ArIA PAPER 73-1251]
	 p0010 A74-11272 
Prediction of aircraft gas turbine NO/I/ emission 
dependence on engine operating parazeters and 
a.bient Conditions 
[1111 PAPER 73-1275]
	 p0010 174-11287 
Measurement of gas turbine exhaust pollutants by 
Raman spectroscopy 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1276]	 p0010 A74-11288 
Impact of emission regulations on future gas 
turbine engine combustors 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1277)
	 '.	 p0010 A74-11289 
Qualitative effects of cycle variables on turbine 
engine performance and stability 
[1111 PAPER 73-1315)	 pOO12 174-11310 
Cost - The emerging aerospace technology---
applications to gas turbine engines
(AIAA PAPER 73-1327]
	 p0013 174-11318 
Modeling of gas turbine combustors
p0014 A74-11434 
Simplified physical model of spray combustion in a 
gas turbine engine
p0015 174-11451 
Some aspects of inlet/engine flow compatibility 
pOO2O 174-11618 
Experimental investigation of the vibrations of a 
gas-turbine engine rotor
pOO23 A74-12012 
Gas turbine engine mainshaft roller bearing-system 
analysis 
(ASME PAPER 73-LUB-J]
	 p0030 174-12710 
The reduction of gas turbine idle emissions by 
fuel zoning for compressor bleed 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/AERO-1] 	 p0070 174-13243 
Advanced technology for reducing aircraft engine 
pollution 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/AERO--2]	 p0071 A74-13244 
Acoustic characteristics of a gas turbine exhaust 
model 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/GT-5)
	 p0071 174-13296 
Status of state air emission regulations affecting 
gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 73-VA/GT-8)
	 p0072 174-13299 
Sampling a turbine engine exhaust for average 
emissions 
[ASME PAPER 73-wA/GT-9)
	 p0072 A74-13300 
Problems of future high-temperature corrosion 
research and testing
p0080 174-14564 
Turbine corrosion - Rig evaluation and engine 
experience
p0081 174-14583 
Application of powder metallurgy in gas turbine 
aircraft engines
p0O84 A74-14765 
Influence of the compressor characteristic on 
gas-turbine engine operation under variable 
pressure conditions at the exit section of the 
propelling nozzle
p0088 A74-15733 
Hot-salt stress-corrosion of titanium alloys as 
related to turbine engine operation
p0117 A74-16600 
An approach toward optimizing material cost and 
part function in advanced powerplants 
(SIR PAPER 730909) 	 p0123 174-17535 
The T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine program 
(SAE PAPER 730917]
	 p0123 A74-17536 
The problem of optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
p0126 A74-18083 
A study of the damageability of turbine blades of 
aircraft gas-turbine engines after operational 
running in
p0126 A74-18085 
Suitability of using titaniuL pipelines in the 
hydraulic systems of turbine engines 
p0126 A74-18090 
A film thermocouple with a platinum electrode for 
thermometry of gas turbine engine blades 
p0131 A74-18686 
Clean, bright, and dry --- jet engine fuel 
contamination control
p0176 A74-20213 
The environment and the gas turbine
p0185 A74-21874 
Coupled vibrations in turbomachj.nes and 
gas-turbine engines --- Russian book 
p0221 174-22665 
Additives for lubrication oils used with foreign 
gas-turbine aviation engines - Survey of patents 
p0219 174-23518 
Residual stresses in gas turbine engine components 
from Barkhausen noise analysis 
[ASME PAPER 74-GT-51)	 p0272 A74-27444 
Torsional stability analysis of a gas-turbine 
powered helicopter drive system 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-54]
	 p0272 A74-27447 
Parameter selection for multiple fault diagnostics 
of gas turbine engines 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-62]
	 p0272 A74-27452 
An automated interactive design syste. for
	 --
advanced gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-82]
	 p0273 A74-27468 
Study of casing treatment effects in axial flow 
compressors 
(,ASME PAPER 74-GT-89)
	 p0273 174-27472 
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Objectives for a course in aircraft gas turbines 
[ASRE PAPER 74-GT-98] 	 p0273 A74-27480 
The use of desk top co.puters in the teaching of 
aircraft gas turbines 
EASER PAPER 74-CT-uS] 	 p0273 A74-27484 
Engine condition monitoring as a part of the 
propulsion management concept
p0278 A74-28314 
A systems engineering approach to effective engine 
conditico monitoring
p0278 A1'4-28316 
Current state of development of lubricating oils 
for aircraft turbine engines
p0280 A74-28434 
Fuel system requirements for small gas turbine 
engines 
(SAE PAPER 740381]	 p0309 A74-28746 
The impact of advanced turboshaft engine 
technology on T700-povered helicopter systems 
(ABS PEEPBIIIT 871]	 p0386 A74-36606 
Small Turbine Advanced Gas Generators for future 
engine requirements 
(ABS PSEPRINT 872)	 p0387 A74-36607 
Turbonachine numerical control using the AS000EB 
01 prototype --- airborne computer
p0431 A74-39007 
A study of high temperature fuels and lubricants 
on supersonic aircraft/engine system performance 
(SAB PAPER 740473] 	 p0433 A74-39648 
The design and development of the Gem engine 
p0437 A74-40008 
Theoretical and experimental studies of a high 
pressure ratio centrifugal compressor at reduced 
rotating speed 
[ICAS PAPER 74-37] 	 p0450 A74-41338 
Small gas turbines for helicopters /Balford 
Rejorial Lectdre/
p0451 A74-41397 
Study of flow in axial compressors
p0457 A74-43132 
Control system considerations for helicopter gas 
turbines
p0458 A74-43210 
An electronic full-authority engine fuel control 
system
p0458 A74-43211 
Problem of the optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
p0481 A74-45408 
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Russian book
p0215 A74-23698 
Experimental system for future remotely piloted 
vehicles -
-	 p0318 A74-30598 
GCA radars - Their history and state of development 
p0373 A74-35127 
System for guiding fixed- or rotary-wing aircraft 
in approach and landing zones 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1342] 	 p0422 A74-38310 
Naval Air Test Center adopts real-tine telemetry 
processing
p0478 174-44729 
A synchronized discrete-address beacon system 
f or air traffic control i.provement 
(FAA-ER-74-3]	 p0049 N74-10622 
Sole user benefits achievable from an advanced air 
traffic management system 
(R-1320-DOT]	 p0065 N74-11435 
Cost comparisons of advanced air traffic 
management systems 
(R-1319-DOT]	 p0065 N74-11436 
810018 dENS 
Air mobile technical maintenance unit 
(AD-771786]	 p0239 .N74-17778 
GROUND EFFECT 
The jet-flapped wing in ground proximity with 
special allowance for large angle of attack and 
large jet flap angle
p0121 174-17221 
Nonlinear airfoil theory with allowance for ground 
effects --- for aerodynamic interference 
problems solution
p0121 A74-17270 
Response of a light airplane to ground induced 
vibration environment
p0314 174-29903 
Minimum induced drag of semi-elliptic ground 
effect wing
p0335 A74-32297 
Stability and control of hingeless rotor 
helicopter ground resonance
p0343 A74-33813 
ACLS for a commercial transport --- Air Cushion 
Landing Syste. 
(SAN PAPER 740452]	 p0349 A74-34984 
Tail-rotor thrust on a 5.5-foot helicopter model 
in ground effect 
[ABS PEEPRINT 8023	 p0388 A711-36616 
Open and closed loop stability of hingeless rotor 
helicopter air and ground resonance	 - 
p0395 174-37501 
Study of the temperature influence on induced flow 
effects. part 1: Test equipment for ground 
effect investigations using circular hot air jets 
[IFD-8/71-PT-1]	 p0097 N74-11844 
Study of the temperature influence on induced flow 
effects. Part 2: Influence of ground effects 
on hot-air jet mixing in steady at.ospheric air
SUB.JECT INDEX 
(IYD-9/71-PT-2]	 p0097 H74-11845 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume, .9: 
Analysis of wind tunnel data: Vectored 
thrust/mechanical flaps and internally blown jet 
flaps --- for transport aircraft configuration 
(AD-766641]	 OO98 N74-11846 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
Air cushion and ground mobility study 
(AD-767300]	 p0143 -N74-13736 
Ground operation tests of flying test bed for YTOL 
aircraft at National Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL-TR-319]	 p0161 174-14764 
Simplified aircraft performance methods: Power 
required for single and tandem rotor helicopters 
in hover and forward flight 
[AD-768769]	 p0163 N74-14777 
The minimum induced drag of the hemi-elliptic 
ground effect wing --- numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic drag characteristics
pO231 N74-11700 
Calculation of the geometrical propagation of the 
sonic boos along the flight path on the ground 
under real atmospheric conditions with wind 
examining longitudinal focalization and 
extinction points 
(ISL-31/72]	 p0298 N74-20673 
An investigation of the trailing vorticity behind 
a STOL aircraft 
(AD-774571]	 p0299 N74-20677 
Air cushion landing system performance on a 
tenth-scale model .lindivik RPV 
[AD-7743891	
-'	
p0299 N74-20683 
Notion of vehicle with lifting airfoils over 
rippled water surface 
(JpRS-62337]	 p0405 174-27478 
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
devices for increasing wing lift. 3: Influence 
of ground proximity on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the flaps 
(NASA-TT-F-15762]	 p0405 N74-27483 
Effect of ground proximity on the longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect-ratio-i 
wing with and without wing-tip blowing 
(NASA-TM-X-3048]	 p0412 N74-28475 
Investigation of the static lift capability of- a 
low-aspect-ratio wing operating in a powered 
ground-effect mode 
[HASA-TM-X-3031]	 p0412 N74-28483 
GROUND EFFECT RACEIIES	 - 
ACV icing problems --- air cushion vehicles 
p0091 A74-16240 
Some results of an experimental study of the 
Aerodyne concept by Dornier System GibE 
[DGLR PAPER 73-069] 	 p0120 A74-17178 
The design application of aircraft securing and 
traversing systems to the surface effect ship 
(1111 PAPER 74-304]	 p0183-A74-21293 
Minimum induced drag of non-planar ground effect 
wings with small tip clearance	 - 
p0279 174-28421 
Summary of the air - cushion landing system On the 
de Havilland Buffalo aircraft
p0316 A74-30142 
Suction braking --- in air cushion landing system 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-968] 	 p0428 A74-38733 
New heavy-haul freight aviation 
-	
p0439 174-40647 
Study of heaving motion in air cushion vehicles 
(NASA-TT-F-15106]	 pOOl9 N74-10038 
Some performance characteristics of the Bell 100 
ton surface effect ship --- based on 
computerized simulation 
(AD-765689]	 p0O42 N74-10062 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
Air cushion landing system study 
(AD-766644]	 -	 p0058 N74-10940 
Vortex shedding from the ram wing vehicle 
based on flow visualization of ram wing surface 
effect vehicle wake 
(AD-76723 18J 	 pOlO5 N74-12727 
Turning characteristics of the Bell 100 ton 
surface effect ship 
(AD-767680]	 p014S 1174-13753 
Operational evaluation of the SK-5 air cushion 
vehicle in Alaska 
(AD-768781]	 p0162 N74-14772 
Two dimensional air cushion landing system 
peripheral jet configuration study 
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(AD769494]	 p0191 074-15129 
Drop and static tests øn a tenth-scale model of an 
Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS) [10-770026]	 p0198 074-16742 Study of -reverse-f low characteristics of a tip fan 
and an ejector -- for application to air 
- cushion landing system (AD-770080]	 p0198 074-16744 STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 6: - Air Cushion landing 
system trade study (10-7704483	 p0199 074-16753 Two dimensional air cushion landing system 
peripheral jet confirmation study [AD-771616]	 p0237 074-17761 
An experimentally based prediction of the static 
performance in the vertical direction of an air 
cushion landing system (10-774387]	 pO300 074-20685 Static two di.ensional performance of a cushion 
fed air cushion landing syste. (AD-7'14394]	 p0300 074-20686 GROUND RAIDLING 
Dynamic Nanchester air transport region 
passenger and cargo handling facilities, runway 
modifications
p0089 174-15863 
UN-i ground handling wheel adapter bars for 00-58 
helicopters. Prototype design, fabrication, and 
user test (AD-778199)	 pO443 074-29616 GIOUID SPOOR 
Correlational ground speed meters and drift 
indicators of flight vehicles -- Russian book 
p0180 A74-20900 
G20010 STATIONS 
Wind tunnel and field investigations of shapes for 
balloon shelters (NCAR-TN/EDD-82]	 p0036 074-10016 
Power conditioning syste. for FAA air route 
traffic control centers
p0102 074-12636 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 1: General 
presentation of the Aeronautical Satellite 
Communications Center and its software 
- (01-5102/27-73/309]	 pO101 074-12864 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 2: Description 
of operational and simulation functions (EX-5102/27-73/305]	 polo7 074-12865 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 1: Software 
organization and general description (EX-5102/27-73/296] 	 p0108 074-12866 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 2: 
Description of operational functions (01-5102/27-73/308]	 p0108 074-12867 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volu.e 2: 
Progra.ming specifications. Part 3: Description 
of si•ulation function (01-5102/27-73/299]	 p0108 074-12868 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volune 3: - 
Definition of the means --- noting computer 
memory reguire.ents and program execution time (RI-S 102/27-73/311] 	 pOlO8 074-12869 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 4: 
Planning --- for Aerosta program [01-5102/27-73/315]	 pO1O8 074-12810 
GROUND SUPPORT RQUIP!BNT 
AEROSAT ground environment and test plan 
aeronautical satellites for ATC
p0024 174-12191 
Eguip.ent for aircraft and helicopter technical 
servicing --- Russian book
p0169 A74-19370 
Pollution in the ground support environment -- at 
Naval, air facilities
	 - [AD-764854]	 p0048 074-10602 
Trends in transport aircraft avionics (NASA-T0-x-62322] 	 pO1O4 014-12715
GR0UJD-AXB-iROUlD CO30UIICATIOI$ 
Evaluation of the structural integrity of an 
aircraft loading walkway under severe fuel-spill 
fire conditions (PAA-RD-73-144] 	 p0104 074-12716Pollution control of airport engine test facilities 
p0149 074-14285 BLH Ground Support Equipment (GSE) preli.inary 
investigation [AD-768842]	 p0190 074-15725Advanced tracking and data relay experiments 
study: Rultimode transponder experiment equipment [NASA-CR-132930] 	 p0200 074-168871-221 fixed-base ground simulator facility (AD-769942]	 p0200 074-16997 Air mobile technical maintenance unit (10-771786]	 p0239 074-11778 
Product support program (ground power systems) (AD-777104]	 p0370 074-27304 
Design of a powered wheel kit for UN/All helicopters (10-779387]	 p0443 074-29627 GROUND SUPPORT SISTERS 
Aircraft servicing and the network technique. II - 
graphically represented seqnential)ground 
support routines.
p0338 174-33094 GROUND TESTS - 
NT COLD FLOW TESTS 
Dynamic simulation of CONFLOW - A facility to 
provide hot-gas ground testing of air-breathing 
missiles under simulated flight conditions [lIlA PAPER 73-1281]
	 p0011 A7'4-11292 
Comparison of ground and flight test results using 
a modified P1060 aircraft (AIAA PAPER 73-1305]
	 pOOh 174-11304 
Instrumentation for airbreathing propulsion; 
Proceedings of the Symposium, U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School, Nonterey, Calif., September 
19-21, 1972 
-	 p0277 174-28283Flyover noise prediction from static data 
extrapolation from engine ground tests 
-	 pO316 1711-30100
Ground testing and simulation. I - Key to 
efficient development of aerospace systems 
-	 p0335 174-32321 Ground testing and simulation. II - Aerodynamic 
testing and simulation: Saving lives, time, and 
money
p0336 174-32322 
TC-15 poverplant system design and development (AIAA PAPER 74-973]	 pO453 174-41658GROUND TRACKS 
	
Antennas for avionics --- conference on
	 -
application of avionic antennas in Aerosat systems (AGARD-CP-139] 	 p0468 074-31667 GROUND - WIND 
An analytical and experimental study of inlet 
ground vortices [AIAA PAPOR 73-1313]
	 p0011 174-11309 GROUND-AIR-GROUND C00000ICATIOIS
	 - 
Civil air navigation equipment, on the ground and 
in the air
p0007 174-11094 Air-ground communications in the upgraded third 
generation ATC system
p0215 A74-22684 Universal air-ground data link system --- for 
automated ATC Communications
p02 15 174-23830 
Problems associated with the implementation of an 
air-ground data link
	 - 
p0226 174-25360 Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 1: General 
presentation of the Aeronautical Satellite 
Communications Center and its software (E1-5102/27-73/309 I	 p0107 074-12864Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 2: Description 
of operational and simulation functions (01-5102/27-73/305] 	
-	 p0107 074-12865
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 1: Software 
organization and general description (EX-5102/27-73/296]	 p0108 N74-12866 
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GRUNIRI AIRCRAFT 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite CommunicatiOns Center. Volume 2: 
Progra..ing specifications. Part 2: 
Description of operational functions 
(EX-5102/27-73/3O8]	 p0108 1174-12867 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center.. Volume 2: 
Programming specifications. Part 3: Description 
of simulation function 
[EI-5102/27-73/299]	 pOlO8 1174-12868 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Communications Center. Volume 3: 
Definition of the means --- noting computer 
memory reguirements and program execution time 
[EI-5102/27-73/311] 	 p0108 1174-12869 
Software definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Com.unications Center. Voluwe 4: 
Planning --- for Aerosta program 
(EX-5 102/27-73/315)	 p0108 1174-12870 
GRUBMAl AIRCRAFT 
NT 11-6 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-lA AIRCRAFT 
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT E-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
GRUMNAN OV-1C AIRCRAFT 
U OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
GUIDAICE (MOTION) 
NT AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE 
NT STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
NT TERMINAL GUIDANCE 
GUIDE VANES 
Radially leaned outlet guide vanes for fan source 
noise reduction 
[NASA-CR- 134486)	 p0065' 1174-11597 
The spectrum of turbomachine rotor noise caused by 
inlet guide vane wakes and atsospheriC turbulence 
p0151 1174-14379 
Characteristics of cascades of slotted sections of 
adjustable guide vanes of axial-flow turbines 
[AD-773900]	 p0293 N74-204452 
GUNIERY TRAINING 
Air-to-air fire control exposition, phase 3 (Expo 3) 
[10-775360)	 P0327 N74-21673 
GUNS (ORDNANCE) 
Structural dynamic response of A8-1G wing with 
1835 weapon 
[AD-781973]	 p0491 N74-33468 
GUST ALLEVIATORS 
A passive gust alleviation system for light aircraft 
[lIlA PAPER 74-773] 	 p0399 174-37798 
On-line two-level gust alleviation control system 
for aircraft in an unknown environment 
p0433 174-39495 
Study of a control system to alleviate aircraft
response to horizontal and vertical gusts 
for short takeoff aircraft with vane-controlled 
gust-alleviation system 
(NASA-TN-D-7278]	 p0095 1174-11825 
C.S.A.S. design for good handling in turbulence 
development of design criteria for stability 
augmentation systems for alleviation of gust 
effects
p0234 N74-17741 
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible 
aircraft using an open loop device 
application to control system of SE-210 aircraft 
-	
p0235 1174-17745 
Exploratory tests of a simple aero-mechanical ride 
comfort system for lightly loaded aircraft 
evaluation of gust alleviating aircraft control 
surfaces 
[NASA-TN-I-71921]	 p0296 1174-20657 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls 
[NASA-CR138658]	 p0363 1174-26424 
An experimental study of a vane controlled jet 
flap gust alleviation system --- reduction in 
wing rotation angle in turbulent gust conditions 
(10-777987]	 p0405 N74-27488 
GUST LOADS 
Unsteady lift forces on highly cambered airfoils 
moving through a gust 
[1111 PAPER 74-88)	 p0133 A74-18807 
An investigation of impulsive rotor noise using a 
model rotor
p0206 174-22467
SUBJECT .IND!I 
Effect of transient phenolena on the responses of 
aircraft to gusts and co.parison between 
calculations and expari.ents
p0223 174-25308 
Progress in the techniques of free flight studies 
of catapulted •odels - Application to aircraft 
response to vertical gusts
p0223 174-25311 
Review of developments in test. techniques using 
free-floating models --- of aircraft 
p0223 174-25317 
Measurements of gusts on Concorde --- in wind 
tunnels and inflight
p0226 174-25320 
lielicopter gust response characteristics including 
unsteady aerodynamic stall effects
p0394 174-37490 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for oblique 
blade-gust interaction in compressible flow 
p0477 174-44406 
Study of a control syste, to alleviate aircraft 
response to horizontal and vertical gusts 
for short takeoff aircraft with vane-controlled 
gust-alleviation system 
(NASA-TN-D-7278]	 p0095.1174-11825 
Gust velocities encountered by a 720-B type 
airplane and derived by means of a model for 
continuous turbulence 
(LBF-!B-105/73]	 p0097 1174-11840 
Survey on effect of surface winds on aircraft 
design and operation and recommendations for 
needed wind research 
[NASA-CR-2360)	 p0099 1174-12317 
The effects of an autopilot on airplane responses 
to turbulence with emphasis on tail loads 
[NASA-TN-D-7231)	 p0104 1174-12719 
On the nature of large clear air gusts near storm 
tops 
(ARC-CP-1248]	 pO111 1174-13402 
An improved exceedance theory for combined random 
stresses with application to aircraft gust 
response
p0152 1174-14569 
Flight in turbulence --- proceedings of conference 
on atmospheric turbulence ant' effects on 
aircraft operation 
(AGARD-CP-140)	 .	 p0232 1174-17720 
Structural loads and gust criteria --- comparison 
of gust load analysis methods for application to 
aircraft design
p0234& 1174-17739 
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible 
aircraft using an open loop device 
application to control system of SB-210 aircraft 
p0235 1174-17745 
Gust loads on Comet aircraft --- noting gust 
frequencies and cloud collision radar effect 
[ARC-cP-1247]	 p0250 1174-18689 
A theoretical study of inaccuracies arising fro. 
the representation of a continuous gust spectrum 
by a programme of discrete loads in fatigue tests 
(BR37134]	 p0257 1174-19567 
Design and development of the gust wind tunnel at 
the National Aerospace Laboratory 
[NAL-TR-335]	 p0287 1174-19891 
Validation of new gust design procedures for 
military transports 
(AD-775385]	 p0324 1174-216141 
Dynamic responses of the structural model with 
built-np wings and a fuselage (1) 
(NAL-TR-350]	 p0330 1174-22673 
Effect of yaw damper on lateral gust loads in 
design of the L-101i transport
p0353 1174-25551 
The passage of an infinite swept airfoil through 
an.obligue gust --- approximate solution for 
aerodynamic response 
(NASA-CR-2395]	 p0363 1174-26425 
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing to 
nonstationary turbulence
p0364 1174-26440 
An experimental study of a vane controlled jet 
flap gust alleviation system --- reduction in 
wing rotation angle in turbulent gust conditions 
(10-777987]	 p0405 1174-27488 
Updated gust design values for use with AFFDL-70-106 
(10-778821]	 p011i2 1174-28493 
A digital calculation of the response of a piloted 
subsonic jet-transport airplane to severe 
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vertical gusts
p0412 N74-28498 
Design of a control system to stabilize the aft 
fuselage of a B-52 bomber in the presence of a 
random wind gust 
(AD-779081]	 p0442 N74-29392 
Comparison of the influence of horizontal and 
vertical gust interferences on aircraft 
.ongitudinal motion 
[NASA-TT-F-15801]	 p0445 N74-30425 
Gust •easurements on Concorde 
(NASA-TT-F-15837]	 p0461 N74-31494 
Methods studies toward simplified rotor-body 
dynamics, part 1 
(NASA-cR-137570]	 p0495 M74-34483 
GUSTS 
Feedback control of an airplane with time varying 
gain
p0086 A74-15447 
Compressibility effects fn unsteady thin-airfoil 
theory
p0177 A74-20298 
A simulator of.vind gust,disturbances
p0213 A74-24024 
GYRATION 
NT AUTONOTATION 
NT PRECESSION 
MT NOTATION 
GYRO HORIZONS 
The application of the vertical gyroscope for the 
artificial .
 horizon --- low visibility air 
navigation
p0004 A74-10825 
Solution of the equations of motion of a 
gyrohorizon compass at finite deviation angles 
fro. the meridian
pOO2O A74-11685 
GTE OCON PAS SE S 
Solution of the equations of motion of a 
gyrohorizon compass at finite deviation angles 
from the meridian
pOO2O A14-11685 
GTE OPAl N B S 
U HELICOPTERS 
GYROS 
U GYROSCOPES 
GYROSCOPES 
NT ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES 
NT FLUID ROTOR GYROSCOPES 
NT GYRO HORIZONS 
NT GYROCOMPASSES 
NT GYROSTABILIZERS 
NT ROTARY GYROSCOPES 
The application of the vertical gyroscope for the 
artificial horizon --- low visibility air 
navigation
p0004 A74-1O825 
Investigation of application of 
two-degree-of-freedo. dry tuned-gimbal 
gyroscopes to strapdown navigation systems 
for use in YTOL aircraft 
(NASA-CR-132419]	 pO304 1174-21289 
GYROSCOPIC DRIFT 
U GYROSCOPES 
U GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
The effect of gyroscpic moment and distributed 
mass on the vibration of a rotating shaft with a 
rotor
p0082 A74-14621 
GYROSTABILIZBES 
A new system for recording aircraft attitude 
airborne gyrostabilized opto-electronic sensing 
p0091 A74-16246 
Controllability and stability of systems with 
restricted resources -- Russian book 
p0380 A74-36 154 
Identification tests with optical sights and 
reconnaissance aids in helicopters 
(FOA-2-C-2533-D8/E1/6]	 p0104 1174-12721 
GYROSTATS 
U GYROSCOPES
H 
B-53 HELICOPTER 
Processing of titaniuu tubes - An approach. to 
helicopter blade spar •anufacturing 
[AHS PREPNINT 853]
	 p0386 A74-36599
HARNESSES 
CH-53 A flexible frame vibration analysis/test 
correlation 
(AD-772569]	 p0252 1174-18711 
Helicopter tow tests of the US Coast Guards air 
delivery container for oil spill containment 
barrier 
(AD-774898]	 p0327 1174-21669 
Fatigue and fracture considerations in critical 
titanium components --- for aircraft structures 
p0367 1174-26470 
B-56 HELICOPTER 
AH-56A /ARCS/ compound helicopter vibration 
reduction --- Advanced Mechanical Control System 
(ABS PREPRINT 834]
	 p0385 A74-36589 
HALOGEN COMPOUNDS 
NT FLUORO COMPOUNDS 
HAMBURGER AIRCRAFT 
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
HAMBURGER BFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
U HFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
HANDBOOKS 
NT USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS) 
HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
NT CRANES 
HANDLING QUALITIES 
U CONTROLLABILITY 
HAN GABS 
Wind tunnel and field investigations of shapes for 
balloon shelters 
(NCAR-TN/EDD-82]	 p0036 1174-10016 
Requirements for explosion-proof electrical 
equipment in Air Force hangers 
(AD-167600]	 p0109 N74-12969 
Research and design of a seventy-six (76) foot 
span aircraft maintenance hanger with quarter 
shell endvalls 
[AD-770299]	 p0200 1174-17001 
HARDENING (MATERIALS) 
NT PRECIPITATION HARDENING 
NT STRAIN HARDENING 
NT WORK HARDENING 
Deep hardenable titanium alloys for large airfraie 
elements
p0117 A74-16559 
HARDNESS TESTS 
Characterization of carburized Vasco 1-2 steel 
(AD-782362]	 p0500 1174-34952 
HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
Frankfurt • s scheduled traffic mathematically 
analyzed
pO275 A74-27776 
HARMONIC EXCITATION 
Determination of the fatigue life of structural

elements for a biharmonic loading process 
p0393 A74-37385 
HARMONIC OSCILLATION 
Unsteady pressure distribution measurements 
involving a harmonically vibrating wing model in 
three-dimensional compressible flow 
(DFVLR-SONDDR-335] 	
.	 p0073 A74-13549 
Dynamic stability of sweptback aircraft wings 
under the action of variable aerodynamic forces 
pO185 A74-22225 
Modeling dynamic stall on an oscillating airfoil 
p0224 A74-25329 
A finite difference method for the solution of the 
transonic flow around harmonically oscillating 
wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-543]	 p0339 A74-33138 
Method of calculating the nonstationary 
aerodynamic loads on a thin wing of finite 
aspect ratio undergoing elastic harmonic 
vibrations in subsonic flow
p0390 174-36815 
Aerodynamic interference in a system of two 
harmonically oscillating airfoils in an 
incompressible flow
p0447 A74-41041 
FORTRAN programs for the determination of 
generalised air forces on interfering lifting 
surfaces oscillating in subsonic flow 
[ARL/SM-EEPT-345] 	 p0246 1174-18655 
HARMONICS 
NT HARMONIC EXCITATION 
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION 
HARNESSES 
A new approach to the design of quick release 
boxes for single point parachute harnesses 
p0212 A74-23552 
A-183
HIRBIRH AIRCRAFT 
Paratroop harness TOTAL, PARAQUICK canopy release 
and EPA-36 chronobarometriC parachute opener 
p0212 A74-23553 
HARRIER AIRCRAFT 
Royal Air Force experience of the Harrier /Second 
Sir Sydney Cama Lecture/
p0262 A74-26564 
Shipboard operations of Harrier
p0320 A74-30823 
Recent developments in shipboard V/STOL testing 
p0381 A14-36227 
Pegasus engine operating experience in, the Harrier 
Aircraft -- analysis of requirements for 
aircraft engine for V/STOL close combat 
application
p0292 N74-20431 
HANKER P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
U P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
BANKER SIODELEY AIRCRAFT 
NT CONET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT 
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
HS.146 --- short haul passenger aircraft 
p0013 A74-11329 
Eanufacturing exercise involved in the redesign of 
the Baster Siddeley Trident /tri-jet/ fuselage - 
p0115 174-16445 
The HS.146 - A four-jet feeder-liner
p0184 A74-21727 
HS.146 progress report
pO2l4 A74-27634 
Havker's new Hawk --- light training aircraft 
-	
p0335 A74-3 1878 
The HS1U6 - A new dimension in short-haul 
profitabilLty
p0456 A74-42725 
HAWIRTE AIRCRAFT 
U E-2 AIRCRAFT 
HAZARDS 
NT AIRCRAFT HAZARDS 
NT FLIGHT HAZARDS 
NT OPERATIONAL HAZARDS 
NT RADIATION HAZARDS 
Air transportation of hazardous materials 
p0209 A74-22640 
Requirements for explosion-proof electrical 
equipment in Air Force hangers 
(AD-767600]	 p0109 N74-12969 
BARE 
The light-scattering matrix and types of optical 
weather --- atnospheric aerosols, haze, fog, 
drizzle
p0004 174-10783 
NC-i HELICOPTER 
U cH-47 HELIcOPTER 
HEAD-OP DISPLAYS 
Simulation and flight evaluation of a heads-up 
display for general aviation 
tSAR PAPER 740347]	 p0308 A74-28727 
ERCA systems and related equipment - The HRCA 
cockpit
p0336 A74-32632 
A head-up display for all-weather approach and 
landing of tilt-wing PISTOL aircraf 
(AIAA PAPER 74-952]	 p0452 A74-41656 
A display of energy-maneuverability performance 
inforsation for fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-814) 	 p0453 A74-L$1797 
An exploratory simulation study of a head-up 
display for general aviation lightplanes 
(NASA-TN-D-7456]	 p0097 N74-11837 
BEARING 
NT ACOUSTIC FATIGUE 
HEAT BALANCE 
Determination of the gas temperature in front of 
the turbine of a bypass turbofan engine 
p0087 A74-15721 
HEAT EFFECTS 
O TENPERATURE EFFECTS 
HEAT EQUATIONS 
U THEREODINANICS 
NEAT EXCHANGERS 
The friction and wear characteristics of 
plasma-sprayed NiO-CaF2 in rubbing contact with 
a ceramic matrix 
[ASLR PREPRINT 73LC-1H-3]	 p0027 A74-12306 
HEAT FLUX 
A simplified method for studying the aerodynamic 
heating of axisymmetric bodies at an angle of
SUBJECT INDEX 
attack
p0029 A74-12441 
The heat flux to a waverider of simple 
configuration and its L/D ratio
p0384 A74-36571 
BEAT GAIN 
U HEATING 
HEAT GENRRATIOI 
Transmission thermal lapping (OH-i main rotor 
transmission) --- determination of heat 
generating areas 
(AD-777803]	 pO4O8 N74-27515 
HEAT NEASURENEHT 
Turbulent heat transfer •easureaents in a Bach 15 
flow 
(EUROHECH PREPEIHT 73-2] 	 p0089 A74-15949 
HEAT REGULATION 
O TENPERATUHE CONTROL 
HEAT RESISTANCE 
U TBEHBAL RESISTANCE 
BEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS 
NT NIBONIC ALLOTS 
NT NIOBIUN ALLOTS 
Effect of several metallurgical variables on the 
thermal fatigue behavior of superalloys 
p0004 A74-10622 
Status of the latest turbine disk alloys in the U.S. 
p0125 A74-17890 
Heat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 651 A alloy
p0125 A74-17891 
Heat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 0T651A alloy
p0219 A74-23963 
New materials in the aerospace industries 
emphasizing heat resistant and light alloys 
p0342 A74-33682 
The heat-resistant deformable aluminum alloy D21 
p0439 A74-40767 
BEAT TESTS 
U HIGH TENPERATORE TESTS 
HEAT TRANSFER 
NT AERODYNAHIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT HYPERSONIC BRAT TRANSFER 
NT LARINAR HEAT TRANSFER 
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER 
Deck heating effects due to YTOL jet exhaust 
impingement 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1182] 	 p0008 174-11227 
Ablation -- heat and mass transfer in hypersonic 
flight
p0119 A74-17103 
Heat transfer effects on a delta wing in subsonic 
flow
p0381 A74-36240 
Heat transfer modeling for curing process of 
composite rotor blade 
(ABS PRRPRINT 852]	 p0386 A74-36598 
Heat transfer of a disk rotating in a casing 
cooling fluid flow in gas turbine engines 
(NASA-TT-F-15199]	 p0101 N74-12572 
A numerical solution for the heat transfer between 
an axi-symmetriC air jet and a heated plate 
applied to perfor.auce of gas turbine engines 
(AD-767266]	 p0112 1174-13510 
Heat and mass transfer in aircraft propulsion 
(HTS/73/55]	 p0305 N74-21591 
The flow over a porous body: A singular 
perturbation problem with two parameters 
development of method for predicting skin 
friction and.heat transfer characteristics of 
aircraft surfaces 
(AD-775072]	 p0324 N74-21644 
Hater table tests of proposed heat transfer 
tunnels for small turbine vanes 
(NASA-TH-X-3073]	 p0353 N74-25536 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
Evaluation of the influence of errors in - 
specifying boundary conditions on the accuracy 
of the determination of tenperature fields in 
infinite cylinders
p0130 A74-18635 
Heat transfer investigation in a high-temperature 
gas flow spreading over a plane surface 
-	
p013l A74-18684 
HEAT TRANSHISSION 
NT AERODYNAHIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT HEAT TRANSFER	 - - 
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HELICOPTER DESIGN 
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER 
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER 
REATIEG 
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING 
NT KINETIC HEATING 
NT SHOCK HEATING 
Effect of frictional heating on brake materials 
pOQ6l 174-44161 
BEATING EQUIPBEIT 
Anti-icing tests on Concorde
pO319 174-30818 
BEAT! LIFT HELICOPTERS 
Heavy Lift Helicopter main engines. 
(SAE PAPER 730920)	 p0123 174-17537 
Automatic Flight Control System development for 
0.5. Army heavy lift helicopter 
(lIlA PAPER 74-25)	 p0135 174-18865 
Acoustical modeling of the heavy lift helicopter 
p0206 174-22466 
Fluid power and control reguire.ents for the U.S. 
Army heavy lift helicopter 
(SAE PAPER 730988]	 p0269 174-27253 
Heavy-lift helicopter power systems 
(SAE PAPER 740464]	 p0351 174-35006 
Application of acrylic based room temperature 
curing adhesives to structural helicopter 
bondeents	 - 
pO3HO A74-35994 
Heavy-lift helicopter engine control system 
(Ails PEEPRINT 870]	 p0386-174-36605 
Design to cost at work for helicopter syste.s---
Boeing Vertol prograss 
[AHS PREPRINT 810]	 p0388 174-36619 
Hybrid aircraft for heavy lift --- coibined 
helicopter and lighter-than-air elements 
(AHS PREPRINT 814)	 P0389 174-36623 
HLR Ground Support Equipment (GSE) preliminary 
investi gation 
(AD-768842]	 pOl9O N74-15725 
HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
U ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
U HELICOPTERS 
HELICOPTER CONTROL 
Control of helicopter vibration using the dynaaic 
antiresonant vibration isolator - 
[SAE PAPER 730892]	 pOOI9-A7'4-l1597 
Rotary-wing aircraft 	 - 0 - 
p0127 174-18177 
Automatic Flight Control Syste. development for 
U.S. Army heavy lift helicopter 
(hAl PAPER 74-25]	 p0135 A74-18865 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. I
p0172 1714-19491 
The design application of aircraft securing and 
traversing systems to the surface effect ship 
(AIAA PAPER 74-304] 	 p0183 174-21293 
Aircraft/ship interface problems - The U.S. Navy's 
program 
(kIll PAPER 74-305] 	 p0183 174-21294 
Prediction of stability and control 
characteristics of rotorcraft
p0205 174-22452 
Ground based helicopter simulation
p0215 174-22454 
Studies of a large-scale jet-flap rotor in the 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel
pO206 174-22464 
Autosatic approach of helicopters and STOL aircraft 
p0229 174-25362 
Fluid power and control require.ents for the U.S. 
Amy heavy lift helicopter 
(SAE PAPER 730988] 	 p0269'A74-27253 
Stability and control of hingeless rotor 
helicopter ground resonance
p0343 174-33813 
Determining helicopter instrument flight capability 
p0346 A74-34848 
Simulaticn and flight test evaluation --- of 
helicopter control system
p0347 A74-34851 
Controls and displays for helicopter IRE operation 
- Pilot factor considerations 	 -	 . - 
(ABS PREPRINT 825]	 P0384 A74-36584 
	
On the use of first order rotor dynamics in	 - 
sultiblade coordinates --- for compound -helicopter 
(ABS PREPRINT 831]	 pO3R4 174-36586
IB-56A /ANCS/ compound helicopter vibration 
reduction --- Advanced Mechanical Control System - 
(ABS PEEPRIRT 834) 	 p0385 174-36589 
Handling qualities evaluation of the XY-15 tilt 
rotor aircraft 
(AHS PREPRINT 840]
	
p0385 174-36591 
Rotor •oaent control with flap-moment feedback 
(Ails PREPRINT 842]	 p0385 174-36593 
Heavy-lift helicopter engine control system 
(ABS PREPRINT 870]
	
p0386 174-36605 
Tail-rotor thrust on a 5.5-foot helicopter model 
in ground effect 
(Ails PREPRINT 802]
	
p0388 174-36616 
Helicopter command instrument systems 
(ABS PREPRINT 822]	 p0389 174-36626 
A simple, near-optimal takeoff control policy for 
a heavily loaded helicopter operating fro• a 
restricted area 
(lILA PAPER 74-812]	 p0453 A74-41796 
Automatic control of a helicopter with a hanging 
load --- development and evaluation of automatic 
pilot for use with S-61 helicopter 
[NASA-CR-136504]	 p0140 N74-13715 
Analytical study to define a helicopter stability 
derivative extraction method, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-132371]	 p0248 N74-18674 
Analytical study to define a helicoper stability 
derivative extraction method, volume 2 
(NASA-CR-132372]	 p0248 N74-18675 
Flight investigation of effects of a fan-in-fin 
yaw control concept on helicopter flying-quality 
characteristics 
(NASA-TN-D-74523	 p0249 N74-18688 
Major item special study (HISS), OH-6 A tail rotor 
assembly 
(AD-778166]	 p0408 N74-27512 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body .otion
p0496 N74-34503 
Hingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0497 N74-34515 
HELICOPTER DESIGN 
Helicopter rotor blades --- design with fiber 
reinforced epoxy resin bonded composite materials 
p0002 174-10498 
Current developments in main rotors at sell 
Helicopter Company --- sultibladed concepts, 
frequency placement 
(AILA PAPER 73-1160]	 p0003 174-10511 
Progress in France in the last ten years in the 
field of helicopters - Prospects for the ten 
years to come	 -
p0007 174-11097 
The main rotor bifilar absorber and its effect on 
helicopter reliability/maintainability 
[SAE PAPER 730894]	 p0019 174-11595 
Nodalization applied to helicopters --- vibration 
isolation 
[5kB PAPER 730893]	 p0019 174-11596 
Torsion-flap-lag coupling on helicopter rotor blades 
p0022 174-11843 
Some conclusions regarding the aeroelastic 
stability of hingeless helicopter blades in 
hover and in forward flight
pOO22 174-11844 
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic 
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the 
blade tip vortex
p0022 174-11845 
Development of a graphite-epoxy tailboom for a 
high-performance armed helicopter
pOO83 174-14748 
Cost effective composite structures --- fiber 
reinforced helicopter rotor blade design and 
fabrication
-	 pOO84 174-14778 
Test and evaluation of a quiet helicopter	 - 
configuration HH-43B
p0087 174-15644 
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary wing on a 
helicopter. II
p0090 174-16038 
Design and development support for critical 
helicopter applications in Ti-61l-4V alloy 
p0115 174-16448 
Reduction of vibration and noise generated by 
planetary ring gears in helicopter aircraft 
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SUBJECT IIDEI 
trans.issions 
[ASER PAPER 73-PTG-11]	 p0119 A74-16979 
Heavy Lift Belicopter •ain engines 
(SIB PAPER 7309203	 p0123 174-17537 
Vehicle crashworthiness --- rotary wing, fixed 
wing light and transport aircraft
p0124 174-17776 
Rotary-wing aircraft
p0127 1714-18177 
Vertical take-off and landing aircraft 
p0121 174-18178 
Calculation of the dynaaic characteristics of a 
helicopter structure by the wethod of branch modes 
p0129 174-18291 
Helicopter modelling /18th Benson and Stringfellow 
Lectare/ --- exploratory, developwent and 
research •odels
p0129 174-18299 
So.e current problems and prospects for 
develop.ent of rotary-wing aircraft
p0130 174-18641 
Determination of the basic parameters of light 
helicopters on the basis of the treateent and 
analysis of statistical data
p0131 174-18694 
Isolated airfoil - TIP vortex interaction noise 
(lIlA PAPER 714-194] 	 pO134 174-18831 
Reliability and choosing number of prototypes 
in helicopter develop.ent program
pOl8l 174-20938 
Acoustical •odeling of the heavy lift helicopter 
p0206 A74-22466 
Parameterization of helicopter rotor broadband 
noise fro. experi.ental data
p0206 A74-22469 
Crashworthy Army helicopter crew and troop seating 
systems
p0211 174-23534 
Underwater escape from helicopters --- water 
actuated lap belts for crew safety
p0211 174-23535 
Helicopter safety --- design for catastrophic 
failure prevention and safe emergency landing 
pO2ll 174-23541 
The development and prospects of helicopters 
p02l3 174-23837 
Automatic flight control systems and. their 
analytic design --- Russian book
p0228 174-24325 
A method for the dynamic study of helicopter 
fuselages in the design phase
p0261 174-26025 
The concept of the wG-13 --- small twin engined 
helicopter for light tactical support 
p0262 174-26565 
The design of the VG-13 --- small tactical 
multipurpose twin engined helicopter 
p0262 174-26566 
The development of the WG-13 --- helicopter 
progra. management, manufacture and flight testing 
p0262 174-26567 
Aeroelastic stability of periodic systems with 
application to rotor blade flutter 
(lIlA PAPER 7-417] 	 p0267 174-26713 
A unique approach to the development of a light 
helicopter automatic flight control system 
(SIB PAPER 740348]
	 p8308 174-28728 
Future of the light turbine helicopter 
p0313 174-29572 
The new Douglas 'Ninipac' election seat 
p0321 174-31795 
Alloys for helicopter rotor-blade spars 
p0343 A74-34145 
Westlaud design philosophy on the Lynx for 
instrument and all-weather flying
p0348 174-34878 
Heavy-lift helicopter power syste.s 
(SAE PAPER 740464]	 p0351 174-35006 
Helicopter vibration reduction with pendulum 
absorbers 
(ABS PREPHINT 830]	 p0384 174-36585 
Effect of blade design parameters on helicopter 
stall boundaries 
(ABS PREPRINT 833]
	 p0384 174-36588 
Handling qualities evaluation of the IV-15 tilt 
rotor aircraft 
(ABS PREPRINT 8403
	 p0385 A74-36591 
Fabrication of boron-hybrid swashplates 
[ABS PREPRINT 850]	 p0386 174-36596
Application of advanced composites to helicopter 
airfra.e structures --- CB-53 D materials 
(ABS PREPRINT 8803
	 p0387 174-36610 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of damage-tolerant co.ponents for the 
UTTAS helicopter - Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft Syste. 
[ABS PREPRINT 8821
	 p0387 A74-36611 
Composite material geodesic structures - A 
structural-concept for increased helicopter 
rotor blade survivability 
[ABS PREPR.INT 884)
	 p0387 A74-36613 
The prediction of rotor rotational noise using 
•easured fluctuating blade loads 
(ABS PREPRINT 801]
	 p0387 174-36615 
Can helicopter rotors be designed for low noise 
and high performance 
(ABS PREPRINT 803]
	 p0388 174-36617 
Design to Cost at work for helicopter systems 
Boeing Vertol progra.s 
[ABS PREPRINT 810]
	 pO388 174-36619 
Improved cost effectiveness of helicopters through 
a two-point design criterion 
(ABS PHEPRINT 811]	 p0388 A74-36620 
Hiogeless circulation control rotor blade design 
(ABs PREPRINT 813]	 p0388 174-36622 
Effect of the body of a helicopter of single-prop 
or coaxial design on the optimal configuration 
of the main-rotor blades for hover-flight 
conditions 
-	 p0389 174-3663 1 
Consideration of the effect of the fuselage of a 
two-rotor helicopter of the transverse or 
longitudinal type when deter.ining the optimal 
rotor blade configuration for hovering 
p0390 A74-36799 
Specialists Beeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, 
Boffett Field, Calif., February 13-15, 1974, 
Proceedings
p0393 A74-37481 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
pO393 A74-37483 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
p0393 1711-37486 
Flap-lag dynamics of hingeless helicopter blades 
at moderate and high advance ratios
p0393 174-37487 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0394 A74-37488 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods 
p0394 174-37489 
Helicopter gust response characteristics including 
unsteady aerodyna.ic stall effects
p0394 A74-37490 
Application of antiresonance theory to helicopters 
pO394 174-371191 
The effect of cyclic feathering motions on dynamic 
rotor loads
pO394 A74-37492 
Control load envelope shaping by live twist --- in 
helicopter rotors
p0394 174-37493 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body motion
p0394 A7l1-37495 
An application of Floquet theory to prediction of 
mechanical instability --- for helicopter with 
inoperative blade damper
p0395 A74-37496 
Comparison of flight data and analysis for 
hingeless rotor regressive inplane mode stability 
p0395 A74-37499 
Hub mo.eut springs on two-bladed teetering rotors 
p0395 A74-37500 
Open and closed loop stability of hingeless rotor 
helicopter air and ground resonance
p0395 A74-37501 
Vertical-plane pendulum absorbers for mini.izing 
helicopter vibratory loads
p0395 174-37502 
Evaluation Of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CB-54B helicopter
p0395 A74-37503 
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Identification of structural parameters f roe 
helicopter dynamic test data
p0396 A74-37505 
The Ka-26 helicopter --- Russian book
pO42l 174-38042 
Aircraft structures designed to cost 
(AIlA PAPER 74-962) 	 p0427 174-38727 
An analysis of vibration diagnostics for 
helicopter power trains
p0432 174-39198 
Application of carbon fibers to helicopters 
pO436 A74-39910 
EBB 50 105 - Concept and worldwide use of a modern 
helicopter. I --- develôpaent and design 
p0479 174-45098 
Specialists Meeting on Helicopter Rotor Prediction 
Methods 
(AGARD-CP-122)	 p0054 1174-10908 
notary wing design methodology --- based on 
nonlinear aeroelastic blade loads analysis 
p0054 1174-10909 
Current loads technology for helicopter rotors 
based cn rotor loads computer program for 
determining fatigue design loads
pOO54 1174-10910 
Prediction of helicopter rotor loads --- based on 
alternating aerodynamic loads imposed on rotary 
wing and rotor hub
p0055 1174-10911 
Helicopter rotor loads predictions --- assumptions 
and techniques for numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic loads
p0055 1174-10912 
Rotor system design and evaluation using a general 
purpose helicopter flight simulation program 
p0055 1174-10913 
The prediction of loading actions on high speed 
semi-rigid helicopters
p0055 1174-10914 
Loads prediction methods for hingeless rotor 
helicopters
p0055 1174-10915 
Integrated rotor/body loads prediction 
p0055 1174-10916 
NASTRA1I data generation of helicopter fuselages 
using interactive graphics --- preprocessor 
system for finite element analysis using IRE 
computer
p0153 N74-14621 
Si.ilariy requirements for aeroelastic models of 
helicopter rotors 
(ARC-CP-1245]	 p0161 N74-14767 
Helicopter inspection design requirements 
(AD-769061)	 p0163 1174-14781 
Influence of turbulence on helicopter design and 
operation --- analysis of structural loads, 
pilot workload, and passenger comfort affected 
by atmospheric turbulence
p0234 1174-17736 
CH-47A design and operational flight loads study 
development of structural design criteria 
for cargo and transport type helicopters 
(AD-772949] -	 p0251 1174-18700 
CE 541 design and operational flight loads study 
comparison of design mission profile with 
operational mission profiles 
(AD-773551)	 p0286 1174-19686 
Research in the area of the aerodynamics of rotors 
and propellers 
(AROD-T-3-23-E]	 p0286 1174-19688 
Tail rotor design guide -- aerodynamic 
configurations of helicopter components for low 
speed and hover flight 
(AD-175391)	 p0327 R74-21671 
Helicopter/technology program: Fiscal 1973 
development of design methodology for helicopter 
fuselages 
(AD-776580]	 p0359 N74-25611 
Fatigue of co.posite structures: Experience 
gained in the design of CPEP structures for 
helicopters
p0368 1174-26479 
New technologies and maintenance of helicopters 
p0466 N74-3147i 
SELICOPTEE ENGINES 
Progress in Prance in the last ten years in the 
field of helicopters - Prospects for the ten 
years to come
p0007 174-11097
-Design competence - The mainspring to Cost reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1187] 	 p0008 A74-11230 
Lycomings iTS 101 - Low cost turbine power in the 
600 hp class 
(SAE PAPER 730911) 	 p00l7 174-11582 
The T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine program 
(SAE PAPER 730917]	 p0123 A74-17536
Heavy Lift Helicopter main engines 
(SAE PAPER 730920]	 p0123 A74-17537
Failure of helicopter turbines due to the 
• employment of a steel in a corrodible condition 
in combination with a design unsuited for the 
material
p0178 A74-20498 
The design of the WG-13 --- small tactical 
multipurpose twin engined helicopter 
p0262 A74-26566 
Future of the light turbine helicopter 
p0313 A74-29572 
Heavy-lift helicopter engine control system 
(ASS PREPRINT 870)	 p0386 A74-36605
The impact of advanced turboshaft engine 
technology on T700-powered helicopter systems 
(ASS PREPEINT 871]	 p0386 174-36606 
Digital computer techniques for engine/airframe 
simulation --- for helicopters 
(ASS PREPRIRT 874]	 p0387 A74-36609 
Implementation of grease lubrication into U.S. 
Army helicopter tail rotor gearboxes - 	 -
Preliminary results
p0391 A74-36906 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
for helicopters
p0396 174-37506 
The design and development of the Gem engine 
p0437 A74-40008 
Small gas turbines for helicopters /Salford 
Memorial Lecture,
p0451 A74-41397 
Control system considerations for helicopter gas 
turbines
p0458 A74-43210 
The aircraft engine M-14V26 --- Russian book 
p0480 A74-45269 
Spring overriding aircraft clutch --- for 
multiengine helicopters 
(AD-766309]	 p0044 1174-10073
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-54A turbine 
engine 
(10-766228)	 p0051 1174-10738 
Simplified aircraft performance methods: Power 
required for single and tandem rotor helicopters 
in hover and forward flight 
(AD-768769]	 p0163 1174-14777
Rind tunnel investigation of simulated helicopter 
engine exhaust interacting with windstream 
(NASA-TM-X-3016)	 pO23l 1174-17758 
Major ite, special study (MISS), CH-47A engine 
cost reduction by eliminating high failure rate 
equipment on CH-47 helicopter 
(10-7729781	 p0253 E74-18717
simplified life-cycle cost comparison of various 
engines for small helicopter use 
(NASA-TM-X-71517]	 p0256 1174-19405 
Investigation and analysis of reliability and 
maintainability problems associated with Army 
aircraft engines 
[AD-772950)	 p0256 1174-19411
Rater table tests of proposed heat transfer 
tunnels for small turbine vanes 	 - 
(1IASA-TM-I-3073)	 p0353 N74-25536
Exhaust flow deflector 
(NASA-cASE-LIE-i 1570-1]	 p04 10 1174-28233 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
p0497 1174-34514 
RELICOPTER PERFORMANCE 
Can helicopters be good neighbors -- noise 
generation and effects
p0013 A74-13795 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. II
p0172 A74-19492 
Failure of helicopter turbines due to the 
employment of a steel in a corrodible condition 
in combination with a design unsuited for the 
material
p0178 A74-20498 
Ground based helicopter simulation
p0215 A74-22454 
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SUBJECT 11011 
Rotor wakes - Key to perfornance prediction 
p0203 A74-22455 
Aerodynanic problens in the calculation of 
heliccpter airloads
p0203 A74-22456 
Rotor aerodyna.ics and acoustics - The next phase 
helicopter noise at supersonic blade tip 
speeds
p0203 A74-22465 
An investigation of i.pulsive rotor noise using a 
•odel rotor
pO2O6 A74-22467 
The concept of the WG-13 --- s.all twin engined 
helicopter for light tactical support 
p0262 A74-26565 
The design of the VG-13 --- s.all tactical 
nultipurpose twin engined helicopter 
pO262 A74-26566 
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft noise •easure.ent 
problens 
(SAB AIR 1286]	 p0269 A74-27259 
Certification of helicopters for flight in 
instrunent weteorological conditions 
p0348 A74-34877 
The operation of the Bell 212 under instruient 
flight rules
p0348 A74-34879 
Requirenents for the helicopter instruweat rating 
p0348 A74-34880 
A si.plified approach to helicopter ground resonance 
p0348 A74-34881 
Analysis, sinulation, and piloted perforwance of 
advanced tendea-cotor helicopters in hover 
(ABS PREPRIRT 843] 	 p0385 A74-36594 
Helicopter icing handling qualities 
(ABS PREPRINT 844]
	 p0385 A74-36595 
0-0-1% - Q. A. by objectives --- helicopter 
\ priwary part Quality Assurance by audit schewe 
(ABS PREPRINT 851]	 p0386 A74-36597 
Hlicopter reliability testing 
'(ABS PREPRINT 860] 	 p0386 A74-36600 
IJTTAS flight test - Real-tile data analysis - 
helicopters in Utility Tactical Transport 
ircraft Systen 
I\ABS PREPRIRT 864]	 p0386 A74-36604 
Can\ helicopter rotors be designed for low noise 
and high perfornauce 
(ABS PREPRINT 803]	 p0388 A74-36617 
A systenatic study of helicopter rotor stall using 
nodel rotors 
(ABS PREPRINT 804]	 p0388 A74-36618 
The scissors rotor --- for helicopters 
(ABS PREPRINT 812)	 p0388 A74-36621 
Optinal configuration of the rotor blades of a 
single-rotor helicopter during horizontal flight 
p0391 A74-36864 
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. I 
p0398 A74-37634 
Consideration of control elasticity in calculating 
the defor.ation of gyroplane rotor blades 
p0398 114-37662 
Banual of the aviation engineer --- Russian book 
p0403 A74-37999 
U.S. Amy helicopter icing qualification progra. 
[AIAA PAPER 74-942]
	 pO426 A74-38715 
Vibrations and stability of a helicopter with a 
two-blade sam rotor
p0438 A74-40406 
Bsti.ates of the stability derivatives of a 
helicopter fron flight leasurenents 
(ICAS PAPER 71449] 	 pO451 A74-41349 
A helicopter flight perforwance systen using an 
LSI •icroprocessor --- for calculating gross 
weight 
(AD-765680]	 p0041 074-10054 
Research on aircraft dynanics f or subsonic flight 
[AD-765657]	 p0042 074-10061 
Non dinensional zethods for the weasure.ent of 
hover perfor.ance of turbine engined helicopters 
(BSDU-73027]	 p0103 074-12711 
Introduction to nondinensional wethods for the 
neasurewent of perfomnance of turbine-engined 
helicopters 
(ESDU-73026]	 p0103 074-12712 
Investigation of the naneuverability of the S-67 
winged helicopter 
(AD-7675593	 p0106 074-12735 
A •atheiatical nodal of unsteady aerodyna.ics and 
radial flow for application to helicopter rotors
(AD-767240)	 p0106 074-12738 
Dynanic stall 
(NASA-CR-136473]	 p0139 074-13709 
AIto.atic control of a helicopter with a hanging 
load -- developient and evaluation of auto.atjc 
pilot for use with s-61 helicopter 
(NASA-CR-136504]	 p0140 074-13715 
New technologies and profitability of helicopters 
application of helicopters to co..ercial 
operations 
(NASA-TT-F-15195)
	 pOl4O 074-13717 
Sinplified aircraft perfor.ance •ethods: Power 
required for single and tandew rotor helicopters 
in hover and forward flight 
(AD-768769)	 p0163 074-14777 
Influence of turbulence on helicopter design and 
operation --- analysis of structural loads, 
pilot workload, and passenger confort affected 
by at.ospheric turbulence
p0234 N74-17736 
Experilental investigation of sodel 
variable-geonetry and ogee tip rotors 
aerodynanic characteristics of variable geonetry 
rotary wings 
(NASA-CR-2275]	 p0245 074-18645 
Aerodyna.ic characteristics of NPL .9626 and NPL 
9627, further aerof oils designed for helicopter 
rotor use 
(ARC-CP-1262)	 p0247 074-18666 
Analytical study to define a helicopter stability 
derivative extraction wethod, volu.e 1 
(NASA-cR-132371]	 .	 p0248 074-18674 
Analytical study to define a helicoper stability 
derivative extraction •ethod, volune 2 
(NASA-CR-132372]	 pO248 N74-18675 
Flight investigation of effects of a fan-in-fin 
yaw control concept on helicopter flying-quality 
characteristics 
(NASA-TN-D-7452]	 p0249 074-18688 
Cli 54A design and operational flight loads study 
coiparison of design nission profile with 
operational nission profiles 
(AD-773551]	 p0286 074-19686 
Noise levels of operational helicopters of the 
011-6 type designed to •eet the LOB •ission 
acoustic properties for various helicopter 
configurations 
(OASA-CR-114760]	 p0297 074-20663 
OB-6A design and operational flight loads study 
(AD-775832]	 p0331 074-22690 
Engineering flight test: AH-1G helicopter with 
•odel 212 tail rotor. Part 2: Perfornauce and 
handling qualities 
(AD-776360]	 p0359.074-25613 
A theoretical study of the application of jet flap 
circulation control for reduction of rotor 
vibratory forces 
(NASA-CR-137515]	 p0416 074-28525 
Analysis of saneuverability effects on rotor/wing 
design characteristics 
(AD-779448]	 p0443 074-29401 
A suanary of helicopter .vorticity and wake 
turbulence publications with an annotated 
bibliography 
(AD-780053J	 p0472 074-32435 
Nonlinear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory, 
part 1 
(AD-781885]	 p0473 074-32453 
Helicopter procedural innovations (unusual 
attitudes) --- revision of aircraft attitude 
recovery techniques for application to 
helicopter operations 
(AD-782204]	 p0491 174-33471 
Eaneuver criteria evaluation progra. --- coaputer

progra. for solving flight path equation of 
notion for helicopter without auxiliary propulsion 
(AD-782209]	 .	 p0491 074-33472 
BELICOPTU PROPELLER DRIVE 
A two-coiponent laser Doppler veloci.eter for 
periodic flow fields
p0267 A74-26916 
Noise phenolena in the case of helicopter rotors 
and possibilities for noise reduction 
(DGLR PAPER 74-024]	 p0270 A74-27364 
Torsional stability analysis of a gas-turbine 
powered helicopter drive syste. 
(ASEE PAPER 74GT-54]	 p0272 A74-27447 
Gearbox noise reduction - Prediction and 
•easurenent of •esh-frequency vibrations within 
A-188
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an operating helicopter rotor-drive gearbox 
;t (ASEE PAPER 73-DET-31) 	 p0341 A74-334O4
Low-weight, i.pact-reSiStaflt helicopter drive shafts 
p0348 A74-34919 
Digital coeputer techniques for engine/airfrace 
si.ulation --- for helicopters (Ails PERPEINT 874) 	 p0387 A74-36609
Engine/airfra.e interface dynalics experience 
for helicopters p0396 A74-37506 
The design and develop.ent of the Gel engine p0437 A74-40008 
lajor Itel Special Stud! (RISS). CH-54A clutch 
asseibly (APP) (AD-766226]	 p0041 074-10057
Spring: overriding aircraft clutch --- for 
multiengine helicopters (AD-766309J	 p0044 074-10073 
rnajor. Item Special Study (BISS), AH-1G 90 degree 	 -
gearbox --- analysis of helicopter gear box 
.aintenance and reliability (AD-767540)	 -	 p0106 074-12731Recocuended design codifications to the CH-47 
forward rotor drive gearbox (AD-769062]	 p0162 074-14775
Eajor Ite. Special Study (HISS), AB-1G driveshaft 
asse.bly, cain transuission to engine (AD-768763)	 p0163 N1414780 
lajor Itel Special Study (HISS) AH-1G driveshaft 
assy, •ain transuission to engine --- Cost 
savings f roe product ieprovelent in quality and 
design (AD-770498)	 p0198074-16746
Advanced torque measnreeent systeu --- design, 
fabrication, and testing for helicopter 
poverplant diagnostic purposes (AD-773021)	 p0252 074-18706 
Analysis of criteria for on-condition .aintenance 
for helicopter transcissions --- numerical 
analysis of relationship between component 
operating tile and component hazard rate (AD-773024)	 p0252 074-18707 
Helicopter drive syste. load analysis (AD-775858)	 p0331 074-22697 
Vibration signal analysis techniques --- for 
detecting condition of gears and bearings in 
helicopter power train (AD-776397)	 p0359 074-25604 
Prediction of gear-iesh-induced high-frequency 
vibration spectra in geared power trains (AD-777496]	 p0369 074-26493 
Bajoritel special study (NISS), 08-6 A tail rotor 
asseably (AD-778166)	 p0408 074-27512
NELICOPTEE ROTORS 
U ROTARY WINGS	 - 
HELICOPTER EASES An unsteady wake .odel for a hingeless rotor p0127 A74-18140 
Rotor wakes - Key to performance prediction p0203 A74-22455 
Aerodynalic problees in the calculation of 
helicopter airloads p0203 A74-22456 
A schlleren technique applied to rotor wake studies 
p0203 A74-22462 
Laser velociceter •easureeeuts of the helicopter 
rotor-induced flow field (ABS PREPRINT 800]	 p0387 A74-36614
Can helicopter rotors be designed for low noise 
and high perforlance (ABS PREPRINT 803)	 p0388 A74-36617
InstantaneOus velocity measurements in the near 
wake of a helicopter rotor p0425 A74-38633 
Studyof the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust (AD-766815]	 p0059 074-10941
Rake induced loads on helicopter rotor blades 
p0103 N74-12708 
The stability of helical vortex fila cents in the 
wake of a hovering rotor 
-	
p0140 074-13713
Fog Olearing using helicopter downdrafts: A 
numerical model (AD-771038)	 p0242 074-18280
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust p0245 074-18643
BELICOPTEIS 
Analytical investigation of the aerodynamic 
stability of helical vortices shed fro. a 
hovering rotor (AD-773O26]	 p0252 074-18705 
HELICOPTERS 
NT ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS 
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
NT CB-54 HELICOPTER 
NT CORP0000 HELICOPTERS 
NT 8-53 HELICOPTER 
NT 8-56 HELICOPTER 
NT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS 
NT 88-43 HELICOPTER 
NT HILITARY HELICOPTERS 
NT 08-6 HELICOPTER 
NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
NT S-58 HELICOPTER 
NT S-61 HELICOPTER 
NT SA-330 HELICOPTER 
NT S3-3160 HELICOPTER 
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT TANDEN ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
NT OH-i HELICOPTER 
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion 
system - On-test-stand co.parison with a 
helicopter --- payload capacity and engine 
perfor.ance
p0021 A74-11743 
Evaluation of the helicopter as a ca.era platforl 
p0078 A74-14480 
Equipment for aircraft and helicopter technical 
servicing --- Russian book
p0169 A74-1937O 
Urban air traffic and city planning; Case study of 
Los Angeles County --- Book
p0179 A74-20624 
The cost of noise reduction in intercity 
co.mercial helicopters
p0210 A74-23328 
Utilization of titanin and its alloys in the 
manufacture of helicopters and airplane frames 
p0218 A74-23967 
Crash-resistant fuel tanks for helicopters and 
general aviation aircraft (SAE PAPER 740358]	 p0308 174-28735 
USA? evaluating helicopter IPH aids
p0319 A74-30749 
The noise environ.ent of a school classroo. due to 
the operation of utility helicopters 
p0397 A74-37541 
Helicopter noise - Can it be adequately rated 
inadequacy of existing measure.ent techniques 
p0438 A74-40092 
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes used 
in helicopter manufacture. Part 4: 
Nondestructive inspection of adhesive bonds 
using holographic techniques (AD-165455]	 pOO4l 074-10480 
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Specialists' Reeting on Aerodynamic Drag (AGAED-AR-58]	 p0054 074-10905 
Hanufacturing Hethods Technology (HN/T) for 
ballistic-tolerant flight control components (AD-766744]	 p0058 074-10933 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust [AD-766815]	 p0059 074-10941 
Helicopter visual aid system
p0061 N74-11691 
Effect of sweep angle on the pressure 
distributions and effectiveness of the ogee tip 
in diff using a line vortex (NASA-CR-132355] 	 p0094 074-11822 
Nonlinear bending and torsion of rotating bea,s 
with application to linear stability of 
hiugeless helicopter rotors
p0101 074-12545 
Rake induced loads on helicopter rotor blades 
p0103 074-12708 
Identification tests with optical sights and 
reconnaissance aids in helicopters [FOA-2-C-2533-D8/Eh/N6]	 p0104 074-12721 
Helicopter noise -- in relation to increased 
horsepower	 - (FOA-3-C-3685-E4]	 p0105 074-12722 
General description of the rotorcraft flight 
simulation computer program (G-81) [AD-767239]	 p0105 074-12728 
A-189
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Techniques for reducing the vibration of rocket 
launchers mounted on helicopters 
(AD-767237]	 pO1OS 1174-12729 
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter radar 
blade 
(NASA-CB-2322)	 pO139 874-13708 
Failure analysis of helicopter external 
cargo-handling systems 
(AD-767254]	 p0142 1174-13729 
Trans.ission thermal mapping (CH-41C forward rotor 
transmission) 
(AD-767875]	 p0143 1174-13732 
Flight control of airplanes and helicopters 
(AD-767S43]	 p0143 1174-13738 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army OR-i 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
[AD-768307]	 p0144 874-13742 
Static and dynamic helicopter airframe analysis 
with NASTRAH
p0153 1174-14616 
Problems of estimating the drag of a helicopter 
correlation of flight test data and scale 
•odel test data
p0156 11714-14715 
Studies in low speed flight --- model helicopter 
hovering flight test facility 
[AD-768858]	 p0190 1174-15728 
Research on aircraft dynamics for subsonic flight 
(AD-7705401	 p0197 1174-16738 
Report on the Conference on Transparent Aircraft 
Enclosures 
(AD-769372)	 pO199 1174-16755 
Further studies on speech intelligibility with 
frequency-modulation communication systems under 
fading conditions --- helicopter-satellite link 
(REPT-5-73]	 p0200 1174-16903 
Vortex modification by mass injection and by tip 
geometry variation 
[AD-771966]	 p0232 1174-17115 
Mechanical component failure prognosis study 
helicopter gearboxes and transmissions 
(AD-771033]	 p0238 1174-17765 
Air mobile technical maintenance unit 
[AD-771786]	 pO239 1174-17778 
Helicopter weight, size, and performance program 
computer aided analysis 
[AD-7711 440]	 p0240 1174-17783 
Further measurements on satellite-link fading at 
low altitudes above irregular terrain 
helicopter flight experiments 
(REPT-4,73]	 p0240 1174-17893 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AB-1G main 
transmission assy, universal 
(&D-772983)	 p0250 1174-18695 
Study of advanced structural concepts for fuselage 
fiber reinforced composite materials for 
helicopter tail section 
(AD-772708]	 p0250 1174-18696 
To assist the Sportsman-helicopter pilot in blind 
flight 
[AD-772650J	 p0251 1174-18699 
Parachute escape from helicopters --- vertical and 
horizontal separation of parachutist from 
autorotating helicopter 
(AD-772970]	 p0251 1174-18702 
Open and close4 1oop stability of hingeless rotor 
helicopter air and ground resonance --- effects 
of blade tuning, virtual hinge locations, and 
blade hysteresis damping 
[AD-772826]	 p0251 1174-18703 
Advanced torque measurement system --- design, 
fabrication, and testing for helicopter 
powerplant diagnostic purposes 
[AD-773021]	 p0252 1174-18706 
Design, fabrication, and flight test of the active 
arm external load stabilization system for cargo 
handling helicopters 
(AD-773025]	 pO252 1174-18708 
Estimates of the lateral-directional stability 
derivatives of a helicopter from flight 
measurements 
(NRC-13882]	 p0283 1174-19662 
Civil aviation in. the USSR (the fiftieth 
8nniversary of its formation) 
-(NASA-TT-P-806]	 p0283 1174-19666 
Research on helicopter noise 
[AD-773385]	 p0285 1174-19677
A design study to standardize collective-stick 
controls in OS Army helicopters: A Human 
Factors Engineering (RYE) evaluation 
tAD-7736883	 pO286 E74-19689 
Najor Item Special Study (MISS), CH-47A 
alternating generator --- product quality 
control and cost savings 
(AD-773720J	 p0286 1174-19712 
High frequency radio emission and reception by 
forest trees and by helicopter using hybrid 
electromagnetic antenna couplers 
[AD-713909J	 p0287 1174-19822 
An investigation of airborne displays and controls 
for Search And Rescue (SAR). Volume 8: Army 
MEDEVAC avionics capability study 
[AD-773611]	 p0288 1174-20059 
Development of thermally stable poly 
(fluoroalkoxyphosphazene) transmission seals for 
the 08-1 helicopter 
[AD-773652]	 p0288 1174-20080 
The noise environment of a school classroom due to 
the operation of utility helicopters 
acoustic measurements of helicopter noise during 
flight over building 
(NASA-TM-X-71957)	 p0296 1174-20659 
Advanced concepts for rotary wing and V/STOL 
aircraft escape systems
p0301 1174-20766 
Escape measures for combat helicopter crews 
pO3O 1 1174-20170 
Army autorotational accidents --- analysis of 
factors contributing to helicopter accidents 
p0301 1174-20771 
In-flight escape system for heavy helicopters 
p030 1 1174-20772 
Engineering feasibility study of ultrasonic 
applications for aircraft manufacture 
(AD-7743051	 p0303 1174-21084 
Comparison of acoustic performance of five muffler 
configurations on a small helicopter 
acoustic properties of modified helicopter 
exhaust system 
[NASA-TN-D-7495)	 p0325 1114-21652 
Circulation control: A bibliography of NSEDC 
research and selected outside references 
[AD-775284]	 p0327 1174-21666 
AH-1G design and operational flight loads study 
(AD-775838J	 p0331 874-22700 
Evaluation of the Teledyne Ryan model 622 
terrain-following radar system installed on 
OH-58A helicopter 
[AD-775806]	 p0331 1174-22837 
Investigation of the effect of torsional natural 
frequency on stall-induced dynamic loading 
[AD-7764151	 p0353 874-25544 
Civil helicopter noise assessment study 
Boeing-Yertol model 347 -- recommendations for 
reduction of helicopter noise levels 
[NASA-CR-132420)	 p0354 1174-25563 
Community acceptance of helicopter noise: 
Criteria and application 
(NASA-CR-132430]	 p0355 874-25567 
Helicopter derivative identification from analytic 
models and flight test data
p0356 1174-25579 
Aerodynamic damping of vibrating helicopter rotors 
.( AD-775929)	 p0358 1174-25598 
Qualification test methods for helicopter cargo 
handling systems 
(AD-776991]	 p0358 1174-25599 
Analysis of maneuverability effects on rotor/wing 
design characteristics 
[AD-776981]	 p0359 1174-25609 
Non-linear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory 
p0363 874-26431 
Flight control of airplanes and helicopters 
characteristics of automatic flight control to 
include methods of display and human factors 
engineering 
(AD-777297)	 p0368 11711-26488 
Development of cargo slings with nondestructive 
checkout systems 
[AD-777497)	 p0369 1174-26492 
Analytical study of stresses recorded in the DR 
2011 rotor blades 
(NASA-CR-137527]	 p0407 874-27501 
On the use of branch modes for the calculation of 
helicopter structural dynamic characteristics 
(NASA-TT-F-15713]	 p0407 874-27503 
A- 190
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Noise levels in the CH-113A and CON-IN helicopter (DCIEM-13-E-993]	 p0407 1174-27504 
Hydrofluidic yaw SAS analysis design and development (AD-777804)	 p0408 N7427510 
An experimental and analytical investigation of 
the potential flow field, boundary layers, and 
drag of various helicopter fuselage configurations (AD777798)	 pO4O8 N74-27514 
Transmission thermal mapping (08-1 •ain rotor 
transmission) --- determination of heat 
generating areas [AD-771803)	 p0408 1174-27515 
Flight investigation of manual and automatic VTOL 
decelerating instrument approaches and landings (NASA-TN--D-7524] 	 pO41O 1174-28102 
Development of helicopter engine seals (NASA-CR-134647] 	 p0410 1174-28229 
Propeller tests in the large sonic wind tunnel of 
Hondane-Avrieux (NASA-TT-P-15704] 	 p0413 N14-28501 
A' aethod of automatically stabil_.q helicopter 
sling loads (NASA-TN-D-7593)	 p0413 1114-28506 
A theoretical study of the application of jet flap 
circulation control for reduction of rotor 
vibratory forces (NASA-CR-137515]	 p0416 1174-28525 
Analysis of maneuverability effects on rotor/wing 
design characteristics (AD-779448]	 p0443 1174-29401 
Application of an interdisciplinary rotary wing 
aircraft analysis to the prediction of 
helicopter maneuver loads (AD-779449J	 p0443 1174-29402 
OH-i ground handling wheel adapter bars for 011-58 
helicopters. Prototype design, fabrication, and 
user test (AD-778199]	 p0443 N74-29616 
Design of a powered wheel kit for OH/All helicopters (AD-779387)	 p0443 1174-29627 
Propellers and helicopter blades of 
fiber-reinforced synthetic resin materials (NASA-TT-P-15859J 	 p0467 1114-31493 
Problems of long linear arrays in helicopter blades 
considering beams scanned by rotating blades 
p0468 1174-31684 
Hingeless helicopter rotor with, improved stability (NASA-CASE-ARC-10807-1] 	 p0494 N74-34'$75 
Identification of structural parameters fro. 
helicopter dynamic test data p0497 1114-34513 
Characterization of carburized Vasco 1-2 steel (AD-782362]	 p0500 1174-34952 
EELS ETS 
Helmets and head protection in USAF ejections 
1968-1912
-	
p0210 A74-23528 
U.S. Navy development of a mission specific 
fighter hel.et p0211 A74-23529 
EELHHOLTZ VOETICITI EQUATION 
Analysis of three-dimensional unsteady flow around 
oscillating wings (AIAA PAPEB 74-184] 	 p0135 A74-18838 
A linear model of a finite amplitude Helmholtz 
instability p0335 A74-32057 
HERCULES AIRCRAFT 
0 C-130 AIRCRAFT 
HEURISTIC EBEHODS 
Branch-and-bound and heuristic approaches to a 
sequencing problem with team-size requirements (P-5152]	 p0288 1174-20176 
818-320 AIRCRAFT	 -. 
Plight-mechanics problems during landing approach 
with direct lift control, exemplified by 1178 320 
Hansa (NASA-TT-P-15614]	 p0355 1174-25566 
Digital fly-by-wire control system with 
selfdiagnosing failure detection
p0464 1174-31451 - 
HW-3B HELICOPTER 
U HH-43 HELICOPTEE 
88-43 HELICOPTER 
Test and evaluation of a quiet helicopter 
configuration HH-438	 - 
p0087 A14-15644 
EHI HELICOPTER 
U H-53 HELICOPTER
HIERARCHIES 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameteis using hierarchical state estimation 
p0260 A74-25759 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using multilevel, hierarchical 
estimation
p0356 1174-25581 
HIGH ALTITUDE 
Sonic boom analysis for high altitude flight at 
high Mach number (AIAA PAPER 73-1034]	 p0026 A74-12224 
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at 
high-altitude flight conditions (hAL PAPER 74-41] 	 p0132 A74-18749 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude com.ercial aircraft p0275 A74-27773 
HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS 
The Eole balloons and air safety p0129 A74-18596 
NIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS 
Alcor - A high altitude pressurized sailplane /2/ 
p0459 A74-43471 
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT 
U HIGH ALTITUDE 
HIGH ASPECT RATIO 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
p0315 A74-30098 
HIGH ASPECT RATIO RINGS 
U SLENDER WINGS 
HIGH PREQOHNCIES 
Papers presented at the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Conference (1972). Structure of 
lightning noise - especially above HF. 
Triggered lightning and its application to 
rockets and aircraft (AD-711464]	 p0255 1114-19271 
HIGH SPEED CAMERAS 
NT FRAMING CAMERAS 
Experi.e1tal and data analysis techniques for 
deducing collision-induced forces from 
photographic histories of engine rotor frag.ent 
impact/interaction with a contain.ent ring (NASA-CB-134588]	 p0243 N74-18399 
HIGH SPEED TRANSPORTATION 
U RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS 
HIGH STRENGTH 
Narmco 5208/T300 - A graphite-epoxy system 
engineered for high-performance aircraft 
structures 
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOTS 
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
The use of ultra high strength titanium alloys in 
a V/STOL military aircraft application - The B. 
S. A. Harrier
p011S A74-16446 
Applications of the high strength alloy 
Ti-4Al-4Ho-2Sn-0.5Si in European aircraft projects 
p0116 A74-16450 
Naterials for the new generation of aircraft 
p0122 A74-17314 
Utilization of titanium and its alloys in the 
manufacture of helicopters and airplane frames 
p0218 A74-23967 
Properties of high-strength aluminum P/H products 
p0227 A14-24225 
SIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
A life study of AISI H-SO and Super Nitralloy spur 
gears with and without tip relief (ASME PAPER 73-LUB-38] 	 p0027 A74-12352 
Failure of helicopter turbines due to the 
employment of a steel in a corrodible condition 
in combination with a design unsuited for the 
material p0118 A74-2O498 
Hini.izing hydrogen pick-up during electroplating 
of high-strength steels
p0478 A74-44530 
Effects of corrodents on the fatigue life of an 
ultra-high strength steel
p0478 A74-44538 
HIGH TENPERATURE AIR 
Study of the temperature influence on induced flow 
effects. Part 1: Test equipment for ground 
effect investigations using circular hot air jets 
(IPD-8/11-PT-1]	 p0097 1174-11844 
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Study of the temperature influence on induced flow 
effects. Part 2: Influence of ground effects 
on hot-air jet mixing in steady atmospheric air 
(IA'D-9/71-PT-2)	 pOO9l N74-11845 
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS 
U HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS 
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIBONHENTS 
High te.perature cooled gas turbines (analysis and 
design) 
(AD-766031]	 p0051 N74-10740 
NIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS 
NT HIGH TEMPEHATURE AIR 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES 
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR 
Problems of future high-temperature corrosion 
research and testing
p0080 A74-14564 
Heat transfer investigation in a high-temperature 
gas flow spreading over a plane surface 
p0131 A74-18684 
Turbine blade temperature •easurement system: 
Operation manual	 - 
(SOLAE-P/N-106751]	 pO2G1 N74-18097 
HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANTS 
A study of high te.perature fuels and lubricants 
on supersonic aircraft/engine system perfor.ance 
(SAE PAPER 740473]	 p0433 A74-39648 
Microfog lubricant application system for advanced 
turbine engine components, phase 3 --- wetting 
characteristics and deposit forming tendencies 
of lubricants 
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A study of high te.perature fuels and lubricants 
on supersonic aircraft/engine system perfor.ance 
[SAE PAPER 740473]	 p0433 A74-39648 
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testing - Philosophy and experience
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Strengths and failure mechanis.s of a 
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HINGES 
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[NASA-TM-I-70319]	 p0467 N74-31499 
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Results of a feasibility study using the 
Newton-Haphson digital computer program to 
identify lifting body derivatives from flight data 
[NASA-TM-X-56017J	 p0094 N1'l-11814 
HFL-10 lifting body flight control system 
characteristics and operational experience 
(NASA-TM-X-2956]	 pOl59 N74-14753 
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U 00-6 HELICOPTER 
HODOGRIPHS 
Transonic shock-free aerof oil design by an 
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pO437 A74-40002 
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p0013 A74-11414 
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Holographic time-average vibration study of a 
structure dynamic model of an airplane fin 
p0340 A74-33 179 
Composite •aterials inspection --- ultrasonic 
vihratjon holographic NUT
p0457 A74-43164 
In situ non-destructive testing of aircraft 
structures by holographic interferometry 
(RAE-TR-72218]	 p0197 N74-16734 
Nondestructive holographic techniques for 
structures inspection --- in large aircraft 
(AD-774758)	 p0303 N74-21105 
HOLOGRAPHY 
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes used 
in helicopter manufacture. Part 4: 
Nondestructive inspection of adhesive bonds 
using holographic techniques 
(AD-765455]	 p0047 E74-10480 
Holographic multicolor loving map display (syste. 
definition) --- of performance characteristics 
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[AD-772155]	 p02'll N74-18083 
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Lasers - Ranger and marked target seeker 
p01 18 A74-16756 
HONEYCOMB CORES 
RohrBond -- liquid interface diffusion bonding 
for Ti honeycomb core sandwich
pOO83 A74-14741 
Technology of production of sandwich panels with 
aluminum honeycomb cores
p0178 A74-20523 
Optimal parameters of three-layer plates and 
shells with a honeycomb filler under combined 
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p0482 A74-45615 
HOREYCOMB STRUCTURES 
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Continuous seam diffusion bond titaniul spar 
evaluation 
(AD-780029]	 p0468 N74-31515 
Advanced metallic structure: Cargo fuselage 
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(AD-781814]	 p0473 N74-32456 
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT 
Optimal configuration of the rotor blades of a 
single-rotor helicopter during horizontal flight 
p0391 A74-36864 
Acoustical properties of a model rotor in nonazial 
flight -- wind tunnel model noise •easure.ents 
[NASA-CR-114749]	 p0248 N74-18678 
HORIZONTAL STABILIZERS 
U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS) 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0316 A74-30323 
Measurements of roiling moments acting on the
stabilizer of T-tails oscillating in yaw 
• (NAL-TE-324]	 p0158 N74-14744 
Development of a graphite horizontal, stabilizer 
structural analysis of static ultimate load 
and simulated fatigue spectrum loading 
(AD-768869]	 p0164 N7lI-14783 
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flight control surface for A-4 aircraft 
(AD-782646]	 p0491 N74-33473 
HORN ANTENNAS 
New concepts in ANTI radar - Hulling effects of 
Doppler filter/multi-element horn array 
p0121 A74-17252 
Improvement of performance characteristics of a 
class of broadband circularly polarized antennas 
for use with tactical airborne jamming 
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(AD-766473)	 p0059 N74-11065 
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aircraft wake vortices
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Light hoverable co.bat aircraft - Wind tunnel tests 
p0319 A74-30600 
Analysis, si.niation, and piloted performance of 
advanced tandem-rotor helicopters in hover 
(ABS PREPRIET 843)	 p0385 178-36594 
Effect of the body of a helicopter of single-prop 
or coaxial design on the optimal configuration 
of the lain-rotor blades for hover-flight 
conditions
p0389 A74-36631 
Consideration of the effect of the fuselage of a 
two-rotor helicopter of the transverse or 
longitudinal type when determining the optimal 
rotor blade configuration for hovering 
p0390 174-36199 
The stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor
p0140 N78-13713 
Simplified aircraft performance methods: Power 
required for single and tandem rotor helicopters 
in hover and forward flight 
(AD-768769]	 p0163 N14-14777 
Studies in low speed flight -- model helicopter 
hovering flight test facility 
(AD-768858]	 p0190 N74-15728 
Drop and static tests on a tenth-scale model of an 
Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS) 
[AD-770026)	 p0198 N74-16742 
Acoustical properties of a model rotor in nonaxial 
flight --- wind tunnel mcdel noise measurements 
(NASE-CR-114749]	 p0248 N74-18678 
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interference phenomena --- numerical analysis of 
potential flows associated with inlet ducts 
(10-773194)	 p0255 N74-18949 
Research in the area of the aerodynamics of rotors 
and propellers 
[AROD-T-3-23-E1	 p0286 N74-19688 
Results and information obtained regarding 
aerodynamic jet interference associated with the 
Do 31 9/STOL jet transport aircraft and their 
application to future V/STOL development 
lift loss in hovering flight phase 
(RASA-TT-P-15533)	 p0298 N74-20669 
VSTOL aircraft stability and control experience 
from methods and results of Do 31 flight tests 
(NASA-TT-P-15531]	 p0325 N74-21651 
Study of dynamics of 1-148 VTOL aircraft 
(NASA-CR-138185]	 pO326 N74-21661 
Predicting laternal hover, flying qualities with 
paper pilot --- simulation of pilot performance 
in VTOL aircraft 
(AD-775704]	 p0353 N74-25543 
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Sole conclusions regarding the aeroelastic 
stability of hingeless helicopter blades in 
hover and in forward flight
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Some results of an experimental study of the 
Aerodyne concept by Dornier System G.bH 
(OGLE PAPER 73-069]	 pO12O A74-17178 
Design and hover-flight testing of a deflection 
contrcl system for the Aerodyne wingless, 
remote-controlled experimental flight vehicle 
(DGLR PAPER 73-070] 	 p0120 A74-17179 
Rotor wakes - Key to performance prediction 
p0203 174-22455 
A schlieren technique applied to rotor wake studies 
p0203 174-22462 
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aircraft
p0261 174-26047 
Non dimensional methods for the •easurement of 
hover performance of turbine engined helicopters
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Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter radar 
blade 
(NASA-CR-2322]	 p0139 574-13708 
Analytical investigation of the aerodynamic 
stability of helical vortices shed from a 
hovering rotor 
(AD-773026]	 pO2S2 514-18705 
Three-dimensional measurements of the velocity in 
the near flow field of a full-scale hovering rotor 
(AD-781547)	 p0470 574-32417 
Nonlinear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory, 
part 1 
(AD-781885]	 p0473 N74-32453 
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Au application of Floquet theory to prediction of 
mechanical instability --- for helicopter with 
inoperative blade damper	 ) 
p0395 A74-37496 
Hub moment springs on two-bladed teetering rotors 
p0395 A14-37500 
Composite-material helicopter rotor hubs 
(AD-771973]	 p0238 174-17772 
A design analysis of CH-54B main rotor hub 
fabricated from composite materials 
(AD-774270]	 p0300 174-20689 
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Application of military human factors techniques 
to general aviation accident prevention 
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Forgotten airport aesthetics --- architectural 
critique of terminal facilities
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Cockpit design for crew coordination
p0208 174-22631 
U.S. Navy development of a mission specific 
fighter helmet
p02 ii 174-23529 
Peripheral vision - A factor for improved 
instrument design
p0218 174-23542 
New frontiers of civil aeronautics
p0229 174-25352 
Pilot workload-efficiency of military aircraft 
systems with one or two man crew
p0320 A74-30820 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
[AIAA PAPER 74-568]	 p0344 174-34798 
VFW 614 cockpit
p0375 114-35358 
Controls and displays for helicopter IFR operation 
- Pilot factor considerations 
[ABS PREPRINT 825]	 p0384 174-36584 
Helicopter command instrument systems 
(ABS PREPRINT 822]	 p0389 174-36626 
Definition of study objectives for integrated crew 
module development 
	
(AD-769065)	 p0162 174-14773 
High acceleration cockpit: The maneuvering 
countermeasure --- cockpit design for improved 
pilot performance 
	
[AD-770287)	 p0198 N74-16743 
Effect of modified seat angle on air to air weapon 
system performance under high acceleration 
	
(10-770271)	 p0198 N74-16747 
Aircraft response to turbulence-crew comfort 
assessments using power spectral density methods 
factors affecting operational efficiency of 
crew in low level gust environment
p0233 174-17729 
A design study to standardize collective-stick
controls in US Army helicopters: A Human 
Factors Engineering (HFE) evaluation 
	
(AD-773688]	 p0286 N74-19689 
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Development of design criteria for sensor displays 
ccntrols and man machine interfaces for 
fixed and rotary wing aircraft (ID-7714725J	 p0303 874-21049 
Effects of new approach procedures on cockpit 
design and chances for realization (NASA-rT-r-15613)	 p0355 074-25565 
Effects of aircraft design on STOL ride quality: 
A simulator study (NAsA-CR-140059J 	 p0473 874-32443 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
evaluation of control system as a one and two 
axis error display device during manual tracking 
experi.ents (AD-783690]	 p0498 874-34538 00011 PERFORMANCE 
NT PILOT PEHFOEHNCE 
Pilotage error and residual attention - The 
evaluation of a performance control system in 
airborne area navigation
p0087 174-15630 
Speech intelligibility testing with the modified 
rhy.e test in aviation type noise (10-765470]	 p0044 874-10159 00811 REACTIONS 
Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial 
flights having characteristics similar to STOL 
p0085 174-150146 
The effects of aircraft noise in schools around 
London Airport
p0336 174-32591 
Effects of aircraft design on STOL ride quality: 
A simulator study (NASA-CN-140059]	 p0473 074-32443 
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Can helicopters be good neighbors --- noise 
generation and effects
p0073 A74-13795 Proble.s and organization in the case of 
aerial-survey flights at inter.ediate and high 
altitudes
p0086 174-15082 On the dynamics of human pilots in marginally 
controllable systems
p0209 174-23203 Aircraft noise and sound suppression --- for 
propeller driven aircraft
p0224 174-24671 
Effects of discontinuation of nocturnal aircraft 
noise
p0315 174-30084 Noise levels in the CH-113A and CUB-IN helicopter [DCZEM-73-R-993]	 p0407 874-27504 HUSEIB HELICOPTER 
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EASCON 73; Electronics and Aerospace Systems 
Convention, Washington, D.C., September 17-19, 
1973, Record
p0023 174-12176 Reduced order filtering with applications in 
hybrid navigation --- minimum variance Kalman 
filter algorithm
p0023 174-12177 
Tactical hybrid navigation scheme for mixed 
community coordination --- integrated 
conmunicalion and global interface capabilities 
p0024 174-12179 
Application to zone navigation /B/Nav/ of hybrid 
navigation systems
p0029 174-12446 Analysis of aided inertial navigation systems 
performance on international routes
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Propulsion integration for a hybrid 
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Boundary value problems of two-dimensional 
isentropic gas flow
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p0375 174-35359
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The architecture of a turbine engine control 
hydromechanxca and electronic control in 
multiengine aircraft
p0458 A74-43209 Practical experience with a digital 
electrohydraalic actuator (NASA-TT-F-15292]
	 p0191 074-15735 
The dynamic behavior of a digital electrohydraulic 
actuator [NASA-TT-P-15295]
	 p0191 074-15736 Comparison with regard to the economy of a digital 
and an analog electro-hydraulic actuator 
noting application to aircraft control (DLR-PB-73-105] 	 p0489 074-33457 Contribution to the dynamic behavior of a digital 
electro-bydraulic actuator --- for fly by wire 
control (DLR-FB-73-106] 	 p0490 074-33458 HYDRAULIC BQUIPNEIT 
NT AIRCRAFT HYDHAULIC SYSTEMS 
Suitability of using titanium pipelines in the 
hydraulic systems of turbine engines 
p0126 A7'4-18090 The filtration of oil in modern aircraft 
installations. II
p0343 174-33820 US Army helicopter hydraulic servocylisder 
reliability and maintainability investigation (AD-767243]	 p0142 074-13731 
HFL-10 lifting body flight control system 
characteristics and operational experience (NASA-Tn-X-2956)	 p0159 074-14753 Bole of computerized si.ulation in the perfecting 
aeronautical equipments or syste.s --- applied 
to hydraulic pu.p and air intake design 
p0199 874-16811 US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 1: 
Document deficiency analysis --- deficiencies in 
military specifications and standards for 
helicopter hydraulic systems (AD-773022J	 p0252 074-18709 US Army helicopter hydraulic syste. reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 2: 
Supplemental design guide --- design 
requirements related to environmental 
conditions, reliability, and maintainability 
programs (AD-773023]	 p0252 874-18710 Control-by-wire actuator •odel development for AFCAS 
characteristics of hydraulic control valves 
to control tandem and parallel control systems [AD-772588]	 p0253 074-18715 Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-47A hydraulic 
servocylinder --- reliability analysis of 
military helicopter hydraulic system (AD-775449]	 p0327 074-21672 Hydrofluidic yaw SAS analysis design and development [10-777804]	 pO408 074-27510 HYDRAULIC FLUIDS 
Lithium soap dispersions as drag-reducing
	 • hydraulic fluids (ASLE PREPBINT 73LC-5B-2]
	 p0027 174-12316 World-wide Navy program controls aircraft 
conta.ination --- hydraulic fluids
pOO69 174-13017 
Fluid power for aircraft: Modern hydraulic 
technology /2nd edition/
p02 14 174-23376 Modified centrifuge technique for hydrolytic 
stability of neopentyl polyol ester lubricants 
p0259 174-25717 Oil filtration in modern aircraft systems 
p0335 174-31894 
Hydrofluidic servoactuator development [AD-766308]	 p0047 074-10491 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and safety. 
Volume 1: Hazards. Part 1: Key numbers 1 to 817 (NASA-TM-X-71553-VOL-1-pT-1] 	 p0406 074-27491 
Hydraulic-to-pneumatic power supply for aircraft 
fluidic systems [AD-778764]	 p0417 074-28550 HYDRAULIC HEATING SOURCES 
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
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Realization of the power amplification effect in a 
rarijet unit by applying the principle of 
boundary layer separation
p0175 174-20069 
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The need for a large transOnic wind tunnel in 
Europe - A summary of the report of an 
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Water table tests of proposed heat transfer 
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Pyrogenic ignition system br afterburners 
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HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION 
Swirling flow combustion - Fundamentals and 
application --- hydrocarbonai flame velocity, 
turbcjet afterburner application 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1250)	 p0009 A74-11271 
Modeling of gas turbine combustots
p0014 A74-11434' 
A shock tube study of the formation of carbon 
particles during the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons 
p0229 A74-25213 
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Supersonic fuels from medium oils produced by the 
thermal cracking of crude oil residues 
(DPVLR-SONDDR-301]	 p0136 A74-18925 
Adsorption resins in jet fuels
p0221 A74-23517 
Study of the effect of dilution on the lubricity 
of hydrotreated jet engine fuels
p0336 A74-32600 
Study of elastoplastic deformation with friction 
in hydrocarbon media --- with application to jet 
engine fuels 
[AD-765997)	 p0049 N74-10717 
Composition and chemical stability of motor fuels 
(AD-770538]	 p0199 N74-16870 
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RYDDYNAMICS 
Hydrodynamic forces on oscillating and 
nonoscillating smooth circular cylinders in 
crossflow --- for towed bodies 
(AD-767022)	 p0062 R74-11125 
Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical 
Engineering and the National Aeronautical 
Establishment, 1 January - 31 March 1974 
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p0332 N74-23483 
Motion of an airfoil with variable distance from a 
tarrier
p0405 N74-27472 
HYDROFOIL BOATS 
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U HYDROFOIL CRAFT 
HYDROFOIL CRAFT 
Control failure simulations of the PHM hydrofoil 
craft using a 1/20-scale dyna.ic model with 
automatic control 
(AD766098)	 r0046 N74-10338 
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Nondestructive detection of hydrides and 
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p0116 A74-16q82
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
Minimizing hydrogen pick-up during electroplating 
of high-strength steels
p0418 A74-44530 
HYDROGEN FUELS 
Supersonic mixing and combustion studies of ducted 
hydrogen-air flows at an inlet air Mach number 
of 2.6 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1320] 	 p0012 A74-11313 
Supersonic combustion of hydrogen injected 
perpendicular to a ducted vitiated airstream 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1322) 	 p0012 A74-11314 
The case for hydrogen fueled transport aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1323)	 p0012 A74-11315 
The hydrogen fuel economy and aircraft propulsion 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1319]	 p0125 A7L417905 
The jet engine design that can drastically reduce 
oxides of nitrogen 
[AIAA PAPER 74-160) 	 po133 A74-18797 
Hydrogen - Make-sense fuel for an American 
supersonic transport 
(AIAA PAPER 74-163]	 p0169 A74-19353 
The case for hydrogen-fueled transport aircraft 
p0312 A74-29452 
Application of hydrogen to commercial transports 
[SAE PAPER 740451)	 p0349 A74-34985 
An initial step: A demonstration project 
promoting subsonic, hydrogen-fueled aircraft 
p0068 N74-11747 
Conclusions and recommendations --- for problems 
in energy situation, air transportation, and 
hydrogen fuel
p0068 N714-11748 
Preliminary performance appraisal of Navy V/STOL 
transport and search-type airplanes using 
hydrogen fuel 
(NASA-TM-X-71550)	 p0363 N74-26435 
HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES 
NT .3-2 ENGINE 
HYDROGENATION 
The refining of turbine fuels by modern 
hydrotreating 
[AIAA PAPER 74-162] 	 p0133 A74-18798 
Supersonic fuels from medium oils produced by the 
ther.al cracking of crude oil residues 
(DFVLR-SONDDR-301]	 p0136 A74-18925 
Autiwear properties of jet fuels obtained by 
blending nonalkalized hydrorefined with 
straight-run components 
HYDROLYSIS 
Modified centrifuge technique for hydrolytic 
stability of neopentyl polyol ester lubricants 
p0259 A74-25717 
HYDRONAGNBTIC STABILITY 
U MAGNETOH!DRODYNAMIC STABILITY 
HYDBOMECHANICS 
NT HYDRODYNAMICS 
HYPERBOLIC NAYIGATIO 
NT LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
NT LORAN D 
Aircraft inertial system testing and evaluation in 
the United Kingdom
p0151 R74-14352 
HYPERSONIC' AIRCRAFT 
Investigations concerning yawed caret wings in the 
hypersonic domain
p0072 A74-13548 
The heat flux to a waverider of simple 
configuration and its L/D ratio
p0384 A74-36571 
The case for a high-speed research airplane - 
Results from an in-house study 
(AIAA PAPER 74-988) 	 p0429 A74-38745 
Incremental growth vehicle /IGV/ -- hypersonic 
research aircraft development technique 
[AIAA PAPER 74-989] 	 p0429 A74-38746 
Hypersonic research airplane propulsion for boost 
and test 
[AIAA PAPER 74-990] 	 p0429 A74-38741 
Multistage aerospace craft --- perspective 	 - 
drawings of conceptual design 
(NASA-CASE-XMF-02263] 	 p0054 N74-10907 
Optimal capabilities of hypersonic passenger 
aircraft on kerosene fuel 
[AD-167887]	 p0143 N74-13737 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70 
deg swept delta wing 
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HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER 
Nonuniqueness of the solution to the problem of 
viscous interaction on an axisy.metric body 
hypersonic boundary layer equations
p0070 A74-13179 
HYPERSONIC PLIGHT 
Ablation --- heat and lass transfer in hypersonic 
flight
p0119 A74-17103 
Investigation of new wing shapes for hypersonic 
flight
p0311 A74-29035 
Supersonic combustion ramjets
p0432 A74-39372 
An empirical equation for prediction of transition 
location on cones in super-or hypersonic flight 
[AD-765692]	 p0038 N71-10032 
HYPERSONIC PLOW 
Theory of hypersonic flow about a wing 
p0025 A74-12205 
Turbulent heat transfer measurements in a Mach 15 
flow 
(EUROMECH PREPRINT 73-2)
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An approximate method for the calculation of the 
pressure distribution on a wing-cone configuration 
p0 175 A74-20046 
Shock wave shape associated with a nonsymmetric 
hypersonic flow around a circular cone 
p0222 A74-24393 
Hypersonic flow past a lifting wing
p0312 A74-29437 
Flow past a triangular wing with blunted edges in 
the case of strong compression in the shock layer 
p0384 A74-36560 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 3: A design 
technique for Sultiple nozzle configurations 
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Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 4: Similarity laws 
for nozzle flows 
(NASA-CR-132353)	 p0061 E74-11116 
Off-center-line shock interference heating 
patterns on basic shapes in hypersonic flows 
[NASA-TM-x-2866]	 p0098 N74-12091 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a family 
of power-law, wing body configurations 
(NASA-TN-D-7427]	 p0102 N74-12705 
The effects of hypersonic viscous interaction on 
static stability of slender bodies in simulated 
non-equilibrium flows
p0154 N74-14704 
Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-CP-124]	 p0155 N74-14709 
Drag in hypersonic rarefied flow --- effects of 
cold pressure drag and friction drag 
p0157 N74-14730 
Review of drag measurements fro• flight tests of 
manned aircraft with comparisons to wind-tunnel 
predictions
p0158 N74-14735 
HYPERSOIIC BEAT TRANSFER 
Vortex-induced heating to cone flaps at Each 6 
p0223 A74-24958 
Laminar heat transfer on sharp and blunt 
ten-degree cones in conical- and parallel 
low-density flow --- measurements in hypersonic 
wind tunnels 
(AD-765546]	
-	 p0053 N74-10869 
HYPERSONIC SPEED 
Effect of geometry variations on lee-surface 
vortex-induced heating for flat-bottom 
three-dimensional bodies at Each 6 
(NASA-TN-D-7447]	
- p0045 N14-10318 
Turbulent boundary layer growth at hypersonic speeds 
noting dependence on wall temperature ratio, 
pressure gradients, and viscous interaction 
parameter 
(IC-AERO--73-04]	 p0061 N74-11112 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of an 
all-body research aircraft configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7358]	 pO096 N74-11831 
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES 
NT HYPERSONIC AIRCHAYT 
Approximate optimal control of the banking angle

in the problem of hypersonic vehicle return 
p0389 A74-36645
SUBJECT INDEX 
Emission calcu1atjs for a scra.jet powered 
hypersonic transport 
(NASA-TM-X-71464] pOIOO N74-12445 
HYPERSONIC WAKES 
Hypersonic flow past a lifting wing
p03 12 A74-29437 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS
-. 
HYPERVBI.00ITy CRATERING 
U HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES 
HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES 
External burning assisted projectile
- Theory and 
experiment	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1193] p0009A14-13234 
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS 
NT PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
-	 design of the barrel and driver tube of:a-. 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0002 A74-10484 
HYPOTHESES 
NT VORTICITY TRANSPORT HYPOTHESIS
-.
ICE	 I 
NT SEA ICE 
Ice and landing surface de.oulding: Replica 
fabrication 
(FFA-EEMO-90]	 pO047 N74-10541 
ICE FORMATION	 - 
An analytical study of icing si.ulation for.

turbine engines in altitude test cells 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1280)
	 p0032 A74-12938 
ACV icing problems --- air cushion vehicles
	 - 
p0091 A74-16240 
On the modes of icing of symmetrical lifting 
surfaces
p0136 A74-18987 
Helicopter icing handling qualities
	 - 
(AHS PREPRINT 844)
	 p0385 A74-36595 
U.S. Army helicopter icing qualification program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-942)
	 p0426 A74-38715. 
The determination of ice deposition on slender 
wings An experi.ental technique and simplified 
theory	 S	 - 	 - 	 - 
(ICAS PAPER 74-41]
	 p0450A74-41342 
Determination of ice shapes and their effect on 
the aerodynamic characteristics for the 
unprotected tail of the A 300
	 - 
(ICAS PAPER 74-42)
	 pO4SO A74-41343 
US Army helicopter icing tests -
p0460 A74-43623 
Ice protection investigation for advanced 
rotary-wing aircraft
	 -	 - 
(AD-771182/3GA]	 p0250 N74-18693 
Helicopter icing spray system qualification 
[AD-775803]	 p0330 N74-22688 
ICE NAPPING 
Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a short 
pulse radar 
[NASA-TE-X-71481] 	 p0063 .N74-.1 1204 
ICE OBSERVATION 
U ICE REPORTING 
ICE PACKS	 - 
U SEA ICR 
ICE PREVENTION	 - 
A simplified criterion to certify light aircraft 
for flight in icing conditions
	
- 
(SAR PAPER 740349]	 p0308 A74-28729 
Anti-icing tests on Concorde
	 -	 - 
•	
-	
p0319 A74-30818 
CC-uS Huff alo aircraft engine and engine inlet - 
duct anti-icing system evaluation trials -. 
-	
p0346 A74-34849 
VFW 614 de-icing	 - 
p0375 A74-35360 
Ice protection investigation for advanced 
rotary-wing aircraft 
(AD-77118213GA]	 p0250 N74-18693 
Helicopter icing spray syste. qualification 
(AD-775803]	 p0330 N74-22688 
ICE REPORTING	 -	 -	 - 
Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a short 
pulse radar
p0124 A74-17810 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
ICING 
U ICE FORMATION 
IDEAL FLUIDS 
A method of calculating the flow around a wing of 
arbitrary planfor., positioned on a cylindrical 
body
p0129 174-18632 
IDRITIPYING 
On-some problems related to the identification of 
aircraft parameters
p0227 174-24842 
Input design for paraieter identification. I - A 
new formulation and a practical solution 
p0374 174-35252 
118 (RULES) 
U-INSTRUMENT FLIGHT BULBS 
IGNITION LIMITS 
Supersonic combustion and burning in raajet 
co•bustors 
[AD-770061)	 p0201 874-17648 
IGNITION SYSTEMS 
Pytogenic ignition system for afterburners 
p0437 174-40001 
Ii-62 AIRCRAFT 
Calculation and observance of landing parameters 
for the aircraft IL-62 and their effect on the 
safety factor
pOl8S 174-22270 
115 (LAUDING SISTERS) 
U INSTRUMENT LANDING SISTERS 
11185811 AIRCHYT 
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
- Automation of measurements and of data processing 
for experiments in an IL-18 aircraft laboratory 
p0276 174-27884 
ILIUSHII 11-62 AIRCRAPT 
U 11-62 AIRCRAFT 
IRAGE NOTION COMPENSATIOI 
A compact derotator design -- for aircraft 
periscope i.age rotation prevention 
-	 p0218 A74-23718 
IMAGERY 
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT HOLOGRAPHY 
NT INFRARED IMAGERY 
NT-INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY 	 - 
NT PHOTOEECONNAISSANCE 
NT RADAR IMAGERY 
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPH! 
NT SHADONGRAPH PHOTOGRAPH! 
IMAGING TECHNIQUES 
NT RADAR IMAGERY 
IMPACT DAMAGE 
NT RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE 
Solid particle erosion of graphite-epoxy composites 
for aircraft structures
p0402 A714-37920 
Hydraulic ram shock cave and cavitation effects on 
aircraft fuel cell survivability --- dynamic 
loading of fuel tanks i.pacted by bullets and 
projectiles 
[AD-772744)	 p0254 874-18719 
Falconry 'as a means of reducing bird-aircraft 
strike , hazards at Uhiteman Air Force Base, 
Missouri 
(AD-774568)	 p0299 874-20682 
IMPACT LOADS 
Design of optimum structures to impulse type loading 
(lIlA PAPER 74-345]	 pO263.A74-26659 
Dynamic behaviour of cylinder with spring and 
concentrated mass collided with rigid body 
shock absorbing landing gear model
p039l 174-37049 
Model study of C-51 landings on AM2 landing cat 
(AD-767231]	 p0109 N14-12970 
Hydraulic ram shock wave and cavitation effects on 
aircraft fuel cell survivability --- dynamic 
loading of fuel tanks impacted by bullets and 
projectiles 
[AD-772744)	 P0254 874-18719 
IMPACT PRESSURES 
U IMPACT LOADS 
IMPACT RESISTANCE 
U.S. Navy development of a mission specific 
fighter helmet
p0211 114-23529 
Crashworthy Army helicopter crew and troop seating 
syste.s
Il-FLIGHT MOIITORIIO 
p02 11 A74-23534 
Low-weight, impact-resistant helicopter drive shafts 
p0348 174-34919 
I.pact resistance of fiber composite blades used 
in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASA-CR-134502)	 p0049 874-10726 
Impact resistance of composite fan blades 
fiber reinforced graphite and boron epoxy blades 
for STOL operating conditions 
(NASA-CR-134515)	 p0099 874-12285 
Effect of adhesive on the impact resistance of 
laminated plastics for windshield applications 
(AD-769735]	 p0193 N14-16259 
Impact resistance of current design composite f an 
blades tested under short-haul operating 
conditions 
(NASA-CR-134533]	 p0247 N74-18672 
Evaluation of various sizes and configurations of 
fuel tanks 
(AD-777801)	 p0408 N74-27516 
IMPACT 'SENSITIVITY 
0 IMPACT RESISTANCE 
IMPACT TESTS 
NASA, Langley Impact Dynamics Facility 
[SAE PAPER 140374)	 p0309 174-28743 
Glass windshields for wide bodied aircraft 
p0348 A74-34884 
Impact testing on composite fan blades 
p0438 A14-40502 
Aircraft fuel tank entry wall-projectile 
interaction studies 
(AD-765661]	 p0043 N7l4-10066 
IMPEDANCE 
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE 
IMPELLER BLADES 
U ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACHINEBY) 
IMPELLERS 
Method for calculating the impellers of 
centrifugal superchargers with allowance for the 
deformation of the cover plate
p0089 174-15933 
IMPERFECTIONS 
U DEFECTS 
IMPINGEMENT 
NT JET IMPINGEMENT 
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING 
Introduction to advanced systems monitor --- for 
flight crew and maintenance data 
(SAE PAPEB 730953]	 pOOl6 114-11556 
Avionics design for maintainability - Are we 
gaining or losing 
(SAB PAPER 730882) 	 p0123 174-17531 
Data acquisition, processing, and control for 
advanced aircraft 
(SAB PAPER 730957]	 p0124 174-17542 
Advance airborne system for maintenance monitoring 
[SAE PAPER 730955)	 p0269 174-27255 
Instrumentation for airbreathing propulsion; 
Proceedings of the Symposium, U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., September 
19-21, 1972
p0217 A74-28283 
Instrumentation for in-flight determination of 
steady-state and dynamic inlet performance in 
supersonic aircraft
p0271 174-28286 
Engine condition monitoring as a part of the 
propulsion management concept
p0278 174-28314 
Inflight engine condition monitoring system 
'p0278 174-28315 
A systems engineering approach to effective engine 
condition monitoring
p0278 A74-28316 
Engine condition monitor system to detect foreign 
object damage and crack development
pO2l9 A74-28320 
The use of magnetic recording in measurement 
systems for in-flight measurements
pO2l9 174-28433 
New developments in aircraft instrumentation 
onboard instruments for flight and engine 
monitoring
p0280 174-28435 
Surveillance in flight of aircraft systems 
p0431 1714-39004 
The use of a rotating arm facility to study flight 
effects on jet noise
pO436 174-39970 
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IILIIATIOI 
Hot-wire anemo.etry for in-flight measurement of 
aircraft wake vortices
p0460 *74-43621 
Develo.ent of an independent altitude monitor 
concept 
[A0775454]	 p0474 874-33116 
IICLIIATIOI 
Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability 
[NASA-cAsE-ARc-10807-1]	 p0494 874-34475 
IICORPBESSIELB BOUIDAR! LATER 
Attach.ent-line flow on an infinite swept wing 
-	 p0177 *74-20293 
The three-dimensional boundary layer in the 
vicinity of the stagnation line of a swept wing 
in the case of nonuniform suction
p0382 *74-36452 
IICOHPRESSIBLE PLOW 
Finite element solution of the incompressible flow 
over an airfoil in a nonuniform stream 
p0014 *74-11426 
Exact method of designing airfoils with given 
velocity distribution in incompressible flow 
p0090 *74-15965 
Development of a method of 
discretized-distrjbutjon singularities for the 
study of compressible and incompressible flows 
p0119 A74-16968 
A model of two-dimensional, incompressible flow 
through a cascade of airfoils with allowance for 
the viscous displacement effect 
[ASRE PAPER 74-GT-126] 	 p0271 A14-27422 
Estimation of the effect of unsteadiness in 
calculating flutter in aircraft with small 
aspect ratio wings in an incompressible flow 
pO389 A74-36646 
Calculation of initial vortex roll-up in aircraft 
wakes
p0392 *74-37283 
Finite element technique in lifting surface problems 
p0432 *74-39344 
Plow through a cascade of aerofoils
pO432 A74-39355 
Aerodynamic interference in a system of two 
harmonically oscillating airfoils in an 
incompressible flow
p0447 A74-41041 
Analysis of viscous flow over swept wings 
(ICAS PAPER 74-20]
	 p0449 A74-41322 
Influence of unsteady-state conditions on the 
magnitude of aerodynamic forces in a cascade 
p0 1182 *74-45927 
Aerodynamic centre in two dimensional flow 
(ESDU-AIECRAFT-08.01.05.-ANEND-A]	 p0035 874-10010 
Computation of vortex models for wings at high 
angle of attack in incompressible flow 
(FFA-AU-653)	 p0036 874-10013 
Throughflow theory for turbomachines 
(AD-766537]	 p0065 874-11602 
Performance of conical diffusers in incompressible 
flow 
[ESDU-730244]	 p0109 874-12986 
A numerical method for the determination of the 
vortex sheet location behind a wing in 
incompressible flow 
(NLB-TR-72091-U]	 p0294 874-20642 
A modified Theodorsen epsilon-function airfoil 
design procedure 
(NASA-'IN-D-774 1]
	 p0487 874-33428 
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex 
interaction problem
	 - 
[NASA-CR-2421]	 p0488 N74-334433 
Rethod for predicting the pressure distribution on 
swept wings with subsonic attached flow 
[ESDU-73012)	 p0492 874-34446 
INCORPRESSIBLE FLUIDS 
Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of cascades 
of arbitrary profiles vibrating in the potential 
flow of an incompressible fluid
p0222 A74-24378 
Random movement of a wing of finite span in an 
incompressible liquid
pO312 A74-29497 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Nonlinear parameter identification: Ballistic 
range experience applicable to flight testing 
using Gauss-Newton method
p0356 874-25580 
A. unified approach to aircraft parameter 
identification --- considering algorithm,
SUBJECT IIDEI 
control input, and instrumentation syste. 
p0357 874-25584 
INDEIBS (RATIOS) 
On the effect of quieter aircraft engines on noise - 
and number index ,wmxi values
p0185 *74-22244 
INDICATING INSTRURENTS 
NT ANENORETERS 
NT APPROACH INDICATORS 
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
NT GYRO BORIZONS 
NT GYBOCORPASSES 
NT HOT-WIRE ABENORETERS 
NT POSITION INDICATOAS 
NT SPEED INDICATORS 
Collision avoidance systems
	 proximity warning 
indicator for ATC
pO220 *74-22682 
INDUCED FLUID FLOW 
U FLUID PLOW 
INDUCTION SISTERS 
U INTAKE SISTERS 
INDUSTRIAL EAWAGEREIT 
NT INVENTOR! CONTROLS 
NT INVENTORY RANAGERENT 
NT PERSONNEL RANAGERENT 
Transfer of conercial technology
p0316 A74-30119 
Reliability efforts in large European programs for 
military and commercial aircraft development 
p0483 A74-46292 
Organization and planning of production at 
aircraft engine-building plants 
(*0-775780]	 p0362 8714-26421 
INDUSTRIES 
NT AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY 
NT DEFENSE INDUSTRY 
INELASTIC BODIES 
U RIGID STRUCTURES 
INERTIA WHEELS 
U REACTION WHEELS 
INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
NT STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
INERTIAL RRASURIWG UNITS 
U INERTIAL PLATFORRS 
INERTIAL NAVIGATION 
Civil air navigation equipment, on the ground and 
in the air
p0007 A74-11094 
Lasers - Ranger and marked target seeker 
p0118 A74-16756 
Analysis of aided inertial navigation systems 
performance on international routes
p0175 A7'4-20096 
The aeronautical aspects of an employment of loran 
C and Omega --- in conjunction with inertial 
navigation
p0268 A74-27097 
The use of a navigation platform for performance 
flight testing
p0345 *74-34841 
Instruments of flight: A guide to the pilot's 
flight panel of a modern airliner --- Book 
p0426 *74-38694 
Aircraft inertial system testing and evaluation in 
the United Kingdom
p0151 874-14352 
INERTIAL PLATFORRS 
The use of a navigation platform for performance 
flight testing
p0345 *74-348441 
INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
Attachment-line flow on an infinite swept wing 
p0177 *74-20293 
INFLATABLE DEVICES 
U INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
NT BALLOONS 
NT BALLUTES 
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS 
NT RETEOROLOGICAL BALLOONS 
NT TETHERED BALLOONS 
Sea trials on inflatable flotation and survival gear 
p0211 *74-23536 
Two dimensional air cushion landing system 
peripheral jet configuration study 
(AD-769494]	 pOl9l 874-15729 
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SOBJECT INDRI
	 INLET NOZZLES 
INPOREATION SYSTESS 
NT EARTH RESOURCES INFOREATIOR SYSTEE 
New concepts of visualization for aircraft
instrument panel display integration 
p0029 174-12447 
Society for Information Display, International - 
Sy.posiva and ExhibitiOn, San Diego, Calif. • Say 
21-23, 1974, Digest of Technical Papers 
p0377 174-35559 
A conceptual definition study for a digital 
avionics information syste.: Approach 1, volu.e 1 
applied to •ilitary aircraft systems 
(AD-771736)	 p0250 N74-18691 
A conceptual definitiOnstudy for a digital 
avionics information system:. Approach-i, volume 2 
applied to military aircraft systees 
(AD-771755)	 p0250 N74-18692 
ISPORSATION TRAISSISSIOM 
U DATA TRANSEISSION	 - 
IYFRARED DETECTORS 
Development and testing of a cadmium telluride 
high temperature (750 F) infrared fire detector 
for detecting aircraft enqine fires 
(AD-713324]	 p0287 N74-19714 
INFRARED 8OEIZOI SCANNERS 
U INFRARED SCANNERS 
INFRARED lEADER! 
A test method for nondestructive' testing of fuel 
filtration equipment using thermography 
p0341 174-33521 
IUEIEED INSTRUNEITS 
NT INPRARED DETECTORS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS 
Development of EDT/I for integral wing fuel tank 
structures using infrared thermography 
(AD-773466]	 p0288 N74-20060 
INFRARED PEOTOGRAPH!	 - 
A low power night photo system for high speed 
unmanned aircraft
p0423 174-38535 
INFRARED RADIATION 
NT NEAR INFRARED RADIATION 	 - 
	
Infrared inspection of electrical equipment 	 - 
(C-208-2)	 pOliO N74-13198 
Laboratory si.ulation of kinetic heating effects 
on the structure of Concorde aircraft --- using 
infrared radiation facility 
-	 p0237 N74-17760 
IMPEARED SCANNERS	 - 
Netherlands Association of Aeronautical Engineers, 
Tearbook 1973 --- Book
p0430 174-38792 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
Representation of hot jet turbulence by aeans of 
its infrared emission 
(NASA-TT-F-15233]	 p0151 N74-14383 
INFRARED SPECTROSGOPT 
Dosage of minority stratospheric constituents, of 
the order of 1 ppb, by absorption spectrometry 
p0340 A74-33313 
INGESTION (ENGINES) - 
Ingestion and dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
(AIAA PAPER 74-42) -	
-	
p0134 174-18815 
Test techniques and equip.ent for the development 
of aircraft engine components resistant to bird 
ingestion
p0434 174-39742 
On the inlet vortex system --- preventing jet 
engine damage caused by debris pick-up - 
(NASA-CR-140182]	 pOSOO N74-35194 
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on 
-	 turbojet stall margin 
(NASA-TE-X-71610]	 p0500 N74-35201 
INHIBITORS 
NT NEAR INHIBITORS 
INITIAL TILDE PROBLEES 
O BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEES 	 - 
INJECTION	 - 
NT FLUID INJECTION 
NT FUEL INJECTION 
NT EATER INJECTION• 
INJECTION CARBURETORS 
U FUEL INJECTION 
INJURIES 
NT CEASE INJURIES 
MT EJECTION INJURIES
INLET FLOE 
An analytical and experimental study of inlet 
ground vortices 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1313] 	 p0011 174-11309 
So•e aspects of inlet/engine flow compatibility 
p0020 174-11618 
The effect of inlet-noise suppression on 
propulsion system design 
(lIlA PAPER 73-1294] 	 p0032 174-12942 
Turbine engine exhaust nozzle performance 
inlet flow conditions effects 
(1111 PAPER 73-1302] 	 p0032 A74-12947 
Problem of adapting an intake to a turbojet engine 
for extremely high flight Each numbers 
p0122 A74-17272 
The effect of inlet distortion on the performance 
and stability of the low-speed spool of a 
turbofan engine 
(1111 PAPER 74-234] 	 p0135 174-18855 
Automatic detection and suppression of inlet buzz 
p0218 A74-28313 
Effects of STOL thrust reversers and powered lift 
on inlet flow quality 
(SIR PAPER 740457]	 p0351 174-35007 
wind tunnel and flight performance of the YF-12 
inlet system 
(AIAA PAPER 74-621) 	 p0376 A74-35388 
A unique supersonic inlet unsteady aerodynamic 
cascade experiment 
(AIAA PAPER 74-622] 	 p0376 174-35389 
Effects of non-uniform inflow on fan noise 
p0397 174-37542 
Sources of unsteady flow in subsonic aircraft inlets 
p0398 174-31549 
Three-dimensional wave interactions in supersonic 
intakes
p0436 174-39980 
Perfornance of an inlet for an integrated scramjet 
concept
p0478 174-44424 
Subsonic performance data for NACA type submerged 
air intakes	 - 
(ESDU-66029]	 p0036 N74-10012 
Some design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
[NASA-TE-I-71460]	 p0037 N74-10021 
Comparison of predicted and measured low-speed 
performance of two 51 centi.eter-dia.eter inlets 
at incidence angle 
[NASA-TE-I-2931]	
-	
p0037 N74-10026 
Turbine inlet gas temperature sensor for engine 
control --- nucletr radiation system 
(AD-765193]	 p0046 N'14-10461 
Effect of subsonic inlet lip geometry on predicted 
surface and flow Each number distributions 
(NASA-TN-D-7446]	 p0093 N74-11812 
The spectru. of turbomachine rotor noise caused by 
inlet guide vane wakes and atmospheric turbulence 
p0151 N74-14379 
Assessment of the influence of inlet and 
aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft drag 
p0157 N74-14726 
A 727 airplane center duct inlet low speed 
performance confirmation model test for refannad 
JT8D engines, phase 2 
(NASA-CR-134534]	 p0236 N74-17755 
Aircraft air intake regulator --- device for 
automatic control of air intake flow for 
aircraft engines 
(AD-772021]	 p0243 N74-18416 
The aero/acoustiC response of finite chord blade 
rows to circumferetitial inlet flow distortion in 
an unsteady, compressible fluid 
-	
p0254 N74-18904 
Potential flow studies of lift-fan inflow 
interference phenomena --- numerical analysis of 
potential flows associated with inlet ducts 
(AD-773194]	 p0255 N74-18949 
Airflow control system for supersonic inlets 
(NASA-CASE-LEW-11188-i]	
-	
p0295 N74-20646 
On the inlet vortex system --- preventing jet 
engine damage caused by debris pick-np 
(NASA-CR-140182]	
-	
p0500 N74-35194 
INLET NOZZLES 
Investigation of flow parameters in a turbine 
stage with a nonuniform inlet
p0002 174-10255 
Nethod of calculating the air tightness of the 
vacuu. syste. in a turbine with a water - jet - 
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INLET PRESSURE 
ejector 
[BLL-CE-TRANS-5646- (9022.09) 3	 pOlio 1114-13136 
Assess.ent of the influence of inlet and 
aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft drag 
p0157 1174-14726 
INLET PRESSURE 
A similarity parameter for scaling dyna.ic inlet 
distortion 
[ASNE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-3) 	 p0071 A74-13245 
Some comparisons of the flow characteristics of a 
turbofan compressor system with and without 
inlet pressure distortion
p0380 A74-36188 
Dynamic flow distortion in subsonic air inlets 
p0437 A74-39987 
A 727 airplane center duct inlet low speed 
performance confirmation model test for ref anned 
.3TBD engines, phase 2 
(NASA-CR-134534]	 p0236 1174-17755 
Flight-measured inlet pressure transients 
accompanying engine compressor surges on the 
P-lila airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7696]	 p0362 1174-26251 
INLETS (DEVICES) 
U INTAKE SISTEES 
INORGAIIC COATIJGS 
NT ANODIC COATINGS 
INORGANIC SULFIDES 
NT POLYSULPIDES 
INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Transmitting data by 
multiprocessor computer
pOi73 A74-19754 
IISECTS 
A method for avoiding insect roughness on aircraft 
installation of highly elastic rubber 
coverings on leading edges 
(NASA-TT-F-15454]	 p0324 N74-21646 
INSPECTION 
Helicopter inspection design requirements 
(AD-769061]	 p0163 N74-14781 
An analysis of the phased inspection system for 
B-528 aircraft --- analysis of cost reduction by 
increasing flying hours between inspections 
(AD-769154]	 p0194 N74-16695 
IISTNUCTIOIS 
U EDUCATION 
INSTBUNENT APPROACH 
Aircraft incident report: Eastern Air Lines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 727-225, N8843E, Toledo, 
Ohio, 10 April 1973 (NTSB-AAR-73-17]	 p0040 N74-10050 
Nodification of V/STOL instrument approach 
geometry as a means of compensating for 
along-track wind effects 
[NRC-13842)	 p0256 N74-19281 
Aircraft accident report: World Airways, 
Incorporated, DC-8-63P, N8O2WA, King Cove, 
Alaska, 8 September 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-74-6)	 p0364 N74-26438 
Aircraft accident report: Piedmont Airlines, 
Boeing 737, 1175111, Greensboro, North Carolina, 
28 October 1973 (NTSB-AAR-74-1)	 p0364 N14-26439 
IISTBUNEIT CONPENSATION 
NT TEmPERATURE CONPENSATION 
IISTRUIUT ERRORS 
Uncertainty in gas turbine measurements --- bias 
and precision error model 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1230)
	 p0009 A74-11255 
The Type 3B altitude measurement system 
p0122 A74-17276 
Analysis of aided inertial navigation systems 
performance on international routes
p0175 A74-20096 
Navigation improvements - To what end --- ATC 
system design with emphasis on VORTAC 
p0219 A74-22679 
Influence of measurement errors on the regression 
relationships of engine characteristics 
pO26O A74-25979 
The problem of increasing the operational 
precision of electrolytic sensors
pO276 A74-27898 
Protection of an optical sensor against vibration 
of the flight vehicle
p0276 A74-27899 
System for evaluation of P-15.inlet dynamic 
distortion
SUBJECT INDEX
p0277 A74-28287 
Effect of the differentiability of random 
stationary processes on the magnitude of the - 
mean square approxi.ation error --- in recording 
aerodyua.ic forces on helicopter rotors 
•	 p0383 A74-36463 
Effects of flight instrumentation errors on the 
estimation of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives --- including Nonte Carlo analysis 
p0357 1174-25585 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
evaluation of control system as a one and two 
axis error display device during manual tracking 
experilents 
(AD-783690)	 p0498 1174-34538 
INSTRUmENT PLIGBT BULBS 
FAA certification of the s-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. I
p0172 A74-19491 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. II
pO172 A14-19492 
Noderu tendencies for training in piloting without 
visibility and in radionavigation
p02 19 A74-22651 
The Instrument Landing System for category i, II, 
and III operation
p0268 A74-27210 
USA? evaluating helicopter IFS aids
p0319 A74-30749 
Certification of helicopters for flight in 
instrument meteorological conditions 
p0348 A74-34877 
The operation of the Bell 212 under instruient 
flight rules
p0348 A74-34879 
Requirements for the helicopter instrument rating 
p0348 A74-34880 
Controls and displays for helicopter IFS operation 
- Pilot factor considerations 
(ABS PREPRINT.825J	 p0384 A74-36584 
A new type of electronic landing system for 
regional airports •-- based on IFR 
(DGLE-PAPEB-73-020] 	 p0112 574-13424 
TO assist the Sportsxan-helicopter pilot in blind 
flight 
AD-772650J	 p0251 1174-18699 
Flight investigation of the VFR and IFR landing 
approach characteristics and terminal area 
airspace requirements for a light STOL airplane 
(NASA-Tm-I-3008)	 p0354 1174-25562 
INSTRUNENT LANDING SYSTEBS 
NT ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEmS 
NT AUToMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
Blind landing --- automatic systems
pOOlS A74-11552 
MLS progra- Phase II -- equipment and technique 
selection for Microwave Landing System 
p0076 A74-14132 
•A DewILS localizer for regional airports 
p0136 A74-18901 
The national Nicrowave Landing System
p0169 A74-19317 
Flight test safety analysis of the all weather 
landing system /AWLS/ progra. 
•	 p0182 A74-20974 
Navigation in the upgraded third generation system 
NLS. ILS, VORTAC, area navigation, etc 
•	 p0220 A74-22680 
Objectives for interim military landing systems 
•	 p0220 A74-22689 
FAA progress report on NLS Phase II --- Nicrowave 
Landing System feasibility 
•	 pO22O A74-22690 
The autoiatic approach of helicopters and STOL 
airplanes
p0210 A7LI-23398 
The InstruMent Landing System for category I, IX, 
• and III operation
p0268 A74-27210 
The 'Materik' instrument landing system -- for 
course and glide path determination
p0338 A74-33091 
Jet transport energy management for minimum fuel 
consumption and noise impact in the terminal area 
(AIAA PAPER 74-811)
	 •	 p0400 A74-37821 
A feasibility study and preliminary evaluation of 
the use of a biased glide slope technique for 
• noise abatement approach 
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(FAA-RD-73-153]	 p0048 1174-10618 
Evaluation of ILS localizer signal specification 
during ground rollout 
(AD-765761]	 p0049 B74-10623 
Preli.inary assessment of the microwave landing 
syste. requirements for STOL operations 
(NASA-TM-X-62310]	 pOO64 N74-11431 
Modern beaconing in airpOrts for bad weather flights 
(NASA-TT-F-15178]	 p0O65 N74-11433 
Microwave Landing System (ELS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
ELS development program. Part 3.0, Volume 3.2: 
Appendix A: System technique summary. Appendix 
B: Functional requirements-summary. Appendix C: 
Detailed feasibility hardware specifications 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-3.2]	 p0111 N74-13421 
A new type of electronic landing system for 
regional airports --- based ou.IPB 
(DGLR-PAPER-73-020] 	 p0112 N74-13424 
Microwave Landing System (BLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of thenational 
MLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.1: 
Technique analysis program 	 - 
[FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.1]	 - p0150 N74-14340 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) . development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
ELS development program. Part 1.0,. Volume 1.2, 
Book 1: Post TACD development plan 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.2-BK-1J	 p0150 1174-14341 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.2, 
Book 2: Post TACD development plan 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.2-BE-2]	 p0150 1174-14342 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development program. Part 3.0, Volume 3.1, 
Book 1: Compilation of critical technical area 
reports 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-3. 1-BK-i] 	 p0150. 1174-111343 
Microwave Landing System (MiS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of tbe national 
ELS development program. Part 3.0, Vo1ae 3.1, 
Book 2: Compilation of critical technical area 
reports	 -	 - -. - 
(FAA-RD-73- 166-VOL-3. 1-BK-2] 	 p0151. N74- 14344 
Users manual for ILSLOC: Simulation for 
derogation effects on the localizer portion of 
the instrument landing system 
(AD-7680119]	 p0151 1174-14361 
Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis 
(FMECA) of category III instrument landing 
systes with traveling: Wave localizer antenna 
(U1-840912-i00]	 p0164 1174-15380 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MiS development program. Volume 1: - 
Executive summary 
[FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-1] -	 p0165 N74-15381 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technigu 
analysis and contact definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation	 - 
(FAA-sD-72-150-VOL-3]	 p0165 1174-15382 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technical 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program, Volume 3A' - 
(FAA-BD-72-150-VOL-3A] 	 p0165 1174-15383 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique - 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 4: 
System considerations 1.1.2 thEough 1.15 
[FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-4]	 pOl6S 1114-15384 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MiS development program. Volume 5: 
Post TA/CD plans, management performance - 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-5]	 p0165 1174-15385
Microwave Landing Syste. (ELS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 6: 
Supporting studies, appendices 0 through N 
[FAA-RD-150-VOL-6 3	 p0 165 N74-15386 
Predictions of interference-reflection zones for 
scanning beam instrument landing systems 
(AD-773822]	 pO289 N74-20235 
Prediction of optical landing guidance system

perfor.ance in Cat. 3-a minimum weather 
(10-773830]	 p0289 1174-20237 
Flight investigation of the VFE and IFE landing 
approach characteristics and terminal area 
airspace requirements for a light STOL airplane 
(NASA-TB13008]	 p0354 N74-25562 
Flight investigation of manual and automatic VTOL 
decelerating instrument approaches and landings 
(NASA-TN-D-7524]	 p0410 1174-28102 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
p0412 1174-28497 
A monitor display for automatically regulated ' 
steep, approaches 
(NASA-TT-F-15615]	 p0419 1174-29118 
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning beam 
microwave landing system 
(NASA-TM-X-62368]	 pO468 1174-31617 
A flight investigation with a STOL airplane flying 
curved, descending instrument approach paths 
(NASA-TN-D-7669)	 p0489 1174-33452 
Flight operations and guide beam systems 
(NASA-TT-F-15962]	 p0492 1174-34154 
INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS 
U AUTOMATION 
IISTBUMEITATION 
U INSTRUMENTS 
INSTRUMENTS 
Instrumentation specification for climatic 
laboratory tests --- test facilities for 
environmental tests of military helicopters and 
components 
(10-771053]	 -	 p0237 M74-17763 
INTAKE S!STEBS 
NT AIR INTAKES 
NT ENGINE INLETS 
NT SUPERSONIC INLETS 
F-14 inlet maneuvering capability 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1273)	 p0010 174-11286 
Sonic inlet technology development and application 
to STOL propulsion 
(SAE PAPER 740458]	 p0349 A74-34981 
Some design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
(NASA-TM-x-71460]	 p0031 N74-10021 
Comparison of predicted and measured low-speed 
performance of two 51 centimeter-diameter inlets 
at incidence angle 
(NASA-TM-I-2937]	 p0037 1174-10026 
Effect of subsonic inlet lip geometry on predicted 
surface and flow Mach number distributions 
(NASA-TN-D-7446)	 p0093 R74-11812 
Determination of propulsion-systen-induced forces 
and moments of a Mach 3 cruise aircraft 
p0351 1174-25591 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Scattering by a conducting aerofoil 
electromagnetic radiation
p0023 A7lI-11908 
Integral equation method for calculation of 
subsonic flow past airfoils in a ventilated wind 
tunnel - Co.parison with NAE high Reynolds 
number measurements 
(LILA PAPER 74-83]	 p0133 174-18764 
A simple integral method for the calculation of

thick axisymmetric turbulent boundary layers 
p0279 174-281423 
Finite element technique in lifting surface problems 
p0432 174-39344 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
A helicopter flight performance system using an 
LSI microprocessor --- for calculating gross 
weight 
(10-765680]	 p0041 1174-10054 
INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
U INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
INTELLIGIBILITY 
NT SPEECH RECOGNITION 
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INTERCEPTION 
Flexibility in co.puter-assisted radar - 
Controlled interceptions --- software in air 
defense
p0028 A74-12406 
INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT 
U FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
IITERFACES 
NT GAS-SOLID INTERFACES 
INTERFERENCE 
The effect of interfering signals on the 
performance of angle of arrival estimates 
p0174 A74-19908 
INTEEPEREICE DRAG 
The improvement in Each number distribution and 
reduction of pressure fluctuations in the 
transonic working section of wind tunnel S.1 
[WRE-TN-925]	 p0045 N74-10303 
The drag of externally carried stores: Its 
prediction and alleviation --- drag reduction by 
redesign or development of new aircraft 
installations
p0157 N74-14729 
Flight-test investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics and flow interference effects 
about the aft fuselage of the F-lilA airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7563)	 p0246 N74-18657 
Aerodynamic interference between fuselage and 
lifting jets emerging from its lower part 
effect of two high velocity lifting jets on 
induced lift and pitching moments
p0290 N74-20413 
INTERFERENCE LIFT 
Interfering lifting surfaces in unsteady subsonic 
flow: Comparison between theory and experiment 
(AGARD-B-614]	 p0246 N74-18654 
FORTRAN programs for the determination of 
generalised air forces on interfering lifting 
surfaces oscillating in subsonic flow 
[ARL/SE-REPT-345]	 pO246 N14-18655 
An analytical study of the effects of jets located 
sore than one jet diameter above a wing at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TM-X-71965)	 p0353 N74-25533 
INTERFERONETERS 
NT NACH-ZEBNDER INTERFERONETERS 
NT PHASE SNITCHING INTERFERONETERS 
INTEEPEBOERINY 
NT HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFERONETRY 
INTERGRANULAB CORROSION 
Airframe maintenance and corrosion protection 
p0331 A74-32672 
INTEBRONTAJE FLOORS 
U VALLEYS 
INTERNAL COEBUSTION ENGINES 
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELE! BS 53 ENGINE 
NT DIESEL ENGINES 
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES 
NT .3-57 ENGINE 
NT .3-79 ENGINE 
NT .3-85 ENGINE 
NT 3-93 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT PULSEJET ENGINES 
NT HAEJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC CONBUSTION RAE.JET ENGINES 
NT IF-30 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
Substitution of JP-5 aviation fuel for DF-2 diesel 
under field conditions 
(AD-777047]	 pO362 N74-26243 
INTERNAL STRESS 
U RESIDUAL STRESS 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
Air and sEace hi-jacking --- criminal aspects 
p0031 A74-12878 
International user charges and their impact on 
world-wide implementation of ATC systess 
p0222 A74-22686 
The role of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization /ICAO/ in obtaining international 
adoption and implementation of air traffic 
control, navigation and communications systems 
-	 p0222 A74-22688 
The Aeritalia-Lockheed agreement - The package 
alsc includes the Lancer --- G-222 and F-104
•ilitary aircraft •arketing
p0213 A74-23877 
Alpha Jet - A German-French joint venture 
p0274 A74-27520. 
Anglo-French collaboration - Concorde and 
supersonic transport /26th Louis Bleriot Lecture,' 
p0274 A74-27591 
ICAO and the future landing system 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
p0311 A74-29252 
Technical regulation and direction --- European 
Civil Aviation conference regulations for •ember 
states
p0382 A74-36329 
Reliability efforts in large Ecropean progra.s for 
military and commercial aircraft develop.ent 
pO483 A74-46292 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 
NT SPACE LAN 
Air traffic confronted with dangers inherent in 
the trends of evolution
pO228 A74-24896 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
INTERNATIONAL SISTER OF UNITS 
The impact of conversion to the •etric measurement 
syste, on aircraft aaintenance at base level 
[AD-769186]	 p0191 N74-15733 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
International airline views on the United States' 
plans for the upgraded third generation system 
ATC technology assessment
pO220 A74-22685 
Visit report on the flying and space Equipment 
'Exhibition in Paris 1971 
(FOA-2-C-2494-E6J	 p0113 N74-13690 
INTERPLANETARY PROPULSION 
U ROCKET ENGINES 
INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT 
NT EARS PROBES 
INTERROGATION 
A cylindrical phased-array antenna for ATC 
interrogation
p0001 A74-10018 
INTRUDER AIRCRAFT 
U A-6 AIRCRAFT 
INVENTORY CONTROLS 
The effect of WIPICS on the F4-B to N conversion 
program 
[AD-777256)	 pO4O8 N74-27509 
INVENTORY NANAGENENT 
NT INVENTORY CONTROLS 
Aircraft force projection model. Volume 1: Users 
guide to AFPR --- computer program to determine 
aircraft inventory and operating requirements 
(AD-767946]	 p0145 N74-13751 
INVERTEBRATES	 - 
NT INSECTS	 - 
INVESTIGATION 
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION -" 
INVISCID FLOW 
Nonuniqueness of the solution to the proble, of 
viscous interaction on an axisymmetric body 
hypersonic boundary layer equations
p0070 A74-13179 
Inviscid waie-airf oil interaction on muitielement 
high lift systems
p0127 A14-18143 
Flexiblt lifting surfaces --- in steady inviscid 
compressible flow
p0173 A74-19684 
Theoretical solution of high subsonic flow past 
two-dimensional cascades of airfoils 
EASES PAPER 74-GT-91] 	 p0273 A74-27474 
The stability of a trailing line vortex. I - 
Inviscid theory
p0337 A74-33049 
An inviscid analysis of transonic, slatted airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-541]
	 p0339 A74-33137 
Transonic laminar viscous-inviscid interaction 
over, airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 74-600)
	 p0340 A74-33177 
Laminar viscous-inviscid interactions at transonic 
speeds
p0425 A74-38622 
The numerical solution of the asymptotic equations 
of trailing edge flow
p0456 A74-42797 
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Investigation of nonlinear inviscid and viscous 
flow effects in the analysis of dynamic stall 
air flow and chordvise pressure distribution 
on airfoil below stall condition 
[NASA-CR-2335]	 p0245 N74-18646 
Input description for Janesons three-dimensional 
transonic airfoil analysis program 
(NASA-TM-X-71919]	 p0281 N74-19640 
An analytical investigation of wing-jet interaction 
[NASA-CR-138140]	 p0323 074-21633 
An analytical investigation of wing-jet interaction 
(NASA-CR-138140]	 p0488 074-33436 
IN VISIBILITY 
o VISIBILITY 
ION SOURCES 
Functional tests of a cryo-cooled mass 
spectrometer ion source in a supersonic wind 
tunnel	 - 
p0080 A74-14548 
IONIZATION CHAMBERS 
NT GEIGER COUNTERS 
IONIZING RADIATION 
NT GAMMA RAYS 
IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES 
NT TRAVELING IONOSPHERIC DISTURBACE5 
IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING 
Design considerations for the calculator, altitude 
ML-646 (XE-i/UN) 
(AD-766699]	 p0063 074-11295 
IP (IMPACT PREDICTION) 
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
IRON ALLOYS 
NT CABBCN STEELS 
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
-NT NARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS 
NT NICKEL STEELS 
NT STEELS 
IROQUOIS HELICOPTER 
U UH-1 HELICOPTER 
IRROTATIONAL FLOW 
U POTENTIAL FLOW 
ISENTROPIC PROCESSES 
Boundary value problems of two-dimensional 
isentropic gas flow
pOOl4 A74-11430 
ISING MODEL 
U MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
ISOLATORS 
NT VIBRATION ISOLATORS 
ISOTOPES 
NT OXYGEN 18 
ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE 
Problems of flight in turbulence 
[ICAS PAPER 74-32)	 p0449 A74-41333 
ITALY 
Forty years of civil aviation, 1931 - 1971 --- for 
Italy
p0159 N74-14750 
ITERATION 
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
Numerical investigation of vortex sheets issuing
from a separation line near the leading edge 
p0128 174-18289 
On repetitive flutter calculations in structural 
design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-141]	 p0133 A74-18789 
Numerical computations of wake vortices behind 
lifting surfaces 
[ICAS PAPER 74-28]	 p0449 A74-41330 
The defor.ation of a vottex sheet behind a swept 
back wing - Comparison of measurements and 
calculations 
(ICAS PAPER 74-'?
	 p0449 A74-41334 
Iterative solnt t, of transonic flows over 
airfoils and wings, including flows at Mach 1 
pO4S9 174-43451 
Numerical studies of hypersonic delta wings with 
detacked shock waves 
(ARC-CP-1277]	 p0412 074-28487 
IZSAK ELLIPSOID 
U GEODESY
J 
.1-2 ENGIIE 
Sea level side loads in high-area-ratio rocket 
engines 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1284)
	 p0032 A74-12940
J57 ENGINE 
The influence of engine-ducted by-pass air on a 
burner-can burn-through flame --- with j-57 
(FAA-NA-73-87)	 p0101 074-12574 
The feasibility of detecting a burner-can 
burn-through by means of CO, CO2, pressure, and 
air teaperature levels in a jet engine nacelle 
(AD775304]	 p0475 N74-33225 
.7-79 ENGINE 
Evaluation of MIL-L-23699 lubrication oil 
performance in the 379 engine 
(AD-776535)	 p0361 N74-26073 
.1-85 ENGINE 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance with 
a 3-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
[AIAA PAPER 74-91]	 p0133 174-18768 
Hydrogen-methane fuel control systems for turbojet 
engines 
[RASA-CR-121247)	 p0193 N7U-16493 
.2-93 ENGINE 
Emission measurements of a 393 turbojet engine 
(AD-766648]	 p0066 N7'4-11605 
JARRING 
U MECHANICAL SHOCK 
JC-130 AIRCRAPT 
U C-130 AIRCRAFT 
JET AIRCRAFT 
NT A-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT A-6 AIRCRAFT 
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT 
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-57 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-S AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT CANBERRA AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 9 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT 
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-15 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
NT F-89 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-1O6 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT G-222 AIRCRAFT 
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
NT L-lO11 AIRCRAFT 
NT OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT 
NT SC-i AIRCRAFT 
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
NT TU-134 AIRCRAFT 
NT TU-144 AIRCRAFT 
NT TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT 
NT TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT 
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT XC-142 AIRCRAFT 
Electronic display mechanization for monitoring 
aircraft parameters 
[SAY PAPER 730956]	 p0015 A74-11555 
Maintainahility concepts used in the design and 
operation of Douglas commercial jet aircraft 
(SAY PAPER 730881]
	
-	 p0019 A74-11603 
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What keeps wide body jets down on the ground 
mechanical/operational breakdown problems 
p0075 174-13974 
The Cost of a quality product --- jet aircraft 
hardware and systems
p0076 174-13975 
Improving aircraft productivity - We all have a 
part of the action --- wide body jet production 
management
p0076 174-13976 
Sole results of an experimental study of the 
Aerodyne concept by Dornier System Gabli 
(DGLR PAPER 73-069] 	 p0120 174-17118 
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at 
high-altitude flight conditions 
(AIAA PAPER 74-41] 	 p0132 174-18749 
The Alpha Jet programme
p0136 174-18902 
Collection of problems on airplane piloting /4th 
revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book 
p0170 174- 19372 
Flight test safety analysis of the all weather 
lauding system /AWLS/ program
p0182 174-20974 
A direct procedure for partitioning, scanning 
workload with a flight director
p0183 174-21336 
Airplane nacelle composite structure technology 
p0185 174-22102 
Pilot error accidents in airline jet aircraft - 
1958-1970
p0208 114-22629 
The growing procedural problems of washing mammoth 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-376]	 p0265 A74-26683 
05.146 progress report
p0214 A74-27634 
The BUDAS-F crash recorder for the Alpha Jet 	 - 
p0319 174-30601 
Impact of runway traction on possible approaches 
to certification and operation of jet transport 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740497]	 p0350 174-34987 
Influence of runway traction on operation of jet 
transport aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-958] -	 p0427 174-38724 
Noise of advanced subsonic air transport systems 
p0438 A74-140090 
VPW 614 - Au appraisal of Germany's new short haul 
jet
p0438 174-140511 
A contribution to the determination of a short 
takeoff
p0485 A74-46710 
Approximate methods for estimation of cruise range 
and endurance: Aircraft with turbo-jet and 
turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73019]	 p0103 074-12709 
Introduction to estimation of range and endurance: 
Aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines 
[ESDU-73018]	 p0103 074-12710 
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat 
[AD-766890]	 p0113 074-13696 
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 25 deg 
swept-wing jet transport model with an external 
blowing triple-slotted flap 
(NASA-TN-X-62197]	 p0141 074-13721 
Toward the definition of escape and capture 
regions for a two aircraft pursuit-evasion game 
considering air to air infrared missile 
weapons 
(10-770281]	 p0201 0714-17689 
Flight investigation of approach and flare from 
simulated breakout altitude of a subsonic jet 
transport and comparison with analytical models 
(NASA-TN0-7645]	 p0284 074-19672 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Sy.posium 
Proceedings, Volume 1 --- cànference to review 
development of government and industry for 
aircraft equipment design 
(AD-173813]	 p0285 074-19679 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 3 
(AD-773815]	 p0285 074-19680 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume £4 
(AD-773816]	 p0285 074-19681
Development of NDT/X for integral wing fuel tank 
structures using infrared thermography 
(10-773466]	
-	
p0288 074-20060 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
proceedings, volume 2 
(AD-773814]	 p0298 074-20676 
A numerical study of the effects of aircraft 
mauoeuvers On the focusing of sonic boàms 
[AD-775095]	 p0326 074-21664 
Analytical design and simulation evaluation of an 
approach flight director system for a jet STOL 
aircraft 
(RASA-CR-114697]	 p0330 074-22676 
The fluid dynamics aspects of air pollution 
related to aircraft operations 
(AGARD-AR-55]	 p0361 074-26104 
Gross voided flame arresters for fuel tank 
explosion protection 
[AD-777898]	 p0409 074-27540 
A digital calculation of the response of a piloted 
subsonic jet-transport airplane to severe 
vertical gusts
pO412 074-28498 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
(10-779770]	 p0441 074-29372 
Application of sampled-data control techmiques in 
the design of an aircraft flutter lode controller 
(AD-779078]	 pO4442 074-29389 
A study of techniques for real-time, on-line 
optimum flight path control. Three dimensional 
mini.u.-time flight paths with two state variables 
(AD-782490]	 p04491 074-33470 
The P-89 hydraulic actuator combinatorial geometry 
representation 
(AD-181996]	 pO'498 07'4-34547 
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
An experimental study of subsonic jet noise and 
comparison with theory
p0002 174-10271 
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by 
comparison of single- and multitube suppressor 
nozzle data 
(AIAA PAPER 13-1001] 	 p0006 174-11050 
The effect of noise constraints on engine cycle 
optimization for long-haul transports 
• (AIAA PAPER 73-1292]	 p0011 A74-11298 
Beasured jet noise compared to California noise 
codes and health criteria
p0014 A7l4-111424 
1ST - A fifth engine for environmental consideration 
(SAE PAPER 730899]	 p0018 174-11590 
Propulsion technology advances needed for a quiet 
supersonic transport 
[SAE PAPER 730898]	 p0018 A74-11591 
Jet noise suppression systems for high-speed 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730897]	 p0018 174-11592 
Highly noise suppressed bypass 6 engine for STOL 
application 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1031]	 p0021 174-11799 
On the theory of jet noise and its applications 
Lighthill theory 
(AIAA PAPER 73-987]	 p0026 A7l4-12218 
A positive approach to the problems of aircraft 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1157] 	 p0026 1714-12227 
The Q-Fan Demonstrator Engine --- variable pitch 
fan engine design and tests 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1215)	 p0031 A74-12929 
Hiitary aircraft noise --- abatement program 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1291] 	 p0032 A74-12941 
Influence of noise constraints on supersonic 
transport engine design 
(1111 PAPER 73-1295]	 p0032 A714-12943 
Theoretical analysis of the noise characteristics 
of an ejector jet
p0010 174-13048 
Turbine noise generation and suppression 
prediction method linking acoustic •odeswith 
aerodynamics 
(ASBE PAPER 73-WA/GT-7]
	
p0071 174-13298 
Application of finite difference techniques to 
noise propagation in jet engine ducts 
[ASBE PAPER 73-WA/Gy-lO]	 p0072 174-13301 
Performance and noise aspects of supersonic 
transport
p0074 A714-13798 
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Jet engine exhaust noise due to rough combustion 
and nonsteady aerodynamic sources
p0075 174-13958 
New jumbo jets must speak in whispers - certifying 
the Lockheed 1011
pO125 174-17856 
Noise froi nonuniform turbulent flows 
(1111 PIPER 74-2]	 p0131 174-18722 
Some probleis associated with noise attenuation at 
jet engine test facilities
p0172 174-19629 
Simulation studies of an airport noise silencer 
p0184 174-21641 
Quieting the JT3D powered 701
p0221 174-22788 
Jet noise - The state-of-the-art
p0221 174-22789 
Exhaust noise field generated in the JT8D core 
engine - noise floor presented by the internal 
- noise sources
p0221 174-23105 
Fluctuating forces appropriate for the calculation 
of discrete frequency noise generation in 
subsonic turbomachines
p0204 174-23108 
Technology f or low noise aircraft - The 'NASA Quiet 
Engines
p0221 174-23599 
Noise silencers at •ilitary test stands --- for 
jet engines
p0227 174-25322 
A solid-state converter for aeasure.ent of 
aircraft noise and sonic boom
pO261 174-26345 
Developing large-scale wavelike eddies and the 
near jet noise field
pO267 174-26948 
Systematic investigations in the field of noise 
shielding 
(DGLE PAPER 74-021]
	 p0271 174-27365 
Evaluation of aircraft internal noise --- froa 
aerodyna.ic sources, jet exhaust and internal 
equipment - 
(SAE PIPER 740360]	 ,	 p0309 174-28737 
Jet aircraft ground run-up noise suppressors 
pO313 174-29775 
Forward velocity effects on jet noise with 
dominant internal noise source
p0314 174-30077 
'Variability in aircraft noise measurements 
from short and long period jet' flight tests 
p0314 174-30079 
The design of sound absorptive waterials to meet 
special requirements
p0315 174-30091 
I new anechoic facility for supersonic hot 'jet 
noise research at Lockheed-Georgia
p0315 174-30092 
Flyover noise prediction from 'static data 
extrapclation fro, engine ground tests 
pO316 174-30100 
Acoustical model investigations of two versions of 
an airport noise suppressor
p0340 174-33274 
Nonlinear generation of secondary waves in fluids 
p0344 174-34352 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with 'CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
(ARIA PAPER 14-568]	 p0344 174-34798 
Jet noise suppression --- for quiet aircraft design 
(sIE PAPER 140492]
	 p0350 174-34991 
NIl aircraft retrofit feasibility program --- for 
jet noise reduction 
(SIR PIPER 740489]
	 p0350 174-34992 
Seduction of JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
refanning 
(SAN PIPER 740490] 	 p0352 174-35009 
Externally blown flap noise research 
[SAE PIPER 740468]	 p0352 174-35011 
Investigation cf noise from full-scale high bypass 
engine and blown flap systel 
(SAE PIPER 740467]
	 p0352 174-35012 
Noise attenuation in the case of the microturbine 
engine IRS 18
p0379 174-35981 
Reply to criticisms by V. S. Callavay of papers 
581 and 8811 at the 86th Seating of the ISA 
aircraft cabin noise level
pO391 174-37061
.73!' LIRCEAPT NOISE ITD 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for the 
707 airplane
p0396 174-37533 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
results and applications
p0396 *74-37534 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
objectives and scope
p0396 174-37535 
Jet propulsion for quiet aircraft -- nozzle 
configurations
p03 96 174-37536 
The spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
pO397 174-37537 
Effects of non-unifor, inflow on fan noise 
p0397 174-37542 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for 727 
and 737 airplanes
p0397 174-37546 
Noise reduction programs for DC-8 and DC-9 airplanes 
p0397 174-37548 
Jet transport energy management for minisum fuel 
consumption and noise' impact in the terminal area 
(ARIA PIPER 74-811]
	 p0400 174-37821 
The jet density exponent issue for the noise of 
heated subsonic jets
p0422 174-38393 
VFw 614, quiet short haul airliner 
(1111 PIPER 74-937]	 p0426 174-38713 
Aircraft/engine jet noise Control - A survey 
(*111 PAPER 74-947]
	 pO426 174-38718 
Progress in core engine and turbine noise technology 
(ARIA PAPER 74-948]
	 p0426 174-38719 
Static noise measurement of full scale jet engines 
p0434 174-39740 
The use of a rotating arm facility to study flight 
effects on jet noise
pO436 174-39970 
Contribution to the study of noise from jet 
aircraft during flight
p0437 *74-39983 
Noise shielding aircraft configurations - A 
comparison between predicted and experimental 
results 
(ICAS PAPER 74-58]
	 p0451 174-41357 
Effect of ejector spacing on ejector-jet noise 
characteristics
p0479 174-45032 
Sonic boom research at UTIIS
p0483 174-46239 
DC-9/JT8D refan, Phase 1 --- technical and 
economic feasibility of retrofitting DC-9 
aircraft with refan engine to achieve desired 
acoustic levels 
(NASI-CR-121252]	 p0050 N74-10729 
Noise tests on an externally blown flap with the 
engine in front of the wing 
(NISI-Tm-X-2942]	 p0094 N74-11813 
Noise generation by cylindrical spoilers immersed 
in an air duct --- analysis of acoustic power 
output and directivity patterns of noise field 
[ID-767336J	 '	 p0142 574-13730 
Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel 
combustion systems 
(AD-767337]	 p0152 574-14445 
Plight velocity effects on jet noise of several 
variations of a twelve-chute suppressor 
installed on a plug' nozzle 
(NASA-TN-x-2918]	 pO166 574-15466 
Combustion generated noise in turbopropulsion 
systems 
[ID-768615]	 pOlR6 N74-15666 
Flight evaluation of two segment approaches for 
jet transport noise abatement 
(NASA-CR-114735)	 pO200 574-16995 
Jet noise reduction technique for military 
reconnaissance/surveillance aircraft. Phase 1: 
sench/wind tunnel tests 
(AD-774748]	 p0300 574-20691 
Impulsive sources of aerodynamic sound: Oral 
script of the introductory review lecture 
aircraft noise at supersonic speeds
p0329 574-22643 
Use of cross-correlation measurements to 
investigate noise generating regions of a real 
jet engine and a model jet
p0329 574-22650 
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On the noise fro. jets --- mathematical model 
based on modification of Lighthill theory 
p0329 N74-22655 
On the generation of jet noise --- by large scale 
vortex ring structures interacting with each other 
p0329 N74-22663 
Reduction of JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
ref anning (NASA-TM-I-71536)	 p0331 N74-23342 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CTOI engine-over-the-wing concept 
[NASA-TM-I-71562]	 p0355 N74-25568 
Systematic sound insulation investigations 
[MB5-UR-06-74-O)	 p0368 N74- 261483 
Plight velocity effects on the jet noise of 
several variations of a 104-tube suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-TM-X-3049]	 p04410 N7'4-28240 
Noise suppressor --- for turbofan engine by 
incorporating annular acoustically porous 
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts 
(NASA-CASE-LAN-li 141-1] 	 p0410 N74-32418 
Abating exhaust noises in jet engines 
[NASACASE-ARC-10712-1]	 p0474 N74-33218 
JET AMPLIFIERS 
Realization of the power amplification effect in a 
ramjet unit by applying the principle of 
boundary layer separation
p0175 A714-20069 
JET AOGNENTED WING PLANS 
U JET FLAPS 
U WING PLANS 
JET BLAST EFFECTS 
Airfield erosion control for C-5A aircraft 
operations 
[AD-774484]	 p0301 N74-20904 
JET DAMPING 
U DAMPING 
JET DRIVE 
U JET PROPULSION 
JET ENGINE FUELS 
NT JP-4 JET FUEL 
NT JP-3 JET FUEL 
The case for hydrogen fueled transport aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1323) 	 p0012 A74-11315 
The refining of turbine fuels by modern 
hydrotreating 
[AIAA PAPER 74-162) 	 p0133 A714-18798 
Supersonic fuels from medium oils produced by the 
thermal cracking of crude oil residues 
(DFVLR-SONDDR-301 ]
	
p0136 A74-18925 
Clean, bright, and dry --- jet engine fuel 
contamination control
p0176 A74-20213 
Requirements on the purity of aircraft fuels 
p0178 A7t4-20524 
Adsorption resins in jet fuels
p0221 A74-23517 
Fatigue strength of an aluminum alloy in petroleum jet fuels at various temperatures
p0268 A7L4-27078 
The case for hydrogen-fueled transport aircraft 
p0312 A74-29452 
Study of the effect of dilution on the lubricity 
of hydrotreated jet engine fuels
p0336 A74-32600 
Filtration of aviation fuels --- Russian book 
p042 1 A74-38046 
Antiwear properties of jet fuels obtained by 
blending nonalkalized hydrorefined with 
straight-run components
p0479 A74-45000 
An evaluation of the relative fire hazards of jet 
A and jet B for ccnmercial flight 
(NASA-TM-X-71437]	 pOOI49 N74-10709 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1972
p0065 N74-11592 
Spontaneous ignition in afterburner segment tests 
at an inlet temperature of 1240 K and a pressure 
of 1 atmosphere with ASTE jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TM-I-2952)	 pOlO1 N74-12571 
Thermodynamic and transport properties of air and 
its products of combustion with ASTRA-A-1 fuel 
and natural gas at 20. 30, and 40 atmospheres 
(NASA-TN-D-7488] 	 p0101 N74-12575 
Optimal capabilities of hypersonic passenger 
aircraft on kerosene fuel 
(AD-767887]	 p0143 N74-13737 
Problems of chemical pollution by aircraft. The 
airport and its immediate environment
SUBJECT INDEX
p01148 N74-14281 
Ground contamination by fuel jettisoned from 
aircraft
p0149 N74-14283 
Effect of increased fuel te.perature on emissions 
of oxides of nitrogen fro. a gas turbine 
combustor burning ASTE jet-A fuel 
[NASA-TM-x-2931)	 pOl66 N74-15659 
The chemistry of fuel deposits and their precursors 
(AD-773630]	 p0289 N74-20399 
Aerospace vehicle hazards protection progra.: 
Detectors materials fuel vulnerability 
[AD-776301]	 p0359 N74-25603 
Fuel for supersonic passenger aircraft 
[AD-778801]	 p0419 N74-29207 
JET ENGINES 
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELET BS 53 ENGINE 
NT J-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT J-85 ENGINE 
NT 3-93 ENGINE 
NT PULSEJET ENGINES 
NT RANJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAEJET ENGINES 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
An analytical and experimental study of inlet 
ground vortices 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1313]	 p0011 A14-11309 
An empirical model for calculating the critical 
conditions of flame stabilization
p0022 A74-11824 
Cost impact of mission requirements on future 
engine design selection 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1186]	 p0031 A74-12922 
Non-destructive inspection of titanium jet engine 
disks
p0116 A74-16480 
Noise measurements of the jet and piston engines 
on the Lala-1 experimental airplane
p0270 A74-27296 
Real-time sisulation of jet engines with digital 
con puter (ASME PAPER 74-GT-19]	 p0271 A74-27418 
Engine condition monitor system to detect foreign 
Object damage and crack development
p0279 A714-28320 
New jet engines --- presented at Paris air show 
p0316 A74-30346 
Reliability and maintainability of jet engines 
p03 16 A74-30347 
Jet engine soot emission measured at altitude 
p03 17 A74-30397 
How Eastern Airlines uses nondestructive 
evaluation to assure quality of specific jet 
engine hardware
p0343 A74-34287 
Forgings for jet engines - More quality at less cost 
p0348 A74-34874 
Index of the relative technical perfection level 
of long-range aircraft jet engines
p0390 A74-36791 
Reliability and maintainability of aircraft jet 
engines. I
p0431 A74-38908 
Jet engine noise testing
p0434 A74-39739 
Static noise measurement of full scale jet engines 
p0434 A74-39740 
New structural materials for jet engine components 
p0460 A74-43768 
Unsteady aerodynanic forces induced by the 
aeroelastic vibrations of a jet engine in a pod 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1424] 	 p0483 A714-46596 
Mixing and combustion processes in jet engines 
physics of interaction of droplets or solid 
particles with gas stream 
(AD-766030]	 p0051 N74-10741 
Sensing jet engine performance and incipient 
failure with electrostatic probes 
(AD-766653]	 p0066 N74-11606 
The problem of installing a modern high bypass 
engine on a twin jet transport aircraft 
p0157 1174-14727 
Aerodynamic aspects of the problems of air-intakes 
and exhaust for a supersonic transport aircraft 
design of air intake and after body of jet 
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engine for Concorde aircraft 
[NAL-TB-194]	 p0159 874-14748
The testing of let engines, chapters 5 and 6 
test stand structure 
[AD-768492)	 p0166 N74-15467 
Trace spectrometric flame analysis and gas 
chromatcgraphic detectors related to let engine 
oil analysis and gas detection 
(AD-769298)	 p0192 874-15830
Some considerations on the performance of the fan 
let engine 
(NAL-TB-317J	 p0193 874-16486 
The results of a high-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727 airplane 
[NASA-CE-134545]	 p0196 874-16726 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
(NASA-Tm-x-715093	 p0243 N74-18400 
Cruise drag results from,high speed wind tunnel 
tests of NASA Ref an JT8D bagine nacelles on the 
Boeing 721-200 
(NASA-CR-134546]	 p0247 874-18673 
Quiet engine progra.: Terbine noise suppression. 
Volume 2: Treatment selection, installation, 
and test results 
(NaSA-cR-134586]	 p0256 874-19401 
A simplified life-cycle cost co.parison of various 
engines for smail helicopter use 
(NASA-Tm-x-71517]	 p0256 N74-19405 
Comparative appraisal of propulsion systems for 
VTOL-aircraft --- functional description and 
classification of aircraft let propulsion systems 
pO289 874-20402 
Basic research require.ents f or V/STOL propulsion 
and drive-train components --- analysis of jet 
engine operating parameters for axial and radial 
turbines
p0290 874-20412 
mixing of gas and air jets in jet engines 
(AD-773908]	 p0293 874-20450 
Plexual rigidity of a thin walled build-up rotor 
for jet engine, measurement by static load test 
and vibration test and calculation by finite 
element method 
(NAL-TR-329]	 pO293 874-20572
High temperature solid state pressure transducers 
for military jet engine environments 
(AD-774753]	 p0303 874-21047 
Use of cross-correlation measurements to 
investigate noise generating regions of a real 
let engine and a model let
pO329 874-22650 
Modification of convective clouds by jets
	 - 
(AD776730)	 p0361 N74-26130 
Calculating procedure of sea-level static 
performance of two-spool afterburning bypass let 
engine 
(AD-776547]	 p0362 874-26258 
measurements of liner cooling effectiveness within 
a full scale double-annular ram-induction 
combustor 
(NASA-TN-D-7689)	 p0362 874-26389 
Calculating method for •ulti-stage axial 
compressors with impluse bladings and constant 
tip diameter --- computerized simulation of 
compressor performance 
(AD-778808]	 p0419 874-29228 
Investigation of the possibility of use of 
vibroacoustical signals for purposes of 
diagnostics in aeronautical engineering 
p0444 874-29875 
On the inlet vortex system --- preventing jet 
engine damage caused by debris pick-up 
(NASA-CB-140182J	 p0500 874-35194 
JET UBIUST 
Deck heating effects due to VTOL jet exhaust 
impingement 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1182]
	 p0008 A74-11227.
Jet engine e.issions --- commercial aviation air 
pollution near airports
p0073 A74- 13730 
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at 
high-altitude flight conditions 
(AIAA PAPER 74-41]
	 - p0132 A74-18749
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
p0275 A74-27773
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of electors 
for engine-under-the-wing concepts 
(AIAA PAPER 74-950]
	 pO452 A14-41655 
Analysis, design and test of thrust reverser and 
thrust vectoring systems f or STOL transport 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1218]
	 p0456 A74-42849 
Exploratory investigation at mach nu.bers from 
0.40 to 0.95 of the effects of jets blown over a 
wing 
[NASA'TN-D-7367]	 p0036 N74-10014 
Analysis of stratified and closely spaced jets 
exhausting into a crossflow --- aerodynamic 
characteristics of lift-jet, vectored thrust, 
and lift fan V/STOL aircraft 
(NASA-CE-132297]	 pOO6l 874-11118 
Noise generation by cylindrical spoilers immersed 
in an air duct --- analysis of acoustic power 
output and directivity patterns of noise field 
[AD-767336)	 p0142 874-13730 
.Jet engine exhaust emissions of high altitude 
commercial aircraft projected to 1990 
(NASA-Tm-x-3007]	 p0294 874-20591 
An analytical study of the effects of jets located 
more than one jet diameter above a wing at 
subsonic speeds 
[NASA-TM-x-71965]	 p0353 874-25533 
Evaluation of the auto.atic JBD (Jet Blast 
Deflector) syste• 
[AD-775665]	 p0358 874-25595 
Jet exhaust noise suppressor 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11286-1)	 p0406 N74-271e90 
JET FLAmES 
U FLAMES 
U JET PLOW 
JET FLAPS 
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
The jet-flapped wing in ground proxi.ity with 
special allowance for large angle of attack and 
large let flap angle
pOl2l A74-17221 
Methods for the design and analysis of jet-flapped 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-188)
	 p0134 A7L4-1B833 
The augmentor wing - Powered-lift STOL a proven 
concept
p0 184 A74-2 1728 
Studies of a large-scale let-flap rotor in the 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel
p0206 A74-22464 
IFV-12A V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft 
p0320 A74-30822 
Nozzle development for the upper surface - Blown 
let flap on the YC-14 airplane 
(SAE PAPER 740469]	 p0351 A74-35003 
Multicyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0396 A74-37504 
An analysis of the effects of internally blown jet

flaps on an advanced fighter aircraft design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-970]
	 p0428 A74-38735 
A review of some Air Force STOL aircraft 
aerodynamic prediction methods 
(AIAA PAPER 74-992]
	 p0429 A74-38748 
Evaluation of a new jet flap propulsive-lift 
system for turbofan-powered STOL transports 
(AIAA PAPER 74-993] 	 p0453 A74-41662 
Application of boundary layer control by 
tangential blowing of a jet over trailing edge 
flaps
p0489 A74-46697 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 2: A lifting line analysis method for 
jet-flapped wings 
(AD-766877]	 p0058 N74-10937 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale model 
with a swept wing and a jet flap having an 
expandable duct 
(NASA-TM-I-62281]	 p0095 874-11826 
Wind tunnel investigation of an upper surface 
blown jet-flap powered-lift configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7399]	 p0096 874-11832 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 4: 
Analysis of wind tunnel data: Vectored 
thrust/mechanical flaps and internally blown jet 
flaps -- for transport aircraft configuration 
(AD-766641]	 p0098 874-11846 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5,

part 1: Plight control technology: System 
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analysis and trade studies for a medium STOL 
transport with vectored thrust/mechanical flaps 
for transport aircraft configuration 
(AD-766642]	 p0098 N711-11847 
Narch 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand DR. 2011 
jet flap rotor, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-11'4693)	 pO14l N74-13722 
Earch 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand Dli 2011 
jet flap motor, volume 2 
[NASA-CB-114694]	 p0141 N74-13723 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2: 
Design compendium 
(AD-767561)	 p0143 1174-13733 
TransoniC drag due to lift cf planar let-flapped 
airfoils
p0156 1174-14720 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of STOL aircraft with 
externally-blown jet-augmented flaps 
(NASA-CH-2358]	 p0196 N74-16719 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 2: Design compendia. 
[AD-770110]	 p0199 1174-16751 
A theoretical method for calculating the 
aerodynamic characteristics of arbitary 
jet-flapped wings. Voluwe 1: The elementary 
vortex distribution jet-wing lifting surface 
theory 
[AD-773939]	 p0281 1174-19646 
Preliminary static tests of a simulated 
upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration 
utilizing a full-size turbofan engine 
(NASA-Th-I-71931]	 p0294 N74-20638 
Pressure distribution of a twin-engine 
upper-surface blown jet-flap model --- wind 
tunnel- tests to determine chordwise and spanwise 
pressure distributions 
(NASA-TE-X71937]	 p0296 N74-20655 
An experinental study of the effect of a low speed 
external flow on a coanda effect flap 
[AD-774393]	 p0300 N74-20684 
A flight investigation of the STOL characteristics 
of an augmented jet flap STOL research aircraft 
(NASA-TE-I-62334]	 p0329 1174-22637 
An experimental study of a vane controlled jet 
flap gust alleviation system --- reduction in 
wing rotation angle in turbulent gust conditions 
(AD-777987]	 p0405 N74-27488 
A theoretical study of the application of jet flap 
circulation control for reduction of rotor 
vibratory forces 
[NASA-CH-137515]	 p0416 1174-28525 
Rulticyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0497 11714-34512 
JET FLIGHT 
U JET AIRCRAFT 
JET FLOW 
NT AIR JETS 
NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW 
Near-field trajectory of turbulent jets discharged 
at various inclinations into a uniform crossflow 
p0003 A74-10568 
Noise generation by ducted combustion systems 
resonant oscillations 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1024]	 p0026 A74-12223 
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
bodies with relatively large trailing sections 
p0087 A74-15575 
A study of the characteristics of measuring 
ele.ents of pneumatic systems
p0174 A74-19852 
Analysis of acoustic radiation in a jel flow 
envircn.ent
p0461 A714-144314 
Exploratory investigation at Each numbers from 
0.40 to 0.95 of the effects of jets blown over a 
wing 
(NASA-TN-D-7367]	 p0036 N74-100111 
Study of the temperature influence on induced flow 
effects. Part 1: Test equipment for ground 
effect investigations using circular hot air jets 
(IFD-8/71-PT-1]	 p0097 1174-118414 
Aerodynamic interference between fuselage and 
lifting jets emerging from its lower part 
effect of two high velocity lifting jets on 
induced lift and pitching moments
p0290 11714-20413
SUBJECT INDEX 
Results and informain obtained regarding 
aerodyna.ic jet interference associated with the 
Do 31 V/STOL jet transport aircraft and their 
application to future V/STOL development 
lift loss in hovering flight phase 
(NASA-TT-F-15533)	 p0298 N74-20669 
An analytical, investigation of wing-jet interaction 
(NASA-CB-138140]	 p0323 N74-21633 
Noise mechanisms --- AGARD conference on 
propagation and reduction of jet noise 
[AGARD-CP-131)	 pO329 N74-22640 
An analytical investigation of wing-jet interaction 
(NASA-cE-138140]	 p0488 N74-33436 
JET FUELS 
U JET ENGINE FUELS 
JET IHPINGRNEIT 
Deck heating effects due to VTOL jet exhaust 
impingement 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1182]
	
p0008 A74-11227 
VTOL recirculation and impingement model testing 
flow fields in ground effect test 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1183]	 p0008 A74-11228 
A method for studying near- and far-field noise 
characteristics of impinging jets 
(AIAA PAPER 74-569]	 p0339 A74-33153 
JET LIFT 
VTOL recirculation and impingement model testing 
flow fields in ground effect tent 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1183] 	 p0008 A711-11228 
Lift-induced wing-tip vortex attenuation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-38] 	 p0135 A74-18852 
Evaluation of a new jet flap propulsive-lift 
system for turbofan-powered STOL transports 
(AIAA PAPER 74-993] 	 p0453 A74-141662 
Aerodynamic interference between fuselage and 
lifting jets emerging fro. its lower part 
effect of two high velocity lifting jets on 
induced lift and pitching mo.ents
p0290 N74-20413 
JET HIEING FLOW 
Nixing of multiple dilution jets with a hot 
primary airstream for gas turbine coabustors 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1249) 	 p0009 A74-11210 
Supersonic mixing and combustion studies of ducted 
hydrogen-air flows at an inlet air Each number 
of 2.6 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1320] 	 p0012 A74-11313 
Study of the temperature influence on induced flow 
effects. Part-2: Influence, of ground effects 
on hot-air jet mixing in steady at.osphetiC air 
(IFD-9/71-PT-2]	 p0097 N74-118'45 
Hixing of gas and air jets in jet engines 
(AD-773908]	 p0293 N74-20450 
JET NOISE 
U JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
JET NOZZLES 
Jet noise modeling - Experimental study and •odels 
for the noise and turbulence fields 
[AIAA PAPER 744-3]	 p0131 A74-18723 
JET PILOTS 
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
JET PROPULSION 
The technical evolution of aircraft
p0006 A74-11092 
Some stability and control aspects of 
airframe/propulsion system interactions on the 
TF-12 airplane 
(ASEE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-4]	 pOOh A74-13246 
JET THRUST 
Supercirculation effects induced by vectoring a 
partial-span rectangular jet --- for fighter 
aircraft maneuverability 
(AIAA PAPER 74-971] 	 p01428 A714-38736 
3 ETA VA TO 85 
U GUIDE VANES 
JETTISONING 
Ground contamination by fuel jettisoned from 
aircraft
p01149 N74-14283 
JITTER 
U VIBRATION 
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) 
NT LAP JOINTS 
NT HETAL JOINTS 
NT SPOT WELDS 
Improved fastener systems for fatigue and sealing 
redundancy of low sheaE transfer joints 
(SAE PAPER 730901)	 P°°'8 A74-11589 
A- 208
SORJECT INDEX 
Experimental investigation of glass-plastic and 
metal-plastic joints under shear
p0131 A74-18697 
Adhesive bonding increases fatigue life of wing 
joint 
(LIlA PAPER 74-382)	 p0265 A74-26687 
Applications of advanced composites in aircraft 
structures
p0479 114-45045 
Keyed joint performance under heavy load aircraft 
(AD-766706]	 p0061 N7t1-11101 
Non-classical adhesive-bonded joints in practical 
aerospace construction 
[NASI-CR-112238]	 p0101 N74-12555 
Peculiarities in operation of the orienting system 
for a T-airborne •agneto.eter
p0 302 874-2 1026 
.3001111. BIllINGS 
The whirl instability of a rigid rotor in a 
flexibly supported gas lubricated journal bearing 
p0014 A74-11441 
Instability of rotors in MUD journal bearings 
p0014 174-11445 
Dynamical pressure distribution in aerodyna.ic 
bearing
p0023 A74-11899 
The stability of flexibly supported, externally 
pressurized gas journal bearings - Case of a 
rigid rotor
p0082 A74-14623 
.IOUINALS (SHAFTS) 
U SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) 
.JP-4 JET FUEL 
Air mobility fuel cell study --- desulfurization 
of JP-4 fuel 
(10-766757)	 p0107 874-12742 
The 1.5-ku fuel cell powerplant 
(10-767302]	 p0107 874-12744 
JP-4 thermal stability survey -- analysis of 
physical properties of 19 .3P-4 fuels 
(10-767591]	 p0112 874-13501 
.32-5 JET FUEL 
Substitution of JP-5 aviation fuel for DF-2 diesel 
under field conditions 
• (10-777047)	 p0362 874-26243 
Analytical modeling of intusescent coating thermal 
protection system in a JP-5 fuel fire environment 
(NASA-CR-137531)	 •	 p0418 874-29016 
JUNCTION DIODES 
A low cost p-i-n diode phase shifter for airborne 
phased-array antennas
p0321 174-31611 
.393-1.32528 ENGINE 
o .3-93 ENGINE 
.393-BJ2BOG ENGINE 
U .3-93 ENGINE
K 
KALIAN FILTERS 
Reduced order filtering with applications in 
hybrid navigation --- miniaum variance Kalman 
filter algorithm
pOO23 174-12177 
Range-rate fro. DME-air data measurements --- for 
aircraft radial velocity estimation
pOO24 174-12182 
A self-reorganizing digital flight control system 
for aircraft 
[AlAN PAPER 74-21]	 p0133 A74-18808 
Simplified navigation for un.anned aircraft 
p011S 174-20098 
Digital system identification and its application 
to digital flight control
p0342 174-33768 
En route position and time control of aircraft 
using Kaluad filtering of radio aid data 
[NASA-TN-D-7509]	 p0100 874-12360 
Application of a Kalman filter identification 
technique to flight data from the 1-221 variable 
stability V,'SToL aircraft
p0356 874-25578 
MAR11 AIRCRAFT 
NT 88-43 EELICOPTER 
KANSAS 
The National Aeronautics and Space Ad.inistration 
interdisciplinary studies in space technology at 
the university of Kansas 
(NASA-CR-140623J	 p0501 874-35250
LABELING (MARKING) 
KC-130 AIRCRAFT 
U C-130 AIRCRAFT 
KC-135 AIRCRAFT 
O C-135 AIRCRAFT 
KERNEL FUNCTIONS 
Derivation of aerodyna.ic kernel functions 
p0004 174-10572 
An oscillatory kernel function •ethod for lifting 
surfaces in mixed transonic flow 
[AIAA PAPER 74-359]
	 p0264 A74-26669 
I.provements to the kernel function method of 
steady, subsonic lifting surface theory 
(NASA-TM-I-62327]	 p0487 814-33429 
KEROSENE 
Conversion of fuel nitrogen to NOx in a compact 
combustor 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/GT-2]
	 pOO7l 174-13293 
Optimal capabilities of hypersonic passenger 
aircraft on kerosene fuel 
(AD-767887]	 p0143 874-13737 
KESTREL AIRCRAFT 
O P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
KEYING 
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING 
KINEMATICS 
NT BODY KINEMATICS 
KINETIC ENERGY 
Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the 
wake of an airfoil in detached flow
p0069 A74-13041 
KINETIC EQUATIONS 
NT HELMIIOLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION 
Solution of the plane proble. of the aerodynamics 
of a rarefied gas on the basis of Boltzmanns 
kinetic equation
p0005 174-10976 
KINETIC FRICTION 
NT SLIDING FRICTION 
KINETIC BEATING 
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING 
NT SHOCK BEATING 
Restoration in the laboratory of the effects of 
kinetic heating on the structure of the Concorde 
aircraft
p0216 A74-22670 
Laboratory simulation of kinetic heating effects 
on the structure of Concorde aircraft --- using 
infrared radiation facility
pO237 N74-17760 
KINETICS 
NT KINETIC ENERGY 
NT REACTION KINETICS 
NT VARIABLE BASS SYSTEMS 
KIRCRHOFF-BELMBOLTZ FLOW 
U PIPE FLON 
KIRC8BOFF-HUYGENS PRINCIPLE 
U NAVE PROPAGATION 
KITE BALLOONS 
U TETHERED BALLOONS 
KU BAND 
U SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
L 
L BAND 
U ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES 
1.-1011 AIRCRAFT 
Conventional take-off and landing -- Tristar 
aircraft operations and traffic trends 
p0078 174-14503 
L-1011 upkeep 
[SIE PAPER 730883)
	 p0123 174-17532 
New jumbo jets must speak in whispers - Certifying 
the Lockheed 1011
p0125 174-17856 
L-1O11 Iron Bird uncovers potential hydraulic

tioubles --- aircraft reliability tests 
p0319 174-30625 
L-1011 secondary power systems - Design and function 
[SAE PAPER 740466]	 pO351 174-35004 
Effect of yaw damper on lateral gust loads in 
design of the L-1O11 transport
p0353 N74-25551 
The Lockheed L-1011 Tristar fatigue and fail-safe 
developsent program
p0366 N74-26462 
LABELING (MARKING) 
U MARKING 
A-209
LACQO ENS 
LACQUERS 
The response of aircraft ca.ouflage lacquers to 
thermal radiation. Part 2; 6000 degrees K 
radiator and 800 ft/sec air flow 
(A0-7768841	 p0361 874-26078 
LAMIIAB BOUNDARY LAYER 
Nonlinear stability theory of the boundary layer 
p0007 A74-11155 
Prevention of transition over a backward step by 
Suction --- laminar boundary layer control 
p0013 A74-11339 
Investigation of beat transfer at the surface of a 
two-step wedge in supersonic flow
p0070 A74-13188 
Control of laminar flow past a wing in free flight 
p0086 A74-15567 
Transonic laminar viscons-inviscid interaction 
over airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-600]	 p0340 A74-33177 
Laminar viscous-inviscid interactions at transonic 
speeds
p0425 A74-38622 
Laminar stall prediction and estimation of the 
maximum lift coefficient
p0477 A74-44418 
Control of supersonic wind-tunnel noise by 
laminarization of nozzle-vail boundary layer 
[NASA-TM-I-28791	 p0062 874-11119 
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
U LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 
LAMINAR PLANES 
o FLAMES 
U LAMINAR FLOW 
LAMINAR PLOW 
NT STRATIFIED PLOW 
Control of laminar flow past a wing in free flight 
p0086 A74-15567 
Drag of streamline solids of revolution 
(transition at nose) 
(ESDU_EODIESO2.04.01-AMEND-A]	 p0045 874-10311 
A streamline curvature method for design of 
supercritical and subcritical airfoils 
(NASA-TN-D-7770]	 pOI47O 814-32416 
LAMINAR PLOW CONTROL 
U BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL 
U LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 
LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER 
A simplified method for studying the aerodynamic 
heating of axisymmetric bodies at an angle of 
attack
p0029 A74-12441 
Laminar heat transfer on sharp and blunt 
ten-degree cones in conical and parallel 
low-density flow --- measurements in hypersonic 
wind tunnels 
[AD-765546]	 p0053 N14-10869 
LAMINAR JETS 
U JET FLOW 
U LAMINAR FLOW 
LAMINAR WAKES 
Inyiscid wake-airfoil interaction on multieleiient 
high lift systems
p0121 A74-18143 
LAMINATED MATERIALS 
U LAMINATES 
LAMINATES 
The state of application of composite materials in 
aeronautics
p0072 A74-13364 
Laminated metallic structure - An approach to 
fracture control
p0083 A74-14754 
Effective methods for fabrication of large 
polyimide-matrix aircraft components 
p0084 A74-14780 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of 
HT-S/EMR-PI composites for application to 
advanced aircraft engines 
High-Tip-Speed/Polymerization of Monomeric 
Reactant
pO228 A74-24868 
Adhesively bonded laminated metal structure 
(SAE PAPER 740259] 	 p0274 A74-27510 
Glass windshields for wide bodied aircraft 
p0348 A74-34884 
Titaniu, structural brazing 
-	 p0480 A14-45260 
Brazed titanium fail-safe structures
p0480 A74-45261
SUBJECT INDEX 
Design, test, and acceptance criteria for Army 
helicopter transparent enclosures 
(AD-767242]	 p0107 N74-12739 
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures 
(NASA-CASE-ARC10813-1]	 p0193 N74-16249 
Effect of adhesive on the impact resistance of 
laminated plastics for windshield applications 
(AD-769735]	 pO193 N74-16259 
Report on the Conference on Transparent Aircraft 
Enclosures 
(AD-769372]	 pO199 N74-16755 
A design analysis of CH-54H main rotor hub 
fabricated from composite materials 
[AD-774270]	 p0300 N74-20689 
Graphite-polyimide composite f or application to 
aircraft engines 
(NASA-TN-D-7698]	 p0370 N74-27412 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
flight control surface for A-4 aircraft 
(AD782646]	 p0491 N74-33473 
LAMINATIONS 
U LAMINATES 
LAND USE 
Maplin - Planning aspects and their influence on 
airport design
p0079 A74-14510 
Criteria for the siting of major airports 
p0080 A74-14516 
The role of local planning authorities in relation 
to the siting and development of airports 
pOO8O A74-14517 
An innovative approach to airport planning 
p0127 A74-18099 
The, economic utilisation of resources through 
aviation --- manhours, land and fuel 
pO38l A74-36321 
LANDPORMS 
NT MOUNTAINS 
NT SIERRA NEVADA MOUNTAINS (CA) 
LANDING 
NT AIRCRAFT LANDING 
NT BLIND LANDING 
NT CRASH LANDING 
NT TOUCRDOWN 
NT VERTICAL LANDING 
LANDING AIDS 
NT AIRPORT BEACONS 
NT AIRPORT LIGHTS 
NT ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS 
NT APPROACH INDICATORS 
NT ARRESTING GEAR 
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
NT INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS 
NT LANDING INSTRUMENTS 
NT MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS 
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS 
The national Microwave Landing Syste.
p0169 A74-19317 
Recent development in aircraft safety air traffic 
control and navigation
p0208 A74-22628 
The national microwave landing system /MLS/ 
tSAR PAPER 740345] 	 p0307 A74-28726 
Simulation and flight evaluation of a heads-up 
display for general aviation 
(SAE PAPER 740347]	 p0308 A74-28727 
ICAO and the future landing system 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
p0311 A74-29252 
Recommended design procedure for VASI-2 systems 
Visual Approach Slope Indicator as landing aid 
p0392 A74-37341 
An operational look at the two-segment approach 
for aircraft noise reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 74-979]	 p0428 A74-38738 
Analysis and design of a capsule landing system 
and surface vehicle control system for Mars 
exploration 
(NA5ACR136069]	 p0059 N74-11017 
Ground lighting equipment --- landing aids 
(NASA-TT-F-15176]	 p0060 N74'-11092 
Visual landings in regional and local airports 
[NASA-TT-F-15177]	 p0060 N74-11093 
Preliminary assessment of the microwave landing 
system requirements for STOL operations 
(NASA-TN-I-62310]	 p0064 E74-11431 
MLS program: Phase 2
p0102 N74-12631 
A-2 10
SUBJECT 18081 
The simulation and analysis of carrier landings 
using a nonlinear pilot •odel 
(AD-767679]	 p0145 N74-137147 
Nicrowave Landing System (NLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
NLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.1: 
Technique analysis program 
(PAA-RD-73-166-V0L-i.1 ]
	
p0150 874-14340 
Ricrovave Landing System (NLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
RLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.2, 
Book 2: Post TACD development plan 
[FA73166V0L . 1.2BK2]	 p0150 8714-14342 
Nicrowave Landing System (M1,S) .
 development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
NLS development program. Part 3.0, Volume 3.1, 
Book 1: Compilation of critical technical area 
reports 
- (PAA-RD-73-166-vot-3. 1-BK-i]
	 p0150 874-14343 
Nicrowave Landing System (NLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase 'of the national 
NLS development program. Part 3.0, Volume 3.1, 
Book 2: Compilation of critical technical area 
reports 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-3. 1-BK-2]
	 pOi51 874-14344 
Users manual for ILSLOC: Simulation for 
derogation effects on the localizer portion of 
the instrument landing syste. 
(AD-768049]	 p0151 874-14361 
Simplified Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) 
-- operation test and evaluation 
(AD-767901]	 p0151 8714-114362 
Drop and static tests on a tenth-scale model of an 
Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS) 
(AD-770026]	 p0198 874-16742 
Study of reverse-flow characteristics of a tip fan 
and an ejector -- for application to air 
cushion landing system 
(AD-770080]	 p0198 874-16744 
Two dimensional air cushion landing system 
peripheral jet confirmation study 
(AD-771616]	 p0237 874-17761 
Nuclear instrument landing system 
(SAN-828-2)	 P0288 874-20232 
Nicrowave landing system (ELS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national ELS development program. Volume 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation 
[AD-773223]	 p0288 874-20233 
An experimentally based prediction of the static 
performance in the vertical direction of an air 
cushion landing system 
(AD-774387]	 p0300 874-20685 
Static two dimensional performance of a cushion 
fed air cushion landing system 
(AD-774394)	 p0300 874-20686 
Landing rates for mixed STOL and CTOL traffic 
(NASA-TN-D--7666]	
-	 p0304 874-21290 
Display requirements for the final approach and 
landing phase of an RPV mission 
(NASA-TN-x-62346]	 p0354 814-25561 
Evaluation of the lidar technique of determining 
slant range visibility for aircraft landings 
operations 
tAD-776054]	 p0358 874-25596 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
[AD-776316]	 p0358 874-25601 
Nicrowave landing system integration study. 
Volume 1: Summary report
	 --
[AD-775703]	 p0361 874-26149 
Flight path control equipment for producing curved 
flight path profiles with microwave landing 
systems	 - 
[NASA-TT-F- 15608]
	 p0361 874-26150 
Ricrowave landing system integration study. 
Volume 3: Appendices 
[AD-775724]	 p0361 874-26155 
Auto•ation of the landing control of aircraft 
radio equip•ent for establishing landing approach 
[AD-777174]	 p0369 814-261491 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
p0412 874-28497 
A STOL terminal area navigation system 
(NASA-TN-z-62348] 	 p0444 874-30095
LANDING GEAR 
LANDING GEAR 
Various mechanisms applied to the Concorde main 
landing gear
p0 178 A74-20548 
Flight test of the ski equipped Nohavk 
pO184 A74-21820 
Fluid power for aircraft: Nodern hydraulic 
technology /2nd edition/
p0214 A74-23376 
Response speed of a correlator in an extremal 
system for aircraft wheel braking
p02 13 A74-24022 
Drop testing naval aircraft and the VSD landing 
gear dynamic test facility 
[AIAA PAPER 74-343]	 p0263 A74-26658 
Summary of the air cushion landing systen on the 
de Havilland Buffalo aircraft
p0316 A74-30142 
Random vibration of aircraft undercarriages with 
nonlinear characteristics
p0321 A7l4-31705 
Rodern landing gear for aircraft --- including 
combat, STOL, executive and transport aircraft 
pO335 A74-31892 
NRCA systems and related equipment - Landing gear 
p0337 A74-32635 
ACLS for a commercial transport --- Air Cushion 
Landing System 
(SAE PAPER 740452]
	 p0349 A74-34984 
VFW 614 hydraulics
p0375 A74-35359 
Suction braking --- in air cushion landing system 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-968]
	 p0428 A74-38733 
Crashworthy landing gear study --- to establish 
energy-absorbing design criteria applicable to 
rotary wing aircraft 
[AD-765489]	 p0042 874-10060 
Lateral distribution of aircraft traffic 
application to pavement design criteria for 
aircraft with complex landing gear 
(AD-765435)	 p0045 8714-10304 
Service loads on nose landing gears of the F-104 
airplane --- by statistical analysis 
(LBF-TB-103/1972]	 p0056 874-109214 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
Air cushion landing system study 
[AD-766644]	 p0058 874-10940 
Nodel studies of crosswind landing-gear 
configurations for STOL aircraft
p0066 874-11680 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
Air cushion and ground mobility study 
(AD-767300]	 p0143 874-13736 
Graphite co.posite landing gear components - side 
brace assembly and torque link for A37-B aircraft 
(AD-769041]	 p0163 874-14779 
Two dimensional air cushion landing system 
peripheral jet configuration study 
[AD-769494]	 p0191 874-15729 
Aircraft antiskid analysis verification and 
refinement 
(AD-770300]	 p0198 874-16749 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 6: Air cushion landing 
system trade study 
(AD-770448]	 p0199 874-16753 
Aircraft accident report: Overseas National 
Airways, Inc., NcDonnell Douglas, DC-8-63, 
N863F, Bangor, Name, 20 June 1973 --- takeoff 
accident caused by failure of right •ain landing 
gear tire 
(NTSB-AAR-74-1)	 pO235 874-17748 
Determination of the forces in the kinematic pairs 
of a landing gear mechanism 
(AD-773877]	 p0285 874-19678 
PredIction of aircraft ground performance by 
evaluation of ground vehicle rut depths 
(AD-775744]	 p0330 874-22689 
Ground loads on the nose undercarriage of the 
F-104G aircraft 
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1744J	
-	 p0406 874-274914 
Brake control system modificatiob, augmentor Wing 
Jet STOL Research Airplane (AWJSRA) 
(NASA-CR-137530]	 p0441 874-29314 
Bonded composite to metal scarf joint performance 
in an aircraft landing gear drag strut --- for 
Boeing 747 aircraft 
(NASA-TE-I-71995]	 p0467 874-31504 
A-21 1
1.110116 IISTRUMEITS 
1110116 IISTRUMEITS 
NT APPEOACS INDICATORS 
Uses of a visual landing system in primary flight 
training
p0082 174-14599 
Safety during automatic landing with poor visibility 
p0178 174-20422 
Objectives for interim military landing systems 
p0220 174-22689 
Use of methods based on compound control theory in 
landing-phase control of an aircraft 
p0221 174-24017 
The Instru.ent Landing System for category I, II, 
and III operation
p0268 174-27210 
The 'Materik instrument landing system --- for 
course and glide path determination
p0338 174-33091 
An exploratory simulation study of a head-up 
display for general aviation ligbtplanes 
(1151-11-0-7456)	 p0097 174-11837 
LA1DIIG LOADS 
An analytic approximate calculation of the 
nonlinear landing impact lotions and loads on 
aircraft with both rigid and elastic wing 
structure 
(DGLR PIPER 73-078]	 p0120 174-17185 
Calculation and observance of landing parameters 
for the aircraft IL-62 and their effect on the 
safety factor
p0185 174-22270 
Design of optimum structures to impulse type loading 
(LIlA PAPER 711-345]	 p0263 174-26659 
Shipboard operations of Harrier 
-	
p0320 174-30823 
Service loads on nose landing gears of the P-104 
airplane -- by statistical analysis 
(LBP-TE-103/1972]	 p0056 174-10924 
LAIDIJG SIMULATION 
Evaluation of V/STOL research aircraft design 
landing approaches, propulsion/control, piloted 
moving base simulator 
(SIR PAPER 730947) 	 p0016 174-11557 
Simulation of the landing and take-off of a VIOL 
aircraft on a ship in a random sea 
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[NASA-CB-114758) 	 p0412 1174-28479 
Static noise tests, on augmentor wing jet STOL 
research aircraft (C8A Buffalo) 
[NASA-CR-137520] 	 p0489 1174-33455 
LIFT DISTRIBUTION 
U FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
U LIFT 
LIFT DRAG RATIO 
Theory of hypersonic flow about a wing 
p0025 A74-12205 
Trimmed drag and maximum flight efficiency of aft 
tail and canard configurations 
[AIAA PAPER 74-69)	 p0134 A74-18813 
The heat flux to a waverider of simple 
configuration and its LID ratio
p0384 A74-36571 
The quest for high-lift --- airfoil design 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1018]	 p0454 A74-42039 
An evaluation of sailplane drag coefficient 
parameters from flight test results 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1020)	 p0454 A74-42041 
An analysis of the impact of cabin floor angle 
restrictions on LID for a typical supersonic 
transport 
(NASA-CN--132508]	 p0494 1174-314469 
LIFT PANS 
Integrated propulsion systems for V/STOL transports 
[ASNE PAPER 74-GT-118]	 p0273 A74-27'486 
Conceptual design of a lift fan plus lift/cruise 
fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-969]	 p0428 A74-38734 
Crossflow-induced flow distortion and its 
influence on the performance of a vertical axis 
lifting fan 
[NE-73-4]	 p0438 A74-40303 
Remote lift fan study program, volume 4 
[NASA-CR-121277) 	 p0040 1174-10049 
Q-FANSTB for general aviation aircraft 
[NASA-CB-114665] 	 p0142 1174-13726 
Integrated propulsion/energy transfer contro1 
systems for lift-fan V/STOL aircraft 
reduction of total propulsion system and control 
system installation requirements
p0291 1174-20416 
Thrust performance of podded lift-fans in crossf low 
effect of increasing cross flow velocity on 
thrust deterioration
p0291 1174-20420 
Acoustic tests on a fan-in-wing model: Effects of 
an extended inlet	 - 
(NRc-13898)	 p0442 1174-29376 
Conceptual design studies of lift/cruise fans for 
military transports 
(NASA-cR-134636]	 p0444 1174-30239 
V/STOL lift fan commercial short haul transports: 
Continuing conceptual design study
SUBJECT INDEX 
(NASA-CR-2437]	 p0467 1174-31495 
LIFT FORCES 
U LIFT 
LIFTING BODIES 
NT aL-iD REENTRI VEHICLE 
The lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings 
and propellers. 
[ONERA, IP 110. 1298]	 p0005 A74-10999 
Structure of Betz vortex cores
p0090 A74-15970 
Relaxation methods for transonic flow about 
wing-cylinder combinations and lifting swept wings 
p0118 A74-16951 
Lifting-surface theory for an oscillating Ttail 
p0119 A74-17012 
Nonlinear airfoil theory with allowance for ground 
effects --- for aerodynamic interference 
problems solution
p0121 A74-17270 
Transonic flow about lifting wing-body combinations 
[AIAA PAPER 74-185]	 p0133 A74-18812 
On the modes of icing of symmetrical lifting 
surfaces
pOi36 A74-18987 
Flexible lifting surfaces --- in steady inviscid 
compressible flow
p0173 A74-19684 
Subsonic potential aerodynamics for complex 
configurations - A general theory
p0177 A74-20280 
Baximu. likelihood identification of aircraft 
stability and control derivatives
p0209 A74-23327 
A method-of obtaining transonic shock-free flow 
around lifting aerofoils
p0205 A74-24061 
Lifting surface problems analysis --- by finite 
element method
-.	 p0223 A74-24473 
case studies in Aircraft Parameter Identification 
p0225 A74-24840 
An oscillatory kernel function method for lifting 
surfaces in mixed transonic flow 
[AIAA PAPER 74-359)	 p0264 A74-26669 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
(AIAA PAPER 74-404]	 P0266 A74-26703 
On calculation of induced drag and conditions 
downstream of a lifting .wing 
-	
-	
p0275 A74-27846 
Application of unsteady lifting surface theory to 
propellers in forward flight 
(AIAA PAPER 74-419]	 p0276 A74-28169 
Some extensions of thin-shock-layer theory 
-	
p0279 A74-28419 
Ninimum induced drag of non-planar ground effect 
wings with smalitip clearance
p0279 A74-28421 
Investigation into and application of the high 
velocity circulation control wall jet for high 
lift and-drag generation on STOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-502)	 P°338 A74-33102 
Nonlinear prediction of the aerodynamic loads on 
lifting surfaces 
[AIAA PAPER 74-503]	 p0338 A74-33103 
Calculation of- transonic gas flows past 
axisymmetric- bodies and lifting wing profiles 
p0390 A74-36826 
Application to rotary wings of a simplified 
aerodynamic lifting surface theory for unsteady 
compressible flow 
-	
p0394 A74-37494 
Hybrid heavy-lift vehicle under study 
airship-lifting body-conventional wing combination 
p042l A74-38140 
Finite element technique in lifting surface problems 
-	
-	
p0432 A74-39344 
On lifting wings with parabolic tips
p0478 A74-44930 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of an 
all-body research aircraft configuration 
[NASA-TN-D-7358]	 P0096 1174-11831 
Flutter computer program and lifting surface 
theory with boundary layer 
(NASA-CR-136559]	 Ol5S 1174-14707 
Drag of lifting bodies for pilots at high altitude 
p0157 1174-14731 
A numerical vortex box technique for calculations 
in lifting surface theory 
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LIGBTIIG EQUIPMEI? 
pO244 B74-18642 
LIFTING REENTRY VEHIcLES 
NT aL-b REENTRY VEHICLE 
LIFTING ROTORS 
A study of lifting rotor flapping response peak 
distribution in at.ospheric turbulence 
p0210 A74-23329 
Effect of spanwise loadcorrelation on rotor blade 
flapping 
(AIAA PAPER 74-418]	 p0267 174-26714 
Hingeless circulation control rotor blade design 
(ABS PREPRINT 813]	 p0388 174-36622 
Theoretical studies of tone noise from a fan rotor 
(NASA-CN-2354]	 p0051 R74-10735 
Concepts for a theoretical and experi.ental study 
of lifting rotor randoi loads and vibrations, 
Phase 1 
(NASA-CR-114707)	 p0160 174-14755 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(identification of lifting rotor system 
para.eters from transient response data), Phase 
7-B 
(NASA-CR-114710]	 p0160 N74-14758 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(further experiments with progressing/regressing 
rotor flapping modes), Phase 7-C 
(NASA-CR-114711]	 pOl6O N74-14759 
Control theory analysis of a three-asia VYOL 
flight director 
(NASA-TM-x-69960]	 p0248 174-18676 
LIFTING SURFACES 
U LIFT DEVICES 
U LIFTING BODIES 
U SURFACES 
LIGHT AIRCRAFT 
NT BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
NT DO-28 AIRCRAFT	 - 
NT 011-6 HELICOPTER 
NT PIPER AIRCRAFT 
Vehicle crashworthiness --- rotary wing, fixed 
wing light and transport aircraft
p0124 A74-17776 
Structural analysis of light aircraft. using NASTRAN 
(AIAA PAPER 74-257]	 p0130 A74-18664 
BD-5 flight test program report
p0172 A14-19500 
The single-engine turboprop in the northern frontier 
p0185 174-21821 
Quieter propellers for general aviation - Present 
situaticn, future outlook 
(DGLR PAPER 74-023)	 p0271 A74-27366 
A simplified criterion to certify light aircraft 
for flight in icing conditions 
(SIR PAPER 7110349)	 p0308 A74-28729 
A study of light airplane pilot landing performance 
(SAN PAPER 740350)	 p0308 A74-28730 
Applications of fluidics to light aircraft 
instrumentation and control 
(SAE PAPER 740351)	 p0308 A74-28731 
Light aircraft crash safety program 
(SAR PAPRE 740353)	 p0308 174-28733 
The background to propefler airplane noise - 
regulations 
(SAE PAPER 740361]	 p0309 174-28738 
NASA, Langley Impact Dyna.ics Facility 
(SAE PAPER 740374] 	 pO309 A74-28743 
Fuel system requirements for light aircraft 
turbocharged reciprocating engines 
(SAE PAPER 740382] 	 p0309 174-28747 
Response of a light airplane to ground induced 
vibration environment
pO314 A74-29903 
General avionics progress
p0318 A74-30592 
Hawkers new Hawk --- light training aircraft. 
p0335 A74-31878 
Plight test results for an advanced technology : 
light airplane wing 
(SAE PAPER 740368]	 .	 p0345 A74-34801 
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. I 
p0398 174-37634 
A passive gust alleviation system for light aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 74-773]	 p0399 174-37798 
Spoilers for roll control of light airplanes 
(AIAA PAPER 74-861]	 pO4O1 174-37850
Evaluation of spoilers for light aircraft flight 
path control
p0434 174-39867 
Direct force control for light airplanes 
[AIAA PAPER 74-862]	 p0453 A74-41809 
MSO Monoplane - A testbed for ultralight vehicle 
develop.ent 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1033]	 p0455 174-42047 
Investigation of the Suction system and 
boundary-layer characteristics on a high-lift. 
BLC L-19 test aircraft 
(AD-766305]	 p00112 114-10063 
Methods and costs associated with outfitting light 
aircraft for remote sensing applications 
(NASA-TM-X-69938]	 p0236 N74-17754 
Wind tunnel tests of a full-scale model of a light 
twin-engine airplane with fixed auxiliary 
airfoil or leading-edge slot 
(NASA-TN-D-7474]	 p0283 1174-19665 
Exploratory tests of a simple aero-mechanical 1
 ride 
comfort system for lightly loaded aircraft1---
evaluation of gust alleviating aircraft control 
surfaces 
(NASA-TM-X-71921]	 p0296 174-20657 
Development of computer programs to determine the 
aerodyna.ic characteristics of complete light 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-139690]	 p0487 N74-33426 
LIGHT ALLOTS 
NT ALUMINUM ALLOTS 
NT BERYLLIUM ALLOTS 
NT MAGNESIUM ALLOYS 
Study of the speed of fatigue crack propagation in

the case of light alloys and titanium alloys 
p0228 A74-24297 
The use of chromium anodic protection /the BF 4 
process/ for the detection of metallurgical 
anomalies in light alloys
p0221 A74-25351 
New Raterials in the aerospace industries 
emphasizing heat resistant and light alloys 
p0342 174-33682 
LIGHT COMMUNICATION 
U OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 
LIGHT EMISSION 
NT I RAY FLUORESCENCE 
LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
Present and future radar display techniques 
CRY, LED and liquid crystals for ATC applications 
p0028 A74-12382 
Solid state vertical scale instruments --- for 
aircraft light emitting diode displays 
pO26l A74-26965 
LIGHT SCATTERING 
The light-scattering matrix and types of optical 
weather --- atBospheric aerosols, haze, fog, 
drizzle
p0004 174-10783 
Study of condensation phenomena in the ISL laser 
wind tunnel using light diffusion 
(ISL-RT-19/72j	 p0060 N74-11099 
LIGHT TRANSMISSION 
NT LIGHT SCATTERING 
Optical factors in aircraft windshield design as 
related to pilot visual performance --- effect 
on pilot vision in forward direction 
(AD-767203)	 p0106 N74-12133 
LIGHTHILL GAS MODEL 
Introduction to aerodynamic noise theory 
p0025 174-12207 
LIGHTHILL METHOD 
On the theory of jet noise and its applications 
Lighthill theory 
(AIAA PAPER 73-987]	 p0026 174-12218 
Jet noise - The state-of-the-art
p0221 174-22789 
On the flow field of a rapidly oscillating airfoil 
in a supersonic flow
p0267 A74-26960 
Unified approach to aerodynamic sound generation 
in the presence of solid boundaries
p0452 A74-41411 
On the noise from jets --- mathematical model 
based on modification of Lighthill theory 
p0329 1174-22655 
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
NY AIRPORT LIGHTS 
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS 
1-217
LIGHTRXUQ 
Ground lighting equipment --- lauding aids 
(NASA-TT-P-15176]	 p0060 M74-11092 
LIGUTUIIG 
Lightning effects on general aviation aircraft 
(FAA-NA-73-32(2)]	 p0039 E74-10040 
Lightning effects on general aviation aircraft 
(F&A-ED-73-99]	 p0099 N74-12167 
Analysis and calculation of lightning-induced 
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CB-2349]	 p0160 B74-14754 
Preliminary tests of vulnerability of typical 
aircraft electronics to lightning-induced voltages 
(NASA-CR-2350]	 p0189 N74-15720 
A test technique for •easuring lightning-induced 
voltages on aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2348]	 p0195 N74-16716 
Papers presented at the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Conference (1912). Structure of 
lightning noise - especially above HF. 
Triggered lightning and its application to 
rockets and aircraft 
(AD-771464]	 p0255 H74-19271 
LINEAl ARRAYS 
Problems of long linear arrays in helicopter blades 
-- considering bea.s scanned by rotating blades 
p0468 P74-31684 
A linear array of b]ade antennas as an aircraft 
antenna for satellite communication
p0469 P74-31686 
LINEAR EQUATIONS 
A direct method for linear dynasical proble.s in 
continuum •echanics with random loads 
p0070 174-13164 
LINEAR FILTERS 
NT KALMAN FILTERS 
LINEAR SYSTEES	 - 
Digital system identification and its application 
to digital flight ccntrol
p0342 174-33768 
Steady state decoupling and design of linear 
multivariable systems
p0380 174-36115 
Steady-state decoupling and design of linear 
•ultivariable systems 
(NASA-CR-138815]	 p0409 N74-27715 
LINEARIZATION 
Transonic flow past lifting airfoils
p0085 174-14989 
LING-TEECO-VOUGET AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-7 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
RT XC-142 AIRCRAFT 
LININGS 
NT ROCKET LININGS 
Nonlinear acoustic pheno.ena in the presence of 
absorptive liners in circular ducts
p0315 A74-30090 
Finite-a.litude waves in cylindrical lined ducts 
(AIAA PAPER 74-553]	 pO339 174-33145 
Neasurements of' liner cooling effectiveness within 
a full scale double-annular raw-induction 
cosbustor 
(NASA-TN-D-7689]	 pO362 N74-26389 
LIQUEFIED GASES 
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN 
NT LIQUID OXYGEN 
Hydrogen-methane fuel control systems for turbojet 
engines 
(NASA-CR-121247]	 p0193 P74-16493 
LIQUID COOLING 
NT FILE COOLING 
Heat transfer of a disk rotating in a casing 
cooling fluid flow in gas ' turbine engines 
[NASA-TT-F-15199]	 p0101 174-12572 
LIQUID CRYSTALS 
Present and future radar display techniques 
CRT, LED and liquid crystals for ATC applications 
p0028 174-12382 
LIQUID DROPS 
U DROPS (LIQUIDS) 
LIQUID HYDROGEN 
The case for hydrogen fueled transport aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 73-1323] 	 p0012 174-11315 
Hydrogen - Sake-sense fuel for an Anerican 
supersonic transport 
(IAA PAPER 74-163]	 p0169 174-19353 
The case for hydrogen-fueled transport aircraft 
p03 12 174-29452
SUBJECT INDEX 
Fuel state - Expensive
p0371 174-35496 
Prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled commercial 
aircraft 
[PR-37]	 p0295 N74-20647 
Preii.inary performance appraisal of Navy V/STOL 
transport and search-type airplanes using 
hydrogen fuel 
(NA$A-TN-X-71550]	 p0363 N74-26435 
LIQUID IIJECTIOI 
NT RATER INJECTION 
LIQUID SETALS 
Rohrsond -- liquid interface diffusion bonding 
for Ti honeycomb core sandwich
p0083 174-14741 
LIQUID OXYGEN 
Test of. LOX compatibility for asphalt and concrete 
runway materials 
(NASA-TN-X-64086J	 p0059 P74-11091 
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
PT EYDRAZINE ENGINES 
NT .3-2 ENGINE 
LIQUID SLOSHING 
Influence of sloshing in wing tip tanks on the 
vibration natural modes of an aircraft 
(ICAS PAPER 74-15]	 p0448 A74-41317 
LIQUID SURFACES 
Influence of the afmosphere in the fall of bodies 
into water
p0070 174-13176 
Notion of vehicle with lifting airfoils over 
rippled water surface 
(JPRS-62337]	 p0405 N74-27478 
LIQUID-GAS SuTURES 
NT AEROSOLS 
NT FOG 
LIQUIDS 
NT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS 
NT LIQUEFIED GASES 
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN 
NT LIQUID NETALS 
NT LIQUID OXYGEN 
LITRIUS COAPOUNDS 
Lithium soap dispersions as drag-reducing 
hydraulic fluids 
(iSLE PREPRINT 73LC-5B-2] 	 p0027 174-12316 
LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES) 
Crack growth retardation under aircraft spectrum 
loads
p0218 A74-22501 
Dynamic model of a parachute and determination of 
its characteristics
p0389 174-36635 
Preliminary weight estimation of canard configured 
aircraft 
(SANE PAPER 1015]	 p0435 174-39885 
In-flight symmetrical maneuvers of a flight vehicle 
p0484 174-46697 
Calculation of the induced velocity field on and 
off the wing plane for a swept wing with given 
load distribution 
(ARC-R/S-3725]	 p0161 174-14766 
LOAD FACTORS 
0 LOADS (FORCES) 
LOAD TESTING NACHINES 
Installation for the investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of thin-walled structural 	 - 
components
p0311 A74-29105 
Reproduction of interactions between aerodynamic 
loads and deformation in the strength analysis 
of structures
p0390 174-36649 
LOAD TESTS 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of the barrel and driver tube of a 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0002 A74-10484 
Studies of an elastic wing --- aerodynamic load 
tests
p0184 A74-21781 
An experimental study of box beam wing structures 
subjected to torsion
p0378 A74-35719 
Nonlinear effects of spectrum loading on fatigue 
crack growth in transport wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-984]	 p0428 174-38742 
Fatigue of spacecraft structures 
(ESRO-CR(P)-322]	 p0194 N74-16597 
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
Full-scale fatigue testing. A co.parison with 
service experience and interpretation of test 
results
p0367 N74-26477 
LOADING FORCES 
0 LOADS (FORCES) 
LOADING MOMENTS 
Helicopter drive system load analysis 
(AD-775858)	 p0331 N74-22697 
LOADING NAVES 
U ELASTIC WAVES 
U LOADS (FORCES) 
LOADS (FORCES) 
NT AERODYNAMIC LOADS 
NT AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS 
NT COMPRESSION LOADS 
NT CRITICAL LOADING 
NT CYCLIC LOADS 
NT DYNAMIC LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
NT IMPACT LOADS 
NT LANDING LOADS 
NT RANDOM LOADS 
NT STATIC LOADS 
NT TRANSIENT LOADS 
NT VIBRATOR! LOADS 
NT WING LOADING 
Design and evaluation of aircraft pavements - 1971 
p0022 A74-11874 
The behavior of flexible airfield pavements under 
loads: Theory and experiments 
(AD-766480]	 p0061 N74-11102 
Three-axis adjustable loading structure 
(NASA-CASE-FRC-10051-1) 	 p0110 N74-13129 
The Do 31 landing loads during vertical landing 
and their consequences for future V/STOL 
developments 
(NASA-TT-F-15532)	 p0297 N74-20668 
The prediction of fatigue crack propagation under 
service load-time histories 
(NLR-RP-73016-U]	 p0366 N74-26467 
Effect of proof load application on fatigue test 
results
p036? N74-26471 
A standardized flight-by-flight test program for 
the fatigue life evaluation of wing components 
of transport aircraft
p0367 N714-26476 
Ground loads on the nose undercarriage of the 
F-104G aircraft 
(RAE-LIB-TRANS-1744)	 p0406 N74-27494 
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus --- for 
aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10806]	 p0409 N74-27872 
LOCALIZATION 
U POSITION (LOCATION) 
LOCATION 
U POSITION (LOCATION) 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 
NT C-S AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT 
AH-56A /AMCS/ cornpound helicopter vibration 
reduction --- Advanced Mechanical Control System 
(ABS PREPRINT 834]	 p0385 A74-36589 
LOCKHEED C-S AIRCRAFT 
U C-5 AIRCRAFT 
LOGIC CIEC OIlS 
Cockpit switching study: Test and validation of a 
design procedure for multifunction switching 
controls 
[AD-783956)	 p0499 N74-34554 
LOGIC NETWORKS 
U LOGIC CIRCUITS 
LOGISTICS 
High level contaier --- for aerial resupply of 
military units 
(AD-766306]	 p0054 N74-10899 
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 
NT INVENTOR! CONTROLS 
NT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
Integrated logistics support and acquisition 
management /ILS-AMI panel for aviation-crew 
systems equipment changes
p0222 A74-23549 
A comparative economic analysis of a 
lighter-than-air logistics system
[AD-7692051	 pO194 N74-16694 
Major Ite. Special Study (MISS), CH-47A rotary 
wing head FWD 
(AD-773718)	 p0286 N74-19691 
Major Ite. Special Study (MISS), C8-47A 
alternating generator --- product quality 
control and cost savings 
(AD-773720)	 pO286 N74-19712 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). C5-47A rotary 
wing blade 
(AD-776419]	 pO3S9 N74-25605 
Substitution of JP-5 aviation fuel for DF-2 diesel 
under field conditions 
[AD-777047]	 p0362 N74-26243 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AB-1G gas turbine 
engine (T53-L-13B) --- cost savings through 
quality and design improvements 
(AD-776939]	 p0370 N74-27300 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OH-6A main rotor 
hub 
(AD-781507]	 p0473 N74-32457 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OH-6A tail rotor 
transmission assembly 
(AD-782926)	 p0498 N74-34526 
LOB HELICOPTER 
U OH-6 HELICOPTER 
LONG RANGE NAVIGATION 
U LORAN 
U LORAN 0 
LONGERONS 
Determination of the shear stresses in spar walls 
in the design of a wing on the basis of a plate - 
analogy
p0260 A74-25984 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL 
F-is Eagle flight control system
p0347 A74-34854 
Determination of the efficiency of the 
longitudinalcontrol systems of an elastic 
flight vehicle
p0384 A74-36576 
Evaluation of spoilers for light aircraft flight 
path control
p0434 A74-39867 
An investigation of overall syste.s criteria for 
the longitudinal flying qualities of highly 
augmented fighter aircraft 
[AILA PAPER 74-833)	 p0453 A74-41803 
Analysis and experimental studies of the control 
of hang gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1030)	 p0455- A7l4-42045 
Determinant parameters defining the principal 
layout and design solution of a system for 
automatic control of the transfer ratio in a 
longitudinal flight control system
p0485 A74-46708 
The effect of a program for automatic gear ratio 
change system operation and stabilizer 
deflection' on the main aerodynamic parameters 
of the longitudinal controllability of an aircraft 
p0485 A74-46709 
Investigation and application of two methods of 
determining co-efficients of transfer functions 
of longitudinal motion of aircraft from measured 
input and output data --- equations of motion 
and response curve fitting 
(ESRO-TT-2)	 p0041 N74-10053 
Analysis of the longitudinal disturbed motion of a 
surface skimmer --- like common aircraft 
(AD-765992)	 p0046 N74-10326 
Some observations on manoeuvre stability and 
longitudinal control 
(ARC-R/M-3730)	 p0250 N74-18690 
Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and 
control characteristics of an aft tail fighter 
configuration with cambered and uncambered wings 
and uncambered fuselage 
(NASA-TM-I-3078]	 p0463 N74-31419 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
Longitudinal response of an aircraft due to a 
trailing vortex pair
p0013 A74-1 1343 
Automatic balancing of an aircraft
pO.124 A74-17804 
Longitudinal stability for supersonic transport 
aircraft
p0172 A74-19490 
Effect of transient phenomena on the responses of 
aircraft to gusts and comparison between 
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calculations and experiments
p0223 A7'I-25308 
The effect of velocity-dependent pitching •ouents 
on longitudinal stability --- of STOL and VTOL 
aircraft
p026 1 A74-26047 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0314 A74-30073 
Effect of upper-surface blowing on static 
longitudinal stability of a swept wing 
p0477 174-44419 
Analysis of the longitudinal disturbed motion of a 
surface skimier --- like common aircraft 
(AD-165992]	 p0046 N74-10326 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of STOL aircraft with 
externally-blown jet-augmented flaps 
(NASA-CR-2358J	 p0196 N78-16719 
Influence of pilot and aircraft characteristics on 
structural loads in operational flight 
reco.mendations for ilprovements in flight 
instruments to reduce control problems 
(AGARD-E-608]	 pO23l N74-17728 
Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on the 
lateral and longitudinal-stability 
characteristics of a supersonic transport model 
having a highly-swept arrow wing 
(NASA-TE-X-71936J	 p0295 N74-20652 
Determination of the derivatives of longitudinal 
motion of an aircraft fron flight data by a 
aodel with auto.atic parameter adjustment 
(ESRO-TT-8]	 p0298 N74-20675 
An analysis of the longitudinal dyna.ics of a STOL 
transport in landing approach 
(10-774434]	 -	 pO3O1 N74-20696 
Extraction from flight data of longitudinal 
aerodyna.ic coefficients for F-8 aircraft with 
supercritical wing 
(NASATN-D-7470]	 p0325 N74-21653 
Estimation of longitudinal aerodyna.ic 
coefficients and comparison with wind-tunnel 
values
p0356 N74-25577 
Longitudinal static stability of vehicles with two 
lifting wings
p0405 N76-27473 
Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability and 
conticl characteristics of an aft tail fighter 
configuration with cambered and uncaibered wings 
and uncambered fuselage 
[WASA-TE-X-3078]	 p0463 N74-31419 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an 
externally blown flap powered lift lodel with 
several propulsive systen sinulators 
(EASA-TN-D-7670]	 p0493 N14-34461 
Parameter estimation of powered-lift STOL aircraft 
characteristics including turbulence and ground 
effects 
[NASA-TN-X-62382]	 pO493 E7ll-34866 
LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
NT LORAN 0 
Error model identification and perfor.ance 
predictions for airborne direct ranging Loran 
p0024 A74-12178 
LORAN C 
The loran C procedure
p0268 A74-27095 
The aeronautical aspects of an employment of loran 
C and Omega --- in conjunction with inertial 
navigation
p0268 A74-27097 
Aeronautical aspects of the employment of Omega 
and loran C in general aviation
p0268 A74-27098 
Fully automatic LORAN C for commercial airlines 
p0316 A74-30356 
LORAN D 
Current developaents in Loran-D --- solid state 
helicopter transportable trans.ittiug stations 
p0317 A74-30359 
LOW ALLOT STEELS 
U 81GB STRENGTH STEELS 
LOW ALTITUDE 
Calculation of the aerodyna.ic characteristics of 
a wing syste. moving at subsonic speed near land 
or smooth water surface
p0131 174-18681
LOW ASPECT RATIO 
Use of two-dimensional unsteady flow theory with 
low aspect-ratio blades 
EARL/N/fl-li]	 p0241 N74-17983 
Investigation of the static lift capability of a 
low-aspect-ratio wing operating in a powered 
ground-effect mode 
(NASA-TN-x-3031]	 p0812 N74-28483 
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
A method of calculating the flow around a wing of 
arbitrary planform, positioned on a cylindrical 
body
pO129 A74-18632 
Estimation of the effect of unsteadiness in 
calculating flutter in aircraft with small 
aspect ratio wings in an incompressible flow 
p0389 A74-36646 
Deter.ining the scale of rigidity and esti.ating 
the degree of nonsi.ilarity of elastic models of 
wings with a low aspect ratio
p0390 A74-36805 
LOW COST 
Flight test evaluation of a low cost electrostatic 
autopilot
pO346 A74-34846 
LOW LETEL TURBULENCE 
A simulator of wind gust disturbances
pO213 A74-24028 
LOW NOISE 
Can helicopter rotors be designed for-low noise 
and high performance 
(ABS PREPRINT 8031	 p0388 A74-36617 
LOW PRESSURE 
Recovery characteristics of a single-shielded' 
self-aspirating thermocouple probe at low 
pressure levels and subsonic speeds
p0027 A74-12280 
LOW SPEED	 - 
Low speed turbine gear box
p0291 N74-20418 
Investigations on rolling damping of slender wings 
[NASA-TI-F- 157291	 p0362 N74-26423 
Aerodyna.ic prediction methods for aircraft at low 
speeds with mechanical high lift devices 
p0364 N74-26447 
Low speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/9-scale •odel - 
of a variable-sweep advanced supersonic transport' 
(NASA-TN-X-71960]	 p0365 N74-26457 
LOW SPEED STABILITY 
Reynolds number effects at low speeds on the 
maximum lift of two-dimensional aerofoil. 
sections equipped with mechanical high lift 
devices
p0075 A74-13842 
Some aspects of airfoil stall in low-speed flow 
p02?5 174-27844 
Low speed handling with prototype-Concorde 
p0320 A74-30819 
An improved-performance control systel for 
low-speed flight 
(AIAA PAPER 14-1039] 	 p0455 174-42052 
C-5A/oibiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: 
Piggyback ferry 
(NASA-CR-134184]	 p0189 N74-15717 
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS 
NT. SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
Panel prepared comments for the INS mid-east 
region symposium --- on low speed wind tunnel: 
Costs and V/STOL models
p0204 A74-22473 
Co.ments for panel discussion on full, scale vs 
reduced-scale wind tunnel testing of T/STOL 
aircraft
p0207 A74-22475 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
13.1-percent-thick, high-lift airfoil 
(SAN PAPER 740366]	 ',	 p0345 A74-34800 
nigh lift testing in closed wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-681]	 p03?6 178-35405 
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of stepped-wedge airfoils at low 
speeds 
(AXlE PAPER 74-1015]	 p0454 174-42037 
Nodding a high pressure ratio centrifugal 
compressor using a low speed of sound gas 
[AD-7672411	 p0152 N74-14444 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 EACHIIING 
Low speed wind tunnel flow field results for JT8D 
refan engines on the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CB134630]	 p0353 R74-25537 
Low speed wind tunnel..easurements on a 
two-di.ensional flapped wing model using tunnel 
vail boundary layer Control at the wing-wall 
junctions 
(NLR-TR-70050-U)	 pO488 N74-33440 
The results of a low-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the Ref an JT8D engine 
target thrust reverser on the stability and 
control characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
airplane 
[NASACR134699]	 p0494 N74-34467
LOU T!NPBHTORE 
Fatigue crack growth and residual strength of 
alu.inium alloy sheet at temperatures down to -75C 
in aircraft structures at temperatures down 
to -75C 
(NLR-TR-72096-0]	 p0099 N74-12248
LOU TIIPBHTUBE BIVIBOINEITS 
U.S. Army helicopter icing qualification program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-942]	 p0426 A74-38715 
LOU TRIUST PROPULSION 	 -
NT BAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEBS 
Two surprises for the Hanover exposition: Thrust 
gondola SG 85, Panliner - Porsche of the air 
p0279 A74-28351 
LOU VELOCITY 
U LOU SPEED 
LOU VISIBILIT! 
The application of the vertical gyroscope for the 
artificial horizon --- low visibility air 
navigation
p0004 A74-10825 
Safety during automatic landing with poor visibility 
•	 p0178 A74-20422
LONER ATIOSPHRRR 
The atiosphere and flight vehicle motion control 
Russian book
p0212 A74-23693 
LOWER BODY UEGATIE PRESSURE (LBIP) 
o ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
L01 (OXYGEN) 
0 LIQUID OXYGEN 
LSI. 
U LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
LUBRICANT TESTS 
Foam and aeration characteristics of commercial 
aircraft lubricants 
(ASLE PREPRINT 74AB-1A-1] 	 p0307 A74-28676
Study of the effect of dilution on the lubricity 
of hydrotreated jet engine fuels 
-	 p0336 A74-32600
LUBRICANTS 
NT GAS LUBRICANTS 
NT HIGH TERPERATURE LUBRICANTS 
NT LUBRICATING OILS 
NT SOLID LUBRICANTS 
Aviation fuels and lubricants
p0128 174-18180 
LUBRICATING OILS 
Additives for lubrication oils used with foreign 
gas-turbine aviation engines - Survey of patents 
p0219 174-23518 
Bodified centrifuge technique for hydrolytic 
stability of neopentyl polyol ester lubricants 
p0259 174-25717 
Current state of development of lubricating oils 
for aircraft turbine engines
p0280 174-28434 
Foa. and aeration characteristics of commercial 
aircraft lubricants 
(ASLE PREPBINT-74AE-1A-1]	 p0307 A74-28676
Aviation turbine oils - Research objectives and 
results 
(DFVLR-SONDDE-344] 	 p0481 174-45427 
Evaluation of th& friction power in nonisotheraal 
flovs of lubricants in clearings of aircraft 
ball beariAgs and of their thermal behavior 
p0481 A74-45467 
A unique method for monitoring cabin air pollution 
from engine oil in the EH-57 D aircraft 
(AD-766701)	 p0057 N74-10932 
Trace spectroaetric flame analysis and gas 
chromatographic detectors related to jet engine 
- oil analysis and gas detection	 - 
(10-769298]	 p0192 N74-158.30
Spectroscopic analysis of wear metals based on.the 
examination of oil fro. aircraft engines 
(ESRO-TT-23)	 p0303 N74-21080 
Evaluation of IIL-L-23699 lubrication oil 
performance in the .179 engine 
(AD-776535)	 p0361 N74-26073 
LUBRICATION 
Aviation turbine fuel and its lubricating qualities 
pOO2O A74-11739 
LOBRICITION SYSTEBS 
Gas turbine engine mainshaft roller bearing-system 
analysis 
[ASBE PAPER 73-LUB-J]	 p0030 174-12710 
Implementation of grease lubrication into U.S. 
Ar.y helicopter tail rotor gearbozes - 
Preliminary results
p039 1 A74-36906 
Ricrofog lubricant application system for advanced 
turbine engine components, phase 3 --- wetting 
characteristics and deposit forming tendencies 
of lubricants	 I (NASA-CR121271]	 p0050 N7410730 
Lubricating systems of gas turbine engines 
design of lubricating systems for aircraft gas 
turbine engines 
(10-773493]	 p0288 N74-20161 
LUDEB BANDS 
U PLASTIC DEPORBATION 
LUNINAIRES 
NT AIRPORT LIGHTS 
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS 
LORIRESCENCE 
NT X RAY FLUORESCENCE 
LUNAR OCCULTATION 
NT SOLAR ECLIPSES
PT] 
IL 
I WINGS 
U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
BACH RUBBER 
Sonic boom analysis for high altitude flight at 
high Bach number 
(lIlA PAPER 73-1034]	 p0O26 A74-12224 
A direct method for computing the steady flow at 
Bach number One past a given wing airfoil 
p0118 174-16963 
Problem of adapting an intake to a turbojet engine 
for extremely high flight Bach numbers 
p0122 A74-17272 
Flight evaluation of a Bach 3 cruise longitudinal 
autopilot 
(AIAA PAPER 74-910]	 p0402 A74-37890 
The effect of the Bach number on wave-drag 
optimized fuselages and profiles in the case of 
supersonic flow
p0447 A74-4 1032 
NACH-ZEHNDER INTEBFEROBETERS 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
transonic flow past a half-wing
p0224 A74-25321 
BACHINE LIFE 
U SERVICE LIFE 
BACHINE STORAGE 
U COHPOTER STORAGE DRVICES 
IACHIEE TOOLS 
NT BILLING NACHINES 
Selection of cutting conditions in the machining 
axial-flow compressor blades on an assembled rotor 
p0029 174-12424 
Advanced tooling techniques using a thermoplastic 
compound
p0436 A74-39898 
The impact of conversion to the metric measuresent 
system on aircraft maintenance at base level 
[AD-769186]	 p0191 N74-15733 
RACRINING 
NT BILLING (BACHINING) 
Selection of cutting conditions in the machining 
axial-flow compressor blades on an assembled rotor 
p0029 174-12424 
Influence of the method of hole machining on the 
fatigue strength of aircraft structural materials 
p0270 A74-27343 
Quantitative evaluation of the effect of 
mechanical processing on the effectiveness of 
penetrant inspection
p0378 A74-35669 
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UGIESIUR ALLOYS
	
SUBJECT INDEX 
EAGUESION ALLOTS 
nagne'sia.-yttrium alloys, scale-up and evaluation 
[AD-771039J	 p0242 N74-18183 
NAGIETIC DISES 
A truly airworthy video disc recorder/reproducer 
results in unique capabilities --- for aerial 
reconnaissance and surveillance
p0218 A74-22553 
NAGIETIC FIELDS 
Magneto.eters --- including rubidium, towed, 
quanta., and T-airborne designs 
(JPRS-61636]	 p0302 N74-21022 
MAGNETIC NEASUSEMENT 
Magnetometers --- including rubidium, towed, 
quantum, and T-airborne designs 
[JPRS-61636]	 p0302 N74-21022 
Peculiarities in operation of the orienting system 
for a T-airborne magnetometer
p0302 N714-21026 
MAGNETIC METAI.S 
U METALS 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
NT MAGNETIC SUSPENSION 
NAGMETIC RECORDING 
A truly airworthy video disc recorder/reproducer 
results in unique capabilities --- for aerial 
reconnaissance and surveillance
p0218 A74-22553 
The use of magnetic recording in measurement 
systems for in-flight •easurements
pO2l9 A74-28433 
AGARD flight test instrumentation series. Volume 
5: Magnetic recording of flight test data 
design and performance of airborne tape transports 
(AGARDOGRAPH-160-VOL-5)	 p0254 N74-18833 
MAGNETIC STORAGE 
NT MAGNETIC DISKS 
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION 
Magnetic balance and suspension systems for use 
with wind tunnels
p0025 A74-12204 
MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS 
U MAGNETIC RECORDING 
U TAPE RECORDERS 
MAGNETIC TAPES 
Compact video tape recorders of exceptional 
performance and reliability
p0217 A7'&-22534 
NAGNETOBYDRODYIARIC GENERATORS 
Disk geometry MHD generator for high voltage high 
power aircraft reguireJents 
(AD-775749]	 p0362 N74-26255 
IAGNETOR!DNOUYNAMIC STABILITY 
Instability of rotors in MilD journal bearings 
p0014 A74-11445 
MAGNETOMETERS 
NT VARIOMETERS 
Magnetometers --- including rubidium, towed, 
quantum, and T-airborne designs 
(JPRS-61636)	 p0302 874-21022 
Peculiarities in operation of the orienting system 
for a T-airborne magnetometer
p0302 N74-21026 
Construction of differentiating devices for an 
airborne magnetometer
p0302 N74-21027 
Determining the accuracy in registry by highly 
sensitive airborne magnetometers
p0302 N74-21028 
MA GM B TON EYE! 
U MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT 
MAGNETO VAEIOGEAPRS 
U VANIOMETEES 
MAGNUS EFFECT 
Use of the Magnus effect for large augmentation of 
wing lift on modern aircraft during takeoff and 
landing
p0485 A74-46715 
Magnus characteristics of arbitrary rotating bodies 
(AGARD-AG-171)	 p0139 874-13710 
MAINTAINABILITY 
The main rotor bifilar absorber and its effect on 
helicopter reliability/maintainability 
TSAR PAPER 730894]	 p0019 A74-11595 
Maintainability concepts used in the design and

operation of Douglas commercial jet aircraft 
[SAN PAPER 730881]	 p0019 A74-11603 
Automatic support systems for advanced 
maintainability; International Symposium,
Arlington, Tex., November 5-7, 1973, Record 
p0074 A74-13802 
Avionics design for maintainability - Are we 
gaining or losing 
(SAE PAPER 730882]
	 p0123 A74-17531 
L-1011 upkeep 
(SAE PAPER 730883]
	 p0123 A74-17532 
MAINTENANCE 
NT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE 
Improved methods for construction and •aintenance 
of runway pavement surfaces 
(SAE PAPER 740498]
	 p0350 A74-34986 
An overview of US Army helicopter structures 
reliability and •aintainability 
(AGARD-R-613]	 p0249 N74-18682 
Reference manual on aviation materials 
[AD-783739]	 p0498 N74-34534 
MALFUNCTIONS 
Investigation of the possibility of use of 
vibroacoustical signals for purposes of 
diagnostics in aeronautical engineering 
p0444 N74-29875 
MAMMALS 
NT RODENTS 
NAN MACHINE SYSTEMS 
Evaluation of advanced , air vehicle designs in the 
USAF 
(SAN PAPER 730945]
	 p0016 A74-11558 
A primary radar automatic track extractor --- for 
air defense systems
p0028 A74-12402 
The impact of area navigation on flight control 
systems and displays
p0122 A74-17277 
Innovations in ATC communication systems --- sinCe 
1920's
p0126 A74-17984 
B-i Crew Escape System
pO2li A74-23533 
The expanding liability of air traffic controllers 
p0307 A74-28573 
Computer-aided design; Proceedings of the 
Conference, Eindhoven, Netherlands, October 
16-18, 1972
p0341 A74-33446 
Computer-aided design in aircraft industry 
p0341 A74-33450 
Interactive computer graphics application of the 
hi-cubic parametric surface to engineering 
design problems
p0344 A74-34761 
Development of design criteria for sensor displays 
controls and man machine interfaces for 
fixed and rotary wing aircraft 
[AD-774725]	 P0303 874-21049 
NAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
Man-powered flight - The oscillating wing machine 
p0077 A714-14262 
The technological prospects for oscillating-wing 
propulsion of ultralight gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1028] 	 p0455 A74-42044 
MANAGEMENT 
NT CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
NT CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
NT DATA MANAGEMENT 
NT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
NT INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
NT INVENTOR! CONTROLS 
NT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
NT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 
NT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
NT PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT 
NT PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
NT PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
NT RESEARCH MANAGEMENT 
NT RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
NT SAFET! MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT METHODS 
Improving aircraft productivity - We all have a 
part of the action --- wide body jet production 
management
p0076 A74-13976 
Maplin - Management aspects --- automation and 
passenger service
p0079 A74-14512 
Transport aerospace industry contributions to 
modern problem solutions /W. Rupert Turnbull 
Lecture for 1973/
pOO8S A74-15045 
A-222
SUBJECT ZIDEA	 BARS PROBES 
Data •anagement during the Navy performance test 
and evaluation of the F-14A airplane 
p0347 A74-34857 
F-14, a-6 assembly woes seen easing
p0348 A74-34929 
mANAGEmENT PLANNING 
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING 
NT PROJECT PLANNING 
Cost - The emerging aerospace technology
applications to gas turbine engines (AIAA PAPER 73-13271	 p0013 174-11318 Naplin - management aspects --- automation and 
passenger service
pOO79 A74-14512 
Development of requirements for, and evaluation 
of, manufacturer advanced design aircraft [SAx PAPER 730948]	 p0124 A74-17541 
Helicopter reliability testing (ABS PREPRINT 860]	 p0386 174-36600 
SEDS technical program document, fiscal year 1974. 
Engineering and development programs 
p0113 N74-13682 
Aircraft force projection modeL - Volume 1: Users 
guide to AFPN --- computer proga. to deter.ine 
aircraft inventory and operating require.ents (AD-767946]	 p0145 N74-13751 
General aviation cost i.pact studf. Volume 1: 
Executive summary (AD-771603]	 p0239 N74-17779 
General aviation cost impact study. Volume 2: 
Research methodology (AD-771606]	 p0239 N74-17780 
General aviation cost impact study. Volume 3: 
Planning guide (AD-771759]	 p0239 N74-17781 
Legal and institutional analysis of aircraft and 
airport noise and apportionment of authority 
between Federal, State, and local governments (PB-225149/4GA]	 pO28l N74-19898 
A Dassault Dossier: Aircraft acquisition in France [AD-774598]	 -	 p0299 N74-20681 
NAIBUVERABILITY 
Nonlinear aerodynamics of aircraft in 
high-angle-of-attack maneuvers (AIAA PAPER 74-85]	 p0133 174-18765 
F-15 test progress. I - F-is offers superior 
maneuverability
pO224 A74-24668 
A unique approach to the development of a light 
helicopter automatic flight control system (SAx PAPER 740348] 	 p0308 A74-28728 
Flight testing a highly instrumented sailplane (AIAA PAPER 74-1023] 	 p0454 A74-42042 
Analysis of maneuverability effects on rotor/wing 
design characteristics (AD-776981]	 p0359 N74-25609 
mANEUVERABLE SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPACEPLANES 
T HL-10 REENTRT VEHICLE 
BLUED TEES 
NT AIRCRAFT mANEUVERS 
NT EVASIVE ACTIONS 
NT SIDESLIP 
BAIlED SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPACEPLANES 
NT SPACE SHUTTLES 
BA IPO U BE 
The economic utilisation of resources through 
aviation --- manhours, land and fuel 
p0381 174-36321 
BAIDAL CONTROL 
NT VISUAL CONTROL	 - 
man-powered flight - The oscillating wing machine 
p0071 174- 14262 
Collection of problems on airplane piloting /4th 
revised and enlarged edition/ -- Russian book 
p0170 A74-19372 
Closed loop analysis of manual flare and landing 
aircraft maneuvers simulation (AIAA PAPER 74-834] 	 p0401 A7'4-37833 
Solid state controller three axes controller (NASA-CASE-HSC-12394-1] 	 p0059 N74-10942 
mANUALS 
NT USER mANUALS (CONPUTER PROGRANS) 
Fire and explosion manual for aircraft accident 
investigators (10-771191/401]	 p0250 N74-18694 
Reference manual on aviation •aterials (AD783739]	 p0498 N74-34534
mAIUFACTURIIG 
A simplified approach for estimating manufacturing 
cost at the part level (SAN PAPER 730908]	 p0017 174-11584 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0083 174-14739 
manufacturing exercise involved in the redesign of 
the Hawker Siddeley Trident /tri-jet/ fuselage 
p011S A74-16445 
manufacture and properties of titaniu, and 
titanium alloys emphasizing their use in 
aeronautics. Part 1: Nanufacture and processing 
conference
pOO6Q N74-11336 
manufacture of titanium and titanium alloy 
semifinished products --- with application to 
production of drop-forged aircraft parts 
p0064 174-11338 
Development of manufacturing methods for 
ballistically tolerant fiberglass tubular 
belicranks --- for the CH-47 helicopter (AD-7758l8]	 p0331 174-22701 
RIPPING 
NT ICE RAPPING 
lIT PHOTOBAPPING 
mARINE ENYIRONBEITS 
ACV icing problems --- air cushion vehicles 
p0091 A74-16240 
Nasa remote sensing of sea ice in AIDJEY 
p0063 N74-11223 
RARIIE NAVIGATION 
U SURFACE NAVIGATION 
NARINE PROPULSION 
Some performance characteristi,cs of the Bell 100 
ton surface effect ship --- based on 
cosputerized simulation (AD-765689]	 p0042 N14-10062 
Turning characteristics of the Bell 100 ton 
surface effect ship (AD-767680]	 p0145 N74-13753 
Investigation of the fatigue behavior of large 
propellers --- for aircraft carriers (AD-769466]	 p0194 N74-16603 
mARINE TECHNOLOGY 
Some performance characteristics of the Bell 100 
ton surface effect ship --- based on 
computerized simulation (AD-765689]	 p0042 N74-10062 
Turning characteristics of the Bell 100 ton 
surface effect ship [AD-767680]	 p0145 N74-13753 
ftARITINB SATELLITES 
Navy's Fleet Satellite and GAPFILLER Satellite 
Communications programs
p0268 A74-27137 
BARNEY RESEARCH 
U.S. aerospace industry at the crossroads 
response to European competition
p0020 A74-11610 
Development of requirements for, and evaluation
of, •anufacturer advanced design aircraft (SAN PAPER 730948]	 p0124 A74-17541 
Concorde - Testing the market --- passenger 
utilization prognosis
p0377 A74-35632 
BIBTETING 
The Aeritalia-Lockheed agreement - The package 
also includes the Lancer --- G-222 and P-104 
military aircraft marketing 
•	 p0213 A74-23877 Those Concorde economics again
p0378 174-35668 
flEEING 
markings for propelier conspicuity (AGAED-AR-56]	 p0103 N74-12713 
BARKOV PROCESSES 
Semi-markovian models is problems of designing 
flight-vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0228 A74-24324 
On the application of theory o markov processes 
to the evaluation of state of dynamic systems 
and to control of aircraft oscillations (NASA-TT-F-15817)	 p0472 N74-32441 
BARS PROBES 
Analysis and design of a capsule landing system 
and surface vehicle control system for Bars 
exploration (NASA-CR-l36069]	 p0059 174-11077 
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MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS	 SUBJECT INDEX 
MARTEISITIC STAINLESS STEELS 
Evaluation of AFC 77 martensiti stainless steel 
for airframe structural applications - 
(AD-767597)	 p0110 N74-13263 
MARTIN AIRCRAFT 
liT B-57 AIRCRAFT 
MASS FILTERS 
U FLUID FILTERS 
MASS P1.0W 
Calculation of the characteristics of multistage 
axial turbomachines --- mathematical model for 
te.perature, pressure and flow para•eters 
p0001 A74-10029 
BASS FLOW FACTORS 
Subsonic annular wing theory with application to 
flow about nacelles 
(NASA-TN-D-7630] 	 p0470 N74-32414 
MASS RATIOS 
NT PAYLOAD MASS RATIO 
MASS SPECTROMETERS 
Functional tests of a cryo-cooled mass 
spectrometer ion source in a supersonic wind 
tunnel
p0080 1714-14548 
MASS TRANSFER 
Ablation --- heat and mass transfer in hypersonic 
flight
p0119 A74-17103 
Neat and mass transfer in aircraft propulsion 
[HTS/73/55]	 p0305 1174-21591 
MATERIAL REMOVAL (MACHIRING) 
U MACHINING 
MATERIALS 
Research reports irpa the Institute for Service 
Reliability, issue 6
p0332 N74-23491 
MATERIALS HANDLING 
NT GROUND HANDLING 
The quality of the fuel --- aviation fuel purity 
maintenance during transport and storage 
pOO21 A74-11741 
Refrigerated containerized transport for 'Ju.bo 
jets
p0119 A74-17007 
Air transportation of hazardous materia].s 
p0209 174-226140 
Use of containers and pallets in air cargo transport 
p0270 A74-27295 
High level container --- for aerial resupply of 
military units 
(AD-766306]	 p0054 N74-10899 
Energy trends and their future effects upon 
transportation --- applied to rail, truck, and 
air cargo operations and private energy uses 
(P-5046]	 pOO68 N714-11791 
Failure analysis of helicopter external 
cargo-handling systems 
(AD-767254]	 pO142 11714-13729 
Qualification test methods for helicopter cargo 
handling systems 
(10-7769911	 p0358 N74-25599 
Development of cargo slings with nondestructive 
checkout systems 
(AD-777491)	 p0369 N74-261192 
A method of automatically stabilizing helicopter 
sling loads 
(NASA-TN-D-7593]	 pO'413 1174-28506 
A new aviation for heavy transport 
(NASA-TT--F-15935]	 pO489 N74-33446 
MATERIALS SCIENCE 
Material selection procedures for advanced 
transport aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 7308841	 pOOI9 174-11602 
Materials for the new generation of aircraft 
p0122 174-17374 
MATERIALS TESTS 
Fatigue of supeisonic transport materials using 
simulated flight-by-flight loading
p000 I4 A74-10616 
Ultrasonic inspection of titanium airfra.e 
components
p0116 A74-16479 
Carbon fibres can be cost-competitive - An exa.ple 
p0436 A74-39902 
Effect of frictional heating on brake materials 
p0 4161 A74-44161 
Coiposites - Standards, testing and design; 
Proceedings of the Conference, Teddington, 
Middx., England, April 8, 9, 1974
p0479 174-45039 
Research toward development feasibility of an 
advanced technology V,'STOL propeller system 
development and evaluation of boron-aluminum 
compound for propeller blades
p0290 N74-20414 
Effects of helicopter external loads on sling 
properties --- analysis of environmental factors 
contributing to failure of webbing on slings 
[AD-774267j	 p0300 N74-20690 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and safety. 
Volume 2: Safety, part 1: Key numbers 1 to 524 
(NASA-TM-X-71553-VOL-2-pT-1]	 p0406 N7'4-27492 
Nonscratching windshield wiper blade 
(AD-778759J	 p0416 N74-28532 
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC 
NT ALGORITHMS 
NT LATTICES (MATHEMATICS) 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
Calculation of the characteristics of multistage 
axial turbomachjnes --- mathematical model for 
temperature, pressure and flow parameters 
p0001 174-10029 
Effect of anisotropic turbulence on aerodynamic 
noise --- Lighthill theory mathematical model 
for axisymmetric turbulence
p0004 A74-10798 
Uncertainty in gas turbine measurements --- bias 
and precision error model 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1230]
	 p0009 174-11255 
Modeling of gas turbine combustors
p001 14 A74-11434 
Technology forecasting - Aircraft hazard detection 
pOOlS A74-11499 
Investigation of the characteristics of tubular 
•icrophone vindscreens for in-duct fan sound 
power measurements
pO023 174-12126 
The influence of a high velocity fluid environment 
on the static and dynamic stability of thin 
cylindrical shell structures 
-	 pOO12 A7l4-13321 
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
bodies with relatively large trailing sections 
p0087 174-15575 
A vortex entrainment model applied to slender 
delta wings
p0119 174-17029 
Stratosphere contamination by aircraft and 
mathematical models
p0122 174-17312 
An unsteady wake model for a hingeless rotor 
p0127 174-18140 
Structural analysis of light aircraft using NASTRAN 
(lIlA PAPER 714-257)	 p0130 174-18664 
Jet noise modeling - Experimental study and models 
for the noise and turbulence fields 
(AflA PAPER 714-3]	 p0131 174-18723 
Two numerical methods to solve realistic 
air-to-air combat differential games 
(AIAA PAPER 74-22] 	 p0132 174-18736 
Eeliability and choosing number of prototypes 
in helicopter development program
p0181 A74-20938 
An attempt at describing the steady-state 
performance characteristic of a turbojet engine 
by a formulated relationship
p0184 1714-21784 
Status of testing and modeling techniques for 
V/STOL aircraft; Proceedings of the Mideast 
Region Symposium, Essington, Pa., October 26-28, 
1972
p0205 174-22451 
Prediction of stability and control 
characteristics of rotorcraft
p0205 A714-22452 
An interdisciplinary approach to integrated 
rotor/body mathematical modeling
p0205 A74-22453 
A two-component statistical model for processing 
data from a rarefied-gas experiment
p0204 A74-23572 
Semi-Markovian •odels in problems of designing 
flight-vehicle control systems --- Eussian hook 
p0228 A74-24324 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using hierarchical tate estimation 
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p0260 A74-25759 
Analysis of crack propagation under variable 
a.plitude loading using the Willenborg 
retardation •odel 
(AIAA PAPER 74-369)	 p0265.A74-26677 
Developing large-scale wavelike eddies and the 
near jet noise field
p0267 A74-26948 
A model of convex progra.ming for turbojet main 
parameter selection optimization 
(ASME PAPER 714-GT-79) 	 p0272 A74-27466 
Frankfurts scheduled traffic mathematically 
analyzed
p0275 A74-27776 
Mathematical simulation of a vibrating light 
aircraft piston engine and correlation with 
engine flight test data 
[SAE PAPER 740383] 	 p0310 A74-28748 
Seat transfer modeling for curing process of 
composite rotor blade 
(ASS PREPRINT 852) 	 p0386 A74-36598 
Digital computer techniques for engine/airfra.e 
simulation --- for helicopters 
[ABS PREPRINT 874)	 p0387 A74-36609 
Improved cost effectiveness of helicopters through 
a two-pcint design criterion 
(ASS PEEPRINT 811]	 p0388 A74-36620 
Statistical estimate of the characteristics of a 
proposed aircraft by Monte Carlo method 
p0393 A74-37393 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0393 A74-37483 
Application to rotary wings of a simplified 
aerodynamic lifting surface theory for unsteady 
compressible flow
p0394 A74-37494 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body motion
p0394 A74-37495 
Theory and comparison with tests of two full-scale 
proprotors
p0395 A74-37497 
Comparison of flight data and analysis for 
hingeless rotor regressive inplane mode stability 
p0395 A74-37499 
Identification of structural parameters from 
helicopter dynamic test data
p0396 A74-37505 
Differential-turning tactics --- air-to-air combat 
(AIIA PIPER 74-815]	 p0400 A74-37823 
Digital adaptive model following flight control 
using fighter aircraft mathematical 
model-following algorithm 
(AIAA PAPER 74-886)	 p0402 A74-37868 
Digital explicit model following with unstable 
model dynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-888]	 p0402 A74-37869 
A classical approach to the design of 
model-following control systems --- for fighter 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-913]	 p0402 A74-37893 
Problems of flight in turbulence 
(ICAS PAPER 74-32)	 p0449 A74-41333 
A simple, near-optimal takeoff control policy for 
a heavily loaded helicopter operating from a 
restricted area 
(AIAA PAPER 74-812)	 p0453 A74-41796 
A mathematical model of unsteady aerodynamics and 
radial flow for application to helicopter rotors 
(AD-767240)	 pOlO6 874-12738 
A preliminary sensitivity analysis of the coupled 
diffusion and chemistry model --- effect of SST 
operations on ambient ozone in lower stratosphere 
(NASA-CR-132369]	 p0107 874-12821 
Antenna modeling of the Kc-135 
[AD-769913)	 p0200 874-16960 
Cumulative fatigue damage theory and models 
(AD-774529)	 p0304 874-21569 
On the noise from jets --- mathematical model 
based on modification of Lighthill theory 
p0329 874-22655 
Predicting laternal hover, flying qualities with 
paper pilot --- simulation of pilot performance 
in VTCL aircraft 	 - 
(AD-775704)	 p0353 N74-25543 
Helicopter derivative identification from analytic 
models and flight test data
pO356 874-25579
Para.eter estimation using an a posteriori criterion 
p0357 874-25582 
Rev methods for co.mand and stability augmentation 
via optimal control 
(RE-472]	 p0370 874-27172 
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) 
NT EIGENVAL0ES 
NT EIGENYECTORS 
NT STIFFNESS MATRIX 
Dyna.ic analysis of multi-degree-of- freedo. 
syste.s using phasing •atrices
p0496 874-34493 
U!RIX ANALYSIS 
U MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) 
MATRIX THEORY 
Derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a 
general matrix
p0311 A74-28967 
MAXIMDM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES 
The effect of interfering signals on the 
performance of angle of arrival estimates 
p0174 A74-19908 
Maxi.u. likelihood identification of aircraft 
stability and control derivatives
p0209 A74-23327 
Case studies in Aircraft Parameter Identification 
p0225 A74-24840 
On some problems related to the identification of 
aircraft parameters
p0227 A74-24842 
Estimation of aircraft parameters in nonlinear 
aerodynamic aodels
p0225 A74-24843 
Aircraft performance measurements in nonsteady 
flights
p0225 A74-24856 
Application of nonlinear estimation theory to 
parameter identification of rigid and elastic 
aircraft
p0342 A74-33778 
Flight test applications and analysis of parameter 
identification techniques
p0347 A74-34856 
Estimation of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives of 
a variable geometry fighter aircraft from flight 
data 
(AIAA PAPER 74-790]	 p0399 A74-37810 
Parameter estimation techniques and application in 
aircraft flight testing 
(NASA-TN-D-7647]	 p0355 874-25569 
Estimation of elastic aircraft parameters using 
the maximum likelihood method
p0357 874-25589 
MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
Reachable sets for tracking --- all possible 
aircraft positions
p0321 174-31643 
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT 
External blowing flap technology on the 
USAF/McDonneil. Douglas YC-15 /AMST/ program 
(SIR PAPER 730915)	 p0017 A74-11579 
A study to determine the applicability of noise 
abatement approach procedures to McDonnell 
Douglas Aircraft 
[NASA-cR-114677]	 p0188 874-15714 
MEAN TIME BETNERN FAILURES 
O ITS? 
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION 
NT RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT ACCELEROMETERS 
NT ALTIMETERS 
NT ANEMOMETERS 
NT APPROACH INDICATORS 
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
NT BAROMETERS 
NT CHRONOMETERS 
NT DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
NT ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 
NT ENGINE ANALYZERS 
NT ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS 
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS 
NT FLONMETERS 
NT FUEL GAGES 
NT GEIGER COUNTERS 
NT GYRO HORIZONS 
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UT GTROCQMPASSES 
NT HOT-wIRE ANEMOMETERS 
NT INDICATING INSTRUMENTS 
NT INFRARED DETECTORS 
NT INFRARED INSTRUMENTS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS 
NT LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS 
NT MACH-ZEENDER INTERFEROMETERS 
NT MAGNETOMETERS 
NT MASS SPECTROMETERS 
NT NOISE METERS 
NT OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT PHASE SWITCHING INTEEPEROMETEES 
NT PHOTOMETERS 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
NT POSITION INDICATORS 
NT PYROMETERS 
NT RADIATION DETECTORS 
NT RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT RADIATION PYROMETERS 
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS 
NT REFLECTOMETERS 
NT ERSPIRCEETERS 
NT SPEED INDICATORS 
NT STRAIN GAGES 
NT TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT TENSONETERS 
NT TORQUEMETERS 
MT VARIORETERS 
NT VOLTMETERS 
An oscillatory method for the flight calibration 
of sideslip and incidence sensors
p0077 A74-14263 
Instrumentation for airbreathing propulsion; 
Proceedings of the Symposiu., U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., September 
19-21, 1972
p0277 A74-28283 
Instrumentation for in-flight determination of 
steady-state and dynamic inlet perfor.ance in 
superscnic aircraft
p0277 A74-28286 
Emission measuresents of a .393 turbojet engine 
(kD-766648]
	
p0066 N74-11605 
Study of 'the temperature influence on induced flow 
ef'fects. Pact 1: Test equipment for ground 
et'fect investigations using circular hot air jets 
(IFD-8/71-PT-1]	 p0097 N74-11844 
Three-axis adjustable loading structure 
[NASA-cA5E-FRC-10051-1) 	 p0110 N74-13129 
MECHANICAL DEVICES 
An automated tape layup system /ATLAS/ --- for

coaposite aircraft structures fabrication 
p0379 A74-35838 
MECBAIICAL DRIVES 
lIT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE 
NT PROPELLER DRIVE 
A photo-electric position-following mechanis. 
p0176 A74-20129 
Influence of measure.ent errors on the regression 
relationships of engine characteristics 
pO260 A714-25979 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - The integrated drive 
generator
p0268 174-27013 
Aircraft engine and accessory drives and flange 
standards 
(SAE AIR 1160 A]
	 p0269 174-27257 
Implementation of grease lubrication into U.S. 
Army helicopter tail rotor gearboxes - 
Preliminary results
p0391 A74-36906 
The effect of a program for autoRatic gear ratio 
change system operation and stabilizer 
• deflection on the main aerodyauic parameters 
of the longitudinal controllability of an aircraft 
p0485 174-46709 
Spring overriding aircraft clutch --- for 
multiengine. helicopters 
(AD-166309]	 p0044 N74-10073 
Transmission thermal mapping (CB-47C forward rotor 
transmission) 
(AD-767875]	 p0143 N74-13732 
Mechanical component failure prognosis study 
helicopter gearboxes and transmissions 
(AD-771033]	 p0238 N74-17765 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AH-1G main 
transmission assy, universal
SUBJECT INDEX 
(AD-772983]	 p0250 N74-18695 
CH-54 B main gearbox thermal mapping program 
(10-772664]	 p0253 N74-18712 
Development of thermally stable poly 
(fluoroalkoxyphosphazene) transmission seals for 
the UH-1 helicopter 
(AD-713652]	 p0288 N74-20080 
Low speed turbine gear box
p0291 N74-2041$ 
Transmission thermal mapping (UH-1 main rotor

transmission) --- determination of beat 
generating areas 
(AD-777803]	 p0408 N74-27515 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
p0497 N74-34514 
NECRIJICAL ENGINEERING 
Deutsche Porschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer

Luft- und Raumfahrt, Annual Report 1972 
German book
p0126 A74-17969 
Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical 
Engineering and the National Aeronautical 
Establishment, 1 January - 31 March 1974 
(DME/NAE-1974(1) ]
	 p0332 N74-23483 
MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT 
NT DRAG MEASUREMENT 
NT PLOW MEASUREMENT 
NT FRICTION MEASUREMENT 
NT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
NT STRESS MEASUREMENT 
NT THRUST MEASUREMENT 
NT VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
lIT VIBRATION MEASUREMENT 
NT WIND MEASUREMENT 
MECHANICAL OSCILLATORS 
NT PENDULUMS 
Investigations into the possibilities of applying 
the Aerodyna.ic Paradoxon' principle in fluidic 
devices
p0174 174-19859 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
NT AEROELASTICIT! 
NT AEROTHERMOELASTICITY 
NT COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 
NT CREEP PROPERTIES 
NT CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH 
NT CREEP STRENGTH 
NT DUCTILITY 
NT ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY 
NT FATIGUE LIFE 
NT FIBER STRENGTH 
NT FLEXIBILITY 
NT FRACTURE STRENGTH 
NT HIGH STRENGTH 
NT SHEAR PROPERTIES 
NT SHEAR STRENGTH 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
NT STIFFNESS 
NT STRESS CYCLES - 
NT STRESS RATIO 
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
NT TENSILE STRENGTH 
NT THERMAL RESISTANCE 
NT THERMOELASTICITY 
NT VISCOELASTICITY 
NT YIELD STRENGTH 
Material selection procedures for advanced 
transport aircraft 
(SIR PAPER 730884]
	 p0019 A74-11602 
Flat rolled beta titanium alloys for airframe 
application
p0116 A74-16449 
Applications of the high strength alloy 
Ti-4A1-4Mo-2Sn-0.5Sj in European aircraft projects 
.p0116 1714-16450 
Deep hardenable titanium alloys for large airframe 
elements
p0117 A74-16559 
Status of the latest turbine disk alloys in the 0.5. 
pO125 114-17890 
Beat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 651 A alloy
p0125 A74-17891 
Nitinol. as a fastener material
p0116 A74-20208 
Advances in aerospace materials-processing 
technology
p0218 A74-23255 
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	 BETAL FIBERS 
Recent developments and utilization criteria of 
titanium alloys in the aircraft industry 
p0218 A74-23962 
Heat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 0T651A alloy
p0219 A74-23963 
Properties of high-strength aluminum P/B products 
p0227 A74-24225 
Potential use of work hardening alu.iouii alloy 
I500 sheet in civil aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740398)	 p0310 A74-28757 
The development of thermomechanical processes for 
advanced dispersion strengthened alloys-
p0342 A74-33622 
Betal matrix composite blade fabrication methods 
p0379 A74-35823 
Properties of beryllium reinforced titanium matrix 
composites
p0379 A74-35826 
Resolution of a conflict betwe'bn -weight and 
component resistance in an aircraft
p0398 A74-37652 
Application of carbon fibers to helicopters 
p0436 A74-39910 
Kevlar 49 woven and nonwoven fabric composites 
performance and applications
p0438 A74-40505 
The heat-resistant deformable aluminum alloy D21 
p0439 A74-140767 
Aerospace sandwich materials. I --- technology. 
design and performance review
p0479 A74-44989 
Applications of advanced composites in aircraft 
structures
p0479 A74-45045 
Typical plane strain fracture toughness of 
aircraft materials
p0332 N74-23443 
BECRANICAL EBSOHICE 
U RESONANT VIBRATION 
BECHANICAL SHOCK 
Hydraulic ram shock wave and cavitation effects on 
aircraft fuel cell survivability --- dynamic 
loading of fuel tanks impacted by bullets and 
projectiles 
(AD772744]	 p0254 N74-18719 
INDIA 
NT ELASTIC ERDIA 
BEDICAL SERVICES 
S-61 helicopter as a mobile intensive care unit 
p0456 A14-42922 
BEETINGS 
U CONFERENCES 
BELTIIG 
NT FUSION (BELTING) 
NT VACUUB BELTING 
BEEBBAWE ANALOGY 
o STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
BEBBEANE STRUCTURES 
NT SKIN (STRUCTURAL BEBBER) 
BEBREABE THOR!	 - 
U STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
BE EBB AN ES 
NT SKIN (STRUCTURAL BEBBER) 
BEBIDIONAL FLOW 
Experimental investigations of strongly swept 
turbine cascades with low speed flow 
p0280 A74-28457 
EETAL BOIDIIG 
NT BETAL-BETAL BONDING 
RohrBond --- liquid interface diffusion bonding 
for Ti honeycomb core sandwich
p0083 A74-14741 
Fabrication and repair of titanium engine 
components by velding
p0084 A74-14768 
Composite tomdtal bonding using structural 
theriosetting adhesives
p0085 A74-14186 
Technology of production of.sandvich panels with 
alumina, honeycomb cores
p0178 A74-20523 
Titanium structural brazing 	 - 
p0480 A74-45260 
Bonded composite to metal scarf joint performance 
in an aircraft landing gear drag strut --- for 
Boeing 747 aircraft 
(NASA-T!-X-71995]	 p0467 N74-31504
NETAL COATINGS 
NT ALUBIBUN COATINGS 
Sodium sulphate induced rapid oxidation of a 
chromium-titanium-silicon coating on niobium 
alloy B-66
pools A74-11459 
The use of chromium anodic protection /the OF 4 
pEocess/ for the detection of metallurgical 
anomalies in light alloys
p0227 A74-25351 
Aircraft applications for electroless nickel plate 
(SAE PAPER 740399)	 p0310 A74-28758 
BETAL COBBUSTIOI 
Failure experience with and failure anticipation 
in titanium components 
-	
p0116 A74-16476 
BETAL CONFOUNDS 
Typical plane strain fracture toughness of 
aircraft materials
p0332 N74-23443 
BETAL CORROSION 
U CORROSION 
BETAL CUTTING 
Selection of cutting conditions in the machining 
axial-flow compressor blades on an assembled rotor 
p0029 A74-12424 
Titanium flamecutting reduces airframe costs 
p0118 A74-16760 
BETAL FATIGUE 
A life study of AISI B-SO and Super Nitralloy spur 
gears with and without tip relief 
(ASH PAPER 73-LUB-38] 	 p0027 A74-12352 
Failure experience with and failure anticipation 
in titanium components
p0116 A74-16476 
High cycle fatigue properties of titanium in 
aircraft application
p0116 A74-16513 
Risk analysis - A program management tool --- for 
environmental problems and aircraft metal fatigue 
p0 182 A74-20987 
Crack growth retardation under aircraft spectrum 
loads
pp218 A74-22501 
Study of the speed of fatigue crack propagation in 
the case of light alloys and titanium alloys 
p0228 A74-24297 
Influence of heat on crack propagation and 
residual strengthand its relation to the 
supersonic aircraft fatigue problem
p0229 A74-24423 
Bethods for analyzing fatigue crack growth rate 
behavior associated with flight-by-flight loading 
(AIAA PAPER 74-367)	 p0264 A74-26675 
A unified engineering approach to the prediction 
of multiaxial fatigue fracture of aircraft 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-415]	 P0266 A74-26711 
Fatigue strength of an aluminum alloy in petroleum 
jet fuels at various temperatures
p0268 A74-27078 
Influence of the method of hole machining on the 
fatigue strength of aircraft structural materials 
p0270 A74-27343 
Geometrical study of the conditions of initiation 
of sudden cracks of quasi-brittle type 
p0280 A74-28526 
Beasurement of hot fatigue crack growth rate of 
AU2GN aluminium alloy 
(ONERA. TP NO. 1373]	 P0318 A74-30513 
Effect of prior creep on durability of AK4-1-T1 
alloy
p0383 A74-36510 
Determination of the fatigue life of structural
elements for a biharmonic loading process 
pO393 A74-37385 
New materials and structures --- for aircraft 
(ICAS PAPER 74-21] 	 PO449 A74-41323 
Differentiation of corrosion damage by the 
severity of its effects upon the resistanceto 
fatigue and corrosion-fatigue disintegration of 
aircraft skin elements
p0456 A74-42792 
The prediction of fatigue crack propagation under 
service load-time histories 
(NLR-BP-73016-O]	 p0366 N74-26467 
ABTAL FIBERS 
Advanced composite materials - Solution to 
problems of structure weight reduction 
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METAL PILES 
(ONERA, TP No. 1313]	 p0228 174-24315 
The real and imaginary parts of the complex 
viscoelastic modulus for boron fiber reinforced 
plastics /BPRP/
p0315 174-30095 
METAL PILES 
A f ii. thermocouple with a platinum electrode for 
thermcmetry of gas turbine engine blades 
p0131 174-18686 
METAL FORGING 
O FORGING 
METAL FORMING 
U FORMING TECHNIQUES 
o METAL WORKING 
METAL HARDENING 
U HARDENING (MATERIALS) 
METAL HYDRIDES 
Nondestructive detection of hydrides and 
alpha-case in titanium alloys
p0116 A74-16482 
METAL IONS 
Thick ion-vapor-deposited aluminu, coatings for 
irregularly shaped aircraft and spacecraft parts 
p0260 A74-25813 
METAL JOINTS 
NT SPOT WELDS 
Galvanic corrosion effects associated with 
graphite composites/metal joints 
(LR-26088]	 pO254 N74-18813 
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES 
The state of application of composite materials in 
aeronautics
p0072 174-13364 
Design and fabrication of a mixed composite wing box 
p0083 A74-14749 
Composite to metal bonding using structural 
ther.osetting adhesives
p0085 174-14786 
Titanium - The bridge to composites --- for light 
weight/high performance aircraft
p0116 174-16451 
Structural materials of aeronautics and astronautics 
p0128 174-18190 
Strengths and failure mechanisms of a 
Co-l5Cr-l3TaC directionally solidified eutectic 
alloy
p0337 A74-32812 
Metal matrix composite blade fabrication •ethods 
pO3?9 A74-35823 
Structural fabrication of metal-matrix composites 
p0379 A74-35824 
Properties of beryllium reinforced titanium matrix 
composites
p0379 A74-35826 
Design and fabrication of a boron/aluminum 
composite wing box test specimen 
(10-770203)	 p0197 N74-16741 
METAL PARTICLES 
NT POWDERED ALUMINUM 
Survey of trace metals in distillate fuels 
p0177 174-20217 
Spectroscopic analysis of wear •etals based on the 
examination of oil from aircraft engines 
(ESRO-TT-23]	 p0303 N74-21080 
METAL PLATES 
Advanced Metallic Air Vehicle Structure Program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-336)
	 p0262 A74-26651 
Material selection and evaluation for advanced 
metallic aircraft structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-373]
	 p0265 A74-26680 
Fabrication of boron-hybrid svashplates 
(ABS PREPRINT 850)
	 .	 p0386 A74''36596 
Oil canning of metallic panels in thermal-acoustic 
envircn.ents	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-982)
	 p0428 174-38740 
METAL PONDER 
NT POWDERED ALUMINUM 
METAL SHEETS 
Material thickness control through process 
ref ine.ent 
(AIAA PAPER 74-375]	 p0265 A74-26682 
Potential use of work hardening aluminum alloy 
15090 sheet in civil aircraft 
[SEE PAPER 740398] 	 p0310 A74-28757 
METAL STMXPS 
Flat rolled beta titanium alloys for airframe 
application
p0116 A74-161149
SUBJECT INDEX 
METAL SURFACES	 - 
Quantitative evaluation of the. effect of 
mechanical processing on the effectiveness of 
penetrant inspection
p0378 A74-3569 
METAL WORKING 
NT FORGING 
Deep hardenabje titaniu. afloys for large airfra.e 
elements	 .
p0 117 A74-16 559. 
Advances in aerospace materials-processing 
technology
p0218 A?4-23255 
Material, thickness control through process 
refinement 
(AIAA PAPER 74-375]
	 p0265 A74-26682
METAL-METAL BONDING 
Adhesively bonded laminated metal structure : - 
(SEE PAPER 740259]
	 p0274 A74-27510
METALLOIDS 
NT BORON 
METALLURGY 
Metallurgical analysis of wear particles and 
vearing surfaces 
(AD-778340]	 p0409 N74-27920
METALS 
NT ALUMINUM 
NT ALUMINUM COATINGS 
NT BERYLLIUM 
NT CHROMIUM 
NT LIQUID METALS 
NT METAL COATINGS 
NT METAL FILES 
NT METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES 
NT PONDERED ALUMINUM 
NT SODIUM 
NT TITANIUM	 -	 - 
Hot corrosion of metals, afloys and ceramics 
(AD-769340j .	 p0191 N74-15829
METEORITE COMPRESSION TESTS 
U COMPRESSION TESTS 
U MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
METEOROLOGICAL BALLOONS 
Design considerations for the calculator, altitude 
EL-646 (XE-1/UM) 
(AD-766699]	 p0063 N74-11295 
METEOROLOGICAL FLIGHT 
The Eole balloons and air safety
p0129 A7418596. 
Turbulence studies on a high-altitude sounding 
aircraft
pO392 A74-37234 
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
	 ,- -
NT BAROMETERS 
METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
Dyma.ic test of air data computers with simulated 
flight profiles
p0124 A74-17736 
Automation of measurements and of data processing 
f or experiments in an 11-18 aircraft laboratory 
p0276 A74-27884. 
Sonic boom fro. an
 aircraft flying in a quiet 
atmosphere
pO392A74-37376 
Sensitivity of suboptimal fixed-range flight paths 
aircraft fuel consu.ption dependence on 
atmospheric parameters 
(AIAA PAPER 74-813]
	 pO400-, A74-37822
Thermal parameters as a predictor of precipitation 
type for Kincheloe APR, Michigan 
(AD-754927]	 p0048 N74-10611
Meteorological information for vertical and short 
take-off and land (V/ST0L) operations in 
built-up urban areas: An analysis. 
(FAA-RD-72-135]	 p0056 N74-10920 
An airlines experience on turbulence 
avoidance of atmospheric turbulence through air 
traffic control, meteorological reports, and 
pilot experience
p0233 E74-17727 
Calculation of the geometrical propagation of the 
sonic boom along the flight path on the ground 
under real atmospheric conditions with wind --
examining longitudinal focalization and 
extinction points 
(ISL-37/72)	 p0298 N74-20673 
METEOROLOGICAL RADAR 
Instruments of flight: A guide to the pilot's 
flight panel of a modern airliner --- Book 
A- 228.
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MICROWAVE PREQ031CIES 
p0426 A74-38694 
METIOIOLOGICIL SATELLITES 
NT ROLE SATELLITES 
MNT!OROLOGICII. SERVICES 
Government responsibility for damages in airplane 
crash cases when weather is a factor 
p0126 A74-18098 
EETEOAOLOGXCAL STATIONS 
U WEATHER STATIONS 
AETEOIOL0GT 
NT SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY 
NT NEITHER FORECASTING 
Interest and feasibility study of atmospheric 
turbulence and thermal gradients simulation 
application to air pollution and •eteorology 
p0064 074-11380 
Fifth session of Commission for Aeronautical 
Meteorology --- conference proposals for 
personnel training, ter.inal forecasting, SST 
operations, ad application of satellite data 
(WMO-322]	 p0100 074-12330 
METERS 
U MEASURING INSTOUMENTS 
INTHACITLATI RESINS 
U ACRYLIC RESINS 
METHANE 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere
pOOlS A74-11513 
Hydrogen-methane fuel control systems for turbojet 
engines 
[OASA-CR-121247]	 p0193 074-16493 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere	 - 
(AP-lO]	 p0255 074-19053 
METRIC SYSTEM 
U IPTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS 
INYNOLOGY 
Engine aids and the metrologist syndrome 
overinstrumentation in aircraft engine 
monitoring systems
p0279 A74-28318 
Meteorological characteristics of a measuring 
channel --- fundamental characteristics of 
flight test instrumentation system
p0360 074-25936 
METROPOLITAN AREAS 
U CITIES 
BICHIGAN 
• Thermal parameters as a predictor of precipitation 
type for Kincheloe APB, michigan 
(AD-754927]	 p0048 074-10611 
MICROCIRCUITS 
U MICROELECTRONICS 
MICEOELECT101ICS 
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
Microelectronic phase shifters in I and Q bands 
(BLL-PO-2 988- (9022.81) ]
	
p0192 074-15906 
MIC000INIATURIZATIOJ 
NT LAEGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
MICROPHONES 
Investigation of the characteristics of tubular 
microphone windscreens for in-duct fan sound 
power measurements
p0023 A71$-12126 
-Microphcne requirements for airport noise monitoring 
p0315 A74-30096 
IIC00000T000TERS 
U PHOTOMETERS 
BICROSTEUCTUEE 
The development of thermomechanical processes for 
• advanced dispersion strengthened alloys 
p0342 A74-33622 
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
NT HOEN ANTENNAS 
Roll-plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas 
p0169 A74-19228 
The technology and application of free-space power 
transmission by microwave beam
pOliO A74-19464 
problems of long linear arrays in helicopter blades 
considering beams scanned by rotating blades 
p0468 074-31684 
MICROWAVE CIRCUITS 
A low cost p-i-n diode phase shifter for airborne 
phased-array antennas
p0321 A74-31611 
Evolution and new functions of airborne radars 
p0318 A74-35744
MICROWAVE COUPLING 
NT COUPLING CIRCUITS 
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT 
IT BORN ANTENNAS 
NT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
A first generation of L-Band avionics for AEROSAT 
experimentation and evaluation phase of

aeronuatical satellites	 - 
p0O24 A74-12192 
Western Electronic Show and Convention, San 
Francisco, Calif., September 11-14, 1973, 
Proceedings
p0076 A74-14126 
MLS program - Phase II --- equipment and technique 
selection for Microwave Landing System 
p0076 A74-14132 
Recent development in aircraft safety air traffic 
control and navigation
p0208 A74-22628 
Navigation in the upgraded third generation system 
MIS, uS, VOETAC, area navigation, etc 
p02201 A74-22680 
Objectives for interim military landing systems 
p0220 A74-22689 
FAA progress report on MLS Phase II --- Microwave 
Landing Syste. feasibility
p0220 A74-22690 
The national microwave landing system /815/ 
(SAE PAPER 740345]	 p0307 A74-28726 
Airborne Ka band satellite communications terminal 
development
p0424 174-38560 
Microwave landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.1: 
Technique analysis program	 - 
[FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.1] 	 pOl5O N74-14340 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MIS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.2, 
Book 1: post TACO development plan 
(PAA-RD-73-166-VOL-i.2-BK-1] 	 pOl5O 074-14341 
Microwave Landing System (MIS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.2, 
Book 2: post TACD development plan 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.2-BK-2] 	 p0150 074-14342 
Microwave Landing System (MIS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MiS development program. Part 3.0, Volume 3.1, 
Book 1: Compilation of critical technical area 
reports 
(FAA-BD-73-166-VOL-3. 1-BK-i]	 p0150 074-14343 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS developuent program. Part 3.0, Volume 3.1, 
Book 2: Compilation of critical technical area 
reports 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-3. 1-BK-2]	 p0151 074-14344 
Microwave landing system (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MIS development program. Volume 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation 
(10-773223]	 p0288 R74-20233 
Predictions of interference-reflection zones for 
scanning beam instrument landing systems 
(AD-773822]	 p0289 074-20235 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
(10-776316]	 pO358 074-25601 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
p0412 074-28497 
A STOL terminal area navigation system 
(NASA-TM-I-62348]	 p0444 074-30095 
MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES 
NT SUPERHIGB FREQUENCIES 
MLS program: Phase 2
p0102 074-12631 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development program. part 3.0, Volume 3.2: 
Appendix A: System technique summary. Appendix 
B: Functional requirements summary. Appendix C: 
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Detailed feasibility hardware specifications 
(FAA-M073166V0L3.2)	 p0111 N74-13421 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proçosed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
[PAA-RD-72-150-VOL-1 ] 	 p0165 874-15381 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proEosed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contact definition phase of the 
national ELS development program. Volume 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation 
[FAA-RD-12-150-VOL-3] 	 p0165 N74-15382 
Microwave Lauding System (RLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technical 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program, Volume 3A 
(FAA-RD-72-150-V0L-3A]	 p0165 N74-15383 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 4: 
System considerations 1.1.2 through 1.1.5 
(PAI-RD-72-150-VOL-R]	 p0165 1174-15384 
Microwave Landing System (RLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 5: 
Post TA/CD plans, management performance 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-5]	 p0165 1174-15385 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 6: 
Supporting studies, appendices D through N 
(FAA-RD-150-VOL-6]	 pOl6S N74-15386 
MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS 
The national Microwave Landing System
p0169 A74-19317 
Impact of microwave landing system on safety 
p0219 A74-22639 
ICAO and the future landing system 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
p0311 A74-29252 
New design and operating techniques for improved 
terminal area compatibility 
[SAE PAPER 740454]	 p0349 A74-34982 
Application of modern control theory to the 
analysis of aircraft autoland performance using 
a scanning beam guidance system
p0374 A74-35236 
U.S. Navy VTOL automatic landing system 
develoinent program 
(ANS PREPRINT 823)
	 p0389 A74-36627 
The Hazeltine Doppler microwave landing system - 
Specialized techniques and features 
(AIAA PAPER 74-905]	 p0402 A74-37886 
System design and flight test results of the 
Bendix/Bell MLS category Il/Ill elevation 
approach guidance function 
[AIAA PAPER 74-909]	 p0402 A74-37889 
Microwave landing system requirements for STOL 
operations 
[AIAA PAPER74-997]	 p0430 A74-38751 
Performance bound of an aircraft lateral control 
system using the microwave scanning beam landing 
system
-	 p0433 A74-39485 
Automatisms in supersonic transport
p0433 A7'4-39520 
Preliminary assessment of the microwave landing 
system requirements for SYOL operations 
(NASA-TM-X-62310]	 p0064 N74-11431 
Microwave landing system integration study. 
Volume 1: Summary report 
[AD-775703]	 p0361 N74-26149 
Flight path control equipment for producing curved 
flight path profiles with microwave landing 
systems 
(NASA-TT-P-156083	 p0361 1174-26150 
Microwave landing system integration study. 
Volume 3: Appendices 
[AD-775724]	 pO361 874-26155 
MICROWAVE SCATTERING 
Predictions of interference-reflection zones for 
scanning beam instrument lauding systems 
(AD-773822]	 p0289 N74-20235
Propeller •oduilatjon effects on a scanning bea. 
microwave landing system 
[NASA-TM-I-62368J	 pO468 N74-31617 
MICROWAVE TEUSMISSIOM 
The technology and application of free-space power 
transmission by microwave beam
p0170 A74-19464 
U.S. Navy Fleet Satellite Communications 
(AIAA PAPER 74-458]
	 p0307 A74-28606 
Microwave dielectric waveguide data bus system for 
aircraft interior data transfer
p0424 A74-38564 
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning beam 
microwave landing system 
(NASA-TM-X-62368]	 p0468 N74-31617 
MICROWAVES 
NT MILLIMETER WAVES 
MIDAIR COLLISIONS 
Collision avoidance and the future of air traffic 
control
p0007 A74-11101 
The Eole balloons and air safety
p0129 A74-18596 
The automatic aircraft guidance law for mid-air 
Collision avoidance 
-	 p0183 A74-21340 
Pilot error accidents in airline jet aircraft - 
1958-1970
p0208 A74-22629 
Criticism of FAA handling of collision avoidance 
systems
p0220 A74-22681 
Radar techniques for Air Force applications in 
avoidance of bird-aircraft collisions and 
improvement of flight safety 
(AD-754981]	 p0043 N74-10068 
MIGRATION 
Bird strike and the radar properties of birds 
migration patterns monitoring
p0028 A74-12389 
MILITARY AIR FACILITIES 
Military aircraft noise --- abatement program 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1291]
	 p0032 A74-12941 
Aircraft/ship interface problems - The U.S. Navys 
program	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-305]
	 p0183 A74-21294 
Lateral distribution of aircraft traffic 
application to pavement design criteria for 
aircraft with complex landing gear 
[AD-765435]	 p0045 874-10304 
Pollution in the ground support environment --- at 
Naval air facilities 
(AD-764854]	 p0048 N74-10602 
Thermal warm fog dissipation: Beat requirements 
and projected utilization of a system for Travis 
APR, California 
(AD-766247]	 p0048 1174-10605 
Thermal parameters as a predictor of precipitation 
type for Kincheloe APR, Michigan 
[AD-754927]	 p0048 N74-10611 
Requirements for explosion-proof electrical 
equipment in Air Force hangers 
(AD-767600]	 p0109 1174-12969 
Fungus resistance of polyvinyl acetate latex dust 
control material --- helicopter landing pads 
[AD-767256]	 p0111 N74-13286 
Evaluation of runway skid-resistance 
characteristics at Binot Air Force Base, North 
Dakota 
(AD-773403]	 pO328 1174-21904 
MILITARY AXRCRA!T 
Military aircraft --- structural design with fiber 
reinforced composite materials
p0002 A74-10496 
Evaluation of advanced air vehicle designs in the 
USAP 
[SAE PAPER 730945]	 p0016 A74-11558 
External blowing flap technology on the 
USAF/McDonnell Douglas YC-15 /AMST/ progralu 
(5kB PAPER 730915]	 p0017 A74-11579 
Air Force STOL tactical aircraft investigation - 
Evaluation of externally blown flaps 
(SAE PAPER 730914]	 p0017 A74-11580 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation 
transports configuration sizing and design 
(SAE PAPER 730913]
	 p0017 A74-11581 
ANST - The approach to the STOL transport of the US 
p0021 A74-11776 
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System evaluation as an objective for a research 
institute --- VTOL weapons systems
pOO2l 174-11806 
Cost i.pact of mission requirements on future 
engine design selection 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1186]	 p0031 174-12922 
Propulsion requirements for powered-lift aircraft 
(AIAB PAPER 73-1214]	 p0031 174-12928 
Bilitary aircraft noise --- abatement progra. 
(AIiA PAPER 73-1291]	 p0032 A14-12941 
Co•puter aided test design today --- for avionics 
maintenance onboard aircraft carriers 
p0076 A74-14127 
Remotely piloted vehicles - Necessity, wishful 
thinking, or plaything
p0077 174-14362 
The use of ultra high strength titanium alloys in. 
a V/STOL •ilitary aircraft application - The B. 
S. A. Barrier
p0115 A74-16446 
Boise and emission outlook for military engines 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1156)	 p0120 174-17175
Fixed wing aircraft
p0127 174-18176 
The new Advanced Airborne Co.mand Post 
(AIAA PAPER 14-240]	 p0130 A74-18654
The Alpha Jet programme
p0136 A74-18902 
Conceptual options for future aircraft-ship 
operations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-300]	 p0182 A74-21290 
What we do and what we need --- military airborne 
video tape recorder requirements and applications 
p0216 174-22528 
Commercial quality video recorders for airborne 
ailitary applications
p0217 A74-22530 
Gunship video recording system - First high 
quality battle damage assessment capability 
p0217 174-22531 
Helmets and head protection in USAF ejeótions 
1968- 1972
p0210 174-23528 
An approach to the design of integrated life 
support systems for two new USAF aircraft 
p0211 A74-23532 
Crashworthy Army helicopter crew and troop seating 
systems
p0211 174-23534 
The new constraints on military aircraft --- cost 
and maintainability
p0226 A74-25357 
Why military airplanes cost so much and what can 
be done about it
p0259 174-25671 
Drop testing naval aircraft and the VSD landing 
gear dynamic test facility 
.(AIAA PAPER 74-343] 	 pO263 A74-26658 
Confidence assessment of military airframe cost 	 - 
predictions --- for cost overrun elimination 
p0267 A74-26874 
Flight control system advances for near-future 
military aircraft 
(SIR PAPER 730987]	 p0269 174-27252 
Engine sensory requirements for energy management 
p0278 174-28311 
Critical analyses and laboratory research work at 
the stage of aircraft preliminary design 
(ONERA. TP NO. 1291]	 p0312 1714-29467
Pilot workload-efficiency of military aircraft 
systems with one or two man crew
p0320 A74-30820 
Advanced integrated •odular instru•entation system 
naval aircraft cockpit display
p0377 A14-35560 
Air Force findings and recommendations on- digital 
aircraft avionics
p0423 A74-3853 
Pollution emission analysis of selected Air Force 
aircraft 
(ASEE PAPER 74-ENAS-30]	 p0431 174-39130
Reliability efforts in large European. programs for 
military and commercial aircraft development 
p0483 174-46292 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Ar.y 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
(AD-767028]	 p0057 574-10930
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Performance ground rules and methods. Hook 2: 
Takeoff and landing digital computer program 
(AD-766943]	 p0058 574-10936 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 2: A lifting line analysis method for 
jet-flapped wings 
(AD-766877]	 p0058 574-10937 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Takeoff and landing performance ground rules for 
powered lift STOL transport aircraft 
(10-766640]	 p0058 574-10938 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part 2: Flight control technology: Piloted 
simulation of a medium STOL transport with 
vectored thrust mechanical flaps 
(10-766643]	 p0058 574-10939 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volu•e 6: 
Air cushion landing system study 
(10-766644]	 p0058 N74-10940 
A simulation study of the force mix proble. in 
close air support operations 
(A0766879]	 p0102 574-12699 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Rarine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to July 1973 
(10-767648)	 p0106 574-12736 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2: 
Design compendium 
(AD-767561]	 p0143 574-13733 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 4: 
Wind tunnel data analysis 
(10-767363]	 p0143 N74-13734 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5: 
Flight control technology 
(10-767364]	 p0143 N74-13735 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
Air cushion and ground mobility study 
[AD-767300]	 p0143 514-13736 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army 011-1 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
[10-768307]	 p0144 574-13742 
Aircraft force projection model. Volume 1: Users 
guide to AFPR --- computer program to 4etermine 
aircraft inventory and operating requirements 
(AD-767946]	 p0145 574-13751 
military aircraft and airport noise and 
opportunities for -reduction without inhibition 
of military missions 
(PB-223637/OGA]	 p0145 574-13752 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 1: configuration 
definition. Supplement 1: Aerodynamic trades of 
flap and roll control system 
(AD-767179]	 p0145 574-13754 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 3: Performance methods and 
landing rules 
(10-767180]	 p0146 574-13755 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 5, part 1: Control system 
mechanization trade studies 
[AD-767181]	 -	 p0146 N74-13756 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap, Volume 5, part 3: Stability and 
control derivative accuracy requirements and 
effects of augmentation system design 
[AD-767182]	 p0146 574-13757 
Development of techniques to measure in-flight 
drag of a US Navy fighter airplane and 
correlation of flight measured drag with wind 
tunnel data
p0158 574-14734 
Evaluation of voice recorders for aircraft 
(AD-770517]	 p0200 574-16906 
Forward air controller: Tactical air command 
pilot communication orientation 
(AD-771071]	 p0244 574-18637 
Concept for a multiple personnel airdrop system 
(AD-771945]	 -.	 p0244 N74-18640 
A conceptual definition study for a digital 
avionics information system: Approach 1, volume 1 
applied to military aircraft systems 
(AD-771736]	 p0250 E74-18691 
A conceptual definition study for a digital 
avionics information system: Approach 1, volume 2 
applied to military aircraft systems 
(AD-771755]	 p0250 N74-18692 
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STOL tactical aircraft investigation: Externally 
blown flap. Volume 1: Configuration definition 
(AD-772738]	 p0251 1114-18697 
Control-by-wire actuator model develop.ent for AFCAS 
characteristics of hydraulic control valves 
to control tandem and parallel control syste.s 
[AD-772588]	 pO2S3 N74-18715 
Investigation and analysis of reliability and 
maintainability problems associated with Army 
aircraft engines 
(AD-772950)	 p0256 1174-19411 
Studies of the Army aviation (V/STOL) environment.. 
Report no. 9: Classification and world 
distribution of vegetation relative to V/STOL 
aircraft operations --- effects of environ.ent 
on V/ST-OL aircraft operation 
(10-773734]	 p02844 974-19676 
A design study to standardize collective-stick 
controls in US Army helicopters: A Human 
factors Engineering (HFE) evaluation 
(AD-773688]	 p0286 1114-19689 
Optimu, engines for military V/STOL aircraft 
effect of military operational requirements on 
propulsion system configurations
p0289 1174-20403 
External store effects on the stability of fighter 
and interceptor airplanes --- application to 
ailitary aircraft mission requirements 
(NASA-TM-X-71935]	 p0296 1174-20658 
falconry as a means of reducing bird-aircraft 
strike hazards at Whiteman Air Force Base, 
Missouri 
(AD-774568]	 p0299 1174-20682 
High temperature solid state pressure transducers 
for •ilitary jet engine environments 
[AD-77 44753]	 p0303 1174-21087 
The reduction of airframe costs with particular 
reference to combat aircraft
p0305 1174-21615 
Validation of new gust design procedures for 
military transports 
(10-775385]	 p0324 1174-21641 
Application of interactive graphics to the 
avionics evaluation program 
(AD-775372)	 p0328 1114-21847 
Predicticn of aircraft ground performance by 
evaluation of ground vehicle rut depths 
(AD-775744]	 p0330 1174-22689 
Spectru. of loading of aircraft --- diagrams of 
typical flight-load profiles for tactical and 
transport aircraft
p0332 1114-231114 
Manufacturing methods for self-sealing fuel lines

development of braiding process for 
production of fuel lines for military aircraft 
(10-778083)	 pO4ll 1174-28243 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft 
(AD-778645]	 p0416 1174-28531 
A computer model for economic analysis of army 
aircraft RAE improvement proposals 
[10-778751)	 p0442 1174-29390 
Additional studies, variable camber wing, phase 1 
(AD-779041)	 p0483 1174-29396 
Recent experience from BAC aircraft for NATO 
p0465 1174-31469 
Initial-design optimisation on civil and military 
aircraft
p0465 1174-31477 
Preliminary aircraft design --- procedures for 
determining aircraft configurations for 
accomplishing specific military requirements, 
(AI3ARD-LS-65)	 p0470 1174-32420 
Introduction to preliminary aircraft design 
p0470 1174-32421 
Preliminary design of civil and military aircraft 
at Avions Marcel Dassault-Breguet Aviation 
p0471 N74-32422 
Background information and user guide for 
RIL-S-8369 1 
(AD-780523]	 p0490 1174-33459 
Survey of aircraft subcritical flight flutter 
testing methods 
(NASA-CR-132479]	 p0494 1174-34468 
MILITARY AVIATION 
Objectives for interim military landing systems 
p0220 A74-22689 
The decline in USA? ejection survival rates 
p0214 A74-23556
SUBJECT INDEX 
Recent Air Force electronic systems corrosion 
problems - 
[RACE PAPER 24]
	 p0375 174-35279 
MILITARY BELICOPTERS 
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT C8-47 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER 
NT 8-53 HELICOPTER 
NT 11-56 HELICOPTER 
NT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS 
NT BR-43 HELICOPTER 
NT 011-6 HELICOPTER 
NT S-58 HELICOPTER 
NT 5-61 HELICOPTER 
NY S-67 HELICOPTER 
NT SA-330 HELICOPTER 
NT UH-1 HELICOPTER 
Design competence - The mainspring to cost reduction 
(lIlA PAPER 73-11871
	 p0008 174-11230 
The T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine program 
(SAE PAPER 7309171
	 p0123 1714-17536 
Rotary-wing aircraft
p0127 174-18177 
T700 aims at low combat ajntenance --- turboshaft 
engine for military transports and helicopters 
p0136 174-18998 
Relicopter applications at sea
p0173 174-19690 
Aircraft/ship interface problems - The U.S. Navys 
program 
[AIAA PAPER 74-305]
	 p0183 174-21294 
The concept of the 110-13 --- small twin engined 
helicopter for light tactical support 
p0262 A74-26565 
The design of the 110-13 --- small tactical 
multipurpose twin engined helicopter 
•	
p0262 174-26566 
The develop.ent of the WG-13 --- helicopter 
progra, management, manufacture and flight testing 
p0262 174-26567 
Fluid power and control requirements for the U.S. 
Army heavy lift helicopter 
[SAN PAPER 730988)
	 p0269 A74-27253 
UTTAS flight test - Real-time data analysis 
helicopters in Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft System 
(IRS PREPRINT 864)	 p0386 174-36604 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of damage-tolerant components for the 
UTTAS helicopter --- Utility Tactical Transport 
Aircraft System 
- (ABS PREPRINT 882] 	 p0387 174-36611 
Design to cost -at work for helicopter systems 
Boeing Vertol. programs 
(IRS PREPRINT 810]
	 p0388 A74-36619 
US Armyhelicopter icing tests
p0460 A74-43623 
Response predictions of helicopter landing 	 - 
• platform for the ass RELKNAP (DLG-26) and USS 
GARCIA (DE-10ll0)-Class destroyers 
- (AD-766450]	 p0043 1174-10072 
- Orientation-error accidents in regular Army 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
[AD-767028]	 -	 p0057 1174-10930 
Design, test, and acceptance criteria for Army 
- - helicopter transparent enclosures 
[AD-767242]	 p0107 1174-12739 
OS Army helicopter hydraulic servocylinder 
reliability and maintainability investigation 
[AD-761243]	 p0142 1174-13731 
Methods for'reducing vibrations of equipment 
mounted on helicopter external stores stations 
damping of vertical vibrations of 
wing-mounted stores on AH-1G helicopter 
(10-768774]	 p0162 1174-14771 
In-flight stabilization of externally slung 
helicopter loads - design, development, and 
evaluation of candidate stabilizing systems 
[AD-769063]	 p0162 1174-14774 
MajorItem Special Study (mISS), AH-1G driveshaft 
assembly, main transmission to engine 
(AD-768763]	 -	 -	
- p0163 1174-14780 
US Army helicopter rod end bearing reliability and 
- maintainability investigation 
(10-768843)	 p0190 1174-15724 
HLR Ground Support Equip.ent (GS) preliminary 
investigation 
[AD-7688l42]	 pOl9O 1174-15725 
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Haintainability analysis of major helicopter 
coaponents	 analysis of man-hour Costs for 
maintaining military helicopters 
[AD-769941]	 p0197 074-16740 
Major Item Special Study (MISS) AR-1G driveshaft 
assy, main transmission to engine -- cost 
savings from product improvement in quality and 
design 
(AD770498)	 p0198 074-16746 
Instru.entation specification for climatic 
labotatory tests -" test facilities for 
environmental tests of military helicopters and 
components 
(AD-771053]	 p0237 074-17763 
An overview of US Army helicopter structures 
reliability and maintainability 
(AGARD-R-613)	 p0249 074-18682 
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 1: 
Document deficiency analysis--- deficiencies in 
military specifications and standards for 
helicopter hydraulic systems 
(AD-773022)	 p0252 074-18709 
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 2: 
Supplenental design guide --- design 
requirements related to environmental 
conditions, reliability, and maintainability 
programs 
(AD-773023)	 p0252 074-18710 
Cold-weather flight tests of an 08-58 helicopter 
equipped with an elastomeric-bearing main rotor 
[AD-772935]	 p0253 N74'i8716 
The effects of sand particles on small, intricate 
nechanical components --- analysis of binding 
failures caused by sand particles in helicopter 
circuit breakers 
(AD-772977)	 pO253 074-18718 
Developilent of design, test, and acceptance 
criteria for Army helicopter transparent 
enclosures 
(AD-772936]	 p0284 074-19675 
Effects of helicopter external loads on sling 
properties --- analysis ef envirbñmebtal factors 
contributing to failure of webbing on slings 
(AD-774267)	 pO300 p74-20690 
The bingeless rotor: A concept to increase 
mission effectiveness at reduced costs 
p0305 074-21616 
Ship-helicopter system analysis' 
(AD-774764]	 p0305 074-21629 
Vibration absorbers for rocket launchers mounted 
on helicopters: Analytical analysis and 
implementation techniques 
[AD-774845)	 p0328 074-22558 
Cobra window design analysis and no glare canopy 
design 
(AD-778165]	 pOlIO8 074-27508 
Nonscratching windshield wiper blade 
(AD-778759]	 p0416 074-28532 
Structural dynamic response of AR-ic wing with 
1035 weapon 
(AD-781973]	 p0491 074-33468 
Maneuver criteria evaluation program --- computer 
progran for solving flight path equation of 
motion for helicopter without auxiliary propulsion 
(AD-782209)	 pO491 074-33472 
HILITART OPERATIONS 
NT COMBAT 
A simulation study of the force mix problem in 
close air support operations 	 , 
(AD-766879)	 p0102074-12699 
MILITARY TECBNOLOGY 
Application of military human factors techniques 
to general aviation accident prevention 
p0004 A74-10880 
Computer-aided design and drafting. /CADD/ - in 
advanced designer's tool 
(SAE PAPER 7309314)	 pOOl6 A74-11566 
The S-3A - A new dimension in airborne sea control 
[AIAA PAPER 74-239)	 p0137 A74-19205 
Military airborne video recording: Requirements. 
utilization and techniques; Proceedings of the 
Seminar, Dayton, Ohio, April 3-5, 1973 
p0216 A74-22526 
A small high-perforsance videotape recorder for 
military airborne applications
p0217 A74-22535
Noise silencers at military test stands --- for 
jet engines
p0227 A74-25322 
USAF evaluating helicopter IFR aids
pO319 A74-30749 
Impact of new RIL-F-9490D requirements on future 
flight control developments 
[AIAA PAPER 74-9114]	 p0402 A74-37894 
Procedures for recovering flight vehicles 
un.anned rocket vehicles 
[DGLR PAPER 74-038]	 p0456 A74-42872 
Advancements in the test and evaluation of naval 
weapon systems
p0459 A74-43604 
Transportability --- of military equipnent 
(AD-765456)	 pOO44 074-10229 
High level container --- for aerial resupply of 
military units 
(AD-766306]	 p0054 074-10899 
Comparisons áf Soviet and US technology 
research and development and procurement of 
military equipment 
(AD-771004)	 p0244 074-18627 
MILLIMETER RAVES 
Airborne Ka band satellite communications terminal 
development
p01424 A74-38560 
MILLING (MACHINING) 
Investigation of machining errors caused by 
geometrical inaccuracies of the bench in rotary 
ailling of turbine blade profiles
p0091 A74-16306 
Material thickness control through process 
refinement 
[AIAA PAPER 74-375j	 p0265 A74-26682 
Advanced tooling techniques using a thermoplastic 
compound
p0436 A74-39898 
MILLING MACHINES 
Investigation of machining errors caused by 
geometrical inaccuracies of the bench in rotary 
milling of turbine blade profiles
p0091 A74-16306 
MINER ROLE 
O PALMGREN-MINER RULE 
MINERALS 
NT GRAPHITE 
MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Application and design of relays for commercial 
aircraft --- from DC-3 to DC-b
p0344 A74-34775 
MINICOMPUTERS 
Modularized instrument system for turbojet engine 
test facilities
p0277 A74-28296 
MINIMIZATION 
O OPTIMIZATION 
MINIMUM DRAG 
Minimu. induced drag of wings with given lift and 
root-bending moment
p0259 A74-25747 
Minimum induced drag of non-planar ground effect 
rings with, small tip clearance
p0279 A74-28421 
HiUiaum induced drag of semi-elliptic ground 
effect wing
p0335 A74-32297 
Calculation of the surface of a minimum-drag wing 
with a shock-free leading edge
p0390 A74-36818 
The effect of the Mach number on wave-drag 
optimized fuselages and profiles in the case of 
supersonic flow
p0447 A74-4 1032 
MINOR CIRCLE TURNING FLIGHT 
Optimal trajectories of high thrust aircraft 
pO3114 A74-35234 
MIRRORS 
NT ROTATING MIRRORS 
MISSILE CONFIGURATIONS 
General principles of designing control systems 
analysis of systems for aircraft, missiles, 
and spacecraft configurations 
(NASATT'F-782J	 p0357 074-25594 
MISSILE CONSTRUCTION 
U MISSILE STRUCTURES 
MISSILE CONTROL 
An application of some aspects of optimal control 
for missile autopilot design 
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p0215 A74-23598 
Stability and control characteristics at Mach 
nu.bers from 0.20 to 4.63 of a crucifor. 
air-to-air •issile with triangular canard 
controls and a trapezoidal wing 
(NASA-TM-I-3070J	 p0487 874-33432 
MISSILE DESIGN 
Low cost supersonic expendable turbine engines 
tactical missile applicatiOn8 
(SIR PIPES 730910)	 p0017 174-11583 
Remotely piloted vehicles - Necessity, wishful 
thinking, or plaything
p0077 174-14362 
Comparative study of various flight vehicle 
propulsion systems, using an air-to-air aissile 
as an example 
(DGLR PAPER 73-068]	 p0120 174-17177 
MISSILE DETECTION 
NT RADAR DETECTION 
MISSILE GUIDANCE 
U MISSILE CONTROL 
MISSILE STABILIZATION 
O MISSILE CCNTROL 
o STABILIZATION 
MISSILE STRUCTURES 
Advanced composites --- in aerospace structural 
design	 - 
[AIAA PIPES 74-242]	 p0180 174-20834 
MISSILE TESTS 
Dynamic simulation of CONFLOW - A facility to 
provide hot-gas ground testing of air-breathing 
missiles under simulated flight conditions 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1281]	 pOOh 174-11292 
MISSILES 
NT AIR TO AIR MISSILES 
NT AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES 
Deter.inatiOn of the allowable tolerances for the 
asymmetries of a free rolling vehicle 
[TAE-185]	 p0323 874-21637 
MISSION PLANNING 
Development of paraeetricized computations for 1ST 
Study engines 
(SAB PAPER 730895]	 p0018 174-11594 
MIXING 
NT TURBULENT MIXING 
MIXTURES 
NT AEROSOLS 
NT DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES 
NT DISPERSIONS 
NT EUTECTIC ALLOYS-
NT FOG 
NT METAL MAIRIX COMPOSITES 
MORAL RESPONSE 
The prediction of the variation of modes following 
modification to a structure
p0419 N74-29358 
MODE OF VIBRATION 
U VIBRATION MODE 
MODE SHAPES 
U MODAL RESPONSE 
MODELS 
NT AIRCRAFT MODELS 
NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC MODELS 
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
NT DYNAMIC MODELS 
NT LIGHIHILL GA'S MODEL 
NT MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
NT REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES 
NT SCALE MODELS 
NT SPACECRAFT MODELS 
NT WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
MO DE N S 
Isplenentation considerations with PSK modulation 
variable rate and secure väice modems 
p0424 A74-38558 
MODES 
NT VIBRATION MODE 
MODIFICATION 
U REVISIONS 
MODULATION 
NT AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
NT FREQUENCY MODULATION 
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING 
MQJJULATORS-DEMODULATORS 
MODULES 
NT ELECTRONIC MODULES 
Modular construction - Fully optiaised 
aircraft engines
P0076 A74-13978 
EOHIVZ AIRCRAFT 
U OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
MORE CIRCLES 
U FRACTURE MECHANICS 
MOIRE EFFECTS 
Study of Moire measuring techniques for wind 
tunnel model deformation 
(AD-766892]	 p0063 N74-11298 
MOISTURE 
NT SOIL MOISTURE 
MOISTURE CONTENT 
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURR 
MOLDING MATERIALS 
Ice and landing surface demoulding: Replica 
fabrication 
(FFA-MEMO-90 j	 p0047 N74-1O541 
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS 
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
MOLECULAR FLOW 
NT TRANSITION FLOW 
MOLECULAR SIEVES 
U ABSORBENTS 
MOLECULAR SPECTRA 
NT RAMAN SPECTRA 
MOLIERE FORMULA 
U SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
MOMENTS 
NT BENDING MOMENTS 
NT LOADING MOMENTS 
NT PITCHING MOMENTS 
NT ROLLING MOMERTS 
NT STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
NT- TORQUE 
NT YAWING MOMENTS 
Lift and moment for arbitrary power-law upwash in 
oscillating subsonic unsteady thin-airfoil theory 
p0204 174-23227 
MOMENTUM ENERGY 
U KINETIC ENERGy 
MOMENTUM THEORY 
An unsteady wake model for a hingeless rotor 
p0127 A74-18140 
MONITORS 
Airport noise monitoring Systems --- automatic 
computerized system
p0074 A'14-13800 
Flight study of a vehicle operational status and 
•onitoring system --- applied to systems on 
YF-12 aircraft 
(NASA-TN-D-7546]	 p0141 874-13725 
MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS 
U INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
MONOMERS 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of 
HT-S/PMR-PI composites for application to 
advanced aircraft engines 
High-Tip-Speed/Polymerization of Monomeric 
Reactant
p0228 A74-24868 
MONOPLANES 
NT A-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT A-6 AIRCRAFT 
NT A-i AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-37 AIRCRAFT 
NT B-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT R-57 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 720 AIRRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-47 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
BT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT CANBERRA AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 7 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT 
NT Do-28 AIRCRAFT 
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT 7-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT 7-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
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NT F-89 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT G-222 AIRCRAFT 
NT BFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
NT 11-62 AIRCRAFT 
NT OF-i AIRCRAFT 
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
NT SC-i AIRCRAFT 
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-2. AIRCRAFT 
NT T-28 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-38 AIRCRAFT 
NT TU-13'4 AIRCRAFT 
NT V.3-101 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT XC-142 AIRCRAFT 
BD-5 flight test program report
p0172 A74-19500 
MSD Monoplane - A testbed for ultralight vehicle 
development 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1033)	 p0455 A74-42047 
MONOPOLE AITENNAS 
Roll-plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas 
p0169 A74-19228 
A study of KC-135 aircraft antenna patterns 
(NASA-CR-138585]	 p0369 N74-26663 
RONOPULSE RADAR 
The effects of interference on monopulse performance 
Characteristics of air traffic control radar 
beacons 
(AD-169336]	 p0192 N74-15876 
MONTE CARLO METHOD 
Statistical estimate of the characteristics of a 
proposedaircraft by Monte Carlo method 
p0393 A74-37393 
Estimation of an aeronautical equipment mission 
reliability 
(AD-766886]	 p0058 N78-10935 
Application of Monte Carlo methods to estimation 
of collision risks associated with ATC 
separation standards 
[RAE-TR-73104]	 p0256 N74-19283 
MOPS (PROPULSIOM S!STBMS) 
U NAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
MOTION EQUATIONS 
U EQUATIONS OF NOTION 
NOTION SIMULATORS 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body RotiOn
p0496 N74-38503 
NOTION STABILITY 
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT FLARE STABILITY 
NT FLOW STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT BOVERING STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY 
Ni MAGNETOHYDRODYNANIC STAILITT 
NT ROTARY STABILITY 
Investigation of the motion of a controlled body 
in a resisting medium under transient conditions 
p0220 A74-23O76 
The scisscrs rotor --- for helicopters 
(ABS PEEPRINT 812]
	
pO388 A74-36621 
A linearized theory for the unsteady motions of a 
wing in curved flii! t 
(AD-769671)	 pOl8l N74-15705 
Notion of an a' c,il with variable distance from a 
Larrier
p0405 N78-27472 
MOTORS 
NT TORQUE MOTORS 
MOUNTAINS 
NT SIERRA NEVADA MOUNTAINS (CA) 
Turbulence near the tropopause in the presence of 
.ountain waves 
( AD-7665771	 p0063 R74-11274 
MOUNTING	 - 
The .odel •ount jng arrangements in the high speed 
wind-tunnel testing
p0478 A74-44635
MOUNTS 
U SUPPORTS 
MOVING TARGET INDICATORS 
New concepts in ANTI radar - Mulling effects of 
Doppler filter/.ulti-element horn array 
p0121 A74-17252 
Recent advances in air traffic control radars 
p0169 A74-19315 
MECA AIRCRAFT 
MRCA prepares for flight test --- Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft
p0261 A74-26416 
MRCA nay-attack system -- Multi-Bole Combat 
Aircraft
p0262 A74-26417 
MRCA systels and related equipment - RB 199 
powerplant
p0336 A74-32631 
MECA systems and related equipment - The MRCA 
cockpit
p0336 A74-32632 
MRCA systems and related equipment - Hydraulic 
system and flying controls
p0336 A714-32633 
MRCA systems and related equipment - Air 
Conditioning
p0336 A74-32634 
MRCA systems and related equipment - Landing gear 
p0337 A74-3263 
MRCA systems and related equipment - MRCA avionics 
p0337 A7'4-3263 
MTBP 
Reliability demonstration testing using 
failure-free trials
p0181 A714-20950 
Improving Mean-Time-Between-Maintenance-Actions - 
A recámnended system approach --- for avionics 
p0424 A74-38555 
MTI RADAR 
U MOVING TARGET INDICATORS 
NUPFLRRS 
Simulation studies of an airport noise silencer 
p0188 A74-21641 
Comparison of acoustic performance of five muffler 
configurations on a small helicopter 
acoustic properties of modified helicopter 
exhaust system 
(NASA-TN-D-7495)	 p0325 N74-21652 
MULTICRANMEL COMMONICATIOI 
Access control techpiqnes for satellite mobile 
communications systems 
(AIAA PAPER 74-441) 	 p0215 A74-27811 
Multiple channel same frequency repeater flight test 
for intra-aircraft voice communications 
p0424 A74-38556 
MUI.TILATER STRUCTURES 
U LAMINATES 
MULTILOOP SYSTEMS 
U CASCADE CONTROL 
MULTIPHASE FLOW 
NT TWO PHASE FLOW 
MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION 
U MULTIPLEXING 
NLTIPLEXERS 
U MULTIPLEXING 
MULTIPLEXING 
NT FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
Satellite co.munications systems --- multiplexing 
for communication lines, equipment of earth 
stations, and onboard receiver transmitter and 
antennas 
(JPRS-54505]	 p0084 N74-10153 
Predictions of interference-reflection zones for 
scanning beam instrument landing systems 
(AD-773822]	 p0289 N74-20235 
N ULTISPECTRIL PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY 
Radar backscattering as a means for measuring 
ocean surface parameters using $193 altimetry 
and 51908 photography 
(E74-10092]	 p0063 N74-11202 
MULTISTAGE COMPRESSORS 
U TURBOCOMPRESSORS 
MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
NT DISCRETE FUNCTIONS 
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
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1-156 AIRCRAFT 
U P-5 AIRCRAFT 
ILCELLES 
A positive approach to the problems of aircraft 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1157]	 p0026 A74-12227 
Airplane nacefle composite structure technology 
p0185 A74-22102 
Aerodyna.ic/strnctural interactions in the design 
of the Concorde nacelle
p0226 A74-25364 
Calculation proceduresf or potentialand viscous 
flow solutions for engine inlets 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-3]	 p0271 A74-27411
FAA aircraft-retrofit feasibility prograw --- for 
jet noise reduction 
(SAE PAPER 740489] 	 p0350 A74-34992
Reduction of JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
ref anning 
(SAN PAPER 740490] 	 p0352 A74-35009
Development of noise-reduction concepts for the 
707 airplane
pO396 A74-37533 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
objectives and scope
pO396 A74-37535 
YC-14 engine installation features 
(AIAA PAPER 74-972] 	 p0428 A74-38737 
The results of a high-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D	 -
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727 airplane 
(NASA-CE-134545]	 p0196 N74-16726 
Cruise drag results from high speed wind tunnel 
tests of NASA Ref an JT8D engine nacelles on the 
Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR-134546]	 p0247 N714-18673
The 727 airplane side inlet low-speed performance 
confirmation aodel test for refanned JT8D engines 
(EASA-CR-134609]	 p0296 N74-20661 
The 727/JT8D ref an side nacelle airloads 
(EASA-CR-134547]	 p0363 E74-26436
The 727 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 3: 
Upper goal flight testing and program summary 
(AD-768850]	 p0471 N74-32429
FAA .JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility 
program. Volume I-i: Lower goal design, 
fabrication and ground testing 
(AD-775453]	 p0471 N74-32430
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 1: Lower 
goal noise, perfor.ance and cost evaluation 
(AD-776127]	 - -	 p0472 N14-32437
The feasibility of detecting a burner-can 
burn-through by means of CO, CO2, pressure, and 
- air temperature levels in a jet engine nacelle 
(AD-775304]	 p0475 N74-33225 
NASA PROGRAMS 
NT EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM 
NT GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM 
NT QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM 
NT TACT PROGRAM 
NT TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
Putting all our noise technology to work --- NASA 
Quiet Engine Progra.	 -
'poll9 A74-17049 
Military and aerospace --- cost effective 
technology utilization for ATC, NASA programs 
and defense projects
p0126 A74-18050 
Adaptive systems research in the NASA
p0175 A74-20095 
NASA general aviation research overview 
(SEE PAPER 740352] 	 p0308 174-28732
NASA, Langley Impact Dynamics Facility 
(SEE PAPER 740374] 	 p0309 A74-28743
ELSA flight research on aircraft wake vortices and 
minimization concepts 
(AIAA PAPER 74-953] 	 pO427 A74-38721
Review of NASA supercritical airfoils 
(ICAS' PAPER 74-10]	 p0448 A7441312
NASA Flight Research Center scale F-is remotely 
piloted research vehicle program
p04S9 a74-43603 
The Rational Aeronautics and Space Ad.inistration 
interdisciplinary studies in space technology at 
- the University- of Kansas
(NASA-CR-140623]	 p0501 N74-35250 
NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
	 - 
	
Universal air-ground data link syste. --- for - 	 - 
automated ATC communications 	 -
p0215 A74-23830 
NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
U RESONANT FREQUENCIES 
NATURAL GAS	 - 
Thermodyna.ic and transport properties of air and 
its products of combustion with ASTMA-11 fuel 
and natural gas at 20, 30, and 40 atmospheres 
(NASA-TN-D-7488]	 pO101 N74-12575 
REVISE-STOKES EQUATION 
Asy.ptotic behavior of the solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations near fins
p0088 A74-15779 
Analysis of three-dimensional unsteady flow around 
oscillating wings
	 -	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 14-184]
	 p0135 174-18838 
UVIGATIOI 
NT AIR NAVIGATION 
NT ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION 
NT AREA NAVIGATION 
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION 
ET HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION 
NT INERTIAL NAVIGATION 
NT LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
NT LORAN 0 
NT OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
NT RADAR NAVIGATION 
ET RADIO NAVIGATION 
NT SURFACE NAVIGATION 
NT TACAN 
NT VHF OMNIEAEGE NAVIGATION 
NAVIGATION AIDS 
NT AIRPORT BEACONS 
NT GYROCOMPASSES	 -
NT NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS 
NT RADAR BEACONS 
NT RADIO BEACONS 
The application of the vertical gyroscope for the 
artificial horizon --- low visibility air 
navigation	 -
p0004 A74-10825 
Parameters of RP flight navigation aids and their 
•easure.ent --- Russian book
p0169 174-19371 
Collection of problems on airplane piloting /4th 
revised and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book 
p0170 '174-19372 
Simplified navigation for unmanned aircraft 
poll5 A74-20098 
The loran C procedure	 - -	 - 
p0268 174-27095 
Automated piloting of heavy aircraft — Russian 
book
p0276 A74-28015 
Simulation and flight evaluation of a heads-up 
display for general aviation 
(SAE PAPER 740341]	 p0308 A74-28727 
Are existing navaids adequate for co..ercial STOL 
operations in coming SYOL environments 
suggested improvements for existing systems 
p0346 174-34847 
New radars for ATC
p0482 A74-45545 
Visual landings in regional and local airports 
(NASA-TT--F-15177]	 p0060 N74-11093 
Aircraft inertial system testing and evaluation in 
the United Kingdom	 - 
pOlSl N74-14352 
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS 
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS	 - 
NT GYRO HORIZONS 	 - 
NT GYROCOMPASSES	 -	 - - 
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS 	 -	 - 
Integrated navigation in the air and on the sea 
auto.atic systeEs	 - 
p0029 A74-12449 
Reliability of aircraft navigation computers 
Russian book
p018O A74-20905 
Aeronautical aspects of the e•ployment of Omega 
and loran C in general aviation
p0268 174-27098 
NAVIGATION SATELLITES 	 -
The advanced OPLE for search and rescue -- OMEGA 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Position Location Experiment for global. 
applications
pO221 A74-23787 
Aerosat and Rarsat: Satellites for mobile services 
p0059 174-11018 
NAVY 
Conceptual options for future aircraft-ship 
operaticns 
(AIAA PAPER 74-300]	 p0182 A74-21290 
Aircraft/ship interface problems - The U.S. Navy's 
program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-305]	 p0183 A74-21294 
Advancements in the test and evaluation of naval 
weapon systems
p0459 A74-43604 
NC-130 AIRCRAFT 
U C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NEAR INFRARED RADIATION 
Ultraviolet and near-infrared spectral. analysis of 
a burner-can burn-through fla.e 
(PAA-R1-73-86]	 p0053 174-10866 
NEIl RAKES 
Instantaneous velocity measurements in the near 
vake of a helicopter rotor
p0425 A74-38633 
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics and the near vortex wake 
(ICAs PAPER 74-27]
	 p0449 174-41329 
NETHERLANDS 
Stichting Rational Aerospace Laboratory, review 
for the year 1972
p0053 N74-10891 
NEUTEON SPECTEA 
Beasured and calculated neutron spectra and dose 
equivalent rates at high altitudes; relevance to 
SST operations and space research 
(NASA-TN-D-7715]	 p0500 N74-35219 
NEVADA 
Terrain properties and topography from Skylab 
altimetry --- Oregon, Utah. Texas, and Revada 
(E14-10043]	 p0062 174-11164 
IERTON-RAPHSON BETBOD 
Results of a feasibility study using the 
Newton-Raphson digital computer program to 
identify lifting body derivatives froa flight data 
(NASA-TB-X-56017]	 p0094 114-11814 
NICKEL ALLOTS 
NT. NITINOL ALLOTS 
A life study of 1151 B-SO and Super Nitralloy spur 
gears with and without tip relief 
[ASE PAPER 73-LUB-38)	 p0027 A74-12352 
Application of powder metallurgy in gas turbine 
- aircraft engines
p0084 A74-1'&765 
Evolution of applications of precision casting in 
turbo jets
p0 125 174-17892 
The development of thermomechanical processes for 
advanced dispersion strengthened alloys 
p0342 A74-33622 
Forgings for jet engines - Bore quality at less cost 
p0348 A74-34874 
NICKEL CADRIUN BATTRRIRS 
Nickel cadmium aircraft battery run-a-way 
p0337 A74-32671 
NICKEL PLATE 
Aircraft applications for electroless nickel plate 
(SAE PAPER 740399] 	 p0310 A74-28758 
NICKEL STEELS 
Evaluation of damage tolerance in aircraft 
structures	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-347]	 p0263 A74-26661 
NIBONIC ALLOYS 
Life enhancement of turbine blades
p0436 A74-39971 
NIEPEE (ENGINE) 
U HTDRAZINE ENGINES 
110510! ALLOTS 
Sodiu. sulphate induced rapid oxidation of a 
chro•ium-titanium-silicon coating on niobium 
alloy E-66
p0015 174-11459 
NITINOL ALLOYS 
Nitinol as a fastener material
pO176 A74-20208 
NITRIC OXIDE 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere
p0015 174-11513
Not!!- GEN!IAT01S 
The effects of water, pressure, and equivalence 
ratio on nitric oxide production in gas turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 73-NA/GT-1]
	 p0071 A74-13292 
An instrument for nitric oxide measurements in the 
stratosphere
p0341 174-33428 
NO and 03 measurements in the lower stratosphere 
from a 0-2 aircraft
p0373 A74-35121 
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions from 
gas turbine combustors
p0149 174-14291 
A preliminary study on the influence of fuel 
staging on nitric oxide-emissions from gas 
turbine combustors
p0150 174-14301 
The effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine coabustor burning 
ASTB Jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TH-I-2958]	 p0153 N74-14650 
NXTRIDES 
NT SILICON NITEIDES 
NITROGEN 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere
pOOlS 174-11513 
NITROGEN CORPOUNDS 
NT NITRIC OXIDE 
NT NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
NT NITROGEN OXIDES 
NT POLYIMIDES 
NT SILICON NITRIDES 
NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere
p0015 A74-11513 
NITROGEN OXIDES 
NT NITRIC OXIDE 
NT NITROGEN DIOXIDE
	 -	 - 
Prediction of aircraft gas turbine NO/x/ emission 
dependence on engine operating parameters and 
ambient conditions 
[AIAX PAPER 73-1275]
	 p0010 A74-11287 
Conversion of fuel nitrogen to NOx in a compact 
coabustor 
(ASNE PAPER 73-VA/GT-2] 	 p0071 A74-13293 
The jet engine design that can drastically reduce 
oxides of nitrogen 
[AIAA PAPER 74-160]
	 p0133 A74-18797 
Dosage of minority stratospheric constituents, of 
the order of 1 ppb, by absorption spectrometry 
p0340 A74-33313 
Reduction of NO formations by premixing 
p0148 N74-14272 
Effect of increased fuel temperature on emissions 
of oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine 
coabustor burning ASTN jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TB-X-2931J 	 p0166 N74-15659 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere 
[AP-lO]	 p0255 174-19053 
NODES (STANDING RAVES) 
Bodalization applied to helicopters --- vibration 
isolation 
(SAE PAPER 730893] 	 p0019 A74-11596 
NOISE (SOUND) 
NT AERODYNANIC NOISE 
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT ENGINE NOISE 
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT SONIC BOONS 
Transportation noise - Its measurement and 
evaluation
p0008 A14-11198 
Determination of the effects of mass and stiffness 
on the vibration response of ribbed panels 
subjected to random acoustic noise 
(AD-774436]	 p0304 N74-21568 
Parameter estimation using an a posteriori criterion 
p0357 174-25582 
NOISE ATTENUATION 
U NOISE REDUCTION 
NOISE RLININATION 
U NOISE REDUCTION 
NOISE GENERATORS 
Flow noise spectra from cylinders and aerofoils 
p0023 A74-12127 
Introduction to aerodynamic noise theory 
pO025 A74-12207 
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lOIS! BuIlDS 
Fluctuating forces appropriate for the calculation 
of discrete frequency noise generation in 
subsonic turbo.achineS
p02044 174-23108 
Jet noise suppression --- for quiet aircraft design 
(SIR PAPER 7404192] 	 p0350 174-34991 
Discrete tones of isolated airfoils
p0391 174-37053 
Theoretical studies of tone noise fro. a fan rotor 
(NASA-CR-2354]	 p0051 074-10735 
The unsteady circulation distribution in rotors 
and its application to noise studies 
p0152 074-14437 
A prediction •odel for wake related sound 
generation by single airfoils and subsonic rotors 
p0187 074-15700 
NOISE HAZARDS 
U HAZARDS 
U NOISE (SOUND) 
IOISE INTENSITY 
It's quiet in front --- community reaction to 
aircraft noise 
(1111 PAPER 73-11591 	 p0003 174-10510 
Statistical analysis of aircraft noise levels 
p0173 174-19638 
Exhaust noise field generated in the JT8D core 
engine - noise floor presented by the internal 
noise sources
p0221 1714-23105 
Experimental study of the aerodynamic noise of 
airfoils
p0224 174-25327 
considerations regarding the regulation of 
aircraft noise
p0226 174-25358 
Comments concerning noise indices /results of the 
study of aircraft noise in Runich conducted by 
the German Research coamunity are taken into 
acconnt/ 
(DGLR PAPER 74-014]	 p0271 174-27367 
Evaluation of aircraft internal noise --- from 
aerodynamic sources, jet exhaust and internal 
equipment 
(SIR PAPER 740360]	 pO3O9 174-28737 
A method for studying near- and far-field noise 
characteristics of impinging jets 
(1111 PAPER 74-569] 	 P0339 174-33153 
Reply to criticisms by V. B. Callaway of papers 
001 and Roll at the 86th Reeting of the ISA 
aircraft cabin noise level
p0391 174-37061 
Jet engine noise testing
p0434 174-39739 
Helicopter noise - Can it be adequately rated 
inadequacy of existing measurement techniques 
p0438 174-40092 
Objective determination of the noise level in 
Doppler spectra 
[18-32]	 p0044 074-10155 
Aircraft noise reduction technology --- to show 
impact on individuals and communities, component 
noise sources, and operational procedures to 
reduce impact 
(NASA-TR-X-68241]	 p0055 074-10917 
Results of the flight noise measurement program 
using a standard and modified SH-3A helicopter 
(NASA-TN-D-7330]	 p0096 N74-11836 
Helicopter noise -- in relation to increased 
horsepower 
( yOA-3-C-3685-E4]	 p0105 074-12722 
The effect of helicopter noise on communication 
and hearing 
(AD-767222]	 p0112 0711-13450 
The spectrum of turbomachine rotor noise caused by 
inlet guide vane wakes and atmospheric turbulence 
p0151 074-14379 
Reduction of aircraft noise in the vicinity of 
airports 
(NASA-TT-P-15237]	 p0189 074-15718 
Concerning the performance data of a reverberation 
chasber --- test facility for deter.ining 
physiological effects of aircraft noise 
[NASA-TT-F-15371]	 p0240 0744-17958 
Legal and institutional analysis of aircraft and 
airport noise and apportionment of authority 
between Federal, State, and local governments 
(PB'-25i49/4GA]	 p0287 014-19898 
The noise environment of a school classroom due to 
the operation of utility helicopters
SUBJECT INDEX 
acoustic measurements of helicopter noise during 
flight over building 
(NASA-TN-X-71957]	 pO296 074-20659 
Effect of advanced aircraft noise reduction 
technology on the 1990 projected noise 
environment around Patrick Henry Airport 
development of noise exposure forecast contours 
for projected traffic volume and aircraft types 
(NASA-TR-X-71953]	 p0296 0714-20660 
The effect of engine component noise on V/STOL 
aircraft noise contours 
(NISA-CH-114687]	 p0297 074-20667 
Civil helicopter noise assess.ent study 
Boeing- Vertol model 347 --- recommendations for 
reduction of helicopter noise levels 
(NASA-CH-132420]	 p0354 N74-25563 
Community acceptance of helicopter noise: 
Criteria and application 
(NASA-CR-132430]	 p0355 074-25567 
NOISE NEASURENENT 
Noise measure.ents of the jet and piston engines 
on the Lala-1 experimental airplane
p0270 174-27296 
NOISE ORTERS 
Airport noise monitoring systems --- automatic 
computerized system
p0074 174-13800 
NOISE POLLUTION 
Transportation noise - It's measurement and 
evaluation
p0008 174-11198 
Noise burden factor - New way of rating airport 
noise
p0118 174-16898 
Rodel. study of the propagation of sound from 
V/STOL aircraft into urban environs
p03 15 174-30093 
Nicrophone requirements for airport noise monitoring 
p0315 174-30096 
The effects of aircraft noise in schools around 
London Airport
p0336 A74-32591 
Reply to criticisms by V. E. callaway of papers 
001 and 0011 at the 86th Reeting of the ASA 
aircraft cabin noise level
p0391 A74-37061 
The noise environment of a school classroom due to 
the operation of utility helicopters 
p0397 174-37541 
Aircraft community noise research and development 
- A historical overview -
p0397 174-37545 
Niitary aircraft and airport noise and 
opportunities for reduction without inhibition 
of military missions 
(PB-223637/OGA]	 p0145 074-13752 
Legal and institutional analysis of aircraft and 
airport noise and apportionoent of authority 
between Federal, State, and local governments 
(P8-225149/4GA]	 p0287 074-19898 
Effect of advanced aircraft noise reduction 
technology on the 1990 projected noise 
environment around Patrick Henry Airport 
development of noise exposure forecast contours 
for projected traffic volume and aircraft types 
[NASA-T0171953]	 p0296 074-20660 
Effects of a traffic noise background os 
judgements of aircraft noise 
(NASA-TN-X-71938]	 p0304 074-21308 
NOISE PROPAGITION 
Transmission of sound through a two-dimensional 
shielding jet 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1002]	 p0026 174-12221 
Application of finite difference techniques to 
noise propagation in jet engine ducts 
(AS1IE PAPER 73-WA/GT-10]	 p0072 174-13301 
Noise - The social impact --- airport operations 
p0080 174-14514 
Noise from nonuniform turbulent flows 
[AIAI PIPER 74-2]	 P0131 A74-18722 
Progress in core engine and turbine noise technology 
(AIAA PAPER 74-948]	 p0426 174-38719 
Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel 
combustion systems 
(AD-767337]	 p0152 074-14445 
Noise mechanisms --- AGARD conference on 
propagation and reduction of jet noise 
(AGAHD-cP-131]	 pO329 074-22640 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Current structural vibration probl.ems associated 
with noise
p0330 R74-22668 
Investigation of the large scale coherent 
structure in a jet and its relevance to jet noise 
(NASACR-138908]	 p0407 N7g-27505 
NOISE REDUCTIOI 
Air transportation noise technology overviev 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1152]	 p0003 A74-10506 
Designing sall gas turbine engines for low noise 
and clean exhaust 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1154]
	 p0003 A74-10507 
Designing for noise and emission control in 
general aviation 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1158]
	 p0003 A74-10509 
Noise, an urgent proble. with a slow solution 
aircraft noise teducion in airport vicinity 
p0005 A74-11001 
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by 
comparison of single- and multitube suppressor 
nOZzle data 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1001)
	 p0006 A74-11050 
Progress in Prance in the last ten years in the 
field of helicopters - Prospects fr the ten 
years to come
p0007 A74-11097 
Aircraft noise reduction - Alternatives versus cost 
p0008 A74-11199 
The effect of noise constraints on engine cycle 
optimization for long-haul transports 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1292)
	 p0011 A74-11298 
AST - A fifth engine for environmental consideration 
[SAE PAPER 730899]
	 pOOl8 A74-11590 
Propulsion technology advances needed for a quiet 
supersonic transport 
(SAE PAPER 730898]
	 p0018 A7'4-11591 
Jet noise suppression systems for high-speed 
aircraft 
ISlE PAPER 730897)
	 p0018 A74-11592 
Highly noise suppressed bypass 6 engine for STOL 
application 
(lIlA PAPER 73-1031)	 p0021 A74-11799 
Noise design goals for the next generation of 
aircraft --- community of STOL aircraft 
p0022 A74-11816 
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic 
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the 
blade tip vortex
p0022 174-11845 
Aircraft noise relief potential at major hub 
airports 
[AIlA PAPER 73-1164)	 p0026 A74-12217 
A positive approach to the proble.s of aircraft 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1157)
	 p0026 A74-12227 
Military aircraft noise --- abatement program 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1291]
	 p0032 A74-12941 
The effect of inlet-noise suppression on 
propulsion system design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1294)
	 p0032 A74-129142 
Influence of noise constraints on supersonic 
transport engine design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1295]
	 p0032 A7'4-12943 
heoretical analysis of the noise characteristics 
of an ejector jet
p0070 A71-13048 
Turbine noise generation and suppression 
prediction method linking acoustic modes with 
aerodynamics 
(ASME PAPER 73-VA/GT-7]	 p0071 A74-13298 
INTER-ROISE 73; Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Noise Control Engineering, 
Copenhagen, Denmark, August 22-24, 1973 
p0073.A71&-13789 
Aerodyna.ic noise from porous propeller fans 
p0073 174-13793 
Can helicopters be good neighbors -- noise 
generation and effects 
	
•	 p0073 A74-13795 
Non-engine aerodynamic noise - The limit to 
aircraft noise reduction 
	
•	 pOO7I4 A74-13796 
The role of certification in freeing the 
environment from aircraft noise nuisance 
p0074 i74-13797 
Noise - The technical aspects --- aircraft
	 - 
operations near airports
p0079 A74-14513
POISE REDUCTION 
Noise - The social i.pact --- airport operations 
p0080 A74-14514 
Criteria for the siting of major airports 
p0080 A74-14516 
Test and evaluation of a quiet helicopter 
configuration HH-43B
p0087 A74-15644 
QTOL and tomorrow • s airport environment -- Quiet 
Takeoff and Landing airliner design and terminal 
operations
p0089 A74-15862 
Plight noise reduction in propeller-driven aircraft 
p0089 178-15962 
Reduction of vibration and noise generated by 
planetary ring gears in helicopter aircraft 
transmissions 
(ASNE PAPER 73-PTG-11]
	 p0119 174-16979 
Putting all our noise technology to work --- NASA 
Quiet Engine Program
p0119 A74-17049 
Rev jumbo jets must speak in whispers - Certifying 
the Lockheed 1011
p0125 A74-17856 
Propulsion system installations --- for aircraft 
p0127 A74-18179 
The German law for protection against the noise of 
aircraft
p0128 A74-18265 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and perfornance with 
a J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(AIAA PAPER 74-91)
	 p0133 A74-18768 
Noise problems in airport design and in civil 
aircraft operation
p011l A74-19476 
Future advanced-technology aircraft in the context 
of an integrated transport system
p0171 A74-19487 
Some problems associated with noise attenuation at 
jet engine test facilities
p0172 A74-19629 
Reduction of noise from small turbopropulsion 
engines 
(AIAA PAPER 74-59]	 p0119 A74-20760 
Noise suppressing devices .
 --- Russian book 
p0180 174-20904 
Simulation studies of an airport noise silencer 
pO188 A74-216'&l 
Some noise requirements for large subsonic 
wind-tunnels
p0216 A74-22479 
Quieting the JT3D powered 707
p0221 A714-22788 
Jet noise - The state-of-the-art
p0221 A74-22789 
The cost of noise reduction in intercity 
commercial helicopters
p0210 174-23328 
Technology for low noise aircraft - The NASA Quiet 
Engines
p0221 A74-23599 
Aircraft noise and sound suppression --- for 
propeller driven aircraft
p0224 A74-24671 
Aircraft acoustics --- Russian book on noise 
sources and abatement methods
p0225 174-24998 
Noise silencers at military test stands --- for 
jet engines
p0227 174-25322 
Rev frontiers of civil aeronautics
p0229 A74-25352 
considerations regarding the regulation of 
aircraft noise
pO226 A74-25358 
Noise phenomena in the case of helicopter rotors 
and possibilities for noise reduction 
(DGLR-PAPER 74-024]
	 p0270 A74-27364 
Systematic investigations in the field of noise 
shielding 
.[DGLR PAPER 74-021)
	 p0271 A74-27365 
Quieter propellers for general aviation - Present 
situation, future outlook 
[DGLE PAPER 74-023]
	 p0271 174-27366 
Two surprises for the Hanover exposition: Thrust 
gondola SG 85, Fanliner - Porsche of the air 
p0279 A74-28351 
The background to propeller airplane noise 
regulations 
(SAE PAPER 740361]
	 p0309 A74-28738 
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	 SUBJECT hOER 
Jet aircraft ground run-up noise suppressors 
p0.313 A74-29775 
Nozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on 
noise for CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
p0314 174-30076 
Nonlinear acoustic phenomena in the presence of 
absorptive liners in circular ducts
p0315 174-30090 
The design of sound absorptive materials to meet 
special requirements
p03l5 A74-30091 
Investigation of acoustic effects of leading-edge 
serrations on airfoils
p0317 A74-30392 
Computation of minimum-noise takeoff flight paths 
by varying the thrust and the inclination angle 
of the flight path
p0337 174-32902 
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum 
noise radiation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-571]	 p0340 174-33155 
Acoustical model investigations of two versions of 
an airport noise suppressor
p0340 A74-33271& 
Gearbox noise reduction - Prediction and 
measurement of mesh-frequency vibrations within 
an operating helicopter rotor-drive gearbox 
[ASNE PAPER 73-DET-31]	 p0341 A74-33404 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
[AIAA PAPER 74-568]	 P0344 A74-34798 
Sonic inlet technology development and application 
to STOL propulsion 
(SAE PAPER 740458] 	 p0349 174-34981 
Propulsion system sizing for powered lift and 
mechanical flap quiet aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 740455] 	 p0349 A74-34983 
Jet noise suppression --- for quiet aircraft design 
(SAE PAPER 740492]	 pO3SO 174-34991 
FAA aircraft retrofit feasibility program --- for 
jet noise reduction 
[SIR PAPER 740489] 	 p0350 A74-34992 
Reduction of 3180 powered aircraft noise by engine 
ref anning 
(SAE PAPER 740490]	 p0352 A74-35009 
Externally blown flap noise research 
(SAE PAPER 740468]	 p0352 A74-35011 
Investigation of noise f roe full-scale high bypass 
engine and blown flap system 
(SAE PAPER 740 4467]	 p0352 A74-35012 
Noise attenuation in the case of the .icroturbine 
engine IRS 18
pO379 A74-35981 
Noise - Future targets --- subsonic aircraft noise 
reduction
p0381 174-36318 
Rinimum noise climbout trajectories of a VIOL 
aircraft
p0392 A74-37284 
Development of noise-reduction concepts for the 
707 airplane
p0396 174-37533 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
results and applications
p0396 A74-37534 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
objectives and scope
p0396 174-37535 
Jet propulsion for quiet aircraft --- nozzle 
configurations
p0396 174-37536 
The spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0397 A74-37537 
Aircraft community noise research and development 
- A historical overview
p0397 174-37545 
Develop.ent of noise-reduction concepts for 727 
and 737 airplanes
p0397 A74-37546 
Noise reduction programs for DC-8 and DC-9 airplanes 
p0397 A74-37548 
Jet transport energy management for minimum fuel 
consumption and noise impact in the terminal area 
(AIAA PAPER 74-811] 	 p0400 A74-37821 
VPW 6114, quiet short haul airliner 
(lIlA PAPER 74-937] 	 p0426 A74-38713 
Aircraft/engine jet noise control - A survey 
[AIAA PAPER 744-947]	 p0426 174-38718
An operational look at the tvo-seg.ent approach 
for aircraft noise reduction 
[AIAA PAPER 74-979]	 p0428 174-38738 
Weight estimates for Quiet/STOL aircraft 
[SAVE PAPER 1001]
	
p0434 A74-39876 
Contribution to the study of noise from jet 
aircraft during flight
p0437 174-39983 
A review of air transport noise
p04 38 A74-40087 
Noise sources and their control in V/STOL aircraft 
p0438 174-40089 
Noise of advanced subsonic air transport syste.s 
pO438 A74-40090 
Noise shielding aircraft configurations - A 
comparison between predicted and experi.ental 
results 
[ICAS PAPER 74-58]
	
p0451 A74-41357 
Recent developments at the ultimate noise barrier 
aerodynamic noise 
(ICAS PAPER 74-59]	 pO451 174-41358 
Airframe noise - The next aircraft noise barrier 
[1111 PAPER 74-949]	 p0452 A74-41654 
Aerodynamic and acoustic perfor.ance of ejectors 
for engine-under-the-wing concepts 
(AIAA PAPER 744-950]	 p0452 174-41655 
Effect of ejector spacing on ejector-jet noise 
characteristics
p0479 174-45032 
Aircraft design for flight below the sonic boom 
speed limit
p0483 A74-46240 
Refan program. Phase 1: Summary report 
[NASA-TR-X-7 1456]
	
pool0 1474-10043 
A feasibility study and preliminary evaluation of 
the use of a biased glide slope technique for 
noise abatement approach 
[PAA-RD-73-153]	 p0048 874-10618 
Theoretical studies of tone noise fron a fan rotor 
(NASA-CR-2354]	 p0051 N74-1073S 
Aircraft noise reduction technology --- to show 
impact on individuals and communities, component 
noise sources, and operational procedures to 
reduce impact 
[NASA-T0-X-68241]	 p0055 1474-10917 
V/STOL noise prediction and reduction 
(LG73EE0062]	 p0056 874-10921 
Control of supersonic wind-tunnel noise by 
laminarization of nozzle-wall boundary layer 
(WASA-TR-I-2879]	 p0062 874-11119 
Radially leaned outlet guide vanes for fan source 
noise reduction 
(NASA-CR-134486]	 p0065 874-11597 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR-134503]	 p0093 874-11808 
Flight experience with the decelerating noise 
abatement approach 
(NASA-T8-X-56020]	 p0104 874-12720 
Developmental design, fabrication, and test of 
acoustic suppressors for fans of high bypass 
turbofan engines 
(NASA-CR2338]	 p0141 874-13724 
Plight velocity effects on jet noise of several 
variations of a 48-tube suppressor installed on 
a plug nozzle 
(NASA-TN-I-2919]	 p0165 874-15465 
Plight velocity effects on jet noise of several. 
variations of a twelve-chute suppressor 
installed on a plug nozzle 
(NASA-TN-X-2918]	 P0166 874-15466 
A study to determine the applicability of noise 
abatement approach procedures to NcDonflell 
Douglas Aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114677]	 .50l88 1474-15714 
Reduction of aircraft noise in the vicinity of 
airports 
(NASA-TT-F-15237]	 p0189 074-15718 
Flight evaluation of two segment approaches for 
jet transport noise abatement 
(NASA-CR-114735] 	 pO200 N74-16995 
Applicability of NASA (ARC) two-segment approach 
procedures to Boeing Aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114678]	 p0235 874-17749 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7A: Augmentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: System 
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design and test integration 
(NASFCR-114621)	 p0235 174-17751 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft.. Task 7C: Augmenter wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: Static 
testing of aug.entor noise and perfor.ance 
(NASACB-114622]	 p0236 174-17752 
Beview and analysis of present and planned FAA 
noise regulatory actions and their consequences 
regarding aircraft and airport operations 
[PB-2241405/1GA] 	 p0238- 174-17770 
Noise source abatement technology and cost 
analysis including retrofitting --- noise 
control for commercial and general aviation 
aircraft 
(P8-224422/601]	 p0238 174-17771 
An experimental study of the validity of the 
heat-field concept for sonic-boom alleviation 
(NASA-CN-2381]	 pO245 874-18648 
Noise measurements taken at LAX during operational 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 
(NASA-CE-114690)	 p02(49 N74-18686 
Sole engine and aircraft design considerations 
affecting noise --- application to conventional 
short range aircraft for operation from short 
and mediu, length runways
p0291 N74-20421 
The influence of noise requirements on STOL 
aircraft engine design --- analysis of 
acceptable noise levels for short takeoff 
aircraft operating in congested areas 
p0291 174-201423 
0-fan propulsion for short haul transports 
application of variable thrust fans for aircraft 
and engine noise reduction
p0291 874-20424 
Jet noise reduction technique tor military 
reconnaissance/surveillance aircraft. Phase 1: 
Bench/wind tunnel tests 
(10-774748]	 p0300 174-20691 
Near field and far field sound radiation from Do 
31 V/STOL jet transport and possibilities for 
noise abatement in future V/STOL development 
(NASA-TT-F- 15534] 	 p0324 N14-21650 
Comparison of acoustic performance of five muffler 
configurations on a small helicopter 
acoustic properties of modified helicopter 
exhaust system 
(NASA-TN-D-7495J	 p0325 174-21652 
Noise •echanisms -- AGARD conference on 
propagation and reduction of jet noise 
(AGARD-CP-131]	 p0329 1714-22640 
Reduction of .JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
ref aDDing 
(NASA-Tl-X-71536]	
- p0331 N74-23342 
Civil helicopter noise assessment study 
Boeing-Vertol model 347 --- recommendations for 
reduction of helicopter noise levels 
(NASA-CB-132420] 	 p0354 N74-25563 
Plight-mechanics problems during landing approach 
with direct lift control, exemplified by Bra 320 
Bansa 
(NASA-TT-P- 15614] 	 p0355 N74-25566 
Supplementary contribution on aircraft performance 
considerations for noise reduction
p0365 174-26455 
Systematic sound insulation investigations 
(NBBU8-06-74-0]	 p0368 174-26483 
Belicopter rotor noise and possibilities for its 
reduction 
(NBB-UD-118-74-0]	 p0368 17(1-26485 
Jet exhaust noise suppressor 
(NASA-CASE-LEN-11286-1] 	 pO(4O6 174-27490 
Noise reducing methods for STOL aircraft approach 
and takeoff 
(NASA-TT-F--15612]	 p0(413 174-28500 
Low noise propeller technology demonstration 
application to quiet aircraft development 
(AD-779773)	 p0(443 174-29395 
Effects of forward velocity and acoustic treatment 
on inlet fan noise 
(NASA-Tl-X-71591]	 p0445 874-30249 
Noise suppressor -- for turbofan engine by 
incorporating annular acoustically porous 
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11141-1] -
	 p0470 874-32418 
The 727 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 3: 
Upper goal flight testing and program summary
NOIDNs.._3 TESTS 
• (AD768850]	 p0471 174-32429 
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility 
program. Volume I-i: Lower goal design, 
fabrication and ground testing 
(AD-775453]	 p0471 174-32430 
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 1: Lower 
goal noise, performance and cost evaluation 
(AD-776127]	 p0472 874-32437 
Abating exhaust noises in jet engines 
(NASA-cASE-Amc-10712-1]	 p0474 174-33218 
Test of acoustic tone source and propulsion 
performance of C8A Buffalo suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-cE-137521]	 p0489 174-33456 
NOISE SPECTRA 
An experimental study of subsonic jet noise and 
co.parison with theory
p0002 174-10271 
Flow noise spectra from cylinders and aerofoils 
p0023 a74-12127 
On the theory of jet noise and its applications 
Lighthill theory 
(AIAA PAPER 73-987]
	 p0026 174-12218 
Acoustic characteristics of a gas turbine exhaust 
model 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/nT-SI
	 p0071 A74-13296 
Tip load modulation as a source of discrete tone 
fan noise
p0073 174-13791 
Effect of unsteady loading on rotor noise 
p0073 A74-13792 
An investigation of impulsive rotor noise using a 
model rotor
p0206 174-22467 
A comparison of the noise characteristics of full 
scale and model helicopter rotors
pO206 A74-22468 
Parameterization of helicopter rotor broadband 
noise from experimental data
p0206 174-22469 
Rotating-blade vortex noise
pO203 174-22470 
Experimental studies of rotational noise in 
forward flight
pO206 A74-22471 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
p03 15 174-30098 
Discrete tones of isolated airfoils
p0391 174-37053 
Spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0430 174-38854 
Analysis of acoustic radiation in a jet flow 
environment
p0461 174-44314 
Laboratory for automatic processing of analog 
signals
p0419 874-29361 
NOISE SUPPRESSOES 
U NOISE BEDUCTION 
NOISE TBRESBOLD 
Noise limit values of aircraft 
[DGLR-PAPER-74-015]	 p0368 874-26482 
NOISE TOLBEANCE 
leasured jet noise compared to California noise 
codes and health criteria
pOOl4 174-11424 
Effects of discontinuation of nocturnal aircraft 
noise
p03 15 174-30084 
NONE NC LA T U BE S 
Nomenclature and abbreviations, flight deck area 
(SAE AS 425 8)
	 p0269 174-27263 
NONINAL VALUES 
U APPBOXIRATION 
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS 
Fracture touçhness and ndt requirements for 
aircraft design
p0085 174-15033 
Ultrasonic inspection of titanium airframe 
components	 - 
p0116 174-16479 
Non-destructive inspection of titanium jet engine 
disks
p01 46 174-16480 
Nondestructive detection of hydri4es and 
alpha-case in titanium alloys 
-	 p0116 174-16482 
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Effects of fabrication defects on boron/epoxy 	 •1
composites 
(LIlA PAPER 74-352] 	 p0264 174-26664
Residual stresses in gas turbine engine components 
from Barkhausen noise analysis 
(ASRE PAPER 74-GT-51]	 p0272 A74-27444
Parameter selection for multiple fault diagnostics 
of gas turbine engines 
(ASRE PAPER 714-GT-62] 	 p0272 A74-27452
Eddy current inspection - Testing of aircraft-parts 
p0341 174-33471 
A test •ethod for nondestructive testing of fuel 
filtration equipment using thermography 
p0341 A14-33521 
How Eastern Airlines uses nondestructive 
evaluation to assure quality of specific jet 
engine hardware
p0343 174-34287 
Nondestructive testing of aircraft wheels at 
Eastern Airlines
p0343 174-34288 
Acoustic emissions used to nondestructively 
determine crack locations in aircraft structural 
fatigue specimen
p0343 174-34290 
Electromagnetic proof stressing of bonded airplane 
structure
p0343 174-34294 
quantitative evaluation of the effect of 
mechanical processing on the effectiveness of 
penetrant inspection
p0378 174-35669 
Inspection of advance composite structures by 
nondestructive testing
p0380 174-36000 
Composite •aterials inspection --- ultrasonic 
vibration holographic EDT
p0457 174-43164 
Signal-to-noise ratio in the inspection penetrant 
process
p0459 A14-43457 
Acoustic-emission detection system
p0478 1714-44928 
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes used 
in helicopter manufacture. Part 4: 
Nondestructive inspection of adhesive bonds 
using holographic techniques 
(AD-765 1455)	 p0047 1174-10480 
Flight monitor for jet engine disk cracks and the 
use of critical length criterion of fracture 
mechanics 
(NASA-TN-D-7483)	 p0099 1174-12181 
Engineering, appraisal of Southwest Research 
Institute magnetic crack definer applied to CH47 
rotor blades 
(AD-769068]	 P0163 1174-14778 
Helicopter inspection design requirements 
(AD-769061)	 p0163 N74'-14781 
In situ non-destructive testing of aircraft 
structures by holographic interferometry 
(RAE-TB-72218]	 P0197 1174-16734 
Development of EDT/I for integral wing fuel tank 
structures using infrared thermography 
(AD-773l466]	 p0288 1174-20060
Nondestructive holographic techniques for 
structures inspection --- in large aircraft 
(AD-7714758)	 p0303 1174-21105 
NONEQUILIBBIUN P5.011 
The effects of hypersonic viscous interaction on 
static stability of slender bodies in simulated 
non-equilibrium flows
p0154 1174-14704 
NOIISOTROP! 
U ANISOTEOPT 
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
Solution of the non-linear differential equations 
for finite bending of a thin-walled tube by 
parameter differentiation
p0279 1744-28420 
High intensity sound in a lined duct
p0336 114-32593 
Nonlinear bending and torsion of rotating beams 
with application to linear stability of 
hingeless helicopter rotors
p0101 N74-12545 
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING 
An application of so.e aspects of optimal control 
for missile autopilot design
p0215 174-23598
SOB.IECT INDEX 
A model of convex programming for turbojet lain 
parameter selection optimization 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-79J	 p0272 A74-27466 
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
Decoupling of a class of nonlinear systems and its 
application to an aircraft control problem 
p0127 *74-18139 
Random vibration with non-linear da.ing 
p0129 174-18297 
Esti•ation of aircraft parameters in nonlinear 
aerodynamic models
p0225 174-24843 
Random vibration of aircraft undercarriages with 
nonlinear characteristics
pO321 A14-31105 
Application of nonlinear estimation theory to 
parameter identification of rigid and elastic 
aircraft
p0342 174-33778 
Nonlinear and adaptive control techniques; 
Proceedings of the First Annual Advanced Control 
Conference, Purdue University, Lafayette, md., 
April 29-Ray 1, 1974
p0313 174-35204 
Adaptive and nonlinear control systems in 
aerospace applications
p0313 114-35206 
Cabin pressure control - An exercise in nonlinear 
design
p0373 A14-35208 
Input design for parameter identification. I - A 
new formulation and a practical solution 
p0374 A74-35252 
Nanagement of analytical redundancy in digital 
flight control systems for aircraft 
(*IAA PAPER 74-887)	 p0422 174-38249 
Nonlinear parameter identification: Ballistic 
range experience applicable to flight testing 
using Gauss-Newton method
p0356 11711-25580 
NONRIGIDIT! 
U FLEXIBILITY 
NONUNIFORM PLOW 
Investigation of flow parameters in a turbine 
stage with a nonuniforn inlet
p0002 A74-10255 
Finite element solution of the incompressible flow 
over an airfoil in a nonuniform stream 
p0014 A74-11426 
Experimental investigation of sonic boom 
propagation through variable flow fields 
p0115 A74-16385 
Noise from nonuniform turbulent flows 
[AIAA PAPER 74-2)	 p0131 A74-18722 
Effects of non-uniform inflow on fan noise 
p0397 A74-37542 
A study of the nonlinear aerodynamics of bodies in 
nonpianar motion --- numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic force and moment systems during 
large amplitude, arbitrary motions 
[NASA-TR-R-421]	 p0158 1174-147111 
Blade-rate force fluctuations of a propeller in 
non-uniform flow --- using FORTRAN program 
(ARL/N/P-33A]	 p0247 N14-18661 
WONVISCOUS PLOW 
U TURBULENT FLOW 
NORMAL FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
U FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
NORMAL SNOCE WAVES 
Prediction of airfoil shock location in transonic 
flow
p0013 A74-11342 
The shock adjustment concept - A new method for 
improved supersonic air data sensing 
p0346 174-34845 
NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT 
NT B-i AIRCRAFT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-28 AIRCRAFT 
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO) 
Highlights, spring 1973 --- of progress of AGARD 
panels
p0332 N74-23500 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE 
NT ARCTIC REGIONS 
NORTHROP AIRCRAFT 
NT P-S AIRCRAFT 
NT F-89 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
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The light-weight high-performance VP-li 
p0089 1714-15953 
YF-17 evclved from previous data base --- Northrop 
trainer/fighter prototype
p0276 174-27848 
NOSE CAPS 
U NOSE CONES 
NOSE CONES 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for the solution 
of the panel flutter problem of nosecones and 
conical shell structures
p0031 A74-12804 
Supersonic flow past sharp- and blunt-nosed 
conical bodies at angles of attack from 0 to 45 
deg 
(DGLR PAPER 73-080]	 p0120 A74-17186 
NOSES (POHEBODIES) 
NT NOSE CONES 
Experimental investigation of optimal fuselage 
nose parts for supersonic passenger aircraft 
p0382 A74-36451 
NOTATION 
U CODING 
NOTCH TESTS 
Effect of prior creep on durability of AKI4-1-T1 
alloy
p0383 174-36510 
Cyclic-stress analysis of notches for supersonic 
transport conditions -- using finite element 
method 
[NASA-CR-132387]	 p0257 N74-19544 
NOTCHED NETALS 
U NOTCH TESTS 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT 
U NOZZLE FLOW 
NOZZLE DESIGN 
V/STOL deflector aerodynamic design criteria 
geometric variations effects 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1181) 	 p0008 A74-11226 
Integrated airframe-nozzle performance for 
designing twin-engine fighters 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1303)	 p0011 A74-11302 
Advanced technology thrust vectoring exhaust systems 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1304]	 p0011 174-11303 
Simplified physical model of spray combustion in a 
gas turbine engine
p0015 A74-11451 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
(NASATH-X-71470)	 pO039 N714-10037 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 1: Nozzle-exhaust 
flow field analysis by a reference plane. 
characteristics technique 
(NASA-CB-132350]	 pO061 N74-11113 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volune 2: Numerical 
program for analysis of nozzle-exhaust flow fields 
(NASA-CR-132351]	 pOO6l N74-11114 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 3: A design 
technique for multiple nozzle Configurations 
(NASA-CB-132352) 	 p0061 N74-11115 
Cold-flow performance of several variations of a 
ram-air-cooled plug nozzle for supersonic-cruise 
aircraft 
[NASA-TM-X-3110]	 p0500 N74-35203 
•OZZLE FLOW 
Deterlination of the gas temperature in front of 
the turbine of a bypass turbofan engine 
p0087 A74-15721 
Subsonic blocking in double-flow nozzles 
p0311 A7'4-29310 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter .target thrust reversers 
p0315 A74-30098 
Acoustical model investigations of two versions of 
an airport noise suppressor
p0340 A74-33274 
Interaction between an overexpanded gas jet and a 
flat obstacle
p0391 174-37138 
Noise due to jet motion Caused by internal 
unsteadiness --- subsonic nozzle flow 
p0398 A74-37550 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
(NASA-TE-X-71470]	 p0039 N7L4-10037
Fluidic emergency roll control system --- for 
emergency aircraft control following failure of 
primary roll control system 
[NASA-CR-114588)	 p0040 N74-10048 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 1: Nozzle-exhaust 
flow field analysis by a reference plane 
characteristics technique 
(NASA-CR-132350)	 p0061 N74-11113 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles.. Volume 2: Numerical 
program for analysis of nozzle-exhaust flow fields 
(NASA-CE-132351)	 p0061 N74-11114 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 3: A design 
technique for multiple nozzle configurations 
[NASA-CR--132352]	 p0061 N74-11115 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 4: similarity laws 
for nozzle flows 
(NASA-CR-132353]	 p0061 N74-11116 
Assessment of the influence of inlet and 
aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft drag 
p0157 N74-14726 
Similarity parameters and their sensitivity for 
transonic airframe exhaust nozzle interactions 
(AD-768988]	 p0159 N74-14746 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7A: Augmentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume. 1: System 
design and test integration 
(NASA-CR-114621)	 p0235 N74-17751 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7C: Auglnentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 1: Static 
testing of augmentor noise and performance 
(NASA-CR-114622)	 p0236 N74-17752 
Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL 
aircraft. Task 7C: Augmentor wing cruise 
blowing valveless system. Volume 2: 
Small-scale development testing of augnentor 
wing critical ducting components 
(NASA-CR-114623]	 p0236 N74-17753 
Noise characteristics of jet flap type exhaust flows 
effects of Bach number, slot nozzle aspect 
ratio, and flap length on radiated sound power 
[NASA-CN-2342]	 p0236 N74-17756 
Flight Reynolds number effects on a contoured 
boattail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-X-305.3)	 p0323 N74-21639 
Exhaust flow deflector 
(NASA-CASE-LAN-i 1570-1)
	 p0410 N74-28233 
Flight velocity effects on the jet noise of 
several variations of a 104-tube suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-TN-X-3049)	 p0410 N74-28240 
Exhaust-nozzle characterisitcs for a twin-jet 
variable-wing-sweep fighter airplane model at 
Bach numbers to 2.2 
(NASA-TB-X-2947) 	 p0416 N74-28524 
Test of acoustic tone source and propulsion 
performance of C8A Buffalo suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-CR-137521]	 p0489 N74-331&56 
NOZZLE GEONETRI 
V/STOL deflector aerodynamic design criteria 
geometric variations effects 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1181) 	 p0008 A74-11226 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap syste. with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1217)	 p0030 A74-12495 
Turbine engine exhaust nozzle performance 
inlet flow conditions effects 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1302] 	 p0032 A74-12947 
Velocity characteristics of a turbine with 
adjustable nozzle diaphragms
p0087 174-15719 
Nozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on 
noise for CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept 
p03 14 A74-30076 
Nozzle development for the upper surface - Blown 
jet flap on the YC-14 airplane 
(SAE PAPER 740469)	 p0351 174-35003 
Cold-flow performance of several variations of a 
ram-air-cooled plug nozzle for supersonic-cruise 
aircraft 
(NASA-Tfl-X-3110)	 p0500 N74-35203 
NOZELE THRUST COEFFICIENTS 
Turbine engine exhaust nozzle performance 
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NUCLEAR PROPELLED AIRCRAFT 
inlet flow conditions effects 
(11*1 PAPER 73-1302)	 p0O32 A74-12947 
NUCLEAR -PROPELLED AIRCRAFT 
The airship can fleet the energy challenge 
p0176 174-20166 
NUcLEAR RADIATION 
NT GAMMA RAYS 
Nuclear. instrument landing system 
(SAN-828-2]	 p0288 N74-20232 
NUCLEAR SHIELDING 
U RADIATION SHIELDING 
NUCLEATION 
NT CLOUD SEEDING 
NUcLIDES 
NT OXYGEN 18 
lUBBER THEOB! 
NT EXPONENTS 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
NT APPROXIMATION 
IT ERROR ANALYSIS 
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY 
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD 
NT MONTE CARLO METHOD 
NT NENTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
NT RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD 
NT RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS) 
NT RONGE-KUTTA METHOD 
NT TRUNCATION BRRORS• 
Sonic boom analysis for high altitude flight at 
high Mach number 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1034] 	 p0026 A74-12224 
Buckling of orthotropic circular plates 
p0085 A14-14972 
Numerical solution of the problem of supersonic 
gas flow over the upper surface of a delta wing 
in the expansion region
p0186 A74-22283 
Nu•erical method of calculating the aerodynaaic 
characteristics of ca.bered and uncambered wings 
in supersonic flow
pOl9l A74-36827 
uto.atic numerical generation of body-fitted 
curvilinear coordinate system for field 
containing any number of arbitrary 
two-di.ensional bodies
p0432 174-39286 
Study of unsteady flows around a pointed airfoil 
by conformal transformation
p0432 A74-39300 
The •inimum induced drag of the heal-elliptic 
ground effect wing --- numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic drag characteristics
p0231 B74-17700 
Hingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0491 N74-34515 
NUIERICAL CONTROL 
Evaluation of the operations contained in 
algorithms carried out by digital controller 
computers
p0130 A74-18638 
Digital adaptive flight controfler development 
p0176 A74-20120 
The use of co.puter technology in civil aviation 
Russian book
p0215 A74-23698 
Use of •ethods based on compound control theory in 
landing-phase control of an aircraft 
p0221 A74-24011 
Adaptive and nonlinear control systems in 
aerospace applications
p0373 174-35206 
An automated tape layup syste. /ATLAS/ --- for
co.posite aircraft structures fabrication 
p0379 A14-35838 
Sample rate selection for aircraft digital control 
(AIAA PAPER 74-885]	 p0401 174-37867 
Digital explicit •odel following with unstable 
model dyna.ics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-888] 	 p0402 A74-37869 
A classical approach to the design of 
model-following control systems --- for fighter 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-913]	 p0402 A74-37893 
Considerations in the design of a digital flight 
control function for a high performance aircraft
SUBJECT INDEX
p0423 174-38533 
A digital multi.ode flight control system for 
tactical fighters
p0423 174-38551 
A digital Mark XII 1FF reply evaluator for the F-15 
p0425 174-38565 
Turbomachine numerical control using the ASMODRE 
01 prototype --- airborne computer
p0431 174-39007 
Power plant controls - • The systee --- digital 
techniques for aircraft engines
p0457 174-43202 
The case for digital techniques applied to 
powerplant controls --- for aircraft 
p0458 174-43212 
Design and flight experience with a digital 
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8 airplane 
pO464 174-31450 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
NT RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
0 
OBLIQUE SHOCK NAVES 
Flowfield analysis for successive oblique shock 
wave-turbulent boundary-layer interactions 
p0173 A74-19777 
Some extensions of thin-shock-layer theory 	 - 
pO2l9 A74-28419 
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks 
p0480 A74-45226 
OBLIQUE NINGS 
Optimal aeroelastic design of an oblique wing 
structure 
(AIAA PAPER 74-349]	 p0277 174-28173 
Influence of static aeroelasticity on oblique 
winged aircraft
p0317 174-30399 
OBSERVATION 
NT SATELLITE OBSERVATION 
OBSERVATION AIRCRAZT 
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
NT E-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER 
NT OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
OBSTACLES 
U BARRIERS 
OCCULTATION 
NT SOLAR ECLIPSES 
OCEAN SURFACE	 -	 -. 
Radar backscattering as a means for measuring 
ocean surface parameters using S193- altimetry 
and S19OB photography 	 - 
(E74-10092]	 p0063 N74-11202 
Turning characteristics of the Bell 100 ton 
surface effect ship 
(AD-767680]	 p0145 N74-13753 
ODORS 
Odor intensity and characterization studies of 
exhaust from a turbojet engine combustor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1278]	 p0011 174-11290 
OGRE MuGS 
U VARIABLE SWEEP MINGS	 - 
OGI YES 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on a 
slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
combination with crucifor. wings and tails of 
different sizes 
(P?A-AU-772)	 p0231 N74-17704 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on 
slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
combination with cruciform-wings and tails of 
different sizes 
(FFA-AU-7725UPPL]	 p0231 N7417705 
011-6 HELICOPTER 
Vertical-plane pendulum absorbers for mini.izing 
helicopter vibratory loads
p0395 174-37502 
Component noise variables of a light observation 
helicopter 
(NASA-CR-114761]	 p0297 174-20662 
Noise levels of operational helicopters of the 
OH-6 type designed to meet the LOB mission 
acoustic properties for various helicopter 
configurations 
(NASA-CR-114760J	 p0297 174-20663 
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OH-6A design and Operational flight loads study 
(AD7758323	 p0331 1174-22690 
Helicopter drive system load analysis 
(AD-775858]	 p0331 1174-22697 
Major ite, special study (NISS), 011-6 A tail rotor 
assembly 
(AD778166]	 p0408 1174-27512 
Major Ite. Special Study (mISS), OH-6A main rotor 
hub 
(AD-781507J	 p0473 1174-32457 
major Ito. Special Study (MISS), OH-6A tail rotor 
trans.ission asse.bly 
[AD-782926J	 p0498 1174-34526 
OIL ADDITIVES 
Additives for lubrication oils used with foreign 
gas-turbine aviation engines - Survey of patents 
p0219 A74-23518 
OIL SLICKS 
Helicopter tow tests of the US Coast Guards air 
delivery container for oil spill containment 
barrier 
(AD-774898]	 p0327 1174-21669 
OILS 
NT CRUDE OIL 
NT PURL OILS 
NT LUBRICATING OILS 
The filtration of oil in •odern aircraft 
installations. II
p0343 A74-33820 
I.proved silicone fluids as candidate gas turbine 
engine oils for sinus 40 P to 465 P temperature 
range 
(AD-767898]	 p0148 1174-14246 
OLFACTORY PHCEP?IOI 
Odor intensity and characterization studies of

exhaust from a turbojet engine co.bustor 
(LIlA PAPER 73-1278) 	 p0011 174-11290 
ONEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
The advanced 0PLE for search and rescue --- OEEGA 
Positicn Location Experi.ent for global 
applications
pO221 A74-23787 
The aercnautical aspects of an employment of loran 
C and Omega --- in conjunction with inertial 
navigation
p0268 A14-27097 
Aeronautical aspects of the employment of Omega 
and loran C in general aviation
pO268 A74-27098 
OIIIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
NT NONOPOLE ANTENNAS 
OMNINAIGE NAVIGATION 
U VHF OBNZRANGE NAVIGATION 
ON-LINE PROGEAMBING 
Reciprocal-action computational systems for 
complex calculations in aeromechanics 
p0393 A74-37394 
OUBOARD COmPUTERS 
o AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS 
ONBOARD EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS 
NT AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 
NT BOMBING EQUIPMENT 
Civil air navigation equipment, on the ground and 
in the air
p0007 A74-11094 
Evolution and new functions of airborne radars 
p0378 A74-35744 
Flight study of a vehicle operational status and 
monitoring system --- applied to systems on 
YF-12 aircraft 
(NASA-TN-D-7546] 	 p0141 1174-13725 
OIISOTROPT 
U ANISOTROPT 
OPENINGS 
Effect of cut-out on lift-curve slope --- on wings 
and tailplanes 
(ESDU-IINGS-01.O1.04-AMEND-A] 	 p0487 1174-33425 
OPERATIONAL EAZARDS 
US Army helicopter icing tests
p0460 A74-43623 
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS 
Advantages of aircraft system maturity 
profitability 
(SAE PAPER 730907]
	 p0018 A74-11585 
Operational problems with the aircraft type Tu-134 
in the case of a use of the aircraft turbine 
fuel IS-I
OPTICAL PHOPUTIKS 
pOO2O A74-11740 
- RB 211 - The first eighteen months operating 
experience /Sholto Douglas Mesorial Lectnre/ 
p0027 A74-12300 
Rhat keeps wide body jets down on the ground --
mechanical/operational breakdown problems 
p0075 A74-13974 
Problems in data management for earth monitoring 
missions 
(DGLR PAPER 73-109]
	 p0121 A74-17205 
Some current problems and prospects for 
development of rotary-wing aircraft
p0130 A14-18641 
Zeppelins - Not again --- airship Operational 
hazards
p0176 A74-20167 
Wind modification over the flight decks of 
high-speed ships 
[AIAA PAPER 74-301)
	 p0182 174-21291 
Civil aviation research and developient 
p0378 A74-35718 
Aircraft approach - A degree of bias --- ) 
supersonic transports engine control problems 
p0458 174-43205 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
Conceptual options for future aircraft-ship 
operations 
(1111 PAPER 74-300]
	 pO182 A74-21290 
Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis 
(FMECA) of category III instrument lauding 
system with traveling: wave localizer antenna 
(01-840912-100]	 p0164 1174-15380 
A numerical vortex box technique for calculations 
in lifting surface theory
p0244 1174-18642 
Recent experience from SAC aircraft for NATO 
p0465 N74-31469 
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL) 
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
OPTICAL ABSORPTION 
U LIGHT TRANSMISSION 
OPTICAL CONNUNICATION 
Fiber and integrated optic communication technology 
(AD-771402)	 p0240 1174-17902 
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT 
NT FRAMING CAREERS 
NT HIGH SPEED CAMERAS 
NT LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS 
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT OPTICAL RADAR 
NT PERISCOPES 
NT PHOTOMETERS	 - 
NT PRISMS 
NT REFLECTOMETERS 
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS 
The future of avionics --- large scale integration 
and digital systems
p0399 A74-37786 
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT 
Experimental study of shock-wave reflection upon 
boundary layer transition 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1284)
	 p0006 A74-11072 
Measuring the radiation of a vertical gas jet 
p00 15 A74-11500 
Two-color dual-beam backscatter laser Doppler 
velocimeter
p0076 A74-14093 
Use of laser-powered optical proximity probe in 
advanced turbofan engine development 
p0278 A74-28303 
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT PHOTOMETERS 
NT REFLECTOMETERS 
Reflection-measuring aircraft instruments. II - 
Spectral albedometer
p0276 174-27894 
Protection of an optical sensor against vibration 
of the flight vehicle
p0276 174-27899 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
NT SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE 
Differential method for testing the optical 
standards of cockpit windshields
p0005 174-10937 
Optical factors in aircraft windshield design as 
related to pilot visual performance --- effect 
on pilot vision in forward direction 
(AD-767203]	 p0106 1174-12733 
A-245
OPTICAL RADAR 
Design, test, and acceptance criteria for Army 
helicopter transparent enclosures 
(AD-767242)	 pO101 1174-12739 
Conference on Transparent Aircraft Enclosures 
develoçment and design concepts for vision areas 
of crew enclosures 
[10-769344]	 p0190 1174-15727 
Report on the Conference on Transparent Aircraft 
Enclosures 
[AD-769372]	 p0199 1174-16755 
Cobra window design analysis and no glare canopy 
design 
[AD-778165]	 p0408 1174-27508 
OPTICAL RADAR 
Evaluation of the lidar technique of determining 
slant range visibility for aircraft landings 
operations 
[AD-776C544]	 p0358 1174-25596 
OPTICAL SCANNERS 
NT FLYING SPOT SCANNERS 
OPTICAL SENSORS 
U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
OPTICAL SIGNALS 
U OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 
OPTICAL TRACKING 
Tracking systells for flight development of today's 
commercial aircraft
p0348 174-34858 
OPTIMAL CONTROL 
NT TINE OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Two numerical methods to solve realistic 
air-to-air combat differential games 
[AIAA PAPER 714-22)	 p0132 174-18736 
Differential-turning optimality criteria --- for 
aircraft pursuit/evasion Situations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-23]	 p0132 174-18737 
Aircraft symmetric flight optimization 
gradient techniques for supersonic aircraft 
control
p0209 A74-23091 
An application of some aspects of optimal control 
for missile autopilot design
p0215 174-23598 
Semi-Rarkovian models in problems of designing 
flight-vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0228 174-24324 
Case.studies in Aircraft Parameter Identification 
p0225 174-24840 
Technical optimization --- German book on chenical 
process, spacecraft and aircraft optimal control 
p0227 A74-25038 
Integrated flight/propulsion control design 
techniques Starting with the engine 
[SIR PAPER 740481)	 p0351 174-34997 
Optimal trajectories of high thrust aircraft 
p0314 174-35234 
Application of modern control theory to the 
analysis of aircraft autoland performance using 
a scanning beam guidance system
p0374 174-35236 
A gradient •ethod of control correction for the 
solution of a boundary value problem --- for 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0383 174-36505 
Approximate optimal control of the banking angle 
in the problem of hypersonic vehicle return 
p0389 1144-36645 
Synthesis of an optimal system for stabilizing 
aircraft center of gravity paths
p0392 174-37383 
Application of. parameter optimization methods to 
trajectory optimization - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-825)	 p0400 174-37829 
Digital explicit model folloving with unstable 
model dynamics 
[AIAA PAPER 74-888)	 p0402 174-37869 
Management of analytical redundancy in digital 
flight control systems for aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-887]	 PO422 174-38249 
Application of modern control theory to the design 
of optimum aircraft controllers
pO433 A74-39496 
A simple, near-optimal takeoff control policy for 
a heavily loaded helicopter operating from a 
restricted area 
[AIAA PAPER 7 44-812]	 p04453 174-41796 
Short-tine parameter optimization with flight 
contrcl application
p0482 174-45720
SUBJECT INDEX 
Development of optimal control modes for advanced 
technology propulsion systems --- V/STOL hover 
application 
(AD-767425]	 p0112 1174-13514
An optimal control approach to airplane stability 
augmentation systems design
p0195 N74-16712 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
[AD-776316)	 p0358 1174-25601 
Application of practical opti.al control theory to 
the C-SI load improvement control system (LICS) 
(AD-776297)	 p0358 11744-25602 
New methods for command and stability augmentation 
via optimal control 
(RE-472)	 p0370 1174-27172 
Specified finite series control for 
three-dimensional, multi-phase, optimal reentry 
[10-777266)	 p0370 N74-27359 
OPTIMIZATION 
NT FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION 
NT OPTIMAL CONTROL 
NT TINE OPTIMAL CONTROL 
NT TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION 
The use of fully stressed iteration and structural 
index in automated structural optimization 
p0124 174-17739 
The problem of optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
p0126 A74-18083 
Analytical design of optimal monolithic panels 
p0130 A74-18642 
Design of optimum structures to impulse type loading 
(AIAA PAPER 744_345)	 p0263 174-26659 
A comparison of two types of structural 
optimization procedures for satisfying flutter 
requirements 
[hAl PAPER 74-405)	 p0266 A74-261044
A model of convex programming for turbojet main 
parameter selection optimization 
[ASME PAPER 74-GT-79]	 p0272 174-27466
Optimal aeroelastic design of an oblique wing 
structure 
(hAl PAPER 74-349)	 p0277 174-28173 
Optimization of complex structures to satisfy 
static, dynamic and aeroelastic requirements 
p0318 1714-30453 
Resolution of a conflict between weight and 
component resistance in an aircraft 	 - 
pO398 174-37652 
Optimization of lift and propulsion systems by the 
method of singularities
p0480 174-45203 
Problem of the optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
p0(481 A74-45408 
Multi-input, multi-output regulator design for 
constant disturbances and non-zero set points 
with application to automatic landing in a. 
crosswind 
[NASA-CR-136618)	 p0164 1174-15378
OPTIMUM CONTROL 
U OPTIRAL CONTROL 
ORBITING SATELLITES 
U ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES 
ORDNANCE 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
proceedings, volume 2 
(AD-773814]	 p0298 N74-20676
OREGON 
Terrain properties and topography from Skylab 
altimetry --- Oregon, Utah, Texas, and Nevada 
[E74-10043]	 p0062 1174-11164 
ORGANIZATIONS 
NT NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO) 
ORNITHOPTER AIRCRAFT 
U RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
ORTHOTROPIC PLATES 
Buckling of orthotropic, curved, sandwich panels 
in shear and axial compression
p0013 174-11340 
Buckling of orthotropic circular plates 
p0085 A74-14972 
OSCILLATING CILIBDENS 
Hydrodynamic forces on oscillating and 
nonoscillating smooth circular cylinders in 
crossflov --- for towed bodies 
(AD-767022)	 p0062 1174-11125 
OSCILLATING FLOW 
Dynamic relaxation solution of three dimensional 
subsonic compressible oscillatory flow 
pOOl4 A74-11428 
1-24 6
SUBJECT INDEX 
Unsteady viscous flow on oscillating airfoils (AIAA PAPER 74-182]	 p0179 A74-20774 
A two-dimensional aerofoil with a control surface 
oscillating at low frequency in high subsonic flow 
p0456 A74-42694 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations, 
Phase 2 (NASA-CR-114708]	 p0160 P74-14756 
A nonlinear relay model for post stall oscillations (AD-769405]	 p0187 P74-15706 
Numerical calculations of velocity and pressure 
distribution around oscillating airfoils (NASA-cR-2368)	 p0194 N74-16704 
OSCILLATIONS 
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION 
NT PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS 
NT STABLE OSCILLATIONS 
IT UNDAMPED OSCILLATIONS 
PT NING OSCILLATIONS 
OSCILLATORS 
PT CATHODE BAY TUBES 
PT MECHANICAL OSCILLATORS 
NT PENDULUMS 
OUTPUT 
NT LASER OUTPUTS 
OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
Flight test of the ski equipped Mohawk 
p0184 A7'l-21820 
OVIRPRRSSORE 
Shuttle sonic boo. - Technology and predictions 
environ.ental impact (AIAR PAPER 73-1039)	 p0026 A74-12225 
OXIDATION 
NT PEOTOOXIDATION 
Sodium sulphate induced rapid oxidation of a 
chromium-titanium-silicon coating on niobium 
alloy B-66
pOOlS A7'4-111459 
Hot corrosion of petals, alloys and ceramics (AD-769340]	 p0191 P74-15829 
OXIDATION RESISTANCE 
Sodium sulphate induced rapid oxidation of a 
chromiu.-tj tanius-sjljcon coating on niobium 
alloy E-66
p0015 A7l4-11459 
OXIDES 
NT CARBON MONOXIDE 
NT NITRIC OXIDE 
NT NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
NT NITROGEN OXIDES 
OXIDIZERS 
NT LIQUID OXYGEN 
011611 
• NT LIQUID OXYGEN 
NT OXYGEN 18 
NT OZONE 
OXYGEN ISOTOPES 
NT OXYGEN 18 
OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPIENT 
Advanced aircraft oxygen syste.s --- design 
flexibility cost effectiveness and applications 
p0212 A74-235l4'4 
Portable chemical oxygen 
[SAE AS 1303)	 p0269 A74-27264 
VPV 614 oxygen system
p0375 A74-35361 
OXYGEN SYSTEMS 
U OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPEENT 
011611 18 
Acclimatized wind track for measurement of oxygen 
isotope fractionation in isolated leaves and in 
leaf models 
(JUL-949-PC]	 p0241 P74-17961 
OZONE 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere
p0015 A74-11513 
Atmospheric ozone - Possible i.pact on 
stratosphar.ic aviation
p0175 A7l4-20039 
Possible effects of a fleet of supersonic 
transports on the stratospheric ozone shield 
- p0176 A74-20125 
NO and 03 •easurements in the lower stratosphere 
from a 0-2 aircraft
p0373 A74-35121 CEO IONETNY 
Possibility of investigating the spatial
PANELS 
distribution of at.ospheric ozone with the aid 
of an ozono.eter installed in the cockpit of an 
aircraft
pOSh A74-28847 
P-I-N DIODES	 p 
U P-I-N JUNCTIONS 
P-I-N JUNCTIONS 
A low cost p-i-n diode phase shifter for airborne 
phased-array antennas
pO32l A74-31611 
P-1127 AIRCIA!T 
Lateral static and dynamic aerodynaaic parameters 
of the Kestrel aircraft (XV-6A) extracted from 
flight data (NASA-TN-D-71455)	 p0297 P74-20666 
PACKAGING 
A new approach to the design of quick release 
boxes for single point parachute harnesses 
p0212 A74-23552 
Evaluation and redesign of PAA altimeter pack (AD-769540)	 p0192 P714-16164 
PACKINGS (SEALS) 
Sealing technology for aircraft gas turbine engines [NASA-TM-X-71601)	 p0475 P14-33229 
Advanced ceramic seal progras, phase 1 (AD-781004)	 p0492 N7'l-34076 
PAINTS 
An aircraft exterior coating system and surface 
pretreatment
p0125 A74-17862 
PALMGREN-MXNER RULE 
A standardized flight-by-flight test program for 
the fatigue life evaluation of wing components 
of transport aircraft
p0367 N74-26476 
PANAVIA MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
RCA progress report --- multirole combat aircraft 
turbofan engine design
p0086 A744-15151 
A status summary of the HRCA project 
Multi-Role Combat Aircraft
p0212 A74-23596 
MRCA prepares for flight test --- Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft
p0261 A74-26416 
PANEL FLUTTER 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for the solution 
of the panel flutter problem of nosecones and 
conical shell structures
p003l A7L4-128014 
Finite element analysis of supersonic panel flutter 
pOO69 A74-13001 
Role of aerodynamic damping in problems of the 
flutter of sandwich panels and circular 
cylindrical shells
p0088 A714-15184 
Theoretical investigation of supersonic flow past 
oscillating cascades with subsonic leading-edge 
locus 
[AIAA PAPER 74-14)
	 p0135 A7l4-188'43 
Theoretical and experimental research on 
vibrations of thin walled stiffened structures [ICAS PAPER 74-16)	 p0448 A714-41318 
PANELS 
NT CURVED PANELS 
NT WING PANELS 
Analytical design of optimal monolithic panels 
p0130 A74-18642 
Technology of production of sandwich panels with 
aluminum honeycomb cores
p0178 A74-20523 
Aircraft floor panel developments at British 
Airways /1967-1 973/
p0352 A•74-35027 
Fatigue behaviour of hat section stringer 
stiffened panels compressed in the post-buckling 
range (AD-773672]	 p0293 N7'4-20579 
Determination of the effects of sass and stiffness 
on the vibration response of ribbed panels 
subjected to random acoustic noise (AD-774436]	 p0304 N74-21568 
Investigation of the reactions of skin panels in 
relation to duration of acoustical loading 
p0443 P74-29800 
A-247
PARICHUTE DESCENT 
PARACHUTE LESCEIT 
A new approach to the design of quick release 
boxes for single point parachute harnesses 
p0212 A74-23552 
Dynamic model of a parachute and determination of 
its characteristics
p0389 A74-36635 
Launching of small inflated balloons from cargo 
aircraft --- using palletized nodular airdrop 
platform 
[AD-766428)	 p0043 N74-10069 
High level container -- for aerial resupply of 
military units 
[AD-766306J	 p0054 N74-10899 
Concept for a multiple personnel airdrop system 
(AD-771945)	 p0244 N74-18640 
Parachute escape from helicopters --- vertical and 
horizcntal separation of parachutist from 
autorotating helicopter 
[AD-772970)	 pO251 N74-18702 
PARACHUTE FABRICS 
Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute 
fabric --- for aerodynamic decelerators 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10776-1]	 p0038 N74-10034 
Engineering evaluation of age life extension, T-10 
harnesses, risers and T-10 troop chest reserve 
parachute canopies. Supplement 1: 1964 - 1965 
year classes 
(AD-767711)	 p0144 N74-13743 
PARACHUTES 
NT DRAG CHUTES 
NT RECOVER! PARACHUTES 
Paratroop harness TOTAL, PARAQUICK canopy release
and EFA-36 chronobarometric parachute opener 
p0212 A74-23553 
Engineering evaluation of age life extension, T-10 
harnesses, risers and T-10 troop chest reserve 
parachute canopies. Supplement 1: 1964 - 1965 
year classes 
[AD-76?711)	 p0144 N74-13743 
Performance estimates for powered parafoil systems 
[AD-779926)	 p0468 N74-31514 
Aircrew automated escape system simulation model 
[AD-783517)	 p0499 N74-34555 
PARACHUTING 
U PARACHUTE DESCENT 
PARAGLIDERS 
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS 
NT PARAWINGS 
PARALLEL FLOE 
NT PIPE FLOW 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOE 
PARAMETERIZATION 
Determination of the basic parameters of light 
helicopters on the basis of the treatment and 
analysis of statistical data
p0131 A74-18694 
Parameter estimation techniques and application in 
aircraft flight testing 
[NASA-TN-D'-7647]	 p0355 N74-25569 
A survey of AFFDL parameter estimation efforts and 
future plans
p0355 N74-25571 
Navy participation in the development of airframe 
parameter identification techniques
p0356 N74-25572 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using multilevel, hierarchical 
estimation
p0356 N74-25581 
Parameter estimation using an a posteriori criterion 
p0357 N74-25582 
PARAMETERS 
U INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
PARARINGS 
Performance estimates for powered parafoil systems 
(AD-779926]	 p0468 N74-31514 
PARTIAL DIffERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT BIHARMONIC EQUATIONS 
NT ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT GAUSS EQUATION 
NT HELEHOLTZ VOBTICITY EQUATION 
A direct method for linear dynamical problems in 
continuum mechanics with random loads 
p0070 A74-13164 
PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION) 
particle sampling and size analysis in the 
ejection zone of the Olympus jet engine at 
ground level
SUBJECT INDEX 
p0122 A74-17306 
PARTICLE DIFFUSION 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
p0245 N74-18643 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
Particle sampling and size analysis in the 
ejection zone of the Oly.pus jet engine at 
ground level
p0122 A74-17306 
Erosion prediction in turbomachinery due to 
environmental solid particles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-16) p0132 A74-18732 
PARTICLES 
NT AEROSOLS 
NT DROPS	 (LIQUIDS) 
NT FOG 
NT METAL IONS 
NT METAL PARTICLES 
NT POWDERED ALUMINUM 
NT SOOT 
PARTICULATE FILTERS 
U FLUID FILTERS 
PARTICULATE SAMPLING 
Particle sampling and size analysis in the 
ejection zone of the Olympus jet engine at 
ground level.
p0122 A74-17306 
PASS AGENAYS 
NT TRANSFER TUNNELS 
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAP.T 
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
NT CR-54 HELICOPTER 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT 00-28 AIRCRAFT 
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
NT G-222 AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-53 HELICOPTER 
NT B-56 HELICOPTER 
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT 
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
NT TU-134 AIRCRAFT 
NT T0-144 AIRCRAFT 
Evolution philosophy --- Fokker F2B aircraft 
p0005 A74-10936 
RS. 146 --- short haul passenger aircraft 
p0013 A74-11329 
Research and development for future air transports 
p0O2O A74-11615 
What's wrong with airline earnings --- operating 
costs vs consumer spending habits
p0075 A74-13973 
Changes in the European air transport pattern 
p0O79 A74-14507 
An approach to optimal design of passenger aircraft 
p0088 A74-15731
Skyjacking and airport security
p012? A74-18100 
E.ergency Evacuation and Survival Equipment 
Deployment for transport aircraft /EESED/ 
p0214 A74-23554 
HS. 146 progress report
p0274 A74-27634 
New German-Swiss aircraft project - Master-Porter 
PD-01
p0314 A74-29830 
A proposed pricing procedure for domestic airlines 
p0340 A74-33298 
Concorde -- Testing the market	 passenger 
utilization prognosis
p03?? A74-35632 
Air transport in Europe - Commercial trends and 
prospects
p0382 A74-36327 
A-248
SUBJECT INDEX 
Experi.ental investigation of optimal fuselage 
nose parts for supersonic passenger aircraft 
p0382 A74-36451 
Air transport. Volume 3 --- Russian book on
	 - 
passenger airline operations
p0421 874-38049 
Air transportation - Energy COSt-effective or not 
(8188 PAPER 74959]	 p0427 874-38725 
Costs and benefits of co.posite •aterjal 
applications to a civil STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-964]	 p0427 874-38729 
A study to determine the feasibility of a low 
sonic boom supersonic transport 
(NASA-CB-2332]	 p0188 N74-15'713 
Aircraft requirements for low/.ediu. density •arkets 
(NASA-CR-1373731	 p0282 N74-19651 
Fuel, for supersonic passenger aircraft 
(AD-778801]	 p0419 R74-29207 
Aircraft design studies: E67 tilt-wing executive 
aircraft --- with vertical, takeoff and landing 
capability 
(CRANFIELD-AEB0-23]	 p0467 E74-31490 
PASSENGERS 
Airport terminal planning
p0079 04-14508 
Maplin - Eanagement aspects --- automation and 
passenger service
p0079 874-14512 
Analysis of passenger acceptance of co..ercial 
flights having characteristics similar to STOL 
p0085 8711-15046 
The aftermath of a hijacking - Passenger clai.s 
and insurance
p0127 A74-18101 
Technology of passenger clearance in air 
transportation using various clearance •ethods 
pO269 A74-27211 
PATENTS 
Additives for lubrication oils used with foreign 
gas-turbine aviation engines - Survey of patents 
p0219 874-23518 
PATTERN RECOGNITION 
An investigation of pattern recognition of 
aircraft attitudes indicator displays 
(AD-768345]	 p0147 N74-14126 
PATTERN REGISTRATION 
Information content of different runway lighting 
patterns --- visual pattern discrimination of 
landing displays 
(NASA-TT-P-15179]	 p0060 N74-110911 
PA YE RE NTS 
Design and evaluation of aircraft pavements - 1971 
p0022 874-11874 
Concrete or black top --- airport runway pavement 
requirements
p0089 874-15866 
Improved methods for construction and maintenance 
of runway pavement surfaces 
(SAE PAPER 740498]	 p0350 874-34986 
Fatigue concepts f or concrete airport pave.ent 
design
p0392 A74-37342 
Structural analysis of flexible airfield pavements 
p0392 874-37343 
Lateral distribution of aircraft traffic 
application to pavement design criteria for 
aircraft with complex landing gear 
(AD-765 1135]	 p0045 N74-10304 
Effects of strain amplitude on the shear lodulus 
of soils 
(AD-357516]	 p0046 N74-10404 
Keyed joint performance under heavy load aircraft 
(80-766706]	 p0061 N74-11101 
The behavior of flexible airfield pavements under 
loads: Theory and experiments 
(AD-766480] p0061 N74-11102 
Development of minimum pipe-cover requirements for 
C-5A and other aircraft loadings --- structural 
requirements for buried pipe under flexible and 
rigid runways 
(AD-77117 14]	 p0241 N74-17963 
PAYLOAD MASS RATIO 
Hybrid aircraft for heavy lift --- colbined 
helicopter and lighter-than-air elements 
(AHS PREPRINT 814]	 p0389 A74-36623 
PAYLOADS 
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion 
system - On-test-stand comparison with a 
helicopter -- payload capacity and engine
PERPORRAICE PREDICTION 
performance
p0021 874-11743 
Transport vehicles - Weights and loads 
commercial aircraft
p0029 A74-124132 
The low technology airship --- design for 
medium-range heavy payload transport 
p0423 874-38499 
Stability and dynamic behavior of two tethered 
balloon systems 
(AD-766439]	 p0043 N74-10070 
PCR TELENETRY 
The use of magnetic recording in measurement 
systems for in-flight measurements
p0279 874-28433 
PEGASUS ENGINE 
U BRISTOL-SIDDELET BS 53 ENGINE 
PENDULONS 
Helicopter vibration reduction with pendulum 
absorbers 
(AHS PREPRINT 830] 	 p0384 A7J4-36585 
Vertical-plane pendulum absorbers for minimizing 
helicopter vibratory loads
p0395 A74-37502 
PENBTRANTS 
Quantitative evaluation of the effect of 
mechanical processing on the effectiveness of 
penetrant inspection
p0378 A74-35669 
Signal-to-noise ratio in the inspection penetrant 
process
pO459 874-43457 
PENETRATION BALLISTICS 
U TERMINAL BALLISTICS 
PERCEPTION 
NT AUDITOR! PERCEPTION 
NT OLFACTORY PERCEPTION 
NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION 
NT TOUCH 
NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION 
P EEC EPTRO N S 
U SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS 
PERCUSSION 
Pyrotechnic bonkers for structural tests in flight 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1389 E]
	 p0478 04-44953 
Impact characterization of noise including 
implications of identifying and achieving levels 
of cumulative noise exposure 
(PB-2244085GA]	 p0238 N74-17769 
PERFORATED PLATES 
The stress Concentration fl a stretched plate 
reinforced by a central belt and having an 
aperture
p0390 04-36816 
PERFORATED SHELLS 
Manufacture of hollow airfoils for elastic fluid 
turbines - Rokor 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-12] 	 p0072 874-13303 
PERFORMANCE 
Fiber and integrated optic communication technology 
(AD-771402]	 p0240 1174-17902 
Microwave landing system (MLS) developsent plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national NLS development program. Volume 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation 
(80-773223]	 p0288 1174-20233 
PERPOREANCE PREDICTION 
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
A seii-empirical method for predicting subsonic 
diffuser performance 
(8188 PAPER 73-1272]	 p0010 874-11285 
Integrated airframe-nozzle performance for 
designing twin-engine fighters 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1303] 	 p0011 874-11302 
Error model identification and performance 
predictions for airborne direct ranging Loran 
p0024 A74-12178 
Afterbody drag flight test of the A-7E airplane 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1306] 	 p0032 A74-12948 
Rotor wakes - Key to performance prediction 
p0203 A7L&-22455 
Implementation of the uniform flight test analysis 
system --- aircraft performance computer programs 
p0347 A74-34855 
The prediction of rotor rotational noise using 
measured fluctuating blade loads 
[AHS PREPRINT 801]	 p0387 A74-36615 
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£ digital .ulti.ode flight control. system for 
tactical fighters
p0423 A74-38551 
& review of sole Air Force STOL aircraft 
aerodyna.ic prediction •ethods 
(AIAA PAPER 74-992)	 pOU29 A74-38748 
Bethodologies for predicting avionic system 
Capability and weight in CTOL and VTOI. 
fighter/attack aircraft 1975 to 1995 
[SANE PAPER 1002)
	
p0435 A74-39877 
laminar stall prediction and esti.ation of the 
•azi.u. lift coefficient
p0477 A74-44418 
Prediction and •easurement of propulsion system 
performance 
(ABBE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-5]	 p0481 A74-45366 
Sensing jet engine performance and incipient 
failure with electrostatic probes 
(&D-766653]	 p0066 174-11606 
Approximate •ethods for estimation of cruise range 
and endurance: Aircraft with turbo-jet and 
turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73019]	 p0103 174-12709 
Introduction to estimation of range and endurance: 
Aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73018]	 p0103 174-12710 
Co.puter progra.s for estimating aircraft takeoff 
and landing perfor.ance --- applied to 
conventional, vectored lift, and powered-lift 
concept aircraft 
(NASA-TB-I-62333]	 p0196 174-16720 
Helicopter weight, size, and performance program 
computer aided analysis 
[AD-771140]	 p0240 N14-17783 
On the prediction of aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings in transonic flow 
(AGARD-8-612]	 p0246 174-18653 
Full scale fatigue requirements for rational 
fatigue life prediction
p0282 174-19657 
Prediction methods for aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics --- proceedings of conference on 
methods for predicting aircraft performance 
[AGARD-LS-67]	 p0364 E74-26445 
General technical information --- survey of 
technical data on aircraft performance prediction 
p0364 N74-26446 
Aerodynamic prediction wetbods for aircraft at low 
speeds with mechanical high lift devices 
p0364 174-26447 
A review of the low speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of aircraft with powered lift 
systems
p0364 174-26448 
Aircraft lift and drag prediction and measurement 
p0364 174-26449 
Predict ion of supersonic aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0365 174-26450 
Appraisal of wing aerodynamic design methods for 
subsonic flight speed
p0365 174-26451 
External store aerodynamics for aircraft 
performance prediction
p0365 174-26454 
Conceptual design studies of lift/cruise fans for 
military transports 
(NASACR-. 134636]	 p0444 174-30239 
Development of computer programs to determine the 
aerodynamic characteristics of complete light 
aircraft 
(NASA-CB-139690] 	 p0487 174-33426 
PERPOEBANCE TESTS 
Possibilities for improved supersonic inlet 
performance 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1271)	 p0010 A74-11284 
Operational problems with the aircraft type Tu-134 
in the case of a use of the aircraft turbine 
fuel TS-1
p0020 174-11740 
AEROSAT ground environment and test plan 
aeronautical satellites for ATC
p0024 114-12191 
geavy Lift Helicopter main engines 
• (SAR PAPER 730920]
	 p0123 174-17537 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance with 
a 3-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(AIlA PAPER 74-91] 	 p0133 A74-18768
S-3A initial operational test and evaluation 
p0172 174-19496 
Compact video tape recorders of exceptional 
performance and reliability
p0217 174-22534 
A small high-performance videotape recorder for 
•ilitary airborne applications
p0217 174-22535 
Sea trials on inflatable flotation and survival gear 
p0211 174-23536 
Survival radio performance tests
p02.15 A74-23538 
Aircraft performance measurements in nonsteady 
flights
p0225 A74-24856 
Data management during the Navy performance test 
and evaluation of the P-14A airplane 
p0347 A74-34857 
Recant developments in shipboard V/STOL testing 
p0381 174-36227 
Helicopter reliability testing 
[ABS PREPRINT 860]
	 p0386 A74-36600 
U.S. Army helicopter icing qualification program 
(AmA PAPER 74-942]
	 p0426 174-38715 
Testing of commercial airplane environ.ental 
control systems 
[SAR AEP 217 B]
	 p0434 A74-39768 
Advancements in flight test engineering; 
Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Symposium, 
Anaheiu, Calif., August 7-9, 1974
p0459 174-43601 
The aircraft engine B-14Y26 --- Russian book 
p0480 A74-45269 
Prediction and measurement of propulsion system 
performance 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-5]	 p0481 A74-45366 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 1 
(AD-756870]	 p0052 174-10749 
Test characteristics of a welded rotor in a 
36,000-rpm Lundell alternator 
(NASA-Tn-z-2944]	 pO064 174-11304 
Single-stage experimental evaluation of 
tandem-airfoil rotor stator blading for 
compressors. Part 6: Data and performance for 
stage D 
(NASA-CR-134511]	 p0100 174-12449 
Operational evaluation of the SK-S air cushion 
vehicle in Alaska 
(10-768781]	 pO162 1174-14772 
Failure modes, efiects and criticality analysis 
(PEECA) of category III instrument landing 
system with traveling: Wave localizer antenna 
(01-840912-100]	 p0164 174-15380 
Ricrowave Landing System (ELS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national ELS development program. Volume 5: 
Post TA/CD plans, management performance 
[PAA-RD-72-150-VOL-5]	 p0165 1174-15385 
Some considerations on the performance of the fan 
jet engine 
[NAL-TE-317]	 pO193 174-16486 
Tupolev 144 and Concorde: The official 
performances are compared for the first time 
(NASA-TT-F-15446]	 p0283 174-19661 
Air cushion landing system performance on a 
tenth-scale model Jindivik RPV 
(AD-774389]	 p0299 174-20683 
Prediction of aircraft ground performance by

evaluation of ground vehicle rut depths 
[10-775744]	 p0330 174-22689 
Evaluation of the automatic .3RD (Jet Blast 
Deflector) system 
(AD-775665]	 p0358 174-25595 
Qualification test methods for helicopter cargo 
handling systems 
(AD-776991]	 p0358 114-25599 
Performance of a model cascade thrust reverser for 
short-haul applications 
[NASA-TE-X-71614)	 p0500 174-35202 
PERIODIC VARIATIONS 
Bingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0396 A74-37507 
PEEIODICITY 
U PERIODIC VARIATIONS 
PERIPHERAL VISIOR 
Peripheral vision -• A factor -for improved 
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PIEZORESISTIVE TRANSDUCERS 
instrument design
p0218 A74-23542 
PERISCOPES	 - 
A compact derotator design --- for aircraft 
periscope image rotation prevention
p0218 A74-23718 
Identification tests with optical sights and 
reconnaissance aids in helicopters 
(FOA-2-c-2533-D8I E1 /86 ]	 p0104 N74-12721 
PERSONNEL 
NI AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
NT FLIGHT CREWS 
NT FLYING PERSONNEL 
NT GEOUND CREWS 
Concept for a multiple personnel airdrop system 
(AD-771945]	 p0244 874-18640 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
Economic consequences of airport development 
p0080 A74-14515 
PERTURBATION THEORY 
Aircraft range optimization using singular 
perturbations 
(NASA-CR-140519]	 p0493 874-34465 
RE TR OLE U N 
U CRUDE OIL 
PHANTOM AIRCRAFT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
PHASE ANGLE 
U PHASE SHIFT 
PHASE LOCKED SYSTEMS 
Low speed phaselock speed control system --- for 
brushless dc motor 
(NASA-CASE-GSC-11 127-1) 	 p0044 874-10202 
PHASE MODULATION 
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING 
PHASE SHIFT 
Microelectronic phase shifters in X and Q bands 
(BLL-PO-2986- (9022.81)] 	 p0192 874-15906 
PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS 
A low cost p-i-n diode phase shifter for airborne 
phased-array antennas
p0321 A74-31611 
PHASE SHIFT METING 
Implementation considerations with P5K modulation 
-- variable •rate and secure voice modems 
-	 p0424 A74-38558 
Bandwidth filtering effects on PSK modulation 
p0424 A74-38559 
PHASE SWITCHING INTERFERORETERS 
Determination of the movement of the apparent 
phase centers of aircraft antennas for 
calibrating the ZDBS interferometer --- coherent 
wave front simulations for slot antennas and 
spiral antennas
p0469 N74-31704 
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS 
NT FREEZING 
NT FUSION (MELTING) 
NT VACUUM MELTING 
Nitinol as a fastener material
p0176 A74-20208 
PHASED ARRAYS 
A cylindrical phased-array antenna for ATC 
interrogation
p0001 A74-10018 
A low cost p-i-n diode phase shifter for airborne 
phased-array antennas
p0321 A74-31611 
PRENOLIC RESINS 
Specifications for composites - Phenolic and 
silicone resins
p0313 A74-29787 
PH OTOCELL S 
U PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS 
PBOTOCBENICAL EEACTIOJS 
Photo-oxidation of aircraft engine emissions at 
low and high.altitudes
p0148 874-14277 
Effect of supersonic transport upon the ozone 
layer, studied in a two-dimensional 
photochemical model with transport
p0148 874-14278 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY 
U PHOTOCHEHICAL REACTIONS 
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS 
Photoelastic analysis of the stress field 
surrounding a fatigue crack
p0169 A74-19259
PHOTOELASTIC STRESS MEASURERENT 
U PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS 
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS 
The problem of increasing the operational 
precision of electrolytic sensors
p0216 A74-27898 
PROTOELECTROMAGIETIC DETECTORS 
U RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT 
NT FEARING CAMERAS 
NT HIGH SPEED CAMERAS 
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILE 
Pave Spike Video Film Recorder
p02 18 A74-22543 
PHOTOGRAPHIC REASUREMEIT 
Photographic pyrometry in an aeroballistic range 
aerodynamic model surface temperature 
measurement
p0030 A74-12752 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING 
Development of teledyne video recording systems - 
Progression of state of the art in fil, recording 
p0217 A74-22540 
Pave Spike Video Film Recorder
p02 18 A74-22543 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT FEACTOGRAPH! 
NT HOLOGRAPHY 
NT INFRARED IMAGERY 
NT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPH! 
NT MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPH! 
NT SHADOWGRAPR PHOTOGRAPH! 
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
NT I RAY FLUORESCENCE 
PHOTOMAPPING 
Holographic multicolor moving map display 
p0371 A74-35563 
PHOTOMETERS 
Development and testing of a cadmium telluride 
high temperature (750 F) infrared fire detector 
for detecting aircraft engine fires 
[AD7733241	 p0287 874-19714 
PROTOOXIDATION 
Photo-oxidation of aircraft engine emissions at 
low and high altitudes
p0148 N74-14277 
PHOTORECONNAISSANCE 
A low power night photo system for high speed 
unmanned aircraft
p0423 A74-38535 
P HOTO S E N SONS 
U RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
U ANISOTROP! 
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
PHOTOTEANSISTORS 
A photo-electric position-following mechanism 
p0176 A74-20129 
PHUGOID OSCILLATIONS 
U PITCH (INCLINATION) 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
Studies of the effects of sonic boom on birds 
FAA-RD-73-1l48J	 p0039 N74-10039 
Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft Engines 
[AGARD-CP-125]	 p0148 874-14271 
Pollution levels at London (Heathrow) Airport and 
methods for reducing the,
p0149 874-14284 
Concerning the performance data of a reverberation 
chamber --- test facility for determining 
physiological effects of aircraft noise 
(NASA-TT-F-15371)	 p0240 874-17958 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
Alcor - A high altitude pressurized sailplane /2/ 
p0459 A74-43471 
PHYSIOLOGY 
NT RESPIRATORY PHTSIOLOG! 
PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
Aircraft on-board equipment for dyna.ic 
measurements with piezoelectric sensors 
p0270 A74-27293 
PIEZQELECTEIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES	 - 
PIEZORESISTIVE TRAISDUCEIS 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
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PIGGYBACK SYSTEMS 
Carrier designs for space shuttle orbiter being 
refined --- piggyback lode transportation 
competition between C-5 and Boeing 747 
p0311 874-28791 
C-5A/orbiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: 
Piggyback ferry 
[NASA-CR-134184]	 p0189 079-15117 
PILOT EREOR 
Simulator tests of piotage error in area 
navigation with vertical guidance - Effects of 
descent angle and display scale factor 
pOO8l 874-14595 
Pilotage error and residual attention - The 
evaluation of a performance control system in 
airborne area navigation
p0087 A74-15630 
Pilot error accidents in airline jet aircraft - 
1958- 1970
pO208 874-22629 
Violations of system safety principles in the 
cockpit
pO2O8 874-22635 
Aircraft accident report: Loftleidir Icelandic 
Airlines, Incorporated, Douglas DC-8-61, John F. 
Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, New 
York, 23 June 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-73-20]	 p0249 074-18683 
PILOT PELFOBOANCE 
Control authority with a flight performance 
contrcller
p0081 874-14596 
Motion relationships in aircraft attitude and

guidance displays - A flight experinent 
p0081 874-14597 
A direct procedure for partitioning scanning 
workload with a flight director
p0183 A74-21336 
Cockpit design for crew coordination
p0208 874-22631 
On the dynamics of human pilots in •arginally 
contrcllable systems
p0209 814-23203 
Piloting techniques and flying qualities of the 
next generation of aircraft	 - 
pO212 874-23595 
Advanced instructional provisions and automated 
performance measurement
p0260 874-25973 
A study of light airplane pilot landing perfor.ance 
tSAR PAPER 740350]	 pO308 874-28730 
Pilot workload-efficiency of military aircraft 
systems with one or two man crew
p0320 874-30820 
A data reduction method for landing performance 
teats
pO32O 874-30821 
Piloted power approach simulation
p0347 874-34853 
Controls and displays for helicopter IPR operation 
- Pilot factor considerations 
[INS PREPRINT 825]
	 p0384 874-36584 
Analysis, simulation, and piloted performance of

advanced tandem-rotor helicopters in hover 
(ABS PREPRINT 843] 	 p0385 874-36594 
LSO/pilot interaction simulator --- for analysis 
of flight hazards during approach to landing on 
aircraft carrier 
[AD-765686]	 p0041 074-10055 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
[80-767028]	 pOO5l 074-10930 
Information content of different runway lighting 
patterns -- visual pattern discrimination of 
landing displays 
(NASATTF-15179]	 p0060 074-11094 
Annotated bibliograpy of reports --- concerning 
aviation medicine 
(AD-766458]	 pO1O2 074-12701 
Optical factors in aircraft windshield design as 
related to pilot visual perfor.ance --- effect 
on pilot vision in forward direction 
[80-767203]	 p0106 074-12733 
The simulation and analysis of carrier landings 
using a nonlinear pilot model 
(80-767679)	 p0145 074-13747 
A simplified flight-test method for determining 
aircraft takeoff performance that includes
effects of pilot technique 
(NASA-TN-D-7603]	 p0195 074-16717 
High acceleration cockpit: The maneuvering 
countermeasure --- cockpit design for improved 
pilot performance 
[80-770287)	 p0198 014-16743 
Forward air controller: Tactical air command 
pilot communication orientation 
(80-771071]	 p0244 074-18637 
In-flight performance of civilian pilots using 
moving-aircraft and moving-horizon attitude 
indicators 
[80-773450]	 p0287 074-20054 
Problems of pilot-automatic control interactions in flight control -- applied to blind CTOL 
landing and VTOL stabilization 
(ILR-4-1973]	 pO326 074-21663 
PILOT TRAINING 
Uses of a visual landing system in primary flight 
training
p0082 874-14599 
Nodern tendencies for training in piloting without 
visibility and in radionavigation
p0219 A74-22651 
Incremental transfer effectiveness of a 
ground-based general aviation trainer 
p0260 874-25969 
A study of vertical motion requirements for 
landing simulation
pO260 874-25971 
Advanced instructional provisions and automated 
performance measurement
p0260 874-25973 
Requirementb	 the helicopter instrument rating 
p0348 874-34880 
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT 
NT DRONE AIRCRAFT 
NT TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
So.e results of an experimental study of the

Aerodyne concept by Dornier System G.bB 
(DGLR PAPER 73-069]	 pOI2O A74-17178 
American programs for reconnaissance vehicles and 
remotely piloted airplanes
p0210 A74-23392 
PILOTS (PERSONNEL) 
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
PIPE PLOy 
Turbulent flow in flexible pipes and ramjet engines 
[JPRS-60785]	 p0192 074-15962 
PIPELINES 
Suitability of using titanium pipelines in the 
hydraulic systems of turbine engines 
p0126 A74-18090 
PIPER AIRCRAFT 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 2: Cherokee 140 at L-, 5-, and C-bandg 
(80-781791]	 p0492 074-33652 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 3: Piper PA-18 super cub at L-, S-, and 
C-bands 
(80-781792]	 p0492 074-33653 
PIPES (TUBES) 
Design guide for the use of structural shapes in 
aircraft applications. Part 1: Selection 
criteria for structural shapes and tubing. Part 
2: Manufacturing methods for structural shapes 
and tubing 
[AD-769042]	 p0190 074-15723 
Development of minimum pipe-cover requirements for 
C-SI and other aircraft loadings --- structural 
requirements for buried pipe under flexible and 
rigid runways 
(AD-771174]	 p0241 074-17963 
Manufacturing methods for self-sealing fuel lines 
development of braiding process for 
production of fuel lines for military aircraft 
(AD-778083]	 p0411 074-28243 
PISTON ENGINES 
NT DIESEL ENGINES 
Noise measurements of the jet and piston engines 
on the Lala-1 experimental airplane
pO2O 874-27296 
Fuel system requirements for light aircraft 
turbocharged reciprocating engines 
[SAE PAPER 740382]	 p0309 874-28747 
Nathematical simulation of a vibrating light 
aircraft piston engine and correlation with 
engine flight test data
	 - 
[BAR PAPER 740383]	 p0310 A74-28748 
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PLASTIC YIELDING 
• A simplified life-cycle Cost comparison of various 
engines for s.aU helicopter use 
(NASA-TW.171517] 	 p0256 N74-19405 
PISTONS 
Airflow control system for supersonic inlets 
( .NASA-CASE-LEW-ll184-l]	 p0295 R78-20646 
PITCH (IICLIIATIOJ) 
The effects of second order blade bending on the 
angle of attack of hingeless rotor blades 
p0022 1714-11846 
Eeasureient of dynamic cross-derivatives due to 
pitching and yawing 
[1111 PAPER 74-611)	 p0380 174-36044 
ReEponse predictions of helicopter landing 
platfor. for the USS BELKNAP (DLG-26) and USS 
GARcIA (DE-1040)-Class destroyers 
(AD-766450)	 p0043 N74-10072 
PITCH ANGLES 
U PITCH (INCLINATION) 
PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL 
o LONGITUDINAL cONTROL 
PITCHING HONENTS 
Analysis of flow-reversal delay for a pitching 
•	 airfoil 
(1111 PAPER 74-183)	 p0134 174-18835 
The effect of velocity-dependent pitching mo.ents 
on longitudinal stability --- of STOL and VTOL 
aircraft
p0261 A74-26047 
Investigation of the effect of supports on the 
bottom pressure and pitching moment of bodies of 
revolution at an angle of attack
p0312 174-29496 
A contribution to the nonlinear lift and pitching 
moment properties of slender wing-body 
combinations
pO373 174-35098 
Exploratory investigation at Each numbers from 
0.40 to 0.95 of the effects of jets blown over a 
wing 
(NASA-TN-D-7367]	 p0036 N74-10014 
Aerodynamic interference between fuselage and 
lifting jets e.erqing from its lower part 
effect of two high velocity lifting jets on 
induced lift and pitching moments
p0290 N74-20413 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 6716 
and NACA 4416airfoils with 35 percent-chord 
single-slotted flaps -- low turbulence pressure 
tunnel tests to determine two dimensional lift 
and pitching moment characteristics 
(NASA-TN-X-2623]	 p0323 N14-21634 
PITOT TURNS 
Use of a pitot-static probe for determining wing 
section drag in flight at Each numbers from 0.5 
to approximately 1.0 
(NASA-TE-I-56025)	 p0441 N74-29370 
PIVOTED RING AIRCRAFT 
U TILT WING AIRCRAFT 
PLANETARY ATEOSPHERES 
• Developing a technology base in planetary entry 
aexotber.odynamics
p0030 174-12799 
PLANETARY ENTRY 
U ATEOSPNERIC ENTRY 
PLANETARY ENVIRONNEITS 
NT PLANETARY ATEOSPHERES 
PLANFORES 
IT ARROW WINGS 
NT CARET WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
NT RECTANGULARPLANFORNS 
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS 
NT SWEPTEACK WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
NT WING PLANFORES 
PLANNING 
NT AIRPORT PLANNING 
NT NANAGEHENT PLANNING 
NT EISSION PLANNING 
NT PEODUCTION PLANNING 
NT PROJECT PLANNING 
NT REGIONAL PLANNING 
NT URBAN PLANNING 
PLAITS (BOTANY) 
NT FUNGI 
NT TREES (PLANTS)
PLASEA JET WIND TUNNELS 
The ablation performance of foams in a low heat flux 
plassa arc tests on polyurethane-based foams 
p0045 174-10263 
P1.1511 PROBES 
NT ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 
PZ.ASIA STABILITY 
U BAGNETOHYDRODYNLEIC STABILITY 
PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p0083 174-14739 
'levelopment of a graphite-epoxy tailboom for a 
high-performance armed helicopter
pO083 174-14748 
Design and fabrication of a mixed composite wing box 
p0083 A74-14749 
Effective methods for fabrication of large 
polyimide-matrix aircraft components 
p0084 174-14780 
Designing with plastic resin matrix composite
materials --- for aircraft structures) 
(DGLR PAPER 73-086)	 p0121 A74-17192 
Experimental study of metal-plastic couplings in 
• tension
p0130 174-18648 
Experimental investigation of glass-plastic and 
metal-plastic joints under shear
p0131 A14-18697 
Effects of fabrication defects on boron/epoxy 
composites 
(AIAA PAPER 74-352]	 p0264 174-26664 
Advanced coiposite lattice structure for improved 
structural integrity 
(AIAA PAPER 14-357 3	 p0264 174-26667 
Development and problems of testing prepregs for 
the Czechoslovakiau aircraft industry 
p0280 174-28528 
An approach to the developaent of meaningful 
design rules for fatigue-loaded CFRP components 
carbon fiber reinforced plastics 
p03 13 174-29783 
'Kevlar' 49 woven and nonwoven fabric conposites 
performance and applications
p0438 174-40505 
Applications of advanced composites in aircraft 
structures
p0479 174-45045 
PLASTIC ANISOTNOPY 
A mathematical theory of plasticity for strain 
hardening naterials exhibiting initial anistoropy 
(NLR-TR-72117-U]	 p0067 N74-11719 
PLASTIC COATINGS 
An aircraft exterior coating system and surface 
pretreatment	 - 
p0125 A74-17862 
Effect of polymer coatings on fatigue strength of 
aluminum alloy 2024 box beams 
(NASACE.114699]	 p0193 N74-16250 
PLASTIC DEFOERATIOI 
Elastic, plastic behavior of a rotor. I - Analysis 
of an axisymsetric rotor whose radius varies in 
axial direction
p0082 A74-14620 
Accelerating test stand for rotating elements of 
turbonachines
p0089 174-15930 
The heat-resistant deformable aluminum alloy 021 
p0439 174-40767 
Study of elastoplastic deformation with friction 
in hydrocarbon media --- with application to jet 
engine fuels 
(10-765997)	 p0049 574-10717 
PLASTIC FILES 
U POLYMERIC FILES 
PLASTIC FLOW 
Geometrical study of the conditions of initiation 
of sudden cracks of quasi-brittle type 
p0280 1714-28526 
PLASTIC PROPELLANTS 
Applied research and development of adhesives for 
bonding filled carbozyl terninated 
polybutadienes to various substrates 
p0316 A74-30313 
PLASTIC PROPERTIES 
NT ELASTOPLASTICIT!	 V 
PLASTIC YIELDING 
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
PLASTICS 
NT ACRYLIC RESINS 
NT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT EPDXY RESINS 
NT PHENOLIC RESINS 
NT POLYBUTADIENE 
NT REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS 
NT THERMOSEITING RESINS 
PLATE (METAL) 
U METAL PLATES 
PLATE THEORY 
Deter.ination of the shear stresses in spar valls 
in the design of a wing on the basis of a plate 
analogy
pO26O A74-25984 
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS) 
NT CIRCULAR PLATES 
NT ELASTIC PLATES 
NT ORTHOTEOPIC PLATES 
NT PERFORATED PLATES 
NT REINFORCED PLATES 
Diffraction of evanescent waves, with applications 
to aerodyna.ically scattered sound and radiation 
from unbaf fled plates
p0204 A74-23104 
Diffusion welding of structural components for 
aeronautics and astronautics
p0227 A74-25024 
Structure of solutions to basic bending and 
vibration problems for plates of complex shape 
p0482 A74-45592 
Integral equation solutions for simply supported 
polygonal plates
p0483 A74-46071 
PLATING 
NT ELECTROPLATING 
NT NICKEL PLATE 
P1 ATE ACES 
A truly airworthy video disc recorder/reproducer 	 -
results in unique capabilities --- for aerial 
reconnaissance and surveillance
p0218 A74-22553 
PLSS 
U PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
PLUG NOZZLES 
Flight velocity effects on jet noise of several 
variations of a 48-tube suppressor installed on 
a plug nozzle 
(NASA-TM-I-2919) 	 p0165 N74-15465
Flight velocity effects on jet noise of several 
variations of a twelve-chute suppressor 
installed on a plug nozzle 
(NASA-TM-X-2918] 	 p0166 N74-15466 
Cold-flow performance of several variations of a 
ram-air-cooled plug nozzle for supersonic-cruise 
aircraft 
(NASA-TM-X-3110]	 p0500 N74-35203
PLO ME A N B 
U METAL HYDRIDES 
PLUMES 
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows 
- Application to a CO containing turbojet plume 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1229] 	 p0006 A74-11069 
Aerodynamic forces and moments on a slender body 
with a et plume for angles of attack up to 180 
degrees 
(AIAA PAPER 74-110]	 p0133 A74-18776
FLU VIOGRAPHS 
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
PNEUMATIC CONTROL 
Aerospace fluidics applications and circuit 
manufacture 
(SAE PAPER 730980]	 p0019 A74-11604
A study of the characteristics of measuring 
elements of pneumatic systems
p0174 A74-19852 
A new pneumatic hybrid control system --- for 
reduction of supply air consumption
p0174 A74- 19884 
cabin pressure control - Au exercise in nonlinear 
design
p0373 A74-35208 
Aircraft cabin pressure and temperature control 
through reliable fluidic circuits
p0378 A74-35720 
Hingeless circulation control rotor blade design 
(ABS PREPRINT 813]
	 p0388 A74-36622
Fluidics and its application in aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0484 A74-46688 
PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT 
NT GAS VALVES 
L-1011 secondary power systems - Design and function 
(SAE PAPER 740466] 	 p0351 A74-35004 
Secondary power systems --- for DC-10 
tSAR PAPER 740465)
	 p0351 A74-35005 
PNEUMATIC RESET 
U PNEUMATIC CONTROL 
PODS (EXTERNAL STORES) 
An analytical method valid up to the critical 
speed for predicting Store separation 
characteristics from modern aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-775]
	 p0399 A74-37800 
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by the 
aeroelast jc vibrations of a jet engine in a pod 
(ONERA, TV NO. 1424]
	 p0483 A74-46596 
Technical and operational aspects of 
externally-mounted aircraft equipment 
p0305 N74-21614 
POINT MATCHING METHOD (MATREMATICS) 
U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
POINT SOURCES 
Waves in an elastic medium generated by a point 
source moving in an overlying fluid medium 
pOO85 A74-14928 
POISR0ILLE FLOW 
U LAMINAR FLOW 
POISONS 
A device for spreading small grain bait lure 
airborne spraying device for rodent control 
(AD-772053]	 p0255 N74-19144 
POISSON PROCESS 
U STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
POLAR COORDINATES 
Application to the Viggen aircraft configuration 
of the polar coordinate method for unsteady 
subsonic flow 
[ICAS PAPER 74-03]
	 p0447 A74-41305 
POLAR REGIONS 
NT ARCTIC REGIONS 
POLARIZATION (WAVES) 
NT CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
POLARIZATION CHARTS 
U GRAPHS (CHARTS) 
POLICIES 
NT ENERGY POLICY 
NT PROCUREMENT POLICY 
POLLUTION 
NT AIR POLLUTION 
NT ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION 
NT NOISE POLLUTION 
NT WATER POLLUTION 
POLLUTION CONTROL 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for

future high altitude commercial aircraft 
p0275 A74-27773 
Development of pollution controls for Rolls-Royce 
RB 211 and Olympus 593 engines 
[SAE PAPER 740483]
	 p0351 A74-34996 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine pollutant emissions 
(ICAS PAPER 74-31]
	 p0457 A74-43125 
Helicopter tow tests of the US Coast Guard's air 
delivery container for oil spill containment 
barrier 
[AD-774898J	 p0327 N74-21669 
Aviation fuel spill containment using absorbent 
materials 
[AD-776762)	 p0361 N74-26242 
POLLUTION MONITORING 
Pollution emission analysis of selected Air Force 
aircraft 
(ASNE PAPER 74-ENAS-30]	 p0431 A74-39130 
VOL TAC ElLA TE S 
U ACRYLIC RESINS 
POLYBOTADIENE 
Applied research and development of adhesijes for 
bonding filled carboxyl terminated 
polybutadienes to various substrates 
p03l6 A74-30313 
POLTIMIDE RESINS 
Polyimides for advanced radomes --- heat resistant 
reinforced composite naterials
p0082 A74-14138 
Effective methods for fabrication of large 
polyimide-matrix aircraft components 
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p0084 A74-14780 
Recent advances in the processing of polyimide.. 
resins for high temperature rado.e applications 
p0379 *74-35841 
POLYIMIDES 
Graphite-polyimide composite for application to 
aircraft engines 
(NASA-TN-D-76981 	 p0370 878-27412 
POLYMERIC PILES 
Effect of polymer coatings on fatigue strength of 
aluminu, alloy 2024 box beams 
(NASA-CR-114699]	 p0193 874-16250 
POLYMERIZATION 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of
BT-S/PNR-PI composites for application to 
advanced aircraft engines 
Nigh-Tip-Speed/Polymerization of Monomeric 
Reactant
p0228 *78-24868 
POLYMERS 
Nonflammable fibrous materials for aeronautical 
systems
pQ379 *74-35807 
POLYSULFIDES 
Feasibility study of use'ofpolysulfide sealants 
for corrosion protection of spot welded aluminum 
alloys
-	 p0084 *74-14771 
POLYURETHANE FOAM 
A sailplane wing constructed of foa. core and 
polyester fiberglass skin 
(AIAA PAPER 74-258)	 p0130 *74-18665 
The ablation performance of foams in a low heat flux 
plasma arc tests on polyurethane-based foams 
p0045 874-10263 
POLYURETHANE RESINS 
An aircraft exterior coating syste. and surface 
pretreatment
p0125 *74-17862 
PONTRYAGIN PRINCIPLE 
Reachable sets for tracking --- all possible 
aircraft positions
p0321 *74-31643 
POROUS MATERIALS 
Optimization of wave cancellation in variable 
porosity transonic wind tunnel flows 
(NASA-TN-D-7432)	 -	 p0060 874-11097 
The flow over a porous body: A singular 
perturbation problem with two parameters 
development of thcd for predicting skin 
friction and heat transfer characteristics of 
aircraft surfaces 
(*0-775072]	 p0.324 874-21644 
POROUS WALLS 
Aerodynamic noise from porous propeller fans 
p0073 *74-13793 
So.e tunnel-wall effects on transonic flutter 
from Boeing SST nodel tests 
(AIAA PAPER 78-406)	 p0266 *74-26705 
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT 
Portable chemical oxygen 
(SAE AS 1303]	 p0269 A7'l-27264 
PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
VFN 614 oxygen system
p0375 *74-35361 
POSITION (LOCATION) 
Criteria for the siting of najor airports 
p0080 *74-14516 
A photo-electric position-following mechanism 
p0176 *74-20129 
Vanguard/PLACE experiment syste. design and test 
plan
p0216 *74-23788 
Provisional signal formats for the discrete 
address beacon system --- for air traffic 
control applications 
(ATC-30]	 p0048 874-10620 
An optimum .interference detector for DABS 
monopu].se data editing --- for application to 
air traffic control 
(ESD-TR-.73-253)	 p0048 874-10621 
POSITION ERRORS 
Error model identification and performance 
predictions for airborne direct ranging Loran 
pOO2 I4 *74-12178 
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC 
operational proble.s
p0027 *74-12357
PONDER (PARTICLES) 
The proble. of increasing the operational 
precision of electrolytic sensors
p0276 *78-27898 
Determining helicopter instrument flight capability 
p0346 *74-34848 
POSITION INDICATORS 
A study of the characteristics of measuring 
elements of pneu.atic systems
p0178 A74-19852 
Acoustic emissions used to nondestructively 
determine crack locations in aircraft structural 
fatigue speci.en
p0343 A74-34290 
Evaluation of ILS localizer signal specification 
during ground rollont 	 - 
(*0-765761]	 pOO49 874-10623 
POSITIONING DEVICES (MAClINER!) 
NT BOOMS (EQUIPMEN7) 
POSITIVE FEEDBACK 
Discrete tones of isolated airfoils
p0391 *74-37053 
POSTILIGHT ANALYSIS 
Gunship video recording system - First high 
quality battle damage assessnent capability 
p0217 *74-22531 
POTENTIAL ENERGY 
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
POTENTIAL FIELDS 
uniform asymptotic solutions for the 
two-dimensional potential field about a slender 
body
p0392 A74-37268 
POTENTIAL PLOW 
Derivation of aerodynamic kernel functions 
p0004 *74-10572 
Comparison of surface-vorticity method with 
surface-source method and with an exact solution 
for two-dimensional potential flow around two 
adjacent lifting airfoils
p0086 *74-15047 
A problem of designing the optimal external 
contours of an aircraft
p0087 A711-15709 
Structure of Betz vortex cores
p0090 A74-15970 
Development of a method of 
discretized-distribution singularities for the 
study of compressible and incompressible flows 
p0119 A74-16968 
Methods for the design and analysis of jet-flapped 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-188)	 p0134 A74-18833 
Application of an improved unified 
subsonic-supersonic potential flow method for 
the aerodynamic analysis of aircraft 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 78-186]	 p0135 A74-18841 
Subsonic potential aerodynamics for complex 
configurations - A general theory
p0177 *74-20280 
A study of compressible potential and asymptotic 
viscous flows for corner region
p0204 A74-23205 
Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of cascades 
of arbitrary profiles vibrating in the potential 
flow of an incompressible fluid
p0222 *74-24378 
Calculation procedures for potential and viscous 
flow solutions for engine inlets 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-3)	 p0271 *74-27411 
Nigh attitude delta wing unsteady aerodyna.ics 
(AIAA PAPER 78-817)	 p0400 *74-37824 
Free vibrations of dynamically inhomogeneous 
airfoil cascades in potential flow
p0482 A74-85936 
Calculation of potential flaw about axially 
symmetric fuselages, annular profiles and engine 
inlets 
(NASA-TT-F-15213]	 p0139 874-13707 
POTEITIñ TEEOR! 
The behavior of axial compressor cascadesin the 
case of deviations from purely cylindrical flow 
p0001 A78-1003O 
The lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings 
and propellers 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1298]	 p0005 A78-10999 
PONDER (PARTICLES) 
NT PONDERED ALUMINUM 
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PONDER METALLURGY 
Application of powder metallurgy in gas turbine 
aircraft engines
p0084 114-14765 
Status of the latest turbine disk alloys in the U.S. 
pOl2S 114-17890 
Recent developments and utilization criteria of 
titaniul alloys in the aircraft industry 
p0218 174-23962 
Properties of high-strength aluainum P/N products 
p0221 174-24225 
PONDERED ALUMINUM 
Properties of high-strength aluainum P/N products 
p0227 174-24225 
POWER CONDITIONING 
Power conditioning syste. for FAA Air Route 
Traffic Control Centers
pOOl? 174-14133 
Power conditioning system for FAA air route 
traffic control centers
pOlO2 N14-12636 
POWER GAIN 
A commutation on antenna systems covering standard 
aircraft and balloons
p0469 N74-31685 
Dynamic measurement of avionic antennas --- by 
ground radar tracks evaluations
p0463 N74-31102 
POWER GENERATORS 
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
POWER PLANTS 
YC-15 powerplant system design and development 
(1111 PAPER 74-973]	 p0453 A74-4658 
The 1.5-kW fuel cell powerplant 
(10-767302]	 pOlO7 N74-12744 
POWER SPECTRA 
The influence of non-linear longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics on the power 
spectral response of aircraft to atmospheric 
turbulence
p0182 A74-21105 
The identification of aircraft poverplant dynamic 
response from flight tests using power spectral 
techniques 
(RAE-TR-13049]	 p0105 N74-12725 
Rational calculation of design gust loads in 
relation to present and proposed airworthiness 
requirements --- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence on aerodynamic configuration of short 
haul aircraft
p0234 N74-1774O 
Computed lateral power spectral density response 
of conventional and STOL airplanes to random 
atmospheric turbulence 
[NASA-TN-D-71444]	 p0237 N74-17759 
Noise generated by quiet engine fans. 2: Fan A 
measurement of power spectra and sideline 
perceived noise levels 
(NASA-TN-X-3066]	 p0444 N74-30240 
POWER SUPPLIES 
Nan-powered flight - The oscillating wing •achine 
poOl7 174-14262 
Hydraulic-to-pneumatic power supply for aircraft 
fluidic systems 
[AD-77876'4]	 p0417 N74-28550 
POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 
Solid-state power controllers for 8-1 flight test 
p0425 174-38575 
The ac power controllers for solid state 
distribution system. Volume 1: Design, 
development, fabrication, and test of hybrid 
devices 
(AD-768199]	 p0146 N74-13903 
POWER TRANSMISSION 
An analysis of vibration diagnostics for 
helicopter power trains
p0432 174-39198 
PRECAUTIONS 
U ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
PRECESSIOI 
Solution of the equations of motion of a 
gyrohorizon compass at finite deviation angles 
from the meridian
p0020 174-11685 
PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY) 
NT RAIN 
Ther.al parameters as a predictor of precipitation 
type for Kincheloe AFB, Michigan 
[AD-754927]	 p0048 N74-10611
PRECIPITATION HARDENING 
Creep fracture mechanisms in aluminum alloys 
pOO2O 1714-11136 
The development of thermomechanjcal processes for 
advanced dispersion strengthened alloys 
pO342 174-33622 
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
Computer prediction of aircraft noise
pOl3l 174-19051 
Analysis of crack propagation under variable 
amplitude loading using the willenborg 
retardation model 
(ArIA PAPER 74-369]
	 p0265 174-26677 
Confidence assessment of military airframe cost 
predictions --- for cost overrun elimination 
p0267 174-26874 
An analytical method valid up to the critical 
speed for predicting store separation 
characteristics from modern aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 7t4775]	 p0399 174-37800 
A parametric analysis of transport aircraft syste. 
weights and Costs 
(SAVE PAPER 1024]
	 p0436 174-39891 
Sonic boon research at UTIAS
p0483 1711-46239 
Specialists Meeting on Helicopter Rotor Prediction 
Methods 
[AGARD-CP-122]	 p00514 N74-10908 
Prediction of helicopter rotor loads --- based on 
alternating aerodynamic loads imposed on rotary 
wing and rotor hub
p0055 N74-10911 
Helicopter rotor loads predictions --- assumptions 
and techniques for numerical analysis of 
aerodynamic loads
p0055 N74-10912 
Rotor system design and evaluation using a general 
purpose helicopter flight simulation program 
p0055 N74-10913 
Integrated rotor/body loads prediction 
p0055 N74-10916 
Aircraft force projection model. Volume 1: Users 
guide to APPE --- computer program to determine 
aircraft inventory and operating requirements 
[AD-767946]	 p0145 N74-13751 
Microwave Lauding System (MiS) development plan ts 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MiS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.2, 
Book 1: Post TACD development plan 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.2-BK-1]	 p0150 N74-14341 
A survey of drag prediction techniques applicable 
to subsonic and transonic aircraft design 
p0155 N14-14711 
On some basic and new aspects about the drag 
problem of wings and bodies in supersonic flows 
p0155 N74-14713 
Aircraft drag prediction for project appraisal and 
performance estimation
p0156 N74-14716 
Appendix: A data item service for aircraft drag 
estimation --- collection, dissemination, and 
development of aerodynamic drag prediction data 
p0156 N74-14717 
Remarks on methods for predicting viscous drag 
aerodynamic drag prediction for high angles of 
attack and multielenent airfoils
p0156 N74-14718 
PREDICTIONS 
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS 
Preflight test simulation of superimposed 
integrated trajectory error displays 
(10-773823]	 p0286 N74-19687 
PREHEAT ERS 
U HEATING EQUIPMENT 
PRNHEATING 
U HEATING 
PREIMPREGNATION 
Development and problems of testing prepregs for 
the Czechoslovakian aircraft industry 
p0280 A74-28528 
PRESSURE 
NT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
NT BASE PRESSURE 
NT IMPACT LOADS 
NT INLET PRESSURE 
NT LOW PRESSURE 
NT OVERPRESSURE 
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NT SOUND PRESSURE 
NT STATIC PRESSURE 
NT TRANSIENT PRESSURES 
NT WALL PRESSURE 
PRESSURE CABINS 
U PRESSURIZED CABINS 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Calculation of the characteristics of multistage 
axial turbomachines --- mathematics]. model for 
temperature, pressure and flow parameters 
p0001 A74-10029 
The effects of wake splitter plates on the flow 
past a circular cylinder in the range of B fro• 
10,000 to 50,000
p0006 A74-.11OR1 
The effect of inlet temperature and pressure 
distortion on turbojet performance 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1316]	 p0012 A74-11311 
Dynamical pressure distribution in aerodynamic 
bearing
p0023 A74-11899 
Experimental study on the characteristics of an 
isolated swept-back aerofoil with two parallel 
side-walls
p0069 A74-12971 
Investigations concerning yawed caret wings in the 
hyperscnic domain
p0072 A74-13548 
Unsteady pressure distribution measurements 
involving a harmonically vibrating wing model in 
three-dimensional compressible flow 
(DFVLR-SOWDDR-335]	 p0073 174-13549 
Transonic flow past lifting airfoils
p0085 174-14989 
Application of an improved unified 
subsonic-supersonic potential flow method for 
the aercdynamic analysis of aircraft 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-186]	 p0135 A74-18841 
Analysis of axisymmetric turbulence relevant to 
jet noise	 -
p0172 A74-19631 
An approximate method for the calculation of the 
pressure distribution on a wing-cone configuration 
p0115 A74-20046 
Inverse transonic flow calculations using 
experimental pressure distributions
p0276 A74-28050 
A rapid computer aided transonic airfoil design 
method 
(AIAA PAPER 74-501]	 p0338 A74-33101 
Effects of yaw on a Gothic wing at supersonic speeds 
p0342 A74-33733 
Nonlinear generation of secondary waves influids 
p0344 A74-34352 
High lift testing in closed wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-641]	 p0376 A74-35405 
Contribution to the theory of the sonic flow past 
a profile
p0389 A74-36630 
Calculation of the loads and strains on a swept 
wing with mechanical analog devices
p0390 A74-36804 
Experimental studies of turbulent aircraft wake 
p0392 A74-37257 
High-lift aerodynamics /37th wright Brothers 
Lecture/ --- lift limits and economics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-939]	 p0426 A74-38714 
Research on the transoniC aerofoil sections at the 
National Aerospace Laboratory, Japan 
[ICAS PAPER 74-12]	 p0448 A74-41314 
Investigations concerning the interference between 
annular wing and hub body in the case of annular 
wing/hub body configurations
p0452 A74-41444 
Nigh lift characteristics of an airfoil placed in 
a narrow channel
p0457 A74-43143 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for oblique 
blade-gust interaction in compressible flow 
p0477 A74-44406 
On lifting wings with parabolic tips
p0478 A74-44930 
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
transonic speeds 	 - 
(NASA-TN-D-7331] 	 p0036 N74-10015 
Calculation of instationary pressure distributions 
and generalized aerodynamic forces vith the
PaESSUHE EffECTS 
doublet-lattice method --- on thin wings 
oscillating har.onically in subsonic flow 
(RLR-TR-72037U]	 p0054 074-10906 
Aerofoils having a specified for, of upper-surface 
pressure distributions: Det4ils and commentS on 
design 
(ESDU-71020]	 pOlO2 074-12703 
The flow field and pressure distribution of an 
isolated road wheel 
(IC-AERO-72-14]	 p0155 074-14706 
Drag in hypersonic rarefied flow --- effects of 
cold pressure drag and friction drag 
p0157 074-14730 
Numerical calculations of velocity and pressure 
distribution around oscillating airfoils 
[NASA-CR-2368]	 p0194 074-16704 
Neasuremeut of pressure on an oscillating aileron 
in transonic flow --- under plane-parallel flow 
conditions 
(AD7699821	 p0197 074-16739 
Reciprocal influence of a body of finite length 
and a wing at mid-wing position at subsonic speed 
(BBVG-FBWT-73-33]	 p0231 N74-)7707 
An experimental study of the validity of the 
heat-field concept for sonic-boom alleviation 
(BASA-CR-2381]	 p0245 074-18648 
Swept wing-body combination at subsonic speeds 
fuselage loads and pressure distributions for a 
swept wing-body combination at sursonic speeds 
[ARA-34]	 p0245 N74-18649 
NPL 9615 and NACA 0012: A comparison of 
aerodynamic data --- fro, two airfoils 
(ARC-CP-1261]	 p0247 074-18665 
A program for computing the pressure distribution 
and aerodynamic coefficients for cambered thin 
supersonic wings of arbitrary planform with 
subsonic leading edges 
(AD-772952]	 p0251 074-18701 
Direct calculation of airfoils from pressure 
distribution 
(RASA-TT-P-15417]	 p0281 N74-19641 
V/STOL deflector duct profile study --- analysis 
of back pressure gradient in ducted flow of 
exhaust gases against lift fan 	 - 
p0291 N74-20417 
Pressure distribution of a twin-engine 
upper-surface blown jet-flap model --- wind 
tunnel tests to determine chordwise and spanwise 
pressure distributions 
(RASA-T0-X-71937]	 p0296 074-20655 
Addition of an arbitrary body analysis capability 
to the Boeing TEA 236 finite element computer 
program 
(AD-774430]	 p0301 074-20694 
On the use of thick-airfoil theory to design 
airfoil families in which thickness and lift are 
varied independently 
[NASA-TN-D-7579]	 p0323 074-21635 
Ron-linear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory 
p0363 N74-264sl 
Bethod for predicting the pressure distribution on 
swept wings with subsonic attached flow 
(ESDU-73012]	 p0492 074-34446 
PRESSURE DRAG 
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG 
A variation of the aerodynamic shape of a body 
which leads to a decrease in its drag 
p0383 174-36499 
Prediction and measurement of propulsion system 
performance 
[ASRE PAPER 73-wA/AERO-5]	 p0481 A7'm-45366 
PRESSURE EFFECTS 
Derivation of aerodynamic kernel functions 
p0004 A74-10572 
Problems and organization in the case of 
aerial-survey flights at intermediate and high 
altitudes
p0086 A74-15082 
Influence of the compressor characteristic on 
gas-turbine engine operation under variable 
pressure conditions at the exit section of the 
propelling nozzle
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p0081 A74-14583 
Feasibility study of use of polysulfide sealants 
for corrosion protection of spot welded aluminum 
alloys
p0084 A74-14771 
Fretting resistant coatings for titanium alloys 
p0117 A74-16592 
PROTOTYPES 
The influence of design to cost and prototyping on 
the A-10 aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730890] 	 p0019 A74-11598 
Influence of prototype concept and cost ceilings 
on airframe design and manufacture of the YF-16 
lightweight fighter 
(SAE PAPER 730888]	 p0019 A7'4-11600 
Reliability and choosing number of prototypes 
in helicopter development program
p0181 A74-20938 
YF-17 evolved from previous data base --- Northrop 
trainer/fighter prototype
p0276 A74-27848 
Development and flight test progress of the YF-17 
(AIAA PAPER 74-941]	 p0452 A14-41652 
PSTCHOACOUSTICS 
Effects of discontinuation of .noctursal aircraft 
noise
p0315 A74-30084 
PSTCROLOGT 
NT PSYCHOACOOSTICS 
PSYCHOPHYSICS 
NT PSYCROACOUSTICS 
PUBLIC RELATIOUS 
Its quiet in front --- community reaction to 
aircraft noise 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1159]
	 p0003 A74-10510 
Government responsibility for damages in airplane 
crash cases when weather is a factor 
p0126 A74-18098 
PULLEYS 
Endurance test on flexible steel wire rope for

aircraft controls at various pulley rope 
diameter ratios 
(AQD/D-14]	 p0416 N74-28528
PULSATING FLOW 
U UNSTEADY FLON 
PULSE COMMUNICATION 
Universal air-ground data link system --- for 
automated ATC communications
p02 15 A74-23830 
PULSE COMPRESSION 
Application of dispersive networks in 
data-transmission receivers
	 - 
p03 11 A74-29353 
PULSE DOPPLER RADAR 
NT MONOPULSE RADAR 
NT PULSE RADAR 
PULSE GENERATORS 
The planar pressure pulse generator - A new - 
dynamic distortion generator 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1317)
	 p0012 A74-11312 
Pyrotechnic pulse generators for in-flight 
structural tests
p0382 A74-36353 
Pyrotechnic bonkers for structural tests in flight 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1389 E)
	 p0478 A7'4-44953 
PULSE RADAR 
NT MONOPULSE RADAR 
Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a short 
pulse radar
p0124 A74-17810 
Recent advances in air traffic control radars 
p0169 A74-19315 
Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a short 
pulse radar 
(NASA-TM-x-71481]	 p0063 N7L4-11204 
PULSED RADIATION 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES 
PULSEJET ENGINES 
Calculating pressure in combustion chamber of 
pulsejet engine during filling process 
(AD-766045]	 p0051 874-10737 
PULSES 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES 
PUMPS 
NT AXIAL FLOW PUMPS 
NT CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 
NT FUEL PUMPS 
NT VACUUM PUMPS 
Contribution of computer simulation to the 
development of aeronautical equipment or systems 
p0213 A74-22662 
Role of computerized simulation in the perfecting 
aeronautical equipments or systems --- applied 
to hydraulic pump and air intake design 
p0199 874-16811 
PURIFICATION 
NT AIR PURIFICATION 
PURSUIT TRACKING 
Differential-turning optimality criteria --- for 
aircraft pursuit/evasion situations 
[AIAA PAPER 74-23]
	 p0132 A74-18737 
Toward the definition of escape and capture 
regions for a two aircraft pursuit-evasion game 
considering air to air infrared missile 
weapons 
(AD-770281]	 p0201 N74-17689 
PYLONS 
A pylon to decrease the effects of external stores 
on the stability of aircraft 
(AD-767913]	 p0145 N74-13749 
PYROGRAPRALLO! 
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
PYBOLISIS 
A shock tube study of the formation of carbon 
particles during the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons 
pO229 A74-25213 
PYROMETERS 
NT RADIATION PYROMETERS 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0458 A74-43214 
PYROMETRY 
U TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
PYROTECHNICS 
Pyrotechnic pulse generators for in-flight 
structural tests
p0382 A74-36353 
Pyrotechnic bonkers for structural tests in flight 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1389 E]
	 p0478 A74-44953 
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QUALITY CONTROL 
The quality of the fuel --- aviation fuel purity 
•aintenance during transport and storage 
p0021 A74-11741 
Advanced composite P-5 fuselage component --
design, tooling, fabrication and asse.bly 
flexibilities
p0084 A74-14763 
Clean, bright, and dry --- jet engine fuel 
conta.nation control
p0176 A74-20213 
Requirements on the purity of aircraft fuels 
p0178 A74-20524 
Reliability demonstration testing using 
failure-free trials
pOl8l A74-20950 
DC-10 avionics parts reliability in review 
p0182 A74-20969 
Effects of fabrication defects on boron/epoxy 
composites 
(AIAA PAPER 74-352)	 ,	 p0264 A74-26664 
Prelude to airvorthiness - An outline of quality 
assurance in aircraft construction
p0318 A74-30593 
How Eastern Airlines uses nondestructive 
evaluation to assure quality of specific jet 
engine hardware
p0343 A74-34287 
0-0-1% - Q. A. by objectives --- helicopter 
primary part Quality Assurance by audit scheme 
[ASS PREPRINT 851] 	 p0386 A74-36597 
major Item Special Study (mISS). CH-54A T/R blade 
(AD-766227J	 p0041 074-10056 
major Item Special Study (HISS). CH-54A clutch 
assembly (APP) 
(AD-766226]	 p0041 074-10057 
major Item Special Study (HISS). CH-54A turbine 
engine 
[AD-166228]	 pOO5l 074-10738 
major Item Special Study (HISS) AS-1G driveshaft 
assy, main transmission to engine --- cost 
savings from product improvement in quality and 
design 
(AD-770498)	 p0198 074-16746 
major item special. study (MISS), CH-47A engine 
Cost reduction by eliminating high failure rate 
equipment on Cfl-47 helicopter 
(AD-772978)	 p0253 N74-18717 
• QUITIRNIONS 
Application of quarternions to rigid body rotation 
problems 
[NASATT-F15414]	 p0418 074-29040 
QUEUEING THEORY 
Semi-Harkovian models in problems of designing 
flight-vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0228 A74-24324 
QUIET ENGINE PROGHI 
Propulsion technology advances needed for a quiet 
supersonic transport 
(SAE PAPER 730898]	 p0018 A74-11591 
Control of helicopter vibration using the dynamic 
antiresonant vibration isolator 
(SAE PAPER 730892) 	 pOOl9 A74-11597 
QTOL and toiorrov's airport environment --- Quiet 
Takeoff and Landing airliner design and terminal 
operations
p0089 A74- 15862 
Putting all our noise technology to work --- NASA 
Quiet Engine Program
p0119 A74-17049 
On the effect of quieter aircraft engines on noise 
and number index /NNIf values
pOl8S A74-22244 
Technology for low noise aircraft - The NASA Quiet 
Engines
p0221 A74-23599 
Jet noise suppression -- for quiet aircraft design 
(SAE PAPER 740492)	 p0350 A74-34991 
Quiet engine from NASA
p0422 A74-38295 
NASA/GE quiet engine A acoustic test results 
(NASA-CR-121175) 	 p0050 N74-10732 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for short 
haul, transportation 
(NASI-CB-2355)	 p0096 074-11835
RADAR BEACONS 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for 
short-haul transportation. Volume 1: Su.iary 
(NASA-CE-2353]	 p0196 074-16718 
Quiet engine program: Turbine noise suppression. 
Volume 2: Treatment selection, installation, 
and test results 
(NASACR'134586]	 p0256 074-19401 
Boise generated by quiet engine fans. 2: Fan A 
•easurement of power spectra and sideline 
perceived noise levels 
(NASA-TH-I-3066]	 p0444 074-30240 
R 
RACOI BEACONS 
O RADAR BEACONS 
RADAR 
NT DOPPLER RADAR 
NT METEOROLOGICAL RADAR 
NT HONOPULSE RADAR 
NT NOVING TARGET INDICATORS 
NT OPTICAL RADAR 
NT PULSE RADAR 
NT RADAR HEASUREHENT 
NT RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING 
NT SEARCH RADAR 
NT SECONDARY RADAR 
NT SURVEILLANCE RADAR 
NT TRACKING RADAR 
Evaluation of the Teledyne Ryan model 622 
terrain-following radar system installed on 
OR-58A helicopter 
[AD-775806)	 p0331 074-22837 
RADAR ALTIHETERS 
U RADIO ALTImETERS 
RADAR ANTENNAS 
Radar - Present and future; Proceedings of the
International Conference, London, England, 
October 23-25, 1973
pOO27 A74-12355 
A discrete address beacon system --- digital 
surveillance radar for ATC
p0221 A74-23785 
Adaptive arrays --- radar receiving antennas for 
sidelobe reduction and adaptive filtering 
p0316 A74-30319 
The effects of relative source strength and 
signal-to-noise ratio on angular resolution of 
antennas
p0373 A74-35132 
General theory of stratified aedia - Application 
to research concerning the correction of 
aircraft radose aberration
p0377 A74-35494 
Evaluation of lateral displacement of SLS antennas 
Sidelobe Suppression
p0382 A74-36427 
Radomes of •icrowave antennas - Radio engineering 
design and calculation --- Russian book 
pO426 A74-38692 
RADAR APPROACH CONTROL 
GCA radars - Their history and state of development 
p0373 A74-35127 
RADAR BEACONS 
Use of ARTS-Ill in aircraft accident investigation 
-- Automated Radar Terminal System
p0208 A74-22637 
Automation Radar Terminal. System - ARTS III 
p0214 A718-22638 
Plans for intermittent positive control i.proved 
beacon and other features of the upgraded third 
generation system
p0219 A74-22678 
The discrete address beacon system - Development, 
transition, and introduction
p0220 A74-22683 
A discrete address beacon system -- digital' 
surveillance radar for ATC
p0221 A74-23785 
A synchronized Discrete Address Beacon System 
for ATC surveillance
p0221 A74-23786 
Evaluation of lateral displacement of SLS antennas 
SideLobe Suppression
p0382 A74-36427 
Provisional signal formats for the discrete 
address beacon system --- for air traffic 
control applications 
[ATC-30)	 pOO48 074-10620 
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RADAR CROSS SECTIONS 
An optimum interference detector for DABS 
•onopulse data editing --- for application to 
air traffic control 
(BSD-TR-73-253)	 p0048 N74-10621 
A synchronized discrete-address beacon system 
for air traffic control improvement 
(FAA-EI-74-3J	 p0049 N74-10622 
Interrogation scheduling algorithms for a discrete 
address beacon system --- for air traffic 
control applications 
(ATC-19)	 p0065 N74-11432 
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and planning 
-- research projects for application of 
electronics technology to air traffic control 
(FAA-RD-73-161J	 p0100 N74-12356 
Development of a discrete address beacon system 
[FAA-RD-73-165]	 p0100 N74-12362 
Field evaluation of ARTS 2 B (TRACAB) 
evaluation of radar beacon for air traffic 
control applications 
(AD-768203]	 p0151 N74-14360 
Empirical assessment of ATCRBS --- performance of 
air traffic control digital processing system 
(ATC-16J	 p0164 N74-15379 
The effects of interference on monopnlse perfor.ance 
characteristics of air traffic control radar 
beacons 
(AD-7693363	 p0192 N74-15876 
RADAR CROSS SECTIONS 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
volume 1: Cessna 150 L at L-, S-, and C-bands 
(AD-781825J	 p0491 E74-33648 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 2: Cherokee 140 at L-, S-, and C-bands 
[AD-781791)	 pO492 1174-33652 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 3: Piper PA-18 super cub at L-, 5-, and 
C-bands 
(AD-781792]	 p0492 1174-23653 
RADAR DETECTION 
Advanced enroute air traffic control radar systel 
/ARSR-3/ --- small aircraft detection 
p0025 A74-12198 
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC 
operational problems
p0027 A74-12357 
A primary radar automatic track extractor --- for 
air defense systems
p0028 A74-12402 
RADAR ECHOES 
NT CLUTTRR 
Influence of the intrinsic motion of the 
conveyance on the frequency selection system 
p0261 A74-26326 
Aircraft velocity measurement through 
radar-altimeter echo: A theoretical investigation 
(SLA-73-669]	 p0147 N74-14119 
RADAR EQUIPEENT 
NT RADAR ANTENNAS 
NT RADAR BEACONS 
NT RADAR FILTERS 
NT RADAR RECEIVERS 
Radar - Present and future; Proceedings of the 
International Conference, London, England, 
October 23-25, 1973
p0027 A74-12355 
Present and fnture radar display techniques --
CRT, LEL and liquid crystals for ATC applications 
p0028 A74-12382 
Air traffic control --- long term planning in 
Germany
p0128 A74-18182 
Applications of surface wave devices --- in radar, 
ATC and communications
p0170 A74-19388 
A look at the British ATC scene. II --- primary 
and secondary radar systems development 
p0173 A74-19727 
Evolution and new functiurs of airborne radars 
p0378 A74-35744 
New radars for ATC
p0482 A74-45545 
Field evaluation of ARTS 2 8 (TRACAB) 
evaluation of radar beacon for air traffic 
control applications 
[AD-768203]	 p0151 N74-14360 
RADAR FILTERS 
New concepts in ANTI radar - Nulling effects of 
Doppler filter/multi-element horn array
SUBJECT INDEX
pol2l A74-17252 
Recent advances in air traffic control radars 
p0169 A74-19315 
RADAR INAGERT 
BOAC experience with turbulence --- performance 
requirements for clear air turbulence detecting 
sensor
p0233 N74-17726 
RADAR RAPS 
NT RADAR IBAGERT 
RADAR NEASURERERT 
Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a short 
pulse radar
pO124 A74-17810 
RADAR IAVIGATIOI 
Use of ARTS III in aircraft accident investigation 
Antomated Radar Terminal System
pO'482 A74-45544 
New radars for ATC
p0482 A74-45545 
RADAR OBSERVATION 
U RADAR TRACKING 
RADAR RECEIVERS 
The improvement in performance of an S-band 
surveillance radar operating in conditions of 
rain clutter
p0028 A74-12396 
RADAR REPLECTIOIS 
U RADAR ECHOES 
RADAR RESOLUTION 
Recent advances in air traffic control radars 
p0169 A74-19315 
RADAR SCATTERING 
Bilinear surface representation of radar 
scattering for aircraft --- methods for target 
classification 
[AD-766320]	 p0044 1174-10169 
Radar backscattering as a means for measuring 
ocean surface parameters using S193 altimetry 
and SI9OB photography 
(E74-10092]	 p0063 1174-11202 
RADAR TARGETS 
Bilinear surface representation of radar 
scattering for aircraft --- methods for target 
classification 
(AD-766320j	 p0044 N74-10169 
Empirical assess.ent of -ATCRBS --- performance of 
air traffic control digital processing system 
ATC-16J	 p0164 1174-15379 
RADAR TRACKING 
Bird strike and the radar properties of birds 
migration patterns monitoring
p0028 A74-12389 
A primary radar automatic track extractor --- for 
air defense systems
p0028 A74-12402 
Use of synthetic radar information - Operational 
and technical aspects
p0028 A74-12403 
Flexibility in computer-assisted radar - 
Controlled interceptions --- software in air 
- defense
p0028 A74-12406 
Use of ARTS-Ill in aircraft accident investigation 
Autc.ated Radar Terminal System
p0208 A74-22637 
Automation Radar Terminal System - ARTS III 
p0214 A74-22638 
The new radar control stations of the french 
airspace	 -.
p0311 A74-29251 
Reachable sets for tracking --- all possible 
aircraft positions
p0321 A74-31643 
Acoustic backscatter radar system for tracking 
aircraft trailing vortices
p0477 A74-44420 
Radar techniques for Air force applications in 
avoidance of bird-aircraft collisions and 
improvement of flight safety 
(AD-754981]	 p0043 N74-10068 
National airspace system enronte stage A system 
engineering and analysis, investigation of 
system problems, capacity testing 
(AD-778479)	 p0444 N743010I 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 1: Cessna 150 L at L-, S-, and C-bands 
(AD-781825]	 p0491 N7433648 
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Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
VoluRe 2: Cherokee 140 at L-, S-, and C-bands 
[AD-781791]	 pO492 N74-33652 
RADIAL FLOW 
The behavior of axial Compressor cascades in the 
case of deviations from purely cylindrical flow 
p0001 A74-10030 
Supersonic compressor test facility
pO129 A74-18603 
RADIAL VELOCITY 
Range-rate fro. DME-air data measurements --- for 
aircraft radial velocity estimation
p0024 A74-12182 
RADIANT ENERGY 
U RADIATION 
RADIATION 
The radiation from slots in truncated 
dielectric-covered surfaces 	 - 
[NASA-CR-2397]	 p0417 N74-28709 
RADIATION COUNTERS 
NT GEIGER COURTERS 
RADIATION DETECTORS	 - 
High sensitivity 1000F gas multiplication DV flaie 
detector for aircraft 
(AD-766960]	 p0063 N74-11296 
RADIATION DISTRIBUTION 
NT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS 
NT DIFFRACTION PATTERNS 
RADIATION DOSAGE 
Measured and calculated neutron spectra and dose 
equivalent rates at high altitudes; relevance to 
SST operations and space research 
(NASA-TN-D-7715)	 p0500 N74-35219 
RADIATION EMISSION 
U RADIATION 
RADIATION EXPOSURE 
U RADIATION DOSAGE 
RADIATION HAZARDS 
Cockpit air filtration requirements of the B-i in 
a nuclear dust environment 
(AD-766711]	 p0042 N74-10065 
RADIATION MEASUREMENT 
Measuring the radiation of a vertical gas jet 
p0015 A74-11SOO 
Automation of measurements and of data processing 
for experiments in an IL-18 aircraft laboratory 
p0276 A74-27884 
RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 
NT GEIGER CCUNTERS 
NT INFRARED DETECTORS 
NT INFRARED INSTRUMENTS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS 
NT PHOTOMEIERS 
NT RADIATION DETECTORS 
Turbine inlet gas temperature sensor for engine 
control --- nuclear radiation system 
(10-765193]	 p0046 N74-i0'461 
RADIATION METERS 
U RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
RADIATION NOISE 
U ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE 
RADIATION PRESSURE 
NT SOUND PRESSURE 
RADIATION PROTECTION 
NT RADIATION SHIELDING 
RADIATION PYROMETERS 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0278 174-28309 
RADIATION SHIELDING 
Integrated life support system: Design study 
medium STOL transport 
(AD-773589]	 p0285 N74-19683 
RADIATION SOURCES 
NT POINT SOURCES 
RADIATION SPECTRA 
NT EMISSION SPECTRA 
NT INFRARED SPECTRA 
NT RAMAN SPECTRA 
NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA 
RADIO ALTIMETERS 
Aircraft velocity measurement through 
radar-altimeter echo: A theoretical investigation 
(SLA-73-669)	 p0147 N74-i4119 
Automation of the landing control of aircraft 
radio equipment for establishing landing approach 
(AD-77717 41]	 p0369 N74-26491
RADIO ANTENNAS 
NT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
RADIO BEACONS 
Blind landing --- automatic systems
p0015 174-11552 
Application to zone navigation /R/Nav/ of hybrid 
navigation systems
p0029 A74-12446 
Quasi-visual flight navigation --- all-weather 
navigation with synthetic external scenes 
p0219 174-22519 
Automation of the landing control of aircraft 
radio equipment for establishing landing approach 
(AD-777174)	 p0369 W74-26491 
RADIO COMMUNICATION 
NT RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS 
NT RADIO TELEMETRY 
Tactical hybrid navigation scheme for mixed 
community coordination --- integrated 
coRmunication.end global interface capabilities 
p0024 174-12179 
Implementation considerations with PSE modulation 
variable rate and secure voice modems 
pO424 A74-38558 
RADIO CONTROL 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Tactical voice and data 
communication
p0173 A74-19753 
lapact of microwave landing syste. on safety 
p0219 A74-22639 
Automatic approach of helicopters and STOL aircraft 
p0229 174-25362 
Development and flight test of a radio controlled 
ornithopter prototype
p0347 174-34850 
A roll-pitch interaction simulator and a control 
position command encoder for remote piloting of 
spin-entry research models 
(NASA-TN-D-7361J	 p0059 N74-11059 
RADIO EQUIPMENT 
NT RADIO BEACONS 
NT RADIO RECEIVERS 
NT RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
NT RECEPTION DIVERSITY 
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS 
NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS 
NT TRANSPONDERS 
Survival radio performance tests 
RADIO FREQUENCIES 
NT HIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES 
NT SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES 
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
NT CHIRP SIGNALS 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE 
NT WHITE NOISE 
Acquisition signal design for satellite-aircraft 
communications 
(AIAA PAPER 74-437)	 p0275 A74-27807 
Randvidth filtering effects om PSK modulation 
p0 1424 A74-38559 
Objective determination of the noise level in 
Doppler spectra 
(TR-32]	 pOO4LI N74-10155 
The electromagnetic compatibility of aeronautical 
communication and navigation systems with radio 
frequency dielectric heaters and 
superregenerative receivers 
(ECAC-PR-72-045)	 p0098 N74-11973 
Advanced tracking and data relay experiments 
study: Multimode transponder experiment equipment 
[NASA-CR-1323O]	 p0200 N74-16887 
RADIO FREQUENCY NOISE 
U ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE 
RADIO INTERFERENCE 
U RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
RADIO NAVIGATION 
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION 
NT LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
NT LORAN D 
NT TACAN 
NT VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION 
Tactical hybrid navigation scheme for mixed 
community coordination --- integrated 
comsunication and global interface capabilities 
p0024 174-12179 
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Para.eters of BY flight navigation aids and their 
•easurement --- Russian book
p0169 *74-19371 
Modern tendencies for training in piloting without 
visibility and in radionavigation
p0219 *74-22651 
CORDS aeronautical radionavigation by satellite 
(AIAA PAPER 74-439]
	 p0215 A74-27809 
Analysis of route widths in the domestic airspace 
navigation syste. errors effect on route 
Confineuent
p0317 *74-30360 
The Soviet radio navigation procedure RSBN --- for 
aircraft landing control
p0461 *74-44071 
En route position and time control of aircraft 
using Kalman filtering of radio aid data 
(NASA-TN-D-7509J	 p0100 N74-12360 
B&DI0 UPON 
Survival radio performance tests
p0215 A74-23538 
RADIO RANGES 
U RADIO BEACONS 
RADIO RECEIVERS 
NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS 
The loran C procedure
p0268 *74-27095 
Application of dispersive networks in 
data-transmission receivers
p0311 *74-29353 
The electromagnetic compatibility of aeronautical 
communication and navigation systems with radio 
frequency dielectric heaters and 
superregenerative receivers 
[ECAC-PR-72-045] 	 p0098 N74-11973 
RADIO BELA! SISTERS 
Pegase project - Advantages of a lens-shaped hull 
for stratospheric dirigibles 
(ONERA, IP NO. 1310) 	 p0224 A74-24312 
multiple channel same frequency repeater flight test 
for intra-aircraft voice communications 
p0424 *74-38556 
A simple antenna system approach for mobile SATCOR 
terminals
p0424 A74-38557 
Conference on Satellite Systems for Mobile 
Communications and Surveillance 
(AD-767369)	 pOlO9 N74-12884 
RADIO TELEMETRY 
International Telemetering Conference, Washington, 
D.C., October 9-11, 1973, Proceedings 
p0215 *74-23784 
Naval Air Test Center adopts real-time telemetry 
processing
p0478 *74-44729 
A low cost telemetry system --- for use in small 
small drcne aircraft 
(P8-222403/8)	 p0044 N74-10 165 
RADIO TRAR SMISSION 
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION 
RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
NI RADIO BEACONS 
NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS 
Air traffic control --- long term planning in 
Germany
p0128 *74-18182 
Current developments in Loran-n --- solid state 
helicopter transportable transmitting stations 
p0317 *74-30359 
RADIO RAVES 
NT MILLIMETER WAVES 
RADIOMETERS 
NT INFRARED DETECTORS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS 
RADOME MATERIALS 
Polyimides for advanced radomes --- heat resistant 
reinforced composite materials
p0082 A74-14738 
Recent advances in the processing of polyimide 
resins for high temperature radome applications 
pO379 A74-35841 
NA DO N ES 
Shell instability analysis applied to a radome 
p0311 *74-28963 
General theory of stratified media - Application 
to research concerning the correction of 
aircraft radome aberration
pO377 A74-35494
Radomes of microwave antennas — Radio engineering 
design and calculation -- Russian book 
p0426 A74-38692 
RAFTS 
NT LIFE RAFTS 
RAIL TUANSPORTATIOP 
Eaplin - Planning aspects and their influence on 
airport design
p0079 *74-14510 
DEW AIRTRANS transit system simulation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-878]
	 p0401 *74-37863 
Energy trends and their future effects upon 
transportation --- applied to rail, truck, and 
air cargo operations and private energy uses 
(P-5046]	 p0068 N74-11791 
RAILROADS 
0 BAIL TRANSPORTATION 
RAIN 
The improve.ent in performance of an S-band 
surveillance radar operating in conditions of 
rain clutter
p0028 A74-12396 
RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE 
On the problem of rain erosion on a loving body 
flying at supersonic speed 
D?VLR-SONDDR-349]	 p0117 *74-16727 
RAMAN EFFECT 
o RAMAN SPECTRA 
SARAN SCATTERING 
U SARAN SPECTRA 
EAMAN SPECTRA 
Measurement of gas turbine exhaust pollutants by 
Raman spectroscopy 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1276]
	 p0010 A74-11288 
RAM.JET ENGINES 
NT PULSEJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COM8USTION RAM3ET ENGINES 
Realization of the power amplification effect in a 
ranjet unit by applying the principle of 
boundary layer separation
p0175 A74-20069 
Complete mechanical energy utilization in 
aeronautical propulsion systems
p0274 A74-27611 
Attenuation of instabilities in propulsion syste. 
combustors
p0478 A74-441122 
Turbulent flow in flexible pipes and ra.jet engines 
(JPRS-60785)	 pO192 N74-15962 
RANDOM LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
A direct method for linear dynamical proble.s in 
continuum mechanics with random loads 
p0070 *74-13164 
Black-box philosophy in reliability of aircraft 
structures --- stochastic hypothesis on fatigue 
damage under random loads
p0279 A14-28432 
Geometrical study of the conditions of initiation 
of sudden cracks of quasi-brittle type 
p0280 A74-28526 
Electromechanical sisulation of helicopter blade 
responses to random excitation during forward 
flight 
(ASME PAPER 13-DET-28]
	 p0341 A74-33401 
Application of the method of extreme values to the 
determination of maximum operating loads 
p0383 *74-36455 
Effect of the differentiability of random 
stationary processes on the •agnitude of the 
mean square approximation error --- in recording 
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotors 
p0383 A74-36463 
Determination of critical noudiriensiona]. 
parameters in aircraft dynamic response to 
random input 
[NASA-CR-2361]	 p0193 N74-16322 
RANDOM NOISE 
Nonlinear generation of secondary waves in fluids 
pO344 *74-34352 
Implementation considerations with P5K modulation 
variable rate and secure voice modems 
p0424 A74-38558 
RANDOM PROCESSES 
Nandow movement of a wing of finite span in an 
incompressible liquid
pO312 *74-29497 
RANDOM VIBRATION 
Random vibration with non-linear damping 
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SUBJECT I•DEX	 RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 
p0129 A74-18297 
Protection of an optical sensor against vibration 
of the flight vehicle
pO2l6 A74-27899 
Response of a light airplane to ground induced 
vibration environment
p0314 174-29903 
Random vibration of aircraft undercarriages with 
nonlinear characteristics
p0321 A74-31705 
RANGE (BIVNERES) 
NT RADIO RANGE 
RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING 
Reduced order filtering with applications in 
hybrid navigation --- minimum variance Kalman 
filter algorithm
pOO23 174-12177 
Range-rate from ONE-air data measurements --- for 
aircraft radial velocity estimation
pOO2C 174-12182 
RANGE NEASURENENT 
U RANGEPINDING 
RAIGEPINDING 
Error model identification and performance 
predictions for airborne direct ranging Loran 
p0024 174-12178 
Evaluation of the lidar technique of determining 
slant range visibility for aircraft landings 
operations 
(AD-776054)	 pO3S8 N74-25596 
RANGES (FACILITIES) 
NT BALLISTIC RANGES 
RANGING 
U RANGEPINEING 
RANCOR (CONTROL) 
o RADAR APPROACH CONTROL 
RAPID TRANSIT SISTERS 
DFW AIRTRANS transit system simulation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-878)	 p0401 A714-31863 
RAREFACTION NAVES 
o ELASTIC WAVES 
RAREFIED GAS D!NAEICS 
Solutiàn of the plane problem of the aerodynamics 
of a rarefied gas on the basis of Boltzmanns 
kinetic equation
-	 p0005 174-10976 
A two-component statistical model for processing 
data from a rarefied-gas experiment
pO2OC A74-23572 
Construction of a displacement body in a rarefied 
gas on the basis of a statistical processing of 
experimental data
p0204 A74-23573 
Drag in hypersonic rarefied flow --- effects of 
cold pressure drag and friction drag 
p0157 N74-14730 
RATE NETERS 
U NEASURING INSTRURENTS 
RATES (PER TIRE) 
NT ACCELERAIION (PHYSICS) 
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
NT AIRSPEED 
NT ANGULAR VELOCITY 
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY 
NT DECAY RATES 
NT PLOW VELOCITY 
NT GROUND SPEED 
NT NEAT FLUX 
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED 
NT LANDING SPEED 
NT LOW SPEED 
NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY 
NT RADIAL VELOCITY 
NT ROTOR SPEED 
NT SOUND INIENSIT_ 
NT STRAIN RATE 
NT SUBSONIC SPEED 
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 
NT TIP SPEED 
NT TRANSONIC SPEED 
NT WIND VELOCITY 
RATIOS 
NT ASPECT RATIO 
NT FUEL-AIR RATIO 
NT HIGH ASPECT RATIO 
NT INDEXES (RATIOS) 
NT LIFT DRAG RATIO 
NI LOW ASPECT RATIO 
NT NACH RUNNER
NT PAYLOAD HISS RATIO 
NT REYNOLDS NURRER 
NT SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS 
NT STRESS RATIO 
RAYLEXGU-RITZ BETHOD 
A direct method for calculating flutter speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 74-270]
	 p0131 174-18675 
RB-Si AIRCRAFT 
0 8-57 AIRCRAFT 
REACTION CONTROL 
The evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CH-54B helicopter 
(AD-771962]	 p0238 N74-17773 
REACTION JETS 
U JET PLOW 
U JET THRUST 
REACTION KINETICS 
A preliminary sensitivity analysis of the coupled 
diffusion and chemistry model --- effect of SST 
operations on ambient ozone in lower stratosphere 
(NASA-CR-132369]	 p0107 N74-12821 
REACTION WHEELS 
Dynamics of slung bodies utilizing a rotating 
wheel for stability
p0127 A74-18141 
NEAL TINE OPERATION 
Real-time simulation of jet engines with digital 
computer 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-19] 	 p0271 A74-271418 
Naval Air Test Center adopts real-time telemetry 
processing
p0478 A74-44729 
REAL VARIABLES 
NT ASYHPTOTIC SERIES 
NT BIHARNONIC EQUATIONS 
NT CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT EXTRERUN VALUES 
NT GAUSS EQUATION 
NT HELNHOLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION 
NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS 
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT RUNGE-KUTTA NETHOD 
NT SERIES (NATHENATICS) 
REATTACHED FLOW 
Calculation of the displacement effect in 
two-dimensional subsonic attached flow around 
aerof oils. Examples of calculations using 
measured displacement thicknesses 
(NLR-TR-72116-U]	 p0195 N74-16707 
Extension of leading-edge-suction analogy to wings 
with separated flow around the side edges at 
subsonic speeds 
(RASA-TR-R-428]	 p0493 N74-34459 
RECEIVERS 
NT RADAR RECEIVERS 
NT RADIO RECEIVERS 
RECEPTACLES (CONTAINERS) 
U CONTAINERS 
RECEPTION DIVERSITY 
Correlational ground speed Reters and drift 
indicators of flight vehicles --- Russian book 
pOl8O A74-20900 
RECIPROCATING ENGINES 
U PISTON- ENGINES 
RECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW 
VTOL recirculation and impingement model testing 
flow fields in ground effect test 
(AXlE PAPER 73-1183] 	 p0008 174-11228 
RECOGNITION 
NT PATTERN RECOGNITION 
NT SPEECH RECOGNITION 
NT TARGET RECOGNITION 
RECONNAISSANCE 
NT AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE 
•NT PHOTORECONNAISSANCE 
Potential uses for the Kiebitz tethered rotor 
platform
p03 18 A74-30596 
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
NT EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT 
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IEc0ISTRUCTION
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
The 5-31 - A new di.ension in airborne sea control. 
(AIAA PAPER 74-239]	 p0137 A74-19205 
Reduction of noise from small turbopropulsion 
engines 
(lIlA PAPER 74-59] 	 90179 A74-20760 
American programs for reconnaissance vehicles and 
remotely piloted airplanes
p0210 174-23392 
Dornier/Dassault-Breguet Alpha Jet 
multipurpose combat aircraft
p0313 174-29829 
The effects of relative source strength and 
signal-to-noise ratio on angular resolution of 
antennas
p0373 A74-35132 
Reduction of environmental testing and analysis 
costs through simulation
p0380 A74-36037 
A low power night photo system for high speed 
unmanned aircraft 
•	 90423 A744-38535 
Remotely piloted vehicles for the Army 
p0480 174-45301 
Air Force concepts for RPV application 
p0480 A74-45308 
BPV potential for naval applications
p0481 174-45309 
Determination of propulsion-system-induced forces 
and moments of a Mach 3 cruise aircraft 
p0357 N74-25591 
A correlation study of in-flight vibration 
measurements for patrol-type aircraft 
(AD-777668]	 p0369 N74-26490 
WECONSTRUCTION 
NT WAVE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION 
RECORDING 
NT DATA RECORDING 
NT LATA SEOOTHING 
NT EAGNETIC RECORDING	 - 
NT PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING 
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS 
A new system for recording aircraft attitude 
airborne gyrostabilized opto-electronic sensing 
90091 A74-16246 
Evaluation of voice recorders for aircraft 
[AD-770511]	 p0200 N74-16906 
AGARD flight test instrumentation series. Volume 
5: Hagnetic recording of flight test data 
design and performance of airborne tape transports 
(AGARDOGRAPH-160-VOL-5]	 p0254 N74-18833 
RECOVERABLE SATELLITES 
U RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT 
REcOVERABLE SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPACEPLANES 
NT SPACE SHUTTLES 
Procedures for recovering flight vehicles 
unmanned rocket vehicles 
(DGLR PAPER 74-038]	 p0456 A74-42872 
NECOVERY PARACHUTES 
Mecovery system for an advanced performance 
ejection seat
90214 A74-23555 
Stall/spin research status report --- of general 
aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740354]	 p0308 A74-2873'l 
Procedures for recovering flight vehicles 
unmanned rocket vehicles 
[DGLR PAPER 714-038) 	 p0456 A74-42872 
BECTANGULAB BEANS 
Torsion of prismatic shell by finite difference 
approach
p0314 A74-29906 
RECTANGULAR PLANPORMS 
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS 
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of stepped-wedge airfoils at low 
speeds 
[&IAA PAPER 74-1015]	 p0454 A74-42037 
IECTANGULAB WINGS 
Stability and decay offree vortices behind a wing 
p0021 1714-11805 
Unsteady pressure distribution measurements 
involving a harmonically vibrating wing model in 
three-dimensional compressible flow 
(DFVLRSONDDN335]	 p0073 A74-13549 
Calculation method for the supersonic spanwise 
twist€d rectangular wings
p0088 A74-15820
A direct method for calculating flutter speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 74-270]
	
p0131 A74-18675 
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
a wing system loving at subsonic speed near land 
or smooth water surface
p0131 A74-18681 
Flexible lifting surfaces --- in steady inviscid 
compressible flow
p0173 174-19684 
Subsonic potential aerodynamics for complex 
configurations - A general theory
p0177 174-20280 
Lifting surface problems analysis --- by finite 
element method
p0223 174-24473 
Computation of transonic flow about lifting 
wing-cylinder combinations
p03 18 A74-30403 
Experimental studies of turbulent aircraft wake 
p0392 A74-37257 
Presentation and aerodynamic characteristics of 
aircraft models derived from an optimal 
disposition of rectangular biplane wings 
according to studies of Toussaint, Hefladovic, 
and Denis
p0484 174-46675 
Computation of the aerodynamic characteristics o 
a rectangular wing with plates moving at low 
subsonic speed near a screen 
(JPRS-60353]	 p0039 N74-10036 
Stability and decay of free vortices behind a wing 
(NASA-TT-F-15445)	 p0287 N74-19904 
A numerical method for the determination of the 
vortex sheet location behind a wing in 
incompressible flow 
NLR-TR-7209 1-U]	 p0294 N114-20642 
A preliminary towing tank study of the trailing 
vortex generated by a rectangular wing, 
including the effects of several tip modifications 
(ARL/A-NOTE-342] 	 p0323 H74-21636 
Turbulent lift. Comments on some preliminary wind 
tunnel tests --- characteristics of vortex on 
wing surface from tangential blowing on upper 
surface 
(NASA-TT-P-15743]	 p0405 N74-27484 
Extension of leading-edge-suction analogy to wings 
with separated flow around the side edges at 
subsonic speeds 
[NASA-TR-R-428]	 p0493 N74-34459 
REDUCTION (CUERISTRY) 
NT HYDROGENATION 
REDUNDANCE 
Management of analytical redundancy in digital 
flight control systems for aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-887)	 p0422 174-38249 
REDUNDANT COMPONENTS 
Improved fastener systems for fatigue and sealing 
redundancy of low shear transfer joints 
(SAE PAPER 730901)	 p0018 174-11589 
Flight-control systems for automatic landings - 
Safety by means of redundancy
p0313 A74-29828 
Redundant actuator development study --- flight 
control systems for supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-11 44730]	 p0325 H74-21655 
REDUNDANT STRUCTURES 
U REDUNDANT COMPONENTS 
REENTRY 
NT SPACECRAFT REENTRY 
REENTRY BODIES 
U REENTRY VEHICLES 
REENTRY PHYSICS 
Developing a technology base in planetary entry 
aerothermodynamics
p0030 174-12799 
Heat transfer effects on a delta wing in subsonic 
flow
p0381 A74-36240 
REENTRY TRAJECTORIES 
Application of parameter optimization methods to 
trajectory opti.ization 
(AIAA PAPER 74-825] 	 p0400 A74-37829 
Specified finite series control for 
three-dimensional, multi-phase, optimal reentry 
[AD-777266]	 p0370 H74-27359 
REENTRY VEHICLES 
NT AEROSPACAPLANES 
NT 800STGLIDE VEHICLES 
NT HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 REINFORCED PLATES 
NT RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT 
An e.pirical equation for prediction of transition 
location on cones in super-or hypersonic flight 
(AD-165692)	 p0038 074-10032 
REFERENCE ATEOSPRERES 
Tables for flight tests --- giving reference 
atmospheres, calibration velocity, mach nu.ber, 
and sound velocity
pO19O 074-15722 
REFERENCES (STAJDAIDS) 
U STANDARDS 
REFINING 
The refining of turbine fuels by modern 
hydrotreating 
(AIAA PAPER 74-162]	 p0133 1714-18798 
Supersonic fuels frOm medium oils produced by the 
•	 ther.al cracking of crude oil residues 
(DFVLR-SONDDR-301 )	 p0136 A74-18925 
REFLECTANCE 
NT SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE 
REFLECTION 
NT SIGNAL REFLECTION 
NT NAVE REFLECTION 
REFLECT000TERS 
• Reflection-measuring aircraft instruments. II - 
Spectral albedometer
p0276 174-27894 
REFRACTION 
NT AIMOSPRERIC REFRACTION 
REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
NT CHROMIUM 
NT NIOBIUM ALLOTS 
REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS 
NT NIOBIUN ALLOYS 
NEFRACTORY METALS 
NT CHRORIUM 
REFRASIL (TRADEMARK) 
U FIBERS 
REPRIGERATIIG 
Refrigerated containerized transport f or .Jumbo' 
jets	 -
p0119 A74-17007 
REFUELING 
NT AIR TO AIR REFUELING 
Investigation of the economic efficiency of 
surplus tanking of aircraft fuel
pO338 A74-33092 
REGENERATIVE FEEDBACK 
U POSITIVE FEEDBACK 
REGIONAL PLANEING 
NT URBAN PLANNING 
An innovative approach to airport planning 
p0127 A74-18099 
REGIONS 
NT ARCTIC REGIONS 
NT REMOTE REGIONS 
REGRESSION (STATISTICS) 
U REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
A study of the damageabiity of turbine blades of 
aircraft gas-turbine engines after operational 
running in
p0126 A14-18085 
Construction of a displacement body in a rarefied 
gas on the basis of a statistical processing of 
experimental data
p0204 174-23573 
Influence of measurement errors on the regression 
relationships of engine characteristics 
p0260 174-25979 
An investigation of the degree of damage to gas 
turbine engine turbine blades after service life 
p0481 174-45410 
REGULATIONS 
Status of state air emission regulations affecting 
gas turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-8] 	 p0072 A74-13299 
Considerations regarding the regulation of 
aircraft noise
p0226 A74-25358 
Technical regulation and direction --- European 
Civil Aviation Conference regulations for member 
states
p0382 A74-36329 
International airworthiness requirements for. 
sailplanes
p0430 A74-38794 
REGULATORS 
NT FREQUENCY CONTROL
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS 
NT SPEED REGULATORS 
REINFORCED MATERIALS 
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT GLASS FIRER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
Helicopter rotor blades --- design with fiber 
reinforced epoxy resin bonded composite materials 
-	 p0002 A74-10498 
The state of application of composite materials in 
aeronautics
p0072 174-13364 
Design and fabrication of a •ixed composite wing box 
p0083 A74-14749 
Designing with plastic resin matrix composite 
materials --- for aircraft structures 
(DGLR PAPER 73-086)	 p0121 174-17192 
Experisental study of metal-plastic couplings in 
tension
p0130 A74-18648 
ExperimentaL investigation of glass-plastic and 
metal-plastic joints under shear
p0131 *74-18697 
A fatigue failure criterion for fiber reinforced 
•aterials
p0118 A74-20478 
Effects of fabrication defects on boron/epoxy 
composites 
(AIAA PAPER 74-352)
	 p0264 A74-26664 
Advanced composite lattice structure for improved 
structural integrity 
(AIAA PAPER 74-357]	 p0264 A74-26667 
Development and problems of testing prepregs for 
the Czechosl.ovakian aircraft industry 
p0280 A74-28528 
Specifications for composites - Phenolic and 
silicone resins
p0313 A74-29787 
The real and imaginary parts of the complex 
viscoelastic modulus for boron fiber reinforced 
plastics /BFRP/
p03 15 A74-30095 
Improved manufacturing of the F-14A composite 
horizontal stabilizer
p03 16 A74-30323 
Aircraft floor panel developments at British 
Airways /1967-1973/
pO352 A74-35027 
Inspection of advance composite structures by 
nondestructive testing
p0380 A74-36000 
Impact testing on composite fan blades 
p0438 A74-40502 
• Kevlar' 49 woven and nonwoven fabric composites 
performance and applications
p0438 A74-40505 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 1 --- for A-i aircraft application 
(AD-766361]	 p0057 074-10929 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 2 --- development and evaluation 
for application to A-i aircraft 
(AD-766400]	 p0057 -N74-10931 
Manufacturing Methods Technology (MM/T) for 
ballistic-tolerant flight control components 
(AD-766744]	 p0058 074-10933 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
structural analysis of static ultimate load 
and simulated fatigue spectrum loading 
(AD-768869]	 pO164 N74-14783 
Effect of adhesive on the impact resistance of 
laminated plastics for windshield applications 
(AD-769735]	 p0193 074-16259 
Propellers and helicopter blades of 
fiber-reinforced synthetic resin materials 
[NASA-TT-F-15859]	 p0467 074-31493 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
flight control surface for 1-4 aircraft 
(AD-782646]	 p0491 074-33473 
REINFORCED PLATES 
Buckling and failure of flat stiffened panels 
(lIlA PAPER 74-409)
	 p0266 A74-26108 
Fabrication of boron-hybrid swashplates 
(ABS PREPRINT 850] 	 pO386 A74-36596 
The stress concentration in a stretched plate 
reinforced by a central belt and having an 
aperture
p0390 174-36816 
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RIIIPORCED SHELLS 
The interaction of local and overall buckling of 
thin-walled structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-07] 	 p0448 A74-41309 
Optimal parameters of three-layer plates and 
shells with a honeycomb filler under combined 
heating and compression
p0482 A74-45615 
REIUONCED SHELLS 
Opti.al parameters of three-layer plates and 
shells with a honeycomb filler under combined 
heating and compression
p0482 A74-45615 
REINFOBCERENT (STRUCTURES) 
Theoretical and experimental research on 
vibrations of thin walled stiffened structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-16]	 p0448 A74-41318 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
aircraft metal structures reinforced with 
filamentary composites. Phase 3: Hajor 
component development 
(NASA-C8-2122J	 p0153 874-14625 
HEINPOECERENT RINGS 
Fabrication of boron-hybrid svashplates 
(AHS PBEPRINT 850) 	 p0386 A74-36596 
REINFORCING FIRERS 
NT CARBON FIBERS 
Applications of composite materials --- Hook 
p0002 A74-10494 
VTOL aircraft --- fibrous composites for 
structural weight reduction
p0002 A74-10497 
Helicopter rotor blades --- design with fiber 
reinforced epoxy resin bonded composite materials 
p0002 A74-10498 
Fabrication of advanced fibrous composite structures 
(SHE PAPER E873-716]	 pOOlS A74-13953 
Cost effective composite structures --- fiber 
reinforced helicopter rotor blade design and 
fabrication
p0084 A74-14778 
A fatigue failure criterion for fiber reinforced 
materials
p0178 A74-20478 
Advanced composites --- in aerospace structural 
design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-242]	 p0180 A74-20834 
New application potential for lower cost, heavy 
denier Kevlar-49 yarns
p0379 A74-35837 
Impact resistance of fiber composite blades used 
in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASA-CR-134502] 	 p0049 874-10726 
Design and fabrication of a boron/aluminum 
composite wing box test specimen 
(AD-770203]	 p0197 874-16741 
S-3A graphite/epoxy spoiler development program 
(AD-779069J	 p0444 N74-30013 
RELAXATION NETHOD (NATBENATICS) 
Dynamic relaxation solution of three dimensional 
subsonic compressible oscillatory flow 
p0014 A74-11428 
Relaxation methods for transonic flow about 
wing-cylinder combinations and lifting swept wings 
p0118 A74-16951 
A relaxation method for calculating transonic 
flows with detached bow shocks
p0119 A74-16970 
RELIABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY 
NT CIRCUIT RELIABILITY 
NT COMPONENT RELIABILITY 
NT STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY 
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Reliability in avionics
pOOh 1711-14142 
Theory and practice of avionics reliability• 
p0129 174-18597 
Importance of the means of engine condition 
surveillance
p0129 174-18598 
Aircraft and systems reliability --- relation to 
overhaul and maintenance
p0129 174-18599 
Reliability of adaptive systems --- Russian book 
on flight control
p0181 A74-20919 
Reliability demonstration testing using 
failure-free trials
p0181 174-20950
SUB.IECT INDEX 
Simulation of dispatch reliability for a fleet of 
large commercial aircraft
p0181 A74-20952 
Equipment procured reliability and real-life 
survival --- avionics producer-military user 
communications improvement
p0181 A74-20954 
Improving Mean-Time-Between-Raintenance-Actions -
A recommended system approach --- for avionics 
p0424 A74-38555 
Simulating the system of automatic correction of 
aircraft coordinates on an analog computer 
(AD-765991]	 p0042 874-10058 
Major Item Special Study (HISS) AR-ic driveshaft 
assy, main transmission to engine --- cost 
savings from product improvement in quality and 
design 
(10-770498]	 p0198 874-16746 
Turbine engine fuel control reliability and 
maintainability analysis 
[AD-771030]	 p0243 874-18405 
Investigation and analysis of reliability and 
maintainability problems associated with Army 
aircraft engines 
[AD-772950]	 p0256 R74-19411 
Major Item Special Study (HISS) , CH-47A hydraulic 
servocylinder --- reliability analysis of 
military helicopter hydraulic system 
(AD-775449]	 p0327 874-21672 
Digital fly-by-wire control system with 
selfdiagnosing failure detection
p0464 874-31451 
RELIABILITY CONTROL 
U QUALITY CONTROL 
U RELIABILITY ENGINEERING 
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING 
Advanced enroute air traffic control radar system 
/ARSR-3/ --- small aircraft detection 
p0025 174-12198 
New developments in secondary surveillance radar 
design improvements for ATC
pOO28 174-12358 
Power conditioning system for FAA Air Route 
Traffic Control Centers
p0077 A74-14133 
Reliability of aircraft navigation computers 
Russian book
p0180 A74-20905 
Reliability and choosing number of prototypes 
in helicopter development program
p0181 1711-20938 
The discrete address beacon system - Development, 
transition, and introduction
p0220 A74-22683 
Reliability and maintainability of jet engines 
p0316 A74-30347 
Recent Air Force electronic systems corrosion 
problems 
(NACE PAPER 24]	 p0375 A74-35279 
Evolution and new functions of airborne radars 
p0378 A74-35744 
Helicopter reliability testing 
(ABS PREPRINT 860]	 p0386 A14-36600 
A new concept for angular rate flight control 
sensors (LILA PAPER 74-868]	 p0401 1714-37855 
Advanced environmental control system --- for 
aircraft subsystems
p0424 174-38552 
Reliability efforts in large European programs for 
military and commercial aircraft development 
p0483 A74-46292 
Vibration effects on helicopter reliability and 
maintainability 
[AD-766307]	 p0042 874-10064 
The behavior of flexible airfield pavements under 
loads: Theory and experiments 
(AD-766480]	 p0061 874-11102 
Maintainability analysis of major helicopter 
components --- analysis of nan-hour costs for 
maintaining military helicopters 
(AD-769941]	 p0197 874-167110 
Development of engineering data on thick-section 
electron beam welded titanium 
[AD-714051]	 p0303 874-21151 
Research reports from the Institute for Service 
Reliability, issue 6
p0332 874-23491 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
Evaluation of EIL-L-23699 lubrication oil 
performance in the J79 engine 
(AD-776535]	 pO36i N74-26073 
RUOTE CONTROl. 
NT RADIO CONTROL 
Design and hover-flight testing of a deflection 
control system for the Aerodyne wingless, 
remote-controlled experimental flight vehicle 
(DGLR PAPER 73-070)	 p0120 A74-17179 
Remote control of aircraft and weapon system using 
a new •ethod --- guidance, navigation, and 
targeting 
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develoçment of rotary-wing aircraft
p0130 174-18641 
Prediction of stability and control 
characteristics of rotorcraft
p0205 174-22452 
An interdisciplinary approach to integrated 
rotor/body mathematical modeling
p0205 174-22453 
The effects of Reynolds number on rotor stall 
p0203 174-22457 
Model tests and analysis of prop-rotor dynamics 
for tilt-rotor aircraft -
p0205 174-22461 
The role of wind tunnel testing in the development 
of advanced rotary-wing aircraft
p0207 174-22472 
Comments on a theme - Full-scale versus 
small-scale wind tunnel testing of V/STOL 
p0207 174-22480 
Potential uses for the Kiebitz tethered rotor 
platform
p0318 174-30596 
System for guiding fixed- or rotary-wing aircraft 
in approach and landing zones 
(ONERA,TP NO. 1342]
	 p0422 174-38310 
Crashworthy landing gear study --- to establish 
energy-absorbing design criteria applicable to 
rotary wing aircraft
	 - 
(AD-765489]	 p0042 N74-10060 
Ice protection investigation for advanced 
rotary-wing aircraft 
(AD-771182/3GA]	 p0250 N74-18693 
Methods Studies toward simplified rotor-body 
dynamics, part 1 
(NASA-CR-137570]	 p0495 N74-34483 
ROTARY VIRUS 
IT LIFTING ROTORS
NT RIGID EOTORS 
NT TILTING ROTORS 
Helicopter rotor blades --- design with fiber 
reinforced epoxy resin bonded composite materials 
p0002 174-10498 
Current developments in main rotors at Hell 
Helicopter Company --- multibladed concepts, 
frequency placement 
(lIlA PIPER 73-1160]
	 p0003 174-10511 
The lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings 
and propellers 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1298] 	 p0005 174-10999 
Progress in France in the last ten years in the 
field of helicopters - Prospects for the ten 
years to cone
p0007 174-11097 
The main rotor bifilar absorber and its effect on 
helicopter reliability/maintainability 
[SIR PAPER 730894] 	 p0019 174-11595 
Torsion-flap-lag coupling on helicopter ràtor blades 
pO022 174-11843 
Investigation of the effect of induction damping

of vortices in their interaction with a wing 
p0081 174-15708 
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary wing on a 
helicopter. II
p0090 174-16038 
Aerodynamic problems in the calculation of 
helicopter airloads
pO203 174-22456 
An investigation of impulsive rotor noise using a 
model rotor
pO206 174-22467 
A comparison of the noise characteristics of full 
scale and model helicopter rotors
pO206 174-22468 
Parameterization of helicopter rotor broadband 
noise from experimental data
pO206 174-22469 
Experimental studies of rotational noise in 
forward flight
pO206 174-2247 1 
panel discussion on wind tunnel testing --- for 
helicopter rotor evaluation
p0207 A74-22474 
Noise phenomena in the case of helicopter rotors 
and possibilities for noise reduction 
(DGLR PIPER 74-024]	 p0270 174-27364 
Torsional stability analysis of a gas-turbine 
powered helicopter drive system 
[ASNE PAPER 74-GT-54]
	 p0272 174-27447 
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum 
noise radiation 
(1111 PAPER 74-571]	 pO340 174-33155 
Electromechanical simulation of helicopter blade 
responses to random excitation during forward 
flight 
(ASME PAPER 73-DET-28]
	 p0341 174-33401 
Alloys for helicopter rotor-blade spars 
p0343 174-34 145 
A simplified approach to helicopter ground resonance 
p0348 174-34881 
An automated tape layup system /ATL&S/ --- for 
composite aircraft structures fabrication 
p0379 174-35838 
Effect of the differentiability of random 
stationary processes on the magnitude of the 
mean square approximation error --- in recording 
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotors 
p0383 174-36463 
On the use of first order rotor dynamics in 
multiblade coordinates --- for compound helicopter 
[ABS PREPRINT 831]	 p0384 174-36586 
Effect of blade design para.eters on helicopter 
stall boundaries 
[ABS PREPRINT 833]
	 p0384 A74-36588 
Rotor moment control with flap-moment feedback 
[ABS PREPRINY 842]
	 p0385 174-36593 
Heat transfer modeling for curing process of 
composite. rotor blade 
(ABS PREPRIRT 852]	 p0386 174-36598 
Laser velocimeter measurements of the helicopter 
rotor-induced f'ow field 
CABS PREPEINT 800]	 p0387 A74-36614 
Can helicopter rotors be designed for low noise 
and high performance 
(ABS PREPRINT 803]	 p0388 174-36617 
A systematic study of helicopter rotor stall using 
model rotors 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
(ANS PEEPRINT 804] 	 p0388 A74-36618 
The scissors rotor -- for helicopters 
(ABS PREPRINT 812]	 p0388 A74-36621 
Effect of the body of a helicopter of single-prop 
or coaxial design on the optimal configuration 
of the main-rotor blades for hover-flight 
conditions
p0389 A74-36631 
Consideration of the effect of the fuselage of a 
two-rotor helicopter of the transverse or 
longitudinal type when determining the optimal 
rotor blade configuration for hovering 
p0390 A74-36799 
Optimal configuration of the rotor blades of a 
single-rotor helicopter during horizontal flight 
p0391 A74-36864 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0393 A74-37483 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
p0393 A74-37486 
The effect of cyclic feathering motions on dyna.ic 
rotor loads
p0394 A74-37492 
Control load envelope shaping by live twist -- in 
helicopter rotors
p0394 A74-37493 
Application to rotary wings of a simplified 
aerodynamic lifting surface theory for unsteady 
compressible flow
p0394 A74-37494 
Hub •o.ent springs on two-bladed teetering rotors 
p0395 A74-37500 
Eulticyclic jet-flap-control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0396 A74-37504 
The spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence
p0397 A74-37531 
Consideration of control elasticity in calculating 
the deformation of gyroplane rotor blades 
p0398 A74-37662 
Insthntaneous velocity measurements in the near 
wake of a helicopter rotor
p0425 A74-38633 
Noise sources and their control in V/STOL aircraft 
p0438 A74-40089 
Vibrations and stability of a helicopter with a 
two-blade main rotor
p0438 A74-40406 
Computation of aerodyua.ic loads on helicopter 
rotorblades in forward flight, using the method 
of the acceleration potential 
(ICAS PAPER 74-54]	 p04S1 A74-41353 
EBB BO 105 - Concept and worldwide use of a modern 
helicopter. I -- development and design 
p0479 A74-45098 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CB-54A T/R blade 
(AD-766227]	 p0041 N74-10056 
Research on aircraft dyna.ics for subsonic flight 
(AD-765657]	 p0042 N74-10061 
Specialists Heeting on Helicopter Rotor Prediction 
Methods 
(AGARD-CP-122]	 p0054 074-10908 
Rotary wing design methodology --- based on 
nonlinear aeroelastic blade loads analysis 
p0054 N74-10909 
Current loads technology for helicopter rotors 
based on rotor loads computer program for 
determining fatigue design loads
p0054 E74-10910 
Prediction of helicopter rotor loads --- based or. 
alternating aerodynamic loads imposed on rotary 
wing and rotor hub
p0055 N74-10911 
Helicopter rotor loads predictions --- assu.ptions 
and techniques for numerical analysis of 
aerodyna.ic loads
p0055 074-10912 
Rotor system design and evaluation using a general 
purpose helicopter flight si.ulation program 
p0055 N714-10913 
The prediction of loading actions on high speed 
se.i-rigid helicopters
p0055 074-10914 
Loads prediction •ethods for hingeless rotor 
helicopters
p0055 N74-10915
Integrated rotor/body loads prediction 
p0055 074-10916 
The stability of helical vortex fila.ents in the 
wake of a hovering rotor 
[AD-766828]	 p0062 074-11128 
Effect of sweep angle on the pressure 
distributions and effectiveness of the ogee tip 
in diffusing a line vortex 
[NASA-CR-132355] 	 p0094 074-11822 
Nonlinear bending and torsion of rotating beams 
with application to linear stability of 
hingeless helicopter rotors
p0101 N14-12545 
Wake induced loads on helicopter rotor blades 
p0103 1174-12708 
Major Item Special Study (MISS)., AH-1G 90 degree 
gearbox --- analysis of helicopter gear box 
maintenance and reliability 
[AD-767540]	 p0106 1174-12731 
Hajor Item Special Study (MISS), CH-54A main rotor 
primary servo 
[AD-767539]	 p0106 074-12732 
A mathematical model of unsteady aerodynamics and 
radial flow for application to helicopter rotors 
(AD-767240]	 p0106 1174-12738 
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter radar 
blade 
(NASA-CR-2322]	 p0139 1174-13708 
Dynamic stall 
(NASA-CR-136473]	 p0139 1174-13709 
The stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor
p0140 1174-13713 
Effect of compressibility on three-dinensional 
helicopter rotor blade flutter
p0140 074-13714 
Narch 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand DR 2011 
jet flap rotor, volu.e 1 
(NASA-CR-114693]	 p0141 1174-13722 
Translaission thermal mapping (CH-47C forward rotor 
transmission) 
(AD-767875]	 p0143 1174-13732 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations, 
Phase 2 
(EASA-CR-114708]	 p0160 074-14756 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor rando, loads and vibrations 
(the effects of some rotor feedback systems on 
rotor-body dynamics), Phase 7-A 
(NASA-CR-114709]	 p0160 1174-14757 
Similarity requirements for aeroelastic models of 
helicopter rotors 
(ARC-Cp-1245]	 p0161 1174-14167 
Recommended design •odifications to the CH-47 
forward rotor drive gearbox 
[AD-769062]	 p0162 '074-14775 
Engineering appraisal of Southwest Research 
Institute magnetic crack definer applied to CH47 
rotor blades 
(AD-7690681	 p0163 N74-14778 
A prediction model for wake related sound 
generation by single airfoils and subsonic rotors 
p0187 N74-15J00 
Helicopter blade-tip stability in forward flight 
p0195 1174-16711 
Vortex modification by •ass injection and by tip 
geometry variation 
[AD-771966]	 p0232 074-17715 
Dynamic model wind tunnel tests of a 
variable-diameter, telescoping-blade rotor 
system (TRAC rotor) 
[AD-771037]	 p0237 074-17764 
Composite-material helicopter rotor hubs 
(AD-771973]	 p0238 1174-17772 
The evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CB-54B helicopter 
(AD-771962]	 p0238 074-17773 
Aeroelastic analysis of a telescoping rotor blade 
computer programs 
(AD-771963]	 p0239 074-17774 
Experi.ental investigation of model 
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors 
aerodynamic characteristics of variable geometry 
rotary wings 
(NASA-CR-2275J	 p0245 074-18645 
Aerodynamic characteristics of EPL 9626 and NPL 
9627, further aerof oils designed for helicopter 
A-276
SUBJOCT INDEX	 ROTATING DISKS 
rotor use 
(ARCCP-1262)	 p024? 874-18666 
Acoustical properties of a model rotor in nonaxial 
flight -- wind tunnel model noise measurements 
(NASA-CR114749]	 pO248 074-18678 
Open and closed loop stability of hingeless rotor 
helicopter air and ground resonance --- effects 
of blade tuning, virtual hinge locations, and 
blade hysteresis damping 
[AD-'172826]	 p0251 074-18703 
Analytical investigation of the aerodynamic 
stability of helical vortices shed ftc. a 
hovering rotor 
(AD-7?3026]	 p0252 074-18705 
UN-iD filament-wound tubular-reinforced rotor blade 
development of procedures for calculating 
structural characteristics 
[AD-772947J	 p0253 874-18713 
Cold-wEather flight tests of an 08-58 helicopter 
equipped with an elasto.eric-bearing main rotor 
[AD-772935)	 p0253 874-18716 
Research on helicopter noise 
(AD-773385J	 p0285 874-19677 
Research in the area of the aerodyna.ics of rotors 
and propellers 
(AROD-T-3-23-E]	 p0286 N74- 19688 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-471 rotary 
wing head TWO 
(AD-113718)	 pO286 874-19691 
A design analysis of CH-54B main rotor hub 
fabricated froa composite materials 
(AD-774270]	 p0300 N74-20689 
The hingeless rotor: A concept to increase 
mission effectiveness at reduced costs 
p0305 N74-21616 
Circulation control: A bibliography of NSRDC 
research and selected outside references 
(AD-7752841	 p0327 874-21666 
Tail rotor design guide --- aerodyna.ic 
configurations of helicopter components for low 
speed and hover flight 
(AD-775391]	 p0327 874-21671 
Investigation of the effect of torsional natural 
frequency on stall-induced dynamic loading 
(AD-776415]	 p0353 N74-25544 
Aerodynamic damping of vibrating helicopter rotors 
(AD-775929)	 p0358 874-25598 
Major Ite. Special Study (MISS). CH-47A rotary 
wing blade 
(AD-776419)	 p0359 874-25605 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-47A 
Synchronizer shaft assembly --- failure analysis 
to eliminate failure nodes and reduce logistics 
costs 
(AD-776418]	 p0359 8714-25606 
Analysis of maneuverability effects on rotor/wing 
design characteristics 
[AD-776981]	 p0359 8714-25609 
Engineering flight test: AH-1G helicopter with 
model 212 tail rotor. Part 2: Performance and 
handling qualities 
[AD-776360]	 p0359 874-25613 
Ron-linear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory 
p0363 874-26431 
Influence of the degree of fail-safe achieved, 
using the internal pressure indicator (BIN), on 
the flight safety during a specified service 
life of Sam rotor blades of SA 321 and SA 330 
helicopters
p0367 8711-26469 
Fatigue and fracture considerations in critical 
titanium components --- for aircraft structures 
p0367 874-26470 
Helicopter rotor noise and possibilities for its 
reduction 
(MHB-UD-118-74-0)	 p0368 874-26485 
Analytical study of stresses recorded in the Dli 
2011 rotor blades 
[NASA-CR-137527]	 p0407 874-21501 
Propeller tests in the large sonic wind tunnel of 
Iondane-Avrieux 
(NASA-TT-F-15704)	 pO4i3 874-28501 
A theoretical study of the application of jet flap 
circulaticn control for reduction of rotor 
vibratory forces 
(NASR-CB-1375151	 p0416 874-28525 
An analysis of fixed wing-proprotor interference 
for folding proprotor aircraft 
(AD-778823]	 p0441 874-29371
Application of an interdisciplinary rotary wing 
aircraft analysis to the prediction of 
helicopter •aneuver loads 
(AD-779449]	 p0443 074-29402 
Propellers and helicopter blades of 
fiber-reinforced synthetic resin •aterials 
(NASA-PT-F- 15859] 	 p0467 074-31493 
Perturbation solutions for the influence of 
forward flight on helicopter rotor flapping 
stability 
(NASA-T8-x-62361]	 p0467 N74-31501 
Continuous sea. diffusion bond titanium spar 
evaluation	 - 
(AD-780029]	 p0468 074-31515 
Helicopter downwash data 
(AD-780754]	 p0468 874-31518 
Problems of long linear arrays in helicopter blades 
considering beams scanned by rotating blades 
p0468074-31684 
Three-dimensional measurements of the velocity in 
the near flow field of a full-scale hovering rotor 
(AD-781547)	 p0470 074-32417 
A summary of helicopter vorticity and wake 
turbulence publications with an annotated ) 
bibliography 
(AD..780053]	 p8472 874-32435 
Nonlinear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory, 
part 1 
(AD-781885]	 p0473 074-32453 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OH-6A sam rotor 
hub 
[AD-781507]	 p0473 874-32457 
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex 
interaction problem 
(NASA-CR-2421]	 p0488 074-33433 
Further analysis of broadband noise measurements 
for a rotating blade operating with and without 
its shed wake blown downstream 
(NASA-TN-D-7623 1	 p0488 874-33434 
aingeless helicopter rotor with improved' stability 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10807-1] 	 p0494 N74-34475 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
pO496 074-34494 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods 
p0496 874-34497 
Multicyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0497 874-34512 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
pO497 N74-34514 
Flight test of a hingeless flexbeain rotor system 
[AD-783393]	 p0498 874-34525 
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ROTATING BODIES 
NT COMPRESSOR ROTORS 
NT FLYWHEELS 
NT IMPELLERS 
NT LIFTING ROTORS 
NT RIGID ROTORS 
NT ROTARY WINGS 
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS 
NT ROTATING DISKS 
NT ROTORS 
NT TILTING ROTORS 
NT TURBINE WHEELS 
Analysis of moving body problems in aerodynamics 
p0432 A74-39346 
The determination of non-symmetric vehicle 
stability parameters from response data 
p0139 N74-13702 
Magnus characteristics of arbitrary rotating bodies 
(AGARD-AG-171)	 p0139 874-13710 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
Cfl-548 helicopter
p0(497 N74-34511 
ROTATING CILINDEES 
The influence of a deflected central spike on the 
aerodynamic coefficients of a rotationally 
symmetric hypersonic body 
(DLR-FB-69-37)	 pOlO3 874-12706 
ROTATING DISKS 
Aerodynamics of rotating disks --- drag and lift 
in annular water tank
p0091 A74-6039 
Theory of rotor dynamics with coupling of disk and 
blade flexibility and support structure asymmetry 
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ROTATING GENERATORS 
(ASNE PAPER 74GT159]	 p0274 A74-27494 
Flight monitor for jet engine disk cracks and the 
use of critical length criterion of fracture 
mechanics 
(NASATN-D7483)	 p0099 1174-12187 
Heat transfer of a disk rotating in a casing 
cooling fluid flow in gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TT-F-15199)	 p0101 1174-12572 
NOTATING GENERATORS 
NT AC GENERATORS 
NT TORBOGENERATORS 
NOTATING NIRRONS 
A co.pact derotator design --- for aircraft 
periscope image rotation prevention
p0218 A74-23718 
NOTATING SHIFTS 
NT SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) 
NT TURBOSHAPTS 
The effect of gyroscopic moment and distributed 
mass on the vibration of a rotating shaft with a 
rotor
p0082 A74-146 
Balancing of a flexible rotor. III - Universal 
state of balance of a flexible rotor 
irrespective of its bearing stiffness 
p0082 A74-14622 
A photo-electric position-following mechanism 
p0176 A74-20129 
Theory of rotor dynamics with coupling of disk and 
blade flexibility and support structure asymmetry 
(ASHE PAPER 74-GT-159)	 p0214 A74-27494 
NOTATING VEHICLES 
U NOTATING BODIES 
ROTATION 
NT AUTOROTATION 
Application of quarternions to rigid body rotation 
problems 
(NASA-TT-F-15414] 	 p0418 1174-29040 
ROTATIONAL PLOW 
U FLUID FLOW 
U VORTICES 
ROTOR AENOD!UANICS 
Current developments in main rotors at Bell 
Helicopter Company --- multibladed concepts, 
frequency placement 
[AIRA PAPER 73-1160]	 p0003 A74-10511 
Effect of unsteady loading on rotor noise 
p0073 A74-13792 
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary wing on a 
helicopter. II
p0090 A74-16038 
Rotor wakes - Key to performance prediction 
p0203 A74-22455 
The effects of Reynolds number on rotor stall 
p0203 A74-22457 
Model tests and analysis of prop-rotor dynamics 
for tilt-rotor aircraft
p0205 A74-22461 
A schlieren technique applied to rotor wake studies 
p0203 A74-22462 
Hingeless rotor vibration and loads, at high 
advance ratio
p0206 A74-22463 
Studies of a large-scale jet-flap rotcr in the 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel
p0206 A74-22464 
Rotor aerodynamics and acoustics - The next phase 
helicopter noise at supersonic blade tip 
speeds
p0203 A74-22465 
Acoustical modeling of the heavy lift helicopter 
p0206 A74-22466 
An investigation of impulsive rotor noise using a 
model rotor
p0206 A74-22467 
A comparison of the noise characteristics of full 
scale and model helicopter rotors
p0206 A74-22468 
Experimental studies of rotational noise in 
forward flight
p0206 A74-22471 
Panel discussion on wind tunnel testing --- for 
helicopter rotor evaluation
p0207 A74-22'474 
Comments on significant development areas for 
future V/STOL wind tunnel testing
pO2O7 A74-22476 
Supersonic unstalled flutter in fan rotors - 
Analytical and experimental results
SUBJECT INDEX 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT'-40]
	 pO272 A74-27433 
Holographic studies of shock waves within 
transonic fan rotors 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-46]
	
p0272 A74-27439 
Theory of rotor dyna.ics with coupling of disk and 
blade flexibility and support structure asym.etry 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-159]
	
p0274 A74-27494 
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum 
noise radiation 
(AIAA PAPER 74-511]
	
p0340 A74-33155 
On the use of first order rotor dynamics in 
multiblade coordinates --- for compound helicopter 
(AHS PREPRINT 831] 	 p0384 A74-36586 
Optimal configuration of the rotor blades of a 
single-rotor helicopter during horizontal flight 
p0391 A74-36864 
Specialists Reeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics. 
Noffett Field, Calif., February 13-15, 1974, 
Proceedings
pO393 A74-37481 
Hingeless rotor frequency response with unsteady 
inflow
p0393 A74-37482 
Flap-lag dynamics of hingeless helicopter blades 
at moderate and high advance ratios
p0393 A74-37487 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibratiob prediction methods 
p0394 A74-37489 
Helicopter gust response characteristics including 
unsteady aerodyna.ic stall effects
p0394 A74-37490 
The effect of cyclic feathering •otions on dynamic 
rotor loads
p0394 A74-37492 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body motion
p0394 A74-37495 
An application of Floguet theory to prediction of 
mechanical instability --- for helicopter with 
inoperative blade damper
p0395 A14-37496 
Theory and comparison with tests of two full-scale 
proprotors
p0395 A74-37497 
Comparison.of flight data and analysis for 
hingeless rotor regressive inplane mode stability 
p0395 A74-37499 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
for helicopters
p0396 A74-37506 
Bingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0396 A74-37507 
Spectrum of rotor noise caused by atmospheric 
turbulence -
p0430 A74-38854 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations, 
Phase 1 
[NASA-CR-114707]	 p0160 N74-14755 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations, 
Phase 2 
[NASA-CR-114708]	 pO16O N74-14756 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(the effects of some rotor feedback systems on 
rotor-body dynamics) , Phase 7-A 
(NASA-CR-114709]	 p0160 N74-14757 
Concepts for a ' theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(identification of lifting rotor system 
parameters from transient response data), Phase 
7-B 
[NASA-cR-114710]	 p0160 1174-14758 
concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random Loads and vibrations 
(further experiments with progressing/regressing 
rotor flapping modes) , Phase 7-C 
[NASA-CR-114711]	 p0160 1174-14759 
Helicopter blade-tip stability in forward flight 
p0195 N74-16711 
Research on aircraft dynamics for subsonic flight 
[AD-770540]	 p0197 1174-16738 
Experimental investigation of model 
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors 
aerodynamic characteristics of variable geometry 
rotary wings 
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SUBJECT 111031	 ROTOR BLADES 
[BASA-CR-2275)	 pO24S 1174-18645 
Open and closed loop stability of hingeless rotor 
helicopter air and ground resonance --- effects 
of blade tuning, virtual hinge locations, and 
blade hysteresis damping 
(AD-772826]	 p0251 1174-18703 
Studies in tilt-rotor YTOL aircraft aeroelasticity 
blade flapping and pitch change freedoms of 
proprotor configurations
p0282 1174-19649 
Research on helicopter noise 
(AD-773385)	 p0285 1174-19677 
Research in the area of the aerodynamics of rotors 
and pxopellers 
(AROD-T-3-23-E]	 p0286 11714-19688 
Boise levels of operational helicopters of the 
011-6 type designed to meet the LOU mission 
acoustic properties for various helicopter 
configurations 
(NASA-cR-114760] 	 p0297 1178-20663 
Circulation control: A bibliography of NSRDC 
research and selected outside references 
(AD-775284]	 p0327 1178-21666 
Tail rotor design guide --- aerodynamic 
configurations of helicopter components for low 
speed and hover flight 
(10-775391]	 p0327 1174-21671 
Investigation of the effect of torsional natural

frequency on stall-induced dynamic loading 
(10-716415)	 - p0353 1174-25544 
Non-linear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory 
p0363 11714-26431 
Dynamics of tilting proprotor aircraft in cruise 
flight 
[NASA-TN-D-7677]	 pO4O7 11714-27500 
Analytical study of stresses recorded in the OS 
2011 rotor blades 
(NASA-CR-137527]	 p0407 1174-27501 
Propeller tests in the large sonic mind tunnel of 
Nondane-Avrieux 
(NASA-TT- y-15704]	 p0413 11714-28501 
A theoretical study of the application of jet flap 
circulation control for reduction of rotor 
vibratory forces 
(NASA-CR-137515)	 p0416 1174-28525 
Application of an interdisciplinary rotary wing 
aircraft analysis to the prediction of 
helicopter maneuver loads 
(1D779449)	 p04443 1174-291402 
Analytical model for tilting proprotor aircraft 
dynamics, including blade torsion and coupled 
bending modes, and conversion mode operation 
(NASA-TB-X-62369)	 p0867 1174-31498 
Perturbation solutions for the influence of 
forward flight on helicopter rotor flapping 
stability 
(RASA-TB-X-62361]	 p0467 1174-31501 
Helicopter dovnwash data 
(AD-780754]	 p0468 1174-31518 
Three-dimensional measurements of the velocity in 
the near flow field of a full-scale hovering rotor 
(A0-781547)	 p0470 1174-32417 
A summary of helicopter vorticity and wake 
turbulence publications with an annotated 
bibliography 
(AD-780053]	 p0472 1114-32435 
Nonlinear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory, 
part 1 
(10-181885]	 p0473 N74-32453 
The vortex lattice •etbod for the rotor-vortex 
interaction problem 
(NASA-CR-2421]	 pOl488 1174-33433 
Further analysis of broadband noise measurements 
for a rotating blade operating with and without 
its shed wake blown downstream 
(NASA-TN-D-762.3]	 p0I88 1174-33434 
Methods studies toward simplified rotor-body 
dynamics, part 1 
(NASA-CR-137570]	 p0495 1174-34483 
Rotorcraft dynamics 
[BASA-SP-352)	 p0495 1174-34489 
Flap-lag dyna.ics of hingeless helicopter blades 
at moderate and high advance ratios
p0496 1174-3I4l495 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body •otion
p0496 1174-34503 
Plight test of a hingeless flexbeam rotor system 
(AD-183393)	 p0498 1174-34525
ROTOR BLADES 
Helicopter rotor blades --- design with fiber 
reinforced epoxy resin bonded composite materials 
p0002 A74-10498 
Torsion-flap-lag coupling on helicopter rotor blades 
p0022 174-11843 
Some conclusions regarding the aeroelastic 
stability of hingeless helicopter blades in 
hover and in forward flight
p0022 174-11844 
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic 
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the 
blade tip vortex
p0022 A74-11845 
The effects of second order blade bending on the 
angle of attack of hingeless rotor blades 
p0022 174-11846 
Cost effective composite structures --- fiber 
reinforced helicopter rotor blade design and 
fabrication
p0084 174-14778 
Paraneterization of helicopter rotor broadband 
noise from experimental data
p0206 A74-22469 
Rotating-blade vortex noise
p0203 A74-22470 
Aeroelastic stability of periodic systems with 
application to rotor blade flutter 
[1111 PAPER 74-417]
	 p0267 A74-26713 
Electromechanical simulation of helicopter blade 
responses to random excitation during forward 
flight 
[ASME PAPER 73-DET-28) 	 p0341 174-33(401 
Helicopter vibration reduction with pendulum 
absorbers 
(Ass PREPRINT 830] 	 p0384 A74-36585 
Effect of blade design paraneters on helicopter 
stall boundaries 
(ASS PREPRINT 833]
	 p0384 174-36588 
Processing of titanium tubes - An approach to 
helicopter blade spar manufacturing 
(ASS PREPRINT 853]	 p0386 174-36599 
Composite material geodesic structures - A 
structural-concept for increased helicopter 
rotor blade survivability 
(ASS PREPRINT 884]
	 p0387 A74-36613 
The prediction of rotor rotational noise using 
measured fluctuating blade loads 
[ASS PREPRINT 801]
	 p0387 A744-36615 
Hingeless circulation control rotor blade design 
(ASS PREPEINT 813]
	 p0388 174-36622 
Hingeless rotor frequency response with unsteady 
inflow
p0393 A74-37482 
Flap-lag dynamics of hingeless helicopter blades 
at moderate and high advance ratios
p0393 A74-37487 
Rub moment springs on two-bladed teetering rotors 
p8395 A74-37500 
Hingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0396 A74-37507 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CS-54A 1/11 blade 
(10-766227]	 p0041 1174-10056 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor rando. loads and vibrations, 
Phase 1 
(NASA-CR-114707]	 p0160 1174-14755 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(identification of lifting rotor system 
parameters from transient response data), Phase 
7-B 
(NA5A-CR-114710]	 p0160 N74-14758 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(further experiments with progressing/regressing 
rotor flapping nodes) , Phase 7-C 
(NASACR-114711]	 p0160 1174-14759 
Aeroelastic analysis of a telescoping rotor blade 
computer programs 
[AD-171963]	 p0239 1174-17774 
Continuous seam diffusion bond titanium spar
	 - 
evaluation 
(AD-780029]	 p0468 1174-31515 
Computer experiments on periodic systems 
identification using rotor blade transient 
flapping-torsion responses at high advance ratio 
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p0496 N74-34492 
Multicyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0497 074-34512 
ROTOR BLADES (TURRORACHINERT) 
Accelerating test stand for rotating elements of 
turbomachines
p0089 A74-15930 
Effects of increased leading-edge thickness on 
performance of a transonic rotor blade --- in 
single stage transonic compressor 
INASATND7489J	 p003l 074-10025 
Single-stage experimental evaluation of 
tandem-airfoil rotor stator blading for 
compressors. Part 6: Data and performance for 
stage D 
(NASA-CR-134511]	 p0100 074-12449 
Rotor burst protection program: Statistics on - 
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that 
occurred in US co.mercial aviation during 1972 
[NASA-CR-136900] 	 p0304 074-21396 
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U TURBINE WHEELS 
ROTOR BOBS 
O RUBS 
U ROTORS 
ROTOR LIFT 
Heavy-lift helicopter power systems 
(SAY PAPER 740464]	 p0351 A74-35006 
ROTOR SPEED 
Theoretical and experimental studies of a high 
pressure ratio centrifugal compressor at reduced 
rotating speed 
(ICAS PAPER 74-37] 	 p0450 A74-41338 
RO TO BC B AFT 
O ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT 
ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT 
Specialists Meeting bn Rotorcraft Dynamics, 
Boffett Field, Calif., February 13-15, 1974, 
Proceedings
p0393 A74-37481 
Rotorcraft dynamics 
(NASA-SP-352]	 p0495 074-314489 
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NT TILTING ROTORS 
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Vibrations of asymmetric rotors supported by 
asymmetric bearings
pOOl0 A74-13094 
Elastic, plastic behavior of a rotor. I - Analysis 
of an axisymmetric rotor whose radius varies in 
axial direction
p0082 A74-14620 
The effect of gyroscopic moment and distributed 
mass on the vibraticn of a rotating shaft with a 
rotor
p0082 A74-14621 
Balancing of a flexible rotor. III - Universal 
state of balance of a flexible rotor 
irrespective of its bearing stiffness 
pOO82 A74-14622 
Investigation of rotor dynamic and high speed 
bearing technology for a 3 KW turbo-alternator 
(AD-165501]	 p0047 N74-10486 
Test characteristics of a welded rotor in a 
36,000-rpm Lundell alternator 
(NASA-TM-X-2944]	 p0064 N714-11304 
V/STOL tilt rätor aircraft study. Volume 10: 
Performance and stability test of A 1-14.622 
Froude scaled Boeing Vertol Model 222 tilt rotor 
aircraft (Phase 1) 
(NASA-CR-114603]	 p0142 N74-13727 
Application of the collision-imparted velocity 
method for analyzing the responses of 
containment and deflector structures to engine 
rotor fragment impact 
(NASA-CR-13 14494]	 p0194 074- 16592 
Flexual rigidity of a thin walled build-up rotor 
for jet engine. Measurement by static load test 
and vibration test and calculation by finite 
element •ethod 
(NAL-TR-329]	 pO293 074-20572
Transmission thermal mapping (OH-i main rotor 
transmission) --- determination.f heat 
generating areas 
(AD-777803] .	 p0408 074-27515 
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ROUTES 
Analysis of route widths in the domestic airspace 
navigation syste. errors effect on route 
confinement
p03 17 A74-30360 
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Analysis and design of a capsule landing system 
and surface vehicle control system for Mars 
exploration 
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RUEGE-KUTTA METHOD 
Discretization of a vortex sheet, with an example 
of roll-up --- for elliptically loaded wings 
p0086 A74-15'!15 
RUNWAY CONDITIONS 
Concrete or black top --- airport runway pavement 
requirements
p0089 A74-15866 
Problems with the aircraft/runway interface 
pO2O8 A74-22636 
Measurements of runway adherence and problems of 
braking in the regulation of landing distances 
p0226 A74-25353 
The effect of runway traction on commercial 
airplane stopping systems 
(SAE PAPER 740500]	 p0349 A74-34976 
Improved methods for construction and maintenance 
of runway pavement surfaces 
(SAE PAPER 740498]	 p0350 A74-34986 
Impact of runway traction on possible approaches 
to certification and operation of jet transport 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740497]	 pO35O A74-34987 
Elements affecting runway traction 
(SAE PAPER 7404961
	
p0350 A74-34988 
Fatigue concepts f or concrete airport pavement 
design
p0392 A74-37342 
Structural analysis of flexible airfield pavements 
p0392 A74-37343 
Another look at landing and stopping criteria 
(AIAA PAPER 74-956]	 p0427 A74-38722 
Influence of runway traction on operation of jet. 
transport aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-958)	 p0427 A74-38724 
Improvements in airplane stopping performance on 
adverse runways 
(AIAA PAPER 74-965]	 p0427 A711-38730 
Proble.s of aircraft takeoff from 
precipitation-covered runways
p0484 A74-46689 
Selection of landing fields --- for group 
disposition aircraft and helicopters 
(AD-772051]	 p0287 074-19894 
Evaluation of runway skid-resistance 
- characteristics at Ninot Air Force Base, North 
Dakota 
(AD-773403]	 p0328 N714-219U4 
RUNWAY LIGHTS 
Ground lighting equipment --- landing aids 
(NASA-TT-F-15176]	 p0060 074-11092 
Information content of different runway lighting 
patterns --- visual pattern discrimination of 
landing displays 
(NASA-TT-F-15179)	 p0060 N74-11094 
RUE V ATS 
Naplin - The operational factors and their 
• influence on the design of the airport 
-	
pOOl9 A74-14511 
Test of LOT compatibility for asphalt and concrete 
runway materials 
(NASA-TN-X-64086]	 p0059 074-11091 
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Visual landings in regional and local airports 
(IASA-TT-F-15177] 	 p0060 174-11093 
Keyed joint performance under heavy load aircraft 
(AD-166706]	 p0061 174-11101 
The behavior of flexible airfield pavements under 
loads: Theory and experiments 
[AD-766480)	 p0061 174-11102 
Model study of C-5A landings on *12 landing mat 
(AD-767231)	 p0109 174-12970 
Therial and chemical fog dissipation: Results of 
field experiments at Vandenberg AFB, California 
during July 1972 
(AD-768671]	 p0164 174-15367 
Model experiments to evaluate vortex dissipation 
devices proposed for installation on or near 
aircraft runways 
[NAsA-CR-132365]	 p0241 174-17959 
Development of mini.u. pipe-cover requirements for 
C-5A and other aircraft loadings --- structural 
requirements for buried pipe under flexible and 
rigid runways 
(AD-771174)	 p0241 174-17963 
Short haul aircraft adaptation to the use of' short 
landing fields
p0290 174-20411 
C-130 landing on 11-181 landing •at, Oak Grove 
Auxiliary Air Field, North Carolina 
[AD-775365]	 p0328 174-21910 
Dynamic response of the landing mat to aircraft 
landing
p0369 174-26768 
A wind model for an elevated STOL-port configuration 
(NASA-CR-2450]	 p0418 174-28734 
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S MATRIX THEORY 
The light-scattering matrix and types of optical 
weather -- atmospheric aerosols, haze, fog, 
drizzle
p0004 *74-10783 
S NAVES 
Nonlinear generation of secondary waves in fluids 
p0344 *74-34352 
S-I DIAGRAMS 
A study of the damageability of turbine blades of 
aircraft gas-turbine engines after eperational 
running in
p0126 A74-18085 
A fatigue failure criterion for fiber reinforced 
materials
p0178 A74-20478 
Quality exponent method for planning and 
interpretation of results of full-scale, 
low-cycle fatigue tests 
(SAE PAPER 740218] 	 p0274 *74-27501 
The stress-endurance fatigue severity index 
concept - A method of SN data development for 
aluainum aircraft structures 
[SAE PAPER 740386)	 ,	 p0310 A74-28750 
An investigation of the degree of damage to gas 
turbine engine turbine blades after service life 
p0481 A74-45410 
S-64 HELICOPTER 
U CH-54 RELICOPTER 
S-3 AIRCRAFT 
The S-IA - A new di.ension in airborne sea control 
(AIAA PAPER 74-239] 	 '	 p0137 *74-19205 
S-3A initial. operational test and evaluation 
p0172 A74-19496 
Lockheed 5-3* avionics - Three system digital 
flight guidance
p0173 *14-19751 
Lockheed 5-3* avionics - Tactical voice and data 
connunication
p0173 *74-19753 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Transmitting data by 
multiprocessor computer
p01?3 *74-19754 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Structure with carrier 
suitability characteristics
p0213 *74-23838 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Uith low fuel consumption 
over a wide power range the TF34-GE2 has high
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thrust to weight
p0222 A74-23839 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Fuel system excludes 
management and control manipulation
p0213 A74-23840 
Lockheed s-3A Viking -' The advanced stabilised 
ejection seat has three snb-systes
p0213 A74-23841 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Electrical system with 
integrated drive generator
p0267 *74-27012 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - The integrated drive 
generator
p0268 *74-27013 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Designing the auxiliary 
power unit to occupy ram air turbine generator 
space
pO268 *74-27014 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Combined flight 
control/utility system
p0268 *74-27015 
Lockheed S-IA Viking - Air conditioning and 
pressurisation systems
p0268 *74-27016 
A broad view of Navy S-3A testing 	 ) 
(AIAA PAPER 74-943]	 p0426 A74-38716 
S-3A graphite/epoxy spoiler development program 
(AD-779069]	 '	 p0444 174-30013 
5-58 HELICOPTER 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. I
p0172 *74-19491 
FAA certification of the S-58T helicopter for 
instrument flight. II
p0172 A74-19492 
S-61 HELICOPTER 
S-61 helicopter as a mobile intensive care unit 
p0456 *74-42922 
Automatic control of a helicopter with a hanging 
load -- development and evaluation of automatic 
pilot for use with S-61 helicopter 
(NASA-CR-136504]	 p0140 174-13715 
Automatic transitions of a tilt-rotor aircraft, 
part 1. Automatic control of a helicopter with 
a hanging load, part 2
p0363 174-26432 
S-67 HELICOPTER 
Investigation of the saneuverability of the S-67 
winged helicopter 
(AD-767559]	 p0106 174-12735 
SA-330 HELICOPTER 
Influence of the degree of fail-safe achieved, 
using the internal pressure indicator (NIH), on 
the flight safety during a specified service 
life of main rotor blades of SA 321 and SA 330 
helicopters
p0367 N74-26469 
SAAB AIRCRAFT 
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT 
SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT 
SAAB digital flight control --- for Viggen aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-26)	 p0179 A74-20754 
Static aeroelastic effects on the aerodynamics of 
the Saab 37 Viggen aircraft, a comparison 
between calculations, wind tunnel tests and 
flight tests 
(ICAS PAPER 74-55)	 p0451 A74-41354 
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Technology forecasting - Aircraft hazard detection 
p0015 A74-11499 
Helicopter icing handling qualities 
(ABS PREPRINT 844]
	 p0385 A74-36595 
Airworthiness Committee tenth meeting 
(DOC-9065]	 pOOI9 N74-10035 
Escape measures for combat helicopter crews 
p0301 174-20770 
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an 
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft 
EASA-CASE-LAR-10753-1]	 p0445 174-30421 
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SAFETY FACTORS 
Design of crashworthy aircraft cabins based on 
dynamic buckling
p0090 174-15971 
Markings for propeller conspicuity 
(AGAED-AR-56)	 p0103 N74-12713
SAFETY EAIAUENEIT 
Vorld-vide Navy program controls aircraft 
contamination --- hydraulic fluids
p0069 174-13017 
Aircraft recovery - There is a solution- --- 	 - 
disabled. aircraft removal from airport 
operational areas
p0089 174-15865 
Helicopter safety --- design for catastrophic 
failure prevention and safe esergency landing 
p0211 174-23541 
Summary of fire and explosion manual for aircraft 
accident investigation
pO2ll 174-23543 
Safety objectives of onboard computers on civil 
aircraft
p0431 174-39010 
Autolation and flight management in co.mercial 
aviation
p0433 174-39499 
Overall safety objectives for integrated 
propulsion system
p0457 174-43204 
SAILPLANES 
U GLIDERS	 -	 -
SILT SPRAY TESTS 
Hot-salt stress-corrosion of titaniu. alloys as 
related to turbine engine operation
p0117 1714-16600 
Galvanic corrosion effects associated with 
graphite composites/metal joints 
(LE-26088]	 p0254 874-18813
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Solid particle erosion of graphite-epoxy composites 
for aircraft structures 
-	
p0402 174-37920 
The effects of sand particles on snail, intricate 
mechanical components --- analysis of binding 
failures caused by sand particles in helicopter 
circuit breakers	 - 
(10-772977]	 p0253 874-18718 
511011CR CONSTRUCTION 
U SANDWICH STRUCTURES 
SANDWICH STRUCTURES 
Deflection of carbon fibre/acrylic foam sandwich 
beams
p0002 174-10322 
Buckling of orthotropic, curved, sandwich panels 
in shear and axial cospression
p0013 A74-11340 
RohrBond -- liquid interface diffusion bonding 
for Ti honeycomb core sandwich
p0O83 174-147441 
Development of a graphite-epoxy tailbooa for a 
high-performance araed helicopter
p0083 A74-14748 
Role of aerodynamic damping in problems of the 
flutter of sandwich panels and circular 
cylindrical shells	 -
p0088 A74-15784 
Technology of production of sandwich panels with 
aluminum honeycomb cores
p0178 174-20523 
Diffusion welding of structural components for 
aeronautics and astronautics
p0227 174-25024 
Application of advanced structures and materials 
to transport aircraft fuselages 
(AIAA PAPER 74-3403	 p0263 174-26655
Ae1ospace sandwich materials. I --- technology, 
.design and performancereview
p0479 174-44989
SUBJECT INDEX 
Optimal parameters of three-layer plates and 
shells with a honeycomb filler under combined 
heating and compression
p0482 A74-45615 
Design para.eteis for torsion of sandwich strips 
having trapezoidal, rectangular, and triangular 
cross sections 
(AD-771824]	 p0244 174-18549 
SATAI (SENSOR) 
U TERRAIN ANALYSIS 
SATELLITE ANTENNAS 
A simple antenna system approach for mobile SATCOB 
terminals
pO424 174-38557 
Antennas for avionics --- conference on 
application of avionic antennas in Aerosat systems 
(AGARD-CP-139]	 p0468 874-31667 
SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE 
U ATTITUDE STABILITY 
SATELLITE COUBUIXCATIONS 
U SPACECRAFT COEMUNICATION 
SATELLITE COMEUNICATIONS SHIPS 
U.S. Navy Fleet Satellite Com.unications 
(AIAA PAPER 74-858]	 p0307 174-28606 
SATELLITE DESIGI 
The aeronautical satellites: Deluxe gadgets or 
syste. of the future --- economic factors 
-	 pOO29 174-12448 
Navy's Fleet Satellite and GAPFILLER Satellite 
Communications programs
p0268 174-27 137 
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace 
Studies, Quarter Century Syaposin., Toronto, 
Canada, April 1, 2, 1978, Proceedings 
pO4483 A74-46236 
SATELLITE NAVIGATION S!STENS 
CONOS aeronautical radionavigation by satellite 
(AIAA PAPER 74-439]	 p0275 178-27809 
SATELLITE NETWORKS 
CONOS aeronautical radionavigation by satellite 
(AIAA PAPER 74-439]	 p0275 174-27809 
U.S. Navy Fleet Satellite Communications 
(AIAA PAPER 74-458]	 P0307 A74-28606 
SATELLITE OBSERVATION 
Problems in data manage.ent for earth monitoring 
missions 
(DGLR PAPER 73-109]	 p0121 174-17205 
SATELLITE TRANSMISSION 
Some transmission characteristics of ARROSAT-type 
air traffic control systems
p0114 178-19957 
The effects of ionospheric scintillation on 
satellite communications
p0259 174-25670 
Acquisition signal design for satellite-aircraft 
communications 
[AIAA PAPER 744437]	 p0275 A74-27807 
Access control techniques for satellite •obile 
communications syste.s 
(AIAA PAPER 74-441)	 p0275 A74-27811 
U.S. Navy Fleet Satellite Communications 
[AIAA PAPER 74-458] 	 p0307 A74-28606 
Airborne Ka band satellite communications terminal 
development
p0424 A74-38560 
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SC-i AIRCRAFT 
AutostabiliZation in VTOL aircraft: Results of 
flight trials with SC 1
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SCALE NODELS 
The effects of wake splitter plates on the flow 
past a circular cylinder in the range of N from 
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p0006 A74-11041 
A si.ilarity parameter for scaling dyna.ic inlet 
distortion 
(15MB PAPER 73-WA/AERO-3]	 p0071 A74-13245 
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Models in the design of fuel systems
p0118 A74-16758 
Helicopter modelling /18th Benson and Stringfellow 
Lecture/ --- exploratory, development and 
research models
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A review of aerodynamic and dynamic VSTOL model 
testing
p0205 174-22458 
Factors in the design and fabrication of powered 
dynamically similar V/STOL wind tunnel models 
pO205 174-22459 
Assessment of model testing of a tilt-proprotor 
VTOL aircraft
p0205 A14-22460 
Studies of a large-scale jet-flap rotor in the 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel
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A comparison of the noise characteristics of full 
scale and model helicopter rotors
p0206 174-22468 
'Ihe role of wind tunnel testing in the development 
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p0207 174-22472 
Comments for panel discussion on full scale vs 
reduced-scala wind tunnel test3ng of V/STOL 
aircraft
p0201 174-22475 
Comments on a theme - Full-scale versus 
small-scale wind tunnel testing of V/STOL 
p0201 174-22480 
Experimental and analytical studies in tilt-rotor 
aeroelasticity
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Prediction and measurement of propulsion system 
performance 
[ISBN PAPER 73-wk/AERO-5) 	 p0481 114-45366 
Initial results from flight testing a large, 
remotely piloted airplane model --- flight tests 
of remotely controlled scale model of F-15 
aircraft 
[NASA-TM-X-56024]	 p0247 1474-18671 
Correaltion of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight measurements on the C-1411 aircraft. 
Phase 2: Wind tunnel test, analysis, and 
prediction techniques. Volume 1: Drag 
predictions, wind tunnel data analysis and 
correlation 
(NASA-CR-2333]	 p0248 1474-18679 
Gust measurements on Concorde 
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A color schlieren systel
p0124 174-17806 
A schlieren technique applied to rotor wake studies 
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The stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor
p0140 N74-13713 
SCHOOLS 
The effects of aircraft noise in schools around 
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NT ITS 3 
NT ITS 5 
SCINTILLATION 
The effects of ionospheric scintillation on 
satellite communications
p0259 A74-25670 
SCRANJET ENGINES 
U SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
SCRANJETS 
U SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
SCRUBBING 
U WASHING 
SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible 
aircraft using an open loop device 
application to control system of SE-210 aircraft 
p0235 N74-17745 
SE-3 160 HELICOPTER 
Helicopter windlass rescue with the Alouette III 
p0184 174-21705 
SEA ICE 
Nasa remote sensing of sea ice in AIDJEX 
p0063 R74-11223 
SEA NING HELICOPTER 
U SH-3 HELICOPTER 
SEA L A N TS 
U SEALENS 
SElLERS 
Improved fastener systems for fatigue and sealing 
redundancy of low shear transfer joints 
(SAE PAPER 730901]	 p0018 A74-11589 
SEALS (STOPPERS) 
NT PICKINGS (SEALS) 
The friction and wear characteristics of 
plasma-sprayed NiO-CaF2 in rubbing contact with 
a ceramic matrix 
(ISLE PREPRINT 73LC-1B-3]	 p0027 174-12306 
Improved circumferential shaft seal for aircraft 
gear transmissions 
[NASA-TN-D-7130]	 p0147 R74-14138 
Development of thermally stable poly 
(fluoroalkoxyphosphazene) transmission seals for 
the Uli-1 helicopter 
[AD-773652]	 p0288 N74-20080 
Development of helicopter engine seals 
[NASA-CR-134647]	 p0410 N74-28229 
SEARCH RADAR 
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and planning 
research projects for application of 
electronics technology to air traffic control 
[FAA-RD-73-161]	 p0100 N74-12356 
User's manual for ILSLOC: Si.ulation for 
derogation effects on the localizer portion of 
the instru.ent landing system 
[AD-768049)	 p0151 N74-14361 
SEAS 
NT BEAUFORT SEA (NORTH AMERICA) 
SEAT BELTS 
Underwater escape from helicopters --- water 
actuated lap belts for crew safety
p0211 174-23535 
SEATS 
NT EJECTION SEATS 
Crashworthy Army helicopter crew and troop seating 
systems
p0211 174-23534 
A digital siBulation technique for crashworthy. 
analysis of aircraft seats 
(SAN PAPER 740371] 	 p0309 174-28742 
VFW 614 cockpit
p0375 A.74-35358 
Effect of modified seat angle on air to air weapon 
system performance under high acceleration 
(AD-770271]	 p0198 1474-16741 
SECONDARY RADAR 
Radar - Present and future; Proceedings of the 
International Conference, London, England. 
October 23-25, 1973
p0027 174-12355 
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC 
operational problem 
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p0027 *74-12357 
New developments in secondary surveillance radar 
design i.provements for ATC
p0028 *74-12358 
Equipment for suppressing reflected secondary 
radar signals -- ATC surveillance radar system 
design
p0028 *14-12359 
The future, of secondary surveillance radar in air 
traffic control
p0078 *74-14499 
The reduction of garbling in secondary 
surveillance radar
p0170 *74-19391 
A look at the British ATC scene. II --- primary 
and secondary radar systems development 
p0113 *74-19727 
SECONDARY NAVES 
US WAVES 
SECURITY 
Skyjacking and airport security
pOl2l *74-18100 
SEDIMENTS 
NT SANDS 
SEEKERS 
U BONING DEVICES 
SELF INDUCED VIBRATION 
NT PANEL FLUTTER 
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTER 
SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS 
A self-reorganizing digital flight control syste. 
for aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER /4-21]	 p0133 A74-18808 
SELF REGPLATIMG 
U AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
SIMICONDUCTON DEVICES 
NT JUNCTION DIODES 
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
NT PHOTOTNANSISTOBS 
Western Electronic Show and Convention, San 
Francisco. Calif., September 11-14, 1973, 
Proceedings
p0016 *74-14126 
SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS 
NT P-I-N JUNCTIONS 
SEISITI VI?! 
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE 
SENSOR! DISCNIMINATIOW 
NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION 
NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
SENSOR! PERCEPTION 
NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
NT OLFACTORY PERCEPTION 
NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION 
NT TOUCH 
NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION 
SEPARATED PLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
On the flow around the leading edge of a lifting 
airfoil 
(ONERA, TP NO. 12941	 p0005 A74-10996 
Methods of visualization of the leading edge 
separation bubble and analysis of results 
(ONERA. YP NO. 1295] 	 p0005 A7i4-10997 
Investigation of the characteristics of flows past 
plates at large angles of attack
p0070 A74-13183 
Calculation of separated flows at subsonic and 
transonic speeds
p0118 A74-16965 
A color schlieren syste.
p0124 A74-17806 
Numerical investigation of vortex sheets issuing 
fro. a separation line near the leading edge 
p0128 *74-18289 
Extension of a vortex-lattice •ethod to include 
the effects of leading-edge separation 
p0204 A74'-23332 
Lift and moment prediction for an oscillating 
airfoil with a loving separation point 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-28]	 p0272 A74-27426 
Stall flutter of a thin aerofoil with leading edge 
separation
p0374 A74-35269 
Drag and separation --- effects of separated flow 
on aerodynamic drag
p0157 N74-14722 
Analysis of the flow about delta wings with 
leading edge separation at srsoniC speeds 
(NASA-CR-132358)	 p0158 N74-14745 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: an 
experimental study of an airfoil type 
(AD-771170/8GA]	 p0255 N74-18939 
SEPARATORS 
NT FLUID FILTERS 
SEQUENCING 
Branch-and-bound and heuristic approaches to a 
sequencing problem with team-size requirements 
(P-5152)	 p0288 N74-20176 
SERIES (MATHEMATICS) 
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
Inverting the lapping function --- coefficients 
for circle-airfoil transfor.ation function 
expansion
p0001 *74-10070 
SERVICE LIFE 
The application of fracture mechanics to the 
design of the barrel and driver tube of a 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0002 *74-10484 
Aircraft life cycle profitability - The 
manufacturer's challenge 
[AIAA PAPER 74-280)	 p0180 *74-20836 
Aircraft life cycle profitability - The operator's 
challenge 
(AIAA PAPER 74-281]
	
p0180 *74-20837 
Equipment procured reliability and real-life 
survival -- avionics producer-military user 
communications i.prove.ent
p0181 A74-20954 
Obsolescence of commercial aircraft - When, where, 
how
pO222 *74-23878 
Enhancement of durability of aircraft design 
elements /2nd revised and enlarged editioa/ 
Russian book
pO33l A74-32775 
Helicopter reliability testing 
(ABS PREPEINT 860]	 p0386 A74-36600 
Aircraft avionics environ.ental control analysis 
procedures for optimized life cycle cost 
p0434 *74-39741 
Life enhancement' of turbine blades	 - 
p0436 *74-39971 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-54A T/R blade 
(AD-7662271	 p0041 N74-10056 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-54A clutch 
asse.bly (APP) 
(AD-766226]	 p0041 N74-10057 
Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the model E-2 A/B airplane 
(AD765708]	 p0042 N74-10059 
Vibration effects on helicopter reliability and 
maintainability 
(AD-766307]	 p0042 N74-10064 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-54A turbine 
engine 
[AD-766228]	 p0051 N14-10738 
The economic efficiency of raising the flying life 
and reliability of gas-turbine engines 
(AD-767027]	 p0065 N74-11601 
Statistical review of counting accelero.eter data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to July 1973 
(AD-767648]	 p0106 N74-12736 
Engineering evaluation of age life extension, T-10 
harnesses, risers and T-10 troop chest reserve 
parachute canopies. Supplement 1: 1964 - 1965 
year classes 
(ID-767711]	 pOl44 N74-13743 
Analysis of criteria for on-condition maintenance 
for helicopter transmissions --- numerical 
analysis of relationship between component 
operating time and component hazard rate 
[AD-773024]	 p0252 N74-18107 
The role of the major fatigue test in the 
acceptance, certification and safe utilisation 
of strike aircraft
p0283 N74-19658 
Problems in avionics life-cycle analysis 
(P-5136]	 p0328 N74-22591 
Influence of the degree of fail-safe achieved. 
using the internal pressure indicator (RIM), on 
the flight safety during a specified service 
life of main rotor blades of SA 321 and SA 330 
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helicopters
p0361 N74-26469 
T-38 structural flight loads data for June 1970 
through December 1971 
(AD-758891]	 p0408 874-27507 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft-
(AD-778645]	 p0416 874-28531 
SERVICES 
NT MEDICAL SERVICES 
NT METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES 
SBRVOCOITNOI. 
The Type 38 altitude measurement system 
p0122 174-17276 
Response speed of a correlator in an extremal 
system for aircraft wheel braking
p0213 A74-24022 
A unique approach to the development of a light

helicopter automatic flight control system 
(SAN PAPER 740348]	 p0308 A74-28728 
SEN VONECHAJISMS 
Servomechanisms of aircraft instruments - Dynamics 
of servomechanisms in the presence of dry 
friction and retardation --- Russian book 
p0421 174-38043 
Hydrofluidic servoactuator development 
[AD-766308]	 p0047 874-10491 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part 1: Flight control technology: System 
analysis and trade studies for a medium STOL 
transport with vectored thrust/mechanical flaps 
-- for transport aircraft configuration 
(AD-766642)	 p0098 874-11841 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-54A sam rotor 
pri.ary servo 
(AD-767539]	 p0106 874-12732 
Design, fabrication, and flight test of the active 
arm external load stabilization syste. for cargo 
handling helicopters 
- (AD-713025)	 p0252 874-18708 
Control-by-wire actuator model development for APCAS 
characteristics of hydraulic control valves 
to control tande. and parallel control systems 
(AD-772588]	 p0253 874-18715 
Pneusoaechanical critical speed control for gas 
turbine engine shafts 
(AD-772823)	 p0256 N74-19407 
Hydrofluidic yaw SAS analysis design and development 
(AD-777804]	 p0408 874-27510 
SENVOSTABILITY CONTROL 
U SERVOCONTROL 
SH-3 HELICOPTER 
Results of the flight noise measurement program 
using a standard and modified SH-3A helicopter 
(NASA-TN-D-7330]	 p0096 N74-11836 
SHADONGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT SCHLIEHEN PHOTOGRAPHY 
Some results of an optical study of supersonic 
spatial flows
p0223 A74-24396 
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SHAFTS (MACNINE ELEMENTS) 
NT TURBOSHAYTS 
Improved circumferential shaft seal for aircraft 
gear transmissions 
(NASA-TN-D-7130)	 p0147 874-14138 
Development of manufacturing methods for 
ballistically tolerant fiberglass tubular 
bellcranks --- for the CH-47 helicopter 
(1D-75818)	 p0331 874-22701 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-47A 
Synchronizer shaft assembly --- failure analysis 
to eliminate failure modes and reduce logistics 
costs 
[AD-776418]	 pO359 874-25606 
SHANKS 
U JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) 
SH.INP LEADING EDGES 
Supersonic flow past sharp- and blunt-nosed 
conical bodies at angles of attack fron 0 to 45 
deg 
[DGLR PAPER 73-080]	 p0120 174-17186 
Investigation of acoustic effects of leading-edge 
serrations on airfoils
p0317 174-30392 
Separation of a shock wave from the edge of a 
V-shaped backswept wing
p0384 A74-36513
High attitude delta wing unsteady aerodynamics 
(hAl PAPER 74-817]	 p0400 A74-37824 
Analysis of the low-speed flow over a slender 
sharp edged delta wing at angles of attack 
p0098 N74-12034 
Analysis of the flow about delta wings with 
leading edge separation at supersonic speeds 
(EASA-CR-132358)	 p0158 814-14745 
An experimental investigation of leading-edge 
vortex augmentation by blowing 
(NASA-CR-132415] 	 p0281 874-19643 
Process and device for adaptation of sharp leading 
edge airfoils to any speed, subsonic or supersonic 
(NASA-TT-P-15569]	 p0323 N74-21631 
Theoretical and experimental longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect ratio 
0.25 sharp-edge delta wing at subsonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7651]	 p0463 N74-31414 
Aerodyna.ic characteristics of three slender 
sharp-edge 74 degrees swept wings at subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers 
(NASA-TN-D-76311	 p0463 H74-31416 
SHEAR DISTURBANCES 
o s NAVES 
SHEAR FATIGUE 
O SHEAR STRESS 
SHEAR FLOW 
Derivation of aerodynamic kernel functions 
p0004 174-10572 
Developing large-scale wavelike eddies and the 
near jet noise field
p0267 A74-26948 
Ning profile with rotating flap in shear flow 
p0320 A74-3 1097 
SHEAR PROPERTIES 
NT SHEAR STRENGTH 
Wing shear material --- structural weight formulas 
p0008 A74-11175 
Effects of strain amplitude on the shear modulus 
of soils 
(AD-757516]	 p0046 N74-10404 
SHEAR STRAIN 
Structural analysis of flexible airfield pavesents 
p0392 174-37343 
SHEAR STRENGTH 
Lithius soap dispersions as drag-reducing 
hydraulic fluids 
[ASLE PREPRINT 73LC-5B-2)	 p0027 174-12316 
Development of cold headable titanium alloys for 
the Concorde supersonic jet
p0117 174-16554 
Adhesively bonded laminated metal structure 
(SAE PAPER 740259)
	 p0274 A74-27510 
Transverse compressive behaviour of unidirectional 
carbon fibre reinforced plastics
p03 13 174-29785 
SHEAR STRESS 
NT TORSIONAL STRESS 
Buckling of orthotropic, curved, sandwich panels 
in shear and axial compression
p0013 174-11340 
Improved fastener systems for fatigue and sealing 
redundancy of low shear transfer joints 
(SAE PAPER 730901]	 p0018 A74-11589 
Numerical analysis of stiffened shear webs in the 
postbuckling range
p0075 A74-13886 
Experimental investigation of glass-plastic and 
metal-plastic joints under shear
p0131 A74-18697 
Jet noise modeling - Experimental study and models 
for the noise and turbulence fields 
[AIAA PAPER 74-3)	 p0131 174-18723 
Determination of the shear stresses in spar walls 
in the design of a wing on the basis of a plate 
analogy
p0260 174-25984 
Constrained torsion of closed thin-walled structures 
in wings
p0485 174-46722 
SHEAR NAVES 
o S NAVES 
SHEARING STRESS 
U SHEAR STRESS 
SHEET METAL 
U METAL SHEETS 
SHELL STABILITY 
The influence of a high velocity fluid environment 
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On the static and dynamic stability of thin 
cylindrical shell structures
p0072 174-13321 
Shell instability analysis applied to a rado.e 
p0311 174-28963 
The historical development of shell research and 
design
p0374 174-35211 
Fuselage basic shell weight prediction 
(SANE PIPES 1019)	 p0435 174-39889 
SB!L1.S (STEUCTURAL bUNS) 
NT CONICAL SHiLLS 
NT CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
NT ELASTIC SHELLS 
NT PERFORATED SHELLS 
NT RADOHES 
NT REINFORCED SHELLS 
NT THIS WALLED SHELI.S 
Torsion of pris.atic shell by finite difference 
approach
p0314 A74-2990f 
SHIELDING 
NT ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING 
NT HADIATION SHIELDING 
Transmission of sound through a two-dimensional 
shielding jet 
(1111 PIPER 73-1002)	 p0026 174-12221 
Systematic investigations in the field of noise 
shielding 
(DGLR PAPER 74-021) 	 p0271 174-27365 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding 
with CT0L engine-over-the-wing concept 
(AIAA PAPER 74-568] 	 p0344 174-34798 
SHIPS 
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
NT SATELLITE COEHUNICATIONS SHIPS 
Aircraft/ship interface problems - The U.S. Navy's 
program 
[lIlA PAPER 74-305) 	 p0183 A74-21294 
Siulatiom of the landing aud take-off of a VTOL 
aircraft on a ship in a random sea 
(AIAA PAPER 74-302]	 p0209 174-22803 
Response predictions of helicopter landing 
platform for the OSS BELKNAP (DLG-26) and USS 
GARCIA (DE-1040)-Class destroyers 
[AD-766450]	 p0043 574-10072 
Aerosat and Narsat: Satellites for mobile services 
p0059 N7l&-11018 
Ship-helicopter system analysis 
(AD-774764]	 p0305 N74-21629 
SHOCK ABSORBERS 
VFW 614 hydraulics-
p0375 174-35359 
Procedures for recovering flight vehicles 
unmanned rocket vehicles 
(DGLR PAPER 74-038] 	 p0456 174-42872 
SHOCK DIFFUSERS 
U DIFFUSERS 
U SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION 
SHOCK DISCONTINUITY 
The acoustic far-field of rigid bodies in 
arbitrary motion
p0224 174-24375 
SHOCK FRONTS 
Hypersonic flow past a lifting wing
p0312 174-29437 
SHOCK HEATING 
A shock tube study of the formation of carbon 
particles during the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons 
-	
pO229 174-25213 
SHOCK LATHES 
Some extensions of thin-shock-layer theory 
pO2l9 A74-28419 
Flow past a triangular wing with blunted edges in 
the case of strong compression in the shock layer 
p0384 174-36560 
SHOCK RESISTANCE 
NT IHPACT RESISTANCE 
SHOCK SIBULATORS 
Recent developments in sonic-boom simulation using 
shock tubes
p0115 A74-16384 
SHOCK TUBES 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
The experimental response of simple structures to 
siaulated sonic booms
p0021 174-118114 
Recent developments in sonic-boom simulation using 
shock tubes
SUBJECT INDEX
p011S 174-16384 
Ales research facilities su.mary 1974 --- wind 
tunnels, shock tubes, ballistic ranges, flight 
si.ulators, research aircraft, and computers 
- (NASA-TH-X-69411]	 p0192 N74-15939 
SHOCK TUNNELS 
Developing a technology base in planetary entry 
aerotheraodynaaics
p003O 174-12799 
SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION 
An experimental study of attenuation of shock 
waves in aircraft fuel tanks 
(AD-769930]	 pOl9S N74-1675O 
SHOCK NAVE CONTROL 
A method of obtaining transonic shock-free flow 
around lifting aerofoils
p0205 A74-24061 
Transonic shock-free aerofoil design by an 
analytic hodograph method 
[AIAA PAPER 74-539]	 p0339 A74-33136 
SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS 
NT SHOCK TUBES 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
SHOCK NAVE INTERACTION 
Experimental study of shock-wave reflection upon 
boundary layer transition 
(ONEHA, TP NO, 1284) 	 p0006 174-11072 
A direct method for computing the steady flow at 
Each number one past a given wing airfoil 
p01 18 1714-16963 
Flowfield analysis for successive oblique shock 
wave-turbulent boundary-layer interactions 
p0173 A74-19777 
Example of aerodynamic instability under 
supercritical conditions about profiles 
p0223 174-25319 
SoNe features of the behavior of liquid drops 
during supersonic flight of a wedge-shaped body 
through a two-phase medium
p0312 A74-291459 
Three-dimensional wave interactions in supersonic 
intakes
p0436 A74-39980 
Nixed compression air intakes for operation at 
Each 2.2
p0437 174-39981 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on a 
conventional wing section over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers and up to high subsonic 
free-stream speeds 
(ICAS PAPER 74-04)	 p0447 A74-41306 
Strong and weak shock waves. Experiments and 
calculations 
[ISL-NB-1/73)	 pOO67 N74-11718 
Off-center-line shock interference heating 
patterns on basic shapes in hypersonic flows 
[NASA-TN-X-2866]	 p0098 574-12091 
SHOCK WAVE PROFILES 
Supersonic flow past sharp- and blunt-nosed 
conical bodies at angles of attack fros 0 to 145 
deg 
[DGLR PAPER 73-080]	 p0120 174-17186 
Calculation of supersonic flow past conical bodies 
p0174 174-19935 
Shock wave shape associated with a nonsymmetric 
hypersonic flow around a circular cone 
p0222 174-24393 
Holographic studies of shock waves within 
transonic fan rotors 
[ASNE PAPER 74-GT-46] 	 p0272 A74-27439 
A concept for designing transonic hiade cascades 
p0431 174-38930 
SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION 
Experimental investigation of sonic boom 
propagation through variable flow fields 
p0115 A74-16385 
Sonic boom of supersonic aircraft
p0343 A74-34208 
Sonic boom research at UTIAS
p0483 174-46239 
Calculation of the geometrical propagation of the 
sonic boom along the flight path on the ground 
under real atmospheric conditions with wind 
examining longitudinal focalization and 
extinction points 
(ISL-37/72)	 p0298 N74-20673 
SHOCK WAVES 
NT DETONATION WAVES 
NT NORNAL SHOCK WAVES 
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SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES 
NT SONIC BOONS 
Waves in an elastic medium generated by a point 
source moving in an overlying fluid medium 
p0085 A74-14928 
A relaxation •ethod for calculating transonic 
flows with detached bow shocks
pOii9 A74-16970 
Transonic flow around symmetric aerofoils at zero 
incidence
p0204 A74-23331 
Separation of a shock wave iron the edge of a 
V-shaped backswept wing
p0384 A14-36513 
Research on the sonic boon problem. - Part 2: plow 
field measurement in wind tunnel and calculation 
of second order F-function 
[NASA-CR-2340)	 p0038 N74-10031 
Reaction nodes occurring at detonation of 
explosive gas mixture due to detached.shock 
front from a blunt mockup at supersonic speeds 
(ISL-28/72]	 p0067 1174-11740 
Hypersonic aerodynamic charicteristics of a family 
of power-law, wing body configurations 
[NASA-TN-D-7427]	 p0102 1174-12705 
Hydraulic ram shock wave and cavitation effects on 
aircraft fuel cell surviva)ility --- dynamic 
loading of fuel tanks impacted by bullets and 
projectiles 
(AD-772744)	 p025* N74-18719 
A numerical study of the effects of aircraft 
manoeuvers on the focusing of sonic booms 
(AD-775095]	 p0326 1174-21664 
Numerical studies of hypersonic delta wings with 
detached shock waves 
[ARC-CP-1277]	 p0412 1174-28487 
Adaptation of drag-rise charts in T. D. •emor. 
71019 to the mid-semi-span portion of swept and 
tapered planforms 
(ESDU-72027)	 p0492 1174-34447 
SHORT AND BARLAND AIRCRAFT 
NT SC-i AIRCRAFT 
SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT 
Prospects for aerospace research
p0007 A74-11098 
85.146 -- short haul passenger aircraft 
p0013 A74-11329 
QTOL-Europlane --- Quiet Takeoff and Landing for 
short distances
pOOl7 A74-14361 
Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial 
flights having characteristics similar to STOL 
p0085 A74- 15046 
P28 - Development of the 11k 5000/6000. II - 
Development of the family
p0086 A74-15152 
QTOI. and	 airport environment --- Quiet 
Takeoff and Landing airliner design and terminal 
operations
p0089 A7'e-15862 
The HS.146 - A four-jet feeder-liner
p018* A74-21727 
Technical aspects of the FF11 614 --- short range 
short takeoff aircraft design and performance 
p0225 A74-24895 
A perspective on short-haul STOL 
(SAN PAPER 7405031 	 p0349 A74-34975 
Amphibian STOL and its facilities 
(SAE PAPER 740488]	 p0350 A74-34993 
Design and develop.ent of Rontreal and Ottawa 
STOLports 
(SAE PAPER 740487]
	
p0350 A74-34994 
VPW 614 airframe
p0375 A74-35357 
FF11 614 cockpit
p0375 A74-35358 
FF11 614 hydraulics
-pO37S A74-35359 
FF11 614 dc-icing
p0375 A74-35360 
FF11 614 oxygen system
p0375 A74-35361 
FF11 614 surface control syste.
P0375 a74-35362 
FF11 614 electrical system
p0375 A74-35363 
FF11 614 avionics -- guidance, communications and 
radar systems
p0375 A74-35364
FF11 614 powerplant
p0375 A74-35365 
The developaent of third level air services in 
France
p0382 174-36328 
FF11 614, quiet short haul airliner 
(AIRA PAPER 74-937) 	 pO426 A74-38713 
Powered lift for longer field lengths and longer 
missions --- for aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 7405021
	
p0433 174-39650 
Feederliner engine installation - Trends and 
problems
p0436 A74-39968 
Airbus A-300 B --- design and cost effectiveness 
p0438 A74-40329 
FF11 614 - An appraisal of Ger.anys new short haul 
jet
p0438 A74-40511 
The BS146 - A new dimension in short-haul 
profitability
p0456 A74-42725 
An economic assessment of STOL aircraft potential 
including terminal area environmental 
considerations. Volume 2: Appendices 
(WASA-CR-114605]	 p0040 N74-10044 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for short 
haul transportation 
(NASA-CR-2355]	 p0096 1174-11835 
The future of short-haul air transport within 
Western Europe 
(REPT-SP-73-001] 	 p0097 1174-11842 
Performance characteristics of short haul 
transport aircraft intended to operate from 
reduced length runways 
(CRANPIELD-AERO-18]	 p0140 1174-13716 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for 
short-haul transportation. Volu.e 1: Summary 
[NASA-CR-2353]	 p0196 1174-16718 
Rational calculation of design gust loads in 
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NT TELEMETRY 
NT TELEVISION TRANSMISSION 
Acquisition signal design for satellite-aircraft 
communications 
(AIAA PAPER 74-437]	 p0275 A74-27807 
Modification of prototype fly-by-wire system to 
investigate fiber-optic multiplexed signal 
transmission techniques 
(AD-783269)	 p0498 N74-34550 
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS 
NT VERTIGO 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-511 HELICOPTER 
NT 8-53 HELICOPTER 
NT 8-56 HELICOPTER 
NT 5-58 HELICOPTER 
NT S-61 HELICOPTER 
NT S-67 H3LICOPTER 
NT SH-3- HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY MSS-2 HELICOPTER 
O SH-3 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY 5-58 HELICOPTER 
U S-58 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY S-61 RELICOPTER 
U S-61 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY S-64 HELICOPTER 
U CH-54 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY S-65 HELICOPTER 
U 8-53 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY S-67 HELICOPTER 
U S-67 HELICOPTER 
SILENCERS 
Simulation st__a of an airport noise silencer 
p0184 A74-21641 
Aircraft noise and sound suppression --- for 
propeller driven aircraft
p0224 A14-24671 
Noise silencers at military test stands --- for 
jet engines
p0227 A74-25322 
Jet aircraft ground run-up noise suppressors 
p03 13 A74-29775 
SILICON CARBIDES 
Advanced ceramic seal program, phase 1 
(AD-781004)	 p0492 N74-34076 
SILICON COMPOUNDS 
NT SILICON CARBIDES 
NT SILICON NITEIDES 
SILICON NITRIDES 
Advanced ceramic seal program, phase 1 
(AD-781004]	 p0492 N74-34076 
SILICON POLYMERS 
NT SILICONE RESINS 
NT SILICONES 
SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
U SOLAR CELLS 
SILICONE RESINS 
Specifications for composites - Phenolic and 
silicone resins
p0313 A74-29787 
SILICONE RUBBER 
Ice and landing surface demoulding: Replica 
fabrication	 - 
(FFA-NEMO-90)	 p0047 N74-10541 
SILICONES 
Improved silicone fluids as candidate gas turbine 
engine oils for minus 40 F to 465 P temperature 
range 
(AD-767898]	 p0148 M74-14246 
SIMILARITY TREOEEH 
A similarity parameter for scaling dynamic inlet 
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SIMILITUDE I.AW 
distortion 
[ASME PAPER 73-WA/AERO'-3]	 p0071 A74-13245 
An attempt at describing the steady-state 
performance characteristic of a turbojet engine 
by a formulated relationship
pOl84 A79-21784 
Interest and feasibility study of atmospheric 
turbulence and thermal gradients simulation 
application to air pollution and meteorology 
p0064 1174-11380 
Use of the method of variation of si.ilarity 
constants in designing aircraft over the long term 
(JPES-61923]	 p0298 1174-20670 
SIMILITUDE LAW 
Hypersonic flow past a lifting wing
p0312 A74-29437 
SIMULATION 
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION 
NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION 
NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
NT COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
NT CONTROL SIMULATION 
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
NT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION 
NT EXHAUST PLOW SIMULATION 
NT PLIGHT SIMULATION 
NT LANDING SIMULATION 
NT SPACE EN VIRONMENT SIMULATION 
NT THERMAL SIMULATION 
SIMULATOR TRAINING 
U TRAINING SIMULATORS 
SIMULATORS 
MT CONTROL SIMULATION 
NT PLIGHT SIMULATORS 
NT NOTION SIMULATORS 
NT SHOCK SIMULATORS 
NT TRAINING SIMULATORS 
NT VIBRATION SIMULATORS 
A roll-pitch interaction simulator and a control 
position command encoder for remote piloting of 
spin-entry research models 
[NASA-TN-D-7361] 	 p0059 N74-11059 
Cruise performance of an isolated 1.15 pressure 
ratio turbofan propulsion system simulator at 
Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.85 
(NASA-TM-X-3064]	 p0411 1174-28291 
SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS) 
Development of a method of 
discretized-distribution singularities for the 
study of compressible and incompressible flows 
p0119 A74-16968 
Optimization of lift and propulsion systems by the 
method of singularities
p0080 A74-45203 
SITES 
NT LANDING SITES 
SIZE DETERMINATION 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation 
transports configuration sizing and design 
(SAE PAPER 730913]	 p0017 A74-11581 
Particle sampling and size analysis in the 
ejection zone of the Olympus jet engine at 
ground level
p0122 A74-17306 
SKIDDING 
Evaluation of runway skid-resistance 
characteristics at Minot Air Porce Base, North 
Dakota 
(AD-773403]	 pO328 1174-21904 
SKIM (STRUCTURAL MEMBER) 
A sailplane wing constructed of foam core and 
polyester fiberglass skin 
(AIAA PAPER 74-258]
	 p0130 A74-18665 
Differentiation of corrosion damage by the 
severity of its effects upon the resistance to 
fatigue and corrosion-fatigue disintegration of 
aircraft skin elements
pO456 A14-42792 
The application of fracture mechanics in the 
development of the DC-b fuselage --- analysis 
of the degree of damage tolerance of fuselage 
pressure shell
p0332 N74-23428 
Additional studies, variable camber wing, phase 1 
(AD-779041)	 p0443 N74-29396 
Investigation of the reactions of skin panels in 
relation to duration of acoustical loading 
pO443 N7'4-29800
SUBJECT IIDEI 
EMP-enduced skin currjis on aircraft 
[UCRL-75426]	 p0492 R74-33750 
SKIN FRICTION 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
Unsteady flow of power-law fluids
p0009 A74-10573 
A sriple integral lethod for the calculation of 
thick azisymmetric turbulent boundary layers 
p0279 A74-28423 
The mean skin friction coefficient for a rough 
flat plate with a turbulent two-di.enisoual 
boundary layer in co.pressible adiabatic flow, 
with application to wedges, cylinders and cones 
(ESDU-73016)	 p0035 1174-10008 
Review of drag measurements fro. flight tests of 
manned aircraft with comparisons to wind-tunnel 
predictions
p0158 N74-14735 
The flow over a porous body: A singular 
perturbation problem with two parameters 
development of method for predicting skin 
friction and heat transfer characteristics of 
aircraft surfaces 
(AD-775072J	 p0324 N74-21644 
SKIS 
Plight test of the ski equipped Mohawk 
p0184 A74-21820 
SKYCRANE HELICOPTER 
U CH-54 HELICOPTER 
SKYHANK AIRCRAFT 
U A-4 AIRCRAFT 
SLENDER BODIES 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for the solution 
of the panel flutter problem of nosecones and 
conical shell structures 
-	 p0031 A74-12804 
Nonuniqueness of the solution to the problem of 
viscous interaction on an axisymmetric body 
hypersonic boundary layer equations
p0070 A74-13179 
Aerodynamic forces and •oments on a slender body 
with a jet plume for angles of attack up to 180 
degrees 
(AXAA PAPER 74-110]
	
p0133 A74-18776 
Uniform asymptotic solutions for the 
two-dimensional potential field about a slender 
body
p0392 A74-37268 
Research on the sonic boom problem. Part 2: Plow 
field measurement in wind tunnel and calculation 
of second order F-function 
(NASA-CR-2340]	 p0038 N74-10031 
Transonic flow around slender bodies --- transonic 
flow around slender and fin stabilized bodies of 
revolution
p0046 N74-10440 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on a 
slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
coabination with cruciform wings and tails f 
different sizes 
(FFA-AU-772]	 p0231 174-17704 
Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on 
slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
combination with cruciform wings and tails of 
different sizes 
[PPA-AU-772-SUPPL] 	 p0231 1174-17705 
SLENDER WINGS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
The aerodyna.ic characteristics of some variable 
geometry wing forms, derived from delta wings, 
gothic and mild-ogee wings
p0088 A14-15810 
A vortex entrainment model applied to s.lender 
delta wings
p0119 A74-17029 
Numerical investigation of vortex sheets issuing
from a separation line near the leading edge 
p0128 A74-18289 
A sailplane wing constructed of foam core and 
polyester fiberglass skin 
(AIAA PAPER 74-258]
	
p0130 A14-18665 
Optimal aeroelastic design of an oblique wing 
structure 
(AIAA PAPER 74-349J
	
p0277 A74-28173 
Slender delta wing with conical camber 
p0317 A74-30398 
A contribution to the nonlinear lift and pitching 
moment properties of slender wing-body 
combinations 
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	 SOLID STATE DEVICES 
p0373 a74-35098 
High attitude delta wing unsteady aerodynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 74-817)	 p0400 A74-37824 
Recent contributions to the solution of nonlinear 
aerodynamic interference problems 
(ICAS PAPER 74-26)	 p0449 A74-81328 
The determination of ice deposition on slender 
wings An experimental technique and simplified 
theory	 - 
(ICAS PAPER 74-41]	 p0450 A74-41342
Investigations on rolling da.ping of slender wings 
(IASA-TT-F-15729]	 p0362 174-26423 
Aerodynamic characteristics of three slender 	 -
sharp-edge 74 degrees swept wings at subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic Each nuibers 
[IASA-TN-D-7631)	 p0463 114-31416 
SLICKS 
U OIL SLICES 
SLIDING CONTACT 
A thermal, thermoelastiC, and wear simulation of a 
high-energy sliding contact problem 
(ASME PAPER 73-LUB-6]	 p0027 A74-12333
SLIDING FRICTION 
The friction and wear characteristics of 
plasma-sprayed NiO-CaF2 in rubbing contact with 
a ceramic matrix 
[ASLE PEEPRINT 73LC-1B-3]	 p0027 A74-12306
SLIPSTREAMS 
IT PROPELLER SLIPSTRBAMS 
SLOPES 
IT GLIDE PATHS 
SLOSRIIG 
U LIQUID SLOSHING 
SLOT S 
NT HING SLOTS 
Aerodyna.ic comparison of two double-slotted rudders 
(AD-774432]	 p0294 174-20644
SHI.L PERTURBATION PLOI 
Relaxation aethods for transonic flow about 
wing-cylinder combinations and lifting swept wings 
p0118 A74-16951 
Transonic flow about lifting wing-body combinations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-185]	 p0133 A74-18812
On calculation of induced drag and conditions 
downstrea. of a lifting wing
p0275 174-27846 
An inviscid analysis of transonic, slatted airfoils 
(hAl PAPER 74-541]	 p0339 A74-33137
SMELL 
U OLFACTORY PERCEPTION 
SMOKE ABATEMENT 
Advanced technology for reducing aircraft engine 
polluticn 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/AERO-2)	 p0071 A74-13244
Status of state air emission regulations affecting 
gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 73-11/01-8] 	 p0072 174-13299
Development of a reduced s•oke co.bustor for the 
JT3D engine 
(SAE PAPER 740484] 	 p0350 174-34995
Developsent of pollution controls for Rolls-Royce 
RB 211 and Olympus 593 engines 
(SAE PAPER 740483] 	 p0351 A74-34996
SMOOTHING 
IT DATA SMOOTHING 
SNAKING 
U LATERAL OSCILLATION 
SOAP S 
Lithium soap dispersions as drag-reducing 
hydraulic fluids 
(ISLE PREPRINT 73LC-5B-2]	 p0027 174-12316
SOCIAL FACTORS 
Noise design goals for the next generation of 
aircraft --- com.unity of STOL aircraft 
p0022 174-11816 
A simulation approach for studying the 
interactions of noise, patronage, and economic 
viability for air transportation systems 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1161]	 p0025 174-12216
Noise - The social impact --- airport operations 
p0080 A74-14514 
Economic consequences of airport development 
p0080 A74-14515 
Aviation needs and public concerns --- civil 
aviation growth in Europe and environmental 
control
p0159 174-14749 
SOCIOLOGY 
IT SOCIAL FACTORS
SODIUM 
Air and fuel monitoring for gas turbines 
p0081 A74-14565 
SODIUM COMPOUNDS 
Sodium sulphate induced rapid oxidation of a 
chro.iva-titaniu.-silicon coating on niobiu. 
alloy 1-66
pOOlS A74-11459 
Hot corrosion of metals, alloys and cera.ics 
(AD-769340]	 p0191 w74-15829 
SOFT LANDING SPACBCRAFT 
NT AEROSPACEPLAIRS 
SOPTIARE (COMPUTERS) 
.0 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
U COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 
SOIL MECHANICS 
Effects of strain a.plitude on the shear •odulus 
of soils 
(ID-757516]	 p0046 174-10404 
Prediction of aircraft ground performance by 
evaluation of ground vehicle rut depths 
(AD-775744]	 p0330 114-22689 
SOIL MOISTURE 
Ground contamination by fuel jettisoned from 
aircraft
p0149 174-14283 
SOLAR CELLS 
The feasibility of an aircraft propelled by solar 
energy 
(LIlA PAPER 74-1042]	 p0456 A74-42055 
SOLAR CORONA 
Eclipse flight of Concorde 001 --- 30 June 1973 
p0030 A74-12515 
Temporal observations of the Lambda 5303 emission 
line profile during the 74 sisute totality froa 
the Concorde SST at the 30 June 1973 total solar 
eclipse: Preliminary intensity variations above 
an active region 
(LA-UR-73-1304)	 p0293 174-20527 
SOLAR ECLIPSES 
Eclipse flight of Concorde 001 --- 30 June 1973 
p0030 174-12515 
Temporal observations of the Lambda 5303 eaission 
line profile during the 74 minute totality fro. 
the Concorde SST at the 30 June 1973 total solar 
eclipse: Preliminary intensity variations above 
an active region 
(LAUR-73-1304]	 p0293 174-20527 
SOLAR ENERGY 
The feasibility of an aircraft propelled by solar 
energy 
[lILA PAPER 74-1042] 	 p0456 A74-42055 
SOLAR GENERATORS 
NT SOLAR CELLS 
SOLAR NEBULA 
U SOLAR CORONA 
SOLID LUBRICANTS 
The friction and wear characteristics of 
plasma-sprayed NiO-CaP2 in rubbing contact with 
a ceranic matrix 
[ISLE PEEPRINT 73LC-1B-3] 	 p0027 174-12306 
SOLID PROPELLANTS 
NT CASE BONDED PROPELLANTS 
IT PLASTIC PEOPRLLANTS 
Mixing and combustion processes in jet engines 
physics of interaction of droplets or solid 
particles with gas stream 
(AD-766030]	 p0051 174-10741 
SOLID ROTATION 
U ROTATING BODIES 
SOLID STATE DEVICES 
NT JUNCTION DIODES 
NT PHOTOTRANSISTORS 
NT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 
Power conditioning system for FAA Air Route 
Traffic Control Centers
p0071 A74-14133 
Solid state vertical scale instruments --- for 
aircraft light emitting diode displays 
p0261 A74-26965 
Solid-state power controllers for B-i flight test 
p0425 174-38575 
Survey of solid state reflective/traussissive 
display media 
[AD-767644]	 p0109 174-12938 
The ac power controllers for solid state 
distribution system. Volume 1: Design, 
development, fabrication, and test of hybrid 
devices 
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SOLID SURPACIS 
(10-768199]	 p0145 1174-13903 
SOLID SURPACES 
Unified approach to aerodynamic sound generation 
in the presence of solid boundaries	 - 
p0452 A74-41411 
SOLIDS FLOE 
Erosion prediction in turbomachinery due to 
environmental solid particles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-16)	 p0132 174-18732 
SOLUTIONS 
NT DETONABLE GAS SUTURES 
SONAR 
The effect of interfering signals on the 
perfor.ance of angle of arrival estimates 
p0174 174-19908 
SONIC 80055 
The experimental response of simple structures to 
simulated sonic booms
p0021 A74-11814 
Sonic boo. analysis for high altitude flight at 
high Each nu.ber 
(kIll PAPER 73-1034]	 p0026 A74-12224 
Shuttle sonic boom - Technology and predictions 
-- environmental impact 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1039] 	 pO026 174-12225 
Recent developments in sonic-boom simulation using 
shock tubes
p0115 A74-16384 
Experimental investigation of sonic boom 
propagation through variable flow fields 
p0115 A74-16385 
Aircraft acoustics --- Russian book on noise 
sources and abatement methods
p0225 A74-24998 
A solid-state converter for measurement of 
aircraft noise and sonic boos
p0261 174-26345 
Sonic boom of supersonic aircraft
p0343 A74-34208 
Sonic boom from an aircraft flying in a quiet 
atmosphere'
p0392 174-37376 
Sonic boon research at UTIAS
p0483 A74-46239 
Aircraft design for flight below the sonic boom 
speed limit
p0483 1714-46240 
Research on the sonic boom problem. Part 2: Flow 
field measurement in wind tunnel and calculation 
of second order F-function 
[NASA-CR-2340]	 p0038 8714-10031 
Studies of the effects of sonic boom on birds 
(FAA-RD-73-148]	 p0039 1174-10039 
Damage threshold determination of light walls 
submitted to single or repeated bangs, part 1 
[ISL-35/72-PT-1]	 p0053 11714-10846 
Strong and weak shock waves. Experiments and 
calculations 
(ISL-NE-1173 ]	 ,	 p0067 874-11718 
A study to determine the feasibility of a low 
sonic boom supersonic transport 
(NASA-CR-2332]	 p0188 874-15713 
An experi.ental study of the validity of the 
heat-field concept for sonic-boom alleviation 
(NASA-cR-2381]	 '	 p0245 874-18648 
Vibration amplitudes produced in St. Davids 
Cathedral by Concorde sonic bangs 
[ARC-R/E-3736]	 p0257 1174-19565 
Calculation o the geometrical propagation of the 
sonic boom along the flight path on the ground 
under real atmospheric conditions with wind 
examining longitudinal focalization and 
extinction points 
(1SL37/72]	 p0298 8714-20673 
A numerical study of the effects of aircraft 
manoeuvers on the focusing of sonic booms 
(AD-775095]	 '	 pO326 1174-21664 
Noise mechanisms -- AGARD conference on 
propagation and reduction of let noise 
(AGARD-cP-131]	 P0329 874-22640 
Wind tunnel test of low, boom equivalent body at 
Each 4 
(14ASA-TN-X-72013] 	 p0488 874-33438 
SONIC SPEED 
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
SO EGG RAE S 
Use of conventional equipment to measure the 
effective perceived noise level of aircraft 
p0411 874-28399
SUBJECT INDEX 
SOOT 
Jet engine soot emission measured at altitude 
p03 17 174-30397 
SORB NETS 
NT ABSORBENTS 
SORPTION 
NT ADSORPTION 
SORTIE CAN 
U SPACELAB 
SORTIE LAB 
U SPACELAB 
SOUND 
U ACOUSTICS 
SOUND ABSORPTION 
U SOUND TRANSEISSION 
SOUND BARRIER 
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
SOUND YIELDS 
On the-theory of let noise and its applications 
Lighthill theory 
(AIAA PAPER 73-987]
	
p0026 174-12218 
Application of finite difference techniques to 
noise propagation in let engine ducts 
(ASEE PAPER 73-WA,IGT-10]	 p0072 A74-13301 
Diffraction of evanescent waves, with applications 
to aerodynamically scattered sound and radiation 
from unbaffled plates
pO2t 174-23 104 
Exhaust noise field generated in the JT8D core 
engine - noise floor presented by the internal 
noise sources
p0221 A74-23105 
The acoustic far-field of rigid bodies in 
arbitrary motion
p0224 A74-24375 
Forward velocity effects on let noise with 
dominant internal noise source
p0314 174-30077 
A method for studying near- and far-field noise 
characteristics of impinging lets 
(AIAA PAPER 74-569]	 p0339 A7433153 
The let density exponent issue for the noise of 
heated subsonic lets
p0422 174-38393 
Analysis of acoustic radiation in a jet flow 
environment
p0461 A14-44314 
Unsteady lift and'radiated-sound from a wake 
cutting airfoil
p0477 174-44405 
V,'STOL noise prediction and reduction 
(LG73ER0062]	 p0056 874-10921 
SOUND GENERATORS 
Concerning the performance data of a reverberation 
chamber --- test facility for determining' 
physiological effects of aircraft noise 
(NASA-TT-Y-15371]	 p0240 874-17958 
SOUND INTENSITY 
Introduction to aerodynamic noise theory 
p0025 174-12207 
High intensity sound in a lined duct
p0336 A14-32S93 
SOUND NEASUREEENT	 - 
U ACOUSTIC NEASURREENTS 
SOUND PERCEPTION 
U AUDITOR! PERCEPTION 
SOUND PRESSURE 
Flyover noise prediction from static data 
extrapolation from engine ground tests 
p03 16 174-30 100 
Nonlinear generation of secondary waves in fluids 
p0344 1714-34352 
SOUND PROPAGATION 
Model study of the propagation of sound from 
V/STOL aircraft into urban environs
p0315 1711-30093 
Unified approach to aerodynamic sound generation 
in the presence of solid boundaries
p0452 174-41411 
Concerning the performance data of a reverberation 
chamber --- test facility for determining 
physiological effects of aircraft noise 
(NASA-TT-F-15371]	 p0240 874-17958 
Near field and far field sound radiation from Do 
31 V/STOL jet transport and possibilities for 
noise abatement in future V/STOL development 
(NASA'-TT-F-15534]	 p0324 874-21650 
SOUND TRANSDUCERS 
NT ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS 
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	 SPACECRAFT RODELS 
NT RICROPHONES 
SOUND TEANSIISSION 
Transmission of sound through a two-dimensional 
shielding jet 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1002)	 p0026 A74-12221 
The design of sound absorptive •aterials to meet 
special requirements
p0315 174-30091 
High intensity sound in a lined duct
p0336 174-32593 
An experimental investigation of an acoustic 
•ethod for measuring gas mass flow 
[10-766419]	 p0046 N74-1034O 
SQUID VELOCITY 
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
SOUND WAVES 
NT AERODYNANIC NOISE 
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT ENGINE NOISE 
NT JET AINCRAFT NOISE 
NT NOISE (SOUND) 
T SONIC NOONS 
Component performance and systems applications of 
surface acoustic wave devices; Proceedings of 
the International Specialist Se.inar, Aviemore,. 
Scotland, September 25-28, 1973
p0170 174-19376 
Applications of surface wave devices --- in radar, 
ATC and communications
p0170 A74-19388 
Problems in civil air traffic control which SAW 
technology may impact --- Surface Acoustic Wave 
devices
p0170 174-19390 
SOUNDING 
NT BALLOON SOUNDING 
IT IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING 
SOVIET UNION 
UU.S.S.R. 
SPACE CAPSULES 
NT ESCAPE CAPSULES 
SPACE CONRUNICATION 
NT SPACECRAFT CORNUNICATION 
Engineering aspects with satellite communication 
terminals in aircraft 
(REPT-7-72]	 p0l92 N74-15842 
SPACE DIVERSITY 
U RECEPTION DIVERSITY 
SPACE ENVINONRENT SIHULATION 
Study of airborne science experiment management 
concepts for application to space shuttle. 
VoluRe 3: Appendixes 
(NASA-TN-X-62289]	 p0053 N74-10783 
SPACE FLIGHT 
NT SPACECRAFT REENTRY 
SPACE LAN 
Air and space hi-jacking --- criminal aspects 
p0031 A74-12878 
SPACE PROBES 
NT HANS PRONES 
SPACE PROGRARS 
NT FRENCH SPACE PROGRANS 
SPACE RADIATION 
U EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION 
.SPACE SCIENCES 
U AEROSPACE SCIENCES 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS 
Supersonic flow about slab delta wings and 
wing-body configurations
p0070 A74-13152 
Sonic fatigue failure •echanis•s in potential 
Space Shuttle Orbiter panel designs 
(LIlA PAPER 74-348]
	
pO27O 174-27267 
Carrier designs for space shuttle orbiter being 
refined --- piggyback mode transportation 
competition between C-5 and Boeing 747 
p0311 A74-28791 
C-5A/orbiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: 
Piggyback ferry 
(NASA-CE-1314184)	 pO189 N74-15717 
SPACE SHUTTLES 
Shuttle sonic boom - Technology and predictions 
environmental impact 
(LIlA PAPER 73-1039)	 p0026 A74-12225 
A cost-effective approach for flight experiments - 
Application of Airborne Science aircraft - 
experience to the Shuttle Sortie Lab 
p0031 174-12829
Dynamic stability testing of aircraft - Needs 
versus capabilities
pO262 A74-26477 
Some extensions of thin-shock-layer theory 
p0279 A74-28419 
Beat transfer effects on a delta wing in subsonic 
flow
p0381 174-36240 
Study of airborne science experiment management 
concepts for application to space shuttle. 
Volume 3: Appendixes 
(NASA-TR-X-62289]	 p0053 E74-10783 
Co.puter analysis of aircraft and shuttle antennas 
(NASA-CR-138605]	 p0369 N74-26666 
Specified finite series control for 
three-dimensional, multi-phase, optimal reentry 
(AD-777266]	 p0370 N74-27359 
SPACE SISTERS ENGINEERING 
U AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION 
Hilitary and aerospace --- cost effective 
technology utili4ation for ATC, NASA programs 
and defense projects
p0126 A74-18050 
SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL 
U SPACECRAFT CONTROL 
SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS 
Diffraction by a perfectly conducting rectangular 
cylinder which is illuminated by an array of 
line sources 
(NASA-CR-2405]	 p0417 N74-28706 
The dyadic diffraction coefficient for a curved edge 
(NASA-C82401]	 p0417 N74-28710 
SPACECRAFT COHRUNICATION 
Acquisition signal design for satellite-aircraft 
communications 
(AIAA PAPER 741437]	 p0275 174-27807 
Satellite communications systems --- multiplexing 
for communication lines, equipment of earth 
stations, and onboard receiver transmitter and 
antennas 
(JPRS-54505]	 p0044 174-10153 
Further studies on speech intelligibility with 
frequency-modulation communication syste.s under 
fading conditions --- helicopter-satellite link 
(REPT-5-73J	 p0200 174-16903 
Further measurements on satellite-link fading at 
low altitudes above irregular terrain 
helicopter flight experiments 
(REPT-4/73]	 pO24O N74-17893 
A linear array of blade antennas as an aircraft 
antenna for satellite communication
p0469 174-31686 
A comparison of two L-band aircraft antennas for 
aeronautical satellite applications 
circularly polarized slot configurations 
p0469 N74-31688 
SPACECRAFT CONTROL 
Flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0170 A74-19374 
The atmosphere and flight vehicle motion control 
Russian book
p0212 A74-23693 
Technical optimization --- German book on chemical 
process, spacecraft and aircraft optimal control 
p0227 A74-25038 
Fluidics and its application in aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0484 A74-46688 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
NT SATELLITE DESIGN 
Sonic fatigue failure mechanisms in potential 
Space Shuttle Orbiter panel designs 
(AIAA PAPER 74-348]	 p0270 174-27267 
General principles of designing control systems 
analysis of systems for aircraft, missiles, 
and spacecraft configurations 
(NASA-TT-F-782]	 p0357 N74-25594 
A commutation on antenna systems covering standard 
aircraft and balloons
p0469 174-31685 
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPREIT 
NT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE CORPUTERS 
SPACECRAFT RODELS 
Photographic pyrometry in an aeroballistic range 
aerodynamic model surface temperature 
•easureaent
p003O A74-12752 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
SPACECRAFT PERFOENANCE 
AEBOSAT performance specifications 
aeronautical satellite for oceanic aircraft 
communication
pOO24 *74-12190 
SPACECRAFT PONEB SUPPLIES 
Gas generator design for a wide variety of APU 
applications 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1169]	 p0031 *74-12916 
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luf t- und Raumfabrt 
Yearbook 1972 --- German book
p0225 *74-24892 
SPACECRAFT REENTRY 
Specified finite series control for 
three-dimensional, multi-phase, optimal reentry 
(AD-777266]	 p0370 874-27359 
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES 
Dynamic analysis of a system of hinge-connected 
rigid bodies with nonrigid appendages 
p0085 *74-15003 
Structural materials of aeronautics and astronautics 
p0128 *74-18190 
Diffusion welding of structural components for 
aeronautics and astronautics
p0227 *74-25024 
Thick ica-vapor-deposited aluminum coatings for 
irregularly shaped aircraft and spacecraft parts 
p0260 A74-25813 
Development of self-contained portable unit for 
nondestructive compositional analysis of 
aircraft and space systems alloys --- X ray 
fluorescence analysis 
(AD-167226]	 p0110 N74-13265 
Fatigue of spacecraft structures 
(ESEOCR(P) -322]	 pOl94 N74-16597 
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES 
Application of parameter optimization methods to 
trajectory optimization 
[AIAA PAPER 74-825]	 p0400 A74-37829 
SP AC ELAN 
A cost-effective approach for flight experiments - 
Application of Airborne Science aircraft 
experience to the Shuttle Sortie Lab 
p0031 A74-12829 
SPACING 
NT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING 
SPARK SHADOEGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY 
U SHADOVGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
Possibility of investigating the spatial 
distribution of atmospheric ozone with the aid 
of an ozonometer installed in the cockpit of an 
aircraft
p0311 *74-28847 
SPATIAL ISOTROPY 
U SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
SPATIAL ORIENTATION 
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) 
SPECIFICATIONS 
NT AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS 
NT EQUIPEENT SPECIFICATIONS 
Specifications for composites - Phenolic and 
silicone resins
pO313 *74-29787 
SPECTRA 
NT CONTINUOUS SPECTRA 
NT EHISSION SPECTRA 
NT INFRARED SPECTRA 
NT NEUTRON SPECTRA 
NT NOISE SPECTRA 
NT POVEN SPECTRA 
NT RANAN SPECTRA 
NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA 
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
U SPECTRUR ANALYSIS 
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
Exploitation of spectral density curves in the 
case of wind tunnel flutter measurement 
p0005 *74-11000 
SPECTRAL NOISE 
0 WHITE NOISE 
SPECTRAL NEFLECTANCE 
Reflection-measuring aircraft instruments. II - 
Spectral albedometer
p0276 A74-27894 
SPECTROHETEBS 
NT BASS SPECTEONETERS
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS 
NT PLANE SPECTROSCOPY 
First results of environmental tests on board 
Concorde 001
-. p0340 114-33312 
Spectroscopic analysis of wear metals based on the 
examination of oil fro. aircraft engines 
(ESRO-TT-23)	 p0303 874-2 1080 
SPECTEOSCOPY 
NT ABSORPTION SPECTEOSCOPY 
NT PLANE SPECTEOSCOPY 
NT INFRARED SPECTNOSCOPY 
NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS 
'NT I RAY SPECTROSCOPY 
SPECTRUN ANALYSIS 
NT PLANE SPECTNOSCOPY 
Analysis of crack propagation nuder variable 
amplitude loading using the Willenborg 
retardation model 
(AIAA PAPER 74-369]
	 p0265 A74-26677 
Ultraviolet and near-infrared spectral analysis of 
a burner-can burn-through flame 
(FAA-NA-73-86]	 p0053 N74-10866 
Laboratory for auto.atic processing of analog 
signals
p04 19 N74-29361 
SPEECH 
Human factors experiments for data link --- coding 
of air traffic control messages 
(AD-760401J	 p0049 N74-10625 
SPETCH DISCEXEIJATION 
U SPEECH RECOGNITION 
SPEECH RECOGNITION 
Speech intelligibility testing with the modified 
rhyme test in aviation type noise 
[AD-765470]	 pOO44 874-10159 
Further studies on speech intelligibility with 
frequency-modulation Communication syste.s under 
fading conditions --- helicopter-satellite link 
(REPT-5-73)	 p0200 N74-16903 
SPEED 
U VELOCITY 
SPEED CONTROL 
Problem of adapting an intake to a turbojet engine 
for extremely high flight Nach numbers 
p0122 *74-17272 
Aircraft 4-D constant velocity control system 
p0342 A74-33812 
Low speed phaselock speed control system --- for 
brushless dc motor 
(NASA-CASE-GSC-11127-1] 	 p0044 N74-10202 
SPEED IRDICATORS 
NT ANENOHETEBS 
NT HOTNIRE ANENOHETERS 
Effect of differences between the antennas of a 
Doppler velocity meter on its operational accuracy 
p0023 A74-11994 
Correlatiànal ground speed meters and drift 
indicators of flight vehicles --- Russian book 
p0 180 A74-20900 
Flight evaluation of four low airspeed indicating 
systems
p0345 *74-34839 
SPEED REGULATION 
U SPEED CONTROL 
SPEED REGULATORS 
Pneuaomechanical critical speed control for gas 
turbine engine shafts 
(AD-772823J	 p0256 874-19407 
SPENDONETUS 
U SPEED INDICATORS 
SPIKE ANTENNAS 
U NONOPOLE ANTENNAS 
SPIKES (AERODYNAHIC CONFIGURATIONS) 
The influence of a deflected central spike on the 
aerodynamic coefficients of a rotationally 
symmetric hypersonic body 
(DLN-FB-69-37]	 p0103 N74-12706 
SPIN D!IANICS 
Aerodyna.ic design approach to the stall/spin 
prOblem - The Variviggen 
[SAE PAPER 740391]	 p0310 *74-28755 
Stall/spin seventy years later --- aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0344 *74-34699 
Status of design criteria for predicting departure 
characteristics and spin susceptibility --- of 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-791]	 p0399 A74-37811 
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SPIN STABILIZATION 
Experience gained from a comparison of spins. on 
wind-tunnel models and on aircraft
p0226 A74-25328 
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an 
emergency spin r'ecovery device in aircraft 
[NASA-CASE-LAR10753-1 1	 p0445 074-30421 
SPIN TESTS 
Wind-tunnel investigations aimed at devising tests 
of aircraft spin
p0223 A74-25316 
Reviev of developments in test techniques using 
free-floating models --- of aircraft 
p0223 A74-25317 
Experience gained from a comparison of spins on 
wind-tunnel models and on aircraft
p0226 A74-25328 
Stall/spin research status report --- of general 
aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 7403541
	
p0308 A74-28734 
SPLINES 
Preliminary results of flight tests of vortex 
attenuating splines --- evaluation of 
effectiveness of wingtip vortex attenuating device 
(NASA-TM-x-71928]	 p0294 074-20637 
SPLIT FLAPS 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale model 
with a swept wing and a jet flap having an 
expandable duct 
(NASA-TM-x-62281]	 p0095 074-11826 
SPOILERS 
Spoilers for roll control of light airplanes 
[AIAR PAPER 74-861]
	 p0401 A74-37850 
A method for preventing airplane stall/spin 
aerodynamic spoiler system design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-863]
	 .	 pO4Ol A74-37851 
Evaluation of spoilerp for light aircraft flight 
path control
p0434 A74-39867 
S-3A graphite/epoxy spoiler development program 
[AD-779069J	 p0444 074-30013 
SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION 
Spontaneous ignition in afterburner segment tests 
at an inlet temperature of 1240 K and a pressure 
of 1 atmosphere with ASTE jet-A fuel 
[NASA-TM-X-2952]	 p0101 074-12571 
S000LS 
The effect of inlet distortion on the performance 
and stability of the low-speed spool of a 
turbofan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 74-234]
	 p0135 A74-18855 
SPOT WELDS 
Feasibility study of use of polysulfide sealants 
for corrosion protection of spot welded aluminum 
alloys
pO084 A74-1'4771 
SPRAY NOZZLES 
Use of an air-assisted fuel nozzle to reduce idle 
emissions of a jt8d engine combustor 
(NASA-TM-X-2946]	 p0067 074-11738 
SPRAYED COATINGS 
The friction and wear characteristics of 
plasma-sprayed NiO-CaF2 in rubbing contact with 
a ceramic matrix 
(ASLE PRYPRINT 73LC-1B-3]	 p0027 A74-12306 
SPRAYED PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
U PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
U SPRAYED COATINGS 
SPRAYERS 
A device for spreading snall grain bait lure 
airborne spraying device for rodent control 
[AD-772053]	 p0255 074-19144 
Helicopter icing spray system qualification 
(AD-775803]	 p0330 074-22688 
SPRAYING 
Spray cooled generators and design-to-cost at 
Westinghouse 
(SAM PAPER 730878]
	 p0019 A74-11605 
SPRAYING APPARATUS 
U SPRAYERS 
SPEAYS 
U SPRAYERS 
SPRINGS (ELASTIC) 
Dynamic behaviour of cylinder with spring and 
concentrated mass collided with rigid body 
shock absorbing landing gear model
p0391 A74-37049 
flub moment springs on two-bladed teetering rotors 
p0395 A714-37500
STLBI&IY DERIVATIVES 
STABILITY 
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY 
NT CONTROL STABILITY 
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT DYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT FLAME STABILITY 
NT FLOW STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT HOVERING STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT. LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
NT LOW. SPEED STABILITY 
NT HAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT MOTION STABILITY 
NT ROTARY STABILITY 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
NT STATIC STABILITY 
NT STORAGE STABILITY 
T STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY 
NT .
 THERMAL STABILITY 
STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
NT PITCHING MOMENTS 
NT ROLLING MOMINTS. 
NT YAWING MOMENTS 
Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions 
of conventional aircraft. IX - Aerodynamic 
foundations /General Survey/
p0186 A74-22273 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a T-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0347 A74-34852 
Measurement of dynamic cross-derivatives due to 
pitching and yawing 
(AIAA PAPER 74-611]
	 p0380 A74-36044 
Estimation of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives of 
a variable geometry fighter aircraft from flight 
data 
[AIAA PAPER 74-790]	 p0399 A74-37810 
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes 
of conventional aircraft. XI - Aerodynamic 
principles /Aerodynamics of the wing: Forces and 
moments of force of the air in the case of 
rectilinear flight at low Mach numbers,' 
p0423 A74-38498 
Status and future of determination of aerodynamic 
derivatives froa flight data 
[ICAS PAPER 74-48]	 p0451 A74-41348 
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a 
helicopter from flight measurements 
(ICAS PAPER 7449]	 p0451 A74-41349 
Determination of stability derivatives of isolated 
rigid tail assemblies in sideslip and steady roll 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1038]	 p0455 A74-42051 
Information on the use of data items on rolling 
moment derivatives of an aeroplane 
(ESDU-AIRCRAFT-06.01.00]	 p0035 074-10005 
Study of heaving motion in air cushion vehicles 
[RASA-TT-F-15106]	 p0039 074-10038 
Stability derivative. Contribution of full-span 
dihedral to rolling moment due to sideslip 
[ESDU-AIRCRAFT-06.01.03-AHEND-A-] p0093 074-11805 
Normal loads program for aerodynamic lifting 
surface theory --- evaluation of spanwise and 
chordvise loading distributions 
[NASA-TM-X-62326]	 p0231 074-17702 
Analytical study to define a helicopter stability 
derivative extraction method, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-132371] 	 p0248 074-18674 
Analytical study to define a helicoper stability 
derivative extraction method, volume 2 
(NASA-CR-132372]	 p0248 074-18675 
Estinates of the lateral-directional Stability 
derivatives of a helicopter from flight 
measurements 
(NRC-13882]	 p0283 N74-19662 
Determination of the derivatives of longitudinal 
motion of an aircraft from flight data by a 
model with automatic parameter adjustment 
[ESRO-TT-8]	 p0298 N74-20675 
Parameter estimation techniques and application in 
aircraft flight testing 
[RASA-TN-D-7647]	 p0355 074-25569 
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'r	 jar' of derivatives fro. flight data for 
t irctaft, using the LAC interactive 
-t<: ystea
p0356 N74-25574 
locnificatiOn of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives in the presence of turbulence 
p0356 574-25575 
c'ter derivative identification from analytic 
and flight test data
p0356 574-25579 
iicatiOu of aircraft stability and control 
paaeters using nultilevel, hierarchical 
es!atiOn
p0356 574-25581 
of flight instrumentation errors on the 
' tion of aircraft stability and control 
durivatives --- including Honte Carlo analysis 
p0357 574-25585 
.'e rLtrral/directiOnal stability characteristics 
four-propeller tilt-wing V/STOL model in 
o:r-peed steep descent 
r:S-.-z-70242]	 p0472 N74-32439 
eLods studies tosard simplified rotor-body 
Cyr.aicS, part 1 
[TS-C4-13757O]	 p0495 574-34483 
c-fJT'5 TESTS 
.I LGKT STABILITY TESTS 
lID 0UNL STABILITY TESTS 
sIt: 3TB&LIZATION 
1.5.5. design for good handling in turbulence 
cevelopoent of design criteria for stability 
ug&ntation systems for alleviation of gust 
effects
p0234 574-17741 
Lydrofluidic yan SAS analysis design and development 
[.D-777804]	 p0408 574-21510 
i,iZL) 'LAT7OR11S 
-:	 rcject - Advantages of a lens-shaped bull 
for stratospheric dirigibles 
(O'P0fl, TP 80. 1310) 	 p0224 174-24312 
.rcz sit inertial system testing and evaluation in 
tue United Kingdom
p0151 574-14352 
lfliLIZS (PAUlO OTNANICS) 
U0IIIZOTAL TAIL SURFACES 
ord ;anufacturing of the F-iRA composite 
noriuontul stabilizer
p0083 A74-14739 
the aerodynamic theory of oscillating 
f-tui j s. XI
p0204 174-24058 
t1it; of the tail surfaces --- relationship to 
cuder sending
p0453 114-41770 
LSCILLATIOHS 
ta'zestigations into the possibilities of applying 
t1 'Aerodynaoic Paradoxon principle in fluidic 
devices
p0174 A74-19859 
5GJTIOI P01ST 
on the problera of rain erosion on a moving body 
flying at supersonic speed 
[0F'LR-SoNDDR-349] 	 p0117 174-16727 
ile three-dioensional boundary layer in the 
vicinity of the stagnation line of a swept wing 
in the case of nonuniform suction
p0382 174-36452 
Ti 5151100 REGION 
t STASBATIOS POIRT 
S.•5X1AESS SIBBLS 
T IARTEtISITIC STAINLESS STEELS 
5U1I1D ATBOSPUBEES 
II uXl'ERENCB ATEOSPHERES 
SIICARDIZATIGH 
'taudardization of testing benches --- for French 
test facilities 
[.D-777208]	 p0310 874-27302 
SxD5BDS 
T REFERESCE ATMOSPHERES 
Explanations and remarks on standards for flight 
lechanics
p0178 174-20522 
Aircraft engine and accessory drives and flange 
standards 
[SAE AIR 1160 1] 	 p0269 174-27257 
Sonenclature and abbreviations, flight deck area 
[SaE AS 425 8]	 p0269 174-27263
SUBJECT IRDEX 
STARPIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
U F-104 AIRCRAFT 
STARLIPTER AIRCRAFT 
o c-141 AIRCRAFT 
STARTERS 
NT ENGINE STARTERS 
STATE VECTORS 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
parameters using hierarchical state estimation 
p0260 A74-25759 
Input design for parameter identification. I - A 
new formulation and a practical solution 
p0374 174-35252 
STATIC AERODYRANIC CRARICTERISTICS 
Static aeroelastic effects on the aerodyna.ics of 
the Saab 37 Viggen aircraft, a comparison 
between calculations, wind tunnel tests and 
flight tests 
(ICAS PAPER 74-55]	 pORS1 A74-41354 
Description of six degree of freedo. rigid 
aircraft mathematical models --- nn.erical 
analysis of flight dynamics of high speed aircraft 
(WRE-TN-901 (WR/D) 3	 p0187 574-15702 
Lateral static aud dynamic aerodynamic parameters 
of the Kestrel aircraft (XV-6A) extracted from 
flight data 
(NASA-TN-D-7455]	 p0297 574-20666 
STATIC ELECTRICITY 
Papers presented at the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Conference (1972). Structure of 
lightning noise - especially above HF. 
Triggered lightning and its application to 
rockets and aircraft 
(AD-771464]	 p0255 574-19271 
STATIC LOADS 
Static and dynamic helicopter airframe analysis 
with NASTEAN
p0153 574-14616 
STATIC PRESSURE 
Experimental study on the characteristics of an 
isolated swept-back aerofoil with two parallel 
side-walls
pOO69 A74-12971 
The shock adjustment concept - A new method for 
improved supersonic air data sensing 
p0346 A74-34845 
Flight-test investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics and flow interference effects 
about the aft fuselage of the F-lilA airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7563]	 p0246 574-18657 
STATIC STABILITY 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
Influence of static aeroelasticity on oblique 
winged aircraft
p03 17 114-30399 
Calculation of the static stability of aircraft at 
large angles of attack
p0383 A74-36454 
Application of the method of extreme values to the 
determination of maximu, operating loads 
p0383 A74-36455 
STATIC TESTS 
Sea level side loads in high-area-ratio rocket 
engines	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1284] 	 p0032 174-12940 
A 300 B static and fatigue tests
p0117 A74-16755 
Preliminary static tests of a simulated 
upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration 
utilizing a full-size turbofan engine 
(NASA-T5-X-71931]	 p0294 574-20638 
Calculating procedure of sea-level static 
performance of two-spool afterburning bypass jet 
engine 
(AD-776547]	 p0362 574-26258 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 1: Cessna 150 L at A-, 5-, and C-bands 
[AD-7818251	 pOR9l 574-33648 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 2: Cherokee 140 at L-, S-, and C-bands 
[AD-781791]	 p0492 574-33652 
STATICS 
NT ELECTROSTATICS 
STATIOEKEEPIEG 
LDF powered balloon program --- feasibility 
demonstration of free balloon station keeping 
capability 
[AD-768673]	 p0162 574-14710 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 STORAGE STABILITY 
STATIONS 
NT GROUND STATIONS 
NT TRACKING STATIONS 
NT WEATBER STATIONS 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION 
NT STATISTICAL TESTS 
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS) 
NT WEIBULL DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
Certain problems in estimating the rundown time of 
an engine --- turbojet
p0006 A74-11075 
Analysis of passenger acceptance of commercial 
flights having characteristics similar to STOL 
p0085 174-15046 
Determination of the basic parameters of light 
helicopters on the basis of the treatment and 
analysis of statistical data
-	 p0131 174-18694 
Statistical analysis of aircraft noise levels 
p0173 A74-19638 
The development and evaluation of 
weight-estimation formulas for aircraft design 
with the aid of methods of mathematical 
statistics and probability calculus --- German 
book
p0175 174-20049 
Simulation of dispatch reliability for a fleet of 
large ccmmercial aircraft
p0181 174-20952 
A two-component statistical model for processing 
data from a rarefied-gas experiment
p0204 174-23572 
Statistical properties of vertical shear of 
• lateral velocity
p0274 1714-27529 
The design of crashworthy general aviation aircraft 
[SAY PAPER 740376] 	 p0309 A714-287144 
Processing of operational data recorded on flight 
• report cards
p0377 A74-35664 
Estimation of an aeronautical equipment mission 
•Liability 
LAD-766886]	 p0058 N74-10935 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to July 1973 
(AD-767648]	 p0106 N74-12736 
Aircraft accident report: Brief format, US civil 
aviation, issue no. 3 of 1973 accidents 
compilation of selected aircraft accident reports 
[NTSB-BA-74-1]	 pO297 N74-20664 
Army autorotational accidents--- analysis of 
factors contributing to helicopter accidents 
p0301 N74-20771 
STATISTICAL CORRELATION 
Effect of spanwise load-correlation on rotor blade 
fla ping 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1418]	 p0267 A74-26714 
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS - 
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY 
U PROBABILITY THEORY 
STATISTICAL TESTS 
Experience gained from statistical testing of 
fatigue lives of model samples
p0377 A74-35666 
STATON BLADES 
Single-stage experimental evaluation of 
tandem-airfoil rotor stator blading for 
compressors. Part 6
	 D4ta and perforiance for 
stage D 
(NASA-CR-13I4511J	 p0100 N74-12449 
STEAD! PLOW 
A direct •etho3 for computing the steady flow at 
Mach number one past a given wing airfoil 
p0118 1714-16963 
A method of calculating the flow around a wing of 
arbitrary pla n or., positioned on a cylindrical 
body
.pO129 A74-18632 
Flexible lifting surfaces --- in steady inviscid 
compressible flow •
	 - 
p0173 174-19684 
A variation of the aerodynamic shape of a body 
which leads to a decrease in its drag
p0383 A74-36499 
STEADY STATE 
Effect of steady state coning angle and damping on 
whirl flutter stability
p0090 A74-15967 
An attempt at describing the steady-state 
performance characteristic of a turbojet engine 
by a formulated relationship
p0184 A74-21784 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation with 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0393 174-37483 
Steady-state decoupling and design of linear 
multivariable systems 
(NASA-CR-138815]	 p0409 N74-27715 
STEAM TURBINES 
Selection of the economically optimal blade 
profile for axial fluid flow engines 
pOl77 A74-20311 
STEELS 
NT CARBON STEELS 
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
NT MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS 
NT NICKEL STEELS 
Aircraft components from remelted steels - Design 
and development
p0125 A7LI-17887 
Endurance test on flexible steel wire rope for

aircraft controls at various pulley rope 
diameter ratios 
[AQD/D-14]	 p0416 N74-28528 
STEEP GRADIENT AIRCRAFT 
U V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
STEERING 
VFV 614 hydraulics
p0375 A74-35359 
STELLAR ATMOSPHERES 
NT CHROROSPHERE 
STELLAR DOPPLER SHIFT 
U DOPPLER EFFECT 
U EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION 
STERILIZATION EFFECTS 
NT THERMAL DEGRADATION 
ST RE N S 
U AFTERBODIES 
STIFF STRUCTURES 
U RIGID STRUCTURES 
STIFFENING 
Buckling and failure of flat stiffened panels 
[AIAA PAPER 74-409]	 p0266 A74-26708 
STIFFNESS 
Determination of the effects of mass and stiffness 
on the vibration response of ribbed panels 
subjected to random acoustic noise 
[AD-774436J	 p0304 N74-21568 
STIFFNESS MATRIX 
Determining the scale of rigidity and estimating 
the degree of nonsimilarity of elastic models of 
wings with a low aspect ratio
p0390 A74-36805 
STINDLATED EMISSION DEVICES 
NT ARGON LASERS 
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
NT LASERS 
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
NT MARKOY PROCESSES 
NT RANDOM PROCESSES 
Estimation of aircraft parameters in nonlinear 
aerodynamic models -
p0225 A74-24843 
Observable changes of load sample function due to 
structural elasticity
p0321 A74-31745 
Optimal incomplete feedback control of linear 
stochastic systems 
(AD-766878)	 p0064 N74-11378 
STOLAIRCRAFT 
U SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
STOPPING 
NT THRUST TERMINATION 
STORABLE PROPELIANTS 
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS 
STORAGE BATTERIES 
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
STORAGE STABILITY 
The quality of the fuel --- aviation fuel purity 
maintenance during transport and storage 
pOO21 A7l4-11741 
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STORMS 
NT STORMS (METEOROLOGY) 
NT TORNADOES 
STORMS (METEOROLOGY) 
NT TORNADOES 
On the nature of large clear air gusts near stor. 
tops 
(AEC-CP-1248]	 p0111 N74-13402 
STRAIGHT WINGS 
o RECTANGULAR WINGS 
STRAIN AGING 
O PRECIPITATION HARDENING 
STRAIN DISTRIBUTIOU 
U STRESS CONCENTRATION 
STRAIN FATIGUE 
U RATIGUE (MATERIALS) 
STRAIN GAGES 
Piecewise smooth approximation method for sensor 
data --- fro, strain gages
p0391 A74-37149 
STRAIN HARDENING 
A .atheaatical theory of plasticity for strain 
hardening materials exhibiting initial anistoropy 
(NLR-TR-72111-U)	 p0067 N74-11719 
STRAIN NATE 
Effect of several metallurgical variables on the 
ther.al fatigue behavior of superalloys 
p0004 A74-10622 
Effects of strain amplitude on the shear modulus 
of soils 
[AD-757516]	 p0046.N74-10404 
STRAIN SOFTENING 
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
STRAPOOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
Investigation of application of 
two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal 
gyroscopes to strapdown navigation systems 
for use in YTOL aircraft 
(NASA-CR-132419]	 p0304 1174-21289 
STRATIFICATION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC STRATIFICATION 
STRATIFIED FLOW 
Analysis of stratified and closely spaced jets 
exhausting into a crossflov -- aerodynamic 
characteristics of lift-jet, vectored thrust, 
and lift fan V/STOL aircraft 
(NASA-CR-132297)	 p0061 1174-11118 
STHTOPO2TRESS AIRCRAFT 
U 8-52 AIRCRAFT 
STRATOSPHERE 
Temperature, winds, and turbulence at SST flight 
levels
p0122 A74-17311 
Stratosphere contamination by aircraft and 
aathe.atical models
p0122 A74- 17312 
Ingestion and dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
(AIAA PAPER 74-42]	 p0134 A74-18815 
Atmospheric ozone - Possible impact on 
stratospheric aviation
p0.175 A74-20039 
Possible effects of a fleet of supersonic 
transports on the stratospheric ozone shield 
p0176 A74-20125 
Pegase project - Advantages of a lens-shaped hull 
for stratospheric dirigibles 
[ONEEA, TP NO. 1310]	 p0224 -A74-24312 
Stratospheric survey aircraft developed --- canard 
NP? for pollution monitoring in YF-12 wakes 
p0276 A74-27849 
First results of environmental tests on board 
Concorde 001
p0340 A74-33312 
Dosage of minority stratospheric constituents, of 
the or4er of 1 ppb, by absorption spectronetry 
p0340 A74-33313 
An instrument for nitric oxide measurements in the 
stratosphere
p0341 A74-33428 
NO and 03 measurements in the lower stratosphere 
from a 0-2 aircraft
p0373 A74-35121 
Turbulence studies on a high-altitude sounding 
aircraft
p0392 A74-37234 
So•e analyses of the chemistry and diffusion of 
SST exhaust materials during phase 3 of the wake
SUBJECT INDEX 
period -- in lover stratospiIe 
(NASA-CR-132323]	 p0053 N74-10863 
Effect of supersonic transport upon the ozone 
layer, studied in a two-dimensional 
photochemical model with transport
p0148 N74-14278 
Development of a LASL whole-air sampler for WB-57F 
aircraft 
(LA-5491-HS]	 p0474 N74-32903 
STRATOTANKER AIRCRAFT 
o C-135 AIRCRAFT 
STRATUS CLOUDS 
Project Foggy Cloud 4, phase 1. Evaluation of 
warm fog dissipation techniques	 and stratus 
cloud modification 
[AD-766086]	 p0047 E74-10597 
STREAM FUNCTIONS (FLUIDS) 
Flow through a cascade of aerofoils
p0432 A74-39355 
STREAMLINE FLOW 
0 LAMINAR FLOW 
STREAMLINED BODIES 
Information on the use of data items in the series 
bodies 02.04 
(ESDU-BODIES-02.04.00-AMEND-A]	 p0035 N74-10011 
STRE AR S 
NT GAS STREAMS 
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 
U MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY) 
NT ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
STRESS ANALYSIS 
Design and evaluation of aircraft pavements - 1971 
pOO22 A74-11874 
Numerical analysis of stiffened shear webs in the 
postbuckling range
p0075 A74'-13886 
Elastic, plastic behavior of a rotor. I - Analysis 
of an axisyametric rotor whose radius varies in 
axial direction
p0082 A74-1'$620 
Torsion of conical thin-waUed aircraft components 
p0088 A74-15817 
A review of some da.age tolerance design 
approaches for aircraft structures
p0222 A74-22503 
A new method of bulkhead analysis in aircraft 
structures 
[SAE PAPER 7403881
	
p0310 A74-28752 
Structural finite element analysis aided by 
computer graphics 
LSAE PAPER 740389]	 p0310 A74-28753 
Integral equation solutions for simply supported 
polygonal plates
p0483 A74-46071 
Acoustic fatigue design data, part 3 --- design 
criteria for aircraft structural ele•ents to 
reduce effects of acoustic stress 
(AGARDOGEAPH-162-PT-3]	 p0257 N74-19550 
Determination of the forces in the kinematic pairs 
of a landing gear mechanise 
[AD-773877]	 p0285 N74-19678 
Application of practical opti.al control theory to 
the C-5A load improvement control system (LICS) 
(AD-776297]	 p0358 N74-25602 
Advanced metallic structures: Cargo wing design 
for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
(AD-782258]	 p0497 N74-34523 
STRESS CALCULATIONS 
0 STRESS ANALYSIS 
STRESS CONCENTRATION 
Selection of cutting conditions in the machining 
axial-flow compressor b].des on an assembled rotor 
p0029 A74-12424 
Photoelastic analysis of the stress field 
surrounding a fatigue crack
p0169 A74-19259 
Methods for analyzing fatigue crack growth rate 
behavior associated with flight-by-flight loading 
(AIAA PAPER 74-367]	 p0264 A74-26675 
The stress concentration in a stretched plate 
reinforced by a central belt and having an 
aperture
p0390 A74-36816 
Composite structures --- special-purpose computer 
programs
p0447 A74-41262 
STRESS CORROSION 
NT STRESS CORROSION CRACKING 
A-300
SUBJECT INDEX 
Fatigue strength of an aluminum alloy in petroleum 
jet fuels at various temperatures
p0268 A74-27078 
STRESS CORROSION CRACEING 
Problems of stress cOrrosion in the case of 
aluminu, alloys e.ployed in aerospace technology 
p0076 A74-14018 
Rot-salt stress-corrosion of titanium alloys as 
related to turbine engine operation
p0117 174-16600 
Fracture mechanics /Dryden Lecture/ --- aerospace 
structural design applications 
[AIAA PAPER 74-230)	 p0135 174-18858 
Failure of helicopter turbines due to the 
e.ployment of a steel in a corrodible condition 
in combination with a design unsuited for the 
material
p0178 A74-20498 
Properties of high-strength aluminum P/I products 
p0227 A74-24225 
Differentiation of corrosion damage by. the 
severity of its effects upon the resistance to 
fatigue and corrosion-fatigue disintegration of 
aircraft skin elements
p0456 A74-42792 
Effects of corrodents on the fatigue life of an 
ultra-high strength steel
p0478 A74-44538 
STRESS CYCLES 
Quality exponent method for planning and 
interpretation of results of full-scale, 
low-cycle fatigue tests 
[SAE PAPER 740218]	 p0274 A74-27501 
STRESS DISTRIBUTION 
U STRESS CONCENTRATION 
STRESS NEASURENENT 
Accelerating test stand for rotating elements of 
turbomachines
p0089 174-15930 
Residual stresses in gas turbine engine components 
from Barkhausen noise analysis 
(ISlE PAPER 74-GT-51) 	 p0272 174-27444 
The stress-endurance fatigue severity index 
concept - A method of SN data development for 
alu.inum aircraft structures 
[SAE PAPER 740386]
	 pO3lO A74-28750 
STRESS RATIO 
The use of fully stressed iteration and structural 
index in automated structural optimization 
p0124 A74-17739 
STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTH 
O CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH 
STRESS WAVE 
• Acoustic-emission detection system
p0478 A74-44928 
STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAIS 
Hethod for calculating the impellers of 
centrifugal superchargers with allowance for the 
deformation of the cover plate
p0089 A74- 15933 
STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION 
U STRESS CONCENTRATION 
STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS 
U STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRANS 
STRESS-STRAIN-TINE RELATIONS 
Buckling of rods under creep conditions 
p0391 A74-36834 
S TRES S ES 
NT AXIAL STRESS 
NT CORBINED STRESS 
NT CRITICAL LOADING 
NT RESIDUAL STRESS 
NT SHEAR STRESS 
NT TENSILE STRESS 
NT THERBAL STRESSOS 
NT TORSIONAL STRESS 
STRINGERS 
Fatigue behaviour of hat section stringer 
stiffened panels compressed in the post-buckling 
range 
[AD-773672)	 pO293 N74-20579 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
NT DYNAHIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
NT ENERGY RETNODS 
NT FLUTTER ANALYSIS 
Effects of Ti-6A1-4Y alloy metallurgical 
structures on ultrasonic response characteristics 
p0116 A74-16477
STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
Structural analysis of light aircraft using NASTRAN 
(AIAA PAPER 74-257]
	 p0130 174-18664 
Studies of an elastic wing --- aerodynamic load 
tests
p0184 174-21781 
'tructural finite element analysis aided by 
computer graphics 
[SAE PAPER 740389) 	 p0310 174-28753 
Finite element airplane cost analysis 
(SAR PAPER 740390]	 p0310 174-28754 
Reproduction of interactions between aerodynamic 
loads and deformation in the strength analysis 
of structures
p0390 174-36649 
Buckling of rods under creep conditions 
p0391 A74-36834 
Structural analysis of flexible airfield pavements 
p0392 174-37343 
Identification of structural parameters from 
helicopter dynamic test data
p0396 174-37505 
Composite structures -- special-purpose computer 
programs	 ) 
•	 p0447 A74-41262 
Idealization and determination of the inertial 
characteristics of the structure of a flight 
vehicle
p0484 174-146696 
Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the model E-2 A/B airplane 
[AD-765708]	 p0042 N74-10059 
Damage threshold determination of light malls 
submitted to single or repeated bangs, part 1 
[ISL-35/72-PT-1] 	 p0053 N74-10846 
Review of investigations on aeronautical fatigue 
in the Federal Republic of Germany, lay 1969 - 
June 1973 
(LBF-S-108]	 p0097 4174-11843 
Evaluation of APC 77 martens jtjc stainless steel 
for airframe structural applications 
[10-767597]	 p0110 4174-13263 
Structural analysis of light aircraft using NASTRIN 
p0153 N74-14594 
Blade dynamics analysis using NASTRAN --- effects 
of blade geometry, temperature gradients, and 
rotational speed
p0153 N74-14599 
Static and dynamic helicopter airframe analysis 
with NASTRAN
p0153 N74-14616 
NASTHAN data generation of helicopter fuselages 
using interactive graphics --- preprocessor 
systen for finite element analysis using IRE 
computer
p0153 N74-14621 
Eron's method: An algorithm for the eigenvalue 
analysis of large-scale structural systems 
aeronautical engineering 
[ARC-R/N-3733]	 p0257 N74-19564 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 2: Structural analysis and blade design 
[10-774836]	 p0327 N74-21668 
Dynamic responses of the structural model with 
built-up wings and a fuselage (1) 
[NAL-TR-350]	 p0.330 4174-22673 
Fracture mechanics of aircraft structures 
proceedings of conference on structural 
characteristics of aircraft components 
[AGARD-AG-176]	 p0331 N74-23413 
The application of fracture mechanics in the 
development of the DC-b fuselage --- analysis 
of the degree of damage tolerance of fuselage 
pressure shell
p0332 N74-23428 
Advanced metallic structure: Cargo fuselage 
design for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
(AD-781814]	 p0473 N74-32456 
Structural dynamic response of AH-1G wing with 
X135 weapon 
(AD-781973]	 p0491 N7'1-331468 
STRUCTURAL BEANS 
U BEANS (SUPPORTS) 
STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
military aircraft --- structural design with fiber 
reinforced composite materials
p0002 A74-10496 
Advanced flutter design techniques --- subsonic 
and SST aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 730935]
	 p0016 174-11565 
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Design and evaluation of aircraft pavements - 1971 
p0022 174-11874 
TheinfluenCe of a high velocity fluid environment 
on the static and dyna.ic stability of thin 
cylindrical sheU structures
p0072 174-13321 
Fracture iechanics aircraft structural design 
application and related research
p0078 174-14461 
Design and fabrication of a mixed composite wing box 
p0083 174-14749 
Fracture toughness and ndt requirements for 
aircraft design
p0085 174-15033 
Forgotten airport aesthetics --- architectural 
critique of terminal facilities
p0089 1714-15864 
Designing with plastic resin matrix composite 
materials --- for aircraft structures 
(DGLR PAPER 73-086]	 p0121 174-17192 
Materials for the new generation of aircraft 
p0122 174-17374 
Wing fuselage structural/concept study for a 
subsonic transport aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730886] 	 p0123 174-17533 
Application of advances in structures and 
materials to the design of the !P-17 airplane 
(SAM PAPER 730891]	 p0123 1711-175314 
The use of fully stressed iteration and structural 
index in automated structural optimization 
pO124 174-17739 
Structural materials of aeronautics and astronautics 
p0128 174-18190 
Analytical design of optimal monolithic panels 
p0130 174-18642 
An algorithm for ratio gal s...ection of the 
parameters of nonlinearly deforming thin-walled 
framework elements
pO13O 174-18645 
Application of damage tolerance technology to 
advanced metallic fighter wing structure 
(1111 'APER 74-29]	 p0132 A74-18738 
On repetitive flutter calculations in structural 
design 
(1111 PAPER 74-141]	 p0133 174-18789 
U.S. Navy development of a mission specific 
fighter helmet
p0211 174-23529 
Structural research with the aim of adapting the 
design to the materials
p0229 174-25359 
Determination of the shear stresses in spar walls 
in the design of a wing on the basis of a plate 
analogy
p0260 174-25984 
Advanced structural concepts for transport 
aircraft wings 
(1111 PAPER 744-339)	 p0263 174-26654 
Design of optimum structures to impulse type loading 
(1111 PAPER 74-345]	 p0263 174-26659 
Consolidated presentation of fatigue data for 
design applications 
[SAE PAPER 740277]	 p0274 114-27511 
Optimal aeroelastic design of an oblique wing 
structure 
(AIAA PAPER 74-349]	 p0277 174-28173 
The future of carbon fibres
p0317 174-30380 
Optimization of complex structures to satisfy 
static, dynamic and aeroelastic requirements 
-	
p0318 174-30453 
The historical development of shell research and 
design
p0374 174-35211 
VyW 614 airframe
p0375 174-35357 
Structural fabrication of metal-matrix composites 
pO379 174-35824 
Design of uniformly long-lived structures of 
minimum weight
p0381 A74-36304 
A method for weight/cost trade-off s in preliminary 
air vehicle design 
(SANE PAPER 1017)	 p0435 174-39887 
Alcor - A high altitude pressurized sailplane /2/ 
pO459 174-43471 
Aerospace sandwich materials. I --- technology, 
design and performance review
p0479 174-44989
SUBJECT IRDEX 
Composites - Standards, testing and design; 
Proceedings of the Conference, Teddington, 
Middx., England, April 8, 9, 1974
p0479 A74-45039 
Applications of advanced composites in aircraft 
structures
p0479 A7'4-45045 
Section 3: Stability, construction materials, 
construction methods
p0154 N74-14670 
Recommended design modifications to the CE-47 
forward rotor drive gearbox 
[AD-769062)	 p0162 N74-14775 
Optimisation of aircraft structures with multiple 
stiffness requirements
pO166 1174-15612 
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of 
the A 300 B aircraft structure
p0166 1174-15614 
Design and development of the gust wind tunnel at 
the National Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL-TR-335]	 p0287 1174-19891 
Pail-safe aircraft structures, volume 1 
conference 
(RAE-TR-73183-VOL-1)	 p0366 1174-26458 
Fail-safe philosophy: An introduction to the 
symposium --- design against fatigue 
pO366 1174-26460 
A unified technology plan for fatigue and fracture 
design
p0366 1174-26465 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 2 
conference 
[RAE-TR-73183-VOL-2]	 p0367 1174-26468 
Aircraft Design Integration and Optimization, 
Volume 1 --- conference on optimal design of 
aircraft and related systems 
[AGAED-CP-1 447-VOL-1 3	 p0465 1174-31458 
The role of preliminary design in reducing 
development, production and operational costs of 
aircraft systems
p0465 1174-31459 
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
Utility analysis in weight control
p0124 A74-17740 
The problem of optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
pOl26 A74-18083 
A fatigue failure crite:	 L.r iiber reinforced 
materials
pOl78 174-20478 
Plan for developir, structural criteria for 
composite airframes
p0181 174-20945 
A review of some damage tolerance design 
approaches for aircraft structurs
p0222 A74-22503 
Structural aspects of current RPV5 --- Be.otely 
Piloted Vehicles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-346)	 p0263 A74-26660 
The problem of optimum design of a wing under 
strength and aeroelastic constraints 
p0383 174-36509 
Aircraft structures designed to cost 
(AIAA PAPER 74-962)	 p0427 174-38727 
Problem of the optimal design of gas-turbine engines 
p0481 174-45408 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airfraRes. Volume 3: Bibliography --- with 
emphasis on characteristics of filamentary 
composites 
[AD-767569)	 p0105 1174-12726 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airframes, Volume 1: Evaluation 
(10-767706)	 p0147 1174-14238 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airframes. Volume 2: Current/criteria/selected 
rationale review and evaluation 
[10-7677071	 p0147 N74-14239 
Similarity requirements for aeroelastic models of 
helicopter rotors 
(ARC-CP-1245)	 p0161 1174-14767 
Design guide for the use of structural shapes in 
aircraft applications, part 1: Selection 
criteria for structural shapes and tubing. Part 
2: Manufacturing methods for structural shapes 
and tubing 
[AD-769042)	 p0190 N74-15723 
On turbulence environment and design criteria 
application of power spectral techniques for 
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analyzing gust loads at low altitudes 
p0233 N74-17734 
Design problems of military aircraft as affected 
by turbulence --- analytical prediction of pilot 
task proficiency under vibration environment 
p0234 874-17735 
Structural loads and gust criteria --- comparison 
of gust load analysis •ethods for application to 
aircraft design
p0234 N74-17739 
Development of mini.um pipe-cover requirements for 
C-5A and other aircraft loadings --- structural 
requirements for buried pipe under flexible and 
rigid runways 
[10-771174)	 p0241 1174-17963 
CB-47A design and 'Operational flight loads study 
development of structural design criteria 
for cargo and transport type helicopters 
[10-772949]	 p0251 974-18700 
Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components 
(NASA-T9-x-71944]	 p0284 974-19667 
Investigation of advanced structural concepts for 
fuselage --- application of fiber reinforced 
composite materials to fuse'lage structures 
(AD-773597]	 p0285 974-19684 
CH 54A design and operational flight loads study 
-- ccmFarison of design mission profile with 
operational mission profiles 
[10-773551]	 p0286 974-19686 
A structural design for as Externally Blown Flap 
(EBF) medium STOL research aircraft 
development of computer program for structural 
analysis 
(NASA-CR-112249] 	 p0353 874-25548 
The effect of active control systems on structural 
design criteria
p0354 974-25552 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 3: Hub, actuator, and control designs 
propellers for conventional and vertical 
takeoff aircraft 
(10-776998]	 p0360 974-25614 
Study of the single body yawed-wing aircraft concept 
(NASA-CR-137483) 	 p0405 974-27485 
Design evolution of the Boeing 2707-300 supersonic 
transport. Part 2: Design impact of handling 
gualities criteria, flight control system 
concepts, and aeroelastic effects on stability 
and control
p0465 9718-31468 
Nodern engineering methods in aircraft preliiinary 
design
p047 1 874-32425 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost weight and 
integrity. Volume 2: Criteria sensitivity study 
[AD-781811)	 p0473 874-32451 
Advanced metallic structure: Cargo fuselage 
design for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
(10-781814]	 p0473 874-32456 
Advanced metallic structure: Air superiority 
fighter wing design foE i.proved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: Naterials test program 
(10-781812) -
	 p0490 874-33460 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 2: Design data 
[AD-781807)	 p0490 N74-33462 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: Stress, fatigue and 
fracture, cost and material data 
(10-781808]	 p0490 874-33463 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Voluie 4: Baseline da.age 
tolerance evaluation 
(10-781809]	 p0490 874-33464 
Advanced metallic structures: Cargo wing design 
for improved ost, weight, and integrity 
(AD-782258]	 p0497 974-34523 
STRUCTURAl. DYNABICS 
U DYNANIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
STIUCTUIAL HGIIEERING 
A unified engineering approach to the prediction 
of aultiaxial fatigue fracture of aircraft 
structures 
(1111 PAPER 74-415]
	 p0266 174-26711
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY 
Static and dynamic helicopter airfra.e analysis 
with NASTRAN
p0153 874-14616 
STRUCTURAL FAILURE 
Accelerating test stand for rotating elements of 
-turbo.achines
p0089 A74-15930 
Fracture mechanics applications in materials 
selection, fabrication sequencing and inspection 
(AIAA PAPER 72-383)
	 p0090 A74-15968 
Risk analysis - A program management tool --- for 
environmental problems and aircraft metal fatigue 
p0182 A7'8-20987 
A review of some damage tolerance design 
approaches for aircraft structures
p0222 174-22503 
Biodegradation of materials used in the 
construction of utilitarian aircraft 
p02 19 174-22522 
Advanced Netallic Air Vehicle Structure Progra. 
(hAl PAPER 74-336]
	 p0262 174-26651 
0-0-1% - Q
. A. by objectives -- helicopter 
primary part Quality Assurance by audit scheme 
(ABS PREPRINT 851]
	 p0386 174-36597 
Fail-safe characteristics of built-up sheet 
structures 
(ICAS PAPER 74-08]
	 p0448 A74-41310 
New materials and structures --- for aircraft 
[ICAS PAPER 74-21)
	 p0449 174-41323 
Aircraft accident report: Air Iowa, Incorporated, 
Beech E18S, 931091, Davenport Iowa, 19 Apr. 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-73-18)	 p0039 974-10041 
Column failure of thin-walled compression members 
in aircraft wings as affected by wall 
imperfection and crushing 
(VTU-175]	 p0197 974-16737 
STRUCTURAL FATIGUE 
U FATIGUE (NATERIALS) 
STRUCTURAL EATEBIALS 
O CONSTRUCTION BATERIALS 
STRUCTURAL NENBERS 
NT BEANS (SUPPORTS) 
NT BOX BEANS 
NT CIRCULAR PLATES 
NT COLUENS (SUPPORTS) 
NT ELASTIC PLATES 
NT FLAT PLATES 
NT LONGERONS 
NT ORTBOTROPIC PLATES 
NT PERFORATED PLATES -' 
NT PLATES (STRUCTURAL NEBBERS) 
NT RECTANGULAR BEANS 
NT REINFORCED PLATES 
NT SKIN (STNUCTURAL BENBER) 
NT STRINGERS 
NT WING PANELS 
The state of application of composite materials in 
aeronautics
p0072 A74-13364 
The testing of jet engines, chapters 5 and 6 
test stand structure 
[AD-768492]	 p0166 974-15467 
Fatigue of composite structures: Experience 
gained in the design of CPRP structures for 
helicopters
p0368 N74-26479 
Limit criteria for low cost airfra.e concepts 
(AD-777572]	 p0369 974-26489 
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY 
Service evaluation of aircraft co.posite 
structural components
p0084 174-14774 
Cost effective composite structures -- fiber 
reinforced helicopter rotor blade design and 
fabrication 
-	 p0084 174-14778 
Advanced composite lattice structure for improved 
structural integrity 
(AIAA PAPER 74-357)
	 p0264 A718-26667 
Black-box philosophy in reliability of aircraft 
structures --- stochastic hypothesis on fatigue 
damage under random loads
p0279 A74-28432 
Composite rnaterial geodesic structures - A 
structural-concept for increased helicopter 
rotor blade survivability 
(ABS PREPRINT 884)
	 p0387 A74-36613 
ftagnesium-yttrium alloys, scale-up and evaluation 
(AD-771039]	 p0242 N74-18183 
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STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY 
An overview of US Army helicopter structures 
reliability and maintainability 
[AGARD-R-613]	 p0249 874-18682 
Nondestructive holographic techniques for 
structures inspection --- in large aircraft 
(10-7714758]
	
p0303 874-21105 
Aircraft fatigue and structural integrity in the 
Royal Air Force from a maintenance engineering 
viewpoint
p0367 874-26474 
STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY 
U STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for the solution 
of the panel flutter problem of nosecones and 
conical shell structures
p0031 174-12804 
Helicopter safety --- design for catastrophic 
failure prevention and safe emergency landing 
p0211 A14-235141 
Observable changes of load sample function due to 
structural elasticity
p0321 A74-31745 
Practical design of minimum weight aircraft 
structures for strength and flutter requirenents 
[AIAA PAPER 74-986]	 p0429 174-38743-
The interaction of local and overall buckling of 
thin-walled structures 
(ICAS PAPER 111-07)	 p0448 A74-41309 
Damage threshold determination of light walls 
submitted to single or repeated bangs, part 1 
[ISL-35/72-PT-1]	 p0053 R74-10846 
Restraint procedures for cargo loaded in vehicles 
to be air transported 
(AD-768172]	 p0146 814-13954 
Structural analysis of light aircraft using NASTRAN 
p0153 814-14594 
Section 3: Stability, construction materials, 
construction methods
p0154 874-14670 
Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components 
(NASA-T8-X-71944]	 p0284 874-19667 
Determination of the forces in the kinematic pairs 
of a landing gear •echanism 
(AD-773877]	 p0285 874-19678 
Investigation of advanced structural concepts for 
fuselage --- application of fiber reinforced 
composite materials to fuselage structures 
[AD-713597]	 p0285 874-19684 
The application of fracture mechanics in the 
developaent of the DC-b fuselage -- analysis 
of the degree of damage tolerance of fuselage 
pressure shell
p0332 874-23428 
The strength and rigidity of structures at high 
aircraft velocities 
(AD-776743]	 p0359 874-25610 
STRUCTURAL STRAIN 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kinematic constraint between the total strain 
and aileron deflection
p0482 A74-145473 
An improved exceedance theory for combined random 
stresses with application to aircraft gust 
response
p0152 874-14569 
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION 
NT BENDING VIBRATION 
NT FLUTTER 
NT PANEL FLUTTER 
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
NT TORSIONAL VIBRATION 
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTER 
Nodalization applied to helicopters --- vibration 
isolation 
(SAE PAPER 730893]	 p0019 174-11596 
Control of helicopter vibration using the dynamic 
autiresonant vibration isolator 
[SIB PAPER 730892]	 p0019 174-11597 
Experi.ental investigation of the vibrations of a 
gas-turbine engine rotor
p0023 174-12012 
Aircraft noise induced vibration in fifteen 
residences near Seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport
pOOl3 174-13770
SUBJECT INDEX 
Evaluation of the helicopter as a ca.era platform 
p0078 A74-14480 
A study of the combined vibrations of the 
disk-blade system of a turboprop engine turbine 
wheel
p0126 A74-18088 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0128 A14-18271 
Calculation of the dynamic characteristics of a 
helicopter structure by the method of branch modes 
p0129 A74-18291 
Analysis of three-dimensional unsteady flow around 
oscillating wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-184]	 p0135 A74-18838 
Dynamic stability of sweptback aircraft wings 
under the action of variable aerodynamic forces 
p0185 174-22225 
Coupled vibrations in turbo.achines and 
gas-turbine engines --- Russian book 
p0221 A74-22665 
Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of cascades 
of arbitrary profiles vibrating in the potential 
flow of an incompressible fluid
p0222 A74-24378 
Aircraft on-board equipment for dyna.ic 
measurements with piezoelectric sensors 
p0270 174-27293 
Nathematical simulation of a vibrating light 
aircraft piston engine and correlation with 
engine flight test data 
(SAN PAPER 740383] 	 p0310 A74-28748 
Balancing of vibration measure.entS of a 
continuous •echanical system - Application to 
the direct measurement of generalized 
coordinates of an airplane in flight 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1378]	 p0314 A74-29860 
Control of an elastic aircraft
p0314 A74-30073 
Rando. vibration of aircraft undercarriages with 
nonlinear characteristics
p0321 A74-31705 
Holographic ti.e-average vibration study of a 
structure dyna.ic model of an airplane fin 
p03"0 1711-33179 
Some problems of the multi-point excitation 
technique in the experimental study of the 
vibrations of elastic structures
P0390 A74-36803 
Hingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0396 A74-37507 
Stability characteristics of skewed wing aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-772]	 p0399 174-37797 
Influence of unsteady-state conditions on the 
magnitude of aerodynamic forces in a cascade 
p0482 174-45927 
Users manual for STICN (the STodola in-core 
matrix) : An in-core matrix operations computer 
program 
(AD-770999]	 p02"0 874-17921 
CH-53 A flexible frame vibration analysis/test 
correlation 
(AD-172569]	 p0252 874-18711 
Vibration amplitudes produced in st. David's 
Cathedral by Concorde sonic bangs 
(ARC-R/N-3736]	 p0257 874-19565 
Current structural vibration proble.s associated 
with noise
p033O 874-22668 
Optimization of a vibration generator in 
conditions of external excitation
p0332 874-23519 
Apparatus for the qualification of very low 
frequency vibration exciters --- replacing 
aircraft structure excited by turbulence 
p0332 874-23520 
A correlation study of in-flight vibration 
measurements for patrol-type aircraft 
[10-777668]	 P°369 N74-2649O 
Prediction of gear-mesh-induced high-frequency 
vibration spectra in geared power trains 
[AD-777496]	 p0369 874-261193 
The prediction of the variation of modes following 
modification to a structure
p0419 874-29358 
STRUCTURAl. WEIGHT 
Commercial aircraft --- weight reduction by 
composite materials 
A-304
SUBJECT IIDEX
p0002 A74-10495 
VTOL aircraft -- fibrous composites for 
structural weight reduction
p0002 A74-10497 
Wing shear material	 structural weight formulas 
p0008 A74-11175 
An integrated approach to structural weight 
estimation 
(SAE PAPER 730936]	 p0016 A74-11564 
Advanced structural materials application for 
high-subsonic-speed transports 
(SAE PAPER 730887]	 p0019 A74-11601 
Transport vehicles - Weights and loads 
CoR.ercjal aircraft
p0029 A74-12442 
Hanufacturing exercise involved in the redesign of 
the Hawker Siddeley Trident /tri-jet/ fuselage 
p0115 A74-16445 
B-i cost/weight trade methodology
p0115 A74-16447 
Titanium - The bridge to composites --- for light 
weight/high performance aircraft
p0116 A74-16451 
Buckling loads and minimum weight of compressed 
curved ribbed aluminum alloy panels
p0118 A7'4-16822 
An approach toward optimizing material cost and 
part function in advanced powerplants 
(SAE PAPER 730909]	 p0123 A7'4-17535 
Utility analysis in weight control
p0124 A74-17740 
Suitability of using titanium pipelines in the 
hydraulic systems of turbine engines 
p0126 A74-18090 
Determination of the basic parameters of light 
helicopters on the basis of the treatment and 
analysis of statistical data
p0131 A74-18694 
The development and evaluation of 
weight-estimation formulas for aircraft design 
with the aid of methods of mathematical 
statistics and probability calculus --- Gersan 
book
p0175 A74-20049 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - With low fuel consumption 
over a widä power range the TF34-GE2 has high 
thrust to weight
p0222 A14-23839 
Advanced composite materials - Solution to 
problems of Structure weight reduction 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1313]	 p0228 A74-24315 
Air Superiority Tighter wing structure design for 
improved cost, weight and integrity 
(AIAA PAPER 74-337]
	 p0262 A74-26652 
A comparison of two types of Structural 
optimization procedures for satisfying flutter 
req uirelents 
(AIAA PAPER 74-405]
	 p0266 A74-26704 
Low-weight, impact-resistant helicopter drive shafts 
p0348 A74-34919 
Design of uniformly long-lived structures of 
•inimu. weight
p0381 A74-36304 
Hybrid aircraft for heavy lift --- combined 
helicopter and lighter-than-air elements 
(AHS PEEPRINT 814)
	 p0389 A74-36623 
Resolution of a conflict between weight and 
component resistance in an aircraft
p0398 A714-37652 
Practical design of minimum weight aircraft 
structures for strength and flutter requirements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-986)
	 pO429 A74-38743 
Weight control and how we look at it --- in 
aircraft design and production 
(SANE PAPER 10014]	 p0435 A74-39878 
The C-S weight control program and its influence 
on structural efficiency 
(SANE PAPER 1008)	 p0435 A74-39880 
'SWEEP' - An interdisciplinary approach to a 
structure weight estimating program 
(SANE PAPER 1016]
	 p0435 A74-39886 
Fuselage basic shell weight prediction 
(SANE PAPER 1019)
	 p0435 A714-39889 
ESU Ronoplane - A testbed for ultralight vehicle 
development 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1033)	 p0455 A74-42047 
SUBCIRCOITS 
U CIRCUITS
SUBSONIC PLOW 
SUBCRITICAL PLOW 
A streamline curvature method for design of 
supercritical and subcritical airfoils 
(NASA-TN-0-77701	 p0470 874-32416 
Survey of aircraft subcritical flight flutter 
testing methods 
(NASA-CB-132479]	 0'494 874-34468 
SUBLATTICES 
U LATTICES (RATBEHATICS) 
SUBNEBGEO BODIES 
Far-field wake-vortex characteristics of wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-505]
	 p0339 A74-33104e 
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT 
Advanced flutter design techniques --- subsonic 
and SST aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730935)
	 p0016 A74-11565 
Advanced structural materials application for 
high-subsonic-speed transports 
(SAE PAPER 730887]
	 p0019 A74-11601 
Wing fuselage structural/concept study for a 
subsonic transport aircraft 
(SAB PAPER 730886)
	 pO123 A74-17533 
Fixed wing aircraft
p0127 A74-18176 
Investigations concerning wing-fuselage 
interference in the case of subsonic velocity) 
p0136 A74-18897 
Comment on 'A finite-element method for 
calculating aerodynamic coefficients of a 
subsonic airplane'
p0343 A74-33815 
Noise - Future targets --- subsonic aircraft noise 
reduction
p0381 A14-36318 
Sources of unsteady flow in subsonic aircraft inlets 
p0398 A74-37549 
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections 
p0430 A74-388448 
Dynamic flow distortion in subsonic air inlets 
p0437 A74-39987 
Noise of advanced subsonic air transport systems 
p0438 A7'4-40090 
Advanced material applications to subsonic 
transport aviation 
(ICAS PAPER 74-22)
	 p0449 A74-41324 
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of ejectors 
for engine-under-the-wing concepts 
(AIAA PAPER 74-950]
	 p0452 A74-41655 
Hotorless flight research, 1972 --- glider design, 
airframes, and soaring flight developments 
(NASA-CR-2315]	 p0041 N714-10051 
An initial step: A demonstration project 
promoting subsonic, hydrogen-fueled aircraft 
p0068 874-11747 
SUBSONIC FLOW 
An experimental study of subsonic jet noise and 
comparison with theory
p0002 A74-10271 
Hixing of multiple dilution jets with a hot 
primary airstream for gas turbine combustors 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1249)
	 p0009 A74-11270 
A semi-empirical method for predicting subsonic 
diffuser performance 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1272)
	 p0010 A714-11285 
Dynamic relaxation solution of three dimensional 
subsonic compressible oscillatory flow 
p0014 A74-11428 
Recovery characteristics of a single-shielded

self-aspirating thermocouple probe at low 
pressure levels and subsonic speeds
pOO21 A74-12280 
Calculation of separated flows at subsonic and 
transonic speeds
p0118 A74-16965 
Integral equation method for calculation of 
subsonic flow past airfoils in a ventilated wind 
tunnel - Comparison with NAB high Reynolds 
number measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-83)
	 p0133 A74-18764 
Application of an improved unified 
subsonic-supersonic potential flow method for 
the aerodynamic analysis of aircraft 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-186)
	 p0135 A74-18841 
Subsonic potential aerodynamics for complex 
configurations - A general theory
p0177 A74-20280 
Compressibility effects in unsteady thin-airfoil 
theory 
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SUBSOIIC PLOTTER
p0177 114-20298 
The high subsonic flow around a two-dimensional 
aerofoil with a trailing edge control surface 
p0182 174-21104 
Fluctuating forces appropriate for the calculation 
of discrete frequency noise generation in 
subsonic turbo.acbines
p0204 174-23108 
Lift and •oment for arbitrary power-law upwash in 
oscillating subsonic unsteady thin-airfoil theory 
p0.204 174-23227 
Theoretical solution of high subsonic flow past 
tvo-di.ensional cascades of airfoils 
(ASBE PAPEE 74-GT-91) 	 p0273 174-27474 
Application of unsteady lifting surface theory to 
propellers in forward flight 
(lIlA PAPER 74-419)	 p0276 174-28169 
Subsonic blocking in double-flow nozzles 
p0311 174-29310 
Subsonic flow into a downstream facing inlet 
p0317 174-30401 
Nonlinear prediction of the aerodyna.ic loads on 
lifting surfaces 
(kIll PAPER 74-503]	 p0338 A74-33103 
The calculation of subsonic and transonic 
turbulent boundary layers on an infinite yawed 
airfoil 
(1111 PAPEB 74-557]	 p0344 A74-34320 
Beat transfer effects on a delta wing in subsonic 
flow
-	
p0381 174-36240 
A tile-saving method for calculating subsonic 
flows at airfoils
p0384 174-36559 
Method of calculating the nonstationary 
aerodynamic loads on a thin wing of finite 
aspect ratio undergoing elastic harmonic 
vibrations in subsonic flow
p0390 174-36815 
Boise due to jet lotion caused by internal 
unsteadiness --- subsonic nozzle flow 
p0398 A74-37550 
The jet density exponent issue for the noise of 
heated subsonic jets
p0422 174-38393 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on a 
conventional wing section over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers and up to high subsonic 
free-stream speeds 
(ICAS PAPER 714-04)	 p0447 A74-41306 
Numerical conputations of wake vortices behind 
lifting surfaces 
(ICAS PAPER 74-28)	 p0449 174-41330 
A two-dimensional aerofoil with a control surface 
oscillating at low frequency in high subsonic flow 
p01456 174-42694 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for oblique 
blade-gust interaction in compressible flow 
p0477 A74-44406 
On lifting wings with parabolic tips
p0478 174-44930 
An experimental investigation of an acoustic 
method for measuring gas mass flow 
(AD-766419]	 p0046 174-10340 
calculation of instationary pressure distributions 
and generalized aerodynamic forces with the 
doublet-lattice method --- on thin wings 
oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow 
(BLR-TB-72037-U]	 p0054 174-10906 
Calculation of the displacenent effect in 
two-dimensional subsonic attached flow around 
aerofoils. Examples of calculations using 
measured displacement thicknesses 
(NLR-TR-72116-U] 	 p0195 174-16707 
Interfering lifting surfaces in unsteady subsonic 
flow: comparison between theory and experiment 
(AGIRD-R-614]	 p0246 174-18654 
Dovnwash-velocity potential method for oscillating 
surfaces using aerodynamic elements in subsonic 
and supersonic flows
p0281 174-19638 
An analytical study of the effects of jets located 
more than one jet diameter above a wing at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASATMX-71965)	 p0353 174-25533 
Subsonic annular wing theory with application to 
flow about nacelles 
[NASA-TN-D-7630)	 p0470 174-32414
SUB.31CT IIDSI 
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex 
interaction problem 
(NASA-CR-2421)	 p0488 174-33433 
SOBSOUIC PLOTTER 
A direct method for calculating flutter speeds 
(1111 PAPER 74-270)	 p0131 174-18675 
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by the 
aeroelastic vibrations of a jet engine in a pod 
(ONERA. TP NO. 1424) 	 p0483 174-46596 
SUBSONIC SPEED 
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
a wing system moving at subsonic speed near land 
or smooth water surface
p0131 174-18681 
Noise and wake structure •easure.ents in l 
subsonic tip speed fan 
(NASA-CB-2323)	 p0036 174-10020 
Au investigation of a nonplanar vortex lattice 
method for wing calculations 
(CRANFIELD-AEBO--11]	 p0037 174-10023 
Coaputation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
a rectangular wing with plates moving at low 
subsonic speed near a screen 
(JPRS-60353]	 p0039 N74-10036 
Research on aircraft dyna.ics for subsonic flight 
(AD-765657]	 p0042 174-10061 
A survey of drag prediction techniques applicable 
to subsonic and rausonic aircraft design 
p0155 174-14711 
Besearch on aircraft dynamics for subsonic flight 
(AD-170540]	 p0197 174-16738 
A computer program for the prediction of 
aerodyna.ic characteristics of wing-body-tail 
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds. 
part 2 
(FFA-AU-635-PT-2]	 p0294 174-20636 
Process and device for adaptation of sharp leading 
edge airfoils to any speed, subsonic or supersonic 
(NASA-TT-F-15569)	 p0323 174-21631 
Flight Reynolds number effects on a contoured 
boattail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TB-X-3053)	 p0323 174-21639 
Aircraft lift and drag prediction and measurement 
p0364 174-26449 
Appraisal of wing aerodyua.ic design methods for 
subsonic flight speed
p0365 174-26451 
A digital calculation of the response of a piloted 
subsonic jet-transport airplane to severe 
vertical gusts
p0412 174-28498 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonic 
range 
(NASA-TT-P-15803)	 p0416 174-28522 
Three coaputer programmes to calculate the steady 
or unsteady subsonic characteristics of lifting 
surfaces in ground effect 
(ATN-7401)	 p01441 174-29368 
Use of a pitot-static probe for determining wing 
section drag in flight at Bach numbers from 0.5 
to approximately 1.0 
(NASA-TM-X-56025]	 p0441 174-29370 
Flutter analysis of swept-wing subsonic aircraft 
with parameter studies of composite wings 
(NASA-TN-D-7539]	 p0469 174-32356 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil 
sections with rounded trailing edges in forward 
and reverse flow 
(NASA-TBX-3060]	 pO481 174-33430 
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of the high 
lift capability of a circulation control wing on 
a 1/5-scale T-2C aircraft model 
(AD-7818563	 p0491 174-33466 
Method for predicting the pressure distribution on 
swept wings with subsonic attached flow 
(ESDU-73012] -	 p0492 174-34446 
Extension of leading-edge-suction analogy to wings 
with separated flow around the side edges at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TR-R-428]	 p0493 174-34459 
SUBSONIC lIED TUNNELS 
Aspects of large-scale, subsonic, wind-tunnel 
design for propulsion noise research 
(kIll PAPER 73-1279]	 p0011 A74-11291 
Integral equation method for calculation of 
subsonic flow past airfoils in a ventilated wind 
tunnel - Comparison with NAB high Reynolds 
number measurements 
(lIlA PAPER 74-83] 	 p0133 174-18764 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Some noise requirements for large subsonic 
wind-tunnels
p0216 A74-22479 
Turbulence measurements with a laser Doppler 
velocjmeter 
[AD-766781]	 p0062 1174-11129 
A method for measuring the dynamic stability Cyr 
in a subsonic wind tunnel 
[BEPT-1427]	 p0187 1174-15701 
SUBSTANCES 
U MATERIALS 
SUCTION 
Prevention of transition over a backward step by

suction --- laminar boundary layer control 
p0013 A74-11339 
Control of laminar flow past a wing in free flight 
p0086 174-15567 
The three-dimensional, boundary layer in the 
vicinity of the stagnation line of a swept wing 
in the case of nonuniform suction.
p0382 A74-36452 
Suction braking -- in air cushion landing system 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-968]
	 p0428 A74-38733 
SOD AVIATION AIRCRAFT 
NT ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT SA-330 HELICOPTER 
NT SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
NT SE-3160 HELICOPTER 
NT V.7-101 AIRCRAFT 
SOD AVIATION SA-330 HELICOPTER 
U S1-330 RELICOPTER 
SOD AVIATION SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
O SE-210 AIRCRAFT 
SUD AVIATION SE-3160 HELICOPTER 
U SE-3160 HELICOPTER 
SOD V.7-101 AIRCRAFT 
U V.7-101 AIRCRAFT 
SULFATES 
Hot corrosion of metals, alloys and ceramics 
(AD-769340]	 p0191 1174-15829 
SULFIDES 
NT POLYSULFIDES 
SULFUR CONPOUNDS 
NT POLYSULFIDES 
NT SULFATES 
SUNIABIES 
Stichting National Aerospace Laboratory, review 
for the year 1972
p0053 N74-10891 
Aircraft accident report: Brief format, US-civil 
aviation, issue no, 3 of 1973 accidents 
compilation of selected aircraft accident reports 
(NTSB-BA-74-1 J
	
p0297 N74-20664 
SU PB N ALLOY S 
U HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS 
SUPENCAVITATING FLOW 
The state of development of axial pumps with 
supercavitating cascades
p0178 A74-20325 
SUPERCAVITATION 
U SUPERCAVITATING FLOW 
S U PB NC HA BC ENS 
Method for calculating the impellers of 
centrifugal superchargers with allowance for the 
deformation of the cover plate
p0089 A74-15933 
Fuel system requirements for light aircraft 
turbocharged reciprocating engines 
(SAE PAPER 740382]
	 p0309 A74-28747 
The aircraft engine M-14V26 --- Russian book 
p0480 A74-45269 
SUPBBCHABGING 
U SUPERCHARGERS 
SUPERCRITICAL PLOW 
A method of designing supercritical lift profiles 
(DGLR PAPER,73-081]	 p0120 A74-17187 
Example of aerodynamic instability under 
supercritical conditions about profiles 
p0223 A74-25319 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigation 
of the shockless lifting airfoil no. 1 
aerodynamic characteristics of off-design 
configurations at several Mach numbers 
[AD-772727]	 p0247 1174-18668 
SUPBRCNITICIL WINGS 
Transonic Aircraft Technology /TACT/ program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-620]
	 p0376 A74-35387
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
Review of NASA supercritjca]. airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 7410]
	 p0448 A74-41312 
Transonic lift augmentation of two-dimensional 
supercritical aerofoils by means of aft camber, 
slot blowing and jet flaps, in high Reynolds 
number flow 
(ICAS PAPER 74-11]	 p0448 A74-41313 
Viscous effects in transonic flow past airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 74-19]	 p0448 A74-41321 
Additional three-dimensional boundary-layer 
computations for a finite swept wing 
(NASA-CR-132335]	 p0038 N74-10029 
Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-CP-124]	 p0155 N74-14709 
Drag of supercritical airfoils in transonic flow 
comparison with conventional airfoil drag 
coefficients
p0156 N74-14719 
Extraction from flight data of longitudinal 
aerodynamic coefficients for F-8 aircraft with 
supercritical wing 
(NASA-TN-D-7470]	 p0325 N74-21653 
A streamline curvature method for design of 
supercritical and subcritical airfoils 
(NASA-TN-D-7770]	 p0470 N7'4-32416 
SUPERHIGH FBEQUENCIES 
Microelectronic phase shifters in I and Q bands 
[BLL-PO-2988- (9022.81) ]
	
p0192 N74-15906 
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
NT HOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-iS AIRCRAFT 
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT 
NT SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT 
NT SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
NT TU-144 AIRCRAFT 
NT V.7-101 AIRCRAFT 
The technical evolution of aircraft
p0006 A74-11092 
Aircraft engines - Progress made in France over 
ten years, and possibilities for the ten years 
to come
p0006 A74-11093 
Some stability and control aspects of 
airframe/propulsion system interactions on the 
YF-12 airplane 
(ASME PAPER 73-W&/AERO-4]	 p0071 A74-13246 
Calculation method for the supersonic spanwise 
twisted rectangular wings
p0088 A74-15820 
Transonic transport wings - oblique or swept 
p01 19 A74-17048 
Aircraft symmetric flight optimization 
gradient techniques for supersonic aircraft 
control
p0209 A74-23091 
Influence of heat on crack propagation and 
residual strength and its relation to the 
supersonic aircraft fatigue problem
p0229 A74-241$23 
Research instrumentation requirements for 
flight/wind-tunnel tests of the YF-12 propulsion 
system and related flight experience 
p0277 A74-28285 
Instrumentation for in-flight determination of 
steady-state and dynamic inlet perfor.ance in 
supersonic aircraft
p0277 A74-28286 
Minimum time and minimum fuel flight path 
sensitivity
p0342 A74-33811 
Sonic boom of supersonic aircraft
	 - 
p0343 A74-34208 
Cooperative airframe/propulsion control for 
supersonic cruise aircraft-
(SAE PAPER 740478]
	 p0351 A74-31&998 
Experimental investigation of optimal fuselage 
nose parts for supersonic passenger aircraft 
-	 .	 p0382 A74-36451 
Turbulence studies on a high-altitude sounding 
aircraft	 - 
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SUPERSONIC AIRPOII.S
p0392 A74-37234 
Application of parameter optimization methods to 
trajectory optimization 
(AIAA PAPER 74-825]	 p0400 A74-37829 
Conceptual design of a lift fan plus lift/cruise 
fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-969]	 p0428 A74-38734 
Aerodyna.ic design of airfoil sections 
pO•43O A74-38888 
3-0 energy •anagement for supersonic aircraft 
p0432 A74-39472 
A study of high temperature fuels and lubricants 
on supersonic aircraft/engine system performance 
(SAN PAPER 740473]	 pO433 A74-39648 
Sonic boom research at UTIAS
p0483 A74-46239 
Description of six degree of freedom rigid 
aircraft mathematical models --- numerical 
analysis of flight dynamics of high speed aircraft 
(WRE-TN-901 (WR/D) ]
	
p0187 074-15702 
Prediction of supersonic aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0365 074-26450 
Single wing supersonic aircraft -- with pivotal 
attachment of airfoil 
(NASA-CASE-ARC 10470-3] 	 p0445 074-30414 
Advanced supersonic technology 
[GPO-39-784]	 p0494 074-34473 
Adaptive control techniques without perturbation 
for systems with inaccessible state variables 
with application to a supersonic aircraft air 
inlet control system
pO499 074-34668 
Cold-flow performance of several variations of a 
ra.-air-cooled plug nozzle for supersonic-cruise 
aircraft 
(NASA-TM-X-3110)	 p0500 074-35203 
SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS 
On the flow field of a rapidly oscillating airfoil 
in a supersonic flow
pO26l A74-26960 
The torsional flutter characteristics of a 
cantilevered airfoil cascade in a supersonic 
inlet flow field with a subsonic axial component 
(AIAA PAPER 74-530]	 p0339 A7'4-33127 
Transonic shock-free aerofoil design by an 
analytic hodograph method 
[AIAA PAPER 74-539]	 p0339 A74-33136 
Calculation of the surface of a minimum-drag wing 
with a shock-free leading edge
p0390 A74-36818 
A program for computing the pressure distribution 
and aerodynamic coefficients for cambered thin 
supersonic wings of arbitrary planfor. with 
subsonic leading edges 
[AD-772952]	 p0251 074-18701 
SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS 
oini.izing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
co.pression inlet 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1270) 	 p0030 a74-12497 
Investigation of heat transfer at the surface of a 
two-step wedge in supersonic flow
pool0 A74-13188 
A method of designing supercritical lift profiles 
(DOLE PAPER 73-081]	 p0120 A74-17187 
SUPERSONIC CONBUSTIOI 
External burning assisted projectile - Theory and 
experiment 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1193]	 p0009 A74-11234 
Supersonic mixing and combustion studies of ducted 
hydrogen-air flows at an inlet air Each nu.ber 
of 2.6 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1320] 	 p0012 A74-11313 
Supersonic combustion of hydrogen injected 
perpendicular to a ducted vitiated airstream 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1322] 	 p0012 A74-11314 
Flow of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures around blunted 
bodies •oving at high velocity
p0186 A74-22304 
Reaction modes occurring at detonation of 
explosive gas mixture due to detached shock 
front from a blunt •ockup at supersonic speeds 
(ISL-28/72]	 p0067 N74-11740 
Supersonic combustion and burning in ramjet 
co.bustors 
(AD-770061]	 p0201 074-17648 
SUPERSONIC CO5BUSTIOI RANJET ENGINES 
The jet engine design that can drastically reduce 
oxides of nitrogen
SUBJECT INDEX 
(AIAA PAPER 74-160]	 p0133 A74-18797 
Supersonic combustion ramjets
p0432 A74-39372 
Performanca of an inlet for an integrated scraajet 
concept
p0478 A74-44424 
Emission calculations for a scramjet powered 
hypersonic transport 
[NASA-T0-X-71464]	 p0100 074-12445 
Supersonic combustion and burning in rem jet 
combustors 
[AD-770061]	 p0201 074-17648 
SUPERSONIC CONIERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT 
N! BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT 
NT T0-144 AIRCRAFT 
Advanced flutter design techniques 	 subsonic 
and SST aircraft 
[SAN PAPER 730935]	 pool6 A74-11565 
SUPERSONIC CORPRESSORS 
Supersonic compressor test facility
p0129 A74-18603 
Performance of a single-stage transoflic compressor 
with a blade-tip solidity of 1.5 and comparison 
with 1.3 and 1.7 solidity stages 
[NASA-TE-X-2926)	 p0050 074-10734 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 1 
[AD-756870]	 p0052 N74-10749 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 2 
effects of vortex generators mounted on blades 
(AD-756871]	 p0052 4174-10750 
.UPERSOEIC DIFFUSERS 
Performance of conical diffusers in incompressible 
flow 
(BSDU-73024]	 p0109 074-12986 
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT 
Low cost supersonic expendable turbine engines 
tactical missile applications 
[SAN PAPER 730910)	 pOOl? A74-11583 
Sonic boom analysis for high altitude flight at 
high Each number 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1034]	 p0026 A74-12224 
waves in an elastic medium generated by a point 
source moving in an overlying fluid medium 
p0085 A74-l4928 
On the problem of rain erosion on a moving body 
flying at supersonic speed 
[DFVLR-SONDDR-349)	 p01 17 A74-16727 
Temperature, winds, and turbulence at SST flight 
levels
p0122 A74-17311 
Some features of the behavior of liquid drops 
during supersonic flight of a wedge-shaped body 
through a two-phase medium
p0312 A74-29459 
Investigation of the effect of supports on the 
bottom pressure and pitching moment of bodies of 
revolution at an angle of attack
p0312 A74-29496 
Aircraft design for flight below the sonic boo. 
speed limit
p0483 A74-46240 
A numerical study of the effects of aircraft 
manoeuvers on the focusing of sonic booms 
(AD-775095]	 p0326 074-21664 
A study of techniques for real-time, on-line 
optimum flight path control. Three dimensional 
minimum-time flight paths with two state variables 
[AD-782490]	 pO49l 074-33470 
SUPERSONIC FLOW 
Supersonic flow about slab delta wings and 
wing-body configurations
p007O A7413152 
The influence of a high velocity fluid environment 
on the static and dynamic stability of thin 
cylindrical shell structures
p0072 A74-13321 
Supersonic flow past sharp- and blunt-nosed 
conical bodies at angles of attack from 0 to 45 
deg 
(DGLR PAPER 73-080]	 p0120 A74-17186 
Experimental study of the internal noise in 
injector driven wind tunnels 
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1315]	 p0128 A74-18288 
Some specific characteristics of small gas 
turbines and the modeling problems of their wind 
tunnel testing p0131 A7418682 
Application of an improved unified 
subsonicsupersonic potential flow method for 
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the aerodyna.ic analysis of aircraft 
configurations 
(lIlA PAPER 74-186]	 p0135 174-18841 
Theoretical investigation of supersonic flow past 
oscillating cascades with subsonic leading-edge 
locus 
(1111 PAPER 74-14]	 p0135 174-18843 
Three dimensional supersonic flow field analysis 
of the B-i airplane by a finite difference 
technique and comparison with experimental data 
(AIAA PAPER 74-189]	 p0136 174-18877 
hayfield analysis for successive oblique shock 
wave-turbulent boundary-layer interactions 
p0173 174-19777 
Calculation of supersonic flow past conical bodies 
p0174 174-19935 
Numerical solution of the problem of supersonic 
gas flow over the upper surface of a delta wing 
in the expansion region
p0186 114-22283 
Sole results of an optical study of supersonic 
spatial flows
p0223 174-24396 
On the flow field of a rapidly oscillating airfoil 
in a supersonic flow
p0267 174-26960 
The aerodynamics of a turbine cascade with 
supersonic discharge and trailing edge blowing 
(ISlE PAPER 7 14-GT-120]	 p0271 174-27419 
The problem of supersonic flow past intersecting 
wings
p0307 174-28644 
Investigation of new wing shapes for hypersonic 
flight
p0311 1714-29035 
Effects of yaw on a Gothic wing at supersonic speeds 
p03'42 174-33733 
The shock adjustment concept - A new method for 
improved supersonic air data sensing 
p0346 174-34845 
Separation of a shock wave from the edge of a 
V-shaped backswept wing
p0384 174-36513 
The heat flux to a vaverider of simple 
configuration and its L/D ratio
p0384 174-36571 
Numerical method of calculating the aerodynamic 
characteristics of cambered and uncambered wings 
in supersonic flow
p0391 174-36827 
Interaction between an overexpanded gas jet and a 
flat obstacle
p0391 174-37138 
Noise due to jet motion caused by internal 
unsteadiness --- subsonic nozzle flow 
p0398 174-31550 
The effect of the Bach number on wave-drag 
optimized fuselages and profiles in the case of 
supersonic flow
pO447 114-4 1032 
A device for generating an artificial boundary 
layer in a short axial distance in a supersonic 
flow
p0452 174-41398 
A study of methods which predict supersonic flow 
fields from body geometry, distance, and Bach 
number 
(NASA-TN-D-7387]	 p0038 174-10030 
Research on the sonic boom problem. Part 2: Flow 
field measurement in wind tunnel and calculation 
of second order P-function 
(NASA-CR-2340]	 p0038 174-10031 
A study of supersonic flow past vibrating shells 
and cascades --- using linearized characteristic 
methods 
(AD-765735]	 p0046 174-10335 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 2: Numerical 
program for analysis of nozzle-exhaust flow fields 
[NASA-CR-132351]	 p0061 114-11114 
On some basic and new aspects about the drag 
problem of wings and bodies in supersonic flows 
p0155 N74-14713 
A study of the nonlinear aerodynamics of bodies in 
nouplanar motion --- nunerical analysis of 
aerodynamic force and moment systems during 
large amplitude, arbitrary motions 
(NASA-TR-N-421]	 p0158 174-114741
SUPERSONIC NOZZLES 
Analysis of the flow about delta wings with 
leading edge separation at supersonic speeds 
(NASA-CR-132358] 	 p0158 174-14745 
Dovnvash-velocity potential •ethod for oscillating 
surfaces using aerodynamic elements in subsonic 
and supersonic flows
p0281 174-19638 
SUPERSONIC FLOW INLETS 
U SUPERSONIC INLETS 
SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
Finite element analysis of supersonic panel flutter 
p0069 174-13001 
Supersonic unstalled flutter in fan rotors - 
Analytical and experimental results 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-40]	 p0272 174-27433 
Optimization of complex structures to satisfy 
static, dynamic and aeroelastic requirements 
p0318 1114-30453 
The torsional flutter characteristics of a 
cantilevered airfoil cascade in a supersonic' 
inlet flow field with a subsonic axial component 
(hAl PAPER 74-530]
	 p0339 174-33127 
Effect of geometric profile and cascade parameters 
on the critical flutter speed of a compressor 
blade packet	 ) 
p0482 A74-45934 
A study of supersonic flow past vibrating shells 
and cascades --- using linearized characteristic 
methods 
(15-765735]'	 p0046 N74-10335 
SUPERSONIC BEAT TRANSFER 
Investigation of heat transfer at the surface of a 
two-step wedge in supersonic flow
p0070 174-13188 
SUPERSONIC INLETS 
Possibilities for imprcved supersonic inlet 
performance 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1271]
	 pOOlO 174-112844 
Some design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1269)
	 p0030 174-12496 
Ninimizing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
compression inlet 
(1111 PAPER 73-1270]
	 p0030 174-12497 
Problem of adapting an intake to a turbojet engine 
for extremely high flight Nach numbers 
p0122 1714-17272 
The torsional flutter characteristics of a 
cantilevered airfoil cascade in a supersonic 
inlet flow field with a subsonic axial component 
(1111 PAPER 74-530)
	 p0339 174-33127 
A unique supersonic inlet unsteady aerodynamic 
cascade experiment 
(lIlA PAPER 74-622)
	 p0376 1714-35389 
Three-dimensional wave interactions in supersonic 
intakes
p0436 174-39980 
Nixed compression air intakes for operation at 
Nach 2.2
p0437 174-39981 
Subsonic performance data for NACA type submerged 
air intakes 
(ESDU-66029]	 p0036 174-10012 
Binimizing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
cospression inlet --- sized for TP3O-P-3 
turbofan engine at Bach 2.0 and 2.5 
(NASA-Tfl-X-71461) 	 p0045 N74-10321 
Airflow control system for supersonic inlets 
(NASA-CASE-LEN-i 1188-1)
	 p0295 174-20646 
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW 
Deck heating effects due to YTOL jet exhaust 
impingement 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1182)	 p0008 174-11227 
Realization of the power amplification effect in a 
ranjet unit by applying the principle of 
boundary layer separation
p0115 174-20069 
Subsonic blocking in double-flow nozzles 
p0311 174-29310 
A new anechoic facility for supersonic hot jet 
noise research at Lockheed-Georgia
p03 15 A74-30092 
Collection of experimental data for aircraft 
afterbody drag in the transonic and supersonic 
range and comparison with theoretical 
calculation methods 
(8NVG-FRWT-73-27)	 p0195 174-16705 
SUPERSONIC NOZZLES 
Comparison of ground and flight test results using 
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a modified P1068 aircraft 
(lILA PAPER 73-1305) 	 p0011 A74-11304 
Analysis and design of three diuensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 1: Nozzle-exhaust 
flow field analysis by a reference plane 
characteristics technique 
(NASA-CR-132350]	 p0061 11711-11113 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 2: Nuiperical 
program for analysis of nozzle-exhaust flow fields 
(NASA-CR-132351]	 p0061 1174-11114 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume 3: A design 
technique for multiple nozzle configurations 
(NASA-CR-132352) 	 p0061 1174-11115 
Analysis and design of three dimensional 
supersonic nozzles. Volume LI: Similarity laws 
for nozzle flows 
[NASA-CR-132353) 	 p0061 1174-11116 
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 
Quasi homogeneous approximations for the 
calculation of wings with curved subsonic 
leading edges flying at supersonic speeds 
(VTB-173)	 p0195 1174-16708 
A computer program for the prediction of 
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body-tail 
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds, 
part 2 
(FFAAU-635-PT-2)	 p02914 1174-20636 
Process and device for adaptation of sharp leading 
edge airfoils to any speed, subsonic or supersonic 
(NASA-TT-F-15569]	 p0323 1114-21631 
Impulsive sources of aerodynamic sound: Oral 
script of the introductory review lecture 
aircraft noise at supersonic speeds
p0329 1174-22643 
Exhaust-nozzle characterisitCS for a twin-jet 
variable-wing-sweep fighter airplane model at 
Each numbers to 2.2 
(NASA-TE-1-2941)	 p0416 1174-28524 
Aerodynamic characteristics of three slender 
sharp-edge 74 degrees swept wings at subsonic, 
transoniC, and supersonic Each numbers 
(NLSA-TN-D-7631) 	 p0463 1174-31416 
SUPERSOIIC TRANSPORTS 
NT BOEING 2107 AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT SUPERSONIC CONNEBCIAL AIR TRANSPORT 
Fatigue of supersonic transport materials using 
simulated flig ht-by-flight loading
p0004 174-10616 
Prospects for aerospace research
p0007 174-11098 
Possibilities for improved supersonic inlet 
performance 
(lIlA PAPER 73-1271) 	 p0010 174-11284 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistr y in the 
atmosphere
,:,15 174-11513 
1ST - A fifth engine for environmental consideration 
(SIR PAPER 730899]	 p0018 174-11590 
Propulsion technology advances needed for a quiet 
supersonic transport 
(SAE PAPER 730898]	 p0018 174-11591 
.Jet noise suppression systems for high-speed 
aircraft 
(SIB PAPER 730897]	 pOOl8 174-11592 
Benefits of advanced propulsion technology for the 
advanced supersonic transport 
(SIB PAPER 130896] 	 p0018 174-11593 
Development of parametricized computations for 1ST 
study engines 
(SIR PAPER 730895)	 p0018 174-11594 
Influence of noise constraints on supersonic 
transport engine design 
(LIlA PAPER 73-1295)	 p0032 174-12943 
Performance and noise aspects of supersonic 
transport
poolLI A74-13798 
Some trends in air traffic control
p0091 174-16074 
Fixed wing aircraft
p0127 A74-18176 
Aviation fuels and lubricants
p0128 174-18180 
Hydrogen - Bake-sense fuel for an American 
supersonic transport 
(LIlA PAPER 74-163)	 p0169 174-19353
SUBJECT INDEX 
Atmospheric ozone - Possible impact on 
stratospheric aviation
p0115 174-20039 
Possible effects of a fleet of supersonic 
transports on the stratospheric ozone shield 
p0176 174-20125 
The technical aspects of supersonic civil 
transport aircraft
p0260 174-25800 
Sole tunnel-wall effects on transonic flutter 
from Boeing SST model tests 
(hAl PAPER 74-406)	 p0266 174-26705 
Anglo-French collaboration - Concorde and 
supersonic transport /26th Louis BleriOt- Lecture/ 
p0274 174-27591 
Automatic detection and suppression of inlet buzz 
p0278 A14-28313 
The civil supersonic aircraft --- design, economic 
and political factors
p0310 174-28786 
S.S.T. flight-profile optimisation
p0422 174-38158 
Advanced supersonic transport design developments 
(LILA PAPER 74-987]	 p0429 174-38744 
Automatisas in supersonic transport
p0433 174-39520 
Performance problems related to installation of 
future engines in both subsonic and supersoa.'-
transport aircraft
p0436 A74-39967 
Aircraft approach - I degree of bias 
supersonic transports engine control problems 
p0458 174-43205 
Some analyses of the chemistry and diffusion of 
SST exhaust materials during phase 3 of the wake 
period -- in lower stratosphere 
(NASA-CR- 132323]	 p0053 1174-' "463 
Analysis of aeroelastic model stability 
augmentation systems --- for application to 
supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-132354)	 p0095 1174-11829 
Fatigue-test acceleration with flight-by-flight 
loading and heating to simulate 
supersonic-transport operation 
(Z1LSA-TN-D-7380]	 p0099 1174-12261 
A preliminary sensitivity analysis of the coupled 
diffusion and chemistry model --- effect of £51 
operations on ambient ozone in lower stratosphere 
(NASI-CE-132369]	 p0107 1174-12821 
Reduction of NO formations by premixing 
p0148 1174-14272 
Effect of supersonic transport upon the ozone 
layer, studied in a two-dimensional 
photochemical model with transport
p0148 1174-14278 
1 study to determine the feasibility of a low 
sonic boom supersonic transport 
[NASA-CR-2332)	 p0188 1174-15713 
Gas-phase nitrogen and methane chemistry in the 
atmosphere 
lAP-b)	 p0255 E74-19053 
Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on the 
lateral and longitudinal-stability 
characteristics of a supersonic transport model 
having a highly-swept arrow wing 
(NASA-TB--X-71936)	 p0295 1174-20652 
Redundant actuator development study --- flight 
control systems for supersonic transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114730)	 p0325 1174-21655 
Low speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/9-scale model 
of a variable-sweep advanced supersonic transport 
(NASA-TN-X-71960)	 P0365 1114-26457 
Fuel for supersonic passenger aircraft 
(AD-718801]	 p0419 1174-29207 
The feasibility of detecting a burner-can 
burn-through by means of CO, CO2, pressure, and 
air temperature levels in a jet engine nacelle 
(AD-175304)	 p0475 1174-33225 
An analysis of the impact of cabin floor angle 
restrictions on L/D for a typical supersonic 
transport 
(EASI-cR-132508]	 p0494 1174-34469 
Beasured and calculated neutron spectra and dose 
equivalent rates at high altitudes; relevance to 
551 operations and space research 
(NASA-TN-D-7715)	 p0500 1114-35219 
SUPERSONIC TURBINES 
Holographic studies of shock waves within 
transonic fan rotors 
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[ASNE PAPER 74-GT-461
	 p0272 A74-27439 
A concept for designing transonic blade cascades 
p0431 A74-38930 
Designing transonic turbine blades by the 
hodograph method
p0437 A74-40002 
SUPERSONIC VANES 
Ingestion and dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
(AIAA PAPER 74-42)
	 p0134 174-18815 
SUPERSONIC WIND. TUNNELS 
Functional tests of a cryo-cooled mass 
spectrometer ion source in a supersonic wind 
tunnel	 -
p0080 A74-14548 
Interference between a delta wing and a 
cylindrical body with a blunted nose portion at 
supersonic velocities
p0312 A7k-29493 
The model bunting arrangements in the high speed 
wind-tunnel testing
- p0478 A74-44635 
Study of condensation phendlena in the ISL laser 
wind tunnel using light diffusion 
(ISL-NT-19/72]	 p0060 874-11099 
Control of supersonic wind-tunnel noise by 
laainarization of nozzle-wail boundary layer 
(NASA-TM-I-2879]	 p0062 874-11119 
Au experimental study of -the validity of the 
heat-field concept for sonid-boom aUevjatjon 
(NASA-CR-2381)	 p0245 874-18648 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS 
NT GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
NT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
NT PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Automatic support systems for advanced 
maintainability; International Symposia., 
Arlington, Tex., November 5-7, 1973, Record 
p0014 A74-13802 
Model, support roll balance and roll coupling 
design of wind tunnel •odel support mechanism 
p0066 874-11681 
SUPPORTS 
NT PYLONS 
Ball type slave bearings for rotor support in 
dynamic balancing machines 
(SIR ARP 1202)
	
-	 p0269 A74-27262 
Investigation of the effect of supports on the 
bottom pressure and pitching moment of bodies of 
revolution at an angle of attack
p0312 174-29496 
SUPPRESSORS 
NT ECHO SUPPRESSORS 
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by 
comparison of single- and multitube suppressor 
nozzle data 
(AIAA PAPER 73-100:
	 p0006 174-11050 
Jet noise suppression systems for high-speed 
aircraft 
(SAN PAPER 730891]
	 p0018 174-11592 
Acoustical model investigations of two versions of 
an airport noise suppressor
p0340 174-33274 
SURFACE COOLING 
Estimation and optinization of the film cooling 
requirements in a gas turbine combustion chamber 
(CNANPIELD-SME-5] 	 p0152 874-14439 
SURFACE CRACKS 
Quantitative evaluation of the effect of 
mechanical processing on the effectiveness of 
penetrant inspection
p0378 A74-35669 
Signal-to-noise ratio in the inspection penetrant 
process
p0459 A74-43457 
SURFACE FIIISBIIG 
Design and development support for critical 
helicopter applications in Ti-6A1-4V alloy 
p0115 A74-16448 
In aircraft exterior coating system and surface 
pretreatant
p0125 174-17862 
The response of aircraft camouflage lacquers to 
thermal radiation. Part 2; 6000 degrees K 
radiator and 800 ft/sec air flov 
(AD-776884)	 p0361 874-26078
SURFACE GEOMETRY 
Designing aerodynamic ducts according tn -.-jn 
conditions
!?02t0 :,-.-
Interactive computer graphics applicttjQn 3± t 
hi-cubic parametric surface to enginenj 
design problems
pOl'41 ;7&--1: 
A variation of the aerodynamic shaps Of d 
which leads to a decrease in its drag 
p0383 ±7-
SURFACE INTERACTIONS 
U SURFACE REACTIONS 
SURFACE LAYERS 
Nondestructive detection of hydrides nd 
alpha-case in titanium alloys
p0116 7-3 
SURFACN NAVIGATION 
Integrated navigation in the air and on the se 
automatic systems
pC9 r.:.-. 
SURFACE PROPERTIES 
NT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
NT SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE 
NT SURFACE CRACKS 
NT SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
NT SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
Improved methods for construction anci
	 imasce 
of runway pavement surfaces 
(SAE PAPER 740498)
	 p030 .7-
The mean skin friction coeff jcj,ut	 c a 
flat plate with a turbulent tuo-fin±ot 
boundary layer in compressible adiabatic 1io:, 
with application to wedges, cylisdors us3 cc': 
(ESDU-73016]	 p0035 ! .Ii 1Q 
Ice and landing surface deaoulding: 2ep1ic 
fabrication 
(FFA-MEMO-90)	 p3O7 s7'-
SURFACE REACTIONS 
Some features of the behavior of liquit 
during supersonic flight of a sedg-shi 
through a two-phase medium
pO2 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of 54C 
aerofoil section. Including the effct o2 
upper-surface roughness simulating goat :ont (ARC-R/M-3126]	 p0231 t14-, 
A method for avoiding insect roughness oi attc-
installation of highly elastic Lbbe:-
coverings on leading edges 
(NASA-TT-F--15454) 	
.,1'3::. 
Evaluation of runway skid-resistance 
characteristics at M jnot lit Force F3dse, 
Dakota 
(AD-773403]	 p032il :'''. 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
Photographic pyrometry in an aerobal1isc iue 
aerodynamic model surface tenpera ure 
measurement
po0	 7t-S 
Effect of frictional heating on brake
	 43s:oi 
pof: .7'T-', 
SURFACE TREATMENT 
U SURFACE FINISHING 
SURFACE VEHICLES 
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
NT BOATS 
NT ROVING VEHICLES 
NT SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SHIPS 
NT TRUCKS 
AIRTRANS operational readiness test --- uirpo.:-
interterminal transportation evluatiou 
Restraint procedures for cargo loeU in
	
,ct.
to be air transported 
[AD-768172)	 pOlL,5 'n-.,
SURFACE NAVES 
Component performance and systens appJ.icito 
surface acoustic wave devices; Proceedjsg. ot 
the International Specialist Secinar, Zvie.or, 
Scotland, September 25-28, 1973
p)1lO .74-. 
Applications of surface rave devices --- i.e 
ATC and communications
p0iO 
Probleas in civil air traffic control slush 
technology may impact --- Surface Icou5tic 
devices 
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SURFACES
pOliO A74-19390 
SURFACES 
On the modes of icing of symmetrical lifting 
surfaces
p0136 A74-18987 
Flexible lifting surfaces --- in steady inviscid 
compressible floe
p0173 A74-19684 
Three-axis adjustable loading structure 
[NASA-CASE-FRC-1005ll) 	 p0110 1174-13129 
A numerical vortex box technique for calculations 
in lifting surface theory
p0264 1174-18642 
The dyadic diffraction coefficient for a curved edge 
[NASA-CR-2401]	 p0417 1174-28710 
SURVEILLANCE 
AEBOSAT overview --- aeronautical satellites for 
oceanic ATC
p0024 174-12189 
The effect of interfering signals on the 
performance of angle of arrival estimates 
p0174 A74-19908 
SURVEILLANCE RADAR 
Radar - Present and future; Proceedings of the 
International Conference. London. England. 
October 23-25, 1973
p0027 A74-12355 
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC 
operational problems
p0027 A74-12357 
New developments in secondary surveillance radar 
design inprovements for ATC
p0028 174-12358 
Equipment for suppressing reflected secondary 
radar signals - ATC surveillance radar system 
design
p0028 A74-12359 
The improvement in performance of an S-hand 
surveillance radar operating in conditions of 
rain clutter
p0028 174-12396 
The future of secondary surveillance radar in air 
traffic control
p0078 174-14499 
The reduction of garbling in secondary 
surveillance radar
p0170 A74-19391 
The discrete address beacon system - Development. 
transition, and introduction
p0220 A74-22683 
A discrete address beacon system -- digital 
surveillance radar for ATC
p0221 A74-23785 
A synchronized Discrete Address Beacon System 
for ATC surveillance
p0221 174-23786 
The effects of relative source strength and 
signal-to-noise ratio on angular resolution of 
antennas
p0373 A74-35132 
SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT 
Survival and Flight Equipment Association. Annual 
SymposiUm. 11th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 7-11, 
1973, Proceedings
p0210 A74-23526 
Helmets and head protection in USA? ejections 
1968-1 972
p0210 A74-23528 
Explosive canopy severance --- feasibilities of 
ejection through different canopy materials 
p0214 174-23531 
Underwater escape from helicopters --- water 
actuated lap belts for crew safety
p0211 A74-23535 
Sea trials on inflatable flotation and survival gear 
p0211 174-23536 
Survival radio performance tests
p0215 174-23538 
Advanced aircraft oxygen syste.s --- design 
flexibility cost effectiveness and applications 
p0212 A74-23544 
Integrated logistics support and acquisition 
management /ILS-AM/ panel for aviation-crew 
systems equipment changes
p0222 174-23549 
A new approach to the design of quick release 
boxes for single point parachute harnesses 
p0212 A74-23552
SUBJECT INDEX 
Emergency Evacuation and Survival Equipment 
Deployment for transport-aircraft /EESED/ 
p0214 174-23554 
Recovery system for an advanced performance 
ejection seat
p0214 A74-23555 
SUSPENDING (BANGING) 
NT MAGNETIC SUSPENSION 
SWEEP ANGLE 
Experimental investigations of strongly Swept 
turbine cascades with low speed floe 
p0280 174-28457 
SWEPT FORWARD WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
SWEPT WINGS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT SVEPTBACK WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
The calculation of the buffeting limits of swept 
wings --- transonic floe regime
p0005 174-10985 
Relaxation methods for transonic flow about 
wing-cylinder combinations and lifting swept wings 
p0118 174-16951 
Transonic transport wings - Oblique or swept 
p0119 174-17048 
Influence of boundary layer blowing on the 
low-speed aerodynamic performance of a 45 degree 
swept-wing airplane 
(lIlA PAPER 74-269]	 P0131 174-18674 
Attachment-line flow on an infinite swept wing 
p0177 174-20293 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonic 
range
p0223 A74-25310 
Influence of static aeroelasticity on oblique 
winged aircraft
p0317 A74-30399 
The three-dimensional boundary layer in the 
vicinity of the stagnation line of a swept wing 
in the case of nonuniform suction
p0382 A74-36452 
Calculation of the loads and strains on a swept 
wing with mechanical analog devices
p0390 174-36804 
Effects of Reynolds number on swept-wing-body
configurations with high lift devices at 
transonic speeds 
(ICAS PAPER 74-051
	
p0447 A74-41307 
Analysis of viscous flow over swept wings 
(ICAS PAPER 74-20]	 p0449 174-41322 
Effect of upper-surface blowing on static 
longitudinal stability of a swept wing 
p0477 A74-44419 
Integral equation solutions for simply supported 
polygonal plates 
-	
p0483 A74-46071 
Exploratory investigation at Mach numbers from 
0.40 to 0.95 of the effects of jets blown over a 
wing 
(NASA-TN-D-7367]	 p0036 1174-10014 
Additional three-dimensional boundary-layer 
computations for a finite swept wing 
(NASA-C8-132335]	 p0038 N74-10029 
Aerodyna•ic characteristics of a large-scale model 
with a swept wing and a jet flap having an 
expandable duct 
(NASA-TM--X-62281]	 p0095 1174-11826 
Measurements in a three dimensional incompressible 
turbulent boundary layer in an adverse pressure 
gradient under infinite swept wing conditions 
(NLR-TR-72092-O]	 p0109 1174-12995 
Calculation of the induced velocity field on and 
off the wing plane for a swept wing with given 
load distribution 
(ARC-R/M-3725]	 p0161 1174-14766 
Swept wing-body combination at subsonic speeds 
fuselage loads and pressure distributions for a 
swept wing-body co.bination at sursonic speeds 
(ARA-34]	 p0245 1174-18649 
Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection Ofl the 
lateral and longitudinal-stability 
characteristics of a supersonic transport model 
having a highly-swept arrow wing 
(NASA-TM-X-71936]	 p0295 1174-20652 
Free-flight wind tunnel investigation of a 
four-engine sweptwing upper-surface blown 
transport configuration 
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(NASA-TB-I-719321	 p0296 N74-20656 
An analytical study of the effects of jets located 
more than one jet diameter above a wing at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TNX-71965)	 p0353 874-25533 
The passage of an infinite swept airfoil through 
an oblique gust --- approximate solution for 
aerodynamic response 
(NASA-CR-2395]	 p0363 874-26425 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonic 
range 
(NASA-TT-F-15803)	 p0416 874-28522 
Effect of spanwise blowing on leading-edge vortex 
bursting of a highly swept aspect ratio 1.18 
delta wing 
(NASA-TE-x-719873	 p0441 874-29367 
Aerodynamic characteristics of three slender 
sharp-edge 74 degrees swept wings at subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic Each numbers 
[NASA-TN-D-7631)	 p0463 874-31416 
Flutter analysis of swept-wing subsonic aircraft 
with parameter studies of composite wings 
(NASA-TN-D-7539]	 pOti6Y 874-32356 
A viscous potential flow interaction analysis 
method for multi-element infinite swept wings, 
volume 2 
(NASA-CR-137550]	 pO470 874-32413 
Nethod for predicting the pressure distribution on 
swept wings with subsonic attached flow 
(ESDU-73012)	 p0492 874-34446 
SWEPTEACK WINGS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
Experimental study on the characteristics of an 
isolated swept-back aerofoil with two parallel 
side-walls
p0069 A74-12971 
Dynamic stability of sweptback aircraft wings 
under the action of variable aerodynamic forces 
p0185 A74-22225 
The problem of optimum design of a wing under 
strength and aeroelastic constraints 
p0383 A74-36509 
Separation of a shock wave from the edge of a 
V-shaped backswept wing
p0384 A74-36513 
Interference of a sweptback wing and the fuselage 
at transonic speeds
p0391 A74-36839 
The deformation of a vortex sheet behind a swept 
back .
 wing - Comparison of measurements and 
calculations 
(ICAS PAPER 74-33]
	 p0449-A74-41334 
Some effects of center of gravity locations of 
added mass on transonic flutter characteristics 
of low aspect ratio and sweptback thin 
cantilever wing 
(NAL-TB-31 l8]	 p0040 874-10047 
Calculation of flows around zero thickness wings 
with evolutive vortex sheets 
(NASA-TT-F-15183)	 p0094 874-11815 
An experimental investigation on the trausonic 
flutter characteristics of the cantilever 
swept-hack wing with airfoil section and 
con parison with the thin cantilever swept-back 
wing 
[NAL-TR-361]	 p0495 874-34480 
SWIRLING 
Swirling flow combustios - Fundamentals and 
application --- hydrocarbon-air flame velocity, 
turbojet afterburner application 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1250)
	 p0009 A74-11271 
SWIRLING WAKES 
U TURBULENT WAKES 
SWITCHES 
NT ELECTRIC RELAYS 
NT ELECTRIC SWITCHES 
STIERTEICAL BODIES 
NT AXISYNNETRIC BODIES 
NT BODIES OF REVOLUTION 
NT CONICAL BODIES 
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS 
NT STREABLINED BODIES 
Transonic flow around symmetric aerofoils at zero 
incidence
p0204 A74-23331
SYST3BS ANALYSIS 
SYNCHEONISE 
ET BIT SYNCHRONIZATION 
SYNCHRONOUS DETECTORS 
U CORRELATORS 
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 
Some transmission characteristics of AEROSAT-type 
air traffic control syste•s
p0174 A74-19957 
SUCOPE 
NT BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY) 
SYNOPTIC EETEOROLOGY 
Wind conditions at the Cologne/Bonn airport and 
possibilities of forecasting them
p0022 A14-11835 
SYNTHETIC FIBRES 
NT GLASS FIBERS 
SYNTHETIC RESINS 
NT ACRYLIC RESINS 
NT EPDXY RESINS 
NT PHENOLIC RESINS 
NT THERNOPLASTIC RESINS 
NT TiERHOSETTING RESINS 
SISTER EFFECTIVENESS 
New developments in secondary surveillance radar 
design improvements for ATC
p0028 A74-12358 
The cost of a quality product --- jet aircraft 
hardware and systems
p0076 A74-13975 
Sole experiences from the use of an LCC approach 
Life Cycle Cost for weapon systems acquisition 
p0181 A74-20944 
International airline views on the United States' 
plans for the upgraded third generation system 
ATC technology assessment
p0220 A74-22685 
Requirements and trends of collision avoidance 
systems 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1337)
	 pO220 A74-23393 
Airline airplanes for the eighties - A response 
enpbasizing systes efficiency and fuel savings 
p0222 A74-23464 
Requirements and trends in collision avoidance 
p0228 A74-25355 
A rational basis for determining the EEC 
capability of a system
p0312 A74-29371 
Survivable flight control system Fly-by-Wire 
flight testing
pO346 A74-34842 
A comparative study of two model reference, 
adaptive aircraft control systems
p03714 A74-35237 
The Hazeltine Doppler microwave landing system - 
Specialized techniques and features 
(AIAA PAPER 74-905)
	 pO4O2 A74-37886 
Nethodologies for predicting avionic system 
capability and weight in CTOL and VTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft 1975 to 1995 
(SANE PAPER 1002]
	 p0435 A74-39877 
STSTEH FAILURES 
Surveillance in flight of aircraft systess 
pO431 A74-39004 
SYSTEES ANALYSIS 
Air transportation noise technology overview 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1152)
	 p0003 A74-10506 
The planar pressure pulse generator - A new 
dynamic distortion generator 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1317)
	 p0012 A74-11312 
System evaluation as an objective for a research 
institute --- VTOL weapons systems
p0021 A74-11806 
Automation Radar Terminal System - ARTS III 
p02 14 174-22638 
Requirements and trends of collision avoidance 
systems 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1337)
	 p0220 A74-23393 
Derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a 
general matrix
p0311 A74-28967 
A rational basis for determining the EEC 
capability of a system
p0312 A74-29371 
Flight study of a vehicle operational statuz and 
monitoring systea --- applied to systems on 
YF-12 aircraft 
[NASA-TR-D-7546)	 p0141 N74-13725 
Ricrowave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
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and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.1: 
Technique analysis program 
(y&A-RD-73-166V0L-1. 1] 	 p0150 N74-14340 
Nicrovave Landing Syste. (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development progra.. Part 1.0, Voiu.e 1.2, 
Book 1: Post TACD development plan 
(FAA-B -73-166-VOL-1.2BK-1] 	 p0150 N74-14341 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by IlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS develop.eat progra.. Part 3.0, Volume 3.1, 
Book 1: Co.pilation of critical technical area 
reports 
(FAA-BD-73-166-VOL-3. 1-BK-i]	 p0150 B74-14343 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
ELS development program. Part 3.0, Volume 3.1, 
Book 2: Co.pilation of critical technical area 
reports 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-3. 1-BK-2]	 p0 151 N74-14344 
In analysis of the phased inspection system for 
B-52B aircraft -- analysis of cost reduction by 
increasing flying hours between inspections 
(AD-769154]	 p0194 N74-16695 
OS Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and maintainability investigation. Volume 1: 
Document deficiency analysis --- deficiencies in 
military specifications and standards for 
helicopter hydraulic systems 
(AD-773022]	 p0252 N74-18709 
US Army helicopter hydraulic system reliability 
and •aintainability investigation. Volume 2: 
Supplemental design guide -- design 
requirements related to environmental 
conditions, reliability, and maintainability 
programs 
(AD-773023]	 p0252 N74-i8710 
Technical and operational aspects of 
externally-mounted aircraft equipment 
p0305 N74-21614 
Ship-belicopter syste. analysis 	 - 
(AD-774764]	 p0305 N7'4-21629 
Meteorological characteristics of a measuring 
channel --- fundamental characteristics of 
flight test instrumentation system
p0360 N74-25936 
SYSTEMS CONPITIBILITY 
Analog computer implementation of four 
•	 instantaneous distortion indices 
(NASA-TM-X-2993]	 p0243 N74-18397 
SYSTEMS DESIGN 
U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
NT COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN 
The influence of operational experience on 
aircraft escape syste. development 
(AIAA PAPER 73-13140)	 pool3 A74-11381 
An integrated approach to structural weight 
estimation 
(SIB PAPER 730936]	 p0016 174-11564 
Tactical hybrid navigation scheme for mixed 
community coordination --- integrated 
communication and global interface capabilities 
pO02l4 A74-12 179 
Equipment for suppressing reflected secondary 
radar signals -- ATC surveillance radar system 
design
pO028 174-12359 
AIRTRANS operational readiness test --- airport 
interterainal transportation evaluation 
pOO74 A74-13807 
A self-reorganizing digital flight control system 
for aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 714-21 ]
	
p0133 A14-18808 
Flight vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
pO17O 174-19374 
Problems in civil air traffic control which SAN 
technology may impact --- Surface Acoustic Nave 
devices
p0170 A74-19390 
Putting the computer in its place --- Automated 
Telemetry Syste. for aircraft flight tests 
p0172 174-19497 
Lockheed 5-31 avionics - Three system digital 
flight guidance
SUBJECT INDEX
p0173 A74-19751 
I new pneumatic hybrid control system 	 for 
reduction of supply air consumption
p0174 A714-19884 
Adaptive systems research in the NASA
p0175 174-20095 
Realization of a horizontal collision avoidance 
system
p0175 A74-20099 
The design application of aircraft securing and 
traversing systems to the surface effect ship 
(AIAA PAPER 74-304]
	
p0183 A74-21293 
In application of some aspects of optimal control 
for missile autopilot design
p0215 A74-23598 
Semi-Markovian models in problems of designing 
flight-vehicle control systems --- Russian book 
p0228 A74-24324 
Automatic flight control syste.s and their 
analytic design --- Russian book
p0228 174-24325 
Systems integration - Avionics of tomorrow 
inclusion in aircraft design concepts 
p0227 1714-25361 
Designing aerodynamic ducts according to given 
conditions
p0260 A74-25998 
A systems engineering approach to effective engine 
condition monitoring
p0278 A74-28316 
The national microwave landing system /MLS/ 
(SAE PAPER 740345]	 p0307 A74-28726 
System integration in business aircraft avionics 
for automatic flight control 
(SAE PAPER 740346]	 p0345 A74-34799 
Advanced integrated modular instrumentation system 
naval aircraft cockpit display
p0377 A74-35560 
Integrated, universal pilot warning/collision 
avoidance display
p0377 174-35567 
Aircraft noise retrofit feasibility program 
results and applications
p0396 A74-31534 
The quantitative description of a traffic control 
process --- for aircraft
p0403 174-37921 
Incremental growth vehicle /IGV/ --- hypersonic 
research aircraft development technique	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-989]	 p01429 A74-38746 
Weight estimates f or Quiet/STOL aircraft 
(SANE PAPER 1001]	 p0434 174-39876 
In investigation of overall systems criteria for 
the longitudinal flying qualities of highly 
aug.ented fighter aircraft 
(1111 PAPER 74-833]	 p0453 174-41803 
Advance.ents in the test and evaluation of naval 
weapon systems
p0459 174-43604 
Design to cost during the requirements, 
development and test phases of systems acquisition 
for weapon systems
p0479 A74-45003 
Manufacturing Methods Technology (MM/T) for 
ballistic-tolerant flight control components 
(AD-766744]	 p0058 N74-10933 
Helicopter visual aid system
p0067 N74-11691 
MLS program: Phase 2
p0102 N74-12631 
The design and flight evaluation of a performance 
control system --- general aviation aircraft 
under VFR conditions 
(AD-767786]	 p0144 N74-13746 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by AlL during the technique analysis 
and contract definition phase of the national 
MLS development program. Part 1.0, Volume 1.2, 
Book 2: Post TACO development plan 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.2-BK-2] 	 p0150 N74-1l1342 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national ALS development program. Volume 4: 
System considerations 1.1.2 through 1.1.5 
(FAl-RD-72-150-VOL-4]	 p0 165 N74-15384 
Microwave Landing System (MIS) development plan as 
proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
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national MIS development program. Volume 6: 
Supporting studies, appendices D through N 
[FAA-RD-150-V0L-6)	 p0165 N74-15386 
Separate surface stability augmentation design and 
development
p0249 N78-18687 
Science and transport 
(JPRS-61482)	 p0257 N74-19623 
The hingeless rotor: A concept to increase 
mission effectiveness at reduced costs 
•	 p0305 N74-21616 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 1: Aerodynamic design and installation 
(AD-774831]	 pO327 N74-21667 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 2: Strhct ural- analysis and blade design 
[AD-774836]	 p0327 N74-21668 
Flight control systems research --- optimization 
of F-8 aircraft control syste. 
[NASA-CR-139595] 	 p0463 N14-31427 
Digital flight control reseArch 
(NASA-CR-2433]	 p0489 N711-33448 
rSTEMS STABILITY 
The effect of inlet distortion on the performance 
and stability of the low-peed spool of a 
turbofan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 74-234)
	
p0135 174-18855 
Controllability and stability of systems with 
restricted resources --- Russian book 
-	 p0380 A74-36154 
Computer experiments on periodic systems 
identification using rotor blade transient	 - 
flapping-torsion responses at high advance ratio 
p0896 N78-34492 
T 
TAIL SURFACES	 - 
Note on the aerodynamic theory of oscillating 
T-tails. I - Theory of wings oscillating in yaw 
and s$deslip
p0088 174-15747 
Lifting-surface theory for an oscillating T-tail 
p0119 A74- 17012 
Note on the aerodynamic theory of oscillating 
T-tails. II
p0204 A74-24058 
T-tail aerodynamics of the Super King Air 
[SAN PAPER 740370)	 p0309 A74-287111 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a T-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack 	 -
p0347 A74-34852 
Measurements of rolling moments acting on the 
stabilizer of I-tails oscillating in yaw 
[NLL-TR-324)	 -	 p0158 N74-14744 
-2 AIRCRAFT 
Subs6nic wind tunnel investigation of the high 
lift capability of a circulation control wing on 
a 1/5-scale T-2C aircraft model 
[AD-781856)	 p0491 1174-33466 
-28 AIRCRAFT 
Dynamics report for T-28B simplified flight 
simulator 
[AD-774479-)	 p0302 1174-20905 
-38 AIRCRAFT 
T-38 structural flight loads data for June 1970 
through December 1971 
(AD-758891]	 p0408 N74-27507 
ICAN	 - 
Navigation improvements - To what end --- ATC 
system design with emphasis on VORTAC 
p0219 174-22679 
Navigation in the upgraded third generation system 
-- ELS, ILS, VORTAC, area navigation, etc 
p0220 A74-22680 
ICT FROGMAN 
TransOnic Aircraft Technology /TACT/ program 
(1111 PAPER .74-620]
	
p0376 A74-35387 
ICTICAL AIM NAVIGATION	 --
TACAN 
ICTICS	 - 
Differential-turning tactics --- air-to-air combat 
(AIAA PAPER 74-8151
	
pO400 174-37823 
ICTILE DISCRINIUATIOI 
Tactile display for aircraft control --
evaluation of control,system.as, a one-and two 
axis error display device during manual tracking 
experiments
(AD-783690]	 p0498 N74-34538 
TACTILE SENSATION 
U TOUCH	 - 
TAGGING 
U RANKING 
TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
Note on the aerodynamic theory of oscillating 
I-tails. I - Theory of wings oscillating in yaw 
and sideslip
p0088 A74-15747 
Trimmed drag and maximum flight efficiency of aft 
tail and canard configurations 
[hAl PAPER 74-69)	 p0134 A74-18813 
Stall/spin research status report --- of general 
aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 740354] 	 p0308 A74-28734 
Tail-rotor thrust on a 5.5-foot helicopter model 
in ground effect	 - 
[ABS PREPRINI 802]	 p0388 A74-36616 
Implementation of grease lubrication into U.S. 
Army helicopter tail rotor gearboxes - 
Preliminary results
p0391 A74-36906 
Multi-hinge rudder unit design with allowance for 
rudder deflection
p0398 A74-37663 
Guidelines for selecting the parameters of a slab 
tailplane
p0422 174-38150 
Determination of stability derivatives of isolated 
rigid •tail assemblies in sideslip and steady roll 
[AThA PAPER 74-1038] 	 p0455 174-42051 
Development of a graphite horizontal, stabilizer 
structural analysis of static ultimate load 
and simulated fatigue spectrum loading 
(AD-768869)	 p0164 1174-14783 - 
Tail rotor design guide --- aerodynamic 
configurations of helicopter components for low 
speed and hover flight 
[AD-775391)	 p0327 1174-21671 
Major Item Special Study (HISS), 08-61 tail rotor 
transmission assembly 
[AD-782926]	 p0498 1174-34526 
TAIL NOURTINGS 
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
TAIL PLANES 
U HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
TAIL SURFACES 
NT BORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
NT T TAIL SURFACES - 
Determination of ice shapes and their effect on 
the aerodynamic characteristics for the 
unprotected tail of the A 300 
[ICAS PAPER 74-42)
	
p0450 A74-41343 
Stability of the tail surfaces --- relationship to 
rudder bending	 -	 - 
p0453 178-41770 
Extremal centering and loading of horizontal tail 
surfaces --- aircraft center of gravity position 
relationship to lift
p0484 A74-46695 
Effect of cut-out on lift-curve slope --- on wings 
and tailpianes 
(ESDU-WINGS-01.O1.04-AMEND-A] 	 p0487 N78-33425 
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT SC-i AIRCRAFT 
TAILS (ASSEMBLIES) 
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
TAKEOFF 
Conventional take-off and landing --- Tristar 
aircraft operations and traffic trends 
p0078 A74-14503 
Evaluation of aircraft departure divergence 
criteria with a six-degree-of-freedo. digital 
simulation program 
[AIAA PAPER 78-68]
	 p0136 174-18882 
Status of design criteria for predicting departure 
characteristics and spin susceptibility --- of 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-791)	 p0399 A74-37811 
A simple, near-optimal takeoff control policy for 
a heavily loaded helicopter operating.fro. a 
restricted area
	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-812)	 p0453 174-41796 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Airlines. 
Sabreliner model NA-265-60, R743R, Montrose, 
Colorado, 13 April 1973 
[NTSB-AAR-73-19]	 pOO95 1174-11830 
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a simplified flight-test method for determining 
aircraft takeoff performance that includes 
effects of pilot technique 
(NAsa-TN-D-7603]	 p0195 874-16717 
Computer programs for estimating aircraft takeoff 
and landing performance -- applied to 
conventional, vectored lift, and powered-lift 
concept aircraft 
(NASA-TM-X-62333]	 p0196 974-16720 
aircraft accident report: Overseas National 
Airways, Inc. • McDonnell Douglas, DC-8-63, 
8863?, Bangor, Maine, 20 June 1973 --- takeoff 
accident caused by failure of right main landing 
gear tire 
(NTsB-AAR-14-1J	 p0235 974-17748 
Take-off velocities --- of cargo aircraft 
(AD-771632]	 p0239 974-17776 
Aircraft accident report: Skyways International, 
Incorporated, Douglas DC-iC, 9296 near the Miami 
International Airport, Dade County, Florida, 21 
June 1973 
(NTsB-AIR-74-2]	 p0249 874-18684 
Evaluation of a wind tunnel technique to determine 
aircraft departure characteristics 
[AD-776317]	 p0360 974-25791 
Noise limit values of aircraft 
[DGLR-PAPER-74-015]	 p0368 974-26482 
Ground loads on the nose undercarriage of the 
F-104G aircraft 
(RAE-LIE-TRANS-1744] 	 p0406 N74-27494 
Takeoff and landing analysis computer program 
(lOLA). part 3: Users manual 
(AD-781758]	 p0490 974-33461 
TAKEOFF NUNS 
Art of the Stretch 8. I --- DC 8-63 flight 
instrunents, -takeoff performance, minima. 
control speed
p0177 A74-20274 
VITAL II --- Virtual Image Takeoff and Landing 
system in Boeing 727 flight simulator 
p011? A74-20275 
Simulation of the landing and take-off of a VTOL 
aircraft on a ship in a rando. sea 
[AIAA PAPER 74-302] 	 p0209 A74-22803 
Computation of iini.uj-noise takeoff flight paths 
by varying the thrust and the inclination angle 
of the flight path
p0337 A74-32902 
Developing STOL operational criteria
p0459 A74-43602 
Problems of aircraft takeoff from
precipitation-covered runways
p0484 A74-46689 
A contribution to the determination of a short 
takeoff
p0485 A74-46710 
Use of the Magnus effect for large augmentation of 
wing lift on modern aircraft during takeoff and 
landing
p0485 A74-46715 
TAKEOFF SYSTEMS 
U AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES 
TALON AIRCRAFT 
U 1-38 AIRCRAFT 
TANDEM ROTOB HELICOPTERS 
NT CH-47 RELICOPTER 
Acoustical modeling of the heavy lift helicopter 
p0206 A74-22466 
Analysis, simulation, and piloted performance of 
advanced tandem-rotor helicopters in hover 
(ABS PEEPRINT 843] 	 p0385 a74-36594 
TAlKER AIRCRAFT 
Experimental reel response system for high 
performance si.plified aerial refueling store 
operational test of hose reel assembly and 
control system 
(AD-7713891	 p0240 974-17799 
TANKS (COUTAIIERS) 
NT FUEL TANES 
NT WING TANKS 
Helicopter tow tests of the US Coast Gnard's air 
delivery container for oil spifl contain•ent 
barrier 
(AD-774898]	 p0321 974-21669 
TANTALUM CIRBIDES 
Strengths and failure mechanisms of a 
Co-i5Cr-13TaC directionally solidified eutectic 
alloy
p0337 A74-32812
SUBJECT IIDEI 
TANTALUM COMPOUNDS	 - 
NT TANTALUM CABBIDES 
TAPE RECORDERS 
Military airborne video recording: Eequire.ents, 
utilization and techniques; proceedings of the 
Seminar, Dayton, Ohio, April 3-5, 1973 
p0216 A74-22526 
What we do and what we need --- military airborne 
video tape recorder reguire.ents and applications 
p0216 A74-22528 
The status of the F-14A airborne •iSsion recorder 
requirements and utilization
pO216 A14-22529 
Commercial quality video recorders for airborne 
military applications
p0217 A74-22530 
Gunship video recording system - First high 
quality battle damage assessment capability 
p02 17 A74-22531 
A basic, highly maintainable airborne video tape 
recorder/reproducer
pO2ll A74-22533 
Compact video tape recorders of exceptional 
performance and reliability
p02 17 A74-22534 
A small high-performance videotape recorder for 
military airborne applications
p02 17 A4-22535 
TAPERED WINGS 
U SWEPT WINGS 
TARN (DATA REDUCTION) 
U DATA REDUCTION 
TARGET ACQUISITION 
Lasers - Ranger and marked target seeker 
p0118 A74-i6756 
Flight tests of gated, low-light-level television 
for search and rescue
p0217 A74-22532 
A digital Mark III IF? reply evaluator for the F-is 
p0425 A14-38565 
Functional command/control considerations K or 
ship-deployable tactical remotely-piloted 
vehicle /RPV/
p0433 A74-39664 
Airborne testing of advanced multisensor aircraft 
p0460 A74-43612 
Remotely piloted vehicles for the Army 
p0480 A74-45301 
Air Force concepts for RPV application 
p0480 A74-45308 
Forward air controller: Tactical air command 
pilot communication orientation 
[AD-771071]	 p0244 974-18637 
TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
Antenna gain pattern measurements on a BQM-34? 
target drone, volume 5 
(AD-778075]	 p0409 974-27642 
Catapult performance and interface requirements - 
for launch of BQM-34 vehicles 
(AD-783935]	 p0499 974-34686 
TARGET PENETRATION 
U TERMINAL BALLISTICS 
TARGET RECOGNITION 
The effect of interfering signals on the 
- performance of angle of arrival estimates 
p0174 A74-19908 
Empirical assessment of ATCEBS --- perfor.ance of 
air traffic control digital processin g system 
(ATC-16]	 p0164 N74-15379 
TARGETS 
NT RADAR TARGETS 
A simulation study of the force mix problem in 
close air support operations 
(AD-766879J	 p0102 974-12699 
TASK COMPLEXITY 
Branch-and-bound and heuristic approaches to a 
sequencing problem with tea.-size requirements 
(P-5152]	 p0288 N74-20176 
TAXIING 
Ground loads on the nose undercarriage of the 
F-104G aircraft 
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1744]	 p0406 974-27494 
TEACHING 
U EDUCATION 
TECHNICAL WRITING 
Automatic flight control (1966-1973) 
(NAL-BIBL-SER-51]	 p0353 914-25545 
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING 
Airports from 1963 to 1983 - Evolution or revolution 
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SUBJECT hONE
p0007 174-11095 The air transport of tomorrow - Economic obstacles 
to surmount
p0007 174-11096 
Technology forecasting - Aircraft hazard detection 
p0015 174-11499 Shuttle sonic boom - Technology and predictions 
environmental impact (AIAA PAPER 73-1039]	 p0026 174-12225 Vertical/short take-off and landing --- future 
possibilities
p0079 174-14506 Noise and emission outlook for military engines [AIAA PAPER 73-1156] 	 p0120 174-17175 Future air traffic control - Ground, cockpit, or 
space --- system functions transfer to aircraft 
or satellites (AIAA PAPER 74-262)	 p0131 A74-18669 
Problems in civil air traffic control which SAW 
technology lay impact --- Surface Acoustic Wave 
devices
pOl7O A74-19390 Airports evolution and qualification
p0171 A74-194p81 
Future advanced-technology aircraft in the context 
of an integrated transport system
p0171 174-19487 Adaptive systems research in the NASA
p0175 A74-20095 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transçort aircraft
p0176 A74-20210 Conceptual options for future aircraft-ship 
operations (AXIA PAPER 74-300]	 p0182 174-21290 
Probleas of quality of flight of future transport 
aircraft in course of development
pO2lO A74-23396 
Airline airplanes for the eighties - A response 
emphasizing system efficiency and fuel savings 
p0222 A74-23464 
The development and prospects of helicopters 
p0213 A74-23837 
Requirements and trends in collision avoidance 
p0228 A14-25355 Structural research with the ai, of adapting the 
design to the materials
pO229 A74-25359 
Does research in the field of aeronautics have a 
future --- emphasis on aircraft design 
refinements and cost reduction
p0259 A714-25723 
Potentials for advanced civil transport aircraft 
/Third William Littlewood Memorial Lecture/ (SAE-SP-385)	 p0270 174-27266 
Future of the light turbine helicopter 
p0313 A74-29572 
The future of carbon fibres
p0317 A74-30380 
The future of avionics --- large scale integration 
and digital systems
pO399 174-37786 
Air transport. Volume 3 --- Russian book on 
passenger airline operations
p0421 A74-38049 
Bethodologies for predicting avionic system 
capability and weight in CTOL and VTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft 1975 to 1995-(SANE PAPER 1002] 	 p0435 174-39877 
Turbofan of the future
p0439 174-40953 
An analytic survey of low-speed flying devices - 
Natural and lan-lade (hAl PAPER 114-1019)	 .	 p0454 A14-42040 
Advancements in future fighter aircraft 
p0466 N74-31483 
TECENOLOGIBS 
NT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY 
NT NARINE TECHNOLOGY 
NT BILISAEY TECHNOLOGY 
TECRIOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
The technology and economics of commercial 
airplane design. I
p0001 114-10144 
Applications of composite materials --- Hook 
p0002 174-10494 
The technical evolution ofaircraft-
p0006 174-11092
TECRIOLOGY AS8ESSifl 
AEROSAT overview --- aeronautical Satellites for 
oceanic ATC
p0024 A74-12189 AEROSAT ground environment and test plan 
aeronautical sateLlites for ATC 
-	 p0024 A74-12191 A first generation of L-Band avionics for AEROSAT 
ezperi.entation and evaluation phase of 
aeronuatical satellites 
-	 p0024 A74-12192 Present and future radar display techniques 
CRY, LED and liquid crystals for ATC applications 
p0028 A74-12382 
Advanced technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution [ASNE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-2)	 p0071 174-13244 User report on automatic test equipment -- AJ37 
Viggen aircraft avionics maintenance testing 
p0075 174-13813 Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components
p0084 A74-14714 Some trends in air traffic control
p0091 174-16074 Avionics design for maintainability - Are've 
gaining or losing 
	
(SAN PAPER 730882]
	 p0123 174-17531 Heavy Lift Helicopter main engines 
	
(SAE PAPER 730920]
	 p0123 174-17537 
Innovations in ATC communication systems --- since l920's
p0126 174-11984 Sole current problems and prospects for 
development of rotary-wing aircraft
p0130 174-18641 The refining of turbine fuels by modern 
hydrotreating 
	
(1111 PAPER 74-162]
	 p0133 174-18798 Fracture mechanics /Dryden Lecture/ --- aerospace 
structural design applications 
	
(lIlA PAPER 74-230]
	 p0135 174-18858 Component performance and systems applications of 
surface acoustic wave devices; Proceedings of 
the International Specialist Seminar, Avieliore, 
Scotland, September 25-28, 1913
p0170 174-19376 Applications of surface wave devices --- in radar, 
ATC and communications
p0170 174-19388 
Zeppelins - Not again --- airship operational hazards
p0176 174-20167 The state of development of axial pumps with 
supercavitating cascades
p0178 A744-20325 Advanced composites --- in aerospace structural design 
	
(AIAA PAPER 74-242]
	 p0180 A74-20834 Airplane nacelle composite structure technology 
p0185 174-22102 Development of teledyne video recording systess - 
Progression of state of the art in film recording 
p02 17 174-22540 International airline views on the United States' 
plans for the upgraded third generation system 
ATC technology assessment
p0220 174-22685 FAA progress report on NLS Phase II --- Microwave 
Landing System feasibility
p0220 P.74-22690 Jet noise - The state-of-the-art
p0221 174-22789 Advances in aerospace materials-processing 
technology
p02 18 174-23255 
Technology for low noise aircraft - The NASA Quiet 
Engines
p0221 174-23599 Obsolescence of commercial aircraft - When, where, 
how
p0222 A74-23878 B-NA y
 systems development for a STOL application 
area navigation for high density interurban 
operations
p0259 A74-25741 Active flutter suppression - A flight test 
demonstration 
	
(lIlA PAPER 74-402]
	 p0266 114-26701 
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TECHNOLOGY TBANSPE2 
The influence of engine technology advancements on 
aircraft economics 
(SAE pAPER 730960)	 p0269 174-27256 
Propellers at present and in the future 
p0270 174-27297 
Recent status on develop.ent of the turbofan 
engine in 3apan 
(ASBE PAPER 74-GT-39] 	 p0272 174-27432 
Current state-of-the-art for airbreathiug 
combustor measnre.euts
p0277 174-28298 
The present technics of air transportation 
p0280 174-28487 
NASA general aviation research overview 
(SAN PAPER 740352]	 p0308 174-28732 
Stall/spin research status report --- of general 
aviation aircraft 
(SAN PAPER 740354]	 p0308 174-28734 
Rev jet engines --- presented at Paris air show 
p0316 174-30346 
Current developments in Loran-D --- solid state 
helicopter transportable transmitting stations 
pO3ll A74-30359 
Looking ahead with hindsight /The Sixty-Second 
Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial Lecture/ 
p0321 174-31245 
Stall/spin seventy years later --- aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0344 174-34699 
A perspective on short-haul STOL 
(SIR PAPER 740503]	 p0349 A74-34975 
GCA radars - Their history and state of development 
p0373 174-35127 
The historical development of shell research and 
design	 -
pO3lk 174-35211 
The good and bad usages of air transport 
p0391 174-36941 
Aircraft community noise research and development 
- A historical overview
p0397 A74-37545 
Spoilers for roll control of light airplanes 
(1111 PAPER 74-861]	 p0401 174-37850 
The low technology airship --- design for 
medium-range heavy payload transport 
p0423 174-38499 
Advanced supersonic transport design developments 
(1111 PAPER 74-987]	 p0429 174-38744 
Fighter requirements and developments
p0430 174-38793 
Inside the 747 --- aircraft design and operational 
criteria	 -
p0432 174-39381 
Review of NASA snpercritical airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 74-10] 	 p0448 174-41312 
An analytic survey of low-speed flying devices - 
Natural and man-made 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1019] 	 p0454 A74-42040 
New trends and developments in hang gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1031]	 PO455 174-42046 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine pollutant emissions 
[ICAS PAPER 74-31]	 PO457 174-43125 
Adhesive bonding in the aviation industry and in 
other industrial sectors
p0479 174-44991 
In place of congestion: Some observations on the 
transport of freight 
[TT-7308]	 p0053 N74-10890 
Aircraft noise reduction technology --- to show 
impact on individuals and communities, component 
noise sources, and operational procedures to 
reduce impact 
(NASA-TE-X-682'413	 p0055 1174-10917 
AEDC Fiscal Tear 1974 Air Force technical 
objective document --- facility improvements, 
test techniques, instrumentation, gas 
properties, and wind tunnel and flight test data 
comparisons 
(AD-766719]	 p0068 N74-11803 
Impact of technology on cost reduction -- in 
aircraft production
p0305 N74-21618 
Advanced supersonic technology 
(GPO-39-784]	 p01194 N74-34473 
Fighter technology demonstrator precursor analysis 
and test. Volume 1: Baseline development and 
technology identification 
(AD-783636]	 p0497 N74-34517
SUBJECT INDEX 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
Transfer of commercial technology
p0316 174-30119 
Project/cost/benefit 
(P8-222339/4]	 P0068 N74-11801 
Low speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/9-scale model 
of a variable-sweep advanced supersonic transport 
(NASA-TM-X-71960]	 p0365 N74-26457 
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 
Remote sensing of the earths resources - 
Applications, benefits, methods
p0008 174-11204 
Benefits of advanced propulsion technology for the 
advanced supersonic transport 
(SAM PAPER 730896]	 pOOl8 174-11593 
Integrated navigation in the air and on the sea 
automatic systems
p0O29 174-12449 
Influence of noise constraints on supersonic 
transport engine design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1295] 	 p0032 A74-12943 
Putting all our noise technology to work --- NASA 
Quiet Engine Program
p0119 174-17049 
Military and aerospace --- cost effective 
technology utilization for ATC, NASA programs 
and defense projects
p0126 174-18050 
Component performance and systems applications of 
surface acoustic wave devices; Proceedings of 
the International Specialist Seminar, Aviemore, 
Scotland, September 25-28, 1973
pOliO A74-19376 
The technology and application of free-space power 
transmission by microwave beam
p0170 A74-19464 
Recent developments and utilization criteria of 
titanium alloys in the aircraft industry 
p0218 174-23962 
Small Turbine Advanced Gas Generators for future 
engine requirements 
[AilS PREPRINT 872]	 p0387 174-36607 
Application of sailplane and low-drag underwater 
vehicle technology to the long-endurance drone 
problem 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1036] 	 p0455 A74-42050 
TELECOBHUIICATION 
NT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION 
NT DATA LINKS 
NT DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM 
NT G8OUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS 
NT MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION 
NT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 
NT PCM TELEMETRY 
NT PULSE COMMUNICATION 
NT RADIO COMMUNICATION 
NT RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS 
NT RADIO TELEMETRY 
NT SPACE COMMUNICATION 
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS 
NT SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION 
NT TELEMETRY 
NT VOICE COMMUNICATION 
NT WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION 
The role of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization /ICAO/ in obtaining international 
adoption and implementation of air traffic 
control, navigation and com.unicatiofts systems 
p0222 174-22688 
Satellite communications systems --- multiplexing 
for communication lines, equipment of earth 
stations, and onboard receiver transmitter and 
antennas 
(JPRS-54505]	 p0044 N74-10153 
TELEMETERS 
U TELEMETRY 
TELE METE! 
NT PCM TELEMETRY 
NT RADIO TELEMETRY 
Putting the computer in its place --- Automated 
Telemetry System for aircraft flight tents 
p0172 A74-19497 
TELEVISION CAMERAS 
Development of teledyne video recording systems - 
Progression of state of the art in film recording 
-	
p0217 A74-22540 
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT 
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS	 - 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
TELEVISION SYSTEMS 
Plight tests of gated, low-light-level television 
for search and rescue
p0217 A74-22532 
A test •ethod for nondestructive testing of fuel 
filtration equipment using thermography
	 - 
p0341 174-33521 
Proposal for a visual system of simulating a landing 
pilot training with televised display of 
simulated landing environment 
(POA-2-c--2509-E4]	 p0111 N74-13423 
Possibilities of an airborne television system 
[-ESRO-TT-20]	 p0301 N74-20819 
TELEVISION TRANSMISSION 
Possibilities of an airborne television syste. 
(ESRO-TT-20]	 p0301 N74-20819 
TELLORIDES 
NT CADMIUM TELLDRIDBS
	 - 
TELLURIUM COMPOUNDS 
NT CADMIUM TELIURIDES 
TN MPE RATU N B 
NT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 
NT GAS TEMPERATURE 
NT LOW TEMPERATURE 
NT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
NT SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION 
Recovery characteristics of a single-shielded

self-aspirating thermocouple probe at low 
pressure levels and subsonic-speeds
p0027 A74-12280 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
Aircraft cabin pressure and temperature control 
through reliable fluidic circuits
p0378 174-35720 
Turbine blade pyroleter system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0458 A74-43214 
-Turbine blade temperature measurement system: 
Operation manual 
(SOLAN-P/N-106751]	 p0241 N74-18097 
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES 
U TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
Calculation of the characteristics of multistage 
axial turbomachines -- nathe.atical model for 
temperature, pressure and flow parameters 
p0001 A74-10029 
The effect of inlet temperature and pressure 
distortion on turbojet perfor.ance 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1316]
	 p0012 A74-11311 
Evaluation of the influence of errors in 
specifying boundary conditions on the accuracy 
of the determination of temperature fields in 
infinite cylinders
p0130 A74-18635 
Integral methods for the investigation of 
temperature fields in complex-configuration 
structure components of aircraft and their engines 
p0260 a74-25995 
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
Ingestion and dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
(AIAA PAPER 74-42) 	 p0134 A74-18815 
Nitinol as a fastener .aterial.
p0176 174-20208 
Distortions in aerial photographs due to internal 
refraction --- from sealed compartment 
te.perature and pressure effects
p0218 A74-23450 
Influence of heat on crack propagation and 
residual strength and its relation to the 
supersonic aircraft fatigue problem 
-	 p0229 A74-24423 
Evaluation of the friction power in nonisother.al 
flows of lubricants in clearings of aircraft 
ball bearings and of their thermal behavior 
p0481 174-45467 
TEMPERATURE FIELDS 
U TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS 
Experimental evaluation of a TF3O-P-3 turbofan 
engine in an altitude facility: Effect of 
steady-state te.perature distortion 
(NASA-TM-z-2921]	 p0049 N74-1072 
Interest and feasibility study of atiospheric 
turbulence and thermal gradients simulation 
application to air pollution and meteorology
TERMINAL FACILITIES 
p0064 N74-11380 
CH-54 B main gearbox thermal mapping program 
(AD-772664)	 p0253 N74-18712 
TEMPERATURE INDICATORS 
U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS 
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTS 
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
Development of a turbine inlet gas temperature 
measurement and control system using a fluidic 
temperature sensor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1251]
	 p0010 174-11272 
Photographic pyrometry in an aeroballistic range 
aerodynamic model surface temperature 
measurement
p0030 A74-12752 
A film thermocouple with a platinum electrode for 
thermometry of gas turbine engine blades 
p0131 174-18686 
Current state-of-the-art for airbreathing 
com bustor measurements
p0277 174-28298 
A test method for nondestructive testing of fuel 
filtration equipment using thermography 
p03 131 A74-3352l 
Infrared inspection of electrical equipment 
(C-208-2]	 pOliO N74-13198 
Turbine blade temperature measurement system: 
Operation manual 
[SOLAR-P/N-106751] 	 p0241 N74-18097 
FEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT PYROMETERS 
NT RADIATION PYROMETERS 
Application of fusible temperature indicators for 
measuring heat flows to models in wind tunnels 
p0383 174-36458 
The use of gliders for airfoil section research 
and development 
(lIlA PAPER 74-1008)
	 p0454 A74-42034 
TEMPERATURE SENSORS 
Development of a turbine inlet gas temperature 
measurement and control system using a fluidic 
temperature sensor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1251]	 pool0 A74-11272 
Meat transfer investigation in a high-temperature 
gas flow spreading over a plane surface 
pOl3l 174-18684 
TENSILE STRENGTH 
Sliding-seal electron-beam welding of titanium 
p0083 174-14752 
Development of cold headable titanium alloys for 
the 'Concorde' supersonic jet
p0117 A74-16554 
Strengths and failure mechanisms of a 
Co-l5Cr-13TaC directionally solidified entectic 
alloy
p0337 A74-32812 
TENSILE STRESS 
Constrained torsion of closed thin-walled structures 
in wings
p0485 A74-46722 
TENSILE TESTS 
Experimental study of metal-plastic couplings in 
tension
p0130 A74-18648 
TEN SOMET MRS 
A review of aircraft measurement techniques 
data on digital voltmeters, pressure standards 
- and onboard tensometer eguip.ent
p0280 A74-28436 
TERMINAL BALLISTICS 
Aircraft fuel tank entry wall-projectile 
interaction studies 
(AD-765667]	 p0043 N74-l0066 
Development of manufacturing methods for 
ballistically tolerant fiberglass tubular 
bellcranks --- for the CB-41 helicopter 
(AD-775818]	 '0331 N74-22701 
TERMINAL FACILITIES 
Airports for the 80s; Proceedings of the Fourth 
World Airports Conference. London, England, 
April 3-5, 1973
p0078-A74-14501 
Concorde in tb: airport environment
p0078 A74-14504 
Airport terminal planning
p0079 A74-14508 
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TERRINAL GUIDANCE 
Access to airports --- surface links to urban 
centers
p0079 A14-14509 
Naplin - Planning aspects and their influence on 
airport design
pOOl9 A74-14510 
Dynamic Nanchester air transport region 
passenger and cargo handling facilities, runway 
modifications
p0089 A74-15863 
Forgotten airport aesthetics -- architectural 
critique of terminal facilities
p0089 A74-15864 
Aircraft recovery - There is a solution 
disabled aircraft removal from airport 
operational areas
p0089 A7q-15865 
Electronic displays and digital automatic control 
in advanced terminal area operations 
(AIAA PAPER 74-27) 	 p0136 A74-18881 
Air traffic control scheme through simulation 
p0179 A74-20663 
Automation Radar Ter.inal System - ARTS III 
p0214 A74-22638 
Technology of passenger clearance in air 
transportation using various clearance methods 
p0269 A74-27211 
Airborne (a band satellite communications terminal 
development
p0424 A74-38560 
An economic assessment of STOL aircraft potential 
including terminal area environmental 
considerations. Volume 2: Appendices 
(NASA-CR114605]	 p0040 N74-10044 
Neteorological information for vertical and short 
take-off and land (V/STOL) operations in 
built-up urban areas: An analysis 
(PAA-RD-72-15]	 p0056 1174-10920 
Visual landings in regional and local airports 
(NASA-TT-F-15177]	 p0060 N74-11093 
Nodern beaconing in airports for bad weather flights 
[NASA-TT-P-15178]	 p0065 1174-11433 
The apron-terninal complex: Analysis of concepts 
for evaluation of terminal buildings 
[FAA-RD-73-823	 p0098 1174-12019 
SEDS technical program document, fiscal year 1974. 
Engineering and development programs 
p0113 1174-13682 
Field evaluation of ARTS 2 B (THACAB) 
evaluation of radar beacon for air traffic 
control applications 
[AD-768203]	 p0151 1174-14360 
Simplified Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) 
operation test and evaluation 
(AD-767901]	 p0151 1174-14362 
Advanced subsonic long-haul transport terminal 
area compatibility study. Volu.e 1: 
Compatibility assessment 
(NASA-CR-132367]	 p0196 1174-16729 
Advanced subsonic long-haul transport terminal 
area compatibility study. Volume 2: ResearCh 
and technology recommendations 
[NASA-CR-1323681	 p0196 1174-16730 
Wake Vortex Avoidance System program (WVAS) --
design and implementation of ground based 
monitoring and predictive system for safety from 
wake vortices
p0233 1174-17732 
Landing rates for mixed STOL and CTOL traffic 
(NASA-TN-D-7666]	 p0304 1174-21290 
Nicrovave landing system integration study. 
Volume 1: Summary report 
(AD-775703]	 p0361 1174-26149 
microwave landing system integration study. 
Volume 3: Appendices 
(AD-775124]	 p0361 1114-26155 
Preliminary study of a possible automatic landing 
system 
(NASATN-D7611]	 p0419 1174-29119 
A STOL terminal area navigation system 
(NASA-TR-I-62348]	 p0444 1174-30095 
TERRINAL 001011CR 
Terminal guidance system --- for guiding aircraft 
into preselected altitude and/or heading at 
terminal point 
[NASA-CASE-FRC-10049-1]	 p0111 1174-13420 
TERNARY SISTERS (DIGITAl.) 
U DIGITAL SISTERS
SUBJECT INDEX 
TERRAIN ANALYSIS 
Terrain properties and topography from Skylab 
altimetry --- Oregon, Utah, Texas, and Nevada 
(R74-10043]	 p0062 1174-11164 
TERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT 
Performance considerations for terrain following 
flight
p0346 114-34843 
Evaluation of the Teledyne Ryan model 622 
terrain-following radar system installed on 
08-581 helicopter 
(AD-775806]	 p0331 1174-22837 
TEST BEDS 
U TEST EQUIPEENT 
TEST CHARBERS 
NT ANECHOIC CHARBERS 
TEST EQUIPEENT 
Rulti-axial low cycle fatigue test rig -- for 
aircraft compressors and turbine disks 
p0077 174-14158 
Anti-icing tests on Concorde
p03 19 174-30818 
Electromagnetic proof stressing of bonded airplane 
structure
p0343 A74-34294 
Test techniques and equipment for the development 
of aircraft engine components resistant to bird 
ingestion
p0434 A74-39142 
An experinental investigation of an acoustic 
method for measuring gas mass flow 
(AD-766419]	 p0046 1174-10340 
Development of self-contained portable unit for 
nondestructive compositional analysis of 
aircraft and space systems alloys --- I ray 
fluorescence analysis 
(AD-767226]	 pOliO 1114-13265 
Flight study of a vehicle operational status and 
monitoring system --- applied to systems on 
YF-12 aircraft 
[NASA-TN-D-7546)	 p0141 N74-13725 
Ground operation tests of flying test bed for VTOL 
aircraft at National Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL-T8-319)	 p0161 1174-14764 
The users requirements
p0360 N74-25934 
An induction into the design of flight test 
instrumentation systems --- factors affecting 	 -
the development and desgn of flight test 
instrumentation systems
p0360 1174-25935 
Neteorological characteristics of a measuring 
channel --- fundauental characteristics of 
flight test instrumentation system
p0360 1174-25936 
TEST FACILITIES 
NT ANECHOIC CHANBEBS 
NT BALLISTIC RANGES 
NT HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS 
NT HYPERVELOCIT! WIND TUNNELS 
NT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS 
NT PLASRA JET WIND TUNNELS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT TEST STANDS 
NT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT WIND TUNNELS 
Dynamic simulation of CONFLOW - A facility to 
provide hot-gas ground testing of air-breathing 
missiles under simulated flight conditions 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1281)	 p0011 A74-11292 
Progress in aerospace sciences. Volume 14 --- Book 
p0025 A14-12203 
A new test capability for propulsion system testing 
Aero-Propulsion Systems Test Facility design 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1283] 	 p0032 A74-12939
Supersonic compressor test facility
p0129 174-18603 
The case for engine flying test beds --- for 
aircraft
pOl72 1711-19499 
SoRe problems associated with noise attenuation at 
jet engine test facilities
p0112 174-19629 
Drop testing naval aircraft and the VSD landing 
gear dynamic test facility 
(AIAA PAPER 74-3431
	
p0263 174-26658 
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THRUM. RITIBOIREITS 
NASA, Langley I.paCt Dynamics Facility 
(SAE PAPER 740374]	 p0309 A74-28743 
Installation for the investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of thin-walled structural 
co.ponents
p0311 A714-29105 
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
transonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7331]	 p0036 N74-10015 
AEDC Fiscal Year 1974 Air Force technical 
objective document --- facility improvements, 
test techniques, instrumentation, gas 
properties, and wind tunnel and flight test data 
comparisons 
(AD-766719]	 pOO6R 574-11803 
On the reliability of results from the tower test 
for free flight tests -- to deter.ine pitching 
and rolling •oaents 
(NASA-TT-F-15174]	 p0O95 574-11827 
Pollution control of airport engine test facilities 
p0149 574-14285 
Studies in low speed flight --- model helicopter 
hovering flight test facility 
(AD-768858]	 p0190 574-15728 
1-22k fixed-base ground simulator facility 
(AD-769942)	 p0200 574-16997 
Laboratory simulation of kinetic heating effects 
on the structure of Concorde aircraft --- using 
infrared radiation facility
p0237 574-17760 
Instrumentation specification for climatic 
laboratory tests -- test facilities for 
environmental tests of military helicopters and 
components 
(AD-771053]	 p0237 N74-17763 
Design and fabrication of an augmentor wing model 
for acoustic tests 
[NASA-CR-134518]	 p0241 574-17960 
A preliminar'y towing tank study of the trailing 
vortex generated by a rectangular wing, 
including the effects of several tip modifications 
(ARL/A-NOTE-342)	 p0323 574-216.36 
Standardization of testing benches --- for French 
test facilities 
(AD-777208)	 p0370 N74-27302 
Propeller tests in the large sonic wind tunnel of 
Mondane-Avrieux 
(NASA-TT-F-15704]	 p041.3 574-28501 
TEST RANGES 
NT BALLISTIC RANGES 
TEST STANDS 
Accelerating test stand for rotating elements of 
turbojachines
p0089 A74-15930 
Noise silencers at military test stands --- for 
jet engines
p0227 A74-25322 
The testing of jet engines, chapters 5 and 6 --
test stand structure 
[AD-768492]	 p0166 514-15467 
Free jet engine testing: Wind tunnel starting 
(AD-776318]	 p0360 574-25790 
Standardization of testing benches --- for French 
test facilities 
[AD-777208]	 p0370 574-27302 
The use of an aircraft test stand fcr VIOL 
handling qualities studies --- pilot evaluation 
of flight controllability 
(NASA-TM-X-62218]	 p0418 574-28737 
TEST VEHICLES 
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES 
TESTERS 
U TEST EQUIPMENT 
TESTING MACHINES 
U TEST EQUIPMENT 
TESTING TIME 
User report on automatic test equipment --- AJ37 
Viggen aircraft avionics maintenance testing 
pOOlS A74-13813 
TETHERED BALLOONS 
Stability and dynamic behavior of two tethered 
balloon systems 
(AD-766439)	 p0043 574-10070 
TETHERING 
potential uses for the Kiebitz tethered rotor 
platform
p03l8 A74-30596
TEIAS 
Terrain properties and topography fro. Skylab 
altimetry --- Oregon, Utah, Texas, and Nevada 
(E74-10043]	 p0062 N74-11164 
Texas airport systems plan - air passenger de.and 
model: Model test and evaluation 
(AD-772471]	 p0294 N74-20630 
TP-30 ENGINE 
Minimizing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
compression inlet 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1270]	 p0030 A74-12497 
Experimental evaluation of a TF3O-P-3 turbofan 
engine in an altitude facility: Effect of 
steady-state temperature distortion 
[NASA-TN-X-2921] 	 p0049 574-10722 
TP-34 ENGINE 
Highly noise suppressed bypass 6 engine for STOL 
application 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1031]	 p0021 A74-11799 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap systeu with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1217]	 p0030 A7-12495 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Vith low fuel consumption 
over a wide power range the TF34-GE2 has high 
thrust to weight
p0222 A74-23839 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - Fuel system excludes 
management and control manipulation
p0213 A74-23840 
Investigation of noise from full-scale high bypass 
engine and blown flap system 
[5kB PAPER 740467] 	 p0352 A74-35012 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap system with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine 
(NASA-TH-X-71466)	 p0039 N74-10042 
Acoustic loads on an externally blown flap system 
due to impingement of a TF-34 jet engine exhaust 
[NASA-T5-X-71950]	 p0295 574-20651 
TZI AIRCRAFT 
U F-ill AIRCRAFT 
TREODORSEN TRANSFORMATION 
A modified Theodorsen epsilon-function airfoil 
design procedure 
(NASA-TN-D-7741)	 pO48l 574-33428 
THEOREMS 
NT BATES THEOREN 
RI FLOQUET THEOREM 
NT SIMILARITY IHEORER 
THERMAL COMFORT 
Utility analysis in weight control
p0124 A74-17740 
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS 
The response of aircraft camouflage lacquers to 
thermal radiation. Part 2; 6000 degrees K 
radiator and 800 ft/sec air flow 
(AD-776884]	 p0361 574-26078 
Analytical modeling of intumescent coating thermal 
protection system in a .12-5 fuel fire environment 
[NASA-CR-137531]	 p0418 574-29016 
THERNAL CURRENTS 
U CONVECTIVE FLOw 
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS 
Fatigue of supersonic transport materials using 
simulated flight-by-flight loading
p0004 A74-10616 
Hot-salt stress-corrosion of titanium alloys as 
related to turbine engine operation
p0117 A74-16600 
Aircraft avionics environmental control analysis 
procedures for optimized life cycle cost 
p0434 174-39741 
Cyclic-stress analysis of notches for supersonic 
transport conditions --- using finite element 
•ethod 
[NASA-CR-132387) 	 p0257 574-19544 
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 
U PTROLYSIS 
THERMAL DEGRADATION 
Solving an aluminum bracket failure --- in fire 
damaged aircraft engine
p0313 A74-29609 
THERMAL EFFECTS 
U TENPEBATORE EFFECTS 
THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Oil canning of metallic panels in thermal-acoustic 
A-32 I
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environments 
(1111 PAPER 74-982]	 pO428 174-38740 
-TUEERAI. FATIGUE 
Fatigue of supersonic transport materials using 
simulated flight-by-flight loading
p0004 174-10616 
Effect of several metaflurgical variables on the 
thermal fatigue behavior of superalloys 
p0004 174-10622 
Measurement of hot fatigue crack growth rate of 
AU2GN aluminium alloy 
[ONERA, IP NO. 1373]	 p0318 174-30513 
Effect of prior creep on durability of AK4-1-T1 
alloy
p0383 174-36510 
Concorde and safety - Design, testing and 
certi fication
p043 1 174-39050 
TR3RHI. POWER 
U TURBOGENERATORS 
TR!RNAL PROPERTIES 
O THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
TUIREAL PROTECTION 
The response of aircraft camouflage lacquers to 
thermal radiation. Part 2; 6000 degrees K 
radiator and 800 ft/sec air flow 
(AD-776884]	 p0361 074-26078 
TRERHI. RESISTANCE 
Polyi.ides for advanced radowes --- heat resistant 
reinforced composite materials
p0082 174-14738 
Recent advances in the processing of polyiwide 
resins for high temperature rado.e applications 
p0379 174-35841 
TE!RRAJ. SIRULITION 
A thermal, thernoelastic, and wear simulation of a 
high-energy sliding contact problem 
(ASEE PAPER 73-LUB-6]
	 p0027 174-12333 
Restoration in the laboratory of the effects of 
kinetic beating on the structure of the Concorde 
aircraft
p0216 A74-22670 
THERHL STABILITY 
Adsorption resins in jet fuels
pO221 174-23517 
.JP-4 thermal stability survey --- analysis of 
physical properties of 19 JP-4 fuels 
(AD-767591]	 p0112 874-13501 
THERMAL STRESSES 
Thermal loads on the turbine disk after turning 
off a turbojet engine
p0335 *74-31893 
Transmission thermal sapping (CH-47C forward rotor 
transmission) 
[AD-767875j	 pOlQ3 874-13732 
Laboratory simulation of kinetic heating effects 
on the structure of Concorde aircraft --- using 
infrared radiation facility
p0237 074-17760 
The strength and rigidity of structures at high 
aircraft velocities 
[AD-776743]	 p0359 874-25610 
TBENIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
Ablation -- heat and mass transfer in hypersonic 
flight
p0119 174-17103 
TN ERM OCO DPI ES 
Recovery characteristics of a single-shielded

self-aspirating thermocouple probe at low 
pressure levels and subsonic speeds
p0027 174-12280 
A film thermocouple with a platinum electrode for 
thermcmetry of gas turbine engine blades 
pOl3l 174-18686 
TRERMOD!NAMIC CYCLES 
Parameter selection for multiple fault diagnostics 
of gas turbine engines 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-62]
	 p0272 174-27452 
Some considerations on the performance of the fan 
jet engine 
(NAL-TB-3173	 pO193 074-16486 
TRRR800TNAHIC PROPERTIES 
NT THERMAL STABILITY 
NT THERMOCBRMICAL PROPERTIES 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1972
pOO65 074-11592 
fhermodyna,ic and transport properties of air and 
its products of combustion with ASTNA-A-1 fuel 
and natural gas at 20, 30, and 40 atmospheres
SUBJECT INDEX 
(RASA-TN-D-7488]	 p0101 N74-12575 
Analytical modeling of intumescent coating thermal 
protection system in a .l p-5 fuel fire environment 
(NASA-CR-137531]	 p0418 N74-29016 
TBERNODTHMICS 
NT AEROTHERMODYNANICS 
NT COMBUSTION PHYSICS 
Problem of the application of turbofan engines in 
air transport. Methods of increase in 
efficiency of turbofan engine with high bypass 
ratios 
(AD-773292]	 p0293 074-20453 
TEERMOELASTIcITY 
NT AEROTHERMOELASTICITY 
A thermal, ther.oelastic, and wear simulation of a 
high-energy sliding contact problem 
(ASME PAPER 73-LUB-6]
	 p0027 A74-12333 
THERROG RAM S 
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
THER000ECHANICAL TREATMENT 
The development of ther.omechanical processes for 
advanced dispersion strengthened alloys 
p0342 A74-33622 
THERMOMECRANICS 
U THERMODYNARICS 
THERMONETRY 
U TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
THRRNOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
NT THERMAL STABILITY 
TRERNOPHYSICS 
U THEBEODYNAMICS 
THERMOPLASTIC RESINS 
Advanced tooling techniques using a thermoplastic 
compound
pO436 *74-39898 
TRERMOSETTING RESINS 
NT EPDXY RESINS 
NT PHENOLIC RESINS 
Composite to metal bonding using structural 
thermosetting adhesives
p0085 A74-14786 
THERMOSTABILITY 
U THERMAL STABILITY 
THERMOTROPISM 
o ANISOTROPY 
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
THICKNESS 
Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a short 
pulse radar
p0124 *74-17810 
Material thickness control through process 
refinement 
[AIAA PAPER 74-375]
	 p0265 *74-26682 
THIN AIRFOILS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
NT THIN WINGS 
Thin-airfoil theory of an ejector-flapped wing 
section 
(AIAA PAPER 74-187]
	 p0134 *74-18834 
Compressibility effects in unsteady thin-airfoil 
theory
pOl?7 A74-20298 
Lift and moment for arbitrary power-law upvash in 
oscillating subsonic unsteady thin-airfoil theory 
p0204 A74-23227 
Some aspects of airfoil stall in low-speed flow 
p0275 A74-27844 
Stall flutter of a thin aerofoil with leading edge 
separation
p0374 *74-35269 
Aerodynamic interference in a system of two 
harmonically oscillating airfoils in an 
incompressible flow
p0447 *74-41041 
Influence of unsteady-state conditions on the 
magnitude of aerodynamic forces in a cascade 
p0482 *74-45927 
Transient aerodynamic characteristics of thin 
curvilinear airfoils in cascade
p0482 A74-45928 
THIN PLATES 
Finite element analysis of supersonic panel flutter 
p0069 *74-13001 
Investigation of the characteristics of flows past 
plates at large angles of attack
p0070 A74-13183 
THIN WALLED SHELLS 
The influence of a high velocity fluid environment 
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on the static and dynamic stability of thin 
cylindrical shell structures
p0072 174-13321 
Torsion of conical thin-walled aircraft components 
p0088 174-15817 
An algorithm for rational selection of the 
parameters of nonlinearly deforming thin-walled 
framework elements
pOl3O 174-18645 
Solution of the non-linear differential equations 
for finite bending of a thin-walled tube by 
parameter differentiation
p0279 174-28420 
Installation for the investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of thin-walled structural 
components
p0311 174-29105 
Torsion of prismatic shell by finite difference 
approach
p0314 174-29906 
The historical development of shell research and 
design
p0374 A74-35211 
THIN WALLS 
The interaction of local and overall buckling of 
thin-walled structures 
[ICAS PAPER 74-07]	 p0448 174-41309 
Theoretical and experimental research on 
vibrations of thin walled stiffened structures 
[ICAS PAPER 74-16]	 p01448 174-41318 
Constrained torsion of closed thin-walled structures 
in wings
.pOqO5 174-46722 
Column failure of thin-walled compression members 
in aircraft wings as affected by wall 
imperfection and crushing (VTH-175]	 p0197 874-16737 
Plexual rigidity of a thin walled build-up rotor 
for jet engine. Rearurement by static load test 
and vibration tent and calculation by finite 
element method	 - 
[NAL-TR-329]	 p0293 874-20572 
THIN WINGS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
Determination of the shear stresses in spar walls 
in the design , of a wing on the basis of a plate 
analogy
p0260 A74-25984 
Random movement of a wing of finite span in an 
incompressible liquid
p0312 174-29497 
Wing profile with rotating flap in shear flow 
p0320 174-31097 
Nethod of calculating the nonstationary 
aerodynamic loads on a thin wing of finite 
aspect ratio undergoing elastic harmonic 
vibrations in subsonic flow
p0390 174-36815 
Calculation of the surface of a minimum-drag wing 
with a shock-free leading edge
p0390 174-36818 
Prediction of unsteady airloads for oblique 
blade-gust interaction in compressible flow 
p0477 174-44406 
A quasi-vortex-lattice method in thin wing theory 
p0477 174-44417 
Some effects of center of gravity locations of 
added mass on transonic flutter characteristics 
of low aspect ratio and sveptback thin 
cantilever wing 
(NAL-TR-314J	 P0040 874-10047 
Calculation of instationary pressure distributions 
and generalized aerodynamic forces with the 
doublet-lattice method --- on thin wings 
oscillating harmonically in subsonic 'flow'' 
(NLR-TR-72037-U]	 p0054 874-10906 
Geometry program for aerodynamic lifting surface 
theory (NASA-TN-I-62309]	 p0093 874-11810 
Column failure of thin-walled co.pression members 
in aircraft wings as affected by wall 
imperfection and crushing (VTB-175]	 p0197 874-16737 
Normal loads program for aerodynamic lifting 
surface theory -- evaluation of spa'nwise and 
chordvise loading distributions (NASA-TN-X-62326]	 p0231 874-17702 
Reciprocal influence of a body of finite length 
and a wing at mid-wing position at subsonic speed
(BNVG-FBWT-7333] 	 p0231 N74-17707 
A program for computing the pressure distribution 
and aerodynamic coefficients for cambered thin 
supersonic wings of arbitrary planform with 
subsonic leading edges 
(10-772952]	 p0251 874-18701 
Improvements to the kernel function method of 
steady, subsonic lifting surface theory (NASA-T8-X-62327]	 p0487 874-33429 
THREE DINENSIONAL BOUNDARY LATER 
Asymptotic behavior of the solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations near fins
p0088 174-15779 
The calculation of subsonic and transonic 
turbulent boundary layers on an infinite yawed 
airfoil 
[1111 PAPER 74-557]	 p0344 174-34320 
The three-dimensional boundary layer in the 
vicinity of the stagnation line of a swept wing 
in the case of nonuniform snction
p0382 174-36452 
Three-dimensional compressible boundary layer flow 
over a yawed cone with mass injection 
p0146 874-13960 
THREE DINENSIOWAL FLOW 
Unsteady pressure distribution measurements 
involving a harmonically vibrating wing model in 
three-dimensional compressible flow (DFVLR-SONDDR-335] 	 p0073 114-13549 
Analysis of three-dimensional unsteady flow around 
oscillating wings (1111 PAPER 74-184]	 p0135 A74-18838 
Three dimensional supersonic flow field analysis 
of the B-i airplane by a finite difference 
technique and comparison with experimental data 
[lIlA PAPER 74-189]	 p0136 114-18871 
Calculation of supersonic flow past conical bodies 
p0114 174-19935 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonic 
range
p0223 1711-25310 
Three-dimensional wave interactions in supersonic 
intakes
p0436 A74-39980 
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks 
p0480 174-45226 
Additional three-dimensional boundary-layer 
computations for a finite swept wing 
[NASA-CR-132335]	 p0038 874-10029 
Neasurements in a three dimensional incompressible 
turbulent boundary layer in an adverse pressure 
gradient under infinite swept wing cánditions 
[NLR-TR-72092-U]	 p0109 874-12995 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
2: Three-dimensional theory for vortex-lift 
augmentation --- wind tunnel tests of jet 
fighter scale model 
(10-771304]	 p0232 814-17711 
Research in the area of the aerodynamics of rotors 
and propellers 
[AROD-T-3-23-E]	 pO286 874-19688 
A program to compute the behavior of' a three 
dimensional turbulent vortex 
[10-778433)	 p0418 874-28182 
Improvements to the kernel function method of 
steady, subsonic lifting surface theory 
(NASA-TN-X-62327]	 p0487 874-33429 
THREE DIHENSIONAL NOTION 
NT THREE DINENSIONAL FLOW 
Solid state controller three axes controller (NASA-CASE-NSC-1239 11-1]	 p0059 874-10942 
THRUST 
NT JET THRUST 
NT VARIABLE THRUST 
THRUST AUGNENTATION 
Full-scale tests of an augmentor VTOL concept 
ejector-in-wing configuration [1111 PAPER 73-1185]	 p0008 174-11229 
The next step is straight up --- VfSTOL 
fighter-attack aircraft for minicarriers 
p0023 174-12129 
One-dimensional analysis of copressible ejector 
flows applicable to V/STOL aircraft design (AIAA PAPER 73-1184]	 '	 p0031 174-12921 
V/STOL demonstrator vehicle for ejector thrust 
augmentation technology (lIlA PAPER 74-995]	 p0453 A74-41663 
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STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volu.e 4: 
Analysis of wind tunnel data: Vectored 
thrust/.echanical flaps and internally blown jet 
flaps --- for transport aircraft configuration 
[AD-766641]	 p0098 N74-11846 
Analysis of control surface augmentation in 
high-performance aircraft by thrust vectoring 
(AD-769495]	 p0190 N74-15726 
Compact thrust augmentors for V/STOL aircraft 
propulsion system configuration for V/STOL and 
cruise flight using one engine
p0291 N74-20419 
Static perfornance and noise tests on a thrust 
reverser for an augmestor wing aircraft 
[NASA-C8-137561)	 p0472 N74-32438 
THRUST CONTROL 
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
Infligbt thrust and base pressure survey on the 
A-7 airplane
p0345 A74-34840 
Optimal trajectories of high thrust aircraft 
pO374 A74-35234 
Thrust performance of podded lift-fans in crossf low 
effect of increasing cross flow velocity on 
thrust deterioration
p0291 N74-20420 
Propulsion system of the VJ 101 C VTOL aircraft: 
Philosophy and practical experience 
optimization of vertical takeoff aircraft 
airframe and engine
p0292 N74-20428 
THRUST NEASUREHENT 
External burning assisted projectile - Theory and 
experiment 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1193) 	 p0009 A14-11234 
Lockheed S-3A Viking - With low fuel consumption 
over a wide power range the TF34-GE2 has high 
thrust to weight
p0222 A74-23839 
Tail-rotor thrust on a 5.5-foot helicopter model 
in ground effect 
[ABS PREPRINT 802) 	 p0388 A74-36616 
A new jet engine thrust measuring , system - An 
advancement in flight test engineering 
p0460 A74-43613 
THRUST REVERSAL 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
p0315 A74-30098 
Effects of STOL thrust reversers and powered lift 
on inlet flow quality 
[SAN PAPER 740457)	 p0351 A74-35007 
Analysis, design and test of thrust reverser and 
thrust vectoring systems for 5101 transport 
aircraft 
(AIRA PAPER 73-1218)	 p0456 A714-42849 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
(NASA-TN-X-71470]	 p0039 N74-10037 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Airlines, 
Sabreliner model NA-265-60, N743E, Hontrose, 
Colorado, 13 April 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-73-19]	 p0095 N74-11830 
The results of a low-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the Refan JT8D engine 
target thrust reverser on the stability and 
control characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
airplane 
[NASA-CR-134699)	 p0494 N74-341467 
Performance of a model cascade thrust reverser for 
short-haul applications 
[NASA-TN-X-71614)	 p0500 N74-35202 
THRUST TEBBINATION 
Certain problems in estimating the rundown tile of 
an engine --- turbojet
p0006 A74-11075 
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
Advanced technology thrust vectoring exhaust systems 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1304)
	 p0011 A74-11303 
Effect of exhaust deflectors on the design of lift 
plus lift/cruise V/STOL aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730959)	 p0015 A74-11554 
Vectored thrust V/STOL shipboard testing 
p0172 A74- 19498 
The augmentor wing - Powered-lift STOL a proven 
concept
p0184 A74-21728 
Supercirculation effects induced by vectoring a 
partial-span rectangular jet --- for fighter
aircraft maneuverability 
[AIAA PAPER 74-971)
	 p0428 A714-38736 
Analysis, design and test of thrust reverser and 
thrust vectoring syste•s for STOL transport 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1218)
	 p0456 A74-42849 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition (medium STOL transport 
with vectored thrust/mechanical flaps) 
(AD-766637]	 pOOS6 N74-10925 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 1: Aerodynasic technology (design 
compendiu., vectored thrust/mechanical flaps) 
[AD-766639]	 p0057 N74-10926 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Performance ground rules and •ethods. Rook 1: 
Takeoff and landing ground rules 
(AD-766942]	 p0057 N74-10928 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 2: A lifting line analysis method f or 
jet-flapped wings 
[AD-766877]	 p0058 N74-10937 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part 2: Flight control technology: Piloted 
simulation of a medium STOL transport with 
vectored thrust mechanical flaps 
(AD-766643)	 p0058 1174-10939 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 4: 
Analysis of wind tunnel data: Vectored 
thrust/mechanical flaps and internally blown jet 
flaps --- for transport aircraft configuration 
(AD-766641J	 pOO98 N74-11846 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part 1: Flight control technology: System 
analysis and trade studies for a medium STOL 
transport with vectored thrust/mechanical flaps 
for transport aircraft configuration 
(AD-766642j	 p0098 N74-11847 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2: 
Design compendium 
[AD-767561)	 p0143 N74-13733 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5: 
Flight control technology 
(AD-767364)	 p0143 1174-13735 
Analysis of control surface augmentation in 
high-performance aircraft by thrust vectoring 
(AD-769495]	 p0190 1174-15726 
Pressure distribution on a vectored-thrust V/STOL 
fighter in the transition-speed range --- wind 
tunnel tests to •easure pressure distribution on 
body and wing 
(NASA-TN-X-2867)	 p0246 N74-18658 
Recent technology advances in thrust vectoring 
systems --- analysis of thrust vector control 
for vertical takeoff aircraft with and without 
afterburning in lift
p0290 1174-20410 
Aerodynamic interference between fuselage and 
lifting jets emerging from its lower part 
effect of two high velocity lifting jets on 
induced lift and pitching moments
p0290 1174-20413 
THRUSTORS 
U ROCKET ENGINES 
TID	 - 
U TRAVELING IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES 
TILT 
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) 
TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRIN 
Tilt-rotor aircraft nears final design 
pO3l9 A74-30748 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study: Wind tunnel 
tests of a full scale hingeless prop/rotor 
designed for the Boeing Nodel 222 tilt rotor 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114664] 	 p0188 N74-15711 
Automatic transitions of a tilt-rotor aircraft, 
part 1. Automatic control of a helicopter with 
a hanging load, part 2
p0363 N74-26432 
TILT WING AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
NT XC-142 AIRCRAFT 
A head-up display for all-weather approach and 
landing of tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-952]
	
p0452 A74-41656 
Aircraft design studies: E67 tilt-wing executive 
aircraft - with vertical takeoff and landing 
capability 
A-3211
SUBJECT 11DB!	 TITAIXUN ALLOYS 
[CNANPIELDAERO-23]	 p0467 874-31490 
TILTIIO 
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) 
TILTIIG BOTCES 
Assessment of •odel testing of a tilt-proprotor 
YTOL aircraft
pO20S *74-22460 
Nodel tests and analysis of prop-rotor dynamics 
for tilt-rotor aircraft
p0205 A74-22461 
The role of wind tunnel testing in the development 
of advanced rotary-wing aircraft
p0207 *74-22472 
Aeroelastic-stability characteristics of a V/STOL 
tilt-rotor aircraft with hingeless blades - 
Correlation of analysis and test 
(ABS PEEPRINT 8353
	 p0385 *74-36590 
Handling qualities evaluation of the 11-15 tilt 
rotor aircraft 
(ABS PREPRINT 840]
	 p0385 *74-36591 
Theory and co.parison with tests of two full-scale 
proprotors
p0395 *74-37497 
Experiaental and analytical studies in tilt-rotor 
aeroelasticity
p0395 *74-37498 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 1: 
Design study summary -- aerodynamic concept of 
•ini.u. size tilt proprotor research aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114682J	 p0096 874-11833 
Advance.ent of proprotor technology. Task 2: 
Hind-tunnel test results 
(NASA-CR-114363)	 p0096 814-11834 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study. Volume 10: 
Performance and stability test of A 1-14.622 
Proude scaled Boeing Vertol Model 222 tilt rotor 
aircraft (Phase 1) 
(BASACR-114603]	 p0142 874-13127 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study 
of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations 
(the effects of so.e rotor feedback systems on 
rotor-body dynamics), Phase 7-A 
LNASA-CR-114709]	 p0160 874-14157 
Studies in tilt-rotor YTOL aircraft aeroelasticity 
blade flapping and pitch change freedoms of 
proprotor configurations
pO282 874-19649 
Dynamics of tilting proprotor aircraft in cruise 
flight 
(NASA-TN-D-7677]	 p0407 874-27500 
Analytical model for tilting proprotor aircraft 
dyna.ics, including blade torsion and coupled 
bending modes, and conversion mode operation 
(NASA-TN-Z-62369]	 p0467 874-31498 
TINE 
NT ACCESS TINE 
NT FLIGHT TINE 
NT MTBF 
NT TESTING TINE 
TINE DEPENDENCE 
Statistical analysis of aircraft noise levels 
p0173 *74-19638 
Variability in aircraft noise measurements 
fro, short and long period jet flight tests 
p0314 *74-30079 
TINE DIVISION NUL?IPLEIIEG 
Microwave dielectric waveguide data bus system for 
aircraft interior data transfer
p0424 A74-38564 
TINE LAG 
Servo.echanis.s of aircraft instruments - Dynamics 
of servoaechanisias in the presence of dry 
friction and retardation --- Russian hook 
p0421 *74-38043 
Flap-lag dynamics of hingeless helicopter blades 
at moderate and high advance ratios
p0496 814-34495 
TINE NEASUNENENT 
Certain problems in estimating the rundown time of 
an engine --- turbojet
p0006 *14-11075 
TINE NEASUNING INSTRUMENTS 
NT CHRONOMETERS 
TINE OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Input design for parameter identification. I - A 
new for.ulation and a practical solution 
p0374 *74-35252 
Optimally fast-acting control of aircraft roll in 
the presence of constraints on the angle of
aileron deflection and the deflection rate 
pO389 *74-366311 
TINE RESPONSE 
Response speed of a correlator in an extremal. 
syste. for aircraft wheel braking
p0213 *74-24022 
TINE SERIES ANALYSIS 
Geodetic analysis of Skylab alti.etry preliminary 
data - SL/2 EREP pass 9 --- time series analysis 
of geoidal heights 
(E74-10086]	 p0062 874-11197 
TINIIG 
U TINE NEASUREMENT 
TIP SPEED 
Airfoil design for high tip speed compressors 
f an technology 
(AmA PAPER 73-1248)	 p0009 *74-11269 
Rotor aerodynamics and acoustics - The next phase 
helicopter noise at supersonic blade tip 
speeds
p0203 A74-22465 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of 
HT-S/PNR-PI composites for application to 
advanced aircraft engines 
High-Tip-Speed/Polymerization of Monomeric 
Reactant
p0228 *74-24868 
Noise and wake structure measurements in a 
subsonic tip speed fan 
(NASA-CR-2323]	 p0036 874-10020 
The stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor 
(AD-766828)	 pOOB2 814-11128 
TIPS 
NT BLADE TIPS 
NT IING TIPS 
TIRES 
NT AIRCRAFT TIRES 
TITANIUM 
A corrosion inhibiting coating for structural 
airframe fasteners 
(SAR PAPER 730902]	 p0018 *74-11588 
Manufacture and properties of titanium and 
titanium alloys emphasizing their use in 
aeronautics. Part 1: Manufacture and processing 
conference
pOO64 874-11336 
Nanufacture of titanium and titanium alloy 
semifinished products --- with application to 
production of drop-forged aircraft parts 
p0064 874-11338 
status and development tendencies of titanium 
processing --- metallurgical techniques for 
manufacture of aircraft parts
p0064 874-11339 
Fatigue and fracture considerations in critical 
titanium components --- for aircraft structures 
p0367 874-26470 
TITANIUM ALLOYS 
NT NITINOL ALLOYS 
RohrBond -- liquid interface diffusion bonding 
for Ti honeycomb core sandwich
p0083 *74-14741 
Sliding-seal electron-beam welding of titanium 
p0083 *74-14752 
Application of powder metallurgy in gas turbine 
aircraft engines
p0084 *74-14765 
Fabrication and repair of titanium engine 
components by welding
p0O84 *74-14768 
Manufacturing exercise involved in the redesign of

the Hawker Siddeley Trident /tri-jet/ fuselage 
p0115 A14-16445 
The use of ultra high strength titanium alloys in 
a V/STOL military aircraft application - The H. 
S. A. Harrier
p0115 A74-16446 
B-i cost/weight trade methodology
p0115 *74-16447 
Design and development support for critical 
helicopter applications in Ti-6Al-4V alloy 
p011S A74-16448 
Flat rolled beta titanium alloys for airframe 
application
p0116 *74-16449 
Applications of the high strength alloy 
Ti-4Al-4No-2Sn-0.5Si in European aircraft projects 
p0116 A74-16450 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Titaniul - The bridge to co.posites -- for light 
weight/high performance aircraft
p0116 A74-16451 
Failure experience with and failure anticipation 
in titanium components
p0116 A74-16476 
Effects of Ti-6Al-4V alloy metallurgical 
structures on ultrasonic response characteristics 
p0116 1711-16477 
Ultrasonic inspection of titanium airframe 
co. ponents
p0116 A74-16479 
Non-destructive inspection of titanium jet engine 
disks
p0116 A74-16480 
Nondestructive detection of hydrides and 
alpha-case in titanium alloys
p0116 114-16482 
High cycle fatigue properties of titanium in 
aircraft application
p0116 174-16513 
Development of cold headable titaniu, alloys for 
the • Concorde supersonic jet
p0117 174-16554 
Deep hardenable titanium alloys for large airframe 
elements
p0117 A714-16559 
Dynamic creep of titanium alloy with 1.5 wt % Mn 
and 3% Al in high-velocity air streams 
p0117 174-16579 
Fretting resistant coatings for titanium alloys 
p0117 114-16592 
Hot-salt stress-corrosion of titanium alloys as 
related to turbine engine operation
p0117 174-16600 
Titanium flamecutting reduces airframe costs 
p0118 174-16760 
Heat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the 651 A alloy
p0125 174-17891 
Suitability of using titanium pipelines in the 
hydraulic systems of turbine engines 
p0126 174-18090 
Recent developments and utilization criteria of 
titanium alloys in the aircraft industry 
-	 p0218 174-23962 
Beat-resistant titanium alloys - Introduction of 
the UT651A alloy
p0219 174-23963 
Utilization of titanium and its alloys in the 
manufacture of helicopters and airplane frames 
pO218 174-23967 
Study of the speed of fatigue crack propagation in 
the case of light alloys and titanium alloys 
p0228 174-24297 
The application of electron beam welding for major 
titanium structures
p0227 174-25363 
Evaluation of damage tolerance in aircraft 
structures 
[1111 PAPER 74-347]	 p0263 174-26661 
Effects of compressive overloads on fatigue crack 
growth 
[lIlA PAPER 74-365] 	 P0264 174-26674 
Developing the 'backbone of the 1-14 --- Ti 
structures for variable sweep wing center section 
(1111 PAPER. 74-371] 	 p0265 174-26678 
New alloys for advanced metallic fighter-wing 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 74-372]	 P0265 174-26679 
Properties of beryllium reinforced titanium matrix 
composites
pO379 174-35826 
Processing of titanium tubes - An approach to 
helicopter blade spar manufacturing 
[IRS PNEPRINT 853] 	 p0386 174-36599 
New structural materials for jet engine components 
p0460 174-43768 
Titanium structural brazing
p0480 174-45260 
Brazed titanium fail-safe structures
pO48O A74-45261 
Manufacture and properties of titanium and 
titanium alloys emphasizing their use in 
aeronautics. Part 1: Manufacture and processing 
conference -
p0064 N74-11336 
Manufacture of titanium and titanium alloy 
semifinished products --- with application to
production of drop-forged aircraft parts 
p0064 874-11338 
status and development tendencies of titanium 
processing --- metallurgical techniques for 
manufacture of aircraft parts
pOO64 N74-11339 
Design guide for the use of structural shapes in 
aircraft applications. Part 1: Selection 
criteria for structural shapes and tubing. Part 
2: Manufacturing methods for structural shapes 
and tubing 
[10-769042]	 p0190 1174-15723 
Development of a low-cost composite die using 
High-Energy-Rate Forming (REEF) --- titanium 
alloy helicopter parts 
[10-771957]	 p0242 1174-18145 
Materials for aerospace cuirent research and 
development 
[D-MAT-194]	 p0303 N74-21139 
Development of engineering data on thick-section 
electron beam welded titanium 
[10-774051]	 p03031174-21151 
Continuous seam diffusion bond titanium spar 
evaluation 
[AD-780029]	 p0468 N74-31515 
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS) 
Determination of the allowable tolerances for the 
asymmetries of afree rolling vehicle 
(TAE-185]	 p0323 N74-21637 
TOLERANCES (PETSIOLOGY) 
NT HUMAN TOLERANCES 
TONOMETRY 
U PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
TOOLING 
Idvanced tooling techniques using a thermoplastic 
compound
p0436 174-39898 
TOOLS 
NT MACHINE TOOLS	 - 
NT MILLING MACHINES 
TOPOGRAPHY 
Terrain properties and topography from Skylab 
altimetry --- Oregon, Utah, Texas, and Nevada 
[E74-10043]	 p0062 1174-11164 
TORNADOES 
A buoyant tornado-probe concept incorporating an 
inverted lifting device --- and balloon 
combination 
[NASA-TN-D-7335]	 p0047 N74-10584 
TORQUE 
A technique for measuring oscillatory aerodynamic 
control surface hinge moments from forced 
response characteristics 
[ARC-CP-1253]	 p0247 N74-18663 
TORQUE MEASURING APPARATUS 
U TORQUEMETERS 
TORQUE MOTORS 
Low speed phaselock speed control system --- for 
brushless dc motor 
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11127-1]	 p0044 N74-10202 
TORQU EM E TB ES 
Advanced torque measurement system --- design, 
fabrication, and testing for helicopter 
powerplant diagnostic purposes
	 - 
[10-773021]	 p0252 N74-18706 
TORSION 
Constrained torsion of closed thin-walled structures 
in wings
p0485 174-46722 
Nonlinear bending and torsion of rotating beams 
vith application to linear stability of 
hingeless helicopter rotors
p0101 1174-12545 
Design parameters for torsion of sandwich strips 
having trapezoidal, rectangular, and triangular 
cross sections-
[AD-771824]	 p0244 N74-18549 
TORSIONAL STRESS 
Torsion-flap-lag coupling on helicopter rotor blades 
p0022 174-11843 
Torsion of conical thin-walled aircraft components 
p0088 A74-15817 
Torsion of prismatic shell by finite difference 
approach
p0314 A74-29906 
An experimental study of box beam wing structures 
subjected to torsion
p0378 174-35719 
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Control load envelope shaping by live twist --- in 
helicopter rotors
p0394 174-37493 
TORSIONAL VINEATIOI 
Designing a dynalically stable body with lifting 
surfaces for a follower load
p0087 A74-15710 
Torsional stability analysis of a gas-turbine 
powered helicopter drive systea 
(ASNE PAPER 74-GT-5 11]	 p0272 A74-27447 
The torsional flutter characteristics of a 
cantilevered airfoil cascade in a supersonic 
inlet flow field with a subsonic axial-coaponent 
[1111 PAPER 74-530]
	
p0339 174-33127 
Gearbox noise reduction - Prediction and 
•easurexent of .esh-frequency vibrations within 
an operating helicopter rotor-drive gearbox 
(ASRE PAPER 73-DET-31] 	 p0341 174-33404 
Effect of blade design parameters on helicopter 
stall boundaries 
(ABS PREPRINT 833]	 p0384 174-36588 
Engine/airfra.e interface dyna.ics experience 
for helicopters
p0396 174-37506 
Bending-torsional flutter of a cantilevered wing 
containing a tip •ass and subjected to a 
transverse follower force
p0398 174-37648 
TOUCR 
NT TACTILE DISCRIBINATIOR 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
[18-767763]	 p0144 R74-13741 
TOUChDOWN 
Proble.s with the aircraft/runway interface 
p0208 174-22636 
Another look at landing and stopping criteria 
(1111 PAPER 74-956]	 p0427 174-38722 
TOWED BODIES 
Dynsuics of slung bodies utilizing a rotating 
wheel for stability
p0127 174-18141 
Hydrodyna.ic forces on oscillating and 
nonosciflating swooth circular cylinders in 
crossflow --- for towed bodies 
(AD-767022]	 p0062 N74-11125 
A preli.inary design of a renotely-controlled 
glider for a long-line operation 
(AD-767879]	 p0144 R74-13744 
Perforeance of a ballute decelerator towed behind 
a jet airplane 
(NASA-TR-X-56019]	 p0160 N74-14760 
TOWED TARGETS 
U TARGETS 
U TOWED BODIES 
TOWING 
Wi-i ground handling wheel adapter bars for 011-58 
helicopters. Prototype design, fabrication, and 
user test 
(AD-778199]	 p0443 R74-29616 
TRACE CORTINIRAITS 
Survey of trace letals in distillate fuels 
p0177 174-20217 
TRICKING (POSITION) 
NT OPTICAL TRACKING 
NT PURSUIT TRACKING 
NT RADAR TRACKING 
NT BARGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING 
Air-to-air tracking techniques to evaluate 
aircraft handling qualities
p0345 A74-34838 
TRACKING AITEJIAS 
U DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
TRICKING RADAR 
General theory of stratified •edia - -Application 
to research concerning the correction of 
aircraft rado.e aberration
p0377 A74-35494 
TRICKING STATIONS 
The new radar control stations of the French 
airspace
p0311 174-29251 
TRICKING STUDIES 
U TRACKING (POSITION) 
TRACTION 
The effect of runway traction on co.eercial 
airplane stopping systeas 
(SAE PAPER 740500]
	 p0349 174-34976 
Inpact of runway traction on possible approaches 
to certification and operation of jet transport
aircraft 
(SAR PAPER 740497]	 p0350 A74-34987 
Elewents affecting runway traction 
(SIR PAPER 740496]	 p0350 174-34988 
TRADEOFFS 
An approach to aeroengine tradeoff factors 
(SAN PAPER 740493]	 p0350 174-34990 
Resolution of a conflict between weight and 
cosponent resistance in an aircraft
pO398 174-37652 
A .ethod for weight/cost trade-offs in preli.inary 
air vehicle design 
[SANE PAPER 1017]	 p0435 174-39887 
TRADER AIRCRAFT 
U C-iA AIRCRAFT 
TRAFFIC 
NT AIR TRAFFIC 
Effects of a traffic noise background on 
judgenents of aircraft noise 
[NASA-TI-I-71938]	 p0304 N74-21308 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
NT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL 
The re.ote airport - A study of access feasibility 
p0216 174-23353 
TRAILING EDGES 
Calculation of aerodyna.ic characteristics of 
bodies with relatively large trailing sections 
p0087 174-15575 
The high subsonic flow around a two-di.ensional 
aerofoil ',ith a trailing edge control surface 
p0182 174-21104 
The aerodyna.ics of a turbine cascade with 
supersonic discharge and trailing edge blowing 
[ASNE PAPER 74-GT-120]	 p0271 A74-27419 
Contribution to the theory of the sonic flow past 
a profile
p0389 174-36630 
Axial flow weasureRents in trailing vortices 
p0425 174-38626 
The-structure and decay of trailing vortices-
p0447 174-41044 
On the calculation of non-linear aerodyna.ic 
characteristics and the near vortex wake 
(ICAS PAPER 74-27] 	 p0449 A74-41329 
The nuserical solution of the asy.ptotic equations 
of trailing edge flow
pO4S6 A74-42797 
New investigations for reducing the base drag of 
wings with a blunt trailing edge --- effects of 
splitter plates and splitter wedges on 
aerodynaxic drag coefficients 
-	 p0157 N74-14723 
Cold-air study of the effect on turbine stator 
blade aerodynawic perfor.ance of coolant 
ejection fro. various trailing-edge slot 
geoaetries. 1: Experiwental results 
(RASA-Tfl-I-3000]	 pO231 N74-17699 
The power profile - a new type of airfoil 
airfoil with blunt leading edge and two wall 
jets near the trailing edge 
(10-773655]	 -	 p0286 N74-19690 
Longitudinal static stability of vehicles with two 
lifting wings
p0405 N74-27473 
Low-speed aerodynaaic characteristics of airfoil 
sections with rounded trailing edges in forward 
and reverse flow 
(NASA-TN-I-3060]	 p0487 N74-33430 
TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
The jet-flapped wing in ground proxiaity with 
special allowance for large angle of attack and 
large jet flap angle 
-	
-	 pOl2l A74-17221 
Application of boundary layer control by 
tangential blowing of a jet over trailing edge 
flaps
p0484 174-46691 
Lift coefficent incre.ent due to full-span split 
flap: Flap chord 0.15c 
(RSDU-FLAPS-0i.01.05-AREND-A] --
	 p0035 R74-10003 
Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on the-
lateral and longitudinal-stability 
characteristics of a supersonic transport .odel 
having a highly-swept arrow wing 
(NASA-TN-X-71936]	 pO29S N74-20652 
Apparatus for span -loading to alleviate 
wake-vortex hazard behind aircraft 
(NASI-CASE-ARC-10801-1] 	 p0471 N74-32428 
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TRAINERS 
U TRAINING DEVICES 
TRAINING 
U EDUCATION 
TRAINING AIRCRAFT 
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-28 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
The Alpha Jet programme
p0136 A74-18902 
Incremental transfer effectiveness of a 
ground-based general aviation trainer 
p0260 A74-25969 
TF-17 evolved from previous data base --- Northrop 
trainer/fighter prototype
p0276 174-27848 
Dornier/Dassanit-Breguet Alpha Jet 
multipurpose combat aircraft
p0313 174-29829 
Hawker's new Hawk --- light training aircraft 
p0335 A74-31878 
TRAINING DEVICES 
Commercial quality video recorders for airborne 
military applications
p0217 A74-22530 
TRAINING SINULATOES 
NT PLIGHT SINULATORS 
Rodern tendencies for training in piloting without 
visibility and in radionavigation
p0219 A74-22651 
Air-traffic-control simulator for the training of 
ATC personnel
p0216 A74-24052 
TRAJECTORIES 
NT BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES 
NT DESCENT TRAJECTORIES 
NT REENTRY TRAJECTORIES 
NT SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES 
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS 
Decoupling of a class of nonlinear systems and its 
application to an aircraft control problem 
p0127 A74-18139 
An analytical method valid up to the critical 
speed for predicting store separation 
characteristics from modern aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-775]	 p0399 k74-37800 
Theoretical store separation analyses of a 
prototype store and comparison with a flight 
drop test 
[AIAA PAPER 74-776]
	 p0399 A74-37801 
Preflight test simulation of superimposed 
integrated trajectory error displays 
(AD-773823]	 p0286 N74-19687 
Gust measurements on Concorde 
(NASA-TT-F-15837]	 p0467 N74-31494 
TRAJECTORY CONTROL 
NT TRAJECTORY OPTINIZATION 
TRAJECTORY OPTIRIZATIOI 
The automatic aircraft guidance law for mid-air 
collision avoidance
p0183 174-21340 
Aircraft symmetric flight optimization 
gradient techniques for supersonic aircraft 
control
pO2O9 A74-23091 
Optimal trajectories of high thrust aircraft 
p0374 A74-35234 
A gradient method of control correction for the 
solution of a boundary value problem --- for 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0383 A74-36505 
Approximate optimal control of the banking angle 
in the problem of hypersonic vehicle return 
p0389 A74-36645 
Ninimum noise climbout trajectories of a VTOL 
aircraft
pO392 A14-37284 
Synthesis of an optimal system for stabilizing 
aircraft center of gravity paths
p0392 A74-37383 
Differential-turning tactics --- air-to-air combat 
(AIEA PAPER 74-815]
	 p0400 A74-37823 
Application of parameter optimization methods to 
trajectory optimization 
(AIAA PAPER 74-825]	 p0400 A74-37829 
Optimization of air routes with a view to 
minimizing the risk of collision
p0421 A74-38098
A simple, near-optimal takeoff control policy for 
a heavily loaded helicer operating from a 
restricted area 
[AIAA PAPER 74-812]
	 p0453 A74-41796 
Climbing performance --- optimum attitude for 
co..ercial aircraft 
(AD-772052]	 p0239 N74-17782 
TRANSCEIVERS 
U TRANSRITTER RECEIVERS 
TRANSDUCERS 
NT ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT RICROPHONES 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
NT PRESSURE SENSORS 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
The identification of aircraft powerplant dynamic 
response from flight tests using power spectral 
techniques 
(RAE-TR-73049]	 p0105 N74-12725 
Analysis and calculation of lightning-induced 
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2349]	 p0160 1174-14754 
A review of the I-22A variable stability aircraft 
and research facility 
(AD-774142]	 p0300 1174-20688 
TRANSFER OP TRAINING 
Incremental transfer effectiveness of a 
ground-based general aviation trainer 
p0260 A74-25969 
Advanced instructional provisions and automated 
performance measurement
p0260 A74-25973 
TRANSFER TUNNELS 
Rater table tests of proposed heat transfer 
tunnels for small turbine vanes 
(NASA-TN-I-3073]	 p0353 N74-25536 
TEANSFORNATIONS (RATHERATICS) 
NT COORDINATE TRANSFORRATIONS 
Inverting the mapping function --- coefficients 
for circle-airfoil transformation function 
expansion
p0001 A74-10070 
TEA N SF0 ENS 
U TRANSFORNATIONS (NArHENATICS) 
TRANSIENT HEATING 
NT SHOCK HEATING 
TRANSIENT LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
NT IMPACT LOADS 
NT LANDING LOADS 
The behavior of a wing panel in a stream of gas 
under transient conditions
p0088 A74-15757 
Free vibrations of dynamically inhomogeneous 
airfoil cascades in potential flow
p0482 A74-45936 
Experimental evaluation of a TF3O-P-3 turbofan 
engine in an altitude facility: Effect of 
steady-state temperature distortion 
(NASA-TN-X-2921]	 p0049 1174-10722 
TRANSIENT PRESSURES 
Flight-measured inlet pressure transients 
accompanying engine compressor surges on the 
F-lilA airplane 
(NASA-TR-D-7696]	 p0362 N74-26251 
TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
The experimental response of simple structures to 
simulated sonic booms
p0021 A74-11814 
Investigation of the motion of a controlled body 
in a resisting mediu, under transient conditions 
p0220 174-23076 
Effect of transient phenomena on the responses of 
aircraft to gusts and comparison between 
calculations and experiRents
p0223 A74-25308 
Transient processes in an aircraft stabilization 
system with jet-driven flywheels
p0398 A74-37656 
Transient aerodynamic characteristics of thin 
curvilinear airfoils in cascade
p0482 A74-45928 
Investigation and application of two methods of 
determining co-efficients of transfer functions 
of longitudinal Notion of aircraft from measured 
input and output data --- eguatiOnS of motion 
and response curve fitting 
(ESRO-TT-2]	 p0041 N74-10053 
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Application of the C011ision-i.parted velocity 
method for analyzing the responses of 
containment and deflector structures to engine 
rotor fragment impact 
(NASA-CR134494]	 p0194 N74-16592 
Computer experi.entS on periodic systems 
identification using rotor blade transient 
flapping-torsion responses at high advance ratio 
p0496 N74-34492 
TRAISISTOR CIRCUITS 
A photo-electric position-following mechanism 
p0176 A74-20129 
TRANSISTORS 
NT PHOTOTRANSISTORS 
TRANSITION PLOW 
Nonlinear stability theory of the boundary layer 
p0007 A74-11155 
Some comments on V/STOL wind tunnel testing in the 
transition flight region
p0215 A74-22477 
TRANSITION METALS 
NT CHROMIUM 
NT TITANIUM 
TRANSLATIONAL MOTION 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL NOTION 
TRANSMISSION 
NT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION 
NT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT DATA TRANSMISSION 
NT ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION 
NT FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
NT MEAT TRANSFER 
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT LAMINAR BEAT TRANSFER 
NT LIGHT SCATTERING 
NT LIGHT TRANSMISSION 
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION 
NT MULTIPLEXING 
NT PCM TELEMETRY 
NT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION 
NT SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION 
NT SIGNAL TRANSMISSION 
NT SOUND TERNSMISSION 
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT TELEVISION TRANSMISSION 
NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
NT TURBULENT BEAT TRANSFER 
NT WAVE PROPAGATION 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 
General theory of stratified media - Application 
to research concerning the correction of 
aircraft radome aberration
p0377 A74-35494 
TRANSMISSION LINES 
NT WAVEGUIDES 
Modification of prototype fly-by-wire system to 
investigate fiber-optic multiplexed signal 
transmission techniques 
[AD-783269J	 pO498 N74-34550 
TRANSMISSION LOSS 
Transmission.of sound through a two-dimensional 
shielding jet 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1002]	 p0026 A74-12221 
TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Tactical voice and data 
communication
p0173 A74-19753 
Survival radio performance tests
p0215 A74-23538 
Multiple channel same frequency repeater flight test 
for intra-aircraft voice communications 
p0424 A74-38556 
Satellite communications systems --- multiplexing 
for communication lines, equipment of earth 
stations, and onboard receiver transmitter and 
antennas 
[JPRS-54505]	 p0044 N74-10153 
TRANSMITTERS 
NT RADIO BEACONS 
NT RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
NT TRANSMITIER RECEIVERS 
TRANSOCEANIC SYSTEMS 
Analysis of aided inertial navigation systems 
performance on international routes
p0175 A74-20096 
TRARSONIC AIRCRAFT 
U SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
TRAESOIIC PLON 
TRARSOVIC AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 
U TACT PROGRAM 
TRANSOJIC COMPRESSORS 
Holographic studies of shock waves within 
transonjc fan rotors 
[ASME PAPER 74-GT-46]
	 p0272 A74-27439 
Performance of transonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 208 kilograms per 
second per square meter (42.6 (lb/sec)/sq ft) 
(NASA-TM-I-2903]	 p0O37 N74-10022 
Effects of increased leading-edge thickness on 
performance of a transonic rotor blade --- in 
single stage transonic compressor 
(NASA-TR-D-7489]	 p0037 N74-10025 
TRANSONIC PLIGHT 
Transonic transport wings - Oblique or swept 
p0119 A74-17048 
A detailed investigation of flight buffeting 
response at subsonic and transonic speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 74-358]
	 p0264 A74-26668 
TRARSONIC FLOW 
The calculation of the buffeting limits of swept 
wings --- transonic flow regime
p0005 A74-10985 
Prediction of airfoil shock location in transonic 
flow
p0013 A74-11342 
Transonic flow past lifting airfoils
pOO85 A74-14989 
Relaxation methods for transonic flow about 
wing-cylinder combinations and lifting swept wings 
p011S A74-16951 
A direct method for computing the steady flow at 
Mach number one past a given wing airfoil 
p0118 A74-16963 
Calculation of separated flows at subsonic and 
transonic speeds
p0118 A74-16965 
Development of a method of 
discretized-distribution singularities for the 
study of compressible and incompressible flows 
p0119 A74-16968 
A relaxation method for calculating transonic 
flows with detached bow shocks
p0119 A74-16970 
A method of designing supercritical lift profiles 
[DGLR PAPER 73-081]
	 p0120 A74-17187 
Transonic flow about lifting wing-body combinations 
[AIAA PAPER 74-185]
	 pOl33 A74-18812 
Transonic flow around symmetric aerofoils at zero 
incidence
p0204 A74-23331 
A method of obtaining transonic shock-free flow 
around lifting aerofoils
p0205 A74-24061 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonic 
range
p0223 A74-25310 
Example of aerodynamic instability under 
supercritical conditions about profiles 
p0223 A74-25319 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
transonic flow past a half-wing
pO224 A74-25321 
An oscillatory kernel function method for lifting 
surfaces in mixed transonic flow 
(AIAA PAPER 74-359]	 p0264 A74-26669 
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating 
circular-arc airfoils 
(AILA PAPER 74-360]	 p0264 A74-26670 
Inverse transonic flow calculations using 
experimental pressure distributions
p0276 A74-28050 
Computation of transonic flow about lifting 
wing-cylinder combinations
p0318 A74-30403 
A rapid computer aided transonic airfoil design 
method 
[AIAA PAPER 74-501]	 p0338 A74-33101 
Transonic shock-free aerofoil design by an 
analytic hodograph method 
[AIAA PAPER 74-539]	 p0339 A74-33135 
An inviscid analysis of transonic, slatted airfoils 
[AILA PAPER 74-5413
	 pO339 874-33137 
A finite difference method for the solution of the 
transonic flow around harmonically oscillating 
wings 
[AIAA PAPER 74-543]	 p0339 874-33138 
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Transonic laminar viscous-inviscid interaction 
over airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 74-600]	 p0340 A14-33117 
The calculation of subsonic and transonic 
turbulent boundary layers on an infinite yawed 
airfoil 
[AIAA PAPER 74-557]	 p0344 A74-34320 
Contribution to the theory of the sonic flow past 
a profile
p0389 A74-36630 
Investigation of the influence of vortex 
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation 
p0389 A74-36632 
calculation of transonic gas flows past 
axisymmetric bodies and lifting wing profiles 
p0390 A74-36826 
Laminar viscous-inviscid interactions at transonic 
speeds
p0425 A74-38622 
A concept for designing transonic blade cascades 
p0431 A74-38930 
Designing transonic turbine blades by the 
hodograph method
p0437 A14-40002 
Transonic lift augmentation of two-dimensional 
supercritical aerofoils by means of aft camber, 
slot blowing and jet flaps, in high Reynolds 
number flow 
(ICAS PAPER 14-11)	 p0448 A74-41313 
Research on the transonic aerofoil sections at the 
National Aerospace Laboratory, .3apan 
[ICAS PAPER 14-12]	 p0448 A74-41314 
Viscous effects in trausonic flow past airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 74-19] 	 PO448 A74-41321 
Iterative solution of transonic flows over 
airfoils and wings, including flows at Mach 1 
p0459 A74-43451 
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks 
p0480 A14-45226 
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
transonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D--7331)	 p0036 N74-10015 
Performance of transonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 198 kilograms per 
second per square meter (40.6(lb/sec)/sq ft) 
[NASA-TR-X-2905]	 p0037 874-10027 
Experimental investigation of two-dimensional 
cascade performance with blunt trailing edge 
blade sections at transonic inlet Mach number 
range 
[NAL-TR-313]	 p0045 1174-10322 
Transonic flow around slender bodies --- transonic 
flow around slender and fin stabilized bodies of 
revolution
p0046 874-10440 
Optimization of wave cancellation in variable 
porosity transonic wind tunnel flows 
(NASA-TN-D-7432] 	 p0060 874-11091 
Drag of supercritical airfoils in transonic flow 
comparison with conventional airfoil drag 
coefficients
p0156 874-14119 
Similarity parameters and their sensitivity for 
transonic airframe exhaust nozzle interactions 
(AD-768988]	 p0159 874-14746 
Neasurellent of pressure on an oscillating aileron 
in transonic flow --- under plane-parallel flow 
conditions 
(AD-769982]	 p0197 874-16739 
On the prediction of aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings in transonic flow 
[AGARD-B-612]	 p0246 074-18653 
Input description for Jameson's three-dimensional 
transonic airfoil analysis program 
[NASA-TN-X-71919]	 p0281 874-19640 
An approximate solution of unsteady transonic flow 
problems --- unsteady pressures on thin 
two-dimensional airfoil pitching and plunging 
[AD-783621)	 p0500 1174-34718 
TRARSONIC FLUTTER 
Calculation, design, and testing of a model of 
transonic flutter
p0224 A74-25326 
Some tunnel-wall effects on transonic flutter 
from Boeing SST nodel tests 
(IIAA PAPER 74-406)	 p0266 04-26705 
An experimental investigation on the transonic 
flutter characteristics of the cantilever
SU&3ECT INDEX 
swept-back wing with airfoil section and 
comparison with the thin cantilever swept-back 
wing 
(NAL-TR-361]	 p0495 874-34480 
TRAISOIIC INLETS 
0 SUPERSONIC INLETS 
TRANSONIC SPEED 
Interference of a sweptback wing and the fuselage 
at transonic speeds
p0391 A74-36839 
Effects of Reynolds number on swept-wing-body 
configurations with high lift devices at 
transonic speeds 
[ICAS PAPER 74-05)
	
p0447 A74-111307 
Some effects of center of gravity locations of 
added mass on transonic flutter characteristics 
of low aspect ratio and sveptback thin 
cantilever wing 
(NAL-TR-314]	 p0040 874-10047 
Transonic single-mode flutter and buffet of a low 
aspect ratio wing having a subsonic airfoil shape 
.[NASA-TR-D-7346]	 p0153 874-14631 
A survey of drag prediction techniques applicable 
to subsonic and transonic aircraft design 
p0155 874-14711 
H?L-10 lifting body flight control syste. 
characteristics and operational experience 
(NASA-TN-X-2956]	 p0159 874-14753 
Nigh transonic speed transport aircraft study 
aerodynamic characteristics of single-fuselage, 
yawed-wing configuration 
• (NASA-CR-114658]	 p0235 874-17750 
pressure distribution on a vectored-thrust V/STOL 
fighter in the transition-speed range --- wind 
tunnel tests to •easure pressure distribution on 
body and wing 
[NASA-TM-X-2867]	 p0246 8714-18658 
Effect of canard location and size on canard-wing 
interference and aerodynamic center shift 
related to maneuvering aircraft at transonic 
speeds 
[NASA-TN-D-7505]	 pO4ll 874-28474 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the transonic 
range 
[NASA-TT-P-15803]	 p0416 074-28522 
Aerodynamic characteristics of three slender 
sharp-edge 74 degrees swept wings at subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers 
(NASA-TN-D-7631)	 p0463 874-31416 
Adaptation of drag-rise charts in T. D. memor. 
71019 to the mid-semi-span portion of swept and 
tapered planforms 
(ESDU-12027]	 p0492 874-311447 
Feasibility study of the transonic biplane concept 
for transport aircraft application 
(NASA-cR-132462)	 p0495 074-34477 
An experimental investigation on the transonic 
flutter characteristics of the cantilever 
swept-back wing with airfoil section and 
comparison with the thin cantilever swept-back 
wing 
[NAL-TR-361]	 p0495 874-34480 
TRANSONIC TURBIIES 
U SUPERSONIC TURBINES 
TRANSONIC RIND TUNNELS 
Ten years transonic wind tunnel of the AVA 
Goettingen --- design and measurement objectives 
p0021 A74-11808 
A criterion for assessing wind-tunnel wall 
interference at Mach I
p0090 A74-15972 
Experimental study of the internal noise in 
injector driven wind tunnels 
[OBERA, TP 00.. 1315]	 p0128 A14-18288 
On scaling transonic wind tunnel data
p0319 A74-30750 
wind tunnel instrumentation considerations for 
buffet predictions 
(AIAA PAPER 74-629)	 p0376 A7'4-35393 
The need for a large transonic wind tunnel in 
Europe - A summary of the report of an 
A.G.A.R.D. working group /LaWsf 
(AIAA PAPER 74-630]	 p0376 A74-35394 
Test results from the Langley high Reynolds number 
cryogenic transonic tunnel 
[AIAA PAPER 74-631]	 p0376 A74-35395 
Trausonic aerodynamic characteristics associated 
with variations in the geometry of the forward 
portion of irregular planform wings 
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(NASACR128781]	 p0038 N74-10028 
User's guide for a computer program to analyze the 
LBC 16 ft transonic dynamics tunnel cable mount 
system 
(NASA-CR-132313] 	 p0045 N74-10297 
The improvement in Each number distribution and 
reduction of pressure fluctuations in the 
trausonic working section of wind tunnel S.1 
(WRE-TN--925] 	 p0045 N74-10303 
Analysis of wall modification in a transonic wind 
tunnel 
(AD-767629]	 p0109 N74-12971 
Status of two studies on active control of 
aeroelastic response at NASA Langley Research 
center
p0354 N74-25553 
TRANSONICS 
U TRANSONIc PLOW 
TRANSPONDERS 
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and planning 
research projects for application of 
electronics technology to air tra&fic control 
[PAA-RD-73-161]	 -p0100 N74-12356 
Development of a discrete address beacon system 
[FAA-HD-73-165]	 pOlOO N74-12362 
Advanced tracking and data relay exxeriments 
study: Eultimode transponder experisent equipment 
(NASA-CR-132930]	 pO200 N74-16887 
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT HOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-lA AIRCRAFT 
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-S. AIRCRAFT 
NT C-47 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT CARGO AIRCRAFT 
NT CN-3 HELICOPTER 
NT CR-Ui HELICOPTER 
NT CB-54 HELICOPTER 
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 7 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC B AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 9 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT DBC 5 AIRCRAFT 
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-2B TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
NT 0-222 AIRCRAFT 
NT H-53 HELICOPTER 
NT H-56 HELICOPTER 
NT BFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT 
NT S-58 HELICOPTER 
NT S6l HELICOPTER 
NT SA-330 HELICOPTER 
NT SE-3 BELICOPTER 
NT SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT 
NT TANKER AIRCRAFT 
NT TU-144 AIRCRAFT 
NT XC-142 AIRCRAFT 
The case for hydrogen fueled transport aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1323	 p0012 A74-11315 
Advanced structur materials application for 
high-subsonic- ed transports 
(SAR PAPER 730887]	 p0019 A74-11601 
Haterial selection procedures for advanced 
transport aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730884]
	 p0019 A74-11602 
AEST - The approach to the STOL transport of the US 
p0021 A74-11776 
Transport vehicles - Weights and loads 
commercial aircraft
p0029 A74-12442 
Propulsion requirements for powered-lift aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1214]
	 p0031 A74-12928 
Vertical/short take-off and landing --- future 
possibilities
p0079 A74-14506
Recent advances in aerodynamics for transport 
aircraft. I
p0080 A74-14521 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0083 A74-14756 
computerized design of transport airplane 
p0086 A74-15445 
QTOL and tomorrow's airport environment j--- Quiet 
Takeoff and Landing airliner design and terminal 
operations
p0089 A74-15862 
Dynamic Nanchester air transport region'---
passenger and cargo handling facilities, runway 
modifications
p0089 A74-15863 
Wing fuselage structural/concept study for a 
subsonic transport aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 730886] 	 p0123 A74-17533 
Vehicle crashworthiness --- rotary wing, fixed 
wing light and transport aircraft
p0124 A714-17776 
Rotary-wing aircraft
p0127 A74-18177 
T700 aims at low combat maintenance --- turboshaft 
engine for military transports and helicopters 
p0136 A74-18998 
Trends in hydraulic systems of commercial 
transport aircraft
p0171 A74-19471 
Long range view of materials research for civil 
transport aircraft
p0176 A74-20210 
Endurance tests on glasses of transport aircraft 
p0209 A74-22659 
Problems of quality of flight of future transport 
aircraft in course of development 	 - 
p02 10 A74-23396 
Emergency Evacuation and Survival Equipment 
Deployment for transport aircraft /EESED/ 
pO2l'4 A74-23554 
Problems concerning the flying qualities of future 
transport aircraft
p0225 A74-24894 
Advanced structural concepts for transport 
aircraft wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-339]	
-	 p0263 A74-26654 
Application of advanced structures and materials 
to transport aircraft fuselages 
(AIAA PAPER 74-340]
	 p0263 A74-26655 
The growing procedural problems of washing mammoth 
aircraft	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-376]
	 p0265 A74-26683 
Potentials for advanced civil transport aircraft 
/Third William Littlewood Nemorial Lecture/ 
[SAE-SP-385]	
-	 p0270 A74-27266 
Integrated propulsion systems for V/STOL transports 
(ASME PAPER 7 14-GT-118]	 pO273 A74-27486 
The present technics of air transportation 
p0280 A74-28487 
The case for hydrogen-fueled transport aircraft 
p0312 A74-29452 
Wing design in the case of the VFV 614 transport 
aircraft
p03 13 A74-29806 
New German-Swiss aircraft project - Raster-Porter 
PD-01
p0314 A74-29830 
Impact of increasing secondary power requirements 
on engine and accessory system design 
(SAB PAPER 7401495] 	 p0349 A74-34977 
Impact of runway traction on possible approaches 
to certification and operation of jet transport 
aircraft	 - 
[SAR PAPER 740497] 	 pO3SO A74-34987 
Elements affecting runway traction 
(SAE PAPER 740496]
	 p0350 A74-34988 
An approach to aeroengine tradeoff factors 
(SAR PAPER 740493]	 p0350 A74-34990 
Advanced controls for commercial transport aircraft 
USAF Control Configured Vehicles and NASA 
Active Control Technology programs 
(SAE PAPER 740453] 	 p0352 A74-35008 
The development of third level air services in 
France
p0382 A74-36328 
Jet transport energy managemeOt for minimum fuel 
consumption and noise impact in the terminal area 
(AIAA PAPER 74-811]
	 p0400 A74-37821 
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Influence of runway traction on operation of jet 
transport aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-958]	 p0427 174-38724 
Nonlinear effects of spectrum loading on fatigue 
crack growth in transport wings 
(1111 PAPER 74-984]	 p0428 A74-38742 
Powered lift for longer field lengths and longer 
missicns --- for aircraft 
(SAN PAPER 740502]	 p0433 174-39650 
A parametric analysis of transport aircraft system 
weights and costs 
(SAVE PAPER 1024)	 p0436 A74-39891 
A review of air transport noise
p0438 174-40087 
Noise of advanced subsonic air transport systems 
p0438 174-40090 
Advanced •aterial applications to subsonic 
transport aviation 
(ICAS PAPER 74-22]	 p0449 174-41324 
Evaluation of a new jet flap propulsive-lift 
syste. for turbofan-powered STOL transports 
(hAl PAPER 74-993) 	 p0453 114-41662 
Analysis, design and test of thrust reverser and 
thrust vectoring systems for STOL transport 
aircraft 
[AIhA PAPER 73-1218] 	 p0456 174-42849 
Remote lift fan study program, volume 4 
(NASA-CR-121277] 	 p0040 11711-10049 
Launching of small inflated balloons from cargo 
aircraft --- using palletized modular airdrop 
platform 
(10-766428)	 p0043 1174-10069 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 2: A lifting line analysis method for 
jet-flapped wings 
(10-166877]	 p0058 1174-10937 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part 2: Flight control technology: Piloted 
simulation of a medium STOL transport with 
vectored thrust mechanical flaps 
[AD-7666431	 p0058 1174-10939 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for short 
haul transportation 
(NASA-CR-2355)	 p0096 1174-11835 
Flight-by-flight tests with notched specimens 
using a wing upper surface load spectrum 
(LBF-FB-104/721	 p0097 1174-11839 
A standardized load sequence for flight simulation 
tests on transport aircraft wing structures 
[LBF-FE-106/73]	 p0097 1174-11841 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 4: 
Analysis of wind tunnel data: Vectored 
thrust/mechanical flaps and internally blown jet 
flaps --- for transport aircraft configuration 
(10-766641]	 p0098 1174-11846 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part,1: Flight control technology: System 
analysis and trade studies for a medium STOL 
transport with vectored thrust/mechanical flaps 
for transport aircraft configuration 
(AD-766642]	 p0098 1174-11847 
Emission calculations for a scramjet powered 
hypersonic transport 
(NASA-TN-I-71464]	 p0100 1174-12445 
Trends in transport aircraft avionics 
(NASA-TN-I-62322)	 polo4 1174-12715 
Performance characteristics of short haul 
transport aircraft intended to operate from 
reduced length runways 
(CRANFIELD-AERO-18)	 pOlilO 1174-13716 
The influence of wing loading on turbofan powered 
STOL transports with and without externally 
blown flaps 
(NASA-Cfl-23201	 p0140 1174-13718 
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 25 deg 
swept-wing jet transport model, with an external 
blowing triple-slotted flap 
(NASA-T11-I-62197] 	 p0141 1174-13721 
Ninimum life cycle costing for a V/STOL transport 
(AD-768133]	 pO11l4 1114-13740 
Econo.ics of air transport --- direct and indirect 
costs 
[NASA-TTF-15249]	 p0154 1174-14682 
The proble. of installing a modern high bypass 
engine on a twin jet transport aircraft 
p0157 1174-14727 
Computer program to perform cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 1: 
Summary
(NASA-CR-132361)	 p0161 1174-14762 
Computer program to perfor. cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 2: 
Technical volume 
(NASA-CR-132362] 	 pOl6l 1174-14763 
A study to determine the applicability of noise 
abatement approach procedures to NcDonnell 
Douglas Aircraft 
[NASA-CR-114677]	 p0188 1174-15114 
Reduction of aircraft noise in the vicinity of 
airports 
(NASA-TT-F-15237]	 p0189 1174-15118 
Advanced subsonic long-haul transport ter.inal 
area compatibility study. Volume 1: 
Compatibility assessment 
(NASA-CR-132367]	 p0196 1114-16729 
Advanced subsonic long-haul transport terminal 
area compatibility study. Volume 2: Research 
and technology recommendations 
(NASA-CR-132368] 	 p0196 1174-16730 
Drop and static tests on a tenth-scale model of an 
Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS) 
(10-170026)	 p0198 1174-16742 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volune 2: Design compendium 
[AD-7701 10)	 p0199 1174-16751 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 5: Flight control 
technology. Part 2: Simulation studies/flight 
control system validation 
(10-770449]	 p0199 1174-16752 
Theoretical horizontal tail loads and associated 
aircraft responses of an autopilot-controlled 
jet transport flying in turbulence --- analysis 
of problem areas associated with rigid aircraft 
controlled by simple autopilot
p0234 1174-17742 
High transonic speed transport aircraft study 
aerodynamic characteristics of single-fuselage, 
yawed-wing configuration 
[NASA-CR-114658]	 p0235 1114-17750 
A methodology for boost-glide transport technology 
planning 
(NASA-CR-2346)	 p0249 1174-18681 
Flight investigation of approach and flare from 
simulated breakout altitude of a subsonic jet 
transport and comparison with analytical models 
(NASA-TN-D-7645]	 p0284 1174-19672 
Aeronautical fuel conservation possibilities for 
advanced subsonic transports --- application of 
aeronautical technology for drag and weight 
reduction 
[NASA-TR-X-71927]	 p0295 1114-20654 
Free-flight wind tunnel, investigation of a 
four-engine sveptwing upper-surface blown 
transport configuration 
(NASA-TN-X-7l932]	 p0296 1174-20656 
An analysis of the longitudinal dynamics of a STOL 
transport in landing approach 
(10-774434)	 p0301 1174-20696 
Validation of new gust design procedures for 
military transports 
(AD-775385]	 p0324 1174-21641 
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Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques 
for the digital computer
p0481 A74-45378 
Noise and wake structure measurements in a 
subsonic tip speed fan 
[NASA-CR-2323]	 p0036 N74-10020 
Performance of transonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 198 kilograms per 
second per square meter (40.6(lb/sec)/sq ft) 
(NASA-TE-X-2905)	 p0037 N7410027
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale 
augmentor wing model at forward speed 
(NASA-TE-X-2940)	 p0041 N1'4-10052 
Binimizing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
compression inlet -- sized for TP3O-P3 
turbofan engine at Each 2.0 and 2.5 
(NASA-TE-x.-711161] 	 p0045 N74-10321 
Study of small turbofan engines applicable to 
general-aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114630]	 0O49 B74-10725 
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DC-9/JT8D refan, Phase 1 -- technical and 
econo.ic feasibility of retrofitting DC-9 
aircraft with refan engine to achieve desired 
acoustic levels 
- (NASA-CR-121252)	 p0050 1174-10729 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition 
(AD-766941]	 p0057 1174-10927 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan .JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CB-134503)	 p0093 11714-11808 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for short 
haul transportation 
(NASA-CR-2355]	 p0096 1174-11835 
Approxi.ate methods for estimation of cruise range 
and endurance: Aircraft with turbo-jet and 
turbo-fan engines 
[ESDU-73019]	 p0103 1174-12709 
Introduction to estimation of range and endurance: 
Aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines 
(11500-73018]	 p0103 1174-12710 
Development of optimal control modes for advanced 
technology propulsion systems --- V/STOL hover 
application 
(AD-767425)	 p0112 1174-135114 
Developmental design, fabrication, and test of 
acoustic suppressors for fans of high bypass 
turbofan engines 
(NASA-CR-2338]	 p0141 1174-13724 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale wind 
tunnel model of an upper-surface blown flap 
transport having two engines 
(NASA-T11-X-62319] 	 p0189 1174-15719 
Some considerations on the performance of the fan 
jet engine 
[NAL-TR-317)	 p0193 1174-16486 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for 
short-haul transportation. Volume 1: Summary 
(NASA-CR-2353]	 p0196 1174-16718 
Problem of the application of turbofan engines in 
air transport. Nethods of increase in 
efficiency of turbofan engine with high bypass 
ratios 
(AD-773292)	 p0293 1174-20453 
Preliminary static tests of a simulated 
upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration 
utilizing a full-size turbofan engine 
[NASA-T11-I-719311 	 p02944 1174-20638 
The 727 airplane side inlet low-speed performance 
confirmation model test for refanned JT8D engines 
(NASA-CR-134609)	 p0296 1174-20661 
Free-flight investigation of the stability and 
control characteristics of a STOL model with an 
externally blown jet flap 
(NASA-TN-D-7411] 	 p0324 1174-21649 
The 727/JT8D ref an side nacelle airloads 
(NASA-CR-134547]	 p0363 1174-26436 
Cruise performance of an isolated 1.15 pressure 
ratio turbofan propulsion system simulator at 
Each numbers from 0.6 to 0.85 
(RASA-TH-X-3064)	 p0411 1174-28241 
Noise generated by quiet engine fans. 2: Fan A 
measuremeat of power spectra and sideline 
perceived noise levels 
(NASA-T11-X-3066)	 p0444 1174-30240 
Noise suppressor --- for turbofan engine by 
incorporating annular acoustically porous 
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11141-1) 	 p0470 1174-321418 
Quiet engine program flight engine design study 
[NASA-CR-134660]	 p0475 1174-33226 
Lost range, fuel and tine due to climb and 
descent: aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan 
engines 
(ESOU-74018J	 p0493 1174-34464 
TOE BOPA N S 
Tip load modulation as a source of discrete tone 
fan noise
p0073 A74-13791 
Effect of unsteady loading on rotor noise 
p0073 A74-13792 
Experimental study of the aerodynamic noise of 
airfoils
p0224 A7'l-25327 
Beduction of JT8D powered aircraft noise by engine 
ref anning 
(SAN PAPER 740490)	 p0352 A74-35009
TURBOJET ENGINES 
Effects of non-uniform inflow on fan noise 
p0397 A74-37542 
Radially leaned outlet guide vanes, for fan source 
noise reduction 
[NASA-CR-134486]	 p0065 1174-11597 
T OR BO GE N EBATORS 
Gas-lubricated foil bearings for high speed 
turboalternator - Construction and performance 
[ASEE PAPER 73-LOB-SI	 p0027 A74-12332 
Gas generator design for a wide variety of APU 
applications 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1169)
	 p003l A74-12916 
Investigation of rotor dynamic and high speed 
bearing technology for a 3 RN turbo-alternator 
[60-765501]	 p0047 1174-10486 
TURBOJET AIRCRAFT 
U JET AIRCRAFT 
TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL 
Developuent of a turbine inlet gas temperature 
measurement and control system using a fluidic 
temperature sensor 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1251]
	 p0010 A74-11272 
Automatic control systems for flight-vehicle engines 
Russian book
p0229 A74-24995 
Turbine blade pyrometer system in the control of 
the Concorde engine
p0278 A74-28309 
The performance behaviour of a bypass engine in 
multiparameter control
p0292 1174-20445 
TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT BEISTOL-SIDDELE! BS 53 ENGINE 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT 3-93 ENGINE 
NT TP-30 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
Noise generation and the design of bypass lift jet 
engines
p0005 674-10984 
Noise, an urgent problem with a slow solution 
aircraft noise reduction in airport vicinity 
p0005 A74-11001 
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows 
- Application to a CO containing turbojet plume 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1229)
	 p0006 A7'4-11069 
Certain problems in estimating the rundown time of 
an engine --- turbojet
p0006 A74-11075 
Odor intensity and characterization studies of

exhaust from a turbojet engine combustor 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1278)
	 pOOh A74-11290 
Qualitative effects of cycle variables on turbine 
engine performance and stability 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1315]
	 p0012 A74-11310 
The effect of inlet temperature and pressure 
distortion on turbojet performance 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1316]
	 pOOl2 A74-11311 
Low cost supersonic expendable turbine engines 
tactical missile applications 
(SAE PAPER 730910]	 p0017 A74-11583 
A positive approach to the problems of aircraft 
noise 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1157]
	 p0026 A74-12227 
Prepared for overhauling the RB211 --- aircraft 
engine maintenance
p0086 A74-15150 
Problem of adapting an intake to a turbojet engine 
for extremely high flight Each numbers 
p0122 A74-17272 
Emission of gaseous pollutants by turbojet engines 
- The Olympus case
p0122 A714-17305 
Particle sampling and size analysis in the 
ejection zone of the Olympus jet engine at 
ground level
p0122 A74-h7306 
Evolution of applications of precision casting in 
turbo jets
p0125 A74-1'1892 
Propulsion system installations --- for aircraft 
p0127 A74-18179 
Aerodynamic 'problems of turbojet propulsion 
systems, repercussions on gas turbine development 
p0177 A74-20313 
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An atte.pt at describing th steady-state 
perforuance characteristic of a turbojet engine 
by a formulated relationship
p0184 A74-21784 
A •odel of convex programming for turbojet Rain 
parameter selection opti.ization 
(ASME PAPER 74-GT-79]	 p0272 A74-27466 
Complete mechanical energy utilization in 
aeronautical propulsion syste.s
p0274 A74-27611 
Modularized instrument system for turbojet engine 
test facilities
p0277 A74-28296 
Thermal loads on the turbine disk after turning 
off a turbojet engine
p0335 A74-31893 
Effect of erosive wear on the fatigue life of 
cantilever blades of axial-flow compressors of 
aircraft turbojet engines
p0399 A74-37681 
The energy crisis of fuel and the procedures of 
cruising flight
p0422 A74-38315 
The Viper turbojet engines. I
p0432 A74-39418 
Performance problems. related to installation of 
future engines in both subsonic and supersonic 
transport aircraft
p0436 A74-39967 
A new jet engine thrust measuring system - An 
advancement in flight test engineering 
p0460 A74-43613 
Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques 
for the digital compute
p0481 A74-45378 
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-54A turbine 
engine 
(AD-766228]	 p0051 874-10738 
Use of an air-assisted fuel nozzle to reduce idle 
emissions of a jt8d engine combustor 
(NASA-TM-X-2946)	 p0067 874-11738 
Approximate methods for estimation of cruise range 
and endurance: Aircraft with turbo-jet and 
turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73019)	 p0103 874-12709 
Introduction to estimation of range and endurance: 
Aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73018]	 p0103 874-12710 
Noise generation by cylindrical spoilers immersed 
in an air duct -- analysis of acoustic power 
output and directivity patterns of noise field 
[AD-767.336)	 p0142 874-13730 
Turbojet aircraft engine test cell pollution 
abatement study 
(AD-768287)	 p0146 874-13957 
Reduction of NO formations by premixing 
p0148 874-14272 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and perfor.ance with 
a J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(NASA-TMX71488)	 p0152 874-14384 
The effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine coabustor burning 
ASTN .3et-A fuel 
[NASA-TM-X-2958] 	 p0153 874-14650 
Effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
natural gas fuel 
(NASA-TM-x-2959]	 p0154 874-14651 
The performance behaviour of a bypass engine in 
multiparameter control
p0292 N74-20445 
Advanced engine control program --- using 
computerized electronic equipment 
(AD-773660)	 p0293 N74-20451 
Spectroscopic analysis of wear metals based on the 
examination of oil from aircraft engines 
(ESRO-TT-23)	 p0303 N74-21080 
Lost range, fuel and time due to climb and 
descent: aircraft with turbo-jet and turbo-fan 
engines 
(ESDU-74018)	 p0493 874-34464 
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on 
turbojet stall margin 
(NASA-TM-X-71610]	 p0500 874-35201 
TUEEOEACBINE BLADES 
NT COMPRESSOR BLADES 
NT ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACHINERT) 
NT STATOR BLADES 
NT TURBINE BLADES
SOB.JECT IIDEX 
Aerodynamic aspects of gas turbine blade corrosion 
p0081 A74-14567 
I.pact testing on cO.posite fan blades 
p0438 A74-40502 
TUEBOMACRINERT 
NT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES 
NT CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS 
NT CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 
NT GAS TURBINES 
NT STEAM TURBINES 
NT SUPERSONIC TURBINES 
NT TURBINES 
NT TURBOCOMPRESSORS 
NT TURBOFANS 
NT TURBOGENERATORS 
NT TWO STAGE TURBINES 
Turbine noise generation and suppression 
prediction method linking acoustic modes with 
aerodynamics 
- (ASME PAPER 73-WA/GT-7) 	 p0071 A74-13298 
Erosion prediction in turbomachinery due to 
environmental solid particles 
(AIAA PAPER 74-16)	 p0132 A74-18732 
Coupled vibrations in turbomachines and 
gas-turbine engines -- Russian book 
p0221 A74-22665 
The spectrum of turbomachine rotor noise caused by 
inlet guide vane wakes and atmospheric turbulence 
pOlSi N74-14379 
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT 
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT-CL-84 AIRCRAFT 
NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT 
NT E-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT G-222 AIRCRAFT 
NT OV-1 AIRCRAFT 
The single-engine turboprop in the northern frontier 
p0185 A74-21821 
Propellers at present and in the future 
p0270 A74-27297 
The dynamic stability of wing-mounted engine 
installations for turboprop-powered aircraft 
(ASMR PAPER 74-GT-52] 	 p0272 A74-27445 
T-tail aerodynamics of the Super King Air 
(SAE PAPER 740370]	 p03O9 A74-28741 
Design philosophy of a three axis separate surface 
stability augmentation system for a small 
turboprop airliner 
(AIAA PAPER 74-860)	 p0401 A74-37849 
TURBOPROP ENGINES 
A study of the combined vibrations of the 
dish-blade system of a turboprop engine turbine 
wheel
p0126 A74-18088 
The single-engine turboprop in the northern frontier 
p0185 A74-21821 
Automatic control systems for flight-vehicle engines 
Russian booh
pO229 A74-24995 
Complete mechanical energy utilization in 
aeronautical propulsion systems
p0274 A74-27611 
A quiet propeller for commuter and general 
aviation aircraft 
(SAR PAPER 740359) 	 p0308 A74-28736 
CC-115 Buffalo aircraft engine and engine inlet 
duct anti-icing system evaluation trials 
p0346 A74-34849 
TUNBOROTOES 
U TURBINE WHEELS 
T URB 0 S RAPT S 
Gas turbine engine mainshaft roller bearing-system 
analysis 
[ASBE PAPER 73-LUB-J]	 p0030 A74-12710 
The T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine progra. 
(SAE PAPER 730917] 	 p0123 A74-17536 
The impact of advanced turboshaft engine 
technology on T700-powered helicopter systems 
(ABS PREPRINT 871)	 p0386 A74-36606 
The design and development of the Gem engine 
p0437 A74-40008 
Pneumomechanical critical speed control for gas 
turbine engine shafts 
(AD-772823)	 p0256 N74-19407 
TURD ULENCE 
NT ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE 
NT CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE 
NT GUSTS 
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TURBULENT DIPPUSIOW 
NT ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE 
NT LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE 
Turbulence measurements vith a laser Doppler 
velocjmeter 
(AD-766781]	 p0062 N74-11129 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives in the presence of turbulence 
p0356 N7'e-25575 
URBULENCE EPPECTS 
Jet noise modeling - Experimental study and models 
for the noise and turbulence fields 
(AIAA PAPER 74-3]
	
pOl3l A74-18723 
The influence of non-linear longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics on the power 
spectral response of aircraft to atmospheric 
turbulence
p0182 A74-21105 
Influence of the intrinsic motion of the 
conveyance on the frequency selection system 
p0261 A74-26326 
The dynamic behavior of an aircraft encountering 
aircraft wake turbulence 
(AIAA PAPER 74-774]	 p0399 A74-37799 
Problems of flight in turbulence 
(ICAS PAPER 74-32]
	 p0449 A74-41333 
Aircraft response to turbulence-crew comfort 
assessments using power spectral density methods 
-- factors affecting operational efficiency of 
crew in low level gust environment
p0233 N74-17729 
The effect of gusts and wind shear for automatic 
STOL approach and landing --- simulation and 
flight test of flight control system for short 
takeoff aircraft
p0233 N74-17730 
The detection of aircraft wake vortices 
development of acoustic and wind pressure 
sensors for vortex detection
p0233 N74-17731 
Vortex wake research --- inflight investigation of 
turbulent wake generated by C-S aircraft 
p0233 1174-17733 
On turbulence environment and design criteria 
application of power spectral techniques for 
analyzing gust loads at low altitudes 
p0233 874- 17734 
Design problems of military aircraft as affected 
by turbulence --- analytical prediction of pilot 
task proficiency under vibration environment 
p023 14 874-17735 
Influence of turbulence on helicopter design and 
operation --- analysis of structural loads, 
pilot workload, and passenger comfort affected 
by atmospheric turbulence
p0234 874-17736 
Data requirements on turbulence in the earth's 
atmospheric shear layer for STOL design criteria 
development of low altitude gust model for 
determining importance of gust parameters on 
STOL aircraft performance
p0234 814-17737 
Experience with a low altitude turbulence model 
for autoland certification--- correlation of 
gust model data with statistical analysis of 
flight test results
p0234 N74-17738 
Structural loads and gust criteria --- comparison 
of gust load analysis methods for application to 
aircraft design
p0234 874-17739 
Rational calculation of design gust loads in 
relation to present and proposed airworthiness 
requirements --- effects of atmospheric 
turbulence on aerodynamic configuration of short 
haul aircraft
p0234 874-11740 
C.S.A.S. design for good handling in turbulence 
development of design criteria for stability 
augmentation systems for alleviation of gust 
effects
p0234 N74-17741 
Theoretical horizontal tail loads and associated 
aircraft responses of an autopilot-controlled 
jet transport flying in turbulence --- analysis 
of proble. areas associated with rigid aircraft 
controlled by simple autopilot 
-	 p0234 N74-17742 
The design of automatic flight control systems to 
reduce the effects of atmospheric disturbances
flight tests of experimental automatic 
pilots on BAC-lil aircraft
p0234 N74-17743 
Application of energy management concepts to 
flight-path control in turbulence --- strategy 
for control of airspeed and flight path with 
emphasis on landing approach
p0235 N74-17744 
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible 
aircraft using an open loop device 
application to control system of SE-210 aircraft 
p0235 N74-17745 
Research on free and impinging jets for the 
development of STOL aircraft 
[NASA-CR-138031]	 p0287 814-19902 
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing to 
nonstationary turbulence
p0364 874-26440 
Comparison of the influence of horizontal and 
vertical gust interferences on aircraft 
longitudinal motion 
(NASA-TT-?-15801]	 p0445 874-30425 
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LATER 
The calculation of the buffeting limits of swept 
wings --- transonic flow regime
p0005 A74-10985 
Prevention of transition over a backward step by

suction --- laminar boundary layer control 
p0013 A74-11339 
Turbulent heat transfer measurements in a Mach 15 
flow 
(EURONECH PREPRINT 73-2)
	 p0089 A74-15949 
Analysis of flow-reversal delay for a pitching 
airfoil 
[AIAA PAPER 74-183]	 p0134 A74-18835 
Plowfield analysis for successive oblique shock 
wave-turbulent boundary-layer interactions 
p0173 A74-19777 
A simple integral method for the calculation of 
thick axisymnetric turbulent boundary layers 
p0279 A74-28423 
The calculation of subsonic and transonic 
turbulent boundary layers on an infinite yawed 
airfoil 
(AIAA PAPER 74-557]	 p0344 A74-314320 
Investigation of the influence of vortex 
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation 
p0389 A74-36632 
Analysis of viscous flOw over swept wings. 
(ICAS PAPER 74-20] 	 p0449 A74-41322 
A device for generating an artificial boundary 
layer in a short axial distance in a supersonic 
flow
p0452 A74-4 1398 
On the design of airfoils for low Reynolds numbers 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1017]	 p0454 A74-42038 
Additional three-dimensional boundary-layer 
computations for a finite swept wing 
(NASA-CR-132335] 	 p0038 874-10029 
Investigation of the suction system and 
boundary-layer characteristics on a high-lift, 
BLC L-19 test aircraft 
[AD-766305]	 p0042 874-10063 
Turbulent boundary layer growth at hypersonic speeds 
noting dependence on wall temperature ratio, 
pressure gradients, and viscous interaction 
parameter 
(IC-AERO-73-04]	 p0061 N74-11112 
Measurements in a three dimensional incompressible 
turbulent boundary layer in an adverse pressure 
gradient under infinite swept wing conditions 
(NLR-TR-72092-U]	 p0109 N74-12995 
Measurements of the drag of some characteristic 
aircraft excrescences immersed in turbulent 
boundary layers
p0156 N74-14714 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: an 
experimental study of an airfoil type 
(AD-771170f8GA]	 p0255 N74-18939 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: An
	 - 
experimental study of an airfoil type flow 
p0281 N74-19637 
TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
Stratosphere coatamination by aircraft and 
mathematical models - 
-	 p0122 A74-17312 
A preliminary sensitivity analysim of the coupled 
diffusion and chemistry model --- effect of-,SST 
operations on ambient ozone in lover stratosphere 
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[RASA-CR-132369]	 pOlO7 11711-12821 
TURBULENT PLOW 
NT CAVITATION PLOW 
NT SUPERCAVITATING PLOW 
Annular slot and frontal slot flow --- turbulent 
flow resistance coefficients 	 -
p0001 A74-10033 
Effect of anisotropic turbulence on aerodynamic 
noise --- Lighthill theory mathematical model 
for axisymnetric turbulence
p0004 A74-10798 
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows 
- Application to a CO containing turbojet plume 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1229] 	 p0006 A74-11069 
Nonlinear stability theory of the boundary layer 
p0007 A74-11155 
On the theory of jet noise and its applications 
Lighthill theory 
[AIAA PAPER 73-987]	 p0026 A74-12218 
Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the 
wake of an airfoil in detached flow
p0069 A74-13041 
Noise frog nonunif orm turbulent flows 
(AIAA PAPER 74-2]	 p0131 A74-18722 
Experimental study of the aerodynamic noise of 
airfoils
p0224 A74-25327 
Developing large-scale wavelike eddies and the 
near jet noise field
p0267 A74-26948 
Sources of unsteady flow in subsonic aircraft inlets 
p0398 A74-37549 
An investigation of a nonplanar vortex lattice 
•ethod for wing calculations 
(CRANPIELD-AE9O-17]	 p0037 1174-10023 
Drag of streamline solids of revolution 
(transition at nose) 	 - 
[ESDU-BODIES-02.04.01-ANENDA]	 p0045 N74-10311 
Investigation of the effect of grids on the 
characteristics of a turbulent flow --- for wind 
tunnel applications 
(AD-765999]	 p0046 N74-10328 
Representation of hot jet turbulence by means of 
its infrared emission 
(RASA-TT-P-15233]	 p0151 171-14383 
Turbulent flow in flexible pipes and ramjet engines 
[JPES-60785)	 p0192 N74-15962 
Turbulent lift. Comments on some preliminary wind 
tunnel tests --- characteristics cf vortex on 
wing surface fro g tangential blowing on upper 
surface 
[NASA-TT-F-157431	 p0405 N14-27484 
Theoretical and experimental longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect ratio 
0.25 sharp-edge delta wing at subsonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7651] 	 p0463 1174-31414 
TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER 
A simplified method for studying the aerodyna.ic 
heating of axisymmetric bodies at an angle of 
attack
p0029 A74-12441 
Turbulent heat transfer measurements in a Each 15 
flow 
(EURONECH PREPRINT 73-21	 p0089 A74-15949 
TURBULENT JETS 
Near-field trajectory of turbulent jets discharged 
at various inclinations into a uniform crossflow 
p0003 A74-10568 
Analysis of axisymaetric turbulence relevant to 
jet noise	 - 
p0172 A74-19631 
Noise characteristics of a turbulent crosswind jet 
p0177 A74-20281 
A •ethod for studying near- and far-field noise 
characteristics of impinging jets 
(AIAA PAPER 74-569]	 p0339 A74-33153 
Contribution to the study of noise from jet 
aircraft during flight
p0437 A74-39983 
Turbulent trailing vortex with central jet or wake 
(ICAS PAPER 78-40]	 p0450 A74-41341 
Research on free and impinging jets for the 
development of STOL aircraft 
(NASA-CE-138031)	 p0287 N74-19902 
TURBULENT RIEIIG 
.-$pèr8oflic mixing and combustion studies of ducted 
hydrogen-air flows at an inlet air Each nu.ber 
of 2.6
SUBJECT INDEX 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1320]
	
p0012 A74-11313 
TURBULENT WAKES 
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREANS 
Stability and decay of free vortices behind a wing 
p0021 A74-11805 
Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the 
wake of an airfoil in detached flow
p0069 A74-13041 
Wake turbulence - The invisible killer 
p0078 A74-14498 
Observations of atmospheric effects on vortex wake 
behavior
p0090 k74-15963 
Structure of Betz vortex cores
p0090 A74-15970 
Characteristics of the wake behind a cascade of 
airfoils
p0123 A74-17495 
Vortex cases - At a turbulent crossroads 
aircraft wakes and legal liability for accidents 
p0126 A74-18097 
Vortex age as a wake turbulence scaling para.eter 
(AIAA PAPER 74-36] 	 p0132 A74-18745 
Vortexes in aircraft wakes --- light aircraft 
hazards
p0185 A74-22206 
Aircraft wake turbulence --- safety development 
for vortex hazards and airport capacity increase 
p0207 A74-22627 
The stability of a trailing line vortex. I - 
Inviscid theory
p0337 A74-33049 
Experinental studies of turbulent aircraft wake 
p0392 A74-37257 
The dynamic behavior of an aircraft encountering 
aircraft wake turbulence 
(AIAA PAPER 74-774] 	 p0399 A74-37799 
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics and the near vortex wake 
(ICAS PAPER 74-27]	 p0449 A74-41329 
Computation of vortex models for wings at high 
angle of attack in incompressible flow 
(PPA-AU-653]	 p0036 1174-10013 
SORe analyses of the chemistry and diffusion of 
SST exhaust naterials during phase 3 of the wake 
period --- in lower stratosphere 
(NASA-CR-132323]	 p0053 1174-10863 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
(AD-766815]	 p0059 N74-10941 
The measurement of the DC-i trailing vortex system 
using the tower fly-by technique 
(FAA-RD-73-141]	 pOlO4 N7412718 
Vortex shedding from the ran wing vehicle 
based on flow visualization of ra g wing surface 
effect vehicle wake 
(AD-767234]	 p0105 1174-12727 
Comparison of various methods for calculating 
profile drag from pressure measure.ents in the 
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Evaluation of effectiveness of various devices for 
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distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
p0245 N7418643 
An investigation of the trailing vorticity behind 
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[ARL/A-NOTE-342]	 p0323 N74-21636 
Apparatus for span loading to alleviate 
wake-vortex hazard behind aircraft 
(RASACASE-ARC-108011] 	 p04?1 N74-32428 
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turbulence publications with an annotated 
bibliography 
(AD-780053)	 p0472 N74-32435 
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interaction problem 
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transport and comparison with experiment. 
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Differential-turning Optimality criteria --- for 
aircraft pursuit/evasion situations 
(AmA PAPER 74-23]
	 p0132 A74-18737 
Approximate optimal control of the banking angle 
in the problem of hypersonic vehicle return 
p0389 A14-36645 
Wake induced loads on helicopter rotor blades 
p0103 N74-12708 
A linearized theory for the unsteady motions of a 
wing in curved flight 
(AD-769671]	 p0181 N74-15105 
A flight investigation with a STOL airplane flying 
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(NASA-TN-D7669)	 p0489 N74-33452 
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Stability characteristics of skewed wing aircraft 
(AIAA PIPER 74-772]
	 p0399 A14-31797 
TWO DINENSIONAL BODIES 
The high subsonic flow around a two-dimensional 
aerofoil with a trailing edge control surface 
p0182 174-21104 
Transonic lift augmentation of two-dimensional 
supercritical aerofoils by means of aft camber, 
slot blowing and jet flaps, in high Reynolds 
number flow 
(ICAS PAPER 74-11]
	 p0448 A7'4-41313 
A two-dimensional aerofoil with a control surface 
oscillating at low frequency in high subsonic flow 
p0456 A74-42694 
Low speed wind tunnel measurements on a 
two-dimensional flapped wing model using tunnel 
wall boundary layer control at the wing-wall 
junctions 
(NLR-TR-70050-UJ	 p0488 N74-33440 
TWO DIBENSIONAL BOUNDANY LAYER 
Experimental study of shock-wave reflection upon 
boundary layer transition 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1284]	 p0006 174-11072 
Theoretical and experimental study of boundary 
layer blowing at the hinge of a lift-augmenting 
flap 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1361]
	 p0422 174-38311 
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The behavior of axial compressor cascades in the 
case of deviations from purely cylindrical flow 
p0001 114-10030 
Boundary value problems of two-dimensional 
isentropic gas flow
p0014 114-11430 
Comparison of surface-vorticity method with 
surface-source method and with an exact solution 
for two-dimensional potential flow around two 
adjacent lifting airfoils
p0086 174-15041 
Integral equation method for calculation of 
subsonic flow past airfoils in a ventilated wind 
tunnel - Comparison with RAE high Reynolds 
number measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 74-83]
	 p0133 174-18164 
A model of two-dimensional, incompressible flow 
through a cascade of airfoils with allowance for 
the viscous displacement effect 
(ASEE PAPER 14-GT-126)
	 p0211 114-21422 
Theoretical solution of high subsonic flow past 
two-dimensional cascades of airfoils 
(ASNE PAPER 14-GT-91 ]
	
p0213 A74-27414
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Calculation of initial vortex roll-up in aircraft 
wakes
p0392 A74-37283 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on a 
conventional, wing section over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers and up to high subsonic 
free-strea, speeds 
(ICAS PAPER 74-04)
	 p0447 A74-41306 
High lift characteristics of an airfoil placed in 
a narrow channel
p0457 A74-43143 
Aerodynamic centre in two dimensional flow 
(ESDU-AIRcRAFT-08.01.05-ABEND-A]	 p0035 N74-10010 
Comparison of various methods for calculating 
profile drag from pressure measurements in the 
near wake at subcritical speeds
pO156 N74-14721 
Calculation of the displacement effect in 
two-dimensional subsonic attached flow around 
aerofoils. Examples of calculations using 
measured displacement thicknesses 
(NLR-TR-72116-o)	 pO195 N74-16707 
Use of two-dimensional unsteady flow theory with 
low aspect-ratio blades 
(ARL/8,'N-17]	 p0241 N74-17983 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 6716 
and NACA 4416 airfoils with 35 percent-chord 
single-slotted flaps --- low turbulence pressure 
tunnel tests to determine two dimensional lift 
and pitching moment characteristics 
(NASA-TB-x-2623]	 p0323 N74-21634 
The flow over a porous body: A singular 
perturbation problem with two parameters 
development of method for predicting skin 
friction and heat transfer characteristics of 
aircraft surfaces 
(AD-775072]	 p0324 N14-21644 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil 
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and reverse flow 
(NASA-TM-x-3060]	 p0481 N74-33430 
TWO DINEISIONAL JETS 
Transmission of sound through a two-dimensional 
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instability
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TWO PHASE PLOW 
Some features of the behavior of liquid drops 
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through a two-phase medium
p0312 174-29459 
TWO STAGE TURBINES 
Investigation of flow parameters in a turbine 
stage with a nonuniform inlet
p0002 114-10255 
Velocity characteristics of a turbine with 
adjustable nozzle diaphragms
p008? 174-15719 
The T100-GB-100 turboshaft engine program 
(SAE PAPER 730917]
	 p0123 174-17536 
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U 
U.s.S.R. 
By-pass engines --- characteristics of USSR 
aircraft engines for jet aircraft 
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anniversary of its formation) 
(NASA-I'T-F-806] 	 p0283 N74-19666 
The creative life of S. V. Il'yushin 
(NASA-TT-F-15622]	 p0332 N14-23509 
UN-I HELICOPTER 
Hydrofluidic servoactuator development 
(AD-166308]	 p0041 E74-10491 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AH-1G mast assembly 
failure analysis of helicopter antenna mast 
assembly 
(10-768764]	 p0163 N74-14782 
Helicopter gross weight and center of gravity 
measurement system --- applicable to CR-li? and 
OH-i helicopters 
(AD-771955]	 p0239 N74-17775 
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UR-lo fila.ent-vound tubular-reinforced rotor blade 
development of procedures for calculating 
structural characteristics 
(AD-772947)	 p0253 874-18713 
Investigation of advanced structural concepts for 
fuselage --- application of fiber reinforced 
composite materials to fuselage structures 
[AD-773597]	 p0285 874-19684 
Development of thermally stable poly 
(fluoroalkozyphOsphaZefle) trans.ission seals for 
the 511-1 helicopter 
[AD-773652)	 p0288 874-20080 
Helicopter drive system load analysis 
[10-775858]	 p0331 874-22697 
UH-1 ground handling wheel adapter bars for 011-58 
helicopters. Prototype design, fabrication, and 
user test 
(AD-778199]	 p0443 874-29616 
Helicopter downwash data 
[AD-78075'I)	 p0468 814-31518 
Plight test of a hingeless flezbeain rotor system 
(AD-783393)	 p0498 874-34525 
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A first generation of L-Band avionics for AEROSAT 
experimentation and evaluation phase of 
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Effects of Ti-6Al-4V alloy metallurgical 
structures on ultrasonic response characteristics 
p0116 A74-16477 
Ultrasonic inspection of titanium airframe 
components
p0116 174-16479 
Nondestructive detection of hydrides and 
alpha-case in titanium alloys
p0116 174-16482 
Nondestructive testing of aircraft wheels at 
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p0343 174-34288 
Inspection of advance composite structures by 
nondestructive testing
p0380 A74-36000 
Composite materials inspection --- ultrasonic 
vibraticn holographic 801
p0457 174-43164 
ULTRASONIC WELDING 
Engineering feasibility study of ultrasonic 
applications for aircraft manufacture 
[AD-7711305)	 p0303 874-21084 
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA 
Ultraviclet and near-infrared spectral analysis of 
a burner-can burn-through flame 
[FAA-NA-73-86)	 p0053 874-10866 
DICANBERED RINGS 
NT RING WINGS 
Numerical method of calculating the aerodynamic 
characteristics of cambered and uncambered wings 
in supersonic flow
p0391 A74-36827 
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An oscillatory method for the flight calibration 
of sideslip and incidence sensors
p0077 A74-14263 
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Random vibration of aircraft undercarriages with 
nonlinear characteristics
p0321 A74-31705 
UNDERWATER ENGINEERING 
Underwater escape from helicopters --- water 
actuated lap belts for crew safety
p0211 174-23535 
UNDERWATER VEHICLES 
Application of sailplane and low-drag underwater 
vehicle technology to the long-endurance drone 
problem 
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Unsteady flow of power-law fluids
p0004 A74-10573 
Suitability of the finite element method for 
analysis of unsteady flow around oscillating 
airfoils
poolq 174-11439 
Unsteady lift forces on highly cambered airfoils 
moving through a gust 
(AIAA PAPER 74-88) 	 p0133 A74-18807 
Analysis of three-dimensional unsteady flow around 
oscillating wings 
[AIAA PAPER 74-184)	 p0135 174-18838 
Unsteady viscous flow on oscillating airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 74-182]	 p0179 A74-20774 
Lift and moment for arbitrary power-law upwash in 
oscillating subsonic unsteady thin-airfoil theory 
p0204 A74-23227 
An oscillatory kernel function method for lifting 
surfaces in mixed transonic flow 
[AIAA PAPER 74-359)	 p0264 A74-26669 
Unsteady transonic flow over oscillating 
circular-arc airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-360)	 p0264 A74-26670 
Application of unsteady lifting surface theory to 
propellers in forward flight 
[AIAA PAPER 74-419]	 p0276 A74-28169 
Dolphin airship with undulatory-flow propulsion - 
Dynamic lift
p0338 A74-33096 
Hingeless rotor frequency response with unsteady 
inflow
p0393 A74-37482 
Application to rotary wings of a simplified 
aerodynamic lifting surface theory for unsteady 
compressible flow
pO394 174-37494 
Effects of non-uniform inflow on fan noise 
p0397 174-37542 
Sources of unsteady flow in subsonic aircraft inlets 
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Noise due to jet motion caused by internal 
unsteadiness --- subsonic nozzle flow 
p0398 A74-37550 
Instantaneous velocity measurements in the near 
wake of a helicopter rotor
p0425 A74-38633 
Study of unsteady flows around a pointed airfoil 
by conformal transformation
PO432 174-39300 
Analysis of moving body problems in aerodynamics 
pO432 A74-39346 
Dynamic flow distortion in subsonic air inlets 
p0437 A74-39987 
Application to the Viggen aircraft configuration 
of the polar coordinate method for unsteady 
subsonic flow 
[ICAS PAPER 74-03)	 p0447 174-41305 
Influence of unsteady-state conditions on the 
magnitude of aerodynamic forces in a cascade 
p0482 A74-45927 
Unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by the 
aeroelastic vibrations of a jet engine in a pod 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1424] 	 p0483 A74-46596 
The unsteady circulation distribution in rotors 
and its application to noise studies 
p0152 874-14437 
Use of two-dimensional unsteady flow theory with 
low aspect-ratio blades 
[ABL/R,'N-17)	 p0241 874-17983 
Interfering lifting surfaces in unsteady subsonic 
flow: Comparison between theory and experiment 
[AGARD-R-614]	 p0246 874-18654 
The aero/acoustic response of finite chord blade 
rows to circumferential inlet flow distortion in 
an unsteady, compressible fluid
p0254 874-18904
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An approximate solution of unsteady transonic flow 
problems --- unsteady pressures on thin 
two-dimensional airfoil pitching and plunging 
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A linearized theory for the unsteady motions of a 
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Crterja for the siting of major airports 
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Air transportation noise technology overview 
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Urban air traffic and city planning: Case study of 
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Project/cost/benefit 
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problems 
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Optimum engines for military V/STOL aircraft 
effect of military operational requirements on 
propulsion system configurations
p0289 4174-20403 
Formulating military requirements --- effect of 
military requirements on technical and design 
considerations
p0289 4174-20404 
A theoretical and experimental investigation of 
the external-flow, jet-augmented flap 
development of semi-empirical method for 
predicting performance characteristics 
p029O 4174-20407 
Wind tunnel testing with engine simulation for 
V/STOL airplanes --- characteristics of wind 
tunnel apparatus and wind tunnel models for 
tests of V/STOL aircraft configurations 
p0290 1174-20409 
Basic research requirements for PISTOL propulsion 
and drive-train components --- analysis of jet 
engine operating parameters for axial and radial 
turbines
p0290 4174-20412 
Aerodynamic interference between fuselage and 
lifting jets emerging from its lower part 
effect of two high velocity lifting jets on 
induced lift and pitchiftg moments	 - - 
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p0290 N74-20413 
Research toward development feasibility of an 
advanced technology V/STOL propeller syste• 
development and evaluation of boron-alu.inum 
compound for propeller blades
p0290 014-20414 
The influence of the control concept for V/STOL 
engines on their static and dynamic perfor.ance 
characteristics
p0290 074-20415 
Integrated propulsion/energy transfer control 
systems for lift-fan V/STOL aircraft 
reduction of total propulsion system and control 
system installation requirements
p0291 074-20416 
V/STOL deflector duct profile study --- analysis 
of back pressure gradient in ducted flow of 
exhaust gases against lift fan
p0291 074-20417 
compact thrust augmentors for V/STOL aircraft 
propulsion system configuration for V/STOL and 
cruise flight using one engine
p0291 074-20419 
Thrust performance of podded lift-fans in crossflow 
effect of increasing cross flow velocity on 
thrust deterioration
p0291 074-20420 
Cost of ownership for propulsion system of powered 
lift aircraft - effects of development, 
acquisition, operation, and maintenance on 
aircraft engine cost factors
p0292 074-20427 
The development and flight testing of the 
propulsion system of the VAR 191 B V/STOL strike 
and reconnaissance aircraft
p0292 074-20432 
Technical evaluation report on 42nd Propulsion and 
Energetics Panel Meeting on V/STOL Propulsion 
Systems --- proposals for future developments in 
V/STOL aircraft and engines
p0292 074-20433 
The effect of engine component noise on V/STOL 
aircraft noise contours 
[NASA-CR-11 14687]	 p0297 074-20667 
Results and information obtained regarding 
aerodynamic jet interference associated with the 
Do 31 V/STOL jet transport aircraft and their 
application to future V/STOL development 
lift loss in hovering flight phase 
(NASA-TT-F-15533]	 p0298 074-20669 
Advanced concepts for rotary wing and V/STOL 
aircraft escape systems
p030 1 074-20766 
Rear field and far field sound radiation from Do 
31 V/STOL jet transport and possibilities for 
noise abatement in future V/STOL development 
[NASA-TT-F-15534]	 p0324 0714-21650 
VSTOL aircraft stability and control experience 
from methods and results of Do 31 flight tests 
(NASA-TT-F-15531)	 p0325 074-21651 
Preliminary performance appraisal of Navy V/STOL 
transport and search-type airplanes using 
hydrogen fuel 
(NASATM-X-71550]	 p0363 074-261135 
Conceptual design studies of a V/STOL civil lift 
fan transport including effect of size and fan 
pressure ratio 
(NASA-C9-2426]	 p0406 074-27498 
Small V/STOL aircraft analysis, volume 1 
[NASA-CR-2425J	 pO413 074-28504 
Conceptual design studies of lift/cruise fans for 
military transports 
(NASA-CB-134636]	 p0444 074-30239 
V/STOL aircraft control/display concept for 
maximum operational effectiveness
p0464 074-31455 
V/STOL lift fan commercial short haul transports; 
Continuing conceptual design study 
[NASA-CR-2 l437]	 p0467 074-31495 
Aircraft auxiliary power systems study. A •ain 
generation channel for a V/STOL strike aircraft 
p0474 0714-32483 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an 
externally blown flap powered lift model with 
several propulsive system simulators 
(NASA-TN-D-7670)	 p0493 074-34461 
VACUUM APPARATUS 
NT VACUUM PUMPS
VARIABLE SWEEP 011GB 
VACUUM MELTING 
Aircraft mponents from reuelted steels - Design 
and development
p0125 A74-17887 
VACUUM PUMPS 
Method of calculating the air tightness of the 
vacuum system in a turbine with a water - jet 
ejector 
[BLL-CE-TRA0S5646- ( 9022.09) )
	
p01 10 074-13136 
VACUUM SYSTEMS 
Method of calculating the air tightness of the 
vacuu. system in a turbine with a water - jet 
ejector 
[BLL-CE-TRANS-5646- (9022.09) j
	 p0110 074-13136 
VACUUM TUBE OSCILLATORS 
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES 
VACUUM TUBES 
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES 
VALLEYS 
Wind conditions at the Cologne/Bonn airport and 
possibilities of forecasting them
p0022 A4-11835 
VALUE ENGINEERING 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AH-1G main 
transmission assy, universal 
tAD-772983)	 p0250 074-18695 
Major Item Special Study (NISS), CH-47A 
Alternating generator --- product quality 
control and cost savings 
(AD-173120]	 p0286 074-19712 
VALVES 
NY CONTROL VALVES 
NT GAS VALVES 
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS 
VANES 
MT GUIDE VANES 
VAPOR DEPOSITION 
Thick ion-vapor-deposited aluminum coatings f or 
irregularly shaped aircraft and spacecraft parts 
p0260 434-25813 
VARIABILITY 
Variability in aircraft noise measurements 
from short and long period jet flight tests 
p0314 A74-30079 
VARIABLE AREA WINGS 
U TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES 
The Garrett-AiResearch variable-cycle TFE731 
turbofan engine 
(SAE PAPER 730918]	 pOOl? A74-11577 
Effect of configuration variation on externally 
blown flap noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1903
	 p0180 A74-20775 
Estimation of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives of 
a variable, geometry fighter aircraft from flight 
data 
(AIAA PAPER 74-790)
	 p0399 A74-37810 
Gemini - A variable geometry sailplane 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1035]
	 pO4S5 A74-42049 
Off-design behavior for axial flow compressor 
stages with invariable and variable geometry 
blades 
(AD-767265)	 p0112 074-13513 
Interfering lifting surfaces in unsteady subsonic 
flow; Comparison between theory and experiment 
(AGARD-R-61 l4]	 p0246 074-18654 
Engine installation aerodynamics --- design and 
optimization of aircraft engine installations 
for subsonic and supersonic aircraft 
p0365 074-26453 
VARIABLE MASS SYSTEMS 
Nonstationary vibrations of a rigidly supported 
flexible rotor of variable mass
p0125 A74-17851 
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS 
Astafan - A new concept from Turbomeca 
constant speed ducted turbofan engine 
p0229 A74-24697 
V/STOL flying qualities research using the X-22A 
p0320 A74-30825 
Dynamic model wind tunnel tests of a 
variable-diameter, telescoping-blade rotor 
system (TRAC rotor) 
(AD-7710.373	 pO23? 07e-17764 
VARIABLE SWEEP 01005 
Rolling motion of variable sweep aircrafts. II 
p0086 A74-15446 
The aerodynamic characteristics of some variable 
geometry wing forms, derived from delta wings, 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
gothic and mild-ogee wings Vortex age as a wake turbulence scaling paraàeter 
p0088 A74-15810 (AIAA PAPER 14-36]	 p0132 A74-18745 
Developing the 'backbon& of the F-14 --- Ti A •ethod of calculating aircraft wake velocity 
structures for variable sweep wing center section profiles and comparison with full-scale 
(AIAA PAPER 74-371]	 p0265 A74-26678 experimental measurements 
Opti.al aeroelastic design of an oblique wing [AIAA PAPER 74-39] 	 p0132 A74-18747 
structure The stability of a trailing line vortex. I - 
(AIAA PAPER 74-349]	 p0277 A14-28173 Inviscid theory 
Exhaust-nozzle characterisitcs for a twin-jet -	 p0337 A74-33049 
variable-wing-sweep fighter airplane model at Experimental investigation of wing-tip vortex 
Macb numbers to 2.2 abatement 
(NASATM-12947]	 p0416 N7428524 (ICAS PAPER 74-35]	 pO450 A74-41336 
VABIABLE THRUST On the design of airfoils for low Reynolds numbers 
Performance problems related to installation of (AIAA PAPER 74-10173 	 p0454 A74-42038 
future engines in both subsonic and supersonic Calculation of the induced velocity field on and 
transport aircraft off the wing plane for a swept wing with given 
p0436 A74-39967 load distribution 
VARIANCE (STATISTICS) (ARC-R/E-3725]	 p0161 B74-14766 
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS Results of the co.vbined application of boundary 
Reduced order filtering with applications in layer and profile theory 
hybrid navigation -- •inimum variance Kal.an [NASA-TT-P-15416]	 p0254 N74-18917 
filter algorithm Direct calculation of airfoils from pressure 
p0023 A74-12177 distribution 
VARIATIOI BETBOD (NASATT-F-15417J	 p0281 N74-19641 
U CALCULUS 0! VARIATIONS VELOCITY FIELDS 
YARIATIOUS 0 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
NT PERIODIC VARIATIONS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
TARIORETEBS Range-rate from DEE-air data measurements --- for. 
Required flight-path variometer - The quiet aircraft radial velocity esti.ation 
revolution in gliding pO024 A74-12182 
p0336 A74-32482 Two-color dual-beam backscatter laser Doppler 
VECTOR CONTROL velocimeter 
U DIRECTIONAL CONTROL pOO76 A74-14093 
VECTOR SPACES A direct method for calculating flutter speeds 
NT EIGENVALUES (AIAA PAPER 74-270]	 p0131 A74-18675 
NT EIGENVECTORS Measurement of hot fatigue crack growth rate of 
NT MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) AU2GN aluminiu, alloy 
NT STATE VECTORS	 - (ONERA, TP NO.	 1373]	 pO318 A74-30513 
NT STIFFNESS MATRIX Far-field wake-vortex characteristics of wings 
VECTORS (EATBEMATICS) (AIAA PAPER 74-505]	 p0339 A74-33104 
NT EIGENVECTORS Instantaneous velocity measureaents in the near 
NT STATE VECTORS wake of a helicopter rotor 
VEGETATION p0425 A74-38633 
Studies of the Army aviation (V/STOL) environment. Aircraft velocity measurement througb 
Report 1k. 9:	 Classification and world radar-altimeter echo:	 A theoretical investigation 
distribution of vegetation relative to V/STOL (SLA-73-669]	 p0147 N74-14119 
aircraft operations --- effects of environment VELOCITY PROFILES 
on V/STOL aircraft operation 0 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
(AD-773734]	 p0284 N74-19676 VERTEBRATES 
YEBICLE WHEELS NT BIRDS 
Nondestructive testing of aircraft wheels at NT RODENTS 
Eastern Airlines VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
p0343 A74-34288 Required flight-path variometer - The quiet 
The flow field and pressure distribution of an revolution in gliding 
isolated road wheel pO336 A74-.24! 
(IC-AERO-72-14]	 p0155N74-14706 Gust velocities encountered by a 720-B type 
Research reports from the Institute for Service airplane and derived by means of a model for 
Reliability, issue 6 continuous turbulence 
p0332 N7 14-23491 (LBF-FB-105/733	 p009? N7l4-11840 
VELOCITY VERTICAL PINS 
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY U FINS 
NT AIRSPEED VERTICAL FLIGHT 
NT ANGULAR VELOCITY Studies in low speed flight --- model helicopter 
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY hovering flight test facility 
NT FLOW VELOCITY [AD-?68858]	 p0190 N74-15728 
NT GROUND SPEED VERTICAL LANDING 
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED Shipboard operations of Harrier 
NT LANDING SPEED pO32O A?4-30823 
NT LOW SPEED Crossflow-induced flow distortion and its 
NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY influence on the performance of a vertical axis 
NT RADIAL VELOCITY lifting fan 
mT ROTOR SPEED (ME-73-le]	 pO438 A74-40303 
NT SUBSONIC SPEED Problems of pilot-automatic control interactions 
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS in flight control --- applied to blind CTOL 
NT TIP SPEED landing and VIOL stabilization 
NT TRANSONIC SPEED (ILR-4-1973]	 p0326 N74-21663 
NT WIND VELOCITY Aircraft design-studies: 	 E67 tilt-wing executive 
Take-off velocities --- of cargo aircraft aircraft -- with vertical takeoff and landing 
(AD-7?1632]	 p0239 N74-17776 capability 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION [CRANFIELD-AERO-23]	 p0467 N74-3 1490 
Investigation of the effect of induction damping VERTICAL MOTION 
of vortices in their interaction with a wing Measuring the radiation of a vertical gas jet 
p0087 A74-15708 p0015 A74-11500 
Velocity characteristics of a turbine with A study of vertical motion requirements for 
adjustable nozzle diaphragms landing simulation 
p0087 A74-15719 p0260 A74-25971 
Exact sethod of designing airfoils with given VERTICAL STABILIZERS 
velocity distribution is incompressible flow U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS) 
p0090 A74-15965
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RETICAL TAILS 
U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS) 
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
ERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
NT FLYING PLATFORMS 
NT SC-i AIRCRAFT 
NT VJ-101 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-22 AIRCRAFT 
NT XC-142 AIRCRAFT 
VIOL aircraft --- fibrous composites for 
structural weight reduction
p0002 A74-iO497 
Deck beating effects due to VIOL jet exhaust 
impingement 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1182]
	
p0008 174-11227 
VIOL recirculation and impingement model testing 
flow fields in ground effect test 
(lIAR PAPER 73-1183]
	
p0008 174-11228 
Full-scale tests of an augmentor VIOL concept 
ejector-in-wing configuration 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1185]	 p0008 174-11229 
Advanced technology thrust vectoring exhaust systems 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1304]
	
p0011 174-11303 
System evaluation as an objective for a research 
institute --- VIOL weapons ystems
p0021 A74-11806 
Vertical/short take-off and landing --- future 
possibilities
p0079 A74-i4506 
Vertical take-off and landing aircraft 
p0127 1711-18178 
A new aircraft/ship mating system 
[lIlA PAPER 74-303]	 p0183 A74-21292 
The design application of aircraft securing and 
traversing systems to the surface effect ship 
[1111 PAPER 74-304]	 p0183 174-21293 
Assessment of model testing of a tilt-proprotor 
VIOL aircraft
p0205 174-22460 
Simulation of the landing and take-off of a VIOL 
aircraft on a ship in a random sea 
[AIAA PAPER 74-302]	 p0209 174-22803 
Case studies in Aircraft Parameter Identification 
pO22S A74-2U840 
The effect of velocity-dependent pitching moments 
on longitudinal stability --- of STOL and VIOL 
aircraft
pO26l 174-26047 
U.S. Navy VIOL automatic landing system 
development program 
[ABS PREPRINT 8233	 p038P 174-36627 
Minimum noise climbout trajectories of a VIOL 
aircraft
p0392 A74-37284 
Experimental and analytical, studies in tilt-rotor 
aeroelasticity
P0395 174-37498 
Conceptual design of a lift fan plus lift/cruise 
fighter aircraft 
[1111 PAPER 74-969]	 p0428 174-38734 
Methodologies for predicting avionic system 
capability and weight in CTOL and VIOL 
fighter/attack aircraft 1975 to 1995 
(SANE PAPER 1002]	 p0435 A74-39877 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
performance of a fan-in-wing VIOL configuration 
[NASA-TN-D-7498]	 p0094 874-11823 
The future of short-haul air transport within 
Western Europe 
(REPT-SP-73-001]	 p0097 N74-11842 
Ground operation tests of flying test bed for VIOL 
aircraft at Rational Aerospace Laboratory 
[NAL-TB-319]	 p0161 874-14764 
Implicit model decoupling approach to VIOL flight 
control design --- stability during specific 
types of maneuvers at critically low speeds 
(EE-469]	 p0245 874-18644 
Control theory analysis of a three-axis YTOL 
flight director 
[NASATM1569960]	 p0248 874-18676 
The effect of wind tunnel wall interference on the 
performance of a fan-in-wing VIOL aodel 
(NASA-TN-D-7518]	 p0254 874-18895 
Potential flow studies of lift-fan inflow 
interference phenomena --- numerical analysis of 
potential flows associated with inlet ducts 
(AD-773194]	 p0255 874-18949
Studies in tilt-rotor VIOL aircraft aeroelasticity 
blade flapping and pitch change freedoms of 
proprotor configurations
p0282 1174-19649 
Comparative appraisal of propulsion systems for 
VIOL-aircraft --- functional description and 
classification of aircraft jet propulsion systems 
p0289 874-201402 
Recent technology advances in thrust vectoring 
systems --- analysis of thrust vector control 
for vertical takeoff aircraft with and without 
afterburning in lift
p0290 874-20410 
Lateral static and dynamic aerodynamic parameters 
of the Kestrel aircraft (XV-6A) extracted from 
flight data 
[8151-111-0-7455]	 p0297 874-20666 
Investigation of application of
	 - 
two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal 
gyroscopes to strapdown navigation systems 
for use in VIOL aircraft 
[NASA-cR-132419] 	 p0304 874-21289 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 1: Aerodynamic design and installation 
[10-774831]	 pO327 874-21667 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 2: Structural analysis and blade design 
(AD-774836]	 p0327 874-21668 
Predicting laternal hover, flying qualities with 
paper pilot --- simulation of pilot performance 
in VIOL aircraft 
[10-775704]	 p0353 874-25543 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 3: Rub, actuator, and control designs 
propellers for conventional and vertical 
takeoff aircraft 
[AD-776998]	 p0360 874-25614 
Flight control of airplanes and helicopters 
characteristics of automatic flight control to 
include methods of display and human factors 
engineering 
[AD-777297]	 p0368 874-26488 
Flight investigation of manual and automatic VIOL 
decelerating instrument approaches and landings 
[NASA-TN-D-7524]	 p0410 874-28102 
Landing transition paths which optimize fuel, time 
or distance for jet-lift VIOL transport aircraft 
in steep approaches 
[ARC-R/M-3732]	 p0416 874-28527 
The use of an aircraft test stand for VIOL 
handling qualities studies --- pilot evaluation 
of flight controllability 
[NASA-TM-X-62218]	 pO418 874-28737 
The power plants of vertical takeoff and landing 
aircraft 
(10-778791]	 p0419 874-29225 
Acoustic tests on a fan-in-wing model: Effects of 
an extended inlet 
[NRC-13898]	 pOlIlI2 874-29376 
Navigation and guidance requirements for 
cosmercial VIOL operations 
(NASA-cR-132423]	 p0444 874-30093 
Design optimization of the VIE 191B and its 
evaluation based on results fro. the hardware 
realisation and test data
p0466 N74-31479 
Aircraft design studies: E67 tilt-wing executive 
aircraft --- with vertical takeoff and landing 
capability 
[CRANFIELD-AERO-23]	 pO46l 874-31490 
Aircrew automated escape system simulation model 
(10-783511]	 p0499 874-34555 
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AID LANDING 
U VERIICAL LANDING 
VERTIGO 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army UN-i 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
(AD-768307]	 p0144 874-13742 
VBRTOL MILITART HELICOPTERS 
U BORING AIRCRAFT 
EYE (RULES) 
U VISUAL FLIGHI RULES 
VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION 
Eurocontrol evaluation of the Standard Elektrik 
Lorenz /SEL/ Doppler VOR-DME and Decca OmnitraC 
computing, navigation and display system for 
area navigation. Phase III - Flight trials 
197 1-1972 
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p0091 A74-16075 
The impact of area navigation on flight control 
systems and displays
p0122 174-11271 
Navigation improvements - To what end --- ATC 
system design with emphasis on VOBTAC 
p0219 174-22679 
Navigation in the upgraded third generation system 
ELS, uS, VORTAC, area navigation, etc 
p0220 174-22680 
VIBRATION 
NT BENDING VIBRATION 
NT CONBUSTION VIBRATION 
NT FLUTTER 
NT FORCED VIBRATION 
NT FREE VIBRATION 
NT PANEL FLUTTER 
NT RANDON VIBRATION 
NT RESONANT VIBRATION 
NT STRUCTURAL VIBRATION 
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
NT TORSIONAL VIBRATION 
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTER 
Blade dynamics analysis using NASTRAN --- effects 
of blade geometry, temperature gradients, and 
rotational speed
p0153 N74-14599 
Deterlination of the effects of lass and stiffness 
on the vibration response of ribbed panels 
subjected to rando. acoustic noise 
(AD-774436]	 p0304 074-21568 
Vibration signal analysis techniques --- for 
detecting condition of gears and bearings in 
helicopter power train 
(AD-776397]	 pO3S9 N74-256011 
VIBRATION CANPERS 
U VIBRATION ISOLATORS 
VIERATIOI DANPING 
Vibrations of asymmetric rotors supported by 
asymmetric bearings
p0070 174-13094 
Role of aerodyna.ic damping in problems of the 
flutter of sandwich panels and circular 
cylindrical shells
p0088 A74- 15184 
Reduction of vibration and noise generated by 
planetary ring gears in helicopter aircraft 
transmissions 
(AS!E'PAPER 73-PTG-11]	 poll9 114-16979 
A study of the combined vibrations of the 
disk-blade system of a turboprop engine turbine 
wheel
p0126 A74-18088 
Random vibration with non-linear da.ping 
p0129 A74-18297 
Noise suppressing devices --- Russian book 
p0 180 A74-20904 
A method for the dynamic study of helicopter 
fuselages in the design phase
p0261 174-26025 
A rind-tunnel investigation of a B-52 model 
flutter suppression system 
[1111 PAPER 74-401]	 p0265 A74-26700 
Active flutter suppression - A flight test 
demonstration 
(1111 PAPER 74-1102] 	 p0266 114-26701 
A transonic study of active flutter suppression 
based on an aerodymanic energy concept 
[AIAA PAPER 74-403)	 p0266 174-26702 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
(AIAA PAPER 711-404)	 p0266 174-26703 
Protection of an optical sensor against vibration 
of the flight vehicle
p0276 A74-27099 
A simplified approach to helicopter ground resonance 
p0348 174-34881 
AB-56A /ANCS/ compound helicopter vibration 
reduction --- Advanced Hechanical Control System 
[ABS PREPRINT 834] 	 p0385 174-36589 
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control system of a 
CH-54B helicopter
p0395 174-37503 
Hingeless rotor theory and experi.ent on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0396 A74-37507
Vibrations and stability
	 'a helicopter with a 
two-blade main rotor
p0438 114-401106 
Influence of sloshing in wing tip tanks on the 
vibration natural •odes of an aircraft 
[ICAS PAPER 74-15]
	
p0448 A74-41317 
Techniques for reducing the vibration of rocket 
launchers mounted on helicopters 
(AD-767237]	 p0105 N74-12729 
Nethods for reducing vibrations of equipment 
mounted on helicopter external stores stations 
da.ping of vertical vibrations of 
wing-mounted stores on AR-1G helicopter 
(AD-768774]	 p0162 074-14771 
In-flight stabilization of externally slung 
helicopter loads --- design, development, and 
evaluation of candidate stabilizing systems 
(AD-769063]	 p0162 N74-14774 
Vibration absorbers for rocket launchers mounted 
on helicopters: Analytical analyRis and 
imple.entation techniques 
[AD-7711845]	 p0328 N74-22558 
Status of two studies on active control of 
aeroelastic response at NASA Langley Research 
Center
p0354 074-25553 
Active flutter suppression on wings with external 
stores
p0354 N74-25555 
Aerodynamic damping of vibrating helicopter rotors 
[AD-775929)	 p0358 074-25598 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls 
(RASA-CR-138658)	 p0363 N14-26424 
Hingeless rotor theory and experiment on vibration 
reduction by periodic variation of conventional 
controls
p0497 014-34515 
VIBRATION EFFECTS 
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic 
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the 
blade tip vortex
p0022 174-11845 
Aircraft noise induced vibration in fifteen 
residences near Seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport
p0073 A74-13770 
Evaluation of 'the helicopter as a camera platform 
p0078 A74-14480 
Vibration effects on helicopter reliability and 
maintainability 
(AD-766307]	 p0042 074-10064 
Symmetrical eigen 'forms of the vibrations of a 
supporting surface and of an elastic fuselage 
(AD-756285)	 p0043 074-10067 
VIBRATION ISOLATORS 
The main rotor bifilar absorber and its effect on 
helicopter reliability/maintainability 
(SIR PAPER 730894]	 pool9 174-11595 
Rodalization applied to helicopters --- vibration 
isolation 
(SIR PAPER 130893)	 p0019 A74-11596 
Control of helicopter vibration using the dynamic 
antiresonant vibration isolator 
(SAE PAPER 730892] 	 p0019 A74-11597 
Helicopter vibration reduction with pendulum 
absorbers 
(ABS PREPRINT 830] 	 p0384 A74-36585 
Application of antiresonance theory to helicopters 
p0394 A74-37491 
Vertical-plane pendulum absorbers for minimizing 
helicopter vibratory loads
p0395 A74-37502 
Techniques for reducing the vibration of rocket 
launchers mounted on helicopters 
(AD-767237]	 p0105 074-12729 
Vibration absorbers for rocket launchers mounted 
on helicopters: Analytical analysis and 
implementation techniques 
[AD-774845]	 p0328 074-22558 
VIBRATION !EASOREIBIT 
Experimental investigation of the vibrations of a 
gas-turbine engine rotor
p0023 A74-12012 
Aircraft on-board equipment for dynamic 
measurements with piezoelectric sensors 
p0270 A14-27293 
Balancing of vibration measurements of a 
continuous mechanical system - Application to 
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the direct •easure.ent of generalized 
coordinates of an airplane in flight 
(OBERA. YP NO.. 1378)	 p0314 A74-2986O 
Solographic time-average vibration study of a 
structure dynamic model of an airplane fin 
p0340 A74-33 179 
Gearbox noise reduction - Prediction and 
measurement of •esh-frequency vibrations within 
an operating hei_i.copter rotor-drive gearbox 
.(AsBE PAPER 73-DET-31] 	 p0341 A711-33404 
VIBUTIOI BODE 
A study of the combined vibrations of the 
disk-blade system of a turboprop engine turbine 
• wheel
p0126 A14-18088 
Calculation of the dynamic characteristics of a 
helicopter structure by the method of branch modes 
p0129 A74-18291 
On repetitive flutter calculations in structural 
design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-141]	 p0133 A74-18789 
Theory of rotor dynamics with coupling of disk and 
blade flexibility and support structure asymmetry 
(ASBE PAPER 74-GT-159]
	
p0274 A14-27494 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods 
p0394 A.74-37489 
Stability characteristics of skewed wing aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-772)	 p0399 A74-37797 
Theoretical and experimental research on 
vibrations of thin walled stiffened structures 
[ICAS PAPER 74-16] p0448 A74-41318 
The prediction of the variation of aodes following 
• modification to a structure
p0419 N74-29358 
VIBRATION PEOTECTIOI 
U VIBRATION ISOLATOBS 
VIREATIOI SIBULATOBS 
Optimization of a vibration generator in 
conditions of external excitation
p0332 N74-23519 
Apparatus for the qualification of very low 
frequency vibration exciters --- replacing 
aircraft structure excited by turbulence 
p0332 N74-23520 
YXUATIOI TESTIEG mACHINES 
U VIBRATION SIBULATORS 
VIBRATION TESTS 
NT DABPING TESTS 
The real and imaginary parts of the complex 
viscoelastic modulus for boron fiber reinforced 
plastics /BPRP/
p0315 A74-30095 
Pyrotechnic pulse generators for in-flight 
structural tests
p0382 A74-36353 
Some problems of the multi-point excitation 
technique in the experimental study of the 
vibrations of elastic structures
p0390 A74-36803 
An analysis of vibration diagnostics for 
helicopter power trains
p0432 A74-39198 
Composite materials inspection --- ultrasonic 
vibration holographic NOT
p0457 A74-43164 
Pyrotechnic bonkers for structural tests in flight 
(ONEBA. TP NO. 1389 E]
	
p0478 A74-44953 
Ca-53 A flexible frame vibration analysis/test 
correlation 
(10-772569]	 p0252 N714-18711 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis with measured free vibration 
characteristics for a foil-scale helicopter 
fuselage	 -
p0496 N74-34496 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction methods 
pO496 N74-34497 
VIBEATOET LOADS 
Ringeless rotor vibration and loads at high 
advance ratio
p0206 A74-22463 
Studies of a large-scale jet-flap rotor in the 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel
p0206 174-221464 
The scissors rotor --- for helicopters 
[ABS PREPRINT 812]	 p0388 A74-36621 
Vertical-plane pendulum absàrbers for minimizing 
helicoptet• vibratory loads
p0395 A74-37502
VISCOUS PLOW 
Bulticyclic jet-flap control for afleviatjou of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0396 A74-37504 
Bulticyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0497 N74-34512 
VIDEO DATA 
Functional co•mand/control considerations for 
ship-deployable tactical remotely-piloted 
vehicle /RPV/
p0433 A74-396614 
VIDEO EQUIPEEIT 
military airborne video recording: Require.ents, 
utilization and techniques; Proceedings of the 
Seminar, Dayton, Ohio, April 3-5, 1973 
p0216 174-22526 
What we do and what we need --- military airborne 
video tape recorder requirements and applications 
p0216 A74-22528 
The status of the P-14A airborne mission recorder 
requirements and utilization
p02 16 A74-22529 
Commercial quality video recorders for airborne 
military applications
pO2lI A74-22530 
Gunship video recording system - First high 
quality battle damage assessment capability 
pO2l? 174-22531 
A basic, highly maintainable airborne video tape 
recorder/reproducer
p02 17 174-22533 
Compact video tape recorders of exceptional 
performance and reliability
p02 17 174-22534 
A small high-performance videotape recorder for 
military airborne applications
p02 17 174-22535 
Development of teledyne video recording systems - 
Progression of state of the art in film recording 
p02 17 A74-22540 
Pave Spike Video Film Recorder
p02 18 174-22543 
A truly airworthy video disc recorder/reproducer 
results in unique capabilities --- for aerial 
reconnaissance and surveillance
p02 18 A74-22553 
VINYL POLYMERS 
Fungus resistance of polyvinyl acetate latex dust 
control material --- helicopter landing pads 
(AD-767256]	 p0111 N74-13286 
VISCOBLASTIC FLOW 
U VISCOELASTICITY 
VISCOELASTICITY 
The real and imaginary parts of the complex 
viscoelastic modulus for boron fiber reinforced 
plastics /BFRP/
p0315 174-30095 
VISCOSITY 
NT EDDY VISCOSITY 
VISCOUS FLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
NT BEATTACBED FLOW 
NT SEPARATED FLOW 
Nonuniqueness of the solution to the problem of 
viscous interaction on an axisymmetric body 
hypersonic boundary layer equations
pOOl0 174-13179 
Comparison of surface-vorticity method with 
surface-source method and with an exact solution 
for two-dimensional potential flow around two 
adjacent lifting airfoils
pOO86 174-15047 
Structure of Betz vortex cores
p0090 A74-15970 
Calculation of separated flows at subsonic and 
transouic speeds
p0118 174-16965 
Unsteady viscous flow on oscillating airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-182] 	 p0179 A74-20774 
A study of compressible potential and asymptotic 
viscous flows for corner region
p0204 114-23205 
Calculation procedures for potential and viscous 
flow solutions for engine inlets 
(ASNE PAPER 7 L4-GT-3]	 p0271 174-27411 
A model of two-dimensional, incompressible flow 
through a cascade of.airfoils with allowance for 
the viscous displacement effect 
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(ASNE PAPER 74-GT126) 	 p0271 A74-27422 
Transonic laminar viscous-inviscid interaction 
over airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 74-600)	 p0340 A74-33177 
Laminar viscous-inviscid interactions at transonic 
speeds
p0425 A74-38622 
Viscous effects in transonic flow past airfoils 
[ICAS PAPER 74-19]	 p0448 A74-41321 
Analysis of viscous flow over swept wings 
[ICES PAPER 74-20]	 p0449 A74-41322 
Experimental study of viscous flow on multiple 
ele.ent airfoils 
LIdS PIPER 74-46)	 p0451 174-41346 
The effects of hypersonic viscous interaction on 
static stability of slender bodies in simulated 
non-equilibrium flows
p0154 11711-14704 
A viscous potential flow interaction analysis 
method for multi-element infinite swept wings, 
volume 2 
[RASA-CR-137550) 	 p0470 R74-32413 
VISCOUS FLUIDS 
Aircraft fuel system tests with gelled 
fuel-flowneter calibration, fuel boost pump and 
jettison tests 
(PAA-NA-73-43]	 p0095 1174-11828 
VISIBILITY 
NT LOW VISIBILITY 
Markings for propeller conspicuity 
(AGARD-AR-56]	 p0103 1174-12713 
VISION 
NT COLOR VISION 
NT PERIPRENAL VISION 
VISUAL AIDS 
Helicopter visual aid system
p0067 1174-11691 
Proposal for a visual system of simulating a landing 
pilot training with televised display of 
simulated landing environment 
(POA-2-C-2509-E4]	 p0111 1174-13423 
VISUAL CONTROL 
New concepts of visualization for aircraft 
instrument panel display integration 
p0029 174-12447 
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 707-131B, N757TW, Los 
Angeles, California, 16 January 1974 
(NTSB-AIR-74-10] 	 p0489 N74-33447 
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
Information content of different runway lighting 
patterns --- visual pattern discrimination of 
landing displays 
[NASA-TT-P-15179)	 p0060 1174-11094 
VISUAL DISPLAYS 
U DISPLAY DEVICES 
VISUAL FLIGHT 
Uses of a visual landing system in prinary flight 
training
p0082 A74-114599 
Visual landings in regional and local airports 
[NASA-TT-P-151771	 p0060 1174-11093 
VISUAL FLIGHT RULES 
Control authority with a flight performance 
controller
p0081 A74-114596 
Recommended design procedure for VASI-2 systems 
Visual Approach Slope Indicator as landing aid 
p0392 A74-37341 
Plight investigation of the VPR and IPR landing 
approach characteristics and terminal area 
airspace requirements for a light STOL airplane 
(NASA-TM-I-3008]	 p0354 N74-25562 
VISUAL PERCEPTION 
NT VISUAL DISCRIRINATION 
Simplified Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VlSI) 
operation test and evaluation 
(AD-767901)	 p0151 1174-14362 
Visual elements in flight simulation --- analysis 
of visibility characteristics during flight and 
impact on aircraft control 
(AD-772586)	 p0253 1174-18714 
VISUAL TRACKING 
U OPTICAL TRACKING 
VISUALIZATION OP FLOW 
U. PLOW VISUALIZATION 
V.3-101 AIRCRAFT 
Propulsion system of the V.3 101 C VTOL aircraft: 
Philosophy and practical experience
SUBJECT INDEX 
optimization of vertical takeoff aircraft 
airframe and engine
p0292 N74-20428 
VOICE COENUNICATIOR 
Description and cost of a satellite-based oceanic 
ATC system --- voice and data communication 
channel capacity requirements
p0025 A74-12193 
Lockheed S-3A avionics - Tactical voice and data 
communication
p0173 A74-19753 
Multiple channel same frequency repeater flight test 
for intra-aircraft voice communications 
p0424 174-38556 
Evaluation of voice recorders for aircraft 
(AD-770517]	 p0200 1174-16906 
VOLTAGE 
U ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
VOLTAGE VARIATION IIDICATORS 
U VOLTMETERS 
VOLT RE TE ES 
A review of aircraft measurement techniques 
data on digital voltmeters, pressure standards 
and onboard tensometer equipment
p0280 174-28436 
VON SYSTEMS 
U VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION 
VORTEX BREAKDOWN 
Stability and decay of free vortices behind a wing 
p0021 174-11805 
Lift-induced wing-tip vortex attenuation 
[AIAA PAPER 74-38)
	
p0135 174-18852 
Turbulent trailing vortex with central jet or wake 
[ICAS PAPER 74-40]	 p0450 174-41341 
Aircraft vortex wake descent and decay under real 
atmospheric effects 
[10-771311)	 p0238 1174-17767 
Rodel experiments to evaluate vortex dissipation 
devices proposed for installation on or near 
aircraft runways 
[NASA-CR-132365)	 p0241 1174-17959 
Wingtip vortex dissipatorfor aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11645-1] 	 p0365 1174-26456 
VORTEX COLUMNS 
U VORTICES 
VORTEX DISTURBANCES 
U VORTICES 
VORTEX FLOW 
U VORTICES 
VORTEX GENERATION 
U VORTEX GENERATORS 
VORTEX GENERATORS 
Observations of atmospheric effects on vortex wake 
behavior
p0090 174-15963 
On the inviscid rolled-up structure of 
lift-generated vortices
p0090 A74-15964 
A Powler flap system for a high-performance 
general aviation airfoil 
(SAE PAPER 740365]	 p0309 A74-28739 
Investigation of the influence of vortex 
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation 
p0389 174-36632 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 2 
effects of vortex generators mounted on blades 
(10-756871)	 p0052 1174-10750 
On the inlet vortex system --- preventing jet 
engine damage caused by debris pick-up 
[NASA-CR-140182]	 p0500 1174-35194 
VORTEX RINGS 
A two-component laser Doppler velocimeter for 
periodic flow fields
p0267 174-26916 
On the generation of jet noise --- by large scale 
vortex ring structures interacting with each other 
p0329 N74-22663 
VORTEX SHEETS 
Investigation of the characteristics of flows past 
plates at large angles of attack
p0070 174-13183 
Discretization of a vortex sheet, with an example 
of roll-up --- for elliptically loaded wings 
p0086 174-15475 
Numerical investigation of vortex sheets issuing 
from a separation line near the leading edge 
p0128 174-18289 
Modeling dynamic stall on an oscillating airfoil 
p0224 174-25329 
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On calculation of induced drag and conditions 
downstream of a lifting wing
p0275 A74-27846 
A linear model of a finite amplitude Helmholtz 
instability
p0335 A14-32057 
Binimuw induced drag of semi-elliptic ground 
effect wing
p0335 A74-32297 
Calculation of initial vortex roll-up in aircraft 
wakes
p0392 A74-37283 
The structure and decay of trailing vortices 
p0447 A74-411044 
Recent contributions to the solution of nonlinear 
aerodynamic interference problems 
(ICAS PAPER 74-26)
	
p0449 A74-41328 
Numerical computations of wake vortices behind 
lifting surfaces 
(ICAS PAPER 74-28)
	
-	 p0449 1714-41330 
The deformation of a vortex sheet behind a swept 
back wing - Comparison of measurements and 
calculations 
[ICAS PAPER 74-33]	 p0449 A74-41334 
Calculation of flows around zero thickness wings 
with evolutive vortex sheets 
(NASA-TT-F-15183)	 p0094 1174-11815 
The measurement of the DC-7 trailing vortex system 
using the tower fly-by technique 
(FAA-RD-73-141]	 p0104 N74-12718 
A numerical method for the determination of the 
vortex sheet location behind a wing in 
incompressible flow 
(NLR-TR-72091-U]	 p0294 N71&-206112 
VORTEX STREETS 
Vortex shedding from the ran wing vehicle 
based on flow visualization of raw wing surface 
effect vehicle wake 
(AD-767234]	 p0105 N74-12727 
VORTEX TUBES 
U VORTICES 
VORTICES 
The effects of wake splitter plates on the flow 
-past a circular cylinder in the range of B fro. 
10.000 to 50,000
p0006 174-11041 
An analytical and experimental study of inlet 
ground vortices	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 73-1313)	 p0011 A7l4-11309 
Longitudinal response of an aircraft due to a 
trailing vortex pair
p0013 174-11343 
Finite element solution of the incompressible flow 
over an airfoil in a nonuniform stream 
p0014 A74-11426 
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic 
benefits obtainable by the, elimination of the 
blade tip vortex
p0022 174-11845 
Investigation of the effect of induction damping 
of vortices in their interaction with a wing 
p0087 A74-15708 
Observations of atmospheric effects on vortex wake 
behavior	 -
p0090 A74-15963 
On the inviscid rolled-up structure of 
lift-generated vortices
p0090 A74-15964 
Structure of Betz vortex cores
p0090 A74-15970 
A vortex entrainment model applied to slender 
delta wings
p0119 A74-17029 
Vortex cases - At a turbulent crossroads 
aircraft wakes and legal liability for accidents 
p0126 A74-18097 
Vortex age as a wake turbulence scaling parameter 
[1111 PAPER 74-36]
	 p0132 Alil-18745 
A method of calculating aircraft wake velocity 
profiles and comparison with full-scale 
experimental measurements 
(AIAA PAPKB74-39]	 -	 p0132 A74-187147 
Ingestion and dispersion of engine exhaust 
products by trailing vortices for supersonic 
flight in the stratosphere 
(AIAA PAPER 74-42]
	 p0134 A74-18815 
IRolated airfoil - TIP vortex interaction noise 
(AIAA PAPER 714-194]	 p0134 174-18831
Trailing vortex effects on following aircraft 
p0174 A74-19778 
Vortexes in aircraft wakes --- light aircraft 
hazards
p0185 174-22206 
A schlieren technique applied to rotor wake studies 
p0203 A74-22462 
Rotating-blade vortex noise
p0203 A714-22470 
Extension of a vortex-lattice method to include 
the effects of leading-edge separation 
p0204 A74-23332 
Vortex-induced heating to cone flaps at Bach 6 
p0223 A74-24958 
Developing large-scale wavelike eddies and the 
near jet noise field
p0267 A74-26948 
Random movement of a wing of finite span in an 
incompressible liquid
p0312 A74-29497 
Some experimental results of the effect of a 
streanwise vortex on a two-dimensional wing 
pO32l A74-31247 
The stability of a trailing line vortex. I - 
Inviscid theory
p0337 174-33049 
Nonlinear prediction of the aerodynamic loads on 
lifting surfaces 
(1111 PAPER 74-503]
	 p0338 A74-33103 
Far-field wake-vortex characteristics of wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-505)
	 p0339 A714-33104 
Flow patterns of fuselage-wing models at 
supercritical angles of attack
p039 1 A74-37143 
Axial flow measurements in trailing vortices 
p0425 174-38626 
NASA flight research on aircraft wake vortices and 
minimization concepts 
[AflA PAPER 74-953]	 pO42l A74-38721 
The structure and decay of trailing vortices 
-	 p01447 A74-4 10414 
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics and the near vortex wake 
(ICAS PAPER 74-27) 	 pO4i49 A74-41329 
Aircraft trailing vortex instabilities 
(ICAS PAPER 74-34]	 p0450 A74-41335 
Experimental investigation of wing-tip vortex 
abatement 
(ICAS PAPER 74-35)	 pOIlSO A74-41336 
Rot-wire anemometry for is-flight measurement of 
aircraft wake vortices
pOle6O A74-43621 
A quasi-vortex-lattice method in thin wing theory 
p0477 A74-441417 
Acoustic backscatter radar system for tracking 
aircraft trailing vortices
p0471 A74-44420 
Influence of flaps and engines on aircraft wake 
vortices
p0478 114-44425 
Computation of vortex models for wings at high 
angle of attack in incompressible flow 
(PFA-A0-653J	 p0036 N74-10013 
Au investigation of a nonplanar vortex lattice 
method for wing calculations 
(CRANFIELD-AEEO-11]	 p0037 N74-10023 
Effect of geometry variations on lee-surface 
vortex-induced heating for flat-bottom 
three-dimensional bodies at Bach 6 
(NASA-TN-D-7447]	 p0045 N74-10318 
Effect of sweep angle on the pressure 
distributions and effectiveness of the ogee tip 
in diffusing a line vortex 
[RASA-CR-132355J	 - p0094 N74-118 
Evaluation of effectiveness of various devices for 
attenuation of trailing vortices based on model 
tests in a large towing basin 
(NASA-CR-2202)	 '	 p0188 1174-15710 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
1:' Experimental research --- wind tunnel tests 
of jet fighter aircraft scale model 
(AD-771290]	 p0232 N74-17710 
Theoretical and experimental investigations o 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. Volume 
2: Three-dimensional theory for vortex-lift 
augmentation -- wind tunnel tests of jet 
fighter scale model 
(10-771304]	 p0232 1174-17711 
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Vortex modification by lass injection and by tip 
geometry variation 
(AD-771966]	 p0232 874-17715 
The detection of aircraft wake vortices 
development of acoustic and wind pressure 
sensors for vortex detection
p0233 174-17731 
Vortex wake research --- inflight investigation of 
turbulent wake generated by C-5 aircraft 
p0233 174-17733 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
p0245 874-18643 
Analytical investigation of the aerodyna.ic 
stability of helical vortices shed from a 
hovering rotor 
(AD-773026]	 p0252 874-18705 
An experimental investigation of leading-edge 
vortex augmentation by blowing 
(NASA-CR-132415]	 p0281 874-19643 
Stability and decay of free vortices behind a wing 
[NASA-TT-F-15445]	 p0287 N1'419904 
Preliminary results of flight tests of vortex 
attenuating splines --- evaluation of 
effectiveness of wingtip vortex attenuating device 
(NASA-TM-X-71928]	 p0294 874-20637 
An investigation of the trailing vorticity behind 
a STOL aircraft 
(AD-774571]	 p0299 874-20677 
A preliminary towing tank study of the trailing 
vortex generated by a rectangular wing, 
including the effects of several tip modifications 
[ARL/A-NOTE-342]	 p0323 874-21636 
Wingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11645-1]	 p0365 814-26456 
Turbulent lift. Comments on some preliminary wind 
tunnel tests --- characteristics o vortex on 
wing surface from tangential blowing on upper 
surface 
[NASA-TT-P-15743]	 p0405 874-27484 
A program to compute the behavior of a three 
dimensional turbulent vortex 
[AD-7784331	 p0418 814-28782 
Effect of spanwise blowing on leading-edge vortex 
bursting of a highly swept aspect ratio 1.18 
delta wing 
[NASA-TM-X-71987]	 p0441 174-29367 
Theoretical and experimental longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect ratio 
0.25 sharp-edge delta wing at subsonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic speeds 
[NASA-TN-D-7651] 	 p0463 874-31414 
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex 
interaction problem 
(NASA-CR-2421]	 p0488 874-33433 
Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment. 
Volume 2: Appendixes 
(AD-783665]	 p0498 874-34537 
Simulation of wake vortices descending in a stably 
stratified atmosphere 
(AD-783750]	 p0499 874-34715 
Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment. 
Volume 1: Wake vortex predictive system study 
(AD-783649]	 p0499 N74-347o 
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on 
turbojet stall margin 
[NASA-TE-X-71610]	 p0500 874-35201 
VOETICITY EQUATIONS 
A numerical vortex box technique for calculations 
in lifting surface theory
p0244 874-18642 
VOBTICITY TRANSPORT HYPOTHESIS 
Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment 
(AIAA PAPER 74-506]	 p0339 A74-33105 
VTOL 
U VERTICAL LANDING 
YTOL AIRCHPT 
U VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCEAPT 
VULINEABILITY 
Lightning effects on general aviation aircraft 
[FAA-RD-73-99]	 p0099 874-12167 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 4: Baseline damage 
tolerance evaluation 
(AD-781809]	 p0490 874-331464
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WAKES 
NT AIRCRAFT WAKES 
NT HELICOPTER WAKES 
NT HyPERSONIC WAKES 
NT LAMINAR WAKES 
NT NEAR WAKES 
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREANS 
NT SUPERSONIC WAKES 
NT TURBULENT WAKES 
The effects of wake splitter plates on the flow 
past a circular cylinder in the range of R from 
10,000 to 50,000 
-	
p0006 A74-11041 
Far-field wake-vortex characteristics of wings 
[AIAA PAPER 74-505]	 p0339 A74-33104 
Unsteady lift and radiated sound from a wake 
cutting airfoil
p0477 A74-144405 
Thu stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor 
[AD-766828	 p0062 874-11128 
WALL PLOW 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
transonic flow past a half-wing
p0224 A74-25321 
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
transonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7331)	 p0036 874-10015 
Optimization of wave cancellation in variable 
porosity transonic rind tunnel flows 
[NASA-TN-D-7432]	 p0060 174-11097 
WALL JETS 
Supersonic combustion of hydrogen injected 
perpendicular to a ducted vitiated airstream 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1322]	 p0012 A7l4-11314 
Investigation into and application of the high 
velocity circulation control wall jet for high 
lift and drag generation on STOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 74-502]	 p0338 A74-33102 
The power profile - a new type of airfoil 
airfoil with blunt leading edge and two wall 
jets near the trailing edge 
[AD-773655]	 p0286 874-19690 
WALL PRESSURE 
High lift testing in closed wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-641]	 p0376 A74-35405 
Analysis of wall modification in a transoflic wind 
tunnel 
[AD-767629)	 pOlO9 874-12971 
WALLS 
NT BULKHEADS 
NT POROUS WALLS 
IT THIN WALLS 
NT WIND TUNNEL WALLS 
WAR GAlES 
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat
p0304 874-21187 
WARP ABE 
NT ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE 
NT COMBAT 
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat 
[AD-766890]	 p0113 174-13696 
WARMING 
U HEATING 
WARNING DEVICES 
U WARNING SYSTENS 
WARNING SIGNALS 
U WARNING SYSTEMS 
WARNING SYSTEMS 
Technology forecasting - Aircraft hazard detection 
pOOlS A74-11499 
The Type 3B altitude measurement system 
p0l22 A74-17276 
Airborne warning and control system /AWACS/ 
for air operations management during military 
crises 
(AIAA PAPER 74-241]	 p0130 A74-18655 
Realization of a horizontal collision avoidance 
system 
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p0175 A74-20099 
1ev orientations in the Study of transport 	 -
aircraft safety
p0208 A74-22633 
Collision avoidance systems --- proximity warning 
indicator for ATC
pO22O A74-22682 
Integrated, universal pilot warning/collision 
avoidance display
po317 A74-35567 
Surveillance in flight of aircraft systems 
p0431 A74-39004 
The design, fabrication and evaluation of the 
aural angle of attack/stall warning syste. 
(AD-767663)	 p0145 174-13748 
Development and testing of a cadmiu. telluride 
high temperature (750 F) infrared fire detector 
for detecting aircraft engine fires 
(AD-773324)	 p0287 174-19714 
Aerospace vehicle hazards protection program: 
Detectors materials fuel vulnerability 
(AD-776301]	 p0359 174-25603 
WASEIIG 
The growing procedural problems of washing mammoth 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 74-376)	 p0265 A7'4-26683
WATER EROSION 
On the problem of rain erosion on a moving body 
flying at supersonic speed 
[DPVLR-SONDDR-349)	 p0117 A74-16727 
Airframe maintenance and corrosion protection 
p0337 A74-32672 
WATER INJECTION 
The effects of water, pressure, and equivalence 
ratio on nitric oxide production in gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 73-WA/GT-1) 	 p0071 A74-13292 
The effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
ASTM Jet-A fuel 
[NASA-TE-X-2958)	 p0153 N74-14650
Effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
natural gas fuel 
[NASA-TN-X-2959] 	 p0154 174-14651
WATER JETS 
U HYDRAULIC JETS 
WATER POLLUTION 
Helicopter tow tests of the US Coast Guard's air 
delivery container for oil spill containment 
barrier 
[AD-774898)	 p0327 1714-21669 
RATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT 
Amphibian aircraft design 
(SAN PAPER 740395)	 p0310 A744-28756
RATER TUNNELS 
U HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS 
RATER VEHICLES 
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
NT NOATS 
NT SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SUIPS 
NT SHIPS 
NT UNDERWATER VEHICLES 
RAVE ATTENUATION 
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION 
NT SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION 
WAVE DIFFRACTION 
Diffraction of evanescent waves, with applications 
to aerodynamically scattered sound and radiation 
from unbaffled plates
p0204 A74-23104 
WAVE DRAG 
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG 
WAVE EQUATIONS 
Introduction to aerodynamic noise theory 
p0025 A7'4-12207 
RAVE EXCITATION 
NT HARMONIC EXCITATION 
RAVE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION 
Holographic multicolor moving map display 
p0377 A74-35563 
WAVE FRONTS 
NT SHOCK FRONTS 
NAVE GENERATION 
Waves in an elastic medium generated by a point 
source moving in an overlying fluid medium 
p0085 A714-14928 
Nonlinear generation of secondary waves in fluids 
p0344 A74-34352
WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT 
RAVE INTBRACTION 
NT SHOCK RAVE INTERACTIOm 
RAVE PROPAGATION 
NT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION 
NT LIGHT SCATTERING 
NT SHOCK RAVE PROPAGATION 
Location of aircraft by an acoustic method 
p0069 A74-13028 
RAVE RADIATION 
U ELEcTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
WAVE REFLECTION 
Experimental study of shock-wave reflection upon 
boundary layer transition 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1284) 	 p0006 A74-11012 
RAVE SCATTERING 
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING 
NT LIGHT SCATTERING 
NT MICROWAVE SCATTERING 
NT BAMAN SPECTRA 
WAVEGUIDE AITEIRAS 
NT HORN ANTENNAS 
WAVEGUIDES 
Microwave dielectric waveguide data bus system for 
aircraft interior data transfer
pO42'4 A74-38564 
WEAPON SYSTEMS 
System evaluation as an objective for a research 
institute --- VTOL weapons syste.s
p0021 A74-11806 
Two numerical methods to solve realistic 
air-to-air combat differential games 
(AIAA PAPER 74-22) 	 p0132 A74-18736 
Some experiences from the use of an LCC approach 
Life Cycle Cost for weapon systems acquisition 
p0181 A74-20944 
F-iS performance. III - New fighter to have ground 
attack role
p0261 A74-26399 
MRCA prepares for flight test --- Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft
p0261 A74-26416 
HRCA nay-attack system --- Multi-Role Combat 
Aircraft
p0262 A74-261417 
Air Force findings and recommendations on digital 
aircraft avionics
p0423 A74-38523 
B-i central air data computer --- for weapons 
delivery and aircraft control
p0425 A74-38580 
A broad view of Navy S-3A testing 
[AIAA PAPER 744943)	 p0426 A74-38716 
Design-to-cost for the A-10 close air support 
aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 714-963)	 p0427 A74-38728 
Design to cost during the requirements, 
development and test phases of systems acquisition 
for weapon systems
p0479 A74-45003 
Hod-metric tested for bias 
(AD-760081)	 p0054 N74-10904 
Remote control of aircraft and weapon system using 
a new method --- guidance, navigation, and 
targeting 
[FOA-2-A-2553-E4]	 p0105 N74-12723 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
proceedings, Volume 3 
[AD-773815)	 p0285 174-19680 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 4 
(AD-773816)	 p0285 N74-19681 
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat
p0304 N74-21187 
The team leader's role in design to cost 
preliminary design
pOU7l N74-32426 
Structural dynamic response of Afi-1G wing with 
XH35 weapon 
(AD-781973)	 p0491 174-33468 
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft 
airframes and basic structures. Volume 1: Cost 
methods research and development 
[AD-783639]	 p0501 174-35362 
WEAPONS 
NT GUNS (ORDNANCE) 
WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT 
Advancements in the test and evaluation of naval 
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weapon syste.s
p0459 A74-43604 
gui 
A thermal, ther.oelastic, and wear simulation of a 
high-energy sliding contact proble. 
(ASMR PAPER 73-LUB-6] 	 p0027 A74-12333 
Effect of erosive wear on the fatigue life of 
cantilever blades of axial-flow compressors of 
aircraft turbojet engines
p0399 A74-37681 
gui INRIRITORs 
Enhancement of durability of aircraft design 
ele.ents /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ 
Russian book
p0337 A74-32775 
Antiwear properties of jet fuels obtained by 
blending nonalkalized hydrorefined with 
straight-run components
p0479 A74-'45000 
WEAR TESTS 
The friction and wear characteristics of 
plasma-sprayed NiO-Ca?2 in rubbing contact with 
a ceramic •atrix 
(ASLE PREPRINT 73LC-1B-3]	 p0027 A74-12306 
gear determination in Boeing 747 engines 
p0077 A74-14363 
Evaluation of methods for reducing fretting 
fatigue damage id 2024-T3 aluminu, lap joints 
p0117 A74-16696 
Metallurgical analysis of wear particles and 
wearing surfaces 
(AD-778340)	 p0409 N74-27920 
WEATHER 
Objective determination of the noise level in 
Doppler spectra 
(TR-32]	 p0044 N74-10155 
WEATHER C0NDITI0 
U WEATHER 
WEATHER CONTROL 
U WEATHER MODIFICATION 
WEATHER FORECASTING 
Wind conditions at the Cologne/Bonn airport and 
possibilities of forecasting the.
p0022 A74-11835 
Thermal parameters as a predictor of precipitation 
type for Kincheloe APE, Michigan 
(AD-754927]	 p0048 N74-10611 
Fifth session of Commission for Aeronautical 
Meteorology --- conference proposals for 
personnel training, terminal forecasting, SST 
operations, and application of satellite data 
[WMO-322]	 p0100 N74-12330 
Some results from applying a cost-effectiveness 
model for evaluating aviation weather 
dissemination techniques 
[AD-777441]	 pO41O N74-28082 
WEATHER MODIFICATION 
NT CLOUD SEEDING 
Project Foggy Cloud 4, phase 1. Evaluation of 
war. fog dissipation techniques --- and stratus 
cloud modification 
(AD-766086]	 p0047 N74-10597 
Thermal war, fog dissipation: Beat requirements 
and projected utilization of a system for Travis 
APR, California 
(AD-766247]	 p0048 N74-10605 
Thermal and chemical fog dissipation: Results of 
field experiments at Vandenberg APR, California 
during July 1972 
(AD-768671]	 p0164 N74-15367 
Fog clearing using helicopter downdrafts: A 
numerical model 
(AD-771038]	 p0242 N74-18280 
Modification of convective clouds by jets 
[AD-776730]	 p0361 N74-26130 
WEATHER RADAR 
U METEOROLOGICAL RADAR 
WEATHEN STATIONS 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 1: Summary --- systems 
analysis of automated air traffic control for 
general aviation aircraft 
[PB-225052/OGA]	 p0242 N74-18315 
WEBS (SUPPORTS) 
:Numerical analysis of stiffened shear webs in the 
postbuckling range
pOOlS A74-13886 
WEDGE FLOW 
Investigation of heat transfer at the surface of a
SUBJECT INDEX 
two-step wedge in supersonic flow
poOl0 A74-13188 
WEDGES 
So•e features of the behavior of liquid drops 
during supersonic flight of a wedge-shaped body 
through a two-phase •edium
pO312 A74-29459 
NEIBULL DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
Experience gained from statistical testing of 
fatigue lives of .odel sa.ples
p03 77 A74-35666 
WRIGHT (MASS) 
NT STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
Helicopter gross weight and center of gravity 
measurement system --- applicable to CH-47 and 
OH-i helicopters 
(AD-771955)	 p0239 N74-17775 
Determination of the effects of mass and stiffness 
on the vibration response of ribbed panels 
subjected to random acoustic noise 
(AD-774436)	 p0304 N74-21568 
WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
Commercial aircraft -- weight reduction by 
composite materials
p0002 A74-10495 
VTOL aircraft --- fibrous composites for 
structural weiaht reduction
p0002 A74-10497 
Wing shear material --- structural weight for.ulas 
p0008 A74-11175 
An integrated approach to structural weight 
estimation 
(SAE PAPER 730936)
	 p0016 A74-11564 
B-i cost/weight trade methodology
p011s A74-16447 
Utility analysis in weight control
p0124 A74-17740 
The development and evaluation of 
weight-estimation formulas for aircraft design 
with the aid of methods of mathematical 
statistics and probability calculus --- German 
book
p0175 A74-20049 
An analysis of the effects of internally blown jet

flaps on an advanced fighter aircraft design 
(AIAA PAPER 74-970]
	 p0428 A74-38735 
Weight estimates for Quiet/STOL aircraft 
(SANE PAPER 1001]	 pO434 A74-39876 
Weight control and how we look at it --- in 
aircraft design and production 
[SAVE PAPER 1004]
	 p0435 A74-39878 
The C-S weight control progra. and its influence 
on structural efficiency - 
[SAWE PAPER 1008]	 p0435 A74-39880 
Preliminary weight estimation of canard configured 
aircraft 
(SAVE PAPER 1015]
	 p0435 A74-39885 
• SVEEP '
 - An interdisciplinary approach to a 
structure weight estimating program 
[SANE PAPER 1016]	 p0435 A74-39886 
A method for weight/cost trade-off s in preliminary 
air vehicle design 
(SAWE PAPER 1017]	 p0435 A74-39887 
Fly-by-wire - What does it weigh --- fighter 
aircraft flight control weight reduction 
[SAWE PAPER 1018)	 p0435 A74-39888 
Fuselage basic shell weight prediction 
(SAVE PAPER 1019]	 p0435 A74-39889 
A parametric analysis of transport aircraft system 
weights and costs 
(SAWE PAPER 1024]	 p0436 A74-39891 
Computer program to perform cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 1: 
Summary 
(NASA-CR-132361]	 p0161 W74-14762 
Computer program to perform cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 2: 
Technical volume 
[NASA-CR-132362)	 pOl6l N74-14763 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost weight and 
integrity. Volume 2: Criteria sensitivity study 
[AD-781811]	 p0473 N74-32451 
WEIGHT FACTORS 
U WEIGHT (MASS) 
WEIGHT REDUCTION 
Air Superiority Fighter wing design for cost and 
weight reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 74-338]	 p0263 A74-26653 
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	 WIND TUNNEL DRIVES 
WELDED JOINTS 
NT SPOT WELDS 
WELDED STRUCTURES	 - 
The application of electron beam welding for major-
titanium structures
p0227 A14-25363 
Diffusion welding in aviation technology 
[NASATTF15568]	 pO328 N74-22138 
WELDING 
NT BRAZING 
NT DIFFUSION WELDING 
NT ELECTRON BEAN WELDING 
NT FUSION WELDING 
NT ULTRASONIC WELDING 
WELDING MACHINES 
The application of electron beam welding for major 
titanium structures
p0227 A14-25363 
WEST GERMANY 
U GERMANY 
WESTLAND AINCRAPT 
The concept of the wG-13 --- snail twin engined 
helicopter for light tactical support 
p0262 A7'4-26565 
The design of the WG-13 --- snail tactical 
anitipurpose twin engined helicopter 
p0262 A74-26566 
Westland design philosophy on the Lynx for 
instrument and all-weather flying
pO348 A74-34878 
WETTABILITY 
Microfog lubricant application system for advanced 
turbine engine components, phase 3 --- wetting 
characteristics and deposit forming tendencies 
of lubricants 
(NASA-CR-121271]	 p0050 N74-10730 
WHEEL BRAKES 
Recent studies of tire braking performance --- for 
aircraft
p0125 A74-17898 
Response speed of a correlator in an extrewal 
system for aircraft wheel braking
p0213 A74-24022 
A device for measuring the power of an aircraft 
wheel brake
p0213 A74-214027 
Improvements in airplane stopping performance on 
adverse runways 
(AIAA PAPER 74-9651
	
p0427 A74-38730 
WHEELS 
NT FLYWHEELS 
NT REACTION WBEELS 
NT TURBINE WHEELS 
NT VEHICLE WHEELS 
UN-i ground handling wheel adapter bars for 08-58 
helicopters. Prototype design, fabrication, and 
user test 
(AD-718199)	 pO'143 N74-29616 
WHIRL INSTABILITY 
U ROTARY STABILITY 
WHIRLING 
U ROTATION 
WHIRLING TESTS 
SPIN TESTS 
WHITE NOISE 
Random vibration lith non-linear damping 
p0129 A14-i8297 
Objective determination of the noise level in 
Doppler spectra 
• (TR-32]	 p0044 N74-10155 
NIDEEAND 
U BROADBAND 
WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION 
Airborne low-VHF antennas
p0468 N74-31680 
WINCHES 
Helicopter windlass rescue with the Alouette III 
pole4 A74-21705 
WIND (METEOROLOGY) 
NT GROUND WIND 
NT GUSTS 
Survey on effect of surface winds on aircraft 
design and operatIon and recommendations for 
needed wind research 
(NASA-CR-2360]	 P°099 N74-12317 
WIND DIRECTION 
Wind conditions at the Cologne/Bonn airport and 
possibilities of forecasting them
p0022 A74-11835
WIND EFFECTS 
Feedback control of an airplane with time varying 
gain
p0086 A74-15447 
Compressibility effects in unsteady thin-airfoil 
theory
p0177 A74-20298 
Wind modification over the flight decks of 
high-speed ships 
(AIAA PAPER 74-301] 	 P0182 A74-21291 
A simulator of wind gust disturbances
p0213 A74-24024 
Study of wind effects on electrostatic autopilots 
p0317 A74-30395 
Helicopter gust response characteristics including 
unsteady aerodynamic stall effects
p0394 A74-37490 
Another look at landing and stopping criteria 
[AIAL PAPER 14-956]	 p0421 A74-38722 
In-flight symmetrical maneuvers of a flight vehicle 
p0484 A74-46691 
Model studies of crosswind landing-gear 
configurations for STOL aircraft
p0066 N74-11680 
Survey on effect of surface winds on aircraft 
design and operation and recommendations for 
needed wind research 
(NASA-CR-2360]	 p0099 N74-12317 
Multi-input, multi-output regulator design for 
constant disturbances and non-zero set points 
with application to automatic landing in a 
crosswind 
(NASA-CR-136618]	 p0164 N74-15318 
Modification of V/STOL instrument approach 
geometry as a means of compensating for 
along-track wind effects 
[NRC-13842]	 pO2Sd N74-19281 
WIlD MEASUREMENT 
Temperature, winds, and turbulence at SST flight 
levels
p0122 A14-17311 
Measurements of gusts on Concorde --- in wind 
tunnels and inflight
p0226 A74-25320 
WIND PROFILES 
Noise characteristics of a turbulent crosswind jet 
p0177 A74-20281 
WIND SHEAR 
Statistical properties of vertical shear of 
lateral velocity
p0274 A74-27529 
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing to 
nonstationary turbulence
p0364 N74-26440 
WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS 
NT WIND TUNNEL DRIVES 
Wind tunnel instrumentation considerations for 
buffet predictions 
(AIAA PAPER 14-629)	 p0316 A74-35393 
Measurement of dynamic cross-derivatives due to 
pitching and yawing 
(AIAA PAPER 74-611]	 p0380 A74-36044 
Application of fusible temperature indicators for 
measuring heat flows to models in wind tunnels 
p0383 A74-36458 
The model mounting arrangements in the high speed 
wind-tunnel testing
p0478 A14-44635 
se5 guide for a computer prograwto analyze the 
LRC 16 ft transonic dynamics tunnl cable mount 
system 
(NASA-CR-132313]	 p0045 N74-10291 
Assessment of the influence of inlet and 
aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft drag 
p0151 N74-14726 
Wind tunnel testing with engine simulation for 
V/STOL airplanes --- characteristics of wind 
tunnel apparatus and wind tunnel models for 
tests of V/STOL aircraft configurations 
p0290 E74-20409 
WIND TUNNEL BALANCES 
U WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS 
WIND TUNNEL DRIVES 
Experimental study of the internal noise in 
injector driven wind tunnels 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1315]	 p0128 A74-18288 
The need for a large transonic wind tunnel in 
Europe - A su..ary of the report of an 
A.G.A.R.D. working group /LaW5/ 
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(AIAA PAPER 74-630)	 p0376 A74-35394 
WIND TUNNEL EODBLS 
Some specific characteristics of small gas 
turbines and the modeling problems of their wind 
tunnel testing
pOl3l A74-18682 
Factors in the design and fabrication of powered
dynamically similar Y/STOL wind tunnel models 
p0205 A74-22459 
Panel prepared comments for the ABS •id-east 
region symposium --- on low speed wind tunnel 
costs and V/STOL models
p0204 A74-22473 
So.e noise requirements for large subsonic 
wind-tunnels
p0216 A74-22479 
Calculation, design, and testing of a model of 
transonic flutter
p0224 A74-25326 
Experience gained fro, a comparison of spins on 
wind-tunnel models and on aircraft 	 - 
p0226 A74-25328 
A transonic study of active flutter suppression 
based on an aerodynamic energy concept 
(AIAA PAPER 74-403)	 p0266 A74-26102 
Investigation of the effect of supports on the 
bottom pressure and pitching soment of bodies of 
revolution at an angle of attack
p0312 174-29496 
The Alpha Jet wind tunnel model for aeroelastic 
investigations
p0318 174-30599 
Wind tunnel and flight performance of the YF-12 
inlet system 
(AIAA PAPER 74-621)	 p0376 A74-35388 
High lift testing in closed wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 74-641)
	 pO3l6 174-35405 
A systematic study of helicopter rotor stall using 
model rotors 
(ABS PREPRINT 804)	 p0388 A74-36618 
Study of Noire measuring techniques for wind 
tunnel model deformation 
(AD-766892)	 p0063 1174-11298 
Wodel support roll balance and roll coupling 
design of wind tunnel model support mechanism 
p0066 N74-11681 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 1: 
Design study sunmary --- aerodynamic concept of 
minimum size tilt proprotor research aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114682] 	 p0096 1174-11833 
Reasurements in a three dimensional incompressible 
turbulent boundary layer in an adverse pressure 
gradient under infinite swept wing conditions 
(NLR-TR-72092-U)	 pOlO9 1174-12995 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study. Volume 10: 
Performance and stability test of A 1-14.622 
Froude scaled Boeing Vertol Nodel 222 tilt rotor 
aircraft (Phase 1) 
(NASA-CB-114603]	 p0142 1174-13727 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 4: 
Wind tunnel data analysis 
(10-767363]	 p0143 N74-13734 
Wind tunnel blockage and support interference 
effects on winged-body models at Bach numbers 
from 0.6 to 1.0 
(BASA-TN-X-3011)	 p0246 N74-18656 
Pressure distribution on a vectored-thrust V/STOL 
fighter in the transition-speed range --- wind 
tunnel tests to measure pressure distribution on 
body and wing 
(NASA-TN-I-2867]	 p0246 N74-18658 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigation 
of the shockless lifting airfoil no. 1 
aerodynamic characteristics of off-design 
configurations at several Bach numbers 
(10-772727]	 p0247 1174-18668 
Wind tunnel testing with engine simulation for 
V/STOL airplanes --- characteristics of wind 
tunnel apparatus and wind tunnel models for 
tests of V/STOL aircraft configurations 
p0290 1174-20409 
A wind model for an elevated STOL-port configuration 
(NASA-CR-2450)	 p0418 N74-28734 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70 
deg swept delta wing 
(NASA-TN-I-71974]	 p0466 1174-31485 
NIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS 
Dynamic relaxation solution of three dimensional
subsonic compressible oscillatory flow 
pOOl4 174-11428 
Dynamic stability testing of aircraft - Needs 
versus capabilities
p0262 174-26477 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a T-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0347 174-34852 
Effects of STOL thrust reversers and powered lift 
on inlet flow quality 
(SIR PIPER 740457] 	 p0351 A74-35007 
Design for departure prevention in the YF-16 
control stability assurance 
(AIAA PAPER 74-794]
	 p0400 A74-378114 
Effect of upper-surface blowing on static 
longitudinal stability of a swept wing 
p0477 A74-44419 
Wind tunnel investigation of an upper surface 
blown jet-flap powered-lift configuration 
(WASA-TN-D-7399]	 p0096 1174-11832 
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of the 
lateral-directional characterisitcs of a 
large-scale variable wing-sweep fighter model in 
the high-lift configuration 
(NASA-TB-I-62306]	 p0103 1174-12714 
The results of a high-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate- the effects of the NASA refan JTOD 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727 airplane 
(NASA-CR-134545]	 pO196 1174-16726 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70 
deg swept delta wing 
(NASA-TN-I-71974)	 p0466 1174-31485 
The results of a low-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the Ref an JT8D engine 
target thrust reverser on the stability and 
control characteristics of the Boeing 127-200 
airplane 
(NAsA-c8-134699] 	 p0494 1174-34467 
WIND TUNNEL TESTS 
Exploitation of spectral density curves in the 
case of wind tunnel flutter measurement 
p0005 A74-11000 
The effects of wake splitter plates on the flow 
past a circular cylinder in the range of a from 
10.000 to 50,000
p0006 A74-11041 
Wind tunnel tests of a 20 inch diameter 1.15 
pressure ratio fan engine model 
(lILA PAPER 13-1216] 	 p0009 A74-11245 
New airfoil sections for general aviation aircraft 
cruising and flap development tests 
(SAE PAPER 730876) 	 p0019 174-11606 
Ten years transonic wind tunnel of the AVA 
Goettingen -- design and •easurement objectives 
p0021 A74-11808 
Nagnetic balance and suspension systems for use 
with wind tunnels
p0025 A74-12204 
Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the 
wake of an airfoil in detached flow
p0069 A74-13041 
Investigations concerning yawed caret wings in the 
hypersonic domain
p0012 174-13548 
Functional tests of a cryo-cooled mass 
spectrometer ion source in a supersonic wind 
tunnel
p0080 A74-14548 
Wind tunnel dynamic analysis of an oscillating 
airfoil 
(AIAA PAPER 14-259]
	
p0130 A74-18666 
Vortex age as a wake turbulence scaling parameter 
(AIAA PAPER 74-36]
	
p0132 A74-18745 
Aerodynamic forces and moments on a slender body 
with a jet plume for angles of attack up to 180 
degrees 
(AIAA PAPER 74-110)
	
p0133 A74-18776 
Isolated airfoil - TIP vortex interaction noise 
(AIAA PAPER 74-194]
	
p0134 174-18831 
Preliminary wind tunnel noise measurements of a 
semi-span wing with an upper-surface blown-flap 
(AIAA PAPER 74-191]
	
p0134 A74-18832 
Investigations concerning wing-fuselage 
interference in the case of subsonic velocity 
p0136 A74-18897 
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WIlD TUWIEL TESTS COITD 
Trailing vortex effects on following aircraft 
p0174 174-19778 
Status of testing and modeling techniques for 
V/STOL aircraft; Proceedings of the Rideast 
Region Symposium, Essiugton, Pa., October 26-28, 
1972
p0205 17'l-22451 
A review of aerodynamic and dyna.ic YSTOL •odel 
testing
pO2O5 A74-22458 
Assessment of model testing of a tilt-proprotor 
VTOL aircraft
pO205 A74-22460 
Bodel tests and analysis of prop-rotor dyna.ics 
for tilt-rotor aircraft
p0205 174-22461 
Hingeless rotor vibration and loads at high 
advance ratio
p0206 A74-22463 
Studies of a large-scale jet-flap rotor in the 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel
p0206 174-22464 
Acoustical modeling of the heavy lift helicopter 
p0206 174-22466 
Rotating-blade vortex noise 
	
-	 p0203 114-22470 
The role of wind tunnel testing in the development 
of advanced rotary-wing aircraft 
	
-	 p0207 174-22472 
Panel discussion on wind tunnel testing --- for 
helicopter rotor evaluation
p0207 174-22474 
Comments for panel discussion on full scale vs 
reduced-scala wind tunnel testing of V/STOL 
aircraft
p0207 A74-22475 
Comments on significant development areas for 
future V/STOL wind tunnel testing
p0207 A74-22476 
Sole comments on V/STOL wind tunnel testing in the 
transition flight region
p0215 174-22477 
Sole special Navy V/STOL testing problems /as 
related to full scale simulation/
p0207 A74-22478 
Comments on a theme - Full-scale versus 
small-scale wind tunnel testiag of V/STOL 
pO2O7 A74-22480 
Sole aerodynamic problems raised by the airship 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1312) 	 p0222 174-24314 
Wind-tunnel investigations aimed at devising tests 
of aircraft spin
p0223 A74-25316 
Neasurenents of gusts on Concorde --- in wind 
tunnels and inflight
p0226 A74-25320 
Calculation, design, and testing of a model of 
transonic flutter
p02214 174-25326 
A wind-tunnel investigation of a 8-52 model 
flutter suppression system 
[AXIA PAPER 74-401]	 p0265 A74-26700 
Research instrumentation requirements for 
flight/wind-tunnel tests of the TF-12 propulsion 
system and related flight experience 
p0277-174-28285 
System for evaluation of F-is inlet -dynamic 
distortion
p0277 174-28287 
Automatic detection and suppression, of inlet buzz 
p0278 174-28313 
A Fowler flap system for a high-performance 
general aviation airfoil 
(SAN PAPER 740365]	 p0309 174-28739 
T-tail aerodynamics of the Super King Air 
(SIE PAPER 7140370] 	 pO3O9 A74-28741 
Continuing the Aerodyne experimental study 
p03l8 1714-30597 
Light hoverable combat aircraft - Wind tunnel tests 
pO3l9 174-30600 
On scaling transonic wind tunnel data
p0319 174-30750 
Ground testing and simulation. I - Key to 
efficient development of aerospace systems 
p0335 A74-32321 
Ground testing and simulation. II - Aerodynamic 
testing and simulation: saving lives, time, and 
money
p0336 A74-32322
Wind tunnel and flight development of the F-14 
subsonic/transonic maneuvering configuration 
(AIAA PAPER 74-618]	 p0376 174-35386 
Transonic Aircraft Technology /TACT/ program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-620]	 p0316 174-35387 
Test results from the Langley high Reynolds number 
cryogenic transonic tunnel 
(lIlA PAPER 74-631]	 p0376 A74-35395 
Selected results from the TF-16 wind tunnel test 
program 
(AIAA PAPER 74-619)	 pO38O 114-36046 
Laser velocimeter measurements of the helicopter 
rotor-induced flow field 
(ABS PREPRINT 800)	 p0387 A74-36614 
Experimental studies of turbulent aircraft wake 
p0392 174-37257 
Experimental and analytical studies in tilt-rotor 
aeroelasticity
p0395 174-37498 
Bulticyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0396 174-37504 
Jet propulsion for quiet aircraft --- nozzle 
configurations
p0396 174-37536 
Theoretical and experimental study of boundary 
layer blowing at the hinge of a lift-augmenting 
flap 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1367] 	 p0422 174-38311 
Comparison of Fokker F28 'Fellowship wind tunnel 
and flight data - A summary
p0430 A74-38796 
Contribution to the study of noise from jet 
aircraft during flight
p0437 174-39983 
Dynamic flow distortion in subsonic air inlets 
p0437 174-39987 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on a 
conventional wing section over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers and up to high subsonic 
free-stream speeds 
[ICAS PAPER 74-04]	 p0447 174-41306 
Review of NASA supercritical airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 74-10]	 p0448 A74-41312 
Research on the transonic aerofoil sections at the 
National Aerospace Laboratory, Japan 
[ICAS PAPER 74-12]	 p01448 174-41314 
Viscous effects in transonic flow past airfoils 
(ICAS PAPER 74-19]	 PO448 1711-41321 
The deforuation of a vortex sheet behind a swept 
back wing - Comparison of measurements and 
calculations 
[ICAS PAPER 74-33] 	 p0449 174-41334 
Experimental investigation of wing-tip vortex 
abatement 
[ICAS PAPER 74-35)	 p0450 174-'41336 
Turbulent trailing vortex with central jet or wake 
[ICAS PAPER 74-40] 	 p0450 174-41341 
The determination of ice deposition on slender 
wings An experimental technique and simplified 
theory 
[ICAS PAPER 74-141]	 p0450 174-441342 
Experimental study of viscous flow on multiple 
element airfoils 
[ICAS PAPER 7 44-46]	 p0451 174-41346 
Evaluation of a new . jet flap propulsive-lift 
system for turbofan-powered STOL transports 
[1111 PAPER 74-993]	 p0453 174-41662 
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of stepped-wedge airfoils at low 
speeds 
(hAl PAPER 74-1015)	 pO4SI4 A74-42037 
The quest for high-lift --- airfoil design 
(hAl PAPER 74-1018]	 p0454 174-42039 
A variable drag drogue chute for use as the 
aerodynamic decelerator in sailplanes 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1046]	 p0456 A74-42058 
Unsteady lift and radiated sound from a wake 
cutting airfoil
p0477 174-44405 
The model mounting arrangements in the high speed 
wind-tunnel testing
p0478 174-44635 
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests 
p0481 A74-45379 
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace 
Studies, Quarter Century Symposium, Toronto, 
Canada, April 1, 2, 1974, Proceedings 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
p0483 A74-46236 (NASA-CR-134184]	 p0189 1174-15717 
Study of the polar curve of the 0-2 aircraft, and Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on a 
summary of model tests carried out in the T-32 -	 slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
wind tunnel combination with cruciform wings and tails of 
p0485 A74-46704 different sizes 
Wind tunnel and field investigations of shapes for (PFA-AU-772)	 p0231 874-17704 
ballon shelters Supersonic and transonic wind tunnel tests on 
(NCAB-TN/EDD-82]	 p0036 074-10016 slender ogive-cylinder body single and in 
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing combination with cruciform wings and tails of 
flow unsteadiness about airfoils, an different sizes 
experimental and analytical investigation (FFA-AU-772-SUPPL] 	 p0231 874-17705 
(BASA-CR-2344]	 p0036 874-10019 Wind tunnel investigation of simulated helicopter 
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics associated engine exhaust interacting with windstream 
with variations in the geometry of the forward (NASA-TE-X-3016J	 p0237 074-17758 
portion of irregular planform wings An experimental study of the validity of the 
[NAsA-cR-128781j	 p0038 074-10028 heat-field concept for sonic-boom alleviation 
Eesearch on the sonic boos problem. 	 Part 2:
	 Plow INASA-CR-2381)	 p0245 874-186148 
field measurement in wind tunnel and calculation Correaltion of full-scale drag predictions with 
of second order F-function flight measurements on the C-1'IlA aircraft. 
(NASA-CR-2340J	 p0038 874-10031 phase 2:
	 Wind tunnel test, analysis, and 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel test on a prediction techniques. 	 Volume 1:	 Drag 
variable-camber airfoil with distributed suction predictions, wind tunnel data analysis and 
boundary-layer control correlation 
[AD-766304]	 p0038 N74-10033 [NASA-CR-2333)	 p0248 1174-18679 
Experimental investigation of two-dimensional Correlation of full-scale drag predictions with 
cascade performance with b'lunt trailing edge flight measurements on the C-141A aircraft 
blade sections at transonic inlet Each number Phase 2:
	
Wind tunnel tests, analysis, and 
range prediction techniques.	 Volume 2:
	 Wind tunnel 
(NAL-T8-313]	 p0045 874-10322 test and basic data 
Calculation of flows around zero thickness wings [NASA-CR-2334]	 p0248 4174-18680 
with evclutive vortex sheets STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
[NASA-TT-P-15183]	 p0094 N74-11815 blown flap. Volume 4: 	 Analysis of wind tunnel 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 17 data 
percent thick airfoil section designed for [AD-772774]	 p0251 N74-18704 
general aviation applications Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 
[NASA-TN-D-7428) 	 p0094 874-11821 semispan model with an unswept wing and an 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale model upper-surface blown jet flat 
with a swept wing and a jet flap having an [NASA-TN-D-7526]	 p0283 874-19663 
expandable duct Wind tunnel tests of a full-scale model of a light 
[NASA-TM-x-62281]	 p0095 874-11826 twin-engine airplane with fixed auxiliary 
Advancement of proprotor technology.	 Task 2: airfoil or leading-edge slot 
Wind-tunnel test results (NASA-TN-D-74741	 p0283 1174-19665 
(NASA-CR-11 11363]	 p0096 874-11834 Wind tunnel testing with engine simulation for 
March 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand 08 2011 V/STOJ. airplanes --- characteristics of wind 
jet flap rotor, volume 1 tunnel apparatus and wind tunnel models for 
(NASA-CR-114693]	 p0141 874-13722 tests of V/STOL aircraft configurations 
March 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand DO 2011 p0290 874-20409 
jet flap notor, volume 2 Pressure distribution of a twin-engine 
(NASA-CB-114694J	 p0141 874-13723 upper-surface blown jet-flap model --- wind 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study. 	 Volume 10: tunnel tests to determine chordwise and spanrise 
Performance and stability test of A 1-14.622 pressure distributions 
Froude scaled Boeing Vertol Model 222 tilt rotor [NASA-TM-X-71937]	 p0296 074-20655 
aircraft	 (Phase 1) The 727 airplane side inlet low-speed performance 
[NASA-CR-114603]	 p0142 N74-13727 confirmation model test for refanned JT8D engines 
Transonic single-mode flutter and buffet of a low (NASA-CR-134609]	 P0296 074-20661 
aspect ratio wing having a subsonic airfoil shape Jet noise reduction technique for military 
(NASA-TN-D-73461	 p0153 074-14631 reconnaissance/surveillance aircraft.
	 Phase 1: 
The effects of hypersonic viscous interaction on Bench/rind tunnel tests 
static stability of slender bodies in simulated [AD-774748]	 p0300 874-20691 
non-equilibrium flows Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of MACA 6716 
p0154 074-14704 and MACA 4416 airfoils with 35 percent-chord 
An experimental analysis and buffet investigation single-slotted flaps -- low turbulence pressure 
of the shockless lifting airfoil no.	 1 tunnel tests to determine two dimensional lift 
[NRC-13673]	 p0155 074-14708 and pitching moment characteristics 
Measurements of the drag of some Characteristic [BASA-TM-X-2623J	 p0323 074-21634 
aircraft excrescences immersed in turbulent Extraction from flight data of longitudinal 
boundary layers aerodynamic coefficients for F-B aircraft with 
p0156 074-14714 supercritical wing 
Problems of estimating the drag of a helicopter [NASA-TN-D-7470]	 pO325 074-21653 
4correlation of flight test data and scale Low speed rind tunnel flow field results for JT8D 
model test data refan engines on the Boeing 727-200 
p0156 874-14715 [NASA-CR-134630]	 p0353 1174-25537 
Transonic drag due to lift of planar jet-flapped Estimation of longitudinal aerodynamic 
airfoils coefficients and comparison with wind-tunnel 
p0156 074-14720 values 
A quick look at the state-of-the-art in flight p0356 074-25577 
testing of certaim aerodynamic parameters Pee jet engine testing:	 Wind tunnel starting 
related to wind tunnel testing [AD-776318)	 p0360 874-25790 
[FFA-AU-9663.	 p0158 1174-14740 Evaluation of a rind tunnel technique to determine 
Measurements-of roiling moments acting on the aircraft departure characteristics 
stabilizer of T-tails oscillating in yaw [AD-776317]	 pO36O 074-25791 
(NAL-Tfl-32I4]	 p0158 874-14744 Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of
	 - 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study:
	 Wind tunnel exhaust nozzles from rind tunnel and flight tests 
tests of a full scale hingeless prop/rotor (NASA-TM-X-71548]	 p0360 4174-25812 
designed for the Boeing Model 222 tilt rotor Investigations on rolling damping of slender wings 
aircraft (NASA-TT-P-15729)	 p0362 874-26423 
(NASA-CR-114664) 	 p0188 N7'4-15711 Ejector blown lift/cruise flap wind tunnel 
C-5A/orbiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: investigation 
Piggyback ferry (AD-777181]	 p0363 1174-26430
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SUBJECT lODEN	 WINDSHIELDS 
Low speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/9-scale model 
of a variable-sweep advanced supersonic transport 
(NASA-TB-X-71960J	 p0365 874-26457 
Comparison of Pokker F-28 wind tunnel and flight 
data, A summary 
(NLR-TR-73007-U]	 p0368 874-26486 
Wind tunnel investigations aimed at devising tests 
of aircraft spin 
(NASA-TT-F-15726]	 p0405 874-27479 
Effect of canard location and size on canard-wing 
interference and aerodynamic center shift 
related to •aneuvering aircraft at transonic 
speeds 
[NASA-TN-D-7505]	 pO4ll 874-28474 
Small scale wind tunnel model investigation of 
hybrid high lift systems combining upper surface 
blowing with the internally blown flap 
(NASA-CE-114758] 	 p0412 874-28479 
Propeller tests in the large sonic wind tunnel of 
Bondane-Avrieux 
(NASA-TT-P-15704]	 p0413 874-28501 
Exhaust-nozzle characterisitcs for a twin-Jet 
variable-wing-sweep fighter airplane model at 
Bach numbers to 2.2 
(NASA-TE-I-2947]	 p0416 874-28524 
Effect of spanwise blowing on leading-edge vortex 
bursting of a highly swept aspect ratio 1.18 
delta wing 
(NASA-TN-I-719871	 p0441 874-29367 
Acoustic tests on a fan-in-wing •odel: Effects of 
an extended inlet 
[NRC-13898]	 p0442 874-29376 
Theoretical and experimental longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect ratio 
0.25 sharp-edge delta wing at subsonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic speeds 
(NASA-TN-D-7651]	 pO'463 874-31414 
Aerodynamic characteristics of three slender 
sharp-edge 74 degrees swept wings at subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic Each numbers 
(NASA-TN-D-7631]	 p0463 874-31416 
Stability and control characteristics at Each 
numbers from 0.20 to 4.63 of acrucifor. 
air-to-air missile with triangular canard 
controls and a trapezoidal wing 
(NASA-TB-X-3070]	 p0487 874-33432 
Further analysis of broadband noise measurements 
for a rotating blade operating with and without 
its shed wake blown downstream 
[NASA-TN-D-7623J 	 p0488 074-334314 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an 
externally blown flap powered lift model with 
several propulsive system simulators 
(NASA-TN-D-7670] . 	 pO493 074-34461 
An experimental investigation on the transonic 
flutter characteristics of the cantilever 
swept-back wing with airfoil section and 
comparison with the thin cantilever swept-back 
wing 
[NAL-TR-361]	 p0495 N74-344I° 
Bulticyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0497 874-34512 
lIED TUDEL WALLS 
a criterion for assessing wind-tunnel wall 
interference at Bach I
p0090 A74-15972 
Sole tunnel-wall effects on transonic flutter 
from Boeing SST model tests 
[AIAA PAPER 7'4-406] p0266 A74-26105 
Analysis of wall modification in a transonic wind 
tunnel 
(AD-167629] p0.109 N74-12971 
The effect of wind tunnel wall interference on the 
performance of a fan-in-wing YTOL model 
(NASATE-D-7518] pO254 814-18895 
Low speed wind tunnel measurements on a 
two-dimensional flapped wing model using tunnel 
wall boundary layer control at the wing-wall 
junctions 
(NLE-T570050U) p0488 074-33440 
WIND TUIIBLS 
NT HTPERVELOcITY WIND TUNNELS 
NT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS 
NT PLASBA JET WIND TUNNELS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
transonic speeds 
[NASA-TN-D7331]	 p0036 874-10015 
Investigation of the effect of grids on the 
characteristics of a turbulent flow --- for wind 
tunnel applications 
(AD-765999]	 p0046 074-10328 
Optimization of wave cancellation in variable 
porosity transonic wind tunnel flows 
[NASA-TN-D-7432]	 p0060 074-11097 
Interest and feasibility study of atmospheric 
turbulence and thermal gradients simulation 
application to air pollution and meteorology 
p0064 074-11380 
AEDC Fiscal Tear 1974 Air Force technical 
objective document --- facility iaproveuents, 
test techniques, instrumentation, gas 
properties, and wind tunnel and flight test data 
conparisons 
(AD-766719J	 p0068 N74-11803 
Artificial development of an atmospheric boundary 
layer flow model in a wind tunnel --- using wind 
flow modulating devices at wind tunnel entrance 
p0139 874-13701 
Ames research facilities summary 1974 --- wind 
tunnels, shock tubes, ballistic ranges, flight 
sinulators, research aircraft, and computers 
(NASA-TE-X-69411]	 p0192 N74-1593 
Acclimatized wind track for measurement of oxygen 
isotope fractionation in isolated leaves and in 
leaf models 
(JUL-949-PC]	 p0241 074-17961 
Design and development of the gust wind tunnel at 
the National Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL-TR-335]	 p0281 074-19891 
Wind tunnel test of low boom equivalent body at 
Bach 4 
(NASA-T!-X-72013J	 p0488 074-33438 
WIND VELOCITY 
Wind modification over the flight decks of 
high-speed ships 
(AIAA PAPER 74-301]	 p0182 A74-21291 
Gust velocities encountered by a 720-B type 
airplane and derived by means of a model for 
continuous turbulence 
(LBF-FB-105/73]	 p0097 074-11840 
0110116 
NT PILABENT WINDING 
WIIDBILLING 
U AUTOROTATION 
WINDOWS (APERTURES) 
The experimental response of simple structures to 
simulated sonic booas
p0021 A74-11814 
Conference on Transparent Aircraft Enclosures 
development and design concepts for vision areas 
of crew enclosures 
(AD-769344]	 p0190 N74-15727 
Endurance tests on transport aircraft cockpit 
window glasses --- noting European Airbus 
p0197 N74-16732 
WIIDPOWERED GEIWEATONS 
Nethod of calculation of annual overall efficiency 
of modern wind-power plants 
[NASA-TT-F-15310]	 p0191 N74-15748 
VIWDSCREENS 
U WINDSHIELDS 
WINDSHIELDS 
Differential method for testing the Optical 
standards of cockpit windshields 	 -	 - - 
p0005 A74-10937 
Glass windshields for wide bodied aircraft 
p0348 A74-34884 
Optical factors in aircraft windshield design as 
related to pilot visual performance --- effect 
on pilot vision in forward direction 
[AD-767203]	 pOlO6 N14-12733 
Design, test, and acceptance criteria for Army 
helicopter transparent enclosures 
(AD-767242]	 pO1O7 874-12739 
Conference on Transparent Aircraft Enclosures 
development and design concepts for vision area4 
of crew enclosures 
(AD-769344)	 pOl9O N74-15727 
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10813-1] 	 pOl93 074-16249 
Effect of adhesive on the impact resistance of 
laminated plastics for windshield applications 
A-359 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
(AD-769735]	 p0193 1174-16259 
Report on the Conference on Transparent Aircraft 
Enclosures 
[AD-769372]	 p0199 1174-16755 
Devuloment of design, test, and acceptance 
criteria for Army helicopter transparent 
enclosures 
[AD-772936)	 p0284 N7919675 
cobra window design analysis and no glare canopy 
design 
[AD-778165]	 p0408 R74-27508 
Nonscratching windshield wiper blade 
[AD-778759)	 p0416 1174-28532 
Windshield bird strike structure design criteria 
[AD-779729)	 p0442 1174-29393 
WING CAMBER 
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for 
oscillating wings with thickness (computer 
program) 
[NASA-CR-132477]	 p0487 1174-331427 
WING FLAPS 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
Flap noise prediction method, for a powered lift 
system 
[AIAA PAPER 73-1028] 	 p0006 A74-11051 
Thin-airfoil theory of an ejector-flapped wing 
secticn 
[AIAA PAPER 74-187]	 p0134 A74-18834 
Wing profile with rotating flap in shear flow 
p0320 A74-31091 
Externally blown flap noise research 
(SEE PAPER 740468)	 p0352 A74-35011 
A review of some Air Force STOL aircraft 
aerodynamic prediction methods 
(AIAA PAPER 74-992] 	 p0429 A74-38748 
Experimental study of viscous flow on multiple 
element airfoils 
[ICES PAPER 74-46]
	 PO451 A74-41346 
An improved-performance control system for 
low-speed flight 
[AIEA PAPER 74-1039] 	 p0455 A74-42052 
Influence of flaps and engines on aircraft wake 
vortices
p0478 A74-44425 
Use of the Hagnus effect for large augmentation of 
wing lift on modern aircraft during takeoff and 
landing
p0485 a74-46715 
Conversion factor for profile drag incremçnt for 
part-span flaps 
(ESDU-FLAPS-02.01.07-AEEND-A) 	 p0035 1174-10002 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 3: Performance methods and 
landing rules 
(AD-767180]	 p0146 N74-13755 
Externally blown flap noise research 
(NASA-TB-X-71541]	 p0329 N74-22631 
11MG FLOW METHOD TESTS 
A contribution to the nonlinear lift and pitching 
moment properties of slender wing-body 
combinations
pO373 A74-35098 
WING LOADING 
Discretization of a vortex sheet, with an exa.ple

of rcll-up --- for elliptically loaded rings 
p0086 A74-15475 
Nonlinear airfoil theory with allowance for ground 
effects --- for aerodynamic interference 
problems solution
pOl2l A74-17270 
A method of calculating aircraft wake velocity 
profiles and comparison with full-scale 
experimental measurements 
[AIAA PAPER 74-39]	 pO132 A74-18747 
Aerodynamic problems in the calculation of 
helicopter -airloads
p0203 A74-22456 
Extension of a vortex-lattice method to include 
the effects 'of leading-edge separation 
p0204 A74-23332 
Lifting surface problems analysis --- by finite 
element method
pO223 A74-241&73 
Methods for analyzing fatigue crack growth rate 
behavior associated with flight-by-flight loading 
[ATEA PAPER 74-367]
	 p0264 A14-26675 
Effect of spanwise load-correlation on rotor blade 
flapping
[AIAA PAPER 74-418)
	 p0267 A74-26714 
On calculation of induced drag and conditions 
downstream of a lifting wing
p0275 A74-27846 
Effects of yaw on a Gothic wing at supersonic Speeds 
p0342 A74-33733 
Bending-torsional flutter of a cantilevered wing 
containing a tip mass and subjected to a 
transverse follower force
p0398 A74-37648 
Nonlinear effects of spectrum loading on fatigue 
crack growth in transport wings 
[AIAA PAPER 74-984]
	 p0428 A74-38742 
Finite elesent technique in lifting surface problems 
p0432 A74-39344 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on a 
conventional wing section over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers and up to high subsonic 
free-stream speeds 
(ICAS PAPER 74-04]
	 p0447 A74-41306 
Transonic lift augmentation of two-dimensional 
supercritical aerofoils by means of aft camber, 
slot blowing and jet flaps, in high Reynolds 
number flow 
(ICAS PAPER 74-11]	 p0448 A74-41313 
Gemini - A variable geometry sailplane 
[AIAA PAPER 74-1035) 	 p0455 A74-42049 
Flight-by-flight tests with notched specimens 
using a wing upper surface load spectrum 
[LBF-FB-104/72]	 p0097 1174-11839 
A standardized load sequence for flight simulation 
tests on transport aircraft wing structures 
(LBF-FB-106/73J	 p0097 N74-11841 
Force measurements on caret and delta wings over 
the incidence range 27 deg less than or equal to 
alpha less than or equal to 55 deg at ii 12.2 
(IC-AER0-71-22)	 p0154 11711-14705 
Calculation of the induced velocity field on and 
off the wing plane for a swept wing with given 
load distribution 
(ARC-R/N-3725)	 p0161 1174-14766 
WING OSCILLATIONS 
The lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings 
and propellers 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1298] 	 p0005 A74-10999 
Dynamic relaxation solution of three dimensional 
subsonic compressible oscillatory flow 
p0014 A74-11428 
Dynamic stability of straight airplane wings 
regarded as thin-walled bars
p0072 A74-13362 
Wind tunnel dynamic analysis of an oscillating 
airfoil 
[AXLE PAPER 74-259]
	 p0130 A74-18666 
Analysis of three-dimensional unsteady flow around 
oscillating hugs 
(LILA PAPER 74-184] 	 p0135 A74-18838 
On the flow field of a rapidly oscillating airfoil 
in a supersonic flow
p0267 A74-26960 
A finite difference method for the solution of the 
transonic flow around harmonically oscillating 
wings 
(AIAA PAPER 74-543]	 p0339 934-33138 
Wind tunnel instrumentation considerations for 
• buffet predictions 
(LILA PAPER 74-629)
	 p0376 A74-35393 
Method of calculating the nonstationary 
aerodynamic loads on a thin wing of finite 
aspect ratio undergoing elastic harmonic 
vibrations in subsonic flow
p0390 A744-36815 
Bending-torsional flutter of a cantilevered wing 
containing a tip mass and subjected to a 
transverse follower force
pO398 A74-37648 
Application to the Viggen aircraft configuration 
of the polar coordinate method for unsteady 
subsonic flow	 -	 - 
(ICES PAPER 74-03)
	 p04(47 A74-41305 
The technological prospects for oscillating-wing 
propulsion of ultralight gliders 
(AIAA PAPER 74-1028)	 p0455 A74-42044 
Calculation of wing flutter with allowance for the 
kineaatic constraint between the bending strains 
in the wing and the aileron deflection 
p0481 A74-45472 
Calculation of wing flutter with aflowance for the

kinematic constraint between the total strain 
A-360
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and aileron deflection
p0482 174-45473 
Structure of solutions to basic bending and 
vibration problems for plates of complex shape 
pO482 174-185592 
Determination of the critical speed for the 
flexural-torsional flutter of an airplane wing 
by a numerical method
p0483 A74-46591 
Calculation of instationary pressure distributions 
and generalized aerodynamic forces with the 
doublet-lattice method --- on thin wings 
oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow 
(NLR-TR-72037-U)	 p0054 N14-10906 
On the prediction of aerodynamic loads on

oscillating wings in transonic flow 
(AGARD-R-6123	 pO246 N74-18653 
A technique for measuring oscillatory aerodynamic 
control surface hinge moments from forced 
response characteristics 
[ARC-CP-1253]	 p0247 8714-18663 
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing to 
nonstationary turbulence
p0364 874-26440 
8110 PANELS 
Recent research activities at the Aeronautics 
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(AD-768671]	 p0164 1174-15367
AIR PORCE PLIGHT DYHEICS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON 
£18, OHIO. 
Sensing jet engine performance and incipient 
failure with electrostatic probes 
(AD-766653)	 p0O66 1174-11606
Control Configured Vehicle Ride Control (CCV 
RCS). 8-52 control system analysis, 
synthesis, and design 
(AD-767590]	 p0142 1174-13728 
Assessment of the influence of inlet and 
aftbody/nozzle performance on total aircraft 
drag
p0157 1174-14726 
Two dimensional air cushion landing system	 -
peripheral jet confirmation study 
(AD771616]	 p0237 1174-17761
Operational practicality of fly away ejection 
seats
p030 1 1174-20763 
Spectrum of loading of aircraft
p0332 1174-234114 
A survey of APPDL parameter estimation efforts 
and future plans
p0355 1174-25571 
Estimation of elastic aircraft parameters using 
the maximum likelihood method
pO357 1174-25589 
Optimal control aircraft landing analysis 
(AD-776316]	 p0358 1174-25601 
Ejector blown lift/cruise flap wind tunnel 
investigation 
(AD-777181]	 p0363 N74-26430
B-52 control configured vehicles program 
p0464 1174-31452 
V/STOL aircraft control/display concept for 
maximum operational effectiveness
p0464 1174-31455 
The role of preliminary design in reducing 
development, production and operational costs 
of aircraft systems
p0465 1174-31459 
Takeoff and landing analysis computer program 
(TOLA). Part 3: Users manual 
(AD-781758]	 p0490 1174-33461 
AIR FORCE FLIGHT TEST CENTER, EDWARDS APR, CALIF. 
Background information and user guide f or 
MIL-S-83691 
(AD780523)	 p0490 874-33459
AIR FORCE INST. OP TECH.1 WRIGHT-PATTERSON APR, OHIO. 
Hod-metric tested for bias 
(AD-76008fl	 p0054 N74-10904
Estimation of an aeronautical equipment mission 
reliability 
(AD-766886]	 p0058 N74-10935
Optimal incomplete feedback control of linear 
stochastic systems 
[AD-766878)	 p0064 1174-11378
A simulation study of the force mix problem in 
close air support operations 
(AD-766879)	 p0102 1174-12699
Differential game barriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat 
(AD-766890]	 p0113 1174-13696
A preliminary design of a remotely-controlled 
glider for a long-line operation 
(AD-767879]	 p0144 1174-13744
An investigation of pattern recognition of 
aircraft attitudes indicator displays 
(AD-7683453	 p0147 1174-14126 
- Application of the aerospace multiprocessor to 
the A-7D flight control system 
[10-768382]	 p0162 1174-14769
An experimental investigation of a high lift 
device on the owl wing 
[AD-769492J	 p0188 1174-15707
Analysis of control surface augmentation in 
high-performance aircraft by thrust vectoring
(AD-769495]	 p0190 1174-15726 
Two dimensional air cushion landing system 
peripheral jet configuration study 
(AD-769494]	 p0191 1174-15729 
An investigation of cost factors relating to 
class 4 aircraft modifications 
(AD-769195]	 p0191 1174-15730 
The impact of conversion to the metric 
measurement system on aircraft saintenance at 
base level 
(10-769186]	 p0191 1174-15733 
An analysis of the acquisition of the F-lilA 
simulators 
[AD-769202]	 p0194 1174-16693 
A comparative economic analysis of a 
lighter-than-air logistics system 
[10-769205]	 p0194 1174-16694 
An analysis of the phased inspection system for 
11-5211 aircraft 
(AD-769154]	 p0194 1174-16695 
Drop and static tests on a tenth-scale model of 
an Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS) 
(AD-770026]	 p0198 1174-16742 
study of reverse-flow characteristics of a tip 
fan and an ejector 
[AD-770080]	 p0198 1174-16744 
An experimental study of attenuation of shock 
waves in aircraft fuel tanks 
(AD-7699301	 p0198 1174-16750 
Toward the definition of escape and capture 
regions for a two aircraft pursuit-evasion game 
(AD-770281)	 p0201 1174-17689 
Aerodynamic comparison of two double-slotted 
rudders 
(AD-774432]	 p0294 1174-20644 
Application of the lateral and longitudinal 
(coupled) equations of motion to an 
inertially-slender aircraft in unsymmetric, 
rectilinear flight 
(AD-774435)	 p0295 1174-20645 
Air cushion landing system performance on a 
tenth-scale model Jindivik SPY 
(AD-774389]	 p0299 N74-20683 
An experimental study of the effect of a low 
speed external flow on a coanda effect flap 
(AD-774393J	 p0300 1174-20684 
An experimentally based prediction of the static 
performance in the vertical direction of an 
air cushion landing system 
(AD-774387]	 p0300 1174-20685 
Static two dimensional performance of a cushion 
fed air cushion landing system 
[AD-774394)	 p0300 1174-20686 
Addition of an arbitrary body analysis 
capability to the Boeing TEA 236 finite 
element cosputer program 
(10-774430]	 p0301 1174-20694 
An analysis of the longitudinal dynamics of a 
STOL transport in landing approach 
(AD-774434]	 p0301 1174-20696 
Differential game harriers and their application 
in air-to-air combat
p0304 1174-21187 
Determination of the effects of mass and 
stiffness on the vibration response of ribbed 
panels subjected to random acoustic noise 
(AD-774436]	 p0304 1174-21568 
Predicting laternal hover, flying qualities with 
paper pilot 
(AD-775704]	 p0353 1174-25543 
Microwave landing system integration study. 
Volume 1: Summary report 
(AD-775703]	 p0361 1174-26149 
Microwave landing system integration study. 
Volume 3: Appendices 
(10-775724]	 p0361 1174-26155 
Specified finite series control for 
three-dimensional, multi-phase, optimal reentry 
(AD-777266]	 p0370 1174-27359 
The effect of WIPICS on the P4-B to N conversion 
program 
(AD-777256J	 p0408 1174-27509 
Application of sampled-data control techniques 
in the design of an aircraft flutter node 
controller 
(A0-779078]	 p0442 1174-29389 
Design of a control system to stabilize the aft 
fuselage of a B-52 bomber in the presence of a 
random wind gust 
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AIR PORCH MATERIALS LAB. • VRIGHT-PATT3RSOI 
[AD-779081]	 p0442 174-29392 
AIR PORCH MATERIALS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. 
A unique method for monitoring cabin air 
pollution from engine oil in the EB-57 D 
aircraft 
[AD-766701]	 p0057 174-10932 
Improved silicone fluids as candidate gas 
turbine engine oils for •inus 40 F to 465 F 
temperature range 
[AD-767898J	 p0148 074-14246 
Conference on Transparent Aircraft Enclosures 
(AD-7693441	 p0190 174-15727 
AIR PORCH PACKAGIIG EVALULTIOI AGEICY, 
WRIGHT-PATTERSOI AFB, OHIO. 
Evaluation and redesign of FAA altimeter pack 
(AD-769540)	 p0192 174-16164 
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COARAID, HRIGHT-PATTERSOI APR, 
OHIO. 
Simulating the system of automatic correction of 
aircraft coordinates on an analog co.puter 
(AD-765991]	 p0042 174-10058 
Sym.etrical eigen forms of the vibrations of a 
supporting surface and of an elaätic fuselage 
(AD-756285]	 p0043 174-10067 
Analysis of the longitudinal disturbed lotion of 
a surface skimmer 
(AD-765992)	 p0046 074-10326 
Investigation of the effect of grids on the 
characteristics of a turbulent flow 
(AD-765999]	 p0046 174-10328 
Study of elastoplastic deformation with friction 
in hydrocarbon media 
(AD-7659971	 p0049 174-10717 
Calculating pressure in combustion chamber of 
pulsejet engine during filling process 
(AD-766045]	 p0051 174-10737 
Aerodynamic calculation of blades in axial-flow 
turbomachines 
(AD-765932]	 p0051 174-10739 
High temperature cooled gas turbines (analysis 
and design) 
[AD-766031J	 p0051 174-10740 
Mixing and combustion processes in jet engines 
[AD-766030]	 p0051 174-10741 
-Aviation gas turbine engines (selected portions) 
(AD-756810]	 p0052 174-10751 
Turbulence near the tropopause in the presence 
of mountain waves 
[AD-766577]	 p0063 174-11274 
The economic efficiency of raising the flying 
life and reliability of gas-turbine engines 
(AD-767027]	 p0065 .174-11601 
Optimal capabilities of hypersonic passenger 
aircraft on kerosene fuel 
(AD-767887]	 p0143 174-13737 
Flight control of airplanes and helicopters 
(AD-767943]	 p0143 174-13738 
Life of fatigue cracks on rotor blades of 
turbines in gas turbine engines 
(AD-767947]	 p0152 174-14447 
The testing of jet engines, chapters 5 and 6 
(AD-768492]	 p0166 174-15467 
Measurement of pressure on an oscillating 
aileron in transonic flow 
(AD-769982]	 -	 p0197 174-16739 
Take-off velocities 
(AD-771632]	 p0239 174-17776 
Climbing performance 
(AD-772052]	 p0239 174-17782 
Calculation of certain geometric parameters of 
complex surfaces on Oral-U computer 
(AD-772040]	 p0240 174-17926 
Aircraft air intake regulator 
(AD-772021J	 p0243 174-18416 
To assist the Sportsman-helicopter pilot in 
blind flight	 - 
(AD-772650]	 p0251 074-18699 
A device for spreading small grain bait lure 
(AD-772053J	 p0255 174-19144 
Hp-pass engines 
(AD-772723]	 p0257 174-19413 
Determination of the forces in the kinematic 
pairs of a landing gear mechanism 
(AD-773877]	 p0285 174-19678 
Selection of landing fields 
(AD-772051)	 p0287 N74-19894 
Lubricating systems of gas turbine engines 
(AD-773493)---	 p0288 174-20161
CORPORATE SGRc! INDEX 
Mixing of gas and air jets in jet engines 
[AD773908]	 p0293 174-20450 
Characteristics of cascades of slotted sections 
of adjustable guide vanes of axial-flow turbines 
' (AD-773900]	 p0293 074-20452 
Problem of the application of turbofan engineè 
in air transport. Methods of increase in 
efficiency of turbofan engine with high bypass 
ratios 
(AD-773292]	 p0293 074-20453 
Impact of technology on cost reduction 
p0305 174-21618 
The strength and rigidity of structures at high 
aircraft velocities 
(AD-776743J	 p0359 174-25610 
Modification of convective clouds by jets 
(AD-776730]	 p0361 174-26130 
Organization and planning of production at 
aircraft engine-building plants 
[AD-775780]	 p0362 074-26421 
Flight control of airplanes and helicopters 
(AD-777297]	 p0368 074-26488 
Automation of the landing control of aircraft 
(AD-777174]	 p0369 074-26491 
Antonov's transport plane 
(AD-777661J	 p0369 074-26494 
Standardization of testing benches 
(AD-777208j	 p0370 074-27302 
Fuel for supersonic passenger aircraft 
(AD-778801]	 p0419 074-29207 
The power plants of vertical takeoff and landing 
aircraft 
(AD-718791]	 p0419 074-29225 
AIR FORCE WEAPONS LAB., KIRTLAND APB, I.NEX. 
Cockpit air filtration requirements of the B-I 
in a nuclear dust environment 
(AD-766711]	 p0042 074-10065 
The behavior of flexible airfield pavements 
under loads: Theory and experiments 
(AD-766480]	 p0061 074-11102 
United Staten Air Force aircraft pollution 
emissions 
(AD-769482]	
-	 p0201 074-17374 
Evaluation of runway skid-resistance 
characteristics at Minot Air Force Base, North 
Dakota 
(AD-773403)	 p0328 074-21904 
C-130 landing on XM-18B landing mat, Oak Grove 
Auxiliary Air Field, North Carolina 
(AD-775365]	 p0328 074-21910 
Aviation fuel spill containment using absorbent 
materials 
(AD-776762)	
-	 p0361 074-26242 
AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, 
D.C. 
The apron-terminal complex: Analysis of 
concepts for evaluation of terminal buildings 
(FAA-RD-73-82]	 p0098 074-12019 
AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LAB., DEER PARK, N.Y. 
Microwave Landing System (ILS) development plan 
as proposed by AlL during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Part 3.0, 
Volume 3.2: Appendix A: System technique 
summary. Appendix B: Functional requirements 
summary. Appendix C: Detailed feasibility 
hardware specifications 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-3.2] 	 p0111 074-13421 
Microwave Landing System (ILS) development plan 
as proposed by ALL during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national BLS development program, part 1.0, 
Volume 1.1: Technique analysis program 
(FAARD-73-166-VOL-1.1) 	 p0150 074-14340 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by AlL during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Part 1.0, 
Volume 1.2, Book 1: POst TACD development plan 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.2-BK-1) 	 p0150 074-14341 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by AlL during the technique 
analysis and Contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Part 1.0, 
Volume 1.2, Book 2: Post TACD development plan 
(FAA-RD-73-166-VOL-1.2-BK-2] 	 p0150 074-14342 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by AlL during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
C-U
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ARMY AIR MOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB., 
national MLS development program. Part 3.0, 
Volume 3.1, Book 1: Compilation of critical 
technical area reports 
(FAA-RD-73-166V0L3. 1-BK-i] 	 p0150 074-14343 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by AlL during the technique 
analy8iS and contract definition phase of the 
national ELS development progra.. Part 3.0, 
Volume 3.1, Book 2: Compilation of critical 
technical area reports 
(PAARD73-166V0L3. i-BK-2 	 p0151 074-14344 
AIRCRAFT RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, LTD., BEDFORD 
(ENGLAND). 
Swept wing-body combination at subsonic speeds 
fuselage loads and pressure distributions for 
a swept wing-body combination at sursonic speeds 
(ARA-34]	 p0245 074-18649 
External Store aerodyna.ics for aircraft 
performance prediction
p0365 074-26454 
AIRESELRCH MPG. CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Advanced torque measurement syste. 
(AD-773021J	 p0252 074-18706 
AIRESEARCH MPG. CO., PBOBNIX, ARIZ. 
Study of small turbofan engines applicable to 
general-aviation aircraft 
[NASA-CR-114630)	 p0049 N74-10725 
Paeu.omechanical critical speed control for gas 
turbine engine shafts 
(AD-772823]	 p0256 074-191407 
Product support program (ground power systems) 
(AD-777704)	 p0370 N74-27304 
Hydraulic-to-pneumatic power supply for aircraft 
fluidic systems 
(AD-778764]	 p0417 074-28550 
AIRESEARCH MPG. CO., TORRANCE, CALIF. 
Mechanical component failure prognosis study 
(AD-7710.33]	 p0238 074-17765 
ALBUQUERQUE UNIV., N.MEX. 
Falconry as a means of reducing bird-aircraft 
strike hazards at Whiteman Air Force Base, 
Missouri 
(AD-774568]	 p0299 074-20682 
ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA, NEW KENSINGTON, PA. 
Effect of polymer coatings on fatigue strength 
of aluminum alloy 2024 box beams 
(NASA-CR-114699] 	 p0193 074-16250 
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC., NEW YORK. 
Econolic effects of propulsion system technology 
on existing and future transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-134645] 	 p0410 074-28230 
Assessment of the application of advanced 
technologies to subsonic CTOL transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-132461] 	 p0441 N74-29375 
AMERICAN AIRLINES. INC., TULSA, OKLA. 
Flight evaluation of two segment approaches for 
jet transport noise abatement 
(NASA-CR-.114735]	 p0200 074-16995 
ANTENNA CORP. OP AMERICA, HARLEYSVILLE, PA. 
Improvement of performance characteristics of a 
class of broadband circularly polarized antennas 
[AD-766473]	 p0059 N74-11065 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., SILVER 
SPRING, MD. 
A low cost telemetry system 
(PB-222403/8]	 p0044 074-10165 
ARKANSAS UNIV., LITTLE ROCK. 
Transmission thermal mapping (OH-i main rotor 
transmission) 
[AD-777803]	 p0408 N74-27515 
ARMY AEROMEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., PORT ROCKER, ALA. 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
[AD-767028]	 p0057 N741-10930 
Parachute escape from helicopters 
(AD-772970]	 p0251 N74-18702 
Army autorotational accidents
pO3Ol 074-20771 
ARMY AIR MOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB., 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
FORTRAN program for predicting off-design 
performance of centrifugal compressors 
(NASA-TN-D-7487] 	 p0037 N74-10024 
A simplified life-cycle cost comparison of 
various engines for small helicopter use 
(NASA-TM-X-71517]	 p0256 074-19405 
Babic. research requirements for V/STOL 
propulsion and drive-train components
p0290 074-20412 
Water table tests of proposed heat transfer 
tunnels for small turbine vanes 
(NASA-TM-h-30731	 p0353 N74-25536 
Measurements of liner cooling effectiveness 
within a full scale double-annular 
ram-induction co.bustor 
(NASA-TN-D-7689]	 p0362 074-26389 
ARMY AIR MOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB., 
FORT EUSTIS, VA. 
General description of the rotorcraft flight 
simulation computer program (G-81) 
(AD-767239]	 p0105 N74-12728 
The effects of sand particles on small, 
intricate mechanical components 
[AD-772977]	 p0253 074-18718 
Research toward develop.ent feasibility of an 
advanced technology V/STOL propeller system. 
pO29O 074-20414 
Effects of helicopter external loads on sling 
properties 
(AD-774267]	 p0300 074-20690 
Development of manufacturing methods for 
ballistically tolerant fiberglass tubular 
belicranks 
(AD-775818]	 p0331 074-22701 
An experimental and analytical investigation of 
the potential flow field, boundary layers, and 
drag of various helicopter fuselage 
configurations 
[AD-777798]	 p0408 074-27514-
Evaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
pushrod in the rotating control syste. of a 
CH-54B helicopter
p0497 074-34511 
ARMY AIR MOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB., 
HAMPTON, VA. 
Wind tunnel investigation of an upper surface 
blown jet-flap powered-lift configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7399] 	 p0096 074-11832 
Wind tunnel investigation of simulated 
helicopter engine exhaust interacting with 
vindstream 
(NASA-T8-I-3016]	 p0237 N74-77758 
Pressure distribution on a vectored-thrust 
V,'STOL fighter in the transition-speed range 
(NASA-TM-h-2867]	 p0246 074-18658 
Flight investigation of effects of a fan-in-fin 
yaw control concept on helicopter 
flying-quality characteristics 
(NASA-TN-D-7452]	 p0249 N74-18688 
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 
semispan model with an unswept wing and an 
upper-surface blown jet flat 
(NASA-TN-D-7526]	 p0283 N74-19663 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 
6716 and NACA 4416 airfoils with 35 
percent-c)iord single-slotted flaps 
[NASA-TM-I-2623]	 p0323 074-21634 
Exhaust flow deflector 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11570-1] 	 p0410 074-28233 
Effect of ground proximity on the longitudinal 
aerodynasic characteristics of an 
aspect-ratio-i wing with and without wing-tip 
blowing 
(NASA-TM-X-3048]	 .	 p0412 074-28475 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an 
externally blown flap powered lift model with 
several propulsive system simulators 
(NASA-TN-D-7670]	 p0493 R74-3446i-
ARMY AIR MOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB., 
MOPPETT FIELD, CALIF. 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale 
augmentor wing model at forward speed 
(NASA-TM-X-2940]	 p0041 074-10052 
Integrated rotor/body loads prediction 
p0055 074-10916 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
model with a swept wingand a jet flap having 
an expandable duct 
(NASA-TH-I-62281]	 p0095 074-11826 
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of the 
lateral-directional characterisitcs of a 
large-scale variable wing-sweep fighter model 
in the high-lift configuration 
(NASA-TM-x-62306]	 p0103 N74-12714 
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 25 
deg swept-wing jet transport model with an 
external blowing triple-slotted flap 
C-S
ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND,	 CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
(NASA-TM-I-62197]	 p0141 N74-13721 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale wind 
tunnel model of an upper-surface blown flap 
transport having two engines 
(MASA-TM-I-62319]	 p0189 874-15719
Dyna.ics of tilting proprotor aircraft in cruise 
flight 
[NASA-T8-D-7617] 	 p0407 874-27500 
Analytical •odel for tilting proprotor aircraft 
dynamics, including blade torsion and coupled 
bending •odes, and conversion mode operation 
(NASA-TM162369]	 p0467 874-31498 
Perturbation solutions for the influence of 
forward flight on helicopter rotor flapping 
stability 
(NASA-TM-I-62361]	 p0467 874-31501 
Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability 
(NASA-CASE-ABC-10807'-1]	 p0494 874-34475 
ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Major hem Special Study (MISS). dH-541 T/R blade 
(AD-766227]	 p0041 874-10056 
Major Item Specini Study (HISS). CM-SQl -clutch 
assembly (APP)	 -• - 
(AD-766226]	 p0041 874-10057
Major Ite. Special Study (MISS). CS-54A turbine 
engine 
(AD-766228]	 0051 874-10738
Major Item Special Study (MISS), All-ic 90 degree 
gearbox	 - 
[AD-767540]	 p0106 874-12731
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-54A main 
rotor primary servo 
(AD-767539]	 p0106 874-12732 
Major Ite. Special Study (MISS), AM-lu 	 -
driveshaft asse.bly, lain trans.ission to engine 
[AD-7687633	 p0163 874-14780 
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AM-lu mast 
assembly	 - 
(AD-768764]	 p0163 N74-14782
Major Ite. Special Study (MISS) AR-lu driveshaft 
assy, main transmission to engine 
(AD-770498)	 p0198 874-16746
Majqr Item Special Study (MISS), All-lu main 
transmission assy, universal 
- (AD-772983] -	 p0250 874-18695
Major ite, special study (MISS), CH-47A engine 
(AD-772978]	 p02S3 N74-18717
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-47A rotary 
wing head FVD	 - 
(AD-773718]	 pO286 874-19691
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-471 
alternating generator 
(AD-773720]	 p0286 874-19712
Major Item Special Study (MISS), CH-47A 
hydraulic servocylinder 
(AD-7754493	 p0327 874-21672
Major Item Special Study (MISS). dM-47A rotary 
wing blade 
(AD-776419]	 p0359 874-25605
Major Item Special Study (MISS). CH-47A 
Synchronizer shaft assembly 
(*0-776418]	 p0359 874-25606
Major Item Special Study (MISS), AR-1G gas 
turbine engine (T53-L-138) 
(AD-776939]	 -	 -	 p0370 874-27300
Hajor ite, special study (MISS), 08-6 A tail 
rotor assembly	 - 
(AD-778166]	 p0408 874-27512
A computer model for economic analysis of army 
aircraft RAM- improvement proposals 
(AD-778751]	 p0442 874-29390
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OM-6A main 
rotor hub 
(AD-781507]	 p0473 874-32457
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OE-6A tail 
rotor transmission assembly 
(AD-782926]	 p0498 874-34526
Major Item Special Study (MISS), dM-47A 
auxiliary power unit (T62-T-2A) 
(AD-782927] -	 p0499 874-34552
ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS TEST ACTIVITY, EDWARDS AND, 
CALl?. 
Instrumentation spetification for climatic 
laboratory tests 
(ID-771053]	 pO23l N74-17763
Helicopter icing spray sTstem qualification 
(10-775803]	 p0330 874-22686
Evaluation of the Teledyne Ryan model 622 
terrain-following radar system installed on
OH-58A helicopter 
(AD-775806]	 p0331 874-22837 
Engineering flight test: All-ic helicopter with 
model 212 tail rotor. Part 2: performance 
and handling qualities 
(10-776360]	 p0359 874-25613
ARMY COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LAB., 
HANOVER, N.H.
	 - 
Operational evaluation of the 5K-S air cushion 
vehicle in Alaska 
[AD-768781]	 p0162 874-14772
ARMY CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING RESEARCH LAB., 
CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 
Keyed joint performance under heavy load aircraft 
(AD-766706]	 p0061 874-11101 
ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND, PORT MONMOUTH, N.J. 
Design considerations for the calculator, 
altitude ML-646 (XE-1/UM) 
(AD-766699]	 p0063 874-11295
The effect of helicopter noise on communication 
and hearing 
[10-767222]	 p0112 874-13450
Fog clearing using helicopter downdrafts: A 
numerical model 
[10-771038]	 p0242 874-18280
Preflight test simulation of superimposed 
integrated trajectory error displays 
(AD-773823]	 p0286 874-19687 
High frequency radio emission and reception by 
forest trees and by helicopter using hybrid 
electromagnetic antenna couplers 
(10-773909]	 p0287 874-19822 
Predictions of interference-reflection zones for 
scanning beam instrument landing systems 
(10-773822]	 p0289 N74-20235 
ARMY ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABS., PONT BELVOIR, VA. 
Studies of the Army aviation (V/STOL) 
environment. Report no. 9: Classification 
and world distribution of vegetation relative 
to V/STOL aircraft operations 
(AD-773734]	 p0284 874-19676 
ARMY ENGINEER HATERWATS EXPERIMENT STATION, 	 - 
YICKSBDRG, MISS.	 - 
Lateral distribution of aircraft traffic. 
[AD-765435]	 p0045 N74-10304 
Development of minimum pipe-cover requirements 
for C-SI and other aircraft loadings 
(AD-771179]	 p0241 874-17963 
Prediction of aircraft ground performance by 
evaluation of ground vehicle rut depths 
(10-775744]	 p0330 874-22689 
Helicopter downvash data 
(AD-780754]	 p0468 N14-31518
ARMY POREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER, 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. 
tomposition and chemical stability of motor fuels 
(10-170538]	 p0199 874-16810
Air mobile technical maintenance unit 
(10-7717861	 p0239 874-17778
- Reference manual on aviation materials 
(10-783739]	 p0498 874-34534 
ARMY LAND WARIARE LAB., ABERDEEN PROVING GROUID, MD. 
UH-1 ground handling wheel adapter bars for 
OH-58 helicopters. Prototype design, 
fabrication, and user test 
(10-778199] -	 p0443 N74-29616
Design of a powered wheel kit- for UH/AR 
helicopters 
(AD-779387]	 .	 p0443 N74-29627 
ARMY LIMITED WAR LAB., ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD. 
Evaluation of voice recorders for aircraft 
(10-770517]	 p0200 874-16906 
ARMY NATERIAL COMMAND, TEIARKAIA, TEL. 
Minimum life cycle costing for a V,'STOL transport 
(AD-768133]	 p0144 N74-13740
ARE! MATERIALS AND MECHANICS RESEARCH CENTER, 
WATERTOWN, MASS. 
Effect of adhesive on the impact resistance of 
laminated plastics for windshield applications 
(10-769735]	 .	 p0193 N74-16259
Typical plane strain fracture toughness of 
-aircraft materials
p0332 N74-23443 
ARM! MATERIEL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AGENCY, ABERDEEN 
PROVING GROUND, MD.-
Simplified aircraft performance •ethods: Power 
required for single and tandem rotor 
helicopters in hover and forward flight 
(AD-768769]	 -	 p0163 E74-14777 
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Helicopter weight, size, and performance program 
(AD-7711401	 p0240 N74-17783 
ARE! NEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., FORT KNOX, K!. 
Speech inteuigibility testing with the modified 
rhyme test in aviation type noise 
(A0-765470]	 p0044 1174-10159 
ARE! NISSILE COENAND, REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALA. 
Techniques for reducing the vibration of rocket 
launchers mounted on helicopters 
(AD-767237)	 p0105 N74-12729 
Bethods for reducing vibrations of equipment 
mounted on helicopter external stores stations 
(AD-768774]	 p0162 N74-14771 
A program for computing the pressure 
distribution and aerodynamic coefficients for 
cambered thin supersonic wings of arbitrary 
planform with subsonic leading edges 
(AD-772952J	 p0251 1174-18701 
Vibration absorbers for rocket launchers mounted 
on helicopters: Analytical analysis and 
i.ple.entation techniques	 - 
(AD-77 11845]	 p0328 N74-22558 
ARE! NATICK LABS., HISS. 
Engineering evaluation of age life extension, 
T-10 harnesses, risers and T-10 troop chest 
reserve parachute canopies. Supplement 1: 
1964 - 1965 year classes 
(AD-767711]	 p0144 N74-13743 
Concept for a multiple personnel airdrop syste. 
(AD-771945]	 p0244 1174-18640 
The response of aircraft camouflage lacquers to 
thermal radiation. Part 2; 6000 degrees K 
radiator and 800 ft/sec air flow 
(AD-776884J	 p0361 N74-26078 
ARE! TEST AND EVALUATION COANAND, ABERDEEN PROVING 
GROUND, ED. 
Transportability 
(AD-765456]	 p0044 1174-10229 
ARE! TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING AGENCY, NEWPORT 
NEWS, VA. 
Restraint procedures for cargo loaded in 
vehicles to be air transported 
(AD-768172]	 p0146 N74-13954 
ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPEENT CENTER. ARNOLD AIR 
FORCE STATION, TENI. 
AEDC Fiscal Year 1974 Air Force technical 
objective document 
(AD-766719)	 p0068 N74-11803 
ARO, INC., ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATION, TEEN. 
An experimental investigation of an acoustic 
method for measuring gas mass flow 	 - 
(AD-766419J	 p0046 N74-10340 
La•inar heat transfer on sharp and blunt 
ten-degree cones in conical and parallel 
low-density flow 
[AD-7655 116] 	 p0053 N74-10869 
Emission measurements of a .193 turbojet engine 
[AD-766648)	 p0066 1174-11605 
Calculation of the boundary-layer flow in the 
windward sy..etry plane of a spherically 
blunted axisy..etric body at angle of attack, 
including strea. line-swallowing effects 
(AD-7683401	 p0147 N74-13992 
Evaluation of a wind tunnel technique to 
determine aircraft departure characteristics 
[AD-776317)	 p0360 1174-25791 
AVCO CORP., WILEINGTON, BASS. 
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter radar 
blade 
[NASA-Cfl-232fl	 p0139 N74-13708 
Investigation of nonlinear inviscid and viscous 
flow effects in the analysis of dynamic stall 
[NASA-CR-23351	 p0245 N74-18646 
AVCO LYCONING DIV., STRATFORD, CONE. 
Spring overriding aircraft clutch 
(AD-766309)	 p0044 E74-10073 
Blade dynamics analysis using NASTRAN 
p0153 N74-14599 
Development of helicopter engine seals 
(NASA-CR-134647) 	 p0410 N74-28229 
AVCO-BVERETT RESEARCH LAB., EVERETT, lASS. 
Disk geometry RED generator for high voltage 
high power aircraft reguire.ents 
(AD-775749]	 p0362 N74-26-255 
AVIONS EABCEL DISSAULT-BRRGUET AVIATION, 
SAINT-CLOUD (FRANCE). 
Research work and costs, the role of data 
processing
p0305 N74-21617
BODENSEEVERK GEREETETECHNIK G. H. B. H., 
Preliminary design of civil and military 
aircraft at Avions Narcel Dassault-Breguet 
Aviation
p04?1 N74-32422 
BATTELLE COLUNBUS LABS., LONG BEACH, CALIF. 
Ship-helicopter system analysis 
(AD-774764]	 p0305 N74-21629 
BATTELLE COLOREDS LABS., 0H10. 
Geodetic analysis of Skylab altimetry 
preliminary data - SL/2 BREP pass 9 
[E74-10086)	 p0062 N74-11197 
Current and future materials usage in aircraft 
gas turbine engines 
(AD-766334]	 p0066 1174-11604 
Design guide for the use of structural shapes in 
aircraft applications. Part 1: Selection 
criteria for structural shapes and tubing. 
Part 2: Eanufacturing methods for structural 
shapes and tubing 
(AD-769042]	 p0190 N74-15723 
General aviation cost impact study. Volu.e 1: 
Executive summary 
(AD-771603]	 p0239 N74-17779 
General aviation cost impact study. Volu.e 2: 
Research methodology 
(AD-771606)	 p0239 1174-17780 
General aviation cost impact study. Volume 3: 
Pianning guide 
(AD-7717591	 p0239 N74-17781 
Effectiveness evaluation of STOL transport 
operations (phase 2) 
(NASA-CR-1374813	 p0326 N74-21660 
Application of interactive graphics to the 
avionics evaluation program 
(AD-775372)	 p0328 1174-21847 
BATTELLE-NORTHWEST, RICHLAND, WASH. 
Heteorological information for vertical and 
short take-off and land (V/STOL) operations in 
built-up urban areas: An analysis 
(PAA-RD-72-135]	 p0056 1174-10920 
BELL AEROSPACE CO., BUFFALO, N.!. 
Jet noise reduction technique for military 
reconnaissance/surveillance aircraft. Phase 
1: Bench/wind tunnel tests 
[AD-774748)	 p0300 N74-20691 
BELL HELICOPTER CO., FORT WORTH, TB!. 
Rotor system design and evaluation using a 
general purpose helicopter flight simulation 
progra.
p0055 N74-10913 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 1: 
Design study summary 
[NASA-CR-114682] 	 p0096 N74-11833 
Advancement of proprotor technology. Task 2: 
Wind-tunnel test results 
(NASACR114363]	 p0096 117'3-11834 
Static and dynamic helicopter airframe analysis 
with NASTHAN
p0153 N74-14616 
Cold-weather flight tests of an OH-58 helicopter 
equipped with an elastomeric-bearing main rotor 
(AD-7729351	 p0253 N74-18716 
AH-1G design and operational flight loads study 
[AD-775838]	 -	 p0331 N74-22700 
Analysis of manenverabilitl effects on 
rotor/wing design characteristics 
(AD-776981]	 p0359 N74-25609 
An analysis of fixed wing-proprotor interference 
for folding proprotor aircraft 
(AD-778823]	 p0441 N74-29371 
maneuver criteria evaluation program 
(AD-782209)	 p0491 N74-33472 
Flight test of a hingeless flexbeam rotor system 
(AD-7833931	 p0498 E74-3'4525 
BETA INDUSTRIES, INC., DAYTON, OHIO. 
Crashworthy lauding gear study 
(AD-765489]	 p0042 N74-10060 
BODENSEEVERK GNRAETETECHNIK G.E. N.E., DEBEBLINGEN 
(VEST GERNAN!). 
Comparison of- simulation and flight testing at 
automatic STOL landing-
(NASATTF. 15171]	 p0056 N74-10923 
The effect of gusts and wind shear for automatic 
STOL approach and landing
p0233 N74-17730 
-.	 - -	 - - - -----------, 
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BOEING AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 
Realization and flight tests- of an integrated 
digital flight control system
p014614 874-31447 
BOEING AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition (medium STOL 
transport with vectored thrust/.echanical flaps) 
[AD-766637)	 p0056 874-10925 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 1: Aerodyna.ic technology (design 
compendiu., vectored thrust/mechanical flaps) 
(AD-766639J	 p0057 8714-10926 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2, 
part 2: A lifting line analysis method for 
jet-flapped wings 
[AD-766877]	 p0058 874-10937 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Takeoff and landing performance ground rules 
for powered lift STOL transport aircraft 
(AD-766640]	 p0058 N74-10938 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part 2: Plight control technology: Piloted 
simulation of a medium STOL transport with 
vectored thrust mechanical flaps 
(AD-766643]	 p0058 874-10939 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
air cushion landing system study 
(AD-766644]	 p0058 874-10940 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume '4: 
analysis of wind tunnel data: Vectored 
thrust/mechanical flaps and internally blown 
jet flaps 
(AD-766641]	 p0098 874-11846 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 5, 
part 1: Flight control technology: System 
analysis and trade studies for a medium STOL 
transport with vectored thrust/mechanical flaps 
(AD-766642]	 p0098 874-11847 
Exhaust syste. interaction program 
[AD-769086]	 p0159 874-14747 
Cyclic-stress analysis of notches for supersonic 
transport conditions 
(NASA-CR-132387]	 p0257 874-19544 
Integrated life support system: Design study 
medium STOL transport 
(AD-773589]	 pO28S 874-19683 
Gross voided flame arresters for fuel tank - 
explosion protection 
[AD-777898]	 p0409 874-27540 
Exploratory investigation of rapid crack 
propagation and crack arrest 
[aD-778822]	 p0418 874-29012 
additional studies, variable camber wing, phase 1 
(AD-779041)	 p0443 874-29396 
Cockpit switching study: Test and validation of 
a design procedure for multifunction switching 
controls 
(AD-783956]	 p0499 874-34554 
BOEING CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Current loads technology for helicopter rotors 
p0054 874-10910 
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, NASH. 
The 727 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 3: 
Upper goal flight testing and program summary 
[AD-768850)	 p047 1 874-32429 
BOEING CO., WICHITA, KANS. 
analysis and testing of aeroelastjc model 
stability augmentation systems 
(NASA-CR-1323451	 p0093 814-11807 
analysis and testing of stability augmentation 
systems 
(NASA-CR-132349)	 p0093 874-11809 
Analysis of aeroelastic model stability 
augmentation systems 
(NASACR-132354]	 p0095 874-11829 
The influence of wing loading on turbofan 
powered STOL transports with and without 
externally blown flaps 
[NASA-CR-2320]	 p0140 874-13718 
Developmental design, fabrication, and test of 
acoustic suppressors for fans of high bypass 
turbofan engines 
[NASA-CP-2338]	 p0141 874-13724 
8-52 control configured vehicles program 
p0464 874-31452 
Introduction of CCV technology into airplane 
design
p0466 874-31481
CORPORATE' SOURCE INDEX 
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility 
program. Volume I-I: Lower goal design, 
fabrication and ground testing 	 . 
(AD-775453]	 p0471 874-32430 
BOEING CONHERICAL AIRPLANE CO., RENTON, NASH. 
The problem of installing a modern high bypass 
engine on a twin jet transport aircraft 
p0157 874-114727 
Aircraft lift and drag prediction and measurement 
p0364 874-26449 
Brake control system modification, augmentor 
Wing Jet STOL Research Airplane (AWJSRA) 
(NASACR137530)	 p0441 874-29374 
BOEING COENERCIAL AIRPLANE CO., SEATTLE, WASB. 
The results of low-speed wind tunnel tests to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine, nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR-134503]	 p0093 N74-11808 
Where are we headed in air transport? 
p0102 874-12669 
Design and fabrication of an aeroelastic flap " 
element for a Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) 
aircraft model - 
(NASA-CR-132339J	 p0104 874-12717
Evaluation of AFC 77 martensitic stainless steel 
for airframe structural applications 	 - 
(AD-767597]	 p0110 874-13263 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
aircraft metal structures reinforced with 
filamentary composites. Phase 3: Najor 
component development 
[NASA-CR-2122]	 p0153 874-14625 
Design of a powered elevator control system 
(NASA-CR-1147273	 p0188 874-15712 
A study to determine the feasibility of a low 
sonic boom supersonic transport 
(NASA-CR-2332]	 p0188 874-15713 
The results of a high-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the NASA refan JT8D 
engine nacelles on the stability and control 
characteristics of the Boeing 727 airplane 
[NASA-CR-134545]	 p0196 8714-16726 
Advanced subsonic long-haul trans?ort terminal 
area compatibility study. Volume 1: 
Compatibility assessment 
(NASA-CR-132367] 	 p0196 874-16729 
Advanced subsonic long-haul transport terminal 
area compatibility study. Volume 2: Research 
and technology recommendations 
(NASA-CR-132368	 p0196 874-16730
Applicability of NASA (ARC) two-segment approach 
procedures to Boeing Aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114678]	 p0235 874-17749
High transonic speed transport aircraft study 
(NASACR114658]	 p0235 874-17750
Design integration and noise studies for jet 
SlOt aircraft. Task 7A: Augmentor wing 
cruise blowing valveless system. Volume 1: 
System design and test integration 
(NASACR-11'4621]	 p0235 874-17751
Design integration and noise studies for jet 
SlOt aircraft. Task 7C: Augmentor wing 
cruise blowing valveless system. Volume 1: 
Static testing of augmentor noise and 
performance 
[NASA-CR-114622]	 p0236 874-17752
Design integration and noise studies for jet 
STOL aircraft. Task 7C: Augmentor wing 
cruise blowing valveless system. Volume 2: 
Small-scale development testing of augmentor 
wing critical ducting components 
[NASA-CR-1146233	 p0236 874-17753
A 727 airplane center duct inlet low speed 
performance confirmation model test for 
refanned JT8D engines, phase 2 
(NASA-CR-134534] 	 p0236 874-17755 
Design and fabrication of an augmentor wing 	 - 
model for acoustic tests 
[NASA-CR-134518]	 'p0241 874-17960
Cruise drag results from high speed wind tunnel 
tests of NASA Befan .3180 engine nacelles on 
the Hoeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR-13 145 l46]	 p0247 N74-18673.
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate 
for airframe applications 
(AD-772736]	 p0255 874-19184 
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The 727 airplane side inlet low-speed 
performance confirmation model test for 
ref anne JT8D engines 
(NASA-CR-134609]	 p0296 974-20661 
Redundant actuator development study 
(USL-CR-114730]	 p0325 974-21655 
Low speed wind tunnel flow field results for 
JT8D refan engines on the Boeing 727-200 
(NASA-CR. 134630]	 p0353 974-25537 
The 727,'JTeD ref an side nacelle airloads 
(BASA-CR-134547] 	 p0363 974-26436 
The 747 fail-safe structural verification program 
p0367 974-26473 
Study of the single body yawed-wing aircraft 
concept 
(NASA-CR-137483]	 p0405 974-27485 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1A: 
Summary 
(NASA-CR-132390J 	 p0415 974-28514 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1B: 
Concise review 
(NASA-CR-132391J 	 p0415 974-28515 
Peasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD) . Volume 2: 
The design process 
(NASA-CR-132392] 	 p0415 974-28516 
Peasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 3: 
Support of the design process 
(NASA-CB-132393) 	 p0415 874-28517 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 4: 
IPAD system design 
(NASA-CR-132394]	 p0415 974-28518 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 5: 
Catalog of IPAD technical program elements 
(NASA-CB-132395]	 p0415 874-28519 
Peasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 6: 
IPAD system development and operation 
(NASA.CR1323961	 p0415 874-28520 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace Vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 7: 
IPAD benefits and impact 
(NASA-CR-1323971	 p0416 074-28521 
Design evolution of the Boeing 2707-300 
supersonic transport. Part 2: Design impact 
of handling qualities criteria, flight control 
system concepts, and aeroelastic effects on 
stability and control
p0465 974-31468 
V/STOL lift fan commercial short haul 
transports: Continuing conceptual design study 
(NASA-CR-21137J	 p0467 874-31495 
Static performance and noise tests on a thrust 
reverser for an aug.entor wing aircraft 
(NASaCR-137561]	 p0472 874-32438 
Advanced metallic structure: Cargo fuselage 
design for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
(AD-781814]	 p0473 874-32456 
Development of an independent altitude monitor 
concept	 - 
(AD-775454)	 p0474 874-33116 
Static noise tests on augmentor wing jet STOL 
research aircraft (C8A Buffalo) 
(NASACR137520]	 p0489 074-33455 
Test of acoustic tone source and propulsion 
performance of C8A Buffalo suppressor nozzle 
(NASA-CN-137521]	 p0489 074-33456 
The results of a low-speed wind tunnel test to 
investigate the effects of the Ref an JT8D 
engine target thrust reverser on the stability 
and control characteristics of the Boeing 
727-200 airplane 
(NaSA-CR-134699]	 p0494 874-34467 
BONING VERTOL CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
A mathematical •odel of unsteady aerodynamics 
and radial flow for application to helicopter 
rotors 
(AD-767240]	 p0106 874-12738 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study. Volume 10: 
Performance and stability test of A 1-14.622 
Froude scaled Boeing Vertol Bodel 222 tilt 
rotor aircraft (Phase 1) 
(NaSA-CR-114603]	 p0142 974-13727
BRITISH AIRCEAPT CORP., 
Transmission thermal mapping (CB-47C forward 
rotor transmission) 
(AD-767875-]	 p0143 874-13732 
A study of the effect of flight density and 
background noise on V/STOL acceptability 
(NASA-CB-2197]	 p0161 874-14765 
V/STOL tilt rotor aircraft study: Nind tunnel 
tests of a full scale hingeless prop/rotor 
designed for the Boeing Bodel 222 tilt rotor 
aircraft 
(NaSA-CR-114664]	 p0188 874-15711 
ULH Ground Support Equipnent (GSE) preliminary 
investigation 
(AD-768842]	 p0190 974-15725 
Acoustical properties of a model rotor in 
nonaxial flight 
(NASA-CB-114749]	 p0248 074-18678 
Study of advanced structural concepts for fuselage 
(AD-772708]	 p0250 874-18696 
C8-47A design and operational flight loads study 
(10-772949]	 p0251 874-18700 
Analysis of criteria for on-condition 
maintenance for helicopter transmissions 
(aD-773024]	 p0252 074-18707 
Design, fabrication, and flight test of the 
active arm external load stabilization system 
for cargo handling helicopters 
(AD-773025J	 p0252 874-18708 
Investigation and aalysis of reliability and 
maintainability problems associated with army 
aircraft engines 
(10-772950)	 p0256 874-1941 
Tail rotor design guide 
(AD-775391]	 p0327 874-21671 
Investigation of the effect of torsional natural 
frequency on stall-induced dynamic loading 
(AD-776415]	 p0353 074-25544 
Civil helicopter noise assessment study 
Boeing-Vertol model 347 
(NASA-CB-132420)	 p0354 874-25563 
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration prediction 
methods
p0496 874-34497 
Rotor aeroelastic stability coupled with 
helicopter body motion
p0496 074-34503 
Engine/airframe interface dynamics experience 
p0497 074-34514 
BOLT, BERANEK, AND NEVHAN, INC., CAB8RIDGE, BASS. 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
(AD-767763)	 p0144 874-13741 
BONN UNIV. (VEST GERHANY). 
Photo-oxidation of aircraft engine emissions at 
low and high altitudes
p0148 974-14277 
BORST (HENRY V.) AND ASSOCIATES, ROSEHONT, PA. 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 1: Aerodynamic design and installation 
(aD-774831]	 p0327 874-21667 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Volume 2: Structural analysis and blade design 
tAD-774836]	 p0327 974-21668 
Summary of propeller design procedures and data. 
Voluse 3: Rub, actuator, and control designs 
(10-776998)	 p0360 874-25614 
BONLES FLUIDICS CORP., SILVER SPRING, ND. 
The feasibility of a fluidic respiratory flow 
meter 
(NaSA-CR-132296]	 p0241 874-18096 
BRAUN (C. F.) AND CO., ALUAMBRA, CALIF. 
Turbojet aircraft engine test cell pollution 
abatement study 
(AD-768287j	 p0146 874-13957 
BRISTOL UNIV. (ENGLAND). 
Problems of chemical pollution by aircraft. The 
airport and its.imsediate environment 
p0148 974-14281 
Eron's method: An algorithm for the eigenvaloe 
analysis of large-scale structural systems 
(aRC-B/8-3733]	 p0257 974-19564 
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., PILTON (ENGLAND). 
The effect of active control systems on 
structural design criteria
p0354 874-25552 
Prediction of supersonic aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0365 N74-26450 
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., PRESTON (ENGLAND). 
Optimisation of aircraft structures with 
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DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA AK?IEIGESELLSCRAPT,	 CORPORATE SOURCE IIDU 
p0290 R74-20413 
DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA AKTIENGBSELLSCHAFT, FRANKFURT Al 
1.111 (VEST' GERIAS!). 
An airline's experience on turbulence 
p0233 874-17727 
DEVELOPIENTAL SCIENCES, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, 
CALIF. 
Oblique wing re.otely piloted research aircraft. 
Volume 1: Development 
(RASACE-114723]	 p0326 874-21659 
DOBIIER-NERKE G.N.B.H., FRIEDRICHSHAFEN (NEST 
GERIANY). 
Views regarding the validity of results fro. 
simulation testing in comparison with the 
results fro. actual flight test 
(NASA-TT-F-15172]	 p0056 874-10922 
Collection of experi.ental data for aircraft 
afterbody drag in the transonic and supersonic 
range and comparison with theoretical 
calculation methods 
(BNVG-PBNT-73-27]	 p0195 874-16705 
Problems of V/STOL aircraft connected with the 
propulsion system as experienced on the Do 31 
experimental transport aircraft
p0292 874-20430 
The Do 31 landing loads during vertical landing 
and their consequences for future V/STOL 
developments 
(NASA-TT-F-15532]	 p0297 874-20668 
Results and information obtained regarding 
aerodynamic jet interference associated with 
the Do 31 V/STOL jet transport aircraft and 
their application to future V/STOL development 
[NASA-TT-F-15533)	 p0298 874-20669 
Rear field and far field sound radiation fro. Do 
31 V/STOL jet transport and possibilities for 
noise abate.ent in future V/STOL development 
[NLSA-TT-P-15534]	 p0324 874-21650 
VSTOL aircraft stability and control experience 
from methods and results of Do 31 flight tests 
(NASA-TT-F-15531]	 p0325 874-21651 
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., LONG BELCH, CALIF. 
DC-9/JT8D refan, Phase 1 
(NASA-CR-121252]	 p0050 874-10729 
Ron-classical adhesive-bonded joints in 
practical aerospace construction 
(NASA-CR-112238)	 p0101 814-12555 
Remarks on methods for predicting viscous drag 
p0156 874-14718 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
(AD-7688691	 p0164 814-14783 
A theoretical method for calculating the 
aerodnamic characteristics of arbitary 
jet-flapped wings. Volume 1: The elementary 
vortex distribution jet-wing lifting surface 
theory 
(AD-713939]	 p0281 874-19646 
The power profile - a new type of airfoil 
(AD-773655]	 p0286 874-19690 
The application of fracture •echanics in the 
development of the DC-10 fuselage
p0332 874-23428 
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 1: 
Lower goal noise, performance and cost 
evaluation 
(AD-776127]	 p0472 874-32437 
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer 
(AD-782646]	 p0491 874-33473 
DON CHEHICAL CO., NIDLAID, NICE. 
flagnesinm-yttriva alloys, scale-np and evaluation 
LAD-771039]	 p0242 874-18183 
DOlT! ROTOL LTD., GLOUCESTER (ENGLAND). 
The influence of noise requirements on STOL 
aircraft engine design
p029l 874-20423 
DRAPER (CHARLES STARK) LAB., INC., CAIBRIDGE, lASS. 
Aircraft range optimization using singular 
perturbations 
•	 (RASA-CR-140519]	 p0493 874-34465 
DYNALECTRON CORP., POINT EUGU, CALIF. 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volume 2: Cherokee 140 at L-, 5-, and C-bands 
(AD-781791]	 p0492 874-33652 
ECOLE NATIONALE D'IIGEIIEURS DR CONSTRUCTIONS 
AERONAUTIQUES, TOULOUSE (FRANCE). 
Study and stabilization of lateral motion of
modern transport aircraft
p0330 874-22684 
IDIRIOJI NUSRO AERONAUTICO CAPROJI D1 TALIEDO, ROlE 
(ITALY). 
Forty years of civil aviation, 1931 - 1971 
p0159 874-14750 
EDO CORP., COLLEGE POINT, I.!. 
Experi.eutal reel response system for high 
performance simplified aerial refueling store 
(AD-771389]	 p0240 874-17799 
ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE, CHATOU. 
Interest and feasibility study of atmospheric 
turbulence and thermal gradients simulation 
p0064 874-11380 
EI.ECTBO DEVNLOPBEJT CORP., LYJNOOD, NASH. 
Helicopter gross weight and center of gravity 
measurement system 
[AD-771955]	 p0239 874-17775 
BLEKTRONIE FUER LUFTFAIRZEUGE G.I.B.H., STUTTGART 
(VEST GERIAJY).. 
A new type of electronic landing system for 
regional airports 
(DGLR-PAPER-73-020]	 p0112 874-13424 
BJGIIREBING SCIEICES DATA UNIT, LONDON (ENGLAND). 
Conversion factor for profile drag increment for 
part-span flaps 
(RSDO-ELAPS-02.01.07-AIEND-A] 	 p0035 874-10002 
Lift coefficent increment due to full-span split 
flap: Flap chord O.15c 
[ESDU-FLAPS-01.01.05-ANEND-A]	 p0035 874-10003 
Information on the use of data items in the 
series wings 02.04 
(ESDU-NINGS-02.04.0O-AIEND-A) 	 p0035 874-10004 
Information on the use of data items on rolling 
moment derivatives of an aeroplane 
(ESDU-AIRCRAFT-06.01 .00] 	 p0035 N74-10005 
Effects of isolated body and wing-body 
interference on rolling moment due to sideslip 
(ESDU-73006)	 p0035 874-10007 
The mean skin friction coefficient for a rough 
flat plate with a turbulent two-dimenisonal 
boundary layer in compressible adiabatic flow, 
with application to wedges, cylinders and cones 
(ESDD-73016]	 p0035 874-10008 
Aerodynamic centre in two dimensional flow 
(ESDU-AIRCEAFT-08.01.05-ANEND-A] p0035 874-10010 
Xnformation on the use of data items in the 
series bodies 02.04 
(ESDU-BODIES-02.04.O0-AHBND-A] 	 p0035 874-10011 
Subsonic performance data for RiCA type 
submerged air intakes 
(ESDU-66029]	 pO036 874-10012 
Drag of streamline solids of revolution 
(transition at nose) 
(ESDU-BODIES-02.04.O1AEENDA] 	 p0045 874-10311 
Stability derivative. Contribution of full-span 
dihedral to rolling moment due to sideslip 
(ESDU-AXRCRAPT-06.O1.03-AHEND-A-]
p0093 874-11805 
Aerofoils having a specified form of 
upper-surface pressure distributions: Details 
and comments on design 
(ESDU-71020]	 p0102 874-12703 
Approximate methods for estimation of cruise 
range and endurance: Aircraft with turbo-jet 
and turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73019]	 p0103 874-12709 
Introduction to estimation of range and 
endurance: Aircraft with turbo-jet and 
turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-73018]	 p0103 874-12710 
Ron dimensional methods for the measurement of 
hover performance of turbine engined helicopters 
(ESDU-73027]	 p0103 874-12711 
Introduction to noadimensional methods for the 
measurement of performance of turbine-engined 
helicopters 
(RSDU-730261	 pOlO3 874-12712 
Performance of conical diffusers in 
incompressible flow 
(ESDO-73024]	 p0109 874-12986 
Profile drag at the drag-rise condition of 
aerofoils having a specified form of 
upper-surface pressure distribution at this 
condition 
(ESDU-61011]	 p0154 874-14701 
Appendix: A data item service for aircraft drag 
estimation
p0156 874-14717 
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Effect of cut-Out on lift-curve slope 
(ESDU-WNGS-01.O1.04ANENDA]	 p0487 874-33425 
Hethod for predicting the pressure distribution 
on svept wings with subsonic attached flow 
(ZSDU-73012]	 p0492 874-34446 
Adaptation of drag-rise charts in T. D. memor. 
71019 to the mid-semi-span portion of swept 
and tapered planfor.s 
(ESDU-72027]	 p0492 N74-344447 
Lost range, fuel and ti.e due to climb and 
descent: aircraft with turbo-jet and 
turbo-fan engines 
(ESDU-74018	 p0493 874-34464 
ENVIRONNENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, ARLINGTON, VA. 
Legal and institutional analysis of aircraft and 
airport noise and apportionment of authority 
between Federal, State, and local governments 
(PB-225149/4GAJ	 p0287 874-19898 
ENVIRONNENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, RESEARCH TRIANGLE 
PARK, N.0 
Noise source abatement technology and cost 
analysis including retrofitting 
[PB-224422/6GA)	 p0238 874-17771 
ENVIRON!ENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Hilitary aircraft and airport noise and 
opportunities for reduction without inhibition 
of military missions 
(PB-223637/0GA)	 p0145 N7l4-13752 
Impact charaáterization of noise including 
implications of identifying and achieving	 - 
levels of cumulative noise exposure 
[PB-224408/5GA]	 p0238 874-17769 
Review and analysis of present and planned FAA 
noise regulatory actions and their 
consequences regarding aircraft and airport 
operations 
(P8-224405/bA]	 p0238 874-17770 
ERLANGEN-NUHENBEHG UNIV. (WEST GEREANY). 
Nanufacture and properties of titanium and 
titanium alloys emphasizing their use in 
aeronautics. Part 1: Nanufacture and 
processing
pOD64 874-11336 
ESCUER TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES, ST. JOHNS, 81CR. 
Prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled commercial 
aircraft 
[PH-37]	 p0295 8714-20647 
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, PARIS (FRANCE). 
investigation and application of two methods of 
determining co-efficients of transfer 
functions of longitudinal motion of aircraft 
from measured input and output data 
(ESRO-TT-2]	 p0041 874-10053 
The performance behaviour of a bypass engine in 
multiparameter control
p0292 874-20445 
Determination of the derivatives of longitudinal 
motion of an aircraft from flight data by a 
model with automatic parameter adjustment 
[ESRO-TT-8]	 p0298 874-20675 
Possibilities of an airborne television system 
[ESRO-TT-20]	 p0301 N74-20819 
Comparison of conventional and electronic 
indicator instruments in a flight simulator 
and in a test aircraft 
[ESRO-TT-13]	 p0302 N74-21042 
Comparative simulator studies with the contact 
analog channel display and with conventional 
instruments	 - 
[ESRO-TT-15]	 p0302 874-2101414 
Spectroscopic analysis of wear metals based on 
the examination of oil from aircraft engines 
(BSRO-TT-23]	 p0303 N74-21080 
Optimization of a vibration generator in 
conditions of external excitation
p0332 N74-23519 
Apparatus for the qualification of very low 
frequency vibration excitera
p0332 874-23520 
The prediction of the variation of modes 
following modification to a structure 
p01419 874-29358 
Laboratory for automatic processing of analog 
signals
p0419 8714-29361
GEIERAI. DY RARICS/COIVAIR, 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADHINISTRATION, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. 
A sn.mary of helicopter vorticity and wake 
turbulence publications with an annotated 
bibliography 
(AD-780053]	 p0472 874-32435 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADEINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
A synchronized discrete-address beacon system 
[FAA-EN-74-3]	 p0049 874-10622 
ELS program: Phase 2
p0102 N74-12631 
Power conditioning syste. for FAA air route 
traffic control centers
p0102 N74-12636 
SRDS technical program docn.ent, fiscal year 
1974. Engineering and development programs 
p0113 4474-13682 
Wake Vortex Avoidance System program (WVAS) 
p0233 E74-17732 
FIAT S.P.A., TURIN (ITALY). 
Engine cycle selection for commercial STOL 
aircraft
p0290 874-20408 
FIBER SCIENCE, INC., GARDENA, CALIF. 
UH-1D filament-wound tubular-reinforced rotor 
blade 
(AD-772947]	 p0253 N74-18713 
FIRESTONE COATED FABRICS CO., NAGNOLIA, ARK. 
Evaluation of various sizes and configurations 
of fuel tanks 
(AD-777801]	 p0408 874-27516 
FLORIDA UNIV., GAINESVILLE. 
Trace spectrometric flame analysis and gas 
chromatographic detectors related to jet 
engine oil analysis and gas detection 
(AD-769298]	 p0192 874-15830 
FLOW RESEARCH, INC., KENT, WASH. 
A viscous potential flow interaction analysis 
method for multi-element infinite swept wings, 
volume 2 
(NASA-CR-137550]	 p0470 N74-32413 
FOCKE-WULF, RHEHEN ( WEST GERNANY). 
Selected problems regarding the formation of a 
simulation model 
(NASA-TT-F-15173]	 p0060 874-11095 
FOREST PRODUCTS LAB., HADISON, WIS. 
Design parameters for torsion of sandwich strips 
having trapezoidal, rectangular, and 
triangular cross sections 
(AD-771824]	 p0244 874-18549 
FORSCHUNGSINSTXTUT FUSE HOCHFREQUENZPHTSIK, 
VER!HHOVEN (WEST GERHAHY). 
Engineering aspects with satellite communication 
terminals in aircraft [REPT-7-72]	 p0192 874-158142 
Further studies on speech intelligibility with 
frequency-modulation coinnunication systems 
under fading conditions 
(REPT-5-73]	 p0200 N74-16903 
Further measurements on satellite-link fading at 
low altitudes above irregular terrain (REPT-4/73]	 p0240 874-17893 
YHANEPORD ARSENAL, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Fungus resistance of polyvinyl acetate latex 
dust control material 
(AD-767256]	 p0111 874-13286 
FRANKLIN INST. RESEARCH LABS., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Investigation of sliding-surface bearings of 
screw pumps utilized on the navy distillate 
fuel oil conversion program 
(AD-771453]	 p0242 874-18146 
Nonscratching windshield wiper blade 
(AD-778759]	 p0416 N74-28532 
FRANKLIN INST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Characterization of carburized Vasco 1-2 steel 
[AD-782362]	 p0500 N74-34952 
GENERAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABS., INC., WESTBURY, N.Y. 
Study of Eoire measuring techniques for wind 
tunnel, model deformation 
[AD-766892]	 p0063 874-11298 
GENERAL DTNAEICS/CONVAIR, SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition 
(AD-766941]	 p0057 N74-10927 
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GENERAL DYNANICS/PORT WORTH, 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Pert or.ance ground rules and methods. Book 1: 
Takeoff and landing ground rules 
(AD-766942]	 p0057 874-10928 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 3: 
Performance ground rules and methods. Book 2: 
Takeoff and landing digital computer program 
(AD-766943]	 p0058 074-10936 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 2: 
Design compendium 
(AD-767561]	 p0143 874-13733 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 4: 
Wind tunnel data analysis 
(AD-767363]	 p0143 874-13734 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volu.e 5: 
Plight control technology 
(AD-767364]	 -	 p0143 874-13735 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation. Volume 6: 
Air cushion and ground mobility study 
(AD-767300]	 p0143 874-13736 
Transonic drag due to lift of planar jet-flapped 
airfoils
p0156 874-14720 
Computer program to perform cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircraft. Volume 1: 
Summary	 - 
[NASA-CE-132361)	 p0161 874-14762 
Computer program to perfor. cost and weight 
analysis of transport aircr'aft. Volume 2: 
Technical volume 
(NASACR-132362]	 p0161 874-14763 
Design and fabrication of a boron/aluminum 
composite wing box test specimen 
(AD-770203]	 p0197 874-16741 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace vehicle Design (IPAD). Volume 1. 
Summary 
(NASA-CR-1324011	 p0413 874-28508 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aersopace-Vehicle Design (IPAD) syste.. 
Volu.e 2: Characterization of the IPAD system 
(Phase 1, Task 1) 
(NASA-CR-132402]	 p0414 874-28509 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. 
Volu.e 3: Engineering creative/evaluation 
processes (Phase 1, Task 2) 
[NASA-CB-132403] 	 p0414 074-28510 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. 
Volume 4: DeSign of the IPAD system. Part 1: 
IPAD system design requirements (Phase 1,, Task 
2) 
(NASA-CR-132404)	 p0414 074-28511 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Progra. for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. 
Volume 5: Design of the IPAD system. Part 2: 
System design. Part 3: General purpose 
utilities (Phase 1, Task 2) 
(NASA-CB-132405]	 p0414 074-28512 
Feasibility study of an Integrated Program for 
Aerospace-vehicle Design (IPAD) system. 
Volume 6: Implementation schedule, 
development costs, operational costs, benefit 
assessment, impact on company organization, 
spin-off assessment (Phase 2, Tasks 3 to 8) 
(NASA-CR-132406]	 p0414 074-28513 
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft 
airframes and basic structures. Volume 1: 
Cost methods research and development 
(AD-783639.)	 p0501 074-35362 
GENERAL DYNANICS/FORT WORTH, TEE. 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
mitt ra.es. Volume 3: Bibliography 
(AD-767569)	 p0105 074-12726 
Study of structural criteria for composite 
airframes, Volume 1: Evaluation 
(AD-767706]	 p0147 074-14238 
Study of strectural criteria for co.posite 
airframed. Volume 2: 
Current/criteria/selected rationale review and 
evaluation 
	
(AD-767707]	 p0147 074-14239 
Aircraft antiskid analysis verification and 
ref ine.ent 
	
(AD. 770300)	 p0198 074-16749 
A conceptual definition study for a digital 
avionics infor.ation syste.: Approach 1, 
volume 1
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
[AD-771736]	 P0250 074-18691 
- A conceptual definition study for a digital 
avionics infor.ation system: Approach 1, 
volume 2 
(AD-771755)	 p0250 074-18692 
An experi.ental investigation of leading-edge 
vortex augmentation by blowing 
(NASA-CR-1324151	 p0281 074-19643 
Preliminary design aspects of design-to-cost for 
the YP-16 prototype fighter
p0465 074-31460 
The team leader's role in design to cost 
preliminary design
p0471 074-32426 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter ving design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 2: Design data 
(AD-7818071	 p0490 074-33462 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for i.proved cost, veight 
and integrity. Volu.e 3: Stress, fatigue and 
fracture, cost and material data 	 - 
[AD-781808]	 p0490 074-33463 
Advanced •etallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for i.proved cost, Weight 
and integrity. Volume 4: Baseline da.age 
tolerance evaluation 
(AD-781809)	 p0490 074-33464 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., CINCINNATI, 0810. 
Remote lift fan study program, volume 4 
(NASA-CR-121277]	 p0040 N74-10049 
NASA/GE quiet engine A acoustic test results 
(NASA-CR-121175]	 p0050 074-10732 
Radially leaned outlet guide vanes for fan 
source noise reduction 
(NASA-CR-134486)	 p0065 074-11597 
Technology for the reduction of aircraft turbine 
engine exhaust emissions
p0149 074-14300 
Hydrogen-methane fuel control syste.s for 
-turbojet engines 
(NASA-CR-121247)	 p0193 874-16493 
Quiet engine progra.: Turbine noise 
suppression. Volume 2: Treatment selection, 
installation, and test results 
[NASA-CR-134586]	 p0256 074-19401 
Recent technology advances in thrust vectoring 
syste.s
p0290 N74-20410 
Conceptual design studies of lift/cruise fans 
for military transports 
(NASA-CR-134636)	 p0444 074-30239 
Quiet engine progra. flight engine design study 
[NASA-CE-134660]	 p0475 074-33226 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., EVEIDALE, OHIO. 
Impact resistance of current design composite 
fan blades tested under short-haul operating 
conditions	 - 
(NASA-CR-134533]	 p0247 074-18672 
The effect of engine component noise on V/STOL 
aircraft noise contours 
(NASA-CR-114687]	 -	 p0297 N74-20667 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., PITTSFIELD, NASS. 
Lightning effects on general aviation aircraft 
(FAA-RD-73-991	 p0099 074-12167 
Analysis and calculation of lightning-induced 
voltages in aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2349]	 p0160 074-14754 
Preliminary tests of vulnerability of typical 
aircraft electronics to lightning-induced 
voltages 
[NASA-CR-2350]	 p0189 074-15720 
A test technique for measuring lightning-induced 
voltages on-aircraft electrical circuits 
(NASA-CR-2348]	 - p0195 074-16716 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N.Y. 
Fluidic emergency roll, control system 
(NASA-CR-1145883 	 p0040 074-10048 
Bigh sensitiVity 1000P gas •ultiplication DV 
flame detector for aircraft 
(AD-766960)	 p0063 N74-1-1296 
GENERAL HOTORS CORP., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volume 1 
(AD-7568703 -	 - p0052 N74-10749 
Test of a supersonic compressor cascade, volu.e 2 
(AD-7568711	 90052 074-10750 
GEORGIA INST. FOR RESEARCH, ATLANTA. 
Potential flow studies of lift-fan inflow - 
interference phenomena 
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(AD-773194]	 p0255 N74-18949 
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA. 
Effect of compressibility on three-dimensional 
helicopter rotor blade flutter
p0140 N74-13714 
Combustion generated noise in turbopropulsion 
systems 
(AD-768615]	 p0166 1174-15666 
Studies in low speed flight 
[AD-768858)	 p0190 N74-15728 
Helicopter blade-tip stability in forward flight 
p0195 N74-16711 
GIRAVIONS DORAND CO., PARIS (FRANCE). 
Analytical study of stresses recorded in the DR 
2011 rotor blades 
(NASA-CR-137527]	 p0407 1174-27501 
GIRAVIONS DORAID CO., SURESNES (FRANCE). 
larch 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand DR 
2011 jet flap rotor, volu.e 1 
(NASA-CR-114693)	 p0141 N74-13722 
Harch 1971 wind tunnel tests of the Dorand DR 
2011 jet flap lotor, volume 2 
(NASA-CR-114694)	 p0141 1174-13723 
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., AKRON, OHIO. 
Stability and dynamic behavior of two tethered 
balloon systems 
(AD-7664391	 p0043 1174-10070 
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., LITCHPIELD PARK, ARIZ. 
Design, test, and acceptance criteria for Army 
helicopter transparent enclosures 
(AD-767242]	 p0107 1174-12739 
GROENAN AEROSPACE CORP., BETHPAGE, N.Y. 
Users guide for a co.puter program to analyze 
the LEC 16 ft transonic dynamics tunnel cable 
mount system. 
(NASA-CR-132313]	 p0045 N74-10297 
Nonlinear crack analysis with finite elements 
• (AD-766558]	 p0067 N74-11722 
Implicit model decoupling approach to VTOL 
flight control design 
(RE-469)	 p0245 N74-186411 
Fatigue and fracture considerations for tactical 
aircraft
p0282 N74-19656 
New methods for command and stability 
augmentation via optimal control 
(RE-472]	 p0370 N74-27172 
HAHILTON STANDARD DIV., UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.. 
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN. 
Research toward development feasibility of an 
advanced technology V/STOL propeller system 
pO290 N74-20414 
HARILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONE. 
Noise and wake structure measurements in a 
subsonic tip speed fan 
(NASA-CR-2323]	 p0036 1174-10020 
Q-PANSTN for general aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CH-114665)	 p011&2 1174-13726 
Q-fan propulsion for short haul transports 
p0291 1174-20424 
HAWKER SIDDELEY AVIATION, LTD., HATFIELD (ENGLAND). 
Experience with a low altitude turbulence model 
for autoland certification
p0234 1174-17738 
HAWKER SIDDELET AVIATION, LTD., KINGSTON UPON 
TRAINS (ENGLAND). 
Aircraft auxiliary power systems study. A main 
generation channel for a V/STOL strike aircraft 
p0474 N74-32483 
HERCULES, INC., MAGNA, UTAH. 
Graphite composite landing gear components - 
side brace assembly and torque link for A37-B 
aircraft 
(AD769041J	 p0l63 N74-14779 
HONEYWELL, INC., HINNEAPOLIS, NINE. 
Hydrofluidic servoactuator development 
(AD-766308]	 p0047 1174-10491 
An investigation of airborne displays and 
controls for Search And Rescue (SAR). Volume 
9: Project Sea Scanner avionics and sensor 
system 
(AD-770548J	 p0199 N74-16754 
An investigation of airborne displays and 
controls for Search And Rescue (SAR). Volume 
8: Army NEDEVAC avionics capability study 
(AD-773611]	 p0288 074-20059
ImPERIAL COIL. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, 
F-14 optimum flight modes, volume 1 
(AD-775246]	 p0326 N74-21665 
Application of practical optimal control theory 
to the C-5A load improvement control system 
(LICS) 
(AD-776297]	 p0358 N7l&256O2 
Hydrofluidic yaw SAS analysis design and 
development 
(AD-777804]	 p0408 074-27510 
A fly-by-wire flight control system for 
decoupled manual control
p0464 N74-31443 
HORIZONS, INC., CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Development of thermally stable poly 
(fluoroalkoxyphosphazené) transmission seals 
for the DR-i helicopter 
(AD-773652)	 p0288 1174-20080 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., CULVER CITY, CALIF. 
Development of design criteria for sensor displays 
(AD-774725J	 p0303 1174-21049 
HUGHES HELICOPTERS, CULVER CITY, CALIF. 
Co.ponent noise variables of a light observation 
helicopter 
(NASA-CR-114761]	 p0297 074-20662 
Noise levels of operational helicopters of the 
oH-6 type designed to •eet the LOH mission 
(NASA-CR-114760]	 p0297 074-20663 
HURAN ENGINEERING LABS., ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, ID. 
A design study to standardize collective-stick 
controls in US Army helicopters: A Human 
Factors Engineering (HPE) evaluation 
(AD-773688]	 p0286 N711-19689 
HUmAN FACTORS RESEARCH, INC., GOLETA, CALIF. 
Color perception in the transitional zones of 
tricolor Glide-Slope Indicators (GSI5) 
(AD-771422)	 p0237 0711-17762 
HYDRONAUTICS, INC., LAUREL, ED. 
Evaluation of effectiveness of various devices 
for attenuation of trailing vortices based-on 
model tests in a large towing basin 
(NASA-CR-2202J	 p0188 N74-15710 
Model experiments to evaluate vortex dissipation 
devices proposed for installation on or near 
aircraft runways 
(NASA-CR-132365J	 p0241 N74-17959 
Simulation of wake vortices descending in a 
stably stratified atmosphere 
(AD-783750]	 p0499 N74-34715 
HYDROSPACE-CHALLENGER, INC., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Noise measurements obtained during engineering 
evaluation of two-segment approaches in a 
727-200 aircraft 	 - 
(NASA-CR-114691)	 pOiD9 N7415716 
Noise measurements at Stockton Airport obtained 
during engineering evaluation of two-segment 
approaches in a 727-222 aircraft 
(NASA-CR-114689]	 p0249 N74-18685 
Noise measurements taken at LAX during 
operational evaluation of two-segment 
approaches in a 727-200 aircraft 
[NASA-CR-114690]	 p0249 1174-18686 
lIT RESEARCH INST., ANNAPOLIS, RD. 
The electromagnetic compatibility of 
aeronautical communication and navigation 
syste.s with radio frequency dielectric 
heaters and superregenerative receivers 
(ECACPR72045]	 p0098 N74-11973 
ILLINOIS INST. OF TECH., CHICAGO. 
Objective determination of the noise level in 
Doppler spectra 
(TR-321	 •	 p0044 1174-10155 
ILLINOIS UNIV., SAVOY. 
The design and flight evaluation of a - 
performance control system 
(AD-767786]	 p01144 N74-13746 
ILLINOIS UNIV., URBANA. 
Structural dynamic response of AR-1G ring with 
1135 weapon 
(AD-781973]	 p0491 N74-33468 
IRPERIAL COLL. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, LONDON 
(ENGLAND). 
Turbulent boundary layer growth at hypersonic 
speeds 
(IC-AERO-73-04]	 p0061 074-11112 
Force measurements on caret and delta wings over 
the incidence range 27 deg less than or equal 
C- 15
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to alpha less than or equal to 55 deg at B 12.2 
tIC-AERO-71-22]	 p0154 174-14705 
The flow field and pressure distribution of an 
isolated road wheel 
(IC-AERO-72-14]	 p0155 174-14706 
Heat and •ass transfer in aircraft propulsion 
(HTS/73/55]	 p0305 174-21591 
INDOSTRIEAILAGEI-BETNIEBSBESELLSCHAPT B.B.H., 
OTTOBRURN (WEST GERBil!). 
Fatigue design practice
p0282 N74-19654 
Pull scale fatigue requirements for rational 
fatigue life prediction
p0282 W74-19657 
Full-scale fatigue testing. A comparison with 
service experience and interpretation of test 
results
p0367 N7'4-26477 
IRFORBATION SYSTEBS, HElLO PARK, CALIF. 
Antenna •odeling of the KC-135 
(AD-769913]	 p0200 174-16960 
INSTITUT FRANCO-ALLEBAID DR RECRERCHES, ST. LOUIS 
(PEARCE). 
Transonic flow around slender bodies 
p0046 174-10440 
Damage threshold determination of light walls 
submitted to single or repeated bangs, part 1 
(ISL-35/72-PT1)	 p0053 174-10846 
Study of condensation phenomena in the ISL laser 
wind tunnel using light diffusion 
(ISL-ET-19/72)	 p0060 174-11099 
Strong and weak shock waves. Experiments and 
calculations 
(ISL-NB-i/731	 p0067 E74-11718 
Reaction iodes occurring at detonation of 
explosive gas mixture due to detached shock 
front from a blunt mockup at supersonic speeds 
(ISL-28/72]	 p0067 174-11740 
calculation of the geometrical propagation of 
the sonic boom along the flight path on the 
ground under real atmospheric conditions with 
wind 
[ISL-37/72]	 p0298 N74-20673 
INSTITUT PURR FLUGRECEANIK, BRUNSWICK (WEST GERBIl!). 
Escape measures for combat helicopter crews 
p0301 874-20770 
INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT AVIATION, PARIS (PEARCE). 
Aviation needs and public concerns
p0159 N74-14749 
INSTRUMENT PLIGHT CENTER, RANDOLPH AFB, TEE. 
Evaluation of the modified Bendix AAU 19k/A AIRS 
altimeter 
(AD-768722]	 p0164 R74-15115 
Helicopter procedural innovations (unusual 
attitudes) 
(AD-78220'4)	 p0491 N74-33471 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS BACHINES CORP., 
GAITBERSBURG, MD. 
Continental Land Bass Air Traffic Control (COL! 
ATC) 
[NASA-CR-132831)	 p0048 N74-10619 
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION, MONTREAL 
(QUEBEC). 
Airworthiness Committee tenth meeting 
(DOC-9065]	 p0039 874-10035 
JAPANESE AIR SELP-DEFENSR FORCE, TOKYO. 
Concerning the perforoance data of a 
reverberation chamber 
(NASA-TT-P-15371]	 p0240 874-17958 
JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIF. INST. OF TECH., PASADENA. 
Helicopter visjal aid system
p0067 874-11691 
JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, ARLINGTON, VA. 
Computation of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a rectangular wing with plates moving at 
low subsonic speed near a screen 
(JPRS-60353]	 p0039 174-10036 
Satellite conmunications systems 
(JPRS-54505)	 p0044 874-10153 
Turbulent flow in flexible pipes and ra.jet 
engines 
(JPRS-60785]	 p0192 174-15962 
Science and transport 
[JPRS-61482]	 p0257 874-19623 
Use of the method of variation of similarity 
constants in designing aircraft over the long
CoRpoc SOURCE INDEX 
term 
[JPRS-619231	 P0298 174-20670 
Magnetometers 
(JpRS-61636]	 p0302 174-21022 
Peculiarities in operation of the orienting 
system for a T-airborne magnetometer 
p0302 174-21026 
Construction of differentiating devices for an 
airborne magnetometer
p0302 174-21027 
Determining the accuracy in registry by highly 
sensitive airborne magnetometers 
KAMAN AEROSPACE CORP., BLOOHPIELD, CORN. 
Rotary wing design methodology
pOOS4 E74-10909 
Haintainability- analysis of major helicopter 
components 
(AD-769941]	 p0197 874-16740 
KAHAN AIRCRAFT CORP., BLOORFIELD, CORN. 
Investigation of advanced structural concepts 
for fuselage 
(AD-7735971	 p0285 174-19684 
Identification of structural parameters fro. 
helicopter dynamic test data
p0497 H74-34513 
ZANIER (LEO) ASSOCIATES, REDwOOD CITY, CALIF. 
Views regarding the validity of results from 
simulation testing in comparison with the 
results from actual flight test 
(HASA-TTF151721	 p0056 N74-10922 
Comparison of simulation and flight testing at 
automatic STOL landing 
(NASA-TT-P-15171]	 p0056 874-10923 
Information content of different runway lighting 
patterns 
(RASA-TTP . 15179]	 p0060 N74-11094 
Selected problems regarding the formation of a 
simulation model 
(EASA-TT-F-15173]	 p0060 174-11095 
On the reliability of results from the tower 
test for free flight tests 
(NASA-TT-F-15174J	 p0095 874-11827 
On the effect of reliability of simulation 
results on the methodology of flight testing 
and simulation 
(NASA-TT-P15175)	 p0098 874-12015 
Air çollution from airports 
[TR-595-73]	 p0111 874-13318 
Calculation of potential flow about axially 
symmetric fuselages, annular profiles and 
engine inlets 
(NASA-TT-F-15213J	 p0139 N74-13707 
Reduction of aircraft noise in the vicinity of 
airports 
(NASA-TT-P-15237]	 p0189 174-15718 
Practical experience with a digital 
electrohydrau].ic actuator 
[NASA-TTF15292]	 p0191 874-15735 
The dynamic behavior of a digital 
electrobydraulic actuator 
(NASA-TT-P-15295]	 pOi9l 174-15736 
Results of the combined application of boundary 
layer and profile theory 
(NASA-TTP15416]	 p0254 874-18917 
Results and information obtained regarding 
aerodynamic jet interference associated with 
the Do 31 V/STOL jet transport aircraft and 
p0302 174-21028 
Aerodyna.ics of airfoils 
[JPRS623631 p0405 174-27471 
Botion of an airfoil with variable distance fro. 
a barrier
p0405 174-27472 
Longitudinal static stability of vehicles with 
two lifting wings
p0405 174-27473 
Botion of vehicle with lifting airfoils over 
rippled water surface ) (JPRS-62337] p0405 N74-27478 
Hinhma for landing aircraft 
(JPRS-62252] p0407 174-27502 
JOINT TECHNICAL COORDINATING GROUP FOR AIR LAUNCHED 
ION-NUCLEAR ORDNANCE. 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Sy.posiu. 
proceedings, volu.e 2 
(AD-773814] p0298 174-20676
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LINGUISTIC S!STEIS, INC.. • CAIBRIDGE, BASS,. 
their application to future V/STOL development 
(NISA-TT-P-155331	 p0298 074-20669 
Process and device for adaptation of sharp 
leading edge airfoils to any speed, subsonic 
or supersonic 
(NASA-TT-P-15569)	 p0323 074-21631 
Near field and far field sound radiation from Do 
31 V/STOL jet transport and possibilities for 
noise abatement in future V/STOL development 
[NASA-TT-F-15534)	 p0324 074-21650 
Diffusion welding in aviation technology 
(NASA-TT-F-155681	 p0328 074-22138 
Plight-mechanics problems during landing 
approach with direct lift control, exemplified 
by BPS 320 Bansa 
(NASA-TT-P- 15614)	 p0355 874-25566 
General principles of designing control systems 
(NASA-TT-P-782]	 p0357 074-25594 
Plight path control equipment for producing 
curved flight path profiles with microwave 
landing systems 
[NASA-TT-F-15608] 	 p0361 074-26150 
Design study of an electronic landing display 
for STOL aircraft 
(BASA-TT-P-15618]	 p0361 074-26151 
Investigations on rolling damping of slender vings 
(NASA-TT-P-15729) 	 p0362 074-26423 
Wind tunnel investigations aimed at devising 
tests of aircraft spin 
(NASA-TT-F15726J	 p0405 074-27479 
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
devices for increasing wing lift. 3: 
Influence of ground proximity on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the flaps 
(NASA-TTF15762]	 p0405 074-27483 
Turbulent lift. comments on some preli.inary 
wind tunnel tests 
(NASA-TT-F-15743]	 p0405 074-27484 
On the use of branch modes for the calculation 
of helicopter structural dynamic characteristics 
(NASA-TT-P-15713)	 p0407 874-27503 
Safety during automatic landing with poor 
visibility 
(NASA-TT-F-15716]	 p0410 074-28101 
Use of conventional equipment to measure the 
effective perceived noise level of aircraft 
p0411 074-28399 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the 
transonic range 
(NASATT-P-15803)	 p0416 074-28522 
Investigation of the reactions of skin panels in

relation to duration of acoustical loading 
p0443 074-29800 
Investigation of the possibility of use of 
vibroacoustical signals for purposes of 
diagnostics in aeronautical engineering 
p0444 N74-29875 
On the application of theory of Narkov processes 
to the evaluation of state of dynamic systems 
and to control of aircraft oscillations 
(NASA-TT-F-15817J 	 p0472 074-32441 
Effect of artificial stability on aircraft 
performance 
(NASA-TT-P-15953J	 p0472 874-32442 
A new aviation for heavy transport 
(NASA-TT-P-15935)	 p0489 874-33446 
KANSAS UNIV. CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE. 
Plight test data for a Cessna Cardinal 
(NASA-CR-2337]	 p0159 074-14752 
Separate surface stability augmentation design 
and development
p0249 074-18687 
An analytical investigatiod of wing-jet 
interaction 
(NASACR13814O)	 p0323 874-21633 
An investigation of separate surface stability 
augmentation systems for general aviation 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-138120) 	 p0324 074-21647 
The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration interdisciplinary studies in 
space technology at the University of Kansas 
(NASA-CR-140623] 	 p0501 074-35250 
KANSAS UNIV., LAWRENCE. 
An optimal control approach to airplane 
stability augmentation systems design 
p0195 074-16712 
An analytical investigation of wing-jet 
interaction
(NASA-CR-138140]	 p0488 074-33436 
KENTUCKY UNIV., LEXINGTON. 
Effects of strain amplitude on the shear modulus 
of soils 
(AD-757516)	 p0046 074-10404 
KEBNPORSCBUNGSANLAGE, JOEUC8 (VEST GEHIANT). 
Acclimatized wind track for measurement of 
oxygen isotope fractionation in isolated 
leaves and in leaf models 
(JUL-949-PC]	 p0241 074-17961 
KETRON, INC., mAINE, PA. 
Integrated maintenance and readiness data 
processing for the CASEE simulation model 
(AD-771416]	 p0238 074-17766 
KRUPP (PRIED.) G.H.8.R., ESSEN (VEST GEEBAJY). 
Hanufacture of titanium and titanium alloy 
semifinished products
p0064 074-11338 
LABORATORIUN PUER BE?RXEBSPESTIGKEIT, DARHSTADT 
(VEST GERHANY). 
Service loads on nose landing gears of the P-104 
airplane 
[LBP-TB-103/1972]	 p0056 074-10924 
Plight-by-flight tests with notched specimens 
using a wing upper surface load spectrum 
[LBP-PB-104/7i)	 p0097 074-11839 
Gust velocities encountered by a 720-B type 
airplane and derived by means of a model for 
continuous turbulence 
(LBF-P8-105/73)	 p0097 074-11840 
A standardized load sequence for flight 
simulation tests on transport aircraft wing 
structures 
(LBP-PB-106/73]	 p0097 074-11841 
Review of investigations on aeronautical fatigue 
in the Federal Republic of Germany, Hay 1969 - 
June 1973 
(LBP-S-108]	 p0097 074-11843 
Research reports from the Institute for Service 
Reliability, issue 6
p0332 074-23491 
A standardized flight-by-flight test program for 
the fatigue life evaluation of wing components 
of transport aircraft
p0367 074-26476 
LEHIGH UNIV., BETHLEREH, PA. 
An improved exceedance theory for combined 
random stresses with application to aircraft 
gust response
p0152074-14569 
-LIBRARY OP CONGRESS, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
The Federal Government and energy: R and 0 
historical background
p0102 074-12687 
LINCOLN LAB., BASS. INST. OP TECH., LEXINGTON. 
Provisional signal formats for the discrete 
address beacon system 
(ATC-30]	 p0048 074-10620 
An optimum interference detector for DABS 
monopulse data editing 
(ESD-TR-73-253]	 p0048 074-10621 
Interrogation scheduling algorithms for a 
discrete address beacon system 
(ATC-19)	 p0065 074-11432 
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and 
planning	 - 
[PAA-RD-73-161]	 p0100 074-12356 
Development of a discrete address beacon system 
(PAA-RD-73-165)	 p0100 074-12362 
Empirical assessment of ATCRBS 
[ATC16)	 p0164 074-15379 
The effects of interference on •onopulse 
performance - 
(AD-769336J	 p0192 074-15876 
Prediction of optical landing guidance system 
performance in Cat. 3-a minimum weather 
(AD-773830J	 p0289 074-20237 
LINGUISTIC SYSTENS, INC., CANBRIDGE, BASS. 
Study of heaving motion in air cushion vehicles 
(NASA-TT-P-151063	 p0039 074-10038 
Ground lighting equipment 
[NASA-TT-P-15176)	 p0060 074-11092 
Visual landings in regional and local airports 
(NASA-TT-P-15177J	 p0060 074-11093 
Hodern beaconing in airports for bad weather 
flights 
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LITTLE (ARTHUR D.), INC., 
[NASA-TT-F-151l8)	 p0065 N74-111133 
Rethod of calculation of annual overall 
efficiency of modern wind-power plants 
[NASA-TT-F-15310) 	 p0191 N74-15748 
A monitor display for automatically regulated 
steep approaches	 - 
(EASA-TT-F-15615) 	 p0419 1174-29118 
LITTLE (ARTHUR D.), INC., CANBRIDGE, NASS. 
Failure analysis of helicopter external 
cargo-handling systems 
[AD-767254]	 p0142 874-13729 
LOCKHEED NISSILES AID SPACE CO., HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 
- Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment. 
Volume 2: Appendixes 
(AD-783665]	 p0998 1174-34537 
Analysis of predicted aircraft wake vortex 
transport and comparison with experiment. 
Volume 1: Wake vortex predictive system study 
(AD-783649]	 p0499 1174-34716 
LOCKHEED NISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
The influence of a deflected central spike on 
the aerodynamic coefficients of a rotationally 
symmetric hypersonic body 
(DLB-FB-69371	 p0103 1174-12706 
Development of engineerin data on thick-section 
electron beam welded titanium 
(AD-774051]	 p0303 1174-21151 
LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO., BURBANK. 
Hultistage aerospace craft 
(NASA-CASE-111F022631	 p0054 1174-10907 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for short 
haul transportation 
[NASA-CR-2355]	 p0096 1174-11835 
Ice protection investigation for advanced 
rotary-wing aircraft 
[AD-771182/3GA]	 p0250 1174-18693 
Galvanic corrosion effects associated with 
graphite composites/metal joints 
(LB-26088)	 p0254 1174-18813 
Effect of yaw damper on Lateral gust loads in 
design of the L-1011 transport
p0353 1174-25551 
The Lockheed L-1011 Tristar fatigue and 
fail-safe development program
p0366 1174-26462 
Low noise propeller technology demonstration 
[AD-779773)	 p0443 1174-29395 
Analysis of maneuverability effects on 
rotor/wing design characteristics 
(AD-779448]	 p01143 1174-29401 
Application of an interdisciplinary rotary wing 
aircraft analysis to the prediction of 
helicopter maneuver loads 
(AD-779449J	 p0443 1174-29402 
Hingeless rotor theory and experiment on 
vibration reduction by periodic variation of 
conventional controls
p0497 1174-34515 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA CO., NARIETTA. 
Additional three-dimensional boundary-layer 
computations for a finite swept wing 
(BASA-CR-132335]	 p0038 1174-10029 
V/STOL noise prediction and reduction 
(LG73ER0062]	 p0056 1174-10921 
A survey of drag prediction techniques 
applicable to subsonic and transonic aircraft 
design
p0l55 1174-14711 
C-5A/orbiter wind tunnel testing and analysis: 
Piggyback ferry 
(NASA-CR-134184]	 p0189 1174-15717 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. 
Volume 1: Experimental research 
(AD-771290]	 p0232 1174-17710 
Theoretical and experimental investigations of 
vortex lift control by spanwise blowing. 
Volume 2: Three-dimensional theory for 
vortex-lift augmentation 
(AD-771304]	 p0232 1174-17711 
Correaltion of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight •easurelents on the C-141A aircraft. 
Phase 2: Wind tunnel test, analysis, and 
prediction techniques. Volume 1: Drag 
predictions, wind tunnel data analysis and 
correlation 
(NASACR23331	 p0248 1174-18679
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
Correlation of full-scale drag predictions with 
flight measurements on the C-141A aircraft 
phase 2: Wind tunnel tests, analysis, and 
prediction techniques. Volume 2: Wind tunnel 
test and basic data 
[NASA-CR-2334)	 p0248 1179-18680 
Validation of new gust design procedures for 
military transports 
(AD-775385]	 p0324 N7421641 
Small scale wind tunnel model investigation of 
hybrid high lift systens combining upper 
surface blowing with the internally blown flap 
(NASA-CR-1147581	 p0412 1174-28479 
Study of stability of large nanenvers of airplanes 
(NASA-CR-2447]	 p0442 1174-29382 
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics 
for oscillating wings with thickness (computer 
program) 
(NASA-CR-132477]	 p0487 1174-33427 
Feasibility study of the transonic biplane 
concept for transport aircraft application 
[NASA-Cs-132462]	 p0495 N74-34477 
Non-engine aerodynamic noise investigation of a 
large aircraft 
(NASA-CR-2378]	 p0495 1174-34482 
Advanced metallic structures: Cargo wing design 
for improved cost, weight, and integrity 
[AD-782258]	 p0497 1174-34523 
LOS ALANOS SCIENTIFIC LAB., N.NEX. 
Temporal observations of the Lambda 5303 
emission line profile during the 74 minute 
totality from the Concorde SST at the 30 June 
1973 total solar eclipse: Preliminary 
intensity variations above an active region 
(LA-UR-73-1304)	 p0293 1174-20527 
Development of a LASL whole-air sampler for 
WB-57F aircraft 
(LA-5491-BS]	 p0474 1179-32903 
LOUGHBOROIJGH UNIV. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND). 
In place of congestion: Some observations on 
the transport of freight 
(TT-7308)	 p0053 1174-10890 
LTV AEROSPACE CORP., DALLAS TEl. 
Definition of study objectives for integrated 
crew module development 
(AD-769065)	 p0162 1174-14773 
Limit criteria for low cost airframe concepts 
(AD-777572]	 p0369 1174-26489 
S-3A graphite/epoxy spoiler development program 
[AD-779069]	 p0444 1174-30013 
Hodern engineering methods in aircraft 
preliminary design
p0471 1174-32425 
LTV AEROSPACE CORP., BANPYON, VA. 
A structural design for an Externally Blown Flap 
(EBF) medium STOL research aircraft 
(NASA-CR-112249]	 p0353 1174-25548 
LUCAS AEROSPACE LTD., BRADFORD (ENGLAND). 
Interrupt times on constant frequency ac systems 
p0473 1174-32481 
LUCAS AEROSPACE LTD., HEHEL BEHPSTEAD (ENGLAND). 
VSCF generators
p0474 1179-32485 
LUFTFABRT-BUNDESAET, BRUNSWICK (WEST GERNANY). 
Noise limit values of aircraft 
[DGLR-PAPER-74-015)	 p0368 1174-26482 
II 
HAGNAVOX RESEARCH LLBS., TORRANCE, CALIF. 
Advanced tracking and data relay experiments 
study: Hultimode transponder experiment 
equipment 
(NASA-CR1329301	 p0200 1174-16887 
HARYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PAEK. 
Artificial development of an atmospheric 
boundary layer flow model in a wind tunnel 
pO139 1174-13701 
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OP TECH., CAMBRIDGE. 
Motorless flight research, 1972 
(NASA-CR-2315]	 p0041 1174-10051 
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions 
from gas turbine conbustors
p0199 1174-14291 
Application of the collision-imparted velocity 
method for analyzing the responses of 
containment and deflector structures to engine 
rotor fragment impact 
[NASA-CR-134494]	 p0194 174-16592 
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	 MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV., 
Experinental and data analysis techniques for 
deducing collision-induced forces fro. 
photographic histories of engine rotor 
fragment impact/interaction with a containment 
ring 
(NASA-CR-134548)	 p0243 N74-18399 
Aircraft requirements for low/medium density 
markets 
(NASA-CR-137373]	 p0282 1374-19651 
A practical scheme for adaptive aircraft flight 
control systems
p035? 1374-25588 
Flight control systems research 
[NASA-CR-139595)	 p0463 1374-31427 
Digital flight control research 
(NASA-CR-2433)	 p0489 1374-33448 
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CO., ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Structural fatigue analysis and testing for 
fighter aircraft
p0282 1374-19655 
Air-to-air fire control exposition, phase 3 
(Expo 3) 
(AD-7753601	 p0327 1374-21673 
Conceptual design studies of a V/STOL civil lift 
fan transport including effect of size and fan 
pressure ratio 
[NASA-CR-2426]	 p0406 1374-27498 
Manufacturing methods for self-sealing fuel lines 
(AD-778083]	 p0411 1374-28243 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., HUNTINGTON 
BEACH, CALIF. 
The ablation performance of foams in a low heat 
flux
p0045 1374-10263 
Vehicle design considerations for active control 
applicatiofr to subsonic transport aircraft 
[NASA-CB-2408]	 p0494 1374-34476 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., ST. LOUIS, 130. 
Forward air controller: Tactical air command 
pilot communication orientation 
[AD-771071]	 p0244 1374-18637 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., LONG BEACH, CILIF. 
A study to determine the applicability of noise 
abatement approach procedures to McDonnell 
Douglas Aircraft 
(NASA-CR-1146771	 p0188 1374-15714 
Study of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft for 
short-haul transportation. Volume 1: Summary 
(NASA-CR-2353]	 p0196 1374-16718 
Analytical studies of two-element airfoil systems 
(AD-775538)	 p0324 1374-21645 
Aerodynamic prediction methods for aircraft at 
low speeds with mechanical high lift devices 
p0364 N74-26'!47 
Airworthiness philosophy developed from 
full-scale testing
p0366 1374-26464 
Windshield bird strike structure design criteria 
(AD-779729]	 p0442 N74-29393 
An analysis of the impact of cabin floor angle 
restrictions on L/D for a typical supersonic 
transport 
(NASA-CR-132508]	 p0494 1374-34469 
M!CBAEICAL TEcHNOLOGY, INC., LATHAM, N.!. 
Investigation of rotor dynamic and high speed 
bearing technology for a 3 KW turbo-alternator 
(AD-765501]	 p0047 1374-10486 
Recommended design modifications to the CH-47 
forward rotor drive gearbox 
[AD-769062]	 p0162 N74-14775 
Prediction of gear- mesh-induced high-frequency 
vibration spectra in geared power trains 
[AD-777496]	 p0369 1374-26493 
MESSEBSCHMITT-BOELKOW G.M.B.H., OTTOBRUNN (WEST 
GERMANY). 
Influence of turbulence on helicopter design and 
operation
p0234 1374-17736 
Noise reducing methods for STOL aircraft 
approach and takeoff 
(NASA-TT-P-15612]	 p0413 1374-28500 
M5SSERSCHMITT-BOELKOW-BLOHM G.M.B.H., EAMBURG (WEST 
GEE MA N ! ) 
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of 
the A 300 B aircraft structure
p0166 N74-15614 
MESSERSCHMITT-BOELKOWBLOHM G.M.B.H., MUNICH (WEST 
GERMAN!). 
Propulsion syste. of the V3 101 C VTOL aircraft:
Philosophy and practical experience 
p0292 N74-20428 
Active flutter suppression on wings with 
external stores
p0354 1374-25555 
Advancements in future fighter aircraft 
p0466 1374-31483 
Designing for •aneuverability: Requirements and 
limitations
p0471 1374-32424 
MESSENSCHMITT-BOELKOW-BLOEM G.M. 8.13., OTTOBBUNN 
(WEST GERMANY). 
Loads prediction methods for hingeless rotor 
helicopters
p0055 1374-10915 
status and development tendencies of titanium 
processing
p0064 1374-11339 
Problems of estimating the drag of a helicopter 
p0156 1374-14715 
Reciprocal influence of a body of finite length 
and a wing at mid-wing position at subsonic 
speed 
(BMVG-FBVT-73-33)	 p0231 1374-17707 
Systematic sound insulation investigations 
(MBB-UH-06-74-0]	 p0368 1374-26483 
Helicopter rotor noise and possibilities for its 
reduction 
(MBB-UD-118-74-0]	 p0368 1374-26485 
META SYSTEMS, INC., SANTA CLARA, CALIF. 
Potential conflict prediction and associated 
functions for oceanic air traffic control 
automation 
(AD-767453)	 p0112 1374-13427 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV., EAST LANSING. 
Research on free and impinging jets for the 
development of STOL aircraft 
(NASA-CR-138031)	 p028? 1374-19902 
MIDWEST RESEARCH INST., KANSAS CITY, MO. 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate 
for aircraft applications 
(AD-770350]	 p0201 1374-17278 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (WEST GERMAN!). 
The hingeless rotor: A concept to increase 
mission effectiveness at reduced costs 
p0305 1374-21616 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, LONDON (ENGLAND). 
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Specialists Meeting on Aerodynamic Drag 
(AGARD-AR-58]	 p0054 N74-10905 
Technical Evaluation report
p0155 N74-14710 
Report on the Conference on Transparent Aircraft 
Enclosures 
(AD-769372]	 p0199 1374-16755 
Materials for aerospace current research and 
development 
(D-MAT-194)	 p0303 1374-21139 
The reduction of airframe costs with particular 
reference to combat aircraft
p0305 1374-21615 
Aircraft fatigue and structural integrity in the 
Royal Air Force from a maintenance engineering 
viewpoint
p0367 1374-2647'! 
Comparison of electrical generating systems 
based on IDG and VSCF techniques in two types 
of aircraft
p04?3 N74-32482 
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE. 
Two-dimensional wind tunnel test on a 
variable-camber airfoil with distributed 
suction boundary-layer control 
(AD-766304J	 p0038 N7410033 
Investigation of the suction system and 
boundary-layer characteristics on a high-lift, 
BLC L-19 test aircraft 
[AD-766305]	 p00'!2 1374-10063 
Research in the area of the aerodynamics.Of 
rotors and propellers 
(AROD-T-3-23-E]	 p0286 1374-19688 
An investigation of the trailing vorticity 
behind a STOL aircraft 
[AD-774571]	 p0299 1374-20677 
Three-dimensional measurements of the velocity 
in the near flow field of a full-scale 
hovering rotor 
(AD-781547]	 p03!?0 N74-32417 
C- 19
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NISSOURI UNIV., COLUNBIL. (NLSL-T8-X-62309]	 p0093 874-11810 
Adaptive control techniques without perturbation Lerodyna.ic characteristics of a large-scale 
for systems with inaccessible state variables model with a swept wing and a jet flap having 
with application to a supersonic aircraft air an expandable duct 
inlet control system (NASA-TN-I-62281)	 p0095 874-11826 
p0499 874-34668 En route position and ti.e control of aircraft 
NOBIL BXSEARCE AND DEVELOPNENT CORP., PAULSBORO, N.J. using Kal.an filtering of radio aid data 
Nicrofog lubricant application syste. for (NASA-TN-D-7509J	 p0100 874-12360 
advanced turbine engine components, phase 3 Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of the 
(NASA-cR-121271]	 p0050 874-10730 lateral-directional characterisitcs of a 
AOTOBEN- 080 TURBINES-UNION NUENCHEN G.!.B.R. 	 (VEST large-scale variable wing-sweep fighter model 
GERUNY). in the high-lift configuration 
Comparative appraisal of propulsion systems f or [NASA-TE-I-62306]	 p0103 874-12714 
VTOL-aircraft Trends in transport aircraft avionics 
p0289 874-20402 (BASA-TE-I-62322]	 p0104 874-12715 
Investigation of the relative merits of Aerodynamic and noise •easnre.ents on a 
different power plants for STOL-aircraft with quasi-two dimensional augmentor wing model 
blown flap application with lobe-type nozzles 
p0289 874-20406 (NASA-TE-I-62237J	 p0140 874-13719 
The influence of the control concept for V/STOL Takeoff and landing perfor.ance and noise 
engines on their static and dyna.ic measurements of a deflected slipstrea. STOL 
perfor.ance characteristics airplane with interconnected propellers and 
p0290 874-204 15 rotating cylinder flaps 
(NASA-T8-I-62320J	 p0141 874-13720 
N Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 25 deg swept-wing jet transport model with an 
NAGOYA UNIV.	 (JAPAN). external blowing triple-slotted flap 
The •ini.u. induced drag of the he.i-elliptic (NASA-TE-I-62197]	 p0141 874-13721 
ground effect wing Transonic single-mode flutter and buffet of a 
p023 1 874-17700 low aspect ratio wing having a subsonic 
NATIOnAL LUCHT-EI RUIITEVAARTLABORATORIUN, airfoil shape 
AESTERDAN (NETHERLANDS). [NASA-TN-D-7346]	 p0153 874-14631 
A standardized load sequence for flight Plotting progra. for aerodyna.ic lifting surface 
simulation tests on transport aircraft wing theory 
structures (NASA-TN-I-62321]	 p0158 874-14739 
(LBF-PB-106/73J	 p0097 874-11841 A study of the nonlinear aerodynamics of bodies 
NATIONAL AERO- AND ASTRONAUTICAL RESEARCB INST., in nonplanar •otion 
AESTERDAN (NETHERLANDS). (NASA-TR-R-421J	 p0158 874-14741 
Re-assessment of fatigue perfor.ance of fighter Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale wind 
aircraft tunnel model of an upper-surface blown flap 
p0283 874-19659 transport having two engines 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHEENT, OTTAWA (NASA-T8-I-62319]	 p0189 874-15719 
(ONTARIO). Ames research facilities summary 1974 
Reynolds number effects at low speeds on the (NASA-Tfl-I-69411] 	 p0192 874-15939 
•axiuu. lift of two-di.ensional aerofoil Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures 
sections equipped with mechanical high lift (NASA-CASE-ARC-10813-1] 	 p0193 874-16249 
devices Co•puter programs for estimating aircraft 
p0113 874-13674 takeoff and landing performance 
Drag of supercritical airfoils in transonic flow (NASA-Tn-I-62333]	 p0196 874-16720 
p0156 874-14719 Nor.al loads progra. for aerodyna.ic lifting 
Au experi.ental analysis and buffet surface theory 
investigation of the shockless lifting airfoil (NASA-TN-X-62326]	 p0231 874-17702 
no.	 1 Preliminary performance estimates of a highly 
[AD-772727]	 p0247 874-18668 maneuverable remotely piloted vehicle 
Nodification of V/STOL instru•ent approach (NASA-TN-D-7551]	 p0248 874-18677 
geometry as a means of compensating for Integrated propulsion/energy transfer control 
along-track wind effects systems for lift-fan V/STOL aircraft 
(NRC-13842]	 p0256 874-19281 p0291 874-20416 
Esti.ates of the lateral-directional stability Landing rates for mixed STOL and CTOL traffic 
derivatives of a helicopter from flight (NASA-TN-D-7666]	 pO3O4 874-21290 
measurements Sensitivity of transport aircraft performance 
(NHC-13882]	 p0283 874-19662 and economics to advanced technology and 
NATIONAL AENONAUTICAL LAB., BANGALORE (INDIA). cruise Nach number 
Aerodynamic aspects of the proble•s of (NASA-TN-X-62336]	 p0325 874-21654 
air-intakes and exhaust for a supersonic A flight investigation of the STOL 
transport aircraft characteristics of an augmented jet flap STOL 
(NAL-TR-194J	 p0159 874-14148 research aircraft 
Changes in flutter results by stiffening sole [NASA-TH-I-62334]	 pO329 874-22637 
degrees of freedom Display requirenents for the final approach and 
[TR-195]	 p0188 874-15709 landing phase of an BPv mission 
Automatic flight control (1966-1973) (NASA-TE-x-62346]	 p0354 874-25561 
(NAL-BI8L-SER-51)	 p0353 874-25545 Estimation of longitudinal aerodynamic 
Bibliography on safety in aircraft operations coefficients and co.parison with wind-tunnel 
(1970-1972) values 
(NAL-BIBL-SEB-45]	 p0353 874-25547 p0356 874-25577 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADEINISTRATION. LEES sonlinear parameter identification:
	 Ballistic 
RESEARCH CENTER, •OFFETT FIELD. CALIF. range experience applicable to flight testing 
Acoustic characteristics of a large-scale p0356 874-25580 
augaentor wing model at forward speed Dynamics of tilting proprotor aircraft in cruise 
(NASA-TM-I-2940] 	 p0041 874-10052 flight 
Study of airborne science experi.ant •anagement (NASA-TN-D-7677]	 p0407 874-27500 
concepts for application to space shuttle. C-load measuring and indicator apparatus 
Volume 3:
	 Appendixes [NLSA-CASE-AHC-10806]	 p0409 874-27872 
(NASA-TM-X-62289]	 p0053 N74-10783 Preliminary performance estimates of an oblique, 
Preliminary assessment of the microwave landing all-wing, remotely piloted vehicle for 
system requirements for STOL operations air-to-air combat 
(NASA-TB-I-62310]	 p0064 N74-11431 (NASA-TN-D-7731]	 p0413 N74-28507 
Geometry progra. for aerodynamic lifting surface The use of an aircraft test stand for VTOL 
theory handling qualities studies
C-20 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADNINISTEATIOI. CONTD 
(NASATRX62218)	 p0418 N74-28737 
A STOL terminal area navigation system 
(NASA-TEX62348)	 p0444 N74-30095 
Single wing supersonic aircraft 
(..BASA-CASE-ARC104703] 	 p0445 874-30414 
Analytical model for tilting proprotor aircraft 
dyna.ics, including blade torsion and coupled 
bending •odes, and conversion •ode operation 
(NASA-TN-X-62369)	 p0467 8714-31498 
Perturbation solutions for the influence of 
forward flight on helicopter rotor flapping 
stability 
(NASA-TM-X-62361]	 p0467 874-31501 
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning beam 
•icrowave landing system 
(NASA-TE-X-62368)	 p0468 874-31617 
Apparatus for span loading to alleviate 
wake-vortex hazard behind aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10801-1]	 p0471 8744-32428 
A flight investigation of a terminal area 
navigation and guidance concept for STOL 
aircraft 
(NASA-T8-X-62375]	 p0474 874-33114 
Abating exhaust noises in jet engines 
(NASACASEARC-10712-1]	 p0474 874-33218 
Improvements to the kernel function method of 
steady, subsonic lifting surface theory 
(NASA-TN-X-62327]	 p0487 874-33429 
Parameter estimation of powered-lift STOL 
aircraft characteristics including turbulence 
and ground effects 
(NASA-Tfl-X-623821	 p0493 874-344466 
Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability 
(NASACASEARC-10807-1]	 p0494 874-34475 
Flight-path and airspeed control during landing 
approach for powered-lift aircraft 
[NASA-TN-D-7791]	 p0495 874-34481 
Rotorcraft dynamics 
[NASASP-352]	 p0495 874-34489 
Some approximations to the flapping stability of 
helicopter rotors
p0496 874-344944 
Nulticyclic jet-flap control for alleviation of 
helicopter blade stresses and fuselage vibration 
p0497 874-34512 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADEINISTRATION. 
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDVARDS, CALIF. 
Results of a feasibility study using the 
Newton-Raphson digital computer program to 
identify lifting body derivatives from flight 
dita 
[NASA-TE-I-56017]	 p0094 874-11814 
Flight experience with the decelerating noise 
abatement approach 
(NASA-TE-X-56020]	 p0104 N74-12720 
Three-axis adjustable loading structure 
[NASA-CASE-FRC-10051-1)	 p0110 8711-13129 
Terminal guidance system 
(NASA-CASE-FNC-100491) 	 p0111 874-13420 
Flight study of a vehicle operational status and 
monitoring system 
(NASA-TN-D-7546] 	 p0141 874-13725 
Review of drag measurements from flight tests of 
manned aircraft with comparisons to 
wind-tunnel predictions
p0158 874-14735 
RPL-10 lifting body flight control system 
characteristics and operational experience 
[NASA-TN-X-2956] 	 pOlS9 874-14753 
Performance of a ballute decelerator towed 
behind a jet airplane 
(NASA-TN-X-56019]	 p0160 874-14760 
Flight experience with a pivoting traversing 
boundary-layer probe 
(NASA-TE-X-56022]	 p0192 874-16102 
A simplified flight-test method for determining 
aircraft takeoff performance that includes 
effects of pilot technique 
(NASA-TN-D-7603]	 p0195 874-16717 
Flight-test investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics and flow interference effects 
about the aft fuselage of the F-lilA airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7563]	 p0246 874-18657 
Initial results from flight testing a large, 
remotely piloted airplane model 
(NASA-TN-X-56024]	 p0247 874-18671 
Flight investigation of approach and flare from 
- sinulated breakout altitude of a subsonic jet 
transport and comparison with analytical models
(NASA-TN-D-7645]	 p0284 N74-19672 
Parameter estimation techniques and application 
in aircraft flight testing 
(NASA-TN-D-7647]	 p0355 874-25569 
Identification of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives in the presence of turbulence 
p0356 874-25575 
Determination of propulsion-system-induced 
forces and moments of a Each 3 cruise aircraft 
p0357 874-25591 
Flight-measured inlet pressure transients - 
accompanying engine compressor surges on the 
F-lilA airplane 
(NASA-TN-D-7696)	 p0362 874-26251 
Flight evaluation of advanced control systems 
and displays on a general aviation airplane 
(NASA-TN-0-7703J	 p0407 874-27499 
Use of a pitot-static probe for determining wing 
sectiondrag in flight at Each numbers from 
0.5 to approximately 1.0 
[NASA-TE-I-56025]	 p0441 874-29370 
Design and flight experience with a digital 
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8 airplane 
-	 p0464 874-311150 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADEINISTRATION. 
GODDARD SPACE PLIGRT CENTER, GREENBELT, ED. 
Low speed phaselock speed control syste. 
(NASA-CASE-GSC-1 1127-1] 	 p0044 874-10202 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AD SPACE ADNINISTRATION. JOHN 
F. KENNED! SPACE CENTER S COCOA BEACH. FLA. 
Test of LOX compatibility for asphalt and 
concrete runway materials 
(NASA-TE-I-64086]	 p0059 8714-11091 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADNINISTEATION. 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, LANGLEY STATION, VA. 
Exploratory investigation at Each numbers from 
0.40 to 0.95 of the effects of jets blown over 
a wing 
[NASA-TN-D-7367]	 p0036 N74-10014 
Effect of blockage ratio on drag and pressure 
distributions for bodies of revolution at 
transonic speeds 
[NASA-TN-D-7331]	 p0036 N74-10015 
A study of methods which predict supersonic flow 
fields from body geometry, distance, and Each 
number 
[NASA-TN-D-7387]	 p0038 874-10030 
Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute 
fabric 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10776-1] 	 p0038 874- 10034 
Effect of geometry variations on lee-surface 
vortex-induced heating for flat-bottom 
three-dimensional bodies at Each 6 
(NASA-TN-D-7447]	 p0045 874-10318 
A buoyant tornado-probe concept incorporating an 
inverted lifting device 
(NASA-TN-D-7335]	 p0047 874-10584 
A roll-pitch interaction simulator and a control 
position command encoder for remote piloting 
of spin-entry research models 
(NASA-TN-D-7361]	 p0059 N74-11059 
Notion software for a synergistic 
six-degree-of-freedom motion base 
(NASA-TN-D-7350]	 p0060 N74-11096 
Control of supersonic wind-tunnel noise by 
laminarization of nozzle-wall boundary layer 
(NASA-TE-X-2879]	 p0062 N74-11119 
Model studies of crosswind landing-gear 
configurations for STOL aircraft
p0066 874-11680 
Nodal support roll balance and roll coupling 
p0066 874-11681 
Canard-wing lift interference related to 
maneuvering aircraft at subsonic speeds 
[NASA-TMI-2897]	 p0094 N74-11819 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 17 
percent thick airfoil section designed for 
general aviation applications 
(NASA-TN-D-7 l128]	 p0094 874-11821 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of 
the performance of a fan-in-wing VTOL 
configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7498] 	 p0094 874-11823 
Study of a control system to alleviate aircraft 
response to horizontal and vertical gusts 
(NASA-TN-D-7278J	 p0095 874-11825 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of an 
all-body research aircraft configuration 
(NASA-TN-D-7358]	 p0096 N74-11831 
C-2 1
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CORPORATE SOURCE 11001 
Wind tunnel investigation of an upper surface 
blown jet-flap powered-lift configuration 
(NASA-TE-D-7399]	 p0096 074-11832 
Results of the flight noise measurenent program 
using a standard and •odified SH-3A helicopter 
(NASA-TN-D-7330]	 p0096 674-11836 
An exploratory simulation study of a head-up 
display for general aviation lightplanes 
(NASA-TN-D-7456]	 p0097 074-11837 
Off-center-line shock interference heating 
patterns on basic shapes in hypersonic flows 
(NASA-Tfl-X-2866]	 p0098 074-12091 
Fatigue-test acceleration with flight-by-flight 
loading and heating to simulate 
supersonic-transport operation 
(NASA-T0-D-7380) 	 p0099 074-12261 
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a 
family of power-la'w, wing body configurations 
(NASA-TN-D-74271 	 p0102 074-12705 
The effects of an autopilot on airplane 
responses to turbulence with emphasis on tail 
loads 
(NASA-TN-D-7231]	 - pOlO4 074-12719 
A real-time digital program for estimating 
aircraft stability and control parameters from 
flight test data by using the maximum 
likelihood •ethod 
(NASA-T0-X-2788]	 p0146 674-13882
Structural analysis of light aircraft using 
N AS T B AN
p0153 074-14594 
Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled 
controls during approach and landing of 'a STOL 
transport airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7363) 	 p018? 074-15703
Vortex wake research
p0233 074-17733 
Theoretical horizontal tail loads and associated 
aircraft responses of an autopilot-controlled 
jet transport flying in turbulence 
p0234 074-17742 
Wind tunnel investigation of simulated 
helicopter engine exhaust interacting with 
windstrea. 
(NASA-T6-X-3016)	 p0237 074-17758 
Co.puted lateral power spectral density response 
of conventional and STOL airplanes to random 
atmospheric turbulence	 - 
[NASA-TN-D-74 444]	 p0237 074-17759
Pressure distribution on a vectored-thrust 
V/STOL fighter in the transition-speed range 
(NASA-T6-X-2867]	 p0246 0714-18658 
Control theory analysis of a three-axis VTOL
	 -
flight director 
(NASA-TN-Z-69960J	 p0248 074-18676 
Flight investigation of effects of a fan-in-fin 
yaw control concept on helicopter 
flying-quality characteristics 
(NASA-TN-D-7452]	 p02449 074-18688 
The effect of wind tunnel wall interference on 
the performance of a fan-in-wing VTOL •odel 
(NASA-TN-D-7518J	 p0254 074-18895 
Development and flight tests of a gyro-less wing 
leveler and directional autopilot 
(NASA-TN-D-71160J	 p0256 074-19282 
-Input description for Jameson's 
three-dimensional transonic airfoil analysis, 
program 
(NASA-T0-I-71919]	 p0281 074-19640 
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale 
semispan model with an unswept wing and an 
upper-surface blown jet flat 
(NASA-TN-D-7526]	 p0283 074-19663 
Wind tunnel tests of a full-scale model of a 
light twin-engine airplane with fixed - 
auxiliary airfoil or leading-ddge slot 
(NASA-TN-D-7474)	 p0283 074-1966 
Service evaluation of aircraft composite 
structural components 
(NASA-T8-I-71944] -
	 p0284 074-19667
A compilation and analysis of typical approach 
and landing data for a simulator study of an 
externally blown flap STOL aircraft 
(NLSA-TN-D-7497)	 p0284 674-19671 
Preli.inary results of flight tests of vortex 
attenuating splines 
(NASA-T0-I-71928]	 p0294 074-20637
Preliminary static tests of a simulated 
upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration
utilizing a full-size turbofan engine 
(NASA-TN-I-71931]	 p0294 074-20638 
Acoustic loads on an externally blown flap 
system due to i.pingeaent of a TF-34 jet 
engine exhaust 
(NASA-TN-1-71950]	 p0295 074-20651 
Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on the 
lateral and longitudinal-stability 
characteristics of a supersonic transport 
model having a highly-swept arrow wing 
(NASA-T6-X-71936]	 p0295 074-20652 
Aeronautical fuel conservation possibilities for 
advanced subsonic transports 
(NASA-TN-X-71927]	 p0295 074-20654 
Pressure distribution of a twin-engine 
upper-surface blown jet-flap model 
(NASA-T0-I-71937)	 p0296 074-20655 
Free-flight wind tunnel investigation of a 
four-engine sweptving upper-surface blown 
transport configuration 	 - 
(NASA-Tfl-I-71932J 	 p0296 074-20656 
Exploratory tests of a simple aero-mechanical 
ride comfort syste. for lightly loaded aircraft 
(NASA-T6-X-71921]	 p0296 074-20657 
External store effects on the stability of 
fighter and interceptor airplanes 
(NASA-T0-I-719351	 pO296 674-20658 
The noise environment of a school classroo. due 
to the operation of utility helicopters 
(NASA-TN-X-71957)	 p0296 074-20659 
Effect of advanced aircraft noise reduction 
technology øâ the 1990 projected noise 
environment around Patrick Henry Airport 
(NASA-TN-X-71953]	 ,	 p0296 074-20660 
Lateral static and dynamic aerodynasic 
parameters of the Kestrel aircraft (IV-6A) 
extracted from flight data 
[NASA-TN-D-7455]	 p0297 074-20666 
Effects of a traffic noise background on 
judgements of aircraft noise 
[NASA-TE-Z-71938]	 '	 p0304 074-21308 
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of HACk 
6716 and NACA 4416 airfoils with 35 
percent-chord single-slotted flaps 
(NASA-T6-I-2623]	 p0323 0714-21634 
On the use of thick-airfoil theory to design 
airfoil fa.ilies in which thickness and lift 
are varied independently 
(NASA-TN-D-7579]	 p0323 079-21635 
Free-flight investigation of the stability and 
control characteristics- of a STOL model with 
an externally blown jet flap 
• (NASA-TN-D-74111	 p0324 074-21649 
Comparison of acoustic perfor.ance of five 
muffler configurations on a small helicopter 
(NASA-T0-D-7495) 	 p0325 074-21652 
Extraction fro. flight data of longitudinal 
aerodynamic coefficients for F-8 aircraft with 
supercritical wing 
(NASA-TN-D-7470] 	 p0325 074-21653 
Simulation of decelerating landing approaches on 
an externally blown flap STOL transport airplane 
[NASA-TN-D-7463] 	 p0326 074-21658 
Current structural vibration problems associated 
with noise
p0330 074-22668 
An analytical study of the effects of jets 
located more than one jet diameter above a 
wing at subsonic speeds 
(OASA-Tfl-I-71965] 	 p0353 074-25533 
Status of two studies on active control of 
aeroelastic response at NASA Langley Research 
Center
p0354 074-25553 
Flight investigation of the VFR and IPR landing 
approach characteristics and terminal area 
airspace requirements f or a 'light STOL airplane 
[NASA-T0-I-3008]	 p0354 074-25562 
Extraction of derivatives from flight data for 
several aircraft, using the LRC interactive 
computer system
p0356 074-25574 
Effects of flight instrumentation errors on the 
estimation of aircraft stability and control 
derivatives
p0357 074-25585 
An induction into the design of flight test 
instrumentation systems
p0360 074-25935 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADEINISTRATION. COETD 
Wingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-LAB-11645-1] 	 p0365 874-26456 
Low speed wind tunnel tests of a 1/9-scale •odel 
of a variable-sweep advanced supersonic 
transport	 - 
(NASA-TE-x-71960)	 p0365 874-26457 
A unified technology plan for fatigue and 
fracture design
p0366 874-26465 
Flight investigation of manual and auto.atic 
VTOL decelerating instrument approaches and 
landings 
(NASA-TS-D-7524]	 p0910 N74-28102 
Exhaust flow deflector 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11570-1]	 p0910 874-28233 
Effect of canard location and size on 
canard-wing interference and aerodynamic 
center shift related to maneuvering aircraft 
at transonic speeds 
(NASA-T8-D-7505)	 p0411 874-28474 
Effect of ground proxi.ity on the longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an 
aspect-ratio-i wing with and without wing-tip 
blowing 
(NASA-T8-X-30481	 p0412 874-28975 
Investigation of the static lift capability of a 
low-a8pect-ratio wing operating in a powered 
ground-effect mode 
(NASA-TE-X-3031] 	 p0412 874-28483 
A •ethod of automatically stabilizing helicopter 
sling loads 
(NASA-T8-D-7593)	 p0413 874-28506 
Exhaust-nozzle characterisitcs for a twin-jet 
variable-wing-sweep fighter airplane model at 
Each nu.bers to 2.2 
(NASA-TE-X-2947]	 p0416 874-28524 
Preliminary study o a possible automatic 
landing system 
(NASA-TN-D-7611]	 p0419 N74-291i9 
Effect of spanvise blowing on leading-edge 
vortex bursting of a highly swept aspect ratio 
1.18 delta wing 
(NASA-TE-X-71987]	 p0441 N74-29367 
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an 
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-10753-1 J
	
p0445 874-30421 
Theoretical and experimental longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect ratio 
0.25 sharp-edge delta wing at subsonic, 
supersonic, and hypersonic speeds 
[NASA-TN-D-7651]	 p0463. N74-31414 
Aerodynamic characteristics of three slender 
sharp-edge 74 degrees swept wings at subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic Each nu.bers 
(NASA-TN-D-7631)	 p0463 874-31416 
Subsonic and supersonic longitudinal stability 
and control characteristics of an aft tail 
fighter configuration with cambered and 
uncambered wings and unca.bered fuselage 
(NASA-TE-I-3078]	 p0463 874-31419 
Lateral-directional stability characteristics of 
a wing-fuselage configuration at angles of 
attack up to 44 deg 
(NASA-T!-I-3087] 	 p0463 N74-31421 
b y-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
hypersonic research airplane concept having a 
70 deg swept delta wing 
(NASA-TE-Z-71974]	 p0466 874-31485 
Progress in aircraft design since 1903 
(NASA-TEX-703191	 p0467 874-31499 
Bonded composite to metal scarf joint 
performance in an aircraft landing gear drag 
strut 
(NASA-TE-I-71995]	 p0467 874-31504 
Flutter analysis of swept-wing subsonic aircraft 
with parameter studies of composite wings 
(NASA-TN-D-7539]	 p0469 874-32356 
The effect of canard and vertical tails on the 
aerodyna.ic characteristics of a •odel with a 
59 deg sweptback wing at a Each number of 0.30 
(NASA-TE-I-3088J	 p0469 874-32412 
Subsonic annular wing theory with application to 
flow about nacelles 
(NASA-TN-D-7630]	 p0470 874-32414 
A streamline curvature method for design of 
supercritical and subcritical airfoils 
(NASA-TN-D-7770]	 p0470 874-324 16 
Noise suppressor 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11141-1] 	 p0470 874-32418
The lateral/directional stabilitr 
characteristics of a four-propeller tilt-wing 
V/STOL model in low-speed steep descent 
(NASA-TE-X-70242J	 p0472 874-32439 
A modified Theodorsen epsilon-function airfoil 
design procedure 
(NASA-TN-D-7741)	 p0487 874-33428 
Low-speed aerodyna.ic characteristics of airfoil 
sections with rounded trailing edges in 
forward and reverse flow 
(NASA-TE-x-3060]	 p0487 874-33430 
Development of a computer progra. to obtain 
ordinates for NACA-6 and 6A-series airfoils 
(NASA-TE-I-30691	 p0487 874-33431 
Stability and control characteristics at Each 
nu.bers from 0.20 to 4.63 of a cruciform 
air-to-air missile with triangular canard 
controls and a trapezoidal wing 
(NASA-TE-X-3070)	 p0487 874-33432 
Further analysis of broadband noise measurements 
for a rotating blade operating with and 
without its shed wake blown downstream 
(NASA-TN-D-76233	 p0488 874-33434 
Wind tunnel test of low boo. equivalent body at 
Each 4 
(NASA-TE-I-7201fl	 p0488 874-33438 
A flight investigation with a STOL airplane 
flying curved, descending instrument approach 
paths 
(NASA-TN-D-7669]	 p0489 874-33452 
Optimal and suboptimal control technique for 
aircraft spin recovery 
(NASA-TN-D-7714]	 p0489 874-33453 
Extension of leading-edge-suction analogy to 
wings with separated flow around the side 
edges at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TR-R-428]	 p0993 874-34459 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an 
externally blown flap powered lift model with 
several propulsive syste. simulators 
[NASA-TW-D-7670]	 p0493 874-34461 
Wind-tunnel investigation of an externally blown 
flap STOL transport model including and 
investigation of wall effects 
(NASA-TE-X-3009)	 p0493 874-34462 
Eeasured and calculated neutron spectra and dose - 
equivalent rates at high altitudes; relevance 
to SST operations and space research 
(NASA-TN-D-77i5	 p0500 874-35219 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADEINISTRATION. 
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Some design considerations for supersonic cruise 
mixed compression inlets 
[NASA-TE-I-714603	 p0037 874-10021 
Performance of transonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 208 kilograms 
per second per square meter (42.6 (lb/sec)/sg 
ft) 
(NASA-TE-I-2903]	 p0031 N74-10022 
FORTRAN program for predicting off-design 
perforsauce of centrifugal compressors 
(WASA-TN-D-7487]	 p0037 N74-10024 
Effects of increased leading-edge thickness on 
perfor.ance of a transonic rotor blade 
(NASA-TN-D-7489)	 p0037 N74-10025 
Comparison of predicted and measured lou-speed 
performance of two 51 centimeter-diameter 
inlets at incidence angle 
(NASA-TE-I-2937J	 p0037 874-10026 
Performance of transonic fan stage with weight 
flow per unit annulus area of 198 kilogra.s 
per second per square meter (40.6(lb/sec)fsq ft) 
(NASA-TE-I-2905J	 p0037 N74-10027 
Noise tests of a high-aspect-ratio slot nozzle 
with various V-gutter target thrust reversers 
(NASATEx7147O]	 p0039 874-10037 
Effect of exhaust nozzle configuration on 
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of an 
externally blown flap system with a quiet 6:1 
bypass ratio engine 
(NAS1TEX71466]	 p0039 N74-10042 
Refan program. Phase 1: Summary report 
[NASATE171456]	 p0040 874-10043 
Einimizing boundary layer bleed for a mixed 
compression inlet 
(NASA-TE-X-71461]	 p0045 874-10321 
An evaluation of the relative fire hazards of 
jet A and jet B for conmercial flight 
(NASA-TE-x-71437]	 p0049 N74-10709 
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Ezperi.ental evaluation of a TP30-P'-3 turbofan 
engine in an altitude facility: Effect of 
steady-state temperature distortion 
(NASA-TE-z-2921]	 p0049 N74-10722 
Performance of a single-stage transonic 
compressor with a blade-tip solidity of 1.5 
and comparison with 1.3 and 1.7 solidity stages 
(NA5A-TN-X-2926] 	 p0050 B74-10734 
Aircraft noise reduction technology 
(NASA-TM-I-68241]	 p0055 N74-10917 
Airborne profiling of ice thickness using a 
short pulse radar 
(NASA-TE-X-71481]	 p0063 E74-11204 
Test characteristics of a welded rotor in a 
36.000-rpm Lundell alternator 
(NASA-TE-I-2944]	 p0064 N74-11304 
Use of an air-assisted fuel nozzle toreduce 
idle emissions of a jt8d engine combustor 
(NASA-TN-X-2946J 	 p0067 N74-11738 
Effect of subsonic inlet lip geometry on 
predicted surface and flow Each number 
distributions 
[NASA-TN-D-7446] 	 p0093 N74-11812 
Noise tests on an externally blown flap with the 
engine in front of the wing 
(NASA-TE-X-2942) 	 p0094 N74-11813 
Flight monitor for jet engine disk cracks and 
the use of critical length criterion of 
fracture mechanics 
[NASA-TN-D-7483) 	 p0099 N74-12187 
Emission calculations for a scramjet powered 
hypersonic transport 
(NASA-TE-z-71464)	 p0100 E74-12445 
Spontaneous ignition in afterburner segment 
tests at an inlet temperature of 1240 K and a 
pressure of 1 atmosphere with ASTE jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TN-I-2952	 p0101 N74-12571 
Thermodynamic and transport properties of air 
and its products of combustion with ASTNA-A-1 
fuel and natural gas at 20, 30, and 40 
atmospheres 
(NASA-TE-D-7Le88]	 p0101 N74-12575 
Improved circumferential shaft seal for aircraft 
gear transmissions 
(NASA-TN-D-7130] 	 p014? N74-14138 
Design and evaluation of combustors for reducing 
aircraft engine pollution
p0150 N74-14302 
Sonic inlet noise attenuation and performance 
with a J-85 turbojet engine as a noise source 
(EASA-TN-I-71488]	 p0152 N74-14384 
The effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
ASTE Jet-A fuel 
(NASA-TN-X-2958J	 p0153 N74-14650 
Effect of water injection on nitric oxide 
emissions of a gas turbine combustor burning 
natural gas fuel 
(NASA-TN-X-2959]	 p0154 N74-14651 
Flight velocity effects on jet noise of several 
vaIiations of a 48-tube suppressor installed 
ona plug nozzle 
(NASA-TE-X-2919]	 p0165 N74-15465 
Flight velocity effects on jet noise of several 
variations of a twelve-chute suppressor 
installed on a plug nozzle 
[NASA-TN-X-2918] 	 p0166 N74-15466 
Effect of increased fuel temperature on 
emissions of oxides of nitrogen from a gas 
turbine combustor burning ASTE jet-A fuel 
[NASA-TH-x-2931] 	 p0166 N74-15659 
Cold-air study of the effect on turbine stator 
blade aerodynamic performance of coolant 
ejection from various trailing-edge slot 
geometries. 1: Experimental results 
(NASA-TM-X-3000) 	 p0231 N74-17699 
Analog computer implementation of four

instantaneous distortion indices 
(NASA-TN-x-2993)	 p0243 N714-18397 
Forecast of jet engine exhaust emissions for 
future high altitude commercial aircraft 
(NASA-TM-x-71509J	 p0243 N74-18400 
Wind tunnel blockage and support interference 
effects on winged-body models at Each numbers 
from 0.6 to 1.0 
(NASA-TN-X-3011) 	 p0246 N74-18656 
A simplified life-cycle cost comparison of 
various engines for small helicopter use 
(NASA-TN-x-71517]	 p0256 N74-19405
Preliminary measurement of the airframe noise 
from an F-106B delta wing aircraft at low 
flyover speeds 
[NASA-Th-X-71527]	 p0284 N74-19668 
Influence of noise requirements on STOL 
propulsion system designs
p0291 N74-20422 
Jet engine exhaust emissions of high altitude 
commercial aircraft projected to 1990 
(NASA-TN-X-3007]	 p0294 N74-20591 
Airflow control system for supersonic inlets 
(EASA-CASE-LEW-11188-1]	 p0295 N74-20646 
Flight Beynolds number effects on a contoured 
boattail nozzle at subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TE-I-3053J	 p0323 B74-21639 
Externally blown flap noise research 
(NASA-TE-X-71541J	 p0329 B74-22631 
Reduction of JT8D powered aircraft noise by 
engine refanning 
(NASA-TN-X-71536]	 p0331 N74-23342 
Water table tests of proposed heat transfer 
tunnels for small turbine vanes 
(NASA-TN-X-3073)	 p0353 1174-25536 
Geometry considerations for jet noise shielding

with CTOL engine-over-the-wing concept
	 ) (NASA-TN-I-71562]	 p0355 N714-25568 
Reynolds nujler effects on boattail drag of 
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight 
tests 
(NASA-TN-X-71548]	 p0360 N74-25812 
NeasureLents of liner cooling effectiveness 
within a full scale double-annular 
ram-induction combustor 
(NASA-TN-n-7689]	 p0362 N74-26389 
Preliminary performance appraisal of Wavy V/STOL 
transport and search-type airplanes using 
hydrogen fuel 
[NASA-Tll-X-71550] 	 p0363 N74-26435 
Graphite-polyimide composite f or application to 
aircraft engines 
(NASA-TN-D-7698]	 p0370 1174-27412 
Jet exhaust noise suppressor 
(EASA-CASE-LEW-11286-1) 	 p0406 1174-27490 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and 
safety. Volume 1: Hazards. Part 1: Key 
numbers 1 to 817 
(NASA-TN-I-71553-VOL-1-PT-1J 	 p0406 N74-27491 
Bibliography on aircraft fire hazards and 
safety. Volume 2: Safety. Part 1: Key 
numbers 1 to 524 
[NASA-TE-X-71553-VOL-2-PT-1] 	 p0406 N74-27'492 
Flight velocity effects on the jet noise of 
several variations of a 104-tube'suppressor 
nozzle 
(NASA-TH-X-3049] 	 p0410 1174-28240 
Cruise performance of an isolated 1.15 pressure 
ratio turbofan propulsion system simulator at 
Each numbers from 0.6 to 0.85 
(NASA-TE-z-3064)	 p0411 N?4-28241 
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise 
measurements during flyover of a modified 
F1O6B aircraft with underwing nacelles 
LNASA-TN-X-71578)	 p0442 1174-29379 
Noise generated by quiet engine fans. 2: Fan A 
(NASA-TE-X-3066] 	 p0444 1174-30240 
Effects of forward velocity and acoustic 
treatment on inlet fan noise 
[NASATM-X-71591]	 p0445 1174-30249 
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines 
[NASA-T8-I-71606]	 p0475 N74-33228 
Sealing technology for aircraft gas turbine 
engines 
(NASA-TE-X-71607)	 p0475 N7'4-33229 
Effect of inlet ingestion of a ring tip vortex 
on turbojet stall margin 
(NASA-TB-X-71610]	 p0500 1174-35201 
Performance of a model cascade thrust reverser 
for short-haul applications 
[NASA-TN-X-71614)	 p0500 1174-35202 
Cold-flow performance of several variations of a 
ram-air-cooled plug nozzle for 
supersonic-cruise aircraft 
[NASA-TH-X-3110]	 p0500 1174-35203 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADNINISTRATION. 
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEE. 
Solid state controller three axes controller 
(NASA-cASE-IISC-12394-1) 	 p0059 1174-10942 
Full-scale aircraft cabin flammability tests of 
improved fire-resistant materials 
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NATIONAL BUREAU OP STANDARDS, 
(USA-Te-x-581411	 p0411 174-28423 
UTIONAJ. AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADRIIISTRATIOI. 
MARSHALL SPICE FLIGBT CENTER, BUITSYILLE, ALA. 
Optilization of wave cancellation in variable 
porosity transonic wind tunnel flows 
(NASA-T1-D-7432) 	 p0060 174-11097 
NATIONAL AEBOIAOTICS AID SPACE ADEIIISTRATION. 
NISSISSIPPI TEST PACILITY, BAY SAINT LOUIS. 
Nethods and costs associated with outfitting 
light aircraft for re.ote sensing applications 
(NASA-T8-I-699381	 p0236 174-17754 
11110111. AERONAUTICS AID SPACE ADIINISTRATION. 
WALLOPS STATION, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. 
General aviation air traffic pattern safety 
analysis 
(NASA-TN-I-69455)	 p0111 174-13422 
UTIONAL AERONAUTICS AID SPACE ADNIIISTRATIOI, 
WASBIIGTON, D.C. 
Aeronautics: Space in the seventies 
(NASA-EP-85]	 p0036 074-10017 
Technical evaluation report on AGARD Flight 
lechanics Panel Syeposiu. on Plight in 
Turbulence 
(AGARD-AE-671	 p0294 074-20639 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB. • ANSTERDAB (NETEERLANDS). 
Calculation of instationary pressure 
distributions and generalized aerodynamic 
forces with the doublet-lattice method 
(NLR-TR-72037U1	 pOOS4 174-10906. 
A mathematical theory of plasticity for strain 
hardening •aterials exhibiting initial 
anistoropy 
(NLR-TR-72117-U]	 p0067 074-11719 
The future of short-haul air transport within 
Western Europe 
(REPT-SP-73-001J 	 p0097 074-11842 
Fatigue crack growth and residual strength of 
aluminium alloy sheet at teiperatures down to 
-75C 
(NLE-TR-72096-U] 	 p0099 074-12248 
Heasure.ents in a three dimensional 
inco.pressible turbulent boundary layer in an 
adverse pressure gradient under infinite swept 
wing conditions 
(NLR-TR-72092-UJ	 p0109 174-12995 
comparison of various methods for calculating 
profile drag from pressure measurements in the 
near wake at subcritical speeds p0156 174-14721 
Fatigue of spacecraft structures 
(ESRO-CE(P)-322] 	 p0194 074-16597 
Calculation of the displace.ent effect in 
two-dimensional subsonic attached flow around 
aerofoils. Examples of calculations using 
measured displacement thicknesses 
(NLB-TR-72116-U)	 p0195 074-16707 
A numerical method for the determination of the 
vortex sheet location behind a wing in 
incompressible flow 
(NLR-TR-72091-U]	 p0294 074-20642 
Technical and operational aspects of 
externally-mounted aircraft equipment 
p0305 074-21614 
Appraisal of wing aerodynamic.design methods for 
subsonic flight speed
p0365 174-26451 
The prediction of fatigue crack propagation 
under service load-time histories 
[NLS-NP-73016-U] 	 p0366 074-26467 
Comparison of Fokker F-28 wind tunnel and flight 
data, A summary 
(NLR-TE-73007-UI 	 p0368 074-26486 
A linear array of blade antennas as an aircraft 
antenna for satellite communication 
p0469 074-31686 
LOW speed wind tunnel measurements on a 
two-dimensional flapped wing model using 
tunnel wall boundary layer control at the 
wing-wall junctions 
(NLR-TB-70050-U I
	
p0488 074-33440
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., TOKYO (JAPAN). 
Simulation study on flare control system by 
optimization theory 
(NAL-TR312]	 p0040 074-10046 
Some effects of center of gravity locations of 
added mass on transonic flutter 
characteristics of low aspect ratio and 
sveptback thin cantilever wing 
(NAL-TR-314J	 p0040 174-10047 
Experimental investigation of two-dimensional 
cascade performance with blunt trailing edge 
blade sections at transonic inlet lach number 
range 
(NAL-TE-3131	 p0045 074-10322 
leasuremeuts of rolling moments acting on the 
stabilizer of T-tails oscillating in yaw 
(NAL-TR-324]	 p0158 074-14744 
Ground operation tests of flying test bed for 
VTOL aircraft at National Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL-TR-319]	 p0l61 074-14764 
Some considerations on the performance of the 
fan jet engine 
(NAL-TR-317]	 p0193 074-16486 
Design and development of the gust wind tunnel 
at the National Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL-TR-335]	 p0287 074-19891. 
Flexual rigidity of a thin walled build-up rotor 
for jet engine. fleasurement by static load 
test and vibration, test and calculation by 
finite element method 
(NAL-TR-329]	 p0293 174-20572 
Dynamic responses of the structural model with 
built-up wings and a fuselage (1) 
NAL-TR-350]	 p0330 074-22673 
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing 
to nonstationary turbulence
p0364 074-26440 
An experimental investigation on the transonic 
flutter characteristics of the cantilever 
swept-back wing with airfoil section and 
comparison with the thin cantilever swept-back 
wing 
(NAL-TR-361]	 p0495 074-34480 
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPERIBENTAL CENTER, 
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. 
Lightning effects on general aviation aircraft 
(FAA-NA-73-32(2) ]
	
p0039 074-10040 
A feasibility study and preliminary evaluatios 
of the use of a biased glide slope technique 
for noise abatement approach 
(FAA-RD-73-153]	 p0048 074-10618 
Ultraviolet and near-infrared spectral analysis 
of a burner-can burn-through flame 
(FAA-NA-73-86]	 p0053)074-10866 
Aircraft fuel system tests with gelled 
fuel-flowmeter calibration, fuel boost pump 
and jettison tests 
(FAA-NA-73-43J	 p0095 074-11828 
Air traffic control/collision avoidance system 
interface simulation, phase 2
	 - 
(FAA-NA-73-40J	 p0100 174-12361 
The influence of engine-ducted by-pass air on a 
burner-can burn-through flame 
(FAA-NA-73-87]	 p0101 074-12574 
Evaluation of the structural integrity of an 
aircraft loading walkway under severe 
fuel-spill fire conditions 
(FAA-RD-73-141e] 	 p0104 074-12716 
The measurement of the DC-7 trailing vortex 
system using the tower fly-by technique 
(FAA_RD_73_1 L&11 	 pOlO4 074-12718 
Field evaluation of ARTS 2 B (TRACAB) 
(AD-768203J	 p0151 074-14360 
Aerospace vehicle hazards protection program: 
Detectors materials fuel vulnerability 
(AD-776301]	 p0359 074-25603 
National airspace system enroute stage A system 
engineering and analysis, investigation of 
system probleus, capacity testing 
(AD-778479]	 p0444 074-30104 
The feasibility of detecting a burner-can 
burn-through by means of CO, CO2, pressure, 
and air temperature levels in a jet engine 
nacelle 
(AD-775304]	 p0475 074-33225 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Betallurgical analysis of wear particles and 
wearing surfaces 
(AD-778340]	 p0409 074-27920 
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, BOULDER, 
COLO. 
Wind tunnel and field investigations of shapes 
for balloon shelters	 - 
[NcAB-TN/EDD-82]	 p0036 N74-10016 
NATIONAL ENGINEERING LAB., EAST KILBRIDE (SCOTLAND). 
Exact solutions for conical sized flow rotors. 
Part 2: Cambered blades of finite thickness 
[NEL-524-PT-2]	 p0109 N74-12989 
NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT.' PYESTOCA 
(ENGLAND). 
Some engine and aircraft design considerations 
affecting noise
p0291 N74-20421 
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LAB., TEDDINGTON (ENGLAND). 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 
0012 aerofoil section. Including the effects 
of upper-surface roughness simulating hoar frost 
(ARC-B/N-3726]	 p0231 N74-17709 
NPL 9615 and NACA 0012: A' comparison of 	 - 
aerodynamic data 
[ARC-CP-1261)	 p0247 N74-18665 
Aerodynamic characteristics of NPL 9626 and NPL 
9627, further -aerofoils designed for 
helicopter rotor use 
(ARC-CP-1262]	 p0247 N74-18666 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, OTTAWA 
(ONTARIO). 
Energy in transportation
p0113 N74-13675 
An experimental analysis and buffet 
investigation of the shockless lifting airfoil 
no. 1 
(NRC-13673]	 p0155 N74-14708 
Thrust performance of podded lift-fans in 
crossf low
p0291 N74-20420 
Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical 
Engineering and the National Aeronautical 
Establishment, 1 January - 31 March 1974 
[DME/NAE-1974(1) ] 	 p0332 N74-23483 
Acoustic tests on a fan-in-wing model: Effects 
of an extended inlet 
(NRC-13898]	 p0442 N74-29376 
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD, WASHINGTON, 
D.C. 
Aircraft accident report: Air Iowa, 
Incorporated, Beech E18S, H31OWA, Davenport 
Iowa, 19 Apr. 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-73-181	 p0039 N74-10041 
Aircraft incident report: Eastern Air Lines 
Incorporated, Boeing 727-225, N8843E, .Toledo, 
Ohio, 10 April 1973 
[NTSB-AAR-73-17]	 p0040 N74-10050 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US 
Civil Aviation. Issue no. 1: 1973 accidents 
(NTSBBA-73-8]	 '	 p0056 N74-10919 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Airlines, 
Sabreliner model NA-265-60, N743R, Montrose, 
Colorado, 13 April 1973 
(NTSB-AAB-73-19]	 p0095 N74-11830 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief foraat, 
supplemental issue, 1972 accidents 
(NTSB-BA-73-10]	 p0196 N74-16722 
Aircraft accident report: Overseas National 
Airways', Inc., McDonnell Douglas, DC-8-63, 
N863F, Bangor, Maine, 20 June 1973 
(NTSB-AAE-74-1]	 p0235 N74-17748 
Aircraft accident report: Loftleidir Icelandic 
Airlines, Incorporated, Douglas DC-8-61, John 
P. Kennedy International Airport, Ja.aica,New 
York, 23 June 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-73-20]	 p0249 N74-18683 
Aircraft accident report: Skyva-ys 
International, Incorporated, Douglas DC-7C, 
N296 near the Nia.i International Airport, 
Dade County, Plorida, 21 June 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-74-2J	 p0249 N74-18684 
Aircraft accident report: Brief format, US 
civil aviation, issue no. 3 of 1973 accidents 
(NTSB-BA714-1]	 p0297 N74-20664 
Aircraft accident report: Delta Air Lines, 
Incorporated, Douglas DC-9-31, N975-NE, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 31 July. 1973 
(NTSB-AAB-74-3]	 p0297 N74-20665 
Special study: US general aviation 'accidents 
involving fuel starvation, 1970 - 1972 
(NTSB-AAS-74-1]	 p0325 R74-21657
Aircraft accident report: World Airways, 
Incorporated, DC-8-63F, N802WA, King Cove, 
Alaska, 8 Septe.ber 1973 
[NTS5AAR746 1	 p0364 N74-26438 
Aircraft accident report: Piedmont Airlines, 
Boeing 737, N7SIN, Greensboro, North Carolina, 
28 October 1973 
[NTSB-AAR-74-7]	 p0364 N74-26439 
Aircraft accident report: Ozark Airlines, 
Incorporated, Fairchild Biller P8-2275, N4215 
near the Lambert-Saint Louis International 
Airport, Saint Louis, Missouri, 23 July 1973 
(NTSB-AAR-74-5]	 p0413 N74-28503 
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines, 
Incorporated, Boeing 707-13Th, N757TW, Los 
Angeles, California, 16 January 1974 
[NTSB-AAR-74-10J	 pO489 N74-33447 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, SILVER SPRING, MD. 
Some results fro. applying a cost-effectiveness 
model for evaluating aviation weather 
dissemination techniques 
[AD-777441]	 p0410 N74-28082 
NATO MRCA DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
AGENCY, MUNICH (WEST GERMANY). 
Design problems of military aircraft as affected 
by turbulence
p0238 574-17735 
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., PENSACOLA, 
PLA. 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
(AD-767028]	 p0057 N74-10930 
Annotated bibliograpy of reports 
[AD-766458)	 p0102 578-12701 
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army US-i 
aircraft during fiscal year 1970: Relative 
incidence and cost 
(AD-768307]	 p0144 574-13742 
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPHENT CENTER, WARMINSTER, PA. 
•Test plan report for catapult fatigue. Test of 
the •odel E-2 A/B airplane 
(AD-765708]	 - p0042 N74-10059 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer 
data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 
January 1962 to July 1973 
[AD767648]	 pOlO6 574-12736 
Production data package 267 gallon external fuel 
tank 
(AD-767937J	 p0144 N74-13745 
Test plan for the hook bounce condition of the 
E-2A airplane arresting gear A frame 
[AD-7714084]	 p0300 N74-20692 
Test plan for the hook bounce condition of the 
C-2A airplane arresting gear A frase 
[AD-774083)	 p0301 R74-20693 
Advanced concepts for rotary wing and V/STOL 
aircraft escape systems
p0301 N74-20766 
In-flight oscape system for heavy helicopters 
p0301 5714-20772 
Rook bounce test of the C-2A airplane arresting 
gear A frame 
(AD-774085)	 p0328 N74-21902 
Book bounce test of the E-2A airplane arresting 
gear A, frame 
(AD-7740863	 p0328 574-21903 
Catapult fatigue test of the model C-2A airplane 
(AD-775615]	 p0358 N74-25597 
Program plan for investigation of model E-llc-1 
airplane catapult and hold-back operations 
capacity 
(AD-777435)	 p0369 574-26495 
-Statistical review of counting accelerometer 
- data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft 
(AD-778645]	
-	
p0416 N74-28531 
NkVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Pollution in the ground support environment 
('AD-764854)	 p0048 N74-10602 
NAVAL LIE PROPULSION TEST CENTER, TRENTON, N.J. 
Development of NDT/I for integral wing fuel tank 
structntes using infrared thermography - 
(AD-773466]	 -	 p0288 1474-20060 
Rotor burst protection program: Statistics on 
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures 
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 
1972	 - 
(NASA-CR-136900]	 p0304 N74-21396 
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NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV.., 
Evaluation of MIL-L-23699 lubrication oil 
performance in the 379 engine 
(AD-7765351	 p0361 1174-26073 
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Development of techniques to measure in-flight 
drag of a US Navy fighter airplane and 
correlation of flight measured drag with vjnd 
tunnel data
p0158 N74-14734 
Formulating military requirements
p0289 1174-20404 
NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, PATUIENT RIVER, MD. 
Navy participation in the development of 
airframe parameter identification techniques 
p0356 N74-25572 
NAVAL AIR TEST FACILITY, LAKEHURST, N.J. 
Evaluation of the automatic JBD (Jet Blast 
Deflector) system 
(AD-775665J	 p0358 N714-25595 
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB., PORT HDENEME, CALIF. 
Substitution of JP-5 aviation fuel for DF-2 
diesel under field conditions 
(AD-777047]	 p0362 N74-26243 
NAVAL COASTAL SYSTEMS LAB., PANAMA CITY, FLA. 
Helicopter tow tests of the US Coast Guard's air 
delivery container for oil spill containment 
barrier 
(AD-7748981	 p0327 N74-21669 
NAVAL ELECTRONICS LAB. CENTER, SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Fiber and integrated optic communication 	 - 
technology 
(AD-771402]	 p0240 1174-17902 
NAVAL ORDNANCE LAB., WHITE OAK. ND. 
An empirical equation for prediction of 
transition location on cones in super-or 
hypersonic flight 
[AD-765672]	 p0038 1174-10032 
Turbulence measurements with a laser Doppler 
velocimeter 
(AD-766781)	 p0062 N74-11129 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CALIF. 
A helicopter flight performance system using an 
LSI microprocessor 
(AD-765680]	 p0041 N74-10054 
LSO/pilot interaction simulator 
(AD-765686]	 p0041 4474-10055 
Some performance characteristics of the Bell 100 
ton surface effect ship 
(AD-765689)	 p0042 N74-10062 
Aircraft fuel tank entry wall-projectile 
interaction studies 
(AD-765667J	 p0043 N74-10066 
A study of supersonic flow past vibrating shells 
and cascades 
(AD-765735J	 p0046 N74-10335 
Experimental investigation of the effects of tip 
clearance and end losses on axial compressor 
performance 
[AD-767656)	 p0112 N74-13511 
A modified design concept, utilizing deck motion 
prediction, for the A-7E automatic carrier 
landing system 
[AD-767691]	 p0144 N7&-13739 
The simulation and analysis of carrier landings 
using a nonlinear pilot model 
(AD-767679)	 p014 N74-13747 
The design, fabrication and evaluation of the 
aural angle of attack/stall warning syste. 
(AD-767663]	 p01445 N74-13748 
Turning characteristics of the Bell 100 ton 
surface effect ship 
(AD-7676B0]	 p0145 N74-13753 
Pollution control of airport engine test 
facilities
p0149 N74-14285 
A nonlinear relay model for post stall 
oscillations 
(AD-769405	 p0187 1174-15706 
An alternative formulation of the lifting line 
wing equation and its solution 
(AD-771981]	 p0232 1174-17719 
Hydraulic ram shock wave and cavitation effects 
on aircraft fuel cell survivability 
[AD-772744]	 p0254 N74-18719 
Calculating procedure of sea-level static 
performance of two-spool afterburning bypass 
jet engine 
(AD-7765471	 pO362 N74-26258
An experimental study of a vane controlled jet 
flap gust alleviation system 
(AD-7779B7)	 p0405 1174-27488 
Calculating method for multi-stage axial 
compressors with impluse bladings and constant 
tip diameter 
(AD-778808]	 p04 19 11744-29228 
NAVAL aEsEAnca LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Terrain properties and topography from Skylab 
altimetry 
(E74-10043)	 p0062 N74-11164 
Adaptation of computer programming to output 
foro of altimeter data 
(E74-10087]	 p0062 N74-11198 
Survey of solid state reflective/transuissive 
display media 
(AD-767644]	 p0109 1174-12938 
Dynamic measurement of avionic antennas 
p0469 R74-31702 
NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 
ANNAPOLIS, MD. 
Investigation of the fatigue behavior of large 
propellers 
(AD-769466]	 p0194 N74-16603 
NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 
BETHESDA, ND. 
Response predictions of helicopter landing 
platform for the USS BELKNAP (DLG-26) and USS 
GARCIA (DE-1040)-Class destroyers 
(AD-766 4 50)	 p0043 4174-10072 
Hydrodynamic forces on oscillating and 
nonoscillating smooth circular cylinders in 
crossf low 
(AD-767022]	 p0062 1174-11125 
A linearized theory for the unsteady motions of 
a wing in curved flight 
(AD-769671J	 p0187 1174-15705 
Circulation control: A bibliography of NSRDC 
research and selected outside references 
[AD-7752B4]	 p0327 1174-21666 
Helicopter/technology program: Fiscal 1973 
[AD-776580)	 p0359 1174-25611 
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of the high 
lift capability of a circulation control wing 
on a 1/5-scale T-2C aircraft model 
(AD-781856]	 p0491 1174-33466 
NAVAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT CENTER, ORLANDO, FLA. 
Dynamics report for T-28B simplified flight 
simulator 
(AD-774479]	 p0302 1174-20905 
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE, CALIF. 
Project Foggy Cloud 4, phase 1. EvaluatiOn of 
warm fog dissipation techniques 
(AD-766086]	 p0047 1174-10597 
NAVAL WEAPONS LAB., DAHLGREN, VA. 
Aircrew automated escape system simulation model 
(AD-783517]	 p0499 N7434555 
NEW MEXICO UNIV., ALBUQUERQUE. 
Airfield erosion control for C-5A aircraft 
operations 
[AD-774484]	 p03Ol N74-20904 
NEW YORK UNIV., N.Y. 
Analysis of the low-speed flow over a slender 
sharp edged delta wing at angles of attack 
p0098 1174-12034 
Three-dimensional compressible boundary layer 
flow over a yawed cone with mass injection 
p0146 N74-13960 
Reduction of NO formations by premixing 
p0148 1174-14272 
NIELSEN ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH, INC., MOUNTAIN 
VIEW, CALIF. 
The effects of leading-edge serrations on 
reducing flow unsteadiness about airfoils, an 
experimental and analytical investigation 
(NASA-CR-23 144]	 p0036 11714-10019 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of STOL aircraft with 
externally-blown jet-augmented flaps 
(NASA-CR-2358)	 pOl96 N7416719 
NORTH AMERICAN SYSTEMS CORP., LONDONDERRY, N.H.. 
Infrared inspection of electrical equipment 
(C-208-2]	 poliO 1174-13198 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV., RALEIGH. 
Development of computer programs to determine 
the aerodynamic characteristics of complete 
light aircraft 
(NASA-CR-139690]	 p0487 N74-33426 
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NORTHEASTERN UNIV., BOSTON, MASS. 
Para.eter esti.ation using an a posteriorj 
criterion
p0357 N74-25582 
NORTHERN RESEARCH AND EIGIWEEHING CORP., CAMBRIDGE, 
BASS. 
Low NOx emission combustor for automobile gas 
turbine engines 
(PB-222360/2J	 p0052 574-10746 
NORTHROP CORP., HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 
Analysis of stratified and closely spaced jets 
exhausting into a crossflow	 - 
[NASA-CR-132297J	 p0061 N74-11118 
Development and evaluation of methods of plane 
stress fracture analysis. Part 1: Review and 
evaluation of structural residual strength 
prediction techniques 
(AD-767614]	 pOliO N74-13262 
In-flight stabilization of externally slung 
helicopter loads 
(AD-769063)	 p0162 N74-14774 
Advanced metallic structures: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for i.proved cost weight 
and integrity. Voluue 2: Criteria 
sensitivity study 
(AD-781811)	 p0473 N74-32451 
Advanced metallic structure: Air superiority 
fighter wing design for improved cost, weight 
and integrity. Volume 3: Eaterials test 
program 
(AD-781812]	 pO490 N74-331e60 
NORWEGIAN INST. FOR AIR RESEARCH, EJELLER. 
A systematic approach to the study of the 
connection between emission and ambient air 
concentrations
p0149 N74-14293 
NOTRE DAME ONlY., IND. 
The determination of non-symmetric vehicle 
stability parameters from response data 
p0139 N74-13702 
Performance estimates for powered paraf oil systems 
(AD-779926]	 p0668 N74-31514 
0 
OFFICE NATIONAL DETODES NT DR RECHERCBES 
AEBOSPATIALES, PARIS (FRANCE). 
Aerospace activities
p0053 N74-10897 
Aerodynamic problems of STOL aircraft 
[NASA-TT-F-15182)	 p0056 574-10918 
Drag and separation 
•	 p0157 N74-14722 
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible 
aircraft using an open loop device 
p0235 N74-17745 
Engine installation aerodynamics
p0365 574-26453 
Propeller tests in the large sonic wind tunnel 
of Mondane-Avrieux 
(NASA-TT-F-15704)	 p0613 N74-28501 
Buffeting tests with a swept wing in the 
transonic range 
(NASA-TT-F-158031	 p0416 N74-28522 
The prediction of the variation of modes 
following modification to.a structure 
p0419 574-29358 
Laboratory for automatic processing of analog 
signals
p0419 N74-29361 
Concept CCV and specifications
p0466 574-311480 
OFFICE op NAVAL RESEARCH, LONDON (ENGLAND). 
Conference on Satellite Systems for Mobile 
Communications and Surveillance 
(AD-7673691	 p0109 N74-1288e 
Atmospheric pollution by aircraft engines 
(AD-769655)	 p0201 N74-17376 
OHIO STATE UNIV. RESEARCH FOUNDATION, COLUMBUS. 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
(AD-766815]	 p0059 N74-10941 
Supersonic combustion and burning in ranjet 
combustors 
(AD-770061]	 p0201 N74-17648 
OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS. 
Bilinear surface representation of radar 
scattering for aircraft 
(AD-766320]	 p0044 N74-10169
The effects of hypersonic viscous interaction on 
static stability of slender bodies in 
simulated non-equilibrium flows 
-	 p0154 N74-14704 
Roll plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas 
(NASA-CR-136815]	 p0200 N74-16953 
Study of the electrostatic field and charge 
distribution in a vortex seeded with dust 
p0245 N7-18643 
Vibration signal analysis techniques 
[AD-776397]	 p0359 N74-25604 
A study of KC-135 aircraft antenna patterns 
(NASA-CR-138585J	 p0369 N74-26663 
Computer analysis of aircraft and shuttle antennas 
(NASA-CR-138605J	 p0369 N74-26666 
Nu.erical solutions to some on-aircraft antenna 
pattern problems 
(AD-777977-)	 p0409 N74-27639 
A technique to combine the geo.etrical theory of 
diffraction and the •o.ent method 
(AD-777976]	 p0409 N74-276110 
Analysis of on-aircraft antenna patterns 
(AD-7779751	 p0409 N74-27641 
Diffractiog by a perfectly conducting 
rectangular cylinder which is illuminated by 
an array of line sources 
(NASA-CR-2 1405]	 p0417 N7L4-28706 
Plush-mounted antennas radiating on aircraft 
type surfaces 
(NASA-cR-2403)	 p0417 N74-28707 
The radiation fro. slots in truncated 
dielectric-covered surfaces 
[NASA-CR-2397]	 p041? N74-28709 
The dyadic diffraction coefficient for a curved 
edge 
[NASA-CR-2401]	 p0417 N714-28710 
OKLAHOMA CITY AIR MATERIEL AREA, TINKER APR, OMLA. 
Effect of proof load application on fatigue test 
results
p0367 N74-264471 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV., STILLVATER. 
Optimal controller design for high performance 
aircraft undergoing large disturbance angles 
(NASA-CR-138130]	 p0324 N74-21648 
OKLAHOMA UNIV., NORMAN. 
A lifting line analysis of nonplanar wings 
p0281 N74-19639 
Aerodynamics of channel and ring wings 
p0295 N74-20648 
OLD DOMINION UNIV., NORFOLK, VA. 
The energy dilemma and its impact on air 
transportation 
(NASA-CR-135993] 	 p006? N74-11743 
The air transportation/energy system 
p0068 N74-11745 
Energy conservation and air transportation 
p0068 N74-11746 
An initial step: A demonstration project 
p0068 N74-117147 
Conclusions and recommendations
p0068 N74-11748 
OSLO UNIV. (NORWAY). 
Effect of supersonic transport upon the ozone 
layer, studied in a two-dimensional 
photochemical model with transport 
p0148 N74-14278 
OST/FAA FLIGHT SERVICE STATION EVALUATION TEAM, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 1: Su.mary 
[PB-225052/OGA]	 p0242 N74-18315 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 2: cost analysis of the 
present flight service station system 
(P8-225053/8GM]	 p0242 N74-18316 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 3: Functional analysis of 
the FSS system 
(PB-225054/6GA]	 p0242 N74-18317 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 4: Proposed automated PSS 
system concept 
1PB225055/3GA)	 p0243 N74-18318 
A proposal for the future of flight service 
stations. Volume 5: Implementation concept 
for the proposed system 
(PB-225056/1GA]	 p0243 N74-18319 
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RAYTHEON CO., 
compressor stage with distorted inflow 
(AD766084]	 p0051 N74-10736 p 
PARAMETRICS, INC. VALTHAB, NASS. 
Deve3opIent of self-contained portable unit for 
nondestructive compositional analysis of 
aircraft and space syste.s alloys 
(AD-767226]	 pOliO 874-13265 
PARSOIS (RALPH B.) cO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
The apron-terminal complex: Analysis of 
concepts for evaluation of terminal buildings 
(FAA-ED-73-82]	 p0098 874-12019 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE OUT., UNIVERSITY PARK. 
Deter.inatiofl of critical nondimensional 
para.eters in aircraft dynamic response to 
• random input 
(NASA-CR-23611	 p0193 874-16322 
Investigation of the large scale coherent 
structure in a jet and its relevance to jet 
noise	 - 
(NASA-CR-138908] 	 p0407 874-27505 
Opti.al control aircraft landing analysis 
p0412 874-28497 
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex 
interaction problem 
(NASA-CE-2421]	 p0488 874-33433 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO., BARTLESTILLE, OKLA. 
Reduction of pollutants from aircraft turbine by 
fuel selection and prevaporization 
(AD-769099]	 -	 p0166 874-15468 
PEYSIKALISCH-TECHNISCHE BUNDESANSTALT, BRUNSWICK 
(VEST GERMANY). 
Aircraft noise in urban areas. Measurement and 
evaluation 
(DGLR-PAPER-74-013]	 p0368 874-26481 
PICATINNY ARSENAL, DOVER, N.J. 
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes 
used in helicopter manufacture. Part 4: 
Nondestructive inspection of adhesive bonds 
using holographic techniques 
(AD-765455]	 p0047 874-10480 
PISA UNIV. (ITALY). 
A method for measuring the dynamic stability Cyr 
in a subsonic wind tunnel 
(REPT-1427]	 p0187 874-15701 
Fatigue behaviour of hat section stringer 
stiffened panels compressed in the 
post-buckling range 
(AD-773672]	 p0293 874-20579 
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC., CREIGHTON, PA. 
Development of design, test, and acceptance 
criteria for Army helicopter transparent 
enclosures 
(AD-772936]	 p0284 874-19675 
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, EAST HARTFORD, CONE. 
Impact resistance of fiber composite blades used 
in aircraft turbine engines 
(NASA-CR-134502) 	 p0049 874-10726 
Impact resistance of composite fan blades 
[NASA-CR-134515	 p0099 874-12285 
Air mobility fuel cell study 
(AD-766757]	 p0107 874-12742 
The 1.5-kN fuel cell powerplant 
[AD-767302)	 pOlO7 874-12744 
V/STOL deflector duct profile study
p029l 874-20417 
Advanced ceramic seal program, phase 1 
(AD-781004]	 p0492 N74-34076 
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, WEST PALE BEACH, FLA. 
Single-stage experimental evaluation of 
tandem-airfoil rotor stator blading for 
compressors. Part 6: Data and performance 
for stage D 
(NASA-CE-13451') 	 - p0100 874-12449 
PRINCETON UNIV., N 3. 
Noise generation by cylindrical spoilers 
immersed in an air duct 
(AD-767336]	 p0142 874-13730 
Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel 
combustion systems 
(AD-767337]	 p0152 874-14445 
Flutter computer program and lifting surface 
theory with boundary layer 
(NASA-CR136559]	 p0155 874-14707 
PUGET SOUND UNIV., TACOMA, WASH. 
Nasa remote sensing of sea ice in AIDJEX 
p0063 874-11223 
PURDU UNIV., LAFAYETTE, lED. 
Unsteady fluid dynamic response of an axial-flow
R 
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA. BURLINGTON, BASS. 
Helicopter inspection design requirements 
(AD-769061]	 p0163 N74-14781 
Holographic multicolor moving map display 
(syste, definition) 
(AD-772155]	 p0241 N74-18083 
RAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. 
Some user benefits achievable from an advanced 
air traffic management system 
(8-1320-DOT]	 p0065 874-11435 
Cost comparisons of advanced air traffic 
manage.ent systems 
(R-1319-DOT]	 p0065 874-11436 
Energy trends and their future effects upon 
transportation 
(P-50461	 p0068 874-11791 
Technological change through product improvement 
in aircraft turbine engines 
(AD-769911]	 p0201 874-17519 
High-performance composite materials for vehicle 
construction: An elastoplastic analysis of 
crack propagation in a unidirectional composite 
(AD-769867]	 p0201 874-17626 
The potential for energy conservation in 
commercial air transport 
(R-1360-NSF]	 p0244 N74-18606 
Transportation energy use in the United States: 
A statistical history, 1955 - 1971 
(R-1391-NSF]	 p0244 874-18607 
Comparisons of Soviet and US technology 
(AD-771004]	 p0244 874-18627 
Branch-and-bound and heuristic approaches to a 
sequencing problem with team-size requirements 
[P-5152J	 p0288 874-20176 
A Dassault Dossier: Aircraft acquisition in 
France 
(AD-774598]	 pO299 874-20681 
The flow over a porous body: A singular 
perturbation problem with two parameters 
(AD-775072]	 p0324 874-21644 
Problems in avionics life-cycle analysis 
(P-5136]	 p0328 874-22597 
RAO (0. V. R.) AND ASSOCIATES, SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF. 
Theoretical studies of tone noise from a fan rotor 
(NASA-CR-2354)	 p0051 874-10735 
RAYTHEON CO., WAYLAND, MASS. 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-1] 	 p0165 874-15381 
Microwave Landing System (ELS) development plan 
as proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contact definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-3]	 p0165 874-15382 
Nicrowave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by Raytheon during the technical 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program, Volume 3A 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-3A]	 p0165 874-15383 
Microwave Landing System (MiS) development plan 
as proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 4: 
System considerations 1.1.2 through 1.1.5 
[PAA-RD-72-150-VOL-4] 	 p0165 874-15384 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase ofthe 
national MLS development program. Volume 5: 
Post TA/CD plans, management performance 
(FAA-RD-72-150-VOL-5] 	 p0165 N74-15385 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
national MLS development program. Volume 6: 
Supporting studies, appendices 0 through N 
(PAA-RD-150-VOL-6] 	 p0165 874-15386 
Microwave landing system (MLS) development plan 
as proposed by Raytheon during the technique 
analysis and contract definition phase of the 
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national RLS development program. Voln.e 3: 
1.1.1 performance validation 
(AD-773223]	 p0288 11714-20233 
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning bea. 
•icrowave landing system 
(NASA-Tfl-I-62368) 	 pOI468 N74-31617 
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INST., TROT, N.Y. 
Analysis and design of a capsule landing system 
and surface vehicle control system for Ears 
exploration 
(NASA-CR-136069]	 p0059 1174-11077 
RESEARCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, STOCKHOLN 
(S NE DEN) 
Identification tests with optical sights and 
reconnaissance aids in helicopters 
(POA-2-C-2533-D8/E1/116) 	 pOlO4 1174-12721 
Helicopter noise 
(FOA-3-C-3685-E4J	 p0105 1174-12722 
Remote control of aircraft and weapon system 
using a new •ethod 
(FOA-2-A-2553-E*]	 p0105 1174-12723 
Proposal for a visual syste. of si.ulating a 
landing 
(FOA-2-C-2509-E4]	 p0111 1174-13423 
Visit report on the flying and space Equipsent 
Exhibition in Paris 1971 
(FOA-2-C-2494-!6J	 p0113 N74-13690 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST., RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, N.C. 
Radar backscattering as a jeans for measuring 
ocean surface parameters using S193 altimetry 
and S19OB photography 
(E74-100921	 p0063 1174-11202 
REYNOLDS NETALS CO., RICHEOND, VA. 
Program to improve the fracture toughness and 
fatigue resistance of aluminu. sheet and plate 
for aircraft applications 
(AD-770350)	 p0201 1174-17278 
ROCHESTER APPLIED SCIENCE ASSOCIATES, INC., N.Y. 
Effect of sweep angle on the pressure 
distributions and effectiveness of the ogee 
tip in diffusing a line vortex 
(NASA-CR-132355]	 p0094 1174-11822 
Vortex modification by mass injection and by tip 
geometry variation 
(AD-771966]	 p0232 1174-17715 
ROCHESTER UNIV., N.!. 
Analytical investigation of the aerodynamic 
stability of helical vortices shed fro. a 
hovering rotor 
(AD-773026]	 p0252 1174-18705 
Visual elements in flight simulation 
(AD-772586)	 p0253 1174-18714 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
Contrdl-by-rire actuator model development for 
A PC A S 
[AD-772588]	 p0253 1114-18715 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., DOWNE!, CALIF. 
A methodology for boost-glide transport 
technology planning 
(NASA-CR-2346]	 p0249 11714-18681 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 1: Configuration 
definition. Supplement 1: Aerodynamic trades 
of flap and roll control system 
(AD-767179)	 p01145 1174-13154 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 3: Performance methods 
and landing rules 
(AD-767180	 p0146 1174-13755 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. Volume 5, part 1: Control system 
mechanization trade studies 
(AD-761181]	 p01*6 1174-13756 
SIOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap, Volume 5, part 3: Stability and 
control derivative accuracy requirements and 
effects of augmentation system design 
(AD-767182J	 p0146 N74-13757 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation, externally 
blown flap. VoluNe 2: Design compendium 
[AD-770110)	 p0199 1174-16751 
STOL tactical aircrat investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 5: Plight.control 
technology. Part 2: Simulation 
studies/flight control system validation 
(AD-770449)	 p0199 1174-16752 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 6: Air cushion landing
system trade study 
(AD-770448)	 p0199 1174-16753 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation: 
Externally blown flap. Volume 1: 
Configuration definition 
[AD-712738]	 p0251 1174-18697 
STOL tactical aircraft investigation-externally 
blown flap. Volume 4: Analysis of wind tunnel 
data 
(AD-772774)	 p0251 N74-18704 
Fighter technology demonstrator precursor 
analysis and test. Volume 1: Baseline 
development and technology identification 
[AD-783636]	 p0497 1174-34517 
ROLLS-ROYCE, LTD., BRISTOL (ENGLAND). 
Optimum engines for military V/STOL aircraft 
p0289 1174-20403 
Pegasus engine operating experience in the 
Harrier Aircraft
p0292 1174-20*31 
ROYAL LIECRAPT ESTABLISHMENT, BEDFORD (ENGLAND). 
Heasurements of the drag of so.e characteristic 
aircraft excrescences immersed in turbulent 
boundary layers
p0156 N74-14714 
The drag of externally carried stores: Its 
prediction and alleviation
pOlSl 1174-14729 
Application of energy management concepts to 
flight-path control in turbulence
p0235 N74-17744 
Some observations on manoeuvre stability and 
longitudinal control 
(ARC-R/N-3730J	 p0250 1174-18690 
A theoretical and experimental investigation of 
the external-flow, jet-augmented flap 
p0290 1174-20407 
A review of the low speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of aircraft with powered lift 
systems
p0364 1174-26448 
AutostabiliZation in VIOL aircraft: Results of 
flight -trials with SC 1
p01465 1174-31456 
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHEENT, PARNBOROUGH (ENGLAND). 
The identification of aircraft poverplant 
dynamic response fro. flight tests using power 
spectral techniques 
(BAE-TR-73049]	 p0105 11714-12725 
On the nature of large clear air gusts near 
storm tops 
(ARC-CP-1248)	 p0111 N74-13402 
Aircraft inertial system testing and evaluation 
- in the United Kingdom
pOlSi 1174-14352 
Aircraft drag prediction for project appraisal 
• and performance estimation
p0156 074-14716 
Calculation of the induced velocity field on and 
off the wing plane for a swept wing with given 
load distribution 
[ARC-R/N-3725]	 90161 N74-14766 
Si.iJ.arity requirements for aeroelastic models 
of helicopter rotors 
(ARC-CP-12451	 90161 N74-14767 
In situ non-destructive testing of aircraft 
structures by holographic interferometry 
(RAE-TR-72218]	 p0197 N74-16734 
Influence of pilot and aircraft characteristics 
on structural loads in operational flight 
(AGARD-R-608]	 p0233 N74-11728 
The design of automatic flight control systems 
to reduce the effects of xtmospheric - 
disturbances
-	
p0234 N74-17743 
A suggestion for improving flap effectiveness by 
heat addition 
(ARC-CP-1252]	 p0246 N7*-18662 
A technique for measuring oscillatory 
aerodynamic control surface hinge moments from 
forced response characteristics 
(ARC-CP-1253)	 p0247 1174-18663 
Gust loads on Comet aircraft
	 - 
[ARC-CP-1247)	 p0250 11714-18689 
Application of Monte Carlo methods to estimation 
of collision risks associated with ATC 
separation standards 
[RAE-TR-7310 14]	 p0256 1174-19283 
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SOCIETE RATIONALE D' ETUDE NT DR CONSTRUCTION DE 
Structural representation in aeroelastic 
calculations 
(ARC-R/8-3729)	 p0257 874-19563 
Vibration amplitudes produced in St. David's 
Cathedral by Concorde sonic bangs 
(ARC-R/N-3736]	 p0257 874-19565 
A theoretical study of inaccuracies arising fro. 
the representation of a continuous gust 
spectre, by a programme of discrete loads In 
fatigue tests 
(88371341	 p0257 874-19567 
The role of the anjor fatigue test in the 
acceptance, certification and safe utilisation 
of strike aircraft
p0283 874-19658 
Some engine and aircraft design considerations 
affecting noise
p0291 874-20421 
Examples of aircraft failure 
-	 p0332 874-23415 
General technical information
p0364 874-26446 
Supplementary contribution on aircraft 
performance considerations for noise reduction 
p0365 8714-26455 
Fail-safe aircraft structures, volume 1 
(BAE-TR-73183-VOL-1] 	 p0366 874-26458 
rail-safe philosophy: An introduction to the 
symposium
p0366 874-26460 
rail-safe aircraft structures, volume 2 
[RAE-TR-73183V0L2 1	 p0367 874-26468 
Fatigue in carbon fibre reinforced plastic 
structures: A review of the problems 
p0368 874-26478 
Ground loads on the npse undercarriage of the 
F-1OIIG aircraft 
(RAE-LIB-TRANS-1744] 	 p0406 874-27494 
Deter.ination of the derivatives of longitudinal 
motion of an aircraft from flight data by a 
model with automatic parameter adjustment 
(RAE-LIR-TRANS-17403	 p0407 874-27506 
The flight control system for the Concorde 
supersonic civil transport aircraft 
(RAE-LIR-TRANS-1615] 	 p0413 874-28502 
Contactors for improved aircraft electrical 
power distribution systems 
(RAB-TR-731571	 p0417 874-28549 
On the design and evaluation of flight control 
systems
p0463 874-31442 
Initial-design opti.isation on civil and 
military aircraft
p0465 874-31477 
Control aspects of aircraft type cycloconvertors 
p0474 874-32486 
ROYAL NETHERLANDS AIRCRAFT FACTORIES POKKER, 
A EST N RDA N 
Rational calculation of design gust loads in 
relation to present and proposed airworthiness 
requirements
p0234 874-17740 
DOYAL NETHERLANDS AIRCRAFT FACTORIES FOEKER, 
SCHIPHOL-OOST. 
Investigation of the fail-safe properties of 
civil aircraft
p0366 874-26463 
ROYAL RADAR RSTABLISHNENT, NALVERN (ENGLAND). 
Problems of long linear arrays in helicopter 
blades
p0468 874-31684 
S 
SACRANENTO AIR NATERIEL AREA, NCCLNLLAN APR, CALIF. 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposiu. 
Proceedings, Volume 1 
(AD-773813]	 p0285 874-19679 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volume 3 
(AD-773815]	 p0285 874-19680 
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium 
Proceedings, Volu.e 4 
(AD-773816]	 p0285 874-19681 
SAGE ACTION, INC., ITHACA, I.!. 
A correlation study of in-flight vibration 
measurements for patrol-type aircraft 
(AD-7776681	 p0369 874-26490
SANDERS ASSOCIATES. INC., NASHUA, I.E. 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
(AD-783690)	 p0498 874-34538 
SANDERS NUCLEAR CORP., NASHUA, N.H. 
Tactile display for aircraft control 
[AD-767763)	 p0144 874-13741 
SANDIA LABS., ALBUQUERQUE, N.NEI. 
Aircraft velocity measurement through 
radar-altimeter echo: A theoretical 
investigation 
(SLA-73-669]	 p0147 874-14119 
SANTA CLARA UNIV., CALIF. 
Steady-state decoupling and design of linear 
multivariable systems 
(NASA-Cfi-138815)	 p0409 874-27715 
SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATION SERVICE, SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 
Aerodynamic problems of STOL aircraft 
(BASA-TT-F-15182]	 p0056 874-10918 
Calculation of flows around zero thickness wings 
with evolutive vortex sheets 
(NASA-TT-F-15183]	 p0094 N74-11815 
Heat transfer of a disk rotating in a casing 
(NASA-TT-F-15199)	 p0101 874-12572 
The institute for Flight Nechanics, Braunschweig 
(081) and Stuttgart (027) 
(NASA-TT-F-15197]	 p0l39 874-13706 
New technologies and profitability of helicoptere 
(NASA-TT-F-15195]	 p0140 874-13717 
Representation of hot jet turbulence by means of 
its infrared emission 
(NASA-TT-F-15233]	 p0151 874-14383 
Experimental study of a wing profile with Fowler 
flaps and slats 
(NASA-TT-F-15370J	 p0235 N74-17747 
Improvement of maneuverability at high subsonic 
speeds 
(NASA-TT-F-15406]	 p0236 N74-17757 
Concerning the performance data of a 
reverberation chamber 
(NASA-TT-F-15371]	 p0240 N74-17958 
Direct calculation of airfoils from pressure 
distribution 
(NASA-TT-F-15417]	 p0281 N74-19641 
Tupolev 144 and Concorde: The official 
performances are compared for the first time 
[NASA-TT-F-15446]	 p0283 N7'4-19661 
Stability and decay of free vortices behind a wing 
(NASA-TT-F-151445]	 p0287 N74-19904 
The Do 31 landing loads during vertical landing 
and their consequences for future V/STOL 
developments 
(NASA-TT-F-15532J	 p0297 N74-20668 
A method for avoiding insect roughness on aircraft 
(NASATTF15454]	 p0324 N74-21646 
VSTOL aircraft stability and control experience 
from methods and results of Do 31 flight tests 
(NASA-TT-F-155311	 p0325 N74-21651 
Flight control problems for steep approaches 
(NASA-TT-F-15617]	 p0406 874-27493 
Propeller tests in the large sonic wind tunnel 
of Nondane-Avrieux 
[NASA-TT-F-157014]	 p0413 N74-28501 
Application of quarternions to rigid body 
rotation problems 
(NASA-TT-F-15414]	 p0418 874-29040 
Comparison of the influence of horizontal and 
vertical gust interferences on aircraft 
longitudinal motion 
[NASA-TT-F15801]	 p0445 N74-30425 
Propellers and helicopter blades of 
fiber-reinforced synthetic resin materials 
(NASA-TT-F-15859]	 p0467 N74-31493 
Gust measurements on Concorde 
(NASATTF15837]	 p0467 N74-31494 
Flight operations and guide beam systems 
(NASA-TT-F-15962]	 p0492 874-34154 
SHEFFIELD UNIV. (ENGLAND). 
Landing transition paths which optimize fuel, 
time or distance for jet-lift VIOL transport 
aircraft in steep approaches 
(ARC-R/N-3732]	 pO4l6 N74-28527 
SOCIETE NATIONALE D'ETUDE NT DR CONSTRUCTION DR 
NOTEURS D'AVIATION, VILLAROCEE (FRANCE). 
The motorization of short take-off and landing 
aircraft
-	
p0289 N74-20405 
Low speed tuibine gear box
p0291 874-20418 
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SOCIBTU DATIODM.U. 1059090113S.&u ADiPATzlS.l3, 
SOCIOTO DA2I000LU IDDOSTDIWJ.D ABDOSPATIM.IJ, 
GIiRIGIIAUD (PRADCD.) 
Influence of the degree of fail-aafe achieved, 
using the internal pressure indicator (BIG), 
on the flight safety during a specified 
service life of nain rotor blades of Sd 321. 
and Sd 330 helicopters
p0367 074-26469 
SOCIDTG flflTI0DAJU IBDUSTRIGLL2 A000SPATIALG, PARIS 
(PRAnCE). 
Designers' need for general infornation fron 
analysis of fatigue test results and service 
behavior
p0283 074-19660 
Short haul aircraft adaptation to the use of 
short landing fields
p0290 974-20411 
Techniques oriented tonards cost reduction 
p0305 074-21613 
Interrelated aspects of service safety arising 
fron consideration of safe life, fail-safe, 
nanufacturing quality and naintenence procedures 
p0366 974-26461 
Sen technologies and caintenance of helicoptere 
p0466 974-31478 
SOCIETE TECHOIQUE D'APPLICATIOD ET DR RECBERCHE 
BLECTEOSIQUE, GASSY (PRAXICB). 
A connutation on antenna systens covering 
standard aircraft and balloons
p0469 974-31685 
SOPTUARN ET EUGIDBERIUG DES S!STBGBS D' IDPOSGATIQOB 
02 D'AUTOGATIQUE, PARIS (FRIIEICE). 
Softuare definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Connunicatious Center. Volune 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 1: . General 
presentation of the Aeronautical Satellite 
Coonunications Center and its softuare 
(91-5102/27-73/309]	 p0107 974-12864 
Softuare definition study for the Aeronautical 
Sateliite Connunications Center. Volune 1: 
Definition specifications. Part 2: 
Description of operational and sinulation 
functions 
[EX-5102/27-73/305)	 p0107 N74-12865 
Softuare definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Coiannnications Center. Volune 2: 
Progranoing specifications. Part 1: Softuare 
organization and general description 
(91-5102/27-73/296]	 p0108 974-12866 
Softuare definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Coonunications Center. Volune 2: 
Progranning specifications. Part 2: 
Description of operational functions 
(91-5102/27-73/308]	 p0108 874-12867 
Softuare definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Conmunications Center. Volune 2: 
Progranning specifications. Part 3: 
Description of sinulation function 
(91-5102/27-73/299]	 p0108 874-12868 
Softuare definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Coociunications center. Volune 3: 
Definition of the Deans (EX-5102/27-73/311] 	 p0108 974-12869 
Softeare definition study for the Aeronautical 
Satellite Connunications Center. Voluse 4: 
Planning (11-5102/27-73/315]	 p0108 874-12870 
SOLAR, SM DIEGO, CALIF. 
Turbine inlet gas teoperature sensor for engine 
cofltrol (AD-765193]	 p0046 974-10461 
Turbine blade tenperature neasurenent systen: 
Operation nanual (SOLAR-P/N-106751]	 p0241 874-18097 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UDIV., BR000IUGS. 
The unsteady circulation distribution in rotors 
and its application to noise studies 
p0152 874-14437 
SOUTUAOPTOB 0019. (ENGLAUD). 
On the noise fron jets
p0329 874-22655 
SOUTHERN SETHODIST QUIP., DALLAS, TEE. 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: an 
experinental study of an airfoil type 
(AD-771170/8GA]	 . p0255 974-18939 
The separating turbulent boundary layer: An 
experinental study of an airfoil type flou 
p0281 974-19637
Identification of aircraft atnbility and c9fltEO 
paranetors using nnitilovol,. hiorurchico3 
estiuntion	 . - 
p0356 U78-255O 
SOUTHDES2 RESEARCH lOST. 0' SAl] dD200I0, 
Requirenents for esploaion-proof electrical 
eguipuent in Air farce bangera (AD-767600]	 .	 . p0109 074-12969 
Engineering appraisal of Sonthuest Research 
Institute nagnetic crack definer applied to 
C-47 rotor blades (50-769068]	 p0163 D74-14778 
Aerodynaoic danping of vibrating helicopter rotoro 
(AD-775929]	 p0358 074-25598 
SPERRY RAUD CORP., P90001K, MIS.. 
Angle of attack conputation systen 
(AD-771183/1GA]	 p0255 074-19107 
Uodification of prototype fly-by-nire systen to 
investigate fiber-optic oultiplexed signal 
transnission techniques (AD-783269]	 p0498 974-34550 
STAUDARD ELECTRIK LORBUR A.G, STUTTGART (DBST 
GERUAD!). 
Aerosat and Harsat: SateUites for nobile 
services
p0059 074-11018 
STAnFORD RESEARCH lUST., GEDLO PARK, CALIL'. 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
conputer. Volune 1: Architecture (NASA-CR-132252]	 p0240 074-17909 
Design of a fault tolerant airborne digital 
conpuker. Volune 2: Conputational 
requirenents and technology (UASA-CR-132253]	 p0254 974-18842 
Papers presented at the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Conference (1972). Structure of 
lightning noise - especially above HF. 
Trigered lightning and its application to 
rockets and aircraft (AD-771464]	 p0255 074-19211 
The chenistry of fuel deposits and their 
precursors (AD-773630]	 p0289 074-20399 
Evaluation of the lidar technique of deteroining 
slant range visibility for aircraft landings 
operations 
(AD-776054]	 p0358 874-25596 
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF. 
Aerodynanic sound generation due to 
vortez-aerofoil interaction
p0093 874-11804 
Nonlinear bending and torsion of rotating beans 
uith application to linear stability of 
hingeless helicopter rotors
p0101 874-12545 
Unsteady gas dynanics problens and aeroelastic 
applications related to flight vehicles (AD-767605]	 p0106 074-12734 
Autonatic control of a helicopter sith a hanging 
load (NASA-CR-136504]	 p0140 874-13715 
Haiti-input, nulti-output regulator design for 
constant disturbances and non-zero set points 
uith application to autonatic landing in a 
crosseind (NASA-CR-136618] 	 p0164 874-15378 
Acoustic scattering froo an aircraft trailing 
vortex
p0193 874-16377 
Autonatic transitions of a tilt-rotor aircraft, 
part 1. Autonatic control of a helicopter 
with a hanging load, part 2
p0363 874-26432 
STEOCO GIG. CO ., LOUGVIEU, TEL 
Truck noise via diesel exhaust and air intake 
noise (P3-222624/9]	 p0052 874-10742 
STEVENS INST. OP TECH., HOBOKED, U.]. 
Control failure sinulations of the PRO hydrofoil 
craft using a 1/20-scale dynanic nodel sith 
autonatic control (AD-766098]	 p0046 874-10338 
STICHTIUG UATIONAAL LUCNT- -EU 
ROIETEVAARTLABORATORIUU, DELPT (HETHERLAHDS). 
Stichting National Aerospace Laboratory, revien 
for the year 1972
p0053 974-10891 
STOCKHOLE UNIV. (SUNDEN). 
Gas-phase nitrogen and nethane cheDistry in the 
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COUOIIU 80010E IIDU 
.at.osphs-
•	 p0255 174-19053 
30Iu Coop. • CDLVII T!, CALIF. 
Developaint of a low-cost co.posite die using 
ugh-Energy-Rate For.ing (0007) 
(13-771957]
	
p02*2 174-18145 
00-61 design and operational flight loads study 
(1D. 775832]
	
p0331 174-22690 
STOOl! 011?. (AUSUILII). 
Three co.put.r progresses to calculate the 
steady or unsteady subsonic characteristics of 
lifting surfaces in ground effect 
(107-7401]	 p0441 074-29368 
SYST3E DOTELOP101T GOOP., SAITA bud. CALIF.	 - 
Cunulative fatigue danage theory and .odels 
(10-7745291	 p0304 074-21569 
S!STEIS ASSOCIATES, IIC., LOIG BEACH, CALIF. 
US Ir.y helicopter hydraulic servocylinder 
reliability and aaintainability investigation 
(10-7672*3]	 p0142 074-13731 
US Irny helicopter rod end bearing reliability 
and •aintainability investigation 
(10-768843]	 p0190 074-15724 
OS dray helicopter hydraulic syste. reliability 
and laintainability investigation. Volu.e 1: 
Docu.ent deficiency analysis 
(10-773022]	 p0252 N74-1870 
US Amy helicopter hydraulic syste. reliability 
and aaintainability investigation. Volu.e 2: 
Supple.ental design guide 
(10-773023)	 p0252 074-18710 
SISTEIS CONTROL, IIC., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
£ unified approach to aircraft para.eter 
identification
p0357 074-25584 
SISTUS RESEARCH LABS.., IIC., DITTOS, OHIO. 
Investigation in energy transfer and energy 
conversion for advanced power and propulsion 
systens 
(10-7715811	 p0243 074-18417 
SYSTUS TEC010LOGY, INC., HAVTRORIE. CALIF. 
Design of a flight director/configuration 
•anagenent systes for piloted STOL approaches 
(NASA-CR-114688] 	 p0189 074-15715 
Analysis and •oving base si.ulation of 
transition configuration .anage.ent aspects of 
a powered lift aircraft 
(NASI-CR-1146983 	 p0330 074-22671 
Analytical design and sinulation evaluation of 
an approach flight director systea for a jet 
STOL aircraft 
(IASA-CR-114697]	 p0330 074-22676 
Turbulence flight director analysis and 
preli.inary si.ulation 
(VASA-CH-140487] 	 p0488 074-33445 
Vehicle design considerations for active control 
application to subsonic transport aircraft 
(NISA-CR-2408]	 p0494 074-34476 
TACTICAL AIR WARFARE dOTER, EGLII IFS, iLl. 
Si.plified Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VLSI) 
(AD-767901]	 -	 p0151 074-14362 
TOCHIIOI. - -ISRAEL XIS?. 01 TECO., 111171. 
Deteruination. of the allowable tolerances for 
the asyesevries of a free rolling vehicle 
(TAE-185]	 p0323 074-21637 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls 
[VASA-CB-138658]	 p0363 074-26424 
TECHOXSCHE BOCHSCRULB, DAROSTADT (VEST GlObAl!). 
Study of the te.perature influence on induced 
flow effects. Part 1: Test equipnent for 
ground effect investigations using circular 
hot air jets 
[110-8/71-PT-i]	 p0097 074-11844 
Study of the te.perature influence on induced 
flow effects, part 2: Influence of ground 
effects on hot-air jet sizing in steady 
at.ospheric air 
(IFD-9/71-PT-21	 p0097 074-11845 
TECHIISCHE 0003SC000L, DELPT (JETHERLIODS). 
Quasi hologeneous approxi.ations for the 
calculation of wings with curved subsonic 
leading edges flying at supersonic speeds 
(VTH-173]	 p0195 074-16708 
Coluan failure of thin-walled co.pression 
.e.bera in aircraft wings as affected by wall
fillS IIST101UTS•. lid.. 
inperfection aüd crushing 
(VTH-175]	 p0197 074-16731 
TECHIISCHE 011?., 313LII (WEST 010011!). 
Proble.a of pilot-autonatic control interactions 
in flight control 
(ILB-4-1973]	 p0326 174-21663 
TECEIISCBI OIITUSITAET, BoUlsoIci (VEST aERIAl!). 
Flight control problem for steep approaches 
(OASI-TT-P-15617]	 p0406 074-27493 
TEC010LOGY,- lId., DA!T0I, OHIO. 
Helicopter drive systen load analysis 
(10-775858]	 p0331 174-22697 
T-38 structural flight loads data for June 1970 
through December 1971 
(AD-758891]	 p0408 074-27507 
TECHTRLI CORP., GLES BUll!, ID 
Economics of air transport 
(NASA-TT-F-15249]	 p0154.074-14682 
Aircraft of the future 
(NISA-TT-P-15424]	 p0284 074-19669 
he creative life of S. V. Il'yushin 
(OASA-TT-F-15622)	 p0332 074-23509 
Longitudinal notion of an airliner during steep 
approach 
[NASA-TT-F-15616]	 p0355 074-25564 
Effects of new approach procedures on cockpit 
design and chance for realization 
(NASA-TT-F-156 13 ]
	 p0355 074-25565 
Noise reducing .ethods for STOL aircraft 
approach and takeoff 
(NASA-TT-F-15612]	 p0413 074-28500 
A new type of sail plane 
(NASA-TT-F-15920]	 p0472 074-32440 
TECETRAN CORP., SILVER SPRIOG, ID. 
Calculation and analysis of aircraft notion 
[NASA-TT-P-757]	 p0159 1174-14751 
Civil aviation in the USSR (the fiftieth 
anniversary of its formation) 
(NASA-TT-F-806]	 p0283 1174-19666 
TEES (JIbES 0.) AID CO., COLLEGE STATIOI, TI!. 
Studies of the effects of sonic boon on birds 
(FAA-RD-73-148]	 p0039 074-10039 
TELED!IE 3111 AEROIAUTICAL CO. • SAl DIEGO, CALIF.-
Catapult perfor.ance and interface require.ents 
for launch of BQI-34 vehicles 
(10-783935]	
.	 p0499 074-34686 
TELEDIJE SISTERS CO., 108TERIDGE, CALIF.. 
Investigation of application of 
two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal 
gyroscopes to strapdown navigation syste.s 
(IASI-CR-132419]	 p0304 074-21289 
070035533 OIlY. SPACE INST., TOLLA001A. 
Noise characteristics of jet flap type exhaust 
flows 
(IASA-CR-2342]	 p0236 074-17756 
An approxi.ate solution of unsteady transonic 
flow problens 
(AD-783621)	 p0500 074-34718 
0n the inlet vortex syste. 
(IASA-CR-140182]	 p0500 074-35194 
TEST GROUP (6585TH), HOLLOIAI IFS, 0.1111. 
Antenna gain pattern measurenents on a BQI-34F 
target drone, volume S 
[AD-778075]	 p0409 074-27642 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volune 1: Cessna 150 L at L-, 5-, and C-bands 
[10-781825]	 p0491 074-33648 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volune 2: Cherokee 140 at L-, S-, and C-bands 
(AD-781791]	 p0492.074-33652 
Static radar cross section of light aircraft. 
Volu.e 3: Piper P1-18 super cub at L-, S-, 
and C-bands 
(10-781792]	 p0492 074-33653 
TEXAS 1611 UNIV., COLLEGE STATIOI. 
Research on aircraft dyna.ics for subsonic flight 
[10-765657]	 p0042 074-10061 
Wake induced loads on helicopter rotor blades 
p0103 074-12708 
Research on aircraft dynamics for subsonic flight 
(10-770540]	 p0197 074-16738 
A numerical vortex box technique for 
calculations in lifting surface theory 
p0244 074-18642 
TEXAS IISTR0130TS, INC., AUSTII. 
Failure nodes, effects and criticality analysis 
(FIECA) of category XXI instrunent landing 
syste. with traveling: Wave localizer antenna 
[01-840912-100]	 p0164 074-15380 
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YNKAS TRANSPORTATION INST., 
TBXAS TRhDSPORTATIOD INST., COLLEGE STATION. 
Texas airport systems plan - air passenger 
demand model: fiodel test and evaluation 
(AD-772471]	 p0294 974-20630 
T2XAS UNIV., ARLINGTON. 
A digital calculation of the response of a 
piloted subsonic jet-transport airplane to 
severe vertical gusts
p0412 074-28998 
TEXAS UNIV., AUSTIN. 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
p0411 074-28473 
Suppression of flutter on interfering lifting 
surfaces by the use of active controls 
(AD-779770]	 p0441 074-29372 
TORONTO UOIV. (ONTARIO). 	 - 
ileasurement of turbulence inputs for V/STOL 
approach paths in a simulated planetary 
boundary' layer 
(OTIAS-189)	 p0066 074-11661 
A numerical study of the effects of aircraft 
manoeuvers on the focusing of sonic booms 
[60-775095]	 p0326 074-21664 
TRANSPORTATION S!ST2NS CENTER, CA980IDGE, NASS. 
Evaluation of uS localizer 'sinal specification 
during ground rollout 
(AD-765761]	 p0049 074-10623 
Human factors experiments for data link 
(AD-7604011	 p0049 074-10625 
User's áanual for ILSLOC: Simulation for 
derogation effects on the localizer portion of 
the instrument landing system 
(AD-768049]	 p0151 074-14361 
The detection of aircraft sake vortices 
p0233 074-11731 
A comparison of tuo. L-band aircraft antennas for 
aeronautical satellite applications 
p0469 074-31688 
TEN SYSTRaS GROuP, RRDONDO BEACH, CALIP. 
- Nuclear instrument landing system 
(560-828-2]	 p0288 074-20232 
TYCO LABS., INC., OuTRAN, NASS. 
Development and testing of a cadmium telluride 
high temperature (750 F) infrared fire detector 
(60-773324)	 p0287 074-19714 
Fiji 
UNITBD AIRCRAFT CORP., EAST HARTFORD, COUN. 
• Development of optimal control modes for 
advanced technology propulsion systems 
(AD-76'1425]	 p0112 074-13514 
Experimental investigation of model 
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors 
(NASA-CR-2215]	 p0245 074-18645 
Nondestructive holographic techniques for 
structures inspection 
(AD-774758]	 p0303 074-21105 
Helicopter derivative identification from' 
analytic models and flight test data 
p0356 014-25579 
The passage of an infinite suept airfoil through 
an oblique gust 
(NASA-CR-2395]	 p0363 074-26425 
Dynamic analysis of multi-degree-of-freedom 
systems using phasing matrices
p0496 074-34493 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP., STRATPORD, COLIN. 
Vibration effects on helicopter reliability and 
maintainability 
(AD-766307]	 p0042 974-10064 
Dynamic test of gears manufactured by advanced 
forging techniques 
(AD-765491]	 p0047 074-10484 
Relicopter rotor loads predictions
pOO5S 914-10912 
Investigation of the maneuverability of the S-67 
minged helicqpter 
(AD-767559]	 p0106 974-12735 
NASTRAN data generation of helicopter fuselages 
using interactive graphics
p0153 974-14621 
Dynamic model efnd tunnel tests of a 
variable-diameter, telescoping-blade rotor 
'system (TRAC rotor) 
(AD-771037]	 p0237 N74-1776tS 
Tho avaluation of a stall-flutter spring-damper 
puobrod in the rotating control system of a
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CH-54B helicopter 
(AD-771962J	 p0238 974-17773 
Aeroelastic analysis of a telescoping rotor blade 
(60-771963]	 p0239 974-17774 
Analytical study to define a helicopter 
stability derivative extraction method, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-.132371]	 p0248 074-18674. 
'Analytical study to define a helicoper stability 
derivative extraction method, volume 2 
(NASA-CR-132372]	 p0248 974-18675 
CH-53 A flexible frame vibration analysis/test 
correlation 
[AD-772569]	 p0252 974-18711 
CE-SI B Cain gearbox thermal capping program 
(80-772664)	 p0253 974-18712 
CR 54A design and operational flight loads study 
(80-773551]	 p0286 974-19686 
A design analysis of CR-548 main rotor hub
fabricated from composite materials 
(AD-774270)	 p0300 074-20689 
Community acceptance of helicopter noise: 
Criteria and application 
(NASA-CR-132430]	 p0355 074-25567 
Qualification test methods for helicopter cargo 
handling systems 
(AD-776991]	 p0358 974-25599 
Fatigue and fracture considerations in critical 
titanium components
p0367 974-26470 
Developmest of cargo slings sith nondestructive 
checkout systems 
(AD-777497)	 p0369 074-26492 
Continuous seam diffusion bond titanium spar 
evaluation 
(AD-780029)	 p0468 0711-31515 
Dynamic stall modeling and correlation sith 
experimental data on airfoils and rotors 
p0495 074-34491 
Correlation of finite-element structural dynamic 
analysis mith measured free vibration 
characteristics for a full-scale helicopter 
fuselage
p0496 074-34496 
UNITED AIRCRAPT OP CANADA, LTD., LONGUEUIL (QUEBEC). 
Lou NOr emission combustor for automobile 
[PB-22207S/41	 p0052 074-10745 
UNITED STATOS INDUSTRIES, INC.., NEN YORK. 
Unsteady fluid dynamic response of an axial-floe 
compressor stage sith distorted inflom 
(AD-766084]	 p0051 074-10736 
UNIVERSITY OP SOUTHERN CALIP., LOS ANGELES. 
On the generation of jet noise
p0329 974-22663 
UTAH STATE UNIV., LOGAN. 
Nodel study of C-5A landings on 802 landing mat 
(AD-767231]	 p0109 974-12970 
Dynamic response of the landing mat to aircraft 
landing
p0369 974-26768 
VERNII3IGTE PLOGYNCENISCEE UERKBG.N.B.E., BRENEN 
(NEST GERNANI). 
Design optimization of the YAK 191B and its 
evaluation based on results from the hardeare 
realisation and test data
p0466 974-31'479 
VEREINIGYN PLUGTECHNISCBE NERKE-POEKEB G.N.B.B., 
BRENEN (NEST GERNANY). 
Fatigue of spacecraft structures 
'[ESRO-CR(P)-322]	 p0194 074-16597 
The development and flight testing of the 
propnlsion system of the YAK 191 B Y/STOL 
strike and reconnaissance aircraft 
p0292 974-20432 
VXRGINXA UNIV., CHARLOTTESVILLE. 
Domnuash-velocity potential method f or 
oscillating surfaces using aerodynamic 
elements in subsonic and supersonic floes 
p0281 974-19638 
Effects of airàraft design on STOL ride quality: 
A simulator study 
(NASA-CR-140059]	 p0473 1174-32443 
71001 INC., ANUNEST, N.Y. 
A theoretical study of the application of jet 
flap circulation control for reduction of 
rotor vibratory forces 
(NASA-CR-137515]	 p0416 974-28525 
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WARREN SPRIIG LAB., STEVENAGE (EJGLAID). 
Relative air pollution emissions froi an airport 
in the UK and neighbouring urban areas 
p0148 874-14282 
WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE. 
Throughflov theory for tarbomachines 
(AD-766537]	 pO065 874-11602 
A prediction •odel for wake related sound 
generation by single airfoils and subsonic 
rotors
p0187 874-15700 
WASHINGTON UNIV., ST. LOUIS, 80. 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental 
study of lifting rotor random loads and 
vibrations, Phase 1 
(NASA-CR-114707]	 p0160 874-14755 
Concepts for a theoretical and experi.ental 
study of lifting rotor random loads and 
vibrations. Phase 2 
[NASA-CR-114708)	 p0160 874-14756 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental 
study of lifting rotor random loads and 
vibrations (the effects of some rotor feedback 
systems on rotor-body dynamics) • Phase 7-A 
(NASA-CR-114709]	 p0160 074-14757 
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental 
study of lifting rotor random loads and 
vibrations (identification of lifting rotor 
syste. parameters froa transient response 
data), Phase 7-B 
(NASA-CB-1147.10)	 p0160 874-14758 
Concepts for a theoretical and experi.ental 
study of lifting rotor random loads and 
vibrations (farther experiments with 
progressing/regressin rotor flapping modes), 
Phase 7-C 
(NASA-CR-114711]	 p0160 874-14759 
Methods studies toward simplified rotor-body 
dyna.ics, part 1 
(NASA-CR-137570]	 p0495 074-34483 
Co.puter experiments on periodic syste.s 
identification using rotor blade transient 
flapping-torsiøn responses at high advance ratio 
p0496 874-34492 
WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT, SALISBURT 
(AUSTRALIA). 
The improvement in Mach number distribution and 
reduction of pressure fluctuations in the 
transonic working section of wind tunnel S.1 
(WRE-TN-925]	 p0045 874-10303 
Description of six degree of freedom rigid 
aircraft mathematical models 
(WRE-TN-901(WR/D) 3	 p0187 074-15702 
WEATHER 8180 (3RD), OFFUTT APR, JEER. 
Thermal para.eters as a predictor of 
precipitation type for Kincheloe APE, Michigan 
(AD-7549271	 p0048 874-10611 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV., MORGANTOIN. 
The stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor 
(AD766828]	 p0062 074-11128 
The stability of helical vortex filaments in the 
wake of a hovering rotor
p0140 074-13713 
Mon-linear helicopter rotor lifting surface theory 
p0363 874-26431 
Nonlinear helicopter rotor lifting surface 
theory, part 1 
(AD-781885]	 p0473 1711-32453 
WESTIIGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP., BALTIMORE, MD. 
Cobra window design analysis and no glare canopy 
design 
LAD-778165]	 p0408 874-27508 
WESTIIGUOUSE ELECTRIC CORP., LIME, OHIO. 
The ac power controllers for solid state 
distribution system. Volu.e 1: Design, 
development, fabrication, and test of hybrid 
devices 
(AD-768199] -	 p0146 074-13903 
WESTLAND NELICOPTERS LTD., MATES (ZIGLAND). 
Fatigue of composite structures: Experience 
gained in the design of CPRP structures for 
helicopters
p0368 874-26479 
WESTLAJD MELICOPTEES, LTD., TEOVIL (ENGLAND) 
The prediction of loading actions on high speed
semi-rigid helicopters
pOOSS 074-10914 
WHITTAKER CORP., SAM DIEGO, CALIF. 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 1 
(AD-766361J	 p0057 874-10929 
Low cost, fiber glass reinforced plastic fuel 
tank, volume 2 
(AD-766 1400]	 p0057 074-10931 
Manufacturing Methods Technology (MM/T) for 
ballistic-tolerant flight control components 
(AD-766744]	 p0058 874-10933 
Composite-material helicopter rotor hubs 
(AD-771973]	 p0236 874-17772 
WISCONSIN UNIV., MADISON. 
The divided combustion chamber-concept and 
design for control of SI engine exhaust air 
pollutant emissions
p0165 074-15454 
WISCONSIN UNIV., MILWAUKEE. 
Numerical calculations of velocity and pressure 
distribution around oscillating airfoils 
(NASA-CR-2368J	 p0194 074-16704 
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGAIIZATIOI, GENEVA 
(SWITZERLAND). 
Fifth session of Commission for Aeronautical 
Meteorology 
(W8O-322]	 p0100 874-12330 
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articular supplement in which the citation may be found. 
0-1
COITR1C	 800883 IIDEX 
DI PROJ. 1y1-62204-1&-43 DI PROJ.	 310-61102-8-71P DIAJO2-71-C-0035 DAAJO2-72C0095 
p0327 874-21671 p0044 874-10159 p0044 874-10073 p0385 174-36591 
DI PROJ. 1?1-62204-11-44 DI PROJ. 310-62110-1-819 DIAJO2-71-C-0037 DAAJO2-72-C-0097 
p0408 874-27510 p0251 874-18702 p0042 874-10064 p0232 N74-1771 
Dl PROJ. 1P1-62204-1182 Dl PROJ. 410-62203-1-859 DAIJO2-7 1-C-0045 D11J02-72-C-0099 
p0251 874-18700 p0241 074-17963 p0106 874-12738 p0331 874-22701 
p0286 874-19686 Dl PROJ. 1728037 D11J02-71-C-0049 D11J02-72-C-0100 
p0331 874-22690 p0303 874-21084 p0238 874-17765 p0443 874-2940 
Dl PROJ. 1F1-62205-1-119 Dl-ARO(D)-31-124-G-154 DIIJO2-71-C-0055 011J02-72-C-0102 
p0107 874-12739 p0112 874-13513 p0256 874-19411 p0072 174-13301 
p0142 074-13731 Dl-IRO(D)-31-124-G1144 DIAJO2-71-C-0058 DIIJO2-72-c-0104 
p0190 874-15724 p0215 174-22477 p0238 874-17773 p0300 N74-2068 
p0197 874-16740 DLARO (D)31124-71G112 D11J0271C0062 DllJ0272C0105 
p0243 074-18405 p0251 874-18703 p0058 874-10933 p0384 174-36581 
p0252 874-18706 D1-ARO(D)-31-124-71-G153 DAAJO2-71-C-0064 p0495 874-3449 
p0252 874-18707 p0197 874-16738 p0206 174-22469 DIAJO2-72-C-0110 
p0252 874-18709 DAIRO(D)31124-71G177 D11J0271-D0003 p0243 N74-184O 
p0252 874-18710 p0190 074-15728 p0142 874-13731 DAIJO2-73-C-0010 
p0253 874-18718 D1-IRO(D)31124-72631 p0190 874-15724 p0327 874-2167 
p0256 874-19411 p0255 874-18939 D11J0272C0008 DlA.10273C-0012 
p0284 874-19675 DAARO(D)311247G112 p0369 074-26492 p0331 074-2269 
Dl PROJ. 1P1622051529 p0343 174-33813 DAIJO2-72-C-0013 DIIJO2-73-C-0013 
p0239 074-17775 DAIRO(D)124G154 p0253 074-18713 p0252 N74-1870 
Dl PROJ. 1P1-62208-A-170 p0132 A74-1872 D11J0272C0017 p0252 874-18711 
p0058 874-10933 DIABO(D)1247G112 p0047 874-10491 DIIJO2-73-C-0015 
•	 p0238 874-17772 p0395 174-37501 D11J0272C0025 . p0491 N74-3347 
p0250 874-18696 D131124-IRO(D)246 p0239 N74-'7774 DIAKO2-70-C-0518 
p0253 874-18713 p0059 874-10941 DA1J0272-C-0030 p0107 874-12741 
p0285 074-19684 Dl-31-124-ARO(D)375 p0388 174-36618 DAAKO2-72-c-0043 
p0300 874-20689 p0341 174-33401 DLAJO2-72-C-0033 p0047 074-10481 
Dl PROJ. 1P1-622081182 Dl-311241R0(D)471 p0327 874-21667 DAHCO4 p0210 174-23321 
p0353 074-25544 p0477 174-44406 p0327 074-21668 0111C04-68-C-0003 
p0443 874-29402 D11125-72-C-0492 p0360 874-25614 p0286 874-19681 
Dl PROJ. 1P1-63204-D-38B p0075 174-13815 DA1J0272C0036 p0470 874-3241 
p0042 874-10064 011807-7 1CO300 p0498 874-34525 DARCO4-69-C-001 S 
Dl PROJ. 1P1-63204-D-157 p0267 174-26916 DIAJO2-72-C-0037 p0450 l74-4133 
p0106 074-12735 DAIDO5-71C0422 p0358 074-25599 p0042 074-1006 
p0239 074-17774 p0416 874-28532 DIAJO2-72C0040 DARCOII-69-00016 
Dl PROJ. 1P163209D833 D11D0572CO284 p0162 874-14775 p0112 074-13511 
p0252 874-18708 p0408 874-27508 p0369 874-26493 DAHCO4-69-C-0086 
p0369 874-26492 D1AD0573CO305 D11J0272C0041 p0206 1714-2247 
Dl PROJ. 1F1-63209DB38 p0408 074-27508 p0190 074-15725 DIHCO4-70-C-0050 
p0253 874-18716 DALG11-69-C-0626 DAAJO2-72-C-0042 p0358 074-25591 
Dl PROJ. 1F2-62208-AR-9001 p0242 074-18183 p0252 874-18705 DAHCO4-70-C-0057 
p0491 074-33472 011G1772C-0075 DA1J0272C0044 p0285 074-1967 
Dl PROJ. 1F2-63207-DB-97 p0054 8711-10899 p0252 074-18706 DIHCO4-71-C-0048 
p01 12 874-13450 D1104672C0073 D1lJ0272C0046 p0394 l74-3748 
Dl PROJ. 1F2-63211-D-157 p0288 N74-20080 p0252 874-18708 pO496 8714*3449 
p0498 874-34525 DIIG46-72-C-0175 DIAJO2-72-C-0051 DIECO4-72-l-0001 
Dl PROJ. 101-62204-11-72 p0468 874-31515 p0408 074-27510 p049 1 874-33461 
p0331 074-22697 DAl046-73-C-0028 DAIJO2-72-C-0052 DIBCO4-72-C-0040 
Dl PROJ. 1GI-62207-1l-71 p0242 074-18145 p0163 8711-14781 p0134 174-1883 
p0152 074-14444 DllHO2-73-C-0024 DllJO2-72-C-0053 DIJI37-72-C-1280 
p0293 074-20451 p0253 874-18716 p0239 074-17775 p0293 074-20571 
Dl PROJ. 1G1-62207-ll-72. DAIJO1-71-C-0840 DllJO2-72-C-0054 DGRST-69-0-1906 
p0047 874-10484 p0341 174-33404 p0250 8714-18693 p0064 074-11381 
p0143 874-13732 DAAJO1-72-C-0737 DIIJO2-72-C-0056 01-14-16-0001-5351 
p0162 874-14775 p0303 874-21084 p0250 074-18696 p0039 874-1003 
p0327 874-21667 D11J0173CO286 D11J02-72C0057 DOT-CG-23223-1 
p0327 874-21668 p0385 174-36589 p0285 074-19684 p0305 074-2162 
p0360 874-25614 D11J0173CO533 DIAJO2-72C0060 DOTFA.SS71-13 
p0369 874-26493 p0163 874-14778 p0286 874-19686 p0071 174-13291 
p0408 074-27515 DA1J01-73-C-0581 DAIJO2-72-C-0061 DOT-P170011-175 
Dl PROJ. 10162208ll72 p0500 874-34952 p0331 074-22690 p0098 074-1197 
p0253 874- 18712 D11302-67-C-0016 DAAJO2-72-C-0063 DOT-F171W1.2628 
DI PROJ. 1G6-63702-DG-10 p0038 074-10033 p0142 874-13729 p0471 N1lI-3243 
p0107 074-12744 p0042 074-10063 Dl1J02-72-C-0064 DOT-FI71WI-2635 
Dl PROJ. 182-62303-1-214 D1lJ02-68-C-0074 p0388 174-36620 p0164 074-1538 
p0105 074-12729 p0237 N74-17764 DAAJO2-72-C-0065 DOT-P1710l-2637 
p0162 074-14771 DAIJO2.69C0060 p0197 074-16740 p0471 874-3242 
p0251 874-18701 p0047 074-10484 Dl1J02-72C0O68 DOTF171W12728 
Dl PROJ. 103-62303-1-214 DAAJO2-70-C-0004 p0252 074-18707 p0396 174-3753 
p0328 074-22558 p0087 174-15644 011J02-72-C-0072 DOT-Fl72Nl-656 
Dl PROJ. 1TO-61101-A-91l DAIJO2-70-C-0022 p0253 074-18712 p0039 074-1004 
p0112 874-13450 p0152 074-14444 DIAJO2-72-C-0073 p0099 0711-1216 
p0287 874-19822 DIIJO2-70-C-0031 p0284 874-19675 DOT-F17201-2800 
Dl PROJ. 1TO-61102-B-531 p0359 074-25609 DAIJO2-72-C-0074 p0111 874-1342 
p0063 874-11295 D11J02-70-C-0032 pOlO7 074-12739 p0150 074-1434 
p0242 074-18280 p0443 874-29401 DIAJO2-72-C-0075 p0150 074-1434 
Dl PROJ. 1T4-620131046 DIIJO2-70-C-0055 p0143 874-13732 p0150 874-1434, 
p0468 074-31518 p0042 874-10060 DIIJO2-72-C-0081
•	 -
p0150 874-1434 
Dl PROJ. 1TO-62105-l-329 DAAJO2-70-C-0067 p0408 874-27515 p0151 8711-1434 
p0111 074-13286 p0162 074-14774 D11J02-72-C-0084 DOT-P172W1-2803 
-	
p0193 874-16259 D11302-71-C-0008 p0293 074-20451 p0165 874-1538 
Dl PROJ. 1T6-65706-0-541 p0106 074-12735 011J02-72-C-0085 p0165 874-1538 
p0240 874-17783 DIAJO2-71-C-0029 p0359 874-25604
•
p0165 874-1538 
Dl PROJ. 111-64206-0-378 p0239 874-17775 DIAJO2-72-C-0087 p0165 874-1538 
p0359 874-25609 DIIJO2-71-C-0031 p0251 074-18700 p0165 874-1538 
p0443 874-29401 p0408 N714-27516 DIIJO2-72-C-0093 p0165 074-1538 
'DlPROJ. 200-10501-8-700 D11J02-71-C-0032 p0394 174-37493 p0288 074-2023 
pOO59 874-10941 p0238 874-11772 p0353 874-25544
0-2 
- coCT POORER IPDR 
D0T-P1128A-2 804 
p0402 174-37886 
DOT-P17281-2851 
p0112 074-13427 
DOT-P172W1-2908 
pOliO 014-13198 
DOT-P1728A-2 950 
p0098 874-12019 
DOT-P17 201-3023 
p0071 *74-13298 
DOT-P17 201-3099 
p0056 874-10921 
DOT-P17281-3101 
p0309 174-28742 
DOT-P17281-31 16 
p0397 174-375&8 
p0472 074-32437 
DOT-P1728A-3 118 
p0239 074-17779 
p0239 074-11780 
p0239 874-17781 
DOT-P172811- 238 
p0039 074-10039 
00-P172WAI-242 
p0169 174-19315 
p0100 074-12356 
p0164 074-15319 
DOT-P172811-261 
p0048 074-10620 
p0048 074-10621 
•	 p0065 074-11432 
•	 p0100 874-12362 
p0192 074-15876 
DOT-P1728A1-263 
p0056 874-10920 
DOT-P172011-283 
p04 10 874-28082 
DOT-PA7381-3161 
p0397 174-37548 
DOT-P113W1-3 192 
p0401 174-37851 
DOT-P17301-3233 
p0474 074-33116 
DOT-IA-Pa-313 
p0049 074-10625 
DOT-OS-00002	 - 
p0329 014-22663 
DOT-TSC-91 
p0433 174-39485 
DOT-TSC-93 
p0206 174-22471 
p0210 174-23328 
p03 15 174-30093 
DOT-TSC- 144 
p0337 *74-33065 
D0T-TSC-344 
p0065 814-11435 
p0065 074-11436 
DOT-TSC-379 
p0346 174-34847 
O0r-TSC- 473 
p0115 174-20096 
D0T-TSC-533 
p0052 874-10742 
DOT-TSC-565 
p0275 174-27811 
DOT-TSC-593 
p0498 814-34537 
p0499 074-34716 
DOT-TSC-694 
p0499 074-34715 
DRB-66-9603 
p0013 174-13191 
008-4003-02 
p0433 *74-39495 
DBB-9781-04 
p0433 174-39495 
DR 00-72/184 
p0053 074-1046 
DENE-72/331 
p0298 074-20673 
D080-72/545 
p0060 074-11099 
0R8372/1348 
p0425 174-38633 
DSA9O4-73C0922 
p0066 074-11604 
DSR PROJ. 55-23890 
p0493 074-34465 
EP*-R-801284 
p0015 *74-114151
EPI-68-04-0015 P3361570C-1647 p0147 874-14239 
p0052 074-10745 p0127 114-18139 P33615-72-C-1082 
EP1-6804-0017 ,	 P33615-70-C1763 p0065 874-11602 
p0052 074-1-0746 p0024 174-12178 P33615-72-C-1086 
ESTEC-1777/72-SK. F33615-10-C1806 p0255 074-18949 
p0107 074-12864 p0083 174-14752 F33615-72-C-1090 
p0107 814-12865 P33615-71-C-1084 p0402 174-37894 
p0108 074-12866 p0287 074-19714 F33615-72-C-1101 
p0108 074-12867 P33615-71-C-1093 p0429 174-38743 
p0108 074-12868 p0468 874-31514 P33615-72-C-1119 
p0108 074-12869 P33615-71-C-1109 p0427 174-38120 
pOlO8 874-12870 pO198 874-16749 p0454 174-42042 
ESTEC- 1846/72-LA P33615-71-C-i 116 P33615-72-C-i 128 
p0194 074-16597 p0399 *74-37800 p0204 174-23205 
FAA PROJ. 034-241-012 F33615-71-C-1144 F33615-72-C-1163 
p0065 074-11432 p0349 *74-34978 p0349 174-34978 
p0100 074-12362 P33615-71-C-1173 P33615-72-c-1178 
FAA P00.7. 052-241-050 p0200 874-17001 pO084 *74-14768 
p0100 874-12361 P33615-71-C-1280 P.33615-72-C-1119 
FAA PROJ. 015-325-013 p0255 814-19107 p0303 874-21047 
p0111 074-13421 F33615-71-C-1338 P33615-72-C-1183 
YAA PROJ. 132-422-062 p0303 874-21151 .	 p0302 074-20907 
p0410 874-28082 F33615-71-C-1349 F33615-72-C-1185 
FAA PROJ.	 181-520-020 p0183 174-21336 p0019 *74-11602 
p0095 074-11828 F33615-71-C-1451 
-
p0265 *74-26680 
PAA PROJ. 181-522-010 p0179 *74-20760 P33615-72-C-1198 
pOiOl 874-12574 F33615-71-C-1508 p0428 *74-38740 
p0175 074-33225 p0163 074-14779 F33615-72-C-1202 
FAA PROJ. 213-516-035 F33615-71-C-1510 p0201 074-11278 
p0098 874-11913 p0046 074-10461 F33615-72-C-1266 
FAA PROJ.; 214-531-090 F33615-7i-C-1550 p0464 074-311443 
p01472 074-32435 p0110 874-13263 P33615-72-C-1269 
FAA PROJ. 45334 F33615-71-C-1754 p0063 074-11296 
p0471 074-32429 p0017 1744-11581 P33615-72-C-1362 
FTD PROJ. T74-0i-20 p0057 074-10927 p0159 074-14746 
p0361 N74-26130 p0057 874-10928 F33615-72-C-i375 
FTD PROJ. P74-01-67 p0058 074-10936 p0399 *74-37800 
p0362 874-26421 p01443 074-13733 F33615-72-C-1391 
PO4606-73-1-0048 p0143 014-13734 p0411 074-28243 
p0499 074-34686 p0143 074-13735 P33615-72-C-1L450 
PO4701-?3-C-0074 p0143 074-13736 p0123 *74-11533 
p0418 074-28719 F336i5-71-C-1757 F33615-72-C-1489 
F19628-71-C-0152 p0056 074-10925 p0287 074-19714 
p0358 074-25596 p0057 074-10926 P33615-72-C-1597 
F19628-72-C-02i9
-	 p0058 074-10937 p0409 074-27540 
p0043 074-10070 p0058 074-10938 P33615-72-C-1649 
F19628-73-C-0002 p0058 074-10939 p0255 074-191814 
p0169 A74-19315 p0098 074-118446 P33615-72-C-1748 
p0048 0744-10620 p0098 874-11847 p0011 174-11302 
p0048 074-10621 P33615-71-C-1760	
- F33615-72-C-1763 
p0065 874-111432 p0145 874-13754
-	 p0071 174-132415 
p0100 8714-12356 	
- p0146 074-13755 P33615-72-C-1891 
pOlOO 874-12362 p0146 074-13756 p0132 *74-18738 
p0164 874-15379 p011$6 874-13757 p0262 174-26652 
-	 p0289 074-20237
- p0199 874-16751 p0265 114-26679 
F29601-71-C-0116 p0199 874-16752 - p0473 874-32451 - 
p0109 014-12969 p0199 074-16753 p0490 874-33460 
F29601-71-C-0129 	
- p0251 074-18697 P33615-72-C-1893 
p0109 874-12970 p0251 874-18704 p0263 174-26655 
P2960172-C-0024 F3361511C-1766 p0473 074-32456 
p0301 074-20904 -	 -	 p0052 074-10749 P33615-72-C-2008 
P29601-72-C-0027 p0052 074-10750	
- p0358 074-25602 
p0046 074-10404 F33615-71-C-1776 - F33615-72-C-2046 
F29601-72-C-0083 p0304 074-21569 p0327 874-21673 
p0107 874-12742 F33615-11-C-1840 P33615-72-C-2081 
P29601-73-C-0100 p0300 074-20691 p0328 874-21847 
p0299 874-20682 P33615-71-C-1810	
- F33615-72-C-2083 
F29601-73-C-0133 p0012 174-11316 p0501 074-35362 
p0492 074-33652 F33615-71-C-1874 F33615-72-C-2116 
P30602-72-C-0135 p04S7 174-413164 •	 p0392 A74-37283 
p0200 074-16960 p0303 874-21105 p0418 074-28782 - 
P33614-72-C-1769 P33615-i 1-C-1897 F33615-72-C-2149 
p0110 874-13262 polio 07.4-13265 p0019 174-11602 
P33615-61-C-1757 F33615-11-C-1900	 -
-	 p0265 174-26660 
p0058 074-10940 p0146 074-13903 p0490 074-33462 
P33615-69-C-1337 F3615-71-C-1905	
- p0490 074-33463 
p0399 174-37800 p0362 074-26255 F33615-72-C-2152 
F33615-70-C-1133 P33615-71-C-1926 p0256 074-19407 
p0441 074-29371 p0266 174-26701 P33615-72-C-2165 
F33615-70-C-1212	 • F33615-71-C-1929	 - •	
-	 p0497 074-34523 
p0084 174-14768 p0190 074-15723 P33615-72-8-508 
F33615-70-C-1450 P33615-71-0-5002 p0250 874-18694 
p0159 074-14747 p0359 874-25603 P33615-72-1787 
P33615-70-C-isis P33615-72-C-1052 p002-3 *74-12177 
p0243074-18417 p0299 074-20677 F33615-73-C-i244 
F33615-70-C-1538 F336i5-72-C-1063 p0250 074-18691 
p0117 A74-16592
-	 p0418 074-29012 • p0250 074-18692 
F33615-70-C-1636 	 • F33615-12-C-1066
-	 F336i5-73-C-2032 
p0057 074-10929 p0181 174-20945 p0315 174-30092 
pOO5i-074-10931 p0105 074-12726 P33615-73-C-2045 
p0147 874-14238 p0443 .074-2939S
0-3 
CONTRACT 100888 INDEX 
P33615-13-C-3001 p0231 874-17705 p0355 874-25565 p0248 874-18675 
pOOl9 A74-11602 INK-11-12-93490 p0413 874-28500 NAS1-11623 
p0263 A74-26661 p0231 874-177014 pO4l2 074-32440 p0177 A74-20293 
p0265 A74-26680 p0231 874-17705 NASV-2646 NAS1-11667 
p0274 A74-27510 KC/49/15 p0380 A7 l436044 p0442 874-29382 
p0480 A74-45261 p0245 874-18649 NAS1-1079 NASI-11670 
r33615-73-C-3013 LS-2975-A3 p0357 874-25584 p0036 874-10020 
p0066 874-11661 pO494 874-34476 NASI-6024 NAS1-11672 
F33615-73-C-3030 8F51524005 p0249 874-18681 p0494 074-34468 
p0442 874-29393 p0057 874-10930 NAS1-8858 0AS1-11688 
!33615-73-C-3047 p0144 074-13742 p0153 074-14625 p0387 A74-36610 
p0324 874-21641 NAONB-31-7316 NAS1-9808 NAS1-11767 
p33615-73-c-3048 p0409 874-27920 p0095 874-11829 p0104 074-12717 
p0412 074-28493 NASA 08008 C-41581-8 NAS1-9926 NAs1-1183 
r33615-73-C-3051 p0304 N74-21396 p0I457 A74-43164 p0093 074-11807 
p0453 A74-41803 NASA OBDER T4716B NAS110045 NAS1-11873 
P33615-73-C-3069 p0062 074-11164 p0248 874-18679 p0053 074-10863 
p0429 A74-38746 p0062 074-11198 p0248 074-18680 NAS1-11877 
P33615-73-C-3097 NASW-2118 NAS1-10051 p0188 874-15713 
p0450 A74-41336 p0488 074-33445 p0245 074-18648 NAS1-11955 
F33615-73-C-3101 NASO-2369 NAS1-10327 p0241 074-18096 
p0400 A74-37812 p0380 A74-36044 p0061 874-11113 NAS1-12012 
P33615-73-C-3108 NASN-2412 p0061 074-11114 p0094 074-11822 
p0498 074-34550 p0282 874-19651 p0061 074-11115 NAS1-12014 
F33615-73C-3119 NASW-2481 p0061 074-11116 p0196 874-16729 
p0500 874-34718 p0056 074-10922 NAS1-10635 p0196 074-16730 
F33615-73-C3126 p0056 074-10923 p0045 074-10297 NAS1-12148 
p0369 874-26489 p0060 074-11094 NAS1-10646-15 p0441 874-29375 
F33615-73C3130 p0060 074-11095 p0132 A74-18745 NAS1-12153 
p0349 A74-34978 p0095 074-11827 NAS1-10677 p0038 074-10029 
F33615-73-C-3135 p0098 874-12015 p0489 074-331448 NAS1-12175 
p0497 874-34517 p0139 874-13707 NAS1-10700 p0304 074-21289 
F33615-73-C-4014 p0189 074-15718 p0209 A74-23327 NAS1-12199 
p0204 A74-23205 p0191 874-15735 p0225 A74-24840 p0444 0714-30093 
733615-73-C-5160 p0191 074-15736 p0357 074-25584 NAS1-12399 
pO32l A74-31611 p0254 874-18917 NAS1-10885 p0264 A74-26669 
F33657-70-C-0511 p0298 074-20669 p0093 074-11809 NAS1-12413 
p0011 A74-11302 p0323 074-21631 NAS1-10900 p0495 074-34477 
P33657-70-D-1161 p0324 874-21650 p0353 074-25548 NAS1-12436 
p0408 074-27507 p0328 074-22138 NAS1-10906 p0494 074-34476 
F33657-71-C-1055 p0355 074-25566 p0245 874-18645 NAS112443 
p0136 A74-18877 p0357 074-25594 NAS1-10920 p0495 074-34482 
P33657-71-0-0662 p0361 074-26150 p0254 074-18842 NAS1-12475 
p0408 874-27507 p0361 074-26151 NAS1-11156 p0107 074-12821 
P33657-72-C-0312 p0362 874-26423 p0487 074-33427 NAS1-12484 
p0285 074-19683 p0405 874-27479 NAS1-11234 p0257 074-19544 
P33657-73-C-0058 p0405 074-27483 p0101 074-12555 NAS1-12494 
p0136 A74-18877 p0405 074-27484 NAS1-11245 p0354 074-25563 
P40600-72-C-0009 p0407 874-27503 p0245 074-18646 NAS1-12495 
p0063 074-11298 p0410 074-28101 NAS1-11343 p0355 074-25567 
P40600-73-C-0004 p0416 074-28522 p0161 074-14762 NAS1-12682 
p0030 A74-12752 p01472 074-32441 p0161 874-14763 p0281 074-19643 
P44620-68-C-0036 p0472 074-32442 NAS1-11344 NAS113145 
p0106 874-12734 p0489 074-33446 p0274 A74-27511 p0494 874-34469 
P44620-69-C NASW-2482 NAS1-11370 NAS2-3613 
p0174 834-19778 p0039 074-10038 p0140 074-13718 p0141 074-13722 
P44620-69-C-0089 p0060 074-11092 NAS1-11378 p0141 074-13723 
p0392 A74-37283 p0060 074-11093 p0139 874-13708 p0407 874-27501 
P44620-69-C-0090 p0065 N74-11433 NAS1-11389 NAS24151 
p0267 A74-26916 p0191 074-15748 p0188 074-15710 p0127 A7418140 
P44620-69-C-0096 p0419 074-29118 p0241 074-17959 p0160 074-14755 
p0478 A74-44930 NASV-2483 NAS1-11431 p0160 074-14756 
P44620-69-C-0996 p0056 074-10918 p0413 074-28508 p0160 074-14757 
p0090 A74-15970 p00944 074-11815 p0414 074-28509 p0160 074-14758 
P44620-70-C-0105 p0101 8714-12572 -	 p0414 874-28510 p0160 074-14759 
p0260 A74-25969 p0139 074-13706 p0414 874-28511 NAS25143 
p0144 874-13746 p0140 074-13717 p0414 074-28512 p0140 074-13715 
P44620-70-C-0116 p0151 074-14383 p0414 074-28513 NAS25168 
p0131 A74-18723 p0235 074-17747 NAS1-11441 p0206 A74-22463 
P44620-70-0-0105 p0236 074-17757 p0415 074-28514 0AS25247 
p0082 A74-14599 p0240 074-17958 p0415 074-28515 p0196 074-16719 
P44620-71-C-0077 p0281 074-19641 p04 15 074-28516 NAS2-5386 
p0357 074-25584 p0283 074-19661 p0415 074-28517 p0096 074-11833 
P44620-71-C-0100 p0287 074-19904 p0415 074-28518 P°°96 014-11834 
p0178 A7420418 p0297 074-20668 p0415 074-28519 NAS2-5462 
P44620-72-C-0001 p0324 074-21646 p0415 074-28520 p0297 074-20667 
p0491 874-33470 p0325 074-21651 p0416 N74-28521 NAS2-5467 
P44620-72-C-0068 p0406 874-27493 NAS1-11524 p0040 874-10048 
p0244 074-18637 p0413 874-28501 p0061 074-11118 NAS25473 
p0248 014-18678 P4462C72-C-0079 p0418 074-29040 NAS1-11557 
p0090 A74-15972 p0445 074-30425 p0363 074-26425 NAS2-5499 
p0406 074-27498 14462073C-0011 p0467 074-31493 NAS1-11564 
p0201 874-17519 p0467 074-31494 p0339 A74-33138 NAS25974 p0317 A7430392 p0201 074-17626 p0492 074-34154 NAS1-11565 
p0244 074-18627 NASW-2485 p0264 A74-26669 NAS2-6010 
IPC 9803. TE-73-4 p0154 074-14682 NAS1-11577 p0036 174-10019 
p0164 074-15115 p0159 074-14751 p0158 074-14745 NAS26158 
IPC PROJ. TR/D-74-1 p0283 874-19666 0AS111607 P°34° A74-33155 
p0491 074-33471 p0284 074-19669 p0161 074-14765 NAS2-617S 
INK111202871 p0332 074-23509 NAS1-11613 p0022 A74-11844 
p0231 074-17704 p0355 074-25564 p0248 874-18674
0-4 
COITHC? WONDER INDEX 
81S2-6344 N1s2-782 NGL-05-020-243 808-41-001-027 p0235 874-17751 p0412 874-28479 p0090 174-15967 p0311 174-28967 p0236 874-17752 8&S2-7926 NGL-17-002-001-	
- 008-43-001-075 p0236 874-17753 p0401 174-37833 p0501 874-35250 p0236 874-17756 0152-6401 81S2-69941 NGL-22-009-124 803-43-001-086 p0051 874-10735 p0427 174-38729 p0357 874-25588 p0500 874-35194 8152-6415 81S3-11158 NGL-22-009-548 803-47-004-090 p0193 874-16250 p0100 874-12449 p0463 874-31427 p0204 A7I-23332 81S2-6441 NLS3-12430 NGL-33-016-119 p0338 174-33103 p0401 174-37834 p0071 174-13298 p0026 174-12224 808-47-004-109 p0189 874-15715 p0050 874-10732 NGL-33-018-091 p0025 1714-12215 p0330 874-22671 p0065 874-11597 p0059 874-11077 p0339 174-33145 p0330 874-22676 p0256 874-19401 NGL-36-008-109 808-47-005-208 81S2-6473 p0475 874-33226 p0131 174-18675 p0473 874-32443 p0040 874-10044 81S3-14319 NGL-36-008-138 803-48-002-035 p0040 874-10045 p0193 874-16493 p0369 874-26666 p0215 174-22477 
p0406 874-27497 81S3-14321 NGL-39-007-040 NGR-48-002-047 p0413 874-28504 p0141 874-13724 p0097 874-11844 p0173 174-19777 8152-6501 81S3-14406 808-05-004-051 003-50-007-001 p0200 874-16995 p0040 874-10049 p0326 874-21661 p0135 174-18838 01S2-6505 81S3-14836 008-05-007-414 p0194 874-16704 p0385 174-36590 p0160 874-14754 p0267 174-26713 088-51-001-028 p0188 874-15711 p0189 874-15720 8G305..017-010 p0317 174-30397 8152-6563 p0195 874-16716 p0380 174-36115 NGR-52-012-006 p0467 874-31495 8153-15568 p0409 874-27715 p0363 874-26424 8152-6598 p0049 874-10726 808-14-005-144 803-52-120-001 p0385 174-36590 NAS3-15703 p0345 174-38800 p0038 874-10031 p0182 874-13727 p0009 174-11270 803-17-002-042 NGT-47-003-028 81S2-6761 8153-16720 p0309 174-28739 p0067 874-11743 p0434 174-39876 p0410 874-28229 888-17-002-072 808-62-0604-c 81S2-6799 01S3-16729 p0401 174-37850 p0003 174-10568 p0049 874-10725 p0050 874-10730 p0434 174-39867 NE PROJ. 094-366 8152-6834 81S3-16763 p0159 874-14752 p0152 874-14445 p0142 874-13726 p0099 874-12285 008-17-002-095 83 P80.1. 098-038 81S2-6889 81S3-16777 p0324 874-21647 p0051 874-10736 p0326 874-21660 p0247 874-18672 808-17-002-107 NE PROJ.	 196-123 NIS2-6994 8153-16814 p0477 174-44417 p0144 874-13741 p0349 174-34975 p0397 174-37548 p0323 874-21633 p0498 874-34538 p0196 874-16718 p0050 874-10729 p0488 874-33436 83 PROJ. 212-418 81S2-6995 81S3-16815 NGR-21-002-391 p0286 874-19690 p0434 174-39876 p0093 874-11808 p0317 174-30399 NE PROJ. 213-072 p0096 874-11835 81S3-17326 808-22-004-030 p0199 074-16754 81S2-7031 p0410 874-28230 p0177 174-20280 p0288 874-20059 p0235 874-17750 NAS3-17362 8GR-22-009-339 OR PROJ. 213-088 p0405 874-27485 p0241 874-17960 p0194 874-16592 p0499 074-34554 NAS2-7048 NIS3-17841 p0243 874-18399 NE PROJ. 213-098 p0470 874-32413 p0397 174-37548 808-22-009-378 p0326 874-21665 81S2-7091 NAS3-17842 p0149 874-114291 NE PROJ. 213-106 p0264 174-26668 p0093 874-11808 NGR-22-009-731 pO162 874-14773 NAS2-7211 p0196 874-16726 p0041 874-10051 NE PROJ. 213-107 p0326 874-21659 p0236 874-17755 NGR-23-004-068 p0303 874-21049 81S2-7245 p0247 874-18673 p0287 874-19902 NE PROJ. 214-189 
p0396 174-37507 p0296 874-20661 808-31-001-197 p0281 874-19646 0152-7254 p0353 874-25537 p0155 874-14707 NB PROJ. 215-039 p0297 874-20662 p0363 874-26436 808-31-001-241 p0369 874-26490 p0297 074-20663 p0494 874-34467 p0026 174-12223 NE PBOJ., 215-163 0152-7279 NAS3-17850 p0075 174-13958 p0062 874-11128 p0262 174-26477 p0444 874-30239 808-33-016-131 p0473 874-321453 NAS2-7293 NAS5-21656 p0133 174-18797 NE PROJ.	 215-171 p0188 878-15712 p0048 874-10619 p0148 874-14272 p0109 874-12938 NAS2-7300 81S5-21824 808-33-016-167 HR PROJ. 215-201 p0434 174-39876 p0200 874-16887 p0459 174-43451 p0232 874-17710 NAS2-7307 8157-100 p0480 174-45226 OR PROJ.	 215-219 p0416 874-28525 p0085 174-15003 8GR33-018-152 p0112 874-13514 81S2-7337 p0425 174-38622 p0027 174-12333 NRC 1-1080 p0134 174-18815 NAS8-25156 p01461 174-44161 p0433 174-39495 0152-7369 p0032 174-12940 808-33-018-183 NRC 1-5625 p0189 874-15716 81S8-27334 p0176 174-20120 p01433 174-39495 p0249 874-18685 p0193 874-16322 p0183 174-21338 NRC a-7702 p0249 874-18686 0158-27980 p0342 174-33768 p0023 174-11908 0152-7396 p0032 174-12940 p0402 174-37868 NSF GA-33990X p0418 874-28734 NAS8-28130 803-38-002-179 p0175 174-20039 81S2-7397 p0400 174-37824 p0487 874-33426 NSF G1-38 109 p0357 874-25582 NAS4-28136 NGR-36-004-061 p0044 874-10155 As2-7561 p0099 874-12317 p0399 174-37810 NSF 01-44 
p0235 874-17749 8159-4065 808-36-008-144 p0244 874-18606 81S2-7586 p0493 874-34465 p0200 874-16953 p0244 874-18607 p0188 074-15714 NAS9-11532 p0369 874-26663 NSF GK-5772 
us2-7613 p0209 174-23091 p0417 874-28706 p0115 174-16385 p0384 174-36586 NAS9-13247 p0417 874-28707 NSF GK-10008 p0495 874-34483 p0038 874-10028 p0411 874-28709 p0267 174-26948 fl$2-7641 NAS9-13276 pO1417 874-28710 NSF GK-27795 p0441 874-29374 pO062 874-11197 808-36-028-004 p0347 174-34850 p0472 874-32438 81S9-13304 p0261 174-26345 NSF GK-30325 p0489 878-33455 p0063 874-11202 808-37-002-096 p0179 174-20663 p0489 874-33456 8159-13702 p0324 N74-21648 NSF 08-32584 
us2-7653 p0189 874-15717 808-39-009-111 p0315 174-30090 p0325 874-21655 NAVAIR TASK R230,201 p0488 N74-33433 NSF 08-33348 
us2-7709 p0340 174-33177 NGR-39-009-270 p0260 174-25759 p0418 074-29016 NGL-05-020-007 p0407 874-27505 pO356 874-25581 
p0164 874-15378 -	 -
D-5 
COBTUCT 000801 INDEX 
NSF GK3348561 000019-71-C-0044 0-7405-880-36 p0353 074-25536 
p0482 174-45720 p0356 074-25578 p0414 074-32903 p0362 0714-26389 
NSF GK-34179 00001972C0187 0F41421201 p0410 074-28240 
p0482 174-45720 p0272 174-27433 p0359 074-25611 p0411 074-28241 
NSF GK-35790 000019-72-C-0220 ZR0230101 p04414 074-30240 
pO39I 174-37053 p0263 174-26658 p0187 074-15705 p0500 074-35203 
NSF GT-34903 000019-72-C-0380 115-17-01-01-00-21 501-24-01-06 
p0068 874-11801 P°20° 074-16997 p0100 0714-12360 p0296 074-20660 
00019-71-C-0220 p0299 0714-20680 126-13-11-01-00 501-24-06-01 
p0267 174-26916 000019-72-C-0411 p0245 074-18648 p0036 0714-10014 
000014-67A0151O029 p0252 0714-18711 126-39-00-00 p0353 074-25533 
p0026 174-12223 N00019-72-C-0417 pO249 074-18688 501-24-11-02-00 
pOOlS 174-13958 p0385 174-36592 136-00-00-88-39 p0297 074-20667 
p0398 174-37550 p0299 074-20678 p0248 074-18678 501-26-01 
p0142 074-13730 p0299 074-20679 501-03-11 p0355 8714-25569 
p0152 874-14445 P°30° 074-20688 p0304 874-21290 501-26-05-01 
000014-67-1-0202-0016 p0356 074-25578 501-04-01-01 p0489 074-33448 
pO272 67427426 00001972-00'450 p0236 874-17756 501-26-05-02 
00001467602020019 p0477 174-44406 p0325 074-21652 p0297 074-20666 
p0046 074-10338 000019-73CO311 501-06-01 p0325 074-21653 
000014-67-1-0226-0005 p01417 N74-28550 p0487 074-33429 501-26-05-03 
p0051 074-10736 00001973CO318 501-06-01-02 p0187 074-15703 
000014-67-6-0298-0006 p0289 874-20399 p0281 074-19640 501-26-05-04 
p0225 174-24840 000024-73-C-0907 501-06-01-03-00-21 p0095 074-11825 
000014-61-1-0398-0007 p0183 174-21293 p0093 074-11810 p0237 074-17159 
p0253 074-187114 000140-72C6969 501-06-01-23 p0296 074-20657 
000014-67-A-04670027 p0166 074-15468 p0158 874-14741 501-26-05-06 
p044l 174-41044 N00140-73-C-0320 501-06-04-01 p0442 074-29382 
800014-68-1-0091 p0492 074-34076 p0412 074-28483 501-29-13-01 
p0145 874-13751 000156-70-C-1321 p0463 N74-31414 p0284 074-19671 
800014-68-6-0196-0002 p0164 074-14783 p0463 074-31416 501-38-13-06 
p0279 174-28423 p0491 074-33473 p0493 074-34459 p0294 074-20637 
000014-68-1-0512 000156-73-C-bOO 501-06-05 501-38-19-01-72 
p0203 674-22462 p0237 074-17762 p02814 074-19672 p0411 074-28423 
p0429 174-38749 000600-71-00709. p0441 074-29370 501-39-11-02 
p0062 0714-11128 p0090 174-15965 501-06-05-01 p0060 074-11096 
p0473 0714-32453 N62269-71-C-0392 p0463 874-31421 p0146 0714-13882 000014-69-6-0200-1052 p0267 174-26965 p0469 074-32412 502-22-10-02 
p0086 174-15475 062269-72-C-0325 501-06-05-02 p0494 074-34476 
000014-69-C-0031 p0059 074-11065 p0094 074-11821 502-27-03-01 
p0369 074-26490 N62269-72-C-0354 p0323 074-21635 p0249 874-18681 
000014-69-C-O055 p0169 674-19228 501-06-05-07 502-32-04 
p0242 0714-18146 p0409 074-27639 p0487 074-33431 p0153 074-14631 
000014-69-C-0460 p0409 074-27640 501-06-05-08 502-33-13-02 
p0199 074-16754 p0409 074-27641 p0470 07 4 -32416 p0417 074-28706 
p0288 074-20059 062269-72-C-0414 501-06-07-03 p0417 074-28707 
000014-71-C-0106 p0197 074-167141 p0062 074-11119 p0417 0714-28709 
p0255 074-19271 N62269-72-C-0452 501-06-08-01 p0417 074-28710 
000014-71-C-0250 p0241 074-18083 p0098 074-12091 502-33-82-00 
p0281 074-19646 06226972C0924 501-06-09-01 p0141 074-13725 
p0286 074-19690 p0238 074-17766 p0036 074-10015 502-37-01-11 
800014-72-C-0191 N62269-73-C-0405 p04487 074-33428 p0045 074-10318 
pO 1l99 0714-34554 p0253 074-18715 501-06-11-01 503-35 p0064 074-11304 
00001472C0194 N62269-73C0610 p0038 074-10030 504-29-11-01 
p0346 674-34844 p0444 074-30013 501-08-10-02 p0161 074-14765 
000014-72-C-0201 N62269-73-C-0937 p0500 074-35219 p0304 074-21308 
pOlO9 074-12971 p01402 674-37893 501-21 p0370 074-27412 505-02-41-01 
00001472CO21 8 N6239972C0020 501-22-02-01 p01467 074-31504 
p0324 074-21645 p0146 074-13957 p0099 074-12261 513-53-02 
000014-72CO237 PROJ. PROD 501-22-03-01 p0468 074-31617 
p0232 074-17710 p0365 074-26457 p0284 074-19667 513-53-03 
p0232 074-17711 p0413 074-28508 501-22-03-06 p0474 074-33114 
000014-72-0O351 p01414 074-28509 p0469 074-32356 736-60-01 
p0339 674-33127 p0414 074-28510 501-22-05-03 p0159 074-14752 
p0376 674-35389 p01414 074-28511 p0104 074-12719 739-70 p0040 074-10043 
000014-72-C-0405 p0414 074-28512 501-23-21 741-86-03-03 
p0326 0711-21665 p0414 074-28513 p0407 074-27499 p0140 074-13718 
000014-72-C-ö443 p0415 074-28514 501-24 p0037 874-10022 743-65-12-03 
p0162 074-14773 p0415 074-28515 p0037 014-10024 p0365 074-26457 
000014-72-C-0451 p014l5 074-28516 p0037 074-10025 743-65-12-04 
p0303 074-21049 p0415 074-28517 p0037 074-10026 p0295 074-20652 
000014-72-C-0531 p0415 074-28518 p0037 074-10027 756-48-01-00 
p0209 674-22803 p0415 074-28519 p0049 074-10722 p0159 074-14753 
000014-73-C-0031 p0415 074-28520 p0050 074-10734 760-17-01-05 
p0144 074-13741 p0416 074-28521 p0067 074-11738 p0059 074-11059 p0498 074-34538 PROJ. RAND p0093 074-11812 760-17-01-10 
N00014-73-C-0244 p0201 874-17519 p0094 074-11813 p0246 074-18658 
p0443 074-29396 p0201 074-17626 p0099 074-12187 p0323 074-21634 
000014-73CO281 880000150 p0101 074-12571 760-17-01-11 
p0112 074-13514 p0187 074-15706 p0101 074-12575 p0416 074-28524 
000014-73-C-0328 SF35342008 p0147 074-14138 p0487 074-33430 
pal32 674-18737 p0194 074-16603 p0153 074-14650 760-17-01-21 
p0400 674-37823 SF54541007 p0154 074-14651 p0237 074-17758 
000019-27-C-0233 p0194 074-16603 p0165 074-15465 160-60-01-05 
p0370 074-27304 SRI PROJ. 4454 p0166 87 l4-15466 p0097 874-11837 
N00019-69-C-0534 p0255 874-19271 p0166 074-15659 760-60-01-06 
p0209 674-23327 SORt PROJ. 02-2865 p0231 074-17699 p0256 074-19282 
p0356 074-25578 p0358 N74-2S598 p0243 074-18397 760-60-01-09 
000019-70-C-0498 T-0230-92320-91345 p0246 074-18656 p03S4 074-25562 
p0240 074-17799 p0240 074-17893 p0294 074-20591 760-60-01-16 
p0323 074-21639 p0283 074-19665
D-6 
COWTRACT JUNBB IIDH 
797-79-19-10-30 
p0235 874-17750 
879-11-36-01 
p0047 N7'e-10584 
975-50-01-10	 -	 : 
p0053 1174-10783 
760-60-009-731 
p0041 1174-10051 
760-61-01-03-00-21 
pOl4O 1174-13719 
760-61-02 
p0141 1174-13721 
760-61-02-01 
p0094 1174-11823 
p0096 1174-11832 
p0254 874-18895 
p0283 1174-19663 
p0294 874-20638 
p0296 1174-20655 
p0296 1174-20656 
p0324 1174-21649 
p0326 874-21658 
760-61-02-02 
p0493 1174-34462 
760-61-02-03 
p0412 874-28475 
p0493 874-34461 
760-61-02-09 
p0295 874-20651 
760-61-03 
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AFFDL-TR-73-19-VOL-1 ...............p0056 874-10925 
APPDL-TR-73-19-VOL-1PT1 .........p0057 874-10926 
1PF0LTR7319V0L2PT-2 .........p0058 874-10937 
APPDL-TR-73-19-V0L3 ..............p0058 874-10938 
APFDL-TE-73-19-VOL-4 ..............p0098 874-11846 
AFFDL-TR-73-19V0L5PT2 .........p0058 874-10939 
AFYDLTR-7319-T016 ..............p0058 874-10940 
AFPDL-TB-73-20Y0L1 ..............p0251 874-18697 
IFPDL-TR-7320V0L1S0PPL1 ....... p0145 874-13754 
lff0L-Ta-73-20-V0L2 ..............p0199 874-16751 
AFFDL-TB-73-20-VOL-3 ..............p0146 874-13755 
AFPDL-TR-73-20-VOL-4 ..............p0251 874-18704 
&PPDL-T8-73-20V0L5PT1 .........p0146 874-13756 
APPDL-TR-73-20-VOL-5-PT2 .........p0199 874-16752 
1PFDLT87320V0L5PT3 ..........p0146 874-13757 
AP?DL-TR-73-20V0L-6 ..............p0199 874-16753 
IFFDL-TE-73-21-VOL-1 ...............p0057 874-10927 
IPFDL-TR-73-21-VOL-2 ..............p0143 874-13733 
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APFDL-TR-73-95	 . p0418 874-29012 # LGLRDCP-140	 . p0232 074-17720 * 
LPPDL-TR-73-103	 ................... p0 1142 074-29393 * AGARD-CP-141	 ...................... p0282 074-19652 * APPDL-TR-73-112-VOL-1	 ............. p0497 074-34517 * AGLRD-CP147.VOL-1 ................ p0465 074-31458 * 
APPDL-TR-73-118	 ................... p0324 074-21641 a AFPDL-TE-73-122 	 ................... p0358 074-25602 a LGARD-LS65	 ....................... p0470 874-32420 I 
APPOL-TR-73-129-VOL-1	 ............. p0501 N74-35362 a AGARD-LS-67	 ....................... p0364 874-26445 * 
APPDL-TB-73-132	 ................... p0363 874-26430 a 
APFDL-TR-73-138	 ................... p0299 074-20677 • LGLRD-R-608	 ........................ p0233 874-17728 
LPPDL-TR-73-140	 ................... p0369 874-26489 a AGARD-R-612	 ....................... p0246 874-18653 * 
APPDL-TE-73-1411	 ................... p0358 074-25601 a LGLRDR-613	 ....................... p0249 874-18682 I 
APPDL-TR-73-145	 ................... p0303 874-21047 1 LGARD-R-614	 ....................... p0246 N74-18654 a 
APFDL-TR-73- 148	 ................... p0412 874-28493 a 
APPDL-TR-74-10	 .................... p0498 874-34550 a AGA800GRAPO-160-VOL-1	 ............. p0360 874-25933 I 
APYDL-TR-74-12	 .................... p0468 874-31514 a LGLRDOGRLPO-160-VOL-5 ............. p0254 874-18833 a 
LPPDL-TR-74-32	 .................... p0500 874-34718 * AGAEDOGRAPO-162-PT-3	 .............. p0257 074-19550 * 
LGLRDOGRApO-171	 ................... p0139 074-13710 I 
AFPTC-TD-73-2	 ..................... p0490 074-33'459 a LGLRDOGRAPO-172	 ................... p0139 074-13709*1 
LGLR006RLPO- 175
	 ................... p0353 074-25550 I 
APIT-TR-74-5	 ...................... p0408 074-27509 a LGLEDOGRAPO-176	 ................... p0331 074-23413 a 
AFNL-TR-72-244	 .................... p0057 074-10932 a LOS PREPRINT 800 .................. p0387 *74-36614* 
LFML-TR-73-26-VOL-1 	 ............... p0057 074-10929 a LOS PREPRINT 801 .................. p0387 *74-36615* 
APNL-TR-73-26-VOL-2	 ............... p0057 074-10931 * LOS PREPRINT 802 .................. p0388 *74-36616 
APNL-TR-73-72	 ..................... p0148 074-14246 * LOS PEEPRINT 803 .................. p0388 L74-36617 
LPNL-TR-73-126	 .................... pO19O 074-15727 a LOS PREPRINT 804 .................. p0388 *74-36618 
APNL-TR-73-176	 .................... p0411 074-28243 * LOS PREPRINT 810 .................. p0388 *74-36619 
LPNL-TR-73-181	 .................... p0110 074-13265s* LOS PREPRINT 811 .................. p0388 *74-36620 
APNL-TR-73-182	 .................... p0110 074-13263 a AIlS PREPRINT 812 .................. p0388 *74-36621 
APRL-TR-73-193	 .................... p0303 074-21105 a LOS PREPRINT 813 .................. p0388 *74-36622 
APNL-TR-73-197	 .................... p0303 074-21151 a LOS PREPRINT 814 .................. p0389 *74-36623 
APEL-TR-73-211-PT-1-PT-2	 .......... p0190 074-15723 a LOS PREPRINT 822 .................. p0389 *74-36626 
APEL-TR-73-224	 .................... p0255 074-19184 a LOS PREpRINT 823 .................. p0389 *74-36627 
LPML-TR-73-247-VOL-1 	 .............. p0201 074-17278 a LOS PREPRINT 825 .................. p0384 *74-36584 
LOS PREPRINT 830 .................. p0384 *74-36585 
APOSR-73-003OTR	 ................... p0043 074-10068 a LOS PREPRINT 831 .................. p0384 *74-36586* 
APOSR-73-1528TR	 ................... p0044 074-10169 a LOS PEEPRINT 833 .................. p0384 *74-36588 
APOSR-73-1693TR.................... p0106 074-12734 a LOS PREPRINT 834 .................. p0385 *74-36589 
LPOSR-73-1696TR	 ................... p0144 074-13746 a LOS PREPRINT 835 .................. p0385 *74-36590* 
LPOSE-73-1899TR	 ................... p0166 074-15666 a LOS PREPRINI! 840 .................. p0385 *74-36591 
AFOSR-73-1900TR	 ................... p0109 074-12971 a LOS PREPRINT 841 .................. p0385 *74-36592 
AFOSE-73-1968TR	 ................... p0192 074-15830 a LOS PREPRINT 842 .................. p0385 A74-36593 
APOSR-73-1994TR	 ................... p0244 074-18637 a LOS PREPRINT 843 .................. p0385 *74-36594 
LPOSR-73-2025TR	 ................... p0201 074-17648 a LOS PREPRINT 8414 .................. p0385 *74-36595 
APOSR-74-0181TR	 ................... p0326 074-21664 I LOS PREPEINT 850 .................. p0386 *74-36596 
LPOSR-74-0186T0	 ................... p0132 *74-18747 a LOS PREPEINT 851 .................. p0386 *74-36597 
LPOSR-74-0787TE	 ................... p0441 074-29372 a &os PREPEINT 852 ................... p0386 *74-36598 
APOSR-74-10411R	 ................... p0491 074-33470 a LOS PREPRINT 853 .................. p0386 *74-36599 
LOS PREPRINT 860 .................. p0386 *74-36600 
LPSWC-TR-72-20-VOL-5	 .............. p0409 074-27642 a LOS PREPRINT 864 .................. p0386 *74-36604 
AFSWC-TR-73-46-YOL-1	 .............. p0491 074-336148 I LOS PREPRINT 870 .................. p0386 L74-36605 
LPSWC-TR-73-46-VOL-2	 .............. p0492 074-33652 a LOS PREPEINT 871 .................. p0386 A74-36606 
LPSWC-TR-73-46-VOL-3	 .............. p0492 074-33653 a LOS PREPEINT 872 ................... p0387 L74-36607 
LOS PREPRINT 874 .................. p0387 L74-36609 
APWL-TR-72-135	 .................... p0109 874-12969 a LOS PREPRINT 880 .................. p0387 *74-36610* 
APWL-TR-72-201	 .................... p0046 074-10404 * LOS PEEPRINT 882 .................. p0387 *74-36611 
APWL-TR-72-210	 .................... p0109 074-12970 a LOS PREPRINT 884 .................. p0387 *74-36613 
LF0LTR72215	 .................... p0061 074-11102 I 
LPNL-TR-73-26	 ..................... p0107 874-12742 $ LILA PAPER 72-383 ................. p0090 *74-15968 a 
APNL-TR-73-83	 ..................... p0042 074-10065 a LILA PAPER 73-987 ................. p0026 *74-12218 I 
APNL-TR-73-139	 .................... p0301 074-20904 a: LILA PAPER 73-1001 ................ p0006 A74-11050*I 
APWL-TR-73-175	 .................... p0299 074-20682 I LILA PAPER 73-1002 ................ p0026 *74-12221 a 
AFWL-TR-73-199	 .................... p0201 874-17374 a LILA PLPER 73-1024 ................ p0026 A74-12223*a 
APNL-TR-73-213	 .................... p0330 074-22689 a LILA PAPER 73-1028 ................ p0006 L74-11051** 
LPWL-TR-73-241	 .................... p0328 074-21904 a LILA PAPER 73-1031 ................ p0021 A74-11799*a 
LPWL-TR-73-254	 .................... p0328 074-21910 a LILA PAPER 73-1034 ................ p0026 L7412224*I 
AFWL-TR-74-9	 ...................... p0361 874-26242 I LILA PAPER 73-103° ................ p0026 A74-12225*a 
LILA PAPER 73-1152 ................ p0003 L74-10506*a 
AGLRD-LG-160-VOL1	 ................ p0360 074-25933 a LILA PAPER 73-1153 ................ p0025 L74-12215*$ 
AGABDAG-160T0L-5	 ................ p0254 074-18833 a LILA PAPER 73-1154 ................ p0003 L74-10507 a 
AGARD-LG-162-PT-3	 ................. p0257 074-19550 a LILA PAPER 73-1155 ................ oo03 L74-10508 a 
AGARD-AG-171	 ...................... p0139 874-13710 I AILL PAPER 73-1156 ................ po12o &7'-i7i7s a 
AGARDAG-172	 ...................... p0139 N74-13709** LILA PAPER 73-1157 ................ p0026 *74-12227 * 
LGARD-LG-175	 ...................... p0353 074-25550 a LILA PAPER 73-1158 ................ p0003 A74-10509 a 
LGARD-AG-176	 ...................... p0331 074-23413 a AXAL PLPER 73-1159 ................ p0003 A74-10510 a 
AILL PAPER 73-1160 ................ p0003 *74-10511 a 
AGARD-LR-55	 ....................... p0361 074-26104 I LILA PAPER 73-1161 ................ p0025 L74-12216 * 
AGAED-LR-56 ........................ p0103 074-12713 a A.IAA PAPER 73-1164 ................ p0026 A74-12217 a 
LGLRD-AR-58	 ........................ p0054 074-10905 a LILA PAPER 73-1169 ................ p0031 L74-12916 a 
AGARDLR63	 ....................... p0164 874-15349 * LILA PAPER 73-1181 ................ p0008 L74-11226 a 
AGAEDAR64	 ....................... p0256 074-19404 a LILA PAPER 73-1182 ................ p0008 A74-11227 a 
LGARD-&R-67	 ....................... p0294 074-20639 a LIAA PAPER 73-1183 ................ p0008 A74-11228 a 
LGAEDAR71	 ....................... p0495 074-341488 a AIAL PAPER 73-1184 ................ p0031 L74-12921 I 
LIAL PAPER 13-1185 ................ p0008 *74-11229 I 
LGARD-CP-122	 ...................... p0054 074-10908 a LILA PAPER 7.3-1186 ................ p0031 L74-12922 a 
AGARD-CP-124	 ...................... p0155 074-14709 a LILA PAPER 7i-1187 ................ p0008 *74-11230 I 
AGLRD-CP-125	 ...................... p0148 074-14271 a LILA PAPER 73-1189 ................ p0009 L74-11231 a 
AGABDCP131	 ...................... p0329 074-22640 a LIAA PAPER 731193 ................ p0009 A74-11234 I 
LGLRDCP135	 ...................... p0289 874-20401 * LILA PAPER 73-1214 ................ p0031 A74-12928 I 
AGARD-CP-139	 ...................... p0468 074-31667 a LILA PAPER 73-1215 ................ p0031 A74-12929 I 
0-5
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A1AA PAPER 73-1216	 • p0009 A74-11245*B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1217 ................ p0030 A7412I495*# 
AIAA PAPER 73-1218 ................ p0456 A74-'12849 * 
LILA PAPER 73-1230 ................ p0009 A74-11255 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1248 ................ p0009 174-11269 $ 
AIAA PAPER 73-1249 ................ p0009 A74-11270** 
AIAA PAPER 73-1250 ................ p0009 A74-11271 a 
AIAA PAPER 73-1251 ................ p0010 A74-11272** 
AIAA PAPER 73-1252 ................ p0010 174-11273 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1269 ................ p0030 A74-12496** 
AIAA PAPER 73-1210 ................ p0030 A74-12497*B 
AIIA PAPER 73-1271 ................ p0010 A74-11284*B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1272 ................ p0010 A74-11285 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1273 ................ p0010 A74-11286 B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1275 ................ p0010 A74-11287 B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1276 ................ p0010 A74-11288 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1277 ................ p0010 A74-11289 B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1278 ................ p0011 A74-11290** 
AIAA PAPER 73-1279 ................ p0011 A74-11291*B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1280 ................ p0032 A14-12938 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1281 ................ p0011 A74-11292 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1283 ................ p0032 A74-12939 * 
LILA PAPER 73-1284 ................ p0032 A74-12940** 
AIAA PAPER 73-1291 ................ p0032 A74-12941 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1292 ................ p0011 A74-11298*B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1294 ................ p00.32 A74-12942 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1295 ................. p0032 A74-12943*B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1302 ................ p0032 174-12947 B 
LILA PAPER 73-1303 ................ p0011 A74-11302 B 
AILA PAPER 73-1304 ................ p0011 *34-11303 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-130 ................ p0011 A74-11304*$ 
AIAA PAPER 73-1306 ................ p0032 1711-12948 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1313 ................ p0011 174-11309 B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1314 ................ p0033 A74-12951** 
AILA PAPER 73-1315 ................ p0012 A74-11310 B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1316 ................ p0012 A74-11311** 
AIAA PAPER 73-1317 ................ p0012 A74-11312 * 
LILA PAPER 73-1319 ................ p0125 A74-17905 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1320 ................ p0012 A74-11313 B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1322 ................ p0012 A74-11314*B 
LILA PAPER 73-1323 ................ p0012 A7 14-11315 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1324 ................ p0012 A74-11316 B 
AIAA PAPER 73-1327 ................ p0013 A74-11318 * 
AIAA PAPER 73-1340 ................ p0013 A74-11387 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-2 ................... p0131 A74-18722 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-3 ................... pOl3l A74-18723 B 
LILA PAPER 74-14 .................. p0135 A74-18843 B 
LILA PAPER 74-16 .................. p0132 174-18732 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-21 .................. p0133 L74-18808*# 
AIAA PAPER 74-22 .................. p0132 A74-18736 B 
AIAA PAPER 714-23 .................. p0132 A74-18737 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-25 .................. p0135 A7 11-18865 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-26 .................. p0179 A74-20754 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-27 .................. p0136 A74-18881*$ 
AIAA PAPER 74-28 .................. p0179 A74-20755** 
AIAL PAPER 74-29 .................. p0132 A74-18738 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-36 .................. p0132 A74-18745*B 
AIAA PAPER 74-38 .................. p0135 A74-18852*B 
AIAA PAPER 74-39 .................. p0132 A74-18747 * 
LILA PAPER 74-41 .................. p0132 A74-18749*B 
AIAA PAPER 74-42 .................. p0134 A74-18815*# 
AIAA PAPER 7459 .................. p0179 A74-20760 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-68 .................. p0136 A74-18882 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-69 .................. p0134 A74-18813 * 
AIAA PAPER 714-83 .................. p0133 A74-1876 14 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-85 .................. p0133 A714-18765*B 
AIAA PAPER 74-88 .................. p0133 A74-18807*B 
AIAA PAPER 74-91 .................. p0133 A74-18768** 
AIAA PAPER 74-110 ................. p0133 A74-18776 * 
LILA PAPER 74-126 ................. p0135 A74-18851 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-1141 ................. p0133 A714-18789** 
LILA PAPER 74-160 ................. p0133 A74-18797** 
AILA PAPER 74-162 ................. p0133 L74-18798 B 
LIAA PAPER 74-163 ................. p0169 A74-19353 B 
LILA PAPER 74-182 ................. p0179 A714-20774 * 
LILA PAPER 7'4-183 ................. pOl3Il A74-18835** 
AIAA PAPER 74-184 ................. p0135 A74-18838** 
LILA PAPER 74-185 ................. p0133 A714-18812** 
AILA PAPER 74-186 ................. p0135 L74-188141*# 
LILA PAPER 14-187 ................. p0134 L74-18834 B 
LILA PAPER 74-188 ................. p0134 A74-18833 B 
LIAL PAPER 74-189 ................. p0136 L74-18877 B 
LIAA PAPER 714-190 ................. p0180 L714-20175*# 
AIAA PAPER 74-191 ................. p0134 A74-18832 B 
AIRA PAPER 74-194 ................. p0134 L74-18831 * 
LIAL PAPER 74-230 ................. p0135 A714-188584B 
AIAA PAPER 74-234 ................. p0135 A74-18855 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-239 ................. p0137 A74-19205 B 
LILA PAPER 74-240 ................. p0130 A7 14-18654 B
LIAL PAPER 74-241 ................. p0130 A74-18655 B 
LILA PAPER 74-242 ................. p0180 A74-20834 B 
AILL PAPER 74-257 ................. p0130 L74-18664 * 
LILA PAPER 74-258 ................. p0130 174-18665 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-259 ................. P0130 L74-18666 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-262 ................. p0131 A74-18669 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-269 ................. p0131 A74-18674 a 
AIAA PAPER 7 l4-270 ................. p0131 A74-18675SB 
AIAL PAPER 74-280 .................. p0180 A74-20836 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-281 ................. p0180 A74-20837 B 
AIAL PAPER 74-300 ................. p0182 A74-21290 B 
LILA PAPER 74-301 ................. p0182 A74-21291 B 
LIAA PAPER 74-302 ................. p0209 A74-22803 B 
AILA PAPER 74-303 ................. p0183 A74-21292 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-304 ................. p0183 A74-21293 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-305 ................. p0183 A74-21294 B 
AIAL PAPER 74-336 ................. p0262 A74-26651 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-337 ................. p0262 A74-26652 B 
AILA PAPER 74-338 ................. p0263 A74-26653 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-339 ................. p0263 A74-26654 B 
AILL PAPER 74-340 ................. p0263 174-26655 * 
LIAA PAPER 74-343 ................. p0263 A74-26658 B 
LIAL PAPER 74-345 ................. p0263 L74-26659 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-346 ................. p0263 A74-26660 B 
LIAL PAPER 74-347 ................. p0263 L74-26661 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-348 ................. p0270 A7 14-27267 * 
AILA PAPER 74-349 ................. p0277 A74-28173*B 
LIAA PAPER 74-352 ................. p0264 L74-26664 B 
LILA PAPER 74-357 ................. p0264 A74-26667 B 
LIAL PAPER 74-358 ................. p0264 A74-26668** 
AILA PAPER 74-359 ................. p0264 A74-26669*B 
AIAL PAPER 74-360 ................. p0264 A74-26670 * 
LIAA PAPER 74-365 .................. p0264 174-26674 * 
AILA PAPER 74-367 ................. p0264 A74-26675 B 
AILL PAPER 74-369 ................. p0265 A74-26677 B 
AIAL PAPER 74-371 ................. p0265 A74-26678 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-372 ................. p0265 A74-26679 B 
LILA PAPER 74-373 .................. p0265 L74-26680 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-375 ................. p0265 A714-26682 * 
AIAA PAPER 714-376 ................. p0265 A7 14-26683 B 
LIAL PAPER 74-382 ................. p0265 L74-26687 B 
LIAA PAPER 74-1401 ................. p0265 L74-26700*B 
AIAL PAPER 74-402 ................. p0266 A7'4-26701 * 
LIAA PAPER 74-403 ................. p0266 L74-26702** 
AIAA PAPER 74-404 ................. p0266 A7'4-26703 * 
LILA PAPER 74-405 ................. p0266 A74-26704*B 
LILA PAPER 74-406 ................. p0266 A74-26705** 
LIAL PAPER 74-409 ................. p0266 A74-26708 a 
LILA PAPER 74-415 ................. p0266 A74-26711 B 
LILA PAPER 74-417 ................. p0267 A74-26713*B 
LILA PAPER 74-418 ................. p0267 A74-26714 B 
LILA PAPER 74-419 ................. p0276 L74-28169*B 
AILL PAPER 74-437 ................. p0275 A74-27807 * 
AIAA PAPER 74l439 ................. p0275 474-27809 B 
LIAA PAPER 74-441 ................. p0275 A74-27811 B 
LILA PAPER 714-1458 ................. p0307 174-28606 * 
AILA PAPER 74-501 ................. p0338 L714-33101 B 
AXAL PAPER 74-502 ................. p0338 A74-33102 B 
LILA PAPER 714-503 ................. p0338 A74-33103*B 
AIAA PAPER 74-505 ................. p0339 A74-33104** 
AILL PAPER 74-506 ................. p0339 A74-33105 $ 
AIAA PAPER 714-53Q ................. p0339 A74-33127 * 
LIAL PAPER 74-539 ................. p0339 L74-33136 B 
AIAA PAPER 714-541 ................. p0339 A74-33137 B 
LILA PAPER 74-543 ................. p0339 L74-33138*$ 
AILL PAPER 74-553 ................. p0339 A74-33145** 
AIAA PAPER 74-557 ................. p0344 A74-34320 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-568 ................. p0344 A74-34798*B 
LIAR PAPER 714-569 .................. p0339 A74-33153*B 
AIAA PAPER 74-571 ................. p0340 A74-33155** 
AIAA PAPER 74-572 ................. p034 11 L74-34332*B 
AILA PAPER 74-587 ................. p0340 A7433166** 
AIAA PAPER 74-600 ................. p0340 L74-33177 * 
LIAL PAPER 74-611 ................. p0380 A74-36044*B 
LILA PAPER 74-618 ................. p0376 1711-35386 B 
AIAA PAPER 74-619 ................. pO.380 A74-36046 B 
AILA PAPER 74-620 ................. p0376 A74-35387 * 
AILA PAPER 74-621 ................. p0376 L74-35388*B 
LILA PAPER 74-622 ................. p0376 L74-35389 * 
LILA PAPER 74-629 ................. p0376 L7 14-35393 $ 
LILA PAPER 74-630 ................. p0376 L74-35394 * 
LILA PAPER 74-631 ................. p0376 A74-35395** 
LILA PAPER 714-641 ................. p0376 A74-35405 B 
LILA PAPER 74-772 ................. p0399 A74-37797 * 
LIAA PAPER 7 I4-773 ................. p0399 L74-37798*$ 
LILA PAPER 74-774 ................. p0399 L74-37799 * 
LILA PAPER 714-775 ................. p0399 L74-37800 B 
LILA PAPER 74-776 ................. p0399 A7 14-37801 B 
LIAL PAPER 7'4790 ................. p0399 A74-37810*B 
E-6
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AIAA PAPER 74-791 p0399 A7437811 * AIAA PAPER 74-1047 	 . p0456 A74-42059 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-792 ................. p0400 A74-37812 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-794 ................. pOROO A74-37814 * AIR-C-b ........................... p0039 874-10035 
AIAA PAPER 74-811 ................. p0400 A74-37821*a 
AIAA PAPER 74-812 ................. p0453 A74-41796 a AIRESEARCH-73-210148 	 .............. p0049 874-10725*4 
AIAA PAPER 74-813 ................. p0400 A714-37822 a AIRESEARCB74-410484	 .............. p04l7 874-28550 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-814 ................. pO4S3 A74-41797 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-815 ................. p0400 A74-37823 a ANERC-CTR-73-41	 ................... p0288 874-20080 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-817 ................. p0400 A74-37824** ANNRC-CTR-73-43	 ................... p0242 R74-18145 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-825 ................. pO400 A74-37829 a AENRC-CTR-74-37	 ................... pO468 874-31515 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-833 ................. p0453 A74-41803 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-834 ................. p0401 A7l4-37833* AEERC-TR-73-36	 .................... p0193 874-16259 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-836 ................. p0401 A74-37834*a 
AIAA PAPER 74-860 ................. p0401 A74-37849 a ANRL-TR735	 ...................... p0l98 874-167147 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-861 ................. p0401 A74-37850** ANRL-TR73-57	 ..................... p0106 874-12733 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-862 ................. p0453 A74-41809 a ARRL-TR-73-93	 ..................... p0198 874-16743 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-863 ................. p0401 A74-37851 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-868 ................. p0401 A74-37855 a A!S-1092	 ........................... p0142 874-13730 a 
AIAR PAPER 74-878 ................. p0401 A74-37863 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-885 ................. p0401 A74-37867 a. ANSAA-TR-65	 ....................... p0240 874-17783 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-886 ................. pO402 A74-37868** AMSAA-TR-78	 ....................... p0163 874-14777 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-887 ................. p0422 A74-38249*a 
AIAA PAPER 74-888 ................. p0402 A74-37869** AP-lO	 ............................. p0255 N71419053 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-905 ................. p0402 A74-37886 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-909 ................. p0402 A74-3788,9 a APTD1454	 ......................... p0052 N74-10746 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-910 ................. p0402 A74-3789osa APTD-1457	 ......................... p0052 874-10745 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-913 ................. p0402 A74-37893 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-914 ................. p0402 A74-37894 a APTIC-47405	 ....... p0111 N74-13318 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-935 ................. p0479 A14-45100 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-936 ................. p0452 A74-4165.1	 a AQD/D-14	 .......................... pO416 874-28528 a 
AIRA PAPER 74937 ................. p0426 A74-38713 8 
AIAA PAPER 74-939 ................. p0426 A74-38714 a AR-2	 ............................... p0152 874-14445 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-941 ................. p0452 A74-41652 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-942 ................. p0426 A74-38715 a ARA-34	 ............................ p0245 874-18649 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-943 ................. p0426 A74-38716 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-944 ................ p0426 A74-38717 * ARAP-194	 .......................... p0099 874-12317*a 
AIAA PAPER 74-947 ................. p0426 A74-38718 a ARAP-199	 .......................... p0053 874-1o863*a 
IIAA PAPER 74-948 ................. p0426 A74-38719 a ARAP-200	 .......................... p0418 N74-28782 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-949 ................. p0452 A74-41654*$ ARAP2O3	 .......................... p0107 874-12821*a 
AIAA PAPER 74-950 ................. p0452 A74-41655xa ARAP-204	 .......................... p0412 874-28493 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-951 ................. p0427 A74-38720 * ARAP-218	 .......................... p0494 N74-34468** 
AIAA PAPER 74-952 ................. pO452 A74-41656 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-953 ................. p0427 A74-38721*$ AEC-CP-1245	 ....................... p0161\874_14767 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-956 ................. p0427 A74-38722 a ARC-CP-12147	 ....................... pO2S0N74-l8689 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-958 ................. p0427 A74-38724 a ARC-C?-1248	 ....................... p0111 874-13402 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-959 ................. p0427 A74-38725sa ARC-CP-1252	 ....................... p0246 874-18662 • 
AIAA PAPER 74-962 ................. p0427 A74-38727 * ARC-CP-1253	 ....................... p0247 N74-18663 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-963 ................. p0427 A74-38728 * ARC-CP-1261	 ....................... p0247 874-18665 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-964 ................. p0427 A74-38729*a ARC-CP-1262	 ....................... p0247 874-18666* 
AIAA PAPER 74-965 ................. p0427 A74-38730 a ARC-CP-1277	 ....................... p0412 874-281487 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-968 ................. p0428 A74-38733 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-969 ................. p0428 A74-38734*a ARC-R/N-3725	 ...................... p0161 874-14766 a 
AIAA PAPER 714-970 ................. p0428 A74-38735 a ARC-R/N-3726	 ...................... p0231 874-17709 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-971 ................. p0428 A74-38736** ARC-R/N-3729	 ...................... p0257 874-19563 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-972 ................. p0428 174-38737 $ ARC-R/N-3730	 ...................... p0250 874-18690 a 
AIAA PAPER 714-973 ................. p0453 A74-41658 a ARC-R/N-3732	 ...................... p0416 874-28527 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-979 ................. p0428 A74-38738 a ARC-B/8-3733	 ...................... p0257 874-19564 a 
RIAR PAPER 74-982 ................. p0428 A74-38740 * ARC-RfM-3736	 ...................... p0257 874-19565 a 
AIAR PAPER 74-9814 ................. p0428 A74-38742 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-986 ................. p0429 A74-38743 a ARC-30657	 ......................... p0247 874-18665 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-987 ................. p0429 A74-38744*a ARC-31687	 ......................... p0247 874-18666 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-988 ................. p0429 A74-38745*a ARC-31719	 ......................... p0231 874-17709 * 
AIAA PAPER 74-989 ................. p0429 A74-38746 a ARC-32144	 ......................... p0161 874-14766 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-990 ................. p0429 A74-38747 a ARC-32549	 ......................... p0161 874-14766 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-992 ................. p01429 A74-38748 a ARC-33123	 ......................... p0257 874-19565 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-993 ................. p0453 A74-41662** ARC-33388	 ......................... p0416 874-28527 a 
AIAA PAPER 749914 ................. p0429 A74-38749 a AEC-33682	 ......................... p0250 874-18689 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-995 ................. p0453 A74-41663 a ARC-33730	 ......................... p0161 874-14767 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-996 ................. p0429 A74-38750 a ARC-33869	 ......................... p0247 874-18663 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-997 ................. p0430 A74-38751*a ARC-33876	 ......................... p0246 874-18662 a 
lIAR PAPER 74-1004 ................ p0454 A74-42032 a IRC-33976	 ......................... p0111 874-13402 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1008 ................ p01454 A74-'42034 a ARC-34020	 ......................... p0250 874-18690 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1015 ................ p0454 A74-42037 a ARC34098	 ......................... p0257 874-19564 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1017 ................ p0454 1714-42038 a ARC-34617	 ......................... p0412 874-28487 a 
AIRA PAPER 74-1018 ................ pO4S4 174-42039 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1019 ................ p0454 A74-4204U a ARL-TR-74-0009	 ..................... p0418 874-28782 a 
AIAA PAPER 74- 1020 ................ p0454 A74-42041 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1023 ................ p0454 174-42042 a ARL-72-0170-VOL-1	 ................. p0052 874-10749 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1028 ................ p0455 A74-42044 a ARL-72-0170-VOL-2	 ................. p0052 874-10750 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1030 ................ p0455 A74-42o45*a ARL-73-16/AFOSR-73-10	 ............. p0144 874-13746 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1031 ................ p0455 A74-42046 * ARL-73-0122	 ....................... p0243 874-18417 a 
AIRA PAPER 74-1033 ................ p0455 A74-42047 a ARL-73-0132	 ....................... p0255 874-18949 a 
AIRA PAPER 74-1034 ................ p0455 174-42048 a ARL-73-0147	 ....................... p0191 874-15829 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1035 ................ p0455 174-42049 a ARL-73-0164	 ....................... p0232 874-17718 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1036 ................ p0455 A74-42050 a ARL-73-0170	 ....................... p0304 874-21569 1 
.AIAA PAPER 74-1038 ................ pOI4S5 A74-42051sa 
AIAA PAPER 74-1039 ................ p0455 A74-42052 a ARL/A-NOTE-342	 .................... p0323 874-21636 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1042 ................ p0456 A74-42055 a ARL/N/N-17	 ........................ p0241 874-17983 a 
AIAA PAPER 74-1046 ................ p01456 A74-42058 a ARL.'M,'P-33A	 ....................... p0247 874-18667 a
REPORT/ACCESSION NURSER INDEX 
ARL/S8-REPT-345	 . p0246 874-18655 * 
ARO-ETF-TR-73-46 .................. p0066 874-11605 a 
ABO-PWT-TR-73-5 ................... p0O46 874-10340 a 
ABO-PVT-Ta-73-121 ................. p0360 874-25791 a 
AB0-VKP-TR-73-47 ..................p0053 87 14-10869 a 
ARO-VKP-TR-73-102 - .................p0147 8714-13992 a 
AROD--3-23-E ..................... p0286 874-19688 a 
AROD-T-3-27-E ..................... p0470 874-32417 a 
AROD -T- 14-57-E ..................... p0112 874-13510 a 
AROD-T-5-8-E ...................... p0042 874-10061 a 
AROD-4942-21-E .................... p0059 874-10941 a 
AROD-9055-1-E .......................p0358 874-25598 a 
AROD-9372-3-P ..................... p0285 874-19677 a 
AROD-9549-9-E ..................... p0251 874-18703 * 
AROD-10092-2-E .................... p0255 874-18939 a 
AROD-10223-6-E .................... pOil2 874-13513 a 
AR0D102331E .................... p0190 874-15728 a 
ASD-TR-72-54 ....................... p0408 874-27507 a 
ASD-TB-73-15 ...................... p0161 874-14768 a 
ASD-TR-73-21 ...................... p0251 874-18698 * 
ASDTR-73-29 ...................... p0285 874-19683 * 
ASD-TR-73-31 ...................... p0200 874-17001 * 
ASD/XR7 1 9 ....................... p0498 874-34547 a 
ASI-TR-7 Le-17 ...................... p0444 874-30093$* 
ASI-TR-74-18 ...................... p0491 874-33470 a 
ASLE PREPRINT 73LC-1B-3 ........... p0027 A74-12306 
ASLE PREPRINT 73LC-5B-2 ........... p0027 A74-12316 
ASLE PREPRINT 74A8- la-i ........... p0307 A74-28676 a 
ASRE PAPER 73-DET-28 .............. p0341 A74-33401 * 
ASRE PAPER 73-DRT-31 .............. p034 1 A7 l4-3340'l a 
ASEE PAPER 73-LUB-J ............... pOOS0 a74-12710 I 
ASRE PAPER 73-LOB-S ................ p0027 A74-12332** 
ASEE PAPER 73-LUB-6 ............... p0027 A74-12333** 
ASNE PAPER 73-LUB-38 .............. p0027 A74-12352*a 
ASRE PAPER 73-PTG-11 .............. p0119 A74-16979 a 
ASNE PAPER 73-wA/AER0-1 ........... p0070 *74-13243 a 
ASRE PAPER 73-WA/AER02 ........... p0071 A74-13244** 
ASRE PAPER 73-WA/ARRO-3 ........... p0071 A74-13245 a 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-4 ........... p0071 A74-13246*a 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/AERO-5 ........... p048 1 *74-45366 a 
ASNE PAPER 73-NA/GT-1 ............. p0071 A74-13292 a 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-2 ............. p0071 A74-13293 a 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-5 ............. p0071 A74-13296 a 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-7 ............. p0071 a74-13298aa 
ASEE PAPER 73-WA/GT8 ............. p0072 A74-13299 * 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-9 ............. p0072 A74-13300 a 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-iO ............ p0072 A74-133o1*a 
ASNE PAPER 73-WA/GT-12 ............ p0072 A74-i3303 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-RNAS-30 ............. p0431 *74-39130 * 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-3 ................ p0271 A74-27411*a 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-19 ............... p0271 A74-27418 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-28 ............... p0272 A7 14-27426 * 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-39 ............... p0272 A74-27432 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-40 ............... p0272 A74-27'433 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-46 ............... p0272 A74-27439** 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-50 ............... p0272 A74-27442 * 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-5i ................ p0272 A74-27444 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-52 ............... p0272 A74-27445 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-54 ............. p0272 A74-27447 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-GT-62 ............... p0272 A74-27452 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-01-79 ............... p0272 A74-27466 * 
ASNE PAPER 74-01-81 ............... p0273 *74-271467 a 
ASNE PAPER 714-01-82 ............... p0273 A74-27468 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-01-83 ............... pö273 A74-27469 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-01-89 ............... p0273 A74-27472 $ 
ASNE PAPER 74-01-91 ............... p0273 A74-27474 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-01-98 ............... p0273 A74-27480 a 
ASEE PAPER 74-GT-1i5 ............... p0273 A74-27'484 a 
ASNE PAPER 74-01-118 .............. p0273 A74-27486 a 
ASEE PAPER 74-01-120 .............. p027 1 A74-27419 a 
ASNE PAPER 74GT-126 .............. p0271 A74-27422 a 
ASNE PAPER 7 14-01-159 .............. p0274 *74-27494 a 
ASELTR1S4-5 ..................... p0243 874-183991* 
ASRL-TR-154-8 ......................p0194874-16592*a 
ATC16 ............................ p0164 874-15379 a 
ATC-19 ............................ pOO6S 874-11432 a 
ATC30 ............................ p0048 8744-10620 a
ATL-TR-166-VOL1 ..................p0061 874-111138* 
ATL-TR-166V0L-2 ..................p0061 N74-llli4Sa 
ATL-TR-i66-V0L3 ..................p0061 N74-i1115*a 
ATLTRI66VOL .. 4 .................. p0061 R74-11116*a 
ATL-TR-175 ........................ p0159 874-147146 a 
ATL-TR-i81 ........................ p0109 874-12971 a 
ATR-7401 .......................... p0441 874-29368 a 
ATR-73(7302)-i-VOL-2 .............. p0040 R74-10045*a 
ATR-73(7305)-i-VOL-2 .............. p0040 874-100448* 
ATB-74 (7218)-i .................... p0245 874-186488* 
AU-5-1974-A?IT-ENS ................ p0408 874-27509 * 
A74-1i805 ......................... p0287 N7q-199oesa 
B-179166 .......................... p0329 874-22632 * 
RAC-7389-945009 ................... p0300 874-20691 a 
BCAC-D6-413i2 ..................... p0093 874-11808*a 
BCAC-D6-41521 ..................... p0296 874-206618* 
BCAC-D6-41908 ..................... p0494 874-3444678* 
BHC-209-099-371 ................... p0331 R74-22700 a 
BHC-299-099-575 ................... p0498 874-34525 a 
RBC-299-099-644 ................... p0253 874-18716 * 
RBC-299-099-652 ................... p0408 874-27515 a 
811-214-6 ......................... p0042 874-10060 a 
BLL-CE-TRANS-5646- (9022.09) ...... . p0110 874-13136 
BLL-PO-2988- (9022.81)
	 ............. p0192 874-15906 
BNVG-PBWT-72-22 ................... p0296 874-2o669*a 
RNVC.-?BWT-72-23 ................... p0324 R74-216508* 
BNVG-PBRT-72-24 ...................p0297 874-206688* 
BNVG-FBVT-72-25 ................... p0325 R74-2i651** 
BNVC-FBVT-73-27 ................... p0195 874-16705 a 
BNVG-PBWT-73-33 ................... p0231 874-17707 a 
RR33628 ........................... p0197 874-16734 a 
RR35900 ........................... p0105 874-12725 a 
BR36095 ............................ p0199 874-16755 a 
RR36912 ........................... p0413 874-28502 a 
BR37049 ........................... p0241 874-17983 $ 
RR37072 ............................ p0256 874-19283 a 
8037134 ........................... p0257 874-1956? a 
B137674 ............................ p0247 874-18667 a 
BR38205 ........................... p0303 874-21139 a 
5039345 ........................... p0417 874-28549 a 
B339731 ........................... pU407 874-27506 a 
BR39889 ........................... p0366 874-26458 a 
8339890 ........................... p0367 874-26468 a 
RR39988 ........................... pO4i6 874-28528 a 
BR140625 ...........................p0406 874-27494 * 
C-208-2 ...........................p0110 874-13198 a 
C-222 .............................p0287 874-19714 a 
C/PLSEL-112-S0PPL-1 ...............p01 114 874-13743 a 
C/PLSEL-116-PT-2 ..................p0361 874-26078 a 
CAL$PAN-AK-5113-P-1 ...............p0200 874-16997 a 
CALSPAR-AK-51i3-P-2 ...............p0299 874-20680 a 
CALSPAN-AK-5130-P-1-VOL-1 ..........p0299 N74-20678 a 
CALSPAN-AK-5 130-?- i-VOL-2 .........p0299 874-20679 a 
CALSPAN-AK-5i30-P-2 ...............p0300 874-20688 a 
CALSPAN-AK-5174-?-i ...............p0302 874-20907 a 
CASD-NSC-73-005 ...................p019? 874-16741 * 
CERL-N-S-13 ......................p0061 874-11101 a 
CNA-RES-CONTRZB-225 ...............p0145 874- 13751 * 
CONP-730953-i .....................p0293 874-20527 $ 
CONP-740602-1 ......................p0492 874-33750 * 
CRANPIELD-AER0-17 .................p0037 874-10023 * 
CRANPIELD-AERO-18 ...................p0140 874-13716 * 
CRANFIELD-AERO-23 .................p0467 87 14-31490 * 
CRANPIELD-ABRO-24 .................p0330 874-22672 * 
CRANflELD-SNE-4 ...................p0152 874-14440 a 
CRANFIELDSN3-5 ...................p0152 874-14439 * 
3-8
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CRINC-FRL-74-001	 . p0323 874-21633*1 
CRINC-?RL-74-001 .................. p0488 874-331436*1 
CBEEL-TR-243 ...................... p0162 874-14772 I 
CUED/A-TURBO/TR-45 ................ p0255 874-18920 * 
D-MAT-194 ......................... p0303 874-21139 * 
D-MAT-195 ......................... p0199 874-16755 I 
DCIEN-73-E-993 .................... p0407 874-27504 * 
DDC-TAS-73-77 ..................... p0242 874-18312 1 
DPAN-TR-73-4 ...................... p0145 874-13750 1 
DFAN-TR-73-5 ...................... p0145 874-13749 I 
DFA8-TE-73-6 ...................... p0105 874-12727 * 
DFVLR-IB-153-73/26 ................ p0191 874-15735*1 
OFVLR-SONDDR-301 .................. p0136 A74-18925 
DYVLR-SONDDR-335 .................. p0073 A74-13549 
DFVLR-SONDDR-344 .................. p0481 A74-45427 
DFVLR-SONDDE-349 .................. p0117 A74-16727 
OGLE PAPER 73-068 ................. p0120 A74-17177 a 
OGLE PAPER 73-069 ................. p0120 A74-17178 * 
DGLR PAPER 73-070 ................. p0120 A74-17179 * 
DGLR PAPER 73-078 ................. p0120 A74-17185 
OGLE PAPER 73-080 ................. p0120 A74-17186 I 
DGLR PAPER 73-081 ................. p0120 674-17187 
DGLR PAPER 73-086 ................. p0121 A74-17192 
OGLE PAPER 73-109 ................. p0121 A74-17205 a 
DGLE PAPER 73-121 ................. p0121 A74-17216 
OGLE PAPER 74-014 . ................pO271 A74-27367 * 
OGLE PAPER 74-015 ................. p0270 A74-27363 * 
OGLE PAPER 74-021 ................. p0271 A74-27365 
OGLE PAPER 74-023 ................. p0271 674-27366 * 
OGLE PAPER 74-024 ................. p0270 A74-27364 
OGLE PAPER 74-038 ................. p0456 A74-42872 I 
DGLE-PAPEE-73-020 ................. p0112 874-13424 * 
DGLE-PAPEE-73-023 ................. p0355 874-25564*1 
DGLE-PAPER-73-027 ................. p0406 874-27493*1 
DGLE-PAPEE-73-039 ................. p0413 874-28500*1 
OGLR-PAPER-74-013 ................. p0368 874-26481 * 
OGLE-PAPER-74-015 ................. p0368 8714-26482 * 
OGLE-PAPER-74-021 ................. p0368 874-26483 $ 
OGLE-PAPEE-74-024 ................. p0368 874-26485 * 
OGLE-73-011 ....................... p0492 874-34154*1 
DGLE-73-016 ....................... p0361 N74-26i50*I 
OGLR-73-024 ....................... p0355 874-25566*1 
DGLR-73-031 ....................... p0419 874-29118*1 
DGLE-73-033 ....................... p0355 874-25565*1 
DGLB-73-038 ....................... p0361 874-26151*1 
08-2011-C-El ...................... p0407 874-27501*1 
DB-2011-DE5V0L1 ................ p0141 874-13722*1 
OH-2011-O-E5-VOL-2 ................ p0141 874-13723*1 
DLR-PB6937 ...................... pOlO3 874-12706 * 
DLR-PB-73-06 ...................... p0303 874-21080 a 
DLE-PB-73-13 ...................... p0298 874-20675 I 
DLR-PB7313 ...................... p0407 1174-27506 I 
DLE-PB-7339 ...................... p0041 874-10053 I 
DLR-YB-73-44 ...................... p0302 874-21042 * 
OLE-FB-73-57 ...................... p0302 874-21044 * 
DLE-Y8-73-105 ..................... p0489 N74-33451 a 
OLR-FB-73-106 ..................... p0191 874-15736*1 
OLE-PB-73-106 ..................... p0490 874-33458 * 
DLE-811T7012 .................... p0445 874-30425*1 
DLE-81TT7205 .................... p0472 874-32442*1 
DLE-MITT-72-18 .................... p0095 874-11827*1 
DLE-MITT-72-18 .................... p0098 874-12015*1 
OLE-RITT-73-09 .................... p0301 874-20819 * 
DBE/NAE-1974(1)	 ................... p0332 874-23483 I
OMS-DE-2041 ....................... p0038 874-10028*1 
DOC-9065 .......................... p0039 874-10035 
DOT-TSC7AA7227 ................. p0049 874-10623 I 
OOT-TSC-FAA7313 ................. p0151 874-1 4 361 I 
DOT-TSC-0ST7312 ................. p0052 874-10742 I
OS/EA/731 ........................ p0064 874-11378 I 
OS/EC/73-1 ........................ p0113 874-13696 * 
DSPT7356 ........................ p0l92 874-16164 I. 
D3-8390-4 ......................... p0095 874-11829*1 
03-8514-7 ......................... p0140 874-13718*1 
03-8884 ........................... p0093 874-11809*1 
03-8952 ........................... p0141 874-13724*1 
03-9042-1 ......................... p0471 874-32430 * 
03-9245 ........................... p0093 874-11807*1 
06-22561-VOL-i .................... p0196, 874-16729*1 
D6-22562V0L2 ..................... p0196 874-16730*1 
06-40879-VOL-2 .................... p0236 874-17753*1 
06-40950-VOL-i .................... p0235 874-11751*1 
D6-41177 .......................... p0188 874-15713*a 
06-41216-VOL-i .................... p0236 874-17752*1 
06-41253 .......................... p0104 874-12717*1 
06-41293 .......................... p0474 874-33116 I 
06-41324-1 ........................ pO489 874-33455*1 
06-41324-2 ........................ p0489 874-33456*1 
06-41336 .......................... p0235 874-17749*1 
06-41465 .......................... p0241 874-17960*1 
06-41499 .......................... p0196 874-16726*1 
06-41511 .......................... P0325 874-21655*1 
06-41513 .......................... p0236 874-17755*1 
06-41527 .......................... p0363 874-264314*1 
06-41537 .......................... p0467 874-31495*1 
06-41896 .......................... p0441 874-29374*1 
D6-4 1926 .......................... p0472 874-32438*1 
06-43098 .......................... p0353 874-25537*1 
06-43099 .......................... p0247 874-18673*1 
06-60136-3 ........................ p0153 874-14625*1 
06-60181-lA ....................... p0415 874-28514*1 
06-60181-18 ....................... p0415 874-28515*1 
06-60181-2 ........................ p0415 874-28516*1 
06-60181-3 ........................ p0415 874-28517*1 
06-60181-4 ........................ p0415 874-28518*1 
06-60181-5 ........................ p0415 874-28519*1 
06-60181-6 ........................ p0415 874-28520*1 
06-60181-7 ........................ p0416 874-28521*1 
06-60183 .......................... p0255 874-19184 * 
06-60196-VOL-3 .................... p0471 874-32429 $ 
06-60225 .......................... p0110 874-13263 $ 
0162-10467-13 ..................... p0159 874-14747 * 
D180-1 4 203A-1 ..................... P0285 874-19683 * 
D180-14403-l-VOL-3 ................ p0058 874-10938 * 
0180-14407-1-VOL-6 ................ p0058 874-10940 * 
0180-14408-1 ....................... p0056 874-10925 * 
0180-14409-1 ...................... p0057 874-10926 * 
D180-14409-2-VOL-2-PT-2 ........... p0058 874-10937 * 
0180-14411-1-VOL-4 ................ p0098 874-11846 * 
0180-14412-1-VOL-5-PT-i ........... p0098 874-11847 * 
0180- 144i2-2-VOL-5-PT-2 ........... p0058 874-10939 I 
	
D180-17529-1	 ...................... pOl4i8 874-29012 * 
0180-17606-2 ...................... p0443.874-29396 I 
0180-18069-1 ...................... p0499 874-34554 * 
0210-10492-1 ...................... p0106 874-12738 I 
0210-10545-1 ...................... p0143 874-13732 * 
0210-10571-1 ...................... p0256 874-19411 $ 
0210-10579-1 ...................... p0251 874-18700 * 
0210-10593-1 ...................... p0252 874-18707 * 
	
0210-10638-1	 ...................... p022 874-18708 * 
0210-10662-2 ...................... p0161 874-14765*1 
D210-10666-2 ...................... p02'48 874-18678*1 
0210-10678-1 ...................... p0353 874-25544 * 
0210-10683 ........................ p0250 874-18696 I 
0210-10687-1 ...................... p0327 8714-21671 * 
D210-10752-2 ...................... p0354 874-25563*1 
D222-10053-1-VOL-10 ............... p0142 874-13727*1 
	
0222-10059-1	 ...................... p0188 874-15711*1 
	
D301-10188-1	 ...................... p0190 874-15725 * 
E-7076 ............................ p0037 874-10025*1 
E-7133 ............................ p0147 874-14138*1 
E-7205 ............................ p0037 874-10027*1 
E-7229 ............................ p0037 874-10022*1 
E-7255 ............................ p0050 874-10734*1 
E-7397 ............................ p0055 N74-l0917** 
E-7449 ............................ p0166 N74-15466** 
E-7480 ............................ p0037 N74-10024*I 
E-7499 ............................ p0049 874-10722*1 
E-7513 ............................ P0165 874-15465*1 
E7522 ............................ p0)93 874-11812*1 
E-7523 ............................ p0101 874-12575*1 
E-753i ............................p0153 874-14650*1 
E-7535 ............................p0064 874-11304*1 
E-7546 ............................p0037 874-10026*1 
E-9
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0-7560	 p0101 874-12571*a 
8-7564 ............................ p0094 N74-11813*a 
0-7565 ............................ p0154 074-14651*a 
0-7570 ............................ p0099 874-12187*a 
0-7580 ............................ p0067 074-11738*1 
0-7596 ............................ p0246 874-18656*1 
0-7634 ............................ p0166 074-15659*# 
0-7693 ............................ p0049 874-10709*1 
0-7700 ............................ p0370 *74-27412*1 
0-7736 ............................ p0243 *74-18397*1 
0-7743 ............................ p0231 874-17699*1 
0-7749 ............................ p0040 874-10043*1 
0-7756 ............................ p0037 *74-10021*1 
0-7757 ............................ p0045 87(4-10321*1 
0-7760 ............................ p0100 874-12445*1 
0-7763 ............................ p0360 874-25812*1 
0-7765 ............................ p0039 874-10042*1 
0-7771 ............................ p0039 874-10037*1 
0-7818 ............................ p0323 874-21639*1 
0-7822 ............................ p0243 874-18400*1 
0-7822 ............................ p0294 874-20591*1 
0-7823 ............................ p0152 874-14384*. 
0-7824 ............................ p0411 874-28241*, 
0-7831 ............................ p0362 874-26389*1 
0-7857 ............................ p0444 874-30240*1 
E7870 ............................ p0353 874-25536*1 
0-7901 ............................ p0410 874-28240*1 
0-7908 ............................ p0256 *74-19405*1 
E-7928 ............................ p0284 874-19668*1 
0-7942 ............................ p0331 874-23342*1 
0-7948 ............................ p0329 874-22631*1 
0-7962 ............................ p0363 874-26435*1 
E-7975 ............................ p0500 *74-35203*1 
7986V0L1PT1 ................. p0406 874-27491*+ 
0-7991	 ............................ p0355 *74-25568*1 
0-8028 ............................ p0442 874-29379*1 
E8045 ............................ p0(445 *74-30249*1 
0-8090 ............................ p0475 8744-33228*, 
0-8091 ............................ p0500 874-35201*1 
0-8096 ............................ p0475 *74-33229*1 
0-8119 ............................ p0500 874-35202*, 
ECAC-PR-72-045 .................... p0098 *74-11973 1 
ECO8-4140 ......................... p0112 874-13450 * 
ECO8-4173 ......................... p0287 *74-19822 I 
ECON4184 ......................... p0286 *74-19687 1 
ECO*-4188 .......................... p0289 *74-20235 * 
ECO*-5504	 ......................... p0063 *74-11295 *
ECON-5527 ......................... p0242 *74-18280 I 
0009972 .......................... p0240 *74-17799 I 
BIRS-ASE-73-2 ..................... p0038 *74-10033 I 
EIRS-ASE-74-3 ..................... p0286 *74-19688 * 
EIRS-ASE-74-4 ..................... p0(470 874-32417 * 
ELS-3001-3 ........................ p0417 874-28710*1 
EPA-*T1D73.2 ...................... p0287 874-19898 I 
EPA-NTID73.4 ...................... p0238 874-17769 I 
EPA-NTID73.S ...................... p0238 874-17771 I 
*91-871073.6 ...................... p0238 874-17770 I 
ER700 ............................ p0052 874-10745 * 
00-7194 ........................... p0054 874-10899 * 
E81.-076 ........................... p0236 874-17754*1 
ESD-TR-73-176 ..................... p0192 *74-15876 * 
ESD-TR-73-253 ..................... p0048 874-10621 * 
ESD-T8-73-258 ..................... p0289 *74-20237 * 
ESDU-1IECR1PT-06.01.00 .............p0035 8714-10005 
2SDU-1IliCR1PT-06.01.03-a,END-1 .... p0093 *74-11805 
ESDO-AIBCR1PT-06.01 .03-1*080-k- ... p0093 874-11805 
ESDU-AIRCR1PT-08.01.05-10080-1 .... p0035 874-10010 
ESDU-BODIES-02.04.00-1008D-1 ......p0035 874-10011 
ESDU-DODIES-02.04.01-1000D-A ......p0045 874-10311 
ESDU-PLIPS-01.01.05-18080-1 .......p0035 *74-10003 
BSDU-PL1PS-02.01.07-1NEND-1 .......p0035 *74-10002 
ESDU-TD-8000R-6312 ................p0492 874-34446 • 
ESDUVINGSO1.01.04-1008D-1 .......p0(487 874-33425 
ESDU-WI8GS-02. 04. 00-1*080-1 .......p0035 874-10004
ESDU-66029 .........................p0036 *74-10012 
ESDO-67010 ........................p0102 *74-12703 
BSDU-67011 .........................p0154 *74-14701. 
BSDO-71020 ........................p0102 *74-12703 
ESD0-72027 ........................p0492 *74-34447 • 
ESDO-73006 ........................p0035 074-10007 
ESDU-73012 ........................p0492 *74-34446 + 
RSDU-73016 ........................p0035 074-10008 
ESD0-73018 ........................p0103 *744-12710 
ESDU-73019 ........................p0103 074-12709 
ESDU-73024 ........................p0109 *74-12986 
ESDO-73026 ........................p0103 074-12712 
ESDO-73027 ........................p0103 074-12711 
ESDO74018........................p0493 *74-34464 . 
ESL-2768-10 .......................p0044 074-10169 I 
ESL290216 .......................p0369 074-26666*a 
ESL-3001-5 ........................p0417 *74-28707*1 
ESL-3001-7 ........................p0417 074-28706*, 
ESL-3001-8 ........................p0417 074-28709*1 
ESL-3001-9 ........................p0369 074-26$63** 
ESL-3390-2 ........................ p0409 N74-21641 * 
ESL-3390-3 ........................p0409 074-27640 a 
ESL-3390-4 .........................p0409 074-27639 I 
ESEO-CR(P)-307 ....................p0107 074-12864 I 
ESBO-CR(P)-308 ....................p0107 074-12865 * 
ESRO-CB( p)-309 ....................p0108 *74-12866 I 
ESRO-CR(P)-310 .....................p0108 074-12867 * 
ESR0-CE(P)-311 ....................p0108 874-12868 * 
ESBO-CR(P) -312 .....................p0108 074-12869 * 
ESBO-CB(P)-313 ....................p0108 074-12870 * 
ESEO-CR(P)-322 ....................p0194 0714-16597 * 
ESBO-TT-2 .........................p00(41 074-10053 I 
ESRO-TT-8 .........................p0298 *74-20675 I 
ESRO-TT-13 ........................p0302 874-21042 I 
ESBO-TT-15 .........................p0302 874-21044 * 
ESRO-TT-20 ........................p0301 *74-20819 
ESRO-TT-23 ........................p0303 874-21080 I 
ESS403510274 ...................p0473 *74-32443*1 
OTL-SR-74-4 .......................p0284 074-19676 I 
EUR000CH PEEPRINT 73-2 ............p0089 174-15949 a 
*1-5102/27-73/296 .................p0108 874-12866 
*1-5102/27-73/299 .................p0108 *74-12068 a 
*1-5102/27-73/305 .................p0107 074-12865 I 
*1-5102/27-73/308 .................p0108 *74-12867 I 
*1-5102/27-73/309 .................p0107 *74-12864 a 
01-5102/27-73/311 .................p0108 *14-12869 * 
*1-5102/27-73/315 .................p0108 *7 14-12870 a 
*74-10043 .........................p0062 *74-11164*1 
*74-10086 .........................p0062 *74-11197*1 
*74-10087 .........................p0062 *74-11198*, 
*74-10092 .........................p0063 874-11202*, 
P1-873-19-i .......................p0111 074-13286 a 
911-108-1 .........................p0049 *74-10622 I 
PA1A*73-9 .......................p0287 *74-20054 * 
P11E8-74-3 .......................p0049 *74-10622 a 
P11-81-73-32 ......................p0099 874-12167 a 
P11-81-73-32(2)	 ...................p0039 074-10040 * 
P11-81-73-34 ......................p01014 *74-12718 * 
P11-81-73-40 ......................p0100 *74-12361 * 
P11-01-73-43 ......................p0095 *74-11828 a 
P11-81-73-54 ......................p0151 *74-14360 I 
P1.1-81-73-62 ......................p0048 *74-10618 I 
P11-81-73-63 ......................p0359 *74-25603 a 
PAANF73-68 ......................p0472 *74-32435 a 
P11-81-73-79 ......................p0104 *74-12716 a 
911-01-73-86 ......................p0053 *74-10866 a 
P11-81-73-87 ......................p0101 *74-12574 I 
p11-81-73-109 .....................p04414 *74-30104 I 
P11N173110 .....................p0475 *74-33225 * 
F11-RD-72-40-VOL-3 ................p047 1 874-32429 * 
PIAR0-7280V0L2 ................p0098 874-11973 a 
P11-80-72-135 .....................p0056 *74-10920 a 
P11RD72150-VOL-1 ...............p0165 *74-15381 a 
P11-RD-72-150-VOL-3 ...............p0165 *74-15382 a 
0-10
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FLL-RD-72-150-VOL-31 	 p0165 874-15383 a 
?AA-RD-72-150-VOL-4 ............... p0165 874-15384 a 
FRa-8D-72-150-YOL-5 ............... p0165 474-15385 a 
PLk-D-73-31 ...................... p0049 474-10623 a 
PU-BD-73-55 ...................... p0049 874-10625 • 
........................... p0112 474-13427 a 
PAI-BD-73-76 ...................... p0151 474-14361 a 
P11-40-73-82 ...................... p0098 1174-12019 a 
PA1-RD-73-99 ...................... p0039 1174-10040 a 
P11-90-73-99 ...................... p0099 474-12167 a 
P11-90-73-ill ..................... p0164 474-15380 a 
PA1-ED-13-119 ..................... p0151 874-14360 a 
P11-RD-73-124-VOL-1 ............... p04?2 474-32437 a 
P11-30-73-128 ..................... p0410 474-28082 a 
F11-BD-73-131-YOL-I-1 ............. p04?1 874-32430 • 
P11-BD-73-138 ..................... p0095 474-11828 a 
P11-40-73-139 ..................... p0164 474-15379 a 
FA1-RD-73-140 ..................... pOlO0 474-12361 * 
PA1-RD-73-141 ..................... p0104 474-12718 a 
P11-90-73-144 ..................... p0104 474-12716 * 
P11-90-73-145 ..................... p0056 474-10921 * 
P11-RD-73-148 ..................... p0039 474-10039 a 
P19-BD-73-150-VOL-3 ............... p0288 474-20233 a 
P11-90-73-153 ..................... p0048 474-10618 a 
P11-90-73-154 ...................... p0053 1174-10866 a 
P11-90-73-155 ....................... p0101 474-12574 a 
P11-90-73-161 ..................... polo0 474-1235.6 a 
P11-RD-73164 ..................... p0110 874-13198 a 
P11-90-73-165 ..................... p0100 474-12362 * 
P11-90-73-166 ..................... p0065 874-11432 a 
P1190-73166V0L-1.1 ............. p0150 474-14340 a 
YA1-B0-73-166-V0L1.2BK-1 ....... . p0150 474-14341 a 
P11-90-73-166V0L-1.2-BK-2 ....... . p0150 874-14342 t 
F-R0-73-166-VOL3.1-BK-1 ....... . p0150 1174-14343 a 
P119D-73-166-VOL-3.1-BK-2 ....... . p0151 474-14344 a 
P11-30-73-166'-V0L3.2 ............. p0111 474-13421 a 
P11-90-73-168 ..................... p0474 474-33116 a 
P11-90-73-175 ..................... p0048 874-10620 8 
P11-9D-74-18 ...................... p0475 474-33225 a 
P11-9D-74-48 ...................... p0472 1174-32435 a 
p11-90-74-51 ....................... p0444 1174-30104 a 
P11-90-74-74-I .................... p0499 1174-34716 a 
P11-90-74-74-Il ................... p0498 1174-34537 a 
PAA-ED-74-991 .................... p0491 474-33648 8 
P11-90-74-116 ..................... p0 4499 874-34715 a 
F11-90-150-VOL-6 .................. p0165 474-15386 a 
PCPC-2097 ......................... p0408 874-27516 a 
PPA-1U-621-PT-2 ................... p0038 N74-10031** 
pP1-A0-635-PT-2 ................... p0294 1174-20636 S 
.FP1-AU-653 ........................ p0036 1174-10013 a 
PPA-AU-772 ........................ p0231 874-17704 a 
PPI-1U-772-SOPPL .................. p0231 474-17705 * 
PPI-AU-966 ......................... p0158 874-14740 a 
PPI-IEIO-90 ....................... 90047 1174-10541 a 
PPDL-T9-73-6923 ................... p0l63 1174-14779 a 
FI9L-C3678-01 ..................... p0500 474-34952 a 
PIRL-P-C312011 ................... p0416 874-28532 a 
FIRL-I-C2429-5 .................... p0242 1174-18146 8 
P09-2-1-2553-34 ................... p0105 474-12723 a 
P01-2-C-2494-86 ................... p0113 474-13690 8 
F0A-2-C-2509-34 ...................p0111 1174-13423 a 
P01-2-C-2533-D8/E1/46 .............p010 14 1174-12721 a 
POA-3-C-3685-34 ...................p0105 1174-12722 a 
F9L-72-001 ........................p0159 874-14752*8 
pSUP-PPL-156-9EV ..................p0244 474-18549 a 
PSTC-HT-23-1690-73 ................p0199 474-16870 a 
PSTC-HT-23-1827-73 ................p0498 1174-34534 a 
pSTC-HT-23-2102-72 ................p0239 874-17778 * 
PTD-HC-23-478-74 ..................p0293 1174-20450 a 
PTD-NC-23-700-74 ..................p0370 474-27302 a 
PTD-11C23-125674 .................p0369 874-26494 a 
PTD-HC-23-1339-72 .................p0051 874-10741 a 
PTD-11C23-1366-72 .................p0051 874-10740 a 
P18-41-23-42-74 ...................p0049 874-10717 * 
P10-41-23-180-74 ..................90240 1174-17926 a 
PTD-HT-23-200-74 ..................p0197 1174-16739 a
PTD-liT-23-395-74 ...................p0359 874-25610 a 
PTD-HT-23-481-74 ..................p0251 1174-18699 a 
PTD-BT-23-534-74 ..................p0239 874-17776 a 
PTD-HT-23-536-74 ..................p0287 1174-19894 a 
718-41-23-537-74 ..................p0257 474-19413 a 
PTD-41-23-538-74 ..................p0239 874-17782 a 
710-111-23-585-73 ..................p0046 474-10328 a 
710-41-23-587-73 ..................p0046 874-10326 a 
710-81-23-588-74 ..................p0255 874-19144 a 
FTD-BT-23-701-74 ..................p0419 874-29207 a 
P10-81-23-731-73 ..................p0042 1174-10058 a 
710-111-23-777-74 ..................p0293 1174-20452 a 
710-111-23-789-74 ..................p0285 874-19678 a 
710-81-23-801-73 ..................p0143 1174-13737 a 
PTD-liT-23-809-73 ..................p0051 874-10737 a 
PID-HT-23-815-74 ..................p0243 474-18416 a 
770-111-23-817-73 ..................p0152 874-14447 a 
PTD-111-23-1815-72 .................p0043 874-10067 a 
770-81-24-217-74 ..................p0361 1174-26130 a 
FTD-N1-24-251-74 ..................p0368 874-26488 a 
PID-N1-24-287-72 ..................p0052 474-1075 1 a 
PTD-IT-24-291-73 ..................p0065 1174-11601 a 
PTD-I1-2 14-318-73 ..................p0143 474-13738 a 
PID-8T-24-345-73 ..................p0166 874-15467 a 
P10-111-24-499-73 ..................p0362 874-26421 a 
710-111-24-661-73 ..................p0293 874-20453 a 
PTD-NT-24-665-73 ..................p0288 1174-20161 a 
710-81-24-715-73 .................p0419 874-29225 a 
PTD-111-24-720-73 ..................p0369 1174-26491 * 
PTD-111-24-744-73 ..................p0063 474-11274 a 
770-111-24-1809-72 .................p0051 874-10739 a 
711-373-4 .........................p0282 874-19651*8 
P0161-P9-VOL-3 ....................p0358 874-25602 a 
81/13/71-1 ........................p0144 1174-13744 * 
81/311/73-3 ........................p0147 1174-14126 8 
81/43/731-2 .......................p0370 874-21359 a 
81/81/731-2 .......................p0353 474-25543 a 
GA/IC/73-3 ........................p0l98 874-16750 a 
GA/IC/73-4 ........................p0201 4714-17689 a 
GA/IC/731-1 .......................p0304 874-21568 a 
89/113/73-3 ........................p0198 1174-16742 a 
GAN/A3/73-6 .......................p0188 1174-15707 * 
818/14/73-13 ......................p0191 474-15729 a 
GA11/13/73-13 ......................p0231 1174-17761 a 
GAN/93/73-14 ......................p0190 874-15726 a 
8111/13/731-9 .......................p0300 874-20684 a 
011/14/731-10 .....................p0294 874-20644 a 
8111/33/731-15 .....................p0299 1174-20683 a 
GAN/A3/733-17 .....................p0300 474-20685 a 
839/33/733-20 .....................p0301 1174-20694 a 
GAI1/IC/731-1 ......................p0301 874-20696 a 
GA11/NC/731-3 ......................p0295 1174-20645 a 
0111/43/733-1 ......................90198 1174-16744 a 
G1PD-W0510-P9 .....................p0047 874-10491 a 
0190-40517-PR ..................... p0408 874-27510 8 
014/38/14-1 .......................p0300 874-20686 a 
GDCA-D11B73-00l-VOL-3-2 ............p0058 1174-10936 * 
GDCA-DHG73-001-VOL-1 ..............p005? 1174-10927 * 
GDCA-DHG73-001-VOL-2 ..............p0143 1174-13733 a 
GDCA-DHG73-001-VOL-3-1 ............p0057 1174-10928 a 
GDCA-D11G73-001-V0L-4 ..............p0143 874-13734 * 
GDC1-D11G73-001-VOL-5 ..............p0143 874-13735 a 
GDCA-D14873-001-VOL-6 ..............p0143 1174-13736 a 
GE-9731EG120-VOL-4 ................p0040 N74-10049*a 
GE-973A4G363 ......................p0050 874-10732*8 
08/33/7411-1 .......................p0442 474-29389 a 
GE/EE/7411-5 .......................p0442 874-29392 a 
839-15960 .........................p0043 874-10070 a 
8331-1864 .........................p010? 874-12739 a 
GGC/EE/73-17 ......................p0162 1174-14769 * 
820-39-784 ........................p0494 874-34473 a 
GS1/IA/73-1 .......................p0058 1174-10935 a 
GSA/S11/73-2 .......................p0194 874-16695 a 
11-11
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GSA/Sfl/73-11	 . p0102 8714-12699 8
1SL28/72	 . p0067 874-11140 a 
GSE/SE/74-1-V01-1	 ................. p0361 1174-26149 8 1SL35f72PT1	 .................... p0053 874-10846 8 
GSE/SE/74-1-VOL-3	 ................. p0361 874-26155 8 1SL37/72	 ......................... p0298 874-20673 8 
8-704	 ............................. p0159 874-14753*8 1SS800775541	 .................... p0283 874-19662.8 
11-717	 ............................. p0246 874-18657*8 
8-783	 ............................. p0407 874-27499*8 ITR1	 ............................. p0444 814-30013 a 
8-789	 ............................. pO141 N74-13725*a 1TE8	 ............................. p0491 874-33473 8 
8-802	 ............................. p0195 874-16717*8 ITR-1003-2	 ........................ p0488 874-33445** 
8-803	 ............................. p0284 874-19672*8 
8-804	 ............................. p0362 874-26251st JANAIR-730705...................... p0162 874-14773 a 
8-806	 ............................. p0355 874-25569*8 JANAIR-731001-VOL-8 	 ............... p0288 874-20059 a 
8-815	 ............................. p0160 874-14760*8 JANAIR-731002	 ..................... p0199 874-16754 a 
8-844	 ............................. p0441 1174-29370*8 .1A8A1R740701	 ......... p0499 1174-34554 a 
BACREPC6619	 ...................... p0303 874-21049 a .JP8S54505	 ........................ p0044 874-10153 a 
JPRS-60353	 ........................ p0039 874-10036 a 
BCI-TR-S-229	 ...................... p0189 874-15716*8 .JPRS-60785	 ........................ p0192 874-15962 a 
BCI-TR-S-231	 ...................... p0249 874-18686*8 JPRS-61482	 ........................ p0257 874-19623 a 
JPRS-61636	 ........................ p0302 874-21022 8 
BEL-TN-24-73	 ....................... p0286 1174-19689 * JPRS-61923	 ........................ p0298 874-20670 a 
.JPRS-62252	 ........................ p0407 874-27502 8 
88-73-14	 ........................... p0331 874-22690 8 .3PRS-62337	 ........................ p0405 874-271478 a 
88-73-4.1	 .......................... p0297 874-20662*8 .JPRS62363	 ........................ p0405 874-27471 * 
811-73-76	 .......................... p0242 874-18145 8 
118-74-28	 .......................... p0297 8714-20663*8 .JSC-09060	 ......................... p0411 874-28423*8 
1115/13/55	 ......................... p0305 874-21591	 8 .JTcG/ALN80-wp-12-2-voL-1 	 .......... p0285 874-19679 8 
.JTCG/ALNNO-VP-12-2-VOL-2 	 .......... p0298 874-20676 * 
11400-12-1-17	 ...................... p0163 874-14779 a .JTCG/ALNNO-WP-12-2-VOL-3	 ........... p0285 874-19680 a 
.ITCG/AL8NO-WP-12-2-VOL-4	 .......... p0285 874-19681 8 
IC-AERO-71-22	 ..................... p0154 874-14705 
IC-AERO-72-14	 ..................... p0155 874-14706 JUL-949-PC	 ........................ p0241 874-11961 8 
IC-AERO-73-04	 ..................... pOO6l 874-11112
KSC-NTB-238-72	 .................... p0059 874-11o91*a 
ICAS PAPER 74-03	 .................. p0447 A74-41305 $ 
ICAS	 PAPER	 711-04	 .................. p0447 A74-'41306 * KTR-655-1	 ......................... p0238 874-17766 8 
ICAS PAPER 74-05	 .................. p0447 A74-41307 8
. 
ICAS PAPER 74-07 	 .................. p0448A74-41309 8 L-7176	 ............................ p0102 874-12705*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-08 	 .................. p0448 A74-41310 8 L-8410	
- ............................ p0323 874-21634*a 
ICAS PAPER	 74-10	 .................. p0448 A74-41312*t .	 L-8449	 ............................ p0036 874-10015*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-11	 .................. p0448 A74-41313 8 L-8756	 ............................ p0104 874-12719*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-12 	 .................. p0448 A74-41314 8 L-8796	 ............................ p0146 N74-13882*a 
ICASPAPER 74-15	 .................. p0448 A74-41317 8 L-8798	 ............................ p0060 874-11o96*a 
ICAS PAPER 74-16	 .................. p0448 A74-41318 * L-8825	 ............................ p0187 N74-15703*a 
ICAS PAPER 74-19
	 .................. p0448 A74-41321 a L-8844	 ............................ p0095 1174-11825*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-20	 .................. p0449 A74-41322 8 L-8897	 ............................ p0097 874-11837*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-21	 .................. p0449 A74-41323 8 L-8940	 ............................ p0038 814-10030*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-22 	 .................. p0449 A7441324 a L8942	 ............................ p0098 1174-12091*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-26 	 .................. p0449 A74-41328 a L-8950	 ............................ p0096. 1174-11836*8 
ICAS	 PAPER 74-27	 .................. p0449 A7441329 a L-8969	 ............................. p0047 874-10584*8 
ICAS PAPER	 74-28	 .................. p0449 A74-41330 8 L-8971	 ............................ p0096 1174-11831*8 
ICAS	 PAPER 7 44-31	 .................. p0457 A74-43125 a .L-8975	 ............................ p0246 874-18658*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-32
	 .................. p0449 A74-41333 8 L-8990	 ............................ p0325 N74-21652*a 
ICAS PAPER 711-33 	 .................. p0449 A74-41334 8 L-8992	 ............................ p0099 1474-12261*a 
ICAS	 PAPER 74-34
	 .................. p0450 A74-41335 8 L-9024	 ............................ p0284 874-19667*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-35 	 .................. p0450 A7441336 a L9035	 ............................ p0237 8711-17759*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-36
	 .................. p0450 A74-41337 a L-9051	 ............................ p0096 874-11832*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-37
	 .................. p0450 A74-41338 8 L-9067	 ............................ p0036 874-10014*8 
ICAS PAPER	 74-40	 .................. p01450 A74-'41341	 * L-9076	 ............................ p0059 874-11059*8 
ICAS	 PAPER 714-41	 .................. p0450 A74-41342 $ L9090	 ............................ p0062 874-11119*a 
ICAS PAPER 74-42 	 .................. p0450 A74-41343 $ L-9096	 ............................ p0094 1174-11819*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-46	 .................. p0451 A74-41346 8 L-9132	 ............................ p0094 1174-11821*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-48 	 .................. p0451 A7 l441348 * L9137	 ............................ p0283 874-19663*8 
ICAS	 PAPER 74-49
	 . .................. p0451 A14-41349 * L-9142	 ............................ p0284 1174-19671*8 
ICASPAPER 74-50	 .................. p0451 A74-41350 8 L-9148	 ............................ p0324 874-21649*8 
ICAS	 PAPER 74-54	 .................. p0451 A74-41353 8 L-9155	 ............................ p0354 1174-2ss62*a 
ICAS PAPER 74-55	 .................. p0451 A74-41354 8 L-9176	 ............................ p0297 874-20666*8 
ICAS PAPER 74-58	 .................. p0451 A74-41357 a L-9202	 ............................ p0254 874-18895*8 
ICAS	 PAPER 74-59	 .................. p0451 A74-41358 8 L9203	 ............................ p0325 874-21653*8 
L9209............................ p0045 874-10318*8 
IPC-LR-74-3	 ....................... p0491 874-33471 8 -	 L-9219	 ............................ p0094 874-11823*8 
L-9225	 ............................ p0283 874-19665*8 
I?C-TR-73-8	 ....................... p0164 874-15115 * L-9229	 ............................. p0256 1174-19282*8 
L-9242	 .............................. P0326 874-21658*8 1FD8/71PT1	 ..................... p0097 874-11844 * L-9246	 ............................. p0419 R74-29119*a 
IpD-9/71-pT-2	 ..................... p0097 874-11845 * -	 L-9260	 ............................ p0469 874-32356*8 
L-9273	 ............................ p0416 874-285214*8 
ILR-4-1973	 ........................ p0326 874-21663 * L-9274	 ............................ p0470 874-32414*8 
L-9308	 ............................ p0411 N74-28'474** 
18-2	 ............................... p0049 874-10625 a L-9311	 ............................. p0410 874-28102*8 
L-9327	 ............................ pO1187N74-33430*# 
ISR-73102	 ........................
-
p0200 874-16960 $ L-9328	 ............................ p0463 N74-31414*a 
L9349	 ............................ p0488 874-33434*8 
ISLN81/73......................... p0067 874-11718 a L-9350	 ............................ p0323 874-21635*8 
L-9368	 ............................ p0412 874-28483*8 
1SL8T19/72	 ....................... p0060 874-11099 $ L-937............................. p0413 874-28506*8 
L9389............................ p0500 N74-35219**
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EIPORT/ACCESSIO1 I015U IDlE 
1-9430	 pO237 074-17758*1 
L-9433 ............................ p0463 074-31416*1 
1-9460 ............................ p0493 074-34459*8 
L-9463 ............................ p0463 074-31419*1 
L-9538 ............................ p0493 07q-34461*a 
j9539 ............................ p0412 074-28475*8 
1-9541 ............................. p0463 074-31421*1 
1-9549 ............................ p0489 074-33452*1 
1-9558 ............................ p0487 074-33431*1 
1-9577 . ............................p0487 074-33432*1 
1-9578 ............................ p0487 074-33428 I 
1-9625 ............................ p0489 074-33453*8 
1-9662 ............................ p0469 074-32412*8 
1-9747 ............................ p0470 074-32416*8 
1-9866 ............................ p0467 074-31499*8 
11-08-73-1304 ..................... p0293 074-20527 I 
11-5491-ES ........................ p0474 074-32903 I 
LBP-P3-104/12 ..................... p0097 074-11839 I 
LBF-FB-105/73 ..................... p0097 074-11840 8 
LB1-YB-106/73 ..................... p0097 074-11841 I 
LBF-S-108 ......................... p0097 074-11843 I 
L8?T8103/1972 .................... p0056 074-10924 I 
L073080054-V0L-1 .................. p0248 074-18679*8 
LG73280058-10L2 .................. p0248 074-18680*8 
1473080062 ........................ p0056 074-10921 I 
LG73200126 ........................ p0497 074-34523 I 
1473000153 ........................ pO324 074-21641 I 
LG73080169-VOL-1 .................. p0232 074-17710 I 
LG73080169-VOL-2 .................. p0232 074-17711 I 
1473000193 ........................ p0189 074-15717*8 
LG74EROO7O ........................ p0412 074-28479*8 
LG74000077 ......................... p0495 074-34477*1 
LISC-D352462 ...................... p0303 074-21151 I 
LE-569 ............................ 90155 074-14708 I 
10-572 ............................ p0283 074-19662 * 
LR-573 ............................. p0256 074-19281 I 
LR-576 ............................ p0442 074-29376 I 
LR-24051 .......................... p0443 074-29401 I 
LR-25327-10 ....................... p0250 074-18693 * 
10-25945 .......................... p0443 074-29402 I 
18-26088 .......................... p0254 074-18813 I 
LWL-CR-06P72 ...................... p0408 074-27508 I 
LVL-CR-06P720 ..................... p0416 074-28532 * 
LWL-TR-74-04 ...................... p0200 074-16906 I 
LUL-TR-74-27 ...................... p0443 074-29616 I 
IWL-TB-74-39 ...................... p0443 074-29627 * 
LIC-7348 ......................... p0410 074-28229*8 
18923 ............................. p0249 074-18688*8 
0-108 ............................. p0060 074-11097*8 
088-UD-118-74-0 ................... p0368 074-26485 I 
EBR-0B-0673-0 .................... p0413 074-28500*8 
088-00-06-74-0 .................... p0368 074-26483 I 
ECIC-73-14 ........................ p0066 074-11604 I 
ODC-80888 ......................... p0244 074-18637 I 
EDC-J4355Y011 ................... p0472 174-32437 * 
BDC-.35519-VOL-1 ................... p0281 174-19646 I 
EDC-J5738 ......................... p0050 074-10729*8 
EDC-45831 ......................... p0324 074-21645 I 
EDC-J6080 ......................... p0164 074-14783 I 
IDC-J6220 ......................... p0188 174-15714*1 
EDC-36236 ......................... p0286 074-19690 * 
EDC-J6507 .......................... p049l 174-33473 I 
00-73-4 ........................... p0438 174-40303 I 
0000-403502 ....................... p0473 074-32443*8 
0.30-3019 .......................... p0057 174-10931 I 
0.10-3027 .......................... p0238 074-17772 I 
0.10-4314 .......................... p0058 074-10933 I
ER-i .............................. p0062 074-11198*8 
OTI-73TR1 ......................... p0162 074-14775 I 
ITI-73TR11 ........................ p0047 074-10486 I 
0T173TR28 ......................... p0369 074-26493 I 
0-1/3.85 .......................... p02'41 074-17983 I 
0A-72-868-VOL-2 ................... p0199 074-16751 I 
08-72-868-VOL-5-PT-2 .............. p0199 074-16752 I 
NA-72-868-VOL-6 ................... p0199 074-16753 * 
01CR PAPER 24 ..................... p0375 174-35279 
NADC-72178-VT-REV-1 ............... p0301 074-20693 I 
0ADC-72216-VT-EEY-1 ............... p0300 074-20692 I 
OADC-72217-VT-REV-A ............... p0328 074-21902 I 
01DC-72218-VT-REV-A ............... p0328 074-21903 I 
NIDC-73139-30 ..................... p0042 074-10059 I 
UDC-73147-30 ..................... p0144 074-13745 I 
NADC-73179-30 ..................... p0358 074-25597 I 
NADC-74058-30 ..................... p0369 074-26495 I 
OAE-LR-569 ........................ p0247 074-18668 I 
NAEC-GSED-69 ...................... p0048 174-10607 I 
IAL-8I8L-SE8-45 ................... p0353 074-25547 • 
0A1BIBLSE8-51 ................... p0353 074-25545 • 
0A1-TR-194 ........................ p0159 074-14748 I 
011-TR-312 ........................ p0040 074-10046 * 
0AL-TR-313 ........................ p0045 074-10322 I 
NAL-TR-3i4 ........................ p0040 074-10047 * 
08L-TR-317 ........................ p0193 074-16486 * 
IAL-TR-319 ........................ p0161 074-14764 I 
NAL-TE-324 ........................ p0158 074-14744 I 
OAL-TR-329 ........................ p0293 074-20572 * 
IAL-TR-335 ........................ p0287 074-19891 I 
NAL-TR-350 ........................ p0330 074-22673 * 
NAL-TR-361 ........................ p0495 074-34480 $ 
IAEEL-1188 ........................ p0057 074-10930 * 
01001-1192 ........................ p0144 074-13742 I 
OAPTC-PE-32 ....................... p0288 074-20060 I 
NAPTC-PR-39 ....................... p0361 074-26073 I 
OAPTC-PE-40 ....................... p0304 074-21396*8 
OASI-CASE-ABC-10470-3 ............. p0445 074-30414*8 
OASI-CASR-ARc-10712-1 ............. p0474 074-33218* 
0ASA-CASB-IRC-10801-1 ............. p0471 1714-32428*1 
0ASA-CASB-ARC-10806 ............... p0409 074-27872*8 
OASA-CASE-ABC-10807-1 ............. p0494 074-34475*1 
01S1-CAZE-AEC-10813-1 ............. p0193 074-16249*8 
NASA-CASB-FEC-10049-1 ............. p0111 074-13420* 
0ASA-CASB-PRC-10051-1 ............. p0110 074-13129* 
IASA-CASE-GSC-11127-1 ............. p0044 074-10202*8 
OASA-CASS-LAR-10753-1 ............. p0445 074-30421* 
OASA-CASE-LAE-10776-1 ............. p0038 174-10034* 
NISA-CA5E-LAR-11141-1 ............. p0470 074-32418* 
NASA-CASE-LAR-11570-1 ............. p0410 074-23233*8 
01S1-CASE-LA8-11645-1 ............. p0365 074-26456*8 
NASA-CISB-LEW-11188-1 ............. p0295 074-20646* 
NASA-CASE-LE0-11286-1 ............. p0406 074-27490* 
IASA-CASE-ESC-12394-1 ............. p0059 074-10942* 
0ASA-CASE-IEP-02263 ............... p0054 074-10907* 
NLSIC8-2122 ....................... p0153 174-14625*8 
OASI-C8-2197 ...................... p0161 074-14765*8 
01S1-CB-2202 ...................... p0188 074-15710*8 
0ASA-CR-2275 ...................... p0245 074-18645*8 
01S1-C82315 ...................... p0041 074-10051*8 
OASA-CR-2320 ...................... p0140 174-13718*8 
01S1C8-2322 ...................... p0139 0714-13708*8 
OASIC8-2323 ...................... p0036 074-10020*8 
JASI-CR-2332 ...................... p0188 074-15713*1 
NISA-CR-2333 ...................... p0248 07418679** 
flS1-CE-2334 ...................... p0248 174-18680*1 
HSA-CR-2335 ...................... p0245 074-18646*8 
NASA-CR-2337 ...................... p0159 074-14752*1 
OASA-CR-2338 ...................... p0141 074-1724*I 
1-13
RNPOR?/LCCESSIOJ 105311 INDEX 
NASA-CR-2340 
NASA-CR-2342 
NASA-CR-2344 
NASA-CB-2346	 . 
NASA-CR-2348	 . 
N&SA-CR-2349	 . 
NASA-CR-2350	 . 
NASA-CE-2353 
NASA-CR-2354 
NASA-CR-2355 
NASA-CE-2358 
NASA-CR- 2360 
NASA-CR-2361 
NASA-CR- 23 68 
NASA-CR-2378 
NASA-CR- 23 8 1 
NASA-CR- 23 95 
NASA-CR-2397 
NASA-CR-2401 
NASA-CR- 24 03 
NASA-CR-2405 
NASA-CR-2408 
NASA-CR-2421 
NASA-CR-2424 
NASA-CR-2425 
NASA-CR- 2426 
NASA-CR-2433 
NASA-CR-2437 
NASA-CE- 2447 
NASA-CR- 24 50 
NASA-CE-112238 
NASA-CR- 112249 
NASA-CR- 114363 
NASA-CR- 1145 88 
NASA-CR- 1146 03 
NASA-CR- 114605 
NASA-CR- 114621 
NASA-CR-i 14622 
NASA-CR- 114623 
NASA-CR- 114629 
NASA-CR- 114630 
NASA-CE- 114658 
NASA-CR-i 14664 
NASA-CR- 118665 
NASA-CR- 114677 
NASA-CE- 114678 
NASA-CR- 114682 
NASA-CR- 1186 87 
NASA-CR- 1146 88 
NASA-CR-i 14689 
NASA-CR-i 18690 
NASA-CR-i 14691 
NASA-CR- 114693 
NASA-CR-1i4694 
NASA-CE-114697 
NASA-CR- 114698 
NASA-CE-114699 
NASA-CE-i14707 
NASA-CR- 114708 
NASA-CR- 114709 
NASA-CR-i14710 
NASA-CR- 114711 
NASA-CR-114723 
NASA-CR-1i4727 
NASA-CR-i 14730 
NASA-CR-i14735 
NASA-CE1 18749 
NASA-CB-1i4758 
NASA-CE-114760 
NASA-CR-i 1476i 
NASA-CR-12 1175 
NASA-CE- 121247 
NASA-CR- 12 1252 
NASA-CR-12127i 
NASA-CE- 12 1277 
NASA-CB-128781 
NASA-CR- 132252 
NASA-CR-132253 
NASA-CE- 132296 
NASA-CE-132297 
NASA-CE-i32313 
NASA-CE- 132323 
NASA-CE- 132335 
NASA-CR- 13 2339 
NASA-CE- 132345 
NASA-CE- 132349 
NASA-CR- 132350 
NASA-CR- 132351 
NASA-CR- 132352
p0038 174-10031*1 
p0236 874-17756*8 
p0O36 N74-100l9*# 
p0249 174-18681st 
pOI9S N74-16716*t 
p0160 N74-14754*t 
p0189 074-15720*1 
p0196 874-16718*8 
p0051 174-10735*1 
p0096 874-11835*1 
p0196 174-167195* 
p0099 874-12317*1 
p0193 174-16322*1 
p0194 874-16704*1 
p0495 874-34482*1 
p0245 N74-18648*l 
p0363 874-26425*1 
p0417 874-28709*1 
p0417 074-28710*8 
p0417 174-28707*1 
p0417 174-28706*1 
p0494 474-34476*1 
p0488 174-33433*1 
p0406 174-27497*1 
p0413 874-28504*8 
p0406 874-27498*1 
p0489 174-33448*8 
p0467 174-31495*8 
p0442 874-29382*8 
p0418 874-28734*8 
p0101 174-12555*8 
p0353 874-25548*. 
p0096 874-11834*8 
p0040 174-10048*8 
p0142 874-13727*8 
p0040 874-10044*8 
p0235 874-11751*8 
p0236 174-17152*1 
p0236 174-11753*8 
p0040 874-10045*8 
p0049 874-10725*8 
p0235 N74-17750*t 
p0188 874-15711*8 
p0142 874-13726*8 
p0188 874-15714*8 
p0235 N74-17749** 
p0096 874-11833*8 
p0297 874-20667*8 
p0189 174-15715*1 
p0249 174-18685*1 
p0249 874-18686*8 
p0189 874-15716*8 
p0141 874-13722*4 
p0141 874-13723*8 
p0330 174-22676*8 
p0330 874-22671*8 
p0193 174-16250*1 
p0160 874-14755*8 
p0160 174-14756*1 
pOl6O 874-14757*1 
p0160 874-14758*8 
p0160 174-14759*4 
p0326 174-21659*8 
p0188 874-15712*8 
p0325 874-21655*8 
p0200 874-16995*0 
p0248 174-18678*1 
p0412 874-28479*1 
p0297 874-20663*8 
p0297 174-20662*8 
p0050 874-10732*8 
p0193 874-16493*8 
p0050 874-10729*8 
p0050 874-10730*0 
p0040 174-10049*8 
p0038 174-10028*1 
p0240 874-17909*1 
p0254 874-18842*8 
p0241 874-18096*8 
p0061 874-11118*1 
p0045 874-10297*8 
p0053 874-10863*8 
p0038 N74-10029*$ 
p0104 874-12717*0 
p0093 874-11807*1 
p0093 174-11809*8 
pOO61 874-11113*1 
p0061 874-11114*1 
p0061 174-11115*1
NASA-CR- 132353 
NASA-CR- 132354 
IASA-CR-132355 
NASA-CR- 132358 
NASA-CE- 132361 
NASA-CR- 132362 
NASA-CE- 132365 
NASA-CR- 132367 
NASA-CR- 132368 
NASA-CR- 132369 
NASA-CR- 132371 
NASA-CR- 132372 
NASA-CR- 132387 
NASA-CR- 132390 
NASA-CR- 132391 
NASA-CR- 132392 
NASA-CR- 132393 
NASA-CR- 132394 
NASA-CR- 132395 
NASA-CR- 132396 
NASA-CR- 132397 
NASA-CR- 132401 
NASA-CR- 132402 
NASA-CR- 132403 
NASA-CR- 132404 
NASA-CR- 132405 
NASA-CR- 132406 
NASA-CR- 1324 15 
NASA-CR- 132419 
NASA-CR- 132420 
NASA-CR- 132423 
NASA-CR- 132430 
NASA-CR- 132461 
NASA-CR- 1324 62 
NASA-CR- 132477 
NASA-CR-132479 
NASA-CR- 132508 
NASA-CR- 13283 1 
NASA-CR- 132930 
NASA-CR- 134184 
NASA-CR- 1344 86 
NASA-CR- 134494 
NASA-CR- 134502 
NASA-CR- 134503 
NASA-CR-1345i 1 
NASA-CR- 134515 
NASA-CR- 134518 
NASA-CR-134533 
NASA-CR- 134534 
NASA-CR- 134545 
NASA-CR- 134546 
NASA-CR- 134547 
NASA-CR- 134548 
NASA-CR- 134586 
NASA-CR- 134609 
NASA-CR- 1346 30 
NASA-CR- 134636 
NASA-CR- 134645 
NASA-CR- 134647 
NASA-CR- 134660 
NASA-CR-134699 
NASA-CR-135884 
NASA-CR- 1359 75 
NASA-CR- 135976 
NASA-CR- 1359 93 
NASA-CR-i 36004 
NASA-CE- 136069 
NASA-CR- 136473 
NASA-CR- 136504 
NASA-CR-136559 
NASA-CR- 136618 
NASA-CE- 136815 
NASA-CR-136900 
NASA-CR- 137373 
NASA-CR-137481 
NASA-CR-137483 
NiSA-CR-137515 
NASA-CR- 137520 
NASA-CE- 13752 1 
NASA-CR- 137527 
NASA-CR- 137530 
NASA-CR- 137531 
NASA-C R-137550 
NASA-CR- 13756 1 
NASA-CR- 137570 
NASA-CE-138031 
NASA-CR- 138 120 
NASA-CR- 138 130 
NASA-C3-138 140
p0061 N74-11116*$ 
p0095 874-11829*8 
p0094 174-11822*8 
p0158 874-18745*8 
p0161 N14-14762*l 
p0161 874-14763*8 
p0241 N74-17959*$ 
p0196 874-16729*8 
p0196 874-16730*8 
p0107 874-12821*0 
p0288 N74-18674** 
p0248 874-18675*8 
p0257 874-19544*8 
p0415 874-28514*8 
p0415 874-28515*1 
p0415 N74-28516*$ 
p0415 874-28517*8 
p0415 874-28518*8 
p0415 874-28519*1 
p0415 N74-28520** 
p0416 N74-28521*l 
p0413 N74-28508** 
p0414 874-28509*1 
p0414 N74-28510*l 
p0414 N74-28511*l 
p0414 874-28512*8 
p0414 874-28513*8 
p028 1 874-19643*8 
p0304 874-21289*8 
p0354 174-25563*1 
p0444 N74-30093*# 
p0355 174-25567*1 
p044 1 874-29375*0 
p0495 174-34477*1 
p0487 N74-33427** 
p0494 874-34468*8 
p0494 874-34469*0 
p0048 874-10619*0 
p0200 874-16887*0 
p0189 N74-15717*1 
p0065 N74-11597** 
p0194 N74-16592** 
p0049 N74-10726*l 
p0093 874-11808*8 
p0100 874-12449*, 
p0099 N74-12285*l 
p0241 174-17960*8 
p0247 874-18672*8 
p0236 N74-17755*l 
p0196 874-16726*0 
p0247 N74-i8673*# 
p0363 N74-26436*# 
p0243 874-18399*0 
p0256 874-19401*8 
p0296 874-20661*, 
p0353 874-25537*1 
p0444 174-30239*0 
p0410 874-28230*8 
p0410 874-28229*8 
p0475 874-33226*8 
p0494 N74-34467** 
p0062 N74-11164*t 
p0062 N74-11197*l 
p0062 874-11198*1 
p0067 N74-11743*# 
p0063 874-11202*0 
p0059 N74-11077*t 
p0139 874-13709*8 
p01 440 874-13715*0 
p0155 874-114707*1 
p0164 874-15378*0 
p0200 874-16953*0 
p0304 874-21396*0 
p0282 874-19651*8 
p0326 874-21660*0 
p0405 874-27485*8 
p0416 N74-28525** 
p0489 N74-33455*$ 
p0489 N74-33456** 
p0407 874-27501*0 
p044 1 874-29374*8 
p0418 874-29016*0 
pO4lO 874-32413*8 
p0472 874-32438*0 
p0495 874-34483*4 
p0287 874-19902*8 
p0324 874-21647*8 
p0324 874-21648*4 
p0323 874-21633*8 
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NAsA-CR- 138140	 p0488 N74-33436*I 
NASA-CE-138185	 p0326 N74-21661*I 
NASA-CR-138585	 p0369 H74-26663S1 
NASA-CE-138605	 p0369 N74-26666* 
NASA-CE- 13 8658 	 p0363 N74-26424S8 
NASA-CE- 138815	 p0409 N74-27715*4 
NASA-CE- 13 8 908	 p0407 N74-27505*l 
NASA-CB-13 9595	 p0463 N74-31427*# 
NASA-CE- 139690	 p0487 N74-33426*$ 
NASA-CE- 14 0059
	 p0473 N74-32443*# 
NASA-CE- 140182
	 p0500 N74-35194** 
NASA-CR- 140487
	 p0488 N74-33445*I 
NASA-CE-140519	 p0493 N74-34465*A 
NASA-CE- 140623	 p0501 874-35250*1 
NASA-EP-85 ........................ p0036 874-10017*1 
NASA-SP-352 ....................... p0495 N74-34489*# 
NASA-TN-I-2944 .................... p0064 874-11304*1 
NASA-TN-X-2946 ..................... p0067 874-11738*1 
NASA-TN-I-2947 .................... p0416 N74-28524*l 
NASA-TN-X-2952 .................... p0101 N74-12571*l 
NASA-TN-X-2956 .................... p0159 1174-14753*1 
NASA-TN-I-2958 .................... p0153 874-14650*1 
NASA-TN-X-2959 .................... p0154 874-14651*1 
NASA-TN-X-2993 .................... p0243 N74-18397** 
NASA-TN-X-3000 .................... p0231 N74-17699*l 
NASA-TN-I-3007 .................... p0294 1174-20591*1 
NASA-TN-X-3008 .................... p0354 874-25562*1 
NASA-TN-I- 26 23 
NASA-TN-x-2788
	 p0323 N74-21634*l 
p0146 874-13882*1 
NASA-TN-X-2866	 p0098 874-12091*1 
NASA-Tfl-I-2867	 p0246 874-18658*1 
NASA-TN-X-2879	 p0062 N74-11119*I 
11 A SA-TR-X-2 897 	 p0O94 N74-11819** 
NASA-TM-I-2903	 p0037 1174-10022*1 
NASA-TM-X-2905	 p0037 N74-10027*1 
NASA-TN-X-2918	 p0166 N74-15466*l 
NASA-TN-X-29 19	 pOl6S N74-15465*l 
NASA-TR-X-2921	 p0049 N74-10722*l 
NASA-Th-X-2926	 p0050 874-10734*0 
NASA-Tfl-X-2931	 p0166 N74-15659** 
NASA-TN-I-2937	 p0037 874-10026*1 
NASA-TN-X-2940	 p0041 N74-10052*l 
NASA-TN-X-2942	 p0094 N74-11813*l 
NASA-Tfl-X-3009	 pO493 N74-34462** 
11ASA-TN-X-301 1	 p0246 874-18656*0 
NASA-TN-X-30 16	 p0237 874-17758*0 
NASA-TI4-X-303 1	 p0412 874-28483*1 
NASA-TN-X-3 048 	 p0412 874-28475*1 
NAA-TN-X-3049	 p0410 N74-28240*1 
NASA-TN-X-3053	 p0323 N74-21639*l 
EASA-TN-X-3060	 p0487 874-33430*. 
NASA-T8-X-3064	 p0411 874-28241*1 
NASA-TM-X-3066 .................... p0444 874-30240*1 
NA5ATflX3069 .................... p0487 874-33431*1 
NASA-TE-X-3070 .................... p0487 874-33432*1 
NASA-Tfl-X-3073 .................... p0353 874-25536*1 
NASATNX3078 .................... p0463 874-31419*1 
NASA-TN-I-3087 .................... p0463 874-31421*1 
NASA-TS-X-3088 .................... p0469 874-32412*1 
NASA-TN-X-3110 .................... p0500 874-35203*1 
NASA-TN-X-56017 ................... p0094 874-11814*1 
NASA-TM-X-56019 ................... p0160 874-14760*1
NASA-TM-X-56020 ................... p0104 1174-12720*0 
NASA-TN-X-56022 ................... Ol92 874-16102*0 
NASA-TN-I-56024 ................... p0247 874-18671*1 
NASA-TN-X-56025 ................... p0441 874-29370*1 
NASA-TM-X-58141 ................... p0411 874-28423*1 
NASA-TN-X-62197 ................... p0141 874-13721*1 
NASA-TN-X-62218 ................... p0418 874-28737*1 
NASA-TN-X-62237 ................... p0140 874-13719*1 
NASA-Tfl-X-62281 ................... p0095 874-11826*1 
1IASA-TN-X-62289 ................... p0053 N74-10783*l 
NASA-TN-X-62306 ................... p0103 N74-12714*# 
NASA-TN-X-62309 ................... p0093 874-11810*1 
NASATHX62310 ................... p0064 874-11431*1 
NASATNX62319 ................... p0189 874-15719*0 
J1AS4-TNX62320 ................... p0141 874-13720*1 
NASA-TN-X-62321 ................... p0158 874-14739*0 
NASA-TM-X-62322 ................... pOlO4 N74-12715** 
NASA-TN-X-62326 ................... p0231 1174-17702*0 
NASA-TNX62327 ................... p0487 874-33429*0 
NASAT11X62333 ................... p0196 N74-16720*1
NASA-T*X-62334 ................... p0329 874-22637*1 
NASA-TN-X-62336 ................... p0325 N74-21654*l 
NASA-T!1-62346 ................... p0354 N74-25561*l 
NASA-Tfl-X-62348 ................... p0444 874-30095*1 
NASA-Th-X-6236 ..................... p0467 N74-31501*1 
NASA-T8-X-62368 ................... p0468 N74-31617*l 
NASA-Th .. X-62369 ................... p0467 N74-31498*l 
NASA-TN-X-62375 ................... p0474 N74-33114*I 
NASATN-X-62382 ................... p0493 N74-34466** 
NASA-TN-I-64086 ................... p0059 N74-11091*# 
NASA-TN-X-68241 ................... p0055 N74-10917*l 
NASA-Ttl-X-69411 ................... p0192 N74-15939* 
NASA-TN-X-69455 ................... p0111 N74-13422** 
NASA-TN-X-69938 ................... pO236 874-17754*1 
NASATN-X69960 ................... p0248 874-18676*1 
NASA-TN-X-70242 ................... p0472 N74-32439*l 
NASA-TN-X-70319 ................... p0467 N74-31499*l 
NASA-TN-X-71437 ................... p0049 874-10709*1 
NASA-TN-X-71456 ................... p0040 N74-10043*$ 
NASA-TE-X-71460 ................... p0037 N74-10021*I 
NASA-Tfl-X-71461 ................... p0045 N74-10321*# 
NASA-Tfl-X-71464 ................... p0100 N74-12445*I 
NASA-TN-X-71466 ................... p0039 N74-10042** 
NASA-TM-X-71470 ................... p0039 N74-10037*t 
NASA-TN-X-71481 ................... p0063 874-11204*1 
NASA-TN-X-71488 ................... p0152 874-14384*1 
NASA-TN-X-71509 ................... p0243 N74-18400*I 
NASA-T8-I-71517 ................... p0256 N74-19405** 
NASA-TN-I-71527 ................... p0284 N74-19668*l 
NASA-Tfl-X-71536 ................... p033 1 N74-23342** 
NASA-TN-X-71541 ................... p0329 N74-22631*$ 
NASA-Tfl-I-71548 ................... p0360 874-25812*1 
NASA-TN-X-71550 ................... p0363 N7l4-26435** 
NASA-TN-I-71553-V0L-1-PT-1 ....... . p0406 N74-27491*+ 
NASA-TN-X-71553-VOL-2-PT-1 ........ . p0406 N74-27492*+ 
NASA-TM-X-71562 ................... p0355 N74-25568** 
NASA-TN-I-71578 ................... p0442 874-29379*1 
NASA-T8-X-71591 ................... p0445 N74-30249** 
NASA-TM-X-71606 ................... p0475 N74-33228*1 
NASA-TN-X-71607 ................... p0475 N74-33229** 
NASA-TB-X-71610 ................... p0500 N74-35201** 
NASA-T8-X-71614 .................... p0500 N74-35202** 
NASA-TB-X-71919 .................... p0281 874-19640*1 
NASA-TN-X-71921 ................... pO296 N74-20657*l 
NASA-TN-X-71927 ................... p0295 874-20654*1 
NASA-TN-X-71928 ................... p0294 874-20637*1 
NASA-T8-X-71931 ................... p0294 874-20638*1 
NASA-TN-X-71932 .................... p0296 874-20656*1 
NASA-T81-71935 ................... p0296 874-20658*1 
NASA-TN-X-71936 ................... p0295 N74-20652*t 
NASA-TBX-71937 ................... p0296 N74-20655** 
NASA-T8-X-71938 ................... p0304 N74-21308*l 
NASA-TN-X-71944 .........' ........ . p0284 N74-19667*# 
NASA-TN-X-71950 ........... p0295 N74-20651*1 
NASA-TM-X-71953 ................... p0296 N714-20660*# 
NASA-TBX71957 ................... p0296 N74-20659*l 
NASATNX-71960 ................... p0365 N74-26457*t 
EASA-TNX-71965 .................... p0353 N74-25533*l 
NASA-TR-X-7197'4 ................... p0466 874-31485*1 
NASA-TN-X-71987 ................... p0441 874-29367*1 
NASA-TN-X-71995 ................... p0467 N7431504** 
NASA-T8-X-72013 .................... p0488 N74-33438** 
NASA-TN-D-7130 .................... p0147 874-14138*1 
NASA-TN-D-7231 .................... p0104 N74-12719*l 
NASA-TN-D-7278 .................... p0095 N74-11825** 
NASA-TN-D-7330 .................... p0096 N74-11836*I 
NASA-TN-D-7331 .................... p0036 N74-10015*l 
NASA-TN-D-7335 .................... p0047 874-10584*1 
NASA-TN-D-7346 .................... p0153 N74-14631*# 
NASATND7350 .................... p0060 N74-11096*$ 
NASA-TN-D-7358 .................... p0096 N74-11831*$ 
NASA-TN-0-7361 .................... p0059 874-11059*1 
NASA-TND-7363 .................... p0187 N74-15703** 
NASA-TN-D-7367 .................... p0036 N74-10014*# 
NASA-TN-0-7380 ..................... p0099 874-12261*1 
UASA-TN-D-7387 .................... p0038 874-10030*1 
NASA-TN-D-7399 .................... p0096 N74-11832** 
NASA-TN-D-7411 .................... p0324 N74-21649*l 
NASA-TN-D-7427 ..................... p0102 874-12705*1 
NASA-TN-D-7428 .................... p0094 N74-11821*# 
NASA-TN-D-7432 .................... p0060 N74-11097** 
NASA-TN-D-7444 .................... p0237 N74-17759*# 
NASATN07446 .................... p0093 874-11812*1 
NASA-TN-D-7447 .................... p0045 874-10318*1 
NASA-TN-D-7452 .................... p0249 N74-18688** 
NASA-TN-D-7455 .................... p0297 874-20666*1 
NASA-TN-D-7456 .................... p0097 874-11837*1 
NASATND746O .................... p0256 N74-19282*t 
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NASA-TN-D-7463 • pO326 874-21658*1 
NASA-TN-D-7470 .................... p0325 874-21653*1 
NASA-IN-D-7474 .................... p0283 874-19665*1 
NASA-TN-D-7483 .................... p0099 N74-12187*I 
NASA-TN-L)-7487 .................... p0037 874-10024*1 
NASA-TN-D-7888 .................... p0101 874-12575*1 
NASA-TN-D-7489 ..................... p003? 874-10025*1 
NASA-TN-D-7495 .................... p0325 874-21652*1 
NASA-TN-D-7497 .................... p0284 874-19671*1 
NASA-TN-D-7498 .................... p0094 874-11823*1 
NASA-IN-D-7505 .................... p0411 874-28474*1 
NASA-TN-D-7509 .................... pOlOO 874-12360*1 
NASA-IN-D-7518 .................... p0254 874-18895*1 
NASA-TN-D-7524 .................... pO41O 874-28102*1 
NASA-TN-D-7526 ..; ................ p0283 874-19663*1 
NASA-TN-D-7539 .................... pO469 874-32356*1 
NASAT14-D-7546 .................... p0141 874-13725*1 
NASA-IN-D-7551 .................... pO248 N74-18677*l 
NASA-TN-D-7563 .................... p0246 874-18657*1 
NASA-TN-D-7579 .................... p0323 874-21635*1 
NASA-TN-D-7593 .................... p0413 874-28506*1 
NASA-IN-D-7603 .................... p0195 874-16717*1 
NASA-TN-D-7611 .................... pO419 874-29119*1 
NASA-TN-D-7623 .................... p0488 874-33434*1 
NASA-TN-D-7630 .................... p0470 874-32414*1 
NASA-TN-D-7631 .................... p0463 874-31416*1 
NASA-TN-D-7645 .................... p0284 874-19672*1 
NASA-TN-D-7647 .................... p0355 874-25569*1 
NASA-TN-D-7651 .................... p0463 874-31414*1 
NASA-TN-D-7666 .................... p0304 874-21290*1 
NASA-IN-D-7669 .................... p0489 874-33452*1 
NASA-TN-D-7670 .................... p0493 874-34461*1 
NASA-TN-D-7677 .................... p0407 874-27500*1 
NASA-TN-D-7689 .................... p0362 874-26389*1 
NASA-IN-D-7696 .................... p0362 874-26251*1 
NASA-IN-D-7698 .................... p0370 874-27412*1 
NASA-TN-D-7703 .................... p0407 874-27499*1 
NASA-TN-D-7714 .................... p0489 874-33453*1 
NASA-TN-D-7715 .................... p0500 874-35219*1 
NASA-TN-D-7731 .................... p0413 874-28507*1 
NASA-TN-D-7741 .................... p048? 874-33428 8 
NASA-TN-D-7770 .................... p0470 874-32416*1 
NASA-TN-D-7791 .................... p0495 N74-34481*8
NASA-TR-R-421 .....................p0158 074-14741*1 
NASATRR42B .....................p0493 874-34459*8 
NASA-TT-F-757 .....................p0159 N74-14751*l 
NASA-TT-F-782 .....................p0357 N74-25594*l 
NASA-TT-F-806 .....................p0283 874-19666*1 
NASA-TT-F-15106 ...................p0039 874-10038*1 
NASA-IT-F- 15171 ...................p0056 874-10923*1 
NASA-TT-F-15172 ...................p0056 874-10922*1 
NASA-TT-F-15173 ...................p0060 N74-11095*l 
NASA-TT-F-15174 ...................p0095 874-11827*1 
NASA-IT-F-15175 ...................p0098 874-12015*1 
NASA-TI-F-15176 ...................p0060 874-11092*1 
NASA-TI-F-15177 ...................p0060 874-11093*1 
NASA-TT-P-15178 ...................p0065 874-11433*1 
NASA-II-F-15179 ...................p0060 874-11094*1 
NASA-TT-F-15182 ...................p0056 N74-10918*8 
NASATTF15183 ...................p0094 074-11815*1 
NASA-TI-F-15195 ...................p0140 074-13717*1 
NASA-TT-F-15197 ...................p0139 874-13706*1 
NASA-TT-F-15199 ...................p0101 074-12572*1 
NASA-TT-F-15213 ....................p0139 874-13707*1 
NASA-IT-F-15233 ...................p0151 874-14383*1 
NASA-TT-F-15237 ...................p0189 N74-15718*8 
NASAIIF15249 ...................p0154 874-14682*1 
NASA-TT-F-15292 ...................pOl9l 874-15735*1 
NASA-TT-F-15295 ...................p0191 874-15736*1 
NASATI-F15310 ...................p0191 874-15748*1 
NASA-TT-F-15370 ...................p0235 874-17747*1 
NASA-IT-F-15371 ...................p0240 874-17958*1 
NASA1TF15406 ...................p0236 874-17757*1 
NASA-TI-F-15414 ...................p0418 074-29040*1 
NASA-TI-F- 15416 ....................p0254 874-18917*1 
NASA-TT-F-15417 ...................p0281 N74-19641*l 
NASA-IT-F- 15424 ...................p0284 874-19669*1 
NASA-TT-F-15445. ................... p0287 874-19904*1 
NASA-TT-F-15 l446 ...................p0283 874-19661*1 
NA5ATIF15454 ...................p0324 074-21646*1 
NASA-Il-F- 15531 ...................p0325 074-21651*1 
NASA-II-F-15532 ... : ..............p0297 874-20668*1 
NASA-TT-F-15533 ....................p0298 074-20669*1 
NASA-TT-F-15534 ...................pO324 074-21650*1 
NASA-II-F-15568 ...................p0328 N74-22138*8 
NASA-TT-F-15569 ...................p0323 074-21631*1 
NASA-TI-F-15608 ...................p0361 874-26150*1
NASA-IT-F- 15612	 p0413 N74-28500*I 
NASA-IT-F- 15613	 p0355 874-25565*1 
NASA-IT-F- 15614 	 p0355 874-25566*1 
NASA-TI-?- 156 15 	 p0419 874-29118*1 
NASA-IT-F- 15616	 p0355 874-25564*1 
NASA-IT-F- 15617 	 p0406 874-27493*1 
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